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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for MIM for z/OS (MIM).

MIM is used for sharing DASD, tape, and console resources safely and efficiently in z/OS and z/VM multiple-image
environments. The product streamlines and automates many of the procedures involved in sharing resources and enables
multiple-system sites to share data center resources across as many as 32 systems.

Portfolio Simplification for MIM

MIM now includes the following interfaces, features, and capabilities in the base product license cost:

Tape Sharing Offers granular tape device selection and exclusion capabilities and is the only tape
device sharing solution that allows sharing between IBM® z/OS, IBM z/VM®, and Linux®.

Message Sharing Routes messages and commands among up to 128 geographically remote systems.

Data Sharing Automatically protects DASD data integrity, and speeds resolution of DASD data set
access conflicts—locally and across systems.

Message Sharing ICMF Option Allows the MIC option to transmit data through a VTAM connection instead of CTCs or
XCF.

Release Comparison
These tables compare the key features in all active releases for MIM.

Release Comparison for MII.

Key Features 12.5 12.1 12.0

Transparent MIMQUERY YES NO NO

GDIF Display Counts YES NO NO

Enhanced ECMF Messages YES YES NO

Display Reserves Enhancement YES NO NO

Release Comparison for MIM Driver

Key Features 12.5 12.1 12.0

Restart Manager Feature
Enhancement

YES NO NO

Dynamic Refresh Feature
Enhancement

YES NO NO

MIM0100A FILE 00 LOCKOUT
WTOR Enhancement

YES NO NO

The AUTOTUNE Enhancement YES NO NO

Global Copy Performance YES YES NO
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Key Features 12.5 12.1 12.0

Prevent Accidental Control File
Formatting

YES YES NO

Dynamic Reconfiguration of
MIM

YES YES YES

Mixed Mode VCF
Communication

YES YES YES

Selectable Features YES YES YES

zIIP Enablement Feature YES YES YES

New Features in MIM Release 12.5
 

New MII Features
The features in this section have been added to the MII component:

Transparent MIMQUERY Service

The MIMQUERY Service, first made available with MIM 12.1, introduced an API to the MIMQUERY macro and
MIMQUERY address space. This service allowed customers and ISV programs to query the status of ENQ resources
across the MIIplex. Broadcom products such as MIM, SYSVIEW/E, DB2 Tools, and certain ISV vendor software products
have exploited this API. However, there are many customers and other software products that use ISGQUERY and/
or GQSCAN services to obtain ENQ information. When MIM is active, these IBM services cannot give complete and
accurate results, especially when the MIIplex is not limited to a single sysplex.

At 12.5, we enhanced the MIMQUERY Service so that MII provides transparent support for managing ISGQUERY and
GQSCAN service requests. Software products no longer need to code a MIMQUERY macro to call the MIMQUERY
Service. When the MIM MIMQUERY, GQSCAN and ISGQUERY features are activated, customer and ISV programs that
issue certain GQSCAN or ISGQUERY service requests receive current ENQ information from the MIMQUERY service
without the need for any code changes.

For more information, see How You Activate New Features with ACTIVATE FEATURE.

GDIF Display Counts

The GDIF DISPLAY COUNTS command is used to display information that is related to ENQ and RESERVE processing
through GDIF. This display does not show the level of detail that is sometimes required, especially when the ISSUED
values differ from the PROCESSED values.

The goal of this enhancement was to surface the reasons why GDIF may not be processing certain ENQs and
RESERVES. DISPLAY GDIF COUNTS=EXCEPTIONS was added to address this issue. A SORT option was also added
to the COUNTS command that allows easy sorting on any column in the chosen display.

For more information, see the DISPLAY GDIF Command-Display Information.

DISPLAY RESERVES Enhancement

The MIM DISPLAY RESERVES=HARDWARE command has been enhanced to include all systems in the MIMPLEX if the
MIMQUERY feature is active. This command allows operations to diagnose reserve lockouts more quickly.
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New MIM Driver Features
The features in this section have been added to the MIM driver:

Facilities are Registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS (LU07829)

All MIM facilities are now registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. The z/OS Function Registry provides a
simple way for customers to gather infomation about MIM at their site. Registered information includes product release
and maintenance level, and the enabled status and LMP key for each facility. For more information, see View IBM
Function Registry for z/OS Data.

Restart Manager Feature Enhancements

Eliminate //STEPLIB DD Requirement in CAMIMGR JCL PROC

The Restart Manager feature required the use of a //STEPLIB DD statement in CAMIMGR JCL PROC. This requirement
conflicted with sites whose standards required all loadlibs be defined to LINKLIST and not to use //STEPLIB DD JCL
statements in JCL PROCs.  The Restart Manager feature no longer requires a //STEPLIB DD statement in the CAMIMGR
JCL PROC.

Dynamic Refresh Feature Enhancements

Use Alternate Loadlib for Initial Startup

In some cases you may want to specify Primary and Alternate (test) load libraries for initial CAMIMGR startup. MIM should
attempt to startup on the Alternate load library, but if the startup fails, MIM should fall back to using the Primary (safe) load
library.  .   

Retain COMMIT Command Results Across IPL 

It is possible to use the Restart Manager ALTLIB option to Dynamically Refresh the MIM address space using an
LOADLIB ALTLIB, and LOADLIB COMMIT command to harden loadlib change. However, you are then supposed
to update the STEPLIB DD statement in the CAMIMGR JCL PROC if present. If an IPL occurs before updating the
CAMIMGR JCL PROC, the LOADLIB COMMIT action is lost. It is beneficial to have a way to remember the ALTLIB was
committed, and have CAMIMGR use the committed loadlib in an IPL.

The MIM LOADLIB command has been modified to support additional keywords to allow more flexibility in managing
loadlibs via the Restart Manager and Dynamic Refresh features.

For more information about the Dynamic Refresh feature, see Dynamic Refresh Activation or the Scenario-Based
Document, How to Use the Restart Manager and Dynamic Refresh Enhancements.

For more information about the MIM LOADLIB command, see MIM LOADLIB Command.

MIM0100A FILE 00 LOCKOUT WTOR Enhancement

The diagnostic MIM0100A WTOR is issued when CAMIMGR detects a control file I/O delay situation. The message is
intended to help operations and MIM engineering diagnose cross-system communication problems which may impact
MIMplex throughput. There are several CAMIMGR routines that can detect the delay condition for various reasons. Text
has been added to identify which of the four CAMIMGR routines has detected the control file I/O delay.

For more information about the MIM0100A WTOR, see Message MIM0100A 

The AUTOTUNE Enhancement

The AUTOTUNE enhancement to MIM R12.5 enables MIM to automatically tune control file access rates which would
alleviate customers' efforts by doing it manually and often, depending on the workload of each system in the MIMplex.
This new option is ON by default.
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See the MIM Programming Guide and the Statement and Command Reference for more information. 

New Health Checks

MIM_GTAF_VARY_DEDUP

MIA serializes VARY ONLINE processing with z/OS allocation processes on all active systems in the MIAplex while
z/OS acquires SYSIEFSD ENQs to serialize VARY processing with allocation on the local system. Redundant VARY
commands that do not change the state of the target device can be automatically discarded. Elimination of duplicate
VARY commands removes the processing overhead that is incurred for MIA and z/OS serialization of redundant VARY
commands.

MIM_GDIF_PAGEFIX

PAGEFIX=COND specifies that cell-pooled control blocks should be page-fixed as long as the system is not expecting a
real page storage condition. Typically, the MIM working set size remains fixed in real storage; you do not need to page-fix
its cell-pool resident control blocks. However, in times of critical pageable storage shortages, frames can be stolen from
the working set pages. If a system is configured so that it is real-storage constrained, setting PAGEFIX=COND can help
improve the ability of MIM to provide a consistent level of service, even during times of storage shortage.

MIM_DRVR_VCF_CTRL_ELGBL

When running MIM with a Virtual Control File (VCF), at least one system must be designated as being controller eligible.
It is a MIM best practice to have at least a secondary controller eligible system so that if the current controller is unable
to continue managing the VCF, management responsibility passes to a new controller. Ideally all systems in a MIMplex
should have a CTC or XCF path to all other systems in the MIMplex so that all systems are eligible to become the
controller system. This redundancy provides the best recovery options.

 Changes to Messages
New or changed messages for this release. These lists serves as an alert aid for customers who have automation rules
that are based on messages.

For complete message text and explanations, see Message and Code Reference.

The following messages have been added to this release:

• MIMRM18I
Primary LOADLIB not usable - checkpoint discarded

• MIMRM19I
Alernate LOADLIB not usable - cleared

• MIMRM20I
Unable to allocate dsname

• MIMRM21I
Unable to OPEN dsname 

• MIMRM22I
APF check failed for dsname – action

• MIMRM23I
Using libtype LOADLIB from checkpoint

• MIM0694I
Checkpoint successful

• MIM0695E
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LOADLIB checkpoint failed
• MIM0696I

Alternate LOADLIB reset
• MIM1033I

Counts have been reset
• MIM1042I

GDIF COUNTS = EXCEPTIONS display
• MIM1186I

GDIF hardware RESERVE display

The following messages have changed for this release:

• MIM0039I
• MIM0100A
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With PTF LU08490 applied, the following messages have changed:

• MIM0039I
• MIM0108I
• MIM0197E
• MIM0200W
• MIM0229W
• MIM0232I
• MIM0234W
• MIM0235W
• MIM0241I
• MIM0248
• MIM0296W
• MIM0330E
• MIM0337E
• MIM0338E
• MIM0342I
• MIM0343I
• MIM0349E
• MIM0351
• MIM0355W
• MIM0360I
• MIM0367I
• MIM0368I
• MIM0370
• MIM0376E
• MIM0377I
• MIM0378I
• MIM0379I
• MIM0380E
• MIM0386W
• MIM0396E
• MIM0397E
• MIM0414I
• MIM0415W
• MIM0416W
• MIM0418E
• MIM0468W
• MIM0706I
• MIM0707I
• MIM0955I

 Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online (login required):
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• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• MIM Community

Migration Information

COMPATLEVEL Considerations

MIM 12.5 is compatible only with external systems that are running with COMPATLEVEL 11.81, 11.9, or 12.0.

The COMPATLEVEL parameter is being frozen at release 12.0. From now on, you can enable new global features and
functionality by using the ACTIVATE FEATURE mechanism. This new means of enabling features provides a greater
level of flexibility and ease of configuration. See How You Activate New Features with ACTIVATE FEATURE for more
information about using the ACTIVATE FEATURE mechanism.

However, if you are currently running with COMPATLEVEL 11.9 or earlier, you must perform the standard COMPATLEVEL
upgrade process to reach COMPATLEVEL 12.0. When you are at COMPATLEVEL 12.0, new global features are enabled
with ACTIVATE FEATURE. For more information about COMPATLEVEL, see Statement and Command Reference  and
MIM Programming .

NOTE

The following MIM PTFs provide support for COMPATLEVEL=11.81:

MIM MVS 1.7 - RO37535

MIM MVS 11.8 - RO38458

MIM VM 11.5 - RO26864

Migration Issues

The LOADLIB checkpoint mechanism is not functional until the MIMRMFIL file is added to the MIM proc.  However, it
is possible to dynamically allocate the dataset/DDNAME to a running MIM by the ALLOCATE DSNAME command, and
then force a save by the LOADLIB SAVE command.  As long as the DD is added to the MIM proc, the saved LOADLIB
information is used on the next full startup of MIM.

 Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• MIM for z/OS (MIM)
• CA 1® Tape Management CA 1)
• CA 7 Workload Automation (CA 7)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (Chorus)
• Common Components and Services (CCS)
• Easytrieve® Report Generator (Easytrieve)
• InterTest™ and SymDump® (InterTest)
• LMP (LMP)
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
• PDSMAN® PDS Library Management (PDSMAN)
• CA TLMS Tape Library Management System (TLMS)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager (Vantage)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, your installation team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so
on) should review the installation and configuration tasks to determine the high-level requirements by role. Doing so can
help you complete the process faster without any delays waiting for tasks to be completed at the last minute.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security administrator for access
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM. To access z/OSMF training from Broadcom, log in to
the Broadcom Support portal and search for a course in Learning@Broadcom. To migrate your existing SMP/E
environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF, see z/OSMF Migration.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquire your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Hardware Requirements
MIM can be installed on hardware that supports the software described in Software Requirements.

CTC Communication

If you will be using a CTC communication method, then each system in the complex must be connected to a port on an
IBM 3088-type device, to an extended mode ESCON CTC device, or to a FICON CTC device.

Software Requirements
The following software is required for MIM:

• z/OS
The operating system can be configured as stand-alone systems, as logically partitioned (LPARed) systems, or as
guests under a z/VM host.
For the current list of supported operating systems, visit the MIM Compatibility Page.

Common Components and Services Requirements
The following Common Components and Services are used with MIM:

• CAIRIM
• CAICCI
• CAMASTER
• LXCFMAIN
• CAISDI Service
• Easytrieve Service
• L-Serv
• CA Health Checker Common Service

NOTE

• If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services may already be installed.
• For the detailed CCS FMID requirements of each dependent MIM component, see the other topics in this

section.

CAIRIM

(Required) Prepares your operating system environment for all Broadcom applications and starts them. The common
driver provides a collection of dynamic initialization routines that eliminates the need for user SVCs, SMF exits,
subsystems, and other installation requirements commonly encountered when installing systems applications.

Integral parts of CAIRIM are CAISSF, LMP, and zIIP Enablement Services.

NOTE
The installed CAIRIM load library CAI.CAW0LINK must be in LINKLIST or part of the MIM STEPLIB
concatenation.

CAICCI

Provides Broadcom enterprise applications with a common communications software layer that insulates the applications
from dealing with protocol specifics, error recovery, and system connection establishment.
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NOTE

If you use FEATURE=MIMQUERY, then you must install CAICCI on all systems in the MIMplex. You must also
configure CAICCI to provide full connectivity on all systems. For example, each system must have the ability to
send messages to any other system.

CAMASTER

CAMASTER is a non-cancelable started task that provides system services used by various Broadcom products and
Common Components and Services, such as the CA Health Checker address space and the Broadcom Common
Address Space Shell.

NOTE

If you use FEATURE=MIMQUERY, or if you use the MIM health checks, then you must install CAMASTER on all
systems in the MIMplex.

LXCFMAIN

MIM uses the XCF Standard Component (LXCF) module LXCFMAIN when using the XCF communication option. The
LXCFMAIN module acts as an interface to the IBM XCF services. The LXCFMAIN module is delivered on the CCS
product tape.

NOTE
This module must reside in LINKLIST or as part of the MIM STEPLIB concatenation.

CAISDI

Provides a set of services that opens Service Desk Manager requests from the z/OS environment. The requests can be
opened directly by Broadcom products or they can be opened on their behalf, depending on the requirements of each
specific product using the interface.

CAISDI comprises the following components:

CAISDI/soap

The z/OS Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) client communicates with Service Desk Manager. It manages the
communication using TCP/IP to Service Desk Manager. It also provides the basic mechanisms that allow Broadcom
products to open Service Desk Manager tickets. This component is required for all Service Desk Manager integration.

CAISDI/els

The Event Library Support (ELS) component provides a mechanism for Broadcom products to open Service Desk
Manager tickets for events they detect directly. Supported events are defined in an event library that contains the
customizable text and symbolic parameters to be used in the Service Desk Manager request. The BrightStor z/OS product
family requires installation of this component.

CAISDI/med

The Mainframe Event Director (MED) component monitors the z/OS environment and opens Service Desk Manager
tickets on behalf of Broadcom products and/or other system components. This provides a way to open Service Desk
Manager tickets when the Broadcom product is unable to do so, such as the case of an abend. It also opens solicited
tickets for the Broadcom products that use this interface component.

Easytrieve Service

Provides a powerful productivity language for both business and information processing professionals containing easy-
to-use information retrieval, sophisticated report writing, and comprehensive application development capabilities. The
Easytrieve Service is a limited version of the full-featured Easytrieve product, which lets you modify the contents of
an Easytrieve application that is provided with another Broadcom product. If you have the Easytrieve product already
installed at your site, you do not need to install the Easytrieve Service from CCS.

L-Serv
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L-Serv provides standard services that various products of Broadcom use. These products include:

• Endevor
• Bundl
• TPX
• Balancing
• MIC

These services include centralized logging and messaging facilities, VSAM file management, cross-system
communications, and SQL table management.

NOTE
If you use the ICMF communication method for MIC, then L-Serv must be available on each system you want to
communicate with. L-Serv communicates between systems using VTAM cross-domains.

CA Health Checker

Provides a simple and consistent method for Broadcom products to create health checks to run under the IBM Health
Checker for z/OS. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS helps you identify potential problems in your z/OS environment by
checking system or product parameters and system status against recommended settings. Broadcom has joined other
vendors in creating checks for Broadcom z/OS products. MIM health checks are automatically activated on the target
system when the product is started on a system where the following components are installed and configured:

• CA Health Checker Common Service
• IBM Health Checker for z/OS

For more information about the CA Health Checker Common Service, see the topic "CAHCHECK Address Space" in the
Common Components and Services product documentation.

For more information about the IBM Health Checker for z/OS, see the IBM Health Checker for z/OS User Guide.

CAIRIM
The following CCS for z/OS component is required for MIM:

FMID CAS9F00
Specifies the CAIRIM Resource Initialization Manager

NOTE

• For information about additional setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the topic
"Configure CAIRIM" in the Common Components and Services product documentation.

• The installed CAIRIM load library CAI.CAW0LINK must be in LINKLIST or part of the MIM STEPLIB
concatenation.

LMP (License Management Program)
The following CCS for z/OS component is required to validate product licensing for MIM:

FMID CAS9F00
Specifies the License Management Program

zIIP Enablement Service
The following CCS for z/OS component is required for MIM to exploit zIIP processors:

FMID CAS9F00
Specifies the CCS zIIP Enablement Service
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Easytrieve Interface
Easytrieve is required to run the MIM SMF reports:

FMID CBAAB60
Specifies the Easytrieve Runtime

FMID CCL2B60
Specifies the Easytrieve Compatibility Library

FMID CA03B60
Specifies the Easytrieve Compiler

NOTE
Easytrieve is packaged in its own pax file named B60000ESACS.pax.Z. The pax file is listed in the "pack list" on
the CCS download page of the Brodcom Support portal. For information about additional setup and configuration
steps that must be completed, see the topic "Install Easytrieve Packaged with CCS" in the Easytrieve product
documentation.

MIC Intersystem Communication Facility (ICMF)
The following CCS for z/OS component is required to use the MIC ICMF communication method.

FMID CBUJE00
Specifies the L-Serv component

NOTE
For information about additional setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the topic "Configure
L-Serv" in the Common Components and Services product documentation.

Service Desk Manager Interface
The following CCS for z/OS components are required for the MIM interface to Service Desk Manager.

FMID CAS9F00
Specifies the CAIRIM component

FMID CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF component

FMID CAS9F00
Specifies the CAISDI/med and CAI/soap components

FMID CAW1F00
Specifies the CAICCI with SSL component

For information on additional setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the following topics in the CCS
for z/OS product documentation:

• "Configure CAIENF"
• "Configure Service Desk Manager"
• "Configure CAICCI"

Interface to IBM Health Checker
The following CCS for z/OS components are required for the MIM interface to the IBM Health Checker.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CA Health Checker Common Service component
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CAS9F00
Specifies the CAMASTER component. CAMASTER must be installed on all systems in the MIMplex.

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAICCI with SSL component

NOTE
For information about additional setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the topic "Configure
CAICCI" in the Common Components and Services product documentation.

MIMQUERY Feature
The following CCS for z/OS components are required for the MIM MIMQUERY feature:

FMID CAS9F00
Specifies the CAMASTER component. CAMASTER must be installed on all systems in the MIMplex.

FMID CAW1F00
Specifies the CAICCI with SSL component. CAICCI must be installed on all systems in the MIMplex.

NOTE
For information about additional setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the topic "Configure
CAICCI" in the Common Components and Services product documentation.

XCF Communication Method
The following CCS for z/OS component is required to use the MIM XCF communication method:

FMID CAS9F00
Contains the LXCFMAIN module.

NOTE
The LXCFMAIN module must reside in LINKLIST or as part of the MIM STEPLIB concatenation.

Security Requirements
To complete the tasks in this section, you need the following security privileges:

• Update authority for the DASD-resident product distribution data sets with high-level qualifier of your choice, if installing
using Pax-Enhanced ESD

• Update authority for the SMP/E-installed data sets with high-level qualifier of your choice
• Update authority for the deployed runtime copies of the SMP/E-installed Target libraries with high-level qualifier of your

choice
• Update authority to a JCL PROCLIB, such as SYS2.PROCLIB

Storage Requirements

Virtual Storage
We strongly recommend that you use a region size of 4096 KB or larger.
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Common Storage Area
When all MIM facilities are active, a minimum of 47 KB of system queue area (SQA) and 75 KB of extended system
queue area (ESQA) are permanently allocated. Also, if you have a large peak of cross-system message traffic, MIC can
temporarily use a variable amount of extended common storage area (ECSA).

NOTE

• The total amount of storage used by all MIM components is difficult to estimate. It depends on system
activity, the number of systems in a complex, and the total number of managed resources as defined
using MIM parameters.

• For more information, see the appropriate Programming content.

DASD Data Sets
You need to allocate:

• A data set to contain MIM parameters
• An authorized load library to contain MIM load modules
• Non-shared checkpoint data set files when using CTCONLY or XCF communication methods or if you will be using the

ECMF job requeue feature

You may optionally allocate:

• Data sets that provide trace data collection and collect diagnostic information about MIM
• A separate data set to contain MIM message facility parameters

DASD Control File Communication
If you will be using a DASD communication method, you need to allocate at least one DASD control file.

USS Space Requirements
Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free space.

If you do not have sufficient free space, you receive error message EDC5133I.

Other Requirements

Requisite MIM APARs
WARNING
Compatibility PTFs for previous MIM releases must be installed before installing this release. For more
information, see Migration Information.

Requisite IBM APARs
The following IBM APARS are required to provide important basic support and general stability for this version of MIM and
should be considered requisites to starting MIM.

For z/OS 1.13:

• None
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For z/OS 2.1:

• None

For z/OS 2.2:

• None

For z/OS 2.3:

• None

For z/OS 2.4:

• None

XCF Communication Method
If you will be using the XCF communication method, each system defined to MIM must belong to the same sysplex.

Note: For XCF requirements see MIM Advanced Topics.

Concurrent Releases
You can install this release of your product and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that
environment.

• If you acquired your product with Pax ESD, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set. For more information, see the online help that is included in CSM.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:
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When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
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We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. You will use this
directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
2. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
3. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.
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If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, submit the JCL to allocate the zFS.

4. Mount the file system by customizing and submitting the following sample JCL:
//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before continuing to Acquire the Product
Pax Files.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
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The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, copy the following JCL sample and edit as indicated:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for pax file downloads.          *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
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// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Save your changes, type SUBMIT on the command line, and press Enter to execute the job.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to Copy the Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample
installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and review the AREADME (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that you created in the
previous task, Create a Product Directory. This file lists the required data set members to complete the installation
process.
The product-specific installation details are available.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO OMVS:
– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set. Use a unique HLQ for each

expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.
– Change YOUR USS DIRECTORY to the product-specific directory where the pax file resides.
– Set HASH to YES or NO to indicate whether GIMUNZIP performs SHA-1 hash checking for the archive files that

were specified in the SYSIN data set.
If HASH=YES, GIMZIP requires Integrated Cryptographic Services (ICSF) or Java to compute an SHA-1 hash
value. If HASH=NO, no hash checking is performed. To use Java, uncomment the SMPJHOME and SMPCPATH
DDs to enter your Java runtime directory and Java application classes directory.

Save your changes and press Enter.
The UNZIPJCL is edited.

3. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter to execute the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job reads the downloaded file and directories and creates the SAMPJCL data set. Return code zero
is expected. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The
SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. Perform the installation using the
members in this data set.

You are now ready to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro  as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
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d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type  on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your
specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the  macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the  member, and
submit the  member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

3. Submit .
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

b. Submit .
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

d. Submit .
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

6. Submit .
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

b. Submit .
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.
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Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the  macro each time that you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the  member, and
submit the  member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit  to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. Submit  to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

6. Submit  to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun ACCEPT with the
CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.
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The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
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the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.
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3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.
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Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.
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Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.
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3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the  macro, which you customized in the installation steps.
11. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.

NOTE
Update  SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

is customized.
12. Submit .

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.

is customized.
14. Submit .

The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.
15. (Optional) Apply CARS Maintenance.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.
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Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit .
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, update  SAMPJCL to download your ASSIGN statements from
Broadcom Support, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN statements to
the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. Submit .
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

6. Submit .
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.
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8. (Optional) Submit .
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
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MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After your product installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you must deploy and configure your product for
execution.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the
deployment libraries). Creating a copy of the product SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and
isolates the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of the
product. Subsequent maintenance activities will update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active product
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runtime environments. For maintenance to take affect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your
runtime environments.

The configuration process tailors the product runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system. 

You can configure and deploy your product using CSM or manually.

Based on your configuration and deployment method, use the appropriate articles to configure and deploy your product.

Deploy Products Using CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CSM ensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:

• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that must have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for designing,
creating, and maintaining systems.

This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

More Information:

For deployment steps, see the online help.

Deploy Checkpoint Files Using CSM
You can choose to deploy MIM checkpoint files as custom data sets using CSM.

 

Configure Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A configuration is a CSM object
that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration makes your software usable in
your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific to your environment.

The following diagram shows the configuration process:
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1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration. If you are targeting a staging system, see Configure to a Staging System.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration and view the step and action details.

NOTE
Validation is optional, but recommended before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation is successful, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.
The product configuration process completes.

If any implementation failures occur, follow these guidelines to address them.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CSM now if needed.
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Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration. If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close
the wizard. You can build it later.

Configure to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation are local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:
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• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.

After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).
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Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used
when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so,
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.
NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.
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NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:

– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:
Set Automatic

Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, if there are incomplete prerequisite

steps, the steps do not execute. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, if there are incomplete

prerequisite steps, the step do not execute. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm manual
and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.
You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.
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7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select
the link for the step you want to view details. Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:

• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that you then move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

4. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
5. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

6. Review the steps.
7. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
8. Close the dialog.
9. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

Address Implementation Failures

Complete the following steps to address implementation failures.

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
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3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed
configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Configure Using CSM
The topics in this section describe the manual tasks that you perform when configuring your product using CSM:

You can use CSM to configure different combinations of MIM with MII and MIA. You can configure MIA alone, MII alone, or
both MIA and MII simultaneously.

You can configure and implement a single MIAplex supporting up to 32 MIA address spaces using either DASDONLY
or XCF communication, a single MIIplex supporting up to 32 MII address spaces using either DASDONLY or XCF
communication, or any combination in between.

For this release of MIM, MIA and MII are configured to run in separate address spaces. After you have selected what you
want to configure, you are prompted by the CSM Configuration Wizard to confirm or modify configurable MIA and/or MII
target settings.

Data sets are created by CSM after successfully completing each step; that is the SMP/E installation, deployment, and
configuration procedures. For more information about data sets created by CSM see Data Sets Created by CSM.

NOTE

We strongly advise that you install and configure MIM and its components in a test environment as a precaution.
This testing lets you detect any possible conflicts with other vendor products.

Using CSM, you may configure the following types of MIM systems. During a given configuration run, you can configure
one or two of the following:

• MIA with DASDONLY communications
• MII with DASDONLY communications
• MIA with XCF communications
• MII with XCF communications

To configure a MIA DASDONLY system select:

• MIA with DASDONLY
• Base settings

To configure a MIA XCF system select:

• MIA with XCF
• Base settings

To configure a MII DASDONLY system select:

• MII with DASDONLY
• Base settings

To configure a MII XCF system select:
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• MII with XCF
• Base settings

For more information about how to configure using CSM, see Configure Products Using CSM.

After you have configured MIM using CSM to configure from deployment, you must complete the following manual
procedures:

APF-Authorize the Runtime Load Libraries

Each deployed runtime copy of the rthlq.CBTDLOAD load library must be APF-authorized on each system where it is
going to be executed. rthlq is the run time high level qualifier that you used in the CSM configuration.

You authorize each library on each system using the IBM Authorized Program Facility.

For example, this MVS operator command temporarily APF-authorizes the library rthlq.CBTDLOAD on the system where
it is issued:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSN=rthlq.CBTDLOAD,VOLUME=volser

If the load library is on an SMS managed volume the following command can be issued:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSN=rthlq.CBTDLOAD,SMS

Deploy the Startup JCL PROCs

Deploy the JCL PROCs configured by CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy MIIPROC (if it exists).
Copy rthlq.MIMSCNTL(MIIPROC) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS START
command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB. You can rename the PROC.

NOTE
If you use the MII Early Start Mechanism, you MUST start MII with a PROC named CAMIMGR and must be
in a proclib allocated by MSTJCL.

2. Copy MIAPROC (if it exists).
Copy rthlq.MIMSCNTL(MIAPROC) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS START
command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB. You can rename the PROC.

3. Copy MIMQUERY
Copy rthlq.MIMSCNTL(MIMQUERY) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS START
command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB.

NOTE

This PROC does not require any customization, and you should not modify or rename it.

Syntax Check the Parameter Library

Scan the MIM parmlib members that CSM configured using the MIM SyntaxSCAN utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy MIISYN (if it exists).
Copy rthlq.MIMSCNTL(MIISYN) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS START command
processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB. You can rename the PROC.

2. Start your copy of the JCL PROC (if it created).
3. Copy MIASYN (if it exists).
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Copy rthlq.MIMSCNTL(MIASYN) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS START
command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB. You can rename the PROC.

4. Start your copy of the JCL PROC (if created).
5. Review the SYSLOGs and JOBLOGs for error messages. If no errors are found, then your MIM parmlib members are

ready. If you find errors, correct the errors and rerun the SyntaxSCAN utility.

Complete the Configuration

You must follow the procedures under Required Manual Configuration to complete the configuration process.

Data Sets Created by CSM
Data sets are created by CSM after successfully completing each installation step, that is the SMP/E, deployment, and
configuration procedures.

Each step in the installation creates a set of data sets:

SMP/E
See the data sets in the POST SIS column in the following table. These data sets are collectively known as the
MIM SMP/E environment.

Deployment
See the data sets in the POST SDS column in the following table. These data sets are collectively known as the
MIM deployment environment.

Configuration
See the POST SCS column in the following table. These data sets are collectively known as the MIM runtime
environment data sets. The major data set created by configuration step for MIM is RTHLQ.MIMSCNTL. RTHLQ
by default is MIM.R120.RT. CSM configuration procedure for MIM will populate this data set with all the members
needed to start either MIA, or MII, or both, depending on configuration options selected. This will include a startup
procedure, a syntax check procedure, and all associated parameter members for only MIA, only MII, or both.

NOTE
The control and checkpoint files creation is based on the configuration options selected on panel two of
the configuration wizard.

POST SIS POST SDS POST SCS
SMPEHLQ.ABTDCLS0
SMPEHLQ.ABTDEZTM
SMPEHLQ.ABTDEZTR
SMPEHLQ.ABTDHENU
SMPEHLQ.ABTDJCL
SMPEHLQ.ABTDMAC
SMPEHLQ.ABTDMOD
SMPEHLQ.ABTDMSEN
SMPEHLQ.ABTDPARM
SMPEHLQ.ABTDPENU
SMPEHLQ.ABTDPROC
SMPEHLQ.ABTDSAMP
SMPEHLQ.ABTDXML
SMPEHLQ.CBTDCLS0 SDSHLQ.CBTDCLS0 RTHLQ.CBTDCLS0
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SMPEHLQ.CBTDEZTM SDSHLQ.CBTDEZTM RTHLQ.CBTDEZTM
SMPEHLQ.CBTDEZTR SDSHLQ.CBTDEZTR RTHLQ.CBTDEZTR
SMPEHLQ.CBTDHENU SDSHLQ.CBTDHENU RTHLQ.CBTDHENU
SMPEHLQ.CBTDJCL SDSHLQ.CBTDJCL RTHLQ.CBTDJCL
SMPEHLQ.CBTDLOAD SDSHLQ.CBTDLOAD RTHLQ.CBTDLOAD
SMPEHLQ.CBTDMAC SDSHLQ.CBTDMAC RTHLQ.CBTDMAC
SMPEHLQ.CBTDMSEN SDSHLQ.CBTDMSEN RTHLQ.CBTDMSEN
SMPEHLQ.CBTDPARM SDSHLQ.CBTDPARM RTHLQ.CBTDPARM
SMPEHLQ.CBTDPENU SDSHLQ.CBTDPENU RTHLQ.CBTDPENU
SMPEHLQ.CBTDPROC SDSHLQ.CBTDPROC RTHLQ.CBTDPROC
SMPEHLQ.CBTDSAMP SDSHLQ.CBTDSAMP RTHLQ.CBTDSAMP
SMPEHLQ.CBTDXML SDSHLQ.CBTDXML RTHLQ.CBTDXML
SMPEHLQ.CSI
SMPEHLQ.CSI.DATA
SMPEHLQ.CSI.INDEX
SMPEHLQ.SMPLOG
SMPEHLQ.SMPLOGA
SMPEHLQ.SMPLTS
SMPEHLQ.SMPMTS
SMPEHLQ.SMPPTS
SMPEHLQ.SMPSCDS
SMPEHLQ.SMPSTS

RTHLQ.MIMSCNTL(MIAPROC)
(MIASYN)
(MIAINIT)
(MIACMNDS)
(MIASYNCH)
(MIAUNITS)
(MIIPROC)
(MIISYN)
(MIIINIT)
(MIISYNCH)
(MIICMNDS)
(EDIPARMS)
(GDIEXMPT)
(MIIQNAME)
RTHLQ.MIACF00
RTHLQ.MIACF01
RTHLQ.MIICF00
RTHLQ.MIICF01

Deploy Manually
This section describes the manual tasks you perform if you are not deploying MIM using CSM.
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You need to deploy a runtime copy of the following MIM SMP/E-installed Target libraries:

• CAI.CBTDJCL
• CAI.CBTDPROC

MIM running on each system in your MIMplex must have access to a deployed runtime copy of each of the following
MIM SMP/E-installed Target libraries:

• CAI.CBTDPARM
• CAI.CBTDMSEN
• CAI.CBTDLOAD

You can provide access to these libraries using one of the following methods:

• Allocate a single copy of these libraries on shared DASD that is accessible to all systems in the MIMplex
• Allocate a single copy of these libraries on one system, and deploy (or duplicate) them on each system in the MIMplex
• Allocate a unique copy of these libraries on each system in the MIMplex

Choose the method that is appropriate for your environment.

You can customize sample JCL in member CAI.CBTDJCL(MIDEPLOY) to manually deploy a runtime copy of some or all
of the MIM SMP/E-installed Target libraries to one or all of the systems in the MIMplex.

Configure Manually
Contents

The topics in this section describe the manual tasks that you perform if you are not configuring MIM using CSM.

APF-Authorize the Runtime Load Libraries

Each deployed runtime copy of the rthlq.CBTDLOAD load library must be APF-authorized on each system where it is
going to be executed. rthlq is the run time high level qualifier that you used in the CSM configuration.

You authorize each library on each system using the IBM Authorized Program Facility.

For example, this MVS operator command temporarily APF-authorizes the library rthlq.CBTDLOAD on the system where
it is issued:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSN=rthlq.CBTDLOAD,VOLUME=volser

If the load library is on an SMS-managed volume the following command can be issued:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSN=rthlq.CBTDLOAD,SMS

Customize Startup JCL PROCs

This step customizes JCL PROCs used to start MIM components on each system.

Some sites prefer to run all three MIM components (MIA, MIC, and MII) in a single MIM address space; however, we
recommend that you run the three MIM components in two or three separate MIM address spaces.

NOTE
For more information about running MIM components in separate address spaces, see the  MIM Programming.

Data set CAI.CBTDPROC contains the following sample startup JCL PROCs:
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• PROCMIA
• PROCMIC
• PROCMII
• PROCMIM
• MIMQUERY

To customize the JCL PROCs

1. Copy one or more of the sample JCL PROCs in CAI.CBTDPROC to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched
as part of z/OS START command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB. You may rename the PROCs if you want.

NOTE
If you use the MII Early Start Mechanism, you MUST start MII with a PROC named
SYS1.PROCLIB(CAMIMGR). If you plan to use FEATURE=MIMQUERY, you should copy member
MIMQUERY. This proc requires no customization. You should not modify or rename this proc.

2. The sample JCL PROCs use the default data set names CAI.CBTDPARM, CAI.CBTDMSEN, and CAI.CBTDLOAD on
the MIMPARMS, MIMMSGS, and STEPLIB DDs, respectively. Customize your copies of the JCL PROCs to use the
actual data set names of the deployed runtime copies of those data sets. 

3. To take full advantage of the functions that are provided by Restart Manager and the LOADLIB command, allocate a
separate checkpoint file, and add the following DD statement to the PROC:

dsname 

Name of the dataset. If not cataloged in the controller catalog, then UNIT and VOL=SER must be specified.         

Because the Restart Manager File information is small, SPACE=(TRK,1) is a sufficient size for the dataset; no DCB
attributes are required. 

NOTE

:  Although it is not a requirement, we recommend that a separate dataset is provided for each system
in the MIMplex. One way to accomplish this is to use the &SYSNAME system-symbol in dsname; for
example, DSNAME=MIM.&SYSNAME..RMCKP.

devtype Device type for the dataset; in most installations, SYSDA, or SYSALLDA would be acceptable.

volume Disk volume on which the dataset resides.

Customize Parameter Library Members

The //MIMPARMS DD statement in the MIM startup JCL PROC points to the MIM parameter library. Several members
of the MIM parmlib are read during MIM address space initialization. The members that are read depend on your
specifications in the MIM startup JCL PROC and in the MIM parmlib members themselves.

Some parmlib members contain initialization statements and commands that are read regardless of which MIM facilities
are activated, while other MIM parmlib members are read only if specific MIM facilities are activated:

MIMINIT
Contains MIM initialization statements that are processed, regardless of which MIM facilities are activated

MIMCMNDS
Contains operating parameters that are processed, regardless of which MIM facilities are activated

MIMSYNCH
Contains any commands that must be executed at MIM synchronization time, regardless of which MIM facilities
are activated

EDIPARMS
Contains data set protection definitions that are used by EDIF of the MII component
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GDIEXMPT
Contains ENQ and RESERVE exemption definitions that are used by GDIF of the MII component

MIMQUERY
Contains commands that are used during initialization of the MIMQUERY address space when
FEATURE=MIMQUERY is activated.

MIMQMSGS
Contains message definitions for MIMQUERY Address Space when FEATURE=MIMQUERY is active.

MIMQNAME
Contains ENQ and RESERVE resource definitions that are used by GDIF of the MII component

MIMUNITS
Contains tape device definitions that are optionally used by GTAF of the MIA component

NOTE

• For more information about customizing the MIM parmlib members, see the respective componentMIM
Programming.

• If you are upgrading from a previous release, then you may need to add or remove statements and
commands. For more information, see the Release Notes.

Check Parameter Library Members for Syntax Errors

Use the MIM SyntaxSCAN Utility to scan the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS files for syntax errors.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the SyntaxSCAN Utility sample JCL PROC located in CAI.CBTDPROC(PROCSYN) and any JCL PROCLIB
that is automatically searched as part of the z/OS START command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB. You can
optionally rename the PROC. Most sites name their MIM SyntaxSCAN Utility JCL PROC MIMSCAN.
The sample JCL PROC uses the default data set names CAI.CBTDPARM, CAI.CBTDLOAD, and CAI.CBTDMSEN
on the MIMPARMS, STEPLIB, and MIMMSGS DDs, respectively. Customize your copy of the JCL PROC to use the
actual data set names of the deployed runtime copies of those data sets.

2. Start your copy of the JCL PROC.
3. Review the SYSLOG and JOBLOG for error messages. If no errors are found, then your MIM parmlib members are

ready. If you find errors, correct the errors and rerun the SyntaxSCAN Utility.

NOTE

For more information about using the MIM SyntaxSCAN Utility, see the  MIM Programming .

Allocate Control Files

MIM address spaces can communicate with one another through any one of several cross-system communication
methods. A shared DASD file or a shared coupling facility structure can be used as a physical control file. Alternatively,
MIM private storage can be used as a virtual control file (VCF) buffer and be passed between systems using natively
allocated MIM CTC devices or XCF services.

Most sites use the simplest MIM cross-system communication method -- a shared DASD control file -- when installing MIM
for the first time. This step describes that approach.

1. To allocate two MIM control files, customize and submit the job found in the CAI.CBTDJCL(ALLOCCF) member.
2. To ensure that the new control files are allocated to the MIM address spaces during startup, add two MIM ALLOCATE

commands to the CAI.CBTDPARM(MIMINIT) parmlib member.
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WARNING
MIM does not support control files on the high portion of the Extended Address Volume (EAV). If you use EAV,
verify that you allocate data sets with EATTR=NO.

NOTE
For more information, see the comments in the CAI.CBTDJCL(ALLOCCF) member. For more information about
other MIM control files and other cross-system communication methods, see the  MIM Programming .

Required Manual Configuration
This section contains the tasks that you must perform manually to complete configuration of MIM. You must perform these
tasks manually regardless of what method you use to perform other MIM configuration tasks.

Allocate Checkpoint Files
MIM checkpoint files are required if any one of the following is true:

• You intend to use the CTCONLY cross-system communication method. In this environment, the local checkpoint file on
each system is used to store MIMplex system status information.

• You intend to use the XCF cross-system communication method. In this environment, the local checkpoint file on each
system is used to store MIMplex system status information.

• You intend to use the Job Requeue feature of the ECMF. In this case, the local checkpoint file is used to track
information associated with batch jobs that have been placed on hold (requeued) by ECMF.

NOTE

:

• If you are not sure whether to allocate checkpoint files at this point, then we suggest that you allocate them.
The allocated checkpoint files can be deleted later if you decide not to use any of the MIM features that
require MIM checkpoint files.

• MIM checkpoint files are not shared between MIM address spaces on different systems. You need at least
one checkpoint file for each system in the MIMplex.

• MIM checkpoint files do not need to be allocated on shared DASD volumes.
• MIM serializes access to its checkpoint files by issuing ENQ SCOPE=SYSTEM requests; no hardware

RESERVE requests are issued. MIM checkpoint files can be placed on DASD devices that have other
data sets on them, provided that other applications do not have Hardware Reserve requests issued for the
selected DASD unit.

WARNING
MIM does not support checkpoint files on the high portion of the Extended Address Volume (EAV). If you use
EAV, make sure you allocate data sets with EATTR=NO.

To allocate checkpoint files

1. Customize and submit the job in the CAI.CBTDJCL(ALLOCKPT) member. This member also contains other helpful
details.

2. Add MIM ALLOCATE commands to the CAI.CBTDPARM(MIMINIT) parmlib member.
This ensures the new checkpoint files are allocated to the MIM address spaces during startup.

NOTE
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• The usual naming convention for the MIM checkpoint files uses the system name as one of the data set
name nodes.

• You may choose to allocate one or more checkpoint files for only one system in this step, and use MIM to
deploy a copy to each system in the MIMPlex.

• For more information about MIM checkpoint files and other cross-system communication methods, see MIM
Programming.

Set Up the MIM Early Start Mechanism
When running MII Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF), we recommend using the MIM Early Start Mechanism.

If MII synchronization does not occur early in the IPL process, unconverted reserves, deadly embraces, or integrity
exposures can occur. Use the MIM Early Start mechanism to prevent these issues.

The Early Start Mechanism uses SYS1.PARMLIB to install and execute the module MIMESNQX early in the IPL process.
MIMESNQX internally starts the CAMIMGR address space to start monitoring global resources. All RESERVE and
SYSTEMS ENQ requests are suspended until the CAMIMGR address space is fully initialized.

WARNING
If the CAMIMGR address space fails to initialize for any reason, such as a parameter error in the MIMINIT
member (that is, a U0040 abend), the IPL will not complete, because one or more system address spaces
will be suspended by MIMESNQX. Attempts to start CAMIMGR manually after correcting the error on another
system will also fail, because MIMESNQX has special handling for the ASID created through ASCRE. The only
option is to restart the IPL process from the beginning. You may choose to optionally create an alternate IPL
string that does not include the Early Start Mechanism for emergency recovery.

WARNING
If you have an ADDLOG command in your MIMINIT, MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member, review the ADDLOG
command documentation for concerns when using the Early Start Mechanism.

To set up the Early Start mechanism, edit the following members of the SYS1.PARMLIB data set:

IEALPAxx
To add the MIMESNQX module to LPA, add the following statement to the member:
INCLUDE LIBRARY(mimloadlibrary) VOLUME(xxxxxx) MODULES(MIMESNQX)

PROGxx
To execute MIMESNQX, add the following statement:
EXIT ADD EXITNAME(ISGNQXIT) MODNAME(MIMESNQX) STATE(ACTIVE) FIRST

IEASYSxx
When new members are created for IEALPAxx and PROGxx, add the member specifications to the PROG and
MLPA parameters.

Review the following requirements:

• The PROC that starts MII GDIF must be named CAMIMGR, and must reside in a proclib allocated by MSTJCL.
• All data set references in the CAMIMGR PROC must be cataloged in the master catalog, or the CAMIMGR PROC

must contain UNIT and VOLSER information. All data sets must be PDSs and not PDSEs.
• The CAMIMGR PROC must specify PGM=MIMDRBGN, (MIMDRRM when using Restart Manager), not MIMASCRE.
• The MIM address space is started with SUB=MSTR. The startup messages are present in the MIMLOG before JES

starts.
• The startup JCL procedure must not reference any SYSOUT data sets.
• The address space is started as a permanent system address space.

When using the MIM Early Start Mechanism, consider the following restriction:
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• The Early Start Mechanism can be implemented one system at a time.

Restart Manager Usage
The Restart Manager provides the capability to restart MIM components automatically after a failure or to perform a
planned restart on a single system. When used with MII, the restart manager maintains the integrity of global resources
throughout the restart process. Local ENQ/DEQ activity is suspended for managed QNAMEs from the instant a failure is
detected or a LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command is issued. Activity remains suspended until the restart is complete
and normal global operation resumes.

To activate the Restart Manager, specify PGM=MIMDRRM on the EXEC statement of the MIM proc.

Additional requirements:

• Restart Manager requires the use of a STEPLIB; adding the MIM load library to the LINKLST is not sufficient. When no
STEPLIB DD statement is present, MIM terminates with ABEND U40, reason code 164 (X’A4’).

• Restart Manager requires that only partitioned data sets (PDS) are specified on the STEPLIB, MIMCNTL, and
MIMMSGS DD statements. When any of those DD statements refer to a PDSE, MIM terminates with ABEND U40,
reason code (X’A8’).

• Restart Manager requires that MIM be started SUB=MSTR. This requirement is already met when MIM is started
through the Early Start mechanism. When MIM is started through a START command, code the SUB=MSTR keyword
on the command. When MIM is started without the SUB=MSTR keyword, MIM terminates with ABEND U40, reason
code 169 (X’A9’).

To take full advantage of the new LOADLIB enhancements, you should add an extra DD statement to the cataloged
procedure used to start MIM:

    //MIMRMFIL DD DISP=SHR,DSNAME=dsname [,UNIT=devtype,VOL=SER=volume]

dsname
Name of the dataset. If not cataloged in the master catalog, then UNIT and VOL=SER must be specified.         

Because the Restart Manager File information is small, SPACE=(TRK,1) is a sufficient size for the dataset; no DCB
attributes are required.

 

NOTE
   Although it is not a requirement, we recommend that a separate dataset is provided for each
system in the MIMplex. You can use the &SYSNAME system-symbol in dsname; for example,
DSNAME=MIM.&SYSNAME..RMFIL.

devtypeDevice type for the dataset; in most installations, SYSDA, or SYSALLDA would be acceptable.

volumeDisk volume on which the dataset resides.

We recommend that you start the GDIF under the control of the Restart Manager, with the Early Startup mechanism. This
procedure provides the maximum protection for global resources by commencing global management as soon as possible
during the IPL, and by maintaining global integrity during restart processing.

NOTE
GDIF is the only MIM facility that exploits the Restart Manager. All other MIM facilities function typically with the
Restart Manager but do not necessarily take advantage of it.

Restart Manager behavior and usage:
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• To activate changes to the MIM JCL PROC, do not use a LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command. Instead, issue a
SHUTDOWN LOCAL command followed by an MVS START.

• Use the LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command to activate changes to INIT values that do not need to be
consistent across systems. For example, you can change MIMINIT PAGEFIX=COND and can do a LOADLIB
REFRESHFROM and the change is in effect.

• During a restart, MIM can ignore ALLOCATE initialization statements for checkpoint files and control
files. MIM continues to use control files and checkpoint files that are allocated before the restart.

• During a restart, MIM ignores MIMINIT CHKPTDSN parameters. MIM continues to use checkpoint files that are
allocated before the restart.

• When used with WAITSTATE, MIM places the system into a disabled wait state when the restart attempt fails.
• During a restart, Restart Manager forces REUSE=YES. To force REUSE=NO, issue a SHUTDOWN LOCAL, followed

by an MVS START.
• Optionally code a MIMINIT RESTARTSYNCH= member which contains commands that will be executed after MIM

synchronizes after a restart.

Start MII with the Address Space Creation Utility
NOTE
The Early Start Mechanism ensures that MII runs as a SYSTEM address space. However, if the Early Start
Mechanism is in use and MII terminates, then restart MII using the Address Space Creation Utility.

In general, service providers should execute with a higher dispatching priority than service requesters. MII provides vital
system services for z/OS address spaces and users. Therefore, MII must obtain the resources necessary to provide a
time critical service. Execute the MII address space as a system created address space to provide optimal throughput.
System address spaces execute with a fixed dispatching priority of 255.

Utility Components
The MII Address Space Creation Utility consists of two components:
MIMASCRE Program

MIMASCRE defines MII as a system address space. MIMASCRE is included with the base MIM
installation.

PROCASC JCL Procedure
The PROCASC sample JCL procedure executes the MIMASCRE program. PROCASC installs to the
CAI.CBTDPROC data set and is included with the base MIM installation.

Using the ASCRE utility

• Use the z/OS START command to invoke the PROCASC JCL procedure. As parameters, supply a MII JCL
procedure name and any JCL procedure overrides for use with the MII JCL procedure. General syntax for the
utility is as follows:
START PROCASC,,,(parameters)

• parameters
Specifies the MII procedure name followed by any optional MII JCL procedure overrides.

Examples:

• Assume that MII is started using a JCL procedure named CAMIMGR.
To use the MII Address Space Creation Utility to start CAMIMGR as a system address space follow these steps:
a. Customize the PROCASC JCL procedure to fit installation standards, rename it to MIMASC, and copy it to an

appropriate procedure library.
b. Start the utility. Assume that CAMIMGR is usually started with START CAMIMGR. To start CAMIMGR as a system

address space issue:
START MIMASC,,,CAMIMGR 
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The MIMASC task starts and ends quickly, but creates a system address space named CAMIMGR. The CAMIMGR
system address space continues through normal MII initialization and remains active with a dispatching priority of
255 (hex ‘FF’) providing optimal throughput.

• Assume the desired effect is:
– Start CAMIMGR as a system address space.
– Format the checkpoint file
– Reuse the existing MII CSA intercepts.
Issue the following z/OS START command:
START MIMASC,,,(CAMIMGR,REUSE=YES,FORMAT=CHKPT)

• Start MIMGR as a system address space specifying a control file format and SUB=MSTR:
START MIMASC,,,(CAMIMGR,FORMAT=CF,SUB=MSTR)

The MIM Address Space Creation Utility does not provide as much benefit for the MIA or MIC components. Therefore, use
the MIM Address Creation Utility for the MII component. Do not use the utility for the MIA or MIC component.

Code a WLM classification rule to explicitly assign MII to the SYSTEM service class.

For important information about WLM classification rules specification, see the z/OS MVS Planning: Workload
Management Guide.

When MII executes as a system address space, the MII address space name does not appear in the z/OS DISPLAY
A,L command response. If automated procedures depend upon the z/OS D A,L command response, use the z/OS D
A,taskname command where taskname is the MII JCL procedure name (not the MIMASCRE JCL procedure name). The
MIMASCRE utility address space is active for only a few seconds while it launches the MII task specified on the START
command. MIMASC terminates immediately after it creates the desired MII address space.

Place License Keys in the Common Components and Services PPOPTION Data Set
During startup, MIM license validation is performed by calling LMP service of the CAIRIM component of CCS. For
information about installing CAIRIM, activating LMP, and coding LMP keys, see the Common Components and Services
documentation.

Place LMP keys for each of the MIM components (MIA, MIC, MII) that you intend to activate in the KEYS member of the
PPOPTION data set, found in the CAS9 JCL procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Examine the LMP Key Certificate you received with your MIM installation or maintenance tape.
Your certificate contains the following information:

Product Name
Specifies the trademarked or registered name of MIM as licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

Product Code
Specifies a two-character code that corresponds to the MIM facility.

Supplement
Specifies the reference number of your license for the particular MIM facility in the format:
nnnnnn - nnn

This format differs slightly inside and outside North America, and in some cases may not be provided at all.
CPU ID

Identifies the specific CPU for which installation of MIM is valid.
Execution Key

Specifies an encrypted code required by LMP for MIM installation. During installation, it is referred to as the LMP
code.
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Expiration Date
Specifies the date your license for MIM expires. It is of the format: ddmmmyy, as in 27JAN13.

Technical Contact
Specifies the name of the designated technical contact at your site who is responsible for installation and
maintenance of MIM. This is the person to whom Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence.

MIS Director
Specifies the name of the Director of MIS or the person who performs such a function at your site. If the title,
but not the name of the individual is indicated on the certificate, then you should supply the actual name when
correcting and verifying the certificate.

CPU Location
Specifies the address of the building in which the CPU is installed.

2. Define a LMP Execution Key to the CAIRIM parameters by modifying member KEYS in CAI.PPOPTION.
The parameter structure for member KEYS is:
PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss)

LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

pp
Specifies the two-character product code. This code is the same as the product code already in use by the
CAIRIM initialization parameters for any earlier releases of MIM (if applicable). This is required.
Valid values for pp are as follows:
1A - MIA (GTAF and TPCF)
1C - MIC (GCMF)
1D - MII (GDIF, ECMF, and EDIF)
1F - MIC (ICMF)

ddmmmyy
Specifies the LMP licensing agreement expiration date.

tttt-mmmm
Specifies the CPU type and model on which LMP is to run (for example, 2094-712). If the CPU type, model, or
both, require less than four characters, then blank spaces are inserted for the unused characters. This is required.

ssssss
Specifies the serial number of the CPU on which LMP is to run. This is required.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
Specifies the execution key needed to run LMP. This LMP execution key is provided on the Key Certificate
shipped with each Broadcom software solution.

Example: Code LMP Key

The following example shows you how to code a control statement for the LMP execution software parameter.

NOTE
The product code and execution key value will be different when you install MIM at your site.

PROD(1B) DATE (27MAR08) CPU(2094-712 /999999) 

LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

Review MIMGLOBL DASD Control File Serialization
If you are running the MIA or MIC address spaces without GDIF active, and those address spaces are using DASD
control files (for example, COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY or CTCDASD), tasks in those address spaces issue hardware
reserves with QNAME MIMGLOBL that are eligible for conversion by MII (running in a separate address space) or by IBM
Global Resource Serialization (GRS).
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You can optionally let MII convert the MIMGLOBL hardware reserves for the MIA or MIC address spaces if the following
conditions are true:

• You run MIA or MIC in address spaces separate from the MII address space
• The MIA or MIC address space is using DASD control files

If you are using GDPS/Hyperswap, you need to convert all hardware reserves, so this may be one reason why you would
choose to convert the MIMGLOBL reserve for the MIA and MIC address spaces.

WARNING
You should not convert the MIMGLOBL hardware reserves if any of the following conditions are true:

• The MIAplex or MICplex contains systems that are outside of the MIIplex
• The MIAplex or MICplex contains systems that are outside of the GRSplex. (This condition assumes that you are not

running MII and that GRSRNL<> EXCLUDE.)
• The MIAplex or MICplex contains any z/VM systems.

If you are running MII, consider the following:

• If GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT, and you choose to convert the MIMGLOBL reserve, then see the
CAI.CBTDPARM(MIMQNAMS) parmlib member for instructions on converting the hardware reserve for QNAME
MIMGLOBL.

• If GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS, and you choose to convert the MIMGLOBL reserve, then no entry is needed in
the MIMQNAME member.

• If GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT, and you choose to not convert the MIMGLOBL reserve then, no entry is needed in the
MIMQNAMS member.

• If GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS, and you choose to not convert the MIMGLOBL reserve, then place the following
in the MIMQNAME member:

MIMGLOBL GDIF=NO

If you are running GRS, do one of the following, but not both:

• To convert the hardware reserve for QNAME MIMGLOBL, place the following entry in the GRSRNLxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB:

RNLDEF RNL (CON) TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (MIMGLOBL)

• To prevent the global enqueue for QNAME MIMGLOBL from being propagated globally and raising a reserve, place
the following entry in the GRSRNLxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB

RNLDEF RNL(EXCL) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(MIMGLOBL)

Grant Data Set Access
Before you start the MIM startup JCL PROC, make sure that it has the required security access to MIM product libraries
created in previous installation steps.

The MIM startup JCL PROC requires UPDATE access to the following data sets:

• DASD control files created in Allocate Control Files in this section
• Checkpoint files created in Allocate Checkpoint Files in this section

The MIM startup JCL PROC requires READ access to the deployed runtime copies of the following data sets:

• CAI.CBTDPARM
• CAI.CBTDMSEN
• CAI.CBTDLOAD
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NOTE
The MIM startup JCL PROC will fail if it is not granted appropriate mainframe security access to MIM product
libraries.

If you activate MIMQUERY, the MIMQUERY startup JCL PROC requires READ access to the deployed runtime copies of
the following data sets:

• CAI.CBTDPARM
• CAI.CBTDLOAD

NOTE
The MIMQUERY startup JCL PROC will fail if it is not granted appropriate mainframe security access to MIM
product libraries.

Start Your MIM Address Spaces
NOTE
NOTE: If MIM GDIF is active, we recommend starting MII using the Early Start Mechanism.

Use the z/OS START command to start the MIM address space on each system.

This step assumes that MIM starts on three systems as defined on the DEFSYS statement found in the
CAI.CBTDPARM(MIMINIT) parmlib member. The DEFSYS statement example:

DEFSYS (PROD1,P1,SMF1),(PROD2,P2,SMF2),(TEST1,TT,SMF3)

The MIM startup JCL PROC is named MIMGR. The DASD control and checkpoint files are formatted when MIM first
starts.

These steps start MIM on each system and format new control and checkpoint files.

Follow these steps:

1. On the first system, issue the following z/OS command:
START MIMGR,FORMAT=BOTH

2. On the second system, issue the following z/OS command:
START MIMGR,FORMAT=CHKPT

3. Repeat Step 2 for the third system.

Message MIM0023I displays on all three systems. An example message follows:

MIM0023I SYSTEM sysid IN FILE 00 SYNCHRONIZATION COMPLETE

The MIM tasks on each system are now active and communicating with one another.

NOTE
For more information, see MIM Programming .

Verify Your MIMplex
You need to verify that the MIM started tasks on each system in your MIMplex are active and synchronized.

NOTE
The following commands use the “at” sign (@) as the MIM command prefix character.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following command:
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@DISPLAY SYSTEMS

A display of the status of all systems defined on your DEFSYS statement appears.
2. Issue the following command:

@DISPLAY FILES

A display of the status of all primary and secondary MIM control and checkpoint files appears.
3. Issue the following command:

@DISPLAY FACILITIES

A display of the MIM release number and service levels and a list of all active MIM facilities in the MIM address space
appears.

Post-Installation Considerations
Now that MIM is successfully installed and started, consider the following:

• For more information about shutting down MIM, see the Global Shutdown Procedure section in the  MIM for z/OS
Programming Guide.

• Tune  MIM to optimize the handling of your workloads and processing requirements.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM Programming.

• In addition to using shared DASD control files as a cross-system communication medium, MIM can use other types
of hardware for this purpose. For most sites, using a shared DASD control file is adequate. However, when the
environment requires faster throughput, consider implementing one of the other MIM cross-system communication
methods.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM Programming.

• MIM has a robust suite of commands to help systems personnel manage multisystem data-sharing environment.

NOTE
For more information, see the  Statement and Command Reference .

• The following MIM utilities help with implementation issues, boost address space performance, monitor performance,
diagnose problems, or extend general processing capabilities.
– Help Facility
– Easytrieve Reports
– SyntaxSCAN Utility
– CTC Path Validation Utility
– Message Localization Facility
– DASD Reserve Validation Utility
– Tape Device Status Reporting Interface
– MIM Command Processing Interface for TSO Users
– GDPS/PPRC GDIF HyperSwap Utility
Note: For more information, see the  MIM Programming .
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Product Maintenance Activation
MIM sustaining engineering delivers corrective product code and element changes using standard IBM SMP/E ++APAR
and ++PTF protocols. Complete the SMP/E RECEIVE and APPLY processing, and refresh the run-time MIM loadlib.
Stop and then restart the MIM address space to activate the corrective code. MIM does not currently support the F LLA,
REFRESH command to refresh dynamically MIM run-time load modules. Therefore, it requires planning to verify that MIM
service is activated correctly.

The following items are assumed default actions with regard to getting a MIM ++PTF activated:

• An IPL is not required.
• The ++PTF change can be activated by stopping MIM on a single system. A global MIMplex-wide shutdown is not

required.
• Restarting the MIM address space with the REUSE=NO option is not required.
• Restarting the MIM address space with a Control File or Checkpoint Files FORMAT is not required.

If there are exceptions to these actions, a ++HOLD SYSTEM statement is embedded in the ++PTF to alert clients
regarding special installation/activation requirements.

For more information, see MIM Programming for detailed considerations regarding MIM address space termination and
activation.

Dynamic Refresh Activation
MIM Engineering delivers corrective product code and element changes using standard IBM SMP/E ++APAR and ++PTF
protocols. MIM can dynamically activate this maintenance when running with the Restart Manager feature enabled. For
more information, see Restart Manager Usage.

Consider the following scenario (names are just examples):
1. Assume MIM on SYSA is running with a STEPLIB load library called MIM.LOAD.LIB
2. Create an alternate load library called MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB on volume VOL001
3. Populate MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB with a MIM load library that contains the new maintenance
4. Issue the LOADLIB SETALTERNATE=(MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB,VOL001) command to inform MIM about the alternate load
library
5. Issue the DISPLAY LOADLIB command to ensure that the correct alternate library is known to MIM
6. Wait for a low activity period on the system and perform the LOADLIB REFRESHFROM=ALTERNATE command. MIM
will halt serialization activity on the system for a short period while it refreshes to the alternate load library
7. After MIM re-synchronizes, issue the DISPLAY LOADLIB command to ensure that CURRENT is now
MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB
8. MIM is now operating on the alternate load library

NOTE

: If MIM encounters errors while operating on the alternate load library, it will revert to using the primary load
library and clear all information regarding the alternate load library.

When you determine that MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB is stable, use the LOADLIB COMMIT command to set it as the PRIMARY
library. After the alternate library, MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB, is committed, any unplanned restarts will utilize MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB.

Steps for COMMITing the current library as the primary:
1. Issue the DISPLAY LOADLIB command to verify that the CURRENT is the load library that you want to commit.
2. Issue the LOADLIB COMMIT command to accept the current in-use library as the primary load library for MIM.
3. Issue a DISPLAY LOADLIB command to verify that the PRIMARY load library now matches the CURRENT load library.
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NOTE

:

• The committed library is not retained across IPLs or shutdowns of MIM. If you want the new library to be
utilized at initial startup, update the STEPLIB DD in the MIM JCL PROC.

• Most maintenance can be applied dynamically using the aforementioned procedure. If exceptions arise, the +
+HOLDATA portion of the APAR/PTF will clarify that the maintenance cannot be applied dynamically.
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Best Practices
This section introduces the Broadcom mainframe management strategy and features, and describes the best practices for
installing and configuring your product.

MIM Best Practices for Installation
Install Using CSM
Use the CSM to acquire, install, and maintain your product.

Business Value:

CSM provides a web interface, which works with Electronic Software Delivery (ESD) and standardized installation, to
provide a common way to manage Broadcom mainframe products. You can use it to download and install MIM.

CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support website. After you use CSM to download your product or maintenance, use the same interface to install the
downloaded software packages using SMP/E.

Additional Considerations:

After you install the product, follow the appropriate steps in the  MIM  Installing to set it up. CSM can continue to help you
maintain MIM.

More Information:

For more information about CSM, see the CSM Guide.

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy
Broadcom formerly delivered product maintenance using Service Packs. We have replaced this model with
Recommended Service (CARS) for z/OS, which provides more flexibility and granular application intervals. CARS is
patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can
install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom z/OS-based products in a consistent way. You can do so on a schedule
that you select (for example, monthly, quarterly, annually).

We recommend that you develop and implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy whereby you regularly
apply maintenance. You could follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you could implement
a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes.

Our mainframe maintenance philosophy is predicated upon granting you the flexibility to maintain your sites and systems
consistent with industry best practices and site-specific requirements. Our philosophy focuses on two maintenance types.
Understanding each type can help you maintain your systems in the most efficient manner.

NOTE
This philosophy applies to the Broadcom Data Center Management stack products. For legacy products, contact
Broadcom Support for maintenance details.
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Corrective Maintenance
Helps you address a specific and immediate issue. This type of maintenance is necessary after you encounter a
problem. We may provide a test APAR when a new problem is uncovered, or a confirmed PTF when the problem
has been resolved. Your primary goal is to return your system to the same functional state that it was before you
experienced the issue. This type of maintenance is applied on an as-needed basis.

Preventive Maintenance
Lets you apply PTFs that we have created and made public. You may have experienced the issues that each PTF
addresses. CARS provides a way to identify all published maintenance that has been successfully integration-
tested. This maintenance has been tested with other Broadcom products, current z/OS releases, and IBM
subsystems, such as CICS and DB2. Major CARS service levels are published quarterly, with updates for HIPER
and PE-resolving PTFs that are published monthly. After you test the CARS level, we recommend that you accept
that level before you apply a new CARS level.
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. You can then install the current CARS level of
maintenance (recommended) or an earlier level. Also, you can install maintenance to support a new hardware
device, software upgrade, or function using our FIXCAT method.

For all maintenance, before you initiate any maintenance action, obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

WARNING
CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation and
maintenance activities. We strongly recommend that you use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based
products.

More Information:

To apply preventive maintenance using CSM or from Broadcom Support, see the Installation Guide for your product or
CSM online help.

Keep Current on Common Components and Services
Verify that you have installed the most current release of Common Components and Services.

Business Value:

The latest release of Common Components and Services contains the most current infrastructure updates allowing you
to use newer features of MIM, including licensing changes, service desk integration, and product health checks. Staying
on the current release and maintenance of Common Components and Services helps you avoid previous issues, allowing
you to enjoy full features and functionality of the most current product.

More Information:

For more information about Common Components and Services, see the MIM Common Components and Services
Requirements.

Install on Test System First
Perform your installation and initial evaluations of the product and its components on a test system. New releases of MIM
are always compatible with previous releases. Broadcom new releases let you run on a test system while still running the
older version on a production system.

Business Value:

Evaluating MIM in a test environment helps you detect any possible problems before you roll out the product to a
production system.
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Apply Current IBM APARS
Review our current list of IBM APARs that could affect MIM and install them as appropriate for your environment.

Business Value:

Having current IBM APARS installed can help you avoid potential problems. Older APARS may affect the operation or
performance of MIM due to changes in the z/OS operating system.

More Information:

For a list of IBM APARs that affect MIM, see the  Release Notes. You can also find the most current list of IBM APARs on
the MIM page of Broadcom Support.

Check Parmlib Syntax
Before starting MIM components, check for parmlib statement syntax errors using the SyntaxSCAN Utility.

Business Value:

Syntax errors in parmlib statements can cause problems at run time. The MIM SyntaxSCAN Utility checks MIM parmlib
statements and commands for such errors so you can correct them before starting.

Additional Considerations:

The MIM SyntaxSCAN Utility runs as a started task and interrogates various MIM parmlib members.

When started, the utility simulates MIM address space activation. Statements and commands that are found in the MIM
parmlib members are parsed and checked for errors, all errors are noted, and the utility ends.

More Information:

For more information about using this utility, see the section Parmlib SyntaxSCAN Utility in the  MIM Programming.

Best Practices for General MIM Configuration
Support
Verify that you are running a currently supported version of MIM.

You can determine which release you are running by issuing the following command:

F MIM,DISPLAY FACILITIES

Business Value

To obtain full support from Broadcom Support, you must be running a supported version of the product.

Health Check 

None

Reference 

For more information, see: MIM Release and Support Lifecycle Dates  

 

COMPATLEVEL
Verify that MIM is running at the current highest supported COMPATLEVEL.
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You determine the COMPATLEVEL at which the MIMplex is running by entering the following command:

 F MIM,DISPLAY INIT

Business Value:

Running at the current highest supported COMPATLEVEL allows MIM to take advantage of all features for the release.

More Information:

For more information, see:

How You Activate New Features with ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL

How You Use ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL with Checkpoint Files

(MIM) ACTIVATE Command-Activate

HYPERSTAR
If you are running in a Virtual Control File (VCF) environment, verify that the HYPERSTAR feature is activated.

You determine which features are active by entering the following command:

F MIM,DISPLAY FEATURE

Best Practice

For a MIMplex that has three or more active systems, you can improve the performance of Virtual Control Files (VCF)
by activating the Hyperstar feature. When this feature is active, MIM examines a ''look ahead list'' of systems waiting for
the VCF. If the list is not empty, and the requester has a CTC or XCF path to the next system in the list, the requester
transfers the VCF directly to that system instead of the controller.

The primary effect of Hyperstar is to reduce the amount of VCF I/O performed by the VCF controller system. This action
reduces the amount of CPU time that is used on the controller system. The action reduces the control file access times
and increases global ENQ and RESERVE throughput across all systems in the MIMplex.

Health Check

The MIM_DRVR_HYPERSTAR Health check verifies that the Hyperstar feature is active when running in a VCF
environment.  This health check is a low severity health check that runs whenever the state of Hyperstar changes.

More Information:

For more information, see Hyperstar.

How You Activate New Features with ACTIVATE FEATURE

How You Use ACTIVATE FEATURE with Checkpoint Files

(MIM) ACTIVATE Command-Activate

Message Prefixing
When running MIM components in multiple address spaces, set the MSGPREFIX value to one of the following:

CMDPREFIX

Specifies that the command prefix string as specified by the MIMINIT CMDPREFIX statement or the SETOPTION MIM
CMDPREFIX command is prefixed to all messages issued by MIM.

ppp
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Replaces the characters 'MIM' in messages that are issued by MIM. These three characters correspond to the MIM
address space generating the message. For example, MIM0067I becomes MIA0067I, when issued from an address
space running the MIA Tape Sharing component.

Note: The default value of MSGPREFIX is NONE.

Business Value

This parameter lets each MIM address space uniquely identify its own MIM messages. Changing the format of the MIM
messages helps system operators and programmers easily identify the MIM address space from which a particular
message originated.

Health Check

None

More Information

For more information, see:

(MIM) MIMINIT Statement-Define Initialization Values

Separate Address Spaces
Run MII in a separate address space from MIA Tape Sharing.

Business Value: 

Running MIA and MII in separate address spaces has multiple benefits:

• Reduce GDIF ENQ response time and overall MIM CPU usage. This reduction will only be noticed if the list of
managed tape devices is not exactly the same on all systems.

• Reduce the amount of output for MIA tracing
• Ability to recycle one address space without impacting the other

Reference 

For more information, see:

Running Components in Separate Address Spaces

Backup Control Files
Verify alternate or backup DASD control files or XES list structures are available to MIM.

Business Value

MIM uses backup or alternate control files if the current control file becomes unusable. If an error is encountered on the
primary control files and no backup control file exists, MIM terminates on all systems. Employing this best practice helps
prevent product system outages and potential data integrity exposures.

Health Check

The MIM_DRVR_CF_STATUS health check periodically checks defined control files to determine if all are usable (can be
written and read by MIM), and raises an exception if any allocated control file is not usable. This heath check is a medium
severity, one-time check that occurs during MIM initialization.

Reference

For more information, see:

Allocate DASD Control Files 
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Performance Considerations

Channel Paths for CTC Devices
Ensure that the channel paths that are associated with the MIM CTC devices are not over-utilized or experiencing high
channel path busy rates.

Business Value

High-performing channel paths can help prevent unnecessary CTC I/O delays, allowing global ENQs to be processed
much faster.

Health Check

None

Reference

For more information, see How You Define CTC Devices for Use in VCF Environments

 

DASD Control File Placement
Verify that the MIM control files are located on a relatively isolated volume with no other RESERVE activity. Then verify
that the DASD unit is connected using channel paths that are not being over-utilized.

Business Value:

Where you place the MIM DASD control file can impact the performance of MIM. File placement can subsequently affect
the performance of your entire complex. The MIM address space on each system contends for access to the DASD
control file by issuing hardware reserve requests. Access to the control file is serialized, because only one system can
reserve the control file at any point in time. Non-MIM use of the DASD device affects MIM throughput and performance.

Place the MIM control file on DASD units that do not meet these criteria to ensure increased performance and MIMplex-
wide system throughput.

 

More Information:

See the MIM Programming section: DASD Control Files

 

Backup CTC
If you are running with a Virtual Control file utilizing CTC paths, you should define at least two backup or alternate CTC
addresses for each system in your MIMplex.  You can define up to 15 alternate CTC paths between any two systems.

Business Value

Configuring alternate CTC addresses for your MIM address space allows for more recovery options if the primary CTC
address has an error. This helps to ensure uninterrupted communication between systems.

Health Check

None

Reference

For more information, see
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How You Define CTC Devices for Use in VCF Environments

Configure CTCPATH Statements for Disaster Recovery

 

Tracing
Verify that MIM tracing is turned off.

Business Value

Having tracing turned on all the time can cause unnecessary overhead. Tracing should be activated only when you are
diagnosing a specific problem.

Health Check

None

Reference

For more information, see:  How You Activate Tracing

MIMMSGS
If you use MIMMSGS members to customize messages, then verify that you are using the latest MIMMSGS members. If
you do not customize MIM message members, then do not use MIMMSGS members.

Business Value:

MIMMSGS members contain the attributes of various MIM messages and are customizable. Sometimes, message
attributes change as product maintenance is published. It is then important to refresh the various members when you
install a new product release or service pack. If you do not customize your messages, then the MIMMSGS members can
be omitted.

Health CheckNone

Reference:

For more information, see MIMMSGS Message Table

ACF2 NO-SMC
Add the NO-SMC attribute on the ACF2 logon ID record for the MIM address space.

Best Practice 

Setting the NO-SMC attribute to the MIM address space ensures that concurrent security requests in the MIM address
space, which require access to the ACF2 databases, do not get single threaded and result in possible system suspends.

        

 

Health Check 

The MIM_GDIF_ACF2_NOSMC health check verifies the ACF2 logon ID record of the MIM address space has the NO-
SMC attribute set. This is a high-severity, one-time check that runs when GDIF is started.

Reference 

See Step 13 in the ACF2  Installation Guide.
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Use Restart Manager
Configure MIM to use the Restart Manager.

Business Value

The Restart Manager provides the capability to restart MIM components automatically after a failure or to perform a
planned restart on a single system. When used with MII, Restart Manager maintains the integrity of global resources
throughout the restart process. Local ENQ/DEQ activity is suspended for managed QNAMEs from the instant a failure is
detected or a LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command is issued. Activity remains suspended until the restart is complete
and normal global operation resumes.

Health Check 

The MIM_GDIF_RESTART_MNGR health check verifies that GDIF is started with the Restart Manager feature active.
This heath check is a medium severity, one-time check that occurs during MIM initialization.

Reference 

For more information, see:

Restart Manager Usage

How to Set Up Restart Manager

How to Apply Maintenance Updates Without Restarting Your System Dynamically

VCF Multiple Eligible Controllers
Business Value:

When running MIM with a Virtual Control File (VCF), at least one system must be designated as being controller eligible.
MIM best practice is to have at least a secondary controller eligible system so that if the current controller is unable to
continue managing the VCF, management responsibility is passed to a new controller. Ideally all systems in a MIMplex
should have a CTC or XCF path to all other systems in the MIMplex so that all systems are eligible to become the
controller system. This redundancy provides the best recovery options.

Health Check

The MIM_DRVR_VCF_CTRL_ELGBL health check verifies that at least one system is eligible to become the controller
system. The health check runs one minute after a request for the check is made. For example, a request to run the health
check is made when a change to the controller preference list is recognized. The health check is added as INACTIVE,
then activated 1 minute after the VCF becomes active. If a switch to a physical control file is made, the health check is
deactivated and shows as INACTIVE. If fewer than three systems are currently active, the health check shows SUCCESS.
This heath check is a medium severity check and can be run in many difference scenarios depending on controller
eligibility.

  Reference:

For more information, see How you Select Controller Systems

Enable zIIP Processing
IBM offers a special purpose mainframe engine that is known as the System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP).
The purpose of this processor is to offload specialized workloads to help reduce mainframe operating costs.

 

For more information about how to use this service with MIM, review the scenario document titled: “How to Offload MIM
Work to zIIP Engines”.
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Best Practices for MIA Configuration
Use Delay Detection and Notification
The Delay Detection and Notification (DDN) SETOPTION should be turned on and the CONTENTION and WAITNOHOLD
sub-options should be set.  

Business Value

The Delay Detection and Notification service acts as a real-time tape allocation delay detection service. The sub-options,
CONTENTION and WAITNOHOLD, provide warnings for tape allocation delays. Turning these options on significantly
reduces the length and severity of tape allocation delays. If these options are not turned on, then MIA cannot warn you
of potential tape device allocation delays. We recommend as a best practice that the Delay Detection and Notification
service stay active when running GTAF.

Health Check 

The MIM_GTAF_DDN_SERVICE health check verifies that the Delay Detection and Notification service, Contention
notification and Wait No-Hold options, are turned on when GTAF is active. This heath check runs during initialization and
when the state of DDN changes, such as a SETOPTION DDN command. The health check severity is low.

Reference

For more information, see Delay Detection and Notification.

Tape Device Group Lock Delays
Use identical ordering for z/OS generic device group searches on all systems in the MIA complex.

Business Value

Mismatched search orders for generic device groups containing MIA-managed devices can cause cross-system
deadlocks to occur on device group locks. Specifying an identical search order prevents this type of deadlock.

Health Check

None

Reference

For more information, see the section

Assign a Preference Value to a Device

Factors That Influence TPCF Preferencing

Limit VARY Commands
Avoid issuing repetitive VARY commands to problem devices that do not appear to be responding.

Business Value

MIA preserves the order in which commands are entered. If a VARY ONLINE command is delayed in IEEVARYD due to
hardware problems, subsequent VARY commands queue in MIA, waiting to execute.

When the current active command completes, the next queued VARY is processed. In a hardware problem scenario,
VARY commands cannot complete or fail until the MIH value for the device expires. With distributed MIH values of 45
minutes or more, a sequence of four VARY commands can take three hours or more to fail at MIH expiration.
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MIA can optionally discard duplicate VARY commands that do not result in a state change for the target device.

Health Check

None

Reference

For more information, see:

VARY Device Serialization

VARY Command Placement
Place VARY commands in the MIMSYNCH member.

Business Value

VARY commands are used to alter the online/offline status of a tape device and to assign a special MIA status to a device
in order to influence device selection.

Commands in the MIMSYNCH member execute after MIMINIT statements and MIMCMNDS commands have executed,
and only after all MIM address spaces in the complex have synchronized. Placing VARY commands in the MIMSYNCH
member ensures that the commands are executed after synchronization is complete and that tape devices are brought
online only after the product initializes and is fully functional. This practice avoids integrity exposures that can occur when
devices are online to more than one system and MIA is not running.

Health Check

None.

Reference

For more information, see

Plan the MIA MIMSYNCH Member

Configure Tape Devices Offline until MIA Synchronization

VARY REQUEUE NOTIFICATION
Enable VARY REQUEUE Notification to identify if SYSIEFSD ENQ Contention is adversely impacting VARY command
completion.

Business Value:

z/OS acquires SYSIEFSD ENQs to serialize VARY processing with allocation. VARY commands can be requeued for later
processing if SYSIEFSD ENQ resources are not available to VARY processing within 5 seconds. While VARY commands
WAIT for the ENQ, other tasks can be delayed in the allocation process for both DASD and TAPE resources.

Enabling VARY Requeue Notification by setting the GTAF/TPCF VARYRQNTFY parameter to a value in the
VARYRQNTFY parameter range of 1 to 5 causes MIA to generate a MIM2225W diagnostic message when the number of
times that a VARY command has been requeued is equal to the current VARYRQNTFY threshold value.

For example, setting VARYRQNTFY=3 will cause a MIM2225W to be generated after a VARY command has been
requeued 3 times. This results in a MIM2225W notification, minimally, once every 15 seconds.

To disable MIM2225W notification, reset the VARYRQNTFY parameter to NONE.

Health Check

None.
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Reference

For more information, see:

Change the Status of Managed Devices (VARY)

(MIA) SETOPTION TPCF Command-Set TPCF Operating Values

 

VARY DEDUPLICATION
Enable SETOPTION VARYDEDUP to eliminate serialization of redundant VARY requests that do not change the state of
the target device.

Business Value

MIA serializes VARY ONLINE processing with z/OS allocation processes on all active systems in the MIAplex while
z/OS acquires SYSIEFSD ENQs to serialize VARY processing with allocation on the local system. Redundant VARY
commands that do not change the state of the target device can be automatically discarded. Elimination of duplicate
VARY commands removes the processing overhead that is incurred for MIA and z/OS serialization of redundant VARY
commands.

Health Check 

The MIM_GTAF_VARY_DEDUP health check verifies that SETOPTION VARYDEDUP=YES. This heath check runs
during initialization and when the state of the SETOPTION changes. The health check severity is low.

Reference

For more information, see

How You Change the Status of Managed Devices (VARY)

(MIA) SETOPTION GTAF Command-Set GTAF Operating Values

DIAGNOSE ALL
When you use the DIAGNOSE command to troubleshoot allocation delays, always use the DIAGNOSE ALL version of the
command.

Business Value

Collecting too much information is usually far less of a problem than not collecting enough information.

The DIAGNOSE ALL command displays the following:

• The SYSTEMS portion of the display, which identifies the systems in the MIAplex where tape device group locks are
held

• The JOBSTATUS portion of the display, which identifies local jobs in various stages of tape device group lock
acquisition

• The VARY portion of the display, which identifies ACTIVE and queued VARY commands for managed devices.

Using the DIAGNOSE ALL command provides a complete picture. If tasks in the JOBSTATUS portion of the display are
being DELAYED for LOCKS, the SYSTEMS portion of the display above it identifies which locks are in use and where.
The DIAGNOSE ALL command is a useful real-time tool for analyzing allocation delays.

Health Check

None

Reference
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For more information, see:

Diagnosing Allocation Issues

(MIA) DIAGNOSE Command-Diagnose Allocation Delays

Automate DIAGNOSE ALL Command
Automate the MIM DIAGNOSE ALL command.

Business Value:

Periodically reviewing the displays resulting from an automated DIAGNOSE ALL command can help you identify problems
for which no error messages are produced. You have automatic access to an audit trail of allocation throughput while
viewing problem windows. You do not have to issue a DIAGNOSE ALL command manually.

MIM and OPS/MVS teams have collaborated to produce automation rules that interrogate the DIAGNOSE command for
any jobs appearing in the GIVEN clause of the display.

If a subsequent DIAGNOSE command shows that the same job still appears as having been GIVEN tape device group
locks by z/OS, the automation takes an SVCDUMP of the offending task, and any additional address spaces identified on
the SYSDUMP command that the automation issues.

Health Check

None.

More Information

For more information, see:

Diagnosing Allocation Issues

(MIA) DIAGNOSE Command-Diagnose Allocation Delays

Limit SHUTDOWN FREE
Use the FREE option of the MIM SHUTDOWN command only when tape device allocation has been quiesced.

Business Value

The FREE option of the SHUTDOWN command makes any resources in use on the FREEd system available to other
tasks running on the other active systems in the MIAplex. If you issue the SHUTDOWN FREE command when tape
device allocation is not quiesced, multiple tape devices can be allocated, resulting in tape label overwrites, block count
errors, and rewind/unloads.

Health Check

None

Reference

For more information, see Local Shutdown Processing.

Use SYSDUMP Command
When taking SVCDUMPs of tasks that are potentially involved in tape allocation delays, use the MIM SYSDUMP
command.
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Include the ALLOCAS, IOASAS, and GRS address spaces, plus the suspected delayed job (named jjjjjjjj) in the dump.
Use the following syntax:

F MIM,SYSDUMP JOBNAMES=(jjjjjjjj,ALLOCAS,IOSAS,GRS)

Business Value

MIA serializes access to z/OS Tape Device Allocation. If a problem occurs in the z/OS process, the only outwardly
identifiable manifestation of the problem may be a delay in the process, and may appear to be caused by MIA.

Including the ALLOCAS, IOASAS, and GRS address spaces on the SYSDUMP command (MIM is included by default)
gives vendor technical support (LMP and IBM) the best chance of identifying the root cause of an allocation delay or
VARY hang.

Health Check

None

Reference

For more information, see (MIM) SYSDUMP Command-Obtain a System Dump.

Restarting MIA in an Active MIAPlex
You must consistently monitor and address Recovery Allocation issues because Tape Device Allocation can have a large
impact on system functions.

Business Value

Eliminating Recovery Allocation is especially important during MIA startup, when Recovery Allocation related contention
can delay or prevent the completion of VARY commands that are submitted by MIA during synchronization.

The following recommendations prevent Recovery Allocation resource contention from delaying the availability of ONLINE
Tape Devices during MIA startup:

• Before STARTING or RESTARTING MIA on a system, respond to ALL Recovery Allocation WTORs on ALL systems in
the MIAplex.

• PURGE INITIATORS to prevent new Tape work from starting while Tape Devices are in an OFFLINE state prior to MIA
startup.

• Order the sequence of VARY commands that are issued during MIA synchronization so that VARY ONLINE commands
are issued BEFORE VARY OFFLINE commands.

• Restart INITIATORs when VARY ONLINE processing has completed.

Taking these actions  expedites resumption of SERIALIZED Global Tape Device Allocation by reducing or eliminating
resource contention that delays the completion of VARY processing within an MIAplex.

Health Check

None

More Information

For more information and detail examples see How to Restart MIA in an ACTIVE MIAplex.

Best Practices for MII Configuration
PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS and GDIF
When running the Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF), set GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS.
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Business Value

When running GDIF in PROCESS=SELECT mode, qname resources must manually be entered to provide ENQs/
RESERVE data integrity which may result in possible data integrity exposures.Running GDIF in ALLSYSTEMS mode
allows GDIF to convert and manage SCOPE=SYSTEMS resources automatically, limiting the potential for possible data
integrity exposures, and decreasing maintenance of the qName member to include only resources that require special
management (SYSDSN for example).

Health Check

The MIM_GDIF_PROCESS_ALLSYS health check verifies that GDIF is running in PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS mode. This
is a medium-severity, one-time check that runs when GDIF is started.

More Information

For more information, see:

(MII) GDIINIT Statement-Set GDIF Initialization Values

Broadcom Support provides a free evaluation and conversion service for all customers with an active MIM license.
These services assist customers in converting to PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS mode, and requiresthe completion of
two questionnaires - the first to gather required environmental data to perform the conversion, and the other following
the conversion to ensure that the GDIF address space is optimally configured to increase enqueue throughput while
decreasing the address space footprint.

PAGEFIX=COND
 MIM Programming

If you are running the Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF), set PAGEFIX=COND in the MIMINIT statement.

Business Value:

PAGEFIX=COND specifies that cell-pooled control blocks should be page-fixed as long as the system is not expecting a
real page storage condition. Typically, the MIM working set size remains fixed in real storage, you do not need to page-fix
its cell-pool resident control blocks. However, in times of critical pageable storage shortages, frames can be stolen from
the working set pages. If a system is configured so that it is real-storage constrained, setting PAGEFIX=COND can help
improve the ability of MIM to provide a consistent level of service, even during times of storage shortage.

Health Check

The MIM_GDIF_PAGEFIX health check verifies that GDIF is started with PAGEFIX=COND or PAGEFIX=YES. This heath
check is a low severity, one-time check that occurs during MIM initialization.

Reference:

For more information, see How You Page-fix Cell Pooled Control Blocks.

GDIF COUNT Settings
Set SETOPTION GDIF COUNT=SYSTEMS.

Business Value

This setting tells the Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF) to collect information about ENQ requests that have a scope
of SYSTEMS, including RESERVE requests. Setting COUNT to LOCAL or RESERVES limits the scope of information
collected; setting COUNT to ALL collects too much information.

Setting COUNT=SYSTEMS allows MII to accumulate statistics on RESERVES and SCOPE=SYSTEMS ENQs. Once the
process has been completed, the MII DISPLAY COUNT command is more valuable to technicians when assessing which
QNAMEs to manage or exempt from MII processing.
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Health Check                                                                  

None

More Information

For more information, see (MII) SETOPTION GDIF Command-Set GDIF Operating Values.

Exempt Statements in GDIF Exempt List
Exempt statements should specify a qname for every rname.

Business Value:

You can use the GDIEXMPT member if you need to make certain resources exempt from GDIF global ENQ processing.
The GDIEXMPT member is used for all qnames that have GDIF=YES and EXEMPT=YES coded on the QNAME
statement. To ensure that only the intended resources are exempted from global processing, you should be as specific as
possible with the rname that you specify, and you should always specify a qname.

If you do not specify a qname for an exempt statement, then the exempt statement will be applied to every qname that
has GDIF=YES and EXEMPT=YES coded on the QNAME statement.

The sample GDIEXMPT member includes examples on specifying a qname with each rname that is being exempted.

Health Check

None.

Reference:

For more information, see the (MII) EXEMPT Command-Modify Exempt List

Start with the Early Start Mechanism
Start MII with the Early Start Mechanism.

Business Value

Running with the MIM Early Start Mechanism ensures that MII synchronization occurs early in the IPL process so all
RESERVE and SYSTEMS ENQ requests are suspended to avoid unconverted reserves, deadly embraces, and/or
integrity exposures.

Health Check

The MIM_GDIF_EARLY_START health check verifies that the Early Start feature was used to start this instance of MIM.
This heath check is a medium severity, one-time check that occurs during MIM initialization.

Business Value:

If MII is not synchronized early enough, it is possible that some hardware reserves are not converted. Late synchronized
can lead to integrity exposures and deadly embraces.

Reference:

This information is detailed in Set Up the MIM Early Start Mechanism.

Preferred VCF Controller
Verify that the preferred VCF CONTROLLER system is the system with the highest ENQ volume.

Business Value
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Because the controller system reads the virtual control file (VCF) directly from its own storage, it incurs no device I/O
overhead.

Health Check

None.

Reference

For more information, see

(MIM) GLOBALVALUE Command-Assign Global Parameters

How You Select Controller Systems

Control File Sizing
Verify that your MIM control files are large enough to handle the active ENQ workload.

Business Value:

Control files that are undersized can cause product or system outages and potential data integrity exposures.

NOTE
If MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or XCF, MIM automatically resizes the control files.

 Health Check
The MIM_GDIF_CF_SZ health check verifies all of your defined control files are of adequate size to accommodate your
ENQ workload. This is a medium-severity health check that runs once per hour.

Reference 

For more information, see Control File Size Considerations.

SMF RECORDING
Turn on MIM GDIF SMF recording.

Business Value

MIM SMF recording is an effective tool to evaluate the MIM control file performance of the MIMPLEX. SMF records
include a range of information such as the average control file response time, the number of control file cycles per second.
You can use these metrics for evaluation of MIM control file usage over a period of time.

Health Check

The MIM_DRVR_SMF_RECORDING health check verifies that the GDIF SMF recording mechanism is active.  This is a
low priority health check that is issued whenever the SMF status changes.

More Information

For more information, see Heatlth Checks.

Dispatching Priority
Set the Dispatching priority for MIM to x'FF'.

Best Practice

Service providers, such as MIM (GDIF), should execute with a higher dispatching priority than service requesters. MIM
(GDIF) provides vital system services for z/OS address spaces and users. If the MIM (GDIF) address space is not running
at the recommended dispatching priority, then degraded system performance can occur due to less than optimal ENQ
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performance and throughput. Therefore, MIM (GDIF) should run at a dispatching priority of x'FF' to obtain resources
necessary to provide a time critical service.

Health Check

The MIM_GDIF_DPRTY health check verifies that the MIM Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF) address space is running
the optimal dispatching priority of x'FF'.

Reference

 For more information, see Start MII with the Address Space Creation Utility

Best Practices for MIC Configuration
Use COLLECT SYSID=EXTERNAL
To prevent MIC from collecting LOCAL messages, use COLLECT SYSID=EXTERNAL

Business Value

Because z/OS already routes messages to local consoles, you can avoid the unnecessary overhead of having MIC also
route local messages to a local console.

Health Check

None

Reference

For more information, see:

 MIC Message Processing

(MIC) COLLECT Command-Create Message Routing Definition

 

COLLECT Command and Non-existent Consoles
Avoid using the COLLECT command for consoles that no longer exist on your system.

Business Value

You can avoid unnecessary overhead by removing any COLLECT command for a console that no longer exists. This
prevents MIC from routing unnecessary messages through the control file.

Health Check

None.

Reference

For more information, see (MIC) COLLECT Command-Create Message Routing Definition
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Programming

MIA Programming
MIA Documentation Changes

MIA Tape Sharing Introduction
MIA is the component of MIM that provides integrity when you are sharing tape devices among systems (or CPU images).
This component also enhances z/OS device processing for tape devices. Use of this product requires a permanent
channel path from each operating system to each tape drive that will be shared by those operating systems.

MIA improves tape device allocation processing at your site by:

• Preventing jobs on different systems from concurrently allocating the same tape device and thereby compromising
data set integrity. By protecting device integrity, MIA enables you to share tape devices among systems or images.

• Influencing tape device selection during the z/OS allocation process.
• Automating responses to tape device allocation recovery messages issued by z/OS whenever a job cannot allocate a

suitable online tape device.
• Capturing information about tape device statuses through an application program interface.
• Improving operations for assignable tape devices.
• Providing an easy way to activate the ACL feature on managed tape devices.
• Sharing remote tape devices between images.

WARNING
The term “assignable tape devices” refers to 3480, 3490, 3590, and any other compatible tape devices.

NOTE

 If you are running z/OS systems as guests under z/VM, then you have multiple options for sharing a tape
device among the guest systems using a single channel path.

MIA is composed of two facilities:

• The Global Tape Allocation Facility (GTAF)
• The Tape Preferencing and Control Facility (TPCF)

Automatic Cartridge Loading
Both GTAF and TPCF let you determine whether the automatic cartridge loader (ACL) feature is present and whether it is
active. You obtain this information by issuing a display command.

• GTAF
• TPCF

GTAF

 GTAF prevents:

• Jobs on different systems from simultaneously allocating the same tape.
• Jobs from allocating devices already in use on another system.
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Device Integrity

GTAF provides integrity for devices during the allocation process in two ways:

• By interfacing with the locking mechanism z/OS uses to locally serialize device allocation, GTAF prevents jobs on
different systems from simultaneously allocating the same tape device.

• By communicating allocation information among systems, GTAF enables the local z/OS operating system to eliminate
externally allocated devices when selecting a device for allocation. This prevents jobs from allocating devices that are
already in use on another system.

z/OS provides tape device serialization on each system. GTAF propagates z/OS local serialization across all managed
systems in the complex. As jobs on each system enter tape allocation, GTAF intercepts the request and forces the job
to wait. GTAF then checks to verify that no job on any system is currently allocating from the same group of devices.
When the requested tape device group locks are free, the job is allowed to proceed through the normal z/OS tape device
allocation process.

When a tape device device is allocated or deallocated, GTAF writes a transaction representing the allocation or
deallocation to the MIM control file. At regular intervals, GTAF on each system checks the control file for new information
about device allocations and deallocations.

When GTAF reads a transaction about a tape device allocation on another system, GTAF changes the local status of that
device to “allocated.” This prevents jobs on the local system from allocating that device.

Tape Sharing

MIA provides methods to improve operations for assignable tape devices.

By intercepting system assignment requests for assignable tape devices, GTAF lets you share these tape devices among
a group of systems. You can tell GTAF to convert all system assignment requests to multiple-system assignment requests
so that any system providing a designated password can use those devices. This ensures that tape devices are shared
among the systems you choose.

Automatic Cartridge Loading

GTAF lets you determine whether the automatic cartridge loader (ACL) feature is present and whether it is active.  You
obtain this information by issuing a display command.

 

 

TPCF
TPCF lets you influence device selection during the z/OS allocation process. TPCF also responds automatically to the
messages z/OS issues when a job cannot allocate a suitable online device.

Device Selection

TPCF provides you with two ways to influence device selection during the z/OS allocation process:

• You can use the VARY command to change the status of any device being managed by MIA. By assigning special
types of device status, you can influence device selection as follows:
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– Prevent a device from being allocated
– Make a device unavailable for allocation on one or more systems
– Make a device available for allocation on only one system
– Reserve a device for a certain job or group of similarly named jobs
– Assign device preference values, which causes TPCF to choose the most preferred device for an allocation

whenever possible
• You can use optional exit routines to customize allocation at your site, based on any number of device allocation

criteria.

TPCF can respond automatically to messages issued by z/OS when no device is available for an allocation request. By
automating responses or providing an exit routine during this point in allocation (known as allocation recovery), TPCF
helps alleviate manual intervention, reducing the chance of delays in z/OS allocation.

Automatic Responses During Allocation Recovery 

TPCF can respond automatically to messages issued by z/OS when no tape device is available for an allocation request.
By automating responses or providing an exit routine during this point in allocation (known as allocation recovery), TPCF
helps alleviate manual intervention, reducing the chance of delays in z/OS allocation.

Automatic Cartridge Loading 

GTAF lets you determine whether the automatic cartridge loader (ACL) feature is present and whether it is active. You
obtain this information by issuing a display command.

How You Capture Device Information

You can use the application program interface (API) to capture information about the status managed tape devices,
including device states, VOLSER information, and TPCF preferencing status for a device. By capturing this information in
a log or on a screen, you can perform a number of useful tasks, such as:

• Tracing significant allocation events
• Measuring device usage for system tuning
• Recording statistics in a historical log

You can call the API from an external program, or you can use the sample display routine to view the device information at
a TSO session.

 

MIA Planning Initial Settings
The MIMPARMS data set contains parameter values that MIM uses as input during product initialization to define
the characteristics of the MIMplex. You specify the MIMPARMS data set on the //MIMPARMS DD statement in the
JCL procedure used to start MIM. A sample MIMPARMS data set is installed with the MIM product into data set
CAI.CBTDPARM.

You need to set initial values for statements and commands in the following MIM MIMPARMS parmlib members:

• MIMINIT
• MIMCMNDS
• MIMSYNCH
• MIMUNITS

NOTE

: For detailed planning information, see the following topics:
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• MIA Advanced Topics
• MIM Statement and Command Reference
• MIM Programming

MIA Facility-Specific Members
Some parameter library members are used only when specific facilities have been activated. The MIMUNITS member is
specific to GTAF and TPCF. This member:

• Defines which devices GTAF/TPCF will manage
• Assigns global names to devices
• Defines Autopath characteristics of devices

This member name is optionally pointed to by the MIMINIT DEVLIST=mimname statement in the MIMINIT member of the
MIMPARMS data set. Using this member is optional.

Planning the MIA MIMINIT Member
The MIMIINT member of the MIM parameter data set contains statements that specify initialization values for MIM. The
initialization members specific to MIA do the following:

• Determine which MIA facilities are activated at initialization. Use the following parameters:
– MIMINIT GTAF
– MIMINIT TPCF

• Determine which devices MIA will manage or exclude, assign global names, and define the Autopath participation. Use
the following parameters:
– MIMINIT DEVCLASS
– MIMINIT DEVLIST
– MIMINIT DEVEXCL

• Determine the type of ASSIGN placed on assignable tape devices. Use the following parameter:
– GTAINIT ASSIGN

• Determine the order in which MIA allocation recovery exit routines are placed in the z/OS IEF_ALLC_OFFLN and
IEF_SPEC_WAIT exit points. Use the following parameter:
– TPCINIT AUTOREPLYPOS

Plan the MIA MIMCMNDS Member
The MIMCMNDS member of the MIM parameter data set contains commands that specify operating values for MIM.

The commands specific to MIA do the following tasks:

• Control Delay Detection and Notification. Use the following parameter:
– SETOPTION GTAF DDN

• Control the Analyze command defaults. Use the following parameter:
– SETOPTION GTAF ANALYZE

• Control Autopath processing. Use the following parameter:
– SETOPTION GTAF AUTOPATH

• Set format values for device displays. Use the following parameters:
– SETOPTION GTAF GLOBALDISPLAY
– SETOPTION TPCF LOCALDISPLAY

• Control RESYNCH processing in response to an HCD ACTIVATE or RESYNCH command. Use the following
parameters:
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– SETOPTION GTAF RESYNCH
– SETOPTION TPCF RESYNCH

• Set the values for collecting statistical records. Use the following parameters:
– SETOPTION GTAF STATCOLLECT
– SETOPTION GTAF STATCYCLE
– SETOPTION GTAF STATINTERVAL
– SETOPTION TPCF STATCOLLECT
– SETOPTION TPCF STATCYCLE
– SETOPTION TPCF STATINTERVAL

• Control the automatic response to allocation recovery messages and the content of offline device lists. Use the
following parameter:
– SETOPTION TPCF AUTOREPLY

• Set the default scope for the VARY commands. Use the following parameter:
– SETOPTION GTAF VARYSCOPE

• Set the FORCE default for job reserve processing. Use the following parameter:
– SETOPTION TPCF JOBFORCE

• Control whether the OVERGENNED devices are marked ineligible for jobs in allocation. Use the following parameter:
– SETOPTION TPCF OVGINELIG

• Control ACL status messages. Use the following parameter:
– SETOPTION TPCF MIM2032

• Control the updating of the USERDATA device field and issuing of USERDATA status messages. Use the following
parameter:
– SETOPTION TPCF USERDATA

• Control allocation timing functions. Use the following parameter:
– SETOPTION GTAF LOCKTUNING

• Obtain diagnostic information. Use the following parameters:
– SETOPTION GTAF MIM216X
– SETOPTION GTAF SETPRINT
– SETOPTION GTAF RESETPRINT
– SETOPTION GTAF SETTRACE
– SETOPTION GTAF RESETTRACE
– SETOPTION TPCF SETPRINT
– SETOPTION TPCF RESETPRINT
– SETOPTION TPCF SETTRACE
– SETOPTION TPCF RESETTRACE
– SETOPTION TPCF MIM2044DIAG

For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference.

Plan the MIA MIMSYNCH Member
The MIMSYNCH member of the MIM parameter data set contains MIM, z/OS, and z/OS subsystem commands you wish
to execute when MIM synchronizes with the other systems in the MIMplex.

This member name is pointed to in the MIMPROC member by the PROC SYNCH=MIMSYNCH statement. Commands
found in this member execute after MIMINIT statements and MIMCMNDS commands have executed, and only after all
MIM address spaces in the complex have synchronized.

We recommend that VARY commands be placed in this member when you are running MIA.
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You can use VARY commands to alter the online/offline status of a device. You can also use VARY commands to assign a
special status to a device to influence device selection.

See the section Changing the Status of Managed Devices and Influencing Device Selection in the chapter “Advanced
Topics” in this guide.

Plan the MIMUNITS Member
The MIMUNITS member of the MIM parameter data set contains a list of device addresses you would like GTAF to
manage. The MIMINIT DEVLIST statement in the MIMINIT member of the MIM parameter data set optionally points to
this member name. In addition to defining devices to be managed by MIM, the MIMUNITS member can be used to assign
GLOBAL names to devices and to assign Autopath eligibility to devices.

MIA Advanced Topics

Tape Device Allocation and Allocation Recovery Considerations

z/OS Device Allocation

Allocation is the process in which:

1. z/OS evaluates the device requirements of a job.
2. z/OS selects a device that best meets those requirements.

In normal allocation processing, z/OS selects only online devices that are not allocated currently and that are suitable for
that job.

The z/OS allocation mechanism creates a list of devices that the requesting job may be able to use. This list is known as
the eligible device list (EDL) and contains the UCB address of every suitable device. An EDL is created for each DD.

The EDL is made up of one or more device groups. For tape allocations, each device group contains a single device. z/
OS chooses a device to allocate from the device groups in the EDL.

z/OS serializes the allocation process by allowing only one job to control a device group at a time. This process prevents
two jobs on the same system from concurrently choosing the same device.

As each DD for a job goes through allocation, z/OS requests the group locks for all the device groups in the EDL for that
DD. The job must get control of all the locks for all the groups in the EDL before z/OS allows it to proceed in allocation.
If another job already controls that device group, then z/OS makes the requesting job wait for the device group to be
released.

Once all the device group locks are obtained for a DD, if a job cannot allocate a suitable online device, then the job enters
the z/OS allocation recovery process.

The following steps give an overview of the z/OS allocation process:

1. z/OS allocation assembles the EDL for a DD for the job, based on the device groups z/OS creates during the system
generation (SYSGEN) process.

2. z/OS or vendor products may mark devices in the EDL ineligible for allocation for a variety of reasons. For example,
robotic software may mark devices ineligible based on whether the device is inside or outside the robot.

3. z/OS requests the device group locks for all device groups in the EDL. When all the locks are obtained, the job is
allowed to proceed through allocation.
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4. z/OS examines the EDL and eliminates ineligible, allocated, inaccessible, and offline devices from possible allocation.
If there are no devices that can be allocated, then the job enters allocation recovery. If there is one device, then the job
allocates it. If there are multiple devices, then the job goes to Step 5.

5. z/OS or vendor products may preference devices in the EDL over other devices for a variety of reasons. For example,
z/OS may preference a device based on its ACL status.

6. z/OS chooses a device for allocation from the remaining devices based on the preferencing values set for the devices
by z/OS, vendor products, or both.

z/OS Device Allocation with MIA

The two MIA facilities, GTAF and TPCF, interact with the z/OS allocation mechanism in different ways.

The function of GTAF in the allocation process is to prevent concurrent allocations of the same tape drive on multiple
systems from occurring. GTAF extends the device serialization from one system to all systems in the MIA complex. To
accomplish this goal, GTAF performs the following actions:

• GTAF controls cross-system access to the device group locks that z/OS uses to serialize device allocation.
• GTAF communicates allocation information among systems after a device has been selected for a job.

One of the functions of TPCF in the allocation process is to influence device selection. To do this, TPCF intercepts the
EDL created by the z/OS allocation mechanism and eliminates or preferences devices according to the criteria you
establish.

Note that MIA facilities interact with the z/OS allocation mechanism only when a managed device is on the EDL for a job.
Therefore, GTAF only serializes allocation for managed devices, and TPCF intercepts the EDL only when a managed
device is on the list. In addition, TPCF acts only on managed devices from these lists. TPCF does not act on devices that
you have not placed under MIA management.

NOTE
To determine if a device is managed, see Verifying Whether Devices are Defined to MIA in this chapter.

The following steps provide an overview of the role of MIA in the z/OS allocation process:

1. z/OS allocation creates the EDL for a DD for the job, based on the device groups that z/OS creates during SYSGEN.
2. TPCF intercepts the EDL and marks devices ineligible if:

– The elimination logic of the TPCEDLXT exit routine specifies that the device should be eliminated.
– The device is reserved for another job.
– The device is not reserved for this job and other devices are reserved FORCE=YES for this job.
– The device is OVERGENNED and SETOPTION TPCF OVGINELIG is set to YES or JOBRESV.
If all eligible devices are eliminated from the EDL by TPCF, then TPCF returns the original EDL to z/OS allocation.
z/OS or other vendor products may also eliminate devices from allocation at this time.

3. z/OS requests the device group locks for all device groups in the EDL. GTAF makes the job wait until it determines
that the locks are not in use by jobs on other systems. When the locks are available, GTAF releases the job to
continue through z/OS allocation. GTAF tells the other systems that the locks are in use on this system.

4. z/OS examines the EDL and eliminates ineligible, inaccessible, allocated, and offline devices from possible
allocation. Because TPCF may have varied additional devices offline (due to the preferencing status that you have
assigned to these devices), z/OS may eliminate additional devices from possible allocation. These devices include
OVERGENNED, NOTAVAILABLE, and EXTERNALLY DEDICATED devices.
If there are no devices that can be allocated, the job enters allocation recovery. If there is one device, then the job
allocates it and then goes to Step 7. If there are multiple devices, the job goes to Step 5.

5. TPCF preferences the remaining devices based on the preferencing criteria specified. TPCF preferences devices that:
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– Are reserved for this job
– Are dedicated to this system
– Are selected by the TPCSRMXT exit
– Have a preference value set
z/OS or other vendor products may also preference devices at this time.

6. z/OS chooses a device for allocation from the remaining devices based on the preferencing for the devices.
7. z/OS marks the device as allocated and the job releases the device group locks. GTAF tells the other systems which

device was allocated and that the group locks are no longer in use by this system.

z/OS Device Allocation Recovery

Allocation recovery is the part of allocation that a job enters when it cannot allocate a suitable online device. During
allocation recovery, z/OS tries again to select a device that meets the device requirements of the job. However, z/OS
considers the suitability of both currently allocated and offline devices during this part of the allocation process.

z/OS creates two types of lists from the EDL during allocation recovery:

• A list of offline or inaccessible devices. This list is known as the offline device list.
• A list of currently allocated devices for which the job can wait. These devices are called wait-eligible devices.

After creating these lists, z/OS issues messages that tell you the name of the job in allocation recovery and what options
you have in getting this job out of allocation recovery. z/OS also may issue additional messages, depending on whether
there are any offline devices on the offline device list and on your response to the z/OS IEF238D allocation recovery
message.

Remember that z/OS serializes allocation through a locking structure for device groups. While an allocation recovery
message is outstanding, z/OS allows no other jobs to select devices from the device groups on the EDL of the current job.
z/OS also suspends SWAP processing while a job is in allocation recovery.

While the job is in allocation recovery, no other jobs wanting any of the same devices can proceed in allocation. When
GTAF is serializing devices among systems, no jobs wanting the same devices can proceed in allocation on external
systems. Therefore, a prompt response to any z/OS allocation recovery message is essential to avoid delays in allocation
locally and on external systems.

The following steps provide an overview of the z/OS allocation recovery process:

1. z/OS allocation creates the offline device list and a list of wait-eligible devices for this job, based on the devices in the
EDL.

2. z/OS passes the allocation recovery information to any recovery exits loaded at the IEF_SPEC_WAIT or
IEF_ALLC_OFFLN exit points.
If there are no exits, then z/OS issues message IEF238D, which tells you the name of the job in allocation recovery
and what options you must choose from to get this job out of allocation recovery. If there are devices on the offline
device list, then z/OS issues message IEF877E before issuing the IEF238D message to show you the available
offline devices. z/OS waits for you to reply to message IEF238D. z/OS suspends all SWAP processing and all jobs in
allocation that need to use the device groups on the EDL of the current job. The job holds the device group locks.
If exits are loaded, then z/OS takes whatever recovery action is specified by the exits. These actions can include
replying automatically to the IEF238D/IEF4433D messages, issuing the IEF238D/IEF433D WTORs, or other actions.

3. z/OS processes your response (or the response of the exit) to the IEF238D message in one of these ways:
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– If you replied CANCEL, then z/OS cancels the job.
– If you replied with the name of an offline device, then z/OS brings this device online, if possible, and sends the

current job back through the allocation process.
– If you replied WAIT, then z/OS makes the job wait for a wait-eligible device to become available. z/OS also issues

message IEF433D, described in Step 4.
– If you replied CANCEL or entered the name of an offline device, then z/OS allocation and SWAP processing

resumes and Step 4 is omitted. The job releases the device group locks.
4. z/OS issues message IEF433D whenever you reply WAIT to the z/OS IEF238D message. The IEF433D message tells

you that z/OS needs additional information on what to do about other resources this job is holding.
z/OS processes your reply to the IEF433D message as follows:
– If you reply HOLD, then z/OS keeps the device group locks this job is holding. As a result, other jobs that need

these device groups must wait until the current job allocates a device.
– If you reply NOHOLD, then z/OS releases the device group locks this job is holding. This lets other jobs use the

device groups while the current job is waiting for a device.

z/OS Device Allocation Recovery with MIA

The MIA facilities play different roles in the allocation recovery process. GTAF propagates the effect of allocation recovery
to all systems, while TPCF influences device selection and automatically responds to z/OS allocation recovery messages.

z/OS suspends SWAP processing and certain device group requests while an allocation recovery message is
outstanding, because the job in allocation recovery holds the device group locks until the recovery message is replied to.
Because GTAF propagates this effect to other systems, you must respond promptly to all allocation recovery messages
on all systems, or tell TPCF to reply automatically.

TPCF uses the values you have specified on the SETOPTION command to determine how to respond to z/OS allocation
recovery messages. You should also realize that MIA facilities only affect allocation recovery when a managed device is in
the EDL for a job.

To influence device selection, TPCF intercepts the z/OS offline device list and removes devices from it according to your
preferencing criteria. TPCF obtains this criteria from the elimination logic you have defined in the TPCRECXT exit routine
and from device status changes you have made through the VARY command.

NOTE

Either TPCF or the exit may remove the DEVICE NAME option on the z/OS IEF238D message when TPCF
makes this option unavailable. For example, if TPCF removes all devices from the offline device list, then the
DEVICE NAME option on message IEF238D is removed.

The following steps give you an overview of the role of MIA in the allocation recovery processing:

1. z/OS creates the offline device list and a list of wait-eligible devices from the EDL of that job.
2. z/OS passes the allocation recovery information to any recovery exits loaded at the IEF_SPEC_WAIT or

IEF_ALL_OFFLN exit points. TPCF acts as an exit at both exit points. TPCF examines the offline device list and
removes these devices from the list:
– Devices that are overgenned
– Devices reserved for a different job
– Devices removed by the elimination logic in the TPCEDLXT exit or devices removed by the TPCRECXT exit
In the exit parameter list, z/OS lists the possible ways to get this job out of allocation recovery. TPCF examines these
options, which are usually DEVICE NAME, WAIT, or CANCEL.
If WAIT is not an option and this step removes all devices on the offline device list, then TPCF tells z/OS to cancel the
job. TPCF skips all remaining steps in this diagram.
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TPCF responds to the allocation recovery according to the value you specified on the IEF238D operand on the
SETOPTION AUTOREPLY command, or to the value entered for the optional TPCRECXT exit routine, which would
override SETOPTION values:
– If you specified CANCEL, then TPCF removes not-available and externally dedicated devices from the offline

device list. TPCF then takes one of these actions:
• When there are no devices left on the offline device list, TPCF replies CANCEL. This tells z/OS to cancel the job,

and TPCF skips all remaining steps in this diagram.
• When at least one device remains, TPCF asks the operator to reply.

– If you specified WAIT, then TPCF does one of the following:
• When WAIT is an option on the z/OS message, TPCF replies WAIT so that the job waits for an online device to

be deallocated. TPCF then goes directly to Step 4.
• When WAIT is not an option on the z/OS message, TPCF removes unavailable and externally dedicated

devices from the offline device list unless doing so would remove all devices. If doing so would remove all
devices, then TPCF lists externally dedicated or not available devices based on the SETOPTION TPCF
AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(EXTDEDDISP=,NOTAVLDISP=)) settings. If there are devices listed in the offline
device list, then TPCF asks the operator to reply. If there are no offline devices, then TPCF replies CANCEL.

– If you specified COND, then TPCF does one of the following:
• When WAIT is an option on the z/OS message and TPCF removes all devices from the offline device list, TPCF

replies WAIT. This makes the job wait for an online device to be deallocated. TPCF then goes directly to Step 4.
If there are offline devices, then TPCF asks the operator to reply.

• When WAIT is not an option on the z/OS message, or if TPCF does not remove all devices from the
offline device list, TPCF asks the operator to reply. Externally dedicated or not available devices may
be listed in the offline device list if there are no other offline devices based on the SETOPTION TPCF
AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(EXTDEDDISP=,NOTAVLDISP=)) settings.

– If you specified MANUAL, then TPCF removes unavailable and externally dedicated devices from the offline device
list (if possible). Externally dedicated or not available devices may be listed in the offline device list if there are no
other offline devices based on the SETOPTION TPCF AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(EXTDEDDISP=,NOTAVLDISP=))
settings. TPCF then asks the operator to reply.

3. TPCF issues message MIM2060 whenever it needs to ask the operator to reply. Message MIM2060 shows you the
options you have in responding to the allocation recovery after TPCF has removed any additional devices from the
offline candidate list. If there are offline devices to choose from, then TPCF also issues message MIM2042 to show
you the names of these devices.

4. If TPCF replied WAIT for the allocation recovery, then TPCF also replies with a IEF443D option according to the value
you specified on the IEF433D operand on the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY command, or to the values entered for the
optional TPCRECXT exit routine, which would override SETOPTION values:
– If you specified HOLD, then TPCF replies HOLD. This tells z/OS to hold the locks to all of the device groups on

the EDL of this job. As a result, other jobs needing these device groups must wait until the current job allocates a
device.

– If you specified NOHOLD, then TPCF replies NOHOLD. This tells z/OS to release the device group locks this job is
holding so that other jobs can use this device group while the current job is waiting for a device.

– If you specified MANUAL, then TPCF asks the operator for assistance.
5. When the TPCF exit point has processed the allocation recovery, the job continues through the z/OS allocation

recovery process.

Identify Devices to MIA
You can place tape devices under MIA management. MIA supports all types of tape devices and four-character device
names.
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The device identification method you choose depends on whether you need to place only certain devices under MIA
management (for example, you are running MIA on a test complex), whether you need to specifically assign global names
to devices, or whether you plan to use the Autopath feature.

A global name is a unique name that all systems can use to refer to the same device. When you do not specifically assign
a global name, MIA uses the local name of the device as its global name. The local name is obtained from the unit control
block (UCB) of the device.

If the local name of a device is not the same on all systems or you have assigned the same local name to different
devices on different systems, then you must specifically assign global names (through the MIMUNITS member specified
on the MIMINIT DEVLIST statement) to the devices to indicate which addresses point to the same device. Otherwise, dual
allocations may result.

Identify a Class of Devices

You can identify a class of devices for MIA management by specifying MIMINIT DEVCLASS=value.

To identify a class of devices

Specify the following command:

MIMINIT DEVCLASS=value

value can be one of the following:

TAPE
This places all tape devices under MIA management.

NONE
Indicates that you are not placing a class of devices under MIA management using the MIMINIT statement. This is
the default.

Example: Identify device class

To place all tape devices under MIA management, specify the following statement in the initialization member:

MIMINIT DEVCLASS=TAPE

Identify a List of Devices

You can identify a list of devices for MIA management.

To identify a list of devices

Specify the following command:

MIMINIT DEVLIST=value

value
Specifies the device list. This value can be one of the following:

•MIMUNITS or membername
Identifies the member of the MIM parameter data set that contains the list of tape devices to be controlled and
their associated global names. Each line of the device control member names a device address or a range of
device addresses that MIA controls. The default is MIMUNITS.
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NONE
Indicates that you are not placing a list of devices under MIA management.

Example: Identify device list

To specify a list of devices to be controlled by MIA, specify the following statement in the initialization member:

MIMINIT DEVLIST=MIMUNITS

Notes:

• You must place at least one device per system under MIA control otherwise MIM terminates during initialization. There
is no maximum number of devices that MIA can manage.

• If you specify MIMINIT DEVLIST=NONE, then you must specify DEVCLASS=TAPE. Otherwise, MIA will not manage
any devices and will terminate at initialization.

• If you specify MIMINIT DEVCLASS=NONE, then you must specify DEVLIST=membername otherwise, MIA will not
manage any devices and will terminate at initialization.

• If are using the Autopath feature, then you must define MIMINIT DEVLIST=MIMUNITS.
• You may specify both DEVCLASS=TAPE and DEVLIST=MIMUNITS. If a device does not have an entry in MIMUNITS,

the global name of the device defaults to the local name and the device is not eligible for Autopath. If a device has an
entry in MIMUNITS, the global name and Autopath eligibility are determined by the MIMUNITS entry.

Specify Devices in the MIMUNITS Member

The MIMUNITS member specifies one or more devices that you want MIA to manage. The following is an example of a
MIMUNITS member:

3C0,T3C0,7C0

0E8* 

0E9*,T39*

Each line of the MIMUNITS member specifies one or more devices that MIA will manage. Using the preceding example,
the following table describes the order of attributes in a line in the MIMUNITS member:

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3
3C0, T3C0, 7C0
z/OS Device Name Global Name of the Device Autopath Eligibility of the Device

Position 1-z/OS Device Name
Represents the required z/OS device name. This is also known as the local name in some MIA commands and
displays. It is always a three- or four-digit hexadecimal number. If three digits are specified, then a leading zero is
assumed.

Position 2-Global Name of the Device
Represents the global name of the device. This value may be alphanumeric, as shown, or it may be hexadecimal.
Members of the MIMplex use the global name to identify the drive in commands and displays. If you omit this
information, then the global name is made equal to the local name. It is possible for a device to have different
local names on different systems, but the global name must remain the same across all systems. If your
MIMUNITS member is shared by different systems, then you can use IFSYS and ENDIF statements to define
different local names in each system.
Note: The global device name cannot be equal to the local name of a different device on any system in the
MIMplex.
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Position 3-Autopath Eligibility of the Device
Represents optional information about the drive to the Autopath feature. This value may be either hexadecimal or
the three-letter string MIM. If omitted, then the drive is not attached or detached by Autopath.
This value should be specified only for z/OS systems that are running as guests under z/VM. The Autopath
feature only works under z/VM. “MIM” must be specified when MIA is controlling the drive on the host z/VM
system. The z/VM real address of the device, expressed in hexadecimal, is used when MIA is not controlling the
drive on the host z/VM system. In the previous example, the device known as 7C0 to z/VM is attached to z/OS at
virtual address 3C0. Autopath uses MIM commands to attach or detach the drive to the z/OS guest when “MIM” is
specified, and uses CP commands to attach or detach the drive when a hexadecimal value is specified.

NOTE

Separate each attribute of the MIMUNITS member with a comma.

Examples

The following are examples of valid entries in the MIMUNITS member:

3C0
Defines z/OS device 03C0 and implies global name is 3C0

3C0,3C0
Has the same effect as the example above

3C0,5C0
Defines z/OS device 03C0 as global name 5C0

3C0,3C0,3C0
Same as the first and second examples, but also specified Autopath real address 3C0

03C0,T3C0,MIM
Defines z/OS device 03C0 as global name T3C0 and Autopath control through MIA

03C0,,7C0
Defines z/OS device 03C0 as global name 03C0 and Autopath real address 7C0

03C*, 03C*, 7C*
Defines z/OS devices 03C0-03CF as global names 03C0-03CF and Autopath real addresses 7C0-7CF

NOTE
You can specify a group of drives having similar addresses on a single line. Use an asterisk in the last character
of each attribute to indicate a range of up to 16 devices. For example, 03C* would indicate that all drives from
03C0 through 03CF are included. If an asterisk is used in the first position, then it must also be used in the
second and third positions, if they are present, for example, 3C*, T3C*, 7C*.

Code the MIMUNITS Member

Follow the summarized coding rules below when you are coding the MIMUNITS member:
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• Specify the local name of the device using the first three or four non-blank positions of the entry. Note that MIA ignores
leading blanks.

• Use a comma as a delimiter immediately following the local name if you are assigning a global name to the device.
Then, specify the global name of the device immediately following the comma.

• Use a comma as a delimiter immediately following the global name, if you are supplying Autopath information.
• Use two commas after the local name if you are not specifying a global name but are supplying Autopath information.
• Place an asterisk (*) in column 1 to indicate that a line is a comment and not an entry. You also can create comment

lines by specifying the /* character string in the first two non-blank positions of a line. The entire line is treated as a
comment.

• Place a slash and then an asterisk (/*) after an entry if you want to include a comment after the entry. The /* character
string distinguishes the entry from the comment.

• Enclose entries in IFSYS and ENDIF statements to direct those entries to specific systems. This is applicable only
when you are sharing the MIMUNITS member among systems.

NOTE
The global device name cannot be equal to the local name of a different device on any system in the
MIMplex.

Direct MIMUNITS Entries to Certain Systems

You can share the MIMUNITS member among systems, even when you are using different local names on different
systems, or when a device has the same local name as a different device on a different system. To share the MIMUNITS
member under these circumstances, you need to direct entries to the appropriate systems.

To direct an entry, place an IFSYS statement before the entry and an ENDIF statement after the entry. On the IFSYS
statement, specify the system name or system alias of the system (or group of systems) to which that entry applies. This
tells MIA to use this entry only for the system specified.

For example, suppose that a device has the local name 01A0 on systems A and B and the local name 02A0 on systems
C and D. To identify and assign global name G1A0 to that device, specify the following statements in the MIMUNITS
member:

IFSYS A,B 

  01A0,G1A0 

ENDIF

IFSYS C,D 

  02A0,G1A0 

ENDIF

Notes:

• The letter “G” is used only for the global name examples and has no special meaning.
• For more information on IFSYS and ENDIF statements, and for information on assigning names and aliases to

systems, see the MIM Programming Guide.

How You Exclude Devices from MIA Management

You can exclude devices from MIA management by coding a list of devices in the DEVEXCL MIA parmlib member.

To exclude specific devices during MIA startup, specify the following statement in your MIMINIT member:

MIMINIT DEVEXCL=membername
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membername
Specifies a MIM parmlib member that contains a list of devices to exclude from MIA management. Code NONE if
you do not want to exclude any devices from MIA management.

NOTE

• The DEVEXCL=membername parameter is intended to be used with DEVCLASS=TAPE. This parameter combination
causes MIA to discover and manage all manageable tape devices EXCEPT devices in the DEVEXCL= member.

• Using DEVEXCL=membername with the DEVLIST=membername parameter causes MIA to manage all devices in the
DEVLIST= member EXCEPT the devices in the DEVEXCL= member.

• The same DEVEXCL=membername parameter was added to the MIA RESYNCH command. You can resynchronize
MIA to exclude devices from being managed.

• The device exclusion list takes precedence over the MIMUNITS member. If MIMUNITS contains devices you have
specified in the DEVEXCL member, they are excluded from MIA management.

Specify Devices in the DEVEXCL Member

The DEVEXCL member excludes devices from MIA management.

Example: DEVEXCL

************************************************

*          Sample DEVEXCL Member               *

************************************************

8000       /*Device  8000

810*       /*Devices 8100 through 810F inclusive

9000-A000  /*Devices 9000 through A000 inclusive

Each line in the DEVEXCL member specifies a single device or range of devices that MIA will NOT manage. The syntax
of the DEVEXCL member is as follows:

• One device or range of devices per statement (line).
• Valid device numbers are hex 0000-FFFF.
• Specify a range with the ‘-‘character. For example, 1000-2000 specifies devices 1000 through 2000, inclusive.
• Specify a suffix of 0 through F with the ‘*’ character. For example, 800* would specify devices 8000-800F, inclusive.
• Direct your entries to specific systems by enclosing those entries in IFSYS/ENDIF statements. These statements are

only applicable if you share the DEVEXCL member with other systems.
• Place an asterisk (*) in column 1 to indicate that this line is a comment.
• Place a slash (/) and then an asterisk (*) after an entry if you want to include a comment after the entry.

How You Exclude Devices from MIA Management

You can exclude devices from MIA management by coding a list of devices in the DEVEXCL MIA parmlib member.

To exclude specific devices during MIA startup, specify the following statement in your MIMINIT member:

MIMINIT DEVEXCL=membername

membername
Specifies a MIM parmlib member that contains a list of devices to exclude from MIA management. Code NONE if you do
not want to exclude any devices from MIA management.

NOTE

:
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• The DEVEXCL=membername parameter is intended to be used with DEVCLASS=TAPE. This parameter
combination causes MIA to discover and manage all manageable tape devices EXCEPT devices in the
DEVEXCL= member.

• Using DEVEXCL=membername with the DEVLIST=membername parameter causes MIA to manage all
devices in the DEVLIST= member EXCEPT the devices in the DEVEXCL= member.

• The same DEVEXCL=membername parameter was added to the MIA RESYNCH command. You can
resynchronize MIA to exclude devices from being managed.

• The device exclusion list takes precedence over the MIMUNITS member. If MIMUNITS contains devices you
have specified in the DEVEXCL member, they are excluded from MIA management.

Specify Devices in the DEVEXCL Member

The DEVEXCL member excludes devices from MIA management.
Example: DEVEXCL

************************************************

* Sample DEVEXCL Member *

************************************************

8000 /*Device 8000

810* /*Devices 8100 through 810F inclusive

9000-A000 /*Devices 9000 through A000 inclusive

Each line in the DEVEXCL member specifies a single device or range of devices that MIA will NOT manage. The syntax
of the DEVEXCL member is as follows:

• One device or range of devices per statement (line). 

• Valid device numbers are hex 0000-FFFF. 

• Specify a range with the ‘-‘character. For example, 1000-2000 specifies devices 1000 through 2000, inclusive.

• Specify a suffix of 0 through F with the ‘*’ character. For example, 800* would specify devices 8000-800F, inclusive.

• Direct your entries to specific systems by enclosing those entries in IFSYS/ENDIF statements. These statements are
only applicable if you share the DEVEXCL member with other systems.

• Place an asterisk (*) in column 1 to indicate that this line is a comment. 

• Place a slash (/) and then an asterisk (*) after an entry if you want to include a comment after the entry.

Verify Whether Devices are Defined to MIA

You should verify the entries in the MIMUNITS member when you start MIM for the first time and any time you change the
contents of this member. You can check the entries in these ways:

• By examining the MIM2004 messages issued on each system during the initialization process. The MIM2004 message
is also issued during Resynchronization in response to an MIA RESYNCH command or the Dynamic Activation of an
IO Definition. This message lists the local and global name for each managed device on the local system.

• By using the DISPLAY LOCALUNITS command. This command lets you see the local name, global name, and status
information for managed devices.

• By using the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS command. This command lets you see the global name and status information
for managed devices.
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Compatibility Restrictions

You should be aware of the following compatibility issues between MIA and z/OS operating system functions:

• MIA cannot manage devices that are being managed by JES3. You can run JES3, but you cannot manage tape
devices with JES3 and MIA. If you want MIA to manage devices that are currently under JES3, then you must remove
the devices from JES3 management.

• MIA cannot manage devices that are defined to z/OS as “automatically switchable” (through HCD or the z/OS VARY
AS=ON command). If you want MIA to manage devices currently defined as automatically switchable, then you must
issue z/OS VARY AS=OFF commands for those devices and update the HCD definition.

• There is a potential for cross-system deadlocks to occur on device group locks if a user has specified (through HCD or
the z/OS CP command) mismatching search orders for z/OS generic device groups containing MIA managed devices.
We recommend using identical z/OS generic device group search ordering on all systems in the MIA complex.

Dynamically Change Which Devices Are Managed

Resynchronization RESYNCH Command

The DEVLIST, DEVCLASS, DEVEXCL and COMMANDS parameters on the RESYNCH command, the SETOPTION
RESYNCH command, and the MIMINIT statement control the actions of MIA during device resynchronization.

If the DEVLIST, DEVCLASS, DEVEXCL and COMMANDS parameters are not specified on the RESYNCH command,
then MIA uses the DEVLIST, DEVCLASS, and COMMANDS settings on the SETOPTION RESYNCH command.

For example, to issue a RESYNCH command that dynamically updates the managed device list for MIA and places all
tape devices under MIA control, issue the following command:

RESYNCH DEVCLASS=TAPE

In this example, MIA uses TAPE for the DEVCLASS option, which temporarily overrides the value set on the SETOPTION
RESYNCH command for DEVCLASS. The values for the COMMANDS and DEVLIST options remain the same.

Notes:

• When a task is in the tape allocation process and a resynchronization occurs that removes all the devices requested
by the task from MIA management, MIA discontinues the cross-system serialization of the allocation. However,
MIA may continue its involvement in some parts of the allocation until the allocation completes. For example, if the
task should go into allocation recovery, then MIA manages the recovery until the allocation recovery messages are
responded to.

• The RESYNCH command is a local command. That is, it only takes effect on the system where it is issued. If the
devices managed by MIA are to be changed on more than one system, then the RESYNCH command must be issued
on each system that requires the change.

• The SETOPTION RESYNCH SAMEDEVS parameter does not apply to resynchronizations performed due to the
RESYNCH command. SAMEDEVS is only valid for automatic resynchronizations through an HCD ACTIVATE.

• Any RESYNCH option, except the SAMEDEVS option, can be overridden dynamically when using the RESYNCH
command.

• The RESYNCH parameters are available on both the SETOPTION TPCF and SETOPTION GTAF commands. Setting
the RESYNCH parameters with one of these SETOPTION commands automatically sets the same values for the other
SETOPTION command.

• It is possible to RESYNCH a device out of MIA control and have the device still exist on the system. These are the
devices that MIA will schedule OFFLINE.
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If a device is RESYNCHed out of MIA control due to an HCD ACTIVATE configuration change, the device is being
deleted by z/OS. To be deleted, the device must already be OFFLINE, and it will not exist after the ACTIVATE
completes; the MIA OFFLINE processing is not relevant in this case.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Resynchronization HCD ACTIVATE

When an HCD ACTIVATE is performed, MIA automatically performs resynchronization that is based on the values on
the DEVCLASS, DEVLIST, DEVEXCL, COMMANDS, and SAMEDEVS parameters on the SETOPTION RESYNCH
command. If no values are specified on the SETOPTION RESYNCH command, then the values on the MIMINIT
DEVCLASS, DEVLIST, and COMMANDS parameters are used.

Notes:

• When a task is in the tape allocation process and a resynchronization occurs that removes all the devices requested
by the task from MIA management, MIA discontinues the cross-system serialization of the allocation. However, MIA
can continue its involvement in some parts of the allocation until the allocation completes. For example, if the task
goes into allocation recovery, then MIA manages the recovery until the allocation recovery messages are responded
to.

• If SETOPTION RESYNCH SAMEDEVS=NO, then during resynchronization MIA uses the DEVCLASS and DEVLIST
options to determine what devices to manage. MIA recognizes any devices added by the HCD or the z/OS ACTIVATE
command. NO is the default setting.

• If SETOPTION RESYNCH SAMEDEVS=YES, then regardless of what occurs in the z/OS I/O reconfiguration, MIA
manages the same devices it was managing prior to reconfiguration. The DEVCLASS and DEVLIST options are
ignored.

• The RESYNCH parameters are available on both the SETOPTION TPCF and SETOPTION GTAF commands. Setting
the RESYNCH parameters with one of these SETOPTION commands automatically sets the same values for the other
SETOPTION command.

• Use SETOPTION RESYNCH DEVEXCL=membername to specify an exclude list member. When MIA enters
the resynchronization process as a result of a z/OS ACTIVATE, the DEVEXCL member that is specified on the
SETOPTION RESYNCH command is read and processed. Before issuing an MVS ACTIVATE command, issue the
MIM DISPLAY OPTIONS command to verify your current DEVEXCL member value.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

z/OS Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) ACTIVATE Considerations

I/O configurations are used to define hardware resources available to an operating system, as well as the connections
between these resources. A hardware configuration provides both physical and logical information about the resources it
defines.

The tape devices managed by MIA are a subset of these hardware resources. I/O configurations must be defined to
both the operating system software as well as the channel subsystem (hardware). Both the hardware and software I/O
configuration processes are consolidated in a single interactive end-user interface called the Hardware Configuration
Definition (HCD) component of z/OS.

The output from HCD is an I/O Definition File (IODF), which contains I/O configuration data. An IODF can define multiple
hardware and software configurations to the operating system. When an IODF is ACTIVATED, HCD actually defines the
I/O configuration to the channel subsystem, the operating system, or both. With the HCD ACTIVATE function or the z/OS
ACTIVATE operator command, changes can be made to the current configuration without the need to initial program load
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(IPL) the software or power-on reset (POR) the hardware. Making configuration changes while the system is running is
known as dynamic configuration or dynamic reconfiguration.

How You Change Hardware and Software Definitions

When an I/O configuration is dynamically changed, the definitions to both hardware and software or to software only, can
be changed. A software-only change modifies only software control structures, such as the unit control blocks (UCBs) and
the eligible device table (EDT). A hardware and software change modifies both hardware and software control structures.
In most cases, simultaneous dynamic configuration changes to both hardware and software configuration definitions are
made.

A dynamic configuration change causes z/OS to activate a new EDT definition. Under normal operating circumstances, z/
OS uses one eligible device table (EDT) to process allocation requests. As a result of dynamically changing the software I/
O configuration definition of a system, z/OS must use two EDTs to process the change: a primary and secondary EDT.

The primary EDT processes all current and new allocation requests. z/OS usually runs with only a primary EDT, until a
dynamic configuration change is initiated. z/OS then activates a new primary EDT for the new I/O configuration, making
the old primary EDT the secondary EDT.

All new allocation requests, from the ACTIVATION point forward, use the new primary EDT. The secondary EDT receives
no new allocation requests. z/OS deletes the secondary EDT when the allocation requests issued before the dynamic
configuration change (all requests currently using the old EDT) complete.

NOTE

• Allocation does not stop because an ACTIVATE of a new IODF is in progress. New allocations use the new
primary EDT built by the ACTIVATE; allocation requests initiated before the ACTIVATE of the new IODF use
the secondary EDT.

• The secondary EDT cannot be deleted until all allocation requests using it have completed. Even though
an IOS500I ACTIVATE RESULTS message is issued indicating that the ACTIVATE COMPLETED
SUCCESSFULLY, until the IOS501I ACTIVATE CLEANUP COMPLETE message is issued, IOS holds an
exclusive enqueue for SYSZIOS/Dynamic.
A subsequent ACTIVATE, initiated on the same system before the IOS501I ACTIVATE CLEANUP
COMPLETE message is issued, may fail because residual allocation requests are still bound to the
secondary EDT.

HCD Activate

 

The MIA GTAF facility determines what devices to manage based on the MIMINIT DEVCLASS and DEVLIST initialization
parameters.

When a new I/O definition (IODF) is activated, which, in turn constructs a new EDT, it can define additional devices or
remove existing devices from the systems and the control of MIA.

The MIA TPCF facility influences device selection during the z/OS allocation process. TPCF performs device preferencing
based on user specified criteria enacted upon the list of devices eligible for a specific allocation request. z/OS creates this
list of eligible devices (EDL) from the EDT.

Therefore, both facilities of MIA rely on the availability of the EDT and must detect and react appropriately to any change
in the EDT.

To achieve this, MIA constantly evaluates the location of the current EDT by interrogating parameter lists at key MIA
intercept points in the z/OS allocation process. In addition, MIA performs additional EDT verification as part of every
control file cycle. When MIA detects a reconfiguration, it automatically resynchronizes in response.
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MIA holds a bind or lock on the storage occupied by the EDT. Each control file cycle performed by MIA releases and re-
achieves this bind. This process is also repeated as part of MIA processing in response to a z/OS ACTIVATE command or
the MIA RESYNCH command.

It is normal for IOS Configuration displays to show MIA appearing to hold a continual bind on the EDT at all times. The
bind that MIA maintains does not delay an ACTIVATE from completing.

As discussed in previously, during a dynamic configuration change, z/OS activates a new EDT definition.

MIA, like z/OS, processes all current and new allocation requests using the new primary EDT. Both z/OS and MIA use the
secondary EDT to process allocation and allocation recovery requests issued before the dynamic configuration change
completed. z/OS deletes the secondary EDT when the allocation requests, issued before the dynamic configuration,
complete.

The following is an example of a D IOS,CONFIG(EDT) display showing binds on both the primary and secondary EDT:

D IOS,CONFIG(EDT)

IOS506I 11.56.09 I/O CONFIG DATA 514

ELIGIBLE DEVICE TABLE LATCH COUNTS

1 OUTSTANDING BINDS ON PRIMARY EDT

ASID = 0023  JOBNAME = MIMGR

1 OUTSTANDING BINDS ON SECONDARY EDT

ASID = 0028  JOBNAME=TAPE1

In this MIA address space example, MIMGR holds a bind on the primary EDT. Job name TAPE1, which started before the
ACTIVATE initiated, went into recovery and has not yet completed.

TAPE1 holds a bind on the secondary EDT, which was the primary EDT when this job went through allocation. As soon as
TAPE1 completes, the secondary EDT is deleted and an IOS501I ACTIVATE CLEANUP COMPLETE is issued.

MIA Serialization of HCD ACTIVATE

MIA serializes HCD ACTIVATE across all of the active systems in an MIAplex. When MIA detects that an HCD ACTIVATE
is underway on the local system, it raises an exclusive ENQ for SYSZIOS/DYNAMIC on all active, external systems in the
MIAplex. MIA does so to ensure that potential changes to the list of devices managed by MIA, affected by the ACTIVATE
of a new IODF, only occur on one system in the MIAplex at a time.

Until the IOS501I ACTIVATE CLEANUP COMPLETE is issued for an ACTIVATE being performed on an external system,
IOS holds an exclusive ENQ for SYSZIOS/Dynamic. As a result, MIA will not be able to serialize a local ACTIVATE with
the rest of the MIAplex, until an IOS501I ACTIVATE CLEANUP COMPLETE is issued for the ACTIVATE in progress on
the external system and IOS drops its exclusive ENQ for SYSZIOS/DYNAMIC there.

MIA issues repeated MIM2161W SERIALIZATION OF SYSZIOS/DYNAMIC REQUESTED messages on the local system
and will delay a local HCD ACTIVATE until it can serialize the local ACTIVATE with the rest of the MIAplex by obtaining a
SYSZIOS/DYNAMIC ENQ EXCL on all external systems.

Specify Same z/OS Preference Order of Generic Device Groups on EDL

If different z/OS generic device group search orders (or preference values) have been specified for generic device groups
containing MIA managed devices on systems in the MIM complex, then the potential exists for a cross-system deadlock
on generic device groups. Values for generic device group preference are specified in the Hardware Configuration
Definition.

Specifying the same z/OS preference order on all the systems defined to the MIMplex prevents this type of lockout.
Generic device groups are acquired one at a time, but must all be acquired prior to proceeding into allocation.

For example, imagine that there is a two-system MIMplex, comprised of SYSA and SYSB. SYSA and SYSB preference
the generic device groups in reverse order (SYSA preferences in the order 3480, 3490; and SYSB preferences the 3490
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generic first followed by the 3480 generic). If an allocation request occurs simultaneously on both systems, then SYSA
first acquires generic device group 3480 per its preference order. SYSB acquires 3490 per its preference order. Each
system then attempts to acquire the generic device group already acquired by the other system, resulting in a deadlock.

Specifying the same z/OS preferencing order of generic device groups on the EDL prevents this type of lockout from
occurring.

Configure Tape Devices Offline until MIA Synchronization
When sharing devices between multiple systems, there is an integrity exposure while devices are online to more than one
system and MIA is not running. To avoid this, configure tape devices to be offline at IPL time, start MIA early in the IPL
process to ensure that the product initializes and is fully functional when allocation begins on a system, and bring the tape
devices online with VARY commands in the MIMSYNCH member.

To prevent devices from coming online automatically during IPL, we strongly recommend that you specify OFFLINE=YES
on the IODEVICE macro used as input to the IOCP or MVSCP for devices to be shared. This tells z/OS to not allow
devices to come online during the IPL.

If you are using the Hardware Configuration Dialog, then we strongly recommend that you specify YES for the OFFLINE
parameter for the same reason.

The Hardware Configuration Dialog Define Device Parameters/Features panel provides the ability to configure devices as
initially offline. The following is an example of this panel:

-------- Define Device Parameters / Features ----------

                                                             Row 1 of 3

Command ===> ____________________________Scroll ===> PAGE

Specify or revise the values below.

Configuration ID . : CONFIG01            OS/390 systems 

Device number  . . : 074A         Number of devices  : 1

Device type  . . . : Dummy 

Parameter/ 

Feature              Value    P Req. Description 

OFFLINE              Yes      Device online or offline

DYNAMIC              Yes      Device supports dyn config 

LOCANY               Yes      UCB can reside in 31 bit 

*****************************Bottom of data******************************

To have MIA automatically bring devices online following system synchronization, you can place VARY ONLINE
commands in the MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.

You can use the z/OS VARY ONLINE command or the MIA VARY ONLINE command, prefaced by z/OS MODIFY or the
MIM command prefix character.

NOTE

For more information, see the MIM Programming Guide.

To prevent needless multiple executions of the VARY ONLINE command on any system, specify a scope of LOCAL
on any VARY command that is to be executed on multiple systems. For example, specify a scope of LOCAL on VARY
commands issued from a MIMSYNCH member shared by multiple systems.
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VARY Device Serialization
Whenever a tape device is shared among multiple systems, tape data corruption can occur if online processing for the
device is occurring on one system while a job on another system is using the device. For example, Automatic Volume
Recognition (AVR) during online processing may rewind a tape that is in use on another system. AVR is done as part of z/
OS online processing. If a tape is found on a device during online processing, then AVR rewinds the tape and reads the
label to find the VOLSER for the tape. If a VARY ONLINE is issued for a device on one system while the device is in use
by a job on another system, then AVR during online processing may rewind the tape that is in use by the job on the other
system, thus causing tape data corruption.

MIA VARY device serialization prevents the exposure outlined above. Device OFFLINE requests are managed by MIA as
well to ensure the order of ONLINE and OFFLINE requests so that the resulting device states from such requests are set
to the desired condition.

The MIA VARY device serialization provides granular device level serialization at online processing time. When MIA
intercepts online processing locally for a device (VARY command, programmatic IEEVARYD call), it only allows online
processing to occur if the device is not allocated or is not in the process of being allocated by a job, a SWAP, or an
UNLOAD on an external system. Conversely, while online processing is occurring locally for a device, MIA on external
systems prevents jobs, SWAPS, and UNLOADS from allocating or going into the process of allocating the device. The
device serialization is extended to be in effect throughout the entire online process. As mentioned, MIA controls VARY
OFFLINE processing as well. This maintains the respective order of online and offline requests on the local system.
Offline processing does not require the device level serialization, as does online processing; therefore, offline requests on
the local system are not affected by any activity on an external system. However, an offline request might be forced to wait
behind an outstanding local online request.

MIA cross-system VARY device serialization is performed through cross-system device group lock serialization. This
aligns MIA VARY device serialization with tape allocation and SWAP serialization methods that also use cross-system
device group lock serialization. By aligning device allocation, device swap, and device VARY to use the granular device
level serialization technique, the performance and operational impacts of the VARY device serialization are minimized.

VARY Command Serialization
MIA VARY Command Serialization is a software technique designed to maintain tape data integrity during VARY ONLINE
Command processing in multi-system tape sharing environments.

MIA VARY Command Serialization maintains tape data integrity by:

• Intercepting VARY ONLINE and OFFLINE commands
• Intercepting programmatic calls to IEEVARYD
• Allowing VARY commands and IEEVARYD calls for managed devices to execute when tape data integrity will not be

compromised.

MIA ONLY allows VARY ONLINE processing for a managed device to occur if the device is:

• Not allocated or in the process of being allocated
• Not the target of a DDR SWAP operation
• Not the target of an UNLOAD command

If VARY ONLINE processing is in progress for a managed device on the local system, MIA prevents:

• The device from being allocated on external systems
• The device from being swapped on external systems
• The device from being unloaded on external systems

MIA preserves the order of VARY ONLINE and OFFLINE requests to ensure that the device state resulting from a
sequence of commands is correct. VARY OFFLINE requests do not require serialization.
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MIA VARY device serialization software employs z/OS device group locking to maintain tape data integrity on all active
systems in a MIMplex. MIA Tape Device Allocation, UNLOAD and SWAP serialization also use this cross-system device
group locking technique. MIA global alignment of VARY, Allocation, UNLOAD and SWAP processing to use this granular,
device level serialization minimizes the performance and operational impacts of VARY device serialization.

When a sequence of VARY commands is issued for a device, MIA serialization begins when the first VARY ONLINE
command is processed. Serialization is maintained until all intercepted VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE commands for the device
have been processed.

Managed Device VARY Processing Overview

MIA intercepts requests to VARY a MIA managed device ONLINE or OFFLINE. If a VARY request originated from an
intercepted z/OS VARY command, then an acknowledgment is directed back to the origin console. The VARY device
request is then sent to the MIA address space for processing. Multiple requests for the same device are maintained in first
in, first out order so that the proper online and offline processing sequence is maintained.

MIA can optionally delete redundant VARY commands when a sequence of duplicate VARY commands is intercepted.
By default, this feature is disabled. The SETOPTION VARYDEDUP command is used to enable the deletion of duplicate
VARY commands.

MIA attaches up to eight concurrent VARY service subtasks to perform VARY processing. Additional incoming VARY
requests remain queued by MIA until one of the eight VARY subtasks completes and is detached.

When MIA intercepts a VARY device request, MIA determines if there are VARY requests for the device already being
processed. If there are no active VARY requests for the device, MIA attaches a service subtask to process the request. If
there are active VARY requests for the device, MIA queues the incoming request to the existing subtask processing VARY
requests for the device. A given subtask is only responsible for servicing VARY requests for a single device.

When a VARY service subtask is excessively delayed in obtaining the respective device group lock, the service task times
out. Timed out VARY requests are re-queued. Timeout processing ensures that a VARY request that cannot obtain device
group locks will not excessively delay other requests.

MIA VARY Device Service subtasks call the IBM IEEVARYD service routine to process VARY device requests. The results
of VARY device requests are logged in SYSLOG by the IEEVARYD service routine regardless of the command origin.

Delays in Tape Allocation, UNLOAD, SWAP, and Online Processing

VARY ONLINE processing competes with tape device allocations, UNLOADs, and SWAPs for device group locks for
MIA managed devices. These processes on the local system delay VARY ONLINE processing on external systems. For
example, assume a job in tape device allocation on a local system holds the device group locks for a set of devices.
VARY ONLINE commands issued on external systems for these devices must wait until device group locks are released.
Similarly, a local VARY ONLINE delays external systems tape allocation until VARY processing finishes for the device.

The MIA DIAGNOSE command provides information about the device group lock usage for each system. Use this
command to display information about delays in tape device allocation, SWAP, UNLOAD, and VARY ONLINE processing.

VARY ONLINE cross-system lock requests time out if they are not satisfied within the interval specified by SETOPTION
VARYDELAY. The default VARY Delay timeout value is 30 seconds. When the timeout occurs, the request is re-queued,
allowing the next VARY ONLINE request in the queue to enter cross-system lock processing.

Allocation Recovery and Online Processing

When a job goes into allocation recovery and an allocation recovery message is outstanding waiting for a reply (DEVICE
NAME, WAIT, or CANCEL), the job holds device group locks for the devices that it can allocate. When an allocation
recovery message is outstanding on the local system, tape allocations on external systems that require the same locks
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are delayed until the allocation recovery message is replied to. Jobs in allocation recovery on one system also delay any
VARY ONLINE commands on external systems for devices for which the locks are held by the allocation recovery. The
VARY ONLINE commands on the external systems are delayed until the local allocation recovery message is replied to. If
allocation recovery messages are not replied to promptly, then cross-system delays in VARY ONLINE processing as well
as in tape allocation processing can result.

Define MIA in the Subsystem Name Table
The order in which tape subsystems process subsystem interface (SSI) events is important, especially in tape allocation
environments where multiple tape subsystems, such as MIA and Oracle STK's SMC and HSC, need to process the same
tape device oriented events.

In an environment in which MIA is to coexist with the robotic tape drive software of other vendors, MIA should process
tape-related SSI events last. Processing each event last allows MIA to detect and react appropriately to actions taken by
other tape subsystems that have also processed the event.

Proper placement of the MIA definition in the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB ensures that SSI tape device-
oriented events are processed in the proper order by each subsystem.

To establish the order in which tape device-oriented events are processed, follow these steps:

1. In the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set, specify MIMINIT SUBNAME=MIMA for your MIA started task.
2. In SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx), using subsystem name format, Broadcom and Oracle STK recommend that you define

your tape management subsystems in the following order:
a. TMS (CA 1)
b. SMC0 (Oracle STK-SMC)
c. SLS0 (Oracle STK-HSC)
d. MIMA (MIA)

3. Within SMC, make sure that MIACOMPAT(ON) is specified. Issue the following command on each system to verify that
the correct value is in place:

F SMC,ALLOCDEF LIST

4. Restart MIA, Oracle STK-SMC, and Oracle STK-HSC.
5. Issue the following z/OS command on every MIAplex system to verify that your tape management subsystems are

defined in the proper order:

DISPLAY SSI

NOTE

: For more information, see  MIM Advance Topics.

Change the Status of Managed Devices (VARY)
You can use the z/OS or MIA VARY command to vary devices online or offline through the MIMSYNCH member
of the MIM parameter data set or from a console. If a special MIA status (such as NOT AVAILABLE, AVAILABLE,
OVERGENNED, NOT OVERGENNED, JOB RESERVED, or EXTERNALLY DEDICATED) is to be given to a device,
you must use a MIA VARY command because the z/OS VARY command does not support these statuses. The same is
true when using a scope value on the VARY command such as GLOBAL, LOCAL, system ID, or EXTERNAL. Use the
command prefix or z/OS MODIFY command when issuing MIA VARY commands from MIMSYNCH or a console.

VARY Devices OFFLINE and ONLINE
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The MIA VARY command enables you to change the status of devices that are being managed by the MIA on one or
more systems in your MIAPlex.

Examples:

1. To VARY device 01A0 offline to all systems, issue the following command:

VARY 01A0 OFFLINE GLOBAL

2. To VARY this device offline to all systems except the local system, issue the following command:

VARY 01A0 OFFLINE EXTERNAL

3. To VARY devices 01A0 and 01A1 online on the local system, issue the following command:

VARY (01A0,01A1) ONLINE LOCAL

4. To VARY a range of devices (including devices 01A0, 01A1, 01A2, 01A3, and 01A4) online on a specific system, issue
the following command:

VARY (01A0-01A4) ONLINE systemid

The GLOBAL, EXTERNAL, LOCAL and systemid values determine the scope of the VARY command. If you specify
the ONLINE or OFFLINE parameters without specifying a scope value, GTAF uses the value set for the VARYSCOPE
parameter on the SETOPTION command. The default for VARYSCOPE is LOCAL.

The systemid variable represents the system name or alias you have assigned to the system through the DEFSYS
statement or the one- or two-digit index number of the system.

NOTE
The devices specified on a VARY RANGE command are presented to the operating system for processing as
individual VARY device requests in ASCENDING device number order, regardless of the order in which device
number ranges are specified on the VARY RANGE command.

PURGE Pending VARY Requests

The PURGE parameter of the MIA VARY command forces pending VARY requests for a device or range of devices to be
discarded. Use the DIAGNOSE VARY command to identify pending VARY requests. The PURGE parameter is useful for
eliminating redundant VARY requests that can cause allocation delays.

NOTE
The PURGE parameter only supports a scope of LOCAL.

Examples:

1. To purge pending VARY requests for a single device on the local system, issue the following command:

VARY 01A0,PURGE

2. To purge pending VARY requests for devices 01A0 and 01A1 on the local system, issue the following command:

VARY (01A0,01A1),PURGE

3. To purge pending VARY requests for a range of devices(including devices 01A0, 01A1, 01A2, 01A3, and 01A4) on the
local system, issue the following command:

VARY (01A0-01A4),PURG

 
More information:
How You Change the Status of Managed Devices (VARY)
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Make a Device Unavailable for Allocation

You can use the NOTAVAILABLE or the OVERGENNED parameter on the MIA VARY command to make a device
unavailable for allocation. When you do this, TPCF varies the device offline.

NOTAVAILABLE Parameter

When a VARY NOTAVAILABLE command is issued, MIA marks the target device as NOTAVAILABLE and VARYs it
OFFLINE. Devices in NOTAVAILABLE status can only be selected for allocation if AUTOREPLY and IEF238D settings
generate message MIM2060 during allocation recovery, allowing an operator to reply with the NOTAVAILABLE device, or
if a VARY AVAILABLE command is issued for the device. TPCF intercepts and suppresses all VARY ONLINE commands
for NOTAVAILABLE devices so that these devices are not varied online accidentally.

NOTE

For information about how these devices are handled during allocation recovery, see Using SETOPTION
AUTOREPLY to Control Recovery Processing.

Examples:

• To make device 01A0 unavailable for allocation on the local system, issue this command:

VARY 01A0 NOTAVAILABLE LOCAL

• To make this device unavailable for allocation on all systems, issue this command:

VARY 01A0 NOTAVAILABLE GLOBAL

• To make the device unavailable on all systems except the local system, issue this command:

VARY 01A0 NOTAVAILABLE EXTERNAL

• To make this device unavailable only on system SYS1, issue this command:

VARY 01A0 NOTAVAILABLE SYS1

• To make this device available and online to the local system, issue this command:

VARY 01A0 AVAILABLE LOCAL

OVERGENNED Parameter

There are two main differences between the OVERGENNED status and the NOTAVAILABLE status. The first difference
lies in the way the devices are treated in allocation recovery. OVERGENNED devices are always eliminated from
the offline device list in allocation recovery and cannot be selected by replying to an allocation recovery message.
OVERGENNED devices can be made available for allocation again only by issuing the VARY NOTOVG command.
NOTAVAILABLE devices are eliminated conditionally from the offline device list in allocation recovery based on the setting
of the SETOPTION TPCF AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT…) options. NOTAVAILABLE devices can be made available for
allocation through replying with them to allocation recovery messages or issuing the VARY AVL command.

The second difference lies in the eligibility of the device. OVERGENNED devices may be optionally marked ineligible
in the EDL based on the SETOPTION TPCF OVGINELIG parameter settings. NOTAVAILABLE devices are not marked
ineligible in the EDL.

The status of OVERGENNED is usually given to devices that are to be unavailable for allocation for long periods of time.
For example, the status of OVG should be used for addresses that are defined as tape device addresses but do not have
tape devices attached. The status of NOTAVAILABLE is usually given to devices that are to be temporarily unavailable
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for allocation. For example, the status of NOTAVL should be used for devices that are temporarily unavailable due to
maintenance.

By using the SETOPTION TPCF OVGINELIG={NO|YES|JOBRESV} command, you can dynamically control whether
OVG devices are marked ineligible in the EDL. Marking OVG devices ineligible in the EDL makes them unavailable for
allocation early in the allocation process. This affects the way a job behaves in the device allocation process and can
eliminate jobs going into allocation recovery and being canceled during allocation recovery. Note that OVG devices are
always removed from the offline device list in allocation recovery regardless of the setting of the OVGINELIG parameter.

Examples: OVERGENNED Parameter

• To make device 01A0 OVERGENNED on the local system, issue the following command:

VARY 01A0 OVG LOCAL

• To make this device OVERGENNED on all systems, issue the following command:

VARY 01A0 OVG GLOBAL

• To make this device available again on all systems, issue the following command:

VARY 01A0 NOTOVG GLOBAL

Force a Device Offline while Allocated to Another System

When a device is externally allocated, MIA plugs the device on the local system. The plug makes the device appear
allocated locally so it cannot be allocated by a local system. While a device appears allocated, any attempt to VARY the
device offline (VARY OFFLINE, VARY NOTAVL, VARY OVG, and so on) puts the device in a pending offline status. In
other words, the device does not immediately go offline. To force a device offline that is in use on another system, use
the VARY NOTAVAILABLE FORCE command. If the device is allocated externally, then it is taken offline locally and given
a status of NOTAVAILABLE. If the device is online but not allocated, then it is varied offline and is also given a status of
NOTAVAILABLE.

To force device to be unavailable on the local system

Issue the following command:

VARY devicename NOTAVAILABLE FORCE

devicename
Specifies the name of the device you want to make unavailable

You can use the VARY AVAILABLE command to bring this device back online.

Example:

Suppose you have an HCD ACTIVATE scenario in which the devices allocated on systems external to the activating
system are to be modified or deleted on the local system by the ACTIVATE command. When you issue the ACTIVATE
command, the system ensures that the devices to be deleted or modified are offline and deallocated. If the devices
are allocated on an external system, then ACTIVATE will fail, because the devices will be plugged by MIA on the local
system. Use of the VARY NOTAVAILABLE FORCE command allows devices to be taken offline even if they are allocated
externally, thus allowing ACTIVATE to complete.

Note: This command should only be used in situations where externally allocated devices must be taken offline
immediately. Typically, VARY NOTAVL without the FORCE should be used.
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Wake Jobs Waiting for Devices

The VARY AVAILABLE command releases a NOTAVAILABLE device by VARYing that device online and making it
available for allocation. In addition, an operator may use the command to wake jobs waiting for a device on the z/OS
allocation queues.

For example, two jobs have gone through allocation recovery and an operator has responded WAIT to the IEF238D
messages and NOHOLD to the IEF433D messages. If the operator issues a VARY AVAILABLE command to any device
that could satisfy both job requests, then the command wakes both jobs and sends them through allocation again.

You can specify the LOCAL, EXTERNAL, GLOBAL, or systemid parameter to indicate the scope of the status change.

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

Wake (POST) Jobs Waiting for Devices

A VARY ONLINE command for a device will wake up (POST) all local jobs waiting for the device on the z/OS allocation
queues. If a VARY ONLINE command is deferred due to the external allocation of the target device, local jobs will not be
posted until the external allocation completes and the local VARY ONLINE executes successfully. If a device has an MIA
status of NOTAVAILABLE, use the MIA VARY AVAILABLE command to update the device’s status to AVAILABLE and
drive online processing.

Example:

Assume two jobs go through allocation recovery. An operator responds WAIT/NOHOLD on behalf of both jobs. The
operator then issues a VARY ONLINE command to a device that is not externally allocated and is present on Eligible
Device List (EDL) for both jobs. Both jobs will be POSTed out of their WAITs and will re-enter allocation.

Activate the Automatic Cartridge Loader

ACL processing refers to the special processing z/OS performs for assignable devices in which the automatic cartridge
loader (ACL) feature is installed. When a job needs one of these devices, z/OS determines which devices can satisfy the
mount request by looking at the type of request and applying preference logic to devices.

Use the VARY ACTIVE command to change the ACL status of an assignable device to active on all systems. When the
ACL status is active, the device is preferred for non-specific, non-temporary requests, and not preferred for specific,
temporary requests.

Use the VARY NOTACTIVE command to change the ACL status to inactive so the device is preferred for specific,
temporary requests and not preferred for non-specific, non-temporary requests.

For example, to change the ACL status for the device 01A0, issue this command:

VARY 01A0 ACTIVE

NOTE
Issuing a V 01A0 ACT command for an inactive ACL only sets the status to active until z/OS determines that it
should once again be inactive. For example, when an ACL tape input hopper becomes empty, it is automatically
marked inactive by z/OS.

Use the MIM2032 parameter on the SETOPTION command to determine whether TPCF monitors and reports changes in
the active status on the local system for an assignable device with the ACL feature activated. The active or inactive ACL
status of a device affects how z/OS preferences assignable devices. Initiated by the MIM2032 message to vary the ACL
status of a device to active or inactive, use of an automated rule can influence z/OS device selection, to or away from a
device, based upon the type of allocation request.
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Respond to ASSIGN Processing Requests

Note: Any references in the following section to “assignable” tape devices include the following: 3480, 3490, 3590, and
any other type of compatible device.

When you bring an assignable tape device online, z/OS issues an ASSIGN request for that device. The ASSIGN request
indicates which system or group of systems can use that device. By default, z/OS assigns the device exclusively to
the current system. You also can allow multiple systems to assign the device by issuing the z/OS command VARY
ONLINE,SHR. This enables any system that provides the correct password to use the device.

You can tell GTAF to intercept ASSIGN requests for GTAF managed devices by using the GTAINIT ASSIGN statement.

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

When you specify MULTISYSTEM, you must use the same value for ASSIGN on all systems that will be sharing the
devices. For example, if you want systems A and B to share a group of devices (by providing the password “ NON-JES”),
you must specify the following for both systems:

GTAINIT ASSIGN=(MULTISYSTEM,' NON-JES')

Use of different assign passwords in a multiple MIMplex environment is beneficial when both MIMplexes have access to
the same devices. Devices brought online to a system in one MIMplex can only be brought online to other systems in the
same MIMplex that supply the correct password. In other words, a device can only be online to one MIMplex at a time.
Using the same assign password in two separate MIMplexes causes dual allocations if a device is brought online to both
MIMplexes.

WARNING
All assignable devices must be offline to all systems before you start MIM if you are changing the value of the
ASSIGN parameter since the last time GTAF was started.

How You Influence Device Selection

Assign a Preference Value to a Device

You can tell TPCF to assign a preference value to a device using the PREFERENCE parameter on the VARY command.
The higher the value you specify on this parameter, the more preferred the device. You can specify a value from 1 to 255,
or you can specify NONE.

For example, to make local jobs prefer device 01A0 to other devices in the EDL, assign a high preference value to this
device by issuing this command:

VARY 01A0 PREFERENCE=100

Devices with preference values are preferred over devices without preference values; therefore this device would be
preferred whenever possible. However, if you then assigned the value 150 to device 01A2, then 01A2 would be preferred
over device 01A0 if both of these devices were available.

You can assign the same preference value to several devices, creating a preference group. You also can remove
preference values by specifying PREF=NONE on the VARY command.

Note: Preferencing is only effective for devices that are eligible for the current allocation. That is, preferencing placed
on devices that have been eliminated from allocation eligibility by z/OS or vendor products (robotic software, MIA job
reserve, and so on) is ineffective since these devices cannot be used for the allocation. Similarly, preferencing placed on
offline and allocated devices is ineffective since these devices cannot be used for the allocation. Also, preference values
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are used only as 'tie breakers' when all other types of preferencing for devices are equal. For these reasons, device
preferencing may not produce the results you expected.

Note: For information on diagnosing allocations that do not follow your preferencing specifications, see the chapter
“Troubleshooting.”

Dedicate a Device to a System

TPCF lets you dedicate a device to a system so only jobs on that system can use the device. To dedicate a device,
specify the DEDICATED parameter on the VARY command. For example, to dedicate device 01A0 to the local system,
issue the following command:

VARY 01A0 DEDICATED

When you dedicate a device to the local system, TPCF varies the device offline on the external systems and allows the
device to be allocated only by local jobs. In addition, the dedicated device is preferenced over other devices so that they
are more likely to be used first for local jobs. However, if a job on another system cannot allocate a device, then TPCF
may allow this device to be placed in the offline device list.

TPCF also intercepts all VARY ONLINE commands from the external systems and suppresses them for dedicated devices
so that these devices are not varied online accidentally to other systems.

You must use the VARY NOTDEDICATED command to release a dedicated device. NOTDEDICATED status causes the
device to be varied online on external systems.

Reserve a Device for a Job

To reserve a tape device for a certain job, specify the JOB parameter on the VARY command. For example, to reserve
device 01A0 for the job named PAYROLL on all systems, issue the following command:

VARY 01A0 JOB=PAYROLL GLOBAL

WARNING

If a device is reserved for a job on the local system only, then the device can only be used by that job
on that system. No job can use the device on any other system, including the job for which the device is
reserved locally. The device must be reserved for the job on all systems for the job to be allowed to allocate the
device on any system.

NOTE

Tape swap is not affected by job reserve processing.

Reserve a Device for a Single Job

When you reserve a tape device, TPCF prevents any other job from allocating that device and tries to use that device
whenever the reserving job needs a device. If the reserved device is not available, then TPCF lets the job select any
available device that is not already reserved for another job. If the reserving job cannot allocate this device (or any other
device) and enters the allocation recovery process, then TPCF lets the job select any offline device that is not already
reserved for another job.
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Release a Job Reserved Device

Use the NOJOB parameter on the VARY command to release a reserved device, making that device available for
allocation by any job. To do this, issue the following command:

VARY 01A0 NOJOB GLOBAL

Reserve a Device for a Group of Jobs

By including the wildcard character in the job name, you can reserve a device for a group of similarly named jobs. For
example, you can reserve a device for any job with a name that starts with the characters PAY by issuing this command:

VARY 01A0 JOB=PAY*

The * wildcard character tells TPCF to accept any job with a name that matches the preceding character string. The
wildcard character must be the last character in the job name and cannot be the only character.

NOTE

The VARY JOB command does not allow for multiple job masks for the same device. You must use the
TPCEDLXT for this action.

Force a Job to Use a Reserved Device

You can use the FORCE parameter on the VARY JOB command to ensure that a job only allocates devices reserved for
the job.

To set up the default option for the FORCE parameter, issue the SETOPTION TPCF JOBFORCE command. This
command allows you to specify a default value if no value is specified for the VARY JOB command. You can specify YES,
which forces the job to use only devices reserved for it, or NO, which serves to prefer these devices to the job, but does
not limit the job to only these devices.

To limit the job PAYROLL to using only device 01A0, issue this command:

VARY 01A0 JOB=(PAYROLL,FORCE=YES)

WARNING
You should know the following about job reserve processing:

• Unless you are using the FORCE=YES parameter, a job may not allocate the reserved device. Using FORCE=NO lets
jobs use devices not reserved for any jobs if a reserved device is unavailable.

• When using the FORCE parameter, be sure that the correct number of devices is reserved for the job. For example, if
one job step in the specified job requires three tape devices allocated at one time, then three devices must be reserved
for the job. If three devices are not reserved, then the job ends with the JCL error IEF700I.

• All types of TPCF processing are ignored if the job reserve processing, the TPCEDLXT exit routine processing, the
OVG status (if SETOPTION TPCF OVGINELIG=JOBRESERV or YES) processing, or all three, eliminate all eligible
devices for the current allocation. If this situation occurs, then TPCF restores all devices marked ineligible by TPCF
back to eligibility.

• You should not reply WAIT,HOLD to the MIM2060 message when using job reserve. This results in message IEF700I,
causing the job to abend with a JCL error.
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Limit Access to Devices Through Job Reserve

In addition to reserving certain devices for particular jobs, you can use the job reserve facility to limit access to a group
of devices. You can limit access to remote devices or non-tape devices defined on the system as tape devices, thus
eliminating the need to cancel local jobs that incorrectly allocate remote or non-tape devices.

You typically limit access to these devices by defining esoteric device groups to z/OS. The esoteric device groups you
create are subsets of the generic device groups created by z/OS. You can then specify the esoteric group name on the
UNIT parameter in your JCL to allocate one of these devices. However, there are two potential problems with this method:

• Because remote and non-tape devices are also defined in a generic device group, any JCL request that specifies the
generic group on the UNIT parameter can access these devices.

• If no UNIT parameter is specified in the JCL, then z/OS uses the generic device specification contained in the catalog
entry.

You can overcome these z/OS limitations with the job reserve facility. To do this, you reserve all of the devices in the group
to a non-existent (or dummy) job name. This approach takes advantage of the fact that job reserve processing eliminates
no devices in the EDL if the reserve specifications eliminate all of the devices in the EDL.

For instance, a job that specified a generic UNIT parameter would have the reserved devices eliminated from its EDL,
allowing it to only allocate local devices. If a job specified a UNIT parameter that only included the reserved devices, then
device elimination would be bypassed since all of the devices in the EDL would be eliminated by the reserve specification.
This allows the job to allocate from this reserved set of devices.

WARNING
TPCF ignores the reserve only if all of the devices in the EDL are eliminated.

Example:

This example illustrates the procedure you can use to limit access to remote tape devices through the job reserve facility.
Assume that device groups 0580-058F and 0680-068F belong to the same generic device group. This example assumes
that any request for an input tape that does not specify a UNIT, or that specifies a generic unit, is allocating a local device.
If greater control over this process is required, then it is necessary to use the TPCEDLXT exit routine.

1. This step illustrates how you would create two esoteric device groups for devices 580-58F and 680-68F, defined to the
system as remote devices and local devices. Specify the following z/OS SYSGEN statements:

UNITNAME NAME=REMOTE,UNIT=(0580,F) /* REMOTE TAPE DRIVES 

UNITNAME NAME=LOCAL,UNIT=(0680,F)  /* LOCAL TAPE DRIVES

2. This step illustrates how to limit allocation of devices located at the remote data center. Issue the MIA VARY command
to specify a non-existent job name for the device group 0580-058F:

VARY 0580-058F,JOB=NONEXIST

3. This step illustrates an output DD statement you specify in a job to request a local device allocation:

//OUTPUT DD DSN=LOCAL.DATASET,UNIT=LOCAL,DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

Because UNIT=LOCAL is specified and z/OS does not need to search its catalog for a volume number on an output
request, the only candidates for this job are devices from the 0680-068F group. However, at the end of this process,
the data set is cataloged, and the generic device group for the data set is stored in the z/OS catalog.

4. This step illustrates how the job reserve facility handles the override process that occurs on an input tape request for
which no volume serial number is provided, and no UNIT is coded in the JCL. You can run a job named LOCLREAD
with the following DD statement to request a tape device for input:

//INPUT DD DSN=LOCAL.DATASET,DISP=(OLD,KEEP)
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When z/OS searches the catalog for the volume where this data set is stored, it uses the generic device group stored
in the catalog entry of the data set.
Devices in both groups 0580-058F and 0680-068F are eligible candidates for this request because they are all defined
to the system in the same generic device group. However, because the devices in groups 0580-058F are reserved for
job name NONEXIST, TPCF eliminates devices in this group and allows a device from the 0680-068F groups to be
allocated.

5. This step illustrates how the job reserve facility handles the situation that occurs when allocation of a remote tape
device is really desired. Run an output job named RMOTWRIT to create a tape data set:

//OUTPUT DD DSN=REMOTE.DATASET,UNIT=REMOTE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

Because UNIT=REMOTE is specified on this statement and z/OS does not need to search its catalog for a volume
number on an output request, the only candidates for this request are devices from the 0580-058F group.

TPCF typically eliminates devices in this group because they are reserved by job name NONEXIST. However, the job
reserve feature protects you from the problem of eliminating all eligible devices. In these cases, TPCF ignores the job
reserve and allows the devices in groups 0580-058F to be eligible candidates for this allocation request.

Limit Access to Devices Through the OVERGENNED Status

The SETOPTION TPCF OVGINELIG={NO|YES|JOBRESV} setting determines whether OVERGENNED devices are
marked ineligible in the EDL. Marking OVERGENNED devices as ineligible in the EDL eliminates them from allocation
early in the allocation process and affects the way device selection is performed for a job. Marking OVERGENNED
devices ineligible in the EDL can prevent jobs from going into allocation recovery and prevent jobs from being canceled in
allocation recovery.

Here are some examples of using SETOPTION TPCF OVGINELIG. In all the following examples, TAPE1 has an EDL
consisting of devices 580-58F.

Examples:

1. This example assumes the following are true:
– Devices 580-586 are job reserved for job TAPE2.
– Devices 587-58F are OVG.
– SET TPCF OVGINELIG=NO
When TAPE1 goes into allocation, devices 580-586 are eliminated because they are reserved for another job. Since
devices 587-58F are OVG, they are offline. TAPE1 goes into allocation recovery with an offline device list of 587-58F.
MIA eliminates 587-58F from the offline device list because they are OVG. There are no devices left eligible for
allocation and the job is canceled in allocation recovery by TPCF after the message MIM2044 ALL DEVICES HAVE
BEEN ELIMINATED is issued.

2. This example assumes the same values as the proceeding example, except SET TPCF OVGINELIG=YES
This time, when TAPE1 goes into allocation, devices 580-586 are eliminated because they are reserved for another
job and devices 587-58F are eliminated because they are OVG and OVGINELIG=YES. MIA has eliminated all devices
during the initial allocation process so MIA restores 580-586 to the job for use. If a device is available in the 580-586
range, then the job allocates the device. If not, then the job goes into allocation recovery with 580-586 in the offline
device list or wait eligible list. In the previous example, this job was canceled. In this example, the job is not canceled
but is allowed to use a device reserved for another job.
In this case, SET TPCF OVGINELIG=JOBRESV would have the same effect as SET TPCF OVGINELIG=YES since
job reserve is in effect.

3. This example assumes the following are true:
– Devices 580-58F are OVG
– SET TPCF OVGINELIG=NO
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When TAPE1 goes into allocation, all devices are offline because they are OVG. TAPE1 goes into allocation recovery
with an offline device list of 580-58F. MIA eliminates 580-58F because they are OVG. There are no devices eligible for
this allocation. TPCF cancels the job in allocation recovery after the MIM2044 message is issued.

4. This example assumes the same values as the preceding example, except SET TPCF OVGINELIG=YES
When TAPE1 goes into allocation, all devices are eliminated because OVGINELIG=YES. The job ends with a START
COMMAND DEVICE ALLOCATION ERROR from the operating system.
In examples 3 and 4 the job ends. In example 3, however, TAPE1 had to go through the entire allocation recovery
process before being canceled. In example 4, TAPE1 ended before entering allocation recovery, eliminating the
unnecessary overhead of allocation recovery.
If SET TPCF OVGINELIG=JOBRESV was specified, then the effect would be the same as example 3, since no job
reserve is in effect.

Use Exit Routines to Influence Device Selection

TPCF provides three exit routines that you can use to influence device selection during allocation and allocation recovery:

TPCEDLXT
TPCF uses elimination logic to mark devices ineligible in the EDL early in the z/OS allocation process. Therefore,
you can use this routine to unconditionally prevent devices from being candidates for allocation.

TPCRECXT
Customizes the TPCF processing of allocation recovery messages. You can use this routine to address site-
specific process needs that are not completely served by the MIA standard recovery options.

TPCSRMXT
Customizes the TPCF device preferencing to address site-specific needs not completely served by the MIA
standard preferencing options.

Delay Detection and Notification (DDN)

Diagnosing delays in tape device allocation is challenging, especially when multiple systems are involved. The Delay
Detection and Notification (DDN) feature simplifies tape device allocation delay detection and provides real-time
diagnostics to z/OS system operators when a problem occurs. This information allows operators to expedite resolution of
tape device allocation delays involving MIA managed devices.

Example:

To enable DDN detection, issue the following command:

MIM SETOPTION DDN=ON

Contention Delay Detection

When DDN contention detection is turned on, users can be automatically notified of potential tape device delays due to a
task owning tape device group locks for an extended period of time.

To enable contention delay warnings to be issued on a reoccurring five-minute interval, issue the following command:

MIM SETOPTION DDN(ON, CONTENTION=5)

For more information, see the DDN option in  Statement and Command Reference.
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NOTE

• Place the DDN SETOPTION in your MIACMNDS member to enable the feature during MIA initialization. The
default is OFF and has a range of 1 to 60 minutes.

• If DDN is turned off, then no allocation delay analysis is performed.
• To diagnose an issue presented by DDN further, use the ANALYZE TAPEDELAY command.

WAIT/NOHOLD Detection

When the MIM DDN Wait/NoHold detection feature is turned on, a warning is issued when two or more tasks monopolize
a set of tape device group locks due to excessive Wait/NoHold responses.

To enable DDN Wait/NoHold detection to report a loop exceeding 10 iterations, issue the following command:

MIM SETOPTION DDN(WAITNOHOLD=10)

For more information, see the DDN option in Statement and Command Reference.

NOTE

• To enable the feature during MIA initialization, place the DDN SETOPTION in your MIACMNDS member. The
default is OFF and has a range of 10 to 9999 responses.

• DDN recognizes when work is progressing on the system and DDN only notifies operators when a tape
device monopolization condition persists.

• If DDN is turned off, then no allocation delay analysis is performed.

TPCF Device Processing
It is not always apparent why one device is chosen over another device during allocation processing. You may find that
a device you would rather not use is being used before a more preferred device in spite of the criteria you have defined
to TPCF. If this is the case at your site, then you should read this section to find out more about TPCF device processing
and how z/OS allocation processing may reduce the effectiveness of TPCF under certain circumstances. Also read this
section if jobs are entering allocation recovery unexpectedly.

Factors That Influence TPCF Preferencing

TPCF does not replace the z/OS allocation process; TPCF interacts with z/OS allocation. The types of criteria TPCF uses
to influence device selection (logic in the TPCEDLXT and TPCSRMXT exit routines and device status changes you make
through the VARY command) are applied between steps in the z/OS allocation process.

TPCF is not the only program that influences device selection through preferencing. z/OS and other vendor software
use preferencing. Final device selection is a combination of the preferencing applied by z/OS, TPCF, and other vendor
software. Factors that influence or limit TPCF preferencing include:

• The contents of the z/OS eligible device list (EDL)
• The way z/OS allocation and other vendor software eliminate devices from eligibility for allocation
• The way z/OS allocation and other vendor software preference devices in the EDL

The first critical factor in TPCF preferencing is the EDL for a job. TPCF does not create its own list of devices during
allocation. Instead, TPCF applies your device selection criteria to the list of devices created by z/OS allocation. TPCF has
no influence on the creation of the EDL.
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How z/OS and Other Vendor Products Eliminate Eligibility of Devices

Devices can be eliminated from eligibility for allocation for a variety of reasons. Some common examples are:

• z/OS eliminates devices that are offline, inaccessible, or allocated.
• TPCF eliminates devices reserved for other jobs, devices marked OVERGENNED according to the SETOPTION

TPCF OVGINELIG parameter, and devices specified by the TPCEDLXT exit.
• Robotic software eliminates devices based on the existence of the device inside or outside the robot.

Any preferencing applied to devices eliminated from allocation is ineffective because these devices cannot be chosen for
allocation.

How z/OS and Other Vendor Products Preference Devices

This section describes how z/OS and other vendor software can influence or limit the ability of TPCF to preference.

Devices can be preferenced for a variety of reasons. Some common examples are:

• z/OS generic preferencing (preference values set for 3480, 3490, and other devices in HCD panels)
• z/OS ACL preferencing (for details, see the following sections)
• Robotic software preferencing based on the existence of a device inside or outside the robot or requester

customization

Any preferencing performed by z/OS or vendor software combines with and possibly overrides TPCF preferencing. Final
preferencing by z/OS results from a combination of the elimination and preferencing performed by z/OS and other vendor
products.

z/OS ACL Preferencing

 

The following sections discuss z/OS ACL preferencing considerations.

Non-Specific, Non-Temporary Requests

Non-specific, non-temporary mount requests are those in which DISP=(NEW,KEEP), DISP=(NEW,CATLG), or
DISP=(NEW,PASS) is specified in the JCL of the job.

If the job does not need a specific volume and it uses a non-temporary data set, then z/OS prefers to allocate assignable
devices in this order:

1. Assignable devices on which the ACL feature is installed and active
2. Assignable devices on which the ACL feature is installed, but inactive
3. Assignable devices on which the ACL feature is not installed

Specific, Temporary Requests

If a job requests a specific volume, or the input data set is temporary (that is, the data set will not be retained at the end of
the job), then z/OS prefers to allocate assignable devices in this order:

1. Assignable devices on which the ACL feature is not installed
2. Assignable devices on which the ACL feature is installed, but inactive
3. Assignable devices on which the ACL feature is installed and active

As a result of ACL processing, TPCF preference logic may be overridden.
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Unexpected Results in Device Allocation

Sometimes device allocation for a job does not produce expected results. It may be that a job goes into allocation
recovery when it appears that online devices are available. Or a job may select an unexpected device for allocation or not
select an expected device. Most of the time, the unexpected results are due to the elimination or preferencing applied to
the devices. The final selection of devices by z/OS is based on a combination of all the elimination and preference logic
performed by z/OS and other vendor software.

For example, robotic software, TPCF (job reserve, TPCEDLXT exit, and so on), or both may eliminate all available online
devices, sending a job into allocation recovery, when it appears online devices are available. When a job gets unexpected
results in device allocation, examine the elimination and preferencing affecting the devices in the EDL of the job. Are the
devices inside or outside a robot? Are they ACL devices? Are any devices reserved?

TPCF provides tracing through the DEVSEL24, DEVSEL78, and RECOVERY parameters of the SETOPTION TPCF
SETTRACE and SETPRINT commands that assist in diagnosing device selection and allocation recovery problems.

How You Control the Response of TPCF During Allocation Recovery
Allocation recovery is the part of the z/OS allocation process that a job enters when it cannot allocate a suitable online
device. During allocation recovery, z/OS assembles a list of allocated devices and a list of offline devices:

• Wait-eligible device list-allocated devices for which a job can wait.
• Offline device list-offline devices that can be brought online for this job.

To control allocation recovery actions of TPCF

Either issue the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY command, use a MIA exit routine, or both.

Using SETOPTION AUTOREPLY to Control Recovery Processing

If you specify the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=ON command, then TPCF intercepts the wait-eligible device list and the
offline device list. You then can tell TPCF how to respond to the z/OS IEF238D message that has been issued. By having
TPCF respond to these messages, an operator may not have to respond to them whenever a job cannot select an online
device. Specify the command SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=OFF to stop TPCF from intercepting the device lists and
responding to allocation recovery messages.

The IEF238D message provides a list of ways to handle the current allocation recovery situation. Depending on the
circumstances, z/OS may allow you to cancel the job, bring an offline device online, or make the job wait for a wait-eligible
device to become available. If you can use an offline device, then z/OS also issues message IEF877E, which lists the
offline devices that are suitable for the job.

We recommend that you specify the following values for IEF238D and IEF433D on the SETOPTION TPCF AUTOREPLY
command:

AUTOREPLY=(IEF238D=CONDITIONAL, IEF433D=NOHOLD)

WARNING
If you reply WAIT to message IEF238D, then you must also reply HOLD or NOHOLD to message IEF433D.
Therefore, the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY command must be set to MANUAL for both messages IEF238D
and IEF433D, or for neither. They cannot be mixed. The one exception to this is that the value for the IEF238D
parameter can be set to CANCEL, regardless of what the IEF433D parameter is set to. This requirement is also
true for the TPCRECXT user exit routine.
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Overriding the z/OS Default Value for Automatic Replies

IBM implemented a standard interface to the allocation recovery process. One aspect of this implementation limits the
number of times TPCF can automatically reply to a particular job step. The z/OS default for this value is 5. However, you
can override this z/OS default value using either of the following SETOPTION commands:

SETOPTION AUTOREPLY SPECMAXNWAIT

SETOPTION AUTOREPLY OFFLNMAXNWAIT

As long as MIA is active and managing your devices, the new value specified for these exit routines stays in effect.
You can specify a value from 1 to 255, or you can specify UNLIMITED, so that TPCF never stops replying to recovery
messages for a job step.

Note: The TPCF OFFLNMAXNWAIT and SPECMAXNWAIT parameters take effect (override the z/OS settings in
SYS1.PARMLIB) regardless of the TPCF AUTOREPLY=ON/OFF setting. This gives you the option of an unlimited number
of replies to allocation recovery messages when TPCF is replying (AUTOREPLY=ON) and when TPCF is not replying
(AUTOREPLY=OFF). If a specific number of replies are preferred, then you may set TPCF OFFLNMAXNWAIT and
SPECMAXNWAIT to a number from 1 to 255. This also takes effect regardless of the TPCF AUTOREPLY=ON/OFF
setting.

The TPCF OFFLNMAXNWAIT and SPECMAXNWAIT parameters do not take effect if MIMINIT TPCF=OFF.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Responding When a Job Enters Allocation Recovery

The value you specify for the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY IEF238D command tells TPCF how to respond to the z/OS
IEF238D message.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

If AUTOREPLY=ON and TPCF requests operator intervention, then TPCF reissues the z/OS IEF238D as a MIM2060
message. If TPCF responds automatically to the z/OS IEF238D message, then TPCF issues a multi-line WTO containing
the IEF238D and MIM2046 messages.

Note: If you specify SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=OFF, the z/OS IEF238D message appears instead of the MIM2060
message and TPCF will not automatically reply to any messages, nor will it remove devices from the offline device list.

Responding when CANCEL Is the Only Option

Under the following circumstances, CANCEL is the only option available to the operator:

• WAIT is not an option on the IEF238D message
• There are no offline devices to satisfy the request, or all offline devices have been eliminated for one of the following

reasons:
– Job reserve
– z/OS or other vendor software
– TPCEDLXT exit routine
– Overgenned status
– Externally DEDICATED status
– NOT AVAILABLE status
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When CANCEL is the only option available to the operator, you can have TPCF automatically respond CANCEL by
specifying SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=(ON,NOWAIT=(CANCEL=YES)). This is the default setting.

Note: If CANCEL=NO is specified, then the MIM2060 WTOR is issued with CANCEL as the only option. The operator is
forced to reply CANCEL. Until the operator replies CANCEL, the job in allocation recovery holds the tape device allocation
resources that are serialized across the MIMplex. Tape allocations on all systems in the MIMplex experience delays until
the operator replies CANCEL.

We recommend that you specify CANCEL=YES unless you have a specific reason for not doing so.

Removing Devices from the Offline Device List

TPCF removes devices from the offline device list as follows:

1. TPCF always removes overgenned devices from the offline device list. Therefore, all devices that are defined
in the IOGEN or HCD, but do not physically exist, should be assigned OVERGENNED status, using the VARY
OVERGENNED command. Additionally, devices reserved for other jobs, devices eliminated by the TPCEDLXT, and
any other devices marked ineligible (for example, by robotic software) do not appear in the offline device list.

2. TPCF removes NOTAVAILABLE and externally DEDICATED devices from the offline device list according to the
following rules:
– When WAIT is an option on the z/OS IEF238D message, TPCF always removes the devices.
– When WAIT is not an option, TPCF tries to list other offline devices first.

• If all offline devices are NOTAVAILABLE, externally DEDICATED, or both, then TPCF lists the devices as
determined by the values specified on the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT= (EXTDEDDISP=YES/
NO,NOTAVLDISP=YES/NO)) options.

• If SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(EXTDEDDISP=YES,…) is specified, then TPCF displays any
externally DEDICATED devices.

• If SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(EXTDEDDISP=NO,…) is specified, or there are no
externally DEDICATED devices, then TPCF displays any NOTAVAILABLE devices if SETOPTION
AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(…,NOTAVLDISP=YES) is specified.

• If there are no NOTAVAILABLE devices, then no devices are displayed (that is, TPCF eliminates all offline
devices).

3. After TPCF has removed devices from the offline device list, TPCF responds to the IEF238D message according to
the value specified on the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY IEF238D= parameter.
– IEF238D=CANCEL

If there are no devices left in the offline device list, TPCF replies CANCEL or asks the operator to reply CANCEL
based on the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY NOWAIT=(CANCEL=) parameter. If at least one device remains in the list,
then TPCF asks the operator to reply.

– IEF238D=WAIT
If WAIT is an option, then TPCF replies WAIT. If WAIT is not an option and devices exist in the offline device list,
then TPCF asks the operator to reply. Otherwise, TPCF replies CANCEL or asks the operator to reply CANCEL
based on the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY NOWAIT=(CANCEL=) parameter.

– IEF238D=CONDITIONAL
Any time there are devices in the offline device list, TPCF asks the operator to reply. If there are no offline
devices and WAIT is an option, then TPCF replies WAIT. If there are no offline devices and WAIT is not an option,
then TPCF replies CANCEL or asks the operator to reply CANCEL based on the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY
NOWAIT=(CANCEL=) parameter.

– IEF238D=MANUAL
TPCF asks the operator to reply.

Whenever TPCF asks the operator to reply, it issues the MIM2060 message with the reply options. When you need to
reply and you can use an offline device, TPCF reissues the z/OS IEF877E message as message MIM2042. The MIM2042
message lists the offline devices you can use.
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Note that we recommend using IEF238D=CONDITIONAL. When using MIA, all devices available for allocation on a
system should be varied online to the system. All other tape devices should be varied OVERGENNED, NOTAVAILABLE
or be externally dedicated, as appropriate. In other words, there should not be any offline devices in the offline device list.
Then, every time WAIT is an option, MIA will reply WAIT. If MIA does not reply WAIT when WAIT is an option, then there
are devices in the offline device list. This should be an indication to operators that the devices in the list should either be
brought online or varied OVERGENNED, NOTAVL, and so on as necessary. Specifying IEF238D=WAIT will ensure that
WAIT is replied every time WAIT is an option. But IEF238D=WAIT will reply WAIT even when there are offline devices in
the offline device list. This could hide the fact that there may be offline devices that should be online or varied with another
status.

Responding When a Job is Waiting for a Device

z/OS issues message IEF433D whenever you (or TPCF) tell z/OS to make a job wait for a device to become available.
You can tell TPCF how to respond to the z/OS IEF433D message by specifying one of these values for the SETOPTION
AUTOREPLY=(IEF433D=value) command:

• If you specify IEF433D=HOLD, then waiting jobs receive a suitable device before other jobs. However, z/OS still allows
jobs using dynamic allocation to allocate a device. When HOLD is replied, the job continues to hold device group locks,
preventing other jobs requesting the locks from proceeding in allocation.

WARNING
Do not specify IEF433D=HOLD if you are reserving devices for jobs through the VARY command, if you
have defined elimination logic in the TPCEDLXT exit routine, or if you are running with tape robotic software.
Replying HOLD under these circumstances can cause jobs to fail during allocation. We recommend that
you do not specify IEF433D=HOLD, even when you are not reserving devices or using an exit routine, since
allocation processing may be slowed down. A reply of HOLD results in the job holding allocation resources
that may be needed by other jobs.

• If you specify IEF433D=NOHOLD, then jobs are placed on a wait queue until a device of the correct type deallocates
or a VARY AVAILABLE command is issued for an eligible device. When NOHOLD is replied, the device group locks
are released.

• If you specify IEF433D=MANUAL, then you can make a choice between HOLD and NOHOLD whenever the message
is issued. If you specify IEF433D=MANUAL, then you must also specify IEF238D=MANUAL.

Determining Where to Send Message MIM2046

If you specify AUTOREPLY=ON on the SETOPTION command, then the MIM2046 message indicates how an operator
or TPCF replied to z/OS messages IEF238D and IEF433D. Use the MIM2046 parameter on the SETOPTION command
to indicate whether TPCF should send message MIM2046 to the console of the operator and to the system log, or the
system log only:

• For the console of the operator and the system log, specify the following:

SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=(MIM2046=CONSOLE)

• For the system log only, specify the following:

SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=(MIM2046=HARDCOPY)

Using Exit Routines to Control Allocation Recovery

Another way to control how TPCF responds to allocation recovery messages is to modify the TPCRECXT exit routine. For
example, you can use the TPCRECXT exit routine to specify that you want to reply WAIT to a specific job. Also, you can
use the TPCRECXT exit routine to modify the offline device list.
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You can use the TPCEDLXT and the TPCSRMXT exit routines to modify the eligible device list (EDL) and implement
device preferencing.

z/OS Dynamic Device Reconfiguration (SWAP) Processing
When a device fails, operators can enter the SWAP command to perform dynamic device reconfiguration (DDR) or the
operating system can automatically initiate DDR in response to a detected device failure. DDR allows the operator to
move or swap a de-mountable volume from one device to another with compatible attributes.

When the system detects a device failure or when an operator issues the SWAP command from a console, DDR
processing under the MASTER address space issues a series of subsystem calls and unit allocation requests as the tape
SWAP is processed. DDR uses the unit allocation calls to allocate, through UCB bit settings, potential TO devices for the
SWAP and to determine if the potential TO devices can be used by SWAP processing. The SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR EXCL
enqueue is obtained during the allocation of the potential TO devices to serialize the SWAP device allocations with z/OS
common allocations, other SWAPs that may be occurring, and HCD ACTIVATE.

While the MASTER address space is holding the SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR EXCL during SWAP processing, no new
allocation requests, no new SWAP requests, and no new HCD ACTIVATEs can start. Conversely, the MASTER address
space is unable to obtain EXCLusive control of SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR to process a new SWAP until all old allocations,
SWAPs, and HCD ACTIVATEs have completed, therefore, current allocations, SWAPs, and ACTIVATEs can prevent
SWAP processing from initiating.

In summary, SWAP is serialized with other device activity because SWAP must wait for all existing allocations, SWAPs,
and ACTIVATEs to complete, and no new allocations, SWAPs, or ACTIVATEs can occur until SWAP completes.

SWAP Processing

SWAP Processing Overview

MIA serializes the device allocations performed by SWAP across all the systems in the MIMplex to prevent tasks on
external systems from simultaneously allocating the same device as a local SWAP.

MIA serializes SWAP processing across all active systems in the MIMplex by obtaining the device group lock for the
device requested on each DDR unit allocation and then plugging the device allocated by SWAP on the external systems.

When MIA intercepts a DDR unit allocation request for a potential TO device during a tape SWAP, MIA requests the
device group lock for the device before allowing the unit allocation request to continue. MIA then serializes the device
group lock request with the other systems in the MIMplex as it would device lock requests for normal allocations.

MIA does not allow the unit allocation to continue until the device group lock becomes available to the local system;
that is, no other systems in the MIMplex are currently using the device group lock. Once the lock is available to the local
system, MIA allows the unit allocation request to continue to allocate the device. When the allocation is complete, MIA
releases the device group lock for the device, notifies the other systems in the MIMplex that the lock is available, and
plugs the allocated device on the other systems.

With device group lock serialization, only those allocations and SWAPs on external systems that are requesting the same
device group locks as the local SWAP are delayed by the SWAP. Allocations and SWAPs on the external systems that
do not involve the device group requested by the local SWAP continue. Conversely, only those allocations and SWAPs
on external systems that are requesting the same device group locks as the local SWAP delay the local SWAP. If no
allocations or SWAPs on external systems hold the device group lock requested by the local SWAP, the SWAP continues.

With device group lock serialization, local SWAPs do not delay HCD ACTIVATEs on external systems.

Note: Since z/OS carries out local serialization of the SWAP through the enqueue SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR EXCL,
allocations, SWAPs, and HCD ACTIVATES on the system local to the SWAP are delayed by the SWAP. Any local
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allocations, SWAPs, and HCD ACTIVATEs will delay the SWAP. This is true, regardless of the device groups associated
with the local allocations and SWAPs.

SWAP-related Messages

The MIM2207I highlighted message is issued when MIA intercepts the z/OS SSI call indicating the start of a tape SWAP.
This message provides the name of the job and the FROM device involved in the SWAP. The MIM2207I message is
issued early in the SWAP process, before MIA begins serialization of the SWAP and before any z/OS SWAP messages
are issued. The MIM2207I message is informational in nature and is deleted automatically by MIA as part of the SWAP
progresses. The MIM2207I message remains highlighted until MIA issues the MIM2208I or the MIM2209I message
or the swapping task ends. The MIM2207I message can be very helpful in detecting the presence of a SWAP when
tape allocation delays arise due to a delay in SWAP processing. Because the MIM2207I message is issued early in the
SWAP process, before the z/OS messages, the MIM2207I message may be the only external indication that a SWAP is
occurring.

If the MIM2207I message remains outstanding for an extended period of time, then it may indicate a delay in the ability
of MIA to serialize the SWAP or outstanding SWAP WTORs are not being responded to in a timely manner. Because
delays in SWAP processing can lead to delays in tape allocation, the cause of the delay in SWAP processing should be
investigated.

The MIM2208I highlighted message is issued when MIA intercepts the z/OS SSI call indicating that DDR is ready to
switch the UCBs of the FROM and TO devices. At this point in the SWAP, DDR has chosen a final TO device. Therefore,
the MIM2208I message includes the name of the TO device as well as the FROM device and job name. MIA has
completed serialization of the SWAP and the SWAP is close to completion. The MIM2208I message is informational in
nature and is deleted when the MIM2209I message is issued or when another MIM2207I message is issued in the case
of a recycled SWAP or when the swapping task ends. A SWAP recycles if DDR finds a problem with the final TO device
chosen or the tape after the UCBs have been switched.

The MIM2209I non-highlighted message is issued when MIA intercepts the z/OS SSI call indicating that DDR is in the final
stages of the SWAP and the SWAP is completing. At this point, the involvement of MIA with the SWAP ends.

SWAP During HCD ACTIVATE Processing

During an HCD ACTIVATE, the IOS address space holds a shared enqueue on SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR. As discussed in
prior sections, z/OS DDR processing uses an exclusive enqueue on SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR to serialize SWAP allocations
with allocations, other SWAPs, and HCD ACTIVATE. Therefore, when an ACTIVATE is occurring on a system, SWAPs
on that system are delayed until the ACTIVATE completes and releases the SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR enqueue. Conversely,
when a SWAP is occurring, ACTIVATEs are delayed on that system until SWAP processing releases the SYSIEFSD/
DDRTPUR enqueue.

If a SWAP starts and requests the SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR exclusive enqueue while an ACTIVATE in progress holds the
enqueue shared, then the SWAP waits behind the ACTIVATE due to the exclusive SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR enqueue. Also,
any new allocations and SWAPs on the local system wait behind the exclusive enqueue for the SWAP. In this situation, all
local SWAPs and allocations are delayed until the ACTIVATE completes.

MIA serializes SWAPs by requesting the device group locks for the devices indicated on DDR unit allocation calls during
the SWAP. Since MIA uses locks rather than an exclusive SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR enqueue to serialize the SWAPs
on external systems in the MIMplex, only allocations and SWAPs needing the same device group locks are delayed
on the external systems. No other allocations and SWAPs are delayed and HCD ACTIVATEs are not delayed on the
external systems. Also, because MIA does not need to obtain a blocking SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR enqueue on the external
systems, HCD ACTIVATEs on external systems will not delay a SWAP occurring locally. A local SWAP is delayed only by
allocations or SWAPs on external systems that need the same device group lock as the local SWAP. The MIA device lock
serialization provides a very granular level of cross-system SWAP serialization.
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MIA z/VM Considerations
 

Defining Multiple Addresses per Device (MIA)

Prior to the implementation of shared tape support, each device address could only be attached to one virtual machine at
a time, requiring the definition of an independent real address for each virtual machine that shares the tape device. This
restriction is eliminated with Shared Tape Support and can be avoided using the Autopath feature. However, you still need
to define multiple addresses per device if you are not using the Autopath feature and if any of the following are true:

• You are running at a level of z/VM that does not support Shared Tape Support.
• You are running at a level of z/VM that does support Shared Tape Support but you do not plan to use the Shared Tape

Support feature.
• You are using MIA and the Shared Tape Support feature to share devices between CMS users on a z/VM host system

and guest systems using the two-path configuration described in the previous section.

To define multiple addresses per device, define paths to multiple channel interfaces on a single control unit as if there
were multiple control units, each with a single channel interface.

Unsupported device definitions should be used so z/VM does not set its own path group ID on the drives. For example, if
supported devices are defined on two paths, then both paths will have the same path group ID. If one of the z/OS systems
goes offline, then both paths are disbanded. If the drives are defined as unsupported, then each z/OS guest defines its
own path group ID. This way, the path to one z/OS guest is not affected by a reset of the other path.

NOTE

the drives defined as unsupported are not usable in z/VM environments, either by CMS users or by CP functions
such as SPTAPE or MONITOR. You can define one path as a supported tape drive, such as 3480, and another
path as unsupported to handle this type of situation.

IBM hardware permits up to eight paths to a single tape drive. In general, when you plan to run multiple z/OS guests
under z/VM, only one of the addresses you define to z/VM for a device should be supported. All extra paths should be
defined as unsupported and only be used by z/OS or other operating system guests, such as z/VM guest systems. For
information on the configuration statements required for defining tape devices, see the documentation provided by your
hardware vendor.

Attaching Devices to Guests using the MULTIuser Option (MIA)

You must specify the GTAINIT ASSIGN=NOASSIGN parameter if any device managed by MIA is attached to the guest
using the MULTIuser option.

Devices attached to guests using the MULTIuser option do not currently support MULTISYSTEM ASSIGN. Control
Program (CP) has been enhanced to support only ASSIGN and UNASSIGN processing types for MULTIuser attached
devices. If a MULTIuser attached device receives MULTISYSTEM ASSIGN information, then an I/O error is returned.

Example:

If a z/OS guest of z/VM sends a MULTISYSTEM ASSIGN command to a MULTIuser attached device, then the guest
receives an I/O error for the device from the z/VM host. If the guest specifies the GTAINIT ASSIGN=MULTISYSTEM
parameter, then MIA changes specifications for managed devices from ASSIGN to MULTISYSTEM ASSIGN.

Devices are assigned at VARY ONLINE time; therefore, when a VARY ONLINE command is issued, any MULTIuser
attached device managed by MIA receives an I/O error from the z/VM host, and the device is not brought online. Similarly,
if the GTAINIT ASSIGN=ASIS parameter is specified and a VARY ONLINE,SHR command is issued for a MULTIuser
attached, managed device (appending the SHR option requests MULTISYSTEM ASSIGN), then an I/O error is received
from the z/VM host, and the device is not brought online.
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To eliminate I/O errors, specify the GTAINIT ASSIGN=NOASSIGN parameter.

NOTE
MULTISYSTEM ASSIGNS (VARY ONLINE,SHR) that are run against non-managed devices or against devices
on guests where MIA is not running receive I/O errors if the devices are attached to the guest as MULTIuser.
IBM Shared Tape Support imposes this MULTISYSTEM ASSIGN restriction, not MIA.

WARNING

The value of the GTAINIT ASSIGN parameter must be the same on all systems in the MIA complex for ASSIGN
processing to work correctly. If you are changing the GTAINIT ASSIGN= parameter, then perform a GLOBAL
SHUTDOWN. MIA will shut down on all systems in your complex, including systems that are not guests
under z/VM. All tape devices managed by MIA should be offline on all systems with no tape activity to the
devices, to clear the ASSIGNS from all of the devices. The MIMINIT member is updated to specify the GTAINIT
ASSIGN=NOASSIGN parameter before restarting MIA on any system. Failure to follow this procedure can result
in the inability to use tape devices on one or more systems in the complex.

If you are running in a MIA complex that includes both MIA and MIA for z/VM, then you should already be using the
GTAINIT ASSIGN=NOASSIGN parameter on all systems, since the NOASSIGN parameter is required in a mixed MIA and
MIA for z/VM environment.

Special Note (MIA)

The previous sections describe how to attach to multiple guest systems when the guests are all full-time production
systems. You may also want to support guests that only operate occasionally or only need the use of tape drives part-
time, such as during a backup procedure. If MIA for z/VM is managing the devices on the z/VM host system, then the
SYSTEM option on the MI ATTACH command can be very useful in this situation.

If you attach using the SYSTEM option, then two rules must be observed:

• The guest can be a z/OS system or a z/VM system, but it must be running MIA, and share the same control file as all
other systems that share the drive.

• The virtual address you use to attach the drive must be related through the UNITS MIM file or MIMUNITS member at
the guest level to the same global name by which the drive is known to all other systems. This means that the global
name of the drive on the guest system must be the same as the global name known to all other systems.

If either rule is violated, then dual allocation of the drive can occur. The second requirement is the same as the
requirement placed on drives that are permanently attached to the guest systems. It is mentioned here because the
manual use of the ATTACH command is more prone to error than other attach methods, such as a DEDICATE statement
in the z/VM directory.

When you use the SYSTEM option, the guest system participates as a peer with all other systems that share the same
drive. If the guest allocates the drive, then it blocks allocation on all other systems. This implies that before the guest can
allocate, the drive must be free on all other systems.

The key feature of the SYSTEM option is that it prevents the drive from looking allocated due to the ATTACH command
at the z/VM host level. If the SYSTEM option were not used in this situation, then neither the guest system nor any other
system would be able to use the drive, because the attach to the guest would count as an allocation of the device.

Shared Tape Support (MIA)

Prior to the availability of shared tape support, each real device address could be attached to only one virtual machine at a
time, requiring the definition of an independent real address for each virtual machine that would share the tape drive. You
do this by defining paths to multiple channel interfaces on a single control unit as if there were multiple control units, each
with a single channel interface.
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The Shared Tape Support feature of z/VM alleviates this restriction. With Shared Tape Support, a real tape device can
be attached to an unlimited number of guest systems using the same address. This is accomplished using the new
MULTIUSER option on the CP ATTACH command. The MULTIUSER option implies the NOASSIGN option. Guests to
which a device is attached as MULTIUSER must provide their own serialization for the device.

For example, if a device is defined to a z/VM host system (VMH) with address 3A0, it can be attached to one z/VM guest
system (ZVM1) and two z/OS guest systems (ZOS1 and ZOS2) using the following CP ATTACH commands:

CP ATTACH 3A0 TO ZVM1 AS 880 MULTIUSER

CP ATTACH 3A0 TO ZOS1 AS 880 MULTIUSER

CP ATTACH 3A0 TO ZOS2 AS 880 MULTIUSER

Each guest system knows the device as address 880. MIA running on each guest system serializes access to the device.
MIA runs on guest systems ZOS1 and ZOS2. MIA for z/VM runs on guest system ZVM1. The device must be defined to
MIA on each system using the same global name. Global name G880 is used in this example. For MIA for z/VM running
on VM1, the device must be defined with global name G880 in the UNITS MIM file. For MIA running on ZOS1 and ZOS2,
the device must be defined with global name G880 in the MIMUNITS member.

NOTE

: The Shared Tape Support enhancement is not designed to share a device between CMS users or between
CMS users and guest systems. The use of the MULTIuser ATTACH option assumes that the user to whom the
device is attached serializes access to a device. CMS users do not have the means to serialize access to a
device with other CMS users or with guest systems. There is no serialization of the device if it is attached to
multiple CMS users or to a CMS user and a guest as MULTIuser. Data corruption can occur as the CMS users
and guests access the device at the same time.

MIA for z/VM, in conjunction with MIA, provides serialization of devices between CMS users and z/OS guests while using
the Shared Tape Support enhancement to minimize the number of paths required per device. Sharing devices between
CMS users and an unlimited number of guests using MIA requires only two paths per device:

• The one path attaches the device to all of the guests as MULTIuser.
• The other path attaches the device to CMS users.

For example, to share device 3A0 between CMS users on VMH and guests ZVM1, ZOS1, and ZOS2 in the complex
defined above, the following additional setup is required:

• MIA for z/VM must be running on the host z/VM system, VMH.
• You must define a second address and path for device 3A0. In this example, the second address is 4A0.
• You must define the second address, 4A0, to MIA for z/VM on VMH with the same global name as used for MIA

running on the guest systems, G880. You do this by customizing the UNITS MIM file for VMH.

In this configuration, MIA for z/VM on VMH does not manage device address 3A0 and is not aware of the CP ATTACHes
of 3A0 to the guests. However, MIA on the guest systems manages device address 880, which is the address the guests
use for access to the device through z/VM address 3A0. Any time a guest allocates device 880, MIA on the guest informs
MIA for z/VM on VMH that device with global name G880 is in use by a guest.

If a CMS user on VMH wants to attach the device, then a MIA for z/VM ATTACH command (MI ATTACH) is used to attach
device address 4A0/G880 to the user. MIA for z/VM on VMH recognizes that the ATTACH is for the device with global
name G880. If G880 is already in use on a guest (through address 3A0), then MIA on the guest informs MIA for z/VM on
VMH that the device is busy. MIA for z/VM on VMH does not allow the attach to proceed. If the device is not busy on a
guest, then MIA for z/VM on VMH attaches the device and informs MIA on the guests that the device is not available for
use by the guests.

NOTE

: The preceding configuration provides for sharing a device between CMS users on a host z/VM and an
unlimited number of guests using only two paths to the device. If configuration constraints prohibit defining
more than one path per device, then the Autopath solution uses the MIA for z/VM Autopath for z/VM feature in
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conjunction with the MIA Autopath feature to allow for sharing between CMS users and guest systems using
only one path per device. With the Autopath feature, a device is automatically moved between guest and host
systems using attach and detach commands based on need for the device. While the Autopath feature has
the advantage of needing only one path, the disadvantage is that the device is moved between host and guest
system by detaching and attaching the device. With the Shared Tape Support configuration, the device remains
attached to all guests all the time. There is no need to actually attach and detach the device. The disadvantage
of shared tape support is that two paths are required. The Autopath feature is discussed in greater detail later in
this section.

For more information, see Defining Multiple Addresses per Device (MIA)

The Autopath Feature (MIA)

The Autopath feature allows you to share a device between multiple first level z/OS guest systems of the same z/VM
host using only one path for the device. When used in conjunction with Autopath for MIA for z/VM, the device can also be
shared with z/VM users on the z/VM host and first level z/VM guests using only one path.

NOTE

: For information on the Autopath for z/VM feature, see the MIA for z/VM Programming Guide.

How Autopath Works

Autopath reacts to allocation recovery messages that occur due to a tape drive resource shortage in a z/OS guest. The
stages of the Autopath process are:

1. A tape request enters allocation recovery on z/OS due to a shortage of tape drives.
2. Autopath examines the offline device list for Autopath-eligible devices.
3. Autopath selects the first Autopath-eligible device that does not already have an outstanding Autopath request and is

not already attached to the local system.
4. Autopath attempts to attach the device. If the device is successfully attached to the local system, Autopath varies the

drive ONLINE.

Note: When Autopath on one system detaches a drive for use by another system, it first VARYs the drive OFFLINE if it is
online.

Autopath Guidelines

The following is a list of guidelines for implementing the Autopath feature:

• If the MIA component is running on the host z/VM system, Autopath sends commands from the z/OS GUEST systems,
running MIA with Autopath enabled, to MIA running on the z/VM host, requesting MIA managed devices be attached or
detached to and from the requesting z/OS guest system.

• If you use native z/VM CP commands (meaning drives are not managed by MIA for z/VM on the host), it is not
necessary to use the MIA for z/VM component to take advantage of the Autopath feature. Autopath on the z/OS guest
uses CP commands to attach and detach drives.

• If you use CP commands for some drives, the MIA component for some drives, and leave other drives outside of the
control of Autopath, you can use the Autopath feature-Autopath supports this configuration.

• If you have a system with drives connected to both native z/OS systems and to z/VM guest z/OS systems, Autopath
can be used by the guest systems.

• If you have only native z/OS systems, you cannot use the Autopath feature.

Two things affect the way Autopath operates:
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Information in the MIMUNITS member
This information defines whether Autopath is to be used for each drive, and whether to use CP commands or a
host resident release of MIA.

NOTE

: If you are using both Autopath for z/OS and Autopath for z/VM, then devices must be defined as
Autopath managed in both the MIMUNITS member for z/OS and the UNITS MIM file for z/VM.

Optional Autopath settings
All of these settings are accessible through the SETOPTION GTAF AUTOPATH= command. In addition, all of
these settings can be individually changed for each z/OS system.

For more information, seeIdentify Devices to MIA 

Autopath Feature Assumptions

You can make the following assumptions about the Autopath feature:

• It is designed to improve average availability of tape drives over a long period of time.
• It should help provide the most resources to the busiest systems.
• In the short run, there is no guarantee that any specific job will benefit from Autopath. This feature is designed make

more devices available on busier systems, not to move specific devices for specific jobs.

NOTE

: We recommend that you not allow allocation recovery messages to remain outstanding while waiting for a
device to be attached. This delays allocation and there is no guarantee that a device will be available to be
attached.

• In some cases, certain system conditions can prevent Autopath from obtaining needed tape drive resources. For
example, Autopath may be unable to act when two or more systems frequently invoke allocation recovery.

For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

Troubleshoot MIA Problems
You can use the MIA DIAGNOSE command to assist in diagnosing the cause of allocation delays. The DIAGNOSE
command returns message MIM2150, which displays one of the following:

• When you issue a DIAGNOSE JOBSTATUS command, you receive information about jobs currently in allocation and
their lock status, DELAYED, GIVEN, RELEASED, WAITING, or WAITING FOR DEVICES.

• When you issue a DIAGNOSE SYSTEMS command, you receive information about devices locked on each system in
the complex.

• When you issue a DIAGNOSE EDT command, you receive information about the Eligible Device Table (EDT).
• When you issue a DIAGNOSE GROUPS command, you receive information about z/OS device groups.
• When you issue a DIAGNOSE VARY command, you receive information regarding the status of active and pending

VARY device requests.
• When you issue a DIAGNOSE ALL command, you receive the information from the SYSTEMS, JOBSTATUS, and

VARY displays.

Tape Device Allocation Problems
When you experience an allocation problem, use the information in this section to diagnose and resolve the problem. If
you cannot resolve the problem yourself, then contact Broadcom Support for assistance. Most device allocation problems
you may encounter fall into one of the following categories:
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• A job allocates a different device than you expected.
• TPCF responds to z/OS allocation recovery messages in a different way than you expected.
• A dual allocation occurs.
• Allocation stops, hangs, or is delayed on all systems.

GTALOCAL Enqueue Processing Overview

During initialization, MIA issues an exclusive enqueue with a QNAME of GTALOCAL and an RNAME of UP. It holds this
resource for the entire duration that the address space is active. This enqueue resource prevents multiple versions of
MIA from running concurrently on the same system. If the enqueue resource cannot be obtained during initialization
processing, the MIA address space terminates.

The GTALOCAL enqueue resource is also used as a form of resource management by some of the MIA system
intercepts. Specifically, those system intercepts that execute in a user's address space, and that make a request of the
MIA address space and wait for a response, make use of a GTALOCAL enqueue resource during the time they are
suspended. The intercept issues a shared request for an enqueue resource that is always held exclusively by the MIA
address space. The intercept waits for a response to its request from the MIA address space or for shared control of the
GTALOCAL enqueue resource. Should some event terminate the MIA address space that prevents normal post-back and
clean-up processing, such as an operator FORCE command, the intercepts are redispatched from their wait condition
and discover that they have received control for the GTALOCAL enqueue resource. This prevents the intercepts from
remaining in an enabled wait, and permits them to continue processing with the knowledge that the MIA address space
has terminated.

The GTALOCAL enqueue resource RNAME is used to identify the process involved in the intercept wait condition. The
current RNAMEs in use are:

• Waiting_For_HCD_ACTIVATE_Completion
• Waiting_For_EDT_Synchronization
• Waiting_For_TAPE_SWAP_Completion
• Waiting_For_Device_Group_Locks

Normally, the amount of time an intercept waits for a request to be serviced by the MIA address space is minimal, thus
the resource management enqueue conflict between the intercept executing in a user's address space and the MIA
address space rarely surface. However, there are circumstances that can cause the resource management GTALOCAL
enqueue conflict to become visible. For example, a job in allocation recovery processing holds device group locks during
the time that the MIM2060 (or IEF238D) WTOR is outstanding. The MIA address spaces on all systems maintain global
knowledge of the device group locks. Should any job on an external system request any of the device group locks held
by the job in allocation recovery, the requesting job is required to wait until such time that the desired device group locks
are available. While any job requesting device group locks is waiting for a response to continue from the MIA address
space, that job remains in enqueue conflict. The conflict shows the MIA address space having exclusive ownership of the
enqueue resource QNAME, GTALOCAL, and RNAME, Waiting_For_Device_Group_Locks while jobs waiting for shared
ownership of the named enqueue resource are, in reality, waiting for the MIA address space to grant them control of the
requested device group locks. Once the allocation recovery event is satisfied and ownership of the device group locks
can be granted by the MIA address space, the waiting jobs are re-dispatched and will drop their request for the resource
management enqueue, thus, eliminating the enqueue resource conflict.

MIA also makes use of enqueue resources to control intersecting processes between intercepts in a user's address space
and the MIA address space. Again, the GTALOCAL enqueue resource RNAME is used to identify the process involved in
the intercept wait condition.
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Diagnosing Allocation Issues

Allocation delays identified through GTALOCAL enqueue conflicts can be diagnosed by using the following procedures.

1. Issue the following command to identify the system causing allocation delay.
F MIM,DIAGNOSE SYSTEMS

Is there a system listed as holding locks?
– YES

Go to Step 2.
– NO
Have MIM2162W and MIM2165W or MIM2207I messages been issued?

YES
Issue the following z/OS command to determine why the resource is being held:
D GRS,RES=(<resource name>,*)

Where <resource name> is either SYSIEFSD or SYSZIOS as is shown in the MIM216x message.
If the resource in the message is SYSIEFSD DDRTPUR. Issue the following z/OS command to check for
outstanding SWAP WTORs:
D R,L,CN=(ALL)

Is there an outstanding SWAP WTOR?
– YES

Respond to the WTOR and follow swap to completion.
– NO

If you cannot determine why the job holding the SYSIEFSD DDRTPUR resource is causing the allocation delay, go
to Step 6.
NO

– Problem circumstances may have changed. If you come to this point repeatedly and still believe there is a problem,
contact Broadcom Support.
Return to Step 1.

Have MIM2211W messages been issued?
YES

Go to Step 4.
NO

Problem circumstances may have changed. If you come to this point repeatedly and still believe there is a
problem, contact Broadcom Support.
Return to Step 1.

2. On the system holding the locks identified in Step 1 issue the following MIA command:
F MIM,DIAGNOSE JOB

Has any job been given ownership of device group locks?
YES

Go to Step 3.
NO

Is the MIA task waiting for device group locks?
YES

Go to Step 3.
NO

a. Issue the following MIA command:
SYSDUMP JOBNAMES=(ALLOCAS,IOSAS,GRS) TITLE="ALLOCATION HANG" SYSTEM=ALL

...  SHUTDOWN LOCAL
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b. Issue the following MIA command on this system:
c. Restart MIA on this system.

If the problem is not resolved, call Broadcom Support and ask for help with MIA.
3. Issue the following z/OS command:

D R,L,CN=(ALL)

Are there any outstanding SWAP messages or any outstanding allocation recovery messages?
YES

Reply to the outstanding WTOR.
NO

Go to Step 4.
4. Issue the following MIA command:

F MIM,DIAGNOSE VARY

Are there any active VARY requests that show a Wait-RSN of “VARY Dev?”
YES

MIM2211W Vary Delay messages will have been issued for these devices.

1. Check to see if the devices involved in outstanding VARY processing are functional. If the problem is not
resolved, issue the following command:
F MIM,SYSDUMP JOBNAMES=(ALLOCAS,IOSAS,GRS) TITLE="VARY DELAY"

2. Attempt to clear all VARY requests for devices appearing on MIM2211W VARY Delay notification messages by
issuing the following MIM command sequence for each MIM2211W device:
F MIM,VARY dddd,PURGE 

F MIM, DUMP MIM KILL=(TASKNAME=VARYdddd)

where dddd specifies the device name that appears on a MIM2211W message
3. Devices for which MIM2211W warning messages have been issued may be experiencing hardware problems.

For this reason, it may be necessary to FORCE OFFLINE devices for which MIM2211W VARY Delay
messages have been issued. To FORCE a MIM2211W device OFFLINE, issue the following z/OS VARY
command:
VARY dddd,OFFLINE,FORCE

where dddd specifies the device name that appears on a MIM2211W message

NOTE

If the problem is not resolved, contact Broadcom Support and ask for help with MIA.

NO
Go to Step 5.

5. Do the following:
6. Look in the system log for IOS003A INTERVENTION REQUIRED messages for tape devices. “Ready” any tape

device mentioned in these messages. Allocation delays can occur when jobs perform AVR processing on devices that
are experiencing I/O problems.
a. Review the system log for I/O error messages for tape devices. If any have been issued for devices that do not

appear to be allocated, VARY those devices OVERGENNED.
b. If I/O errors are not the cause of the allocation delay, go to Step 6.

7. Issue the following z/OS command to obtain related z/OS allocation enqueue information:
D GRS,RES=(SYSIEFSD,*)

Retain the information in the resulting display for diagnostic purposes.
Go to Step 7.

8. Get an SVC dump of problem jobs identified in Step 1 or Step 2 by issuing the following command:
F MIM,SYSDUMP JOB=(jobname,ALLOCAS,ISOAS,GRS),TITLE='ALLOCATION DELAY', SYSTEM=ALL
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NOTE
When the DIAGNOSE display shows a job ID of MASTER as being 'delayed for' or 'given' a single device
group lock, this most likely represents a job that is in the middle of SWAP processing. Look for the
MIM2207I message to determine the actual job associated with the SWAP. Then, issue the preceding dump
command for two job names - the job name for the MASTER address space and the swapping job name
(JOB=(*MASTER*,jobname,ALLOCAS,IOSAS,GRS)).

Can this job be canceled?

YES
Cancel the job.

NO
Issue a SHUTDOWN LOCAL command to MIA. If the problem is not resolved, call Broadcom Support and ask for
MIA .
Go to Step 8.

9. Gather any dumps taken, SYSLOGs for the problem time period, along with traces and job logs of any canceled jobs,
and contact Broadcom Support during normal business hours to receive an incident number for this problem.

WARNING
If the problem is recurring, then adequate documentation is essential in solving the problem. Technical
Support needs GTAF trace information before they can analyze the problem. Follow these steps:

10. Restart the MIA address space.

Delay Detection and Notification
 

Use the information in this section to diagnose and respond to Delay Detection and Notification (DDN) warnings.

Contention Detection

Possible Cause:

Received a WAIT/HOLD reply

A response of WAIT/HOLD was entered for an outstanding allocation recovery message.

Solution:

Wait for devices to deallocate or cancel the task.

NOTE
Request more information by issuing the following command:

ANALYZE TAPEDELAY DETAIL(JOBNAME=jobname,TYPE=CONTENTION)

Possible Cause:

An outstanding WTOR REPLYID nnnn

An allocation recovery message with the shown reply ID is awaiting a response. Device allocation group locks are held
until a message response is received.

Solution:

Respond to the allocation recovery message.
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NOTE
Request more information by issuing the following command:

ANALYZE TAPEDELAY DETAIL(JOBNAME=jobname,TYPE=CONTENTION)

Possible Cause:

Unable to Determine

A task has held locks for an extended amount of time but MIA is unable to determine the reason for the delay.

Solution:

• On the system of the owning task, look for outstanding allocation recovery messages.
• VARY devices online that can satisfy the tasks request.
• If no reason for the delay can be determined, canceling the task releases held device allocation group locks.
• If the task cannot be canceled or the device allocation group locks are not released, then contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE
Request more information by issuing the following command:

ANALYZE TAPEDELAY DETAIL(JOBNAME=jobname,TYPE=CONTENTION)

Wait/NoHold Detection

Possible Cause:

Excessive Wait/Nohold Replies

Two or more tasks are in allocation recovery for two or more devices. When a reply of WAIT/NOHOLD is entered for the
first task, the second task is posted and enters allocation recovery. No tasks on external systems are able to allocate
devices from the device group.

This warning is issued when the problem persists for an extended time.

Solution:

To determine tasks contributing to the problem, issue the following command:

ANALYZE TAPEDELAY DETAIL(TYPE=WAITNOHOLD)

To alleviate the problem, cancel one of the tasks causing the delay.

If the problem cannot be resolved, contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support.

Tape Device Allocation Recovery Problems
NOTE
MIA provides tracing that can assist in diagnosing problems in device selection recovery. You activate tracing
through the DEVSEL24, DEVSEL78, and RECOVERY parameters on the SET TPCF SETTRACE/SETPRINT
command.

TPCF Does Not Reply WAIT to the z/OS IEF238D Message

Possible Cause:

WAIT is not an option on the z/OS IEF238D message. Therefore, TPCF cannot reply WAIT.
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Solution:

No action is required.

z/OS Issues Message IEF238D for a Job that Should Have Allocated An Online Device

Possible Cause:

The criteria defined for eliminating devices are too restrictive. Because all online devices were eliminated, the job enters
allocation recovery and z/OS issues message IEF238D.

Solution:

Review the criteria defined in the TPCEDLXT exit routine. Use the DISPLAY JOB command to see information about the
jobs for which devices are reserved.

If the criteria defined are too restrictive, then make one of these types of device selection criteria, or both types of criteria,
less restrictive.

An OFFLINE Device That Should Not Be Used Appears In The OFFLINE Device List

Possible Cause:

The appropriate device status was not assigned to the device.

Solution:

Assign the device overgenned or not-available status through the VARY command.

TPCF Does Not Respond to z/OS IEF238D Message

Possible Cause:

TPCF is not set up to automatically respond to this message.

Solution:

Initiate the TPCF AUTOREPLY feature with the command SETOPTION AUTOREPLY=ON.

Possible Cause:

The reply limits for ALLOC_OFFLN and SPEC_WAIT parameters in SYS1.PARMLIB(ALLOC00) member are set too low.

Solution:

Modify the MAXNWAIT parameters for ALLOC00, or use the TPCF AUTOREPLY options to override the z/OS values.

Possible Cause:

The job may also produce a diagnostic dump with the title 'FAILURE IN MIA ALLOCATION RECOVERY PROCESSING,
CALLER NOT IDENTIFIED.'

Solution:

Contact Broadcom Support if you receive this dump.

Message MIM2042 Does Not List All of the Offline Devices the Job Can Use

Possible Cause:
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TPCF is eliminating certain devices due to the preferencing values assigned to those devices. Devices can be eliminated
by job reserve, overgenned status, tape robot software, and TPCEDLXT. Also, under certain conditions, TPCF removes
NOTAVAILABLE devices and externally DEDICATED devices from the offline device list.

Solution:

No action is required.

NOTAVAILABLE or Externally DEDICATED Devices Are Appearing In The Offline Device List

Possible Cause:

TPCF includes these devices on the offline device list if no other device is available and SETOPTION
AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(EXTDEDDISP=YES,NOTAVLDISP=YES)). TPCF includes externally DEDICATED devices first;
TPCF includes NOTAVAILABLE devices only if there are no externally DEDICATED devices.

Solution:

For information about how TPCF handles not-available and dedicated devices during allocation recovery, see  MIA
Advanced Topics.

z/OS Issues Message IEF700I

This message indicates that the job is abending with a JCL error

Possible Cause:

The reply WAIT,HOLD was specified for message MIM2060 and some devices in the EDL of the job were reserved for
other jobs.

Solution:

Reply WAIT,NOHOLD to message MIM2060 during job reserve.

Tape Device Preferencing Problems
NOTE

MIA provides tracing that can assist in diagnosing problems in device selection recovery. You activate tracing
through the DEVSEL24, DEVSEL78, and RECOVERY parameters on the SET TPCF SETTRACE/SETPRINT
command.

TPCF can not be used to influence the selection of SMS-managed tape devices.

Ineligible Device Allocated

Symptom:

A job allocates a device that should have been eliminated by a user exit routine or a device that is reserved for another
job.

Possible Causes:

The criteria defined for eliminating devices is too restrictive. Because the criteria would have eliminated all suitable
devices, TPCF ignored the criteria.

Solution:
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Make the criteria less restrictive. Review the criteria defined in the exit routine. Use the JOBRESERVE parameter on the
DISPLAY command to see information about reserved devices.

Less-preferred Device Allocated

Symptom:

A job allocates a less preferred device when a preferred device is available.

Possible Causes:

TPCF is forced to choose from a group of less preferred devices, due to one or more of these reasons:

• z/OS ACL processing is eliminating more preferred devices
• z/OS generic preferencing, which is created during the SYSGEN process or by HCD, is forcing TPCF to choose from a

group of less preferred devices.
• Preferencing done by another software package, for example, a robotic software package, is overriding TPCF

preferencing.

Solution:

You must dynamically change the ACL status of your devices or change your preferencing setup.

If another software package is overriding TPCF preferencing, then you may need to contact the software vendor for
information on customizing the preferencing of that product.

Tape Device Dual Allocation Problems
Dual allocation occurs when the same device is allocated on two different systems at the same time. GTAF prevents dual
allocation in a multiple-system environment by communicating allocation information among systems and extending the
locking mechanism z/OS uses to serialize allocation. However, under certain conditions, a dual allocation can occur while
GTAF is running.

Most dual allocations occur because devices are not properly placed under MIA management. Another common cause is
the way other software products interact with z/OS and GTAF. If you cannot attribute the dual allocation at your site to one
of these possible causes, then you should contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Possible cause:

GTAF is not active.

Solution:

Use the FACILITIES parameter on the DISPLAY command to see whether GTAF is active. If GTAF is not active, then do
the following:

• Place the MIMINIT GTAF=ON statement in the initialization member to start GTAF automatically during MIM
initialization.

• Manage the device manually until the next time MIM is started.

Possible cause:

The device was never placed under MIA management.

Solution:

Use the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS command or inspect the MIM2004 message issued at startup/resynch to see whether
MIA is managing the device. If MIA is not managing the device, then do the following:
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• Place the device under MIA management through the MIMUNITS member.
• Assign a global name to the device, if necessary.
• Force MIA to resynchronize by issuing the RESYNCH command.

Possible cause:

The device was recently defined to the system during the SYSGEN process or using HCD, but not placed under MIA
management.

Solution:

Use the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS command or inspect the MIM2004 message issued at startup/resynch to see whether
MIA is managing the device. If MIA is not managing the device, then do the following:

• Place the device under MIA management through the MIMUNITS member.
• Assign a global name to the device, if necessary.
• Issue the command SETOPTION GTAF RESYNCH SAMEDEVS=NO and change this value in the MIMCMNDS

member to SAMEDEVS=NO for the next restart of MIA.
• Force MIA to resynchronize by issuing the RESYNCH command.

Possible cause:

The local name of the device was misspelled in the MIMUNITS member. As a result, GTAF is not managing the desired
device.

Solution:

Review the MIM2004 messages to see whether the local name of the device was misspelled. You also can use the
GLOBALUNITS parameter on the DISPLAY command to obtain this information.

If the local device name is misspelled, then do the following:

• Correct the entry in the MIMUNITS member.
• Force MIA to resynchronize by issuing the RESYNCH command.

Possible cause:

The device was not placed under MIA management on all systems. This is due to one of the following:

• MIMINIT statements were directed to only some of the systems in the complex. As a result, MIA is not managing the
device on all systems.

• Device entries in the MIMUNITS member were directed only to certain systems, but not to all systems in the complex.
As a result, MIA is not managing the device on all systems.

• Separate device control members are being used for each system, and this device was not included in every member.

Solution:

Review the contents of the MIM initialization member, which contains the MIMINIT statements, and each MIMUNITS
member in use to determine where the error has occurred.

If MIA is not managing the device on all systems, then do the following:

• Add MIMINIT statements in the initialization member or add device entries to the MIMUNITS member to place devices
under MIA management on the remaining systems.

• Assign global device names, if necessary.
• Force MIA to resynchronize by issuing the RESYNCH command.

Possible cause:

Global names were not assigned to every device that needs one.

Solution:
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When global names are not specifically assigned, GTAF uses the local name of a device as its global name. This can
cause dual allocation if two different devices use the same local name on different systems (for example, local name
01A0 refers to one device on System A and a different device on System B). Dual allocation also can occur if the device
is allocated under different names on different systems (for example, the same device is allocated under local name 02A0
on System A and 03A0 on System B).

Review the MIM2004 messages to determine where global device names are required.

If global names were not assigned as required, then do the following:

• Assign global device names through the MIMUNITS member.
• Force MIA to resynchronize by issuing the RESYNCH command.

Possible cause:

A global name was assigned to that device; however, the global name is identical to the local name of a different device.

Solution:

Use the GLOBALUNITS parameter on the DISPLAY command to see the global and local names of all devices MIA is
managing.

If the global name for that device is not unique, then do the following:

• Assign a different global device name through the MIMUNITS member.
• Force MIA to resynchronize by issuing the RESYNCH command.

Possible cause:

The same global name was not assigned to that device on all systems.

Solution:

Review the MIM2004 messages to see where the error occurred.

If the global device name is different on different systems, then do the following:

• Assign the same global device name on all systems through the MIMUNITS member.
• Force MIA to resynchronize by issuing the RESYNCH command.

Possible cause:

Another software product is in use that is bypassing the z/OS allocation process.

GTAF does not control allocation. It simply communicates information about allocations that have occurred during the
z/OS allocation process. When software bypasses the z/OS allocation process, GTAF is not aware of those device
allocations. Therefore, GTAF cannot prevent dual allocation.

Solution:

Do not use the software while GTAF is active.

How to Activate Tracing
You can activate event tracing for the GTAF and TPCF facilities using the following commands. To activate tracing, you
must first issue the SETOPTION MIM TRACE command.

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.
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Activate the TRACE Feature

Use the command SETOPTION MIM TRACE=options command to activate and deactivate the TRACE feature. Once this
is specified, you can begin tracing for GTAF and TPCF. The command also lets you deallocate the existing MIM trace data
set and allocate a new SYSOUT data set dynamically, and lets you limit some types of tracing by job name. By default,
tracing is off.

Activate Printing for a Specific Facility

Use the command SETOPTION facility SETPRINT=(options) to activate the printing function for the specified facility and
selected options.

The SETPRINT parameter controls whether events that are recorded in the MIM internal trace table are also sent to the
MIM trace data set. SETPRINT is dependent upon SETTRACE, because only operands that have been specified in both
SETTRACE and SETPRINT are sent to the MIM trace data set.

Activate the Tracing Function for a Specific Facility

Use the command SETOPTION facility SETTRACE=(options) to activate the tracing function for the specified facility and
selected options. The SETTRACE parameter enables the recording of specific program events in the MIM internal trace
table.

To record trace event information for TPCF allocation recovery, issue the following commands:

SETOPTION TPCF SETTRACE=RECOVERY

SETOPTION TPCF SETPRINT=RECOVERY

SETOPTION MIM TRACE=ON

Tracing is activated and records are placed in the MIM trace data set or spool file.

Reverse Tracing Settings for a Specific Facility

Use the command SETOPTION facility RESETTRACE to reverse or turn off settings that were previously made using
SETTRACE. After RESETTRACE is issued, the options you specify are no longer recorded in the MIM internal trace table.

Reverse Printing Settings for a Specific Facility

To reverse printing settings, Issue the following command to reverse or turn off settings that were previously made using
SETPRINT:

SETOPTION facility RESETPRINT

facility

Specifies the facility for which you want to set this option.

After RESETPRINT is issued, the options you specify are no longer recorded to the MIM trace data set, but continue to be
stored in the MIM internal trace table, if RESETTRACE has not been issued.

For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.
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How to Obtain Dumps
This section discusses how to obtain dumps for diagnostic purposes.

How to Obtain a Dump of Facility Activity

To obtain a facility-specific dump, issue the following command:

DUMP facility

facililty

Specifies the facility for which you want the dump. Valid values are GTAF or TPCF.

This command is for diagnostic purposes only. Use the DUMP commands only when directed by Broadcom Support.

How to Obtain a System Dump

The SYSDUMP command lets you obtain a system dump of MIM and optionally, a list of other named address spaces.
You can request the dump on the issuing system, all systems in the MIM complex, and all external systems to the issuing
system, or a list of selected systems in the complex.

Keep the following in mind:

• You must issue the SYSDUMP command from a console or a TSO session. You cannot issue this command from the
MIMPARMS data set.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands in order to issue the SYSDUMP command. TSO users
generally are not authorized to issue system control commands.

To obtain a system dump, issue the following command:

SYSDUMP COLLECT=MAXIMUM SYSTEM=sysname

sysname

Specifies the name of the system for which you want the dump.

For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

How to Restart MIA in an ACTIVE MIAplex
During shutdown, MIA takes all locally managed unallocated Tape Devices OFFLINE. Locally managed, allocated Tape
Devices are marked Pending OFFLINE, and transition to an OFFLINE state when the local allocation of the device
completes.

MIA takes this action to preserve the integrity of data residing on devices that are currently allocated on other systems in
the MIAplex.

If Tape Device Allocation is not QUIESCED prior to MIA SHUTDOWN on a system, TASKs attempting to allocate Tape
Devices on the system will enter Recovery Allocation. During Recovery Allocation, WTORs are issued listing the set of
options available for completing the current allocation request.

While a Recovery Allocation WTOR is outstanding, the TASK for which it is issued holds important system resources that
serialize Recovery Allocation processing with other z/OS processes.

For example, while a Recovery Allocation WTOR is outstanding on a system:
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• LOCAL VARY OFFLINE processing will be delayed.
• LOCAL Allocation requests for devices within the ESOTERIC or GENERIC UNIT types will be delayed.
• LOCAL HCD Activate completion will be delayed.

MIA extends z/OS Tape Device Allocation Serialization across all systems in an MIAplex. As a result, z/OS Recovery
Allocation related serialization on one system can affect VARY processing and Tape Device Allocation throughput within
an MIAplex in the following ways:

• LOCAL system Recovery Allocations WTORs, while outstanding, will prevent EXTERNAL system VARY ONLINE
completion for devices in the GENERIC or ESOTERIC UNIT involved in the Recovery.

• External system Recovery Allocations WTORs, while outstanding, will prevent LOCAL system VARY ONLINE
completion for devices in the GENERIC or ESOTERIC UNIT involved in the Recovery.

• ALL RECOVERY Allocation WTORs, while outstanding, will delay Tape Device Allocation throughput for the GENERIC
or ESOTERIC UNIT involved in the Recovery on ALL systems in the MIAplex.

EXAMPLE 1: VARY ONLINE processing delayed by Recovery Allocation WTORs

This example shows the effect that an outstanding Recovery Allocation WTOR on system XE03 has on VARY ONLINE
processing on an external system system in the MIAplex, XE13. The delay would occur on ALL MIAplex systems.

TASK TAPE1 is started on system XE03. It is unable to allocate a suitable, ONLINE UNALLOCATED device, and enters
Recovery Allocation. The MIM2060 Recovery Allocation WTOR is issued and remains outstanding on XE03.

XE03 TASK TAPE1 is in recovery for UNIT=3490 Tape Devices

#MIM2120 TAPE1    TAPE1    UNABLE TO ALLOCATE

#MIM2042 TAPE1    TAPE1    TAPEDD   DEVICES OFFLINE 068

==> 0740,0741,0742,0743,0744,0745,0746,0747,0760,0761,0762,0763

==> 0764,0765,0766,0767,0768,0769,076A,076B,076C,076D,076E,076F

==> 0E50,0E51,0E52,0E53,0E54,0E55,0E56,0E57,0E58,0E59,0E5A,0E5B

==> 0E5C,0E5D,0E5E,0E5F,0E80,0E81,0E82,0E83,0E84,0E85,0E86,0E87

==> 0E88,0E89,0E8A,0E8B,0E8C,0E8D,0E8E,0E8F,0E90,0E91,0E92,0E93

==> 0E94,0E95,0E96,0E97,0E98,0E99,0E9A,0E9B,0E9C,0E9D,0E9E,0E9F

==> 0E20,0E21,0E22,0E23,0E24,0E25,0E26,0E27,0E28,0E29,0E2A,0E2B

==> 0E2C,0E2D,0E2E,0E2F,0E70,0E71,0E72,0E73,0E74,0E75,0E76,0E77

==> 0E78,0E79,0E7A,0E7B,0E7C,0E7D,0E7E,0E7F

*0117 #MIM2060 TAPE1    - REPLY DEVICE NAME OR 'CANCEL'.

While the MIM2060 WTOR (or the z/OS equivalent) is outstanding, TASK TAPE1 holds the Tape Device Group Locks for
each of the devices listed on the MIM2042 (or z/OS equivalent). Until a valid response to the Recovery Allocation WTOR
is entered, these resources are unavailable on any other system in anactive MIAplex. This condition will delay VARY
ONLINE command processing and Tape allocation throughput on all MIAplex systems.

MIA on EXTERNAL system XE13 is started and synchronizes. The Recovery Allocation WTOR remains outstanding on
XE03. VARY ONLINE commands for the devices involved in Recovery Allocation on XE03 (UNIT=3490) are issued during
MIA synchronization on XE13. These commands will be delayed from completing because of the Recovery Allocation
condition on XE03, as identified by a DIAGNOSE ALL command issued on XE13.

XE13

*#MIM0022I system XE13 in file 00 synchronization UNDERWAY

#MIM0023I system XE13 in file 00 synchronization COMPLETE

#VARY 740-747,ONLINE

#VARY 760-76F,ONLINE

#VARY E50-E5F,ONLINE

#VARY E80-E8F,ONLINE
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#VARY E90-E9F,ONLINE

#VARY E20-E2F,ONLINE

#VARY E70-E7F,ONLINE

#MIM0067I Command VARY 310

#MIM2021I VARY process pending

#MIM0067I Command VARY 311

#MIM2021I VARY process pending

#MIM0067I Command VARY 312

#MIM2021I VARY process pending

#MIM0067I Command VARY 313

#MIM2021I VARY process pending

#MIM0067I Command VARY 314

#MIM2021I VARY process pending

#MIM0067I Command VARY 315

#MIM2021I VARY process pending

#MIM0067I Command VARY 316

#MIM2021I VARY process pending

The SYSTEMS DISPLAY portion of the MIM2150I command response to a DIAGNOSE ALL command issued on XE13
identifies that Tape Device Group Locks are in use on system XE03. The Tape Device Group Locks are held by TASK
TAPE1, which is in Recovery Allocation on XE03.

#DIAGNOSE ALL

#MIM0067I Command DIAGNOSE 320

#MIM2150I DIAGNOSE ALLOCATION DISPLAY

  BEGIN SYSTEMS DISPLAY =========>

    System XE03 has 'AB' locks for devices

     740  741  742  743  744  745  746  747  760  761  762  763

     764  765  766  767  768  769  76A  76B  76C  76D  76E  76F

     E20  E21  E22  E23  E24  E25  E26  E27  E28  E29  E2A  E2B

     E2C  E2D  E2E  E2F  E50  E51  E52  E53  E54  E55  E56  E57

     E58  E59  E5A  E5B  E5C  E5D  E5E  E5F  E70  E71  E72  E73

     E74  E75  E76  E77  E78  E79  E7A  E7B  E7C  E7D  E7E  E7F

     E80  E81  E82  E83  E84  E85  E86  E87  E88  E89  E8A  E8B

     E8C  E8D  E8E  E8F  E90  E91  E92  E93  E94  E95  E96  E97

     E98  E99  E9A  E9B  E9C  E9D  E9E  E9F

  END OF SYSTEMS DISPLAY 

The JOBSTATUS portion of the MIM2150I command response shows that the GTAF component of MIA, which is
responsible for Global Serialization of Tape Device Allocation, is delaying requests by the MIA started Task on XE13 for
+A+ Tape device Group Locks for 8 of the devices being VARY’d ONLINE, (740-747).

MIA is attempting to serialize these VARY ONLINE requests with z/OS Tape Device Allocation within the MIAplex. MIA
cannot achieve the serialization because the Tape Device Group Lock resources required by MIA to do so are held by
TASK TAPE1 on system XE03.

The +A+ designation of the Tape Device Group Lock request indicates that the request is for a VARY command.

BEGIN JOBSTATUS DISPLAY =======>

JOBSTATUS: DELAYED

    GTAF is delaying MIAB713's request for +A+ group locks for devices    740

    GTAF is delaying MIAB713's request for +A+ group locks for devices    742

    GTAF is delaying MIAB713's request for +A+ group locks for devices    743
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    GTAF is delaying MIAB713's request for +A+ group locks for devices    745

    GTAF is delaying MIAB713's request for +A+ group locks for devices    746

    GTAF is delaying MIAB713's request for +A+ group locks for devices    747

    GTAF is delaying MIAB713's request for +A+ group locks for devices    741

    GTAF is delaying MIAB713's request for +A+ group locks for devices    744

JOBSTATUS: RELEASED

    NO ENTRIES FOR JOBSTATUS.RELEASED

JOBSTATUS: WAITING

    NO ENTRIES FOR JOBSTATUS.WAITING

JOBSTATUS: GIVEN

    NO ENTRIES FOR JOBSTATUS.GIVEN

JOBSTATUS: WAITING FOR DEVICES

    NO ENTRIES FOR JOBSTATUS.WAITING FOR DEVICES 

END OF JOBSTATUS DISPLAY

Lastly, the MANAGED VARY portion of the MIM2150I command response shows the status of all VARY commands for
MIA managed devices on the system where the DIAGNOSE ALL command was issued.

It identifies that VARY ONLINE requests for devices 0740-0747 are ACTIVE,but are being delayed by MIA from
processing due to Tape Device Group Lock contention (Wait-Rsn: Grp Lock).

MIA on XE13 will requeue these 8 VARY commands, and attempt to process the next 8 SCHDEDULED VARY ONLINE
requests. If the Recovery Allocation WTOR remains outstanding on XE03, NO VARY ONLINE commands for the Group
of Tape Devices (ESOTERIC or GENERIC) involved in Recovery Allocation on XE03 will complete until the Recovery
Allocation WTOR is replied to.

Begin managed VARY display ====>                               

    Active VARY device queue                                     

    Dev  State   Option   Source   Requeue# Queue-Tm Wait-Rsn    

    0740 ONLINE           *INTVARY        1        7 Grp Lock    

    0741 ONLINE           *INTVARY        1        7 Grp Lock    

    0742 ONLINE           *INTVARY        1        7 Grp Lock    

    0743 ONLINE           *INTVARY        1        7 Grp Lock    

    0744 ONLINE           *INTVARY        1        7 Grp Lock    

    0745 ONLINE           *INTVARY        1        7 Grp Lock    

    0746 ONLINE           *INTVARY        1        7 Grp Lock    

    0747 ONLINE           *INTVARY        1        7 Grp Lock    

    Scheduled VARY device queue                              

    Dev  State   Option   Source   Requeue# Queue-Tm Wait-Rsn

    0760 ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        7         

    0761 ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        7         

    0762 ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        7         

    0763 ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        7         

    0764 ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        7         

    0765 ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        7         

    0766 ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        7         

    0767 ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        7    

                          •

                          •

                          •

    0E7C ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        8

    0E7D ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        8

    0E7E ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        8

    0E7F ONLINE           *INTVARY        0        8
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End managed VARY display                          

EXAMPLE 2: LOCAL VARY OFFLINE processing delayed by Recovery Allocation WTORs

Outstanding Recovery Allocation WTORs will delay the completion of VARY OFFLINE command processing on the
system where the WTOR is outstanding.

The delay is caused by z/OS ENQ Serialization of VARY OFFLINE processing with Allocation, NOT by MIA Global
Serialization of the request.

While a TASK is in RECOVERY ALLOCATION, it holds a SHR ENQ for z/OS Allocation resource SYSIEFSD/Q4. z/OS
VARY OFFLINE processing requires a SYSIEFSD/Q4 EXCL ENQ to serialize VARY OFFLINE with z/OS Allocation.

When processing a VARY OFFLINE request, z/OS will WAIT for 5 seconds to acquire the EXCL ENQ for SYSIEFSD/
Q4. If the 5 second timer expires before the SYSIEFSD/Q4 EXCL ENQ can be obtained, z/OS will drop then attempt to
reacquire the EXCL ENQ.

The effect is that during periods that a SYSIEFSD/Q4 ENQ is held for extended periods of time, as is the case with
outstanding Recovery Allocation WTORs, VARY OFFLINE processing is delayed, and z/OS Allocation requests, which are
serialized by z/OS with a SHR SYSIEFSD/Q4 ENQ, will be serviced at 5 second intervals.

Recovery Allocation related SYSIEFSD/Q4 ENQ contention delays z/OS VARY OFFLINE processing from completing for
ALL device types while a Recovery Allocation WTOR is outstanding.

This example illustrates how Recovery Allocation related ENQ contention can impact LOCAL system VARY OFFLINE
processing.

XE03 JOB in recovery for UNIT=3480

#MIM2120 TAPE1    TAPE1    UNABLE TO ALLOCATE

#MIM2042 TAPE1    TAPE1    TAPEDD   DEVICES OFFLINE 068

==> 0740,0741,0742,0743,0744,0745,0746,0747,0760,0761,0762,0763

==> 0764,0765,0766,0767,0768,0769,076A,076B,076C,076D,076E,076F

==> 0E50,0E51,0E52,0E53,0E54,0E55,0E56,0E57,0E58,0E59,0E5A,0E5B

==> 0E5C,0E5D,0E5E,0E5F,0E80,0E81,0E82,0E83,0E84,0E85,0E86,0E87

==> 0E88,0E89,0E8A,0E8B,0E8C,0E8D,0E8E,0E8F,0E90,0E91,0E92,0E93

==> 0E94,0E95,0E96,0E97,0E98,0E99,0E9A,0E9B,0E9C,0E9D,0E9E,0E9F

==> 0E20,0E21,0E22,0E23,0E24,0E25,0E26,0E27,0E28,0E29,0E2A,0E2B

==> 0E2C,0E2D,0E2E,0E2F,0E70,0E71,0E72,0E73,0E74,0E75,0E76,0E77

==> 0E78,0E79,0E7A,0E7B,0E7C,0E7D,0E7E,0E7F   

*0117 #MIM2060 TAPE1    - REPLY DEVICE NAME OR 'CANCEL'

While the MIM2060 Recovery Allocation WTOR is outstanding on XE03, VARY OFFLINE commands are issued for Tape
Devices 078C-078F, but the commands do not complete.

NOTE
Devices 078C-078F are NOT involved in the outstanding Recovery Allocation on the system.

The Managed VARY display within the MIA DIAGNOSE ALL command response, issued on system XE03, provides
insight into the cause of the delay in VARY OFFLINE processing.

Begin managed VARY display ====>

    Active VARY device queue

    Dev  State   Option   Source   Requeue# Queue-Tm Wait-Rsn

    078C OFFLINE          *INTVARY        1        5 VARY Dev

    078D OFFLINE          *INTVARY        1        5 VARY Dev

    078E OFFLINE          *INTVARY        1        5 VARY Dev
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    078F OFFLINE          *INTVARY        2        5 VARY Dev

    End managed VARY display

END OF DIAGNOSE COMMAND

The Wait-Rsn of VARY Dev, appearing for each of the VARY OFFLINE commands shown in the example above, indicates
that MIA has passed the VARY OFFLINE requests to the z/OS VARY Service, IEEVARYD, for processing. MIA is waiting
for the z/OS VARY Service to complete the OFFLINE requests and return control. MIA is not delaying the VARY OFFLINE
commands.

A GRS display for the SYSIEFSD resource identifies SYSIEFSD resource utilization on system XE03. While TASK TAPE1
is in Recovery Allocation, it OWNS SHR ENQs on SYSIEFSD resources CHNGDEVS, DDRDA, DDRTPUR and Q4.

The MIA started task on XE03, MIAB703, WAITS EXCL for SYSIEFSD/Q4. This EXCL SYSIEFSD/Q4 ENQ, as well as
the EXCL SYSIEFSD/VARYDEV ENQs below it, are raised by the z/OS VARY Service, IEEVARYD, on behalf of the caller,
MIAB703. Until Recovery Allocation on XE03 is relieved, VARY OFFLINE completion and z/OS Allocation throughput for
DASD or TAPE will be impacted.

D GRS,RES=(SYSIEFSD,*) 

ISG343I 10.55.09 GRS STATUS 229                                     

S=SYSTEM  SYSIEFSD CHNGDEVS                                         

SYSNAME        JOBNAME         ASID     TCBADDR   EXC/SHR    STATUS 

XE03      TAPE1              0068       007FF890   SHARE      OWN   

S=SYSTEM  SYSIEFSD DDRDA                                            

SYSNAME        JOBNAME         ASID     TCBADDR   EXC/SHR    STATUS 

XE03      TAPE1              0068       007FF890   SHARE      OWN   

S=SYSTEM  SYSIEFSD DDRTPUR                                          

SYSNAME        JOBNAME         ASID     TCBADDR   EXC/SHR    STATUS 

XE03      TAPE1              0068       007FF890   SHARE      OWN   

S=SYSTEM  SYSIEFSD Q4                                               

SYSNAME        JOBNAME         ASID     TCBADDR   EXC/SHR    STATUS 

XE03      TAPE1              0068       007FF890   SHARE      OWN   

XE03      MIAB703            0066       006E4108 EXCLUSIVE    WAIT  

S=SYSTEM  SYSIEFSD VARYDEV                                          

SYSNAME        JOBNAME         ASID     TCBADDR   EXC/SHR    STATUS 

XE03      MIAB703            0066       006E4108 EXCLUSIVE    OWN  

XE03      MIAB703            0066       006E7900 EXCLUSIVE    WAIT 

XE03      MIAB703            0066       006E44D8 EXCLUSIVE    WAIT 

XE03      MIAB703            0066       006E4340 EXCLUSIVE    WAIT        

Contact Technical Support
Procedures for gathering and sending diagnostic data and contacting Broadcom Support whether by Internet, telephone,
fax, or FTP server are included in the Troubleshooting section of MIM Programming.

Manage MIA User Exits
MIA lets you use the following optional exit routines to influence device selection during allocation and recovery and to
customize the processing of allocation recovery messages.

TPCEDLXT

This routine marks devices as ineligible in the eligible device list, during allocation, and removes them from the offline
device list, during allocation recovery. This routine is available only when you run TPCF.
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TPCRECXT

This routine customizes the TPCF processing for allocation recovery messages. This routine is available only when you
run TPCF.

TPCSRMXT

This routine customizes the TPCF device preferencing, when possible, during allocation. This routine is available only
when you run TPCF.

 

Activate Exit Routines
To activate any exit routine, you specify the SETOPTION EXIT command. For example, to activate the TPCSRMXT, you
would issue the command:

SETOPTION EXIT=TPCSRMXT

If you use a different module name for the exit routine, then specify the same command with the different module name
indicated on the LOAD parameter. For example, if the module name for the TPCSRMXT routine were PRLOGIC, then you
would specify the command:

SETOPTION EXIT=(TPCSRMXT, LOAD=PRLOGIC)

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

DISPLAY EXIT - View Exit Routing Information
To see information about exit routines you are using, issue a DISPLAY EXIT command. MIM displays each logical exit
routine name with its load module, address, status, and values set for protection and dump generation. The next screen
shows the display for exit routine information:

F MIMGR,DISPLAY EXIT 

 

MIM0264 MIM EXIT DISPLAY

EXIT           MODULE    ADDRESS       STATUS    PROT  DUMP  DISA 

GCMCMDXT       USR       00006910      ACTIVE    YES   YES   NO 

GCMCMDXT       USREX     00006920      INACT     YES   YES   NO 

GCMSRCXT       USREXIT   00006930      INACT     NO    YES   NO 

TPCRECXT       USREXIT   00006940      ACTIVE    NO    NO    YES

You can use the DISPLAY EXIT command to check on the status of an exit routine, except for MIMINIXT. Use the
DISPLAY INIT command to find out whether the MIMINIT INITEXIT statement has been set.

MIMINIXT (Common Exit Interface)
MIM provides a common exit interface that you can use to dynamically manage any MIM exit routine.

For more information see the MIM Programming.
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Rules for Coding Exit Routines
Follow these rules when coding MIA exit routines:

• Exits for MIA and other product components are invoked using a standard parameter list, pointed to by register 1.
• Assume standard linkage and register saving conventions.
• Preserve all registers except 0, 1, and 15.
• Make the TPCEDLXT, TPCSRMXT, and TPCRECXT exit routines reentrant. Because these routines do not hold local

or CMS locks, which enable them to issue SVCs, multiple allocation requests may be invoked in parallel.
• MIM moves the exit routines above the 16-megabyte line if the RMODE value for the routines is 31.
• Assemble and link the routines into the authorized load library that contains the MIM load modules. The sample

member named ASMEXIT in the CAI.CBTDJCL data set contains JCL that you can use to assemble and link-edit exit
routines.

Notes on Using Exit Routines
Consider these points before you invoke a MIA exit routine:

• TPCF calls the exit routines whenever a device managed by MIA is in the EDL of a job or candidate list.
• You can use exit routines to supplement the other methods of TPCF influencing device selection, such as the VARY

command.
• You cannot use the exit routines to add devices to the eligible device list, or to the offline device list.
• You can invoke more than one type of device control logic.
• TPCF will not call the TPCRECXT exit routine under two conditions:

– The combination of job reserve, TPCEDLXT, robotic device allocation, and overgenned processing has
eliminated all offline devices, and WAIT is not an option on the IEF238D WTOR, and SETOPT TPCF
AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(CANCEL=YES)). In such cases, TPCF replies CANCEL automatically to the IEF238D
WTOR.

– TPCEDLXT responded with a return code of 12. In these cases, TPCF replies CANCEL automatically to the
IEF238D WTOR.

• TPCRECXT cannot add options to allocation recovery messages.

Sample User Exits
Sample members for each exit routine are provided in the CAI.CBTDSAMP data set. The DSECTS for the TPCRECXT
are contained in the TPCRECDS member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set.

MIA Exit Routine Programming Considerations

TPCEDLXT Exit

The TPCEDLXT exit routine invokes elimination logic, which marks devices ineligible in the EDL (during allocation) and
removes them from the offline device list (during allocation recovery). By defining elimination logic, you can remove
certain devices from consideration in almost every condition. However, if the devices you remove are the only ones a job
can allocate or if the only remaining devices are reserved for other jobs, TPCF ignores your elimination logic so that the
job can allocate a device.

NOTE
Elimination logic does not affect selection of devices in SWAP processing.
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Entry Environment

Supervisor state, key 0, AMODE 31.
You must preserve this entry environment upon entry and restore it upon return.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
This register contains the address of the parameter list, in this format:
+0

Contains the address of the parameter list of the TPCEDLXT exit routine.
+4

Contains the TPCEDLXT communication word. The content of this word is set by the exit during its
initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls.

+8
Contains the full-word of flags used to pass status information to the exit.

+C
Contains the global communication word.

R13
Contains the address of the standard save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM

R15
Contains the entry point address for the routine.

All other registers are undefined.

TPCEDLXT Exit-specific Parameter List

+0
This contains the address of the list of devices for this allocation in the following format:
+0

Contains the number of entries in the list.
+4

Contains the UCB address of the first device.
+8

Contains the UCB address of the second device.
+C

Contains the UCB address of the third device, and so on.
+4

Contains the address of the Step I/O Table (SIOT) for this allocation.
+8

Contains the address of the area where the routine can build a revised device list in the following format:
+0

Contains the number of entries in the list.
+4

Contains the UCB address of the first device.
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+8
Contains the UCB address of the second device.

+C
Contains the UCB address of the third device, and so on.

The revised list must be a subset of the original list.

Return Code, Elimination Logic, Register 15

0

This indicates that TPCF should use the revised device list built by this routine to implement device elimination.

4

This indicates that the routine did not build a revised device list.

8

This indicates that TPCF should use the revised device list built by this routine. However, TPCF should not remove
devices from the revised device list due to job reserve processing.

12 (C)

This indicates that the job is canceled.

You must restore ALL registers (except 1 and 15) upon return.

TPCRECXT Exit

This exit routine customizes the TPCF processing of allocation recovery. Through this routine, you can address site-
specific processing needs that are not completely served by the MIA standard recovery processing. For example, you
could use this routine to reply CANCEL (rather than replying WAIT) to the IEF238D message in a testing situation when
no devices are available.

As MIA processes the TPCRECXT exit routine, certain flags and bytes report the status of devices and list the options
available to TPCF when responding to allocation recovery messages. The flags and bytes described below can be used to
change the TPCF responses.

You can change these fields in the X35LIST DSECT:

X35FLAG1 (+10)
You can modify this field to eliminate DEVICE NAME or WAIT as options on the MIM2060 message by turning off
the appropriate bit setting.

X35FLAG2 (+11)
You can modify this field to change the manner in which TPCF replies to MIM2060 messages by turning off the
current bit setting and turning on the appropriate bit. The possible replies are:

• WAIT
• CANCEL
• HOLD
• NOHOLD
• Operator reply
• A local device name

X35FLAG3 (+12)
Eliminates groups of devices from the MIM2042 message if you want TPCF to let the operator reply.
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X35UNITR (+14)
Specifies the device name with which TPCF replies if the X35DVNMR bit is on in flag X35FLAG2.

You can change this field in the X35DEV DSECT:

X35STAT4 (+9)
Eliminates specific devices from the MIM2042 message if TPCF is to let the operator reply.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state, key 0, AMODE 31. You must preserve this entry environment upon entry and restore it upon return.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
This register contains the address of the parameter list, in the following format:
+0

Contains the TPCRECXT parameter list.
+4

Contains the TPCRECXT communication word. The content of this word is set by the exit during its
initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls.

+8
Contains the full-word of flags used to pass status information to the exit.

+C
Contains the global communication word.

R13
Contains the address of the standard save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the routine.

All other registers are undefined.

TPCRECXT Exit-specific Parameter List

This parameter list is mapped by the X35LIST and X35DEV DSECTs. The field descriptions note which fields can be
updated by the exit routine. No other fields can be updated.

• +0
X35SIOTA
Contains the address of the Step I/O Table (SIOT) for the current job.

• +4
X35CANDC
Contains the number of devices in the X35DLIST DSECT.

• +8
X35EXTC
Contains the number of devices in the X35DLIST DSECT that are varied as dedicated on external systems.

• +C
X35NAVC
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Contains the number of devices in the X35DLIST DSECT that are varied as not available on the local system.
• +10
X35FLAG1

Contains flags that describe the options on the MIM2060 message. You can use this field to modify the allowable
responses to allocation recovery message MIM2060:

X35DVNMO
DEVICE NAME is an option

X35WAITO
WAIT is an option.

You can use the exit to modify this field. You can eliminate any option. However, you cannot add either option if it is not
already provided.

• +11
X35FLAG2

Contains flags used to describe how TPCF is to respond to allocation recovery messages IEF238D and IEF433D:
X35DVNMR

Reply to IEF238D with a device name, which you can find in field X35UNITR (+14). If you activate this bit, then
place the device name in the X35UNITR field.

X35WAITR
Reply WAIT to IEF238D.

X35CANCR
Reply CANCEL to IEF238D.

X35OPERR
Let the operator reply to MIM2060.

X35433H
Reply HOLD to IEF433D.

X35433NH
Reply NOHOLD to IEF433D.

X35433O
Let operator reply to IEF433D.

NOTE

You can use the exit to modify this field. You must use a valid reply as defined in X35FLAG1 (+10).
• +12
X35FLAG3

Contains flags used to describe elimination logic of devices that are listed on MIM2042 messages:
X35XEXT

Eliminate externally dedicated devices from MIM2042.
X35XNAV

Eliminate not available devices from MIM2042.

NOTE

You can use the exit routine to modify this field.
• +13
X35FLAG4

This is reserved for future releases of MIM.
• +14
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X35UNITR
Contains the three- or four-character, left-justified device name to reply to IEF238D message if the X35DVNMR bit
is on in flag X35FLAG2 (+11). The device name must be found in the X35DLIST device list.

NOTE

You can use the exit routine to modify this field.
• +18
X35DLIST

Contains the sequential list of offline devices created from IEF247I device lists. Each entry in this list is defined by
the X35DEV DSECT:
+0 X35UNIT-Contains the three-character, left-justified device name that appears in the list.
+4 X35STAT1 - Contains the status flags:

• X35DEDH - Dedicated here (to this system).
• X35DEDT - Dedicated there (to another system).
• X35NAV - Not available.

+5 X35STAT2 - Contains the status flag:

• X35PREFR - A preference was specified.

+6 X35PREF - Contains the half-word preference value of the device if flag X35PREFR is on in field X35STAT2
(+5). This value is not the same as the value entered on the TPCF VARY device, PREFERENCE command. You
can calculate the preference value for the device specified on the VARY command from the X35PREF (+6) field
for that device with this equation:
Preference value = X'2710' - X35PREF
+8 X35STAT3 - Contains the status flags:

• X35NOMAN - Device not managed by MIA.
• X35JRES - Device reserved for the current job name.
• X35NACC - Device in NOT ACCESSIBLE list.
• X35OFFL - Device in OFFLINE list.

+9 X35STAT4 - Contains status flags. You can use the following flags to selectively override the elimination logic
defined in flag X35FLAG3 (+12):

• X35ELIMY - Eliminate from MIM2042.
• X35ELIMN - Do not eliminate from MIM2042.

NOTE

You can use the exit routine to modify this field.

Return Code, Elimination Logic, Register 15

0

Indicates that TPCF should honor any updates to the X35LIST DSECT passed to the exit.

4

Indicates that TPCF should ignore any updates to the X35LIST DSECT passed to the exit.

ALL registers (except 1 and 15) must be restored upon return.

TPCSRMXT Exit
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This exit routine executes preference logic. By defining preference logic, you can make devices more or less preferred
than other devices available for the allocation. Preference logic does not affect selection of devices in SWAP processing.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state, key 0, AMODE 31. You must preserve this entry environment upon entry and restore it upon return.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

• R1
This register contains the address of the parameter list, in the following format:

+0
Contains the TPCSRMXT parameter list.

+4
Contains the TPCSRMXT communication word. The content of this word is set by the exit during its initialization
call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls.

+8
Contains the full-word of flags used to pass status information to the exit.

+C
Contains the global communication word.

• R13
Contains the address of the standard save area.

• R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

• R15
Contains the entry point address for the routine.
All other registers are undefined.

TPCSRMXT Exit-specific Parameter List

• +0
Contains the address of the list of devices for this allocation in the following format:

• +0
Contains the number of entries in the list.

• +4
Contains the UCB address of the first device.

• +8
Contains the UCB address of the second device.

• +C
Contains the UCB address of the third device...and so on.

• +4
Contains the address of the Step I/O Table (SIOT) for this allocation.

• +8
Contains the address of the area where the routine can build a revised device list in the following format:

+0
Contains the number of entries in the list.

+4
Contains the UCB address of the first device.
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+8
Contains the UCB address of the second device.

+C
Contains the UCB address of the third device... and so on.

The revised list must be a subset of the original list.

Return Code, Performance Logic, Register 15

0

This indicates that TPCF should use the revised list for device preferencing. Any other return code indicates that a revised
list was not built.

ALL registers (except 1 and 15) must be restored upon return.

MIA Utilities and Other Interfaces

The Application Program Interface
The MIA application program interface (API) is a module that lets you capture information about managed tape devices
and route this information to a TSO session, a system log, or user-defined program.

You can use this interface, for example, to trace particular events (such as pending mounts), to measure device usage so
that you can tune your systems for optimal performance, or to assemble usage statistics for logging.

With this interface, you can retrieve the following information:

• z/OS local device name
• MIA global device name
• GTAF Autopath host device name
• Device type
• ACL installation status
• ACL active status
• Current volser mounted on a device
• z/OS device status: ONLINE, OFFLINE, ALLOCATED, PENDING-OFFLINE, MOUNT-PENDING
• The name of the job allocating this device
• Identity of system where allocating job is running
• TPCF special device status: OVERGENNED, NOTAVAILABLE, DEDICATED
• Identity of the system to which the device is dedicated
• TPCF job name mask for which the device is reserved
• Identity of systems to which the device is reserved
• TPCF preferencing status
• Eight bytes of user data assigned to the device through the USERDATA command
• Bit mask of known systems
• Bit mask of freed systems

Prepare the Interface

During installation, you unloaded the MIMAPI1 interface module and the sample routines and panels that are used with
the MIMAPI1 module.
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To use the interface

1. Determine what routines and panels you want to use. All routines and panels are optional.
The following sample source programs are installed into data set CAI.CBTDSAMP:

API1SM01
This is a sample source program that invokes the MIMAPI1 interface module and displays tape data on the two
sample panels.

API1SM02
This is a sample source program that retrieves the local names or addresses of devices.

The following sample ISPF panels are installed into data set CAI.CBTDPENU:
API1PNL1

This is an optional retrieval panel that lets you request information about devices.
API1PNL2

This is an optional display panel that shows you information about the devices that you have named.
2. If you are using the API1PNL1 or API1PNL2 panels, then place them in an ISPF library that contains other ISPF

panels.
3. Tailor and submit the JCL contained in member API1JCL1 of the CAI.CBTDJCL data set. This JCL assembles and

link-edits the two source programs and the MIMAPI1 routine.

Call the MIMAPI1 Module

You can call the MIMAPI1 module from the API1SM01 display routine, or from any other program. Before you invoke the
module from a site-defined program, note these points:

• Call the MIMAPI1 module once for each device by default. Or, you can make multiple device requests using the
PARMMULT flag in the MIMAPI1 PARMLA field.

• The MIMAPI1 module does not retain information from one execution to the next.
• Member API1CPY2 of data set CAI.CBTDMAC contains a DSECT that maps the input parameter list passed to the

MIMAPI1 module.
• You must define a data area to receive information returned by the MIMAPI1 module, as described in the next section.
• You can run the MIMAPI1 module in protected mode. However, this results in additional overhead for each request.

Define an Output Data Area for the MIMAPI1 Module

The MIMAPI1 module returns information to an output data area that you previously defined. Define the data area as
follows:

1. Begin the data area on a double-word boundary.
2. Consider the addressing mode of the calling program when you are using the MIMAPI1 interface on a z/OS system. If

the program is running in 31-bit mode, then you can define the data area anywhere. If the program is running in 24-bit
mode, then define the data area below the 16 MB line.

3. Member API1CPY1 of data set CAI.CBTDMAC contains a DSECT that maps this output data area. The minimum
length of the area is the length of the DSECT in the API1CPY1 member.

Entry Environment:

Task mode, key 8, AMODE 31 or AMODE 24, RMODE 24 or RMODE ANY.
The entry environment is preserved and restored upon return.

Register Usage at Entry:

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list, in the following format:
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• +0 PARML1
Address of the local or global unit name of the device for which you wish to obtain information. If
PARMRLSE=PARMR41 (X'040100') or higher, then PARML1 must point to a right-justified 4-character field.
For example, to request a match on device 380, PARML1 points to C' 380', where a blank space precedes
380.

• +4 PARML2
Contains the address of the receiving area. The INFOAREA DSECT in the API1CPY1 member defines the
format for this area.

• +8 PARMLA
This contains additional processing instructions. You can specify the following values here:
80 PARMLATM - This runs the MIMAPI1 module in protected mode. Use of this option involves an amount of
additional overhead on each request.
40 PARMLARC - When running in the protected mode, this records abend information in the SYS1.LOGREC
data set.
20 PARMR20 - The format of the returned data has changed for MIA Release 4.0. The API does not support
requests for data format for releases prior to 4.0. You must convert your API calls to use the new parameter
lists.
10 PARMMULT - This is a multiple device request that tells MIMAPI1 to obtain the number of devices to return
as specified in the PARMNREQ field.
08 PARMRLSF - The release number is in PARMRLSE.
0F PARMLARS - Reserved flags.

• +9 PARMRSV1
Reserved.

• +A PARMNREQ
This is where you specify how many devices should be returned.

• +C PARMNOUT
This field indicates how many devices actually were returned.

• +E PARMRLSE
This field shows the release number format (right justified).
40 PARMR40 - Release 4.0 format.
040100 PARMR41 - Release 4.1 format.
040200 PARMR420 - Current format.

• +12 PARMRSV2 - Reserved.
• +14 PARMRSV3 - Reserved.

R13
Contains the address of the 18-word save area.

R14
Contains the return address of the invoking program.

R15
Contains the address of the interface module.

All other registers are undefined.

Return Values in the Data Area:

+0 INFOXTRN
Contains the four-byte global name of the device.

+4 INFOUNIT
Contains the local UCB name (right-justified) from the UCB on this z/OS system.

+8 INFOVSER
Contains the volser of the volume mounted on the device.
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+E INFOPREF
Contains the preference value assigned to the device in EBCDIC. Valid values are C'0001' through C'0255'. If
PREF=NONE, the value is C' '. The default value is C' '.

+12 INFOS1
Contains the TPCF preferencing status assigned to the device. One or more of these values is shown:
80 INFOS1HE

The device is dedicated to the local system.
40 INFOS1TH

The device is dedicated to an external system.
20 INFOS1NA

The device has not-available status on the local system.
10 INFOS1OG

The device has overgenned status on the local system.
+13 INFOS2

Contains the device types for this system:
80 INFT3420

Indicates that the device type is 3420.
40 INFT3480

Indicates that the device type is 3480.
20 INFTACL

Indicates that the device has Automatic Cartridge Loader (ACL) installed.
08 INFTACLA

Indicates that the device has ACL installed and activated.
10 INFTIDRC

Indicates that the device type is 3480/3490 with IDRC.
04 INFT3490

Indicates that the device type is 3490.
02 INFT3495

Indicates that the device type is 3495.
01 INFT3590

Indicates that the device type is 3590.
+14 INFOMASK

Contains the job name or jobmask, if the device is reserved. If it is not reserved, then the value is CL8' '.
+1C INFOMLEN

Contains the machine length of the job name or jobmask (0-7).
+1D INFOMSYS

This identifies the systems on which the device is reserved. If it is reserved on all systems, then the value is
CL8'ALL'. If it is not reserved, then the value is CL8' '.

+25 INFOALOC
If this device is allocated, then this contains the job name the device is allocated to. If the device is not allocated,
then this field contains the value CL8' '.

+2D INFOUSRD
This contains 8 bytes of user data information or nulls.
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+35 INFOUSRL
Contains the length of the user data returned in the previous field.

+36 INFOINDX
Contains the index of the local system in the table of systems that is returned in the field at +50. The index is 0-
based. The value ranges from 0-31.

+37 INFORSV1
Reserved.

+38 INFOKNOW
Contains the mask of known systems.

+3C INFOFREE
Contains the mask of freed systems.

+40 INFOHNAM
Contains the Autopath host name of the device (right justified), or null if not Autopath-managed.

+44 INFORSV2
Reserved.

System name and flag bytes from each system. These contain the eight-byte system name and two-byte device status for
each system. This information is shown once per system. When you are running fewer than 32 systems, nulls are inserted
for the entries for undefined systems. The flag byte definitions for the two-byte device status are shown next.

Return Values in the Data Area:

+50 INFOSYS0
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+5A INFOSYS1
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+64 INFOSYS2
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+6E INFOSYS3
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+78 INFOSYS4
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+82 INFOSYS5
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+8C INFOSYS6
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+96 INFOSYS7
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+A0 INFOSYS8
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+AA INFOSYS9
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+B4 INFOSYSA
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+BE INFOSYSB
CL8' ',XL2'00'
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+C8 INFOSYSC
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+D2 INFOSYSD
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+DC INFOSYSE
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+E6 INFOSYSF
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+F0 INFOSYT0
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+FA INFOSYT1
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+104 INFOSYT2
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+10E INFOSYT3
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+118 INFOSYT4
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+122 INFOSYT5
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+12C INFOSYT6
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+136 INFOSYT7
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+140 INFOSYT8
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+14A INFOSYT9
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+154 INFOSYTA
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+15E INFOSYTB
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+168 INFOSYTC
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+172 INFOSYTD
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+17C INFOSYTE
CL8' ',XL2'00'

+186 INFOSYTF
CL8' ', XL2'00'

Definition of flag bytes from each system.

First flag byte:
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80 INFOF1DH
The device is dedicated to this system.

40 INFOF1DT
The device is dedicated to another system.

20 INFOF1NA
The device has not-available status on this system.

10 INFOF1OV
The device has overgenned status on this system.

08 INFOF1AL
The device is allocated on this system.

04 INFOF1OL
The device is online to this system.

02 INFOF1MP
The device has a mount pending on this system.

01 INFOF1JR
The device is reserved for a job or group of jobs on this system.

Second flag byte:

80 INFOF2PO
The device is pending offline on this system.

7F INFOF2FF
Reserved flags.

Return Code, Register 15:

X'00' CODEGOOD
This indicates that the MIMAPI1 module has placed device information in the specified data area.

X'04' CODENMAT
This indicates that MIA is not managing the device.

X'08' CODENCPT
This indicates that the data format you requested is incompatible with the release of MIA that you are running.
The MIM1API1 module returns as much data to the user as is possible.

X'0C' CODENACT
This indicates that MIA is not running or is not synchronized.

X'10' CODENMAN
This indicates that the MIMAPI1 module cannot obtain the GETMAIN storage needed to create the ESTAE exit
parameter list.
Note: This return code appears only in test mode.

X'14' CODENEST
This indicates that the MIMAPI1 module cannot establish an ESTAE exit.
Note: This return code appears only in test mode.

X'18' CODEABND
This indicates that the MIMAPI1 module encountered an abend, probably due to receiving a system abend 0C4
when moving data to the specified data area.
Note: This return code appears only in test mode.

Note: ALL registers (except 0, 1, and 15) are restored upon return.
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Retrieve Device Information

You can use the sample routines and panels available with the API to retrieve information about tape devices and display
this information at a TSO session. You can use the interface to format and display the following types of information about
a tape device:

• Return code
• z/OS local device name
• MIA global device name
• GTAF Autopath “host” device name
• Device type
• ACL installation status
• ACL active status
• Volume serial
• Name of job to which device is allocated
• Identity of system where allocating job is running
• Identity of system to which the device is reserved
• z/OS device status: ONLINE, OFFLINE, ALLOCATED, PENDING-OFFLINE, MOUNT-PENDING
• TPCF “special” device status: OVERGENNED, NOTAVAILABLE, DEDICATED, RESERVED
• TPCF preference value
• TPCF job name mask for which device is reserved

You can display information about a single device, a group of devices, or all devices. You can limit the request to certain
devices by telling MIA to show you devices that have local names in a range you specify. You also can limit the request to
devices that have a status you specify, such as allocated devices, offline devices, and so on.

Start the Interface

After preparing the application program interface, you can initiate it using the API1SM01 display program by doing any
one of the following:

• Specify PGM(API1SM01) on the ISPF menu selection panel to initiate the API1SM01 program as a menu option.
• Place the TSO command ISPEXEC SELECT PGM(API1SM01) in a one-line CLIST to initiate the API1SM01 program.
• If the API1SM01 program is located in a library that contains other TSO commands, then you can initiate it by entering

API1SM01 from Option 6.

When you initiate the API1SM01 program, MIA displays the retrieval panel shown in the next section. You can use this
retrieval panel to identify the devices for which you want information.

Input fields on panels are identified by the ==> notation. You can use the COMMAND input field on either the retrieval
panel or the display panel to issue TSO commands.

Sample Retrieval Panel

The following is a sample retrieval panel (API1PNL1) for the interface.

------ <CAMIA> Tape Sharing Selection Panel ----

COMMAND ===>

You may limit the display to a subset of the available tape device 

addresses shown below. 
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   Select by range of addresses:   Blank = all 

      Beginning address ==> 

      Ending address    ==> 

   Select by device status:       A = Allocated      F = Offline

      Device status     ==>       V = Available      O = Online

                                  M = Mount Pending  R = Reserved

Available tape device addresses:

 0580 - 058F 0E70 - 0E7F

 0740 - 0747 0E80 - 0E8F

 0760 - 076F 0E90 - 0E9F

 0780 - 078F 1780 - 178F 

 0E20 - 0E2F 3100 - 340F

 0E50 - 0E5F

 0E60 - 0E6F

The local names of all the devices on your system are listed at the bottom of the panel, under the AVAILABLE TAPE
DEVICE ADDRESSES field.

You can identify the devices you want to obtain information about in these ways:

• To see information about a single device, enter the local name of that device in the BEGINNING ADDRESS field.
• To see information about a range of devices, enter the local name of the first device in the BEGINNING ADDRESS

field and the local name of the last device in the ENDING ADDRESS field.
• To see information about all devices, leave both address fields blank.

You also can see information about devices that have a certain status. To restrict the display in this way, specify the code
for that status in the DEVICE STATUS field. The valid codes are listed on the panel. For example, by specifying A in this
field, you can see information about allocated devices only.

When you are finished, press Enter. MIA retrieves the tape device information you requested and displays this information
on the display panel.

View Information on the Display Panel

The sample display panel (API1PNL2) for the interface is shown in the following sample screen:

----------<CAMIA> Tape Sharing Device Display 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

                          Local system name:  XX03

  RC INAM XNAM HNAM TYPE ACL VOLSER JOB-ALOC SYS-ALOC TPC/MVS PREF RESERVE

  00 0E20 0E20 PERM 3480     TAPE01 TAPE1    XX03         A-M

  00 0E21 0E21 PERM 3480     TAPE02 TAPE2    Xx13         O-M

  00 0E22 0E22 PERM 3480                                  ON

  00 0E23 0E23 PERM 3480                                  ON

************************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************************

Exit from the Interface

You can exit from the display routine at any time in one of the following ways:

• Issue the END command from the command field of either the retrieval or the display panel.
• Press the PF3 key.
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MIA returns you to TSO.

Report Generation for MIA
MIM reports provide an effective tool to evaluate the performance of the systems in your complex. The reports use a
sampling of statistical data to yield important information about the operating activities in your complex.

Note: This functionality requires the Easytrieve Interface. For more Common Components and Services requirements
information, see Common Components and Services Requirements.

How to Plan Your Reports

MIM uses a single SMF record for the record collection process. By using record subtypes, you can identify the statistical
records to be collected for the different reports available under the MIM facilities: GDIF, ECMF, TPCF, and so on.

The major steps involved in the report generation process are:

1. Specify the SMF record number on a MIMINIT RECORDTYPE statement in the initialization member. Once this is set,
you should not need to change it.
Example: Use the default SMF record number of 189:
MIMINIT RECORDTYPE=189

2. Specify the record collection criteria using the SETOPTION command and begin the record collection process.
3. Let the record collection process to run for a while before dumping the SMF records to data sets.
4. Dump the SMF records to a usable data set through the IBM IFASMFDP utility.
5. Run a report or create a report output file.

NOTE

! MIM provides a set of reports for general use. If, however, any one of these reports does not meet your specific
requirements, then you can write your own customized reports in the language of your choice, using the SMF
records supplied by MIM.

For more information, see the MIMSTREC member in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set.

Start Record Collection for MIA Facility

The record collection process must be started for each individual MIM facility for which you want to run a report.

To start record collection, issue the following command:

SETOPTION facility STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=value)STATCYCLE=nn, STATINTERVAL=nn

facility

Specifies the MIA facility. Valid values are GTAF and TPCF.

SUBTYPE

Specifies which subtypes to use. Valid values are:

TP

Specifies the record subtype for MIA facilities for both GTAF and TPCF. The resulting Tape Usage Statistics report shows
detailed information about tape device usage for devices managed by GTAF and TPCF.

ALL

Collect records for all record subtypes available under that facility. The record subtypes correspond directly to the reports
available for each facility.
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STATCYCLE

Specifies the sampling cycle time, in seconds, that MIM waits between each statistical data sampling. The default value is
60.

STATINTERVAL

Specifies how often, in minutes, statistical data samples are recorded for use in the GTAF or TPCF report. The default
value is 15.

NOTE

The STATCYCLE and STATINTERVAL values apply to all record collection subtypes for a given MIM facility
(GTAF, GDIF, and so on).

To activate the record collection process for all record subtypes, you must repeat this procedure for each
subtype, specifying the SETOPTION STATCOLLECT command and the facility associated with that record
subtype.

Example: Record Collection

This example shows how to begin the record collection process for the Tape Usage Statistic report. This example
indicates data sampling every 30 seconds, and a statistical record recording interval of every hour:

SETOPTION GTAF STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=TP) STATCYCLE=30, STATINTERVAL=60

After the statistical record collection process has begun, records are collected and written to the SMF data sets. You need
to use your site‑specific procedures for dumping the records to physical sequential data sets that can be used by MIM to
produce reports.

NOTE

For more information on the SETOPTION commands, see the  Statement and Command Reference .

For more information on using the report generator, see “Utilities and Other Interfaces” in the MIM Programming.

Sample Tape Usage Statistics Report (TP)

(1)                             (2)                                                                                       (3)

      2010/07/13 14:19    <CAMIA> Tape Usage Statistics Report                  (7)                          PAGE      1

(2) System:    SYSA               (5) Jobname:  MIMGR       Release:    11.9          Service Level:  0000

(8) From:      2009/10/25 00:00   (9) Each:     RECORD                  (6)           

(10)To:        2010/03/12 10:52   (11)Shift:    00:00 24:00

                              (14)  (15)

                             Local  Idle       (16)          (17)        (18)            (19)          (20)         (21)

                             Alloc  ExDed      3420          3480        3480 ACL        3490          3495          359x

                     (13)     Max    Max   Max Mtp Secs  Max Mtp Secs  Max Mtp Secs  Max Mtp Secs  Max Mtp Secs  Max Mtp Secs

   (12)              System   Avg    Avg   Avg Mtp Secs  Avg Mtp Secs  Avg Mtp Secs  Avg Mtp Secs  Avg Mtp Secs  Avg Mtp Secs

  Interval Start     Name     Min    Min    Total Mnts    Total Mnts    Total Mnts    Total Mnts    Total Mnts    Total Mnts

 --------  ----  ---  ---  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------

 2010/03/07 17:03  VMA           3      0             0             0             0             0             0             0

                                 3      0             0             0             0             0             0             0

                                 3      0             0             0             0             0             0             0

                   SYSA          2      0             0             0             0            63             0             0

                                 0      0             0             0             0            55             0             0

                                 0      0             0             0             0             2             0             0

                   SYSB          5      0             0             0             0           100             0             0
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                                 3      0             0             0             0            58             0             0

                                 0      0             0             0             0            10             0             0

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Report title.
(3) Report page number.
(4) System name of the MIA image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MIA started task.
(6) The MIA release number.
(7) The MIA service level.
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
Interval Start (12) Start date and timestamp that the report line interval data covers.
System Name (13) The system name, as defined by a DEFSYS statement, to which

the subsequent columns of triplet data belong.
Local Alloc (14) The maximum, average, and minimum number (reading the

column downward) of devices that were allocated on the specified
system during the reporting interval. The minimum number is
the least number of tape devices allocated during the sampling.
For example, if there were no tape devices allocated during a
sample, then the minimum would be zero. The maximum number
is the highest total number of tape devices allocated during the
sampling. This number is not the same as the total number of
mounts during the sample.

Idle Ex Ded (15) The maximum, average, and minimum number (reading the
column downward) of devices that were externally dedicated
and idle with respect to the specified system during the reporting
interval.

3420 (16) The maximum mount pending time in seconds, the average mount
pending time in seconds, and the total number of mounts (reading
the column downward) for 3420 type devices on the specified
system during the reporting interval.

3480 (17) The maximum mount pending time in seconds, the average mount
pending time in seconds, and the total number of mounts (reading
the column downward) for 3480 type devices on the specified
system during the reporting interval.

3480 ACL (18) The maximum mount pending time in seconds, the average mount
pending time in seconds, and the total number of mounts (reading
the column downward) for 3480 type devices (ACL and non-ACL)
with the auto cartridge loader feature on the specified system
during the reporting interval.
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3490 (19) The maximum mount pending time in seconds, the average mount
pending time in seconds, and the total number of mounts (reading
the column downward) for 3490 type devices (ACL and non-ACL)
on the specified system during the reporting interval.

3495 (20) The maximum mount pending time in seconds, the average mount
pending time in seconds, and the total number of mounts (reading
the column downward) for 3495 type devices on the specified
system during the reporting interval.

359x (21) The maximum mount pending time in seconds, the average mount
pending time in seconds, and the total number of mounts (reading
the column downward) for 359x type devices on the specified
system during the reporting interval.

Integrate MIA with OPS/MVS
MIM provides seamless integration with OPS/MVS in several areas, including VARY delay events.

You do not need to do anything for MIM to enable the product interface to OPS/MVS and you do not need to issue any
MIM initialization statement or commands to activate the interface. If MIM and OPS/MVS are active in the same z/OS
image, MIM automatically communicates MIM automation events to OPS/MVS.

Before the MIM-to-OPS/MVS interface existed, OPS/MVS could automate MIM events through console messages, and
OPS/MVS can still use MIM console message traffic for automation events. Console messages are processed by OPS/
MVS )MSG rules. Depending upon the particular automation event, OPS/MVS rules may need to correlate console
messages and, in some instances, issue commands and interrogate command responses to collect information about a
given event.

On the other hand, the MIM-to-OPS/MVS interface is an integrated two-way communication mechanism. MIM passes
automation event information directly to OPS/MVS, including all pertinent data related to the automation event in the form
of OPS REXX variables. These events can be automated using an OPS/MVS )API rule. This interface is more efficient
and reduces the complexity of OPS/MVS automation rules as the event data in readily available in REXX variables. This
internal interface also eliminates the dependence on the format and content of console message text.

Also, MIM can take action on an automation event as directed by an OPS/MVS )API automation rule. MIM and OPS/MVS
seamlessly work together to automate the management of shared-system resources.

Enable OPS/MVS Event Notification
To enable the interface from OPS/MVS, set the OPS/MVS parameter APIACTIVE to ON. This allows OPS/MVS to
acknowledge and process the events generated by MIM.

API Rules to Trigger Automation Events
For each automation event presented by MIM, the interface triggers an )API rule, and supplies data to the rule in the
form of environmental variables. Each type of event has an associated set of variable names. Some variable names are
common, regardless of the automation event while other variable names are specific to the automation event.

For more API information, see the OPS/MVS AOF Rules User Guide.

NOTE
Unless otherwise noted, all of the variables are a data type of character and are read-only variables; therefore,
an OPS/MVS rule program cannot store data into these variables. An attempt to alter the content of read-only
variables will result in an OPS/MVS rule program failure.
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MIA VARY Delay Detected Event
MIA monitors the progress of managed device VARY activity and provides the means to generate notifications, on a
cyclical basis, should the VARY activity for a given device exceed an installation specified threshold.

NOTE

For more information about establishing the threshold and interval for VARY delay processing, see the
description of the VARYDELAY keyword of the SETOPTION GTAF command in Statement and Command
Reference.

When MIA detects that the attempt to VARY a managed device has exceed the specified threshold, it issues a highlighted
MIM2211 console message on a cyclical basis until the VARY activity completes. MIA also directly notifies OPS/MVS of
the VARY delay event and permits OPS/MVS to evaluate the VARY delay event in an )API rule. The )API rule can instruct
MIA to continue waiting for the VARY to complete in which case MIA will continue waiting and the cyclical process will
repeat again if the VARY device activity does not complete within the next VARYDELAY interval. Alternatively, the )API
rule can instruct MIA to terminate the VARY device activity, in which case, MIA abends the target task processing the
VARY device that is being delayed.

The MIA VARY device delay event is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API MIM2211

The available OPS/REXX variables and value for a MIA VARY device delay event are:

API.APPLICATION
MiMgr

API.VERSION
Current release

API.LEVEL
Service level

API.EVENTID
MIM2211

API.MSGID
MIM2211

API.TASKNAME
1 to 8 character MIM internal task name. This task name can be correlated to the MIM DISPLAY TASK command
response.

API.TCB
8 character z/OS TCB address of the MIMTPVDV task that is experiencing the VARY device delay.

API.ACTION
This variable is a read-write character variable. The variable is initialized to the character string 'CONTINUE'
by MIA before the VARY delay event is presented to OPS/MVS. The )API rule can leave the ACTION variable
unchanged in which case MIA will continue to wait for the VARY device to complete. Otherwise, the )API rule
can change the ACTION variable to the text string 'ABORT' which will instruct MIA to terminate the VARY device
processing that is being delayed.

API.TEXT
MIM2211W VARY devn state delayed by nnn seconds. The format of the API.TEXT variable is the same as the
MIM2211W console message. The MIM2211W message ID within the text is subject to message ID prefixing as
controlled by the MIM command, SETOPTION MIM MSGPREFIX keyword.
devn

Specifies the target device number
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state
Can be either 'ONLINE' or 'OFFLINE'

nnn
Specifies the number of seconds that have elapsed since the VARY device was initiated.

Member APIMIMGR of HLQ.OPS.SAMPLE.RULES demonstrates how to use the MIM2211 API.

MIA VARY REQUEUE Notification Event
MIA monitors managed device VARY activity and generates notification when a VARY command for a given device is
requeued by z/OS. z/OS requeues a VARY command when ENQ resources necessary for z/OS to serialize a VARY
command with other system functions cannot be obtained within 5 seconds. VARY REQUEUE Notification occurs when
the number of times that a VARY command has been requeued exceeds an installation specified threshold.

NOTE
For more information about establishing the threshold for VARY REQUEUE Notification, see the description of
the VARYRQNTFY keyword of the SETOPTION GTAF command in the Statement and Command Reference
section.

When MIA detects that the number of times that a VARY command for a managed device has been requeued exceeds
the VARYRQNTFY threshold, it issues a MIM2225 console message. This message is issued on an iterative basis until
the VARY activity completes. MIA also directly notifies OPS/MVS of the VARY REQUEUE event and permits OPS/MVS
to evaluate the VARY REQUEUE event in an ‘)API rule’. The ‘)API rule’ can instruct MIA to continue to retry the VARY
command. In this case MIA will reset the requeue counter for the VARY command. The VARY REQUEUE Notification
process will repeat again if the SYSIEFSD ENQ contention issue remains in effect. Alternatively, the ‘)API rule’ can
instruct MIA to terminate the VARY device activity. In this case, MIA will not retry the VARY command and will remove it
from the MIA VARY command processing queue.

The MIA VARY Requeue Notification event is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API MIM2225

The available OPS/REXX variables for a MIA VARY Requeue Notification event are:

OPS/REXX
Variable Value

API.APPLICATION
MiMgr

API.VERSION
Current release

API.LEVEL
Service level

API.EVENTID
MIM2225

API.MSGID
MIM2225

API.TASKNAME
1 to 8 character MIM internal task name. This task name can be correlated to the MIM DISPLAY TASK command
response.

API.TCB
8 character z/OS TCB address of the MIMTPVDV task that has been requeued.
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API.ACTION
This variable is a read-write character variable. The variable is initialized to the character string 'CONTINUE'
by MIA before the VARY delay event is presented to OPS/MVS. The )API rule can leave the ACTION variable
unchanged. In this case, MIA will continue to retry the VARY command until it eventually completes when ENQ
contention has been relieved. Alternatively, the )API rule can change the ACTION variable to the text string
'ABORT'. The ‘ABORT’ ACTION variable instructs MIA NOT to retry a VARY command that has been requeued
due to ENQ contention.

API.TEXT
MIM2225W VARY 078F OFFLINE REQUEUED - SYSIEFSD Q4 ENQ CONTENTION. The format of the
API.TEXT variable is the same as the MIM2225W console message. The MIM2225W message ID within the text
is subject to message ID prefixing as controlled by the MIM command, SETOPTION MIM MSGPREFIX keyword.
devn

Specifies the target device number
state

Can be either ONLINE or OFFLINE.
Member APIMIMNW of HLQ.OPS.SAMPLE.RULES demonstrates how to use the MIM2225 API.

MIA VARY Delay Abort Complete Event
MIA will generate a VARY ABORT COMPLETE event when control has returned from an OPS/MVS )API event that set
the ACTION variable to the text string 'ABORT'.

A VARY device abort complete event is generated to notify OPS/MVS that the ABORT request has completed for two
possible events:

MIM2211
When MIA has completed the processing necessary to interrupt and terminate delayed VARY device activity.

MIM2225
When MIA has removed a VARY command from its processing queues due to ENQ contention related
requeueing.

The MIA VARY device delay event is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API MIM2214

The available OPS/REXX variables for a MIA VARY device abort complete event are:

OPSREXX Variable
Value

API.APPLICATION
MiMgr

API.VERSION
Current release

API.LEVEL
Service level

API.EVENTID
MIM2214

API.MSGID
MIM2214
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API.TASKNAME
One through eight character MIM internal task name. This task name can be correlated to the MIM DISPLAY
TASK command response.

API.TCB
Eight character z/OS TCB address of the MIMTPVDV task that is experiencing the VARY device delay.

API.ACTION
This read only variable contains the text string ABORT that the )API MIM2211 or MIM2225 rule returned.

API.TEXT
MIM2214I VARY devn state terminated by automation action request

The format of the API.TEXT variable is the same as the MIM2214I console message. The MIM2214I message
ID within the text is subject to MIM message ID prefixing. The MIM SETOPTION MIM MSGPREFIX command
keyword controls MIM Message ID prefix.
devn

Specifies the target device number.
state

Can be either ONLINE or OFFLINE.
action

Specifies the content of the API.ACTION variable.

NOTE
The OPS/MVS API Rule name is APIMIMGR.

MIC Programming
MIC Programming Introduction
This section is intended for system programmers and operators responsible for the installation, customization, and
day-to-day operation of the MIM product. System programmers should have a solid understanding of z/OS operating
system internals, subsystems, and components. System operators should understand the hardware controls and general
organization of the z/OS operating system.

MIC is the component of the MIC product that provides you with cross-system command and message routing services in
a multiple-system or multiple-image environment.

MIC provides the following:

• Allows you to issue commands from a local command source to one or more external systems and receive responses
back to the local command source.

• Allows you to import messages from external systems and route them to local destinations.
• Allows you to create a statistical report concerning MIC activity using a report facility.
• Provides cross-system communication in the following ways:

– Through a shared DASD control file
– Through CTC devices
– Through XCF
– By activating the ICMF, which interfaces with the communication server component of L-Serv. Both GCMF and

ICMF must be activated to communicate through L-Serv

MIC Facilities
Global Command and Message Facility (GCMF

)
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The GCMF allows you to route messages and commands to any or all systems in a complex
Intersystem Communication Facility (ICMF)

The ICMF provides cross-system transaction routing services for MIC. ICMF interfaces with the communication
server component of L-Serv, which transports MIC data through VTAM cross-domains. This communication
option is particularly useful to customers who want to transport messages and commands between geographically
remote systems.
Geographically remote systems typically do not have the shared DASD or CTC connectivity required by the
other MIM communication options. ICMF can be activated as a stand-alone communication option or used in
conjunction with the other communication options.

Component Notation

To aid readability, the MIM guides use abbreviated names when referring to the components and facilities, except in cases
where the abbreviation would obscure the intended meaning. The abbreviations are as follows:

Abbreviation Name of Component or Facility
ECMF Enqueue Conflict Management Facility
EDIF Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility
GCMF Global Command and Message Facility
GDIF Global Data Integrity Facility
GTAF Global Tape Allocation Facility
ICMF Intersystem Communication Facility
TPCF Tape Preferencing and Control Facility

MIC Planning Initial Settings
The MIMPARMS data set contains parameter values that MIM uses as input during product initialization to define
the characteristics of the MIMplex. You specify the MIMPARMS data set on the //MIMPARMS DD statement in the
JCL procedure used to start MIM. A sample MIMPARMS data set is installed with the MIM product into data set
CAI.CBTDPARM.

You need to set initial values for statements and commands in the following MIM MIMPARMS parmlib members:

• MIMINIT
• MIMCMNDS
• MIMSYNCH

NOTE

: For detailed planning information, see the following sources:

• Advanced Topics
• Statement and Command Reference
• MIM Programming

General Statements

The following general statements can be used in any of the MIM parmlib members:
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• IFSYS
• ENDIF
• INCLUDE
• LOG
• NOLOG

NOTE

: For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

Facility-specific Members

No facility-specific member is executed for the Global Command and Message Facility (GCMF). However, if you choose to
use the Intersystem Communication Facility (ICMF), then you need an IDEFSYS statement to define the ICMF-connected
systems. For an IDEFSYS statement example, see the sample MIMINIT member.

Planning the MIMINIT Member
The MIMIINT member of the MIM parameter data set contains statements that specify initialization values for MIM. The
initialization members specific to MIC do the following:

• Determine which MIC facilities are activated at initialization. Use the following parameters:
– MIMINIT GCMF
– MIMINIT ICMF

• Define which communication method to use. Use the following parameter:
– MIMINIT COMMUNICATION

• Define I/O buffer sizes. Use the following parameters:
– MIMINIT BLKSIZE
– MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE
– MIMINIT VCFMAXBLOCKS

• Define SAF command security options. Use the following parameters:
– MIMINIT SAFCMDAUTH
– MIMINIT SAFPREFIX

• Specify which PDS members to use. Use the following parameter:
– MIMINIT MEMBER

• Initialize values unique to the GCMF, which is a part of the MIC component. Use the following parameters:
– GCMINIT EDITMESSAGE
– GCMINIT EXTCON
– GCMINIT JOBID
– GCMINIT REPLYLIMIT
– GCMINIT SAFNOTOKEN
– GCMINIT CONSLIST
– GCMINIT SUPPRESS
– GCMINIT SYSNAME
– GCMINIT SYSTYPE
– GCMINIT TRANSLATE

• Define the initialization values unique to the Intersystem Communication Facility (ICMF). This facility is a cross-system
communication option available only through the MIC component. Use the following parameters:
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– ICMINIT AUTOIDEFSYS
– ICMINIT ICMNAME
– ICMINIT ISSNAME
– ICMINIT SYSID

• Identify the systems that use the ICMF communication method. Use the IDEFSYS command.

For more information, see the MIM Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Planning the MIMCMNDS Member
The MIMCMNDS member of the MIM parameter data set contains commands that specify operating values for MIM. The
commands specific to MIC do the following:

• Manage cross-system messages traffic. Use the COLLECT command.
• Create, modify, and delete linkages that enable consoles, products, internal and instream command sources, and TSO

users on the local system to issue commands to any system. Use the LINK command.
• Set values for the collection of statistical records. Use the following parameters:

– SETOPTION GCMF STATCOLLECT
– SETOPTION GCMF STATCYCLE
– SETOPTION GCMF STATINTERVAL

• Obtain diagnostic information. See the section Activating Tracing in the chapter “Advanced Topics” in this guide. Use
the following parameters:
– SETOPTION GCMF RESETPRINT
– SETOPTION GCMF RESETTRACE
– SETOPTION ICMF RESETPRINT
– SETOPTION ICMF RESETTRACE
– SETOPTION GCMF SETPRINT
– SETOPTION GCMF SETTRACE
– SETOPTION ICMF SETPRINT
– SETOPTION ICMF SETTRACE

• Set operating values for the GCMF. Use the following parameters:
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– SETOPTION GCMF ACTIONCODE
– SETOPTION GCMF ACTIONPREFIX
– SETOPTION GCMF AUTODELETE
– SETOPTION GCMF BROADCAST
– SETOPTION GCMF BUFLIMIT
– SETOPTION GCMF CAPTURELOG
– SETOPTION GCMF CART
– SETOPTION GCMF COLORSUPP
– SETOPTION GCMF DELETE
– SETOPTION GCMF DELETEINTERVAL
– SETOPTION GCMF EXCLUDEJOB
– SETOPTION GCMF EXCLUDEPREFIX
– SETOPTION GCMF GCMDUMP
– SETOPTION GCMF GCMRETRY
– SETOPTION GCMF MAXCONS
– SETOPTION GCMF MINCONS
– SETOPTION GCMF MSGFILTER
– SETOPTION GCMF SAFSYSTEMS
– SETOPTION GCMF SYSLOG

• Set operating values for the ICMF. Use the following parameter:
– SETOPTION ICMF AUTOIDEFSYS

Planning the MIMSYNCH Member
The MIMSYNCH member of the MIM parameter data set can contain MIM and z/OS commands you want to execute
when MIM synchronizes with the other systems in the MIMplex.

This member name is pointed to in the MIMPROC member by the PROC SYNCH=MIMSYNCH statement. Commands
found in this member execute after MIMINIT statements and MIMCMNDS commands have executed, and only after all
MIM address spaces in the complex have synchronized.

Any of the general statements listed under General Statements in this chapter or any of the commands referenced in this
guide may optionally be placed in the MIMSYNCH member.

MIC Advanced Topics

MIC Command Processing
Contents

MIC allows you to route operator commands from a local command source to one or more external systems, and receive
the responses to those commands at the local command source.

How Command Routing Linkages are Defined

You must first define a linkage using the LINK command on the local system to provide a command routing path to the
desired external systems. The linkage you create can limit both the external systems to which commands from this source
are routed, and the command authority granted to the issuer on the external systems.
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Cross-system commands are issued on the external systems and their responses are then sent back to the originating
system.

The following illustration shows how commands are sent from a command source to a target console and how the
response is returned to the command source:

How Linkages are Created

Command routing paths, or linkages, enable you to issue cross-system commands and to receive the cross-system
responses to those commands. When you create a linkage, you authorize a command source on the local system to issue
commands to a target system. MIC uses a console you designate on the target system to execute commands issued
through a linkage. The designated console is known as the target console for the linkage.

The LINK command lets you create, modify, and delete linkages that enable consoles, products, internal and instream
command sources, and TSO users on the local system to issue commands to any system. Each linkage you create by
using the LINK ADD command is referenced by the command source you specify. The following are examples of linkage
command sources:

CONSOLE=TAPECON1

PRODUCT=RCS

TSOUSER=DSIAZ11

After a linkage is defined, you can modify or delete the linkage by specifying the same command source named on
subsequent LINK commands. You also use the command source to delete a linkage. Except for exclusive linkages, there
cannot be two linkages with the same command source.

When you specify the SOURCE operand, the command source for the linkage is the source from which the LINK
command is being issued.

NOTE
For more information about the LINK command, see the Statement and Command Reference Guide.

How Command Sources on Linkages are Identified

To identify command sources, specify one of the local command source values on a LINK command.
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A command source may qualify for more than one linkage to a particular system. For example, TSO user USERID1
matches both TSOUSER=USERID1 and TSOUSER=ALL. In this case, MIC uses the more specific linkage for the
command source (TSOUSER=USERID1). If there is no specific linkage for that command source, then MIC uses the
general linkage (TSOUSER=ALL). You can specify different command authority levels for specific and general linkages.

Note: You can only specify one command source identifier per LINK command.

How Products are Identified as Command Sources

There are two ways to identify products as command sources:

• Specifying a PRODUCT linkage
• Specifying a CONSOLE linkage

Because of integration between Broadcom products, the MIC PRODUCT linkage can be used for Remote Console and
OPS/MVS, regardless of the type of console (subsystem or extended) through which these products issue commands.

PRODUCT Linkages

To allow these products (or any product using subsystem consoles) to issue cross-system commands, specify a
PRODUCT linkage for the product using the following command syntax:

LINK PRODUCT=ssss   SYSID=    AUTHORITY=    POOL=

ssss
Specifies the subsystem name of the product. The default subsystem name for Remote Console is RCS, and for
OPS/MVS it is OPSS.

CONSOLE Linkages

To allow products using extended consoles (except Remote Console and OPS/MVS) to issue cross-system commands,
specify a CONSOLE linkage for the product using the following command syntax:

LINK CONSOLE=conname   SYSID=   AUTHORITY=   POOL=

conname
Specifies the name of the extended console the product is using to issue commands. In many cases, products
use more than one extended console to issue commands. The asterisk (*) and pound sign (#) wildcard characters
are supported on the CONSOLE keyword so that a single console LINK can be used for more than one console.

For example, if product XYZ allocates extended consoles with names beginning with ABCD, then the following LINK
command syntax covers all extended consoles used by product XYZ:

LINK CONSOLE=ABCD* SYSID= AUTHORITY= POOL=

Cross-system Command Authority Level for a Command Source

Use the AUTHORITY parameter on the LINK command to secure the types of cross-system commands that can be
issued through the linkage. All z/OS commands are assigned to an operator command group, or command authority level.
To determine the authority level of a particular z/OS command, see the IBM documentation on system commands. The
AUTHORITY parameter on the LINK command determines the cross-system command authority level for the command
source specified on the linkage.

The LINK command can increase or decrease the authority level of a local command source for cross-system commands.
For example, a local console defined with SYS authority, with a linkage assigning CONTROLLER authority, can only issue
SYS-level commands locally, but can issue CONTROLLER-level commands cross-system.

You can also use the AUTHORITY parameter to decrease the cross-system commands authority of a local console.
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WARNING
You need SYS authority to issue the LINK command. You need only SYS authority to assign CONTROLLER
authority through the LINK command.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Command Source Examples

The following examples show how you can create linkages with products as command sources:

• To allow Remote Console (RCS) to issue cross-system commands to all external systems (regardless of whether
it is using subsystem or extended consoles) with SYS authority, through a shared console pool, issue the following
command:

LINK PRODUCT=RCS SYSID=EXTERNAL AUTHORITY=SYS POOL=SHARE

• To allow OPS/MVS (OPSS) to issue cross-system commands with CONTROLLER authority to all systems, through a
shared console pool, issue the following command:

LINK PRODUCT=OPSS SYSID=ALL AUTHORITY=CONTROLLER POOL=SHARE

How Linkages Types are Defined

The linkage type defines how MIC selects a target console on the target system. MIC selects a target console on each
system to which a cross-system command is issued. You can choose how it selects target consoles for a linkage using
one of the following methods:

• Tell MIC to select a console from the pool of target consoles available on the target system. The consoles in the pool
are shared by all external command sources you identify on LINK commands. To do this, define a shared linkage.

• Tell MIC to select a console from the pool of target consoles available on the target system. Once selected, the target
console is removed from the pool and dedicated to the external command source. To do this, define a dedicated
linkage.

• Specify the console name of a specific target console that you want to assign to a command source. To do this, define
an exclusive linkage.

The method you use depends upon factors such as the availability of target consoles, operating system level, and
the number of command sources. Use the POOL or TGTCONS parameters on the LINK command to define the type
and allocation method to be used with the target console pool. The following sections describe the advantages and
disadvantages of each type of linkage and tell you how to create each linkage.

Note: We recommend you use SHARED type linkages whenever possible.

Shared Linkages

A shared linkage lets a command source issue commands through a target console that MIC selects from the console
pool. The advantages of using shared linkages are:

• You do not need to define a particular target console to be assigned to each command source.
• Many command sources from multiple external systems can share a relatively small number of local target consoles.

We recommend this type of linkage for most command sources. Once the target console pool reaches its maximum size,
MIC continually reassigns the least recently used target console to the current source, and then executes the command.
The following is an example of a shared linkage:

LINK ALL SYSID=ALL POOL=SHARE
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Dedicated Linkages

A dedicated linkage lets a command source issue commands to a target console that MIC selects from the console
pool. However, once MIC selects a target console, it is removed from the console pool so that it cannot be reassigned to
another command source. If many dedicated linkages are defined on external systems, then the local target console pool
could be depleted.

The advantages of a dedicated linkage are primarily as follows:

• You do not need to define the particular console to be assigned to each command source.
• Because a target console cannot be assigned to more than one command source, a command response or WTOR

message is never misrouted.

Example: Dedicated linkage

LINK CONSOLE=TAPECON1SYSID=ALL POOL=DEDICATE

NOTE
You cannot use dedicated linkages with console masking on the link.

Exclusive Linkages

An exclusive linkage assigns a specific target console to a specific command source. When you define an exclusive
linkage, you specify the name of the target console that you are assigning to the command source. You can use an active
MCS, inactive MCS, or a subsystem-allocatable console as the target console for an exclusive linkage. If you choose an
active console as the target console, then all commands and responses issued through this linkage are displayed on the
target console. Because the echoing of commands and responses can cause confusion, we recommend caution when
selecting an active MCS console as a target console.

You would choose an exclusive linkage primarily for security purposes. This type of linkage establishes a one-to-one
relationship between a command source on the local system and the target console on one and only one external system.
It ensures that a command source always issues commands through the specified target console.

Notes:

• You cannot use exclusive linkages with console masking on the link.
• You cannot define an exclusive linkage if you specify ALL, EXT, or multiple system IDs on the SYSID parameter of the

LINK command. You cannot issue cross-system commands with a scope value of ALL or EXT through an exclusive
linkage.

The following is an example of an exclusive linkage:

LINK CONSOLE=TAPECON1 SYSID=SYSB TGTCONS=SYSCMSTR

How Target Systems on a Linkage are Defined

Use the SYSID parameter on the LINK command to define the scope (target systems) to which cross-system commands
can be issued. Specify one or more systems by system ID, or use an appropriate keyword to identify a group of systems.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Target Console Pool

A target console is a console through which MIC can issue commands on behalf of cross-system command issuers. The
command response is then directed by the command processor to this console, MIC then redirects this response back to
the original cross-system command issuer.
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For MIC to be able to service operators issuing cross-system commands to a given target system, the target system must
have a pool of target consoles through which these commands can be issued on the target system.

This section describes how this pool of consoles is built, what types of consoles are allocated to it, and how many to
allocate. There are two different methods for building this pool of target consoles:

Dynamic Allocation-
MIC builds the target console pool automatically

Direct Allocation-
You build the target console pool

We recommend that you use the Dynamic Allocation method.

Dynamic Allocation

MIC can dynamically choose and allocate target consoles for use when issuing imported cross-system commands. To
enable this function, specify a non-zero value on the SETOPTION MAXCONS command.

The MAXCONS value specifies the maximum number of dynamically allocated target consoles MIC acquires throughout
the life of the MIC address space. Each console is allocated on demand until the MAXCONS limit is reached. Once the
limit is reached, MIC continually re-assigns the least recently used target console to the current command source.

Note: Target console reassignment can be prevented with a POOL=DEDICATE type linkage.

Note: For more information, see How Linkage Types are Defined in this chapter.

By default, MIC allocates extended MCS consoles for all dynamically allocated target consoles. If, however, you have
GCMINIT EXTCON=NONE specified to prevent MIC from allocating extended MCS consoles, then MIC attempts to
allocate subsystem consoles for target consoles.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Dynamic Allocation of Extended MCS Consoles

Extended MCS consoles provide a programmatic means through a defined interface to issue commands, receive solicited
command responses, and receive unsolicited WTO/WTOR/DOM message traffic. IBM has designed the extended console
functional interface such that virtually an unlimited number of extended MCS consoles can exist in a single system or in a
sysplex environment.

You do not need to specify anything to allow MIC to use extended MCS consoles for the dynamic target console pool.
However, you can specify the GCMINIT EXTCON statement to customize the usage of extended consoles.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

There are many advantages to using extended MCS consoles for the target console pool, including the following:

Alleviates MCS console constraint.
MCS consoles, both real and subsystem, are limited in number. For sysplex MCS console maximums, see the
current IBM MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.

Larger target console pools are possible.
This virtually eliminates the possibility of misrouting command responses due to target console reassignment.

Eliminate contention with other products for consoles.
MIC defines and allocates its own consoles. No other products have access to these consoles.

'SYS1.PARMLIB(CONSOLxx)' modifications are not necessary.
Extended MCS consoles are dynamically defined, allocated, and de-allocated. You do not need to do anything to
exploit the use of extended consoles.
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Dynamic Allocation of Subsystem Consoles

To allow MIC to use subsystem consoles for the target console pool, you must specify an adequate number of subsystem
consoles (for MIC and other products) in SYS1.PARMLIB(CONSOLxx). See How You Define Additional Subsystem-
Allocatable Consoles in this chapter.

Note: MIC cannot allocate any subsystem consoles already allocated to other subsystems. If all available subsystem-
allocatable consoles are allocated to other subsystems, then MIC cannot build a target console pool.

Direct Allocation

To use the direct allocation method, choose what consoles are used by MIC to issue commands imported from external
systems.

We do not recommend using the direct allocation method for several reasons:

• There is more work required of you, the installer, to build and maintain the target console pool.
• If you assign a specific subsystem console using the direct allocation method, then there is no guarantee that the

console will be available when MIC attempts to allocate it. Another subsystem could have the specified consoles
previously allocated, causing the MIC allocation efforts to fail.

• If you need to change the target consoles in the pool (that is, change the CONSLIST parameters), then you must
shutdown and restart MIC for the change to take effect.

However, if you choose to use the direct allocation method, the following sections will help you implement it.

Consoles Eligible for Direct Allocation

Only the following types of consoles are eligible for direct allocation:

Inactive MCS Consoles
are MCS consoles that are not online when the system is initialized or that are varied offline currently.

Subsystem-Allocatable Consoles
are consoles that are defined to z/OS, but do not represent a real I/O device. Products or subsystems can use this
type of console to enter commands to the z/OS operating system.

Note: Active MCS consoles may not be specified on a GCMINIT CONSLIST statement.

How You Implement the Direct Allocation Method

Before you can choose what consoles are to be used, you must first identify what consoles are available for direct
allocation. Once you have chosen what consoles can be used, you tell MIC to allocate these consoles at startup by
specifying them on the GCMINIT CONSLIST statement.

To implement the direct allocation method

1. Find the console names of inactive or subsystem consoles on each system by issuing the either of the following z/OS
commands:

D C,N

D C,SS

The consoles must be defined to z/OS and cannot be allocated to any other product or subsystem.
2. Use the GCMINIT CONSLIST statement to inform MIC which consoles to use for the pool on each system.

For example, assume that SYSA has subsystem consoles named SYAASS05 , SYAASS07, and SYAASS12 available,
and that SYSB has consoles SYAASS02, SYAASS03, and SYAASS07 available. You would include the following
statements in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set:

IFSYS SYSA

   GCMINIT CONSLIST=(SYAASS05,SYAASS07,SYAASS12)
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ENDIF

IFSYS SYSB

   GCMINIT CONSLIST=(SYAASS02,SYBBSS03,SYAASS07)

ENDIF

3. Issue the following statement:

SETOPTION MAXCONS=0

This restricts the target console pool to consist only of those consoles identified in the GCMINIT CONSLIST statement.
If MAXCONS is not set to 0, MIC allocates the consoles in the CONSLIST list first, and proceeds to dynamically
allocate target consoles until the MAXCONS limit is reached.

How You Define Additional Subsystem-Allocatable Consoles

If you choose the direct allocation method or if you have GCMINIT EXTCON= NONE, then you may need to define
additional subsystem-allocatable consoles to z/OS for use by MIC and possibly other products.

To add subsystem-allocatable consoles, add the following statement to SYS1.PARMLIB(CONSOLxx):

CONSOLE DEVNUM(SUBSYSTEM) AUTHORITY(ALL)

Each statement creates one subsystem-allocatable console during the next IPL.

How You View the Contents of the Target Console Pool

You can display the members of target console pool anytime by issuing the following command:

DISPLAY POOLCONSOLES

This display shows extended, subsystem, and inactive consoles assigned to the pool.

Note: If extended consoles are in use, then the following z/OS command also displays the extended consoles in use by
MIC:

D C,KEY=micname

micname
Specifies the name of the MIC started task. You can see the key value associated with the MIC extended
consoles by issuing the MIC DISPLAY POOLCONSOLES command.

How You Add or Delete Consoles from a Target Pool

You can add consoles to or delete consoles from a target pool. The maximum number of consoles in the pool can be
increased dynamically by reissuing a SETOPTION MAXCONS command. Consoles are then added to the pool as cross-
system commands are issued until the new MAXCONS limit is reached.

Consoles can also be deleted dynamically from the target console pool by issuing the FREECONS command. The
SETOPTION MINCONS command can be used in conjunction with the FREECONS command. For example, setting
MAXCONS=5 and MINCONS=2 in the MIMCMNDS member of the MIMPARMS data set allows MIC to dynamically
allocate up to five consoles for the pool. The MINCONS value establishes the minimum number of consoles MIC retains
should you issue a FREECONS MINCONS command. In our example, if MIC had five consoles in the pool, and a
FREECONS MINCONS command is issued, then MIC would deallocate three consoles, and save two consoles for the
console pool.

You can also use the FREECONS command to free all consoles, or a specific console, from the pool.
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Note: For more information on the FREECONS command, see the Statement and Command Reference Guide.

How You Create Linkages

You can establish linkages to enable consoles, products, INTERNAL, INSTREAM, and TSO users to issue commands
to any system. A linkage is referenced by the command source defined on the linkage. For an explanation of the LINK
command and its parameters, see the Statement and Command Reference Guide. Use the following LINK command
parameters to create a shared, dedicated, or exclusive linkage:

• Use the ADD parameter of the LINK command to indicate you are creating a linkage. If you specify ADD on a LINK
command and the linkage already exists, then it is modified.

• Use the CONSOLE, TSOUSER, PRODUCT, SOURCE, INSTREAM, INTERNAL, or ALL parameter on the LINK
command to enable a command source to issue cross-system commands.

• Use the SYSID parameter on the LINK command to restrict the target systems to which a command source can issue
cross-system commands. Specify a single system ID, a list of system IDs, or a keyword specifying a group of systems.

• Use the AUTHORITY parameter on the LINK command to dictate the cross-system command authority level assigned
to the command source. If the command source is an active MCS console, then the default cross-system command
authority level is equal to the authority level that is currently assigned to the console by its SYS1.PARMLIB definition.
If a console has CONTROLLER authority, then the default is to allow it to have CONTROLLER authority for cross-
system commands as well.

• Use the TGTCONS or POOL parameters on the LINK command to define the type of linkage associated with the
command source.

Examples: Creating Linkages

• To enable all local active MCS consoles to issue cross-system commands to any or all external systems, have MIC
select target consoles from a shared console pool, and use the authority level of the command source (authority of the
console issuing the cross-system command), issue the following command:

LINK ADD ALL SYSID=EXTERNAL POOL=SHARE AUTHORITY=SOURCE

You could omit POOL=SHARE and AUTHORITY=SOURCE because they are default values for the LINK command.
ALL does not include extended consoles.

• To enable console MSTR to issue system control commands to system S2, and allow MIC to select and remove a
target console from the console pool, issue the following command:

LINK ADD CONSOLE=MSTR SYSID=S2 POOL=DEDICATE AUTHORITY=SYS

You must make consoles available for the console pool on system S2 before console MSTR can issue commands
through this linkage.

• To enable a local active MCS console named TAPECON to issue INFO, SYS, CONS, and IO authority level commands
cross-system through target console SYSCMSTR on system SYSB, issue the following command:

LINK ADD CONSOLE=TAPECON SYSID=SYSB AUTHORITY=ALL TGTCONS=SYSCMSTR

NOTE
Console SYSCMSTR must be defined on SYSB before console TAPECON can issue commands to SYSB.

• To enable TSO CONSOLE user DA1GS21 to issue INFO authority level commands across systems, issue the
following command:

LINK ADD CONSOLE=DA1GS21 SYSID=ALL AUTHORITY=INFO

• To enable all consoles (real MCS or extended) with names beginning with ABC to issue CONTROLLER, INFO, SYS,
CONS, and IO authority level commands to all external systems, and select target consoles from a shared pool, issue
the following command:
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LINK CONSOLE=ABC* SYSID=EXTERNAL AUTHORITY=CONTROLLER POOL=SHARE

NOTE
You can use the asterisk (*) or pound sign (#) wildcard characters only with the CONSOLE parameter.

How You Modify Linkages

Once a linkage for a command source has been created, you can modify it by:

• Changing its command authority level
• Adding target systems to a shared or dedicated linkage
• Changing a dedicated linkage to a shared linkage (or change a shared linkage to a dedicated linkage)
• Changing the target console for an exclusive linkage

For example, suppose you used this command to create a shared linkage:

LINK ADD CONSOLE=TAPECON1 SYSID=ALL AUTH=SYS

To increase the cross-system command authority on this linkage, issue the following command:

LINK ADD CONSOLE=TAPECON1 AUTH=CONTROLLER

How You Delete Linkages

To delete a linkage, use the DELETE parameter on the LINK command and reference the command source. For example,
suppose you used this command to enable product RCS to issue system control commands to system SYS1:

LINK PRODUCT=RCS SYSID=SYS1 AUTH=SYS

Because PRODUCT=RCS is the command source, you would issue the following command to delete the linkage for
product RCS:

LINK DELETE PRODUCT=RCS

How You Modify Command Processing Settings

Site-specific command processing enhancements or restrictions can be implemented by customizing and activating one of
three exit routines:

• GCMCMDXT-This exit routine prevents specific local commands from being routed to external systems.
• GCMRCVXT-This exit routine prevents specific external commands from being executed on the local system.
• MIMCMDXT-This exit routine prevents specific commands from being issued locally or externally.

How You Issue Cross-system Commands through Linkages

Once you create a linkage between a local command source and a target system, the command source can issue
commands to the target system.

The authority level you assigned to that linkage determines what types of commands the command source can issue
through the linkage. When you issue a cross-system command, MIC directs the command to the appropriate external
system. The format for issuing cross-system commands is:

c (scope) command
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c
Specifies the command prefix that tells MIM to intercept this command.
Note: For more information, see the description of the CMDPREFIX operand of the SETOPTION MIM or MIMINIT
statements in the Statement and Command Reference Guide.

scope
Identifies the target systems to which the command should be routed and executed. (Specify ALL, ALLICMF,
ALLSYS, EXTERNAL, EXTSYS, LOCAL, a system ID, a list of system IDs, or an ALIAS defined by the DEFALIAS
command.)

command
Identifies the command to be executed. Specify the command as you would if you were issuing it from an MCS
console, including a command character if appropriate. For example, include the command character for a MIM
command, the JES command character ($) for a JES command, and so on. Do not use a command character for
z/OS commands.

Sample Cross-system Command

The following is a sample cross-system command:

@SYSB @SETOPTION MAXCONS=6

@
This is the MIM command prefix that tells MIM to intercept and issue the cross-system command.

SYSB
Specifies a single system ID, a list of system IDs, an alias, or a keyword used to direct the command to the
appropriate systems.

@
This is the MIM command prefix that tells MIM on SYSB to execute the SETOPTION command. You could specify
F MIMGR in place of the @ prefix.

SETOPTION MAXCONS=6
This is the command that MIM on SYSB executes.

How You Define Target System Aliases

You can use the DEFALIAS command to define site-specific aliases that represent a group of system IDs. When issuing
cross-system commands to those systems, use the defined alias keyword instead of listing system IDs separately.

For example, you could issue the following DEFALIAS command to establish an alias that represents three systems:

DEFALIAS COMPLEX1 (SYS1,SYS2,SYS3)

Then, if you issue the command @COMPLEX1 D T, the D T command is issued on systems SYS1, SYS2, and SYS3.

How You Issue Cross-system Commands from Other Broadcom Software Products

If you are using the Remote Console or OPS/MVS products, then you can enable these products to issue cross-system
commands. To do this, issue these LINK commands:

LINK PRODUCT=RCS  SYSID=ALL AUTHORITY=SOURCE

LINK PRODUCT=OPSS SYSID=ALL AUTHORITY=SOURCE

In these commands, RCS and OPSS are the subsystem names used to identify Remote Console and OPS/MVS,
respectively, to the operating system.
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Note for OPS/MVS Users: For more information, see OPS/MVS Considerations in this chapter.

Examples:

To reply WAIT to outstanding WTOR reply ID 3 on SYSB, issue a command in one of these ways:

• @SYSB 3,WAIT
• @BB 3,WAIT
• The BB value represents the system alias as defined in the DEFSYS statement.
• @02 3,WAIT

The 02 value in the last command represents the internal index number of SYSB. This number is determined by the order
in which systems are defined on the DEFSYS statement. In this example, it is the second system defined. The system
name and alias fields are also acquired from the DEFSYS statement.

Note: You can check system names, aliases, and index numbers by issuing the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command.

1. Assume TSO user USERID1 is logged on to SYSA. To enable USERID1 to issue display commands to the TEST
system, issue this cross-system LINK command:

@SYSA @LINK TSOUSER=USERID1 SYSID=TEST AUTH=INFO

MIM on the local system routes this command to MIM on SYSA.
2. To issue the JES2 DISPLAY INITIATOR command to all systems except the local system, issue this cross-system

command:

@EXT $DI

The dollar character ($) is the JES2 command character. MIM on the local system routes this command to all external
systems. The responses are returned to the local console that issued the command.

3. To issue the z/OS DISPLAY TIME command on all systems, including the local system, issue this cross-system
command:

@ALL D T

4. To issue the z/OS DISPLAY ACTIVE command to systems SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC using the alias SITE1, you would
issue the following two commands in the order shown:

DEFALIAS SITE1 (SYSA,SYSB,SYSC)

@SITE1 D A,L

5. To issue a DISPLAY OVERLAYS command to a command processor named OLDCMDPR, issue this cross-system
command on system SYSB:

@(SYSB) F OLDCMDPR,DISPLAY OVERLAYS

How You Issue Commands through Indirect Command Routing

Through indirect command routing, you can route commands between systems that are not directly connected to each
other. Indirect routing can be used to issue cross-system commands, but not to collect unsolicited WTOs. Indirect
command routing is done through an intermediary system.

For example, if systems A and B are communicating through a DASD control file, and systems B and C are connected
through ICMF, then you can issue a command from system A to C, using system B as the intermediary. System A
receives the response to the command executed on system C.

You can also use indirect command routing to issue commands between systems that use different control files. Although
you can use indirect routing along with direct L-Serv routes, you can use indirect routing instead of L-Serv routes when
you do not want to create more L-Serv routes.
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To create an indirect route, issue a series of LINK commands that connect a source system to an intermediary system and
that connect the intermediary system to the system where the command will be executed. The LINK commands create a
series of connections like this:

Source System > Intermediary System > Target System

Note the following important considerations:

• If you are using inactive or subsystem consoles as target consoles on the intermediary system, then you must specify
PRODUCT=GCM on the LINK command you issue from the intermediary system.

• If you are using extended consoles as target consoles on the intermediary system, then you must specify
CONSOLE=prefix* on the LINK command you issue from the intermediary system (where prefix is the prefix specified
on the GCMINIT EXTCON command, and * is the wildcard character).

• If you use a mixture of console types for target consoles on the intermediary system, then you need to specify both
types of LINK commands.

For example, suppose you are running MIC on three systems: SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC. Also suppose these systems are
connected as in the previous section, with SYSA the source system, SYSB the intermediary system, and SYSC the target
system.

1. To create an indirect route between console TAPECON1 on system SYSA and system SYSC, issue the following
command on system SYSA:

LINK CONSOLE=TAPECON1,SYSID=SYSB,AUTHORITY=INFO

2. Then, to create the intermediary linkage from system SYSB to system SYSC, issue one of the following commands on
system SYSB:

LINK PRODUCT=GCM,SYSID=SYSC

LINK CONSOLE=GCM*,SYSID=SYSC 

GCM
Specifies the prefix specified on the GCMINIT EXTCON statement

Commands directed to system SYSC are executed, and the responses are routed back to the command source on SYSA
through the intermediary system SYSB.

Assuming that the command character for MIM on both SYSA and SYSB is @, the following example show you how to
issue a z/OS D J,L command from console TAPECON1 on system SYSA and have that command execute on system
SYSC:

@SYSB, @SYSC, D J,L

When you issue this command, MIM on SYSA intercepts it and directs it to system SYSB through the linkage for console
TAPECON1. System SYSB then receives and executes the command @SYSC, D J,L.

MIM then uses the prefix @SYSC to direct this command to system SYSC through the linkage to GCMF (created by
specifying either PRODUCT=GCM or CONSOLE=GCM*).

SYSC then receives and executes the command D J,L. MIM on SYSC routes the command response back to console
TAPECON1 on SYSA through the intermediary system SYSB.

MIC Message Processing
Contents

You can manage cross-system message traffic by defining message routing definitions.
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How You Create Message Collection Sets

Message routing definitions, or collection sets, are defined using the COLLECT command. A collection set is identified by
its local destination unless the SETNAME parameter is also specified.

The COLLECT command differs from the LINK command in that collection sets are used to route UNSOLICITED WTOs,
such as tape mounts, job start and end messages, and printer messages. Linkages are used to issue cross-system
commands and automatically receive command responses (SOLICITED WTOs). These responses are returned to the
issuing system, regardless of any collection sets defined.

Collection sets define the routing of unsolicited cross-system messages. The COLLECT command defines a collection set
by identifying:

• Types of messages that need to be imported to the local system
• Systems from which the messages are to be imported
• Local destination to which the imported messages are to be routed

Message selection criteria are quite flexible, as is the number of local destinations that can receive imported messages.
As a result, you can create collection sets tailored to the requirements of your site. Some of the most common uses of
collection sets are:

• Direct imported messages to all local consoles, individual local consoles, local products, or local TSO users
• Record imported messages to the local SYSLOG
• Direct messages from specific jobs to specific TSO users

Note: For more information about the COLLECT command and COLLECT command syntax, see the Statement and
Command Reference Guide.

You can create a collection set that broadcasts messages to all consoles assigned the same routing code or monitor type.
For example, you can route cross-system tape messages to any local console that receives local tape messages, while
cross-system unit record messages are only presented to local consoles accepting local unit record messages.

How You Modify Collection Sets

To modify a collection set, specify the ADD parameter on your COLLECT command. If the collection set already exists,
then MIC modifies it.

You can modify only certain parts of a collection set. You cannot change the destination and SETNAME parameters.
However, you can modify a collection set in these ways:

• Add collection criteria to receive different types of messages.
• Add source systems to receive messages from more systems.
• Change the value for the inclusion parameter (ALL or ANY) to receive messages meeting a different number of

requirements.

How You Add Collection Criteria to a Collection Set

To add inclusion or exclusion parameters to a collection set, specify those parameters on your COLLECT command. Also
provide the destination and name of the collection set so that MIC knows which collection set to modify.

Suppose a collection set named DEFAULT is collecting messages from all external systems and is routing those
messages to the console named MSTR. To begin collecting messages from job LEDGER (in addition to any messages
already being collected), issue the following command:

COLLECT CONSOLE=MSTR JOBNAME=LEDGER

The default value SETNAME=DEFAULT is omitted from this command.
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You cannot add a parameter that is mutually exclusive with any other parameter in that collection set. For example, you
cannot add the NOACTION parameter if the ACTION parameter is already specified for that collection set.

Example:

To add new collection criteria to a collection set, specify the new criteria on a COLLECT command. The following example
shows you how MIC adds collection criteria to an existing collection set:

Start with the following collection set:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=SAMP13, 

SYSID=EXTERNAL MSGID=($HASP*,IEF*),

JOBNAME=TEST1 ANY

Issue the COLLECT command:

COLLECT CONSOLE=MSTR,

SETNAME=SAMP13 JOBNAME=TEST2

This results in the following new collection set:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=SAMP13,

SYSID=EXTERNAL MSGID=($HASP*,IEF*),

JOBNAME=(TEST1,TEST2) ANY

MIC adds the value JOBNAME=TEST2 to this collection set. As a result, messages from job TEST2 are collected for
console MSTR.

How You Add Source Systems to a Collection Set

To add a new source system to a collection set, specify the ID of that system on the SYSID parameter of your COLLECT
command. Also provide the local destination of the collection set so that MIC knows which collection set to modify.

Suppose a collection set named CONTROLLER is collecting messages from certain external systems to console MSTR.
To begin collecting messages from system 01 (in addition to messages already being collected from other systems), issue
the following command:

COLLECT CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=CONTROLLER SYSID=01

Example:

To add a new source system to a collection set, name that system on a COLLECT command. The following example
shows you how MIC adds another source system to an existing collection set:

1. Start with the following collection set:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=SAMP13, 

SYSID=01 MSGID=($HASP*,IEF*), 

JOBNAME=TEST1 ANY

2. Issue the following command:

COLLECT CONSOLE=MSTR,

SETNAME=SAMP13 SYSID=02
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NOTE
This results in the following new collection sets:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=SAMP13,

SYSID=(01,02) MSGID=($HASP*,IEF*), 

JOBNAME=TEST1 ANY

MIC adds the value SYSID=02 to this collection set. As a result, MIC begins collecting the appropriate messages from
system 02.

Changing the Value for the Inclusion Parameter

By changing the value for the inclusion parameter, ALL or ANY, you can change the number of requirements a message
must meet to be collected. To change the value for the inclusion parameter, specify a new value on your COLLECT
command. You also must provide the destination and name of the collection set.

Suppose a collection set named DEFAULT is collecting messages for console MSTR. Currently, this collection set is
selecting messages from job LEDGER and action messages. That is, messages meeting either of these requirements
are selected. To begin collecting only ACTION messages issued by job LEDGER (that is, messages meeting both
requirements), issue the following command:

COLLECT CONSOLE=MSTR ALL

The default value SETNAME=DEFAULT is omitted from this command.

How You Replace Collection Sets

To replace an existing collection set with a new one, specify the REPLACE parameter on your COLLECT command. The
new collection set created by your COLLECT command replaces the existing collection set. Also provide the destination
and name of the collection set on your COLLECT command so that MIC knows which collection set to replace.

Suppose a collection set named DEFAULT is collecting messages for console TAPECON1. To replace this collection set
with a new one that collects messages from job LEDGER, instead of the messages that are currently being collected,
issue the following command:

COLLECT REPLACE CONSOLE=TAPECON1 JOBNAME=LEDGER

The default value SETNAME=DEFAULT is omitted from this command.

Example:

To replace a collection set, specify the REPLACE parameter on a COLLECT command. The following example shows you
how MIC replaces an existing collection set with a new collection set:

1. Start with the following collection set:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=RULE1, 

SYSID=EXTERNAL MONITOR=SESSION,

ROUTCDE-(3,5) ANY

2. Issue the following command:

COLLECT REPLACE SETNAME=RULE1, 

ACTION WTOR

This results in the following new collection sets:
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CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=RULE1,

SYSID=EXTERNAL ACTION WTOR ANY

Because you specified the REPLACE parameter on the COLLECT command, MIC replaces the existing collection set with
the new one created by your COLLECT command.

This example assumes you are issuing the COLLECT command from console MSTR. Otherwise, include the value
CONSOLE=MSTR on your COLLECT command.

How You Delete Collection Sets and Collection Criteria

To delete a collection set or part of a collection set, specify the DELETE parameter on the COLLECT command. You can
delete message routing information in the following ways:

• Remove source systems from a collection set
• Delete collection criteria from a collection set
• Delete the entire collection set

How You Remove a Source System from a Collection Set

To remove a source system from a collection set, specify the DELETE parameter and the ID of the system on your
COLLECT command. Also provide the destination and name of the collection set so that MIC knows which collection set
you want.

Suppose a collection set named DEFAULT is collecting messages from several systems (including system S1) for console
MSTR. To stop collecting messages from system S1, issue the following command:

COLLECT DELETE CONSOLE=MSTR SYSID=S1

The default value SETNAME=DEFAULT is omitted from this command.

Example:

To remove a source system from a collection set, specify the ID of the system and the DELETE parameter on a COLLECT
command. The following example shows you how MIC removes a source system from a collection set:

1. Start with the following collection set:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=SAMP13, 

SYSID=(01,02) MSGID=($HASP*,IEF*), 

JOBNAME=TEST1 ANY

2. Issue the following command:

COLLECT DELETE CONSOLE=MSTR,

SETNAME=SAMP13 SYSID=02

3. This results in the following new collection set:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=SAMP13,

SYSID=01 MSGID=($HASP*,IEF*), 

JOBNAME=TEST1 ANY

Because you named a source system on the COLLECT command, MIC deletes only that information from the collection
set. MIC deletes the value SYSID=02 from this collection set so that console MSTR no longer receives messages from
system 02.
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How You Delete Collection Criteria from a Collection Set

To delete collection criteria, specify the DELETE parameter and the collection criteria on your COLLECT command. Also
provide the destination and name of the collection set so that MIC knows which collection set you want.

Suppose a collection set named DEFAULT is collecting specific messages, including messages that have the prefix IEF,
for console MSTR. To stop collecting messages that have the prefix IEF, issue the following command:

COLLECT DELETE CONSOLE=MSTR MSGID=IEF*

This example illustrates the removal of a selection criterion from a collection set. The MIC command set can often achieve
similar results by using alternate features, and that can be confusing. If the initial COLLECT command had specified
MSGID=IE*, then the previous COLLECT DELETE command would not have worked. Instead, you could have specified
NOMSGID=IEF*.

The default value SETNAME=DEFAULT is omitted from this command.

Example:

To delete collection criteria from a collection set, specify that criteria and the DELETE parameter on a COLLECT
command. The following example shows you how MIC deletes a message collection parameter from a collection set:

1. Start with the following collection set:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=DEFAULT, 

SYSID=EXTERNAL MSGID=$HASP*,

NOJOBNAME=TEST* ACTION ANY

2. Issue the COLLECT command:

COLLECT DELETE CONSOLE=MSTR,

MSGID=$HASP* NOJOBNAME=TEST*

This results in the following new collection sets:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=DEFAULT,

SYSID=EXTERNAL ACTION ANY

Because you specified collection criteria on the COLLECT command, MIC deletes only that information from the collection
set. MIC deletes the values MSGID=$HASP* and NOJOBNAME=TEST* from this collection set.

How You Delete a Collection Set

To delete a collection set, specify the DELETE parameter and the destination and name of the collection set on your
COLLECT command. For example, to delete the collection set named DEFAULT for console MSTR, issue the following
command:

COLLECT DELETE CONSOLE=MSTR

The default value SETNAME=DEFAULT is omitted from this command.

Note: It is possible to have more than one collection set for the same destination by giving each collection set a different
name (using the SETNAME parameter). When this is the case, you cannot delete all collection sets for a destination
by issuing a single COLLECT DELETE command. You must issue a separate COLLECT DELETE command for each
collection set.

Example:
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To delete a collection set, specify the DELETE parameter without any collection criteria on a COLLECT command. The
following example shows you how MIC deletes a collection set:

1. Start with the following collection set:

CONSOLE=MSTR SETNAME=RULE1, 

SYSID=ALL MONITOR=SESSION,

ROUTCDE=(3,5) ANY

2. Issue the following command:

COLLECT DELETE SETNAME=RULE1

This results in no new collection sets. Because you did not specify any collection criteria on the COLLECT command,
MIC deletes the entire collection set.

This example assumes you are issuing the COLLECT DELETE command from console MSTR. Otherwise, include the
value CONSOLE=MSTR on your COLLECT DELETE command.

How You Direct Messages to Remote Console

If you are using the Remote Console product, you can direct messages from other systems to Remote Console. For
example, to send all messages that are assigned routing codes to Remote Console, issue the following command:

COLLECT PRODUCT=RCS SYSID=EXT ROUTCDE=ALL

RCS is the name that Remote Console uses to identify itself to the operating system. If you specify a different value for
the SSNAME parameter on the RCSINIT statement for Remote Console, then specify that value instead of RCS on the
COLLECT command. The first three characters of the value specified on the RCSINIT SSNAME statement must be RCS
to ensure that MIC and Remote Console interface properly.

You still need to use the RCOLLECT command for Remote Console to indicate which messages an individual Remote
Console session should receive.

Note: Make sure the system ID assigned to a system through the DEFSYS statement is identical to the system ID
assigned to that system by the DEFSYS statement for Remote Console.

OPS/MVS Considerations
Contents

This section discusses how to manage command and message routing using the interface between the OPS/MVS and
MIC products.

The interface between OPS/MVS and MIC provides the following capabilities:

• The OPS/MVS subsystem can receive unsolicited messages from any system in the MICplex and record them in the
OPSLOG.

• The OPS/MVS subsystem can issue cross-systems commands through the MIC subsystem by using the OPSCMD
command processor or the ADDRESS OPER OPS/REXX host command environment, to any system in the MICplex.
The solicited command response messages are returned to the issuer and may optionally be recorded in the
OPSLOG.

• OPS/MVS subsystem AOF rules can recognize and interrogate fields from solicited and unsolicited MIC imported
messages and take action based on the message data presented.
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The MICplex can consist of up to 128 systems configured in a single sysplex, non-sysplexed systems, systems in multiple
sysplexes, or z/VM systems where MIC is running as a service machine. Any OPS/MVS subsystem can interrogate
messages from up to 128 systems.

Note: L-Serv is required for more than 32 systems.

Message Presentation to OPS/MVS

MIC-imported messages are directed from the local MIC subsystem to the local OPS/MVS subsystem using standard
Subsystem Interface protocols. Certain WQE control block fields for imported messages are altered by the MIC
subsystem before presentation to the OPS/MVS subsystem. These processes allow the local OPS/MVS subsystem to
determine that a given message came from the MIC subsystem, and that the message originated on an external system.
The MIC subsystem changes the following WQE control block fields:

• The WQERISS bit in the WQEFLG1 field is set to ON.
• The WQEFORN bit in the WQEFLG2 field is set to ON.
• The WQESYSNM field contains the name of the system from which the message originated.
• The WQEJOBNM field contains the job number of the task that originally issued the message. When the originating

task was a z/OS subsystem or a z/VM application that did not have a job number, the OPSLOG column that displays
this information shows a value of “NONE”.

• The WQEOJBID field contains the job number of the task that originally issued the message. This field contains the
z/OS subsystem name or the z/VM application name when the originating task was an OS subsystem or a z/VM
application, which did not have a job number.

• The WQEOJBNM contains the name of the task that originally issued the message.

MIC presents imported messages to OPS/MVS using these standards regardless of any MIC message editing parameter
values in effect on any system. In other words, MIC consistently presents OPS/MVS with original message data
regardless of the MIC message editing that may have taken place on a given system based on the MIC MIMINIT
EDITMESSAGE, SYSNAME, SYSTYPE, and JOBID parameters.

When the local MIC subsystem is directing imported messages to the local OPS/MVS subsystem, it is important that
OPS/MVS AOF rules compare the MSG.SYNA environmental variable (the origin system name) with the result of the
OPSINFO("SYSNAME") function (the local system name) to identify the systems from which messages are originating.
Otherwise, OPS/MVS rules may misinterpret MIC imported messages as being from the local system, which may result in
unpredictable actions by the local OPS/MVS subsystem.

Several sample OPS/MVS AOF rules and message variables are distributed with the OPS/MVS product that may be
useful to those who want to use this interface. These samples allow imported messages to be colorized and identified in
other ways in OPSLOG and to AOF rules. There are also certain OPS/MVS operating parameter values that need to be
defined properly before this interface can be operational.

Note: For more information about required OPS/MVS parameters settings, as well as useful OPS/MVS message
variables and sample AOF rules that may be of value to those using this interface, see the OPS/MVS AOF Rules Guide.

Cross-system Message Routing

Using the MIC COLLECT command, MIC can import (collect) messages to a local OPS/MVS subsystem using any
number of message selection or exclusion criteria.

Consider a MICplex consisting of SYSA, SYSB, SYSC, and VME. You want an OPS/MVS subsystem named “OPSS”
to receive messages from SYSB, SYSC, and VME. You would issue the following command that could be placed in the
MIMCMNDS member of the MIM parmlib:

IFSYS SYSA

COLLECT PROD=OPSS SYSID=EXT ROUTCDE=ALL ACTION WTOR

                            MONITOR(JOBNAME,SESSION,STATUS)
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ENDIF

After this command is executed on SYSA, the OPS/MVS subsystem named OPSS on SYSA would begin receiving
messages from system SYSB, SYSC, and VME that meet the message criteria defined on the COLLECT command. Note
that the SYSID parameter should not be set to “ALL”, nor should it include the local system name. The reason for this is
that since the local OPS/MVS subsystem is already receiving local messages itself, it does not need MIC to present it with
local messages as well. Therefore the SYSID value only needs to include the external system names (or EXT) from which
you want MIC to import messages.

You may have a need to collect messages from external systems using different message criteria based on the originating
system. The SETNAME= parameter on the COLLECT command can be used to define multiple collection sets for a single
OPS/MVS subsystem:

IFSYS SYSA

      COLLECT PROD=OPSS SETNAME=SETB SYSID=SYSB ROUTCDE=ALL

      COLLECT PROD=OPSS SETNAME=SETC SYSID=SYSC ROUTCDE=(3,5) WTOR

      COLLECT PROD=OPSS SETNAME=SETE SYSID=VME  MSGID=HCP*

ENDIF

After these COLLECT commands are executed on SYSA, the OPS/MVS subsystem named OPSS on SYSA would begin
receiving unique messages from each external system. SYSB would send messages with any route code (1-128); SYSC
would send only messages with route codes of 3 or 5, and any WTOR; and VME would send only messages starting with
the text of “HCP.”

Another possible configuration is where you have not one OPS/MVS subsystem on SYSA, but two or more, and you want
MIC to import messages to each local OPS/MVS subsystem. Since all local OPS/MVS subsystems must have unique
subsystem names that begin with “OPS”, there are two ways to have MIC import messages to multiple local OPS/MVS
subsystems. The PROD= keyword on the COLLECT command can be used to direct imported MIC messages to all local
OPS/MVS subsystems, or to direct imported messages to only one or more individual OPS/MVS subsystems. When
COLLECT PROD=OPSS is specified, imported messages are routed only to the OPS/MVS subsystem named “OPSS.”
When COLLECT PROD=OPS is specified, imported messages are routed to all locally active OPS/MVS subsystems.
Note that when using the COLLECT PROD=OPS method, you should not also define COLLECT commands for individual
OPS/MVS subsystems. Otherwise, those individual OPS/MVS subsystems will receive duplicate imported messages.

Hardcopy-only Message Routing

By default, MIC does not permit hardcopy-only messages to be routed across systems. However, you can optionally
activate the MIC hardcopy-only message routing feature by specifying the SETOPTION CAPTURELOG=YES command
in the MIMCMNDS member of the MIM parmlib. Once this has been done, you can add the LOGONLY parameter to your
COLLECT commands so that only certain destinations receive the hardcopy-only messages.

For example, if you want the OPSS subsystem on SYSA to receive hardcopy-only messages (in addition to other
message types) from systems SYSB and SYSC, you would add the LOGONLY parameter to your OPSS COLLECT
command:

IFSYS SYSA

      COLLECT PROD=OPSS SYSID=(SYSB,SYSC) ROUTCDE=ALL ACTION WTOR LOGONLY

                                          MONITOR(JOBNAME,SESSION,STATUS)

ENDIF

After this COLLECT command executes on SYSA, the OPSS subsystem on SYSA begins receiving hardcopy-only
messages (in addition to other message types) from SYSB and SYSC.
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Suppressed Message Routing

MIC will not route to any external system messages that have been suppressed by a local subsystem or by MPF. In other
words, MIC honors any local message suppression and prevents locally suppressed messages from appearing on other
systems in the MICplex.

Cross-system Command Routing

Using the MIC LINK command, MIC can accept commands from a local OPS/MVS subsystem and route them to the
designated external systems. MIC then returns the command response messages to the local OPS/MVS subsystem.

Consider a MICplex consisting of SYSA, SYSB, SYSC, and VME, where you want an OPS/MVS subsystem named OPSS
to have the ability to issue cross-system commands to SYSB, SYSC, and VME. You would issue the following command
that could be placed in the MIMCMNDS member of the MIM parmlib:

IFSYS SYSA

      LINK PROD=OPSS SYSID=ALL AUTH=MASTER

ENDIF

This command establishes a cross-system command linkage between the OPSS subsystem on SYSA and SYSB, SYSC,
and VME. Once this LINK command executes, the OPSS subsystem can issue commands to any system in the MICplex.
The command response messages are returned to the command issuer, recorded in the OPSLOG, and can optionally be
acted upon by the subsystem OPSSAOF rules.

Standard MIC command routing prefixes can be used by OPSS to direct commands to one or more systems in the
MICplex. Here are a few examples using a colon (:) as the MIC command prefix character:

:ALL, D A,M*

MIC picks up this command issued by OPSS, and the D A,M* command is directed to all systems SYSA, SYSB, SYSC,
and VME. MIC directs the command responses from each system to the OPSS subsystem.

:EXT, DISPLAY TIME

MIC picks up this command issued by OPSS and the DISPLAY TIME command is directed to external systems SYSB,
SYSC, and VME. MIC returns the command responses from each system to the OPSS subsystem.

:VME, QUERY TAPE

MIC picks up this command issued by OPSS and the QUERY TAPE command is directed to system VME. MIC returns the
command response from VME to the OPSS subsystem.

NOTE

For more information about starting and stopping MIC, see the MIM Programming section.

Intersystem Communication Facility (ICMF)
Contents

The Intersystem Communication Facility (ICMF) is the MIC facility used to transmit data (messages and commands)
through the communication server of L-Serv. The communication server component of L-Serv transmits data between
systems connected through VTAM. The ICMF communication method can only be used by MIC to transmit data.
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You can use this method as your exclusive cross-system communication method, or together with other communication
methods.

If the L-Serv route is active between two systems, then MIC chooses the ICMF method over other available
communication methods (such as CTCDASD, CTCONLY, DASDONLY, and XCF) that may be available. If the L-Serv
route is deactivated, then MIC automatically begins transmitting data using the other communication method, if available.

Note: For more information about installing and using L-Serv, see the L-Serv documentation.

How You Identify the Systems That Use ICMF

The IDEFSYS statement is used to identify the systems that use the ICMF communication method. IDEFSYS is similar
to the MIM DEFSYS statement, except that it only identifies ICMF systems. DEFSYS is used to identify systems using
VCF communication methods, DASD control file communication methods, or both. The IDEFSYS statement provides two
critical items of information about a system:

• The one- to eight-character system name
• A two-character system alias

Each system in the MIM complex must have a unique system name and alias. However, if two systems have both
an ICMF and shared DASD control file connection, then the system name and alias can be defined identically on the
DEFSYS and IDEFSYS statements. For example, if two systems can communicate through a shared DASD control file
and they also have an ICMF connection, and are both connected to a third system only through ICMF, then the statement
definitions would look like this:

DEFSYS(NY01,N1,NY01),(NY02,N2,NY02)

IDEFSYS(NY01,N1),(NY02,N2),(LA01,LA)

The DEFSYS statement defines systems using a DASD or VCF communication method, while the IDEFSYS statement
defines systems using the ICMF communication method. The following figure illustrates how the systems defined in the
preceding example are configured for the different communication methods:
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We strongly recommend that you specify an IDEFSYS command in the MIMINIT member in order to identify the ICMF
systems during MIM initialization.

You can route only console traffic (that is, cross-system commands and messages) through ICMF. MIM does not use
ICMF to route ENQ requests or device allocation information among systems.

If you do not specify an IDEFSYS statement in the MIMINIT member, and MIM determines that an ICMF route is active
between two systems, then ICMF builds internal definitions based on the following defaults:

• By default, ICMF uses the system name on the DEFSYS statement; that is, the name a system has in a complex using
control files for communication. If you did not define a name for that system on a DEFSYS statement, then ICMF uses
the SMF ID of the system instead.

• By default, ICMF uses the system alias on the DEFSYS statement; that is, the alias a system has in your control file
complex. If you did not define an alias for that system on a DEFSYS statement, then ICMF uses the index number for
that system as the alias.

Note: An ICMF index number is different than a control file system index number: ICMF index numbers are 33 or higher,
while control file system index numbers are from 1 to 32.
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MIC Sysplex Considerations
Keep in mind the following when using MIC in a sysplex:

• Users of Remote Console who use MIC to collect messages from external systems on local Remote Console sessions
should specify SYSPLEX=NO on the RCSINIT statement to prevent duplicate messages from being displayed at the
local RCS session.

• After implementing SYSPLEX, you may see duplicate messages from external systems on local consoles. To prevent
this, change the MSCOPE parameter on the local console to 'local-system-id', or '*'.
For example, if D C,* shows that MSCOPE=*ALL, and this console is receiving duplicate messages, then enter the
following z/OS command:

VARY console,MSCOPE=*

• We recommend you use CONSOLE NAMES on the MIC LINK and COLLECT commands, rather than CONSOLE IDs.
In a SYSPLEX, the CONSOLE IDs (on each system) may change, depending on the startup order of the systems in
the SYSPLEX, while CONSOLE NAMES remain constant.

• The GCMINIT REPLYLIMIT=(0000,9999) statement limits WTOR reply ID values in a MIC complex. If a GCMINIT
REPLYLIMIT statement is found during startup in a sysplex environment, then the statement is ignored. Additionally,
the REPLYLIMIT keyword is not shown in the D GCM INIT display.

MIC for z/VM Considerations
Contents

MIC for z/VM is the component of the MIM product that provides you with cross-system command and message routing
services in a multiple-system or multiple-image environment.

MIC provides the following:

• Provides you with cross-system command routing capability. With MIC, a user or product on one system can issue
commands to any system in your configuration.

• Lets you collect unsolicited messages on a z/VM system and distribute them to one or more destinations on a z/OS
system. This enables you to monitor activities on all systems from a single location.

• Lets you customize command and message routing.

MIC for z/VM uses the Global Command and Message Facility (GCMF). Broadcom provides a stub for the MIC ICMF to
allow compatibility with a z/OS system running the ICMF facility.

To activate GCMF, specify GCMF=ON on a MIMINIT statement in the INIT MIM file. If your z/OS systems are using the
ICMF facility, then specify both GCMF=ON and ICMF=ON on a MIMINIT statement.

How You Issue Cross-system Commands

Command routing paths, or linkages, are created by issuing the MIC LINK command. Linkages permit a local command
source (for example, a CMS user or service machine) to direct commands to a target system and to receive the response
back from that command (solicited message).

To create a linkage, issue a LINK command identifying the local command source, the target systems that can receive
a command, the target consoles that issues the command on the target system, and the command authority level
associated with the linkage.

How You Import Cross-system Messages

Message routing definitions, or collection sets, are created by issuing the MIC COLLECT command. Collection sets
permit local message destinations (consoles, products, and so on) to receive messages from external systems.
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There is no COLLECT command for MIC for z/VM; however, when you install MIC for z/VM, COLLECT commands on z/
OS systems can solicit messages that originate on z/VM systems.

How You Customize Command and Message Traffic

MIC lets you customize cross-system command traffic in the following ways:

• Define the scope (target systems) for a specific command source.
• Define the type of commands permitted, based on the command authority level associated with the command source.
• Use an optional GCMF exit routine (GCMCMDXT or GCMRCVXT) to provide site-specific control of cross-system

command processing.
• Define the size and allocation method used to acquire consoles for the target console pool.
• Define the use of the command and response token (CART) field for commands.

How You Customize Cross-system Message Traffic

MIC lets you customize message traffic as follows:

• Edit the job ID field, SYSID field, or both of messages so that system personnel can easily identify from which system
a cross-system message originated

• Highlight designated messages
• Classify action type descriptor codes used to collect action type messages
• Define the scope (target systems) to which broadcast messages are propagated
• Define the number of minutes and scope (target systems) for automatically deleting (using the DOM command)

highlighted messages
• Use an optional GCMF exit routine (GCMDELXT or GCMSRCXT) to impose site-specific control of cross-system

message processing

MIC Troubleshooting

Cross-System Command Processing Problems
This section describes solutions to some cross-system command processing problems that you may encounter.

Cross-system Command Responses Not Returned to the Local System

Try these possible solutions:

• If MIC is using extended MCS (EMCS) consoles, then verify that the product on the target system supports EMCS
consoles. For example, earlier releases of CICS, JES2, and Look may not support this.
Change GCMINIT EXTCON=NONE. This forces MIC to use subsystem consoles. Try the command again.

• Verify that MIC is synchronized on all systems. For example:
F MIM,D SYS

– Look in the syslog on the target system. Is the command reissued on the target system?
– Look for any MIC error messages on the local or target system, for example, messages MIM3167, MIM3169, and

MIM3066.
If the MIM3066 message was issued, then this indicates that a target console was not available. You may have run
out of available target consoles. Check GCMINIT CONSLIST and SETOPT MAXCONS and MINCONS values. Do
a D C,L or D C,SS if you are using subsystem consoles. Check to see that the consoles specified in CONSLIST are
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available to MIC. If MAXCONS or MINCONS is used, then check to see if any subsystem consoles are available.
Also, look for error messages indicating that there may be problems allocating consoles.

– Verify the source of the cross-system commands. Some sources do not receive responses to cross-system
commands. For example, batch jobs and internal sources do not “receive” responses to cross-system commands.
In these cases, the command executes on the target system and the response is returned to the original systembut
not to the issuing source. In most cases, the response returns to the log of the originating system.

– Check for MIC exits.
Issue the following command on all systems to verify whether any MIC exits are active:
F MIM,D EXIT

Command Rejected-No Linkage Defined (Message MIM3039)

This error message indicates that there is no matching GCMF LINK command for the console associated with the GCMF
cross system command. To determine the required missing LINK command, follow these steps.

1. Determine the type and/or names of the console from where the command was issued using one of the following
methods.
– If possible, enter D C,* from the same console that was used when the MIM3039W message was issued. For

example:
D C,*  

IEE889I 10.35.29 CONSOLE DISPLAY 878 

MSG: CURR=0   LIM=9999 RPLY:CURR=0    LIM=100  SYS=XE12      PFK=00 

 CONSOLE/ALT      ID  --------------- SPECIFICATIONS ---------------

 XE07900          20  COND=M      AUTH=MASTER       NBUF=N/A  UD=Y  

  0900                AREA=Z          MFORM=T,J                     

  XE07                DEL=R    RTME=1      RNUM=39   SEG=39    CON=N

                      USE=FC   LEVEL=ALL             PFKTAB=PFKMIC  

                      ROUTCDE=ALL 

                      CMDSYS=XE07  

                      MSCOPE=XE07  

                      MONITOR=JOBNAMES,SESS 

                      ALTGRP=MSTRGRPX

In this example display, the console name is XE07900.
– If the D C,* returns the message “NO CONSOLES MEET SPECIFIED CRITERIA”, the console is INTERNAL.
– If the failed GCMF cross system command is coming from a batch job, the console is INSTREAM.
– z/OS may issue a message indicating the name of the console. For example:

IEA630I  OPERATOR GSVX0001 NOW ACTIVE, SYSTEM=XE12

In this example message, the console name is GSVX0001.
– z/OS may show the name of the console in the syslog. For example:

XE07     22242 12:51:49.59 GSVX0002  00000290  "XE12 D T

In this example syslog record, the console name is GSVX0002.
2. Display all current LINKs and confirm that a console of the same name or type does not already exist:

F MIM,D LINK DETAIL ALL

3. Execute the appropriate LINK command depending on the console name or type that was found in Step 1. For
example:
LINK CONSOLE=XE07900

LINK INTERNAL 

LINK INSTREAM

LINK CONSOLE=GSVX0001

LINK CONSOLE=GSVX0002
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For details on the syntax, wildcarding, and other options, see the topic (MIC) LINK Command-Manage Command
Linkages.

4. Execute the GCMF cross system command that failed again, and confirm success. If so, update the commands
member with the LINK command.

Less Common Cause for Failure:

The command was issued to a system that is not specified on the matching LINK command.

Unauthorized Use of Control Command-SYS Authority Required (Message MIM0093)

This error message is displayed when a MIM command is issued from MIMTSO that requires SYS (system control)
authority. By default, a MIMTSO user only has INFO (information) authority. You need to have INFO authority to issue
display-type MIM commands such as DISPLAY, EDITEST, HELP, and so on. All other MIM commands require SYS
authority. TSO users generally do not have SYS authority.

There are two possible solutions:

• Use the MIMCMDXT to increase the authority level of the TSO user. This allows a MIMTSO user to enter MIM
commands that require SYS authority.
For more details on this exit, see the MIM Programming Guide.
Use the MIC LINK command to increase the authority level of the TSO user. For example:
LINK TSOUSER=KERGL01 SYSID=ALL AUTHORITY=ALL

Then the MIMTSO session will have authority to enter all MIM commands, including ones that require SYS authority.
You must prefix the MIM command with the MIM command character and the system alias. For example:
@S1 @SETOPTION MIM INTERVAL=0.1
@ is the MIM command character, and S1 is the MIM alias for the target system, as identified on the DEFSYS
statement in the MIMINIT member.

NOTE
For more information on routing commands to external or local systems, see the chapter “Advanced Topics.”

Command Rejected-Authority Invalid (Message IEE345I)

If this message is displayed on a target system after entering a MIC cross-system command, then you may need to
increase the authority levels associated with the command source.

To increases authority levels

1. Find out the authority levels associated with the LINK command for the console or extended console from which the
command was entered on the system of origin (not the target system). For example:
F MIMCONS,D LINK

2. Find the AUTH value in the MIM3016 message display.
This value represents the current command authority level for the console or extended console when a cross-system
command is entered. Possible values include:

ALL
The target console can execute console, I/O, and system control command.

C
The target console can execute any cross-system console control command.

I
The target console can execute any cross-system I/O control command.

INFO
The target console can execute any cross-system informational command.
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MSTR
The target console can execute any cross-system command requiring master console authority or any other
authority level.

NONE
The target console cannot execute cross-system commands.

S
The target console can execute any cross-system system control command.

SRCE
The target console uses the authority level assigned to the command source when executing cross-system
commands.

3. Modify the current authority level associated with the console by using the LINK REPLACE command. For example:
F MIMCONS,LINK REPLACE CONSOLE=TESTCONS SYSID=ALL AUTH=ALL

4. Re-enter the cross-system command
The IEE345I message should not be displayed.

For detailed information on the LINK command and command authority levels, see the chapter “Advanced Topics.”

Before You Call Technical Support

If none of the above resources fix your problem, then Broadcom suggests that you prepare the following information
before contacting MIM Technical Support:

• Are the commands with which you are experiencing trouble local commands (issued locally) or cross-system
commands (issued to another system)?

• Is it all cross-system commands that you are having trouble with or certain commands in particular?
• Is it commands from all sources, or one particular source?
• Which systems in the complex are experiencing the problem?
• What commands, specifically, are involved?
• What are the LINKs on the systems involved?

Cross-system Message Processing Problems
Contents

This section discusses cross-system message processing problems.

Message Traffic from External Systems not Displayed on the Local Console

Try these possible solutions:

• Enter D C,* and F MIM,D COLLECT from the local collecting console. Compare the attributes of the local console with
the information in the D COLLECT output.

• Verify that console names/IDs match and the correct target systems are specified. Verify that no exclusion criterion is
specified.

NOTE
Review D GCMF OPT=ALL on the WTO originating system and the local D COLLECT output.

• Verify that MIC is synchronized on all systems (F MIM,D SYSTEMS).

MIC reissues imported unsolicited WTOs from external systems as GCM/xxxxx on the local system, instead of the typical
message ID (for example, IEF233A is changed to GCM/xxxxx). This is done so MIC can differentiate between one of
its own imported messages versus a WTO that originated on the local system. MIC then converts it back to the original
message text.
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WARNINGS!

• Do not allow MPF to suppress messages that begin with GCM/. If so, then these messages will never appear on the
target consoles. Also, do not allow automation packages to act on these messages because unpredictable results may
occur.

• Check for MIC exits, for example, F MIM,D EXIT. Check the message on the syslog of the originating system. If the
LOGONLY bit (00000200) is set, then MIC will not route this message (unless SET GCMF CAPTURELOG=YES is
specified).

The following are some more possible solutions:

• Check the route codes on the message. Be sure they match the route codes that you are using on the COLLECT
command.

• Check the suppression bits (00000004,00000001,00000005). If the message is suppressed on the originating system,
then MIC will not route this message to external systems.

• If the message is issued as a command response (NR, MR in the syslog), then MIC will not route this message.

Receiving Multiple Copies of the Same Message

Try these possible solutions:

• After implementing SYSPLEX, you may see duplicate messages from external systems on local consoles. To prevent
this, change the MSCOPE parameter to local-system-ID or *.
For example, if D C,* shows that MSCOPE=*ALL, and this console is receiving duplicate messages, then enter the
following z/OS command:

VARY console,MSCOPE=*

• Users of Remote Console who use MIC to collect message from external systems to local Remote Console sessions,
should specify SYSPLEX=NO on the RCSINIT statement to prevent duplicate messages from being displayed at the
local RCS session.

Before You Call Technical Support

Before you call MIM Technical Support, we suggest that you prepare the following information:

• Do the problem messages originate on the local system or an external system?
• Which systems in the MIMplex are experiencing the problem?
• What messages, specifically, are involved?
• What are the COLLECTs on the systems involved? For example:

F MIM,D COLLECT DETAIL ALL.

ICMF Environment Diagnostics
If command responses are not returned to the local system, or if unsolicited WTO traffic from external systems does not
appear on local consoles, then you might be having ICMF communication problems.

To diagnose ICMF communication problems

1. Verify that you are using ICMF by entering the following command:

F MIM,D FA

2. Verify that all current maintenance is applied to both MIC and L-Serv.
3. Issue the following commands:
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F MIM,D SYS

F MIM,ICMF STATUS

F L-SERV,D APPL

F L-SERV,D ROUTE

Information displayed by these commands is required to diagnose ICMF problems.
These commands should be entered on all systems where the problem is occurring; that is, no command response
due to inactive routes, or MIM systems showing INACTIVE.

When running L-Serv and the MIC ICMF facility, we recommend that you set the L-Serv parameters SENDLIMIT and
HOLDBUF to 999. This provides adequate buffering for the amount of cross-system traffic generated by the ICMF facility.
This prevents L-Serv from putting the ICMF facility in HOLD status too often.

Activating Tracing
Contents

You can activate event tracing for the GCMF and ICMF facilities using the following commands. To activate tracing, you
must first issue the SETOPTION MIM TRACE command.

Note: For more information about the SETOPTION GCMF and SETOPTION ICMF commands, see the  MIM Statement
and Command Reference Guide.

How You Activate the TRACE Feature

Use the command SETOPTION MIM TRACE=options to activate and deactivate the TRACE feature. The command also
lets you deallocate the existing MIM trace data set and allocate a new SYSOUT data set dynamically, and lets you limit
some types of tracing by job name. By default, tracing is off.

How You Set Tracing Options

Use the command SETOPTION facility SETTRACE=(options) to activate the tracing function for the specified facility and
selected options. The SETTRACE parameter enables the recording of specific program events in the MIM internal trace
table.

Each of these commands can specify one or more individual events to be traced. For example, issuing the following
command would set the three events named in the parenthesis to be traced:

SETOPTION GCMF SETTRACE=(DOMS,COMMANDS,WTOS)

Each SETOPTION SETTRACE command controls the tracing of events for a single facility, such as ECMF, MIM, GTAF,
and so on. You can combine settings for a facility on a single command, but a new command must be entered for events
in different facilities. The effect of all the SETOPTION SETTRACE commands you issue is cumulative, even if you issue
multiple commands for the same facility.

How You Reverse Tracing Settings

Use the SETOPTION facility RESETTRACE command to reverse or turn off settings that were previously made using
SETTRACE. After RESETTRACE is issued, the options you specify are no longer recorded in the MIM internal trace table.

How You Activate Printing

Use the SETOPTION facility SETPRINT=(options) command to activate the printing function for the specified facility and
selected options.
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The SETPRINT parameter controls whether events that are recorded in the MIM internal trace table are also sent to the
MIM trace data set. SETPRINT is dependent upon SETTRACE, because only operands that have been specified in both
SETTRACE and SETPRINT are sent to the MIM trace data set.

How You Reverse Printing Settings

Use the SETOPTION facility RESETPRINT command to reverse or turn off settings that were previously made using
SETPRINT. After RESETPRINT is issued, the options you specify are no longer recorded to the MIM trace data set, but
continue to be stored in the MIM internal trace table, if RESETTRACE has not been issued.

Obtaining Dumps
Dumps are used for diagnostic purposes, and should be used only by direction by Broadcom Support. Use the following
commands to obtain dumps for MIC-related problems:

• DUMP GCMF
• DUMP ICMF
• SYSDUMP

Note: For more information, see the Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Contacting Technical Support
Procedures for gathering and sending diagnostic data and contacting Broadcom Support-whether by the Internet,
telephone, fax, or FTP server-are included in the chapter “Troubleshooting” in the MIM Programming Guide.

MIC User Exits

Managing MIC User Exits
Contents

MIC provides exit routines that you can use to customize its processing. The following routines are available only when
you run MIC:

GCMCMDXT
Prevents certain local commands from being directed to external systems.

GCMDELXT
Changes the way MIC handles DOM (Delete Output Messages) orders.

GCMDSTXT
Prevents all local destinations from receiving collected messages or responses to cross-system commands based
on routing data associated with the messages. This exit routine can also be used to alter the text and/or routing
data of an imported message.

GCMRCVXT
Prevents certain commands from executing on the local system as a result of a cross-system command issued
from an external system.

GCMSRCXT
Prevents certain local messages from being directed to external systems based on routing data associated with
the messages.
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How You Activate Exit Routines

To activate any exit routine, specify the SETOPTION EXIT command.

For example, to activate the GCMDSTXT, you would issue the command:

SETOPTION EXIT=GCMDSTXT

If you use a different module name for the exit routine, then specify the same command with the different module name
indicated on the LOAD parameter.

For example, if the module name for the GCMSRCXT routine were PRLOGIC, you would specify the command:

SETOPTION EXIT=(GCMSRCXT, LOAD=PRLOGIC)

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

How You Display Exit Information

To see information about exit routines you are using, issue a DISPLAY EXIT command. MIM displays each logical exit
routine name with its load module, address, status, and values set for protection and dump generation. The next screen
shows the display for exit routine information:

F MIMGR,DISPLAY EXIT 

MIM0264 MIM EXIT DISPLAY

EXIT        MODULE   ADDRESS   STATUS  PROT  DUMP  DISA 

GCMCMDXT    USR      00006910  ACTIVE  YES   YES    NO 

GCMCMDXT    USREX    00006920  INACT   YES   YES    NO 

GCMSRCXT    USREXIT  00006930  INACT    NO   YES    NO 

TPCRECXT    USREXIT  00006940  ACTIVE   NO   NO     YES

You can use the DISPLAY EXIT command to check on the status of any exit routine except MIMINIXT. Use the DISPLAY
INIT command to find out whether the MIMINIT INITEXIT statement has been set.

Common Exit Interface MIMINIXT

MIM provides a common exit interface that you can use to dynamically manage any MIM exit routine.

Note: For more information, see the  MIM Programming Guide.

Coding Rules

Specific coding rules for the entry environment and register usage and a list of return codes for each routine are provided
on the following pages. Follow these general rules when coding a MIC exit routine:
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• Note that all MIC routines are invoked through the standard parameter list pointed to by Register 1.
• Preserve all registers except 0, 1, and 15.
• Do not use the z/OS OPEN, CLOSE, LOAD, LINK, BLDL, or WTO facility or any other z/OS facility that implicitly or

explicitly calls the WAIT supervisor.
• Do not use the STIMER or TTIMER macros.
• Provide a save area of at least 72 full words if you want to issue messages from the GCMCMDXT exit routine. If you

do this, then use the subroutine provided and do notchange register 11.
• Make sure that the GCMCMDXT routine uses the appropriate command authority levels in each situation. By default,

TSO users are assigned a command authority level of X'0000'. The command authority level for an MCS console is
established in its MCS console control block. If you change the command authority level for a TSO user or a console
through a LINK command, then MIC uses the authority level assigned through the LINK command.

Assemble and link-edit each completed routine as an authorized load module into the authorized load library for MIM. The
sample member named ASMEXIT in the installed CAI.CBTDJCL data set contains JCL that you can use to assemble and
link-edit an exit routine.

The MIC exit parameter lists support four-byte console IDs, console names, and EMCS consoles. In addition, mapping
macros are provided in the installed CAI.CBTDJCL data set.

The GCMRCVXT and GCMDSTXT exit parameter lists have values that rely on external systems to pass these values to
the local system.

You can change some of the routing data associated with a message through the GCMSRCXT and GCMDSTXT routines.
Make note of the following information if you modify this information:

• Improper modification of the MCS flags or console ID fields can cause the message to be rejected.
• Some of the routing data associated with a message, like the message ID, may be duplicated in the message text. If

you want this information to be consistent, then change both the routing data and the message text.

Sample Exit Routines

The CAI.CBTDSAMP data set contains samples of the MIC exit routines. You can use these sample routines, or you can
create your own routines. Mapping macros for the exit-specific parameter lists are in the installed CAI.CBTDMAC data set.

MIC Utilities and Other Interfaces

TSO Command Processing Utility
The TSO command processing interface is an optional feature you can install. This feature provides TSO users with a
command interface to the MIM address space. Minimally, it enables TSO users to issue DISPLAY commands from their
individual TSO sessions. The command responses are then directed back to the issuing TSO user.

If you are running MIC, then the TSO interface feature can be enhanced to execute any z/OS, MIM, or z/OS subsystem
command. Commands can be routed to any or all systems in the MIC complex.

You can optionally code the MIMCMDXT and GCMCMDXT exit routines to prohibit the execution of specific commands by
a TSO user.

Note: For more information, including how to install the interface, see the chapter “Utilities” in the MIM Programming
Guide.

Report Generation for MIC
Contents
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MIM reports provide you with an effective tool to evaluate the performance of the systems in your complex. The reports
use a sampling of statistical data to yield important information about the operating activities in your complex.

Note: This functionality requires the Easytrieve Interface. For more Common Components and Services requirements
information, see the appendix “CCS for z/OS Component Requirements” in the Installation Guide.

The Report Generation Process

MIM uses a single SMF record for the record collection process. By using record subtypes, you can identify the statistical
records to be collected for the different reports available under the MIM facilities (GDIF, ECMF, TPCF, and so on).

The major steps involved in the report generation process are:

1. Specify the SMF record number on a MIMINIT RECORDTYPE statement in the initialization member. Once this is set,
you should not need to change it.

2. Specify the record collection criteria using the SETOPTION command and begin the record collection process.

NOTE
You must allow the record collection process to run for a while before dumping the SMF records to data sets.

3. Dump the SMF records to a usable data set through the IBM IFASMFDP utility
4. Run a report or create a report output file.

WARNING
MIM provides a set of reports for general use. If, however, any one of these reports does not meet your
specific requirements, then you can write your own customized reports in the language of your choice, using
the SMF records supplied by MIM. For further information on this topic, see the MIMSTREC member in the
CAI.CBTDMAC data set.

Specify an SMF Record Number

Before any statistical records can be collected for use in the MIM report process, you need to specify an SMF record
number. To do this, you place a MIMINIT RECORDTYPE initialization statement in the initialization member.

For example, if you decide to use the default SMF record number of 189, then you would specify the following statement
in the initialization member:

MIMINIT RECORDTYPE=189

Now you are ready to specify the record collection criteria for the report or reports you want to run.

Specify Record Collection Criteria

To collect statistical records for MIM reports, you need to specify the type of statistical records to be collected by issuing
the command SETOPTION STATCOLLECT with the specific MIM facility (EDIF, GDIF, TPCF, and so on).

Specify the SUBTYPE operand on the SETOPTION STATCOLLECT command to select specific record subtypes for
a facility, or specify ALL to collect records for all record subtypes available under that facility. These record subtypes
correspond directly to the reports available for each facility. A brief description of the report follows each record subtype.

The record subtype for MIC is CN for GCMF. The MIC Command Audit report provides an audit trail of cross-system
commands issued through GCMF.

The record collection process must be started for each individual MIM facility for which you want to run a report. This
section shows how to begin the record collection process using the SETOPTION command.

For example, to create the MIC Command Audit report, you specify the following SETOPTION command:
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SETOPTION GCMF STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=CN)

This command tells MIM to collect statistics for the report subtype CN. Next, you must specify the record collection
sampling cycle and recording interval for GCMF.

WARNING
To activate the record collection process for all record subtypes, you must repeat this procedure for each
subtype, specifying the SETOPTION STATCOLLECT command and the facility associated with that record
subtype.

Set Sampling Time Cycle

The sampling cycle time is how long MIM waits between each statistical data sampling. You specify this time, in seconds,
with the SETOPTION STATCYCLE command. The default value is 60.

Set Sample Recording Frequency

The STATINTERVAL parameter specifies how often, in minutes, statistical data samples are recorded to SMF data sets.
The default value is 15.

Sample Command for Record Collection

The following example shows how to begin the record collection process for the MIC Command Audit report. This
example indicates data sampling every 30 seconds, and a statistical record recording interval of every hour:

SETOPTION GCMF STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=CN) STATCYCLE=30, STATINTERVAL=60

Note: The STATCYCLE and STATINTERVAL values apply to all record collection subtypes for a given MIM facility (GCMF,
and so on).

Once the statistical record collection process has begun, records are collected and written to the SMF data sets. You need
to use your site-specific procedures for dumping the records to physical sequential data sets that can be used by MIM to
produce reports.

Notes:

• For more information on the SETOPTION commands used in this section, see the Statement and Command
Reference Guide.

• For detailed information on using the SMF report generator, see the chapter “Utilities” in the MIM  Programming Guide.

Sample Command Audit Report (CN) Report

(1)                 (2)                   (3)

2010/07/13 14:06   CA MIM Console Command Audit Report                                                        PAGE      1

(4) System:    SYSA              (5) Jobname:  MIMGR       (6) Release:   11.9         (7)Service Level:  0000

(8) From:      2009/10/25 00:00  (9) Each:     RECORD

(10)To:        2010/03/12 10:52  (11)Shift:    00:00 24:00

(14)      (15)

(12)(13)  Dest/SRC  Source   (16)             (17)

       Time       S/R   System  Console  User ID           Command

 ---------------- ---- -------- -------- -------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 2010/03/09 10:40 SENT VMA      00000017 OPSP     Q 219F

 2010/03/09 10:46 SENT VMA      00000017 OPSP     Q 219F

 2010/03/09 10:48 RCVD SYSB     0200004C OPSP     &CON
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                  RCVD SYSB     0200004C OPSP     &RES

                  SENT VMA      00000017 OPSP     Q 2862

 2010/03/09 10:49 SENT VMA      00000017 OPSP     Q 2862

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created
(2) Report title
(3) Report page number
(4) System name of the MIC image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement
(5) Name of the MIC started task
(6) The MIC release number
(7) The MIC service level
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
Time (12) Time of day that the command event occurred.
S/R (13) Indicates whether command text is being imported from an

external system (RCVD) or transported to an external system
(SENT)

Dest/SRC System (14) System name of the MIC image, as defined by the DEFSYS
statement, from which the command text originated (if RCVD in
preceding column) or target system to which the command text is
being transported (SENT in preceding column)

Source Console (15) Four-byte console number, in hexadecimal, from which the
command text originated

User ID (16) User identification or product name, if any, of entity that issued the
command text

Command (17) Command text that was sent or received

MII Programming
MII Programming Introduction
MII is the component of the MIM product that improves resource integrity and helps resolve resource conflicts in multiple-
system environments. You can use MII to protect data sets, programs, or any other file type resource. MII does the
following:
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• Ensures the integrity of resources stored on direct access storage device (DASD) volumes that are shared by multiple
systems or images

• Improves performance by providing an efficient way of serializing access to resources that are stored on shared DASD
volumes

• Resolves certain resource conflicts automatically
• Accelerates the resolution of conflicts by issuing notification messages to the parties involved in those conflicts
• Prevents most of the common causes of data set damage, such as data set attribute changes, simultaneous updates,

partitioned data set (PDS) directory overlays, and unauthorized updates

MII is composed of following three facilities:

Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF)
. This facility:

• Ensures the integrity of shared resources
• Provides an efficient method for accessing shared resources

ENQ Conflict Management Facility (ECMF)
. This facility:

• Issues messages to help resolve resource conflicts
• Automatically resolves certain data set conflicts

Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility (EDIF)
. This facility:

• Prevents programs from changing the attributes of a data set
• Prevents simultaneous updates that can occur when tasks on the same system do not request serialization
• Prevents programs from bypassing z/OS serialization when the wrong disposition is specified in the JCL of a

job
• Prevents unauthorized data set updates
• Prevents unauthorized data set reads

MII Notation

To aid readability, the MIM guides use abbreviated names when referring to the components and facilities, except in cases
where the abbreviation would obscure the intended meaning. The abbreviations are as follows:

GTAF
Stands for Global Tape Allocation Facility

TPCF
Stands for Tape Preferencing and Control Facility

GCMF
Stands for Global Command and Message Facility

ICMF
Stands for Intersystem Communication Facility

Integrity of Shared Resources
In a single system, z/OS lets only one task at a time have exclusive access to a resource and creates a queue of
outstanding ENQ requests if the resource is not available. As the resource becomes available, z/OS lets the task that
issued the next ENQ request obtain control of that resource. z/OS uses the RESERVE facility to protect resource integrity
across system boundaries. When a task needs a global-type resource, the task issues a special type of ENQ request that
identifies the resource and the unit control block (UCB) address of the DASD device on which that resource resides.
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When the task obtains control of the resource, z/OS issues a hardware reserve for the device where the resource is
located. While a hardware reserve is outstanding, tasks on other systems cannot access the reserved device even if they
need resources on that device that are different from the resource held by the reserving task. This type of lockout can
degrade system performance.

Note: Tasks on the system holding the reserve can still access other resources on the device.

GDIF ensures resource integrity and improves system performance by propagating ENQ and RESERVE requests as
global ENQ requests to all systems in your complex. When GDIF intercepts an ENQ or RESERVE request, it sends
a record of that request to the MIM control files where other systems can access this information. Each system has
complete information about which resources are being used, so tasks on different systems cannot update the same
resource at the same time.

By propagating ENQ requests to all systems, GDIF provides cross-system integrity for resources not typically protected
by hardware reserves. This allows more sharing of resources between systems. By converting hardware reserves to
enqueues and propagating them to all systems, GDIF improves system performance. The following figure illustrates
how GDIF ENQ processing enhances z/OS ENQ processing and shows how GDIF improves integrity while ensuring
serialization:

GDIF also eliminates many occurrences of the deadly embrace. A deadly embrace occurs when tasks on different
systems cannot complete because they each hold resources or devices needed by the other to complete. When GDIF
propagates RESERVE requests as global ENQ requests, z/OS serializes access to the resource on all systems without
locking tasks out of the devices containing the resources. You can tell GDIF to eliminate hardware reserves so that the
possibility of deadly embraces or lockouts is diminished greatly.

ENQ and RESERVE Propagation Methods
You can select either of these methods of ENQ and RESERVE propagation:

• Automatic propagation of all requests that have a scope of SYSTEMS (PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS).
• Propagation of only the requests that you designate (PROCESS=SELECT).

Note: We recommend using PROCESS=ALLSYTEMS rather than PROCESS=SELECT: data integrity exposures may
occur with PROCESS=SELECT.

No matter which method you choose, you can create a QNAME list to provide GDIF with detailed processing instructions.
A QNAME list is a series of statements that tell GDIF how to handle ENQ/RESERVE requests based on the major name;
that is, QNAME.
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You also can provide GDIF with supplemental and more specific processing instructions in an exempt list. With the
exempt list, for example, you can prevent a request from being propagated if it is issued by a certain job or is for a certain
resource.

Hardware Reserves
Because GDIF propagates RESERVE requests to all systems as global ENQ requests, you can improve system
performance by eliminating hardware reserves that are associated with RESERVE requests.

GDIF lets you decide which hardware reserves to retain and which to eliminate. You can set a default value that applies
to hardware reserves associated with RESERVE requests that GDIF is propagating, and you can override this value for
specific QNAMEs and RNAMEs.

How ECMF Manages Resource Conflicts
ECMF is primarily a reporting facility that issues messages to time-sharing option (TSO) users and operators so that they
are aware of resource conflicts. Although z/OS may issue conflict messages that identify resources involved in a conflict,
these messages do not identify the tasks or TSO users involved in the conflict. Also, these messages are not sent to the
TSO users, which makes conflict resolution time-consuming and difficult.

ECMF issues informative conflict messages to TSO users and operators so that you can resolve conflicts before system
performance is degraded. You can tell MII which resource conflicts you want to receive messages for by specifying
ECMF=YES or ECMF=NO for the QNAMEs in the QNAME list. If ECMF detects a conflict for one of these resources,
ECMF issues messages that tell the TSO user, the operator, or both what resource is involved in the conflict, what user or
task controls the resource, and what system needs that resource. The TSO user or operator then can free the resource or
cancel a job to resolve the conflict.

You can determine how often ECMF issues conflict messages for each class of resources. This lets you receive
notification immediately for critical requests (such as data set allocations), while receiving notification for other requests
only if the conflict persists. You also can modify these values dynamically to change the way ECMF handles conflicts for a
class of resources.

How You Requeue Batch Jobs That Cannot Obtain Resources
You can use the ECMF REQUEUE feature to resolve SYSDSN conflicts that occur when a batch job needs a resource
that is being used by another job or by a TSO user. This prevents the batch job from tying up an initiator when other jobs
are waiting in the same processing queue. If a batch job cannot obtain a resource, then ECMF issues messages to notify
the operator (and, if a TSO user controls the resource, to that TSO user) about the conflict. ECMF then moves the batch
job to the queue with jobs awaiting execution and puts it in a hold state. When the resource becomes available, ECMF
releases the held job so that it can execute.

If ECMF terminates while there are requeued jobs in a held state, then ECMF uses a preset value that you have provided
to determine how to handle these jobs. You can tell ECMF to discard checkpoint information for these jobs, release the
jobs, retain checkpoint information so that it can be retrieved at the next start up, or ask the operator to decide which of
these choices is appropriate.

How You Free Unused Data Sets
You can use the ECMF AUTOFREE feature to free certain data sets that were allocated dynamically and currently are
marked not in use.

Data sets that are marked not in use can cause conflicts. For example, if a TSO user issues a compile command from a
session, then object and load files are allocated dynamically. These files are marked not in use as soon as the compile
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finishes, but the files are still allocated to that TSO user. If that TSO user submits a batch job that needs one of these files,
then the job is not able to obtain the files until the TSO user issues a deallocation request or ends the TSO session.

When you activate the AUTOFREE feature, ECMF checks to see whether a data set is marked not in use during a
conflict. If so, then ECMF automatically frees the data set and notifies the TSO user who allocated the data set about its
actions. By doing this, ECMF enables the task that needs this data set to continue.

How You Bypass Integrity Processing to Resolve Conflicts
GDIF provides you with a command that lets you create controlled integrity exposures to resolve cross-system resource
conflicts. As soon as the job has finished running, GDIF automatically restores global integrity processing for the affected
data sets.

When a job on the local system is involved in a cross-system conflict and that job is the only local job that needs the
resource, you can use the DEQJOB command to bypass integrity processing. This command tells GDIF to give the job
access to the data set, even though that resource is being protected by GDIF. This lets you create a controlled integrity
exposure if, for example, a local job needs to run a report that uses a data set held exclusively by CICS whenever CICS is
active.

How EDIF Prevents Data Set Damage
EDIF enhances the integrity and availability of system and user data sets by eliminating most of the common causes of
data set damage. EDIF prevents the following problems:

• Attribute damage that occurs when the attributes specified in the JCL of a job, a TSO command, or an application
program are different from those in the data set control block (DSCB)

• Attribute damage that occurs when a PDS directory is the target of a sequential output operation
• Simultaneous updates that occur when a job does not request serialization or uses the wrong serialization technique
• Updates by unauthorized programs or by programs that direct output to the wrong file
• Read operations by unauthorized programs

EDIF provides you with a series of statements to enable or negate processing options for data sets. EDIF applies
statements to data sets, based on characteristics of the dsname of a data set or on its data set organization.

You can create a processing list containing statements that apply to all data sets, a group of data sets, or a single data
set. EDIF also merges statements so that you have greater flexibility in enabling and negating processing options.

How You Prevent Attribute Modification and PDS Directory Overwrites
You can use the EDIF attribute verification feature to prevent these common types of data set damage:

• Attribute damage that occurs when the attributes in the JCL of a job, on a TSO command, or in the data control block
(DCB) of a program are different from those in the DSCB of the data set. Your libraries also can be damaged by
attribute modification. If you specify the name of a source library that has a record format of FB on a //SYSLMOD DD
statement in a LINK step, then the record format of the library is changed to U, making the library unusable.

• Overwrites to PDS directories that occur when a PDS is the target of a sequential output operation. This can happen if
you forget to specify a member name for the output from an assembly program. The data set organization of the PDS
is changed from partitioned to sequential, making the PDS directory unusable.

You can control exactly how EDIF handles attribute violations. If you want EDIF to detect violations for testing purposes,
then you can record violations in a system management facilities (SMF) record and then use the EDIF SMF activity report
to analyze statistics about attribute violations. You also can tell EDIF to abend programs to prevent attribute changes from
occurring.
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EDIF also lets you create lists of programs that are exempted from attribute verification. You can use these lists to identify
programs that should not be checked by EDIF.

How EDIF Prevents Simultaneous Updates When Serialization Is Omitted
EDIF prevents simultaneous updates that occur when a job does not serialize access to a data set or uses the wrong
technique to serialize access. Most programs rely on JCL to serialize access to data sets on their behalf. When you
specify DISP=OLD on a DD statement in your JCL, z/OS issues an ENQ request that obtains exclusive access to the
data set for your job. However, when you specify DISP=SHR, your job obtains shared access, which lets other tasks that
request shared access use that data set at the same time.

To prevent other tasks from using the data set, the program that your JCL calls must request serialization. If serialization
is not requested, then a simultaneous update can occur. To detect and prevent simultaneous updates, EDIF automatically
issues an ENQ request whenever a job issues an OPEN request to update a data set. If you want to detect updates for
testing purposes, then you can record updates in an SMF record and run an EDIF activity report against those records.
You also can prevent simultaneous updates if you tell EDIF to make subsequent tasks wait for access when a data set is
being used.

How EDIF Prevents Updates When Programs Extract Data Before Opening Data Sets
EDIF can prevent damage that occurs when a program extracts information before a data set is serialized and a second
program updates that data set in the meantime. You can tell EDIF to detect and prevent this type of update. First,
determine whether a program extracts information before issuing an OPEN request for a data set. If it does, then tell EDIF
to check the JCL for the value DISP=OLD whenever that program tries to update a protected data set. If DISP=OLD is not
specified, then EDIF records the update, prevents the update, or does both by abending the program.

How EDIF Prevents Updates by Inappropriate Programs
A data set can become unusable if a program uses the wrong utility to process a data set or writes output to the wrong
file. For example, if output from an assembler program is sent to a source file instead of to an object file, then an existing
source member may be destroyed. You can use the EDIF utility verification feature to detect inappropriate updates. During
utility verification, EDIF compares the name of the program that opened the data set with a list of authorized programs that
you have provided. If the program is not authorized to perform the update, then EDIF records the violation or abends the
task, depending on what options you have enabled.

How EDIF Prevents Unauthorized Read Operations
EDIF also lets you prevent unauthorized programs from reading data sets. During read verification, EDIF examines a
list of authorized programs that you have provided before letting programs read the affected data set. If a program is
not authorized to read the data set, then EDIF takes an action based on other options you have specified. To monitor
unauthorized read operations, record violations in the system log or in an SMF record. To prevent unauthorized read
operations, you can tell EDIF to abend unauthorized programs.

MII Planning Initial Settings
The MIMPARMS data set contains parameter values that MIM uses as input during product initialization to define
the characteristics of the MIMplex. You specify the MIMPARMS data set on the //MIMPARMS DD statement in the
JCL procedure used to start MIM. A sample MIMPARMS data set is installed with the MIM product into data set
CAI.CBTDPARM.

You need to set initial values for statements and commands in the following MIM MIMPARMS parmlib members:
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• MIMINIT
• MIMCMNDS
• MIMSYNCH
• MIMQNAME member
• GDIEXMPT member
• EDIPARMS member

NOTE

For detailed planning information, see the following:

• MII Advanced Topics
• Statement and Command Reference
• MIM Programming

General Statements

The following general statements can be used in any of the MIM parmlib members:

• IFSYS
• ENDIF
• INCLUDE
• LOG
• NOLOG

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

z/VM Considerations

MII operates only on the z/OS operating system. There is no corresponding component for the z/VM operating system. If
you share resources between both a z/OS and a z/VM system, you need to ensure that the resource is serialized through
hardware reserves. You should not convert reserves issued by a z/OS system that protect a resource that is shared with a
z/VM system. ACF2 and Top Secret are examples of products that can run on both z/OS and z/VM.

MII Facility-specific Members
Some parameter library members are used only when specific facilities have been activated. The following list describes
these considerations by component, facility, and member name:

EDIPARMS
Contains a list of DEFAULT, DSORG, PREFIX, SUFFIX, PATTERN, and DATASET statements describing data
set resources monitored by the Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility (EDIF). This member name is pointed to by
the EDIINIT MEMBER=memname statement in the MIMINIT member of MIMPARMS. This member is used when
EDIF is activated. See the sample EDIPARMS member in data set CAI.CBTDPARM.

GDIEXMPT
Contains a list of DEFAULT, GLOBAL, and LOCAL statements that specifically exempt management of
certain resources when the Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF) is active. The GDIEXMPT member allows
you to exclude management of certain resources. This member name is optionally pointed to by the GDIINIT
EXEMPT=memname statement in the MIMINIT member MIMPARMS. This member is optional. See the sample
GDIEXMPT member in data set CAI.CBTDPARM.

MIMQNAME
Contains a list of statements defining which resource QNAMEs you want the Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF)
or the Enqueue Conflict Manager Facility (ECMF) to manage. This member name is pointed to by the MIMINIT
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QNAME=memname statement in the MIMINIT member of MIMPARMS. You must use this member when either
GDIF or ECMF is activated. See the sample MIMQNAME member in data set CAI.CBTDPARM.

Plan the MIMINIT Member (MII)
Contents

The MIMIINT member of the MIM parameter data set contains statements that specify initialization values for MIM.

Set Global Initialization Values

The MIMINIT statement lets you set initialization values that affect MIM regardless of the components and facilities you
are using. You specify the MIMINIT statement only in the MIMINIT member of the MIM parameter data set.

Note: For more information about the MIMINIT parameters, see the  MIM Programming Guide and the Statement and
Command Reference Guide.

Set Initialization Values for GDIF

The GDIINIT statement lets you set initialization values for the Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF) of the MII component.
It can only be specified in the MIMINIT member of the MIM parameter data set.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Set Initialization Values for EDIF

The EDIINIT statement lets you set initialization values for the Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility (EDIF) of the MII
component.

The EDIINIT statement can be specified only in the MIMINIT member of the MIM parameter data set. You can use the
SETOPTION command to dynamically change the member that EDIF is using to obtain its processing statements.

Plan the MIMQNAME Member
Contents

You can use the MIMQNAME member of the MIM parameter data set to define which resources GDIF/ECMF manage, or
do not manage. The MIM parameter library contains two sample members: MIMQNAME and MIMQNAMS. MIMQNAME
is designed for requesters running with GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS (recommended). The MIMQNAMS member
is designed for customers running with GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT, which we do not recommend. However, it is still the
default value. The MIMQNAME and MIMQNAMS members are updated with each MIM release.

If you are installing MII for the first time, and are converting from another vendor's global ENQ serialization package, we
recommend that you contact Broadcom Support for assistance with the conversion.

If you are installing MII for the first time, and are new to sharing DASD across multiple systems, we recommend that you
run with GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS and to use the sample MIMQNAME member. Broadcom Support can assist
with setting up the various MIM parmlib members to help ensure the highest level of availability from the beginning.

The MIMQNAME and MIMQNAMS sample members are designed for sites who are fully sharing all DASD, security
databases, tape managements systems, and so on, across all systems. If you have a configuration where not all DASD/
databases/subsystems are to be shared, then you may need to adjust these sample members for your site. We strongly
recommend that you contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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NOTE
For more information about the QNAME statements and associated syntax, see the Statement and Command
Reference Guide andthe chapter “Advanced Topics.”

How You Define LMP Product ENQ Management Definitions to MII

For ENQ management definitions for many LMP mainframe products, see the sample MIMQNAME, MIMQNAMS, and
GDIEXMPT parmlib members.

As recommendations change, these members are updated to reflect those changes, and the updated members are
delivered to customers.

How You Define IBM or other ISV ENQ Management Definitions to MII

If you have installed a new IBM or ISV product that issues ENQs or hardware reserves, you should read that product's
documentation or contact Technical Support to determine whether MII should manage that product's ENQs.

LMP delivers ENQ management recommendations for many IBM and ISV products in our sample MIMQNAME,
MIMQNAMS, and GDIEXMPT parmlib members. The ENQ management and exemptions statements shown in these
samples are what most large scale sites run with, but you may need to customize them for your site.

Based on our experience involving thousands of sites, we have consolidated what we know as general best practice
recommendations into our sample MII members. You may want to contact the vendor of a product that is generating a
given ENQ.

For assistance in evaluating your ENQ workload to determine the optimal specifications for your DASD-sharing MIIplex,
contact MIM Technical Support.

How You Convert RNL Specifications to QNAME/EXEMPT Statements

IBM and some ISV products specify their cross-system integrity requirements in the form of RNL specifications. You may
be able to generate some or all of the QNAME statements in the MIMQNAME member by translating RNL specifications
to corresponding MII statements.

Plan the GDIEXMPT Member
The GDIEXMPT member defines the exempt list used by GDIF. The actual member name is coded on the GDIINIT
EXEMPT= statement in the MIMINIT member. You can use the GDIEXMPT member if you need to make certain datasets
or jobs exempt from MII global ENQ processing. The sample GDIEXMPT member in the MIM parameter library can be
used if you are installing MIM for the first time and all DASD /databases/subsystems are fully shared across all systems in
the MIIplex.

The exempt member is only used for qnames that have GDIF=YES and EXEMPT=YES coded on the QNAME statement
in the MIMQNAME member. Or, if a qname is added dynamically if GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS.

NOTE
For detailed usage information, see “Advanced Topics“ in this guide. For syntax and additional information on
the DEFAULT, LOCAL, and GLOBAL statements of the GDIEXMPT list, see the Statement and Command
Reference Guide.

Plan the EDIPARMS Member
The EDIPARMS parmlib member lets you determine which data sets are to be processed by EDIF and how they are to be
processed. Use the following statements:
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• DEFAULT
• DATASET
• PATTERN
• PREFIX
• SUFFIX
• DSORG
• UTILITY

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MII Advanced Topics

MII z/OS Resource Serialization
Contents

z/OS provides the ENQ facility and the RESERVE facility to serialize access to resources. An ENQ macro specifies a
resource name. A RESERVE macro specifies a resource name and a DASD device. The DASD device is specified by the
UCB=keyword of the RESERVE macro.

When a task needs access to a resource, z/OS (or the task) issues an ENQ request to tell other tasks which resource is
needed and what type of access the task needs. Tasks can request two types of access to a resource:

• Shared access, which typically indicates that the task does not need to update the resource. z/OS lets more than one
task access a resource concurrently if all of these tasks request shared access.

• Exclusive access, which typically indicates that the task needs to update the resource. z/OS lets only one task at a
time have exclusive access to a resource. No other task can have access to the resource, regardless of whether it
needs exclusive or shared access.

z/OS makes a requester wait when:

• A task has shared access to a resource and a later request needs exclusive access to that resource
• A task has exclusive access to a resource and a later request needs shared or exclusive access

z/OS places the task that currently holds the resource at the top of the queue. Subsequent tasks are listed on a first-come,
first-serve basis. z/OS makes subsequent tasks wait until they can obtain the type of access they need for that resource.

How You Identify Resources on ENQ and RESERVE Requests

A task uses a multiple-part naming convention on an ENQ or RESERVE request to identify a resource that it needs and to
indicate the extent to which access should be serialized for that resource.

The following are the parts of the name used on ENQ and RESERVE requests:

qname
Indicates what class contains the resource. For example, if a task allocates a data set, then it specifies SYSDSN
as the QNAME.

rname
Indicates the name of the resource needed by the task. For example, when a task needs to allocate a data set,
the task usually uses the dsname of the data set as the RNAME.

scope
Indicates how z/OS serializes access to the resource:
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STEP
Serializes access only in the address space of the task

SYSTEM
Serializes access in the current processor or image; that is, in the local system only

SYSTEMS
Serializes access among all of the systems in the complex

To serialize access to a resource, tasks must issue ENQ requests that match all three: QNAME, RNAME, and scope. All
three parts of the name are used to identify the resource. ENQ/RESERVE requests for resources that do not match all
three parts are considered by z/OS to be requests for different resources. GDIF and ECMF work with the same QNAMEs,
RNAMEs, and scopes to identify resources.

RESERVE requests are always treated as having SCOPE SYSTEMS. Usually, a program makes a RESERVE request
by using the RESERVE macro of z/OS. Sometimes, a program makes a RESERVE request by using the ENQ macro but
also using the UCB keyword of the ENQ macro. To reduce confusion, assume that programs always use the RESERVE
macro to make RESERVE requests and always use the ENQ macro to make ENQ requests; that is, assume that
programs never use the UCB keyword of the ENQ macro.

MII has no effect on ENQ requests that specify STEP as the request scope.

MII Resource Serialization
Contents

You can tell GDIF and ECMF to perform these types of processing for resources:

• Using GDIF, propagate ENQ and RESERVE requests to all systems as global ENQ requests.
• Using ECMF, issue messages about resource conflicts.
• Using GDIF, eliminate hardware reserves by converting them to multisystem requests.
• Using ECMF, resolve certain conflicts automatically.

GDIF and ECMF both use a QNAME list to obtain information on how to manage resources. A QNAME list is a series of
QNAME statements that defines classes of resources (by the QNAME, or major name, used on the ENQ or RESERVE
request), what type of processing those classes should receive, and whether any of the resources in those classes should
be processed differently.

If necessary, you can exercise refined control of GDIF propagation. The propagation can depend upon:

• The resource-name of the request, which is specified in RNAME keywords of MII statements
• The identity of the requester, which is specified in JOBNAME keywords of MII statements

To exercise refined control, you create an exempt listto specify supplemental instructions.

If you can let all requesters treat the resource in the same way, then you should avoid use of the JOBNAME keyword
mentioned above.

The QNAME List and Exempt List

GDIF and ECMF are controlled by the QNAME list. The QNAME list affects both GDIF and ECMF; it has no affect on
EDIF. The QNAME list is permanently specified in the MIMQNAME member and can be temporarily changed using any of
the following commands:

• ADDQNAME
• ALTER
• DELQNAME
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GDIF is also controlled by the exempt list. The exempt list is permanently specified in the GDIEXMPT member, which
contains these statements:

• DEFAULT
• GLOBAL
• LOCAL

You can temporarily change the exempt list by using the EXEMPT command.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Creating a QNAME List

You create a QNAME list by placing QNAME statements in the MIMQNAME member of the MIM parameter data set.

A QNAME list is the primary source of processing instructions for both ECMF and GDIF. If MII is running in
PROCESS=SELECT mode, then new QNAMEs are temporarily added to the list whenever system operators use the
ADDQNAME command of MII. If MII is running in PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS mode, then new QNAMEs are also added
whenever a program uses a SCOPE=SYSTEMS ENQ macro or a RESERVE macro, and specifies a QNAME that is not
already in the list. PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS is the recommended value for the PROCESS= statement.

When ADDQNAME is used to add the new QNAME, the operator can specify any operand; that is, ECMF and
REPORTCYCLE values can be specified. When the ENQ or RESERVE adds the new QNAME, default values appropriate
for the current environment are chosen for some operands; for example, the default is GDIF=YES,ECMF=NO when GDIF
is active

Note that QNAMEs added by an ADDQNAME command or by an ENQ/RESERVE macro are added temporarily. They are
discarded when you do a global restart of all MII systems.

If you want to use some member name other than the MII default for your QNAME list, then you can choose
another name. You can then use the QNAMES= keyword of the MIMINIT statement to override the default of
QNAMES=MIMQNAME. For example:

MIMINIT QNAMES=MYQNAMES

We recommend that you use the same member for all systems.

MII generally requires that GDIF keywords of the QNAME statement must have the same value on all systems. This is not
a requirement for ECMF keywords.

Reviewing the Sample QNAME List

A sample QNAME list is provided in member MIMQNAME of the CAI.CBTDPARM data set. The MIMQNAME member is
to be used if you are running with GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS, which we recommend. The MIMQNAMS member
is to be used if you are running with GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT.

The following example shows some of the QNAME statements in this sample MIMQNAME member:

SYSDSN GDIF=YES SCOPE=SYSTEM EXEMPT=YES ECMF=YES REPORTAFTER=0,

    REPORTCYCLE=60 TRACE=NONE

SYSVSAM GDIF=YES SCOPE=SYSTEMS EXEMPT=YES ECMF=NO TRACE=NONE

SYSIEWLP GDIF=YES SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO ECMF=YES,

    REPORTAFTER=60 REPORTCYCLE=60 TRACE=NONE

SPZAPLIB GDIF=YES SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO ECMF=YES,

    REPORTAFTER=60 REPORTCYCLE=60 TRACE=NONE

EDIDSN GDIF=YES SCOPE=SYSTEMS EXEMPT=NO ECMF=YES RPTAFTER=0,
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    REPORTCYCLE=60 TRACE=NONE

SPFEDIT GDIF=YES SCOPE=SYSTEMS EXEMPT=YES ECMF=YES,

    REPORTAFTER=0 REPORTCYCLE=60 TRACE=NONE

Deciding Which Resources to Process

The best way to decide what resources GDIF, ECMF, or both should process is to activate GDIF, ECMF, or both to monitor
resource activity through the MII display counts commands, and then reevaluate the QNAME list. Most sites can use the
sample QNAME list provided in the MIMQNAME member to test the processing of GDIF and ECMF. Review the following
guidelines when choosing QNAMEs that GDIF and ECMF should process:

• The resources in that class are used on more than one system.
• All ENQ and RESERVE requests for a specific resource use the same RNAME.
• RESERVE requests for that QNAME (if any) are long enough to degrade system performance if they are not

propagated as global ENQ requests. In general, you should not place a QNAME in the QNAME list if its RESERVE
requests are short.

For QNAMEs used by vendor-supplied software, you should contact the vendor for specific recommendations about
QNAMEs and resources used by the product.

Changing the QNAME List

The first system active in a complex is the system that reads the MIMQNAME parameter member and builds the QNAME
list for the entire complex. The second through nth systems activated in the complex have the QNAME list passed to them
during synchronization, and the contents of the MIMQNAME member are ignored with respect to the QNAME list already
in use by the complex. This implies that changing the MIMQNAME parameter member results in changing the QNAME list
in use by the complex only if accompanied by a global shutdown.

The only way to change the QNAME list in use by an active complex is to use the ADDQNAME, ALTER, and DELQNAME
commands. These commands make changes to the active complex dynamically, but their effect is temporary. Changes
made with these commands persist until the last instance of MII in the complex is shut down.

We recommend the following procedures for making permanent QNAME list changes:

1. Make the desired change to the active complex using the ADDQNAME, ALTER, or DELQNAME commands.
2. Promptly make the corresponding updates in the MIMQNAME member.

Note: This procedure assumes you have GDIINIT MISMATCHQNAME=ACCEPT specified or defaulted.

-- OR --

1. Make the desired modifications in the MIMQNAME member.
2. Shut down MII on all systems in the complex.
3. Restart MII on all systems in the complex.

Global Data Set Integrity Facility (GDIF)
 Contents 

  

Resource classes processed by GDIF and ECMF are known as managed resources. The names of these classes are
specified in the QNAME list (see Creating a QNAME List in this chapter). You can tell GDIF to add classes to the list by
running in PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS mode. When GDIF adds a class while running in PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS mode,
it specifies ECMF=NO for the newly added class: ECMF gives no contention warnings for the newly added class. If you
want to receive a contention warning for the newly added class, then you should include the class in the MIMQNAME
member, instead of adding the class while running in PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS mode.
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When GDIF serializes a resource class, it propagates requests for that resource to other MII systems. The GDIF keyword
of the QNAME statement controls this. The exempt list lets you specify that some resource names of the class be
propagated, while other names of the class are not.

When GDIF serializes a resource class, it can optionally suppress hardware RESERVEs; the RESERVES keyword of the
QNAME statement controls this. When the hardware RESERVE is suppressed, the RESERVE macro is considered to
be converted. When you convert a RESERVE, you rely on GDIF to provide the serialization: other systems can continue
to access the device. Other systems can read or update data sets that reside on that device, but GDIF ensures that other
systems cannot gain ownership of the resource whose name was specified on the RESERVE macro. By converting the
RESERVE, GDIF lets the RESERVE macro serialize individual data sets instead of “locking up” every data set on the
device. Note that the exempt list, described later in this chapter, lets you specify that some resource names of the class
should convert the RESERVE, while other names of the class should use hardware RESERVE serialization.

GDIF Processing Modes

The processing mode you select determines whether GDIF propagates all requests with a scope of SYSTEMS or only the
requests you designate in the QNAME list. To select a processing mode, specify a value for the PROCESS parameter on
the GDIINIT statement.

The following are valid values:

ALLSYSTEMS
Tells GDIF to process all requests with a scope of SYSTEMS, and any other requests designated in the QNAME
list. When an ENQ or RESERVE request is issued with a scope of SYSTEMS, the associated QNAME is added
dynamically to the QNAME list.

SELECT
Tells GDIF to propagate only the requests that you designate in the QNAME list. This is the default.

WARNING
With GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT, administrators currently must monitor ENQ activity to ensure that the
ENQs were properly defined to avoid integrity exposure for ENQs with SCOPE=SYSTEMS. Because of the
much lower maintenance requirements associated with GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS mode, and the
elimination of multi-systems data integrity exposures with this mode, We recommend that you use GDIINIT
PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS.

 Note:You must specify the same value on all systems. This happens automatically if you use a single member for all
systems (recommended).

For example, if you want GDIF to propagate all requests that have a scope of SYSTEMS, then you could specify this
GDIINIT statement in the initialization member:

GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS

GDIF uses the following values for the parameters on the dynamically added QNAME statement:

• GDIF=YES
• SCOPE=SYSTEMS
• EXEMPT=YES
• TRACE=NONE
• ECMF=NO

Use the DISPLAY QNAMES operator command of MII to show all the classes of the QNAME list, including the
dynamically added classes that result when you run in ALLSYSTEMS mode.
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How You Eliminate Hardware Reserves

You need to indicate whether GDIF should eliminate or retain hardware reserves by default when GDIF propagates
RESERVE requests as global ENQ requests. You can do this by specifying one of the following values on the RESERVES
parameter on the GDIINIT statement:

CONVERT
Tells GDIF to eliminate hardware reserves for managed resources unless you specify otherwise in the QNAME or
exempt lists.

KEEP
Tells GDIF to retain hardware reserves for managed resources unless you specify otherwise in the QNAME or
exempt lists.

 Default: CONVERT

These values have no effect on whether GDIF propagates RESERVE requests to other systems as global ENQ requests.
For example, to retain hardware reserves by default, you could specify this GDIINIT statement in the initialization member:

GDIINIT RESERVES=KEEP

WARNING
The RESERVES value of the GDIINIT statement can be overridden by the RESERVES value of the QNAME
statements. The QNAME statements, in turn, can be overridden by the RESERVES value of the exempt-list
(GLOBAL statements). When the operator enters an ADDQNAME command, a QNAME statement must be
provided (and a RESERVES value is provided, either explicitly or by omission). 

How You Control How GDIF Handles Requests

You can use the following QNAME statement parameters to control the way GDIF handles requests for a class of
resources:

GDIF
Tells GDIF whether to propagate ENQ and RESERVE requests for that class.

SCOPE
Tells GDIF which ENQ and RESERVE requests to propagate for that class. You can specify:
ALL

Propagates all (RESERVES, SYSTEM, and SYSTEMS) ENQ and RESERVE requests for the specified
class of resources

RESERVES
Propagates requests that produce hardware reserves

SYSTEM
Propagates SYSTEM ENQ requests for resources used by tasks on the same system

SYSTEMS
Propagates requests that produce hardware reserves and SYSTEMS ENQ requests for resources that
may be used by several systems

Default:  SYSTEMS
EXEMPT

Tells GDIF whether to use the exempt list to obtain supplemental and more specific processing information for that
class.

RESERVES
Tells GDIF whether to eliminate or retain hardware reserves for this QNAME. If you specify this parameter, then
this value overrides the value you specify on the RESERVES parameter on a GDIINIT statement.
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Note: You can use the RESERVES parameter on a GLOBAL statement in the exempt list to override this value,
based on the name of a resource.

For example, the following QNAME statement tells GDIF to propagate reserve requests and eliminate the reserve for
resources requested under SYSIEWLP, unless otherwise directed in the exempt list:

SYSIEWLP GDIF=YES SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=YES RESERVES=CONVERT

By default, GDIF propagates ENQ and RESERVE requests for a class of resources whenever you specify a QNAME
statement for those resources. If you do not want to propagate requests for those resources, then specify GDIF=NO on
the QNAME statement.

Typically, GDIF propagates all requests for a QNAME whenever you specify a QNAME statement for that class of
resources. However, you can tell GDIF to propagate only certain types of requests for that QNAME.

Hardware Reserves for a Class of Resources

To change the way GDIF handles hardware reserves for a class of resources, you can specify a value for the RESERVES
parameter on a QNAME statement. If you specify this parameter, then this value overrides the value that you specified on
the RESERVES parameter on a GDIINIT statement.

To eliminate hardware reserves for a QNAME, specify RESERVES=CONVERT on that QNAME statement. This value
tells GDIF to eliminate hardware reserves for that class of resources, no matter what value you specified on the GDIINIT
statement. If you want to retain hardware reserves, then specify RESERVES=KEEP instead.

PDSE Type Data Set Considerations

The most important thing to remember is that serialized sharing of PDSE type data sets is limited to systems that belong
to a single sysplex when GRS is active. There is no serialized protection when PDSE type data sets are shared with
systems outside of a single sysplex. You can successfully share PDSE type data sets in a monoplex with the following
settings:

• GRS=NONE
• PDSESHARING(NORMAL)
•  MIM manages SYSZIGW0 and SYSZIGW1

WARNING
Attempts to share PDSEs across sysplex boundaries may result in data integrity exposures, corrupted PDSEs,
or loss of data.

PDSE Resource Sharing

MII is fully compatible with PDSE resource sharing. MII does not modify, enhance, or restrict PDS/E processing in any
way. For example, GDIF does not automatically refresh PDSE cache. GDIF’s only role with PDSE sharing is to propagate
the SYSZIGW0/SYSZIGW1 enqs across systems when PDSESHARING=NORMAL and GRS=NONE. PDSE sharing is
limited to a single sysplex in a pure global GRS environment, and the same restrictions apply, even when you are running
MII. In this regard, MII neither enhances nor restricts PDSE sharing.

However, customers have shared DASD across sysplex (GRSPLEX) boundaries for years using MII. You cannot assume
that MII provides the same enhanced sharing capabilities with PDSEs.

While MII propagates ENQ and RESERVE requests outside sysplex boundaries, and thus allows sharing of DASD outside
the sysplex boundaries, PDSE ENQ requests are a notable exception. Because the PDSE code issues its SYSZIGW0
and SYSZIGW1 ENQs with RNL=NO, MII does not process these ENQs, and thus does not propagate these requests
outside the sysplex. However, MIM propagates RNL=NO type ENQs running in a monoplex with GRS=NONE and
PDSESHARING(NORMAL), including SYSZIGW0 and SYSZIGW1.

When using PDSEs, there are two possible modes of sharing:
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• PDSESHARING(NORMAL)
• PDSESHARING (EXTENDED)
• You specify the sharing mode in the IGDSMSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB or in a data set in the logical PARMLIB.

You can use the MVS "DISPLAY SMS,OPTIONS" command to determine how the PDSESHARING option has been
set in your active SMS address space on a given system.

 PDSESHARING(NORMAL) 

When sharing PDSEs in NORMAL mode, the PDSE can be shared by all systems for input only. This is the default mode
setting. Only one writer is allowed per complex. Subsequent concurrent openers for output are terminated with a S213-70
ABEND. This abend is not generated by GDIF.

When you specify PDSESHARING(NORMAL), the SYSZIGW0 and SYSZIGW1 ENQs are used in order to maintain
PDSE integrity, and XCF services are not used. However, the PDSE code issues its SYSZIGW0 and SYSZIGW1 ENQs
with RNL=NO specified. This precludes MII from managing these ENQs when they are issued on a system that is a
member of a sysplex. This can cause integrity exposures in some environments.

 PDSESHARING(EXTENDED) 

When you specify PDSESHARING(EXTENDED), a PDSE can be shared for input and output in a single sysplex.

In EXTENDED mode, XCF services are used to pass information between systems in a single sysplex to maintain read
and write integrity. Therefore, the sharing of PDSEs in EXTENDED mode requires a sysplex and is limited to the systems
in the sysplex by definition.

With PDSESHARING(EXTENDED), the sharing of PDSEs is limited by XCF connectivity, not by the scope of the
SYSZIGW0/1 ENQs. Therefore, the sysplex restriction in this case is due to the IBM PDSE architecture, not by the global
serialization product (for example, MII).

RNL=NO and GRSRNL=EXCLUDE

When IBM introduced basic sysplex, they required that at least a bare-bones global GRS be active on the systems that
are part of a sysplex. In order for GRS and MIM to peacefully co-exist in a sysplex, IBM added the EXCLUDE value to the
GRSRNL= parameter in IEASYSxx, and added the RNL=YES/NO parameter to the ENQ macro and parameter list.

The GRSRNL=EXCLUDE parameter setting caused GRS to demote all SYSTEMS scope ENQs to SYSTEM scope
ENQs. This allowed GRS to be active in a system with MII also active, and prevented GRS from propagating ENQ
requests that were already being propagated by MII.

However, IBM required serialization of resources that were sysplex-specific (ENQs with a scope of the local sysplex).
Also, IBM required this resource serialization, particularly during sysplex initialization, when MII serialization might not be
available.

To satisfy these requirements, IBM added the RNL=YES/NO parameter on the ENQ macro and parameter list. The default
is RNL=YES. RNL=YES specified that an installation's RNL lists and their GRSRNL=EXCLUDE value, if specified, would
be honored.

Specifying RNL=NO overrides both the installation's RNL specifications and their GRSRNL=EXCLUDE specification.
Therefore, if an ENQ is issued with a scope of SYSTEMS and RNL=NO, GRS propagates this ENQ to all of the systems
in the GRSPLEX (that is. all of the sysplex systems), even when GRSRNL=EXCLUDE is specified.

RNL=NO was intended to be used only on ENQ requests for resources that were sysplex-specific (that is, the scope of the
local sysplex), or for resources that needed to be serialized during system and sysplex initialization.

To determine the GRSRNL value you are running with on a given system, issue the following z/OS command:

DISPLAY GRS,ALL

When an ENQ is issued on a sysplex system, and that ENQ has RNL=NO coded, MII bypasses those ENQ requests and
passes them along to GRS. Recall that, in a sysplex, global GRS must be active, and all members of the sysplex must be
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members of the same GRSPLEX. This guarantees that the RNL=NO requests are propagated to all sysplex systems by
GRS if the ENQ is scope SYSTEMS.

Unfortunately, the original IBM RNL=NO documentation did not express this intended function and was somewhat
misleading, telling the user to "Use RNL=NO only when you are sure that you never want the scope value to change". IBM
has since created APAR OW30729 to clarify the documentation on the RNL parameter.

Integrity Exposure Issues

For MII customers who are sharing PDSEs in a MIMplex that does not equal a single sysplex, integrity exposures can
occur between the sysplex systems and the systems or sysplexes outside the local sysplex. Because the SYSZIGW0 and
SYSZIGW1 ENQs are issued with RNL=NO, MII bypasses those ENQs and passes them on to GRS. All of the systems
in the originating sysplex are aware of these ENQs because GRS propagates them to the systems in the local sysplex.
However, because MII bypasses these requests, the systems outside the originating sysplex are unaware of these ENQs.

The following table illustrates in what environments it is safe to share PDSEs across all systems in the MIMPLEX:

DASD Sharing Environment PDSESHARING=NORMAL PDSESHARING=EXTENDED

Non-sysplex systems (GRS=NONE) Yes (See Note 1) n/a
Systems in a Single Sysplex Yes Yes
Systems in a single sysplex plus any
systems outside this sysplex

No (See Note 2) No

 Notes: 

1. To share PDSEs in non-sysplex environment, do one of the following:
– Specify GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS
– Specify the following statements in the MIMQNAME member:

SYSZIGW0 SCOPE=SYSTEMS ECMF=NO GDIF=YES EXEMPT=NO

SYSZIGW1 SCOPE=SYSTEMS ECMF=NO GDIF=YES EXEMPT=NO

2. PDSE sharing in mixed sysplex environments is not safe, due directly to the inappropriate use of RNL=NO on the
SYSZIGW0 and SYSZIGW1 ENQs. See the IBM APAR OW30729 for clarification of this issue.

3. At the present time, we recommend that you not manage PDSEs with EDIF.
4. SMS has display commands to determinine which address spaces have a PDSE open. This can be helpful if

diagnosing a S213-70 abend.

The Exempt List

The exempt list affects only GDIF; it affects neither EDIF nor ECMF. The exempt list is ignored if every statement of the
QNAME list specifies EXEMPT=NO. In this case, the QNAME list provides all the information that controls GDIF. The
exempt list is not required to be identical on every system; however, system management is easier if every system has the
same exempt list.

The exempt list provides supplemental processing instruction for GDIF. If you want to use the exempt list to give GDIF
supplemental and more specific information about processing a QNAME, then you need to specify EXEMPT=YES on that
QNAME statement. Doing this allows you to use RNAMEs and job names to determine whether an ENQ request should
be propagated. You also can change the way GDIF handles hardware reserves, based on the QNAME and RNAME on
the RESERVE request.

You can use the exempt list to give GDIF special processing instructions, based on the RNAME of a resource or on
the name of the job that issued the ENQ request. If you want to use other criteria (such as device name, volume serial
number) to give GDIF special processing instructions, you can code the optional GDIXMPXT exit routine.
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How You Create an Exempt List

If you want to propagate ENQ and RESERVE requests for only some of the resources that are requested through the
same QNAME, or if you want to handle hardware reserves for some of these resources differently, then you can create an
exempt list. You need to specify the name of this member on the EXEMPT parameter on the GDIINIT statement.

By default, GDIF uses the member GDIEXMPT of the CBTDPARM data set, which contains an exempt list. GDIF uses the
exempt list only when one of the following conditions exists:

• GDIF=YES and EXEMPT=YES were specified on a QNAME statement.
• The default values GDIF=YES and EXEMPT=YES are being used for QNAME SYSDSN.
• GDIF is running in ALLSYSTEMS mode, and GDIF dynamically adds a QNAME statement to the QNAME list.

If you do not want to exempt anything or create an exempt list, then specify the statement GDIINIT EXEMPT=NONE.

When coding exempt list statements, keep the following in mind:

• Each exempt list statement begins with a statement name, such as DEFAULT, and contains additional parameters.
• You can specify parameters in any order and use non-ambiguous truncations for parameters.
• You can specify a QNAME or an RNAME in either character or hexadecimal format. If you use character format and

the QNAME or RNAME contains embedded blanks, you need to enclose that QNAME or RNAME in single quotation
marks.

• All standard rules on MIM syntax, commenting, and continuation apply.

NOTE
 For more information, see the Statement and Command Reference Guide. 

Requests That Should Not Be Propagated

You may not want to propagate requests for the following data set-type resources:

• System data sets that are replicated on different systems. Because each system has a unique copy of these data sets,
you may not want to issue global ENQ requests for them.

• Shared data sets that need to be accessed concurrently from different systems and are serialized across systems by
the tasks that use them. If you are in doubt, check with the product vendor.

• ISPF LIST, LOG, and PROFILE data sets that are associated with a TSO session for a specific user. You may not want
to propagate requests for these resources because TSO users usually log on to one system at a time.

• Resources for which you want controlled integrity exposures. For example, the CICS or IMS products can keep data
sets open indefinitely if you run these products around the clock. Some sites then run reports or other read-only jobs
on other systems because this is the only alternative to stopping the product, running the job, and then restarting the
product. If you are controlling integrity exposures manually and you do not want to change the procedures of your site,
then you need to tell GDIF not to propagate requests for those resources.

• Resources that are serialized through RESERVE by both z/OS and z/VM. You should not convert reserves issued
by a z/OS system that protect a resource that is shared with a z/VM system. ACF2 and Top Secret are examples of
products that can run on both z/OS and z/VM.

Statements in the Exempt List

If you specify EXEMPT=YES on a QNAME statement, then GDIF uses the statements in the exempt list to decide whether
to propagate requests for that QNAME. GDIF looks at two types of statements in the exempt list: a statement that tells
GDIF how to process requests by default and statements that override processing for specific resources or jobs.

You can use the following exempt list statements to indicate how GDIF can process resources:

DEFAULT
GDIF decides whether to propagate the ENQ and the RESERVE requests by default when a task requests a
QNAME with EXEMPT=YES.
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GLOBAL
GDIF propagates the ENQ and RESERVE requests for a certain resource or job. You also can use this statement
to change the way GDIF handles hardware reserves for a resource.

LOCAL
GDIF does not propagate the ENQ requests for a certain resource or job. The LOCAL statements do not apply to
RESERVE requests, except when EXEMPTRESERVES=YES has been specified. Even when this option is set
to YES, RESERVES=CONVERT/KEEP cannot be specified on a LOCAL statement (and RESERVES=KEEP is
implied).

You can specify only one DEFAULT statement, and it must be the first statement in the exempt list. You can specify as
many GLOBAL and LOCAL statements as required to override processing for specific resources or jobs.

Each DEFAULT statement parameters affect how GDIF propagates requests by default:

JOB
Tells GDIF whether to propagate requests by default, no matter what job issued the request.

RESOURCE
Tells GDIF whether to propagate requests by default, no matter what RNAME is specified on the request.

Each parameter affects propagation. However, the combined effect of the parameters determines whether GDIF
propagates requests by default and how you can override this default processing:

• When you specify GLOBAL on both parameters, GDIF propagates requests globally. You can override this default
processing for ENQ requests using the LOCAL statements.

• When you specify LOCAL on one or both parameters, GDIF treats requests as local requests and GDIF does not
propagate the requests to other systems. You can override this default processing using the GLOBAL statements.

GDIF uses a maximum of two matching LOCAL statements, GLOBAL statements, or both for each request: one statement
that contains a matching RNAME, and another statement that contains a matching job name. If more than one statement
contains a matching RNAME or job name, then GDIF selects one of these matching statements and GDIF ignores all
other matching statements. Therefore, understanding how GDIF chooses among matching statements is a necessity.

NOTE
 NOTE: If an ENQ/RESERVE request matches both a LOCAL job statement and a GLOBAL resource
statement, then the LOCAL job statement takes precedence. If an ENQ/RESERVE request matches both
a GLOBAL job statement and a LOCAL resource statement, then the LOCAL resource statement takes
precedence. This logic is true regardless of what is coded on the DEFAULT statement.

Propagate QNAME Requests

To propagate most QNAME requests, place the following statement in the GDIEXMPT member:

DEFAULT RESOURCE=GLOBAL JOB=GLOBAL

This statement tells GDIF to propagate requests by default. Use LOCAL statements to indicate which ENQ requests
should not be propagated.

Propagate Requests for Selected Resources or Jobs

To propagate requests as a general rule and use RNAMEs or job names to identify requests that should not be
propagated, specify one of the following DEFAULT statements:

• DEFAULT RESOURCE=GLOBAL JOB=LOCAL
This statement tells GDIF to propagate requests for only the jobs named on GLOBAL statements.

• DEFAULT RESOURCE=LOCAL JOB=GLOBAL
This statement tells GDIF to propagate requests for only the resources named on GLOBAL statements.
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Propagate Certain Requests from Certain Jobs

To propagate requests only if a certain job needs a certain resource, specify the following statement in the GDIEXMPT
member:

DEFAULT RESOURCE=LOCAL JOB=LOCAL

This statement tells GDIF to propagate requests only if you specified two GLOBAL statements: one for the resource and
another for the job requesting that resource. Therefore, you must specify both the RNAME and job name on separate
GLOBAL statements before GDIF propagates a request.

Override the Default Processing of GDIF

You can use the LOCAL and GLOBAL statements to override the values on your DEFAULT statement. Use the LOCAL
statement to treat certain ENQ requests as local requests and the GLOBAL statement to propagate certain ENQ and
RESERVE requests globally.

The number of LOCAL or GLOBAL statements you need to use depends on what values you specified on your DEFAULT
statement. If you specified GLOBAL on both DEFAULT statement parameters, then you can specify a single LOCAL
statement to stop GDIF from propagating an ENQ request.

However, to propagate requests when you specified LOCAL for both parameters, you need to specify two GLOBAL
statements: one statement that overrides the RESOURCE parameter, and a second statement that overrides the JOB
parameter.

Override Default Processing for a Certain Resource

To change the way GDIF handles requests for a certain resource, specify the RNAME of that resource on the RNAME
parameter of a LOCAL or GLOBAL statement. When that RNAME is specified on a request, GDIF overrides the value for
the RESOURCE parameter on your DEFAULT statement.

For example, if you specified RESOURCE=GLOBAL on a DEFAULT statement, then you can treat all requests for the
SYS1.LINKLIB data set as local requests, no matter what QNAME is used, by placing the following statement in the
GDIEXMPT member:

LOCAL RNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB

To override the default processing of GDIF if a certain QNAME is specified on the request, specify that QNAME on the
QNAME parameter. For example, you can tell GDIF to treat requests for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set as local requests only
if the QNAME SYSDSN is specified by placing the following statement in the GDIEXMPT member:

LOCAL QNAME=SYSDSN RNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB

Override Default Processing for a Certain Job

To change the way GDIF handles requests issued by a certain job, specify the name of that job on the JOB parameter of
a LOCAL or GLOBAL statement. When that job issues a request, GDIF overrides the value for the JOB parameter on your
DEFAULT statement.

For example, if you specified RESOURCE=GLOBAL and JOB=LOCAL on your DEFAULT statement, then you can
propagate requests from job MAINT by placing this GLOBAL statement in the GDIEXMPT member:

GLOBAL JOB=MAINT

Wildcard Characters

You can use the following wildcard characters to affect QNAME processing:

• Use the # character in the RNAME, job name, or QNAME. This character matches a single character in the name.
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For example, to match a LOCAL statement for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set with ENQ requests that use the QNAMEs
DATAMNGR, DATAMNRR, or DATAMNSR, you could specify this statement in the GDIEXMPT member:
LOCAL QNAME=DATAMN#R RNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB

• Use the * wildcard character with an RNAME or a job name. This character matches the remainder of the name.
For example, to match a GLOBAL statement with ENQ and RESERVE requests issued by the jobs TEST1, TEST2,
and TESTPAY, you could specify the following statement in the GDIEXMPT member:
GLOBAL JOB=TEST*

 Note: If you specify TEST without the asterisk, you still get all jobs that begin with the letters TEST, since there is an
implied asterisk after the job name. Therefore, if you do not want all jobs matching the name TEST with any suffix, then
you should explicitly specify the job name on your statement. This is also true for RNAMEs. If you specify a "*" before
the end of the RNAME, it is automatically replaced by a "#" (single character): "*" is invalid anywhere but at the end of
the RNAME.

• Use the "?" character in an RNAME. This character matches the remainder of the current index level. However, the "?"
character does not work if specified at the end of the RNAME.
For example, suppose that you want to match a LOCAL statement with ENQ requests in which SYS1 is specified in
the first index level of the RNAME and LOAD in the third index level of the RNAME. To do this, you could specify the
following statement in the GDIEXMPT member:
LOCAL RNAME=SYS1.?.LOAD

 Notes: 

• GDIF reorders the LOCAL and GLOBAL statements in the exempt list according to how many non-wildcard characters
each name contains and in what position wildcard characters are specified. Therefore, you should specify as many
leading, non-wildcard characters as possible in a job name, RNAME, or QNAME.

• For information on how GDIF reorders the exempt list, see How GDIF Reorders the Exempt List at Startup Time.

Change the Way GDIF Handles Hardware Reserves for a Resource

If you want to change the way GDIF handles hardware reserves for a specified resource, then you can specify a value for
the RESERVES parameter on a GLOBAL statement. You can use this parameter to override the values you specify for the
RESERVES parameter on a QNAME or GDIINIT statement.

Specify one of these values on the GLOBAL statement to indicate how GDIF should handle hardware reserves for this
resource:

• RESERVES=CONVERT
Tells GDIF to eliminate hardware reserves associated with RESERVE requests for this resource.

• RESERVES=KEEP
Tells GDIF to retain hardware reserves associated with RESERVE requests for this resource. RESERVES=KEEP on a
GLOBAL statement can cause deadlocks because GDIF still propagates the ENQs for this resource.
For example, suppose you specified RESERVES=KEEP on a QNAME statement. To eliminate hardware reserves
when the QNAME/RNAME combination SYSIEWLP/SYS1.LINKLIB appears on a RESERVE request, you could
specify this statement in the GDIEXMPT member:
GLOBAL QNAME=SYSIEWLP RNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB RESERVES=CONVERT

Apply LOCAL Statements to RESERVE Requests

Do not attempt to specify RESERVES=CONVERT or RESERVES=KEEP on a LOCAL statement. The RESERVES
keyword is not supported on a LOCAL statement. Instead, use the SETOPTION GDIF EXEMPTRESERVES command to
control whether the LOCAL statements should be applied to RESERVE requests.

For example, assume that NO is specified on SYSA, and JOB1 issues the first RESERVE request for an exempted
resource. This results in the RESERVE being converted to a global enqueue. Assume that YES is specified on SYSB, and
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JOB2 issues a subsequent request on SYSB for the same exempted resource. The request of JOB2 is not propagated. As
a result, both JOB1 and JOB2 could have concurrent ownership of the resource, possibly corrupting the resource.

WARNING
 The value of the RESERVES=attribute command must be set consistently across all systems in your complex,
or an integrity exposure can occur.

NOTE
 For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Prevent Statements from Being Negated

By default, GDIF lets you dynamically negate any LOCAL or GLOBAL statement. You can use the EXEMPT command to
do this. This causes GDIF to ignore that statement when processing requests.

To prevent a statement from being negated, you need to specify PERMANENT=YES on that statement. For example, to
prevent the LOCAL statement for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set from being negated, you could specify this statement in the
GDIEXMPT member:

LOCAL RNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB PERMANENT=YES

You can specify PERMANENT=NO if you want to be able to negate that statement.

How GDIF Reorders the Exempt List at Startup Time

At startup time, GDIF handles the LOCAL and GLOBAL statements by concatenating the QNAME first, and then the
RNAME for any statement on which the RNAME parameter is specified. GDIF appends blank characters to QNAMEs that
are less than 8 characters long and uses 8 pound (#) characters to represent a QNAME if a QNAME is not specified on
that statement. GDIF then reorders the LOCAL and GLOBAL statements according to these rules:

• By the number of significant characters in the QNAME/RNAME string or in the job name. For example, GDIF orders
a statement that contains the value ########/SYS1.LINKLIB (with 12 significant characters) before a statement that
contains the value SYSDSN##/SYS* (with 9 significant characters).
Note: Significant characters are non-wildcard characters, including blanks.

• By the number of leading significant characters (for statements that have the same number of significant characters).
For example, GDIF orders a statement that contains the value SYSDSN##/SYS* (with six leading significant
characters) before a statement that contains the value ########/SYS1.LINK* (with no leading significant characters).

NOTE
Use the DISPLAY EXEMPT command to view the current reordered list.

How GDIF Matches Requests with Exempt List Statements

When a task issues a request, GDIF compares the QNAME/RNAME string on the request with the string on the first
statement in the reordered list. If these values match, then GDIF selects the statement and ignores other statements
that contain QNAME/RNAME strings. If they do not match, GDIF looks at the next statement and performs the same
comparison. If GDIF cannot find a matching LOCAL or GLOBAL statement, it selects the DEFAULT statement.

GDIF also performs a job name comparison to select a statement that tells GDIF how to handle requests issued by that
job. Based on the statements it selects, GDIF then determines whether to propagate the request. If you specify GLOBAL
through a DEFAULT statement, a GLOBAL statement, or both for both the resource and the issuing job, then GDIF
propagates the request. Otherwise, GDIF does not propagate the request.

MIMQNAME/GDIEXMPT Processing Flowcharts

The flow charts in this section illustrate how MII determines whether to propagate enqueue or reserve requests. Some
steps require further explanation, which is provided in notes # 1, # 2, #3, #4, and #5 after the flow charts.
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Notes on the Flowcharts

The following notes further explain items in the flow charts:

#1
Use the following table to determine if the SCOPE value you specify on the QNAME statement (row) matches the
scope of the ENQ or RESERVE request (column):

 SCOPE Values  SYSTEM  SYSTEMS  RESERVES  ALL 
Enqueue request issued
with SCOPE=SYSTEM

YES NO NO YES

Enqueue request issued
with SCOPE=SYSTEMS

NO YES NO YES

Reserve request issued
with SCOPE=SYSTEMS

NO YES YES YES

#2
If a reserve request was issued and a LOCAL statement (including the DEFAULT statement) applies
to this request (if it is not overridden with a GLOBAL statement), the action taken depends on GDIF
EXEMPTRESERVES.
With EXEMPTRESERVES=NO, the LOCAL statement does not apply. Thus the enqueue is propagated and the
reserve is either kept or converted, depending on the keyword RESERVES. See #3.
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With EXEMPTRESERVES=YES, the LOCAL statement does apply, and the hardware reserve is not converted.
If the request is not a reserve and a LOCAL statement applies (if it is not overridden with a GLOBAL statement),
then the enqueue is not propagated.

#3
The enqueue is propagated to external systems. If this was a reserve request, then the hardware reserve is either
kept or converted, depending on the keyword RESERVES.
RESERVES can be specified on the GDIINIT, QNAME, and GLOBAL statements. If specified on the QNAME
statement, then this overrides anything specified on the GDIINIT statement. If specified on the GLOBAL
statement, then this overrides anything specified on either the GDIINIT or QNAME statement.

#4
The default settings for a dynamically-added QNAME are:
ECMF=NO,EXEMPT=YES,GDIF=YES,REPORTAFTER=0,REPORTCYCLE=60,

SCOPE=SYSTEMS,TRACE=NONE

#5
To determine how the exempt list is searched, see How GDIF Reorders the Exempt List at Startup Time and How
GDIF Matches Requests with Exempt List Statements in this chapter.

Enqueue Conflict Management Facility (ECMF)
Contents

You can use the following parameters on a QNAME statement to control the way the ECMF handles conflicts for
resources:

ECMF
Tells ECMF whether to issue conflict messages for resources requested on this QNAME.

REPORTAFTER
Tells ECMF when to issue the first message about a conflict for one of these resources.

REPORTCYCLE
Tells ECMF how long to wait before issuing subsequent conflict messages for one of these resources.

For example, the following QNAME statement tells ECMF to issue conflict messages for resources in conflict under
SYSIEWLP. The first message is issued after the conflict has persisted for 60 seconds. Then, messages are issued every
60 seconds until the conflict is resolved.

SYSIEWLP ECMF=YES REPORTAFTER=60 REPORTCYCLE=60

Note that you cannot use the exempt list to tell ECMF to perform special processing for resources. If you do not want
ECMF to process some of the resources with the same QNAME, then you need to code one or more of the optional
ECMF exit routines.

NOTE
For information about coding these routines, see MII User Exits .

How You Tell ECMF Whether to Issue Conflict Messages

To receive messages when two or more tasks need access to the same resource at the same time, specify ECMF=YES
on a QNAME statement. This tells ECMF to issue conflict messages if a task specifies that QNAME on an ENQ or
ISGENQ request and the requested resource already is being used. ECMF conflict messages show the following
information about a conflict:
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• The QNAME and RNAME associated with the resource
• The name of the task holding the resource
• The name of the system on which the holding task is executing

How ECMF Handles Requeued Jobs When MIM Terminates

Enqueue Conflict Management Facility (ECMF) maintains checkpoint information for requeued jobs in the MIM checkpoint
files. By default, ECMF releases requeued jobs if MIM terminates and accumulates new checkpoint information when
you restart MIM. You can change the way ECMF handles requeued jobs and checkpoint information by specifying one of
these values on the SETOPTION REQCKPT command:

ASK
Tells ECMF to issue the MIM1049 WTOR, which asks the operator how to handle requeued jobs and checkpoint
information.

DISCARD
Tells ECMF to leave the jobs in a held state and discard checkpoint information. Release these jobs manually.

RELEASE
Tells ECMF to release requeued jobs and accumulate new checkpoint information when you restart ECMF.
This is the default.

USE
Tells ECMF to leave the jobs in a held state until you restart ECMF. When ECMF is restarted, it rebuilds the
checkpoint information and releases the jobs. If the job needs a data set that is still unavailable, then ECMF
reinstates the job to the control of ECMF. If the data set is available, then ECMF releases the job immediately.

How You Determine When Conflict Messages Are Issued

The following table shows who receives ECMF conflict messages.

Type of Conflict: Who ECMF Informs:
A batch job or system task is holding a resource that a TSO user
needs

The TSO user only

A TSO user is holding a resource that a batch job or system task
needs

The TSO user and the operator with the job waiting

A batch job or system task is holding a resource that another
batch job or system task needs

The operator with the job waiting

A TSO user is holding a resource that another TSO user needs Both TSO users

To tell ECMF how many seconds to wait before issuing the first conflict message, you need to specify a value for the
REPORTAFTER parameter on the QNAME statement. By default, ECMF issues the first message immediately. ECMF
automatically reissues conflict messages every 60 seconds until the conflict is resolved. To change this interval, specify
the number of seconds ECMF should wait through the REPORTCYCLE parameter on the QNAME statement. For
example, if you want ECMF to issue the first conflict message for resources in the SYSIEWLP QNAME class after 5
seconds, and have these messages repeat every 30 seconds, you would specify the following QNAME statement in the
MIMQNAME member:

SYSIEWLP ECMF=YES REPORTAFTER=5 REPORTCYCLE=30

NOTE
For the QNAME SYSDSN, the REPORTCYCLE parameter also affects the way ECMF requeues batch jobs that
cannot obtain resources.
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Receive a Single Set of Conflict Messages

ECMF uses the values you set through the REPORTAFTER and REPORTCYCLE parameters only for unconditional ENQ
requests: that is, ENQ requests that specify RET=NONE or RET=HAVE. If a conflict involves one or more conditional
ENQ requests in which RET=USE is specified, then ECMF issues a single set of messages to notify the participants about
the conflict.

NOTE
For more information about the RET parameter on an ENQ request, see theIBM documentation.

Suppression of Redundant Conflict Messages

ECMF may suppress redundant ENQ conflict messages. If the same victim ASID and TCB appear in ENQ conflict
messages more than once within 60 seconds for the same QNAME/RNAME, and the ENQ requests are conditional, then
ECMF will suppress any message beyond the first one, until the 60 seconds expires. The 60 second window is internally
hard-coded, and cannot be customized through MIM parameters.

Job Requeue

The Problem: When a batch job is submitted, the initiator task issues a SYSDSN RET=ECB type ENQ request for every
data set on all DD cards in the JCL. All ENQ requests must be obtained before the batch job begins execution. If any data
set is not available, then the initiator goes into a WAIT state until all data sets become available. This prevents another job
from using this initiator until the first job completes. This is true even if the data sets of other job are currently available.

ENQs Eligible for Job Requeue

Specifying ECMF REQUEUE requeues only batch jobs that contend for SYSDSN RET=ECB type ENQ requests issued
from an initiator task at job initiation. SYSDSN ENQ requests that result from dynamic allocation or at the step level are
not eligible to be REQUEUED.

GDGs

When a batch job is submitted, and relative GDGs are referenced in the JCL, the initiator issues SYSDSN ENQ
requests for the base GDG name. For example, if STEP3 of a batch job contains a DD for DSN=SYSPROG.DUMP(+2),
then an ENQ request is issued for QNAME=SYSDSN RNAME=SYSPROG.DUMP at job initiation. Later, when
STEP3 runs, another ENQ request is issued by STEP allocation on the resolved GDG name, or G0000V00
(SYSPROG.DUMP.G0005V00).

If this ENQ request is not available, then the MIM1038 and MIM1039 ECMF messages are issued, but the job will not be
requeued. If ECMF requeued the job, and then later released it, previous steps would be rerun, and this could cause data
to be corrupted.

SYSZVOLS ENQ

ECMF does not requeue a batch job that contends for the SYSZVOLS QNAME. This ENQ is issued during step initiation
after the job has already started. If ECMF requeued the job, and then later released it, previous steps would be rerun, and
this could cause data to be corrupted.

Aliases

Aliases are handled the same as GDGs. These are not resolved until STEP initiation, and so are not eligible for
REQUEUE.

First Job Step

If an ENQ request is issued for the first step of a job, but after job initiation has completed, then ECMF will not requeue the
job.

Requirements
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• The ECMF REQUEUE feature requires the use of a checkpoint file on each system. This is not a shared file, and is
unique to each system.

NOTE
For more information on allocating a checkpoint file, see the  MIM Programming Guide.

• SYSDSN must be in the QNAME member with ECMF=YES. The REPORTCYCLE parameter on this QNAME
statement is used in conjunction with the SET ECMF REQAFTER parameter to determine when the job should be
requeued.

• SET ECMF REQUEUE=ON must be coded in the MIMCMNDS member.

How It works

First, ECMF detects whether all requested resources are currently available to a batch job. If not, then ECMF issues
MIM1038/MIM1039/MIM1040 messages until the REQAFTER value expires. At this time, MIM executes the JES2
commands to requeue the batch job. Specify the REQAFTER option on the SET ECMF command in the commands
member. The value for this option is the number of REPORTCYCLEs on the SYSDSN QNAME that ECMF must wait
before it requeues the batch job.

Example:

In the MIMQNAME member, issue the following statement:

SYSDSN GDIF=YES SCOPE=SYSTEM REPORTAFTER=0 RPTCYCLE=60 ECMF=YES EXEMPT=YES

In the MIMCMNDS member, issue the following statement:

SET ECMF REQAFTER=3

ECMF waits 3(REQAFTER) X 60(REPORTCYCLE) = 180 seconds before it requeues the batch job. You can change
these values dynamically using the ALTER and SET ECMF commands.

After this timer expires, the following JES2 commands are executed:

$HJxxxxx

$EJxxxxx

$CJxxxxx

The JES2 command character in this example is $. ECMF dynamically determines the appropriate JES2 subsystem
command character. Also, these JES2 commands are executed using the UTOKEN of the address space of the batch
job. If you want these commands to be executed using the UTOKEN of the MIM address space, then use the SET ECMF
REQSECUR=ON command.

After these commands are issued, the job is removed from the initiator, and stays in the HELD queue until the resource
becomes available. The following message displays:

MIM1083 jobname(jesid) REQUEUED - AWAITING DATASETS

ECMF determines resource availability, both locally and globally, of all required resources for all DD cards in the JCL
of the batch job. This check is performed every REQCYCLE, as coded on the SET ECMF REQCYCLE command. The
default is 30 seconds. After ECMF determines that ALL resources are now available, it executes the $Ajxxxxx JES2
command to release the batch job.

The following message is issued:

MIM1048 jobname(jesid) RELEASED - DATASETS NOW AVAILABLE

The following graphic illustrates this process:
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Compatibility with Job Scheduling Packages

MII is compatible with all scheduling packages. CA 7 customers should specify REQUE=YES in CA 7. The default for this
parameter is NO.

However, ECMF REQUEUE was not designed to aid in job scheduling and does not replace the need for a job scheduling
package. After a job is requeued, resource availability is only determined at fixed intervals (SET ECMF REQCYCLE). So,
it is possible that other jobs can “sneak in” and obtain resources that were needed by the requeued job, during the interim.

For example, with REQCYCLE=30:

mm:ss

00:00 JOBA requeued, 2 of 7 data sets were not available

00:30 REQCYCLE timer pops

ECMF checks availability of all 7 data sets

• Now only 1 data set is not available (DATASET1) JOBB owns this
• JOBA not released

01:00 REQCYCLE timer pops

ECMF checks availability of all 7 data sets

• Data set 1 still owned by JOBB
• JOBA not released

01:05 JOBB ends and releases DATASET1

01:10 JOBC starts and obtains DATASET1

01:30 REQCYCLE timer pops

ECMF checks availability of all 7 data sets

• JOBC now owns DATASET1
• JOBA still not released

01:40 JOBC ends and releases DATASET1

02:00 REQCYCLE time pops

ECMF checks availability of all 7 data sets

• All 7 are now available
• JOBA is released

Though JOBC was started after JOBA, it finished before JOBA. Thus, ECMF REQUEUE cannot be used as a scheduling
package, and the order in which the jobs run may or may not be first in, first out.

Restrictions

JES3

JES3 customers should not use the REQUEUE option because JES3 determines resource availability prior to job
initiation, which makes this feature redundant. JES3 customers should specify SET ECMF REQUEUE=OFF.

Poly-JES Environments

ECMF REQUEUE works on a system where more than one JES2 address space is running.

Exits

For information on using ECMF user exits to customize ECMF processing, see the chapter “User Exits."
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AUTOFREE Feature

The ECMF AUTOFREE feature can be used to dynamically deallocate a data set that was dynamically allocated to a TSO
user, but is currently marked Not-in-Use. Data sets that are marked Not-in-Use can cause local or global ENQ conflicts
for the SYSDSN QNAME. For example, if a TSO user issues a compile command, object and load files are allocated
dynamically. These files are marked Not-in-Use after the compile completes, but the files are still allocated to the TSO
user. Non-temporary data sets that are allocated through SVC 99 in a TSO task and are still allocated at task termination
(normal/abnormal) are marked Not-in-Use through SVC 99 Verb Code 5.

To determine which data sets are currently marked Not-in-Use, issue the following TSO command:

LISTA ST SY H

The following information displays:

--DSORG--CREATED-----EXPIRES-----SECURITY--DDNAME---DISP--

SYS1.LINKLIB                                              

  PO     06/25/1998  00/00/0000  NONE      RES      KEEP

SYS00066.T143549.RA000.USER001.R0128686                          

  PS     03/06/2000  00/00/0000  NONE      ISPCTL0  DELETE,DELETE

SYS1.LINKLIB                                                     

  PO     06/25/1998  00/00/0000  NONE      SYSLMOD  KEEP         

*USER001.SDSITEST.OBJ                                            

  PS     03/06/2000  00/00/0000  NONE      SYS00045 KEEP,KEEP    

*USER001.SDSITEST.LINKLIST                                       

  PS     03/06/2000  00/00/0000  NONE      SYS00047 CATLG,CATLG  

*USER001.SDSITEST.LOAD(TEMPNAME)                                 

  PO     03/06/2000  00/00/0000  NONE      SYS00049 CATLG,CATLG

The data sets marked with an * character are currently marked Not-in-Use, and are eligible for AUTOFREE.

Note: GDG and temporary data sets are not eligible to be automatically freed by this feature of ECMF.

If a batch job is submitted that needs one of these files, the job cannot allocate these files until the TSO user deallocates
them or ends the TSO session.

When the AUTOFREE feature is active, ECMF checks to see whether a data set is marked Not-in-Use when the conflict
occurs. ECMF checks the DSABNUSE bit in the DSAB, if this bit is not on, then the data set is considered Not-in-Use. If
the bit is not on, then ECMF automatically frees the resource through SVC 99, the TSO user is notified with the MIM1043
messages, and the operator is notified with MIM1038, MIM1039, and MIM1040 messages. By doing this, ECMF enables
the task that needs the data set to continue.

When the conflict is first detected, the following messages are sent to the operator:

MIM1038I USER001D JOB00362 A=0048 T=7F8588 CONTENTION WITH USER001 A=0083 T=7FF6C8 OWNS SHR ON XE44

MIM1039I USER001D JOB00362 A=0048 T=7F8588 NEEDS EXCL SYSDSN USER001.SDSITEST.OBJ

MIM1039I USER001D JOB00362 A=0048 T=7F8588 NEEDS EXCL SYSDSN USER001.SDSITEST.LINKLIST

MIM1039I USER001D JOB00362 A=0048 T=7F8588 NEEDS EXCL SYSDSN USER001.SDSITEST.LOAD

MIM1040I USER001D WAITING FOR RESOURCES

When the resource is freed, the following messages are sent to the TSO user:

MIM1043 SYSDSN   USER001.SDSITEST.LOAD FREED FOR USER001D ON XE44

MIM1043 SYSDSN   USER001.SDSITEST.LINKLIST FREED FOR USER001D ON XE44

MIM1043 SYSDSN   USER001.SDSITEST.OBJ FREED FOR USER001D ON XE44
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Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility (EDIF)
This section discusses the Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility (EDIF):

How You Apply EDIF Processing to Data Sets

EDIF lets you apply processing options to all data sets, to a specific group of data sets, or to an individual data set. You
can tell EDIF to perform the following types of processing to prevent accidental data set damage:

• Prevent simultaneous updates that occur because serialization is not requested
• Prevent unauthorized programs from updating data sets
• Prevent unauthorized programs from changing the attributes of data sets
• Prevent PDS directories from being overlaid
• Prevent unauthorized programs from reading data sets

To tell EDIF what type of processing you want, you need to create an EDIF processing list. An EDIF processing list is a
series of EDIF processing statements that indicate what type of processing EDIF should perform based on characteristics
of the data set name or the data set organization.

You can create an EDIF processing list by specifying EDIF processing statements in the EDIPARMS member of the
MIM parameter data set. If you want to use a different member, then you need to identify the member that you are using
through the MEMBER parameter on the EDIINIT statement. For example, you can use a member named DSPARMS by
specifying EDIINIT MEMBER=DSPARMS.

While EDIF is running, you can change the member you are using or tell EDIF to obtain more up-to-date information from
this member.

A sample EDIF processing list is provided in member EDIPARMS of the CAI.CBTDPARM data set.

How You Use EDIF Processing Statements

Each EDIF processing statement contains a list of processing options that apply to a specific data set or to a group of data
sets. Use the following statements to tell EDIF how to process data sets:

DATASET
Applies processing options to a specific data set.

DEFAULT
Applies processing options to all data sets.

DSORG
Applies processing options to all data sets that have a specified data set organization.

PATTERN
Applies processing options to all data sets that have a specified pattern in their data set names.

PREFIX
Applies processing options to all data sets that have a specified prefix in their data set names.

SUFFIX
Applies processing options to all data sets that have a specified suffix in their data set names.

UTILITY
This special EDIF processing statement lets you identify a group of programs to be treated similarly when EDIF
processes a data set. Specify the name that you assigned to a UTILITY statement on other EDIF processing
statements. This lets you quickly identify programs that should be treated the same way, instead of listing these
programs individually. For a description of the UTILITY statement, see Listing Programs Receiving the Same
Processing in this chapter.
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These statements are not mandatory, including the DEFAULT statement. Note that if you do not specify a DEFAULT
statement, then all options are prefixed with NO; for example, NOABEND or NOATTRIBUTE.

Rules for Coding EDIF Processing Statements

Each EDIF processing statement begins with a statement name that indicates what data set characteristics identify the
data sets to which the statement applies. For example, a PREFIX statement indicates that a data set prefix identifies
the appropriate data sets. Each statement also contains parameters that you can specify in any order. You can use non-
ambiguous truncations for these parameters, but not for the statement name. None of the examples in this chapter use
truncations.

The order in which you place similar statements in your processing list can determine which statement is chosen.

NOTE

:

• For more information on ordering statements, see How EDIF Merges and Overrides Statements.
• All standard rules on syntax, commenting, and continuation apply. See Statement and Command Reference .

How EDIF Merges and Overrides Statements

If several statements affect a data set, EDIF merges these statements to determine which processing options to use. This
allows you to accomplish the following tasks:

• Perform additional processing for selected data sets. For example, you can specify one statement that applies to all
data sets and then another that performs special additional processing for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set.

• Override processing that is in effect for a data set. For example, you can prevent unauthorized updates for all data sets
and then override this processing for data sets that start with the prefix SYS1.

When overriding processing options for a data set, the order in which EDIF merges its processing statements is important.
EDIF builds a list of applicable options for a data set by prioritizing processing statements as follows:

1. DEFAULT
2. DSORG
3. PREFIX
4. SUFFIX
5. PATTERN
6. DATASET

You can use statements at the end of this list to override processing from a previous statement. For example, you can set
options for all data sets on a DEFAULT statement and override that processing for certain data sets through PATTERN
and DATASET statements.

EDIF uses, at the most, one of each type of statement when it processes a data set. For example, if the data set name on
three PREFIX statements matches, then EDIF uses only one of these PREFIX statements for that data set. If you specify
more than one of the same type of statement, keep the following guidelines in mind to ensure that EDIF uses the correct
statement:

• For PREFIX and SUFFIX statements, EDIF uses the statement that has the longest matching data set name.
Therefore, make sure that the data set name or partial data set name you specify is as exact as possible.

• For PATTERN statements, EDIF uses the first statement that matches the name of the data set. Therefore, place the
most specific PATTERN statements first and the least specific last.

How You Turn Off Processing Options for Data Sets

Many EDIF processing options are specified as values on the OPTION parameter. You can use the EDIF merge
process to turn off any processing option specified using the OPTION parameter. To turn off a certain processing option,
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specify the prefix NO in front of that option on the appropriate statement. To negate all processing options, specify
OPTION(NONE) instead.

For example, to detect and prevent attribute changes for partitioned data sets, you would specify
OPTION(ABEND,ATTRIBUTES) on a DSORG statement. To detect changes for the MY.DATA data set without preventing
these changes, you then would specify OPTION(NOABEND) on a DATASET statement for this data set.

How You Override Lists of Programs

When you tell EDIF to detect or prevent instances of data set damage, you also can provide lists of programs that are
exempted from that type of checking or are allowed to perform that type of update. For example, when you are detecting
or preventing unauthorized update operations, you can use the AUTHORIZED parameter to identify programs that are
authorized to update a data set.

Because you may want to use different lists of programs for different data sets, EDIF lets you override these program
lists during the EDIF merge process. To use a different list of programs, specify the names of those programs on the
appropriate EDIF processing statement.

For example, suppose you specify AUTHORIZED(PROGRAM(TEST1,TEST2)) on a PREFIX statement. To allow only
the program named TEST1 to update the TEST.PAYROLL data set, specify AUTHORIZED(PROGRAM(TEST1)) on a
DATASET statement for the TEST.PAYROLL data set.

How You Identify the Data Sets EDIF Should Process

You can use the NAME parameter on DATASET, PREFIX, SUFFIX, PATTERN, and DSORG statements to identify the
data sets to which a statement applies. You can specify the NAME parameter on a UTILITY statement, but for a different
purpose.

Use the NAME parameter to identify data sets in these ways:

• On the DATASET statement, specify the name of the data set that EDIF should use. For example, DATASET
NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB.

• On the PREFIX, SUFFIX, and PATTERN statements, specify the part of the data set name that EDIF should use to
identify applicable data sets; for example, PREFIX NAME=SYS1.

• On DSORG statements, specify the data set organization of the data sets that the statement applies to:
– DIRECT (or DA)
– ISAM
– PARTITIONED (or PO)
– SEQUENTIAL (or PS)
– UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED (or POU)
– UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL (or PSU)
– VSAM
For example, to apply a DSORG statement to all partitioned data sets, specify DSORG NAME=PO.

EDIF lets you use these wildcard characters on PATTERN statements:

*
Matches the remainder of the data set name.

?
Matches the remainder of the current index level.

#
Matches a single character in the data set name.

You can use combinations of wildcard characters to match a pattern. For example, the pattern #.?.* matches data set
names A.DATA.SET or A.B.C, but not A.DATA or MY.DATA.SET.
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How You Detect and Prevent Attribute Modification

You can use the attribute verification feature of EDIF to see whether inappropriate programs are changing the
attributes of a data set and to prevent attribute changes from occurring. You can enable this feature by specifying
OPTION(ATTRIBUTES) on a DEFAULT, DSORG, PREFIX, SUFFIX, PATTERN, or DATASET statement. However, EDIF
does not prevent the attribute change unless the ABEND option also is in effect. We recommend that you monitor attribute
changes before specifying the ABEND option on any of these statements.

NOTE
EDIF does not detect attribute violations when DISP=MOD is coded in the JCL.

To detect attribute violations for testing purposes, we recommend that you specify
OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,SMF,SUPPRESSMESSAGES). EDIF then records attribute violations in an SMF record and
suppresses the MIM4004 message. This lets you identify data sets that are being damaged by attribute changes, without
sending notification messages to TSO users and operators. Based on this information, you can decide which programs to
abend and which programs to exempt from attribute verification.

For example, to detect attribute violations for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set and record violations in an SMF record, specify
the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,SMF,SUPPRESSMESSAGES)

To prevent attribute changes, specify OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,ABEND). If EDIF detects an attribute violation, then EDIF
issues message MIM4004 to notify you about the violation and abends the program to prevent the update. EDIF also
issues message MIM4007 to tell you that it abended the program.

For example, to prevent attribute changes for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set and record update violations in an SMF record,
specify the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,ABEND,SMF)

Be careful when specifying the ABEND option on the DEFAULT statement or on any other statement that affects a large
number of data sets. We recommend that you do not specify the SUPPRESSMESSAGES option when the ABEND option
is in effect.

By default, EDIF uses abend code U913 when abending a program. To use a different abend code, specify a new code
through the ABENDCODE parameter on the EDIINIT statement.

EDIF Attribute Values

Use the following parameters to indicate what attribute values EDIF should use during attribute verification:

BLKSIZE
Indicates what block size EDIF uses

DSORG
Indicates what data set organization EDIF uses

LRECL
Indicates what logical record length EDIF uses

RECFM
Indicates what record format EDIF uses

If you want EDIF to use a value other than the default in the data set control block (DSCB), specify a new value on the
appropriate parameter.

If you do not want EDIF to check a certain attribute, then specify ANY on the appropriate parameter. For example, EDIF
accepts any logical record length if you specify LRECL=ANY.
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If you want EDIF to use a block size value of 6144, a data set organization value of PARTITIONED, and whatever logical
record length and record format are in the DSCB when it performs attribute verification for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set,
then you would specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,ABEND), BLKSIZE=6144

    DSORG=PARTITIONED

By default, EDIF checks output data for the presence of carriage control characters and verifies that the data set
organization matches the data. For example, if carriage control characters are found in the data, then DSORG=FB would
not be valid, but DSORG=FBA would. To suppress this check, include the OPTION(IGNORECC) entry on the processing
statement.

How You Identify Exempted Programs

You can identify exempted programs, that is, programs for which attribute verification should be suspended, using the
EXEMPT parameter. For example, specify EXEMPT(PROGRAMS(SYS1PAY,SYS2PAY)) on the appropriate statement to
suspend attribute checking for the SYS1PAY and SYS2PAY programs.

If you have listed authorized programs on a UTILITY statement, then you can specify the name of that UTILITY statement
instead of listing the programs individually.

Example: Preventing Attribute Changes

Suppose that you want EDIF to perform the following types of processing for partitioned data sets:

• Detect attempts to change the block size or record format attributes, using those in the DSCB of the data set for
comparison

• Ignore the logical record length attribute
• Ignore carriage control characters in the record format
• Exempt programs listed on the UTILITY statement named ISPF from attribute verification
• Record attempted updates in an SMF record
• Abend programs that try to change these attributes for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set only

To do this, specify the following statements in the EDIPARMS member:

DSORG NAME=PARTITIONED OPTION=(ATTRIBUTES,SMF,IGNORECC),

    EXEMPT(UTILITY(ISPF)) LRECL=ANY

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION=ABEND

How EDIF Detects and Prevents Simultaneous Updates

EDIF can check whether several programs are updating a data set simultaneously and can prevent this type of
simultaneous update from occurring. To tell EDIF to check for simultaneous updates, specify OPTION(ENQUEUE) on a
DEFAULT, DSORG, PREFIX, SUFFIX, PATTERN, or DATASET statement. To detect and prevent these updates, EDIF
issues an ENQ request that uses the QNAME EDIDSN. In a multiple-system environment, use GDIF or a similar product
to propagate these ENQ requests to all systems.

To detect simultaneous updates for testing purposes, we recommend using the following statement:

OPTION=(ENQUEUE,SMF,SUPPRESSMESSAGES)

This lets you identify data sets that are victims of simultaneous updates without sending notification messages to TSO
users and operators. You can then decide whether to make programs wait for access to a data set.
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For example, to detect simultaneous updates for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set and record these updates in an SMF record,
you would specify the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION(ENQUEUE,SMF)

To prevent simultaneous updates, specify the following statement:

OPTION=(ENQUEUE,WAIT,CONFLICTMESSAGES)

This tells EDIF to check for simultaneous updates and issue conflict messages when two or more jobs attempt to update a
data set simultaneously.

Because we also specified the WAIT option, EDIF prevents the update from occurring by issuing an ENQ request for
QNAME EDIDSN. This ENQ request serializes access to the data set. We recommend that you do not specify the
SUPPRESSMESSAGES option to suppress notification messages when the WAIT option is in effect.

For example, to prevent simultaneous updates for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set and record update violations in an SMF
record, specify the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION=(ENQUEUE,WAIT,SMF,CONFLICTMESSAGES)

VSAM Data Sets

We do not recommend EDIF OPTION=ENQ processing for VSAM data sets that have SHAREOPTIONS of 1 or 2. If the
SHAREOPTIONS are 3 or 4, then you can use EDIF to prevent simultaneous updates. If EDIF ENQ processing is in effect
for a VSAM data set with SHAREOPTIONS of 1 or 2, deadlocks could result between the SYSVSAM and EDIDSN ENQs.
We also recommend that you not code DSORG=VSAM OPTION=(ENQ,WAIT) because this would extended EDIF ENQ
processing to all VSAM data sets.

Example: Preventing Simultaneous Updates

Suppose that you want EDIF to perform the following tasks for partitioned data sets:

• Prevent simultaneous updates for all partitioned data sets except the TEST1.MYDATA data set
• Record update violations in an SMF record
• Issue conflict messages when an update violation occurs

To do this, specify the following statements in the EDIPARMS member:

DSORG NAME=PARTITIONED OPTION=(ENQUEUE,WAIT,SMF,CONFLICTMESSAGES)

DATASET NAME=TEST1.MYDATA OPTION=NOWAIT

How You Detect and Prevent DISP=SHR Updates

The EDIF DISP=SHR verification is useful if any of the programs at your site extract information from DSCBs before
issuing OPEN requests for data sets. In these cases, programs can damage a data set even though the ENQUEUE option
is in effect. Because EDIF issues ENQ requests when a data set is opened, the ENQ request will be issued too late to
prevent damage from occurring. You can tell EDIF to monitor a designated group of programs to see if they are updating
certain data sets when DISP=SHR is specified in the JCL of the job.

You also can tell EDIF to prevent these types of updates from occurring. To detect or prevent these updates, specify the
CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter on a DEFAULT, DSORG, PREFIX, SUFFIX, PATTERN, or DATASET statement. EDIF
does not check all programs that update a data set. Identify the programs that you want EDIF to check in one of the
following ways:
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• Specify program names on the CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter
• Specify names on the UTILITY statement that identifies these programs
• To detect this type of update violation for testing purposes, We recommend that you specify

OPTION=(SMF,SUPPRESSMESSAGES). EDIF records update violations in an SMF record without broadcasting the
MIM4006 message.

For example, to see whether the programs listed on the UTILITY statement named TEST are updating the SYS1.LINKLIB
data set without proper serialization, you could specify the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION=(SUPPRESSMESSAGES,SMF),

    CHECKEXCLUSIVE(UTILITY(TEST))

To prevent updates that occur when DISP=SHR is specified, you need to specify OPTION(ABEND). EDIF abends
programs that attempt to update the data set when DISP=SHR is specified and issues message MIM4006 to notify you
about the update violation.

EDIF also issues message MIM4008 to notify you that the program has been abended. You should use extreme care
when specifying the ABEND option on the DEFAULT statement or on any other statement that affects a large number of
data sets.

You also can record update violations in an SMF record by specifying the SMF option. We recommend that you do not
specify the SUPPRESSMESSAGES option to suppress notification messages when the ABEND option is in effect.

For example, to prevent the programs listed on the UTILITY statement named TEST from updating the SYS1.LINKLIB
data set when DISP=SHR is specified, you would place this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION=(SMF,ABEND),

    CHECKEXCLUSIVE(UTILITY(TEST))

By default, EDIF uses abend code U913 when abending a program. To use a different abend code, specify a new code
through the ABENDCODE parameter on the EDIINIT statement.

Example: Preventing DISP=SHR Updates

Suppose that you want EDIF to perform the following type of processing for partitioned data sets:

• Determine whether programs TESTPAY1 or TESTPAY2 are updating partitioned data sets when DISP=SHR is
specified.

• Record update violations in an SMF record.
• Prevent these programs from updating the PAYROLL data set, but not other partitioned data sets, when DISP=SHR is

specified.

To do this, specify these statements in the EDIPARMS member:

DSORG NAME=PO CHECKEXCLUSIVE(PROGRAMS(TESTPAY1,TESTPAY2)),

    OPTION=SMF

DATASET NAME=PAYROLL OPTION=ABEND

The abbreviation PO in the above example stands for PARTITIONED OPTION.

How You Detect and Prevent Unauthorized Updates

You can use the utility verification feature of EDIF to see whether unauthorized programs are updating data sets and to
prevent unauthorized updates from occurring. You can enable this feature by specifying OPTION=UTILITY on a DSORG,
PREFIX, SUFFIX, PATTERN, or DATASET statement. During utility verification, EDIF compares the name of the program
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that issues an OPEN request to a list of programs authorized to update that data set. If that program is not on the list, then
EDIF considers the OPEN request to be an update violation.

You can identify authorized programs using the AUTHORIZED parameter. For example, you can authorize programs
IEWL and ISRUDA to update the SYS1.LINKLIB data set by specifying AUTHORIZED=(PROGRAMS=(IEWL,ISRUDA))
on that processing statement.

If you have listed authorized programs on a UTILITY statement, then you can specify the name of that UTILITY statement
instead of listing the programs individually. For example, suppose that you assigned the name LOADLIB to a UTILITY
statement for these programs. To authorize these programs, specify AUTHORIZED=(UTILITY(LOADLIB)) on that
processing statement.

To detect update violations for testing purposes, We recommend that you specify
OPTION=(UTILITY,SMF,SUPPRESSMESSAGES). This lets you identify data sets that are being damaged by
unauthorized updates, without sending notification messages to TSO users and operators. You can then decide which
programs to abend and which programs to authorize.

For example, to detect update violations for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set and record violations in an SMF record, specify
the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION=(UTILITY,SMF,SUPPRESSMESSAGES)

To prevent unauthorized updates, specify OPTION=(UTILITY,ABEND). EDIF then abends programs that attempt to
perform unauthorized updates. If EDIF detects an unauthorized update, then EDIF issues message MIM4002 to notify you
about the update violation and message MIM4003 to notify you that the program has been abended.

NOTE
You should use extreme care when specifying the ABEND option on the DEFAULT statement or on any
other statement that affects a large number of data sets. We recommend that you do not specify the
SUPPRESSMESSAGES option to suppress notification messages when the ABEND option is in effect.

For example, to prevent unauthorized updates for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set and record update violations in an SMF
record, specify the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION=(UTILITY,ABEND,SMF)

By default, EDIF uses abend code U913 when abending a program. To use a different abend code, specify a new code
through the ABENDCODE parameter on the EDIINIT statement.

How You Use EDIF to Determine Authorized Programs

If you do not specify the AUTHORIZED parameter, then EDIF decides which programs should update a data set by
examining the UTILITY statements you have provided. EDIF compares the record format and data set organization
values on each UTILITY statement with the values in the DSCB of the data set. If these values match, then EDIF lets any
program named on that UTILITY statement update that data set.

For example, suppose that you specified the following statements in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION(UTILITY,ABEND)

UTILITY NAME=LOADLIB PROGRAMS=(IEWLF128,ISRUDA,IEBCOPY),

    RECFM=UNDEFINED DSORG=PARTITIONED

Because the SYS1.LINKLIB data set has a record format value of UNDEFINED and a data set organization value of
PARTITIONED, EDIF lets any of the programs named on this UTILITY statement update the SYS1.LINKLIB data set.
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How You Allow EDIF to Identify Authorized Programs During Utility Verification

EDIF can identify authorized programs during utility verification if you omit the AUTHORIZED parameter on all statements
that affect a data set. This lets you create lists of authorized programs and make EDIF determine which list to use, based
on data set characteristics.

EDIF compares the data set organization and record format values in the DSCB of the data set with the values on the
UTILITY statement to see if they match. If they match, then all programs listed on that UTILITY statement are authorized
to update the data set. The following UTILITY statement parameters provide EDIF with the data set characteristics that it
uses to identify authorized programs:

DSORG
Tells EDIF what data set organization to use

RECFM
Tells EDIF what record format to use

NOTE

: When you omit the RECFM parameter, but specify the DSORG parameter, EDIF will still match the UTILITY
statement, based on the DSORG parameter only.

For example, suppose that you specified the following statements:

DSORG NAME=PO OPTION(UTILITY,ABEND)

UTILITY NAME=SOURCE RECFM=FB DSORG=PO PROGRAMS=(EDIT,IEBUPDTE)

UTILITY NAME=CLIST RECFM=VB DSORG=PO PROGRAMS=EDIT

UTILITY NAME=LOAD RECFM=UNDEFINED DSORG=PO PROGRAMS=(IEWL,SPZAPLIB)

In this example, EDIF uses the UTILITY statement named SOURCE for the SYS1.MACLIB data set (because its record
format and data set organization match this statement), the statement named LOAD for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set, and
the statement named CLIST for the TSO.CLIST data set. The abbreviation PO stands for PARTITIONED OPTION.

Example: Preventing Unauthorized Updates

Suppose that you want EDIF to perform the following tasks for data sets that have the suffix .PAYROLL:

• Detect unauthorized updates for these data sets and record update violations in an SMF record
• Allow programs S1PAY and S2PAY to update the SYS1.PAYROLL data set
• Abend all other programs that try to update a data set that has this suffix

To do this, specify the following statements in the EDIPARMS member:

SUFFIX NAME=.PAYROLL OPTION=(UTILITY,SMF,ABEND)

DATASET NAME=SYS1.PAYROLL AUTHORIZED=(PROGRAMS=(S1PAY,S2PAY))

How You Prevent Unauthorized Programs from Reading Protected Data Sets

You can use the read verification feature of EDIF to see whether unauthorized programs are reading data sets and to
prevent unauthorized read operations from occurring by specifying OPTION=ACCESSCHECK on a DSORG, PREFIX,
SUFFIX, PATTERN, or DATASET statement. During read verification, EDIF compares the name of the program that tries
to read the data set to a list of programs authorized to read that data set. If that program is not on the list, then EDIF
considers the request to be a read violation.

To identify programs authorized to read a data set, use the ACCESSLIST parameter. For example, authorize programs
ISREDIT and ISRUDA to read SYS1.LINKLIB by specifying ACCESSLIST(PROGRAMS(ISREDIT,ISRUDA)) on that
processing statement.
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If you have listed authorized programs on a UTILITY statement, then you can specify the name of that UTILITY statement
instead of listing the programs individually. For example, suppose that you assigned the name ISPF to a UTILITY
statement for these programs. You could authorize these programs by specifying ACCESSLIST(UTILITY(ISPF)) on that
processing statement.

To detect read violations for testing purposes, We recommend that you specify
OPTION=(ACCESSCHECK,SMF,SUPPRESSMESSAGES). This lets you identify data sets that are victims of
unauthorized read operations, without sending notification messages to TSO users and operators. You then can decide
which programs to abend and which programs to authorize.

For example, to detect read violations for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set and record violations in an SMF record, you would
specify the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION=(ACCESSCHECK,SMF,SUPPRESSMESSAGES)

To prevent unauthorized read operations, specify OPTION=(ACCESSCHECK,ABEND). When you do this,
EDIF abends programs that attempt to read a data set without authorization. Use caution when specifying
OPTION=(ACCESSCHECK,ABEND) on any statement that affects a large number of data sets. We recommend that you
do not specify the SUPPRESSMESSAGES option to suppress notification messages when the ABEND option is in effect.

If EDIF detects an unauthorized read operation, then EDIF issues message MIM4069 to notify you about the read
violation and message MIM4070 to notify you that the program has been abended.

For example, to prevent unauthorized read operations for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set and record read violations in an
SMF record, specify the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION=(ACCESSCHECK,ABEND,SMF)

By default, EDIF uses abend code U913 when abending a program. To use a different abend code, specify a new code
through the ABENDCODE parameter on the EDIINIT statement.

Example: Preventing Unauthorized Read Operations

Suppose that you want EDIF to perform the following tasks for data sets that have the suffix .PAYROLL:

• Allow programs SYS1PAY and SYS2PAY to read these data sets
• Abend all other programs that try to read these data sets
• Record read violations in an SMF record

To do this, specify the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

SUFFIX NAME=.PAYROLL OPTION=(ACCESSCHECK,ABEND,SMF),

    ACCESSLIST=(PROGRAMS=(SYS1PAY,SYS2PAY))

How You List Programs Receiving the Same Processing

When you specify the AUTHORIZED, EXEMPT, CHECKEXCLUSIVE, or ACCESSLIST parameters on an EDIF
processing statement, you need to identify the programs to which that parameter applies. One way to do this is to list
these programs individually. Another way is to list these programs on a UTILITY statement and then specify the name of
that statement on the appropriate parameter. This lets you create a single list of programs that should receive the same
type of processing and then reference that list on more than one statement.

You need to assign each UTILITY statement a name through the NAME parameter. This is the name that you can
substitute on other EDIF processing statements to identify the UTILITY statement that contains the list of programs
you want to use. For example, if you specify NAME=ISPF on a UTILITY statement, then you can specify the value
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AUTHORIZED(UTILITY(ISPF)) on a DATASET statement to tell EDIF to use this UTILITY statement to identify authorized
programs.

You also need to list the programs that should be treated the same way. You can use the PROGRAMS parameter to do
this. For example, suppose that you want only the programs IEWLF128, ISRUDA, ISRURS, and IEBCOPY to update the
SYS1.LINKLIB and PROD1.MYDATA data sets. To do this, specify the following statements in the EDIPARMS member:

UTILITY NAME=ISPF PROGRAMS=(IEWLF128,ISRUDA,ISRURS,IEBCOPY)

DATASET NAME=SYS1.LINKLIB OPTION=(UTILITY,ABEND),

    AUTHORIZED=(UTILITY(ISPF))

DATASET NAME=PROD1.MYDATA OPTION=(UTILITY,ABEND),

    AUTHORIZED=(UTILITY(ISPF))

Because you identified these programs on a UTILITY statement named ISPF, you can specify UTILITY(ISPF) instead of
listing all of these programs on each DATASET statement.

How You Dynamically Modify the EDIF Processing List

You can dynamically modify the EDIF processing list in the following ways:

• You can refresh the processing list so that EDIF uses the current contents of that list rather than the contents in place
when you started MIM. This lets you change information in the processing list and make those changes take effect
immediately.

• You can change the member that EDIF is using. This, for example, lets you replace a test-processing list with a
production-processing list while EDIF is running.

You can use the MEMBER parameter on the SETOPTION command to perform either task while MIM is running.

MII Performance Considerations
If you are experiencing ENQ delays or bottlenecks on your system, follow these steps:

1. Examine ENQ/RESERVE activity.
2. Verify that you are not converting hardware reserves to global ENQs or propagating system or systems ENQs against

the QNAME recommendations of the vendor. Use the display F MIMGR,DISPLAY COUNTS command to examine
ENQ/RESERVE activity. Do not propagate ENQs for non-shared resources.

3. Refine the QNAME List.
For customers running with GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT, delete QNAMEs that should not be managed from the
QNAME list, rather than coding GDIF=NO. Do not code EXEMPT=YES if there are no entries in the EXEMPT list that
apply. Also code TRACE=NONE for all QNAMEs, unless there is a specific need to do tracing.

4. Refine the EXEMPT List.
If you are running with DEFAULT RESOURCE=GLOBAL JOB=GLOBAL, remove any unnecessary GLOBAL
statements, which increase search time. Similarly, with either RESOURCE=LOCAL OR JOB=LOCAL, remove any
unnecessary LOCAL statements.

5. Dispatch priority and performance of the MIM address space
Note: For detailed information on the MIM dispatching priority, control file tuning, and performance tips, see the
chapter “Advanced Topics” in the MIM  Programming Guide.

MII Sysplex Considerations
MIM provides support for sites with z/OS images configured in XCFLOCAL, MONOPLEX, or Multi-System sysplex modes.

If none of the images in your MIM complex are in Multi-System sysplex mode, MII requires no changes. (Multi-System
sysplex mode is indicated by the PLEXCFG=MULTISYSTEM specification in the IEASYSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.)
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If any of the images are in Multi-System sysplex mode, then you need to activate GRS ENQ propagation by specifying
GRS=START, JOIN, TRYJOIN, or STAR in the IEASYSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

MII can co-exist with GRS ENQ propagation, but MII does not propagate any ENQ request that GRS handles. We highly
recommend that you specify GRSRNL=EXCLUDE in the IEASYSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. Failure to do so causes
unpredictable results.

This specification directs GRS to bypass RNL processing and propagate only the ENQ requests that specify RNL=NO.
This causes GRS to bypass processing of most ENQ requests, making them eligible for MII processing.

When GDIF is active on a system that is a member of a sysplex, customers may notice that many global ENQs are
present on the system with SCOPE=SYSTEM, despite global GDIF propagation. This can happen when ENQs are
examined in an SVC dump, an ENQ monitor, RMF, or a DISPLAY GRS command.

When GRS is installed with GRSRNL=EXCLUDE, it converts all SCOPE=SYSTEMS RNL=YES enqs to
SCOPE=SYSTEM. This happens after GDIF has processed the ENQ globally. So, even though the final processed ENQ
has SCOPE=SYSTEM, this does not imply that GDIF did not propagate the ENQ globally.

If you are trying to determine if GDIF processed an ENQ globally, there are various ways to determine this:

1. DISPLAY COUNTS - check the PROCESSED column
2. DISPLAY COUNTS=EXCEPTION - will show which enqs were not processed and why
3. If FEATURE=MIMQUERY is not installed, enter DISPLAY ENQRESOURCE=(qname,rname) on a system where the

resource is not held. If it returns information, then we know the ENQ was made global.
4. If FEATURE=MIMQUERY is installed, enter DISPLAY ENQRESOURCE=(qname,rname) on any system and examine

the output:
F CAMIMGR,D ENQR=(SYSVSAM,AD01*)                 

MIM0067I COMMAND DISPLAY 119                                

MIM1180I ENQ RESOURCE DISPLAY                               

  S=SYS  SYSVSAM  AD01.BSDS01.DATAICF.AD01.USERCAT   I       

    MGR SYSNAME  JOBNAME  ASID TCBADDR  CNTR STATUS WAITTIME 

    MIM SYSA     jobname  0238 007F71A0 SHR  OWN    

If you see "MIM" under the MGR column, then you know GDIF has made the ENQ global despite the current scope of
SYSTEM.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MII z/VM Considerations
MII operates only on the z/OS operating system. There is no corresponding component for the z/VM operating system. If
you share resources between both a z/OS and a z/VM system, you need to ensure that the resource is serialized through
hardware reserves. You should not convert reserves issued by a z/OS system that protect a resource that is shared with a
z/VM system. ACF2 and Top Secret are examples of products that can run on both z/OS and z/VM.

Transparent MIMQUERY Service
The MIMQUERY feature, which is released as a PTF for MIM 12.1, introduced an API to allow customers and ISVs
to query the status of global ENQs within the MIMplex. This API has been exploited by various software vendors. 
Unfortunately, there are many customers, and more software products that use ISGQUERY or GQSCAN to obtain ENQ
information. When MIM is active, these IBM interfaces cannot give complete and accurate results, especially when the
MIMplex is not limited to a single Sysplex.

MIM 12.5 introduces two new features to resolve this issue – FEATURE=GQSCAN and FEATURE=ISGQUERY. These
features provide transparent support for both ISGQUERY and GQSCAN requests. When the support is active, customer
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and ISV programs that issue certain GQSCAN or ISGQUERY requests receive current ENQ information from MIM,
without the need for any code changes in the requesting application.

Both of these features have a PREREQ of FEATURE=MIMQUERY. The MIMQUERY feature provides the basic
infrastructure that is required for FEATURE=GQSCAN/ISGQUERY. See the MII Programming Guide and Installation
Guide for details on how to configure and install the MIMQUERY feature.

The GQSCAN and ISGQUERY features require installation of MIM 12.5 or higher on  all systems before activating these
features.

To activate FEATURE=ISGQUERY/GQSCAN, you can follow the ACTIVATE procedures that are outlined in the following
MIM Programming Guides:

How you activate new features with ACTIVATE FEATURE

How you use ACTIVATE FEATURE with Checkpoint Files

How to DEACTIVATE a FEATURE

NOTE

If GRS is running in RING mode, GQSCAN and ISGQUERY requests that originate from the GRS address
space are not processed by the GQSCAN/ISGQUERY features. Instead, consider using the GDIF equivalent
commands such as DISPLAY ENQRESOURCE, DISPLAY CONFLICT, DISPLAY RESERVES, etc.

MII Troubleshooting

Global Data Integrity Facility Problems
This section discusses problems with the Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF):

ENQ Delays and System Performance Degradation

If you experience ENQ delays or bottlenecks on your system, follow these steps:

1. Examine ENQ/RESERVE activity.
Verify that you are not converting hardware reserves to global ENQ requests, or propagating SCOPE=SYSTEM or
SCOPE=SYSTEMS ENQs against the QNAME recommendations of the vendor. Use the display F MIMGR,DISPLAY
COUNTS command to examine ENQ/RESERVE activity. Do not propagate ENQ requests for non-shared resources.

2. Refine the QNAME list.
QNAMEs that should not be managed should be deleted from the QNAME list for customers running with GDIINIT
PROCESS=SELECT rather than coding GDIF=NO. Do not code EXEMPT=YES if there are no applicable entries in
the EXEMPT list. Also code TRACE=NONE for all QNAMEs, unless there is a specific need to do tracing.

3. Refine the EXEMPT list.
Customers running with DEFAULT RESOURCE=GLOBAL JOB=GLOBAL should remove any unnecessary GLOBAL
statements. This only increases search time. Similarly, with either RESOURCE=LOCAL OR JOB=LOCAL remove any
unnecessary LOCAL statements.

MIM Space Performance Considerations

For information on addressing problems with MIM address space performance, see.MIM Programming v12.0.
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ENQ and RESERVE Hangs

If you experience a “hang” rather than a delay, we recommend that you gather the following information:

1. Issue the following commands on all systems:

F MIMGR,DISPLAY CONFLICTS

F MIMGR,DISPLAY RESERVES

NOTE
For examples of the MIM displays that result from issuing DISPLAY commands, see Statement and
Command Reference.

2. Issue the following z/OS command on all systems:

D GRS,C

3. Issue the following command to verify the complex is synchronized:

F MIMGR,DISPLAY SYSTEMS 

4. After analyzing the output from the previous displays, determine which systems are involved. Then take SVC dumps
on each system of:
– MIM address space
– Any job or started task that appears involved

NOTE

• Multiple address spaces can be dumped using the MIM SYSDUMP command, and this is the preferred
method.

• For more information on the SYSDUMP command, see Statement and Command Reference .
5. Issue the following command on all systems:

F MIMGR,DISPLAY QNAMES

F MIMGR,DISPLAY EXEMPT

F MIMGR,DISPLAY COUNTS

F MIMGR,DISPLAY FACILITIES

MII Diagnostic Commands

Use the following commands to display information that can help you diagnose ENQ conflict conditions:

• F MIM, D RES=HARD
• F MIM, D CONFLICTS
• F MIM, D ENQR=(qname, rname)

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

z/OS Diagnostic Commands

Descriptions of the z/OS diagnostic commands follow.

DISPLAY GRS,CONFLICT
Displays information about a LOCAL ENQ conflict. The GRS component of z/OS is responsible for maintaining
integrity in a single z/OS system. MII does not manage LOCAL ENQ conflicts, only GLOBAL conflicts. This
command returns a display similar to the following:
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D GRS,C

S=SYSTEM  SYSDSN   KEEWI01.TEST                                     

SYSNAME        JOBNAME         ASID     TCBADDR   EXC/SHR    STATUS

XE03      TESTENQ            0056       007D6D90 EXCLUSIVE    OWN   

XE03      KEEWI01A           003D       007E6858 EXCLUSIVE    WAIT  

XE03      KEEWI01B           003E       007E6858   SHARE      WAIT  

XE03      MIM119WK           0060       0064E840   SHARE      WAIT 

NO LATCH CONTENTION EXISTS

You can also use this command to identify a global ENQ conflict. You can tell that it is a GLOBAL ENQ conflict because
the MIM address space owns the resource on the local z/OS system. This is normal and is referred to as the “Blocking
ENQ.” MIM raises this ENQ on the local system to prevent access to a resource that is currently held on an external
system as shown.

D GRS,C                                  

ISG343I 07.46.53 GRS STATUS 148          

S=SYSTEM  SYSDSN   KEEWI01.TEST                                     

SYSNAME        JOBNAME         ASID     TCBADDR   EXC/SHR    STATUS

XE13      MIM119WK           0091       0064E838 EXCLUSIVE    OWN   

XE13      BATCHJ01           003A       007FF3A0   SHARE      WAIT  

NO LATCH CONTENTION EXISTS   

To find out which system actually owns the resource, issue the following MIM command:

DISPLAY CONFLICT

This command returns a display similar to the following:

F MIM119WK,D CON

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 212

MIM1028I CONFLICT display

  QNAME     RNAME                            Requestor      Type

  SYSDSN    KEEWI01.TEST                     S=XE03      HOLDS EXCL

                                             J=BATCHJ01  WAITS SHR

DISPLAY GRS,RES=(qname,rname)
Used to determine who owns a resource on the local system. The resource can or cannot be involved in a local or
global ENQ conflict. You can use the * character to mask the remainder of the QNAME or RNAME. This command
displays the following:

D GRS,RES=(SYSDSN,SYS2.CLIS*) 

ISG343I 10.46.16 GRS STATUS 787 

S=SYSTEM  SYSDSN   SYS2.CLIST 

SYSNAME       JOBNAME        ASID     TCBADDR   EXC/SHR  STATUS

XE07          USER001        001A     008FDE88  SHARE    OWN

Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility Problems
To diagnose Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility (EDIF) problems, use the EDITEST command.

The EDITEST command shows you what processing options are in effect for a data set. You need to specify the data set
name on the DSNAME parameter and, if you have specified any DSORG statements in the EDIPARMS member, then you
also need to specify the appropriate data set organization on the DSORG parameter.
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For example, suppose that you want to see what options are in effect for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set and you know that
you have specified at least one DSORG statement in the EDIPARMS member. To display processing options for this data
set, you could issue this EDITEST command:

EDITEST DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB DSORG=PO

When you issue this command, MIM displays the processing options in effect for this data set on message MIM4063.

Activate Event Tracing
Contents

You can activate event tracing for the GDIF, EDIF, and ECMF facilities using the following commands. To activate tracing,
you must first issue the SETOPTION MIM TRACE command.

NOTE
For more information about the SETOPTION GDIF, SETOPTION EDIF, and SETOPTION ECMF commands,
see the Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Activate Trace Feature

To activate and deactivate the TRACE feature, issue the following command:

SETOPTION MIM TRACE=options

This command allows the limit of some types of tracing by job name.

By default, tracing is off.

Set Tracing Options

To activate the tracing function for the specified facility and selected options, use the command SETOPTION facility
SETTRACE=(options) . The SETTRACE parameter enables the recording of specific program events in the MIM internal
trace table.

Activate the Printing Function

To activate the printing function for the specified facility and selected options, use the command SETOPTION facility
SETPRINT=(options).

The SETPRINT parameter controls whether events that are recorded in the MIM internal trace table are also sent to the
MIM trace data set. SETPRINT is dependent upon SETTRACE, because only operands that have been specified in both
SETTRACE and SETPRINT are sent to the MIM trace data set.

For example, to record SVC20 and OPEN processing trace events, issue:

SETOPTION EDIF SETTRACE=(SVC20,OPEN)

SETOPTION EDIF SETPRINT=(SVC20,OPEN)

Tracing is activated and trace records are then recorded in the MIM trace data set or spool file.
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Reset Tracing Options

To reverse or turn off settings that were previously made using SETTRACE, use the command SETOPTION facility
RESETTRACE. After RESETTRACE is issued, the options you specify are no longer recorded in the MIM internal trace
table.

Reset Printing Options

To reverse or turn off settings that were previously made using SETPRINT, use the command SETOPTION facility
RESETPRINT. After RESETPRINT is issued, the options specified are no longer recorded to the MIM trace data set. The
options continue to be stored in the MIM internal trace table, when RESETTRACE has not been issued.

Obtain Dumps
Contents

Use the following commands to obtain dumps. For details, see the Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Obtain a System Dump

The SYSDUMP command lets you obtain a system dump of MIM, and optionally, a list of other named address spaces.
You can request the dump on the issuing system, all systems in the MIM complex, and all external systems to the issuing
system, or a list of selected systems in the complex.

The SYSDUMP command must be issued from a console or a TSO session. You cannot issue this command from the
parameter data set.

You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SYSDUMP command. TSO users generally are
not authorized to issue system control commands.

To dump the MII and the IBM GRS address spaces on all MIIplex system, enter the following:

SYSDUMP JOBNAME=(GRS),SYSID=ALL

MII User Exits
Contents

You can use the following exit routines to customize MII processing:

EDIABNXT
Keeps EDIF from abending tasks when it detects inappropriate updates. This exit routine is available only when
you run EDIF.

EDIATRXT
Modifies the EDIF attribute verification processing for data sets. This exit routine is available only when you run
EDIF.

EDIOPTXT
Sets the status of EDIF processing options for various programs or data sets. This exit routine is available only
when you run EDIF.

GDIXMPXT
Exempts resources from global ENQ propagation. This exit routine is available only when you run GDIF.

XCMCMDXT
Issues installation-specific commands in place of commands that ECMF issues when requeuing batch jobs or
sending messages to a JOBLOG data set. This exit routine is available only when you run ECMF.
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XCMCNFXT
Changes the way unconditional resource conflicts are processed. This exit routine is available only when you run
ECMF.

XCMMSGXT
Changes the way resource requesters are notified of a resource conflict when they request a resource that is not
available. This exit routine is available only when you run ECMF.

XCMNAVXT
Changes the way conditional resource conflicts are processed. This exit routine is available only when you run
ECMF.

XCMNFYXT
Changes the way TSO resource owners are notified when they are involved in a resource conflict. This exit
routine is available only when you run ECMF.

XCMPGMXT
Changes the way conditional resource conflicts are processed. This exit routine is available only when you run
ECMF.

XCMREQXT
Changes the way batch job requeue processing occurs for batch jobs that are waiting for control of data sets. This
exit routine is available only when you run ECMF.

SETOPTION EXIT Command

MII provides optional exit routines that allow you to do the following:

• Change the way GDIF processes ENQ requests
• Control how ECMF handles data set conflicts
• Modify EDIF processing

You use SETOPTION commands to manage MII exit routines. The EXIT parameter lets you identify the exit routine you
want to control. Additional parameters let you designate whether routines should remain active under normal and abend
conditions, and let you provide a means to trace data and recover from abends.

For example, to control the GDIXMPXT exit routine, you could issue the following command:

SETOPTION EXIT=(GDIXMPXT)

Display Exit Routine Information

To see information about exit routines you are using, issue the following command:

DISPLAY EXIT

MIM displays each logical exit routine name with its load module, address, status, and values set for protection and dump
generation. The next screen shows the display for exit routine information:

F MIMGR,D EXIT

MIM0264I MIM EXIT display: 

  XCMCNFXT USRCNFXT 8CB6E938 ACTIVE YES  YES  NO 

  XCMNAVXT USRNAVXT 8CB0E028 ACTIVE YES  YES  NO

  XCMNFYXT USRNFYXT 8CB04040 ACTIVE YES  YES  NO

  XCMMSGXT USRMSGXT 8CB6E598 ACTIVE YES  YES  NO                
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MIMINIXT (Common Exit Interface)

MIM provides a common exit interface that you can use to dynamically manage any MIM exit routine.

NOTE
For more information, see the  MIM Programming Guide.

How You Code Exit Routines

Follow these rules when coding any of the MII exit routines:

• Adhere to the restrictions as documented by each exit point.
• Make each routine reentrant.
• Routines are called in supervisor state, key zero or key eight. Be extremely careful not to violate storage boundaries.
• These routines can be called in either 24-bit or 31-bit mode. You can switch addressing modes (AMODEs) in a routine

as long as the routine returns to the invoking program in the original addressing mode.

For additional rules for these routines, see Exit Routine Programming Considerations.

To code a user exit

1. Use the EXIT parameter on the SETOPTION command to identify the appropriate load module for your routine.
For example, specify SETOPTION EXIT=GDIXMPXT when the module name is GDIXMPXT. If you use a module
name different from the default module name, then specify your name on the LOAD parameter. For example,
to use the load module USRXMPXT for the GDIXMPXT routine, specify SETOPTION EXIT=(GDIXMPXT
LOAD=USRXMPXT).

2. Customize the sample JCL in the ASMEXITS member of the CAI.CBTDJCL file to assemble and link-edit each
completed exit routine as an authorized program, using the module name you specified on the SETOPTION
command. Link-edit the routines into the authorized library that contains the MIM load modules.

Sample Exit Routines

Samples of the MII exit routines are contained in the CAI.CBTDSAMP data set. You can use these sample routines,
or you can create your own routines. The CAI.CBTDMAC data set also contains mapping macros for the exit-specific
parameter lists.

MII Exit Routine Programming Considerations
Contents

Use the guidelines in this section when coding your exit routines using the samples.

EDIABNXT Exit

The EDIABNXT exit routine lets you keep EDIF from abending a task for one of the following causes:

• A read-access violation
• A DISP=SHR violation
• A utility violation
• An exempt violation
• An attribute violation

EDIF calls this exit routine directly before EDIF abends the task.
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Entry Environment

Supervisor state, problem program key, addressing mode (AMODE) 31. You must preserve this entry environment upon
entry and restore it upon return.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set contains a
DSECT mapping for this standard parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the parameter list of the EDIABNXT exit routine. This is not used for
initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the EDIABNXT routine. The content of this word may
be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls. This
word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted, then
the value set during the first initialization call is passed during the second initialization, unless the z/OS
system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the routine. The high order bit of the first byte
is set on X'80' for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of one standard save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the EDIABNXT routine.

All other registers are undefined.

EDIATRXT Exit

The EDIATRXT exit routine lets you modify the EDIF attribute verification processing for data sets. It is called after EDIF
has performed two different attribute merges but before the results of these two merges are compared. The two attribute
merges are:

• Attributes from EDIF processing statements and the DSCB of the data set
• Attributes from the DCB, DCB exit (if one exists), system JFCB, and JFCB exit (if one exists)

Entry Environment

Supervisor state, problem program key, addressing mode (AMODE) 31. You must preserve this entry environment upon
entry and restore it upon return.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List
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R1
Contains the address of the parameter list. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set contains a
DSECT mapping for this standard parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the parameter list of the EDIATRXT exit routine. This is not used for
initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the EDIATRXT routine. The content of this word may
be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls. This
word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted, then
the value set during the first initialization call is passed during the second initialization, unless the z/OS
system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the routine. The high order bit of the first byte
is set on X'80' for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of one standard save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the EDIATRXT routine.

All other registers are undefined.

EDIATRXT Exit-specific Parameter List

• +0

Fullword containing the address of an EDIF exit control block (EDIXCB). This control block contains various fields that you
can modify.

All other registers are undefined.

Return Code

There is no return code. You tell EDIF what to do by modifying fields in the EDIF exit control block (EDIXCB).

Note: You must restore all registers (except register 15) upon return.

EDIOPTXT Exit

The EDIOPTXT exit routine lets you set the status of EDIF processing options for various programs or data sets. EDIF
calls this exit after it has determined the processing options it should perform but before it actually processes any of them.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state, problem program key, addressing mode (AMODE) 31. You must preserve this entry environment upon
entry and restore it upon return.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List
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R1
Contains the address of the parameter list. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set contains a
DSECT mapping for this standard parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the parameter list of the EDIOPTXT exit routine. This is not used for
initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the EDIOPTXT routine. The content of this word may
be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls. This
word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted, then
the value set during the first initialization call is passed during the second initialization, unless the z/OS
system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the routine. The high order bit of the first byte
is set on X'80' for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of one standard save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the EDIOPTXT routine.

All other registers are undefined.

EDIOPTXT Exit-specific Parameter List

• +0

Fullword containing the address of an EDIF exit control block (EDIXCB). This control block contains various fields that you
can modify.

All other registers are undefined.

Return Code

There is no return code. You tell EDIF what to do by modifying fields in the EDIF exit control block (EDIXCB).

Note: You must restore all registers (except register 15) upon return.

GDIXMPXT Exit

The GDIXMPXT exit routine is called for a resource any time that GDIF needs to evaluate the exemption/conversion
status for the resource. Therefore, the GDIXMPXT exit may be called multiple times for the same resource.

The processing in the GDIXMPXT exit routine can take place in the resource requester's address space or in the GRS
address space. Therefore, the exit must reside in common storage.

The GDIXMPXT exit routine can influence resource exemption/reserve conversion processing based on criteria such
as QNAME, RNAME, job name, VOLSER, etc. You can customize the exemption/conversion actions by setting the
appropriate flags in GDIXMPXP parameter list (field XMPX_AFLGS). The GDIXMPXT exit routine should pass a return
code value of 4 back to its caller when altering the exemption/conversion actions.
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Entry Environment

Supervisor state; Storage Protect Key Zero; Enabled; Locks may or may not be held; AMODE 31; May be called with an
EUT FRR held; Primary ASC mode; one of the following cross-memory environments:

• PASN = SASN = HASN (requester's address space)
• PASN=GRS SASN=HASN=requester
• PASN = SASN = HASN (MIM address space)

.

Programming Restrictions

The GDIXMPXT exit routine cannot implicitly or explicitly cause the current task to be placed in a WAIT.

The GDIXMPXT exit routine may not call any system services that conflict with the execution environment.

The GDIXMPXT exit routine must reside in common storage.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list for the exit. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set
contains a DSECT mapping for this parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the exit-specific parameter list for the GDIXMPXT exit routine.
The exit-specific parameter list is mapped by the GDIXMPXP mapping macro that is contained in the
CAI.CBTDMAC data set.
Note: This is not used for exit initialization calls.

+4
Fullword word containing the communication word of the GDIXMPXT exit routine. The content of this
word may be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent
calls. This word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is
restarted, then the value set during the first initialization call is passed during any subsequent initialization
calls, unless the z/OS system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the exit routine. The high order bit of the first
byte is set on (X'80') for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword word containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of a standard 18-word register save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the GDIXMPXT exit routine.

All other register contents are undefined upon entry to the GDIXMPXT exit routine.

GDIXMPXT Exit-specific Parameter List

Offset +0 in the common exit parameter list (mapped by UXPARM) points to the GDIXMPXT exit routine-specific
parameter list. See member GDIXMPXP in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set for a mapping macro for this parameter list. You
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can set various flags and values in the GDIXMPXP parameter list to influence conflict actions for the requester involved in
the resource conflict.

Return Codes

R15

Contains one of the following return codes when control is returned to MIM:

0
Continue normal exemption / conversion processing for this resource based on the policies set in the QNAME list
and RNAME list and the TEMPORARYDSN parameter.

4
Perform exemption / conversion actions for this resource according to the actions selected by the exit routine in
the GDIXMPXP parameter list.

XCMCMDXT Exit

Use the XCMCMDXT exit routine when a JES2 command is to be issued to perform job requeue processing. The
installation user exit can modify the command text when using modified JES2 command syntax.

Upon entry to the XCMCMDXT exit routine, the required command text has been built in the CMDX_CMDTX field of the
CMDX_PL parameter list. If necessary, the installation exit can alter or replace the command text in the CMDX_CMDTX
field.

The exit can manipulate the command action flags in the CMDX_FLG1 byte. The CONSOLE name and the UTOKEN can
be customized (replaced) by the exit; however, the replacement values must be valid. For example, if the XCMCMDXT
exit routine supplies a different CONSOLE name, that CONSOLE name must reflect a valid, previously defined MCS or
extended MCS CONSOLE.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state; Storage Protect Key Zero; Enabled; No locks held; Task Mode; AMODE 31; PASN = SASN = HASN;
Primary ASC mode.

Programming Restrictions

The XCMCMDXT exit routine cannot implicitly or explicitly cause the current task to be placed in a WAIT; therefore, the
XCMCMDXT exit routine should not issue the command directly through MGCRE (SVC 34). Instead, it should let MII
schedule the command in the appropriate execution environment.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list for the exit. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set
contains a DSECT mapping for this parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the exit-specific parameter list for the XCMCMDXT exit routine.
The exit-specific parameter list is mapped by the XCMCMDXP mapping macro that is contained in the
CAI.CBTDMAC data set.
Note: This is not used for exit initialization calls.
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+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the XCMCMDXT exit routine. The content of this word
may be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls.
This word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted,
the value set during the first initialization call is passed during any subsequent initialization calls, unless
the z/OS system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the exit routine. The high order bit of the first
byte is set on (X'80') for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of a standard 18-word register save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the XCMCMDXT exit routine
All other register contents are undefined upon entry to the XCMCMDXT exit routine.

XCMCMDXT Exit-specific Parameter List

Offset +0 in the common exit parameter list (mapped by UXPARM) points to the XCMCMDXT exit routine-specific
parameter list. See member XCMCMDXP in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set for a mapping macro for this parameter list. You
can set various flags and values in the XCMCMDXP parameter list to influence conflict actions for the requester involved
in the resource conflict.

Return Codes

R15

Contains one of the following return codes when control is returned to MIM:

0
Continue normal processing.

4
Ignore this request and do not issue the command.

XCMCNFXT Exit

The XCMCNFXT exit routine is called once when it is first detected that a resource requester is in conflict for resource
ownership and is queued for control of the target resource. This exit is called for unconditional ENQ/ISGENQ requests
when the resource requester is queued to control the target resource. For information on processing conflicts generated
by conditional ENQ/ISGENQ requests, see the XCMNAVXT exit routine.

The processing in the XCMCNFXT exit routine takes place in the MII address space and is based on the job name or TSO
user ID of the 'victim' in the resource conflict and not the job name or TSO user holding the resource in conflict.

The XCMCNFXT exit routine can influence the conflict processing for a specific resource requester by overriding the
values of REPORTAFTER seconds and REPORTCYCLE seconds in the XCMCNFXP parameter list (fields CNFX_RPTA
and CNFX_RPTC, respectively). You can customize additional conflict actions by setting the appropriate flags in
XCMCNFXP parameter list (field CNFX_FLG1). The XCMCNFXT exit routine should pass a return code value of 4 back to
its caller when altering the conflict actions.
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If the goal of the installation user exit is to customize conflict message processing, you may want to use the XCMMSGXT
or the XCMNFYXT exit points instead.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state; Storage Protect Key Eight; Enabled; No locks held; Task Mode; AMODE 31; PASN = SASN = HASN
(MII address space); Primary ASC mode.

Programming Restrictions

The XCMCNFXT exit routine cannot implicitly or explicitly cause the current task to be placed in a WAIT.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list for the exit. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set
contains a DSECT mapping for this parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the exit-specific parameter list for the XCMCNFXT exit routine.
The exit-specific parameter list is mapped by the XCMCNFXP mapping macro that is contained in the
CAI.CBTDMAC data set.
Note: This is not used for exit initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the XCMCNFXT exit routine. The content of this word
may be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls.
This word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted,
then the value set during the first initialization call is passed during any subsequent initialization calls,
unless the z/OS system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the exit routine. The high order bit of the first
byte is set on (X'80') for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of a standard 18-word register save area

R14
Contains the return address for MIM

R15
Contains the entry point address for the XCMCNFXT exit routine.
All other register contents are undefined upon entry to the XCMCNFXT exit routine.

XCMCNFXT Exit-specific Parameter List

Offset +0 in the common exit parameter list (mapped by UXPARM) points to the XCMCNFXT exit routine-specific
parameter list. See member XCMCNFXP in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set for a mapping macro for this parameter list. You
can set various flags and values in the XCMCNFXP parameter list to influence conflict actions for the requester involved
in the resource conflict. Return to the caller with a return code of 4 in R15 when requesting any specific actions in the
XCMCNFXP parameter list.
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Return Codes

R15

Contains one of the following return codes when control is returned to MIM:

0
Continue normal processing.

4
Continue processing this requester conflict using the actions specified in the XCMCNFXP parameter list.

8
Ignore this requester conflict.

XCMMSGXT Exit

The XCMMSGXT exit routine is called before messages are generated on behalf of a resource requester that is in conflict
and is waiting for ownership of the target resource. This processing takes place on the same system that the resource
requester resides. This exit is called for both conditional and unconditional ENQ conflicts.

The processing in the XCMMSGXT exit routine takes place in the MIM address space and is provided data on the
conflicting resource name, the resource requester that is in conflict, and the resource owner.

The XCMMSGXT exit routine can influence the conflict message processing for a specific resource requester by setting
the appropriate flags in XCMMSGXP parameter list (field MSGX_FLG1). The XCMMSGXT exit routine should pass a
return code value of 4 back to its caller when altering the conflict actions.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state; Storage Protect Key Eight; Enabled; No locks held; Task Mode; AMODE 31; PASN = SASN = HASN
(MII address space); Primary ASC mode.

Programming Restrictions

The XCMMSGXT exit routine cannot implicitly or explicitly cause the current task to be placed in a WAIT.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list for the exit. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set
contains a DSECT mapping for this parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the exit-specific parameter list for the XCMMSGXT exit routine.
The exit-specific parameter list is mapped by the XCMMSGXP mapping macro that is contained in the
CAI.CBTDMAC data set.
Note: This is not used for exit initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the XCMMSGXT exit routine. The content of this word
may be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls.
This word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted,
then the value set during the first initialization call is passed during any subsequent initialization calls,
unless the z/OS system has been IPLed.
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+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the exit routine. The high order bit of the first
byte is set on (X'80') for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of a standard 18-word register save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the XCMMSGXT exit routine.

All other register contents are undefined upon entry to the XCMMSGXT exit routine.

XCMMSGXT Exit-specific Parameter List

Offset +0 in the common exit parameter list (mapped by UXPARM) points to the XCMMSGXT exit routine-specific
parameter list. See member XCMMSGXP in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set for a mapping macro for this parameter list. You
can set various flags and values in the XCMMSGXP parameter list to influence conflict actions for the requester involved
in the resource conflict. Return to the caller with a return code of 4 in R15 when requesting any specific actions in the
XCMMSGXP parameter list.

Return Codes

R15

Contains one of the following return codes when control is returned to MIM:

0
Continue normal processing.

4
Continue processing this requester conflict using the actions specified in the XCMMSGXP parameter list.

8
Suppress all conflict message processing for this resource requester.

XCMNAVXT Exit

The XCMNAVXT exit routine is called a resource requester has made a conditional request for resource ownership for
which control cannot be immediately granted. These are conditional ENQ/ISGENQ requests for which resource control
is not immediately granted and the requester is not queued for resource control. For information on processing conflicts
generated by unconditional ENQ/ISGENQ requests, see the XCMCNFXT exit routine.

The processing in the XCMNAVXT exit routine takes place in the MII address space and is based on the job name or
TSO user ID of the 'victim' in the failed conditional resource request and not the job name or TSO user holding the target
resource.

The XCMNAVXT exit routine can influence the conflict processing for a specific resource requester by setting the
appropriate flags in XCMNAVXP parameter list (field NAVX_FLG1). The XCMNAVXT exit routine should pass a return
code value of 4 back to its caller when altering the conflict actions.

If the goal of the installation user exit is to customize conflict message processing, you may want to use the XCMMSGXT
or the XCMNFYXT exit points instead.
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Entry Environment

Supervisor state; Storage Protect Key Eight; Enabled; No locks held; Task Mode; AMODE 31; PASN = SASN = HASN
(MII address space); Primary ASC mode.

Programming Restrictions

The XCMNAVXT exit routine cannot implicitly or explicitly cause the current task to be placed in a WAIT.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list for the exit. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set
contains a DSECT mapping for this parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the exit-specific parameter list for the XCMNAVXT exit routine.
The exit-specific parameter list is mapped by the XCMNAVXP mapping macro that is contained in the
CAI.CBTDMAC data set.
Note: This is not used for exit initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the XCMNAVXT exit routine. The content of this word may
be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls. This
word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted, then
the value set during the first initialization call is passed during any subsequent initialization calls, unless
the z/OS system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the exit routine. The high order bit of the first
byte is set on (X'80') for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of a standard 18-word register save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the XCMNAVXT exit routine.

All other register contents are undefined upon entry to the XCMNAVXT exit routine.

XCMNAVXT Exit-specific Parameter List

Offset +0 in the common exit parameter list (mapped by UXPARM) points to the XCMNAVXT exit routine-specific
parameter list. See member XCMNAVXP in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set for a mapping macro for this parameter list. You
can set various flags and values in the XCMNAVXP parameter list to influence conflict actions for the requester involved
in the resource conflict. Return to the caller with a return code of 4 in R15 when requesting any specific actions in the
XCMNAVXP parameter list.

Return Codes

R15

Contains one of the following return codes when control is returned to MIM:
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0
Continue normal processing.

4
Continue processing this requester conflict using the actions specified in the XCMNAVXP parameter list.

8
Ignore this requester conflict.

XCMNFYXT Exit

The XCMNFYXT exit routine is called before notifying a TSO user that owns a resource that a given requester is in conflict
(conditional or unconditional) for ownership of the target resource. This exit may be called on a different system from that
were the resource requester is executing,

The processing in the XCMNFYXT exit routine takes place in the MII address space and is provided data on the
conflicting resource name, the owning TSO user, and the resource requester that is in conflict.

The XCMNFYXT exit routine can influence the conflict processing for a specific resource owner by setting the appropriate
flags in XCMNFYXP parameter list (field NFYX_FLG1). The XCMNFYXT exit routine should pass a return code value of 4
back to its caller when altering the conflict notification actions.

 

Entry Environment

Supervisor state; Storage Protect Key Eight; Enabled; No locks held; Task Mode; AMODE 31; PASN = SASN = HASN
(MII address space); Primary ASC mode.

 

Programming Restrictions

The XCMNFYXT exit routine cannot implicitly or explicitly cause the current task to be placed in a WAIT.

 

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list for the exit. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set
contains a DSECT mapping for this parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the exit-specific parameter list for the XCMNFYXT exit routine.
The exit-specific parameter list is mapped by the XCMNFYXP mapping macro that is contained in the
CAI.CBTDMAC data set.
Note: This is not used for exit initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the XCMNFYXT exit routine. The content of this word
may be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls.
This word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted,
then the value set during the first initialization call is passed during any subsequent initialization calls,
unless the z/OS system has been IPLed.
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+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the exit routine. The high order bit of the first
byte is set on (X'80') for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of a standard 18-word register save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the XCMNFYXT exit routine.

All other register contents are undefined upon entry to the XCMNFYXT exit routine.

XCMNFYXT Exit-specific Parameter List

Offset +0 in the common exit parameter list (mapped by UXPARM) points to the XCMNFYXT exit routine-specific
parameter list. See member XCMNFYXP in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set for a mapping macro for this parameter list. You
can set various flags and values in the XCMNFYXP parameter list to influence conflict actions for the requester involved
in the resource conflict. Return to the caller with a return code of 4 in R15 when requesting any specific actions in the
XCMNFYXP parameter list.

Return Codes

R15

Contains one of the following return codes when control is returned to MIM:

0
Continue normal processing.

4
Continue processing this requester conflict using the actions specified in the XCMNFYXP parameter list.

8
Suppress all conflict notification processing for this resource owner.

XCMPGMXT Exit

The XCMPGMXT exit routine is called when a resource requester has made a conditional request for resource ownership
for which control cannot be immediately granted. These are conditional ENQ/ISGENQ requests for which resource control
is not immediately granted and the requester is not queued for resource control. For information on processing conflicts
generated by unconditional ENQ/ISGENQ requests, see the discussion of the XCMCNFXT exit routine.

The processing in the XCMPGMXT exit routine takes place in the victim's address space and is based on the job name
or TSO user ID of the 'victim' in the failed conditional resource request and not the job name or TSO user holding the
target resource. The XCMPGMXT exit routine can influence the conflict processing for a specific resource requester by
setting the appropriate flags in XCMPGMXP parameter list (field PGMX_FLG1). The XCMPGMXT exit routine should
pass a return code value of 4 back to its caller when altering the conflict actions. If the goal of the installation user exit is to
customize conflict message processing, you may want to use the XCMMSGXT or the XCMNFYXT exit points instead.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state; Storage Protect Key Eight; Enabled; No locks held; Task Mode; AMODE 31.
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Programming Restrictions

The XCMPGMXT exit routine cannot implicitly or explicitly cause the current task to be placed in a WAIT.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list for the exit. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set
contains a DSECT mapping for this parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the exit-specific parameter list for the XCMPGNMXT exit routine.
The exit-specific parameter list is mapped by the XCMPGMXP mapping macro that is contained in the
CAI.CBTDMAC data set.
Note: This is not used for exit initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the XCMPGMXT exit routine. The content of this word
may be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls.
This word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted,
then the value set during the first initialization call is passed during any subsequent initialization calls,
unless the z/OS system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the exit routine. The high order bit of the first
byte is set on (X'80') for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
Contains the address of a standard 18-word register save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the XCMPGMXT exit routine.

All other register contents are undefined upon entry to the XCMNFYXT exit routine.

XCMPGMXT Exit-specific Parameter List

Offset +0 in the common exit parameter list (mapped by UXPARM) points to the XCMPGMXT exit routine-specific
parameter list. See member XCMPGMXP in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set for a mapping macro for this parameter list. You
can set various flags and values in the XCMPGMXP parameter list to influence conflict actions for the requester involved
in the resource conflict. Return to the caller with a return code of 4 in R15 when requesting any specific actions in the
XCMPGMXP parameter list.

Return Codes

R15

Contains one of the following return codes when control is returned to MIM:

0
Continue normal processing.
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4
Continue processing this requester conflict using the actions specified in the XCMPGMXP parameter list.

8
Ignore this requester conflict.

XCMREQXT Exit

The XCMREQXT exit routine is called once when a job in initiation is in conflict for data set ownership and the job requeue
feature is active.

The processing in the XCMREQXT exit routine takes place in the address space of the batch job that is in initiation.

The XCMREQXT exit routine can influence requeue processing for the job in conflict by cancelling the job, immediately
requeuing the job, or bypassing requeue for the job, based on criteria such as job name, ASCB, TCB, and data set name.
You can customize requeue actions by setting the appropriate flags in the XCMREQXP parameter list (field REQX_FLG1).
The XCMREQXT exit routine should pass a return code value of 4 back to its caller when altering the requeue actions.

 

Entry Environment

Supervisor state; Storage Protect Key Zero; Enabled; No locks held; Task Mode; AMODE 31; PASN = SASN = HASN
(batch job address space); Primary ASC mode.

Adhere to the restriction for user-written type-2 SVC routines.

Note: For more information, see the IBM documentation

Programming Restrictions

The XCMREQXT exit routine cannot implicitly or explicitly cause the current task to be placed in a WAIT.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Contains the address of the parameter list for the exit. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set
contains a DSECT mapping for this parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the exit-specific parameter list for the XCMREQXT exit routine.
The exit-specific parameter list is mapped by the XCMREQXP mapping macro that is contained in the
CAI.CBTDMAC data set.
Note: This is not used for exit initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the XCMREQXT exit routine. The content of this word
may be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls.
This word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted,
the value set during the first initialization call is passed during any subsequent initialization calls, unless
the z/OS system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the exit routine. The high order bit of the first
byte is set on (X'80') for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word, set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.
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R13
Contains the address of a standard 18-word register save area.

R14
Contains the return address for MIM.

R15
Contains the entry point address for the XCMREQXT exit routine.

All other register contents are undefined upon entry to the XCMREQXT exit routine.

XCMREQXT Exit-specific Parameter List

Offset +0 in the common exit parameter list (mapped by UXPARM) points to the XCMREQXT exit routine-specific
parameter list. For a mapping macro for this parameter list, see member XCMREQXP in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set. You
can set various flags and values in the XCMREQXP parameter list to influence requeue actions for the job. Return to the
caller with a return code of 4 in R15 when requesting any specific actions in the XCMREQXP parameter list.

Return Codes

R15

Contains one of the following return codes when control is returned to MIM:

0
Continue normal processing.

4
Provide requeue processing for this batch job according to the actions selected by the exit routine in the
XCMREQXP parameter list.

8
Do not do requeue processing for this job.

MII Utilities and Other Interfaces

Generate Reports for MII
MIM reports provide you with an effective reporting tool to evaluate the performance of the systems in your complex. The
reports use a sampling of statistical data to yield important information about the operating activities in your complex.

NOTE
This functionality requires the Easytrieve Interface. For more Common Components and Services requirements
information, see Common Components and Services Component Installation Requirements.

How Report Generation Works

MIM uses a single SMF record for the record collection process. Using record subtypes, you can identify the statistical
records to be collected for the different reports available under the MIM facilities.

The steps involved in the report generation process are:

1. Specify the SMF record number on a MIMINIT RECORDTYPE statement in the initialization member. Once this is set,
you should not need to change it.

2. Specify the record collection criteria using the SETOPTION command and begin the record collection process.

NOTE
You must allow the record collection process to run for a while before dumping the SMF records to data sets.
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3. Dump the SMF records to a usable data set through the IBM IFASMFDP utility.
4. Run a report or create a report output file.

WARNING
MIM provides a set of reports for general use. If, however, any one of these reports does not meet your specific
requirements, then you can write your own customized reports in the language of your choice, using the SMF
records supplied by MIM. For more information on this topic, see the MIMSTREC member in the CAI.CBTDMAC
data set.

Specify SMF Record Number

Before any statistical records can be collected for use in the MIM report process, you need to specify an SMF record
number. To do this, you place a MIMINIT RECORDTYPE initialization statement in the initialization member. For example,
if you decide to use the SMF record number 189, which is the default, you would specify the following statement in the
initialization member:

MIMINIT RECORDTYPE=189

Now you are ready to specify the record collection criteria for the report or reports you want to run.

Specify Record Collection Criteria

To collect statistical records for MIM reports, you need to specify the type of statistical records to be collected by issuing
the command SETOPTION STATCOLLECT with the specific MIM facility.

Specify the SUBTYPE operand on the SETOPTION STATCOLLECT command to select specific record subtypes for
a facility, or specify ALL to collect records for all record subtypes available under that facility. These record subtypes
correspond directly to the reports available for each facility.

NOTE
For more information on each record subtype, see Sample Reports.

The record subtypes for MII are:

Record Subtype Facility Description
CR ECMF The CR record subtype is used to produce

the MII Job Requeue (CR) report. This
report provides a list of batch job requeue
times as well as the names of the data sets
causing the conflicts.

DC EDIF The DC record subtype is used to
produce the MII Enhanced Data Set
Integrity Benefits (DC)report. This
report summarizes the data set integrity
exposures prevented by EDIF.

DD EDIF The DD record subtype is used to produce
the MII Enhanced Data Set Integrity Data
Set Violation (DD) report. Thisreport
provides more specific information about
integrity exposures detected and prevented
by EDIF.
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EC GDIF The EC record subtype is used to produce
the following reports:
MII QNAME Enqueue/Reserve Count
(EC) report. This report provides detailed
information about enqueues and reserves
processed by GDIF.

QR GDIF (with MIMQUERY Active) The QR record subtype is used to produce
the MII MIMQUERY resource report. This
report provides information regarding
resources that are queried using the
MIMQUERY service.

QU GDIF (with MIMQUERY Active) The QU record subtype is used to produce
the MII MIMQUERY users report. This
report provides information regarding
requesters of the MIMQUERY service.

To generate records for your MII facilities

• Start the record collection process for each MIM facility for which you want to run a report by issuing the SETOPTION
command. For example:

SETOPTION ECMF STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=CR)

This command tells MIM to collect statistics for the report subtype CR.
• Specify the record collection sampling cycle and recording interval for ECMF.

WARNING
To activate the record collection process for all record subtypes, you must repeat this procedure for each
subtype, specifying the SETOPTION STATCOLLECT command and the facility associated with that record
subtype.

• Set the sampling cycle time. Issue the following command:

SETOPTION STATCYCLE=nn

nn
Specifies how long MIM waits between each statistical data sampling. The initial value for the STATCYCLE
operand is 60 seconds.

• Specify the statistical record recording interval. Issue the following command:

SETOPTION STATINTERVAL=nnn

nnn
Indicates how long MIM waits until it records the collected data in the form of actual statistical records. The initial
value for the STATINTERVAL operand is 15 minutes.

NOTE

The MIMQUERY server retrieves the MIM STATINTERVAL value during MIMQUERY server
initialization. Therefore, you cannot dynamically change the STATINTERVAL for MIMQUERY specific
records.

Example: Starting Record Collection

The following example shows how to begin the record collection process for the MII Job Requeue report. This example
indicates data sampling every 30 seconds, and a statistical record recording interval of every hour:

SETOPTION ECMF STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=CR) STATCYCLE=30, STATINTERVAL=60
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Note: The STATCYCLE and STATINTERVAL values apply to all record collection subtypes for a given MIM facility.

Once the statistical record collection process has begun, records are collected and written to the SMF data sets. You need
to use your site-specific procedures for dumping the records to physical sequential data sets that can be used by MIM to
produce reports.

Notes:

• For more information on the SETOPTION commands used in this section, see the Statement and Command
Reference Guide.

• For detailed information on using the SMF report generator, see the chapter “Utilities” in the MIM Programming Guide.

Sample Reports

This section contains samples of the various reports that can be generated.

MII Job Requeue Report (CR)

(1)                 (2)                                                                                      

       (3)

2010/07/13 14:06   CA MII Job Requeue Report                                                                 

 PAGE      1

(4) System:    SYSA              (5) Jobname:  MIMGR        (6)Release:   11.9        (7) Service Level:  0000

(8) From:      2009/10/25 00:00  (9) Each:     RECORD

(10)To:        2010/03/12 10:52  (11)Shift:    00:00 24:00

   (12)    (13)       (14)              (15)       (16)    (17)  (18)    (19)   (20) (21)

 Jobname   Job ID    Requeue Time     Release Time   Hold Time REQ  Owner    System  OWN Dataset Name

 -------- -------- ---------------- ---------------- --------- --- -------- -------- ---

 -------------------------------------------

 BATCHJBA JOB00941 2010/03/08 11:19 2010/03/08 11:40  20m 32s  EXC BATCHJBB SYSB     SHR MIMGR.REQUEUE.DSN

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Report title.
(3) Report page number.
(4) System name of the MII image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MII started task.
(6) The MII release number.
(7) The MII service level.
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
Jobname (12) Job name of the job that was canceled and re-queued by MII due

to a conflict with another job or jobs for one or more data sets.
Job ID (13) JES2 assigned JOBID of the job that was re-queued.
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Requeue Time (14) Date and time that the job was canceled and re-queued for
execution.

Release Time (15) Date and time that the job was released from hold status by MII
and was eligible for selection for execution. Selection for execution
depends on available initiators, the execution selection priority of
the released job in relation to other jobs queued for execution, and
so forth.

Hold Time (16) The amount of time in the form hh:mm:ss (hours, minutes, and
seconds, respectively) that the specified job was not available for
execution selection due to data set conflicts.

REQ (17) The scope of control that the re-queued job requires for the named
data set. EXC is exclusive control while SHR is shared control.

Owner (18) The jobname of the job that currently owns the requested data set.
System (19) The system as defined by a DEFSYS statement, upon which the

data set owner is actively executing.
OWN (20) The scope of control that the data set owner currently maintains.

EXC is exclusive control while SHR is shared control.
Data Set Name (21) The name of the data set in conflict.

 

MII Enhanced Data Set Integrity Benefits Report (DC)

(1)                      (2)                                                                                 

      (3)

2008/09/02 14:06   CA MII Enhanced Dataset  Integrity Benefits Report                                        

 PAGE      1

(4) System:    SYSA              (5) Jobname:  MIMGR       (6) Release:   11.9         (7)Service Level:  0000

(8) From:      2008/09/02 00:00  (9) Each:     RECORD

(10)To:        2008/09/02 10:52  (11)Shift:    00:00 24:00

                   (13)    (14)   (15)  (16)    (17)   (18)  (19)   (20)  (21)  (22)    (23)   (24)  (25) 

 (26)   (27)  (28)  (29)

       (12)        Open    Close  DCBs   DCBs   ENQ    ENQ   DEQ    ATTR  ATTR   EXCL   EXCL   UTIL  UTIL  ACC

    ACC   COPY  COPY

  Interval Start   Count   Count  Exam.  Proc.  Issue  Conf. Issue  Tests  Fail  Tests  Fail  Tests  Fail 

 Tests  Fail  Exam. Proc.

 ---------------- ------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ ----- ------ -----

 ------ ----- ----- -----

 2008/09/02 09:36     239     328    177     69     22     1     19     42     4      2     2      2     2   

   2     2     0     0

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Report title.
(3) Report page number.
(4) System name of the MII image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MII started task.
(6) The MII release number.
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(7) The MII service level.
(8) Date and time stamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and time stamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
Interval Start (12) Start date and timestamp that the report line interval data covers.
Open Count (13) The number of SVC OPEN requests intercepted during the

reporting interval. This value is similar to the INTERCEPT OPEN
line in the MIM4053 message generated by the DISPLAY EDIF
STATISTICS command.

Close Count (14) The number of SVC CLOSE requests intercepted during the
reporting interval. This value is similar to the INTERCEPT CLOSE
line in the MIM4053 message generated by the DISPLAY EDIF
STATISTICS command.

DCBs Exam. (15) The number of DCBs examined during the reporting interval. This
value is similar to the TEST DCB line in the MIM4053 message
generated by the DISPLAY EDIF STATISTICS command.

DCBs Proc. (16) The number of DCBs that caused EDIF to take some action during
the reporting interval. This value is similar to the PROCESS DCB
line in the MIM4053 message generated by the DISPLAY EDIF
STATISTICS command.

ENQ Issue (17) The number of ENQs that EDIF raised during the reporting interval
to protect access to data sets. This value is similar to the ENQ
line in the MIM4053 message generated by the DISPLAY EDIF
STATISTICS command.

ENQ Conf. (18) The number of times during the reporting interval that two or more
jobs tried to update the data set but were prevented from doing
so by invocation of the EDIF ENQ. This value is similar to the
UPDATE CONFLICT line in the MIM4053 message generated by
the DISPLAY EDIF STATISTICS command.

DEQ Issue (19) The number of DEQs that EDIF issued during the reporting
interval for ENQs it had previously issued.

ATTR Tests (20) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
checked the attributes of a data set against the attributes specified
by a program or a user. This value is similar to the ATTRIBUTE
TEST line in the MIM4053 message generated by the DISPLAY
EDIF STATISTICS command.

ATTR Fail (21) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
detected attribute violations. This value is similar to the
ATTRIBUTE FAILURE line in the MIM4053 message generated by
the DISPLAY EDIF STATISTICS command.

EXCL Tests (22) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
checked the JCL of a job to determine whether a program would
update a data set when DISP=SHR was specified. This value is
similar to the CHECK EXCL TEST line in the MIM4053 message
generated by the DISPLAY EDIF STATISTICS command.
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EXCL Fail (23) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
determined a job accessed a data set when DISP=SHR was
specified. This value is similar to the CHECK EXCL FAILURE
line in the MIM4053 message generated by the DISPLAY EDIF
STATISTICS command.

UTIL Tests (24) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
checked to determine whether a program was authorized to
update a data set. This value is similar to the UTILITY TEST
line in the MIM4053 message generated by the DISPLAY EDIF
STATISTICS command.

UTIL Fail (25) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
detected updates by programs not authorized to update a data
set. This value is similar to the UTILITY FAILURE line in the
MIM4053 message generated by the DISPLAY EDIF STATISTICS
command.

ACC Tests (26) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
checked to determine whether a program was authorized to read
a data set. This value is similar to the ACCESS CHECK TEST
line in the MIM4053 message generated by the DISPLAY EDIF
STATISTICS command.

ACC Fail (27) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
detected read violations. This value is similar to the ACCESS
CHECK FAILURE line in the MIM4053 message generated by the
DISPLAY EDIF STATISTICS command.

Copy Exam (28) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
checked a DCB used by the IEBCOPY utility to determine whether
any action should be taken. This value is similar to the IEBCOPY
TEST DCB line in the MIM4053 message generated by the
DISPLAY EDIF STATISTICS command.

Copy Exam (29) The number of times during the reporting interval that EDIF
determined that a DCB used by the IEBCOPY utility was a
candidate for EDIF processing. This value is similar to the
IEBCOPY PROCESS DCB line in the MIM4053 message
generated by the DISPLAY EDIF STATISTICS command.

 

MII Enhanced Data Set Integrity Violation Report (DD)

 

(1)                                 (2)                                                                      

           (3)

2009/09/02 14:06   CA MII Enhanced Dataset  Integrity Benefits Report - ENQUEUE Conflicts                    

 PAGE      1

(4) System:    SYSA             (5)Jobname:  MIMGR       (6) Release:   11.9         (7)Service Level:  0000

(8) From:     2009/09/02 09:37  (9) Each:     RECORD

(10)To:        2009/09/02 09:41  (11)Shift:    00:00 24:00

 

       (12)         (13)     (14)                     (15)                       (16)    (17)    (18)

       Time       Job Name Program                 Data Set Name                 Volume Action User Exit

 ---------------- -------- -------- -------------------------------------------  ------ ------ --------

 2009/09/02 09:41 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A NONE   
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 2009/09/02 14:07   CA MII Enhanced Dataset Integrity Dataset Violation Report -  Authorized Utility

 Violations PAGE      1

System:    SYSA              Jobname:  MIMGR        Release:   11.9         Service Level:  0000

 From:      2009/09/02 09:37  Each:     RECORD

 To:        2009/09/02 09:41  Shift:    00:00 24:00

       Time       Job Name Program                 Data Set Name                 Volume Action User Exit

 ---------------- -------- -------- -------------------------------------------  ------ ------ --------

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBIN1                    TSO03A ABEND         

 2009/09/02 09:39 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBIN1                    TSO03A ABEND         

 

 

 2009/09/02 14:07   CA MII Enhanced Dataset Integrity Dataset Violation Report -  CheckExclusive Violations  

  PAGE      1

 System:    SYSA              Jobname:  MIMGR        Release:   11.9         Service Level:  0000

 From:      2009/09/02 09:37  Each:     RECORD

 To:        2009/09/02 09:41  Shift:    00:00 24:00

 

       Time       Job Name Program                 Data Set Name                 Volume Action User Exit

 ---------------- -------- -------- -------------------------------------------  ------ ------ --------

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND         

 2009/09/02 09:39 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND         

 

 2009/09/02 14:07   CA MII Enhanced Dataset Integrity Dastaset Violation Report - Read Access Violations     

  PAGE      1

 System:    SYSA              Jobname:  MIMGR        Release:   11.9         Service Level:  0000

 From:      2009/09/02 09:37  Each:     RECORD

 To:        2009/09/02 09:41  Shift:    00:00 24:00

 

       Time       Job Name Program                 Data Set Name                 Volume Action User Exit

 ---------------- -------- -------- -------------------------------------------  ------ ------ --------

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND         

 2009/09/02 09:40 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND         

 

 2009/09/02 14:07   CA MII Enhanced Dataset Integrity Dataset Violation Report - Attribute Violations        

  PAGE      1

 System:    SYSA              Jobname:  MIMGR        Release:   11.9         Service Level:  0000

 From:      2009/09/02 09:37  Each:     RECORD

 To:        2009/09/02 09:41  Shift:    00:00 24:00

                                                                                                          (19)

   (20)   (21)  (22)

 

       Time       Job Name Program                 Data Set Name                 Volume Action User Exit 

 Atrib  Source DSCB  USER

 ---------------- -------- -------- -------------------------------------------  ------ ------ -------- 

 ------- ------ ----- -----

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND           

 BLKSIZE JCL    03120 00019

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            LRECL

   JCL    00080 00040

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            LRECL

   JCL    00080 00040
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 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            RECFM

   JCL    FB    F    

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            DSORG

   JCL    PO    PS   

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND           

 BLKSIZE JCL    03120 00019

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            RECFM

   JCL    FB    F   

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            LRECL

   JCL    00080 00040

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            DSORG

   JCL    PO    PS   

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND           

 BLKSIZE JCL    03120 00019

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            RECFM

   JCL    FB    F   

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            RECFM

   JCL    FB    F   

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND           

 BLKSIZE JCL    03120 00019

 2009/09/02 09:37 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            LRECL

   JCL    00080 00040

 2009/09/02 09:38 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND           

 BLKSIZE JCL    03120 00019

 2009/09/02 09:38 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND           

 BLKSIZE JCL    03120 00019

 2009/09/02 09:38 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            RECFM

   JCL    FB    F   

 2009/09/02 09:38 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            LRECL

   JCL    00080 00040

 2009/09/02 09:38 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            RECFM

   JCL    36864 32768

 2009/09/02 09:38 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            DSORG

   JCL    PO    PS

 2009/09/02 09:38 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            LRECL

   JCL    00080 00040

 2009/09/02 09:38 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            RECFM

   JCL    FB    F   

 2009/09/02 09:38 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            DSORG

   JCL    PO    PS  

 2009/09/02 09:39 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND           

 BLKSIZE JCL    03120 00019

 2009/09/02 09:39 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            LRECL

   JCL    00080 00040

 2009/09/02 09:39 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND           

 BLKSIZE JCL    03120 00019

 2009/09/02 09:39 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            LRECL

   JCL    00080 00040
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 2009/09/02 09:39 OPSOSF   GTOPMVS  MIM.EDIFQA.EDITEST.DCBTEST                   TSO03A ABEND            RECFM

   JCL    FB    F   

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Report title.
(3) Report page number.
(4) System name of the MII image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MII started task.
(6) The MII release number.
(7) The MII service level.
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
Time (12) Time that violation occurred.
Job Name (13) Name of the job that created violation event.
Program (14) Name of the program that was executing when the violation was

detected.
Data Set Name (15) Name of the data set involved in the violation.
Volume (16) Volser upon which the data set resides.
Action (17) Action that EDIF took as a result of the violation.
User Exit (18) Up to eight bytes of information added to the SMF record by the

installation EDIF exit, if coded to do so.
Attrib (19) Attribute that caused the violation.
Source (20) Source where failing attribute was detected.
DSCB (21) Current data set DSCB value for the attribute in question. In the

Attribute Violations report, the numbers for LRECL and BLKSIZE
are displayed instead of DSCB information.

USER (22) Value that the job specified for the attribute in question. In the
Attribute Violations report, the numbers for LRECL and BLKSIZE
are displayed instead of USER information.

MII QNAME Enqueue/Reserve Report (EC)

 

(1)                 (2)                                                                                       

          (3)                      

 

2008/07/13 14:06   CA MII QNAME Enqueue/Reserve Report                                                       

 PAGE      1

(4) System:    SYSA              (5) Jobname:  MIMGR       (6) Release:   11.9         (7)Service Level:  0000

(8) From:      2003/10/25 00:00  (9) Each:     RECORD
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(10)To:        2008/03/12 10:52  (11)Shift:    00:00 24:00

                    (13)     (14)     (15)      (16)      (17)       (18)      (19)       (20)      (21)   

 (22)   (23)

   (12)             Total     Average  Failures             Conflict     ENQs       ENQs     RESERVEs  

 RESERVES  Proc.  Proc.

  Interval Start   Requests  Serv Time Prevented   QNAME     Count     Received  Processed   Received 

 Converted   /Sec   /Cyc

 ---------------- ---------- --------- --------- --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

 ---------- ------ ------

 2008/03/07 16:58      3,084   .007582       130 * OTHERS           0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  $RXQUEUE          0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ACTLIB            0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ADRPRDCT          0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  APTSYS            0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ARCBTAPE          0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ARCDSN            0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ARCENQG           8         20         20          0       

   0    .02    .01

                                                 *ARCGPA            0          0          0          5       

   0

                                                  ARCHBKLG          0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ARCLOG            0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ASM               0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ASM2.IXR          0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ASM2SYSA          0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ASM2SYSB          0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  ASTEXMM           0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  BUNDL             0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  CA-ENF            0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  CADB2             0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  CADTCM01          0          0          0          0       

   0

                                                  CAIMSMF           0          0          0          0       

   0
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                                                  CAJ$SCE1          0          0          0          0       

   0

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Report title.
(3) Report page number.
(4) System name of the MII image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MII started task.
(6) The MII release number.
(7) The MII service level.
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
Interval Start (12) Start date and timestamp that the report line interval data covers.
Total Requests (13) The total number of managed ENQ/RESERVE requests that MII

intercepted and processed during the reporting interval. This
number is similar to the REQUEST column of the MIM1021
message generated by the DISPLAY GDIF SERVICE command.
Note that it is possible and quite probable that the number in this
column differs from the sum of the numbers in the ENQ/PROC
column and the RESV/CONV column. This is due to the fact that
the managed ENQ/RESERVE count is incremented once for every
occurrence of an SVC 56 that is intercepted that contains at least
one managed QNAME in its parameter list.
The ENQ/PROC count and the RESV/CONV count is incremented
for every respective managed QNAME encountered in the SVC
56 parameter list. Since the SVC 56 parameter list supports the
occurrence of multiple QNAME/RNAME combinations in a single
invocation of SVC 56 (the SYSDSN ENQ done by that initiator is a
good example of this), it is not expected that these columns will be
equal.

Average Serv Time(14) The average time, in seconds, that MII took during the reporting
interval to perform global processing for a given ENQ or
RESERVE request. This number is similar to the TIME/REQUEST
column of the MIM1021 message generated by the DISPLAY
GDIF SERVICE command.

Failures Prevented (15) The number of integrity failures prevented, from the viewpoint
of the system being reported on, due to outstanding activity on
external systems. This count represents the number of times that
a requester in the local system issued a request for a QNAME/
RNAME combination that was already owned on a remote system,
and would have caused a potential integrity exposure were it not
for global resource integrity protection. This number is similar to
the first value displayed in the MIM1015 message generated by
the DISPLAY GDI BENEFITS command.
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QNAME (16) ENQ or RESERVE QNAME encountered by MII during the
reporting cycle. If the QNAME is preceded by an asterisk (*), then
MII does not manage the QNAME. This number is similar to the
RESOURCE column in the MIM1016 message generated by the
DISPLAY GDIF COUNTS command.

Conflict Count (17) The number of global conflicts encountered for the QNAME,
from the standpoint of the local system, which occurred during
the reporting interval. This number is similar to the GLOBAL
CONFLICTS column in the MIM1016 message generated by the
DISPLAY GDIF COUNTS command.

ENQs Received (18) The number of times the QNAME was encountered in an ENQ
request that was intercepted by MII. This number is similar to the
ENQS ISSUED column in the MIM1016 message generated by
the DISPLAY GDIF COUNTS command. The column total on the
total line reflects the number of managed and non-managed ENQ
requests.

ENQs Processed (19) The number of times the QNAME was processed as a managed
QNAME in an ENQ request that was intercepted by MII. This
number is similar to the ENQS PROCESSED column in the
MIM1016 message generated by the DISPLAY GDIF COUNTS
command.

RESERVEs Received (20) The number of times the QNAME was encountered in a
RESERVE request that was intercepted by MII. This number
is similar to the RESERVES ISSUED column in the MIM1016
message generated by the DISPLAY GDIF COUNTS command.
The column total on the total line reflects the number of managed
and non-managed RESERVE requests.

RESERVEs Converted (21) The number of times the QNAME was processed (converted to
a global ENQ request) as a managed QNAME in a RESERVE
request that was intercepted by MII. This number is similar to the
RESERVES CONVERTED column in the MIM1016 message
generated by the DISPLAY GDIF COUNTS command.

Proc./Sec (22) The average number of managed requests (or requests for the
named QNAME) that MII received in one second. This number is
similar to the RATE/SECOND column of the MIM1021 message
generated by the DISPLAY GDIF SERVICE command. Note that
this value is for managed requests only; non-managed requests
display as zeros.

Proc./Cyc (23) The average number of managed requests (or requests for the
named QNAME) that MII processed in one control file cycle. This
number is similar to the RATE/CYCLE column of the MIM1021
message generated by the DISPLAY GDIF SERVICE command.
Note that this value is for managed requests only; non-managed
requests display as zeros.

MIMQUERY Requester Report (QU)

 

(1)                   (2)                                                                                    

               (3)

2015/05/04 13:03      CA MIMQUERY Requester Report                                                           

      PAGE      1

(4) System:    SYS1     (5)  MIM Jobname:  CAMIMGR  (6) Release:   R12.1   (7)  Service Level:  SP0
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(8) From:      2015/05/03 07:57  (9) Each:     RECORD                                                        

  

(10)To:        2015/05/04 12:58  (11)Shift:    00:00 24:00                                                   

         

 (12)                                                                  (17)              (18)            (19)

          (20)

Intvl    (13)      (14)         (15)                (16)            Responses          Responses      

  Copied       Avg Time

Start  Requester  JobID      # of STARTs        # of RESUMEs         (Blocks)           (Bytes)      

  (Bytes)        Per Req

------ --------- -------- ---------------  ----------------   ---------------  -----------------

 ------------------ ---------

09:11  CAMIMGR   STC48035               3                 0                15               6232             

  4680  0.114722

       "         "                      3                 0                15               6232           

    4680  0.114722

09:11  SYSVGSS   STC53663               7                 0                35              17772             

 12732  0.005057

       "         "                      7                 0                35              17772 

             12732  0.005057

09:26  CAMIMGR   STC48035               7                 0                35              22472             

 16400  0.093032

       "         "                     10                 0                50              28704             

 21080  0.099539

09:26  SYSVGSS   STC53663               7                 0                35              30852             

 23328  0.004110

       "         "                     14                 0                70              48624             

 36060  0.004584

09:41  CAMIMGR   STC48035               1                 0                 5               2712           

    1868  0.047411

       "         "                     11                 0                55              31416             

 22948  0.094800

09:41  SYSVGSS   STC53663               7                 0                35              25476 

             17192  0.006269

       "         "                     21                 0               105              74100             

 53252  0.005146

09:56  CAMIMGR   STC48035               2                 0                10              10024             

  7104  1.026482

       "         "                     13                 0                65              41440             

 30052  0.238136

09:56  SYSVDEVU  STC53656               1                 0                 5               2268             

  1684  0.756009

       "         "                      1                 0                 5               2268             

  1684  0.756009

09:56  SYSVGSS   STC53663               7                 0                35              26268             

 17776  0.005439

       "         "                     28                 0               140             100368             

 71028  0.005219

10:11  CAMIMGR   STC48035               1                 0                 5               2268             

  1684  0.022638
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       "         "                     14                 0                70              43708             

 31736  0.222743

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Report title.
(3) Report page number.
(4) System name of the MII image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MII started task.
(6) The MII release number.
(7) The MII service level.
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
Interval Start (12) Start date and timestamp that the report line interval data covers.
Requester (13) The JES jobname of the job that issued the MIMQUERY query

requests.
JobId (14) The JES job id of the requester.
# of STARTs (15) The total number of ACTION=START requests for this requester. 
# of RESUMEs (16) The total number of ACTION=RESUME requests for this

requester. 
Response (Blocks) (17) The total amount of data (in blocks) for the queries performed by

this requester.
Response (Bytes) (18) The total amount of data (in bytes) for the queries performed by

this requester.
Copied (Bytes) (19) The total amount of data copied (in bytes) to the requesters result

buffer. 
Avg Time Per Req (20) Average time (in seconds) per request (ACTION=START or

ACTION=RESUME) for this requester.

NOTE

The report formulates two lines per requester. The first line indicates the totals/values for the current interval
(as indicated by ‘Intvl Start’). The second line indicates the running total across intervals. However, if three
consecutive intervals expire and no queries have been made by a particular requester, the statistics regarding
that requester are purged. 

MIMQUERY Resource Report (QR)

 

  (1)                  (2)                                                                                   

   (3)
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2015/05/04 13:05      MIMQUERY Resource  Report                                                      

  PAGE      1

(4) System:    SYS1     (5)  MIM Jobname:  CAMIMGR (6) Release:   R12.1   (7)  Service Level:  SP0  

(8) From:      2015/05/03 07:57 (9)  Each:     RECORD                                              

(10)To:        2015/05/04 12:58 (11) Shift:    00:00 24:00                                           

                                                                                             

 (12)                                                                                            

Intvl    (13)   (14)                                                (15)                          

Start   QNAME   LEN                                                RNAME                        

------ -------- ---

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:41  SYSDSN     1 *                                                                

                                              (22)                (23)                                 

                                           Interval              Total                                        

               (16) # of Starts:                 21                 21                                       

               (17) # of Resumes:                 0                  0                                 

               (18) # of Resp Blocks:            84                 84                              

               (19) # of Resp Bytes:        2518160            2518160                               

               (20) # of Bytes Copied:      2518160            2518160                                    

               (21) Avg Time Per Req:      0.032285           0.032285  

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Report title.
(3) Report page number.
(4) System name of the MII image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MII started task.
(6) The MII release number.
(7) The MII service level.
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
Interval Start (12) The start time of the current interval (HH:MM). The length of each

interval is dictated by the MIM SETOPTION STATINTERVAL
parameter.

QNAME (13) The QNAME for the resource that was queried. 
LEN (14) The length of the RNAME for the resource that was queried.
RNAME (15) The first 100 bytes of the RNAME. 
# of STARTs (16) The total number of ACTION=START requests for this requester.
# of RESUMEs (17) The total number of ACTION=RESUME requests for this resource.
# of Response Blocks (18) The total amount of data (in blocks) for the queries against this

resource.
# of Response Bytes (19) The total amount of data (in bytes) for the queries against this

resource.
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# of Bytes Copied (20) The total amount of data copied (in bytes) to the result areas of
the requesters querying this resource.

Avg Time Per Req (21) Average time (in seconds) per request (ACTION=START or
ACTION=RESUME) for this requesters querying this resource.

Interval (22) The values under this column indicate the statistics for the current
interval (as indicated by the ‘Intvl Start’ and MIM STATINTERVAL
value).

Total (23) The values under this column indicate the totals for this resource.
However, if three consecutive STATINTERVALs expire and no
queries have been issued for this resource, the statistic block is
purged. 

GDPS/PPRC HyperSwap Support
Contents

GDPS, or Geographically Dispersed Parallel Sysplex, is a family of service offerings from IBM that manages disk and tape
mirroring and works to speed the recovery of applications on the z/OS environment. There are several versions of GDPS
available, each of which is based upon a DASD mirroring technology.

PPRC, or Peer to Peer remote copy, from IBM is one of these DASD mirroring technologies. PPRC provides synchronous
data mirroring between two separate DASD subsystems, primary and secondary, that are connected by a fiber link.
WRITES to logical volumes within the primary DASD subsystem are replicated synchronously on the secondary DASD
subsystem. Synchronously, in this instance, means that the WRITE IO to the primary subsystem does not complete until
the secondary subsystem notifies the primary subsystem that the replication is complete. This process is transparent to
the applications and ensures that the data on the primary and secondary subsystems is always consistent. Given this, in
the event of a disaster, it should be possible to switch from the primary to the secondary DASD subsystem and continue
processing without needing to restore any data. PPRC, like other DASD mirroring technologies, provides commands to
perform this switch.

However, although PPRC provides data consistency and provides commands to switch between DASD subsystems, a
switch is still a disruptive process that may take hours to complete.

HyperSwap, also a service offering from IBM, is a set of automation scripts built upon GDPS/PPRC that aims to quickly
swap a large number of PPRC volume pairs and do it without restarting systems.

HyperSwap requires that all hardware RESERVES directed against PPRC enabled volumes be converted to global ENQs.
Because of this requirement, HyperSwap has code that attempts to validate that the shared DASD complex is configured
to convert all RESERVES by default. With GDPS/PPRC 3.1 APAR AG31C38, HyperSwap code calls theVPCEXIT4 REXX
EXEC, which validates that all necessary RESERVES are converted to global ENQs and then returns the answer to the
HyperSwap code.

MII uses this interface to provide the support necessary to run GDPS/PPRC HyperSwap with MII. There are two parts to
this support supplied with MIM:

• VPCEXIT4 - a sample REXX EXEC
• MIMHYPS() - an external REXX function that VPCEXIT4 invokes

The VPCEXIT4 Sample REXX EXEC

The HyperSwap code periodically calls the VPCEXIT4 REXX EXEC if it exists in the NetView CLIST concatenation.
VPCEXIT4 returns one of two possible return codes:

0
All RESERVES for PPRCed volumes are converted to global ENQs; GDPS remains enabled for HyperSwap.
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4
RESERVES for PPRCed volumes may not be converted to global ENQs; GDPS temporarily disables HyperSwap.

VPCEXIT4 calls the MIMHYPS() external REXX function and returns one of the above return codes to its caller
based upon the result of the MIMHYPS() REXX function. The sample EXEC resides in member VPCEXIT4 of the
CAI.CBTDSAMP data set.

You may use the sample VPCEXIT4 REXX EXEC provided or you can write your own VPCEXIT4 REXX EXEC. Either
way, you must make sure that a REXX EXEC named VPCEXIT4 exists in the NetView CLIST concatenation if you wish to
run HyperSwap with MII.

MIMHYPS() REXX Function

The MIMHYPS() REXX function returns one of the following text strings to VPCEXIT4:

OK
, if the following is true:

• MII is active and operational.
• MII is running with GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS.

NO
, followed by a string describing why HyperSwap should be disabled

Note: The list of criteria checked by the MIMHYPS() function is not complete, and, by itself, does not guarantee that all
RESERVES are converted to global ENQs. You can ensure that all appropriate RESERVES are converted correctly by
following the steps in the next section.

Verify that MII Converts All Reserves

Verify that all RESERVES targeted at PPRCed DASD volumes are converted to global ENQs.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify MII is synchronized before all other address spaces that issue hardware reserves. Otherwise, some reserves
are not converted. We recommend starting GDIF with the Early Start Mechanism which is detailed in the <CAMIM>
Installation Guide.

2. MII cannot use DASD(3390) control files: MII uses a hardware reserve to serialize its control file, and it cannot convert
its own MIMGLOBL reserve. We recommend using COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or XCF or DASDONLY(with XES
list structures). To verify your current communication method, issue the following command:

DISPLAY MIM IO  

3. Run GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS and RESERVES=CONVERT. Issue the following command to determine
your current operating values:

DISPLAY GDIF INIT     

4. Do not specify RESERVES=KEEP or GDIF=NO on any QNAME statement. Verify that the specification does not allow
any hardware RESERVES to be issued against any PPRC-enabled DASD volumes. To review your current QNAME
list, issue the following command:

DISPLAY MIM QNAMES                                                      

5. Run MII with SETOPTION GDIF EXEMPTRESERVES=NO. Or verify that none of your exempt list definitions result
in a hardware RESERVE being issued against a PPRC-enabled DASD volume. To review your setting for this option,
issuing the following command:

 DISPLAY GDIF OPTIONS
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To review your exempt list, issue the following command:

DISPLAY GDIF EXEMPT

6. Update SYS1.PARMLIB(SCHEDxx) member with one of the following entries. CRITICALPAGING indicates that the
storage associated with the MII address space is critical for Hyperswap operation. Therefore, storage management
should never page out this storage if possible.
If MII is started using the Restart Manager:
PPT PGMNAME(MIMDRRM)
CRITICALPAGING
If MII is not started using the Restart Manager:
PPT PGMNAME(MIMDRBGN)
CRITICALPAGING

7. Implement the Early Start Mechanism to ensure that integrity exposures do not occur when reserves are issued early
in the IPL process. For details, see Set Up the MIM Early Start Mechanism.

Broadcom Product EDIF Statements
The following are EDIF recommendations for various Broadcom products. These statements should be coded in the
EDIPARMS member in the MIM parameter library.

CA 1
We do not recommend that you have EDIF attribute-checking in effect for the CA 1 audit data set. For example:
DATASET NAME=ca1.audit OPTION=(NOATTR)

ACF2
For r8 and above, the program ACF8AMA0 should be exempted from EDIF attribute checking for the ACF2
sequential backup data sets. For example:
DATASET NAME=acf2.backup.one OPTION=(ATTR,ABEND) EXEMPT=(PROGRAM=ACF8AMA0)

DATASET NAME=acf2.backup.two OPTION=(ATTR,ABEND) EXEMPT=(PROGRAM=ACF8AMA0)

DATASET NAME=acf2.backup.three OPTION=(ATTR.ABEND) EXEMPT=(PROGRAM=ACF8AMA0)

InterTest
EDIF ENQ processing should not be in effect for the “profile” data sets. For example:
DATASET NAME=intertest.profile.dataset OPTION=(NOENQ)

PDSMAN
ENQ deadlocks involving QNAMEs EDIDSN, SPFEDIT, and SYSIEWLP are possible with the PDSMAN product.
The deadlock occurs when PDSMAN tries to update the directory information as the result of the REF option
on the $ACCESS statement. You can avoid this situation by specifying REF=N in all $ACCESS statements
(PDSMAN), or by assuring that OPTION=NOENQ (EDIF) is in effect for all data sets managed by PDSMAN.
We have worked closely with the PDSMAN developers to produce the following solution:
Current releases of PDSMAN include an EDI=Y option on the $MISC statement to activate special code in
PDSMAN that permits proper handling by both PDSMAN and EDIF without the possibility of a deadlock.

Jobtrac
We do not recommend that you have EDIF ENQ protection in effect for the Jobtrac checkpoint data set. For
example:
DATASET NAME=checkpoint.dataset OPTION=(NOENQ)

How You Convert RNL Specifications to MII Statements
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Map RNL Specifications to MII QNAME Statements
Contents

In GRS, resource selection is accomplished with the use of three RNLs:

• SYSTEM inclusion RNL. This list is used to promote ENQs issued with a scope of SYSTEM to a scope of SYSTEMS;
that is, force propagation.

• SYSTEMS exclusion RNL. This list is used to demote ENQs (or RESERVEs) issued with a scope of SYSTEMS to a
scope of SYSTEM, that is, do not propagate.

• RESERVE conversion RNL. This list is used to suppress hardware RESERVE requests and allow the scope of
SYSTEMS to remain.

In GRS RNL entries, the resources can be specific or generic.

• Specific means that the QNAME and RNAME of the request must exactly match the RNL specification or the RNL will
not take effect.

• Generic means that the RNL takes effect if the QNAME and RNAME of the request match the RNL specification up to
the length specified. In other words, generic entries are resource prefixes.

In MII, all resource selection is accomplished using statements specified in the MIMQNAME list. Exceptions, if required,
are specified in the GDIEXMPT list.

Examples:

1. The following GRS RNL specifies that all ENQ requests issued with QNAME SYSDSN and scope SYSTEM will be
promoted to SYSTEMS, and therefore will be propagated:

RNLDEF RNL (INC) TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (SYSDSN)

The following MII QNAME statement produces similar results:
QNAME SYSDSN SCOPE=SYSTEM GDIF=YES

2. The following GRS RNL specifies that ENQ requests issued with QNAME SYSDSN and RNAME 'SYS1.LOGREC'
and whose scopes are (or are INCLuded, or promoted to) SYSTEMS will be downgraded to SYSTEM and will not be
propagated:

RNLDEF RNL (EXCL) TYPE (SPECIFIC) QNAME (SYSDSN) RNAME (SYS1.LOGREC)

The following MII EXEMPT statement produces similar results:

LOCAL QNAME=SYSDSN RNAME=SYS1.LOGREC

A Comprehensive Example

NOTE
This example is intended solely for the purpose of illustrating how you can convert RNL specifications to
MII QNAME statements. It is not intended to be a recommendation for implementing DFSMS serialization
in MII. As with any product, contact the vendor of that product to obtain the most current QNAME or RNL
recommendations.

In the z/OS V1R12.0 DFSMShsm Implementation and Customization guide, IBM gives an example of the RNL definitions
required when running DFSMShsm with CDSR=YES and DFHSMDATASETSERIALIZATION options, and when the
RESERVE for the JOURNAL file is not converted. The RNL definitions for this configuration are as follows:

RNLDEF RNL (EXCL) TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (ARCAUDIT)

RNLDEF RNL (EXCL) TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (ARCBACK)

RNLDEF RNL (EXCL) TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (ARCGPA)

RNLDEF RNL (EXCL) TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (ARCGPAL)
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RNLDEF RNL (EXCL) TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (ARCUPDT)

RNLDEF RNL (CON)  TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (ARCBACV)

RNLDEF RNL (CON)  TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (ARCMIGV)

RNLDEF RNL (INC)  TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (SYSDSN)

RNLDEF RNL (EXCL) TYPE (GENERIC) QNAME (SYSVTOC)

In MII, code the following statements in your MIMQNAME list:

ARCAUDIT GDIF=NO  SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO  RESERVES=KEEP

ARCBACK  GDIF=NO  SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO  RESERVES=KEEP

ARCGPA   GDIF=NO  SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO  RESERVES=KEEP

ARCGPAL  GDIF=NO  SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO  RESERVES=KEEP

ARCUPDT  GDIF=NO  SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO  RESERVES=KEEP

ARCBACV  GDIF=YES SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO  RESERVES=CONVERT

ARCMIGV  GDIF=YES SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO  RESERVES=CONVERT

ARCENQG  GDIF=YES SCOPE=SYSTEMS  EXEMPT=NO

SYSDSN   GDIF=YES SCOPE=SYSTEM   EXEMPT=NO

SYSVTOC  GDIF=NO  SCOPE=RESERVES EXEMPT=NO  RESERVES=KEEP

Note that there is no RNL entry for the ARCENQG QNAME, but there is an ARCENQG QNAME statement in the MII
QNAME list. The reason for this is that the ARCENQG resource is always issued as an ENQ with a scope of SYSTEMS.
In GRS, if there is no RNL entry to change the scope, then the ENQ is always propagated. In MII, if you are running with
GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT, then the ARCENQG QNAME statement is required for those requests to be propagated. If
you are running PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS, then the entry is not required. In either case, coding the above entry causes
the ENQ to be propagated, which is the desired result.

Similarly, the MII QNAME entries for ARCAUDIT, ARCBACK, ARCGPA, ARCGPAL, and ARCUPDT are not required if
you were running MII with GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT. PROCESS=SELECT indicates that you want to propagate/
convert only those resources that are explicitly specified in MIMQNAME. If you are running PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS
with GDIINIT RESERVES=CONVERT, then the above entries are required to not convert the reserves and propagate
global ENQs. Again, in either case, coding the above entries causes the RESERVES not to be converted, which is the
desired result.

In addition, note that the entries for SYSDSN and SYSVTOC in the RNL definitions were not explicitly given as RNL
specifications in the IBM guide. However, the given DFSMS RNL specifications implied the co-requisite handling of
SYSDSN and SYSVTOC in verbal notes. Therefore, we added the GRS RNL specifications and the corresponding MII
QNAME statements in this example.

Note: For a complete understanding of how MII processes an ENQ request, see the MII flowchart in the chapter
“Advanced Topics”.

MII Parameters that Affect QNAME and EXEMPT Processing
MII has two processing modes that you can specify on the GDIINIT PROCESS statement in your MIMINIT parameters:

• PROCESS=SELECT specifies that only the QNAMES explicitly coded in MIMQNAME with GDIF=YES will be
propagated to other systems.

• PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS specifies that all ENQ requests issued with SCOPE=SYSTEMS will be propagated to
other systems, unless otherwise directed in MIMQNAME/GDIEXMPT. PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS operates similarly to
GRS, in that no entries are required for ENQs to be propagated, if they are issued with a scope of SYSTEMS. The MII
processing mode has an effect on what entries you need to code in your MIMQNAME list-it does not change the way
individual statements behave.

The DEFAULT statement in the GDIEXMPT member has an effect on EXEMPT processing and what statements need
to be coded in the EXEMPT member. For example, DEFAULT RNAME=GLOBAL JOB=GLOBAL coded in your exempt
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list causes ENQ requests for QNAMES that have EXEMPT=YES coded on the QNAME statement to be treated as global
resources unless otherwise directed by LOCAL statements.

The GDIINIT RESERVES setting sets the default for whether RESERVES are converted for a QNAME that is managed by
GDIF. This value can be overridden on a QNAME statement, a GLOBAL statement, or both.

The GDIINIT TEMPORARYDSN parameter, if set to NO, causes ENQ requests for temporary data set names to not be
propagated. You can think of this as implied LOCAL statements for SYSDSN requests that fit the format of a temporary
data set name.

The SETOPTION GDIF EXEMPTRESERVES parameter indicates whether LOCAL statements should apply to RESERVE
requests. The default is NO, which indicates that LOCAL statements are ignored. If the request is a RESERVE request,
then the RESERVE is converted and the ENQ is propagated. If YES is specified, then LOCAL statements cause
RESERVEs to be kept (not converted) for those resources.

MIMQUERY
MIMQUERY provides an interface similar to the IBM GQSCAN or ISGQUERY macros. When this feature is active,
programs on any system in the MIIplex can use the MIMQUERY macro to obtain global ENQ resource information.

The MIMQUERY member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set contains a DSECT mapping for this standard parameter list. The
macro contains detailed information on how to use the macro and incorporate it into your assembler program.

The MIMQSAMP member of the CAI.CBTDSAMP data is a sample program that can be used to assist in coding a
MIMQUERY request.

Before you invoke the MIMQUERY macro, certain Common Components and Services FMIDs and address spaces must
be launched (see Installing). For example, there must be a CCI address space active on all systems in the MIMPLEX.
MIMQUERY uses CCI to communicate with other systems.

After you verify the Common Components and Services setup, you activate the MIMQUERY feature in the MII
address space. The MIMQUERY service requires global participation and the service utilizes the ACTIVATE
FEATURE=MIMQUERY command to validate that all systems can utilize the service.

The following command verifies that the MIMQUERY service can start on all systems, and then the command starts the
service:

ACTIVATE FEATURE=MIMQUERY

The following command deactivates the MIMQUERY service on all systems:

DEACTIVATE FEATURE=MIMQUERY

NOTE

For more details about the ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE commands, see the Statement and Command
Reference. This section details a number of MIMQUERY commands. You can view the MIMQUERY messages
in the Message and Code Reference.

WARNING

Do not use the z/OS CANCEL command for the MIMQUERY address space, as results may be unpredictable
for pending MIMQUERY requests.

MIM Programming
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MIM Introduction

MIM is used for sharing DASD, tape, and console resources safely and efficiently in z/OS and z/VM multiple-image
environments. The product streamlines and automates many of the procedures involved in sharing resources and enables
multiple-image sites to share data center resources across as many as 32 system images.

Audience

This book is intended for system programmers and operators responsible for the installation, customization, and day-to-
day operation of MIM.

Components and Facilities

MIM is comprised of three product components and a driver, which manages communications among mainframe systems.

MIA Tape Sharing

MIA enables z/OS sites, z/VM sites, and mixed z/OS and z/VM sites with CMS users and z/OS guests, to share tape
devices automatically and safely. MIA provides integrity for data that resides on tape and eliminates the necessity for
manual commands typically associated with tape device sharing.

MIA consists of the following facilities:

Global Tape Allocation Facility (GTAF)
Prevents jobs on different systems from simultaneously allocating the same tape, and prevents jobs from
allocating devices already in use on another system.

Tape Preferencing and Control Facility (TPCF)
Lets you influence device selection during the z/OS allocation process. TPCF also responds automatically to the
messages z/OS issues when a job cannot allocate a suitable online device.

MIC

MIC provides cross-system command routing from any z/OS or z/VM console and allows messages to be imported from
external systems and routed to local consoles.

MIC facilitates global console management by allowing operations to control and customize the flow of console
information so that systems can be monitored from a single point with conveniently accessible console output. This
improves operations productivity and performance, and ensures that all systems are monitored consistently.

MIC consists of the following facilities:

Global Command and Message Facility (GCMF)
Allows you to route messages and commands to any or all systems in a complex.

Intersystem Communication Facility (ICMF)
Allows you to route cross-system commands and messages using an interface with the L-Serv product.

MII

MII (MII) protects z/OS data integrity automatically, speeds resolution of resource conflicts in shared DASD environments,
and adds additional integrity at a local system level.

MII consists of the following facilities:

Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF)
Prevents simultaneous updates that occur when requests for resources are not communicated to all systems.
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Enqueue Conflict Management Facility (ECMF)
Helps Time-Sharing Option (TSO) users and system operators identify and resolve conflicting requests for
resources

Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility (EDIF)
Prevents the most common sources of data set damage, such as damage to attributes or due to DISP=SHR
updates

MIM Driver

The MIM Driver manages global activity of the product components by routing transactions across mainframe images
through a common control file.

Global activity is managed by the routing of transactions across system images through either a small control file residing
on a shared DASD volume or a virtual control file residing in private storage in the address space of a product on a
selected controller system.

The virtual control file architecture uses CTC devices to pass transaction data between z/OS and z/VM systems.

In a parallel sysplex environment with a MIM complex that is equal to or is a subset of the parallel sysplex complex,
the control file can be placed in the coupling facility. This provides a significant performance enhancement through the
reduction of I/O transfer times as compared to CTC, cached DASD, and non-cached DASD I/O operations.

MIM lets you define backup communication methods. This capability furnishes data centers with the redundancy needed
to guarantee uninterrupted resource integrity as the operating environment changes or during hardware outages. While
the product is running, migrations can be initiated between DASD control files, between virtual control files, or between
DASD and virtual control files.

The MIM transaction processing architecture is based on a star configuration. With this architecture, every image needs
only a single access to the control file to determine the global status of all managed resources. Frequency of access to the
control file is based on the amount of resource activity on a particular image.

The MIM Driver can be defined as MIM address space control code, which supervises the activities of the MIM address
space, regardless of which MIM facilities are activated. 

 

MIA Component Overview
 

MIA automates tape device sharing, allowing tape devices to be shared among z/OS sites, z/VM sites, and mixed z/OS
and z/VM sites with CMS users and z/OS guests. MIA performs the following tasks:
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• Serializes access to tape devices across the complex, while guaranteeing data integrity.
• Automates the allocation recovery process by canceling or holding a job until a device is available, or by letting the

operator respond with a device that is offline.
• Modifies the selection process for tape devices according to physical location, type of job, and other user criteria. This

feature also lets operations reserve devices for important jobs.
• Integrates with Sun Storage Tek, Memorex Telex, and IBM Automated Tape Libraries, enabling z/OS or z/VM systems

to share robotic devices transparently.
• Supports continuous operations by providing the capability to dynamically change the list of devices managed by MIA,

without stopping and restarting the product's started task.
• Lets CMS users and z/OS jobs share tape devices in a mixed z/OS and z/VM site. To prevent data corruption, MIA

coordinates global tape device allocation by keeping track of both z/OS and z/VM allocations.
• Provides SMF records with statistics about global device usage and mount times to assist in managing tape devices.
• Provides an Application Programming Interface (API), callable from an external program, to capture global information

about the status of tape devices. This information includes the following:
– Allocation status
– The name of the volume mounted
– The preferencing status
– The online or offline status
– The name of the allocating job

MIA Facilities

MIA consists of the following facilities:

Global Tape Allocation Facility (GTAF)
Prevents jobs on different systems from simultaneously allocating the same tape, and prevents jobs from
allocating devices already in use on another system.

Tape Preferencing and Control Facility (TPCF)
Lets you influence device selection during the z/OS allocation process. TPCF also responds automatically to the
messages z/OS issues when a job cannot allocate a suitable online device.

MIC Component Overview
MIC provides cross-system command routing from any z/OS or z/VM command source. Use MIC to import messages
from external systems and route them to local destinations. MIC performs the following tasks:

• Consolidates all messages from multiple images into a single stream and delivers these messages to various user-
defined destinations. The destinations include MCS and EMCS consoles, SYSLOG, TSO users, and vendor software
products like OPS/MVS and Remote Console.

• Selects which messages are delivered to each destination based on various selection criteria. The selection criteria
include message type, message ID, job name, route code, and the monitor type.

• Provides user-defined command routing to any combination of systems in the complex from various command
sources. The sources include MCS and EMCS consoles, TSO users, and vendor software products such as Remote
Console, OPS/MVS, and SYSVIEW.

• Allows your operators to identify the source system of a cross-system message. MIC can modify the color and
highlighting of messages that are based on the originating system or sysplex. Operators can edit the job ID field of
messages to contain the two-character alias of the originating system.

• Consolidates geographically dispersed systems for the enterprise console control using Common Components and
Services.
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MIC Facilities

MIC consists of the following facilities:

Global Command and Message Facility (GCMF)
Lets you route messages and commands to any or all systems in a complex

Intersystem Communication Facility (ICMF)
Lets you route cross-system commands and messages using an interface with the L-Serv component of Common
Components and Services

MII Component Overview
MII protects z/OS data integrity automatically, speeds resolution of resource conflicts in shared DASD environments, and
adds additional integrity at a local system level. MII performs the following tasks:

• Communicates selected ENQ requests to all images in a complex, so applications on different images cannot update a
data set simultaneously.

• Converts specified RESERVE requests to ENQ requests to increase resource availability.
• Notifies operators, TSO users, or both when two or more jobs require the same data set, so that the conflict can be

resolved more quickly.
• Enhances initiator utilization by requeuing jobs requiring data sets that are in use and then automatically rescheduling

these jobs when their data sets become available.
• Provides additional local system data set integrity protection. This includes the capability to check the attributes of

a data set specified by the user against the actual attributes of the data set. Sites can specify that only authorized
applications or utility programs may read or update certain data sets or classes of data sets. The product serializes the
data set for all update operations by automatically issuing an ENQ request when the data set is opened for output.

MII Facilities

MII consists of the following facilities:

Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF)
Prevents simultaneous updates that occur when requests for resources are not communicated to all systems

Enqueue Conflict Management Facility (ECMF)
Helps Time Sharing Option (TSO) users and system operators identify and resolve conflicting requests for
resources

Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility (EDIF)
Prevents the most common sources of data set damage, such as damage to attributes or due to DISP=SHR
updates

MIM Driver Overview
The MIM Driver manages global activity of the product components by routing transactions across mainframe images
through a control file residing on a shared DASD volume or a Virtual Control File (VCF) residing in MIM private storage on
a selected controller system.

The VCF architecture uses channel-to-channel (CTC) devices or the z/OS XCF component to pass transaction data buffer
between systems.

In a parallel sysplex environment with a MIM complex that is equal to or is a subset of the parallel sysplex complex,
the control file can be placed in the coupling facility. This provides a significant performance enhancement through the
reduction of I/O transfer times as compared to CTC, cached DASD, and non-cached DASD I/O operations.
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MIM provides the capability to define backup communication methods. This furnishes data centers with the redundancy
needed to guarantee uninterrupted resource integrity as the operating environment changes or during hardware outages.
While the product is running, migrations can be initiated between DASD control files, between VCF controller systems, or
between DASD and a VCF controller system.

The MIM transaction processing architecture is based on a star configuration. With this architecture, MIM on each system
needs only a single access to the control file to determine the global status of all managed resources. Frequency of
access to the control file is based on the amount of resource activity on a particular system.

The MIM Driver can be defined as MIM address space control code, which supervises the activities of the MIM address
space, regardless of which MIM facilities are activated. MIM Driver code is responsible for the following MIM address
space activities:

Control:

• Command processing
• Message processing
• Synchronization
• Initialization
• Error recovery
• Diagnostics
• Performance
• Termination

Housekeeping:

• Storage management
• Subtask management
• Lock management

Global Communications:

• DASD I/O operations
• CTC I/O operations
• Coupling facility I/O operations

MIM Planning Initial Settings
The MIMPARMS data set contains parameter values that MIM uses as input during product initialization to define
the characteristics of the MIMplex. You specify the MIMPARMS data set on the //MIMPARMS DD statement in the
JCL procedure used to start MIM. A sample MIMPARMS data set is installed with the MIM product into data set
CAI.CBTDPARM.

You need to set initial values for statements and commands in the following MIM MIMPARMS parmlib members:

• MIMINIT
• MIMCMNDS
• MIMSYNCH

NOTE

: For detailed information on each statement and command, see Statement and Command Reference.

General Statements

The following general statements can be used in any of the MIM parmlib members:
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• IFSYS
• ENDIF
• INCLUDE
• LOG
• NOLOG

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

Plan the MIMINIT Member
The MIMINIT member for the parameter data set contains statements that specify initialization values for MIM. This
member is pointed to in the PROCMIM member on the PROC MEMBER=MIMINIT statement. The initialization members
specific to MIM do the following:

• Define control and checkpoint files data sets. You can direct MIM to allocate dynamically these types of data sets. Use
the following parameters:
– ALLOCATE DDNAME
– ALLOCATE DSNAME
– ALLOCATE XESFILEID
– ALLOCATE STRNAME

• Define the CTC device addresses connecting systems. Use the following parameters:
– CTCPATH ADDRESS
– CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM
– CTCPATH TOSYSTEM

• Identify the systems participating in the MIMplex. Use the following statement:
– DEFSYS

• Define Virtual Control File (VCF) controller system and recovery options. Use the following parameters:
– GLOBALVALUE ANYELIGIBLE
– GLOBALVALUE MOSTPREFERRED
– GLOBALVALUE NOCONTROLLER
– GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER

• Define general initialization values that affect the entire address space. The MIMINIT statement is used to define the
following:
– Communication method. Use the following parameter:

• MIMINIT COMMUNICATION
– Facilities to activate. Use the following parameters:

• MIMINIT ECMF
• MIMINIT EDIF
• MIMINIT GCMF
• MIMINIT GDIF
• MIMINIT GTAF
• MIMINIT ICMF
• MIMINIT TPCF
Facilities are activated on the MIMINIT statement by specifying ON or OFF. For example,

MIMINIT ECMF=ON, GDIF=ON, EDIF=ON,   /* ALL MII FACILITIES

                 GTAF=ON, TPCF=ON,   /* ALL MIA FACILITIES

                 GCMF=ON, ICMF=ON    /* ALL MIC FACILITIES 
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Once a facility has been activated on the MIMINIT statement, facility-specific initialization statements are eligible for
processing. Use the following parameters:
• GDIINIT
• EDIINIT
• GTAINIT
• GCMINIT
• ICMINIT
• TPCINIT

– Selectable features to activate. Use the following parameter:
• MIMINIT FEATURE=name

Multiple features can be specified on a single MIMINIT statement, or a separate MIMINIT statement can be used
for each feature. For example:
MIMINIT FEATURE=Hyperstar

– I/O buffer sizes. Use the following parameters:
• MIMINIT BLKSIZE
• MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE
• MIMINIT VCFMAXBLOCKS

– SAF command security options. Use the following parameters:
• MIMINIT SAFCMDAUTH
• MIMINIT SAFPREFIX

– Component-specific PDS members to use. Use the following parameter:
• MIMINIT MEMBER

– Names of systems and subsystems. Use the following parameters:
• MIMINIT SUBNAME
• MIMINIT MIMPLEX
• MIMINIT SYSID

– Message handling. Use the following parameters:
• MIMINIT LOGPARAMETERS
• MIMINIT MSGPREFIX
• MIMINIT MSGTEXT
• MIMINIT SIGNON
• MIMINIT SUPPRESSRESP

– Execution attributes. Use the following parameters:
• MIMINIT BATCHJOB
• MIMINIT CANCEL
• MIMINIT PAGEFIX

– Control files settings. Use the following parameters:
• MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL
• MIMINIT FORMAT
• MIMINIT MODE

– Command settings. Use the following parameters:
• MIMINIT CMDPREFIX
• MIMINIT COMMANDS

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.
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Plan the MIMCMNDS Member
You use the commands found in the MIMCMNDS member to define facility-specific variables unique to the processing
requirements at your site. This member name is pointed to in the PROCMIM member by the PROC CMNDS=MIMCMNDS
statement.

NOTE
See the sample MIMCMNDS member in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set. The commands found in this member
are executed after the MIMINIT member statements and before synchronization completes. In general, this
member contains SETOPTION commands for each facility being activated.

You can define the following settings in the MIMCMNDS parmlib member:

• Define command aliases for MIM commands using the DEFALIAS command. You can substitute a command alias for
the full command specification (including operands) when you want to issue that command.
You can use command aliases for these purposes:
– To issue a shorter version of a command (for example, in place of a display command that has several parameters)
– To issue a command in a way that is easier to remember or more consistent with commands that you already know
You can append additional parameters to a command alias. For example, if CONF was defined as DISPLAY
CONFLICTS, you can append the QNAMES parameter to the CONF command alias like this:

CONF QNAMES

This tells MIM to execute the DISPLAY CONFLICTS QNAMES command.
You cannot specify the MCS L parameter in this list of parameters if you are issuing the DEFALIAS command from a
console or from a TSO session.
Use the command name, rather than the alias, when looking up information about the command or when contacting
Broadcom Support. Also, because of changes in command format or function, you may need to redefine existing
aliases when you upgrade to a new release of MIM.

• Disable a MIM command. Any command can be disabled, and individual operands can be disabled on the DISPLAY,
DUMP, GLOBALVALUE, SETOPTION, and SETTRACE commands. Disabled commands and operands cannot be
restored by any command, but they become available again once MIM is restarted. MIM parameters are command and
command [facility] operands.
The DISABLE command is typically used to prevent system operators or TSO users from issuing specific MIM
commands. Use the DISABLE Command.

• Define operating values for the following general-purpose MIM functions:
– Control file. Use the following parameters:

• SETOPTION MIM CFSIZEWARN
• SETOPTION MIM CYCLES
• SETOPTION MIM HIBERNATE
• SETOPTION MIM INTERVAL
• SETOPTION MIM LOCKOUT
• SETOPTION MIM MARGIN
• SETOPTION MIM MODE

– Commands. Use the following parameters:
• SETOPTION MIM CMDPREFIX
• SETOPTION MIM CMDRESPMAX
• SETOPTION MIM CMDTIMEOUT

– Execution Attributes. Use the following parameter:
• SETOPTION MIM ZIIP

– Tracing. Use the following parameters:
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• SETOPTION MIM CELLTRACE
• SETOPTION MIM RESETPRINT
• SETOPTION MIM RESETTRACE
• SETOPTION MIM SETPRINT
• SETOPTION MIM SETTRACE
• SETOPTION MIM TRACE

– Automated Free. Use the following parameter:
• SETOPTION MIM DOWNSYS

– SMF. Use the following parameters:
• SETOPTION MIM STATCOLLECT
• SETOPTION MIM STATCYCLE
• SETOPTION MIM STATINTERVAL

– Termination. Use the following parameters:
• SETOPTION MIM LOCALSTOP
• SETOPTION MIM SHUTDOWN

– Virtual control file. Use the following parameters:
• SETOPTION MIM VCFFORCE
• SETOPTION MIM VCFMAXDELAY
• SETOPTION MIM VCFMINDORM
• SETOPTION MIM VCFRECOVERY

Plan the MIMSYNCH Member
The MIMSYNCH member of the MIM parameter data set contains MIM, z/OS, and z/OS subsystem commands you want
to execute when MIM synchronizes with other systems in the MIMplex.

The MIMSYNCH member is specified on the SYNCH= statement in the PROCMIM startup procedure. Commands found
in this member execute after MIMINIT statements and MIMCMNDS commands have executed, and when all MIM address
spaces in the complex have synchronized.

See the sample MIMSYNCH and PROCMIM members in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set. The commands found in this
member can be MIM, z/OS, or any z/OS subsystem commands you want to execute, once synchronization completes. We
recommend that VARY commands be placed in this member when you are running MIA.

Plan the Message Facility Members
The MIM message facility includes the following members:

• EDIMSGS
• ICMMSGS
• MIAMSGS
• MICMSGS
• MIIMSGS
• MIMMSGS
• MIMMSGX

The message facility provides the ability to customize messages issued by MIM. You can use the message facility to
customize message text and routing attributes such as routing and descriptor codes. The default message tables are
located in the CAI.CBTDMSEN data set.
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This facility can be used only to customize MIM messages. Only those messages found in the default message tables can
be customized.

The message facility also has the ability to provide non-English releases of MIM for messages. While this release of MIM
does not provide default non-English message tables, you can create customized non-English message tables. The
message facility will be enhanced in future releases of the MIM product.

MIM Advanced Topics

Communication Methods
Your managed resources are represented in transactions routed to all systems in the MIMplex. MIM has many transaction
types including:

• Device allocations
• ENQ/DEQ events
• Cross-system messages and commands
• Systems status changes.

Transactions are transported using a common control file. MIM lets you pick from a number of control file architectures
and storage mediums, and dynamically change communications methods during the execution.

The type of MIM cross-system communication method that is best suited for your environment depends on several
factors. Before you proceed, we recommend that you read Performance Considerations in this "Advanced Topics" section
for a better understanding of MIM control file internals and externals.

The following sections provide an overview of the two primary communication methods available to MIM: physical and
virtual.

Physical Control File Communication Methods
MIM supports DASD files and coupling facility list structures for the communication method. The MIM control file is kept on
the shared physical file. Individual MIM systems access the control file when it required global communication.

You can, at any given time, have 100 control files that are allocated for use by MIM. However, only the current control
file is used for global communications. During a hardware or software failure, MIM automatically migrates to an alternate
physical control file.

DASD Control Files
A DASD control file is a data set that resides on a shared DASD volume. The control file is used to communicate MIM
transactions to all systems within the MIMplex. To use a DASD file for communication, the file must reside on a volume
accessible by all systems participating in the MIMplex.

DASD control files must be predefined. A sample control file allocation job is provided with the MIM installation. The size
of the DASD control file is specified in the JCL and the DASD volume that is to contain the data set.

The MIM address space on each system contends for access to the DASD control file by issuing hardware reserve
requests. Access to the control file is serialized, because only one system can reserve the control file at any given
moment.

Use the MIMINIT ALLOCATE statement to allocate a DASD control file to MIM during the initialization. In addition, you can
issue the ALLOCATE command dynamically while MIM is executing. Once MIM allocates a DASD control file , you can
migrate to it to begin using DASD control file communications.
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Coupling Facility Structure Control Files (XES)
A coupling facility list structure control file is a list type of structure that resides in a coupling facility. A coupling facility can
be a stand-alone device, for example, a 9674, or it can be a PR/SM LPAR running the coupling facility control code. To
use a coupling facility list structure for communication, all MIM systems must reside in the same sysplex.

Coupling facility list structures must be predefined. Define coupling facility structure control files in the Coupling Facility
Resource Management (CFRM) policy couple data set:

• Allocate and format the CFRM couple data set using the IBM utility IXCL1DSU, if one is not already in use in the
parallel sysplex.

• Update the policy information in the CFRM couple data set using the IBM utility IXCMIAPU. Sample JCL is located in
member ALLOCSTR in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set.

• Activate the coupling facility policies using the following z/OS operator command:

SETXCF START,POLICY

NOTE
For detailed information, see the IBM publication, Setting up a Sysplex.

You can identify coupling facility structure control files using the following methods:

• Using the ALLOCATE statements in the MIMINIT member of the CAI.CBTDPARM data set
• Dynamically issuing the ALLOCATE command

The XESFILEID keyword and the STRNAME keyword of the ALLOCATE statement uniquely specify a control file identifier
and a structure name for the control file.

From an operational standpoint, a coupling facility structure control file functions similarly to a DASD control file. MIM
address spaces on each system of the MIMplex contend for access to the list structure. However, instead of a physical
hardware reserve, the list header lock is used to serialize cross-system access to the list structure.

Virtual Control File Communication Methods
A virtual control file (VCF) is an area of virtual storage that is located in a pre-selected MIM address space. The MIM
address space that is selected to manage the VCF is known as the controller system. A system is controller eligible if it
has connectivity to all systems participating in the MIMplex.

When requester systems must propagate global information, they must request the VCF through one of these methods:

• The CTC devices
• The z/OS Cross System Coupling Facility (XCF)

Once the controller system receives the request, it transports the VCF back to the requesting requester system. Only
the controller system knows which system has the VCF at any given moment. Once the requester system receives the
VCF, it is updated and transported back to the controller. The controller system then sends the VCF to the next waiting
requester (requester system). The controller system services VCF access requests on a first in, first out (FIFO) basis. This
philosophy ensures that the systems with the most global activity receive the best possible service.

In a VCF environment, MIM supports a simultaneous mix of CTC devices and XCF for MIMplex communications. MIM
systems within a sysplex can use XCF communication, while systems outside the sysplex must use CTC devices.

Use the VCFPREFERENCE command to dictate what type of communication path a requester system should use when
requesting the control file from the controller system. If only one type of path is available (XCF or CTC device), then it
is used regardless of your preference setting. In addition, the ability to use both XCF and CTC devices can be useful in
recovery situations. This ability lets MIM fall back to any communication path that is available, if the current path is in error.
Define the CTC devices to MIM using either of the following methods:
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• The CTCPATH statement in the MIM initialization parameter member
• By dynamically issuing the CTCPATH command while MIM is executing

MIM automatically discovers the XCF paths during initialization and as systems join the MIM XCF group.

HYPERSTAR
If you are running in a Virtual Control File (VCF) environment, verify that the HYPERSTAR feature is activated.

You determine which features are active by entering the following command:

F MIM,DISPLAY FEATURE

Best Practice

For a MIMplex that has three or more active systems, you can improve the performance of Virtual Control Files (VCF)
by activating the Hyperstar feature. When this feature is active, MIM examines a ''look ahead list'' of systems waiting for
the VCF. If the list is not empty, and the requester has a CTC or XCF path to the next system in the list, the requester
transfers the VCF directly to that system instead of the controller.

The primary effect of Hyperstar is to reduce the amount of VCF I/O performed by the VCF controller system. This action
reduces the amount of CPU time that is used on the controller system. The action reduces the control file access times
and increases global ENQ and RESERVE throughput across all systems in the MIMplex.

Health Check

The MIM_DRVR_HYPERSTAR Health check verifies that the Hyperstar feature is active when running in a VCF
environment.  This health check is a low severity health check that runs whenever the state of Hyperstar changes.

More Information:

For more information, see Hyperstar.

How You Activate New Features with ACTIVATE FEATURE

How You Use ACTIVATE FEATURE with Checkpoint Files

(MIM) ACTIVATE Command-Activate

Initial Communication Methods Overview
The MIMINIT COMMUNICATION parameter allows you to specify which communications method you want MIM to use
upon startup.

The options include:

1. DASDONLY (Physical) - Instructs MIM to use a physical control file (DASD or coupling facility list structure) upon
startup. The DASDONLY communication provides the control file on a shared DASD volume or a coupling facility list
structure.
– Benefits

• Allows the MIMplex systems to be any combination of sysplexed and non-sysplexed images.
• Coupling facility list structures provide high performance.

– Requirements
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• A 3380/3390-type DASD volume or a coupling facility list structure accessible by all systems participating in the
MIMplex.

• If using coupling facility structure control files are used, all MIMplex systems must be in the same parallel
sysplex.

– Recommendations
• At least ten cylinders of DASD must be available for a DASD MIM control file.

2. CTCDASD (VCF/Physical) - Instructs MIM to use the communications method specified by the INITIAL sub-keyword;
either CTC or DASD. However, by specifying CTCDASD as the initial communications method, the DASD file is
always treated as a backup and recovery will result in a migration to the DASD file.
– Benefits

• Allows the MIMplex systems to be any combination of sysplexed and non-sysplexed images.
• Provides high performance, especially for MII sites.
• Provides backup controller system capability in a controller system failure.
• Defines backup DASD or coupling facility structure control file in a CTC failure or if there are no available backup

controllers.
• Is not subject to contention delays associated with DASD I/O when VCF is in use.

– Requirements
• A 3380/3390-type DASD volume or coupling facility list structure accessible by all systems participating in the

MIMplex.
• 3088, ESCON, or FICON CTC devices connecting at least one system to all others in the MIMplex.
• At least one MIM address space defined to manage the virtual control file (VCF).

3. CTCONLY (VCF) - Instructs MIM to use CTC devices for communications upon startup. The CTCONLY
communication method has the control file located in virtual storage in a controller MIM address space and passed
from the controller to requester systems through CTC devices.
– Benefits

• Allows the MIMplex systems to be any combination of sysplexed and non-sysplexed images.
• High performance, especially for MII sites.
• Requires no shared DASD control file.
• Requires no coupling facility structure control file.
• Provides backup controller system capability in case of controller system failure.
• Is not subject to contention delays associated with DASD I/O.

– Requirements
• A 3088, ESCON, or FICON CTC devices connecting at least one system to all others in the MIMplex.
• At least one MIM address space that is defined to manage the virtual control file (VCF).
• At least one checkpoint file defined on each system in the MIMplex.

4. XCF (VCF) - Instructs MIM to use XCF communication upon startup. The z/OS Cross System Coupling Facility (XCF)
communication method is similar to CTCONLY; however, the virtual control file (VCF) is passed from the controller
system to requester systems through the XCF.
– Benefits

• Provides high performance, especially for MII sites.
• Provides RMF reporting for optimizing XCF signaling and messaging
• Allows for a backup controller system in case of a controller system failure.
• Is not subject to contention delays associated with DASD I/O.
• Requires no coupling facility structure control file.
• Requires no shared DASD control file.
• Automatically discovers connections between MIM systems, requiring no additional configuration.

– Requirements
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• All systems in the MIMplex must be in a single sysplex.
• At least one MIM address space defined to manage the virtual control file (VCF).
• At least one checkpoint file must be defined on each system in the MIMplex.
• Common Components and Services.

5. ICMF - This is a special communication method that can be used to transport transactions to part of the MIMplex.
ICMF is used only with the MIC component. This method can be used to transmit console messages between z/OS
systems that do not communicate with each other through the control file.

6. NONE - This option allows you to start a MIM task on a single system without involving any cross-system
communication media. This option is used primarily in new installations for pre-production testing.

Although you must specify an initial communications method on the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION parameter, you
are not constricted to using that communication method during execution (except for COMMUNICATION=NONE or
COMMUNICATION=ICMF). At any time, you can dynamically change communication methods, after correctly configuring
an alternate method.

NOTE
For more information, refer to the following scenario documentation: How to Dynamically Change MIM
Communication Methods.

CTCDASD as the Initial Communication Method
The CTCDASD initial communication method is a combination of physical control files and VCF methods using the DASD
file or a coupling facility structure as a backup.

The MIMplex can consist of sysplexed and non-sysplexed images. This method is actually a combination of the
CTCONLY and DASDONLY communication methods.

A DASD control file or a coupling facility structure control file is used as the base communication method during
initialization and recovery situations. During initialization, all systems synchronize on the DASD or coupling facility
structure control file. If all VCF communication requirements are met, MIM then automatically migrates from the DASD or
coupling facility structure control file to the virtual control file (VCF) on the selected controller system.

When VCF synchronization has completed, the VCF is passed on demand from the controller system to requester
systems. The VCF is passed between systems using 3088, ESCON or FICON CTC devices allocated to the MIM address
space on each system. The CTC devices to be used by MIM are identified on CTCPATH statements.

Conceptually, a CTC device connects an I/O address on one processor to an I/O address on another processor. VCF data
that is sent from one side is received on the other side, so every transmission consists of two operations:

• An outbound write operation from one side
• An inbound read operation on the other side

Data can be transmitted in either direction over a CTC path, but it travels only in one direction at any one moment.

When using the CTCDASD communication method, it is important to remember that the DASD or coupling facility
structure control file is the base communication medium. Migration to the DASD or coupling facility structure control file
occurs any time a resynchronization of the MIMplex is required. If possible, MIM automatically migrates back to using the
VCF when resynchronization completes.

NOTE
Although you may have specified CTCDASD as your initial communication method, MIM will automatically join
an XCF group. MIM will build XCF communication paths for all other active members of the MIM XCF group.
You can instruct each requester system to use an XCF path to the controller system (if available) by setting your
VCFPREFERENCE.
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How You Implement the CTCDASD Communication Method

To implement the CTCDASD communication method, you customize certain parameters in the MIMINIT member.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the systems participating in the MIMplex using the following DEFSYS statements:

DEFSYS(sysa,aa,sysa)

DEFSYS(sysb,bb,sysb)

2. To specify preferred controller systems and recovery options use the GLOBALVALUE statement.
3. Define the CTC devices for MIM communication using the following CTCPATH statements:

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=sysa ADDRESS=deviceaddress TOSYSTEM=sysb

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=sysb ADDRESS=deviceaddress TOSYSTEM=sysa

4. Specify CTCDASD as the initial communications method using the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION statement:

MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=(CTCDASD,INITIAL=[CTC|DASD])

NOTE

The INITIAL parameter is unique to the CTCDASD communication method. It indicates your preferred
communication method, and is only checked after a control file format. After the synchronization has
completed on the DASD or the coupling facility structure control file, this value determines which
communication method to employ:
INITIAL=CTC (automatically migrate to a selected VCF controller)
INITIAL=DASD (continue using the DASD or coupling facility structure control file)

If desired, the MIGRATE command can be issued later to migrate to a controller VCF system.

This value is checked after the initial DASD or coupling facility structure control file synchronization, and after any
event causing a DASD or coupling facility structure control file resynchronization.

5. Define the control files MIM will use using the ALLOCATE statement.

NOTE
For more information, see the  Statement and Command Reference .

CTCONLY as the Initial Communications Method
The CTCONLY initial communication method uses a control file located in virtual storage (VCF) of the controller MIM
address space. The control file is passed from controller to requester using CTC devices.

When using CTC devices to communicate, the MIMplex can consist of sysplexed and non-sysplexed images. No shared
DASD or coupling facility structure control file is required.

The CTCONLY communication method passes a virtual control file (VCF) on demand from a selected controller system to
requester systems. The VCF is passed between systems using 3088, ESCON, or FICON CTC devices that are allocated
to the MIM address space on each system. You can define the CTC devices using either of the following methods:

• Place CTCPATH statements in your MIMINIT member
• Issue the CTCPATH command dynamically while MIM is executing

Conceptually, a CTC device connects an I/O address on one processor to an I/O address on another processor. VCF data
that is sent from one side is received on the other side, so every transmission consists of two operations:

• An outbound write operation from one side
• An inbound read operation on the other side
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Data can be transmitted in either direction over a CTC path, but it travels only in one direction at any one moment.

We recommend that sites using the CTCONLY communication method are configured symmetrically. For example, every
system in the MIMplex should have a CTC path available to every other system, so that multiple systems are eligible as
controller systems. This redundancy provides the best recovery options.

NOTE
Although you may have specified CTCONLY as your initial communication method, MIM will automatically join
an XCF group. MIM will build XCF communication paths for all other active members of the MIM XCF group.
You can instruct each requester system to use an XCF path to the controller system (if available) by setting your
VCFPREFERENCE.

Implement CTCONLY Communication

To implement CTCONLY as the initial communication method, you customize certain parameters in the MIMINIT member.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the systems participating in the MIMplex using DEFSYS statements:

DEFSYS(sysa,aa,sysa)

DEFSYS(sysb,bb,sysb)

2. To specify preferred controller systems and recovery options, use the GLOBALVALUE statement.
3. Define CTC devices for MIM communication using CTCPATH statements:

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=sysa ADDRESS=deviceaddress TOSYSTEM=sysb

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=sysb ADDRESS=deviceaddress TOSYSTEM=sysa

4. Specify CTCONLY as the initial communications method using the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION parameter statement.
5. Define checkpoint files for each system using the ALLOCATE parameter statement. Use IFSYS statement logic in your

initialization member to direct commands to specific MIMplex systems.

IFSYS sysa

  ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP00,DSNAME=sysa.primckpt

  ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP01,DSNAME=sysa.altckpt

ENDIF

IFSYS sysb

  ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP00,DSNAME=sysb.primckpt

  ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP01,DSNAME=sysb.altckpt

ENDIF

NOTE
For more information, see the   Statement and Command Reference .

XCF as the Initial Communication Method
The XCF initial communications method is similar to CTCONLY; however, the VCF is passed from the controller to the
requester systems through the z/OS Cross System Coupling Facility (XCF).

The XCF communication method is available in sites that are configured in a sysplex. XCF is not available on z/VM
systems.

The XCF component of z/OS provides multisystem management services in a sysplex. MIM uses the XCF component of
z/OS to transport the virtual control file from the controller system to the requester systems.
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MIM uses the XCF Standard Component (LXCF) module LXCFMAIN to interface with XCF on its behalf. LXCF uses
standard IBM XCF macros to exploit XCF services. The LXCFMAIN module is distributed with Common Components and
Services.

XCF is a sysplex-only transport service. Therefore, the MIM XCF communication option is available only to those sites
that have MIMplex systems in the defined sysplex. If the MIMplex includes systems outside of the sysplex, you can add
the CTCPATH statements for those systems. MIM supports a simultaneous mixture of XCF and CTC devices for the VCF
communication.

Signaling describes the mechanism through which the XCF component of z/OS transmits application data across systems
in the sysplex. XCF component signaling is achieved using 3088, ESCON or FICON CTC devices or coupling facility list
structures. The signaling methods used by the XCF component are transparent to the application exploiting XCF services.
While the method of signaling used by the XCF component is transparent to MIM, the performance of the signaling service
has a direct impact on the performance of MIM.

NOTE
Although you may have specified XCF as your initial communication method, MIM allows the simultaneous use
of CTC and XCF communication paths. You can place CTCPATH definitions in your MIMINIT member or issue
the CTCPATH command dynamically to define CTC devices for use by MIM.

Implementing XCF Communication

To implement XCF as the initial communication method, you customize certain parameters in the MIMINIT member.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the systems participating in the MIMplex using the following DEFSYS statements:

DEFSYS(sysa,aa,sysa)

DEFSYS(sysb,bb,sysb)

2. To specify preferred controller systems and recovery options use the GLOBALVALUE statement.
3. Specify XCF as the initial communications method using the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION statement.
4. Define checkpoint files for each system using the ALLOCATE statement. In your shared MIM initialization member use

the IFSYS statement to direct commands to specific systems:

IFSYS sysa

  ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP00,DSNAME=sysa.primckpt

  ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP01,DSNAME=sysa.altckpt

ENDIF

IFSYS sysb

  ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP00,DSNAME=sysb.primckpt

  ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP01,DSNAME=sysb.altckpt

ENDIF

5. To provide addition redundancy, you can also define CTC devices for MIM communication using CTCPATH
statements:

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=sysa ADDRESS=deviceaddress TOSYSTEM=sysb

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=sysb ADDRESS=deviceaddress TOSYSTEM=sysa

NOTE
For more information, see the   Statement and Command Reference .
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NONE as the Communication Method
Setting COMMUINICATION=NONE option lets you test start MIM without any cross-system communication capabilities.
This method is used for pre-production testing and you cannot dynamically switch to alternative communication methods.

When you specify MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=NONE, no I/O operations are performed to DASD or coupling facility
structure or CTC devices. Therefore, neither the Global Data Set Integrity Facility (GDIF) nor the Global Tape Allocation
Facility (GTAF) can be activated. These are global facilities that require a cross-system communication method.

MIMINIT COMMUNCATION=NONE is generally used with the ICMF communication method between two geographically
remote systems. Because DASD or coupling facility structures and CTC devices cannot usually be connected
between geographically remote systems, no data can be transported using these traditional methods. Use MIMINIT
COMMUNICATION=NONE when ICMF is activated to connect a geographically remote system to the MIMplex through L-
Serv.

MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=NONE can also be used to test certain MIM facilities on one system. While MIM is
primarily used to manage global resources, several of its facilities have single-system features and responsibilities. With
COMMUNICATION=NONE, you can test the following MIM facilities:

• EDIF
• ECMF
• TPCF

Implement COMMUNICATION=NONE

To implement COMMUNICATION=NONE, you customize certain parameters in the MIMINIT member.

Follow these steps:

1. Define only one system on the DEFSYS statement:

DEFSYS(SYSA,01,SYSA)

2. Specify NONE as the communications method using the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION parameter.
3. If you are planning to activate ECMF, you must also include the ALLOCATE statements for checkpoint files.

ICMF Communication Method
The ICMF method is a special communication method that lets MIC transport messages and commands through the L-
Serv product. This communication method is available for use with MIC only, and must be used with one of the other
communication methods.

You can also use this communication method between systems that cannot use shared DASD, coupling facility structure,
XCF, or CTC methods. Using an interface to the L-Serv product, ICMF can work between geographically remote systems.
L-Serv uses VTAM cross-domain communications to transmit data between registered applications such as MIC. The
ICMF communication method can be used concurrently with the other MIM communication methods.

How You Define Your VCF Controller and Error Recovery Environment
You can use the GLOBALVALUE statement to define VCF recovery and migration options. The following information
describes how the GLOBALVALUE statement works:

• The GLOBALVALUE statement is placed in the MIMINIT member.
• The GLOBALVALUE statement in the MIMINIT member must be the same on all systems in the MIMplex.
• GLOBALVALUE statement options can be changed any time after MIM synchronization completes by issuing the

GLOBALVALUE command. The changes are communicated across the complex.
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How You Select Controller Systems

The controller MIM address space manages the VCF. Therefore, the controller system uses more storage and performs
more I/O operations than requester MIM address spaces.

To define the controller candidate list, issue the following statement:

GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=(sysa,sysb,sysc)

The controller candidate list is examined from left to right during initialization to determine which MIM address space is to
be the controller system. The controller candidate list is also examined in recovery situations when the current controller
becomes unavailable due to hardware or system-related errors. If the current controller is unable to continue managing
the VCF, management responsibility is passed to the next candidate in the VCFCONTROLLER list.

You can change the controller candidate list after synchronization by issuing the GLOBALVALUE command. You can issue
the command from any active MIM system. The GLOBALVALUE parameter changes are routed to each system in the
MIMplex.

The GLOBALVALUE statement has the following parameters:

• GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER - The VCFCONTROLLER parameter defines your preferred controller candidate
list. However, internally, MIM builds an eligible controller list. The controller candidate list and the eligible controller
list may or may not include the same systems. For example, in a four-system MIMplex (SYSA, SYSB, SYSC, and
SYSD) where the MIM address space on each system has CTC or XCF connectivity to each of the other systems, all
systems are eligible to become controller. Therefore, all systems are included in the internally built eligible controller
list. However, you may have defined GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=(SYSA,SYSB). In this case, the eligible
controller list consists of SYSA, SYSB, SYSC, and SYSD, while the defined controller candidate list consists of only
SYSA and SYSB.

• GLOBALVALUE ANYELIGIBLE=[YES|NO] - In recovery situations, the ANYELIGIBLE parameter dictates whether MIM
selects any controller eligible system or only the specified systems in the VCFCONTROLLER candidate list to begin
managing the VCF.

• GLOBALVALUE MOSTPREFERRED=[YES|NO] - The most preferred controller is always the leftmost system
defined in the VCFCONTROLLER candidate list. The most preferred controller may or may not be the currently active
controller. If a more preferred system joins a currently executing MIMplex and MOSTPREFERRED=YES, MIM will
automatically migrate controller systems to the more preferred system.
Consider the following example where a more preferred system joins a currently executing MIMplex:
– A four-system MIMplex is defined including systems SYSA, SYSB, SYSC, and SYSD
– GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=(SYSA,SYSB)
– GLOBALVALUE MOSTPREFERRED=YES
– SYSA is down and FREED
– The currently active controller system is SYSB
– Systems SYSB, SYSC, and SYSD are synchronized
When SYSA joins the MIMplex, MIM evaluates the MOSTPREFERRED parameter. In this scenario,
MOSTPREFERRED is YES; therefore, MIM automatically transfers controller responsibility to SYSA. If
MOSTPREFFERED were NO, SYSB would have retained its controller status.

• GLOBALVALUE NOCONTROLLER=[WAIT|TERMINATE] - The NOCONTROLLER parameter defines how requester
systems react when the currently active controller MIM address space terminates or becomes unresponsive and
there are no other eligible controllers available in the MIMplex. This parameter determines whether the requester
MIM address spaces should terminate or wait for an eligible controller to rejoin the MIMplex. However, if your initial
communications method was CTCDASD, an automatic migration to your physical control file occurs when the
controller system becomes unavailable.

• GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER = (sysa, sysb, ...sysn) - The VCFCONTROLLER parameter defines your
controller candidate list. The leftmost system in the list is your most preferred controller. An eligible controller has
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connectivity to each system in the MIMplex. If a system has connectivity to each system in the MIMplex, then that
system is added to the eligible controller list. If a VCFCONTROLLER parameter is defined having systems that are
not eligible to become controller systems, MIM attempts to select a controller based on the eligible controller list built
internally.

As mentioned previously, controller eligibility is determined internally. MIM systems evaluate their controller eligibility
dynamically during initialization, as VCF communication paths become available, and as dynamically added systems join
the executing MIMplex. For a system to be controller eligible, it must meet at least one the following criteria:

• Fully defined and connected CTCPATH statements in MIMINIT. In other words, a system must have a CTCPATH
statement to every defined MIM system and every MIM system must have a CTCPATH statement defined to that
system. However, if communication paths are unusable, then the system is not controller eligible.

• A MIM system ‘discovers’ that it can communicate with every other defined system using a mix of CTC devices and
XCF paths.

• If ANYELIGIBLE=YES is specified, then any system that can communicate with all currently active MIM systems
is considered controller eligible if all non-active systems are FREED or DISABLED. For example, assume you
have ANYELIGBLE=YES and you have defined your systems with DEFSYS INITIAL=FREED. Starting MIM with
FORMAT=BOTH or FORMAT=CF will cause the local system to assume controller eligibility.

• If ANYELIGIBLE=NO is specified, then any system listed in the VCFCONTROLLER candidate list that can
communicate with all active systems is considered controller eligible if all non-active systems are FREED or
DISABLED.

NOTE
When running MII, you can gain the most benefit by selecting the system with the most managed enqueue
activity to be the controller system. The controller system reads the VCF directly from its own storage, therefore
it incurs no device I/O overhead, providing the best enqueue response time to the controller system. You
determine the number of managed enqueue requests by issuing the MII DISPLAY SERVICE command.

How You Define CTC Devices for Use in VCF Environments
The CTCPATH statement identifies the CTC device addresses used to transport the VCF from the controller system to
the requester systems. As of Version 12.0, the CTCPATH statements are valid for all communication methods. Activating
COMPATLEVEL=12.0 lets other communication methods use CTCPATH statements.

Conceptually, a CTC device connects an I/O address on one processor to an I/O address on another processor. VCF data
that is sent from one side is received on the other side, so every transmission consists of two operations: an outbound
write operation from one side, and an inbound read operation on the other side. Data may be transmitted in either
direction over a CTC path, but it travels in only one direction at any one moment.

The following information describes how you implement the CTCPATH statement:

• Place the CTCPATH statements in the MIMINIT member of the MIM parmlib.
• Make the CTCPATH statements in the MIMINIT member the same on all systems.
• Do not place the CTCPATH statements in IFSYS/ENDIF blocks.

During the initialization, the defined device addresses are allocated and made available for use exclusively by MIM.

The following information describes how you implement the CTCPATH command:

• Issue the CTCPATH command dynamically as MIM is executing.
• Issue the CTCPATH command before or after MIM is synchronized.
• You can use the CTCPATH command to make a system controller eligible. From the controller eligible system, add

paths to every known system and from every known system add paths to the controller eligible system.

The CTCPATH statement has the following parameters:

• ADDRESS = (primaddr, altaddr1, ... altaddrn)
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The ADDRESS parameter defines the CTC device addresses used to communicate in an outbound fashion from the
system indicated in the FROMSYSTEM parameter. At least one primary address must be specified. The alternate
addresses are used in recovery situations.

• FROMSYSTEM = system name
(Optional) Identifies the originating system for the path. This system sends the VCF in an outbound fashion on this
path.

NOTE
FROMSYSTEM is an optional parameter that defaults to the local system.

• TOSYSTEM = system name
(Optional) Identifies the destination system for the path. This system receives the VCF in an inbound fashion on this
path.

NOTE
TOSYSTEM is an optional parameter. Omitting TOSYSTEM causes MIM to discover connections as the
initial communication completes.

Examples

• MIM sends data in both directions from the controller to each requester system. One path is required from the
controller to each requester system. Two CTCPATH statements are used to define the path from the controller to the
requester, and from the requester to the controller. The following figure illustrates this concept:
Figure 1: ctcpaths_two_defined

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSA ADDRESS=9FC TOSYSTEM=SYSB

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSB ADDRESS=7FC TOSYSTEM=SYSA

You would place the preceding CTCPATH statements in the MIMINIT member to represent this configuration.
• The following figure illustrates the use of alternate CTC addresses for use in recovery situations:

Figure 2: MIMProg_CTC_Address_Recovery

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSA ADDRESS=(9FC,AFC) TOSYSTEM=SYSB

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSB ADDRESS=(7FC,8FC) TOSYSTEM=SYSA
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NOTE
You would place the previous CTCPATH statements in the MIMINIT member to represent this configuration.

In this example, 9FC/7FC is the primary path, and AFC/8FC is the alternate path. The alternate path is used only
when a problem is detected with the primary path. The alternate paths do not provide any performance advantages
in terms of load sharing. They are for backup purposes only. Up to 15 alternate paths can be defined between any
two systems. The total number of required CTCPATH statements depends on the number of defined systems in the
MIMplex and whether the configuration is symmetrical or asymmetrical. We recommend symmetrical configurations
because full redundancy provides the best recovery options. Controller system recoverability is important in CTCONLY
environments.

• A symmetrical configuration provides greater flexibility because the systems are connected to each other. Then, all
systems are considered eligible controllers. The following figure illustrates a symmetrical configuration in which all
three systems are considered eligible controllers:
Figure 3: MIMProg_symmetrical3eligible

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSA ADDRESS=8C3 TOSYSTEM=SYSB

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSB ADDRESS=2C3 TOSYSTEM=SYSA

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSB ADDRESS=2C8 TOSYSTEM=SYSC

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSC ADDRESS=7C8 TOSYSTEM=SYSB

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSC ADDRESS=8C4 TOSYSTEM=SYSA

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSA ADDRESS=8C4 TOSYSTEM=SYSC

You would place the preceding CTCPATH statements in the MIMINIT member to represent this configuration.
• In an asymmetrical configuration, systems are not connected to each other. At least one system is connected to every

other system in the MIMplex. The following figure illustrates an asymmetrical configuration in which SYSC is the only
eligible controller.
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Figure 4: MIM_Prog_asymmetr

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSA ADDRRSS=8C4 TOSYSTEM=SYSC

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSC ADDRRSS=8C4 TOSYSTEM=SYSA

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSB ADDRRSS=2C8 TOSYSTEM=SYSC

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSC ADDRRSS=7C8 TOSYSTEM=SYSB

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSD ADDRRSS=520 TOSYSTEM=SYSC

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSC ADDRRSS=720 TOSYSTEM=SYSD

The preceding CTCPATH statements are placed in the MIMINIT member to represent this configuration.
• You can omit the TOSYSTEM operand on the CTCPATH statement, which lets MIM discover connections as the initial

communication occurs.

NOTE
By omitting the TOSYSTEM operand, controller eligibility is unable to be determined at initialization time.
Without TOSYSTEM specified, MIM cannot determine connections. However, as the initial communication
occurs, MIM reevaluates the controller eligibility and notifies you of the changes.

Complete CTCPATH Statements:

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSA ADDRESS=8C3 TOSYSTEM=SYSB

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSB ADDRESS=2C3 TOSYSTEM=SYSA

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSB ADDRESS=2C8 TOSYSTEM=SYSC

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSC ADDRESS=7C8 TOSYSTEM=SYSB

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSC ADDRESS=8C4 TOSYSTEM=SYSA

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSA ADDRESS=8C4 TOSYSTEM=SYSC
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Removing the TOSYSTEM operand reduces the CTCPATH statements:

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSA ADDRESS=(8C3,8C4) 

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSB ADDRESS=(2C3,2C8) 

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSC ADDRESS=(7C8,8C4) 

During the initialization, MIM initiates the communication on every locally defined CTC. For example, on SYSA MIM
initiates communications on devices 8C3 and 8C4. As external systems respond to the communications on 8C3
and 8C4, MIM completes its internal representation of that path by filling in the destination systems name. As the
connections are completed, MIM reevaluates the local systems controller eligibility and notifies external systems if the
local system becomes controller eligible.

NOTE
MIM cannot synchronize until an eligible controller is available. By removing the TOSYSTEM operand, MIM
is unaware of eligible controllers before initial communications complete. Therefore, MIM cannot synchronize
and remains in a PENDING state. Issue the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command to identify any systems that are
preventing MIM from starting. If NOPATH is specified, issue a FREE command to clear the NOPATH status
and MIM then ignores that system during controller eligibility evaluations. However, when doing a format
start, MIM always honors the FREE status that is specified on the DEFSYS statements.

• You can issue the dynamic CTCPATH command to add new connections between systems or add alternate CTC
devices for existing connections.
The controller eligibility can change when you add connections. For example, assume SYSA, SYSB, SYSC, and SYSD
are connected in the following fashion:
Figure 5: MIM_Prog_asymmetr

Dynamically adding paths from SYSA to SYSB and SYSD makes SYSA the controller eligible connection.
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NOTE
Dynamically adding a path on SYSA and SYSB creates a fully functional connection.

Virtual Control File Sizing Considerations
When running in a CTCDASD environment, the VCF size is a mirror image of the primary backup DASD control file when
the MIM complex executes in a mixed CTC and DASD environment.

The VCF image contains the same number of blocks (of size MIMINIT BLKSIZE), as the primary backup DASD control
file. The primary backup DASD control file is defined as the DASD control file that was in use when the migration to
the VCF took place. MIM supports up to 100 DASD control files. We recommend that alternate DASD control files be
progressively larger in size than the primary control file. When the primary DASD control file or the VCF becomes full,
a migration to a larger alternate DASD control file is successful. The larger alternate DASD control file yields an equally
larger size VCF when compared to the original DASD control file size.

When running in a VCF-only environment (that is, MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or MIMINIT
COMMUNICATION=XCF), the VCF image size is dynamic.

VCF sizing:

• Determine the initial VCF size by multiplying the MIMINIT BLKSIZE specification by the MIMINIT VCFMAXBLOCKS
specification.

• When the VCF image size needs increased, the detecting system expands the VCF dynamically.
• As each external system accesses the VCF, the system detects that the VCF has been expanded and begins

operating with the increased file size.
• Depending upon the MIMINIT BLKSIZE specification, the VCF image can expand to a maximum of 1 GB.

Configure CTCPATH Statements for Disaster Recovery
Some data centers want to IPL a given system on two different CPUs. For example, consider a MIMplex with three
systems - GK03, GK13, and GK62.

• CPU1 contains GK03 and GK13
• CPU2 contains GK62.

However, if CPU1 fails, then you start GK03 and GK13 on CPU2. Conversely, if CPU2 fails, then start GK62 on CPU1.

The requester can code all necessary CTC device addresses in any order, as long as COMPATLEVEL=12.0 or higher.

Follow these steps:

1. Code the CTC device addresses on a single CTCPATH statement.

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK03 TOSYS=GK13 ADDR=(183A,154A,B3A,C3A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK03 TOSYS=GK62 ADDR=(184A,180A,B4A,C4A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK13 TOSYS=GK03 ADDR=(183A,154A,B3A,C3A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK13 TOSYS=GK62 ADDR=(187A,BFA,B7A,C7A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK62 TOSYS=GK03 ADDR=(184A,180A,B4A,C4A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK62 TOSYS=GK13 ADDR=(187A,BFA,B7A,C7A)

2. Review the CTCPATH statement between GK03 and GK62.
– The first two addresses(184A,180A) are used when GK03 is on CPU1.
– The remaining two(B4A,C4A) are used when GK03 is started on CPU2.
The same is true for the CTCPATH statement between GK62 and GK03.
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– The first two addresses(184A,180A) are used when GK03 is on CPU2.
– The remaining two(B4A,C4A) are used when GK03 is started on CPU1.

3. Code the CTC devices in any order.

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK03 TOSYS=GK62 ADDR=(184A,180A,B4A,C4A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK62 TOSYS=GK03 ADDR=(C4A,B4A,180A,184A)

As you can see, device #1 on GK03 is connected to device #4 on GK62. You can code the CTC devices in any order.

Control and Checkpoint File Considerations
Checkpoint files differ from control files in several ways:

• Control file data set names are specified on DD statements in the startup JCL procedure. Alternatively, control file data
set names can be specified on ALLOCATE commands placed in the MIMINIT member to direct MIM to dynamically
allocate the named control files. Checkpoint file names are constructed from a root name that you supply on the
MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statement in the MIMINIT member. Alternatively, checkpoint files can be allocated by specific
name using the ALLOCATE commands placed in the MIMINIT member.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

NOTE
Control files are identified by a ddname of MIMTBLnn, where nn is a numeric value from 00 to 99, inclusive.
Checkpoint files are identified by a ddname of MIMCKPnn, where nn is a numeric value from 00 to 99, inclusive.

• Checkpoint files may never be shared between systems, but control files must be shared. Use the IFSYS and
ENDIF statements in the MIMINIT member to define unique MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statements or unique ALLOCATE
commands for each system in your complex.

• If the MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statement is used to define checkpoint files, then the data sets must be named
sequentially, beginning at suffix 00, and increasing contiguously (01, 02, 03, and so on). However, if ALLOCATE
commands placed in the MIMINIT member are used to allocate checkpoint files, the data set names can be in any
sequence. Control files may be named in any sequence, whether specified through DD card images in the startup JCL
procedure, or specified through ALLOCATE commands in the MIMINIT member.

WARNING
MIM does not support control files or checkpoint files on the high portion of the Extended Address Volume
(EAV). If you use EAV, make sure you allocate data sets with EATTR=NO.

Comparison of DASD Control Files and Coupling Facility Structure Control Files

MIM can use either DASD control files or coupling facility structure control files interchangeably in a DASDONLY or a
CTCDASD communication environment. Operationally, the same commands, statements, and messages that apply to
DASD control files function similarly with coupling facility structure control files.

MIM supports up to 100 control files in any combination of DASD or coupling facility structure. Either type of control file
can be dynamically added using the ALLOCATE command, or dynamically removed using the DEALLOCATE command.
The MIGRATE command can be used to switch between control file types while MIM is active.

However, there are differences in initial set up of the respective control file media types.

DASD Control Files

DASD control files are pre-allocated with a batch job.
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Specify the size of the DASD control file and the DASD volume that is to contain the data set in the JCL. Data set
placement is critical because MIM uses hardware reserves to serialize cross-system access to the primary DASD control
file.

You can specify DASD control files in two ways:

• Through DD statements in the MIM JCL PROC,
• Using ALLOCATE initialization statements in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.

DASD control files are identified by a ddname of MIMTBLnn, where nn is a numeric value from 00 to 99.

Coupling Facility Structure Control Files

You define coupling facility structure control files in the Coupling Facility Resource Management (CFRM) policy couple
data set.

• Use the IBM utility, IXCL1DSU, to allocate and format the CFRM couple data set, if one is not already in use in the
parallel sysplex.

• Use the IBM utility, IXCMIAPU, to update the policy information in the CFRM couple data set.
• Issue the following z/OS command to activate the coupling facility policies:

SETXCF START,POLICY

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM publication Setting Up a Sysplex.

You can identify coupling facility structure control files by using ALLOCATE statements in the MIMINIT member of the
MIMPARMS data set. The XESFILEID keyword and the STRNAME keyword of the ALLOCATE statement uniquely specify
a control file identifier and a structure name for the control file.

Create Checkpoint Files

If you want to create a checkpoint file, you must create a separate file on each system. These are not shared files like
DASD control files.

To create a checkpoint file

1. Customize and submit the sample JCL found in the ALLOCKPT member of the CAI.CBTDJCL data set.
2. Specify the MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statement in the MIMINIT member to define the LOCAL checkpoint file prefix, or

define the specific checkpoint file data set names using ALLOCATE commands in the MIMINIT member.

The checkpoint file is especially important when you are using the CTCONLY or XCF communication method. We
recommend you allocate a primary and an alternate checkpoint file on each system in the complex. A recovery migration
to the alternate checkpoint file occurs if the primary file become unusable due to hardware error or file space shortage
problems. We recommend that you allocate the alternate checkpoint file to a size slightly larger than the primary
checkpoint file.

To define checkpoint file prefixes

You use multiple MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statements in the MIMINIT member to define checkpoint files. The following
example illustrates a two-system complex in which you have allocated primary and alternate checkpoint file names:

MIM.SYSA.CKPT00     (primary)

MIM.SYSA.CKPT01     (alternate)

MIM.SYSB.CKPT00     (primary)

MIM.SYSB.CKPT01     (alternate)

You would define the preceding checkpoint files in a shared MIMINIT member as follows:
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IF SYSA

  MIMINIT CHKPTDSN=MIM.SYSA.CKPT

ENDIF

IF SYSB

  MIMINIT CHKPTDSN=MIM.SYSB.CKPT

ENDIF

To define specific checkpoint files

As an alternative to defining checkpoint prefixes, you can use multiple ALLOCATE commands in the MIMINIT member,
qualified by IF/ENDIF statements, to define specifically named checkpoint files. The following illustrates a two-system
complex in which you have allocated primary and alternate checkpoint file names:

MIM.SYSA.PRIMCKPT (primary)

MIM.SYSA.ALTCKPT (alternate)

MIM.SYSB.PRIMCKPT (primary)

MIM.SYSB.ALTCKPT (alternate)

You would define the preceding checkpoint files in a shared MIMINIT member as follows:

IF SYSA

   ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP00 DSNAME=MIM.SYSA.PRIMCKPT

   ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP01 DSNAME=MIM.SYSA.ALTCKPT

ENDIF

IF SYSB

   ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP00 DSNAME=MIM.SYSB.PRIMCKPT

   ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP01 DSNAME=MIM.SYSB.ALTCKPT

ENDIF

How You Allocate Control and Checkpoint Files

Allocate the MIM control and checkpoint files that are required by your MIMplex.

You need to allocate DASD control files only if you are planning to use either DASDONLY or CTCDASD as your
communication method.

You can use coupling facility structure control files in addition to or in place of DASD control files in communication
environments that require DASD control files, such as the DASDONLY or CTCDASD communication methods.

You also need to allocate DASD checkpoint files, if either one of the following is true:

• You will be using the CTCONLY or XCF communication methods. These environments use the checkpoint file to track
system status information.

• You will be using the REQUEUE feature of the ENQ Conflict Management Facility (ECMF). ECMF uses the checkpoint
file to track job requeues across system starts and stops.

DASD Control File Placement

Where you place the MIM DASD control file can impact the performance of MIM, and subsequently, the performance
of your entire complex. Each MIM address space serializes access to the control file volume through z/OS RESERVE/
RELEASE processing.

Use the following guidelines when deciding on which DASD unit to place MIM Control Files:
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• Do select a device that has no other data sets on it.
• Do select a device that is accessible by all systems in the MIMplex.
• Do select a device that is currently supported by IBM or other hardware vendors.
• Do select a device that is connected by four to eight channel paths from each MIMplex LPAR.
• Do select a device that is connected via FICON channel paths, rather than ESCON channel paths.
• Do select a device whose channel paths are not overly busy.
• Do select a device that has been excluded from ASTEX I/O monitoring.
• Do select a device that has been excluded from Vantage housekeeping VTOC scans.
• Do select a device that has been excluded from full-volume backup utility services.
• Do select a device that has been excluded from synchronous or asynchronous I/O mirroring.
• Do select a device that uses different channel paths than other DASD devices containing MIM control files. This may

improve recovery in the case of channel path errors on the MIM primary DASD control file.
• Do not select a device that is subject to dynamic PAVing and Multiple Allegiance processes in both of the following

circumstances:
– The MIMplex spans multiple sysplexes and
– The device is defined to a single logical control unit (LCU)

Placing the MIM control file on DASD units that do not meet these criteria can negatively impact MIM performance and
degrade MIMplex-wide system throughput.

Allocate DASD Control Files

Allocate the DASD control file by customizing the sample JCL in the ALLOCCF member of the CAI.CBTDJCL data set. Do
not use any other method to allocate MIM control files.

Keep the following in mind when allocating DASD control files:

• Allocate control files as contiguous cylinders and on cylinder boundaries.
• The primary control file should be a minimum of 10 cylinders in size.
• Allocate at least one alternate control file to be used as a backup in case the primary control file becomes unusable.

You may allocate up to 99 alternate control files.
• Allocate alternate control files to a size slightly larger than the primary control file.
• Do not place alternate control files on the same device as the primary control file.
• If possible, allocate the file in a location that requires minimal or no head movement.

1. Issue the following command to determine the next available control file number:
DISPLAY FILES 

2. Create a new control file by customizing the sample JCL in the ALLOCCF member of the CAI.CBTDJCL data set.
3. Issue the following command on all systems in the MIMplex:

ALLOCATE DSNAME=newdsn,DDNAME=MIMTBLnn

nn
Specifies the number of the new control file.

4. To verify that the new file was added to the control file list, reissue the following command:
DISPLAY FILES

Allocate Checkpoint Files

Checkpoint files are not shared like DASD control files so you must allocate a unique checkpoint file for each system. You
can allocate checkpoint files on non-shared DASD volumes and place them on volumes with other data sets. Checkpoint
files are accessed much less frequently than control files.
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You use the ALLOCATE command to allocate new or relocated DASD checkpoint files. Checkpoint files are not shared
files like DASD control files, so you must allocate a unique checkpoint file for each system.

To allocate a checkpoint file

1. Issue the following command to determine the next available checkpoint file number identified by the checkpoint file
prefix (MIM.SYSx. MIMCKP):
DISPLAY FILES 

2. Customize the sample JCL found in the ALLOCKPT member of the CAI.CBTDJCL data set to create a new checkpoint
file.

3. Issue the following command:
ALLOCATE DSNAME=newdsn,DDNAME=MIMCKPnn

nn
Specifies the number of the new checkpoint file.

4. To confirm that the new file was added to the checkpoint file list, reissue the following command:
DISPLAY FILES

XES Control File Placement

You use the XESFILEID and STRNAME parameters on the ALLOCATE command to allocate any new coupling facility
structure control file for the use of MIM. Use the XESFILEID parameter on the DEALLOCATE command to remove a
coupling facility structure control file from the use of MIM.

To allocate a XES control file

1. Issue the following command to determine the next available control file number:
DISPLAY FILES

NOTE
See the following note regarding pre-defining a coupling facility list structure.

2. Issue the following command on all systems in the MIMplex:
ALLOCATE XESFILEID=nn,STRNAME=newstructure

nn
Specifies the number of the new control file.

newstructure
Specifies the name of the coupling facility structure to be used as a MIM control file

3. Reissue the following command to confirm that the new file was added to the control file list.
DISPLAY FILES

NOTE

• You must have defined the coupling facility structure, newstructure, in a policy in the CFRM (Coupling Facility
Resource Management) couple data set, and the policy must have been previously activated.

• For detailed information regarding the activation of a CFRM policy, see the IBM publication Setting Up a
Sysplex.

How You Use XES Control Files

After you have allocated coupling facility structure control files, you need to update the Coupling Facility Resource
Management policy to define the names and attributes of the control file structures.

For detailed information on this process, see the IBM publication Setting Up A Sysplex.

• To determine the actual coupling facility resources available to the system, issue the following command:
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z/OS DISPLAY XCF,CF,CFNAME=ALL

• To determine the active CFRM couple data, issue the following command:
z/OS DISPLAY XCF,COUPLE,TYPE=CFRM

• To determine the active CFRM policy, issue the following command:
z/OS DISPLAY XCF,POLICY,TYPE=CFRM

You may need all of the information in the preceding displays to update the sample CFRM policy update job.

When defining structure control files in the CFRM policy, keep the following in mind:

• The primary structure control file should be at least 10 MB.
• The alternate structure control file should be slightly larger than the primary structure control file.
• The primary structure control file should not be allocated in the same coupling facility as the alternate structure control

file.
• Structure control file names can be one to sixteen characters long. The first character must be alphabetic and the

remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national (@, #, $) characters. MIM does not support the underscore ( _ )
character in structure control file names.

To add a policy for the coupling facility structure control files

1. Update the CFRM couple data set by customizing and running the sample JCL in the ALLOCSTR member of the
CAI.CBTDJCL data set. Note that the JCL is a sample. You may need to refer to your active CFRM policy to be able to
build a complete new CFRM policy that includes the MIM structure control files.

2. Define the coupling facility structure control files by place the appropriate ALLOCATE initialization statements in the
MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.

For example, to specify the coupling facility structure control files defined in the preceding example, place the following
ALLOCATE statements in the MIMINIT member:

ALLOCATE XESFILEID=00 STRNAME=MIMGR#TABLE00

ALLOCATE XESFILEID=01 STRNAME=MIMGR#TABLE01

If you already have DASD control files specified, and you want to add coupling facility control files in addition to the
existing DASD control file, consider the following example placed in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set:

ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMTBL00 DSNAME=MIMGR.TABLE00

ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMTBL01 DSNAME=MIMGR.TABLE01

ALLOCATE XESFILEID=02 STRNAME=MIMGR#TABLE00

ALLOCATE XESFILEID=03 STRNAME=MIMGR#TABLE01

NOTE
The MIMTBLnn value and the XESFILEIDnn value cannot be duplicated, because these values are used to
identify specific control files in commands and messages during the operation of MIM. For this reason, any
duplication of the file identifier nn is treated as an error.

Control File Size Considerations

Contents

In a synchronized MIMplex, only the first one or two blocks of the control file are used. The largest usage of control file
space usually occurs during MIMplex transition states, such as when a new MIM address space is joining an existing
MIMplex or when a control file is being migrated. During these transition states, MIM may generate a large volume of
transactions to communicate the current status of the resources managed by each component to the systems requiring
this information.
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NOTE
For more information, see Control File Blocks and the Global-Copy Process.

The MIM control file must be large enough to accommodate the number of transactions generated during these transition
states. The amount of space required during these transition states depends on the components active in the MIMplex,
and also may depend on workload.

• For MIA and MIC, a primary control file size of 10 MB is usually sufficient.
• For MII component, the space required during these transition periods depends on the number of concurrently held

managed ENQ resources. This number varies widely by installation and can be a changeable value.

NOTE
If MIM is configured with COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY/CTCONLY/XCF, and is currently using a virtual
control file, if needed, the size is automatically increased.

To help you determine the correct size of the control file for MIMplexes running MII, issue the following command to
calculate the global copy space required based on the peak number of concurrently held ENQ resources since product
startup:

DISPLAY GDIF CFSIZE

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Change the Size of the Virtual Control File Transfer Buffer

The virtual control files use a default transfer buffer of 32,768 bytes to accommodate cross-system transactions. The
lowest possible size is seven bytes more than the current block size. The current block size is displayed with the DISPLAY
IO command. The highest possible size is 62,464 bytes. The value for the VCFBUFFERSIZE parameter should be large
enough to accommodate the average number of blocks read per cycle.

Example: Change the value to 62464

1. Update the init member on each system with: MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE=62464
2. SHUTDOWN GLOBAL
3. Restart MIM on all systems.

WARNING

When the buffer size is less than the average number of bytes read per service cycle, MIM must issue multiple
I/O operations to transmit cross-system transactions, which will degrade performance. To see how many blocks
are read per service cycle, issue the following command:

DISPLAY IO

WARNING
This command also displays other types of I/O statistics for the MIM control file.

How MIM Formats Control and Checkpoint Files

The MIM control and checkpoint files are allocated without specifying RECFM, LRECL, BLKSIZE, or the DSORG
attributes. This allocation is intentional, because MIM does not use standard access methods (for example, VSAM or
QSAM) to perform I/O operations to these files. Instead, it provides a special formatting routine, which prepares the file
for access by MIM channel programs. MIM builds its own channel programs to perform I/O operations to DASD and
checkpoint files. The same is true for CTC I/O operations. MIM uses Cross System Extended Services (XES) to access
coupling facility structure control files.
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In addition to structuring the files, the formatting logic creates a special record that is called the Global Management
Record (GMR). The GMR is built primarily on DEFSYS, GLOBALVALUE, and the MIMINIT values and describes the
systems and recovery options that define the MIMplex. The basic components of this record are created only during the
formatting process.

The GMR resides in the DASD control file or coupling facility structure control file when you use the DASDONLY or
CTCDASD communication methods. The GMR resides in the checkpoint file when you use the CTCONLY or XCF
communication methods.

A FORMAT startup is required under the following circumstances:

• In certain cases, it may be required to format the control and checkpoint files after changing the DEFSYS statement.
See the Scenarios documents for more details on adding or removing systems from the MIMPLEX.

• You are planning changes to the MIMINIT statement using these parameters:

• BLKSIZE
• COMMUNICATION
• GCMF
• GDIF
• GDIINIT PROCESS
• GTAF
• ICMF
• VCFBUFFERSIZE
• VCFMAXBLOCKS

How You Migrate to a New Control File

Contents

Control file migration is the process by which MIM leaves its current control file and begins using another control file to
communicate globally.

Any system in a synchronized MIMplex can initiate migration to an alternate file. Migrations may be initiated by command
or because of a recovery situation.

While MIM is executing, you can migrate between physical and virtual control files, provided you meet the following
criteria:

• At least one physical (DASD or coupling facility list structure) control file is allocated to MIM. You can specify
ALLOCATE statements in your MIMINIT member, or you can issue the ALLOCATE command dynamically while MIM is
executing.

• At least one system is controller eligible. A controller eligible system has XCF or CTC connectivity to every other
system in the MIMplex. You can dynamically add CTC devices using the CTCPATH command to complete connectivity
while MIM executes.

MIM may automatically migrate to a new control file as part of error recovery in the following cases:

• If the current control file becomes unusable.
• When migrating from one virtual control file to another in a CTCDASD environment, MIM migrates to the DASD

control file or coupling facility structure control file for a few seconds while re-synchronization takes place. After
synchronization, the virtual control file automatically migrates to the new virtual control file.

How You Migrate to a DASD Control File

While MIM is executing you can migrate to any properly formatted DASD control file that is allocated to all systems in your
MIMplex. Migration to a DASD control file occurs in one of several ways:
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• From a virtual control file to a DASD control file
• From one DASD control file to another DASD control file
• From a coupling facility structure control file to a DASD control file

To migrate to a DASD control file:

1. Issue the following command to view the list of available control files:

DISPLAY FILES

2. Issue the following command to initiate the migration to a specific file:

MIGRATE CONTROLFILE=nn

– nn
Specifies the control file ID of the DASD control file

To migrate MIM to the next available control file

1. Issue the following command:

MIGRATE CF

NOTE
When you migrate from a virtual control file to a DASD control file, the virtual control file is deactivated
automatically.

Migrate to a Coupling Facility Structure Control File

You can migrate to a coupling facility structure control file in the same way that you migrate to a DASD control file. To
view the list of available control file IDs, issue the DISPLAY FILES=CF command. Migration to a coupling facility structure
control file occurs in one of these ways:

• From a virtual control file to a coupling facility structure control file
• From one coupling facility structure control file to another coupling facility structure control file
• From a DASD control file to a coupling facility structure control file

To migrate to a coupling facility structure control file:

1. Issue the following command to view the list of available control files:

DISPLAY FILES

2. Issue the following command to initiate the migration to a specific file:

MIGRATE CONTROLFILE=nn

– nn
Specifies the control file ID of the coupling facility structure control file

You do not have to migrate to the first or next control file identified in the startup procedure or listed in the DISPLAY
FILES=CF command response. You can migrate to any usable control file, even if the ID of the control file is lower than
the ID for the current control file.

To migrate to the next available control file issue the following command:

MIGRATE CF
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NOTE
When you migrate from a virtual control file to a coupling facility structure control file, the virtual control file is
automatically deactivated.

Migrate to a Virtual Control File

You can use the MIGRATE command to migrate from a physical control file to a virtual control file. Virtual control file
communication is available if there is an active, fully connected, eligible controller system in your MIMplex.

To migrate to a virtual control file:

1. Issue the following command to view the list of eligible controller systems:

DISPLAY GLOBALVALUE

2. Issue the following command to migrate to using a virtual control file:

MIGRATE CONTROLLER=sysid

– sysid
Specifies the system ID (sysid) of the new controller system as specified on a DEFSYS statement.

To migrate to the next preferred controller system

Issue the following command:

MIGRATE CONTROLLER

How You Replace Control Files

Contents

This section discusses replacing control files.

Replace DASD Control Files

To replace a DASD control file, de-allocate that file using the DEALLOCATE command and then allocate a new file using
the ALLOCATE command. You must issue these commands on all systems in the complex.

For example, suppose that the control file identified on the //MIMTBL03 DD statement in your startup procedure becomes
unusable, and you want to replace it.

To replace DASD control files

1. De-allocate the control file by issuing the following command:

DEALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMTBL03

2. Physically allocate a new control file by customizing and submitting the sample JCL in the ALLOCCF member of the
CAI.CBTDJCL data set.

3. To make file MIM.NEW03 available to the MIM address space, issue the following command:

ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMTBL03 DSNAME=MIM.NEW03

4. Repeat Step 3. on all systems, using the new DDNAME and DSNAME.

The ALLOCATE command formats the control file automatically, so you do not need to restart MIM.

Notes:
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• You cannot replace a DASD control file that you are currently using. You need to migrate to a new control file first and
then replace the control file that you abandoned.

• For more information about migrating between DASD control files, see Migrate to a DASD Control File.

Replace Coupling Facility Structure Control Files

To replace a coupling facility structure control file, you deallocate that file using the DEALLOCATE command, then
allocate a new file using the ALLOCATE command. You must issue these commands on all systems in the MIMplex.

For example, assume you want to remove a coupling facility list structure named MIMGR#TABLE02, with a control file ID
of 02, from the use of MIM because you want to replace it with a new structure in a different coupling facility.

To replace the coupling facility structure control files in this example

1. Deallocate the control file by issuing the following command on all members in the MIMplex:

DEALLOCATE XESFILEID=02

2. Define a new structure for MIM to use by updating the Coupling Facility Resource Management (CFRM) couple data
set with a new policy and activate that policy.

NOTE
For detailed information on the process, see the IBM publication Setting Up a Sysplex. You may want to see
member ALLOCSTR in the CAI.CBTDJCL data set for sample JCL that can be used to update the CFRM
policy.

3. Make the new coupling facility structure control file available to the MIM address space by allocating it to all members
in the MIMplex. Assuming that the new structure name is MIMGR#TABLE03 and the file ID to be assigned to the
control file is 03, issue the following command on all members of the MIMplex:

ALLOCATE XESFILEID=03 STRNAME=MIMGR#TABLE03

You must specify both the file ID and the structure name of the new control file on the ALLOCATE command on all
systems in the MIMplex. The ALLOCATE command formats the control file automatically, so you do not need to restart
MIM.

Note: To replace a coupling facility structure control file that is currently the active control file, first you need to migrate to a
new control file and then deallocate the abandoned coupling facility structure control file from all members of the MIMplex.
Next, issue the SETXCF FORCE,STRUCTURE command to delete the XES structure, as the DEALLOCATE XESFILED
command does not automatically do so. Once this is complete, the replacement XES structure can be defined in the new
CFRM policy and activated.

Coupling Facility Structure System-Managed Rebuild

MIM provides full support for system-managed rebuild of coupling facility structure control files. This feature is supported
when MIM is executing on any z/OS operating system and all MIM MIMplex members are executing at a supported
release of MIM. This means that MIM continues to operate while the system-managed rebuild process moves a coupling
facility structure control file from one coupling facility to a new coupling facility.

You start this process by issuing the following command:

SETXCF START,REBUILD 

This process does not require any special MIM commands or procedures preceding or following the system-managed
rebuild operation.

Notes:
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• For information regarding the system-managed rebuild function of a coupling facility, see the IBM publication Setting
Up a Sysplex.

• IBM coupling facility system-managed rebuild is a planned, operator-initiated function for moving coupling facility
resources. Do not invoke it for coupling facility hardware or coupling facility link types of failures. MIM continues to
react to a coupling facility structure control file error by marking the file in error and initiating a control file migration in
the case of an error on the IN-USE control file.

• You cannot use the MVS REBUILD command to change the size of a MIM list structure. Instead, use the
DEALLOCATE and ALLOCATE commands.

Product Activation Considerations
At startup time, MIM examines the system IDs in its DEFSYS statement to see which systems will be joining the MIMplex.
Synchronization does not complete until you start MIM on each system identified in the control file.

• To tell MIM to ignore a system ID for this execution because the system is not joining the complex, issue a FREE
command for that system.

Startup Activities

Contents

MIM is designed to run on two or more systems sharing a common control file, therefore, it will not synchronize unless at
least two systems are communicating with the control file. An exception is made for cases where all eligible systems have
been FREED from the control file, in which case, it is possible for a single system to start-up and synchronize.

If you want to start a single system for test purposes, be sure to include a DEFSYS statement in the initialization member,
and define a second system on the DEFSYS statement. When the starting system reaches “PENDING” status, issue
a FREE command (supplying the name of the second system for the SYSNAME parameter). If you use a REMOVE
command instead of a FREE command, then the system will not reach synchronization, because it will appear that the
second system was never defined.

MIA Startup Activities

By design, MIA serializes z/OS allocation across multiple systems. Therefore, we recommend that MIA should be started
before  any tape allocation is allowed to occur on any system in the MIMplex.

For MIA to successfully start, at least one device must be defined to the product. If no devices are defined to MIA, it issues
a MIM2003 NO MANAGED DEVICES message when started, then abends with a U0040 RC=66 at startup.

GTAF and TPCF do not vary devices online or change the status of a device unless you specified VARY commands in the
parameter data set and synchronization has completed.

GTAF delays tape allocations on an active system until synchronization is complete.

MIC Startup Activities

MIC allocates all subsystem consoles specified on the GCMINIT CONSLIST statement.

MII Startup Activities

We strongly recommend that GDIF be started before any other products or subsystems that issue GDIF- managed ENQ
requests because:
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• GDIF propagates all ENQ requests outstanding at startup time, but it cannot eliminate outstanding hardware reserves.
• Neither GDIF nor EDIF can prevent damage from an outstanding integrity exposure.
• We recommend that GDIF be started using the Early Start Mechanism. For details, see Set Up the MIM Early Start

Mechanism.

How You Override Initialization Values at Startup Time

Contents

To override values defined on the MIMINIT statement or on the PARM parameter of the EXEC statement of the startup
procedure, specify new values on the z/OS START command. All of the parameters that you can specify on the z/OS
START command are found on the MIMINIT statement.

You can override a parameter only if you defined a symbolic variable for that parameter on the PARM parameter of the
startup procedure, and you specified that parameter on the PROC statement of the startup procedure. Also, you must
specify the symbolic variable as a parameter on the z/OS START command, rather than specifying name of the parameter
(unless the name of the parameter is the same as its symbolic variable).

For example, suppose you use the symbolic variable CMNDS to represent the COMMANDS parameter on the PROC
statement in your startup procedure. To make MIM use the member named NEWCMNDS during this execution (instead of
the member identified on the CMNDS variable in the start-up procedure), you can specify CMNDS=NEWCMNDS on the z/
OS START command:

S MIMGR,CMNDS=NEWCMNDS

CMNDS=NEWCMNDS overrides the variable for the CMNDS parameter on the PROC statement because the PROC
statement recognizes CMNDS as a symbolic variable. If you specify COMMANDS=&CMNDS in the PROC statement,
then the PROC statement substitutes the value COMMANDS=NEWCMNDS.

The SYSID Override Parameter

Each z/OS or z/VM image in your MIM complex has a name, an index, and an alias, all of which are used in MIM displays
and for other MIM purposes. The MIMINIT statement defines the name, index, and alias. The statement must name all
systems in the complex, because the order of the names in the statement determines the index value.

The MIMINIT statement typically uses the SMF ID (in z/OS systems) or the SYSID (in z/VM systems) to determine which
system name, index, and alias it should assign. For example, the statement:

MIMINIT DEFSYS (FIRST,FF,SY22) (SECOND,SS,SY23)

assigns name=FIRST, alias=FF and index=1 to the system having SMF ID SY22, and SECOND, SS and index=2 to the
system having SMF ID SY23.

The MIM system name is usually made equal to the SMF ID. The following statement makes the MIM ID and the SMF ID
the same for SY22 and SY23:

MIMINIT DEFSYS (SY22,FF,SY22) (SY23,SS,SY23)

This is a convenient and recommended convention.

It is possible to override the SMF ID, for DEFSYS and IFSYS purposes, by using the MIMINIT SYSID statement. If
used, the MIMINIT SYSID statement must be positioned before the MIMINIT DEFSYS statement in the INIT member.
We recommend you use SYSID only for testing purposes. If you choose to use SYSID, then make sure you do not
accidentally define the same system twice, either by sharing the INIT member, or copying the INIT member to other
systems.
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Having two or more systems in your MIM complex specify the same SYSID causes control file errors, and MIM will abend.
Consider temporarily using a SYSID statement in the following circumstances:

• You need to override the system name for a single execution of MIM
• You did not specify a DEFSYS statement, and you want to define a system name that is different from the SMF ID of

the system
• The SMF ID of the system is incorrect due to an error during the IPL procedure

Note: For more information about using the SYSID parameter on the MIMINIT statement, see the discussion of the
MIMINIT Statement in the Statement and Command Reference Guide

Suppose you are running MIM on two systems and instead of using the SMF ID of the system, you want to use the system
name SYSA for the local system. To do this, specify SYSID=SYSA on the PARM parameter of the startup procedure for
the local system. Or, issue the following z/OS START command from the local system (if the name of the started task is
MIMGR):

S MIMGR,SYSID=SYSA

Note: When you override the name of a system, you should check all MIM parmlib members for statements or commands
that reference system names. Here are some examples:

IFSYS

CTCPATH

GLOBALVALUE

LINK

COLLECT

If the CTCPATH and GLOBALVALUE statements are incorrect, then they can prevent MIM from initializing at startup. If the
system names are not correct, then you can issue the LINK and COLLECT commands to create new dynamic linkages
and collection sets.

The FORMAT Override Parameter

A FORMAT parameter is defined in the MIMPROC on the PROC statement. The default value specified in the MIMPROC
is NONE. The following scope parameters are valid for FORMAT:

BOTH
Formats all control files and the local checkpoint files.

CF
Formats all control files.

CKPT
Formats only the checkpoint information in the checkpoint file. You can use the abbreviation CKPT for this
operand.

NONE
No formatting is done.

Again, when control files, checkpoint files, or both are formatted, MIM acquires information from the parmlib and creates a
GMR representing various aspects of the MIMplex. The location of the GMR depends on the MIM communication method
selected. Therefore, proper formatting depends on the communication method selected and whether checkpoint files
exist.

DASDONLY or CTCDASD Formatting

If the following are true:
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• The GMR resides in the DASD control file or coupling facility structure.
• Checkpoint files are not required, and you are using the DASDONLY or CTCDASD communication method with the

REQUEUE feature of ECMF not active.

Then do the following:

1. Stop MIM on all systems in the MIMplex by issuing the following command:

@SHUTDOWN,GLOBAL

2. Start MIM on the first system by issuing the following command:

S MIMGR,FORMAT=CF

3. Start MIM on all other systems normally by issuing the following command on each system:

S MIMGR

If checkpoint files are required, and you are using the DASDONLY or CTCDASD communication method with the
REQUEUE feature of ECMF active, us the following procedure:

1. Stop MIM on all systems in the MIMplex by issuing the following command:

@SHUTDOWN,GLOBAL

2. Start MIM on the first system by issuing the following command:

S MIMGR,FORMAT=BOTH

3. Start MIM on all other systems normally by issuing the following command on each system:

S MIMGR,FORMAT=CKPT

CTCONLY or XCF Formatting

If the following items are true:

• The GMR resides in the checkpoint files.
• Checkpoint files are required, as no DASD control files exist.

Then, use the following procedure:

1. Stop MIM on all systems in the MIMplex:

@SHUTDOWN GLOBAL

2. Start MIM on the first system and format both the virtual control file image, as well as the checkpoint file:

S MIMGR,FORMAT=BOTH

The following message is issued on the first system:

MIM0359 VCF FORMAT COMPLETE - MIM CAN BE STARTED ON OTHER SYSTEMS

3. Start MIM on all other systems and format their checkpoint files:

S MIMGR,FORMAT=CHKPT
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Dynamically Change MIM Communication Methods

For more information, see the scenario How to Dynamically Change MIM Communication Methods.

Format Start

On a format start, MIM will erase any existing information within the control or checkpoint file and revert to using defaults
and settings provided by your initialization parameter members. Depending on your configuration, you may need to format
the control file, the checkpoint file, or both.

Format only the control file if the following are true:

• You have specified DASDONLY or CTCDASD as the initial communications method
• You are not using the ECMF REQUEUE feature

To perform a format start when checkpoint files are not present:

1. Stop MIM on all systems in the MIMplex by issuing the following command:

@SHUTDOWN,GLOBAL

2. Start MIM on the first system by issuing the following command:

S MIMGR,FORMAT=CF

3. Start MIM on all other systems normally by issuing the following command on each system:

S MIMGR

Format both the control file and the checkpoint file if the following are true:

• You have specified DASDONLY or CTCDASD as the initial communications method and you are using the ECMF
REQUEUE feature. The ECMF REQUEUE feature requires checkpoint files.

• You have specified XCF or CTCONLY as the initial communications method.

To perform a format start when checkpoint files are required:

1. Stop MIM on all systems in the MIMplex by issuing the following command:

@SHUTDOWN,GLOBAL

2. Start MIM on the first system by issuing the following command:

S MIMGR,FORMAT=BOTH

3. Start MIM on all other systems normally by issuing the following command on each system:

S MIMGR,FORMAT=CKPT

NOTE
When starting with XCF or CTCONLY as the initial communications method, the following message is displayed
when the VCF is formatted:

MIM0359 VCF FORMAT COMPLETE - MIM CAN BE STARTED ON OTHER SYSTEMS

Defining MIM in the Subsystem Name Table

This section explains how the MIM subsystem name value should be defined in the IEFSSNxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB and on the MIMINIT SUBNAME parameter of the MIMINIT member of the MIM parmlib.
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This information is of value in environments where the order in which subsystem interface events are processed is
important, specifically with tape allocations. For example, in an environment in which MIA coexists with the robotic tape
drive software of other vendors, you would want MIA to process tape allocation requests after the products of other
vendors do.

If you are concerned about the order in which subsystem interface events are processed, then you should define a
subsystem name for MIM in the IEFSSNxx member of the SYS1.PARMLIB data set. Using the keyword format, place the
MIM subsystem name definition in the appropriate order relative to other subsystem definitions. Proper placement of the
MIM definition ensures that subsystem interface events are processed in the proper order by each subsystem.

The MIM subsystem naming convention for the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB requires the first three characters
to be “MIM” and the fourth character be alphanumeric or special. The fourth character cannot be *, D, or ?.

The following is an example of a valid IEFSSNxx definition for MIM:

SUBSYS SUBNAME(MIMA)     /* CA-Multi-image Allocation  */

After you update the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB, you must then update the MIMINIT SUBNAME= parameter in
the MIMINIT member of the MIM parmlib like this:

MIMINIT SUBNAME=MIMA

When the MIM address space is started, it processes this statement, then searches for and locates the matching
subsystem definition, MIMA, that was established when the IEFSSNxx definitions were processed.

Note: If you do not define the subsystem name properly in both parmlibs, matching definitions will not be found, and
subsystem events will not be processed based on your IEFSSNxx definitions.

If you do not have concerns about the order in which subsystem interface events are processed, you do not need
to provide definitions for MIM in the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. Regardless of whether you place a
MIM definition in IEFSSNxx, MIM will still dynamically create a subsystem definition for itself during product initialization.
When MIM is started after an IPL, the MIMINIT SUBNAME parameter is processed and an attempt is made to locate
a like-named subsystem. If you do not have a MIM definition in IEFSSNxx, then no matching name will be found, and
MIM will dynamically define a subsystem using the name provided on the MIMINIT SUBNAME parameter.

When a MIM subsystem value has not been predefined in IEFSSNxx, the first three characters of the MIMINIT SUBNAME
value must be “MIM” and the fourth character can be alphanumeric or special character, except for *, ?, or D.

The following is an example of this naming convention:

MIMINIT SUBNAME=MIM&

Note: You can use most EBCDIC characters when calling the IBM subsystem services to define a subsystem. However,
you can use only alphanumeric and national characters when defining subsystems in the IEFSSNxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB.

If you do not provide a subsystem name value on the MIMINIT SUBNAME parameter, MIM uses a default name when
dynamically creating a subsystem definition during product startup.

Note: For more information, see the MIM Statement and Command Reference Guide and the IBM guides Initialization and
Tuning Reference and Using the Subsystem Interface.

Product Termination Considerations
You can use either the z/OS STOP command or the MIM SHUTDOWN command to stop MIM. Both let you stop it on all
systems in the complex (global) or on a single system (local).
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Global Shutdown Processing

Contents

MIM performs several actions to ensure the integrity of your resources at termination. When you stop MIM on all systems
in your complex, components and facilities take the following actions:

Using Global SHUTDOWN Commands to Stop MIM

 

WARNING

WARNING! Stopping MIM when GTAF or GDIF is running may create data integrity exposures.

 

We strongly recommend that you use caution if attempting to shut down a subset of the systems in the MIMplex. If you are
not confident that you can safely avoid data integrity exposures, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

To stop MIM on all systems rather than on a subset of the systems in your complex, issue a z/OS STOP or the MIM
SHUTDOWN command. To use the z/OS STOP command, specify the name of the MIM started task as a parameter. For
example, if MIMGR is the name of the started task that you want to stop, then issue this shortened form of the z/OS STOP
command:

P MIMGR

 

MIM then issues message MIM0060, which asks what type of processing you want to perform at termination. Reply
GLOBAL to stop on all systems and to have MIM terminate on all systems.

You can also use the SHUTDOWN GLOBAL command to stop MIM on all systems. For example, if MIMGR is the name of
the started task that you want to stop then issue this SHUTDOWN command from any system:

F MIMGR,SHUTDOWN GLOBAL

NOTE

GLOBAL is the initial default value of the command. You can change the default value of the command to
DUMP, FREE, LOCAL, or RESERVE with the SETOPTION SHUTDOWN command.

NOTE

For a description of the SHUTDOWN command, see the Statement and Command Reference Guide.

When GLOBAL is selected, MIM does not stop with an abend code or request an abend dump.

MIA Activities During Global Shutdown

The following actions are taken by MIA in response to a MIM SHUTDOWN,GLOBAL command request:

• GTAF takes offline all unallocated devices on each system. This prevents z/OS from selecting these devices.
• GTAF marks all allocated devices on the system to which they are allocated as PENDING OFFLINE. This causes the

local z/OS operating system to take the devices offline as soon as they are deallocated. GTAF takes the devices offline
on all other systems.

• TPCF restores control to z/OS for any job that is in the allocation recovery process. TPCF replies with an invalid
response to any outstanding z/OS IEF238D message, which restores control to z/OS and causes z/OS to prompt you
for information.
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Broadcom recognizes that it may not be possible to quiesce all tape activity on a system. It is possible to safely stop MIM
on one local system without quiescing all tape activity. However, it is not practical to document every situation that may
occur under such circumstances.

NOTE

NOTE: When MIA is not running, the operator may share tape devices manually by using z/OS VARY OFFLINE
and VARY ONLINE commands. To maintain device integrity, you must ensure that each device is online to only
one system at a time.

MIC Activities During Global Shutdown

The following actions are taken by MIC in response to a MIM SHUTDOWN,GLOBAL command request:

• GCMF terminates any incomplete multiple-line messages.
• GCMF deletes all highlighted messages from other systems.
• GCMF deallocates or deactivates subsystems or extended consoles used.
• ICMF notifies L-Serv that it is terminating.

MII Activities During Global Shutdown

The following actions are taken by MII in response to a MIM SHUTDOWN,GLOBAL command request:

• GDIF stops propagating new ENQ and RESERVE requests.
• GDIF stops eliminating hardware reserves for any new RESERVE requests.
• GDIF does not restore any of the hardware reserves that it has converted.
• GDIF continues to perform quiesce processing for any outstanding RESERVE requests that it already has converted

and any requests included in a global conflict.
• The ECMF REQUEUE feature handles requeued jobs and checkpoint information you have specified through the

REQCKPT parameter on a SETOPTION command.

 

How You Automatically Free a System From the MIMplex

The auto FREE feature provides a means to automate the FREE command operation for a MIM member on a failed
system in a sysplex. The auto FREE feature functions independently of the MIMplex control file communication
methodology.

The auto FREE feature works by reacting to a notification event provided by the XCF/XES operating system component,
which describes that a system has been removed from the active sysplex.

NOTE

 For information on sysplex member removal, see the IBM MVS guide Setting Up a Sysplex.

 

The MIMplex can be a subset of a sysplex, or it can be comprised of more than one sysplex. As long as one member of
a sysplex survives to provide a system down notification event, the auto FREE feature automatically FREEs the removed
MIMplex member. A MIMplex member must be a member of a sysplex to be automatically freed with auto FREE. The
system down notification event is provided by the XCF/XES operating system component, in a sysplex environment.

In addition to the MIMplex configuration relationship to the sysplex configuration, consider the following regarding the use
of the auto FREE feature:

• The auto FREE feature is controlled by the SETOPTION MIM DOWNSYS command and can be enabled or disabled
on an individual system basis in the MIMplex. DOWNSYS=AUTOFREE needs to be specified on the surviving sysplex
member to react to the incoming system down event.
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To relate MIM system names with z/OS system names, the z/OS system name, rather than the z/OS SMF ID, must be
specified on the DEFSYS statement. The z/OS system name is defined on the SYSNAME keyword of the IEASYSnn
member of the z/OS SYS1.PARMLIB data set. The z/OS DISPLAY XCF,SYSPLEX,ALL command can be used to list all
of the z/OS system names in a given sysplex. Alternately, the z/OS DISPLAY SYMBOLS command shows the local z/OS
system name for the &SYSNAME variable name.

 

 

 

 

 

Y

Local Shutdown Processing

To stop MIM on the local system only, you can issue a z/OS STOP command for the MIM started task, and then reply
LOCAL or DUMP to the MIM0060 message you receive.

Alternatively, you can stop it locally by issuing a SHUTDOWN LOCAL, SHUTDOWN DUMP, or SHUTDOWN FREE
command.

Your reply to the MIM0060 message or the parameter you use on the SHUTDOWN command depends on whether you
want to receive an abend dump. When you specify LOCAL, MIM terminates but does not request an abend dump. When
you specify DUMP, MIM terminates and requests an abend dump.

For example, to stop MIM on the local system and receive an abend dump, issue the following command from the local
system:

SHUTDOWN DUMP

Other systems are not able to use resources and devices held by the system that you are stopping. This remains in
effect until you restart that system or free resources and devices through the FREE command. This can also be done
automatically by issuing the SHUTDOWN FREE command.

When MIM terminates after a SHUTDOWN LOCAL or SHUTDOWN FREE command, abend code U1222 appears if
SETOPTION LOCALSTOP=ABEND.

MII Activities During Local Shutdown

WARNING
Stopping MIM with the MIM SHUTDOWN LOCAL/FREE/RESERVE/DUMP (or z/OS STOP) command when
GDIF is running may create data integrity exposures if the system on which MIM is stopped will generate new
RESERVE or ENQ requests.

We strongly recommend that you stop MIM on all systems, rather than a subset of systems in your complex, when
GDIF is running. When MIM is stopped on one system, any new RESERVE and ENQ requests on that system will not
be serialized with the rest of the systems in the complex where MIM is still running. No new RESERVE requests are
converted. No new ENQ requests are propagated. Therefore, there may be data integrity exposures. It is safe to stop MIM
on only one system if that system will not be generating any new RESERVE or ENQ requests.

Resources held by the local system at the time MIM is stopped locally are not available for use by systems in the rest of
the complex where MIM is still running until MIM is restarted on the local system, or the local system is freed through the
MIM FREE command. A system can be automatically freed at time of shutdown by issuing the MIM SHUTDOWN FREE
command.
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MIA Activities During Local Shutdown

WARNING
When GTAF is running, we recommend that you stop MIM on all systems, rather than on a subset of systems
in your complex. When MIM is stopped on one system, any new tape device activity on that system (such as
allocations, z/OS VARY commands, or device name replies to IEF238D WTORs) will not be serialized with the
rest of the systems in the complex where MIM is still running, creating data integrity exposures.

Tape resources held by the local system at the time MIM is stopped locally are not available for use by systems in the rest
of the complex where MIM is still running until MIM is restarted on the local system, or the local system is freed through
the MIM FREE command. A system can be automatically freed at time of shutdown by issuing the MIM SHUTDOWN
FREE command.

Local Shutdown Procedure

This section describes a step-by-step local shutdown procedure. To avoid data integrity exposures, we recommend the
following procedure to safely stop MIA on one local system in the complex:

1. Quiesce tape activity on the local system.
This process may include steps such as draining tape class initiators, quiescing online systems, and so on.

2. Issue the following command on the local system:
SHUTDOWN LOCAL

3. Issue the following command for the local system on an external system:
FREE 

NOTE
The SHUTDOWN FREE command would replace Steps 2 and 3.

4. Determine what tape devices are to be used by the local system when tape processing on that system is restarted.
5. Issue the following command on an external system for each device identified in Step 4:

VARY NOTAVAILABLE GLOBAL

6. Wait for all VARY NOTAVAILABLE GLOBAL commands issued in Step 5 to fully complete.
This includes waiting for any necessary deallocations to occur and each device to be taken offline on all systems.

7. Issue the following z/OS command on the local system for each device identified in Step 4:
VARY ONLINE

8. Restart tape processing on the local system.
9. If any further devices are needed by the local system, repeat Steps 4 through 7 for each device.

WARNING
If you issue a z/OS VARY command for a device on the local system (Step 7) without previously issuing a VARY
NOTAVAILABLE GLOBAL command for the device on an external system (Steps 5 and 6), it may create data
integrity exposures. The same is true for replying with a device name to an IEF238D WTOR.

Local System Shutdown With or Without Abend Codes

You can adjust the result of certain SHUTDOWN commands so that MIM stops with or without abend codes. The
SHUTDOWN FREE and SHUTDOWN LOCAL commands cause a U1222 abend, and the SHUTDOWN RESERVE
command causes a U1223 abend. These abends are issued only when SET MIM LOCALSTOP=ABEND. You can prevent
this by changing this parameter to NOABEND.

Specify one of the following values for the LOCALSTOP parameter on the SETOPTION command:

ABEND
MIM stops with abend codes

NOABEND
MIM stops without abend codes.
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Default: ABEND

Note: Other operands of the SHUTDOWN command (DUMP and GLOBAL) are not affected by the SETOPTION
LOCALSTOP command..

Local Shutdown with Restart Manager

This feature is available when running under the restart manager task and COMPATLEVEL=11.81 or higher. Restart
manager provides the capability to restart MIM components automatically after a failure, or to perform a planned restart
on a single system. To perform a planned restart on a single system, use the LOADLIB REFRESH command. When used
with MII, the restart manager maintains global resource integrity throughout the restart process. Local ENQ/DEQ activity
is suspended for managed QNAMEs from the instant a failure is detected or a LOADLIB REFRESH command is issued.
Activity remains suspended until the restart is complete and normal global operation resumes.

Local Shutdown with JES3

When MIM is started with SUB=MSTR on a JES3 system and any of the MIM logs are allocated to SYSOUT, enter the
following commands:

F MIM,CLOSELOG MIMLOG

F MIM,CLOSELOG MIMTRC

Enter this command before shutting down JES3.

How You Shut Down the System in a VCF Environment

If you enter a SHUTDOWN command in a VCF environment, then MIM responds in different ways depending on the
system that is being shut down. The communication method used (CTCONLY, CTCDASD, or XCF) also affects the
response of MIM.

If a requester system is shut down in a CTCONLY or XCF environment, then follow the procedures outlined in Local
Shutdown Processing in this chapter. If the controller system is shut down, then MIM automatically migrates to the next
most preferred controller once the original controller is freed. If no alternate controller system is available, then the action
taken by MIM depends on the NOCONTROLLER parameter of the GLOBALVALUE statement.

Note: For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide. In a CTCDASD environment, MIM
migrates to the physical DASD control file before migrating back to the VCF on the second most preferred controller.

WARNING
WARNING! If the controller system is shut down and is not freed from the control file, then MIM is not
synchronized. The controller system has a status of MIGRATING and the requester systems have a status of
AWAKENING when the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command is issued. The controller and requester systems retain
their status until the FREE command is issued or the system is restarted.

For all virtual control file communication methods, if MOSTPREFERRED=YES is specified, then the VCF migrates to the
most preferred system when MIM is restarted.

To shut down MIM on all systems, enter the SHUTDOWN GLOBAL command.

How You Free Inactive Systems

Contents

If you stop MIM on a system or you lose the communication to a system, then the active MIM address spaces detect
this situation. MIM then issues warning messages. The operator determines whether it is appropriate to free the inactive
system from the MIMplex.
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The FREE command is used to advise active MIM address spaces that a system has been temporarily removed from the
MIMplex.

How You Free Resources and Devices

The FREE command tells MIM to free resources and devices held by a system because that system has become
temporarily inactive. Use this command if a system has become inactive and you expect the system to rejoin your
complex. This command is useful if you are: 1) not starting a system that MIM typically runs on, 2) stopping a system, or
3) if a system fails.

A MIM0116 message is issued in response to the FREE command to indicate that this command successfully updated
the status of a system in the control file to FREED. A MIM0115 message is returned if a FREE command is issued for a
system that is still considered active in the control file. MIM does not allow a system to be freed if it still has a status of
ACTIVE in the control file.

When MIM is shut down on one system, MIM on the remaining systems considers resources held on the inactive system
to be unavailable at the time of shutdown until a FREE command is issued for the inactive system. For example, if an
enqueue that MII is managing is held on the system when MIM is shut down, MII on the remaining systems continues to
consider that enqueue as held by the inactive system until a FREE command is issued. The same is true for MIA and any
managed tape resources held by the system at the time MIA becomes inactive. Until the FREE command is issued for the
inactive system, these resources are unavailable to the other systems.

Resources not held by the inactive system at the time of MIM shutdown are available for use by the remaining MIM
systems before the FREE command is issued. Also, once the FREE command is issued, all managed resources are
available for use by the remaining MIM systems. If enqueue and tape activity continues on the system where MIM is no
longer active, then there is a risk of integrity exposures (corrupted data sets, dual allocations of tape drives) between the
inactive system and the remaining MIM systems.

WARNING
Warning! Issue the FREE command only during error recovery, if you are sure that a system has no enqueue
activity, reserve activity, or tape activity. Otherwise, an integrity exposure or abend may occur.

WARNING
If you receive a message about a system being inactive, then follow the procedures for responding to that
message rather than simply issuing a FREE command. Procedures for responding to these messages are
provided in the chapter “Troubleshooting.”

Example: Freeing resources and devices

To free resources and devices held by a system that has become inactive, or to inform MIM that a system will not be
joining the complex, issue a FREE command from another system. Specify the system name, alias, or index number of
the system that you are freeing on the FREE command. For example, to free system 01, issue this FREE command from
another system on which MIM is running:

FREE 01

When you issue this command, any resources or devices held by system 01 are freed. All active systems ignore system
01 until you start MIM on that system or until you restart the product on another system and format the control files. If you
format the control files at the next start-up, then all systems expect system 01 to join the complex. Therefore, reissue the
FREE command if system 01 is still inactive at that time.

WAITSTATE and SHUTDOWN WAIT

To preserve data integrity, there are situations where you may need to shut down MIM in a disabled wait state. Two
parameters have been added to MIM to control and define how MIM enters a disabled wait state:
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• The MIMINIT WAITSTATE statement defines the conditions under which MIM will enter a disabled Wait state. You can
also set the value for this keyword in the PARM field in the MIM startup JCL PROC sample.

WARNING
Use this parameter with careful consideration. Specifying any value other than NEVER (default) puts MIM
into a disabled state that abruptly halts the entire system. Under some circumstances, this is a good choice,
because it is the only way to ensure the integrity of shared data.

You should choose a value other than NEVER only when GDIF is activated. All other MIM components (TPCF, GTAF,
EDIF, ECMF, and ICMF) can all be stopped safely, and do not require the wait state to ensure data integrity.
Note: The SETOPTION SHUTDOWN command will NOT be honored when WAITSTATE is set to anything other than
NEVER.

• The SHUTDOWN WAIT command sets the status of the local system to a freed state, then puts the system into a
disabled wait state.

For more information about these keywords, see the  MIM Statement and Command Reference Guide.

Command Security Considerations
MIM provides the capability to control access to its commands through command validation using the operating system
security system software.

MIM command validation support is activated by specifying the statement MIMINIT SAFCMDAUTH=ON. If this feature
is activated but the security system does not support SAF operator command validation, then MIM terminates during
initialization.

Once the security system is activated, MIM extracts the user ID of the command issuer and sends a command
authorization call to the security system software using the OPERCMDS class. MIM builds a two-level entity name
comprised of a subsystem identifier prefix (the default is MIMGR), followed by the full name of the command verb.

For example, if you issue a DISPLAY command, then the entity name is MIMGR.DISPLAY. You can provide your own one-
to eight-character prefix by specifying the MIMINIT SAFPREFIX statement. Optionally, you can request that MIM use the
job name of its address space (user ID in z/VM) as the subsystem prefix value in the entity name. This can be useful if you
run different MIM facilities in different address spaces, and you want to limit command access based on the facility.

MIM requires a user to have READ access to permit the execution of DISPLAY commands. All other commands require
UPDATE access. MIM interprets a “no decision” return code from the security system (that is, no profile exists) as a denial
for command access.

Note:

• For a list of MIM commands, the required SAF authorization to execute the commands, and the SAF entity name used
to validate the authority of the command issuer, see the next section.
MIM provides a user exit point in the command authorization processing prior to the system authorization call for the
command. This installation exit called MIMATHXT, can unconditionally permit the command, unconditionally reject the
command, or continue normally, in which case the command is conditionally executed based on the security system
authorization decision.

Commands, Access Authorities, and Entity Names

This table lists all MIM commands, the SAF authorization level that is required to execute the command, and the SAF
entity name that is used to validate the command issuers UTOKEN (User Token).
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NOTE

The MIMGR portion of the entity name is the default entity name prefix value. You can override the prefix value
with the MIMINIT SAFPREFIX statement.

Command SAF Authority SAF Entity Name
ACTIVATE UPDATE MIMGR.ACTIVATE
ADDLOG UPDATE MIMGR.ADDLOG
ADDQNAME UPDATE MIMGR.ADDQNAME
ALLOCATE UPDATE MIMGR.ALLOCATE
ALTER UPDATE MIMGR.ALTER
ALTERSYS UPDATE MIMGR.ALTERSYS
ANALYZE UPDATE MIMGR.ANALYZE
AUTHCHK UPDATE MIMGR.AUTHCHK
CLOSELOG UPDATE MIMGR.CLOSELOG
COLLECT UPDATE MIMGR.COLLECT
CP UPDATE MIMGR.CP
CTC UPDATE MIMGR.CTC
DEALLOCATE UPDATE MIMGR.DEALLOCATE
DEFALIAS UPDATE MIMGR.DEFALIAS
DEFSYS UPDATE MIMGR.DEFSYS
DELQNAME UPDATE MIMGR.DELQNAME
DEQJOB UPDATE MIMGR.DEQJOB
DIAGNOSE UPDATE MIMGR.DIAGNOSE
DISPLAY ECMF READ MIMGR.DISPLAY
DISPLAY EDIF READ MIMGR.DISPLAY
DISPLAY GCMF READ MIMGR.DISPLAY
DISPLAY GDIF READ MIMGR.DISPLAY
DISPLAY GTAF READ MIMGR.DISPLAY
DISPLAY ICMF READ MIMGR.DISPLAY
DISPLAY MIM READ MIMGR.DISPLAY
DISPLAY TPCF READ MIMGR.DISPLAY
DOM UPDATE MIMGR.DOM
DROPSYS UPDATE MIMGR.DROPSYS
DUMP GCMF UPDATE MIMGR.DUMP
DUMP GDIF UPDATE MIMGR.DUMP
DUMP GTAF UPDATE MIMGR.DUMP
DUMP ICMF UPDATE MIMGR.DUMP
DUMP MIM UPDATE MIMGR.DUMP
DUMP TPCF UPDATE MIMGR.DUMP
DUMPDTOKEL UPDATE MIMGR.DUMPDTOKEL
EDITEST UPDATE MIMGR.EDITEST
EXEMPT UPDATE MIMGR.EXEMPT
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FREE UPDATE MIMGR.FREE
FREECONS UPDATE MIMGR.FREECONS
GLOBALVALUE UPDATE MIMGR.GLOBALVALUE
ICMF UPDATE MIMGR.ICMF
IDEFSYS UPDATE MIMGR.IDEFSYS
LINK UPDATE MIMGR.LINK
LOADLIB UPDATE MIMGR.LOADLIB
MSGTABLE UPDATE MIMGR.MSGTABLE
MIGRATE UPDATE MIMGR.MIGRATE
MIMQUERY UPDATE MIMGR.MIMQUERY
OPENLOG UPDATE MIMGR.OPENLOG
PRINTLOG UPDATE MIMGR.PRINTLOG
QUIESCE UPDATE MIMGR.QUIESCE
READ UPDATE MIMGR.READ
REMOVELOG UPDATE MIMGR.REMOVELOG
RESTART UPDATE MIMGR.RESTART
RESYNCH UPDATE MIMGR.RESYNCH
SETOPTION ECMF UPDATE MIMGR.SETOPTION
SETOPTION EDIF UPDATE MIMGR.SETOPTION
SETOPTION GCMF UPDATE MIMGR.SETOPTION
SETOPTION GDIF UPDATE MIMGR.SETOPTION
SETOPTION GTAF UPDATE MIMGR.SETOPTION
SETOPTION ICMF UPDATE MIMGR.SETOPTION
SETOPTION MIM UPDATE MIMGR.SETOPTION
SETOPTION TPCF UPDATE MIMGR.SETOPTION
SHUTDOWN UPDATE MIMGR.SHUTDOWN
SWITCHLOG UPDATE MIMGR.SWITCHLOG
SYSDUMP UPDATE MIMGR.SYSDUMP
USERDATA UPDATE MIMGR.USERDATA
VARY UPDATE MIMGR.VARY
VCF UPDATE MIMGR.VCF
WRITELOG UPDATE MIMGR.WRITELOG

How You Activate New Features with ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL
Normally all systems in a MIM complex run at the same release level. However, when new MIM releases are announced it
can be necessary to run multiple releases of MIM.

When a complex is running different releases of MIM, COMPATLEVEL controls the activation of selected features. The
compatibility level specification permits different releases of MIM to coexist in the same complex. COMPATLEVEL controls
the activation or suppression of features.

Specify the compatibility level using:
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• The MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL statement, which you specify in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• The ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL command, which you issue to change the COMPATLEVEL of the complex.

The MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL statement denotes the level at which the MIM complex operates, regardless of the releases
on the individual systems that make up the complex. The COMPATLEVEL value must be the same on all systems in the
MIM complex.

Example 1: Using COMPATLEVEL with active systems

Starting MIM r12.0 on a system joining an existing MIM r11.9 MIMplex currently running COMPATLEVEL=11.9, assume:

SYSA
Running MIM r11.9 at COMPATLEVEL=11.9

SYSB
Running MIM r11.9 at COMPATLEVEL=11.9

SYSC
Running MIM r11.9 at COMPATLEVEL=11.9

Assuming you want to start MIM r12.0 on SYSC, the process would be as follows:

1. Stop the MIM r11.9 task on SYSC.
2. Start MIM r12.0 task on SYSC with COMPATLEVEL=11.9 specified in MIMINIT.

MIM r12.0 on SYSC then joins the existing COMPATLEVEL=11.9 MIMplex (SYSA and SYSB) without any errors.

In order to roll out MIM r12.0 to SYSA and SYSB:

1. Stop MIM r11.9 task on SYSB.
2. Start MIM r12.0 task on SYSB with COMPATLEVEL=11.9 specified in MIMINIT.
3. Stop MIM r11.9 task on SYSA.
4. Start MIM r12.0 task on SYSA with COMPATLEVEL=11.9 specified in MIMINIT.

MIM r12.0 is now running on all three systems at COMPATLEVEL=11.9. To move to COMPATLEVEL=12.0 (without
formatting MIM control or checkpoint files, which would require a global shutdown):

1. Issue the following MIM command on any single system in the MIMplex: ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL=12.0
2. Code COMPATLEVEL=12.0 in the MIMINIT member within the MIM parmlib.

NOTE
COMPATLEVEL=12.0 cannot be specified on any MIM statement or command until all systems in the MIMplex
are running MIM r12.0.

Example 2: Using COMPATLEVEL with inactive systems

In this example:

• MIM r12.0 is up and running on SYSA and SYSB and at COMPATLEVEL=11.9
• SYSC is currently down and FREED.

The ACTIVATE COMPATEVEL command expects all systems that are coded on the DEFSYS statement to be active. Use
the FORCE option on the ACTIVATE command.

For example, if you entered the ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL command without the FORCE option, you would see the
following messages:

F MIM,ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL=12.0 

MIM0067 COMMAND ACTIVATE 

MIM0628E ACTIVATE command aborted; all defined systems not active 
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MIM rejected the command, because MIM is not active on SYSC. To avoid the rejection, append the FORCE operand:

F MIM,ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL=(12.0,FORCE) 

MIM0067 COMMAND ACTIVATE 

MIM0616I ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL=12.0 has been scheduled 

MIM0619I COMPATLEVEL 12.0 accepted 

MIM0620I COMPATLEVEL 12.0 activation in progress 

MIM0621I COMPATLEVEL 12.0 activation complete 

The next time MIM is started on SYSC, start MIM r12.0 with COMPATLEVEL=12.0.

How You Use ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL with Checkpoint Files
When using the dynamic compatibility level feature with checkpoint files, format the local checkpoint file to start MIM if
either of the following conditions is true:

• The system on which you start MIM was never included in the activate process.
For example, you are running MIM r11.9 on three systems (SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC). The current COMPATLEVEL
specification is 11.9. On SYSC, MIM is not active and is therefore currently freed.
Shut down MIM r11.9 one system at a time and bring up MIM r12.0 with COMPATLEVEL=11.9 (SYSA and SYSB). You
do not start MIM on SYSC (which is in a freed state). You then issue the command:

ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL=(12.0,FORCE) 

The FORCE option tells MIM to ignore the freed systems (SYSC in this case). Now you have SYSA and SYSB
running at the MIM r12.0 level. After issuing the ACTIVATE command update the MIMPARMS data set with
MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL=12.0. If you decide to bring MIM r12.0 up on SYSC, format the local checkpoint file using
FORMAT=CHKPT on the startup command.

• You have issued a successful ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL command and decide to revert to the previous release using
a control file format.
For example, you are running MIM r12.0 on three systems using COMPATLEVEL 12.0. You decide to revert to release
11.9 by a global shutdown and a control file format.
In this case, the proper procedure is to update the MIMPARMS data set with COMPATLEVEL=11.9. Shut down the
systems globally, and start with a FORMAT=BOTH on the first system, and FORMAT=CHKPT on all subsequent
systems.

How You Activate New Features with ACTIVATE FEATURE
New features can be dynamically activated using the ACTIVATE FEATURE command. This command prevents the
need for a global shutdown and control file format. The ACTIVATE FEATURE command works similar to the ACTIVATE
COMPATLEVEL command. The biggest difference is that new FEATURES are not tied to a release boundary and their
activation is optional.

Specify the compatibility level using:

• The MIMINIT FEATURE statement, which you specify in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• The ACTIVATE FEATURE command, which you issue to activate a new feature.

The MIMINIT FEATURE statement denotes which features should be activated at startup. The FEATURE value must be
the same on all systems in the MIM complex.

Example 1: Using FEATURE with active systems

1. Ensure that MIM has all necessary PTFs or Releases installed containing the Feature you wish to activate. This must
be true on all systems.
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2. Enter F MIM,ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename (on one system only)

MIM0684I ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename has been scheduled

MIM0619I ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename accepted

MIM0620I ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename in progress

MIM0621I ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename complete

3. Update the MIMINIT statement in the init member with FEATURE=featurename

Example 2: Using ACTIVATE FEATURE with inactive systems

In this example:

• MIM is up and running on SYSA and SYSB with no Features active.
• SYSC is currently down and FREED.

The ACTIVATE FEATURE command expects all systems that are coded on the DEFSYS statement to be active. Use the
FORCE option on the ACTIVATE command.

For example, if you entered the ACTIVATE FEATURE command without the FORCE option, you would see the following
messages:

F MIM,ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename 

MIM0067 COMMAND ACTIVATE 

MIM0628E ACTIVATE command aborted; all defined systems not active 

MIM rejected the command, because MIM is not active on SYSC. To avoid the rejection, append the FORCE operand:

F MIM,ACTIVATE FEATURE=(HYPERSTAR,FORCE) 

Command ACTIVATE

MIM0684I ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename has been scheduled

MIM0619I ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename accepted

MIM0620I ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename in progress

MIM0621I ACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename complete

The next time MIM is started on SYSC, start MIM with MIMINIT FEATURE=featurename.

How You Use ACTIVATE FEATURE with Checkpoint Files
When using the ACTIVATE FEATURE command with checkpoint files, format the local checkpoint file when starting MIM if
either of the following conditions is true:

• The system on which you start MIM was not active at the time of the ACTIVATE FEATURE command.

How to DEACTIVATE a FEATURE
If you decide to deactivate a Feature, simply use the DEACTIVATE command. In this example there are external systems
in a FREED state, so the FORCE operand is necessary:

F MIM,DEACTIVATE FEATURE=(featurename,FORCE)

MIM0067I Command DEACTIVATE

MIM0684I DEACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename has been scheduled

MIM0619I DEACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename accepted

MIM0620I DEACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename in progress

MIM0621I DEACTIVATE FEATURE=featurename complete
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Sysplex Considerations
Each MIM component has specific considerations for operating in a sysplex. For details, see the appropriate Programming
Guide for each component.

Performance Considerations
MIM provides resource serialization services among multiple z/OS operating systems. MII lets sites share DASD
resources, MIA lets sites share tape devices. MIC allows console data (messages and commands) to be routed across
systems. A number of factors, both internal and external to the MIM address space, can cause MIM to provide less than
optimal global ENQ service times.

External factors, like dispatching priority have a direct impact on the performance of the MIM address space. These
factors can degrade MIM ENQ service times.

The following MIM internal parameters can also affect performance:

• Type of cross-system communication method selected
• MIM features activated
• Type and volume of managed workload
• Page fixing MIM control block storage
• Offloading MIM work to zIIP engines

This section examines the internal and external factors that can affect MIM performance in your environment.

MIM Driver Control Program
The MIM Driver is the primary control program in the MIM address space. The MIM Driver supervises the overall activities
of the MIM address space, regardless of which MIM components or facilities are activated. MIM Driver code in a given
MIM address space provides the following:

• Initialization, synchronization, and termination processes
• Control file error recovery and migration processes
• Control file serialization and I/O operations
• Command and message processing
• Virtual storage management
• Subtask management
• Lock management
• Diagnostic tracing
• SMF recording

Control File Internals
There are two primary structures found in all MIM control files. The first structure is the Global Management Record
(GMR), which contains information about the status of every MIM address space in the MIMplex. And secondly, MIM
transactions are routed through the MIM control file and represent managed resources activity. The Global Management
Record (GMR) and MIM transactions in this chapter discuss these internal MIM control file structures in detail.

Global Management Record (GMR)

The internal structure of the control file is the same regardless of the type of control file medium (DASD, coupling facility,
CTC, or XCF) being used. The internal structure of a MIM control file always consists of a GMR followed by transactions.
The GMR is created as part of the control file formatting process and contains information regarding the following:
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• Identity of each system in the MIMplex (system name, alias, index number)
• Current status of the MIM address space on each system: active, freed, migrating, and so on
• Time of last control file access for every MIM address space
• Control file structural information (BLKSIZE, COMPATLEVEL, and so on)
• Control file statistics (access rates, transaction counts)

The following illustration depicts the internal structure of a MIM control file.
Figure 6: MIMProg_IntStructCntlFile

The first block of a control file contains the GMR and a number of MIM transactions. All subsequent blocks in the MIM
control file are used to temporarily store MIM transactions. Transactions are deleted from the control file as soon as all
MIM address spaces have read and processed them.

Control File Cycle

The term control file cycle refers to the process of an individual MIM address space obtaining serialization to the control
file, reading, processing, and writing data to and from the control file, and then finally releasing the control file. A single
control file cycle is all that is required by a MIM address space to update its “picture” of all outstanding resources in the
MIMplex. The star topology has been employed by MIM for over 20 years and is currently used with both the physical and
virtual control file architectures.

The internal MIM processes involved in every control file cycle is illustrated here:

RESERVE the control file

 Read and copy the first block (GMR) into local storage

 Check the state of the MIMplex by interrogating the GMR

 Read and direct incoming transactions to each component driver (MIA, MII, MIC)

 Receive outbound transactions from each component driver

 Update the GMR residing in private storage

 Write new GMR and transactions out to the control file

RELEASE the control file

The duration of a single control file cycle depends on a number of factors. The more transactions there are to process, the
longer the duration of a control file cycle. The volume of transactions is governed by the amount of resource activity on
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a system combined with whether MIM is managing those resources. MIM parameters tell MIM what type of resources it
should be managing. The more resources you tell MIM to manage, the more MIM transactions that are generated, and the
longer each control file cycle.

One way to optimize MIM is to ensure your MIM parameters involving transaction processing are defined correctly. There
are a number of MIM parameter definitions that may cause unnecessary MIM transactions to be created, or may cause
unnecessary MIM address space overhead, which elongates the control file cycle times.

You can also expect elongated MIM control file cycle times on systems that are CPU constrained, real storage
constrained, or I/O bound.

Another aspect of control file cycle processing that affects the cycle completion time is that the frequency of control file
cycles is different on every system in the MIMplex. Control file cycles are driven by either of two events:

• Managed workload activity
• A timer expiration

MIM on a system with a large amount of managed enqueue requests will access the control file more frequently than MIM
on a system that has very little managed enqueue requests. If you have a MIMplex comprised of systems running a range
of heavy to light enqueue workloads, then MIM address spaces on those systems will be accessing the control file at
different frequencies. In other words, MIM on a production system may perform control file cycles at a rate of 25 times per
second, while MIM on a test system may perform a control file cycle only one time per second. Severely disproportionate
control file access rates by MIM on different systems will elongate individual control file cycle times and, in turn, degrade
MIM transaction processing times.

MIM Transactions

The other main structures found in MIM control files are MIM transactions. There are over 28 different MIM transactions
that represent changes to managed resources. Each MIM component has transactions unique to that component. The
following table illustrates some of the transaction types associated with each MIM component:

Component Transaction Types
MIM GLOBALVALUE changes
MIA Tape device status changes, preferencing
MII Enqueues, dequeues, conflicts, job requeue

The size of a particular MIM transaction is variable in length. For example, the size of a MIC cross-system message
transaction is dependent on the length of the message text. Likewise, the size of a MII enqueue transaction is dependent
on the resource name length (RNAME): the longer the data set name, the longer the MII transaction. In its simplest form,
an individual MIM transaction is mapped something like this:

Transaction Map
Size
Type
Flags
Routing Mask
Transaction-specific
Data

The routing mask field is used to direct the transaction to specific systems. For example, if a user on SYSA is granted
access to a particular data set, then MII on SYSB and SYSC needs to be informed of this fact. In this case, MII on SYSA
creates a transaction having a routing mask for SYSB and SYSC, and writes the transaction to the MIM control file. Once
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MIM on SYSB and SYSC have read and processed this transaction, it is deleted from the control file. Remember that MIM
transactions are in the control file for a brief period of time-ideally for less than one second. The more often each MIM
address space accesses the control file, the faster MIM transactions are processed and deleted from the control file, so
the complex-wide throughput time will be better.

Control File Blocks and the Global-Copy Process

The MIM control file must be large enough to handle the volume of transactions generated as part of a global-copy
operation.

The number of control file blocks in-use at any moment in time is very fluid. In a typical synchronized MIMplex, only
one or two control file blocks are used from control file cycle to control file cycle. The largest usage of control file blocks
occurs during MIMplex transition states such as when a new MIM address space is joining an existing MIMplex, or when a
control file migration occurs. During these transition states, MIM generates a large volume of transactions to represent all
outstanding resources at the moment the transition state began. This allows the newly joining system (or re-synchronizing
systems, in the case of a migration) to immediately understand the global resource environment at that moment in time.

If MIM is using a physical control file, the global copy will be sent from the first system to detects that a global copy is
required. If MIM is using a virtual control file, and the MIMPLEX is synchonized, then the global copy will be sent from
the current VCF Controller system. The volume of transactions generated during a given global-copy operation is totally
dependent on the amount of managed resource activity at the time the global-copy was initiated. Once all global-copy
transactions have been placed in the control file, the newly joining MIM address space will read, process, and remove
them from the control file. At that point, the newly joining system is synchronized with the rest of the MIMplex. Once all
global-copy transactions are removed from the control file, the MIMplex resumes to using only one or two control file
blocks.

The MIM control file must be large enough to handle the volume of transactions generated as part of a global-copy
operation. If the control file is too small, then MIM attempts to use an alternate control file. If all alternate control files are
too small, then MIM ends abnormally with a U0095 RC=55. To avoid this abend, you must provide a control file large
enough to handle a global-copy operations should it be initiated during peak enqueue processing times. The maximum
number of blocks used during a global-copy operation in your environment can be determined by examining the MAX
USED field shown with the DISPLAY IO command. MIM also provides an early warning feature that provides an alert
message when you exceed 50% of the total number of control file blocks.

Note: For more information, see the details on the SETOPTION CFSIZEWARN parameter in the Statement and
Command Reference Guide.

Control File Externals
This section discusses the two fundamental, high-level architectures of cross-system communication used by MIM. The
two primary types of MIM control file architectures are referred to as the physical architecture and the virtual architecture.
While the internal structures of physical and virtual control files are exactly the same, differences do exist as to how
MIM Driver serializes access and performs I/O operation with each type of control file. This section takes a look at the
differences between the MIM physical and virtual control file architectures.

Physical Control Files

Physical control files reside on hardware devices that are accessible by all systems in the enterprise. Examples of
physical control files would be 1) a control file residing on shared DASD hardware and 2) a list structure residing in a
coupling facility. With DASD control files, serializing access is achieved using RESERVE/DEQ macros and I/O operations
are performed using the STARTIO macro. With coupling facility control files, serialization is achieved and I/O operations
are performed using Cross System Extended Services (XES) IXL* macros. For this reason, the MIM coupling facility
control files are commonly referred to as XES control files.
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The following illustration shows these concepts:

Virtual Control Files

The second type of MIM control file is known as a virtual control file (VCF). A VCF resides in the data space of a selected
MIM address space. The MIM address space that controls the VCF is known as the controller MIM address space. The
MIM controller address space is charged with managing or serializing access to the VCF found in its data space. The
other systems in the enterprise are knows as MIM requester systems. Requester systems request the VCF by sending
requests to the MIM controller address space. The MIM controller queues and services these requests on a first in, first
out basis. When a requester request reaches the top of the queue, the MIM controller will transfer the VCF from its data
space to the MIM requester address space using MIM-allocated CTC devices, or through the Cross System Coupling
Facility (XCF) component of z/OS. The requester MIM address space will then read and update the VCF and then transfer
the updated copy back to the controller. The controller will then service the next VCF requester, which may be another
MIM requester or the MIM controller itself.

Serialization of the VCF is achieved by the VCF management code running in the controller MIM address space. When
the VCF is being transported using MIM-allocated CTC devices, I/O operations are performed using low-level IOS
services.

If you chose the MIM XCF communication option, VCF I/O operations are performed using XCF IXC macros. When
MIM presents the VCF to XCF for cross-system transport, XCF may use XCF-allocated CTC devices, or XCF-allocated
coupling facility list structures to actually perform the cross-system transfer on the behalf of MIM. The transport vehicle
employed by XCF is transparent to MIM as MIM is simply registered with XCF as an application. The following illustration
shows these concepts:
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Control File Media and Performance
The hardware medium that is used to store the MIM Physical Control File (DASD or a coupling facility) or transmit the
MIM virtual control file (CTC or XCF) has a direct impact on the ability of MIM to process work efficiently. The faster MIM
can read and write transactions to the MIM control file, the faster the MIM service requesters are dispatched and, in turn,
greater system throughput is achieved.

One of the measurements used to gauge control file performance is the Average Cycle Time displayed with the MIM
DISPLAY IO command. The Average Cycle Time reflects how long a control file cycle takes to complete. Control file cycle
time begins at the moment the control file reserve is requested, includes the time it takes to obtain the reserve and read
and write transaction data to the control file, and ends when the control file is released. This performance measurement is
accurate for both physical and virtual control files.

The following table shows reasonable Average Cycle Times for various MIM control file mediums and architectures. This
table is intended to show comparative rates between the various mediums and architectures.

Average Cycle Time Control File Type Control File Medium MIM address spaces
25 ms physical ESCON DASD all
15 ms physical FICON DASD all
10 ms virtual CTC requester
10 ms virtual XCF requester
6 ms virtual CTC controller
6 ms virtual XCF controller
4 ms physical XES all

Due to numerous environmental factors, the Average Cycle Times in a particular enterprise may be slightly higher or lower
than those values shown here. You can see from this table that the type of medium used to store or transmit the MIM
control file has a direct impact on the performance of the product. Again, the faster the control file cycle, the faster MIM
transactions are processed, and the better the complex-wide enqueue throughput.
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How to Set a Preferred Communication Path for VCF Communication
You can use a combination of XCF and CTC paths at any given time when you use the default value of
COMPATLEVEL=12.0.

Set your preference for VCF as follows:

• Display the available VCF paths using the following command:

DISPLAY PATH

• Before you start MIM:
Specify the preferred type for the VCF communication on the MIMINIT member using the following statement:

MIMINIT VCFPREFERENCE statement

• While MIM is executing:
Change the VCFPREFERENCE using the following command:

SETOPT VCFPREFERENCE

NOTE
VCFPREFERENCE is enforced when MIM initiates the VCF communication from a requester system to the
controller system. Setting VCFPREFERENCE has no immediate effect on the controller system.

If MIM currently uses the VCF communication, it automatically selects a path according to the current VCFPREFERENCE
setting. However, if a path of the preferred type is not available, MIM uses any available path.

NOTE
See Statement and Command Reference  for more information about VCFPREFERENCE.

Tuning Control File Access Rates
Control file cycles are driven by either of the following two events:

• Managed workload activity
• Timer expiration

Systems having higher managed workloads cause MIM Driver to access the control file more frequently than systems
with little managed workload. By default, MIM accesses its control file one time per second. It is therefore possible to have
MIM on some systems accessing the control file 20 or 30 times per second, while MIM on other systems is accessing
the control file only one time per second. Environments generating such disproportionate control file access rates will not
achieve the best possible transaction processing times.

The objective of control file access tuning is to provide a global (MIMplex-wide) balance of control file access rates; this
ensures efficient transaction processing and, in turn, optimizes throughput on all systems in the MIMplex.

Tuning control file access rates is most critical for sites using the MII component of MIM. MII transaction processing
has the lowest delay tolerance of any of the MIM component transactions. In other words, a delay in MII transaction
processing has a more direct impact on system throughput than MIA or MIC transactions. If a MIA (tape device status)
or MIC (message or command) takes one second to process, then it has little bearing on system throughout. However, if
every MII enqueue transaction took 1 second to process, then this would severely degrade a workload-intense production
system. Tuning control file access, while important for all MIM address spaces, is most critical for customers running the
MII component of MIM. Therefore, this section is geared toward tuning MIM address spaces having the MII component
activated. You can use the DISPLAY FACILITIES command to determine which MIM components and facilities are active
in a given MIM address space.

Tuning control file access rates is important regardless of the control file architecture or medium being used in your
particular environment. Balancing control file access rates is desirable regardless of whether you are using a DASD
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control file, an XES control file, or any of the virtual control file methods. The control file tuning methods outlined here are
viable for all MIM control file architectures.

Tuning control file access rates is an exercise that should be undertaken several times per year or when changes are
made to your MIMplex. Changes to, or shifting of, managed workloads can alter control file access rates such that a
previously balanced MIMplex becomes disproportionate once again. It is also recommended that you examine control file
performance after processor upgrades are performed, or when systems are added or removed from your MIMplex.

The process of tuning control file access rates involves two steps or phases. The Analysis phase involves issuing the
MIM DISPLAY IO and DISPLAY SERVICE commands on all systems in the MIMplex, and then analyzing the data for
indications of unbalanced control file access rates. The Implementation phase involves the manual manipulation of the
MIM tuning parameters to increase or decrease control file access rates on one or more systems. The MIM parameters
used during the implementation phase are SETOPTION MODE, INTERVAL, and CYCLE. The following sections on
control file tuning explain the processes involved in tuning control file cycle rates.

Automatically Tuning Control File Access Rates

The AUTOTUNE option lets MIM automatically tune control file access rates. This option prevents customers from tuning
the accesses manually and often, depending on the workload of each system in the MIMplex.

In many datacenters, the ENQ/DEQ workload can vary dramatically on the individual systems in a MIMplex. Some
systems might have ENQ rates well over 100 per second, while others the ENQ rate might be near zero for long
periods of time. This situation is normal and dependent on the type of work done on each system.

This situation causes an unusual type of performance problem. In a busy MIMplex, hundreds of transactions can
accumulate in the control file before the low-activity system gets around to accessing the file. This accumulation
causes unnecessary overhead on the busy systems which shows up in both extra CPU time, and slower control file
access times. 

The net effect is that the presence of a low-activity system can impact the performance, and cost of operation of MIM on
all other systems in the MIMplex.

When you enable the AUTOTUNE option, MIM periodically evaluates the recent transaction process rate. For example,
the average number of transactions processed per CF cycle during the evaluation interval.

• If the rate is too high, the effective interval decreases.
• If the rate is too low, the effective interval increases, but it does not go higher than the current SETOPTION INTERVAL

value.

NOTE

For more details about the SET MIM AUTOTUNE option, see the Statement and Command Reference. 

Control File Tuning Analysis

Contents

The objective of the analysis phase is to:

• Examine your control file access rates (frequencies)
• Determine your MII enqueue service rates for every MIM address space in your MIMplex.

There are two MIM commands that provide the information used in the analysis phase: DISPLAY IO and DISPLAY
SERVICE.

How To Display Control File Processing Information

The DISPLAY IO command provides information about your control file-processing environment.
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WARNING
Every MIM address space has unique control file processing data.

Therefore, issue the DISPLAY IO command on every system in the MIMplex, and examine it on a system-by-system
basis. Among the information, provided is:

• Communication method employed
• Number of blocks allocated
• Maximum number of blocks used
• Date and time of last format.

A great deal of information is displayed, however, the most important statistics involve the control file cycle rates and
transaction processing data. The following illustration shows the DISPLAY IO data:

MIM0039 CONTROL FILE I/O DISPLAY: 

  COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY   CURRENT=DASD 

  MODE=DEMAND      CYCLES=1           INTERVAL=1.000

  FILE=00 NAME=MIM.PRIMARY                                  UNIT=2DC8

  TOTAL BLOCKS=1200    MAX USED=547     FREE=1199    BLKSIZE=6144

  LAST FORMAT:  2003.119   TOTAL READS=408.463M     WRITES=220.841M

  LAST RESTART AT  07:59:53 ON 2003.119 

    COUNT: CYC=15.166M     BLOCKS READ=57.638M8    WRITTEN=27.639M

     XACT READ=88.885M       PROCESSED=44.093M     WRITTEN=26.650M

    AVG:   CYC=0.085302    BLOCKS READ=3.788       WRITTEN=4.120 

     XACT READ=95.529        PROCESSED=2.907.000   WRITTEN=1.757 

    RATE:  CYC=21.571      BLOCKS READ=165.584     WRITTEN=79.404 

     XACT READ=2400.309      PROCESSED=120.025     WRITTEN=76.561

The key fields used in the control file tuning analysis phase have been bolded in the preceding illustration. The following
describes each of these key fields:

AVG: CYC=.085302
Represents the average control file cycle completion time in seconds. It is comprised of:

• Time required to obtain the control file reserve.
• Read and process any transactions on the file.
• Process any local requests, including:

– Writing any transactions
– Releasing the control file
– Performing any post file processing
– Wait time before attempting the next control file access.

For example, the control file cycles on this system are taking 85 milliseconds, which is not acceptable for a 3390
DASD control file.

NOTE
The faster the control file cycle time, the more optimized MIM performance.

BLOCKS READ=3.788 WRITTEN=4.120
Indicates, on average, how many control file blocks are read from and written to the control file during each
control file cycle. Optimally tuned MIMplexes have a value of less than 1.1 for each of these fields when
COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY is specified.
A higher value usually means one or more MIM address spaces are not accessing the control file frequently
enough. The transactions destined for those systems are constantly read and rewritten by MIM on your more
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active, workload intense systems. Values of 3.788 and 4.120 as shown in the example are not considered
acceptable.
If COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD/CTCONLY/XCF is specified, then it may be acceptable to have BLDS READ
and BLKS WRITTEN larger than 1.1. When MIM uses a virtual control file, the data is read and written using VCF
buffers. The MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE statement, with a default of 32768, determines the size of this buffer.
The maximum number of blocks of data are "packed" into this VCF buffer, when it reads and writes data to the
VCF controller system. Current BLKSIZE value determines the amount of data in each block. Use the DISPLAY
IO command to displays this value.
Examples:
AVG BLOCKS READ value is 2.0 and MIMINIT BLKSIZE is 6144, then MIM usually reads 12288 bytes of data
during each control file transaction.
AVG BLOCKS READ value is 7.0 and MIMINIT BLKSIZE is 6144, then MIM usually reads 43008 bytes of data
during each control file transaction.
VCFBUFFERSIZE value is 32768. MIM is not able to fit all of the data into one VCF buffer, and requires multiple
VCF buffers for each control file access. The number of I/Os required are increased to complete each control file
cycle. A more appropriate value for VCFBUFFERSIZE in this example would be 44000.

RATE: CYC=21.571
This field represents the number of control file cycles per second. The frequency of control file cycles is driven by
either of two events:

• Managed workload activity
• A timer expiration

MIM on a system with large amounts of managed enqueue requests, accesses the control file more frequently.
Each MIM address space on a MIMplex containing systems running heavy to light enqueue workloads ranges,
access the control file at different frequencies..
MIM on a production system performs control file cycles at a rate of 25 times per second. On a test system, MIM
performs a control file cycle only one time per second. Severely disproportionate control file access rates by MIM
on different systems elongate individual control file cycle times, and degrade MIM transaction processing times.
Acceptable values for this field vary from site to site depending upon a number of factors. If this value is too high,
then MIM address space CPU consumption increases. If this value is too low, then MIMplex throughput suffers.
For most sites, this value is set to 30 or less on any system. Some sites, however, use XES control files with
average cycle rates as high as 45 control file cycles per second with great success. The number of control file
cycles per second can be increased or decreased on a system-by-system basis. For more information see,
Control File Tuning: Implementation.

XACT READ=2400.309 PROCESSED=120.025
These fields represent the average number of transactions read, and the number of transactions processed by
this system, during each control file cycle. In MIM, transactions remain in the control file for a very short time.
Once a transaction is read and processed by all MIM address spaces, that transaction is removed from the control
file.
During every control file cycle, the MIM address space reads in every transaction from the control file. MIM
examines the routing mask to determine the transaction needs for processing by this system. A transaction
previously processed by an earlier control file cycle is written back to the control file with new transactions. The
process of reading constantly, but not process the transactions of other systems, causes the Transactions Read to
Processed ratio to increase.
Ideally, you want every MIM address space to process at least one out of every ten transactions it reads from
the control file. The preferred Transactions Read to Processed ratio is within 10 to 1. This ratio can be calculated
by dividing the Transactions Read value by the Transactions Processed value. In the above example, during
each control file cycle this system reads, on average, 2400 transactions from the control file. Where only 120
transactions are destined for this system. This means that during every control file this system is reading 2280
transactions that are not for this system. The Transactions Read to Processed ratio in the example is roughly 20
to 1, which is not acceptable. Increasing or decreasing the number of control file cycles per second on certain
systems will correct this problem.
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How You Display Enqueue Request Information

The DISPLAY SERVICE command provides information about enqueue requests being handled by MII. The data is
unique to each MIM address space in your complex. Therefore, you should issue the DISPLAY SERVICE command on
every system in the MIMplex, and examine the displays on each system. The most important information is the number of
enqueue requests and the time per enqueue request. The following illustration shows the DISPLAY SERVICE data:

MIM1021 GDIF SERVICE DISPLAY 

    REQUESTS    TIME/REQUEST    RATE/SECOND   RATE/CYCLE      SINCE 

   16,896,706     0.075351       59.900       1.180  08:00:37 2003.119

The key fields used in the control file tuning analysis phase have been bolded in the preceding illustration. The following
describes each of these key fields:

REQUESTS: 16,896,706
The REQUESTS field represents the number of managed enqueue requests that have been handled by MII on
the system. Examining this field on each system helps you determine which systems are your workload-intense
systems in terms of enqueue processing. You will find that the number of enqueue requests on a system has a
direct correlation to the AVG: CYC value (DISPLAY IO command) in that the more enqueue requests on a system,
the more control file cycles per second that system will perform. Production systems will have more enqueue
requests and control file cycles per second than test or development systems.

TIME/REQUEST: 0.075351 SECS
The TIME/REQUEST field represents the average number of seconds it takes MII to service an individual
managed enqueue request. A wide variety of internal and external factors have an impact on the MIM enqueue
service times. Acceptable values for this field are between .050 (50ms) and .070 (70ms). Tuned MIMplexes will
have values lower than the acceptable standards, and many sites enjoy values in the single-digit range (6ms).
Our example of 75.351ms is definitely not in the range of acceptable enqueue service times.

Analysis Phase Summary

By examining the DISPLAY IO and DISPLAY SERVICE statistics for every system in the MIMplex, you should be able to
identify certain systems that are not performing control file cycles often enough to keep pace with your workload-intense
systems. Because enqueue workload is the primary factor in driving control file cycles, MIM on systems with low enqueue
workloads do not perform control file cycles as often as MIM tasks on workload-intense systems. MIM on low workload
systems may access the control file only one time per second, while MIM on workload-intense systems may perform
control file cycles 25 times per second.

Because of the disproportionate cycle rates (access frequencies), MIM on workload-intense systems will have to
constantly reread and rewrite transactions destined for systems that are not accessing the control file often enough. The
process of continuously rereading an rewriting latent transactions causes more control file blocks to be used, more control
file I/O operations, elongated control file cycle times, inefficient transaction processing rates, and less than optimum
throughput.

Based on the data in the DISPLAY IO and DISPLAY SERVICE illustrations used earlier in this section, the following
analysis can be made: the MIMplex is communicating across systems using a DASD control file. It is performing control
file cycles at a rate of roughly 22 times per second. Control file cycles are most likely driven by the fact that it has a fairly
high enqueue workload (the number of requests is 16,896,706). This MIMplex appears to be poorly tuned because of the
following facts:

• The number of blocks read and written are more than the acceptable value of 1.1 for COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY.
• The average control file cycle time is longer than the acceptable value of 80ms (for 3390 DASD control file).
• The transactions read to transactions processed ratio is more than the acceptable 10:1.
• The enqueue time per request is above the highest acceptable value of 70ms. This is the most important factor.
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In short, there seems to be one or more external systems in the MIMplex that are not accessing the control file often
enough, and this system is constantly having to reread and rewrite the transactions of that system. The DISPLAY IO and
DISPLAY SERVICE data from the external systems should be examined to determine which system is not accessing the
control file often enough.

Note: To see how this can be corrected, see Control File Tuning: Example in this chapter.

The purpose of the analysis phase is to help you identify which systems may not be accessing the control file often
enough in your MIMplex. It can also be used to identify which systems may be dominating the control file due to enormous
enqueue workloads, although this is rare. In any case, MIM parameters can be defined to increase or decrease control file
cycles if the analysis phase shows MIM on certain systems to be accessing the control file too often, or not enough. The
control file tuning sections on parameters and implementation in this chapter explain how to use these MIM parameters to
increase or decrease control file cycles on specific systems.

Control File Tuning Parameters

Balancing control file cycles across the MIMplex will improve transaction processing efficiency, reduce control file block
count usage, reduce the average control file cycle time, reduce individual enqueue service time, and improve overall
MIMplex throughput. The objective of this section is to provide an understanding of the MIM parameters that are used to
regulate control file cycle rates on one or more systems in the MIMplex. The  MIM SETOPTION commands can be used
to dynamically alter the MIM internal control file cycle processes. The result of these commands is to either increase or
decrease control file cycles on a given system. Let us take a look at the parameters used to tune MIM control file cycle
rates.

SETOPTION MODE=DEMAND/GROUPS

When running in DEMAND mode, mostly local MIA or MII resource activity drives local control file cycles. If no MIA or
MII activity is present, then MIM Driver performs a control file cycle at the expiration of a timer value, which is calculated
based on your SETOPTION CYCLE and INTERVAL parameters. DEMAND is the default processing mode as it allows MII
enqueue activity to be handled in the most expedient manner. When running in GROUPS mode, local control file cycles
are not driven by local managed resource activity, but by a timer expiration. GROUPS mode processing waits for a timer
to expire, then checks to see if there are local MIA or MII transactions to propagate (any that have been queued/grouped
while waiting for the timer to expire), and then performs a control file cycle. Because DEMAND mode processing performs
a control file cycle as soon as access to a locally managed resource is requested (on demand), it is the more preferred
mode of operation.

DEMAND MODE can be used to increase control file cycles on systems that do not have enough MIA or MII activity
to keep pace with other more heavily loaded systems. When running in DEMAND mode, CYCLE=1, and reducing the
INTERVAL value from its default of 1, you can force control file cycles to occur more frequently. The following table
illustrates the number of control file cycles that occur when you set the INTERVAL parameter to a particular value when in
DEMAND mode.

Using this technique you can increase the number of control file cycles to an appropriate level. For example, if you
found that MIM on a system was performing control file cycles only one time per second, you could issue a SETOPT
MODE=DEMAND,CYCLE=1, INTERVAL=.1 command on that system and MIM on that system would immediately begin
performing control file cycles at a rate of 10 times per second.

Interval Value Number of Control File Cycles per Second
1.00 1
0.50 2
0.20 5
0.15 7
0.10 10
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0.08 13
0.06 17
0.05 20
0.04 25
0.03 33

GROUPS MODE is typically used to decrease the number of control file cycles. On rare occasions, some systems
dominate the control file due to the fact that they have so much managed enqueue activity that they perform control
file cycles at an excessive rate. This causes other systems to be locked out of the control file resulting in intermittent
MIM0100 or MIM0200 messages. In these cases, it may be recommended that you place MIM on that system in
GROUPS mode, set CYCLE to 1, and use the INTERVAL value to reduce the control file access rate. The preceding table
illustrates the number of control file cycles that will occur when you set the INTERVAL parameter to a particular value
when in GROUPS mode and have CYCLE set to 1.

Using this technique, you can decrease the number of control file cycles to an appropriate level. For example, if you found
that MIM on a system was performing control file cycles at an excessive rate of 60 times per second when in DEMAND
MODE, you could issue a SETOPT MODE=GROUPS,CYCLE=1, INTERVAL=.04 command on that system and MIM
would immediately begin performing control file cycles at a decreased rate of only 25 times per second.

While running MIM in GROUPS mode on a system will reduce the number of control file cycles and reduce MII address
space CPU consumption, it will also degrade MII enqueue service times. Therefore, placing a MIM address space in
GROUPS mode should be performed only after consulting with Technical Support.

Control File Tuning Implementation

In the previous sections you learned that you can use the DISPLAY IO and DISPLAY SERVICE commands to analyze
control file cycle and transaction processing rates. You also learned that you could use the SETOPTION MODE, CYCLE,
and INTERVAL parameters to increase or decrease MIM control file cycle rates on individual systems. In this section, you
learn the procedures that you can use to tune control file access rates in your MIMplex.

1. Although not mandatory, it is best to begin with MIM having the defaults of SETOPTION MODE=DEMAND, CYCLE=1,
INTERVAL=1. Your current values for these MIM parameters can be determined by issuing the DISPLAY IO command
on every system. If you find that you are not running with these defaults, then you can execute the SETOPTION
command to change these parameters to their defaults.

2. Issue DISPLAY IO=RESET and DISPLAY SERVICE=RESET to MIM on every system. This will re-initialize the
performance statistics and will allow all MIM address spaces to begin accumulating statistics from the same starting
point.

3. Allow the statistics to accumulate for at least a 24-hour period. This lets MIM to acquire statistics for all shifts, and
ideally includes your heaviest workload period.

4. Issue the DISPLAY IO and DISPLAY SERVICE commands on all systems. Print the statistics.
You will notice that the display data has two parts, one containing statistics since MIM startup, and the other containing
statistics since last reset. You will want to use the statistics accumulated since the last reset command was issued.
Analyze the statistics. Determine which systems, if any, need to be performing more control file cycles. Usually, control
file access tuning involves increasing control file cycles only on one or two systems.

NOTE
For help with interpreting this data, see Control File Tuning: Analysis in this chapter. If you would like
assistance in analyzing your MIMplex statistics, contact MIM Technical Support.

5. Issue a SETOPTION MODE, CYCLE, or INTERVAL command on the selected system to adjust control file access
rates appropriate to your environment. The command SETOPTION INTERVAL=.1 provides a control file cycle rate
of 10 accesses per second and is a safe starting point when it is desirable to increase the number of cycles on
an inactive system. The SETOPTION CYCLE=1 should always used unless otherwise directed by MIM Technical
Support.
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NOTE
More information: Control File Tuning: Parameters

6. Issue the commands DISPLAY IO=RESET and DISPLAY SERVICE=RESET to MIM on every system. This re-
initializes the MIM performance statistics and lets MIM begin accumulating statistics reflecting the effects of your
altered MIM tuning parameters.

7. Allow the new statistics to accumulate for 24 hours.
8. Issue the DISPLAY IO and DISPLAY SERVICE commands on all systems. Print the statistics. Then loop back to Step

5.
9. Repeat Steps 5 - 9 until you have adjusted the MIM tuning parameters such that the DISPLAY IO and DISPLAY

SERVICE data contains acceptable values for every system.
10. Once you have achieved the desired results, you should make a permanent change to the MIMCMNDS member of

the MIM parmlib. Using IFSYS/ENDIF statements you can ensure the desired SETOPTION MODE, CYCLE, AND
INTERVAL values are defined for each systems.

Control File Tuning Example

This section provides a control file tuning example, using a two-system MIMplex. Both SYSA and SYSB are running
MODE=DEMAND, CYCLE=1, INTERVAL=1. The MIMplex is using the DASDONLY communication method with the
control file on a shared 3390 DASD device. The key fields from the DISPLAY SERVICE and DISPLAY IO commands are
shown in the following illustration:

The preceding data can be analyzed as follows: SYSA appears to be a workload-intense production system, while SYSB
seems to be a test system as it has very little enqueue activity. MIM is performing control file cycles at a rate of roughly
22 times per second on SYSA, and only one time per second on SYSB. Remember that when in DEMAND mode, control
file cycles are driven primarily by 1) MII enqueue workload or 2) a timer expiration. Because the number of enqueue
requests on SYSA is high, it is a good assumption that MIM control file cycles are being driven by the enqueue workload.
In addition, because the number of enqueue requests on SYSB is low, it is fair to say MIM control file cycles are being
driven only by the timer expiration.

This MIMplex appears to be poorly tuned because of the following facts:

• The number of blocks read and written are more than the acceptable value of 1.1 for COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY.
• The average control file cycle times are longer than the acceptable value of 80ms (for 3390 DASD control file).
• The transactions read to transactions processed ratio is more than the acceptable 10:1.
• The enqueue time per request is above the highest acceptable value of 70ms. This is the most important factor.
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In short, the disproportionate control file cycle rates by the MIM address spaces are degrading the MII enqueue service
times.

This analysis shows that MIM on SYSB needs to be performing control file cycles more often, to keep pace with the
SYSA control file cycle rate. The correct approach is to issue SETOPTION INTERVAL=.1 on SYSB as this forces MIM on
SYSB to perform control file cycles at a rate of 10 times per second, instead of 1 time per second. Then issue DISPLAY
IO=RESET and DISPLAY SERVICE=RESET on both SYSA and SYSB. After 24 hours, issue DISPLAY IO and DISPLAY
SERVICE commands again on both systems and analyze the data.

You see that the average control file cycle times have gone down, that blocks read and written have gone down, that the
transaction read to transaction processed ratio has improved, and that the enqueue time per request have improved.
If further adjustments are warranted, then you might further reduce the INTERVAL on SYSB to .08 (13 accesses per
second), reset the DISPLAY commands, and analyze the statistics again after 24 hours.

Once you have found the desired setting, make a permanent update to the MIMCMNDS member of parmlib so that MIM
on SYSB will have those values in effect at startup. You can add the following statements to the MIMCMNDS member:

IFSYS SYSB

   SETOPTION INTERVAL=.08

ENDIF

In summary, the control file analysis phase is to be performed on all systems in the MIMplex. Based on this analysis,
you typically alter the control fine cycle rates on only a small subset of the systems in the MIMplex. Once you have
dynamically altered the control file cycle characteristics on a few systems, and are satisfied with the results, you need to
update the MIM parmlib to have those values in effect at MIM start up.

Control File AUTOTUNE Method

AUTOTUNE Analysis

In many datacenters, the ENQ/DEQ workload can vary dramatically on the individual systems in a MIMplex. Some
systems may have ENQ rates well over 100 per second, while others, the ENQ rate may be near zero for long periods
of time.  This behavior is normal, and is dependent on the type of work that is done on each system. A system running
only IMS, CICS and DB2 for online applications will have little ENQ activity, while system running TSO and/or lots of short
batch jobs will have a lot of ENQ activity.

This situation causes an unusual type of performance problem.  A MIM system with little or no ENQ activity accesses the
control file only when the INTERVAL timer has expired, with the default being 1 second.  Meanwhile, other systems with
high ENQ rates access the file and write transactions to notify external systems of ENQ activity; these transactions remain
in the file until all external systems have read and processed them.  In a busy MIMplex, hundreds of transactions can
accumulate in the control file before the low-activity system gets around to accessing the file.  This causes unnecessary
overhead on the busy systems, since they need to read (and ignore) the transactions remaining for the low-activty system;
this shows up in both extra CPU time, and slower file access time, since MIM needs to access more blocks in the file
on each cycle.  The net effect is that the presence of a low-activity system can impact the performance, and cost of
operation, of MIM on all other systems in the MIMplex.

To address this problem, a new SET OPTION (AUTOTUNE) will be implemented. When the AUTOTUNE option is
enabled, MIM will periodically evaluate the recent transaction process rate, i.e., the average number of transactions
processed per CF cycle during the evaluation interval. If the rate is too high, the effective interval will be lowered; if too
low, the effective interval will be raised, but never higher than the current SETOPTION INTERVAL value.This document
describes the changes necessary to implement AUTOTUNE.

AUTOTUNE Parameters
SET    AUTOTUNE=( ON|OFF
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                [EVALINTERVAL=secs]

                [LOWTHRESHOLD=rate]

                [HIGHTHRESHOLD=rate]

                [MININTERVAL=secs]

                [DELTA=DYNAMIC|secs]

                )      

 EVALINTERVAL     

Time interval, in seconds, for assessing control file performance. Default is 60 seconds.

 LOWTHRESHOLD 

Low threshold for transaction process rate.  When the transaction process rate (average transactions processed per
control file cycle) drops below this threshold, AUTOTUNE will raise the effective control file cycle interval. Default is 100.

 HIGHTHRESHOLD 

High threshold for transaction process rate. When the transaction process rate (average transactions processed per
control file cycle) exceeds this threshold, AUTOTUNE will lower the effective control file cycle interval. Default is 200.

 MININTERVAL      

Minimum effective control file cycle interval, in seconds. AUTOTUNE will not reduce the effective control file cycle interval
below this value. Default=.010

 DELTA                  

Amount, in seconds, to raise or lower the effective control file cycle interval.  The default is DYNAMIC. For
DELTA=DYNAMIC, when lowering the interval, AUTOTUNE will adjust the interval by 50% of the previous effective
interval; when raising the interval, AUTOTUNE will adjust the interval by 10% of the SETOPTION INTERVAL value.  For
DELTA=secs, AUTOTUNE will increase or decrease the interval by the specified amount.

  Usage Notes:  

• The goal of AUTOTUNE is to automatically adjust control file access frequency on systems that have low ENQ activity,
without introducing excess overhead on any systems in the MIMplex. The algorithm is designed to react relatively
quickly when ENQ/DEQ activity rises, but more slowly when activity decreases.  However, sudden bursts or lulls that
last only a few seconds are unlikely to cause significant adjustment in either direction.

• On systems that are CPU constrained or ‘capped’, any increase in control file access may cause unexpected activation
of WLM or LPAR management policy, by pushing the rolling 4-hour average over some boundary. On such systems,
AUTOTUNE might have a negative impact.

• AUTOTUNE works only within a single system. If there are multiple low-activity systems in the MIMplex, AUTOTUNE
would need to be active on all of them before the positive benefits could be seen on high-activity systems.

• The proposed default values for AUTOTUNE are initial guesses, and will probably be adjusted as we gain experience
with the feature. The rationale for the suggested defaults for LowThreshold and HighThreshold is based on the fact
that for DASD and VCF control files, at least 100 transactions will fit into the 1st block along with the GMR data, and
that more than 200 transactions will probably cause ‘spillover’ into additional data blocks.  The algorithm could also
take into n the averager number of blocks read per cycle, or the ration of blocks read to blocks written, but those
calculations will certainly be proportional to the transactions processed per cycle.

 AUTOTUNE Implementation

The AUTOTUNE option does not require any extensive architectural changes to MIM control file operation. In addition to
the changes in the SET and DISPLAY OPTIONS, commands

MIM0038I MIM OPTION display: 

 AUTHCHECK=23 hours 

 AUTOTUNE=(ON DELTA=DYNAMIC EVALINTERVAL=60
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 HIGHTHRESHOLD=200 LOWTHRESHOLD=100

 MININTERVAL=0.010 )

 

MIM0039I XE13 Control File I/O Display: 

 COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY CURRENT=DASD 

 MODE=DEMAND CYCLES=1 INTERVAL=0.100 

 FILE=00 NAME=MIM.CF00 UNIT=012

 TOTAL BLOCKS=45 MAX USED=1 FREE=44 BLKSIZE=15360 

 LAST FORMAT: 2016.189 TOTAL READS= 1,565 WRITES= 1,565

 Current AUTOTUNE Interval 

 COUNT: CYC= 485 BLOCKS READ= 485 WRITTEN= 485

 XACT READ= 0 PROCESSED= 0 WRITTEN= 0

 AVG: CYC= 0.015996 BLOCKS READ= 1.000 WRITTEN= 1.000

 XACT READ= .000 PROCESSED= .000 WRITTEN= .000

 RATE: CYC= 9.326 BLOCKS READ= 9.326 WRITTEN= 9.326

 XACT READ= .000 PROCESSED= .000 WRITTEN= .000

 LAST RESTART AT 14:16:19 ON 2016.189 

 COUNT: CYC= 1,564 BLOCKS READ= 1,565 WRITTEN= 1,565

 XACT READ= 0 PROCESSED= 0 WRITTEN= 0

 AVG: CYC= 0.020157 BLOCKS READ= 1.000 WRITTEN= 1.000

 XACT READ= .000 PROCESSED= .000 WRITTEN= .000

 RATE: CYC= 8.737 BLOCKS READ= 8.743 WRITTEN= 8.743

 XACT READ= .000 PROCESSED= .000 WRITTEN= .000

AUTOTUNE Example

Consider a 3-system MIMplex, with the following ENQ rates during 1st shift:

System ENQ/DEQ rate Interval Effective Interval
SYS1 0 (IMS/DB2 system) 1s 1s
SYS2 150/s (TSO) 1s .007s
SYS3 75 (Batch testing) 1s .013s

• Each time SYS1 accesses the control file (once per second), it will find 150 ENQs and 150 DEQs from SYS2, and 75
ENQs and 75 DEQs from SYS3.  After 1 minute, an evaluation takes place, and comes up with a transaction process
rate of 450/cycle. The interval is lowered to 50% of previous effective interval, to .500

• SYS1 now sees transactions that SYS2 and SYS3 can generate in .500 seconds, or a transaction rate of 250/cycle.
The interval is lowered to 50% of previous interval, to .250

• SYS1 now sees transactions that SYS2 and SYS3 can generate in .250 seconds, or a transaction rate of 113/cycle.
 This lies between the LowThreshold and HighThreshold so the interval is not changed.

After only a few evaluation itervals, SYS1 has adjusted its own interval resulting in greatly reduced overhead on SYS2
and SYS3, while not dramatically affecting resource consumption on SYS1.   On SYS2 and SYS3, AUTOTUNE would not
need to adjust the effective interval, because both systems are already active enough to have a transaction process rate
well below the LowThreshold. On SYS2, it would be 1/cycle, on SYS3, 2/cycle. 

During second shift, the ENQ/DEQ rates on SYS2 and SYS3 decrease, say 30 on each system.
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• SYS1 now sees transactions that SYS2 and SYS3 can generate in .250 seconds, or a transaction rate of 30/cycle,
which is below  the LowThreshold. The interval is increased by 10% of INTERVAL, to .350

• SYS1 now sees transactions that SYS2 and SYS3 can generate transactions in .350 seconds, or a transaction rate of
42/cycle, which is below  the LowThreshold. The interval is increased by 10% of INTERVAL, to .450

• On the next 4 evaluation intervals, AUTOTUNE adjusts the interval upward, until it reaches .850 with the transaction
process rate at 102/cycle. Since this lies within the LowThreshold and HighThreshold, the interval is will remain
unchanged until the ENQ/DEQ rate on the other systems changes. Again, after only a few evaluation intervals, SYS1
has adjusted its own interval to reduce overhead on SYS1, while having little impact on SYS2 and SYS3.

During the third shift, ENQ/DEQ rates on SYS2 and SYS3 stay the same, but batch work on SYS1 causes ENQ/DEQ rate
to rise to 20/sec.  Since SYS1 now start to access the file more frequently, the transaction process rate drop well below
the LowThreshold, so the effective interval is raised unit it eventually reaches the full  SETOPT INTERVAL value.

How You Page-fix Cell Pooled Control Blocks
By default, the MIM cell pooled control blocks are pageable. This implies that paging activity for these virtual storage
areas is based on reference patterns as well as the overall availability of real storage frames in the system. The MII
component makes extensive use of the cell pool for its control blocks that describe ENQ resource names and ENQ
resource ownership. Any extreme paging activity can severely impact ENQ response time on the local system or
throughout the entire MIIplex.

Typically, the MIM working set size remains fixed in real storage and there is no need to page fix its cell pool resident
control blocks. However, in times of critical pageable storage shortages, frames can be stolen from the working set pages.
If a given system is configured as such that it is real storage constrained, then you may want to prevent real frames from
being taken from the MII address space. This ensures that ENQ processing remains optimized throughout the MIIplex,
even during periods of real storage constraint on certain systems.

To indicate that MIM should page fix cell pooled areas unconditionally when actively in use, specify the following MIMINIT
keyword:

MIMINIT PAGEFIX=YES

To indicate that MIM should conditionally page fix actively used cell pooled areas as long as the system is not
experiencing a real frame shortage, specify the following MIMINIT keyword:

MININIT PAGEFIX=COND

Offload MIM Work to zIIP Engines
For more information, see the scenario: How to Offload MIM Work to zIIP Engines.

Performance Considerations for Each Component
You have the option of activating all three MIM components (MIA, MIC, and MII) in a single MIM address space
(MIA/MIC/MII), in two MIM address spaces (MIA/MIC, and MII), or in three MIM address spaces (MIA, MIC, MII). There
are a number of other possible combinations as well.

From a performance standpoint, it is best to have MII running in an address space separated from MIA and MIC. Because
enqueue service times are critical to most data centers, eliminating MIA and MIC activity in the MII task will improve MII
enqueue service times. It is therefore a general recommendation that data centers requiring optimum enqueue service
rates run MII separately from MIA and MIC.
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Another benefit of running MIM components in separate address spaces is that problems affecting one component will
not affect the others. For example, if you run all components in a single MIM address space, a problem involving the tape
resource management may adversely affect DASD resource management or console resource management. Running
MIM components in separate address spaces will limit the degree of impact component-specific problems may have on
your data-sharing environment.

Each MIM component has unique performance parameters and tuning suggestions to optimize component-specific
processes:

Component Where to Look for Details
MIA In Performance Considerations in the chapter “Advanced Topics”

in the  MIA Programming .
MIC In Performance Considerations in the chapter “Advanced Topics”

in the  MIC Programming .
MII In Performance Considerations in the chapter “Advanced Topics”

in the  MII Programming .

The MIM Logging Facility
MIM has two logs for collecting information:

• The Message logs, which collect messages about MIM activities.
• Trace logs, which collect diagnostic information about MIM.

Collect Data in the MIM Logs.

A log is a set of sequential files that collects information about MIM. Two types of logs are provided:

• The Message logs collect messages about commands that are issued to MIM and its responses to those commands.
They also collect MIM messages that indicate potential problems or significant events.

• Trace logs collect diagnostic information about MIM. Broadcom Support uses this information.

Default Logs Provided by MIM.

By default, MIM provides two types of logs:

• A message log named MIMLOG, defined as a class A SYSOUT data set. MIM automatically directs messages to this
log unless you remove the log (through a REMOVELOG command) or you provide a different message log.

• A trace log named MIMTRC, defined as a class A SYSOUT data set. This trace log is allocated when tracing is turned
on, or when an ADDLOG command is issued.

MIM provides you with these default logs.

• Only define these logs when using a cataloged data set or when directing to a different SYSOUT class. If you are using
the Early Start mechanism, review the ADDLOG command documentation for considerations.

Characteristics of MIM Logs

All MIM logs have the following generic characteristics:

• Each log can contain up to four cataloged data sets or a single SYSOUT data set. When more than one cataloged data
set is used, they must share the same logical record length (LRECL).

• MIM automatically switches to a new file when the current file becomes full. However, MIM overwrites data when all
files become full.

• Each system must have its own log files. Log files cannot be shared between different MIM copies running on the
same or different systems.

• The log files must not be multi-volume data sets.
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Additional Considerations for Logs

When setting up your logs, keep in mind the following information:

• The order in which you define log files to MIM determines which file MIM uses first.
• If a MIM log is allocated to a data set, allocate the log with RECFM=FB,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=15972.

Manipulating Log Files

Multiple operator commands can be used to manipulate the various log files within MIM. These commands include
ADDLOG, OPENLOG, SWITCHLOG, CLOSELOG, PRINTLOG, REMOVELOG, and WRITELOG. For more information,
see the  MIM Statement and Command Reference Guide for commands details.

MIMLOG Considerations

• Earlier releases of MIM were not able to provide a MIM job log when starting with SUB=MSTR. Now the messages are
queued internally until JES is available, when MIM is started with SUB=MSTR before JES. The default is to write the
queued message to SYSOUT A. To send the MIMLOG messages to a different class or to a data set on a disk, use the
ADDLOG command. If you are using the Early Start mechanism, review the ADDLOG command documentation for
considerations.

• If MIM is started as SUB=MSTR before JES, it obtains an STC number as soon as JES becomes available.
• If JES terminates while MIM is active, MIM automatically disconnects from JES and queue messages internally, until

JES is restarted. Operations do not need to take any special action when restarting JES while MIM is active.
The MIMLOG can be eliminated by placing the following command at the top of the init member:
ADDLOG MIMLOG DSNAME=NULLFILE

MIM log messages go to the syslog.
– MIM messages with Route Code 11 are in the JESYSMSG log and the MIMLOG.
– MIM messages which are issued before initialization completes, are in the JESMSGLG log.

z/VM Considerations
This section discusses z/VM considerations.

Sharing Devices Under z/VM

When z/OS runs as a guest under z/VM, the way z/VM handles reserve/release processing can affect the integrity of
resources needed by z/OS. Therefore, take these factors into account when you are running z/OS as a z/VM guest:

• Make sure that host z/VM systems forward serialization requests to DASD hardware so that the DASD hardware can
perform serialization.
This process, which serializes access among several real processors that are sharing a device, is known as real
reserve/release processing.

• Use the z/VM virtual reserve/release processing feature to serialize access among systems that are running as guests
under the same z/VM operating system.

Serializing Access in z/VM Environments

The type of reserve/release processing that you need depends on whether you have several real processors or several
guest systems:

• Real reserve/release processing serializes access among different real processors (that is, systems that are not
running under the same z/VM operating system).

• Virtual reserve/release processing serializes access among guest systems running under the same z/VM operating
system.
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If you have several guests running under one z/VM operating system and you have at least two real processors in your
complex, use both real and virtual reserve/release processing.

A crucial difference between real and virtual reserve/release is that real reserve/release restricts access to an entire
device (or pack), while virtual reserve/release restricts access to a minidisk. A minidisk is an addressable unit of storage
on a device. If you define the entire device as a single minidisk, then you create a full-pack minidisk. You can also partition
a device into several minidisks.

How You Serialize Access Through Real Reserve/Release Processing

Real reserve/release is a DASD hardware feature that serializes access among real processors by dedicating a device to
one processor at a time. Use real reserve/release processing if two or more real processors are sharing a device and you
are running MIM on both of these processors.

Real reserve/release dedicates a device by letting only one path group control the device at a time. Because each real
processor uses a unique path to access a device, real reserve/release can prevent integrity exposures among real
processors.

On z/OS systems, a RESERVE request causes z/OS to issue a reserve channel command word (CCW) for a device.
When z/OS runs under z/VM, the z/VM CP component sends the reserve CCW to the device on behalf of the z/OS guest.

If the device is not dedicated to a processor already, then the DASD hardware executes the reserve CCW, which
dedicates the device to the channel from which the reserve CCW was issued. The device rejects other reserve CCWs
until the controlling z/OS guest issues a release CCW to release the device.

z/VM may remove reserve or release CCWs from the channel program of a guest under certain circumstances. If reserve
or release CCWs are removed, then an integrity exposure can occur when several real processors are sharing a device.

How You Determine Whether z/VM Is Sending Reserve CCWs to Devices

To see if z/VM is removing or sending reserve CCWs to a DASD, issue a QUERY command. To see if z/VM is sending
reserve CCWs to a certain device, specify the address of that device as a parameter on the QUERY command. For
example, to see if z/VM is sending reserve CCWs to device 123, issue the following Class B command:

Q 123

To see if z/VM is sending reserve CCWs to any devices, issue this command instead:

Q DASD

If SHARED or DED is specified to the right of the volume label in the resulting display, then z/VM is sending reserve
CCWs to the device. Otherwise, z/VM is removing reserve CCWs, which means that integrity cannot be ensured among
real processors.

Telling z/VM to Send Reserve CCWs to Devices

If z/VM is not sending reserve and release CCWs to your devices, then take additional steps to make z/VM send these
CCWs to your devices. This ensures that access is serialized among real processors. To make z/VM forward reserve
CCWs temporarily (that is, until the next time you perform an IPL), issue a SET SHARED command for that device.
Specify the address of the device as a parameter on the command. For example, to make z/VM send reserve CCWs to
device 123, issue this Class B command:

SET SHARED ON FOR 123
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To make z/VM forward reserve CCWs permanently, specify SHARED=YES on the RDEVICE macro in the HCPRIO
assembly file, or SHARED YES on the RDEVICE macro in the system configuration file. Repeat this step for each shared
device. Your changes to the RDEVICE macro take effect the next time you perform a system generation and IPL for z/VM.

Serializing Access Through Virtual Reserve/Release Processing

Virtual reserve/release is a z/VM feature that serializes access among guests running under the same z/VM operating
system. Use virtual reserve/release processing if you are running more than one guest under the same z/VM system and
you share devices among these guests.

You must invoke virtual reserve/release in this situation because guests under the same z/VM operating system share the
same real channel to a device. Real reserve/release cannot ensure integrity among these guests, because it has no effect
on guests that share a real channel to a device.

Virtual reserve/release dedicates a specified minidisk to a single guest at a time. You can use virtual reserve/release to
dedicate part of a device to a guest (if you defined several minidisks on that device) or to dedicate an entire device to a
guest (if you defined that device as a full-pack minidisk). The implications of dedicating only part of a device are discussed
in detail in the next section.

During virtual reserve/release processing, CP intercepts a reserve CCW, marks the appropriate minidisk as reserved,
and then sends the reserve CCW to the device. You may need to tell z/VM systems to send reserve CCWs properly,
as described in Telling z/VM to Send Reserve CCWs to Devices in this chapter. The device then performs real reserve/
release processing in response to the reserve CCW, which prevents other real processors from accessing the device
while it is busy. CP prevents other guests running under the same z/VM operating system from accessing that minidisk
until the controlling guest issues a release CCW. CP also sends the release CCW to the device so that other processors
can access the device again.

How You Invoke Virtual Reserve/Release Processing

Invoke virtual reserve/release processing for any minidisk that is being shared by two or more guest systems running
under the same z/VM operating system.

To invoke virtual reserve/release processing, specify an access mode of MWV in the MDISK statement for the appropriate
minidisk in your z/VM directory. For example, to invoke virtual reserve/release processing for the full-pack minidisk 123,
specify this MDISK statement:

MDISK 123 3380 000 885 MVSRES MWV MVSREAD MVSWRIT MVSMULT

This statement also indicates what type of device this is (3380), the first cylinder and number of cylinders that define the
boundaries of this minidisk (000 and 885), the minidisk label (MVSRES), and various passwords for accessing the device
(MVSREAD, MVSWRIT, and MVSMULT).

This MDISK statement defines minidisk 123 for a single guest. Other guests need to issue LINK commands with an
access mode of MW in order to use this minidisk. For example, another system would issue this command to write to
minidisk 123:

LINK MVS 123 123 MW MVSMULT

How You Serialize Access to Minidisks

An integrity exposure can occur if different real processors use reserve/release processing to serialize access to the same
minidisk and that minidisk is not a full-pack minidisk.
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WARNING
We strongly recommend that you specify your control file on a full-pack minidisk.

How You Alter System Definitions While MIM Executes

The ALTERSYS command lets you:

• Modify an existing system definition with a status of FREED or DISABLED
• Avoid using the SYSID execution parameter override and maintain correct system definitions (DISPLAY SYSTEMS)

Issue the ALTERSYS command dynamically after MIM is synchronized.

This example shows you how to modify a system definition. Here we are changing SYS32 with alias 32 to SYS33 with
alias 33.

Follow these steps:

1. Shutdown and FREE SYS32.
2. Issue the ALTERSYS command in the following format:

ALTERSYS SYS32,NAME=(SYS33,33),STATUS=ENABLED

The ALTERSYS command changes the MIM system name from SYS32 to SYS33 and the MIM system alias to 33.
3. Verify the modification was successful by issuing the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command.
4. Replace the DEFSYS entry for SYS32 with an entry for SYS33 in your shared MIM initialization parameter member.
5. Start SYS33.

After a system definition is altered:

• The system is marked DISABLED (unless the STATUS keyword specifies ENABLED) and cannot join a currently
executing MIMplex.

• Systems are marked DISABLED after a name alteration to prevent the use of that definition until it is explicitly enabled.
• You can explicitly enable the disabled system using the ALTERSYS STATUS=ENABLE command.
• If a DISABLED system attempts to join a currently executing MIMplex, the system is forced to terminate with a U0040

ABEND.

Troubleshooting

Diagnostic Procedures
Contents

For a summary of the procedures you should follow if you have a problem with a Broadcom software product, see the
following flowchart. Each of these procedures is detailed on the following pages.
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Figure 7: MIMProg_DiagnosticFlowchart
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Diagnostic Data

The following information is helpful in diagnosing problems:

• Control statements used to activate your product
• JCL used to install or activate your product
• Relevant system log or console listings
• Relevant system dumps or product dumps
• List of other IBM or third-party products that might be involved
• Manufacturer, model number, and capacity of your hardware
• Numbers and text of IBM or Broadcom error messages associated with the problem
• Names of panels where the problem occurs
• Listings of all fixes applied to all relevant software, including:

– Fix numbers
– The dates that fixes were applied
– Names of components to which fixes were applied

• Short description of problems

How You Interpret Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

• What was the sequence of events prior to the error condition?
• What were the circumstances when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
• Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
• Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
• Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
• Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

How You Respond to Control File Access Delays

Message MIM0061W

Contents

Message MIM0061W tells you that an external system that was active at startup time now appears to be inactive.

This warning message is issued by MIM when a system stops updating its time stamp. It is also issued at startup when a
system that MIM is expecting does not join the complex. The system must be freed (using the FREE command) at startup
to allow MIM to properly synchronize and clear the MIM0061W message.

To resolve problems indicated by this message

1. Wait to see if the system updates its timestamp. MIM removes highlighting for the MIM0061W message if the system
updates its time stamp.
Is highlighting removed for the MIM0061W message?

Yes
The system is active.
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No
A system may appear inactive if processing on that system is slow, another system is dominating the control file,
or for some other reason. When a system displays MIM0061W messages often and that system is not inactive,
consider increasing the value for the MARGIN parameter on the SETOPTION command. Through this parameter,
you can tell MIM to wait longer before issuing MIM0061W messages. Also, you may need to tune MIM.
Go to Step 2.

2. See if an active system has a RESERVE request for the control file. Look for MIM0100A messages on all other
systems.
Are other systems displaying MIM0100A messages?

Yes
A local task may have issued a long RESERVE request that prevents other systems from accessing the control
file. Go to a system that displays the MIM0100A message and follow the procedures for responding to MIM0100A
messages.

No
Go to Step 3.

3. See if MIM is being dispatched on the inactive system. To do this, issue the z/OS D A,MIMGR command several times
from the apparently inactive system. Note that MIMGR is the name of the MIM started task.
What response do you receive?

None
z/OS may be inactive. Determine whether z/OS is inactive, and take corrective action.

Message IEE115I
Look at CPU use on each IEE115I message. Does CPU use change?
No

-MIM is not being dispatched. See which task on that system is preventing other tasks from being
dispatched and correct the error.

Yes
-Go to Step 4.

4. See if the inactive system failed. To do this, issue a DISPLAY SYSTEMS command from the apparently inactive
system.
What response do you receive?

None
A hardware or software failure occurred on that system. You may need to complete a system reset (to clear the
channel to the device) and then complete an IPL on that system.
If you are sure the system will not recover immediately, and the system is not currently using any resources, then
free resources and devices held on that system. To do this, issue a FREE command on another system. For
example, to free resources held on system A1, issue a FREE A1 command from another system.

WARNING
Integrity exposures can occur if you issue the FREE command for a system that is still actively using
resources managed by MIM.

Message IEE305I
MIM failed on that system. Restart it on that system as soon as possible.

Other response
Go to Step 5.

5. See if the inactive system is migrating to a new control file. To do this, issue a DISPLAY SYSTEMS command from
any system. Then, find the line for the inactive system on the MIM0108I message you receive.
What value appears in the STATUS field?
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AWAKENING
The apparently inactive system migrated to a new control file. Other systems will also migrate to that control file.
Do not take action.

MIGRATING
Migration is underway. Wait 60 seconds to see if it completes. If migration does not complete in 60 seconds, then
respond to the outstanding migration message on that system.

Other value
Contact Broadcom Support.

Guidelines for Researching Message MIM0061W Problems

Use the following guidelines when researching inactive system problems:

• Certain MIM messages that give you status information (such as the MIM0108I message) also indicate when a
system may be inactive. If you suspect that a system is inactive, then look for MIM0061W, MIM0062W, or MIM0063W
messages, and follow the procedures described in the next section for the appropriate responses to those messages.

• If you quiesced a system, then other systems display MIM0061W messages. Eventually, these systems display
MIM0063W messages too. This is a normal part of quiesce processing.

• If MIM displays MIM0100A messages on other systems, then follow the procedures described in Responding to
Message MIM0100A in this chapter.

Note: The MIM FREE command is useful for releasing devices and resources held by an inactive system. However, do
not automatically issue the FREE command if a system becomes inactive. Follow the procedures for responding to the
message you receive.

WARNING
WARNING! We do not recommend the use of an automated operations package to respond to MIM messages.

Message MIM0062W

This message is issued only during migration processing. It indicates that MIM cannot continue processing because a
system appears to be inactive. MIM cannot resume processing and migration does not complete until you respond to this
message.

MIM issues MIM0062W messages during migration if MIM on an external system has not joined the migration to the new
DASD or virtual control file. Because processing is suspended while the MIM0062W message is outstanding, you must
respond to MIM0062W messages promptly.

Note: The MARGIN parameter on the SETOPTION command determines how many seconds MIM waits before issuing
this message.

If you receive MIM0062W messages, then start with Step 2 of the procedure for responding to MIM0061W messages.
This procedure is shown in the table in the previous section. Because MIM suspends all processing while MIM0062W
messages are outstanding, do not wait to see if the apparently inactive system updates its time stamp (as described in
Step 1 of that procedure).

Message MIM0063W

MIM issues this message after issuing the MIM0061W message several times.

MIM issues MIM0063W messages if a control file becomes overcrowded with transactions destined for an apparently
inactive system. It then issues MIM0063Ws only after issuing MIM0061W messages several times to notify you that an
external system may be inactive.
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MIM deletes all control file records destined for this system and stops propagating information to this system. When the
system becomes active again, all systems synchronize so that they exchange the most current information about the
activities of each other.

If you receive the MIM0063W message on a system, then follow the procedures outlined in the table that provides
responses to MIM0061W messages.

Message MIM0100A

MIM issues message MIM0100A if it cannot access a DASD control file that it needs to communicate transactions or to
store checkpoint information.

Note: The LOCKOUT parameter on the SETOPTION command determines how many seconds MIM waits before issuing
the MIM0100A message.

The ID for the inaccessible control file, as well as the unit and volume serial number for the device where this control file
resides, are shown in this message. The reply ID for this WTOR message is shown at the very beginning of the message.

Take the following steps to resolve problems indicated by this message:

1. Wait to see if the local system can access the control file. MIM removes highlighting from the MIM0100A message if
the system accesses the control file.
Is the highlighting removed for the MIM0100A messages?

Yes
A temporary lockout occurred. That is, excessive activity or RESERVE requests temporarily prevented MIM from
accessing its control file. You do not need to take action.
If temporary lockouts occur often, then consider moving the control file to another volume. Also, you can increase
the value for the LOCKOUT parameter on the SETOPTION command, so MIM waits longer before issuing
MIM0100A messages.

No
Go to Step 2.

2. See if an external system has a long RESERVE request for the control file. To do this, see if MIM is issuing
MIM0061W messages on any other system.
Are other systems displaying MIM0061W messages?

Yes
A task on that external system may have issued a long RESERVE request for the volume where the control file
resides. This prevents other systems from accessing the control file.
To see if this happened, issue a DISPLAY RESERVES command from the system that displays the MIM0061W
message. Note that this command is available only when you are running GDIF. In response, MIM issues
message MIM1017, which lists the name of each job on the system that has an outstanding RESERVE request.
Use this information to see whether any job controls the device on which the control file resides. The UCB
address of the device is shown in MIM0100A messages.
When a job has a RESERVE request for this device, you can wait for the job to issue a DEQ request. However, if
the job does not issue a DEQ request soon and system performance continues to deteriorate, then cancel the job.
If no job has a RESERVE request for this device, then go to STEP 3.

No
Skip STEP 3 and go directly to STEP 4.

3. See if other systems are dominating the control file. To do this, issue the DISPLAY IO=RESET command on each
system that displays the MIM0061W message. Ignore the MIM0039 messages you receive. Wait ten seconds, and
then issue a DISPLAY IO command on each system.
Look at the statistics beneath the LAST RESET field on the last MIM0031 message. For each external system,
multiply the number of cycles per second (represented by the CYC field on the RATE line) by the duration of an
average cycle (represented by the CYC field on the AVG line). Then, total the values.
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What sum do you get?
Close to One

Other systems are dominating the control file. Perform one of these tasks:
When you are using virtual control files, increase the value for the VCFMINDORM parameter on the SETOPTION
command by .5 on each of those other systems.
When you are not using virtual control files, issue a SETOPTION MODE=GROUPS command on each of those
other systems. Also, change the value for the INTERVAL parameter on the SETOPTION command to .2 and
change the value for the CYCLES parameter to 5.

Not Close to One
Go to Step 4.

4. See if hardware or software failed on an external system. To do this, issue a z/OS D A,L command on each system
that is not displaying a MIM0100A message.
What response do you get?

None
A hardware or software failure occurred on that system while the system had an outstanding RESERVE request
for the device where the control file resides. You may need to perform a system reset (to clear the channel to the
device) and then complete an IPL on that system.
If you are sure that the system will not recover immediately, then free resources held on that system by issuing
a FREE command from any other system. For example, to free resources held on system A1, issue a FREE A1
command from any other system.

Message IEE104I
Go to Step 5.

5. See if MIM is being dispatched on the inactive system. To do this, issue the z/OS D A,MIMGR command several times
from the apparently inactive system (note that MIMGR is the name of the MIM started task).
Does CPU use change from message to message?

No
MIM is not being dispatched. Do the following:

1. Determine which task on that system is preventing other tasks from being dispatched.
2. Correct the error.

Yes
Go to Step 6.

6. See if the device on which the control file resides failed. Do this in one of the following ways:
– Look for MIM0118E or MIM0008E messages on other systems. These messages tell you an I/O error occurred

when MIM tried to access its control file.
– Use the z/OS D U command to display status information for this device. Append the address of the device address

to this command. For example, issue the command D U,,,3C3,1 to display status information for device 3C3.
MIM0100A messages show the UCB address for this device. You can issue this command from any system.

– Look for z/OS IOS000I messages about this device. This message tells you a hardware failure occurred.
Did the device fail?

Yes
Initiate migration to a DASD control file that resides on a different device. To do this, reply ABANDON to the
outstanding MIM0100A message on all systems.
All systems join the migration process automatically, only if all MIM0100A messages on all systems are cleared.

No
Go to Step 7.

7. See if a channel or control unit failed. To do this, go to a system that displays the MIM0100A message. From there,
use a z/OS command to obtain status information about the channels and control units connecting the local system to
the device where the control file resides. Use a z/OS display command appropriate for your version of z/OS.
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Do any channels or control units have an unusual status (such as BOXED or SUSPENDED)?
Yes

The channel or control unit failed. Initiate migration to a DASD control file that resides on another device by
issuing a MIGRATE command from any system. For example, to migrate from file 01 to file 02, issue a MIGRATE
CF=02 command.
All systems join the migration process automatically.

No
Contact Broadcom Support.

Message MIM0200W

MIM issues message MIM0200W if it cannot access its virtual control file. The VCFMAXDELAY parameter on the
SETOPTION command determines how many seconds MIM waits before issuing the MIM0200W message.

To resolve problems indicated by this message

1. See if the controller system failed. To do this, issue the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command from your controller system.
The ID for the controller system is shown in the MIM0200W message.
What response do you receive?

Message IEE0305I
MIM failed on the controller system.

WARNING
Restart it on that system as soon as possible since integrity exposures can occur while MIM is inactive.

Message MIM0108I
The controller system did not fail; it is still active. Go to Step 2.

None
A hardware or software failure occurred on your controller system. Determine whether z/OS failed or a task on
your controller system is preventing other tasks from being dispatched. Then, correct the error.
If you are sure that the system will not be recovered immediately, then free resources held on that system. To do
this, issue a FREE command on any other system. For example, to free resources held on system A1, issue a
FREE A1 command from another system. MIM then initiates migration to a backup DASD control file or a new
controller on all other systems. You do not need to take any further action unless migration cannot complete.

2. See if a CTC device failed. To do this, look at the STATUS field on the MIM0108I message displayed on the controller
system.
Does the value RESERVE appear in the STATUS field for any system?

No
A CTC device failed. As a result, migration did not begin as it should have. Initiate migration to a backup DASD
control file, if available, by issuing a MIGRATE command that identifies the current controller system and a DASD
control file. For example, to migrate from the controller system SYS1 to DASD control file 03, issue a MIGRATE
CF=03 command. Other systems join the migration process automatically.
If no DASD control file is available, then initiate migration to a new controller system.
Also, you may need to reset the CTC device. To see if this is necessary, issue a DISPLAY CTCPATH from any
system. If the value ERROR appears on the MIM0176 message you receive, then reset that device by issuing a
CTC RESET command.

Yes
Note the system ID of the system for which the value RESERVE appears, and go to Step 3.

3. See if the system that has the virtual reserve failed. To do this, issue a DISPLAY SYSTEMS command on the system
for which the value RESERVE appears in the MIM0108I message.
What response do you receive?
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– Message IEE0305I
MIM failed on that system while the system held a virtual reserve for the control file.
Important! Restart it on that system as soon as possible, since integrity exposures can occur while MIM is inactive.

– Message MIM0118E
An unexpected error occurred. If migration does not start automatically, then initiate migration to a backup DASD
control file, if available, or migrate to a new controller system. For example, to migrate from the Virtual Control
File managed by system SYS1 to DASD control file 02, issue a MIGRATE CF=02 from any system. Then contact
Broadcom Support.

– None
A hardware or software failure occurred on that system while it held a virtual reserve for the control file. Determine
whether z/OS failed or a task on this system is preventing other tasks from being dispatched. Then, correct the
error.
Follow this sequence to maintain system integrity:
a. See if MIM is being dispatched on the inactive system. To do this, issue the following z/OS command several

times from the apparently inactive system:

   D A,MIMGR 

Note that MIMGR is the name of the MIM started task. See if CPU use changes.
– If the CPU use does not change, then MIM is not being dispatched. Determine which task on that system is

preventing other tasks from being dispatched and correct the error.
– If you are sure the system will not recover immediately, then free resources held on that system by issuing a FREE

command on the controller system.

How You Activate Tracing
Use the trace facilities in MIM only for problem diagnosis under the direction of Broadcom Support. Tracing can add
considerable overhead to MIM operations.

Control trace activity using the SETOPTION TRACE=ON | OFF command. Issue this command from a console at any
time or included it in your MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH members. Use the following commands to control trace activity:

• SETOPTION MIM TRACE
• SETOPTION MIM SETTRACE
• SETOPTION MIM SETPRINT
• SETOPTION MIM RESETTRACE
• SETOPTION MIM RESETPRINT

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

How You Send Trace Data to a SYSOUT Class

To tell MIM to write trace records to a SYSOUT class, issue the following command:

ADDLOG MIMTRC SYSOUT=A 

(Optional) You can specify any one or more of the following parameters when allocating a SYSOUT data set:

COPIES
Prints copies.

DEST
Sends the data set to the specified print device.
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FCB
Determines what forms control the buffer image is used during printing.

FORMS
Indicates what form is used when this data set is printed.

HOLD
Determines whether this SYSOUT data set is held until you release it. Specify HOLD=YES to hold the data set or
HOLD=NO to have it print automatically when it is de-allocated.

UCS
Determines what universal character set, print train, or character arrangement table is used for this data set.

This example shows how to allocate aMIM trace data set and print five copies of this data set:

ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMTRCTT SYSOUT=A COPIES=5 

ADDLOG MIMTRC DDNAME=MIMTRCTT

How You Send Trace Data to an Output File

Trace data that is collected in the internal trace table can be sent to a MIM trace data set rather than to a SYSOUT class.
To tell MIM to write trace records to a data set, preallocate a data set with the following attributes:

• RECFM=VB
• LRECL=132
• BLKSIZE=15972

Issue this command to start writing to the file:

ADDLOG MIMTRC DSNAME=(MIM.TRACE)

Alternatively, use the ADDLOG to allocate multiple data sets for your tracing output. A maximum of four files can be
defined for tracing. The tracing continues to the next file once the first is full.

NOTE
Once wrapping has gone through all available trace files, it starts again from the top and writes over any
previous data.

ADDLOG MIMTRC DSNAME=(MIM.TRACE1,MIM.TRACE2,MIM.TRACE3)

How You Obtain Dumps
You use the SYSDUMP command to obtain dumps.

WARNING
Use this command only under direction of Broadcom Support.

NOTE
For more information, see the   Statement and Command Reference .

Product Releases and Maintenance
Customers are requested to operate only under currently supported releases of the product.
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Customers with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new release of the
product is available, a notice is sent to all current customers.

For more information, see the Installing.

How You Request Enhancements
Broadcom welcomes your suggestions for product enhancements. We consider and acknowledge all suggestions.
Requests can be opened from the Ideation tab on our Broadcom Communities website - Broadcom Communities

User Exits

How You Manage User Exits
MIM provides exit routines that you can use to customize its processing. The following list describes each routine:

MIMATHXT
This routine customizes MIM command authorization processing.

MIMCMDXT
This routine prevents certain MIM commands from being issued on the local system or across systems. This
routine can affect all components and facilities.

MIMINIXT
This routine acquires and initializes a global communication area that other MIM exit routines can share. This
routine can affect all components and facilities.

Load, Enable, or Disable Exit Routines

All exit routines except for the MIMINIXT exit can be loaded, enabled, or disabled by using the SETOPTION EXIT
command while MIM is running. You can even load new versions of the exit routines while MIM runs uninterrupted.

You can issue appropriate SETOPTION commands to manage MIM exit routines. The EXIT parameter lets you identify
the exit routine you want to control. Additional parameters let you designate whether routines should remain active under
normal and abend conditions, and let you provide a means to trace data and recover from abends.

For example, to control the MIMCMDXT exit routine, you could issue this SETOPTION command:

SETOPTION EXIT=(MIMCMDXT)

View Exit Routine Information

To see information about exit routines you are using, issue a DISPLAY EXIT command. MIM displays each logical exit
routine name with its load module, address, status, and values set for protection and dump generation. The next screen
shows the display for exit routine information:

F MIMGR,DISPLAY EXIT 

MIM0264 MIM EXIT DISPLAY

EXIT           MODULE    ADDRESS       STATUS    PROT  DUMP  DISA 

GCMCMDXT       USR       00006910      ACTIVE    YES   YES   NO 

GCMCMDXT       USREX     00006920      INACT     YES   YES   NO 
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GCMSRCXT       USREXIT   00006930      INACT     NO    YES   NO 

TPCRECXT       USREXIT   00006940      ACTIVE    NO    NO    YES

You can use the DISPLAY EXIT command to check on the status of an exit routine, except for MIMINIXT. Use the
DISPLAY INIT command to find out whether the MIMINIT INITEXIT statement has been set.

Common Exit Interface (MIMINIXT)

MIM provides a common exit interface that you can use to dynamically manage any MIM exit routine. The common exit
interface provides these advantages:

• You can dynamically load, activate, and de-activate exit routines.
• You can request an optional automatic recovery environment in the definition of the exit routine.
• MIM supports residency mode 31 (RMODE=31) fully. If you link an exit routine with RMODE=31, then the routine is

loaded above the 16 MB line and is always invoked in addressing mode 31 (AMODE=31).

When you load or reload a routine and a prior copy of that routine exists, the old version of the routine is released from
storage when it is no longer in use.

Note: You must modify routines written for previous releases of MIM to function with the new format and parameters.

The MIMINIXT exit routine is handled separately because it must run its initialization code before any other exit routine
runs. You can use the MIMINIT INITEXIT statement in the initialization member to load and activate the MIMINIXT exit
routine.

The MIMINIXT exit routine runs only when MIM begins operations, so it cannot be dynamically reloaded or otherwise
changed. To rerun MIMINIXT or to run a new version, it is necessary to restart MIM.

Communication Words in Exit Routines

MIM exit routines use words that serve as communication pointers during processing. A communication word is a
Broadcom-defined word of memory that MIM sets at initialization and then passes unchanged for all subsequent calls of
an exit routine. The routines use two types of communication words:

• A routine-specific communication word is unique to a particular exit routine. The routine-specific communication
word may be used for any purpose, but most often it is used as a pointer to an area of storage. The exit routine is
permitted to set the value of this word during an initialization call, and the value will be passed to the exit routine on
each subsequent call.

• When an exit routine is reloaded, the prior value of its communication word is made available for the re-initialization
call. Doing this enables the exit routine to either reuse the previous data area or release it from storage. The exit
routine is responsible for maintaining any previously allocated storage.

• The value of the routine-specific communication word is retained under some conditions even if MIM is stopped
and restarted. Therefore, it is possible for this word to be set to a nonzero value when the initialization call occurs
during startup. It is the responsibility of the exit routine initialization code to determine whether any nonzero value was
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supplied, and if it was, to determine whether the value is still usable. The exit routine common parameter list provides a
flag bit to indicate whether the exit initialization call is being made after a restart of MIM.

• For example, if the routine-specific communication word is set to point to storage obtained in CSA, then the pointer
remains valid even if MIM is restarted. In this case, the initialization code could leave the word set as it is, and the exit
routine would reuse the same area.

• However, if the word points to private storage that was obtained from the MIM address space, then the value during a
second initialization pass no longer points to a valid area of storage, and a new area has to be obtained. This occurs
because all storage obtained from the MIM address is freed when the address space is stopped.

• A global communication word is a common value that is set by the MIMINIXT exit routine and passed to all routines.
• The MIMINIXT exit routine is called once when MIM initializes, before any other exit routine is initialized. You can

use the MIMINIXT routine to acquire and initialize a global exit communication area. The MIMINIXT exit routine is
described in Coding the MIMINIXT Exit in this chapter.

Multiple Exit Routines

MII provides a sample exit driver for invoking multiple exit routines from any of the MII exit points. The XTDVR member of
the CAI.CBTDSAMP data is a sample exit that can be used to assist in coding an exit driver routine that can call multiple
exit routines at any one of these MII exit points:

• EDIABNXT
• EDIATRXT
• EDIOPTXT
• GDIXMPXT
• XCMCMDXT
• XCMCNFXT
• XCMNAVXT
• XCMMSGXT
• XCMPGMXT

Note: See the “User Exits” in the  MII Programming .

Common Parameter List for All Exit Routines

All exit routines are invoked through a standard parameter list pointed to by register 1. The values are:

+0
Fullword containing the address of the parameter list of the exit routine. This is not used for initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the exit routine. The content of this word may be set by the routine
during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls. This word is set to zero when the
routine gets control over the first initialization call.
If MIM is restarted, then the value set during the first initialization call is passed during the second initialization,
unless the z/OS system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the routine. The high order bit of the first byte is
set on X'80' for the initialization call. If the initialization call is being made after the restart of MIM without an
intervening IPL, then the X'40' bit is set in the first byte as well.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word set by the exit routine.

The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set contains a DSECT mapping for this standard parameter list.
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Note: For more information about a specific exit routine, see the appropriate Programming Guide.

You can use the optional MIMINIXT exit routine to acquire and initialize a global exit communication area that can be
shared among exit routines for any MIM facility. You can use this communication area to allow routines to share site-
specific data, such as a predefined user table.

MIM calls the MIMINIXT exit routine once per startup and before the initialization call for any other routine. On entry, +C in
the common exit parameter list is either zero or the previous value from when you last shut down MIM. The flag byte at +8
is always set to X'80'.

The address of the global data area that is acquired and initialized must be stored at +C in the common exit parameter list
before the routine returns to MIM.

Sample Exit Routines

Samples of the MII exit routines are contained in the CAI.CBTDSAMP data set. You can use these sample routines,
or you can create your own routines. The CAI.CBTDMAC data set also contains mapping macros for the exit-specific
parameter lists.

Exit Routine Programming Considerations (MIM)

MIMATHXT Exit

Contents

You can use the optional MIMATHXT exit routine to augment the command authorization processing provided by MIM and
the operating system security subsystem. The MIMATHXT is called only when the MIMINIT SAFCMDAUTH statement has
activated MIM command authorization.

MIM calls the MIMATHXT exit routine after all parameters have been set for command validation by the security system,
but before the actual system authorization facility (SAF) call is made.

You can use this exit routine to determine whether MIM should:

• Unconditionally permit command execution
• Unconditionally reject commands
• Conditionally permit command execution based on the security system decision

You can alter the command entity name or the UTOKEN that MIM passes to the security system for command
authorization. You cannot alter the command text from this exit routine.

Follow these rules when coding the MIMATHXT routine:
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• Preserve all registers except registers 0, 1, and 15.
• Review all code you define in this routine to prevent abends from occurring. MIM may try to recover from abends but

can terminate if it experiences repeated abends.
• Do not use the z/OS OPEN, CLOSE, LOAD, LINK, BLDL, or TSO facilities, or any other z/OS facility that implicitly or

explicitly calls the WAIT supervisor.
• Do not use the STIMER or TTIMER macros.
• Make sure that you interpret the command name properly when intercepting a command with this routine.
• Cross-system commands are stripped of their command characters by the time the routine intercepts them. Also,

command aliases are converted to the new command name (and parameters). Therefore, base your comparisons on
the true command rather than on any aliases you have defined for that command.

• Use the EXIT parameter on the SETOPTION command to identify the appropriate load module for the MIMATHXT
routine. For example, specify SETOPTION EXIT=MIMATHXT when the module name is MIMATHXT. If you use
a different module name, then specify EXIT=MIMATHXT and specify the module name on the LOAD parameter.
For example, to use the load module UEXIT1 for the MIMATHXT routine, specify the command SETOPTION
EXIT=(MIMATHXT LOAD=UEXIT1).

Assemble and link-edit the completed routine as an authorized program with the module name you specify on the
SETOPTION command. Link-edit the routine into the authorized load library for MIM. The sample member named
ASMEXIT in the CAI.CBTDJCL data set contains JCL that you can use to assemble and link-edit this routine.

Note: For more information, see the Statement and Command Reference.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state, problem program key, addressing mode (AMODE) 31.
You must preserve this entry environment upon entry and restore it upon return.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
This register contains the address of the parameter list. The UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set
contains a DSECT mapping for this standard parameter list. It has the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the parameter list of the MIMATHXT exit routine. This is not used for
initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the MIMATHXT routine. The content of this word may
be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls. This
word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted, then
the value set during the first initialization call is passed during the second initialization, unless the z/OS
system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the routine. The high order bit of the first byte
is set on X'80' for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R13
This register contains the address of one standard save area.

R14
This register contains the return address for MIM.
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R15
This register contains the entry point address for the MIMATHXT routine.

All other registers are undefined.

MIMATHXT Exit-specific Parameter List

+0
Fullword containing the address of the command text buffer. You cannot alter the command text.

+4
Fullword containing the true length of the command text buffer. You cannot alter the command text length.

+8
Fullword containing the address of the command verb. You cannot alter the command verb.

+C
Fullword containing the length of the command verb. You cannot alter the command verb length.

+10
Fullword containing the address of a two-byte field containing the MCS command issuer authority in z/OS, or the
address of a four-byte field containing the CP user class in z/VM.

+14
Fullword containing the address of the converted UTOKEN that is passed to the operating system security
subsystem when performing command validation. This area is mapped by the ICHUTOKN mapping macro. You
can change the content of the UTOKEN area; however, you cannot change the UTOKEN length.

+18
Fullword containing the address of the 39-byte command entity name that is passed to the operating system
security subsystem when performing command validation. You can change the content of the entity name area,
but the name cannot exceed 39 bytes.

+1C
Fullword containing the command issuer source as an eight-byte field, and is interpreted depending upon the
setting of the flag byte at offset +24.

+24
Flag byte that designates the content of offset +1C:
X'80'

The source is the two-byte TJID of a TSO user.
X'40'

The source is the four-byte console ID.
X'20'

The source is the four-byte MCS extended console ID.
X'10'

The source is the internally issued command.
X'08'

The source is the eight-byte CMS user ID.
+25

Flag byte that designates the MIM command designation:
X'80'

Indicates that the command is an authorized MIM command.
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Return Code, Register 15

0

MIM should continue normally by calling the security subsystem and conditionally executing the command based on the
decision made by the security subsystem.

4
MIM bypasses calling the security subsystem and unconditionally executes the command.

8
MIM should bypass calling the security subsystem and unconditionally reject the command. Message MIM0420 is
returned as a command response indicating that the MIMATHXT rejected the command.

Note: You must restore all registers (except 0, 1, and 15) upon return.

MIMCMDXT Exit

Contents

You can use the optional MIMCMDXT exit routine to prevent certain MIM commands from being issued on the local
system or across systems. You can also increase the command authority level associated with a console or TSO user ID
so that operators or TSO users can issue MIM commands that they could not issue otherwise.

You cannot use this routine to prevent z/OS or JES commands from being issued on a local system or to increase the
command authority level needed to issue z/OS or JES commands. You can change the length and contents of the text of
a command with the MIMCMDXT routine.

MIM invokes this routine whenever it issues a command on the local system and whenever a cross-system command is
issued from the local system.

Follow these rules when coding the MIMCMDXT routine:

• Preserve all registers except registers 0, 1, and 15.
• Review all code you define in this routine to prevent abends from occurring. MIM may try to recover from abends, but

can terminate if it experiences repeated abends.
• Do not use the z/OS OPEN, CLOSE, LOAD, LINK, or BLDL macros, the TSO facilities, or any other z/OS facility that

implicitly or explicitly calls the WAIT supervisor.
• Do not use the STIMER or TTIMER macros.
• Make sure that the routine uses the appropriate command authority level for each situation.
• If you use the MIC LINK command to change the authority level for a TSO user or console, then MIM uses the

authority level assigned by the LINK command for cross-system commands. Otherwise, TSO users are assigned
informational command authority (X'0000'), and the command authority level for an MCS console is established in the
control block for that console.

• TSO users and consoles need informational command authority to issue MIM display-type commands. They need
system control command authority (that is, X'80') to issue other MIM commands.

• Make sure that you interpret the command name properly when intercepting a command with this routine.
• Cross-system commands are stripped of their command characters by the time the routine intercepts them. Also,

command aliases are converted to the new command name (and parameters). Therefore, base your comparisons on
the true command rather than on any aliases you have defined for that command.

• If you want to alter the text of a command, then do so at offset +4 and not at offset +0.
• Provide a save area of at least 72 fullwords if you want to issue messages from this routine. Mandatory code for this

subroutine is shown in the example included in Issuing Messages from MIMCMDXT in this chapter.
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Also, do not change registers 10 or 11 if you use this subroutine.
• Use the EXIT parameter on the SETOPTION command to identify the appropriate load module for the MIMCMDXT

routine. For example, specify SETOPTION EXIT=MIMCMDXT when the module name is MIMCMDXT. If you use
a different module name, then specify EXIT=MIMCMDXT and specify the module name on the LOAD parameter.
For example, to use the load module UEXIT1 for the MIMCMDXT routine, specify the command SETOPTION
EXIT=(MIMCMDXT LOAD=UEXIT1).

Assemble and link-edit the completed routine as an authorized program with the module name you specify on the
SETOPTION command.

Link-edit the routine into the authorized load library for MIM.

The sample member named ASMEXIT in the CAI.CBTDJCL data set contains JCL that you can use to assemble and link-
edit this routine.

Note: For more information, see the Statement and Command Reference.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state, problem program key, addressing mode (AMODE) 31.
You must preserve this entry environment upon entry and restore it upon return.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
Fullword containing the address of the parameter list, in the following format:
+0

Fullword containing the address of the parameter list of the MIMCMDXT exit routine. This is not used for
initialization calls.

+4
Fullword containing the communication word of the MIMCMDXT routine. The content of this word may
be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged for all subsequent calls. This
word is set to zero when the routine gets control over the first initialization call. If MIM is restarted, then
the value set during the first initialization call is passed during the second initialization, unless the z/OS
system has been IPLed.

+8
Fullword containing flags used to pass status information to the routine. The high order bit of the first byte
is set on X'80' for the initialization call.

+C
Fullword containing the global communication word set by the MIMINIXT exit routine.

R10
This register is reserved. Do not alter it if you are using a message subroutine to issue messages.

R11
This register is reserved. Do not alter it if you are using a message subroutine to issue messages.

R13
This register contains the address of one standard save area.

R14
This register contains the return address for MIM.

R15
This register contains the entry point address for the MIMCMDXT routine.
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All other registers are undefined.

MIMCMDXT Exit-specific Parameter List

+0
Fullword containing the address of a two-word vector. The first word of the vector contains the address of a
command name, and the second word of the vector contains the true length of the command name. Do not alter
this information.

+4
Fullword containing the address of the command text buffer. You can change the command text contained in this
buffer.

+8
Halfword containing the true length of the command text buffer.

+A
(Two-bytes reserved for user exit compatibility)

+C
Fullword containing the address of the MIM message routine that you can use to send a message to the
command issuer. If you want to use this routine, then make sure your exit provides a save area of at least 72
fullwords and that registers 10 and 11 are the same as on entry to your exit when the message routine is called.

+10
Fullword containing the address of the MCS authority flags.

+14
(12 reserved bytes)

+20
Fullword containing the four-byte console ID.

+24
One-byte unsigned integer containing the command source type defined as follows:
0 Real MCS console
4 Extended MCS (EMCS) console with migration ID
8 Extended MCS (EMCS) console
12 Subsystem console
16 Product (N/A)
20 TSO user
24 INSTREAM (JCL converter)
28 INTERNAL (no console)

+25
(Three bytes reserved)

+28
Eight-byte command source name. Can be console name, TSO user ID, INSTREAM, or INTERNAL depending on
command source type.

+30
Eight-byte Command and Response Token (CART). Binary zeros if not specified or available.

+38
(16 bytes reserved)

+48
Eight-byte MIMCMDXT user exit parameter list eye catcher “MIMCMDXT.”
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Return Code, Register 15

0

MIM should process this command normally.

4
MIM should reject this command and issue message MIM0140 to notify the issuing console or TSO user.

8
MIM should reject this command but should not issue a message to notify the issuing console or TSO user.

If you specify a value other than 0, 4, or 8, then MIM rejects this command and issues MIM0141 to notify the issuing
console or TSO user.

Note: You must restore all registers (except 0, 1, and 15) upon return.

Issuing Messages From MIMCMDXT

If you need to send a message from the MIMCMDXT routine to the console or TSO user who issued a command, then
use the message subroutine provided at offset +C of the exit-specific parameter list. This message is recorded in the MIM
trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. The next example shows mandatory code for the message subroutine:

CMDEXIT  SAVE   (14,12)

                 LR      R12,R15

                 USING   CMDEXIT,R12

                 LR      R5,R1             *Saves input parameters

                 ST      R13,BIGSAVE+4     *Preserves the save area pointer

                 LA      R13,BIGSAVE       *Points to the large save area

                 LA      R1,LFORMWTO       *Points at the list-form of the WTO message

                 L       R15,12(R5)        *Points to the message subroutine

                 BALR    R14,R15           *Calls the message subroutine

BIGSAVE          DS      72F               *Save area and workspace

LFORMWTO         WTO     'message text',MF=L,MCSFLAG=(RESP,REG0)

MIMINIXT Exit

Contents

You can use the optional MIMINIXT exit routine to acquire and initialize a global exit communication area that can be
shared among exit routines for any MIM facility. You can use this communication area to allow routines to share site-
specific data, such as a predefined user table.

MIM calls the MIMINIXT exit routine once per startup and before the initialization call for any other routine. On entry, +C in
the common exit parameter list is either zero or the previous value from when you last shut down MIM. The flag byte at +8
is always set to X'80'.

The address of the global data area that is acquired and initialized must be stored at +C in the common exit parameter list
before the routine returns to MIM.

Follow these rules when coding the MIMINIXT routine:
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• Preserve all registers except registers 0, 1, and 15.
• Consider the execution environment for all user-specified exit routines when issuing a GETMAIN request for a global

data area.
• Note that MIM does not provide serialization for the updating of a global data area. The serialization inherent in the

execution environment of the routine is the only serialization that occurs.
• Use the INITEXIT parameter on the MIMINIT statement to identify the appropriate load module for the MIMINIXT

routine. If you do not provide the module name on the INITEXIT parameter, then MIM tries to load and activate module
MIMINIXT.

NOTE
Specifying MIMINIT INITEXIT=NONE causes MIM to bypass all MIMINIXT processing.The sample member
named MIMINIXT in the CAI.CBTDSRC data set contains a sample MIMINIXT exit routine.

Entry Environment

Supervisor state, problem program key, addressing mode (AMODE) 31.
You must preserve this entry environment and restore it upon return.

Register Usage at Entry

Common Parameter List

R1
This register contains the address of the parameter list in the following format:
+0

This fullword is not used, therefore the value is unpredictable.
+4

Fullword containing the communication word of the MIMINIXT exit routine. This is initially set to zero. The
content of this word may be set by the routine during its initialization call and is passed unchanged during
the next restart whenever possible.

+8
Fullword of flags used to pass status information to the routine. The MIMINIXT exit routine is always
called with the first byte of the status flag, which is set to X'80'.

+C
Upon entry to the MIMINIXT exit routine, this fullword contains zeros or the contents of the global
communication word from a previous execution of MIM. The MIMINIXT exit routine may set the value of
this word. The value set is passed to all other exit routines every time they are called, and is also passed
to the MIMINIXT exit routine if MIM is restarted.
The common parameter list is mapped by the UXPARM member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set.

R13
This register contains the address of one standard save area.

R14
This register contains the return address for MIM.

R15
This register contains the entry point address for the MIMINIXT routine.

All other registers are undefined.

Note: No return codes are supported.

Utilities and Other Interfaces
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CTC Path Validation Utility
Cross-system channel-to-channel communication paths consist of an end-point device on one system and an end-point
device on another system. The two end-point devices are connected using a hardware channel path. The channel path
and end-point device addresses are created using HCD or IOCP on each system involved. The CTC Path Validation Utility
allows sites to test the CTC communication path to ensure the two end-point devices are connected to one another.

The CTC Path Validation Utility consists of two components:

The MIMCTPRF Program
This program should have been downloaded automatically as part of the standard MIM product installation
process. Check your MIM load library to ensure this program was downloaded during the install process.

The PROCCTC JCL Procedure
The sample utility JCL PROC should also have been downloaded as part of the standard MIM product installation.
Check the CAI.CBTDPROC data set for the sample CTC Path Validation Utility JCL PROC named PROCCTC.

Install the Utility

The utility needs to be activated on both systems owning the end-point CTC devices in question.

The device addresses are passed on through the z/OS START command used to activate the utility. If the two addresses
provided represent the same CTC connection, then the utility exchanges system information and displays the result of
the exchange. If the two device addresses fail to communicate, then other error messages may be issued, and the CTC
validation I/O from the utility remains pending on each device until the utility is canceled through operator command.

The general syntax for the checking 3-digit CTC devices is:

START PROCCTC,ddd

The general syntax for the checking 4-digit CTC devices is:

START PROCCTC,/dddd

Example:

Assume you were told device 810 on SYSA was connected to SYSB device 910. To verify this connection, perform the
following steps:

1. Customize the PROCTC JCL PROC, rename it to CTCTEST, and copy it to an appropriate PROCLIB.
2. On SYSA, issue command START CTCTEST,810.
3. On SYSB, issue command START CTCTEST,910.
4. Monitor message traffic on SYSA and SYSB. If the utility ends normally on each system, then the two devices were

able to communicate to one another across the complex. This typically occurs a few seconds after the START
commands are issued on each system.

5. If the utility runs successfully, then you could define this particular channel-to-channel connection to MIM using
CTCPATH statements placed in the MIMINIT parmlib member:

CTCPATH  FROMSYS=SYSA  ADDR=810  TOSYS=SYSB

CTCPATH  FROMSYS=SYSB  ADDR=910  TOSYS=SYSA

6. If the utility determines the devices are unable to communicate cross-system, then contact your local system
programmer or OEM Service Engineer for hardware connectivity assistance. In this case, you need to terminate the
utility on each system by using the z/OS CANCEL command.
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DASD Reserve Validation Utility
One way to allow multiple operating systems to access a common data structure would be to place the data structure on
a DASD device that has been genned with the “shared” attribute. Programs accessing that data structure could serialize
access to the data structure by using the IBM RESERVE/DEQ macros. Serialized access is achieved with hardware
reserves if the device is genned properly on all systems, and the macros are coded properly in all programs accessing
the data structure. DASD controller hardware reserve microcode ensures that only a single program on a single system is
able to read and update the data structure at any given moment.

The MIM DASD Reserve Validation Utility allows sites to determine whether the hardware reserve process is working
properly for a particular shared DASD device. If a reserve failure is detected, then an error message is issued and the
utility abends with a U0011 .

The DASD Reserve Validation Utility consists of two components:

• The MIMPROOF Program This program should have been downloaded automatically as part of the standard MIM
product installation process. Check your MIM load library to assure this program was downloaded during the install
process.

• The PROCRSV JCL Procedure The sample utility JCL PROC should also have been downloaded as part of the
standard MIM product installation. Check the CAI.CBTDPROC data set for the sample DASD Reserve Validation Utility
JCL PROC named PROCRSV.

NOTE
The MIMPROOF program issues hardware reserves with a QNAME of MIMPROOF. This QNAME should not
be specified in the MIMQNAME member if the SELECT is specified on GDIINIT PROCESS. If ALLSYSTEMS
is specified on GDIINIT PROCESS, then the MIMQNAME member should be updated with the following entry:
MIMPROOF GDIF=NO.

Install the DASD Reserve Validation Utility

The utility requires that a test data set be allocated on the shared DASD device in question. Then, the JCL PROC of the
utility needs to be customized and started on all systems that have access to the DASD device being tested. The utility
remains active on all systems until 1) it is terminated using a z/OS CANCEL command, 2) it is terminated by replying to its
outstanding WTOR, or 3) it detects a reserve failure, issues an error message, then abends with a U0011.

To install the DASD reserve validation facility

1. Allocate a test data set on the shared DASD volume in question. The following is a sample JCL to perform the
allocation:

//ALLOCDS JOB 1,'allocate data set',CLASS=A 

// * 

//ALLOC EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//SHARED DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=MIM.PROOF.TEST.DATASET 

// UNIT=xxxx,VOL=SER=XXXXXX,SPACE=(TRK,1)

2. Customize the PROCRSV JCL PROC, rename it to RSVTEST, and copy it to an appropriate proclib.
3. Start the RSVTEST JCL PROC on all systems that have access to the DASD device being tested. In a complex having

eight systems accessing the same DASD device, the z/OS START commands would be coded as follows:

On SYSA: START RSVTEST,INDEX=0,CYCLE=02,FORMAT=F (on 1st system) 

On SYSB: START RSVTEST,INDEX=1,CYCLE=03 (on 2nd system) 

On SYSC: START RSVTEST,INDEX=2,CYCLE=04 (on 3rd system) 

On SYSD: START RSVTEST,INDEX=3,CYCLE=05 (on 4th system) 

On SYSE: START RSVTEST,INDEX=4,CYCLE=06 (on 5th system) 

On SYSF: START RSVTEST,INDEX=5,CYCLE=07 (o  n 6th system)   
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On SYSG: START RSVTEST,INDEX=6,CYCLE=08 (on 7th system) 

On SYSH: START RSVTEST,INDEX=7,CYCLE=09 (on 8th system)

Notes:
– INDEX is the relative system index number having a range of 0-7.
– CYCLE is the reserve delay interval having a range of 00-99(decimal).You must include the leading 0 if the value

is 9 or less. i.e. “09” not “9” This value determines the number of 0.1 second intervals that MIM will wait while
reserving the file, and also how long MIM will wait after it has released the file. For example, if CYCLE=05, then
MIM will reserve the file for .5 seconds, release the file, wait another .5 seconds, then reserve it again. So, MIM
should have a total of approximately 1 reserve per second. The best test results are achieved by staggering this
value on each system as shown above.

– FORMAT has a value of F or N and is used to initialize the test data set. The first utility proc started must specify
FORMAT=F; all subsequent systems must specify FORMAT=N.

4. Monitor message traffic on all eight systems for MIMPROOF messages. When the utility is active on each system, a
WTOR is issued that can be used to terminate the utility manually. The utility runs indefinitely until you respond to the
WTOR of the utility, or a hardware reserve failure is detected. If a reserve failure is detected, then another MIMPROOF
error message is issued containing some diagnostic data, and it will abend with a U0011. The utility cannot determine
why the failure occurred. It can only tell you that at least two systems were able to gain simultaneous access to the file.
This should never occur if normal reserve processing is being properly maintained by the DASD controller microcode.
Contact your DASD hardware vendor for assistance in determining root cause.

Parmlib SyntaxSCAN Utility
The MIM SyntaxSCAN Utility allows you to check MIM parmlib statements and commands for syntax errors. The utility
runs as a started task and interrogates these MIM parmlib members: MIMINIT, MIMCMNDS, MIMQNAME, MIMUNITS,
GDIEXMPT, and EDIPARMS. It also interrogates these MIM message library members: EDIMSGS, ICMMSGS,
MIAMSGS, MICMSGS, MIMMSGS, and MIMMSGX. When started, the utility simulates MIM address space activation.
Statements and commands found in the MIM parmlib members are parsed and checked for errors, all errors are noted,
and the utility ends.

The MIM SyntaxSCAN Utility consists of two components:

The MIMSYNTX Program
This program should have been downloaded automatically as part of the standard MIM product installation
process. Check your MIM load library to ensure this program was downloaded during the install process.

The PROCSYN JCL Procedure
The utility JCL PROC should also have been downloaded as part of the standard MIM product installation. Check
the CAI.CBTDPROC data set for the sample MIM SyntaxSCAN Utility JCL PROC named PROCSYN.

Install the Parmlib SyntaxSCAN Utility

This section describes how to install the Parmlib SyntaxSCAN utility.

Remember that this utility only simulates MIM activation, so keep the following in mind:

• No real device or multi-system resource management occurs with the utility task.
• No MIM front-ends or SVC intercepts are loaded into CSA storage.
• No multi-system communications protocol is checked. For example, no DASD reserves, no CTC I/O / handshaking, no

registration with XCF.

To install the Parmlib SyntaxSCAN facility

1. Customize the PROCSYN JCL PROC, rename it to MIMSCAN, and copy it to an appropriate proclib.
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Use the PROC symbolic override parameters to specify the MIMINIT and MIMCMNDS members to be scanned. You
may reference the same members currently being used by currently active MIM tasks, or new members you have
created.
The MIMSYNCH member typically contains commands for other products (z/OS, JES2). Because MIM cannot
accurately verify the syntax of commands for other products, the utility JCL PROC is coded to bypass scanning of the
MIMSYNCH member. You will notice a SYNCH=NO parameter purposely coded in the JCL PROC of the utility; leave
this as is.
We recommend that:
– You code LOG at the top of each MIM parmlib member
– MIMINIT SUPPRESSRESP=NO is coded in the MIMINIT member to ensure that all error messages are issued

when MIMSCAN runs.
2. You need to APF-authorize the MIM load library prior to starting MIMSCAN.
3. Start the MIMSCAN JCL PROC using the z/OS START command. You may run the SyntaxSCAN Utility alone or

concurrently with other active MIM tasks. This is possible, because the MIMSYNTX program executes as simulated
MIM task that really examines MIM parmlib members only for syntax errors.

4. Monitor the execution of the utility. Usually, the JCL PROC of the utility terminates on its own after it has completed the
scan of all MIM parmlib members. It typically takes less than one minute to complete the scan. After the utility ends,
examine the syslog or joblog to determine if any syntax errors were found. If the utility ended with a U0040 abend,
then syntax errors were found in the MIM parmlib. Examine the error message associated with the U0040 abend
to determine which statement or command was in-error, correct the error, and rerun the MIM SyntaxSCAN Utility.
Continue this process until the utility terminates normally. That is, without any U0040 abends.

NOTE
Even if no U0040 abend occurs, there may be unrecognized commands in the commands member. Review
the joblog or syslog for any error messages.

Using the SyntaxSCAN Utility

You may run the SyntaxSCAN utility alone or concurrently with active MIM address spaces, and you may reference the
same parmlib and members.

For example, suppose you have an active MII task for which you have dynamically added a QNAME using the
ADDQNAME command. You have decided to make this a permanently managed QNAME, so you have appended the
new QNAME definition to the end of the MIMQNAME member. You now want to be sure that the newly specified QNAME
definition is syntactically correct.

You could customize the SyntaxSCAN utility startup procedure to point to the same parmlib and members that the MII task
uses during production. Then, you could execute the SyntaxSCAN utility concurrently with the active MII task to verify all
parmlib changes. Any syntax errors would be noted by a U0040 abend, as well as by error messages that would indicate
the problem.

TSO Command Interface Utility
The TSO Command Interface Utility is an optional MIM service that allows TSO users to issue MIM commands. Minimally,
it enables TSO users to issue MIM DISPLAY commands from their individual TSO sessions. The command responses are
then directed back to the TSO user.

If you are running MIC, then the basic MIM TSO Command Interface Utility can be extended to execute any MIM, z/OS, or
z/OS subsystem command. Commands can be routed to any or all systems in the MICplex.

You can optionally code the MIMCMDXT and GCMCMDXT user exits to prohibit the execution of specific commands
based on the TSO user ID.
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You are required to have a valid MIM command prefix (CMDPREFIX) defined for this interface to function. If you have
specified CMDPREFIX=NONE, then the MIMTSO interface will not recognize the active MIM address space.

The TSO Command Interface Utility consists of two components:

The MIMTSO Program
The MIMTSO program should have been downloaded as part of the standard MIM product installation process.
Check your MIM load library to ensure the MIMTSO program was downloaded as part of the installation process.

The MIMTSO CLIST
The MIMTSO CLIST should have been downloaded as part of the standard MIM product installation process.
Check the CAI.CBTDCLS0 data set to ensure the MIMTSO CLIST was downloaded as part of the installation
process.

Install the TSO Command Interface Utility

The TSO Command Interface Utility can be implemented in two ways - as a command processor, or as a called program.

• Invoking the MIMTSO program from a TSO session as a command processor allows you to directly append the
desired command to the MIMTSO command. The MIMTSO program will immediately be executed, the appended
command will then be executed, and the result will be return to the TSO session.

• Invoking the MIMTSO CLIST from a TSO session as a called program requires you to invoke the MIMTSO CLIST first.
Once the MIMTSO CLIST executes, you will be presented with a READY prompt indicating that you can then present
commands to MIM for execution.

Follow the installation instructions for the specific method in which you would like to invoke the TSO Command Interface
Utility.

To install the interface as a command processor

Add the MIM APF-Authorized loadlib that contains the MIMTSO program so that it will be automatically found through
LINKLST search processes.

1. Authorize the TSO service facility to call the MIMTSO program as a command processor by adding the MIMTSO
program name to the AUTHCMD and AUTHPGM statements in SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSOxx).

2. If you are running MIC and would like to issue commands to any system in the MICplex, then you will need to add a
MIC LINK command for each TSO user ID desiring this ability. Here is a sample:

LINK TSOUSER=OPER1  SYSID=ALL  AUTH=MASTER

This sample LINK command allows the TSO userid “OPER1” to issue any command to any system in the MICplex.

Example: Local Command

MIMTSO @DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Where @ is the MIM command character.

Example: Global Command

MIMTSO @SYSB @DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Where the SYSB is the MIM name of an external system.

To install the interface as a called program

1. Customize the LIBRARY parameter in the sample MIMTSO CLIST found in the data set CAI.CBTDCLS0 so that it
points to your MIM APF-authorized loadlib.
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2. Copy the updated MIMTSO CLIST to a CLIST library that is automatically searched for TSO users. The search order
for CLIST libraries is defined using the //SYSPROC DD statement found in the logon procedure of each TSO user.

3. Authorize the TSO service facility to call the MIMTSO program as a command processor by adding the MIMTSO
program name to the AUTHCMD and AUTHPGM statements in SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSOxx).

4. If you are running MIC and would like to issue commands to any system in the MICplex, then you will need to add a
MIC LINK command for each TSO user ID desiring this ability. Here is a sample:

LINK TSOUSER=OPER1  SYSID=ALL  AUTH=MASTER

5. This sample LINK command will allow the TSO userid OPER1 to issue any command to any system in the MICplex.
6. To invoke the CLIST, you would enter:

%MIMTSO

%
Specifies the TSO CLIST command character
MIMTSO
Specifies the CLIST name
Following is an example of MIMTSO when executed on a system where MII and MIA are running in separate address
spaces:

    MIM/TSO command interface (11.6      CTD1150)   

      THE FOLLOWING MIM TASKS ARE ACTIVE:

           MIAPROC   USES COMMAND PREFIX(:       )

           MIIPROC   USES COMMAND PREFIX(&       )

      MIMTSO     

Troubleshooting the TSO Command Interface Utility

Follow the suggested guidelines to diagnose the following common errors associated with invoking the TSO Command
Interface Utility:

S047 Abends
If MIMTSO is installed as a command processor, then verify that the MIMTSO module is in a LINKLST library.
If MIMTSO is called from a CLIST, then verify that:

• The TSO EXEC call is used, if you called the CLIST from ISPF.
• The library that contains the MIMTSO module is explicitly APF-authorized.

If MIMTSO is installed as a command processor or as a called program, then verify that:

• The library that contains the MIMTSO module is APF-authorized.
• The MIMTSO module is linked AC=1.

Incomplete Command Responses
The HIBFREXT and BUFRSIZE parameters found in SYS1.PARMLIB(TSOKEYxx) regulate the number of
command data you may receive in a TSO session. The total lines you can receive at any one time are equal to
the HIBFREXT value divided by the BUFRSIZE value. The total line output can vary due to timing considerations
when a user presses the Enter key while messages are being sent to the TSO session. BUFRSIZE=132 and
HIBFREXT=6600 gives you a 50-line maximum.

No Output When Using MIMTSO as a Command Processor
Verify that your TSO PROFILE specifies INTERCOM rather than NOINTERCOM in your TSO user profile. You
can check your profile values by issuing the TSO PROFILE command.
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'Invalid Command' Message from TSO or ISPF
If MIMTSO is a command processor, then verify that the MIMTSO program is in an APF-authorized loadlib that is
being search through LINKLIST processing.

'Insufficient Authority' Messages
For z/OS commands issued through MIC, use the MIC LINK command to assign authority levels for TSO users.
For all MIM components, you can change command authority for each TSO user from the default INFO authority
by using the MIMCMDXT exit routine.

'MIM is not active'
The MIM address space needs to be ACTIVE with a valid CMDPREFIX that can be set with the MIMINIT
CMDPREFIX statement or the SETOPTION MIM CMDPREFIX command. CMDPREFIX=NONE cannot be
specified.

NOTE
For more information, see the  Statement and Command Reference .

Message Facility
The MIM message facility provides the ability to customize messages issued by MIM. The message facility lets you to
customize message text and routing attributes such as routing and descriptor codes. The default message tables are
located in the MIM message data set, known as the MIMMSGS data set.

You specify the MIMMSGS data set on the //MIMMSGS DD statement in the JCL procedure that you use to start MIM. A
sample MIMMSGS data set is installed with the MIM product into data set CAI.CBTDMSEN.

This facility can be used only to customize MIM messages. Only the messages that are found in the default message
tables can be customized.

The message facility also lets you create non-English versions of MIM messages. While MIM does not provide default,
non-English message tables, you can create customized, non-English message tables.

Default Message Tables

The default message table members are named:

EDIMSGS, ICMMSGS, MIAMSGS, MICMSGS, MIIMSGS, MIMMSGS, MIMMSGX

Default message table members must reside in the MIMSMGS data set. They define the default message attributes. You
use the MIMMSGX member of the MIMMSGS data set to create site-specific message definitions that override the default
attributes.

MIMMSGS Message Table

The MIMMSGS member of the MIMMSGS data set contains message facility statements that are processed as part of
MIM initialization. The MIMMSGS member is the primary message table and points to all other message tables used by
MIM. For the general structure of this member, see the MIMMSGS member of the CAI.CBTDMSEN data set.

The TABLE statement defines the MIMMSGS member as the primary message table from which all other message tables
are called. All subsequent MSG and MSGR statements belong to the defined table. The MSG and MSGR statements in
MIMMSGS define MIM driver messages, which can be customized. The MIM facility-specific message tables (MICMSGS,
for example, is used for MIC) contain TABLE, MSG, and MSGR statements unique to that facility.

The INCLUDE statement directs the message facility to locate the indicated message table and insert the statements
found in the member at the point specified.
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NOTE
For more information, see the  Statement and Command Reference .

Creating a Custom Message Table

Each message table member provides access to message text that may be reworded or translated into languages other
than English. You may also change various routing attributes of messages. We recommend that you do not directly edit
the default message table members. Instead, define MSG and MSGR statements in the MIMMSGX member to override
the MSG and MSGR statements found in the default members.

By default, the MIMMSGX member is not called during initialization because the INCLUDE MIMMSGX statement is
commented in the MIMMSGS member. Uncomment the INCLUDE MIMMSGX statement to call the MIMMSGX member
during initialization. The MSG and MSGR statements found therein override the corresponding MSG and MSGR
statements found in the default members.

Follow these guidelines when using the MIMMSGX member:

• You can modify only messages found in the default message table members.
• Follow the message ID naming convention for MIM messages. Message IDs are expected to be eight characters in

length. Do not change this.
• All message facility syntactical rules are enforced.
• You can use any language for message text.

Message Table Syntax Rules

Contents

The following syntax rules govern the statements that are placed in the message table members. The variable substitution
capabilities that are used in the MSG Statement text parameter are:

• Only columns 1-71 are examined.
• Leading and trailing blanks are discarded.
• Comments can be inserted freely, and are designated by an asterisk (*) in column 1.
• Any line that ends with a comma (,) or a plus sign (+) is assumed to be continued on the next line. When splitting

message text across lines, the (+) is converted to a single blank.
• Up to nine variable substitutions can be requested using text in each message. The “at” sign designates each

substitution (@). Each substitution is numbered by @n, where n is a decimal number 1-9. Optionally, special formatting
can be requested in the following ways:
– A vertical bar (|) preceding the parameter number (n) indicates that leading blanks can be removed. The vertical bar

can be coded as either X’6A’ or X’4F’, depending on the emulator.
– A vertical bar (|) following the parameter number (n) indicates that trailing blanks can be removed. The vertical bar

can be coded as either X’6A’ or X’4F’, depending on the emulator.
– Periods (.) preceding the parameter number (n) indicate that the substituted variable can be right justified, after

removing leading and trailing blanks. The width of the inserted field is 2, plus the number of periods. The substituted
variable is truncated if necessary.

– Inserting periods (.) following the parameter number (n) indicates that the substituted variable can be left justified,
after removing leading and trailing blanks. The width of the inserted field is 2, plus the number of periods. The
substituted variable is truncated if necessary.

Rule Examples

The following are examples of how to specify message table functions:
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MSG 'MIM0001I parm @1 is inserted without change'

MSG 'MIM0002I parm @|2 is stripped of leading blanks,+ while parm @1| is stripped of trailing blanks'

MSG 'MIM0003I parm @...1 is exactly 5 characters after+ substitution, right justified.'

MSG 'MIM0005I parm @1... is exactly 5 characters after+ substitution, left justified.'

Naming Convention for Messages

The standard format suggested for MIM messages is:

MIM####t

where #### is a decimal number between 0001 and 9999, and t is one of the following letters used to designate the
message type:

A
Indicates an action message

E
Indicates an error message

I
Indicates an informational message

W
Indicates an warning message

In this naming standard, message number ranges are reserved for use by functional areas and facilities. The current
ranges for message numbers are listed here:

Range Functional Area
MIM0001 - MIM0999 MIM General Messages
MIM0500 - MIM0599 GCS (z/VM) Messages
MIM0600 - MIM0799 MIM General Messages
MIM0800 - MIM0899 Message Facility Messages
MIM0900 - MIM0999 XCF Support Messages
MIM1000 - MIM1999 GDIF and ECMF Messages
MIM2000 - MIM2999 GTAF and TPCF Messages
MIM3000 - MIM3999 GCMF Messages
MIM4000 - MIM4999 EDIF Messages
MIM5000 - MIM5999 Open
MIM6000 - MIM6999 ICMF Messages
MIM7000 - MIM7999 Open
MIM8000 - MIM8399 Used to define the variable text segments substituted in the @n

parameters.
MIM8600-MIM8799 LXCF Messages
MIMH1000-MIMH4000 Health Check Messages
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Message Facility Statements and Commands

Contents

The following statements and commands are used by the MIM message facility. Statements are used in message table
members and are referenced during initialization, while the commands can be issued at any time to display or modify
current message facility options.

• TABLE statement
• MSG statement
• MSGR statement
• INCLUDE statement
• DISPLAY MSGTABLE command
• MSGTABLE command

NOTE
For more information, see the  Statement and Command Reference.

Controlling MSG Statement Logging

You can use NOLOG and LOG statements in the message facility input members to control logging of MSG and MSGR
statements through MIM0079 message to the system log. Place a NOLOG statement immediately preceding those
MSG statements for which you want logging suppressed. Place a LOG statement immediately preceding those MSG
statements for which you want logging enabled. As distributed, all message facility input members have a NOLOG
statement as their first statement.

Help Facility
The HELP facility can be used to provide additional information for MIM commands, statements, and messages. This
section explains how to allocate a new MIMHELP library and how to use this facility.

Note: Broadcom no longer supplies a default MIMHELP library for MIM. If you used this facility in a previous release of
MIM, you can still use it with this release. However, it may contain inaccurate or incomplete information about commands
and messages. You can customize your own MIMHELP library by adding, deleting, or modifying members for the HELP
facility. The CAI.CBTDHENU data set contains a sample MIMHELP library.

How You Add or Delete Help Topics

You can use the MIMHELP data set if you want to make any type of information available through the MIM HELP facility.

You identify the MIMHELP data set using the //MIMHELP DD statement in the MIM startup procedure. You can add or
delete informational members in this data set. You also can modify any member if you want to update the information
contained in that member. The changes you make take effect the next time you start MIM.

How You Request Information from the Help Facility

To obtain information from the HELP facility while MIM is running, use the HELP command:

• To obtain a list of the topics in your MIMHELP data set, specify HELP INDEX or HELP. MIM provides a list of HELP
topics, as well as a brief description of each topic.

• To obtain information about a specific topic (informational member), name that topic on your HELP command. For
example, to see detailed information about the EXEMPT command, you would specify the command HELP EXEMPT.
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NOTE
For more information, see the Statement and Command Reference.

Report Generation for MIM
MIM reports give you an effective tool to evaluate the performance of the systems in your complex. The reports use a
sampling of statistical data to yield important information about the operating activities in your complex.

NOTE
This functionality requires the Easytrieve Interface. For more Common Components and Services requirements
information, see the Common Components and Services Requirements.

Planning

Contents

MIM uses a single SMF record for the record collection process. Using record subtypes, you can identify the statistical
records to be collected for the different reports available under the MIM facilities (such as GDIF, ECMF, TPCF, and so on.).

The major steps involved in the report generation process are:

1. Specify the SMF record number on a MIMINIT RECORDTYPE statement in the initialization member. Once this is set,
you should not need to change it.

2. Specify the record collection criteria using the SETOPTION command and begin the record collection process.

NOTE
You must allow the record collection process to run for a while before dumping the SMF records to data sets.

3. Dump the SMF records to a usable data set through the IBM IFASMFDP utility.
4. Run a report or create a report output file.

WARNING
MIM provides a set of reports for general use. If, however, any one of these reports does not meet your specific
requirements, then you can write your own customized reports in the language of your choice, using the SMF
records supplied by MIM.

WARNING
For more information, see the MIMSTREC member in the CAI.CBTDMAC data set provided on your installation
tape.

The default DETAIL reports do not produce an end-of-day summary. You can obtain a summary report using the EACH
parameter setting.

Specify an SMF Record Number

Before any statistical records can be collected for use in the MIM report process, you need to specify an SMF record
number. To do this, you place a MIMINIT RECORDTYPE initialization statement in the initialization member.

For example, if you decide to use the default SMF record number of 189, then you would specify the following statement
in the initialization member:

MIMINIT RECORDTYPE=189

Now you are ready to specify the record collection criteria for the report or reports you want to run.
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Specify a Record Type

Use the SETOPTION MIM STATCOLLECT command to specify the type of statistical records to be collected.

Specify the SUBTYPE operand to select specific record subtypes for a facility, or specify ALL to collect records for all
record subtypes available under that facility. The record subtypes correspond directly to the reports available for each
facility.

The following are record subtypes for the MIM facility:

Record Subtype Facility Description of Report
CF MIM MIM Control File Performance report is

used to assist you in tuning the MIM control
files.

FC MIM MIM Control File I/O report details activity
in the MIM control files. It can be used in
conjunction with the CF report to assist with
control file placement.

VF MIM MIM Virtual Control File I/O Performance
report details the activity on the CTC
devices.

For example, the following command tells MIM to collect statistics for the report subtype CF:

SETOPTION MIM STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=CF)

WARNING
To activate the record collection process for all record subtypes, you must repeat this procedure for each
subtype, specifying the SETOPTION STATCOLLECT command and the facility associated with that record
subtype.

Sample Command for Record Collection

The following example shows how to begin the SMF record collection process for the  MIM Control File Performance
report. This example indicates data sampling every 30 seconds, and a statistical record recording interval of every hour:

SETOPTION MIM STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=CF) STATCYCLE=30, STATINTERVAL=60

STATCYCLE
Specifies the sampling cycle time, in seconds, which MIM waits between each statistical data sampling. The
default value is 60.

STATINTERVAL
Specifies how often, in minutes, statistical data samples are recorded to SMF data sets. The default value is 15.

Note: The STATCYCLE and STATINTERVAL values apply to all record collection subtypes for a given MIM facility (GDIF,
and so on).

Once the statistical record collection process has begun, records are collected and written to the SMF data sets. You need
to use your site-specific procedures for dumping the records to physical sequential data sets that can be used by MIM to
produce reports.

NOTE
For more information, see the   Statement and Command Reference .
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Dumping the SMF Records

After you have created the statistics records using the SETOPTION commands, you must put these records into a usable
form for the MIM report generation utility or the record selection utility. To do this, you need to execute the IBM utility
IFASMFDP.

The IFASMFDP utility copies all records from the SMF data sets to SMF dump data sets for permanent storage. The
dumped data sets are of a physical sequential organization and have a variable blocked spanned (VBS) record format.
This format allows MIM to either run a hardcopy report from these records or put these records into record subtype output
files for later report processing.

NOTE
For more information about the SMF dump program procedure, see the appropriate IBM System Management
Facility (SMF) guide.

Generating a Report

Once you have dumped the SMF records, you can generate a hardcopy report using the MIM report generation utility,
MIMEZRPT. This utility program is designed to execute as a batch job to post-process the SMF records previously created
by the MIM address space.

To use this utility, you need to code JCL statements to specify various input and output files required by the report
generation utility, as well as code control cards to request a given report and specify any desired customizing options for
the specified report. Reports are generated on demand, and the report output contains information based on the statistics
collected. Sample JCL for running hardcopy reports is shown in Sample JCL for Report Generation in this chapter.

DDnames Used by MIMEZRPT

The following ddnames are used by the MIMEZRPT utility:

ERRORS
Specifies the data set to which the MIMEZRPT utility program writes runtime error messages. Typically, this is a
spooled data set.

EZTVFM
Specifies the work data set available for use by the MIMEZRPT utility program.

PANDD
Specifies the CAI.CBTDEZTM data set containing the Easytrieve ZZTMACxx macros used for report generation.

REPORTS
Specifies the data set to which the MIMEZRPT utility generates the requested report. Usually, this is a spooled
data set.

SMFIN
Specifies the data set containing the MIM SMF records used to produce the named reports in variable, blocked,
or spanned format. Data set concatenation is supported, including data sets residing on unlike device types (for
example, mixed disk and tape).

STEPLIB
Specifies the CAI.CBTDLOAD load module library containing the MIMEZRPT utility program.

SYSIN
Specifies the CAI.CBTDEZTR data set containing the Easytrieve report generation programs.

Report Generation Requests Using Easytrieve

Report generation requests are supplied to the MIMEZRPT utility program in card image format. The card images are
contained in a PDS member specified on the REPORT symbolic in the MIMEZRPT JCL supplied in the CAI.CBTDJCL
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library. This PDS data set name is specified on the SYSIN DD in the same JCL. The SYSIN input contains the name of
the report to be generated and any keywords required to run the report.

There is a limit of one report per single execution of the MIMEZRPT utility program. If you need several reports, you must
execute multiple jobs or multiple job steps.

Note: For a description of how to code the control card images, see Control Card Syntax for MIMEZRPT SMF Report
Generation in this section.

Several keywords are supplied for optional customizing of statistical reports.

The following common keywords are available for use in the SYSIN input for customizing the CF, FC, and VF SMF
reports.

RECTYPE
Specifies the SMF record type. Default is 255

SHIFT
Specifies a time range for which records are to be included. Default is '00:00 24:00', which covers the entire day.

FROM
Specifies an ending timestamp, in the form 'YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM'; SMF records with timestamps earlier than this
value are discarded. Default is 'ALL'.

TO
Specifies an ending timestamp, in the form 'YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM'; SMF records with timestamps after this value
are discarded.

MIMNAME
Specifies the name of a MIM address space; only records written by the specified MIM are included. Default is '*',
which selects data for all MIM tasks; data for multiple MIM tasks are separated, because the name is part of the
sort specification.

SYSTEM
Specifies the name of a system; only records written by the specified system are included. Default is '*', which
selects data for all systems; data for multiple systems are separated because the name is part of the sort
specification

LINECOUNT
Determines the page breaks for the report by specifying how many lines are printed on each page. Specify a
number from 1 to 32767.

EACH
Specifies the detail line grouping interval. The default is RECORD. The options for EACH are MINUTE, HOUR,
DAY, MONTH, and RECORD.

The following unique keyword is available for use in the SYSIN input for customizing the VF SMF report.

SKIPZEROS
Controls whether paths that have had no activity should be omitted from the report. Default is 'N'

Sample JCL for Report Generation

For sample JCL to generate a report, see the MIMEZRPT member in the CAI.CBTDJCL data set.

Control Card Syntax for MIMEZRPT SMF Report Generation

Control cards are processed as 80-byte card images. However, only card columns 1 through 72 are examined for parsing
purposes. Card columns 73 through 80 are ignored. Comments are supported and begin with an '*' (asterisk). When the
first non-blank character of a statement is an '*' (asterisk), the remainder of that record is a comment statement. You can
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use comment statements at any place within a program, except within a continued statement. A multiple line comment
requires an '*' (asterisk) as the first non-blank character of each line statement.

Control card operands are not column-dependent and can begin in any card column. Either a space, or a comma followed
by a space, should be placed between the report macro specification and the first control card keyword. Either a space
or a space followed by a comma should separate sequences of control card keywords and their operand values. The
following example illustrates the general rules for control card data entry:

*------------------------------------------------------------- 

* This is a comment that extends over multiple cards * 

*------------------------------------------------------------- 

%REPORT_MACRO KEYWORD OPERAND1, KEYWORD2 OPERAND2

Control card continuation is supported over any number of control card images. Control card continuations should be
placed following a keyword/operand sequence. To continue a control card, a plus sign (+) or a hyphen (-) should be
placed in any card column following the comma, up to column 72.

The last non-blank character of a statement terminates the statement unless that character is a - (hyphen) or a + (plus).
The - indicates that the statement continues at the start of the next statement area. The + indicates that the statement
continues with the first non-blank character in the next statement area. The difference between - and + is important only
when continuing words.

Example: Control Card Syntax

This example illustrates the general rules for continuing control card specifications:

*------------------------------------------------------------- 

* This is a comment that extends over multiple cards  

*-------------------------------------------------------------

%REPORT_MACRO KEYWORD1 OPERAND1, + 

KEYWORD2 OPERAND2, + 

KEYWORD3 OPERAND3

Sample Reports

Contents

This section contains sample reports.

Control File Performance Report Summary (CF)

    (1)                  (2)                                                                                      (3)

    2004/07/13 14:06   <CAMIM> Control File Performance Report                                       PAGE     1

 (4)System:    SYSA              (5)Jobname:  MIMGR      (6)Release:   11.6      (7)Service Level:  0000

 (8)From:      2003/10/25 00:00  (9)Each:     RECORD

(10)To:        2004/03/12 10:52 (11)Shift:    00:00 24:00

                     (13)    (14)     (15)      (16)      (17)       (18)      (19)    (20)   (21)     (22)  (23)   (24)

                      CF    Engage   ScanFile    Heart    Diseng     After     Wait    Blocks Blocks   XACT   XACT   XACT

(12)Interval Start  Cycles   Time      Time      Time      Time      Time      Time      In     Out     In    Out    Proc

  ---------------- ------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ------ ------- ------ ------ ------

   2004/03/07 16:58   3970  0.005413  0.000098  0.000022  0.001640  0.000058  0.219573   1.43   1.33  206.4    1.4   31.2

                                          ECMF  0.000001            0.000000                            0.0    0.0

                                          GDIF  0.000019            0.000056                           31.2    1.4
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Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Title.
(3) Page number of the report.
(4) System name of MIM image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MIM started task.
(6) The MIM release number.
(7) The MIM service level.
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
INTERVAL START(12) Start date and timestamp that the report line interval data covers.
CF CYCLES (13) The total number of control file accesses made by MIM during the

reporting interval.
ENGAGE TIME (14) The average elapsed time, in seconds, during the reporting

interval to obtain the control file RESERVE and read the first
block from the control file. The first block contains the GMR
(Global Master Record), the block allocation mask, and as many
transactions as will fit in the remainder of the block. Once the
control file RESERVE is obtained, MIM on the local system has
exclusive ownership of its data structures in relation to the external
systems.

SCANFILE TIME (15) The average elapsed time, in seconds, during the reporting
interval to examine transactions in the blocks read in for
transactions not seen yet by the local system and to disburse
those transactions to the various facilities, including the driver,
on the local system. During this time, control blocks on the
local system are altered (built, changed, or deleted) based on
transactions from the external systems to reflect changes that
have occurred on the external systems.
If the number of transactions has extended to multiple blocks, then
any control file read or write I/O time related to examining and
disbursing the transactions to the local system is included in this
time. Usually, this time appears as 0.000 if, on the average, all
MIM transactions are contained in the first block.
Important! Increases in this column may indicate that MIM is
rereading transactions that have not been processed yet by other
systems.
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HEART TIME (16) The average elapsed time, in seconds, during the reporting
interval that the MIM driver and all active facilities spent in the
performance of global activities on the local system. During this
time, control blocks on the local system can be altered (built,
changed, deleted) to reflect requested changes on the local
system. Transactions detailing the applied data structure changes
are added to the control file. This column shows the total, average,
elapsed time for all processing and then breaks out the amount of
time each facility used of the total, average, elapsed time.

DISENGAGE TIME (17) The average elapsed time, in seconds, during the reporting
interval required to write the final updated block, if any, to write the
GMR record, and to release the control file RESERVE.

AFTER TIME (18) The average elapsed time, in seconds, during the reporting
interval, that the MIM driver and all active facilities spent in the
performance of activities on the local system that were a result
of the control file cycle that completed, but that do not require
ownership of the control file for serialization of data structures. It is
during this time that units of work in other address spaces on the
local system that have been waiting on the MIM address space for
service are notified to continue execution. This column shows the
total average elapsed time for all processing and then breaks out
the amount of time each facility used of the total elapsed time.

WAIT TIME (19) The average elapsed time, in seconds, during the reporting
interval that MIM remained dormant while waiting for an event to
cause the need to access the control file.

BLOCKS IN (20) The average number of control file blocks read per control file
cycle during the reporting interval.

BLOCKS OUT (21) The average number of control file blocks written per control file
cycle during the reporting interval.

XACT IN (22) The average number of transactions read per control file cycle.
This column shows the total average number of transactions read
for all processing and then breaks out the average number of
transactions that can be attributed to a given facility. Note that only
global facilities receive transactions.

XACT OUT (23) The average number of transactions written per control file cycle.
This column shows the total average number of transactions
written for all processing and then breaks out the average number
of transactions that can be attributed to a given facility. Note that
only global facilities generate transactions.

XACT PROC (24) The average number of transactions processed per control file
cycle.

Control File I/O Report Summary (FC)

    (1)                 (2)                                                                                        (3)

    2004/07/13 14:07   <CAMIM> Control File I/

O Report                                                 PAGE    1

 (4)System:    SYSA               (5)Jobname:  MIMGR      (6)Release:   11.6        (7) Service Level:  0000

 (8)From:      2003/10/25 00:00   (9)Each:     RECORD

(10)To:        2004/03/12 10:52  (11)Shift:    00:00 24:00

                   (13)            (15)           (17)                (19)                 (21)                 (23)

        (12)        CF    (14)    Average (16)    Average  (18)       Average  (20)       Average    (22)      Average
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  Interval Start  Cycles  BLKS RD BLKS RD BLKS WR BLKS WR  XACT RD    XACT RD   XACT WR    XACT WR   XACT PR    XACT PR

 ---------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------- --------- ---------- --------- ---------- ---------

 2004/03/07 16:58    3970    5664   1.427    5265   1.326     819297   206.372       5709     1.438     123842    31.194

 2004/08/29 15:58      11      15   1.364      19   1.727          8     0.727         10     0.909          8     0.727

   (24)

   ***Migrate from: Controller=SYSA     VOL=****** DSN=********

   ***Migrate to:   Controller=SYSB     VOL=****** DSN=********

 2004/08/29 15:58      22      26   1.182      26   1.182         10     0.455          2     0.091         10     0.455

   (24)

   ***Migrate from: Controller=SYSB     VOL=****** DSN=********

   ***Migrate to:   Controller=SYSA     VOL=****** DSN=********

 2004/08/29 15:58      11      12   1.091      11   1.000          8     0.727         10     0.909          8     0.727

   (24)

   ***Migrate from: Controller=SYSA     VOL=****** DSN=********

   ***Migrate to:   Controller=******** VOL=MIMX01 DSN=MIM.CF01

 2004/08/29 15:58      10      11   1.100      11   1.100          4     0.400          8     0.800          4     0.400

   (24)

   ***Migrate from: Controller=******** VOL=MIMX01 DSN=MIM.CF01

   ***Migrate to:   Controller=SYSB     VOL=****** DSN=********

 2004/08/29 15:58      12      16   1.333      16   1.333          8     0.667          2     0.167          8     0.667

   (24)

   ***Migrate from: Controller=SYSB     VOL=****** DSN=********

   ***Migrate to:   Controller=SYSA     VOL=****** DSN=********

 2004/08/29 15:59      60      60   1.000      60   1.000          8     0.133          2     0.033          8     0.133

   (25)

   ***Current CF: Controller=SYSA     VOL=****** DSN=********

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Report title.
(3) Report page number.
(4) System name of the MIM image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MIM started task.
(6) The MIM service number.
(7) The MIM PTF level.
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
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(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is
displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
INTERVAL START(12) Start date and timestamp that the report line interval data covers.
CF CYCLES (13) The total number of control file accesses made by MIM during

the reporting interval. This number is similar to the COUNT: CYC
value displayed in the MIM0039 message generated by the
DISPLAY MIM IO command.

BLKS RD (14) The total number of control file blocks read by MIM during the
reporting interval. This number is similar to the COUNT: BLOCKS
READ value displayed in the MIM0039 message generated by the
DISPLAY MIM IO command.

AVERAGE BLKS RD (15) The average number of control file blocks read per control file
access by MIM during the reporting interval. This number is similar
to the AVG: BLOCKS READ value displayed in the MIM0039
message generated by the DISPLAY MIM IO command.

BLKS WR (16) The total number of control file blocks written by MIM during the
reporting interval. This number is similar to the COUNT: BLOCKS
WRITTEN value displayed in the MIM0039 message generated by
the DISPLAY MIM IO command.

AVERAGE BLKS WR (17) The average number of control file blocks written per control file
access by MIM during the reporting interval. This number is similar
to the AVG: BLOCKS WRITTEN value displayed in the MIM0039
message generated by the DISPLAY MIM IO command.

XACT RD (18) The total number of control file transactions read by MIM during
the reporting interval. This number is similar to the COUNT: XACT
READ value displayed in the MIM0039 message generated by the
DISPLAY MIM IO command.

AVERAGE XACT RD (19) The average number of control file transactions read per control
file access by MIM during the reporting interval. This number is
similar to the AVG: XACT READ value displayed in the MIM0039
message generated by the DISPLAY MIM IO command.

XACT WR (20) The total number of control file transactions written by MIM during
the reporting interval. This number is similar to the COUNT: XACT
WRITTEN value displayed in the MIM0039 message generated by
the DISPLAY MIM IO command.

AVERAGE XACT WR (21) The average number of control file transactions written per control
file access by MIM during the reporting interval. This number
is similar to the AVG: XACT WRITTEN value displayed in the
MIM0039 message generated by the DISPLAY MIM IO command.

XACT PR (22) The total number of control file transactions processed by MIM
during the reporting interval. This number is similar to the COUNT:
XACT PROCESSED value displayed in the MIM0039 message
generated by the DISPLAY MIM IO command.

AVERAGE XACT PR (23) The average number of control file transactions processed
per control file access by MIM during the reporting interval.
This number is similar to the AVG: XACT PROCESSED value
displayed in the MIM0039 message generated by the DISPLAY
MIM IO command.
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(24) When a control file migration takes place during the reporting
interval, this report line is generated to show that a control file
migration has taken place. It shows the prior control file location
(first line) as well as the active control file location (second line) at
the end of the reporting interval.

(25) The location of the control file at the end of the reporting interval.
CF and VOLSER are the data set name and volser, respectively,
of the active DASD control file, or asterisks (*), if the active control
file is a virtual control file. CONTROLLER is the name of the
current controller system that is maintaining the virtual control file,
or asterisks, if the current control file is on DASD. This information
is similar to that displayed in the MIM0039 message generated by
the DISPLAY MIM IO command.

Virtual Control File (CTC) Performance Report (VF)

 (1)                (2)                                                                             (3)

    2004/07/13 14:07   <CAMIM> Virtual Control File Performance Report                                 PAGE      1

 (4)System:    SYSB               (5)Jobname:  MIMGR       (6)Release:   11.6    (7)Service Level:  0000

 (8)From:      2003/10/25 00:00   (9)Each:     RECORD

(10)To:        2004/03/12 10:52 (11)Shift:     00:00 24:00

                  (13)       (15)    (16)    (17)      (18)     (19)     (20)     (21)    (22)

     (12)        Sample (14) System   Reserve   Reserve    Physical   Physical   Logical    Logical   Error  (23)

  Interval Start  Count  DEV    Name     Time      Count    Blocks Rd  Blocks Wr  Blocks Rd  Blocks Wr  Count Message

 ---------------- ------ ---- -------- --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----- -----------------

 2004/03/07 16:58     15 9010 SYSA       .005387      3,970      3,970      3,970      5,664      5,610     0  Controller=SYSA

                         C210 SYSA       .000000          0          0          0          0          0     0

                         C310 SYSA       .000000          0          0          0          0          0     0

Field Description
(1) Date and time the report was created.
(2) Report title.
(3) Report page number.
(4) System name of the MIM image as defined by the DEFSYS

statement.
(5) Name of the MIM started task.
(6) The MIM release number.
(7) The MIM service level.
(8) Date and timestamp of the earliest record in the reporting interval.
(9) Summary level for the data line. In this example, each RECORD is

displayed in the detail line. If each HOUR was specified, then the
detail line would be a summary of the hour's activity.

(10) Date and timestamp of the latest record in the recording interval.
(11) Range of records included in the report.
INTERVAL START(12) Start date and timestamp that the report line interval data covers.
SAMPLE COUNT (13) The total number of data samples taken during the reporting

interval.
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DEV (14) Device address of the CTC device, or 'XCF' (which represents
a logic path to the external system using XCF communications).
This value is similar to the DEV column of the MIM0176 message
that is generated by the DISPLAY PATH command.

SYSTEM NAME (15) External system name, as defined by a DEFSYS statement, to
which the CTC device or logical XCF path connects the local
system. This value is similar to the SYSTEM column of the
MIM0176 message that is generated by the DISPLAY PATH
command.

RESERVE TIME (16) The average elapsed time, in seconds, that the controller system
took to process virtual reserve request for the specified path
represented by the CTC device during the reporting interval. This
time covers the time from when the controller system receives
a request from the requester and in turn sends the control file to
this requester. This value is similar to the RSVDELAY column of
the MIM0176 message that is generated by the DISPLAY PATH
command.

RESERVE COUNT (17) The total number of virtual reserve requests received over the
specified CTC path during the reporting interval.

PHYSICAL BLKS RD (18) The total number of buffers (of a size up to the value specified by
the MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE parameter) that were received
over the specified CTC path during the reporting interval. This
value is similar to the READ column of the MIM0176 message that
is generated by the DISPLAY PATH command.

PHYSICAL BLKS WR (19) The total number of buffers (of a size up to the value specified by
the MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE parameter) that were transmitted
over the specified CTC path during the reporting interval. This
value is similar to the WRITTEN column of the MIM0176 message
that is generated by the DISPLAY PATH command.

LOGICAL BLKS RD (20) The total number of buffers (of a size up to the current BLKSIZE)
that were received over the specified CTC path during the
reporting interval. As many logical blocks of size BLKSIZE that
will fit into a transfer buffer of size VCFBUFFERSIZE can be
transmitted or received with a single I/O operation.

LOGICAL BLKS WR (21) The total number of buffers (of a size up to the current BLKSIZE)
that were transmitted over the specified CTC path during the
reporting interval. As many logical blocks of size BLKSIZE that
will fit into a transfer buffer of size VCFBUFFERSIZE can be
transmitted or received with a single I/O operation.

ERROR COUNT (22) The number of errors that occurred on the specified CTC path
during the reporting interval. This value is similar to the ERR
column of the MIM0176 message that is generated by the
DISPLAY PATH command.

CONTROLLER (23) The name of the controller system at the end of the reporting
interval.

MIM Health Checks
MIM uses the CA Health Checker to create health checks that run under the IBM Health Checker for z/OS.

The IBM Health Checker helps you identify potential problems in your z/OS environment by checking system or product
parameters, and system status against recommended settings. Use either SYSVIEW or SDSF Health Checker displays
to list and view the checks. View health check messages in the MVS System Log. The value of CHECK_OWNER for all
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MIM health checks is 'CA_MIM'. MIM health checks are used to confirm that you have implemented various MIM Best
Practices.

View IBM Function Registry for z/OS Data
View the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data for MIM to see what product features are available and are enabled at your
site.

This information helps you determine whether your site is getting the most value out of MIM. If you do not have the
permissions to perform these steps, ask your System Programmer to assist you.

Prerequisites:

Before you view the registry data, verify that your site meets the following prerequisites:

• The Common Components and Services Feature Registration Service (FRS) has been installed. For installation
instructions, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

• Common Components and Services 15.0 PTF SO15973 has been applied.
• MIM has been started. Starting the product prompts the FRS to register it with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS.

When MIM is registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS, you can view its product data in the registry. Use any of
the following methods to view the data:

SYSVIEW Performance
Management Version

16.0 or higher

Displays detailed information about a single product. You must have a SYSVIEW license to use this
method.

IBM FXEPRINT
batch utility

Displays detailed information about all registered products.

Your system console Displays the feature enablement status for a single product.

View the Data Using SYSVIEW

SYSVIEW includes commands to display the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data. For MIM, this data includes the product
release and maintenance level, and the enabled status and LMP key for each facility.

1. From any SYSVIEW menu, type FXE in the Command field and press Enter.
The IBM Function Registry for z/OS panel appears.

2. Find "Broadcom" in the Vendor column and type SB in the Cmd field next to it. Press Enter.
The registered Broadcom products appear.

3. Tab to your product and press Enter.

The function registry information for the selected product appears.

View the Data Using FXEPRINT

The IBM FXEPRINT batch utility generates a report that provides information about all products that are registered with
the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. For MIM, this data includes the product release and maintenance level, and the
enabled status and LMP key for each facility.

Use the following JCL to run the IBM FXEPRINT batch utility:
//FXEPRINT EXEC PGM=FXEPRINT,TIME=1440,REGION=0K

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(LRECL=80)

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

A report of the function registry information for all products is written to SYSOUT.
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View the Data Using the System Console

Use the following command to display the status of the registered features for MIM on the system console:
D FXE,VN=BROADCOM,PN='CA MIM',IID=instanceId,FN=*,STATE

instanceId
Specifies the name of the MIM started task. Specify the wildcard '*' to display information for all MIM started tasks.

The feature information for MIM appears on the system console.

Integration with OPS/MVS
MIM provides seamless integration with OPS/MVS in several areas, including product state management, health check
status management, and individual automation event management.

You do not need to do anything for MIM to enable the product interface to OPS/MVS and you do not need to issue any
MIM initialization statement or commands to activate the interface. If MIM and OPS/MVS are active in the same z/OS
image, MIM automatically communicates MIM automation events to OPS/MVS.

Before the MIM-to-OPS/MVS interface existed, OPS/MVS could automate MIM events through console messages, and
OPS/MVS can still use MIM console message traffic for automation events. Console messages are processed by OPS/
MVS )MSG rules. Depending upon the particular automation event, OPS/MVS rules may need to correlate console
messages and, in some instances, issue commands and interrogate command responses to collect information about a
given event.

On the other hand, the MIM-to-OPS/MVS interface is an integrated two-way communication mechanism. MIM passes
automation event information directly to OPS/MVS, including all pertinent data related to the automation event in the form
of OPS REXX variables. These events can be automated using an OPS/MVS )API rule. This interface is more efficient
and reduces the complexity of OPS/MVS automation rules as the event data in readily available in REXX variables. This
internal interface also eliminates the dependence on the format and content of console message text.

Also, MIM can take action on an automation event as directed by an OPS/MVS )API automation rule. MIM and OPS/MVS
seamlessly work together to automate the management of shared-system resources.

Enabling OPS/MVS Event Notification
To enable the interface from OPS/MVS, set the OPS/MVS parameter APIACTIVE to ON. This allows OPS/MVS to
acknowledge and process the events generated by MIM.

API Rules
For each automation event presented by MIM, the interface triggers an )API rule, and supplies data to the rule in the
form of environmental variables. Each type of event has an associated set of variable names. Some variable names are
common, regardless of the automation event while other variable names are specific to the automation event.

NOTE
For more API information, see the OPS/MVS AOF Rules User Guide.

WARNING
Unless otherwise noted, all of the variables are a data type of character and are read-only variables; therefore,
an OPS/MVS rule program cannot store data into these variables. An attempt to alter the content of read-only
variables will result in an OPS/MVS rule program failure.
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MIM Product State Management
MIM provides a direct interface to the OPS/MVS System State Manager (SSM) application to notify OPS/MVS of the
current operating state of the given MIM address space. The OPS/MVS SSM application can use this information to
automatically control the operation of the MIM address space, as well as any other address space that is dependent upon
the MIM address space being active.

The MIM product active state is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API CASTATE

The available OPS/REXX variables for MIM product state management are:

OPS/REXX Variable Value

API.APPLICATION MiMgr

API.VERSION Current release

API.LEVEL Service Level

API.EVENTID CASTATE

API.MSGID CASTATE

API.TEXT State of MiMgr is state

The API.TEXT variable has the following format:

State of appl_id is current_state'

appl_id
Specifies the same value as the API.APPLICATION variable

current_state

STARTING
MIM is in the process of initializing

UP
MIM is active and is managing global resource activity

STOPPING
MIM is in the processing of terminating

DOWN
MIM is in the process of exiting the system

Member SSMAPI of HLQ.OPS.STATEMAN.RULES demonstrates how to use the CASTATE API.

Note: For more information, see the OPS/MVS documentation.

MIM Health Check State Management
MIM provides a continuous health check state directly to OPS/MVS. OPS/MVS can use this information in several ways to
determine the operational health of the MIM address space.

MIM issues a heartbeat update every sixty seconds that notifies OPS/MVS of the current operational health state of the
MIM address space. If MIM detects a health state change, it immediately generates a heart beat update without waiting for
the sixty second heart beat interval to expire. In this way, MIM provides OPS/MVS with a constant operational health state
view of the MIM address space.
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OPS/MVS can also react to the lack of a heart beat update from the MIM address space and an indication that there is
either a potential problem with the MIM address space, or there is a larger system level problem that is taking place.

Note: For more information on using the OPS/MVS Health Check application, see the OPS/MVS documentation.

The MIM product health check heart beat state is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API CAHEARTBT

The available OPS/REXX variables for MIM state management are:

OPS/REXX Variable Value

API.APPLICATION MiMgr

API.VERSION Current release

API.LEVEL Service level

API.EVENTID CAHEARTBT

API.MSGID CAHEARTBT

API.TEXT Health check message text

The API.TEXT variable has the following format:

appl_id  Status: health_state  Reason: reason_text

appl_id
Specifies the value of the API.APPLICATION variable.

health_state
health_state can be one of the following:
NORMAL

MIM is operating normally, without any detected problems.
WARNING

MIM is operating, but has detected a potential problem that might impact normal processing.
PROBLEM

MIM is operating, but has detected a problem that is impacting the processing of global resource activity.
reason_text

reason_text can be one of the following:
Active

MIM is operating normally, without any detected problems.
Synchronizing

MIM is in the process of joining a synchronized MIMPLEX with other instances of MIM operating on
external systems. MIM should only appear in this state a minimal amount of time.

CF Lockout
MIM has detected a control file lock out condition. MIM cannot process any global resource activity on the
local system.

Migrating
MIM has detected a migration is in progress to an alternate control file of VCF CONTROLLER system.
MIM should only appear in this state a minimal amount of time MIM cannot process any global resource
activity on the local system until the control file migration successfully completes.
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Initializing
MIM is in the process of performing initialization processing, in preparation to attempt to join a
synchronized MIMPLEX.

Pending Synchronization
MIM has completed initialization processing and is now waiting to begin the synchronization process with
external MIMPLEX systems. MIM should only appear in this state a minimal amount of time.

Quiescing
MIM is in the process of quiescing in response to a MIM QUIESCE command.

Quiesced
MIM has quiesced processing and is now dormant in response to a MIM QUIESCE command. MIM
remains in this state until it receives a MIMM RESTART command.

Stopping
MIM is in the process of shutting down.

Unknown
The reason for the health state cannot be determined.

Members APIHRTB1, APIHRTB2, and APIHRTB3 of HLQ.OPS.SAMPLE.RULES demonstrate how you use the
CAHEARTBT API.

 

Compatibility Levels
The following chart shows whether a feature is available for a compatibility level:

 Feature  Required CompatLevel 
 11.81 11.82* (VM Only) 11.90 12.00 and Higher
zIIP Enablement Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dynamic Reconfiguration
of MIM 

No No No Yes

Mixed VCF
Communication

No No No Yes

Delay Detection and
Notification

No Yes No Yes

ANALYZE TAPEDELAY No Yes No Yes
Device Exclusion for z/
OS

Yes Yes Yes Yes

CSM 5.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes
SWAP Enhancement Yes Yes Yes Yes
EDITEST Command
Enhancements

Yes Yes Yes Yes

EDIF DISPLAY
STATISTICS
Enhancement

Yes Yes Yes Yes

* Compatibility level 11.82 is only valid for customers with a VM system in their MIMplex.
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Glossary
Descriptions of key terms

ACL

ACL is the abbreviation for automatic cartridge loader, a feature available on IBM 3480-type tape devices.

ACL processing

ACL processing is special processing that z/OS performs for IBM 3480-type devices in which the automatic cartridge
loader (ACL) feature is installed and active. When the ACL feature of a device is installed and active, z/OS tries to use
that device for only nonspecific, non-temporary volume requests.

action message

An action message is a message that is assigned a descriptor code of 1 (system failure messages), 2 (immediate action
messages), 3 (eventual action messages), or 11 (critical eventual action messages). Action messages with descriptor
codes of 1, 2, or 11 notify you of important events and are displayed on consoles as highlighted, non-deletable messages.
Also see descriptor code.

active ACL status

An active ACL status is a type of device status that you can assign through the MIA VARY command. You can assign
active ACL status only to IBM 3480-type devices on which the ACL feature is installed. When you change the ACL status
to active, z/OS performs ACL processing on that device during allocation.

active status

See active ACL status.

address routine

An address routine is an optional routine in the MIA application program interface. This routine retrieves the Unit
Control Block (UCB) names of all devices on the local system. A sample routine named API1SM02 is provided in the
CAI.CBTDSAMP data set.

alias name

See system alias.

allocation recovery

Allocation recovery is the part of the z/OS device allocation process that a job enters when it cannot allocate a suitable
online device. During allocation recovery, z/OS determines how to handle that job (cancel it, make it wait for a device to
become available, or vary a suitable offline device online). Based on this information, z/OS issues messages IEF238D
(and sometimes other additional messages) to tell you what your options are. You can use the SETOPTION command,
the MIA VARY command, and the TPCRECXT exit routine to influence allocation recovery when TPCF is running.

alternate path support

Alternate path support is a z/VM feature that lets you define alternate channels from a real processor to a DASD or to a
tape device to improve performance.
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ASCB CHAP

ASCB CHAP is a z/OS function that GDIF uses to change the dispatching priority of a user address space during critical
ENQ processing.

assignable tape devices

Assignable tape devices refers to the following types of devices: 3480, 3490, 3590, and any other type of compatible tape
device.

attribute verification

An attribute verification is an EDIF feature that you can use to prevent programs from making inappropriate changes to
the attributes of a data set. During attribute verification, EDIF determines whether a non-exempted program will change
the attributes of a data set. If so, then EDIF records the violation. EDIF also abends the program to prevent the update if
the ABEND option is in effect. You can enable this feature by specifying the ATTRIBUTES option on an EDIF processing
statement.

attribute violation

An attribute violation is an update in which the attributes of the data sets will be changed by the program if the update
takes place. The EDIF attribute verification feature lets you detect attribute violations and prevent attribute changes from
taking place.

authority level

An authority level is an assigned code that determines which cross-system commands a target console can execute. You
can assign an authority level to a target console through the AUTHORITY parameter on the LINK command. However,
the LINK command does not change the z/OS authority level for that console. z/OS authority levels determine which local
commands a console can execute.

authorization statement

See the glossary definition for LMP codes.

AUTOFREE

AUTORFREE is an ECMF feature that automatically frees certain data sets that were dynamically allocated by TSO users
and are currently marked not in use.

broadcast

Broadcast is the process in which GCMF sends cross-system messages to a group of consoles based on criteria defined
in a collection set.

CALServ

L-Serv is a component of Common Components and Services that allows MIC to route commands and messages across
systems, as an alternative to using CTC or DASD control files. L-Serv uses VTAM to communicate information among
systems. The Intersystem Communication Facility (ICMF) must be active before you can use L-Serv.

checkpoint files

Checkpoint files are non-shared DASD files used to track system status information when using CTCONLY or XCF
communication methods. They are also required for the REQUEUE feature of the ECMF facility within MII to track job
status information when MIM is shutdown and then restarted.
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collection set

A collection set is a message routing definition that allows a local console, product, TSO user, or system log to receive
messages from one or more external systems. Collection sets are created through the COLLECT command.

command

A command is a line of text that establishes elements of the MIM operating environment that you can change while it
is running. You can issue commands from the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the parameter data set, from a
console, or from a TSO session.

command alias

A command alias is a site-defined alias that you can substitute for a MIM command, using the DEFALIAS command. For
example, if you define the alias DS for the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command, you can specify DS when you want to see
status information about the systems in your complex, instead of specifying DISPLAY SYSTEMS.

command prefix character

A command prefix character is a character that you can use to prefix MIM commands. Assign this character using the
CMDPREFIX parameter on the SETOPTION command.

command routing path

A command routing path is a path between a local console, product, or TSO user and one or more external systems. This
routing path enables that console, product, or TSO user to issue commands to the external system and to receive the
cross-system responses to those commands. Command routing paths are created through the LINK command. Command
routing paths are also known as linkages.

command source

Command source is the product, TSO users, or consoles authorized to issue cross-system commands through a linkage.

communication method

You must select a communication method to allow MIM to share important information between systems. The methods
available for use are DASDONLY, CTCONLY, CTCDASD, XCF, ICMF, and NONE.

conflict

A conflict is a situation in which two or more tasks need access to the same resource at the same time and cannot share
access to that resource.

console pool

A console pool is a group of consoles from which GCMF can allocate a console to execute a cross-system command.
GCMF uses the pool only for dedicated and shared linkages. Consoles in this pool are known as console pool members.

console pool member

A console pool member is a console in the GCMF console pool. Inactive MCS consoles and subsystem consoles may be
members of the console pool.
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control file

A control file is a data set that MIM uses to communicate information among systems, to store checkpoint data, or both.
When CTCDASD or CTCONLY are active, MIM uses a virtual control file to communicate information. DASD control files
are used for DASDONLY communication and as a backup control file for CTCDASD. You also can define backup (or
alternate) DASD control files, which are used if the current control file becomes unusable.

coupling facility

The coupling facility is a combination of hardware and software technologies that provide z/OS components and
subsystems with the ability to share and transport data among systems in a sysplex.

CP

CP is an abbreviation for Control Program, the portion of the z/VM operating system that manages real resources (such
as real memory) and I/O operations to tape devices, printers, and so on.

CPU

CPU is an abbreviation for central processing unit, the portion of a computer that controls overall activity and fetches,
decodes, and executes instructions.

CPU image

See image.

CTC device

A CTC device is a Channel-to-Channel Adapter or IBM 3088-type device that is physically connecting two systems.

CTC path

A CTC path is a logical path connecting two systems. You need to define CTC paths when you are using the CTCDASD
or CTCONLY communication methods so you can transmit cross-system information across CTCAs or IBM 3088-type
devices. CTC paths do not connect systems physically; you need to use CTCAs or IBM 3088-type devices to connect
systems physically.

CTCA

CTCA is the abbreviation for Channel-to-Channel Adapter, a device that you can use to connect two systems physically.

DASD

DASD is an abbreviation for direct access storage device.

data set control block

A data set control block is a data set label that describes the DASD space and attributes for a data set on a DASD device.

DCB

DCB is an abbreviation for data control block, an interface between an executing program and a data set.
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deadly embrace

A deadly embrace is an unresolvable set of conflicts in which tasks on different systems lock each other out of the devices
or resources that the tasks need to complete. For example, if task 1 controls device 1 and needs device 2, and task 2
controls device 2 and needs device 1, neither task can complete. You must cancel these tasks to end the conflict.

dedicated device

A dedicated device is a device that has been given dedicated status through the MIA VARY command.

dedicated linkage

A dedicated linkage is a linkage in which a single console pool member is used as the target console. Any other linkages
cannot use that console pool member. Specifying POOL=DEDICATE on the LINK command creates dedicated linkages.

dedicated resource

A dedicated resource is a data set or device that is reserved for a particular system, program, function, or user.

dedicated status

Dedicated status is a type of device status you can assign through the MIA VARY command. Dedicated status identifies a
device that can be allocated only on one system, unless no other suitable device is available. A locally dedicated device is
a device that is dedicated to the local system (that is, the system you are currently on). An externally dedicated device is
one that is dedicated to a different system.

descriptor code

A descriptor code is code used by MCS to route a class of messages to consoles. Descriptor codes identify types of
messages; for example, system failure messages (descriptor code 1), immediate action messages (descriptor code
2), eventual action messages (descriptor code 3), or critical eventual action messages (descriptor code 11). These
messages provide you with information about system status, situations that require the attention of an operator, and so
on. Although many messages are assigned descriptor codes, some messages do not have them. You can use the z/OS
CONTROL V,LEVEL command to select messages for each MCS console, based on the descriptor code assigned to
those messages.

destination

The destination is the local consoles, TSO users, product, or system log that is receiving cross-system commands
gathered by a collection set.

device control list

A device control list is a series of entries that provide MIA with information about devices that it should be managing. See
MIMUNITS member.

device control member

The device control member is the optional member that provides MIA with the local and global names of the devices that
it should be managing. This member is identified through the DEVLIST parameter on the MIMINIT statement. By default,
MIA uses the member named MIMUNITS.
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device group

A device group is a set of devices created by z/OS during the system generation process. z/OS systems use device
groups in creating the eligible device list, from which it selects a suitable device for allocation. Each device group contains
one device.

device preference value

A device preference value is a type of device status you can assign through the MIA VARY command. TPCF uses these
values to preference a device from a group of otherwise equally acceptable devices. The higher the value you assign, the
more preferenced the device.

DISP=SHR verification

DISP=SHR verification is an EDIF feature that you can use to prevent programs from updating a data set when
DISP=SHR is specified in the JCL of the job. The value DISP=SHR does not prevent other programs from updating the
data set at the same time. When you enable this feature, EDIF examines the JCL for the programs you designate when
one of those programs tries to update the data set. If DISP=SHR is specified, then EDIF records the violation. EDIF also
abends the program to prevent the update if the ABEND option is in effect. You can enable this feature by specifying the
CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter on an EDIF processing statement.

display command

A display command is a command that you can use to obtain information about resources, devices, messages, systems,
and so on. You can issue these commands from the MIM parameter data set, from a console, or from a TSO session.

display panel

A display panel is an optional panel in the MIA application program interface. This panel shows you status information for
the managed devices you name on a retrieval panel. The name of the display panel is API1PNL2.

display routine

A display routine is an optional routine in the MIA application program interface. This routine enables you to display
information about tape devices on an ISPF screen. The name of this routine is API1SM01.

DSCB

DSCB is the abbreviation for data set control block.

dual allocation

A dual allocation is a situation in which two or more jobs concurrently allocate the same device.

ECMF

ECMF is an acronym for the ENQ Conflict Management Facility, which is available with the MII component. ECMF issues
messages when a resource conflict occurs. ECMF also resolves certain types of conflicts automatically.

EDIF

EDIF is an acronym for the Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility, which is available with the MII component. EDIF detects
and prevents common user errors that can compromise data set integrity.
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EDIF processing list

An EDIF processing list is a series of EDIF processing statements that tell EDIF what types of data set damage to detect
or prevent. A sample processing list is provided in member EDIPARMS in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set. The member that
contains this list is called the EDIPARMS member throughout the MIM documentation.

EDIF processing statement

An EDIF processing statement is a statement that tells EDIF what types of data set damage to detect or prevent for
a group of data sets or for a single data set. The DEFAULT, DSORG, PREFIX, SUFFIX, PATTERN, and DATASET
statements are all EDIF processing statements. The UTILITY statement is a special type of EDIF processing statement
identifying programs that should be processed the same way.

EDIPARMS member

The EDIPARMS member is a member of the parameter data set that contains EDIF processing statements, which tell
EDIF what types of data set damage to detect and prevent. Collectively, the contents of this member are called the EDIF
processing list. A sample member called EDIPARMS is provided in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set.

EDL

EDL is the abbreviation for eligible device list. Also see eligible device list.

EDT

EDT is the abbreviation for eligible device table, a table of device addresses used during device allocation. Also see
eligible device table.

eligible device list (EDL)

An eligible device list (EDL) is a list of devices that z/OS builds for a device allocation request. The eligible device list
contains the unit control block address of every device with the correct physical characteristics for that request. The
eligible device list consists of one or more device groups that contain these device addresses.

eligible device table (EDT)

An eligible device table (EDT) is a list of devices from which z/OS chooses during device allocation. The eligible device
table contains the unit control block address of each device known to the local system. When a job requests a device,
z/OS extracts the addresses of the devices with the correct physical characteristics for that request. This list of device
addresses is known as the eligible device list.

elimination logic

Elimination logic is the logic in the TPCEDLXT exit routine and job reserve processing that TPCF uses to eliminate
unwanted devices before z/OS allocation processing begins. TPCF uses this logic to remove devices from the z/OS
eligible device list during allocation; TPCF also uses this logic to eliminate devices from the z/OS offline device list during
allocation recovery.

ENQ facility

The ENQ facility is a z/OS facility that serializes access to resources in a system. The ENQ facility establishes a queue
of tasks waiting to use a resource, and the system control program manages this queue. A task (or z/OS) issues an ENQ
request to use this facility. Also see ENQ request.
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ENQ request

An ENQ request is a request that uses the z/OS ENQ facility to serialize access to resources that will be used by multiple
tasks on the same system.

A task can request shared or exclusive access to a resource. Shared access usually means that the task does not update
the resource; therefore, other tasks can share access to that resource at the same time. Exclusive access usually means
that the task will update the resource so that other tasks cannot share access to that resource at the same time without
risking an integrity exposure.

A three-part naming convention is used on an ENQ request: the major name (or QNAME) of the class of resources, the
minor name (or RNAME) of the specific resource that is needed, and the scope, which indicates whether the task will
serialize access in its address space, in the system, or among systems. Also see QNAME and RNAME.

esoteric group

An esoteric group is a site-defined group of devices. Esoteric groups are created through the UNITNAME macro. Esoteric
groups have a critical effect on the device groups z/OS creates for an allocation request.

exclusion parameters

Exclusion parameters are parameters on the COLLECT command that tell GCMF to exclude certain messages that
otherwise would be collected by that collection set. You can use exclusion parameters to collect only a subset of any
message category. For example, you can collect all messages issued by a job, except a message you name on an
exclusion parameter. A collection set never collects messages you specify on an exclusion parameter, even if another
parameter in that collection set selects those messages. Also see inclusion parameters.

exclusive linkage

An exclusive link is a linkage in which you specifically assign a console as the target console. Specifying the TGTCONS
parameter on a LINK command creates exclusive linkages. Also see target console.

exempt list

An exempt list is a series of statements that provide GDIF with supplemental and more specific information on how to
process ENQ and RESERVE requests and hardware reserves for resources. A sample exempt list is provided in the
member called GDIEXMPT in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set. The member that contains the exempt list is called the
GDIEXMPT member.

exit routine

An exit routine is a site-defined program that is called at a predetermined time during processing. You can use exit
routines to change the way MIM and its facilities handle commands, messages, ENQ and RESERVE requests, device
allocations, and resource conflicts.

externally dedicated device

An externally dedicated device is a device that has been given dedicated status on another system through the MIA VARY
command. Also see dedicated status.

externally reserved device

An externally reserved device is a device that has been given reserved status on another system through the MIA VARY
command. Also see reserved status.
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false global enq contention

False global enq contention can occur when ENQs contend on different systems, for a resource that is not physically
or virtually shared between the 2 systems. This can occur if two data sets have the same name, but are on 2 different
volumes. It can also occur for generic rnames which are generated by a product program which is not configured for cross
system sharing.

GCMF

GCMF is an acronym for the Global Command and Message Facility, which is available with the MIC component. GCMF
enables you to issue cross-system commands and to collect messages from other systems.

GCMF console pool

See console pool.

GDIEXMPT member

The GDIEXMPT member is a member of the parameter data set containing statements that give GDIF supplemental
information on handling ENQ and RESERVE requests and hardware reserves for specific resources. GDIF uses this
member for requests only if EXEMPT=YES is specified on a QNAME statement for that class of resources. A sample
member called GDIEXMPT is provided in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set. Collectively, the contents of the GDIEXMPT
member are called the exempt list.

GDIF

GDIF is an acronym for the Global Data Integrity Facility, which is available with the MII component. GDIF ensures
integrity for shared resources by converting RESERVE requests to global ENQ requests and by propagating ENQ
requests to all systems in a complex.

generic group

A generic group is a group of physically identical devices. z/OS creates generic groups during the system generation
process. Generic groups have a critical effect on the device groups z/OS create for an allocation request.

global

The term global applies to all resources or processors in a shared-device, multiprocessor, or multi-image environment.

global device name

See global name.

global ENQ request

A global ENQ request is an ENQ or RESERVE request that GDIF has propagated to all systems.

global name

A global name is a unique name that can be used by all systems when referring to the same tape device. A global name
can be three or four characters in length and may be alphanumeric or numeric. Global names are critical when a device
has different unit control block names on different systems. MIA uses the unit control block name as the global name for a
device unless you specifically assign a global name through the MIMUNITS member of the MIM parameter data set.
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GTAF

GTAF is an acronym for the Global Tape Allocation Facility, which is available with the MIA component. GTAF enables you
to share tape devices among systems.

hardware reserve

A hardware reserve is an I/O instruction that dedicates a DASD to a single processor to serialize access to one of the
resources on that device. On z/OS systems, hardware reserves are produced through RESERVE requests. Also see
RESERVE request.

I/O

I/O is an abbreviation for input/output.

ICMF

ICMF is an acronym for the Intersystem Communication Facility, which is part of the MIC component. ICMF enables you
to route cross-system commands and messages through the L-Serv communication product, rather than through CTCs or
shared DASD.

image

An image is a logical/physical partition of a CPU that functions as a separate processing unit. A single CPU can be divided
into multiple images, each operating independently and each running under a different operating system. z/VM running on
an image can create further images.

inaccessible device

An inaccessible device is a device to which there is no physical access path, logical access path, or both.

inclusion parameters

Inclusion parameters are parameters on the COLLECT command that tell GCMF which messages to collect. Also see
exclusion parameters.

index number

See system index number.

ineligible device

An ineligible device is a device that is unavailable for allocation to the requesting job.

initialization

Initialization is a process in which MIM reads the startup information you have provided and stores that information for use
during operations.

initialization parameters

Initialization parameters are parameters that define elements of the MIM operating environment that cannot be modified
while it is running. You can specify initialization parameters only on initialization statements. Also see initialization
statements.
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initialization statements

Initialization statements are statements that define elements of the MIM operating environment that cannot be modified
while it is running. Initialization statements are identified by the suffix INIT. Some facilities have their own initialization
statements, and the initialization statement named MIMINIT influences all facilities.

initialization values

Initialization values are elements of the MIM operating environment that are defined through initialization statements. You
cannot change these values while MIM is running.

initiator

An initiator is a z/OS started task that selects jobs for execution based upon job class, scheduling priority, and other
performance criteria.

integrity exposure

Integrity exposure is a situation in which access to a resource has not been serialized, which makes it possible for that
resource to be damaged.

JCL

JCL is an abbreviation for job control language, the language used to describe the resource and execution requirements
of a job to the operating system.

linkage

A linkage is a cross-system routing path that allows a console, product, or TSO user on the local system to issue
commands to one or more external systems. Linkages also enable the issuing console, product, or TSO user to receive
the cross-system responses to these commands. Linkages, which also are known as command routing paths, are created
through the LINK command.

LMP codes

LMP codes are needed to license MIM for use at your site. These codes are placed in the KEYS member in the OPTLIB
data set in the CAS9 JCL procedure.

local device name

See local name.

local name

The local name is a name obtained from the unit control block address for a tape device. A device may have different
local names on different systems. For example, a device can have the local name 1A0 on one system and 2A0 on another
system. The MIA application program interface and MIA display commands use local names when referring to devices;
however, most MIA processing and commands use global names when referring to devices.

locally dedicated device

A locally dedicated device is a device that has been given dedicated status on the local system through the MIA VARY
command. Also see dedicated status.
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locally reserved device

A device that has been given reserved status on the local system through the MIA VARY command. Also see reserved
status.

locking mechanism

A locking mechanism is a bit-mask that z/OS uses to serialize access to a tape device group.

managed device

A managed device is a tape device that MIA is managing. You can tell MIA to manage a device by specifying the local
name of that device in a device control list. You also can tell MIA to manage an entire class of devices, such as all tape
devices, by specifying the appropriate value on the DEVCLASS parameter on the MIMINIT statement.

managed resource

A managed resource is a resource that GDIF, ECMF, or both are managing. You can tell GDIF, ECMF, or both to manage
a resource by specifying the QNAME for that resource in your QNAME list.

MCS

MCS is an abbreviation for multiple console support, the portion of the z/OS operating system that controls consoles and
message traffic to consoles.

message ID

A message ID is a character string that identifies a message. Also called a message prefix.

message routing definition

A message routing definition is a rule that tells GCMF which messages to collect, the systems from which to collect
these messages, and the local product, TSO user, console, or system log that is to receive these messages. Message
routing definitions also are known as collection sets. You can create message routing definitions through the COLLECT
command.

message type

A message type is a classification that tells GCMF which messages to collect. You can enter a simple list of message
types to collect a broad group of messages; however, you also can collect a subset of any message type.

migration

Migration is a process in which MIM suspends all requests for control file services and shifts cross-system communication
to another control file.

MIMCMNDS member

The MIMCMNDS member is a member of the parameter data set containing MIM commands that should be executed
during the initialization process. A sample member called MIMCMNDS is provided in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set.

MIMINIT member

The MIMINIT member is a member of the parameter data set that contains initialization statements for MIM and its
facilities. A sample member called MIMINIT is provided in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set.
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MIMMSGS member

The MIMMSGS member is the message member for MIM. MIMMSGS member contains MIM Message Facility statements
that are processed as part of MIM initialization. This member is the primary message table and points to all other message
tables used by MIM. A sample MIMMSGS member is provided in the CAI.CBTDMENU data set.

MIMPARMS data set

The MIMPARMS data set is the parameter data set for MIM. This data set contains members that provide the statements
and commands that should be executed at startup time. The MIMPARMS data set is identified through the //MIMPARMS
DD statement in the startup procedure. A sample MIMPARMS data set is provided in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set.

MIMplex

A MIMplex is the collection of all systems supervised by MIM.

MIMQNAME member

The MIMQNAME member is the member of the parameter data set containing statements that tells GDIF and ECMF how
to handle ENQ and RESERVE requests for classes of resources. A sample member called MIMQNAME is provided in the
CAI.CBTDPARM data set. Collectively, the contents of the MIMQNAME member are called the QNAME list.

MIMSYNCH member

The MIMSYNCH member is the member of the parameter data set containing commands that should be executed at
the end of the system synchronization process. The commands in this member can be MIM, z/OS, or JES commands. A
sample member called MIMSYNCH is provided in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set.

MIMTRC data set

The MIMTRC data set is the data sets that collect trace data about commands, command output, ENQ and RESERVE
requests, resource conflicts, and so on.

MIMUNITS member

The MIMUNITS member is the member of the parameter data set containing the names of the devices that MIA should
manage. This member also is called the device control member. Collectively, the contents of the MIMUNITS member are
called the device control list.

minidisk

A minidisk is a logical, addressable unit of storage on a physical device. A minidisk can be an entire device (called a full-
pack minidisk) or a subsection of a device.

monitor type

A monitor type is a code used by MCS to route a functionally related group of monitor messages to specified consoles. A
monitor type is assigned to all monitor messages and some non-monitor messages; monitor types also can be assigned
to consoles. MCS matches the monitor type on the message with the monitor type on the console when routing local
messages. You can use monitor types to tell GCMF which messages to collect; you can also send messages to consoles
based on monitor types.

multi-line message

A multi-line message is a group of messages that can be displayed out-of-line in a predefined display area or displayed
inline as a group on a console.
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multiple console support

Multiple console support is a portion of the z/OS operating system that controls consoles and message traffic to consoles.
Abbreviated as MCS.

non-specific linkage

A not-specific linkage is a linkage that uses a member of the console pool to execute cross-system commands. This
console pool is designated through the POOL parameter on the LINK command.

non-specific volume request

A not-specific volume request is a tape volume request in which no particular volume is requested. Nonspecific volume
requests are made by specifying DISP=(NEW) in the JCL of a job.

non-temporary volume request

A not-temporary volume request is a tape volume request in which the data set on that volume is saved at the end of the
step. Non-temporary volume requests are made by specifying the values DISP=(KEEP), DISP=(CATLG), or DISP=(PASS)
in the JCL of a job.

not-available device

A not-available device is a device that has been given not-available status through the MIA VARY command. Also see
not-available status.

not-available status

A not-available status is a type of device status you can assign through the MIA VARY command. Not-available status
identifies a device that should not be selected for allocation unless no other device is available.

offline device list

An offline device list is a list of offline devices that z/OS allocation creates for a job that cannot allocate a suitable online
device. The offline device list is created for jobs in allocation recovery. This list contains the unit control block name of
every offline device with the correct physical characteristics for that request.

operating values

Operating values are elements of the MIM operating environment that are defined through commands. You can establish
these operating values at startup time, and you can change operating values at any time.

overgenned device

An overgenned device is a device that has been given overgenned status through the MIA VARY command. Also see
overgenned status.

overgenned status

Overgenned status is a type of device status you can assign through the MIA VARY command. Overgenned status
identifies a tape unit control block address for which there is no physical device. TPCF makes z/OS ignore overgenned
devices when z/OS is selecting a device for allocation.
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parallel sysplex

A parallel sysplex is a sysplex running in a supported IBM z/OS complex, which utilizes the 976x processor and coupling
facility hardware. Also see sysplex.

parameter data set

A parameter data set is the data set identified through the //MIMPARMS DD statement in the MIM startup procedure. This
data set contains required and optional members that provide initialization and operating values.

PDF

PDF is the abbreviation for Program Development Facility or Portable Document Format (Adobe).

PDS

PDS is the abbreviation for partitioned data set.

Physical control file

A Physical control file refers to a MIM control file located on a shared DASD volume or coupling facility list structure.

preference logic

Preference logic is the logic in the TPCSRMXT exit routine and in job reserve and VARY PREF processing that TPCF
uses to eliminate unwanted devices after z/OS allocation has eliminated unavailable devices. TPCF uses this logic to
remove devices from the candidate list z/OS creates during allocation. Preference logic tells TPCF which devices you
prefer to use whenever possible. TPCF never examines preference logic during allocation recovery.

preference value

See device preference value.

processing options

Processing options are options specified on EDIF processing statements. These options determine how EDIF processes a
group of data sets or a single data set.

pseudo-volume serial number

A pseudo-volume serial number is a value that MIA generates and propagates to identify the system on which a device is
allocated. This value appears in the format ss=GTA, where ss is the system alias for the allocating system. z/OS displays
this number only when a device is allocated on an external system.

PTF

PTF is the abbreviation for program temporary fix.

QNAME

A QNAME is an eight-byte name that identifies a class of resources (such as data sets, control blocks, and so on) on an
ENQ or RESERVE request. A QNAME also may indicate what function a task will perform with that class of resources.
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QNAME list

A QNAME list is a series of statements that tell GDIF and ECMF how to process ENQ and RESERVE requests for classes
of resources. A sample QNAME list is provided in the member called MIMQNAME in the CAI.CBTDPARM data set. The
member that contains the QNAME list is called the MIMQNAME member.

read verification

Read verification is an EDIF feature that you can use to prevent unauthorized programs from reading a data set. During
read verification, EDIF verifies that a program is authorized to read the data set. If it is not, then EDIF records the
violation. EDIF also abends the program to prevent the read operation if the ABEND option is in effect. You can enable
this feature by specifying the ACCESSCHECK option on an EDIF processing statement.

real reserve/release processing

Real reserve/release processing is a DASD hardware feature that serializes access among real processors by dedicating
a device to one processor at a time. Real reserve/release processing is requested through a reserve channel command
word, which is produced when a task or z/OS issues a RESERVE request for a resource. The hardware is released
through a release channel command word.

release CCW

A release CCW is a channel command word that releases a device or minidisk that had been dedicated to a processor or
guest system. Also see real reserve/release processing, virtual reserve/release processing.

REQUEUE feature

The REQUEUE feature is an ECMF feature that places a batch job on hold and returns it to the input job queue when that
job requests an unavailable resource. When the requested resource becomes available, ECMF frees the job so that it can
execute. The REQUEUE feature affects only batch jobs that issue requests on which the QNAME SYSDSN is specified
and works only at job start.

reserve CCW

A reserve CCW is a channel command word that serializes access to a device or minidisk. Also see real reserve/release
processing, virtual reserve/release processing.

RESERVE facility

The RESERVE facility is a z/OS facility that serializes access to a resource by dedicating the DASD volume on which that
resource resides to the system on which the requesting task is executing. Tasks issue RESERVE requests to use this
facility. Also see RESERVE request.

RESERVE request

A RESERVE request is a special type of ENQ request that z/OS uses to serialize access to resources that will be shared
by multiple systems.

A RESERVE request contains the UCB address of the DASD on which the requested resource resides. When the task
obtains access to this resource, z/OS issues an I/O instruction that dedicates the DASD to the system on which the task is
executing. This I/O instruction is known as a hardware reserve.

reserved device

A reserved device is a device that can be allocated only by a certain job or group of jobs. You can reserve devices through
the MIA VARY command. Also see reserved status.
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reserved status

A reserved status is a type of device status you can assign through the MIA VARY command. Reserved status identifies a
device that can be allocated only by a certain job or by a group of jobs.

resource

A resource is any part of a computer system (such as a CPU, a data set, software, and so on) that a job or task requires.

resource conflict

See conflict.

retrieval panel

A retrieval panel is an optional panel in the MIA application program interface. This panel shows you the unit control block
name of all local devices and accepts the names of the devices for which you want information. A sample retrieval panel is
provided in member API1PNL1 in the CAI.CBTDPENU data.

RNAME

An RNAME is a 1- to 255-byte name that indicates what specific resource the task that issued an ENQ or RESERVE
request needs.

routing code

A routing code is a code MCS uses to route a functionally related group of messages to the appropriate consoles, TSO
sessions, logs, and so on. Routing codes are assigned to many, but not all messages; routing codes are also assigned to
consoles and TSO users. To determine where to route messages, MCS matches the routing code on the message with
the routing code assigned to a console or TSO user.

You can use routing codes to tell GCMF which messages to collect. You also can send messages to consoles based on
routing codes. EDIF uses routing codes to determine which consoles and TSO sessions should receive messages about
update violations, read violations, attribute violations, and data set conflicts.

routing definition

See message routing definition.

routing path

See command routing path.

serialization

Serialization is a process that controls access to resources to ensure resource integrity. Tasks can perform serialization
themselves, or they can invoke the z/OS ENQ or RESERVE facilities to perform serialization. Also see ENQ facility and
RESERVE facility.

service cycle

A service cycle is a designated length of time that MIM waits before accessing its control file automatically. The length of a
service cycle is the product of the values for the INTERVAL and CYCLES parameters on the SETOPTION command.
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service interval

A service interval is a designated length of time that MIM waits before querying its global facilities (that is, GDIF, GTAF,
and GCMF) for cross-system transactions. If one or more of these facilities have transactions, then MIM accesses its
control file at this time. The length of a service interval is set through the INTERVAL parameter on the SETOPTION
command.

shared linkage

A shared linkage is a linkage in which the console pool member that serves as the target console can be used by other
linkages as needed. Shared linkages are created by specifying POOL=SHARE on a LINK command.

significant characters

Significant characters are non-wildcard characters in a QNAME/RNAME string or in a job name. Blanks also are
considered significant characters. GDIF uses significant characters to determine the order in which to examine LOCAL
and GLOBAL statements that you have specified in your exempt list.

SMF

SMF is an abbreviation for the IBM System Management Facilities.

source system

A source system is an external system from which you are collecting messages through a collection set.

specific linkage

A specific linkage is a linkage that uses a designated console to execute cross-system commands. This console is
assigned through the UCMID parameter on the LINK command.

specific volume request

A specific volume request is a tape volume request in which a certain data set is requested.

statement

A statement is a line of text that establishes elements of the MIM operating environment that you cannot change while it
is running. You can specify statements only in members of the MIM parameter data set. Each of these statements is read
during the product initialization process.

subsystem console

A subsystem console is a console that has been defined to the system-one for which there is no physical device or device
address. Subsystem consoles are defined during the system generation process or in a member of the SYS1.PARMLIB
data set, depending on what version of z/OS you are running. GCMF allocates these consoles to execute cross-system
commands issued through dedicated and shared linkages.

synchronization

Synchronization is the process in which the systems in a complex establish contact with each other and obtain the most
current information about the activities of each other. MIM accomplishes synchronization through its control files.
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sysplex

A sysplex is an IBM strategy for providing a single-image view of a multiple-image complex. IBM sysplex initiatives are
included in MVS/ESA SP 5.2.0 and above.

system

A system is a logical/physical partition of a CPU that functions as a separate processing unit. A system can be a separate
CPU or a unique operating system. Also see image.

system alias

A system alias is a unique one- to two-character name that identifies a system to MIM. You can define system aliases
through the DEFSYS statement. If you do not define aliases for your systems, then MIM uses the index number of a
system as its alias.

system ID

A system ID is a unique character string that identifies a system to MIM. These are the three types of system IDs
accepted: system index numbers, system names, and system aliases. Also see system index number, system name, and
system alias.

system index number

A system index number is a unique number MIM generates the first time it recognizes a system. It uses this number to
identify the origin and destination of internal transactions.

system name

A system name is a unique one- to eight-character name that identifies a system to MIM. You can assign system names
through the DEFSYS statement. If you do not specifically assign a system name to a system, then MIM uses the SMF ID
of the system as its name.

target console

A target console is the console that is executing cross-system commands issued through a linkage. A target console is the
recipient of a command; it is not the console from which the cross-system command was issued.

target system

A target system is the external system that is receiving and executing cross-system commands issued through a linkage.

temporary volume request

A temporary volume request is a tape volume request in which the data set will not be saved at the end of the step.

TPCF

TPCF is an acronym for the Tape Preferencing and Control Facility, which is available with the MIA component. TPCF lets
you influence device selection during the device allocation process.

trace

A trace is a MIM function that maintains a log of time-stamped information.
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trace data set

A trace data set is the data set that you can use to collect trace data commands. For example, command output, ENQ and
RESERVE requests, and resource conflicts commands. This data set is named MIMTRC. Also see MIMTRC data set.

TSO

TSO is an abbreviation for time-sharing option, which is the component of z/OS that allows users to create and maintain
programs and data sets, run jobs, view output displays, and perform other functions online from a terminal.

TSO user ID

A TSO user ID is a unique character string that identifies a TSO user.

UCB

UCB is an abbreviation for unit control block, from which the name, address, and status of a device are obtained.

UCMID

A UCMID is a unique number assigned to a console that identifies that console. MCS uses the UCMID to indicate where
a command originated from, to route messages to specific consoles, and to route command responses to the appropriate
console when you append the z/OS L parameter to a command.

update violation

An update violation is an update that can result in damage to a data set. This update may be performed by a program that
is not authorized to update the data set, by a job that specifies DISP=SHR in its JCL, or by programs that use different
naming conventions for the same data set.

utility verification

Utility verification is an EDIF feature that you can use to prevent inappropriate programs from updating a data set. During
utility verification, EDIF determines whether a program is authorized to update the data set. If it is not, then EDIF records
the violation, and also abends the program to prevent the update if the ABEND option is in effect. You can enable this
feature by specifying the UTILITY option on an EDIF processing statement.

VCF controller

A VCF controller is a designated system that manages the virtual control file. All systems in the MIMPlex must be
connected by CTC or XCF paths.

VCF requester

A VCF requester is a system that requests a copy of the virtual control file from the VCF controller.

virtual control file

A virtual control file is a dataspace that contains the MIM control file. It is updated and maintained by the VCF controller.

virtual reserve/release processing

Virtual reserve/release processing is a z/VM feature that serializes access among guests running under the same z/VM
operating system. Virtual reserve/release processing dedicates a specified minidisk to a single guest at a time.
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volser

Volser is an abbreviation for volume serial number.

VSAM

VSAM is an abbreviation for virtual storage access method. VSAM stores fixed- or variable-length records on a direct
access storage device in sequences determined by record-specific key fields, by record number, or by the order in which
records were entered.

VTOC

VTOC is an abbreviation for volume table of contents.

wait-eligible device

A wait-eligible device is a device that is currently allocated, but will be available to the requesting job after the current user
has de-allocated the device.

wildcard characters

Wildcard characters are special characters that let you match a character string (such as a QNAME, RNAME, job name,
pattern, or message ID) with another character string that has only some of the same characters. For example, you can
use a wildcard character to match a character string that you provide with any job name that has the same prefix.

XCF communication

XCF communication is a cross-system communication method using the IBM coupling facility hardware in a sysplex
environment. MIM uses this method to communicate control file transactions among systems in a MIMplex

z/OS

z/OS is an operating system for IBM mainframe computers. z/OS is a renamed, repackaged, and enhanced version of the
OS/390 operating system.

z/OS ENQ facility

See ENQ facility.

z/OS RESERVE facility

See RESERVE facility.

z/VM

z/VM is a generic term for the z/VM and VM/ESA operating systems.
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Message and Code Reference

Message Documentation Changes
The following documentation updates have been made since the last release of this documentation:

Messages
Using the Message Listing
Many messages have a one-character suffix that indicates the nature of the message, as follows:

Suffix Meaning
A Action
I Informational
E Error
T Trace
W Warning

Certain MIM messages may contain large numbers that are expressed with the following abbreviations:

• M = mega 1,000,000
• G = giga 1,000,000,000
• T = tera 1,000,000,000,000
• P = peta 1,000,000,000,000,000
• E = exa 1,000,000,000,000,000,000

A complete listing of these messages and codes is available online in the Chicago-Soft MVS/QuickRef product.

According to this naming standard, message number ranges are reserved for use by functional areas and facilities. The
current ranges for message numbers are:

Range Functional Area
ATM9101 - AMT9132 MIM for z/VM ATMCOMM Console Manager messages
MIM0001 - MIM0999 MIM general messages
MIM1000 - MIM1999 GDIF and ECMF messages
MIM2000 - MIM2999 GTAF and TPCF messages
MIM3000 - MIM3999 GCMF messages
MIM4000 - MIM4999 EDIF messages
MIM6000 - MIM6999 ICMF messages
MIM8600-MIM8799 LXCF messages
MIM9000-MIM9001
CAS9115-CAS9171

Licensing messages

MIMH1000 - MIMH4000 MIM Health Check exception messages
MIMQ0001-MIMQ9999 MIMQUERY address space messages
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MIMRM01-MIMRM99 Restart Manager messages

A number of messages instruct you to gather the appropriate diagnostic information, then contact Broadcom Support for
assistance. In these cases, diagnostic information means any system logs or system dumps, job log information, error
messages generated by the problem, and service level information (from the DISPLAY FACILITIES command).

In order to provide you with the best possible service when you call Broadcom Support for assistance, we recommend that
you prepare for your phone call by collecting all available sources of information.

Broadcom Support needs the following information:

For z/OS

• The release and service level of MIM. You get this information by issuing the DISPLAY FACILITIES command.
• The version of the operating system and its service level. You can get this information by issuing one of the following

commands:
– DISPLAY OSLEVEL (MIM)
– D IPLINFO (z/OS)

• Any dumps produced.

For z/VM

• The release and service level of MIM. You get this information by issuing the DISPLAY FACILITIES.
• The version of the operating system and its service level. Use the QUERY CPLEVEL command to see this information.
• OPERATOR and MIMGR console logs before and after the time of the problem.
• VM:Tape console information, if appropriate.
• Any dumps produced.

Broadcom Support prefers to receive dumps in IPCS or DUMPVIEW format. The tape should be written using the TAPE
DUMP command. Please avoid sending raw spool files in SPTAPE format.

ATMCOMM Messages

ATM9101I
ATMCOMM Console Manager (location) Release 12.0.

ATM9102I
Copyright (c) 2006 CA. All rights reserved

Reason:

These messages always appear when ATMCOMM begins to execute. The value of location in message ATMCOM451I
specifies the load location in hexadecimal format.

ATM9103I
ATMCOMM terminating - returning to CMS

Reason:

ATMCOMM is terminating normally.
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ATM9105E
CMSIUCV macro failed, RC=returncode

Reason:

The CMSIUCV macro failed while ATMCOMM was initializing.

Action:

Perform an IPL for CMS and try again. If the problem persists, call Broadcom Support.

ATM9106E
QUERY SET command failed

Reason:

A QUERY SET command failed when ATMCOMM was trying to initialize.

Action:

Perform an IPL for CMS and try again. If the problem persists, call Broadcom Support.

ATM9107E
Initialization failure

Reason:

ATMCOMM cannot initialize.

Action:

Perform an IPL for CMS and try again. If the problem persists, call Broadcom Support.

ATM9108E
ATMCOMM is already running

Reason:

You issued the ATMCOMM command to start executing ATMCOMM, but it is already executing. This message appears
under one of these conditions:

• If your site uses ATMCOMM to identify some programs other than the ATMCOMM program supplied by Broadcom.
• If you issued the ATMCOMM command from within an EXEC, and ATMCOMM is already running.
• If ATMCOMM has abended, and you are attempting to restart it.

Action:

If this message appeared because ATMCOMM abended, either perform an IPL for CMS or issue the NUCXDROP
ATMCOMM command. Then, try again.

ATM9109E
Invalid ATMCOMM subcommand

Reason:
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This message can occur after issuing a command from your keyboard in the format ATMCOMM text. If text is not
recognized as a subcommand by ATMCOMM, this message results.

Action:

Reissue the command specifying a valid subcommand.

ATM9110E
ATMCOMM invoked with invalid arguments

Reason:

An attempt was made to start ATMCOMM, and an unrecognized argument appeared on the command line. You also will
receive this message if you attempt to issue certain ATMCOMM internal commands from within an EXEC. For example,
ATMCOMM STOP cannot be executed from within an EXEC.

Action:

Reissue the ATMCOMM command with valid arguments.

ATM9111I
Loaded: mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss Started: mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss

ATM9112I
EMSG: nnnnnnn1 IMSG: nnnnnnn2 MSG: nnnnnnn3 WNG: nnnnnnn4

ATM9113I
SCIF: nnnnnnn5 SMSG: nnnnnnn6 CPIO: nnnnnnn7 VMIO: nnnnnnn8

ATM9114I
NOTE
  This message can display different information.

ATM9114I (1)

IUCV connection #2: status

ATM9114I (2)

IUCV connection #0: status

ATM9114I (3)

IUCV connection #1: status

 

ATM9115I
NOTE

: This message can display different information.
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ATM9115I (1)

ATM buffers SENT: nnnnnnn9 CNCL: nnnnnn10 RCVD: nnnnnn11

ATM9115I (2)

MIC buffers SENT: nnnnnnn12 CNCL: nnnnnn13

ATM9116I
PREFIX on/off LOG on/off TRACE on/off

ATM9119I
MIC service machine: xxxxxxx

Reason:

These messages (ATM9111I - ATM9119I) appear when you issue the ATMCOMM STAT command from your keyboard
while ATMCOMM is running. Message ATM9111I shows you the date and time when ATMCOMM was loaded as a
nucleus extension and when it began to execute. The other messages provide the following information:

status
The status of the IUCV connections that ATMCOMM uses. The normal status of each connection is as follows:
0 - Connected to *MSG
2 - Connected to MIMGR (the MIM for z/VM service machine)

nnnnnn12
The number of message buffers sent through IUCV to MIC for z/VM since it was first loaded.

nnnnnn13
The number of message buffers cancelled because the ATMCOMM IUCV connection to MIC for z/VM failed.

Action:

If the connection to *MSG cannot be established, call Broadcom Support. Connection 2 is dependent upon correct
installation of MIM for z/VM at your site.

ATM9125I
Attempting connection to CA MIC Message Sharing

ATM9126I
Connection complete to CA MIC Message Sharing

ATM9127I
Connection broken to CA MIC Message Sharing

ATM9128I
Connection failed to MIC: NOT LOGGED ON or CODE xxxx

Reason:
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These messages (ATM9121I - ATM9128I) appear on the console of a user who is running ATMCOMM. They indicate
changes in the status of the connection between ATMCOMM and MIC.

ATM9129I
No disk space for log file; logging suspended

Reason:

ATMCOMM could not write console log information to disk. This was caused by one of the following:

• 85 percent of the space on the A disk is already in use.
• The A disk has not been accessed.
• The A disk is read-only.

Action:

Make sure that the A disk of the user ID where ATMCOMM is running is accessed in write-mode and has sufficient space
available for the log file. If necessary, files may need to be erased to bring the A disk usage below 85 percent.

ATM9130I
Logging resumed

Reason:

ATMCOMM is now writing console log information to your A disk. This message appears after message ATM9129I, when
the condition that caused the log file suspension is corrected.

ATM9132I
From CA MIC Message Sharing:

Reason:

The line following this message represents a command that was sent from MIC for z/VM for execution. ATMCOMM
passes the command to CMS for interpretation. Any SMSG received from the MIM for z/VM service machine by
ATMCOMM is treated as a command.

MIM Messages

MIM0001W
Too many continuations - excess discarded

Reason:

One of the entries in the MIMPARMS or MIMMSGS data sets contains too many continuations. The entry is truncated and
the excess continuations are ignored.

Action:

Correct the entry by reorganizing the entry to eliminate extra-imbedded blanks, or place the excess continuations on a
separate statement or command.
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MIM0002E
jobname terminating in initialization; Reason = x'rsn'

Reason:

MIM has detected a fatal error condition during initialization processing and cannot continue execution.

Action:

Review the SYSLOG for error messages and refer to the indicated U0040 ABEND reason code to determine the cause of
the failure. Correct the error and restart MIM.

MIM0003E
No usable CONTROL files specified

Reason:

(z/OS) MIM cannot initialize any of its DASD control files. It terminates on the local system with a user abend code U0040.
No DASD control files were identified in the startup procedure, or all of the control files identified in the startup procedure
are unusable. DASD control files are identified by //MIMTBLxx DD statements in the startup procedure.

(z/VM) MIM for z/VM cannot initialize any control files for cross-system communication. MIM for z/VM terminates on the
local system with a user abend code U028 (Hex). This error can be caused by one of the following:

• No control files have been identified in the DDNAMES MIM file.
• All control files identified in the DDNAMES MIM file are unusable.

The MIMGR virtual machine did not have write access to the control files.

Action:

Identify at least one usable control file for your site.

MIM0004W
FILE nn - JFCB access or OPEN failed

Reason:

This control file was incorrectly identified on a //MIMTBLxx DD statement in the startup procedure or on the ALLOCATE
command in the MIMINIT member. The control file may have been moved or deleted or its name misspelled.

Action:

Examine the startup procedure or the ALLOCATE command to determine the cause of this message. Also, examine the
system catalog information to see if the control file is located on the correct DASD device. MIM issues a MIM0024 WTOR,
which prevents MIM from fully initializing until the WTOR is replied to.

MIM0005E
facility already active in this system

Reason:

MIM suppresses the second request to activate this facility.

Action:

If the second request was specified on the z/OS START command, then no action is required. Otherwise, remove the
second request from the initialization member or from the PARM parameter in the startup procedure.
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MIM0006W
FILE nn - invalid device type or allocation failed

Reason:

The specified control file was not allocated on a shared DASD device that is accessible to all systems on which MIM is
running.

Action:

(z/OS) Examine the //MIMTBLxx DD statement in the MIM startup procedure to see if this control file is allocated on a
shared DASD device. If not, then delete this control file and allocate a new one on a shared DASD device.

(z/VM) Examine the statements in the DDNAMES MIM file to determine whether this control file is allocated on a shared
DASD device. If not, delete the existing control file and restart MIM.

MIM0007E
FILE nn - inadequate space

Reason:

Insufficient space was allocated for the specified control file. Most sites need to allocate ten or more contiguous cylinders
per control file, although this requirement may vary.

Action:

Stop MIM, and then delete the existing control file and allocate a new one of the appropriate size.

MIM0008
FILE nn ACCESS ERROR

Reason:

The specified control file was not formatted. This is caused by one of the following:

• Control file never formatted.
• File was not reformatted after starting new MIM release.
• BLKSIZE parameter value changed since formatting this control file.
• A permanent read/write error occurred.

Action:

Format the control file by specifying FORMAT=BOTH on the z/OS or z/VM START command for MIM.

MIM0009
FILE nn - INCONSISTENT PARAMETERS

Reason:

The specified control file is unusable because it was formatted with a different release of MIM.

MIM terminates on the local system with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (Hex) (z/VM).

Action:

Reformat this control file by specifying FORMAT=BOTH on the z/OS or z/VM START command.
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MIM0010
FILE nn - INITIALIZATION ABEND code

Reason:

A STAE or ESTAE routine in MIM intercepted an abend code while initializing the specified control file.

Action:

Analyze the specified system abend code to determine the cause of this error.

MIM0011
FILE nn - FORMAT COMPLETE

MIM0012I
FILE nn type ON {unit|volser|facility} IS {dsname|strname}

Reason:

This message displays information about each control file that has been initialized by MIM. The following information is
shown:

nn
Indicates the ID of the control file.

type
Indicates the type of control file. The types of control files are PRIMARY or ALTERNATE.

unit
Indicates the unit name(z/OS) or virtual address (z/VM) of the DASD device on which the control file is allocated.

volser
Indicates the volume serial number of the volume on which the control file is allocated.

dsname
(z/OS) Indicates the data set name of the control file.
(z/VM) Indicates the data set name of a z/OS-formatted control file or the minidisk label of a CMS-formatted
control file.

facility
(z/OS) Indicates the name of a coupling facility.

strname
(z/OS) Indicates the name of a coupling facility structure control file.

You will not see control files that were made unusable during a previous execution. Unusable control files are listed in
message MIM0074.

MIM0013E
Unknown system id sysid

Reason:

This message indicates that the system ID specified on a FREE or REMOVE command is not known to MIM. The
unknown system ID is shown in sysid. The command on which this system ID was specified is suppressed.

The following system IDs are valid when you are issuing a FREE or REMOVE command:
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• The system index number, which is generated during initialization.
• The system name, which is defined through the DEFSYS statement or SYSID parameter in the INIT MIM file.
• The alias name, which is also defined through the DEFSYS statement. If no DEFSYS statement exists, the alias is the

same as the system index number.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid system ID.

MIM0014E
FILE nn - system with ident sysid already ACTIVE

Reason:

During initialization, MIM determined that the system ID for the local system matched that of another system, which was
already active. MIM terminates on the local system with user abend U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM). System IDs must be
unique for each system.

Action:

Assign a different system ID to one of the systems.

MIM0015E
File nn full - system sysid cannot be added

Reason:

MIM cannot add the ID of the local system to the specified control file because this control file already has the maximum
number of IDs. It terminates on the local system with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

This problem may occur if you are running MIM on more than 32 systems, or if there are obsolete system IDs in this
control file.

Note:  MIM retains IDs until you remove them using the REMOVE command or until you reformat your control files. There
may be IDs in the control file for systems that once used, but currently are not using, MIM.

Action:

If obsolete system IDs exist, then take one of the following actions:

• Remove the obsolete systems from the DEFSYS statement in the initialization member, then reformat the control file
if MIM is not executing on other systems that use this control file. You can reformat by specifying FORMAT=BOTH on
the START command.

• Remove obsolete system IDs by issuing the REMOVE command from another system. Then restart MIM on the local
system.

MIM0016W
WARNING - File nn -on non-shared device

Reason:

This message is issued during initialization. It indicates that the DASD device specified in DDNAMES for control file xx
cannot accept reserve and release.

Action:

Reallocate the control file on a shared device.
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MIM0017I
parm - field - data

Reason:

(z/OS) This message displays the values specified on the PARM parameter of the EXEC statement in the startup
procedure. This message appears only in the system log.

(z/VM) This message displays the values specified as parameters for the START command. This message appears only
in the console log.

MIM0018I
Following statements accepted from member name

Reason:

This message identifies the name of the file that contains initialization statements, operating options, and startup
commands for MIM. The initialization statements in this file are displayed in message MIM0079. Message MIM0018 is
issued for informational purposes and appears only in the console log.

MIM0019W
Null command ignored

MIM0020I
MIM release ready - system sysid

Reason:

This message is issued after all facilities being started have completed initialization.

MIM0021W
Response location name is not available

Reason:

A command response redirection location is specified on a MIM command; however, the named response location is
either not a valid console or is not a valid console area.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid console location redirection specification.

MIM0022I
system sysid {in file nn|VCF synchronization} UNDERWAY

MIM0023I
system sysid {in file nn|VCF synchronization} COMPLETE
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MIM0024A
Should MIM continue? Reply Y or N

Reason:

MIM cannot initialize a control file and is asking whether it should continue without that control file.

Action:

Review previous messages to see whether this control file is the primary control file, and to determine why it cannot be
initialized.

MIM0025E
File nn requires larger BLKSIZE (blksize)

Reason:

The block size for the specified control file is too small. blksize indicates the minimum acceptable block size. This
message is accompanied by message MIM0024, which asks the operator to decide whether to continue without this file or
to terminate MIM.

Allocating too many cylinders for the specified control file may cause this message. As the amount of space allocated to a
control file increases, the minimum acceptable block size also increases.

The default block size is 6144 bytes. You can change the block size using the BLKSIZE parameter on the MIMINIT
statement.

Action:

Specify a larger block size for this control file using the BLKSIZE parameter, or reduce the space allocated for the control
file.

MIM0026E
sysid1 detected inconsistent usage on system sysid2 - parameter

Reason:

An initialization parameter value on system sysid2 is different from the value specified on another system. In a CTCONLY
environment, the name of the other system is shown in place of sysid1. The message shows the parameter in error.
Though the message is shown on both systems, only system sysid2 terminates with a U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM)
abend. This message can also be issued if the indicated parameter does not match the corresponding control file release
of the parameter value.

Action:

Specify the same values for the indicated parameters on all systems, and restart MIM. The possible parameters are:

COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY/DASDONLY-
A different value was specified for the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION parameter on sysid2.

COMPATLEVEL=XX-
A different value was specified for the MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL parameter on sysid2.

GCMF=ON, GDIF=ON, GTAF=ON, or ICMF=ON-
Different global parameters were specified for these MIM components on syids2.

GDIF ALLSYSTEMS-
GDIF is running in ALLSYSTEMS mode on one system but not the other.
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INITIAL=CTC-
A different value was specified on the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION INITIAL statement for sysid2.

VCFBUFFERSIZE-
A different value was specified on sysid2 for the MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE parameter.

Note: If the indicated parameter does not match the control file version of the parameter value, then it may be necessary
to either change the parameter specifications or reformat the control file, the checkpoint file, or both.

MIM0027E
COMMUNICATION=NONE was requested but other system(s) found in control file

Reason:

The control file was formatted for single-system use (MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=NONE), but there is another system ID
in the control file. MIM terminates on the local system with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Action:

If the wrong value was specified for the COMMUNICATION parameter, then correct the entry. Then, reformat the control
file (if it is not in use by another system) by specifying FORMAT=BOTH on the START command for MIM, or if another
system is using this control file, then allocate a new control file for the local system.

MIM0028E
File nn is formatted for COMMUNICATION=NONE operation

Reason:

The specified control file is formatted for single-system use, but MODE=DEMAND or MODE=GROUPS was specified.
MIM terminates on the local system with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Action:

If the wrong value was specified for the MODE parameter, then correct the entry. Otherwise, reformat the control file by
specifying FORMAT=BOTH on the START command for MIM.

MIM0029E
File nn is not formatted for COMMUNICATION=NONE operation

Reason:

The specified control file is formatted for multiple-system use, but MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=NONE was specified. MIM
terminates on the local system with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Action:

If the wrong value was specified for the MODE parameter, then correct the entry. Otherwise, reformat this control file by
specifying FORMAT=BOTH on the START command for MIM.

MIM0030I
MIM Resource SharingCopyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message is issued during MIM initialization processing if MIMINIT SIGNON=YES.
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MIM0031E
CompatLevel level required for feature: feature name

Reason:

The command cannot be used until the specified compatlevel is active.

Action:

Issue the ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL command, and then retry the rejected operation.

MIM0032E
No operands permitted for command command

Action:

Check and reissue the command.

MIM0033E
Command command may be executed only from MIMCMNDS

Action:

(z/OS) Add the specified command to the MIMCMNDS member in the MIMPARMS data set.

(z/VM) Add the specified command to the CMNDS MIM file.

MIM0034E
Required operand(s) missing for command command

Action:

Check and reissue the command.

MIM0035E
Invalid operand for command command

Action:

Check and reissue the command.

MIM0036I
ALL GLOBAL functions deactivated

Reason:

MIM is terminating because STOP or SHUTDOWN command was issued, or MIM experienced an unrecoverable abend. If
an abend occurred, then a dump is produced.

Action:

If a CANCEL, STOP, or SHUTDOWN command was issued, then you do not need to take an action. However, you should
restart MIM as soon as possible. If an abend occurred, then gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.
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MIM0037I (z/OS)
MIM INIT display:

BATCHJOB=value        BLKSIZE=nnnnn        CANCEL=value

CHKPTDSN=prefix       CMDPREFIX=prefix     COMMANDS=name

COMMUNICATION=value   COMPATLEVEL=value    DEVCLASS=option

DEVLIST=name          FORMAT=value         INITEXIT=value

LOGPARAMETERS=option  MEMBER=name          MIMPLEX=value

MSGPREFIX=CMDPREFIX   MSGTEXT=option       PAGEFIX=value

QNAMES=name           RECORDTYPE=number    REUSE=value

SAFCMDAUTH=option     SAFPREFIX=prefix     SIGNON=value

SUBNAME=name          SUPPRESSRESP=value   SYNCH=name

VCFBUFFERSIZE=bytes   VCFMAXBLOCKS=number

This message is issued by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

This message displays the MIM initialization values that are set on the MIMINIT statement.

Action:

For a detailed description of the meanings of these settings, see the MIMINIT statement in the Statement and Commend
Reference section.

MIM0037I (z/VM)
MIM INIT display:

BLKSIZE=nnnnn         CDEFAULT=value       CHKPTDSN=prefix

CMDPREFIX=prefix      COMMUNICATION=value  COMPATLEVEL=value

DEVCLASS=option       FORMAT=value         INITEXIT=value

LOGPARAMETERS=option  MSGPREFIX=option     MSGTEXT=option

PAGEFIX=value         SIGNON=value         SUPPRESSRESP=value

VCFBUFFERSIZE=bytes   VCFMAXBLOCKS=number

This message is issued by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:

This message appears when you issue a DISPLAY MIM INIT command. It displays information about initialization values
that are set on the MIMINIT statement.

Action:

For a detailed description of the meanings of these settings, see the MIMINIT statement in the Statement and Command
Reference.

MIM0038I (z/OS)
MIM OPTION display:

AUTHCHECK=hours     CELLTRACE=option    CFSIZEWARN=value

CMDPREFIX=prefix    CMDRESPMAX=value    CMDTIMEOUT=seconds

CTCVERIFY=minutes   CYCLES=number       DOWNSYS=value

HIBERNATE=minutes   INTERVAL=seconds    LOCALSTOP=value

LOCKOUT=seconds     MARGIN=seconds      MIHINTERVAL=seconds

MODE=option         SETPRINT=option     SETTRACE=option
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SHUTDOWN=value      STATCOLLECT=option  STATCYCLE=seconds 

STATINTERVAL=number TRACE=(option,JOBNAME=mask, MAXQUEUED=value)

VCFDEBUG=option     VCFFORCE=value      VCFMAXDELAY=value

VCFMIMDORM=value    VCFRECOVERY=value

VCFPREFERENCE=(options)

ZIIP=(options)

This message is issued by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

This message displays information about values that are set using the SETOPTION MIM command and are issued in
response to a DISPLAY MIM OPTIONS command.

Action:

For a detailed description of the meanings of these settings, see the SETOPTION MIM command in the Statement and
Commend Reference section.

MIM0038I (z/VM)
MIM OPTION display:

AUTHCHECK=hours     CELLTRACE=option    CFSIZEWARN=value

CMDPREFIX=prefix    CMDRESPMAX=value    CMDTIMEOUT=seconds

CTCVERIFY=minutes   CYCLES=number       DOWNSYS=value

HIBERNATE=minutes   INTERVAL=seconds    LOCALSTOP=value

LOCKOUT=seconds     LOGOFF=option       MARGIN=seconds 

MIHINTERVAL=seconds MODE=option        SHUTDOWN=value

TRACE=option

VCFDEBUG=option     VCFFORCE=value      VCFMAXDELAY=value

VCFMIMDORM=value    VCFRECOVERY=value

LOGLEVEL=(options)

SETTRACE=option

SETPRINT=option     

CONSOLE=(userid1,userid2,userid8) 

This message is issued by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:

This message displays information about values that are set using the SETOPTION MIM command and are issued in
response to a DISPLAY MIM OPTIONS command.

Action:

For a detailed description of the meanings of these settings, see the SETOPTION MIM command in the Statement and
Commend Reference section.

MIM0039I
sysid Control File I/O Display:

COMMUNICATION=method   CURRENT=method

MODE=mode              CYCLES=nnn          INTERVAL=nnn

VCF CONTROLLER=sysid   CURRENT PATH=addr   DSPNAME=name

TOTAL BLOCKS = nnn     MAX USED= nnn       FREE=nnn      BLKSIZE=nnnn

LAST FORMAT: date      TOTAL READS= nnn    WRITES= nnn
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LAST RESTART AT time ON date

    COUNT: CYC= nnn     BLOCKS READ= nnn     WRITTEN= nnn

       XACT READ= nnn   PROCESSED= nnn       WRITTEN= nnn 

    AVG: CYC= nnn       BLOCKS READ= nnn     WRITTEN= nnn 

       XACT READ= nnn   PROCESSED= nnn       WRITTEN= nnn

    RATE: CYC= nnn      BLOCKS READ= nnn     WRITTEN= nnn 

       XACT READ= nnn   PROCESSED= nnn       WRITTEN= nnn

Reason:

This message appears when you request control file statistics with the DISPLAY IO command, and displays information
about I/O activity for MIM control files. The above display is issued for a virtual control file. If this were a display of a DASD
control file, the third line of the display would show the FILE number, data set NAME, and UNIT address.

The non-indented lines display global statistics that have been accumulated since the last time you formatted this control
file. The indented lines display local statistics that have been accumulated since the last time you started MIM.

Additional text appears if you have issued a DISPLAY IO=RESET command since the last time you started MIM. These
additional lines display statistics that have been accumulated since the last time you reset this display.

Note: If M appears after a statistic, then that number is measured in millions.

The following information is shown for each control file:

COMMUNICATION
Displays the MIM communication method selected.

CURRENT
Displays the current control file communication method in use.
Displays CURRENT=DASD when using DASD or XES (coupling facility list structure) for control communication.
Displays CURRENT=VCF when using XCF or CTC for control file communication.

INITIAL
This field is displayed only when the CTCDASD communication method was selected, and indicates the initial
control file method chosen, CTC or DASD.

MODE
Displays the control file processing mode as set by the SETOPTION MODE command.

CYCLES
Displays the control file service cycle value as set by the SETOPTION CYCLES command.

INTERVAL
Displays the control file service interval value as set by the SETOPTION INTERVAL command.

CONTROLLER SYSTEM
Displays the controller system for the virtual control file.

CURRENT PATH
Shows the current CTC path address. This field is not applicable for non-CTC communication methods.

DSPNAME
If the virtual control file is active, then the DISPLAY IO command response message will display the VCF data
space name. This information will only be present on a MIM system.

TOTAL BLOCKS
Indicates how many blocks have been allocated for this control file.

MAX USED
Displays the maximum number of blocks this control file has used since the last time this control file was
formatted.
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FREE
Displays the current number of available blocks on the control file.

BLKSIZE
Displays the size of each block on the control file. If the current file is a list structure, this field will be a multiple of
4096, rather than the value coded on the MIMINIT BLKSIZE statement.

LAST FORMAT
Displays the date the primary control file was formatted last.

TOTAL READS
Indicates how many data blocks MIM has read since the last time this control file was formatted.

WRITES
Indicates how many data blocks MIM wrote since the last time the control file was formatted.

LAST RESTART
Displays the time and date you started MIM on this system.

COUNT
Displays raw totals for the local system. The following information appears:
CYC

Indicates the number of times the local system has accessed this control file.
BLOCKS READ

Indicates the number of blocks this system has read.
WRITTEN

Indicates the number of blocks this system has written.
XACT READ

Indicates the number of transactions this system has read.
XACT PROCESSED

Indicates the number of transactions this system has acted on.
XACT WRITTEN

Indicates the number of transactions this system has written.
AVG

Displays averages per control file cycle for the local system. The following information appears:
CYC

Indicates the average duration, in seconds, of a control file cycle for this system.
BLOCKS READ

Indicates the average number of blocks this system has read per cycle.
WRITTEN

Indicates the average number of blocks this system has written per cycle.
XACT READ

Indicates the average number of transactions this system has read per cycle.
XACT PROCESSED

Indicates the average number of transactions this system has acted upon per cycle.
XACT WRITTEN

Indicates the average number of transactions this system has written per cycle.
RATE

Displays averages per second for the local system. The following information appears:
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CYC
Indicates the average number of control file cycles per second.

BLOCKS READ
Indicates the average number of blocks this system has read per second.

WRITTEN
Indicates the average number of blocks this system has written per second.

XACT READ
Indicates the average number of transactions this system has read per second.

XACT PROCESSED
Indicates the average number of transactions this system has acted on per second.

XACT WRITTEN
Indicates the average number of transactions this system has written per second.

MIM0040I
Command alias processing complete

MIM0041W
COMMUNICATION=NONE In effect, mode cannot be changed

Reason:

A SETOPTION MODE=DEMAND or SETOPTION MODE=GROUPS command was issued while MIM was running in a
single-system environment (MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=NONE). These commands can be issued only when MIM is
running in a multiple-system environment.

Action:

If MIM should be running in a multiple-system environment, then stop MIM and change the value for the MODE parameter
(z/OS) or the COMMUNICATION parameter (z/VM).

MIM0047E
facility - failed to initialize

Reason:

MIM cannot initialize the specified facility. It also issues message MIM0048 to ask you whether it should terminate or
continue without this facility.

Action:

Analyze previous messages to determine why MIM cannot initialize this facility and decide whether to continue or
terminate.

MIM0048A
Should jobname continue without facility (reply Y or N)

Reason:

MIM cannot initialize the specified facility, and it is asking you whether it should terminate or continue without this facility.

Action:
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Analyze previous messages to determine why MIM cannot initialize this facility. Then respond to this message with one of
the following values:

Y
MIM should continue without this facility.

N
MIM should terminate on the local system with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

MIM0049I
facility release - initialized

Reason:

This message is issued at the completion of initialization of each facility being started.

MIM0050W
Warning - MIM may have inadequate authorization

Reason:

(z/OS) MIM was not authorized to use privileged instructions and restricted SVCs. While MIM continues to execute, it
terminates on the local system with a system abend the first time it tries to use one of these instructions or SVCs.

(z/VM) MIM was not authorized to use priveleged GCS instructions. This message does not force an abend. However, a
subsequent abend is likely to occur.

Action:

(z/OS) We strongly recommend that you stop MIM immediately. You then should authorize MIM by placing an entry for it in
the IEAAPFxx member of the SYS1.PARMLIB library.

(z/VM) Authorize the MIMGR service virtual machine under GCS using the GROUP EXEC procedure, then regenerate
GCS. For more information on this procedure, see IBM's Group Control System Guide (SC24-5249-0)

MIM0052I
SETOPTION MIM processing complete

MIM0053I
MIM ALIAS Display:

ALIAS    SUBSTITUTION TEXT

alias    command

Reason:

This message displays the command aliases defined for MIM commands.

Note: For more information, see the description of the DEFALIAS command in the Statement and Commend Reference
section.

MIM0054W
File type - Approaching critical space limit
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Reason:

There are two reasons why MIM would issue this message:

• The contents of the control file had exceeded the SET MIM CFSIZEWARN threshold value and MIM has recently
issued a MIM0072 message.

• MIM had almost exhausted all of the usable space in the file. If this control file is a virtual control file, then the value
“VCF” appears in place of the type variable. If this control file is a DASD control file, its ID appears in place of this
variable.

You may see this message issued several times as MIM tries to regain space in this file. If it cannot regain space, MIM
issues message MIM0055, marks the file in ERROR, and migrates to a backup control file.

Action:

Wait to see whether MIM can regain space in this control file. You may need to allocate a larger control file in place of
this one. Before doing this, use the DISPLAY IO command to see how many blocks are allocated to this control file. If you
are using the MII (GDIF) component, then you can use the DISPLAY GDIF CFSIZE command to estimate how large the
control file should be.

To replace this control file with a larger one, deallocate this control file using the DEALLOCATE command and allocate the
new control file using the ALLOCATE command. DEALLOCATE and ALLOCATE must be done on all systems. The new
control file is formatted automatically as you allocate it to MIM.

MIM0055E
FILE type- TOO SMALL FOR YOUR SYSTEMS

Reason:

The specified control file has used all of its space, and MIM cannot regain any of this space. It initiates migration to
a backup DASD control file. If this control file is a virtual control file, then the value “VCF” appears in place of the
type variable. If this control file is a DASD control file, then its ID appears in place of this variable. An SVC dump is
automatically generated when this message is issued.

Action:

Wait for migration to complete. Also see the description of message MIM0054 for information about replacing this control
file.

MIM0056I
Commands available for MIM command1 command2...

Reason:

This message displays all available MIM commands.

MIM0058I
SHUTDOWN WAIT is required for this system.

Reason:

A SHUTDOWN command has been accepted, but the WAIT parameter was not specified on the SHUTDOWN command
and the current WAITSTATE settings will cause a non-restartable wait state that requires a system re-IPL.

Action:

To stop MIM on this system, issue the following command:
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SHUTDOWN WAIT

MIM0059
MIMTSO ACTIVE

Reason:

This message is informational only.

MIM0060A
Specify SHUTDOWN option: GLOBAL, LOCAL, DUMP, IGNORE, RSV, FREE, FORCE, WAIT

Reason:

You issued a STOP command to stop MIM, and this message is asking you how you want MIM to be stopped.

Action:

Reply by specifying one of these values:

GLOBAL
MIM should stop on all systems.

LOCAL
MIM should stop on the local system with a user abend code U1222 (if ABEND was specified on the SETOPTION
MIM LOCALSTOP command).

IGNORE
MIM should discard the STOP request and continue execution.

DUMP
MIM should stop on the local system with a user abend code U1122 and should request an abend dump.

RSV
MIM should stop on the local system with a user abend code U1223 (if ABEND was specified on the SETOPTION
MIM LOCALSTOP command). On other systems, MIM should unconditionally retain hardware reserves
associated with RESERVE requests that GDIF is propagating.

FREE
MIM should stop on the local system and remain in a freed state. FREE is similar to LOCAL, except that it
prevents error messages from being issued on other systems.

FORCE
In a VCF environment, MIM should honor the STOP command, even if the system being requested to STOP is the
current VCF CONTROLLER system. Note that FORCE is ignored in a DASDONLY environment and if entered as
a response, the STOP proceeds using the current SETOPTION MIM SHUTDOWN operand value specification.

WAIT
Sets the status of the local system to a freed state (as if a 'FREE' sysid was issued on an external system),
then places the system into a disabled wait state code ‘FFF’. Unlike SHUTDOWN FREE, this ensures
complete integrity, because the local system does not continue processing. No abend dump is requested. If
WAITSTATE=NEVER, SHUTDOWN WAIT command is equivalent to SHUTDOWN FREE.
This option is required when MIMINIT keyword WAITSTATE set to anything other than NEVER.

If you enter an invalid response, then MIM issues message MIM0092 and ignores the STOP command.
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MIM0061W
SYSTEM sysid IN FILE type - POSSIBLY INOPERATIVESYSTEM sysid IN FILE type - INOPERATIVE AT
STARTUPSYSTEM sysid IN FILE type - INOPERATIVE DUE TO SHUTDOWN

Reason:

The specified system has not updated its time stamp recently, which means that the system may be inactive. The current
control file is identified. If this control file is a virtual control file, then the value “VCF” appears in place of the type variable.
If this control file is a DASD control file, then its ID appears in place of this variable.

A system can appear to be inactive for any of the following reasons:

POSSIBLY INOPERATIVE
Indicates that an active system is not accessing the control file for unknown reasons.

INOPERATIVE AT STARTUP
Indicates that a system has not yet been started during the startup process.

INOPERATIVE DUE TO SHUTDOWN
Indicates that a system terminated due to the SHUTDOWN command.

NOTE

MIM cannot always know when a system has abended or has been shutdown intentionally, especially when the
terminating system is the controller system. Therefore, the POSSIBLY INOPERATIVE message may be issued
about a system that has abended or been shutdown.

This message may be issued once during a clock change and can be safely ignored.

By default, MIM issues this message 30 seconds after its first unsuccessful attempt to contact that system. You can use
the MARGIN parameter on the SETOPTION command to determine how long MIM waits before issuing this message. If
MIM cannot contact this system soon, then it issues message MIM0063 to notify you that it considers that system to be
asleep and purges its control file records for that system.

Action:

Take one of the following actions:

• If this system will not be recovered, or MIM will not start on the system for an extended period, or both, then issue the
FREE command to free that system.

WARNING
Integrity exposures can occur when using the FREE command. For more information about possible integrity
exposures when using the FREE command, see the section “Advanced Topics” in the  MIM Programming
section.

• If neither of the above actions is applicable, then restart MIM as soon as possible.

NOTE
For more information on determining whether a system is inactive and for responding to this message, see the 
MIM for z/OS Programming section.

NOTE
For more information about freeing inactive systems and about removing IDs from control files, see the  MIM
Programming section.

MIM0062W
System sysid in file type - CRITICALLY non-responsive ##########

Reason:
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The specified system has not updated its time stamp recently, and MIM cannot resume normal operations until it knows
more about the status of this system. All global activity for MIM on the local system is suspended until that system
responds. The current control file is identified in this message. If this control file is a virtual control file, then the value
“VCF” appears in place of the type variable. If this control file is a DASD control file, then its ID appears in place of this
variable.

MIM issues this message during migration processing to indicate that an emergency exists, or when a system is waiting or
in a critical state. This message may be reissued several times.

A system can appear to be inactive for any of these reasons:

• The status of the system was changed. For example, the system was stopped.
• You did not start MIM on that system, but MIM found ID of that system in the control file.
• The system no longer exists, but its ID remains in the control file.
• (z/OS only?) Another job or user on that system is using all of the time of the processor, which prevents MIM from

being dispatched.
• MIM has terminated on that system.
• A local task issued a long RESERVE request for the control file.
• A hardware or software error occurred on the system.
• The system is migrating to a new control file.

Action:

Determine why this system appears to be inactive.

If this system will not be recovered, or MIM will not start on the system for an extended period, or both, then issue the
FREE command to free that system.

WARNING
WARNING Integrity exposures can occur when using the FREE command. For more information about possible
integrity exposures when using the FREE command, see Product Termination Considerations in the section
“Advanced Topics” in the MIM Programming section.

Restart MIM as soon as possible.

For more information about freeing inactive systems and about removing IDs from control files, see the  MIM
Programming section.

MIM0063I
SYSTEM sysid IS ASLEEP

Reason:

MIM is deleting all control file records for this system and will no longer include this system when propagating information.
This process prevents the build-up of a large number of records addressed to the unresponsive system. The next time the
sleeping system accesses the control file; the system will go through the synchronization process.

This message appears after MIM has issued message MIM0061 several times. After this message is issued, MIM0061 will
continue to be issued.

Action:

Respond to this message the same way you would respond to the MIM0061 message.

MIM0064W
SHUTDOWN verification already outstanding
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MIM0065E
Command task abend code

Reason:

An abend has occurred while processing a MIM command. This is not a fatal error, but a dump will be produced.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0067I
Command command

MIM0068W
TJID asid timed out

Reason:

The MIM Driver asynchronous message processing encountered an unnecessary delay while attempting to deliver a
message to the indicated TSO user. This is most likely caused by a TSO TIOC buffer shortage.

Action:

The MIM Driver ignored the message.

MIM0069
TRACE ABENDED WITH code

Reason:

MIM experienced the specified abend code while writing a record to the MIM trace data set (z/OS) or TRACE file (z/
VM) . MIM immediately deactivates the TRACE feature. A STAE or ESTAE routine in MIM requests a dump and performs
recovery processing.

Action:

If the //MIMTRACE DD statement was used to allocate a data set for the TRACE feature, then allocate a new data set.

MIM0070
PARAMETER ON START COMMAND IS INVALID

MIM0071E
module is incompatible

Reason:

The specified MIM load module is obsolete. The facility that uses this module terminates on the local system with a user
abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM). MIM also issues message MIM0047 to identify the facility that has been
terminated and message MIM0048 to ask you whether all other MIM facilities should be terminated.

Action:

Respond to the MIM0048 message. Then delete the obsolete module from the MIM load library.
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MIM0072W
File nn - ppp% utilization reached

Reason:

This message is issued in response when the space on the indicated control file, nn, exceeds the usage threshold, ppp,
as established by the SETOPTION CFSIZEWARN command. This message is issued as a highlighted message. As long
as the control file space usage remains at or above the threshold setting, this message will remain highlighted. After the
control file space usage falls below the threshold, the message is deleted and message MIM0054 is issued.

Action:

The control file space capacity may be insufficient for the workload that is being processed by MIM. It may be necessary
to increase the size of the control file.

MIM0073I
module {loaded/reused} at address

Reason:

MIM reused CSA storage for the specified module because it found an existing copy of this module.

Reused
MIM reused CSA storage for the specified module, because it found an existing copy of this module.

Loaded
MIM has loaded the module into storage because of one of the following reasons:

• This is the first startup of MIM after an IPL
• MIM was restarted after the module was previously released at shutdown
• is being restarted on the system with maintenance installed, which requires new common storage and

intercepts

MIM0074I
DUMP command processing complete

MIM0075E
Syntax error in MIM initialization parameters text

Reason:

One of the initialization statements in the MIMPARMS or MIMMSGS parameter data sets (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM)
contains a syntax error. The name of the statement that contains this error is shown in place of the text variable. MIM
ignores this statement and continues to process other initialization statements.

Action:

Correct the initialization statement or INIT MIM file. The changes you make will not take effect until the next time you start
MIM.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.
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MIM0076W
{DDNAME|MEMBER} name not found - initialization data set not processed

For MIM for z/OS

Reason:

MIM could not find the specified data set or member during initialization. If MIM was trying to locate the MIMSYNCH
member, then it will continue without that member. Otherwise, it will terminate on the local system with a user abend code
U0040.

If a DDNAME is shown, then one of these conditions produced this message:

• A //MIMPARMS DD statement was not specified in the startup procedure.
• MIM cannot access the data set specified on the DD statement.

If a member name is shown, then one of these conditions produced this message:

• The member was incorrectly identified.
• This error message may be referring to a member name specified on the COMMANDS, DEVLIST, MEMBER,

QNAMES, or SYNCH parameters on a MIMINIT statement, the EXEMPT parameter on a GDIINIT statement, or the
MEMBER parameter on an EDIINIT statement.

• The member name was not specified, and MIM cannot find the member that it uses by default.
• MIM cannot access the library in which this member resides.

Action:

Take one of the following actions:

• Identify the MIM parameter data set through a //MIMPARMS DD statement. Then restart MIM.
• Compare the member name with the name of the member that you are trying to use to see if they match. If not, then

correct the statement.
• Make sure that MIM can access the data set specified on the DD statement.

For MIM for z/VM

Reason:

This message indicates that MIM could not find the file associated with the DDNAME during initialization. The DDNAME
that could not be found is shown in name.

If name is MIMSYNCH, this message is issued as a warning. MIM continues processing without the specified file. For any
other DDNAME, MIM terminates on the local system with a user abend U028 (Hex).

This error is caused by one of the following:

• Not providing or misnaming a standard file that should be on the MIMGR A-disk (for example, the INIT MIM file).
• Incorrect use of a FILEDEF command to rename a standard file.

Action:

Check that all standard initialization files needed are in place. If you have used your own FILEDEF commands, be sure
they are correct.

MIM0077W
Error during OPEN processing - initialization data set not processed

For MIM for z/OS

Reason:
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See MIM0076

Action:

See MIM0076

For MIM for z/VM

Reason:

This message indicates that a file containing initialization parameters for your site could not be opened. MIM terminates
on the local system with user abend U028 (Hex).

This error can be caused by one of the following:

• The file does not exist.
• The initialization file does exist, but does not have the correct attributes. All initialization files having a file type of MIM

should be fixed length, 80-character files

Action:

Verify that the initialization file does exist and is associated with the correct ddname. Also verify that the file has the
correct attributes (fixed length, 80-character records).

MIM0078E
FILE nn - MIM already active

Reason:

Another MIM started-task on this system is using the specified DASD control file. MIM started-task is terminating on the
local system with a user abend code U0040. A unique set of control files must be provided for each MIM started-task.

Action:

Provide a unique set of control files for this MIM started-task.

MIM0079I
statement

Reason:

This message displays the startup values of the local system.

Action:

None. This message is informational; however, if you want to prevent these startup messages specify
LOGPARAMETERS=NO on the MIMINIT statement or on the z/OS START command for MIM.

MIM0080I
migration to file nn COMPLETE

MIM0081I
File nn - MIGRATION requested

Reason:
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MIM is migrating to a backup DASD control file because ABANDON was entered for the MIM0100 message, or a
MIGRATE command was issued. The ID for the current control file is shown in place of the nn variable.

MIM suspends all of its other activities until migration completes on all systems, which is indicated by message MIM0080.
You will receive additional messages during the migration process.

Action:

Wait for migration to complete. If ABANDON was replied, then you eventually need to recover this control file or replace
it with a new one. To recover this control file, reformat all of your control files by specifying FORMAT=BOTH on a z/OS
START command for MIM. To replace this control file, deallocate it using the DEALLOCATE command on all systems and
allocate a new control file with the same ddname using the ALLOCATE command on all systems.

MIM0082
statement

Reason:

(z/OS) MIM processed this statement from the MIMINIT or MIMCMNDS members. This message appears only in the
system log.

(z/VM) MIM processed this statement from the INIT MIM or CMNDS MIM file. This message appears only in the console
log.

MIM0083W
File nn - File identifier already in use as type1; type2 is ignored

Reason:

The indicated file identifier nn has previously been used for a DASD control file in a MIMTBLnn ddname or a coupling
facility structure control file on an XESFILEID parameter specification. The type1 field in the message indicates the type
of control file that is currently using the file identifier. The type2 field indicates the type of control file that is attempting to
duplicate the file identifier. These fields display as MIMTBL for a DASD control file or XESFILEID for a coupling facility
structure control file.

Action:

Choose a different MIMTBLnn ddname or a different XESFILEID that does not conflict with a file identifier that is already in
use.

MIM0084W
File nn - strname is already in use

Reason:

The indicated coupling facility structure control file,  strname, is already in use on this system. The file identifier nn
indicates the XESFILEID associated with the named structure. The coupling facility structure is ignored.

Action:

Choose a different coupling facility structure that is not currently in use.

MIM0085E
MIM terminated abnormally - system stopped.
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Reason:

MIM has determined that it cannot continue because of a critical failure.

Action:

Capture diagnostic information for the failure by performing a stand-alone dump. Contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

MIM0086I
MIM terminated normally - system stopped.

Reason:

MIM terminated in response to a SHUTDOWN command.

Action:

Restart the system when ready.

MIM0087I
External shutdown request ignored.

Reason:

A SHUTDOWN GLOBAL command was issued on an external system, but was not honored because the WAITSTATE
options for the local system would result in a disabled wait state.

Action:

To stop MIM on the local system, issue the following command:

SHUTDOWN WAIT 

MIM0088I
migration to file nn IN PROGRESS

Reason:

MIM is migrating to the specified DASD control file. It suspends activity until migration completes on all systems, which is
indicated by message MIM0080.

Action:

Wait approximately 60 seconds. If the migration process completes, then you do not need to take an action.

If the migration process does not complete, then issue a DISPLAY SYSTEMS FILES command on each system. Look at
the messages you receive and see whether migration is under way on each system and whether all systems are trying to
migrate to the same control file. You may need to use the MIGRATE command to initiate migration on a system or to make
all systems migrate to the same control file.

For information about migration and control files, see the  MIM Programming section.

MIM0089
NO (MORE) ALTERNATE FILES EXIST

Reason:
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MIM cannot migrate to a DASD control file because it cannot find a usable DASD control file. MIM terminates on all
systems with a user abend code U0200 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

This problem is caused by one of these conditions:

• No backup control files were allocated.
• No backup control files were identified on the //MIMTBLxx DD statements in the startup procedure (z/OS) or the

DDNAMES MIM file (z/OS).
• The backup control files are allocated on the same volume as the current control file, and the volume, control unit, or

channel associated with these control files is unusable.
• Control files made unusable by I/O errors were not recovered.

Action:

Determine the cause of this message and take one of these actions as appropriate:

• Allocate and identify backup control files.
• Deallocate the existing backup control files and allocate new ones. Make sure that these backup control files reside on

a different volume and device than the current control file.
• Reformat these files by specifying FORMAT=BOTH on the START command for MIM.

MIM0090I
jobname Facilities (rel_num level)

Reason:

This message appears in response to a DISPLAY FACILITIES command and displays the active MIM facilities and the
release and level (if applicable) of MIM.

MIM0091
CURRENT OPERATING SYSTEM NOT SUPPORTED

MIM0092E
Command syntax error

Reason:

MIM encountered a syntax error in one of its commands. The command is suppressed.

Action:

Analyze previous messages to determine which command contains the syntax error. If the error occurred on an entry in
the MIM parameter data set, then you need to correct that entry. You can do this while MIM is running, but your changes
will not take effect until the next time you start MIM.

MIM0093E
Unauthorized use of control command

For MIM for z/OS

Reason:
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A MIM command was issued from MIMTSO or extended console that required SYSTEM command-level authority. By
default, a MIMTSO user has only INFORMATIONAL command-level authority. To determine the current level of authority
assigned to an extended console, issue the following command:

MVS D C,*

Action:

If you use MCS authorities, you need to issue the command from another console having at least the required authority.

If you use SAF and require your operators to log on, then the operator needs to get his authority upgraded through the
security administrator or find another operator having the security to issue the command.

For MIM for z/VM

Reason:

A user without OPER authority attempted to issue a privileged command. The command is suppressed. These
commands can only be entered from the service virtual machine console, from the INIT MIM file, or by a user with OPER
authorization.

Action:

Provide the user with OPER authority in the AUTHUSER MIM file. Otherwise, no action is required.

MIM0094E
Command command ABEND code

Reason:

An abend has occurred while processing a MIM command. This is not a fatal error, but a dump will be produced.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0095E
jobname MSIERROR CODE=cccc issued by mmmmmmmm.cccccccc+oooo [informational reason text]

Reason:

MIM has detected an illogical condition while perform processing for the named job. The code, cccc, qualifies the error,
and the mmmmmmmm.cccccccc+oooo denotes the load module, CSECT, and offset that detected the error condition. An
optional informational reason text may be included to further qualify the error condition.

Action:

MIM generates a U0095 ABEND with a reason code of cccc and captures an SVC dump. Depending upon the nature of
the error, execution will resume in the detection module or if the error is of a fatal nature, the job or MIM will terminate.

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0096W
TRACE absent
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MIM0097
PURGE OF ACTIVE SYSTEM sysid PROHIBITED

Reason:

The named system cannot be removed because MIM is still active on the system. This message is informational only.

MIM0098I
GLOBAL SHUTDOWN scheduled

Reason:

This message, which appears in response to a SHUTDOWN GLOBAL command or when you reply GLOBAL to the
MIM0060 message, indicates that MIM is terminating on all systems.

Action:

Before terminating, the MIM facilities perform these actions:

• GCMF truncates any incomplete multiple-line messages and deletes all highlighted messages that originated on other
systems. MIM issues message MIM3010 to notify you when GCMF has been deactivated.

• (z/OS) GDIF waits until controlling tasks have released converted RESERVE requests. MIM issues message MIM1010
to notify you when GDIF has been deactivated.

• GTAF varies offline all managed devices that are not currently allocated. For managed devices that are currently
allocated, GTAF changes their status to OFFLINE PENDING so that these devices are brought offline upon
deallocation. MIM issues message MIM2014 to notify you when GTAF has been deactivated.

For MIM for z/OS Only:

• ECMF may release requeued batch jobs, depending on what value you specified for the REQCKPT parameter on the
SETOPTION command.

• EDIF immediately stops performing utility, attribute, and read verification. The existing ENQ requests will be dropped
when the appropriate DCBs have been closed. MIM issues message MIM4014 to notify you when EDIF has been
deactivated.

• TPCF restores job control to z/OS for any job that is in allocation recovery. MIM issues message MIM2020 to notify you
when TPCF has been deactivated.

MIM0099I
DEFSYS command is processing

Reason:

A new system is in the process of being added.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0100A
MIM0100A

FILE nn - possible lockout info - Detected by rrrrrrrr

FILE nn - possible lockout info held by ssss - Detected by rrrrrrrr

nn  -  The current file number
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info - The device address and volser of the DASD control file or the list structure name

ssss - If a list structure is being used, this is the name of the owning system

rrrrrrrr - The name of the routine that detected the lockout - for diagnostics only

Reason:

An I/O transaction to the primary control file has not completed in a reasonable time. A lockout may have occurred. The
ID for the primary control file is shown in place of the nn variable. For a DASD control file, the unit and volume serial
number of the device on which this control file resides also are shown. For a coupling facility list structure, the name of list
structure is shown, along with the name of the system last known to hold the list structure lock.The text also includes the
name of the MIM routine that detected the I/O delay.

This problem is caused by one of these conditions:

There is excessive activity on the volume, control unit, or channel that is associated with this control file. This is a likely
cause if message MIM0100 is being issued frequently.

An external system issued a long RESERVE request for this control file.

Other systems are dominating this control file.

Hardware or software that has failed on an external system while it held a reserve for this control \file.

The device on which the control file resides failed.

A channel or control unit to this control file failed.

Another job or task on this system is preventing MIM from being dispatched.

MIM on the external system that holds the DASD reserve or list structure lock is hung

or looping.

MIM deletes this message automatically if it can complete the I/O transaction.

 

Action:

Wait to see if the I/O transaction completes in the next few minutes. Then take the appropriate action:

If the transaction completes, then determine whether excessive activity or RESERVE requests caused the lockout.
Consider moving the control file to another location if there is excessive activity. If the transaction does not complete, or
if you have been experiencing hardware problems with one of these devices, then you need to initiate migration to an
alternate control file. To do this, reply ABANDON to this message. For example, if 02 is the two-character ID that precedes
this message, specify 02,ABANDON to initiate migration.

Use the MIGRATE command to initiate migration in response to this message. If you issue a MIGRATE command, MIM
initiates migration again after this control file lockout has been resolved.

 

MIM0101I
GLOBAL SHUTDOWN complete

MIM0102I
Control File Display:

File   Unit   Status  Volser     Data Set
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nn     uuuu   status  facility   structure_name

Reason:

The MIM0102I message and related data lines are issued in response to a DISPLAY FILES command. A line of
information is generated for each coupling facility or DASD control file. A new control file status value may appear in the
display of a coupling facility structure based control file:

FILE
Indicates the ID of the control file.

UNIT
Indicates the unit name of the device on which the control file resides.

STATUS
Indicates the status of the control file. One of these values is shown:
BACKUP

When MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD is specified and MIM is currently running on CTCs, the
first DASD control file is considered the primary backup control file. This implies that it is not in use but is
available in case of a failure of the primary control file, the CTC.

ERROR
Because MIM experienced an I/O error when accessing this control file, it is unusable. This control file is
bypassed during migration.
(z/OS) Use the ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE commands on all systems to replace this control file, or
specify FORMAT=BOTH on a z/OS START command for MIM to reformat all of your control files.
(z/VM) Specify FORMAT=BOTH on a z/OS START command for MIM to reformat all of your control files.

IN-USE
Indicates the current DASD control file.

REBUILD
Indicates the named coupling facility structure control file is currently undergoing a rebuild request.

USABLE
Indicates the backup control file that can be selected during migration.

VOLSER
Indicates the volume serial number of the device on which this control file resides.

Data Set
Indicates the data set name of the control file.

MIM0103I
OSLEVEL Display:

Operating system level      SMFid     Sysnameoslevel virtual machine name sysname

Reason:

This message appears in response to a DISPLAY OSLEVEL command.

MIM0104I
Checkpoint File Display:

File    Unit    Status    VOLSER    Data Set

nn      unit    status    volser    dsname
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Reason:

This message, which appears in response to a DISPLAY FILES command, displays a line of information about each
checkpoint file. The following information appears on each line:

FILE
Indicates the ID of the checkpoint file.

UNIT
Displays the unit name of the device on which this checkpoint file resides.

STATUS
Indicates the status of the checkpoint file. One of the following values is shown:
CHKPT

Indicates the file currently used to store checkpoint information; however, a virtual control file currently is
being used to communicate cross-system transactions.

ERROR
Because MIM experienced an I/O error when accessing this checkpoint file, it is unusable. This
checkpoint file is bypassed during migration. You need to use the ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE
commands on all systems to replace this checkpoint file, or specify FORMAT=BOTH on a START
command for MIM to reformat all of your checkpoint files.

IN-USE
Indicates the current checkpoint file.

USABLE
Indicates the backup checkpoint file that can be selected during migration.

VOLSER
Indicates the volume serial number of the device on which this checkpoint file resides.

Data Set
Indicates the data set name of the checkpoint file.

MIM0106E
CTC command failed. No VCFAREA.

MIM0107I
sysid CHECKPOINT FILE I/O DISPLAY

FILE=nn NAME=datasetname|filename       UNIT=nnnn

TOTAL BLOCKS=nn        MAX USED=nnn     FREE=nnn  BLKSIZE=nnnn

LAST FORMAT: date      TOTAL READS=nnn  WRITES=nnn

LAST RESTART AT time ON date

COUNT: CYC=nnn         BLOCKS READ=nnn  WRITTEN=nnn

XACT READ=nnn          PROCESSED=nnn    WRITTEN=nnn

Reason:

This message appears when you request checkpoint statistics with the DISPLAY IO command.

MIM0108I
SYSTEMS DISPLAY:
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INDEX   ALIAS   SYSTEM    RELATION    STATUS   OPSYS   LAST ACCESS

id      alias   sysid     relation    status   opsys   date/time

Reason:

This message appears in response to a DISPLAY SYSTEMS command and displays a line of information for each system
that is running MIM. The following information is shown:

INDEX
Displays the index number of the system.

ALIAS
Displays the system alias of the system.

SYSTEM
Displays the system name of the system.

RELATION
Indicates how this system is related to the system that you issued the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command from, as
follows:
LOCAL

Indicates the local system.
EXTERNAL

Indicates that this is an active external system.
EXT-WARN

Indicates that this is an external system that appears inactive.
STATUS

Displays the status of the system, as follows:
ACTIVE

Indicates that MIM is active on this system.
AWAKENING

Indicates that this system was asleep and is being reinstated to active status, or the system is migrating
to a new control file and is waiting for other systems to join the migration process.
MIM activity currently is suspended on this system.

NOPATH
Indicates that the local system does not have a connection to this system. The local system cannot
synchronize until either a connection is established or you issue a FREE command for this system.

FREED
Indicates that MIM has freed this inactive system because you issued a FREE command.

FREED-STR
Indicates that MIM had previously freed this system. Since then, it has been restarted on this system but
is not yet fully active.

INACTIVE
Indicates that MIM considers this system to be inactive because the timestamp for this system in the
control file has not changed.

CONTROLLER
Indicates that MIM is active on this system, and this system currently is the controller system for your VCF
configuration.

MIGRATING
Indicates that MIM has not migrated to the current control file on this system. This system may be
inactive.
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PENDING
Indicates that MIM has initialized on this system and is waiting for other systems to initialize. When other
systems initialize, synchronization begins.

QUIESCING
Indicates that MIM is terminating on this system because you issued SHUTDOWN GLOBAL.

SLEEPING
Indicates that MIM activity suspended on this system because it appears to be asleep.

STARTED
Indicates that MIM has been started on this system, but is not yet fully active.

STOPPED
Indicates that the system was stopped locally using a SHUTDOWN command.

SYNCHING
Indicates that the system is synchronizing with other systems.

LAST ACCESS
Displays the last time that this system accessed the control file.

OPSYS
Indicates the operating system on which the DISPLAY command was issued, and shows the operating system for
other systems in the complex.

MIM0109E
SPIN failed

Reason:

This error can occur if MIM is started as SUB=MSTR, and you enter a SET MIM TRACE=SPIN command.

Action:

Use the DEALLOCATE and ALLOCATE commands to deallocate the current MIMTRACE DD and allocate a new one.

MIM0110
module INCOMPATIBLE

Action:

Gather diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support.

MIM0111I
GLOBAL SHUTDOWN underway (See MIM0098)

MIM0112E
Local system's status has been externally altered; code = code

Reason:

MIM is terminating on the local system (abend U0322) because it detected invalid data in its current control file. This
problem is caused by one of these conditions:
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• This system was freed by issuing a FREE command from another system while MIM was still active on this system.
Code=3 indicates that a FREE was issued for a system where MIM was still active.

• If code=1 or 2, the following may be the cause:
– A hardware or system failure on another system caused a malfunction in RESERVE processing.
– Either CA MII’s GDIF facility or IBM’s Global GRS is converting the MIMGLOBL qname inconsistently across all

systems in the abending MIMPLEX.
– A MIC/MIA address space is started before the MII address space is synchronized, and MII is converting the

MIMGLOBL qname.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• If the system was freed, restart MIM on this system.
• If a RESERVE processing malfunction damaged the control files, you need to address the error that caused the

malfunction. Then reformat the control files by specifying FORMAT=BOTH on the START command for MIM.
z/VM only: This problem is most likely caused by improper definition of the DASD devices in DMKRIO or HCPRIO. For
details on reserve serialization under z/VM, see the topic z/VM Considerations.

• Enter F MIM,DISPLAY QNAME=MIMGLOBL and D GRS,ALL on all systems in the MIMPLEX and ensure that the
MIMGLOBL qname is being converted or not converted consistently on all systems in the abending MIMPLEX.
For example, assume a 3 system MIAPLEX. Global GRS is converting MIMGLOBL on 2 of the systems but is not
converting it on the 3rd. This can cause U0322 abends.

• Use the Early Start Mechanism for MII to ensure that it synchronizes prior to MIA.

MIM0113I
system sysid {in file nn|VCF synchronization} PENDING

Reason:

MIM has completed initialization on the specified system and is waiting for other systems to complete initialization. This
message is issued once for each system that has not been initialized. When MIM initializes on a system, it automatically
deletes the MIM0061 message for that system.

Action:

If a system cannot initialize, then you should respond to the MIM0061 message.

MIM0114I
system sysid not found in file nn

Action:

Check the system ID and reissue the command.

MIM0115I
system sysid in file type apparently active - not purged

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a FREE command. It is only issued on the system where the FREE command was
issued.

The system identified by 'sysid' cannot be cleared or removed from the complex at this time because MIM has detected
that the system has accessed the MIM control file in the number of seconds specified on the MARGIN option.
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Action:

If the system is really down, wait for message MIM0061 or MIM0062 to be issued, then reissue the command.

MIM0116I
system sysid action from file type

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a FREE or SHUTDOWN FREE command. It is only issued on the system
where the FREE command was issued. In the case of a SHUTDOWN FREE command, the first external system to
see the stop request issues MIM01161. When SHUTDOWN FREE is issued on the last system where MIM is active,
message MIM01161 is not issued at all. The system identified by sysid has been freed (action=cleared) or removed
(action=removed) from the complex.

MIM0117W
ABANDON is only valid reply

Reason:

This message is informational only.

MIM0118E
NOTE
A different MIM0118E message displays depending on the I/O operation error. Any one of the following
MIM0118E messages may display:

MIM0118E (1)

File type - access error, csw sense

For MIM for z/OS

Reason:

A permanent error occurred during an I/O operation to the specified DASD control file. Because this control file is
unusable, MIM initiates migration to a backup DASD control file.

(z/OS) The eight-byte channel word and the first two sense bytes associated with this error also are shown. Additional
messages are issued during the migration process.

(z/VM) Migration begins to the first alternate control file; the primary control file is marked unusable.

Action:

Wait for migration to complete.

(z/OS) You need to recover this control file or replace it with a new one. To recover this control file, reformat all of your
control files by specifying FORMAT=BOTH on a z/OS START command for MIM. To replace this control file, deallocate it
using the DEALLOCATE command and allocate a new control file with the same ddname using the ALLOCATE command
on all systems.

(z/VM) If no alternate is available, MIM terminates on the local system with a user abend code U0C8 (Hex), and issues
message MIM0089. Specify FORMAT=BOTH on a START command.
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MIM0118E (2)

File type - access error, SOFTWARE RC= nnn

Reason:

An I/O operation to a control file did not complete. Because this control file is unusable, MIM initiates migration to
a backup DASD control file. If the unusable control file is a virtual control file, the value “VCF” appears in place of
the type variable. If this control file is a DASD control file, then its ID is shown in place of this variable. An internal error
code is shown in place of the nnn variable. Additional messages are issued during the migration process. This message
usually indicates that MIM has experienced a software error.

Action:

Collect diagnostic information (dumps, system logs, and supporting data) and contact Broadcom Support.

MIM0118E (3)

File nn - access error, ABANDON requested

Reason:

The operator has replied ABANDON to message MIM0100A that was issued due to an extended lock out of the active
MIM control file.

Action:

No action necessary. MIM migrates to the next usable control file.

MIM0119I
SPIN seqnum - date time - SYSTEM sysid

Reason:

For MIM for z/OS

MIM has deallocated the current SYSOUT data set and has allocated a new SYSOUT data set for the TRACE feature.
You now can print the SYSOUT data set that was deallocated.

The following information is provided:

seqnum
The sequence number for the new SYSOUT data set.

date
The date on which the new SYSOUT data set was allocated.

time
The time at which the new SYSOUT data set was allocated.

sysid
The system name of the system from which the SETOPTION TRACE command was issued.

For MIM for z/VM

MIM has successfully processed a TRACE command in which the ALLOC or SPIN operand has been specified. If a
previous spool file existed for the TRACE facility, it has been closed and is now available for printing. A new spool file has
been allocated and opened dynamically for TRACE output.

The following information is provided:
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seqnum
The sequence number for the new spool file .

date
The date on which the new spool file was allocated.

time
The time at which the new spool file was allocated.

sysid
The system name of the system from which the TRACE command was issued.

MIM0120I
TRACE file seqnum truncated by SPIN request

Reason:

(z/OS) MIM deallocated a SYSOUT data set used by the trace facility.

(z/VM) A TRACE output file has been closed.

MIM0121E
command command error

Reason:

MIM found a syntax error in one of its commands. The command is suppressed. MIM issues additional messages to
describe the error in more detail.

Action:

Analyze the messages following MIM0121 and take the appropriate action:

• If the error occurred on an entry in the MIM parameter data set (z/OS) or initialization file (z/VM), then correct that
entry. The changes you make will not take effect until the next time you start MIM.

• If the error occurred on a command that you issued from a console or TSO session, reissue the command.

MIM0123
UNRECOGNIZED COMMAND command

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0125E
UNEXPECTED POSITIONAL PARAMETER text [FOR KEYWORD keyword]

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0126E
UNEXPECTED KEYWORD keyword AVAILABLE CHOICES ARE choices
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Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0127E
DUPLICATE KEYWORD keyword

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0128E
DELIMITER MISSING AFTER QUOTED STRING NEAR text [FOR KEYWORD keyword]

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0129E
MORE PARAMETERS WERE SPECIFIED THAN THE nn ALLOWED [FOR KEYWORD keyword]

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0130E
text EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF 12 ALLOWED [FOR KEYWORD MSGID.]

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0131E
nn1 EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF nn2 [FOR KEYWORD keyword]

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0132E
ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN text [FOR KEYWORD keyword]

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0133E
UNKNOWN PARAMETER text - AVAILABLE CHOICES ARE: keywords

Reason/Action:
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See MIM0121E.

MIM0134E
Unmatched or unexpected quote

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0135E
Unexpected right parenthesis

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0136E
UNEXPECTED PARSE ERROR CODE= code

Reason:

MIM experienced an error while trying to identify the parameters on a command. MIM suppresses the command.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0137E
CMDPREFIX prefix error-reason-text

Reason:

The subsystem command prefix value specified as the operand of the CMDPREFIX keyword has failed to be registered
with the z/OS command prefix (CPF) service. Possible error reasons for the failure are as follows:

• The subsystem command prefix value contains invalid characters
• The subsystem command prefix value is already in use
• The subsystem command prefix value is a subset of an existing prefix
• The subsystem command prefix value is a superset of an existing prefix
• CPF registration failed

Action:

Use the SETOPTION MIM CMDPREFIX=cmdprefix command to specify a valid subsystem command prefix value
acceptable to the z/OS command prefix facility.

MIM0139E
DETECTED inconsistent DEFSYS statement on system sysid

Reason:

MIM is terminating during initialization because the DEFSYS statement specified in the initialization member (z/OS) or
INIT MIM file (z/OS) is different from the DEFSYS statement currently in use.
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This problem can occur if either of the following is true:

• The DEFSYS statement is not the same on all systems.
• The DEFSYS statement was changed, but MIM was not restarted with a FORMAT.

Action:

After you correct the problem, restart MIM with a FORMAT.

MIM0140W
Command command suppressed by MIMCMDXT exit

Action:

Check the MIMCMDXT logic to see why this command was rejected.

MIM0141W
Command command ignored; RC=code invalid from MIMCMDXT exit

Reason:

The MIMCMDXT exit routine issued an invalid return code. MIM ignores the affected command. You can issue only return
codes 0, 4, and 8 from this routine.

Action:

Recode the exit routine.

Note: For more information about the MIMCMDXT exit routine, see the  MIM Programming section.

MIM0142W
xxxx INIT not processed by any function

Reason:

MIM does not recognize one of the initialization statements in the initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM). The
prefix of this statement is shown in place of the xxxx variable. The statement is suppressed. This error is caused by one of
the following conditions:

• The statement name was misspelled.
• The facility that should execute this statement is not active.

Action:

If the statement name was misspelled, correct the entry. The changes take effect when you restart MIM. If this statement
is for an inactive facility, remove this statement from the initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM).

MIM0143E
Abend code in MIM trace task

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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MIM0144W
nnnnn trace record(s) dropped

Reason:

Too many records were being written to the MIM trace data set (z/OS) or TRACE facility (z/VM) at the same time. The
number of rejected records is shown in place of the nnnnn variable.

MIM0145I
MIM tracing initialized; T1AREA (address)

Reason:

This message is informational only.

MIM0147E
MIMDRTRC routine has failed - no trace records may be formatted

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0150
date time XACTDATA SCANFILE

Reason:

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This information is for use by Broadcom Support
only.

MIM0152
UNIDENTIFIED TRACE VECTOR (DATA=xxx) SPECIFIED ON INVALID xxx PARMLIST

MIM0153I
ALLOCATION successful

Reason:

This message is informational only.

MIM0155I
DEALLOCATION successful

Reason:

This message is informational only.

MIM0156W
ALLOCATION failed; RC=code reason=code info=code
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Action:

Check the return code, reason code, and information code to determine why this command was not processed. The return
code, reason code, and information code are returned from SVC 99 (dynamic allocation).

MIM0157W
UNALLOCATION failed; RC=code reason=code info=code

Action:

Check the return code, reason code, and information code to determine why this command was not processed. The return
code, reason code, and information code are returned from SVC 99 (dynamic allocation).

MIM0158E
MISSING REQUIRED KEYWORD keyword

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0159E
Unbalanced parenthesis

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0160E
Unexpected left parenthesis

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0161E
keyword1 AND keyword2 ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0162E
EXACTLY 1 OF THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: keywords

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0163E
AT LEAST 1 OF THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED: keywords
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Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0164E
text IS AMBIGUOUS - COULD MEAN keyword1 OR keyword2

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0165E
MISSING REQUIRED POSITIONAL PARAMETER [FOR KEYWORD key

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0166E
n1 IS LESS THAN THE MINIMUM VALUE OF n2 [FOR KEYWORD keyword]

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0167E
INVALID RANGE - n1 IS GREATER THAN n2

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0168W
Command query facility is not implemented

Reason:

The question mark (?) character was specified, but the MIM QUERY feature is not implemented in this release. MIM
suppresses the parameter.

Action:

Remove the ? character. If this command or statement was specified in a member of the MIM parameter data set or file,
correct the entry. The changes take effect when MIM is restarted. You can make a command take effect immediately by
reissuing that command from a console or TSO session.

MIM0169
Uknown DISPLAY Operand text

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.
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MIM0170E
Unknown SETOPTION operand text

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0171E
parameter ambiguous; could apply to facility or facility

Reason/Action:

See MIM0121E.

MIM0173
date time {command text|command response text }

Reason:

This message is informational only.

MIM0174
TCB_address routine {R14-R5|R6-R12} register contents

Reason:

This message is informational only.

MIM0175
TCB_address routine R15-R1 register contents

Reason:

This message is informational only.

MIM0176
MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT HH:MM:SS on YYYY.JJJ

DEV    SYSTEM  STATE  IO-STAT  READS  WRITES  ERR     TIME/RSV  CYCLES

addr   sysid   state  io-stat  reads  writes  errors  seconds   cycles

Reason:

This message displays information about CTC devices that are attached to the local system. The following information is
shown for each CTC device:

addr
The virtual address of the devices, which is identified to MIM through the CTCPATH statement. If you are running
COMMUNICATION=XCF, then the address is in 'XCF.'
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sysid
The ID of a system to which the local system is linked using a CTCPATH statement. This value is specified
on the TOSYSTEM parameter on a CTCPATH statement, or ID of a system with which the local system is
communicating through XCF.

state
The current state of this CTC device or XCF path. One of these values is shown in place of this variable:
DFN ERR

This path was defined incorrectly on the CTCPATH statement.
ERROR

An I/O error has occurred on this path.
HDW ERR

A hardware error occurred on this path.
IN-USE

The path has been validated and currently is active. This status is only displayed on a requester system;
controller systems do not indicate which path currently is in use.

LOCAL
This path does not represent an actual CTC device, but it represents an I/O operation taking place on the
local system.

NO RESP
MIM has attempted an I/O operation on this path, but has not yet received a response from the external
system.

SWITCH
A switch is in progress to this path.

UNALLOC
The device could not be allocated at startup.

UNUSED
No I/O operation has been performed on this path.

USABLE
The path has been validated and it is usable.

VALIDAT
The path is being validated between systems.

io-stat
Shows the I/O status of the CTC device or XCF path. This field can indicate that the device is IDLE (not currently
sending or receiving data), BUSY, BOXED, or NOT RDY (not ready). Additionally, lines can indicate the type of
operation in progress (READ, WRITE, and so on). "(Q)" indicates the I/O is currently queued to the device. "-L"
indicates UCBLEVEL=QUIESCE. This field is primarily used for diagnostics.

reads
The total number of READ operations that are performed on this path after MIM was last started. If K is shown
in the final position, then the number is in thousands. If M is shown in the final position, then the number is in
millions.

writes
The total number of WRITE operations that are performed on this device after MIM was last started. If K is shown
in the final position, then the number is in thousands. If M is shown in the final position, then the number is in
millions.
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errors
The total number of READ/WRITE errors involving this path after MIM was last started. If K is shown in the final
position, then the number is in thousands. If M is shown in the final position, then the number is in millions.

seconds
The average number of seconds a system waits to reserve the virtual control file once the controller system
receives the RESERVE request. You see a value here only if you issued the DISPLAY PATH command from the
controller system.

cycles
The number of times the control file has been accessed.

Action:

If a CTC device and system are functional and the state of the path is ERROR, then issue the CTC command to clear the
error and reset the device.

MIM0177
INTERNAL PARSE ERROR

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0178
UNKNOWN SYSTEM sysid

Reason:

An invalid system ID was specified on a CTCPATH statement. The unknown ID is shown in place of the sysid variable.
The statement is suppressed.

This error is caused by one of these conditions:

• The system ID was entered incorrectly.
• System IDs were not defined on a DEFSYS statement.

Action:

Take the appropriate action:

• Correct the CTCPATH statement, which is specified in the initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM).

NOTE
You can issue a DISPLAY SYSTEMS command to see what system IDs are valid for your systems.

• Specify a DEFSYS statement in the initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM) to define system IDs for your
systems.

The changes that you make will not take effect until the next time you start MIM.

MIM0179 (z/OS)
NO UCB FOUND FOR DEVICE xxxx

This message is displayed by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:
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This message is issued whenever a UCB is not found for a device. For example, this can occur when a CTC device is not
genned.

MIM0179 (z/VM)
NO CTC DEVICE FOUND AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr

This message is displayed by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:

There is no CTC device at the specified virtual address vaddr. The CTCPATH statement is suppressed.

Action:

If you are using a real CTC device, check that the CTC device is attached to the MIMGR service virtual machine at virtual
address vaddr. You can use a DEDICATE directory statement or an ATTACH command in PROFILE GCS to do this.

If you are using a virtual CTC device, check that a virtual CTC has been defined at virtual address vaddr for the MIMGR
service virtual machine, and that a CP COUPLE command has been issued. Virtual CTC devices can be defined using the
SPECIAL directory statement or the CP DEFINE command.

If a CTC device has been attached or defined, check and correct the virtual address on the CTCPATH statement in the
INIT MIM file. The changes that you make will not take effect until the next time you start MIM for z/VM.

MIM0180
vaddr IS NOT A CTC DEVICE

Reason:

The device at virtual address vaddr is not a CTC device. The CTCPATH statement is suppressed.

Action:

If you are using a real CTC device, check that the CTC device is attached to the MIMGR service virtual machine at virtual
address vaddr. You can use a DEDICATE directory statement or an ATTACH command in PROFILE GCS to do this.

(z/OS) If a CTC device has been attached or defined, then check and correct the virtual address on the CTCPATH
statement in the initialization member. The changes that you make will not take effect until the next time you start MIM.

(z/VM) If you are using a virtual CTC device, check that a virtual CTC has been defined at virtual address vaddr for the
MIMGR service virtual machine, and that a CP COUPLE command has been issued. Virtual CTC devices can be defined
using the SPECIAL directory statement or the CP DEFINE command.

MIM0181E
strname not allocated; non-supported operating system

Reason:

An ALLOCATE command or initialization statement was detected that specified a coupling facility structure name to be
allocated for use as a MIM control file. However, MIM is currently executing on a version of z/OS that does not contain
the required level of support for the use of coupling Facility structure control files. The structure is not allocated as a MIM
control file and is ignored.

Action:

We recommend that you do not attempt to use coupling facility structure control files with MIM on an operating system that
does not contain the appropriate level of support.
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MIM0182E
Allocation failed for CTC device dddd  RC=X'return  code' reason=X'reason code' info=X'info code'

Reason:

MIM tried to allocate the specified device, but z/OS rejected the allocation attempt. The z/OS return, reason, and
information codes that MIM received are shown. The most common reasons are:

X'025C'
The CTC device is offline.

X'0214'
The CTC device is in use.

X'0244'
The CTC device is not available.

The CTCPATH statement is suppressed.

Action:

For descriptions of the return and reason codes shown, see the appropriate Application Development Guide: Authorized
Assembler Language Programs documentation for the version of z/OS you are running.

MIM0183E
File nn - operation failure STRNAME=strname FACILITY=facility RC=rc RSN=rsn IXL_RC=ixlrc IXL_RSN=ixlrsn

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to perform the given operation to the named structure control file, strname. MIM
attempts to recover from the error. This recovery may include a migration away from the structure control file to a new
control file. The rc and rsn values are the return code and reason code, respectively, from the Broadcom common XES
services package, while ixlrc and ixlrsn are the return code and reason code, respectively, from the actual IXL XES
macro invocation. The facility is the name of the coupling facility, if known, that contains the structure. If MIM recovery
is successful, then operation will continue on the existing structure control file. If MIM initiates a migration, then normal
operation will resume after the migration has successfully completed.

Action:

If MIM migrated to a different control file, you may choose to recover the original control file. To recover the original
control file, first verify that the coupling facility structure is accessible from all MIM systems in the MIMplex. Then issue
the DEALLOCATE and ALLOCATE commands on all systems for the current list structure. This will clear the ERROR
condition. Then, optionally MIGRATE to the original control file.

If the list structure needs to be replaced on a different coupling facility, see Replace Coupling Facility Structure Control
Files.

MIM0185E
DUPLICATE CTC DEVICE dddd ON SYSTEM system

Reason:

The same virtual address was specified on more than one CTCPATH statement for a system. The virtual address and
the system ID are shown in place of the dddd and sysid variables (respectively). MIM terminates during initialization with
a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM). Each CTCPATH statement for a system must contain a unique virtual
device address.

Action:
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Correct the CTCPATH statement in the initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM). Then restart MIM.

MIM0187E (z/OS)
INADEQUATE VCF CONFIGURATION FOR SYSTEM system

This message is displayed by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

The ID of this system was specified on the TOSYSTEM parameter of a CTCPATH statement, but not on the
FROMSYSTEM parameter on a second CTCPATH statement. MIM terminates with a user abend code U0040. Two
CTCPATH statements must be defined between each pair of systems that you are connecting. Each statement describes
the same path as viewed from either end.

Action:

Specify a second CTCPATH statement.

MIM0187E (z/VM)
INADEQUATE CTC CONFIGURATION FOR SYSTEM sysid

This message is displayed by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:

This system ID was specified on the TOSYSTEM parameter of a CTCPATH statement, but not on the FROMSYSTEM
parameter on a second CTCPATH statement. MIM for z/VM terminates with a user abend code U028 (Hex). Two
CTCPATH statements must be defined between each pair of systems that you are connecting. Each statement describes
the same path as viewed from either end.

Action:

Specify a second CTCPATH statement.

MIM0188W
Help not available for member

MIM0189I
Help for member

MIM0190E
OPEN failed for help data set

MIM0191E
I/O error on help data set I/O error information

MIM0192E
Help routine abended
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MIM0193I
GLOBALVALUE command processing initiated

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a GLOBALVALUE command, and is informational only.

MIM0195I
Help is available for the following information: user_configured_list

MIM0196W
Help facility is not available

MIM0197E
Unknown system id sysid specified in VCFCONTROLLER list

Reason:

The MIM GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER list contains an unknown or undefined system identifier.

Action:

Verify that the indicated system ID is spelled correctly, or check to see if a DEFSYS statement exists for this system.

MIM0198E
unexpected request received from system sysid; code= cc flags= ff

Reason:

An internal logic error caused the VCF controller system to receive an unexpected request from the specified system.
The request is shown in place of the cc variable, and the state of internal flags is shown in place of the ff variable. MIM
will try to recover. If it cannot recover, then MIM will deactivate the virtual control file and use DASD control files, switch to
another controller system or terminate.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0199E
DEFSYS command - communication not VCF

Reason:

The DEFSYS command is only available when running COMMUNICATION=VCF.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0200W
VCF ACCESS DELAYED - CONTROLLER=sysid
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Reason:

The local system has not been able to access the virtual control file in a reasonable time. A lockout may have occurred.
The ID for the controller system is shown in place of the sysid variable.

This message may be caused by one of these conditions:

• A hardware or software failure occurred on the controller system.
• A hardware or software failure occurred on another system while that system had an outstanding RESERVE request

for the virtual control file.
• A CTC device failed.
• XCF signaling may have failed or stopped.
• MIM failed or stopped on the controller system.
• MIM failed or stopped on another system while that system had an outstanding RESERVE request for the virtual

control file.

Action:

Wait to see if the I/O transaction completes in the next few seconds. Then take the appropriate action as follows:

• If the transaction completes, then determine the cause of this delay. You may need to adjust the value for the
VCFMAXDELAY parameter on the SETOPTION command if you receive this message frequently and there is no
obvious problem.

• If a CTC device failed, then MIM will migrate to a DASD control file automatically. You do not need to take any action.
• (z/OS) If you are using XCF communication, determine the reason for the delay by issuing the z/OS “D XCF”

command.

Otherwise, determine whether a failure occurred on the controller system or on another system. Then take the appropriate
action:

• If a failure occurred on the controller system, then restart the controller system or free it by issuing a FREE command
from another system. MIM then migrates to a DASD control file automatically.

• If a failure occurred on any other system, then restart that system or free it by issuing a FREE command from the
controller system. MIM then migrates to a DASD control file automatically.

If migration does not complete in one minute, then you may need to issue a MIGRATE command.

MIM0201W
File id is not the {primary control file|current checkpoint file}

Reason:

The control file named on the FROMFILE parameter on the MIGRATE command is not the current control file. The
MIGRATE command is suppressed.

Action:

Reissue the MIGRATE command, specifying the ID of the current DASD control file on the FROMFILE parameter. You can
use the DISPLAY FILES command to display the IDs of your control files.

MIM0202E
Unknown system sysid

Reason:

MIM does not recognize the system ID that you specified on a MIGRATE command. The command is suppressed.
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Either the system ID was miskeyed or the system ID was not defined on a DEFSYS statement.

Action:

Determine which error occurred and then take the appropriate action:

• If the system ID was miskeyed, then reissue the MIGRATE command. You can use the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command
to display the IDs for each of your systems.

• If the system ID was not defined previously, then you need to do so using the DEFSYS statement. The changes you
make to the DEFSYS statement will not take effect until the next time you start MIM.

MIM0203E
VCF is already ACTIVE

Reason:

An attempt was made to initiate migration to a virtual control file when a virtual control file is being used already. The
MIGRATE command is suppressed.

Action:

If you want to initiate migration to a DASD control file, then specify its ID on the TOFILE parameter (z/OS) or
CONTROLFILE parameter (z/VM) of the MIGRATE command. Otherwise, no action is necessary.

MIM0204E
Unknown {control file|checkpoint file} id

Action:

Reissue the MIGRATE command with a valid control file or checkpoint file ID.

MIM0205E
unrecognized request received from system sysid; code=cc flags=ff

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0207E
Unrecoverable control file I/O error during transition

Reason:

MIM cannot activate the virtual control file because it detected an unrecoverable physical I/O error involving the current
DASD control file. MIM automatically initiates migration from the current DASD control file to the first alternate DASD
control file. Additional messages are issued during migration. Migration is complete when MIM issues message MIM0080.

Note: If this error occurs at startup, then MIM terminates with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Action:

Wait for migration to complete.
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MIM0208W
No matching CTCPATH found for unit

Action:

Use the DISPLAY PATH command to view valid addresses and reissue the command.

MIM0209
Abend code abendcode in Virtual Control File Director

Reason:

MIM detected an error.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• If MIM shuts down, restart it.
• If the cause of the error is not obvious, then collect all system dumps and contact Broadcom Support.

MIM0210
PERMANENT I/O ERROR ON DEVICE dddd CC=code STATUS=status SENSE=sense CMD=cmd

Reason:

MIM detected a permanent I/O error when the specified CTC device was transferring data to or from the virtual control file.
Depending on the type of error, MIM may try to complete the I/O transaction through an alternate CTC device, if one is
available.

If it cannot complete the transaction, then MIM enters VCFRECOVERY after the appropriate amount of time has expired
as governed by the SET VCFRECOVERY command. The I/O completion code is shown in place of the code variable,
and the unit channel status of the device is shown in place of the status variable. The sense codes are displayed in the
SENSE field, and the failing channel command is displayed in the CMD field.

Action:

MIM attempts to reset CTC error flags automatically. However, after the VCFRECOVERY is completed, check to see if
any CTC paths are still marked in error by issuing a DISPLAY PATH command. If there are CTC paths marked in error,
issue a CTC RESET command to reset the error indicators for this device.

MIM0212E (z/OS)
dynamic startup to an established VCF complex rejected

Reason:

MIM cannot be started on this system because an ID was not defined for this system on a DEFSYS statement.

Action:

Add an entry for this system to the DEFSYS statement. This change will take effect when MIM is restarted. You also need
to specify FORMAT=BOTH on the START command for MIM so that the control files will be reformatted. If MIM is running
in CTCONLY mode, then you will need to restart this system with FORMAT=CHKPT.
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MIM0212E (z/VM)
VCF SUPPORT PROHIBITS AUTOMATIC DEFINITION OF SYSTEMS

This message is for z/VM.

Reason:

MIM for z/VM cannot be started on this system because an ID was not defined for this system on a DEFSYS statement.

Action:

Add an entry for this system to the DEFSYS statement. This change will take effect when MIM is restarted. You also need
to specify FORMAT=BOTH on a START command to reformat the control files.

MIM0213
date time REQ RSV/RLSE: routine

MIM0214
date time PROC RSV/RLSE: routine

MIM0215
date time VCF I/O: routine

MIM0216E
I/O error on file nn volser

ECB   CSW   SENSE DASD ADDRESS   CCW

code  code  xx    dddd           ccw

Reason:

MIM encountered an I/O error when it tried to access the specified DASD control file. The following information is provided
about this I/O error:

ECB
Displays a post code.

CSW
Displays bytes two through eight of the channel status word.

SENSE
Displays sense bytes zero and one from the IOB.

DASD ADDRESS
Displays the address of the record that was being read or written when the error occurred.

CCW
Displays a channel command word.

If this control file was in use, then MIM initiates migration to a backup DASD control file. If it cannot find a usable backup
control file, then MIM terminates.

Action:

Wait to see whether migration is completed, as indicated by message MIM0080.
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MIM0217E
MIGRATE command rejected - VCF is currently INACTIVE

Reason:

Migration to a virtual control file is not possible because virtual control file support was not selected. The MIGRATE
command is suppressed.

Action:

If MIM is running with MIMINIT COMMUNICATION= DASDONLY, then reissue the MIGRATE command, specifying the ID
of a DASD control file on the TOFILE parameter (z/OS) or CONTROLFILE parameter (z/VM).

(z/OS) If you want to use a virtual control file utilizing XCF communication, then configure MIM with MIMINIT
COMMUNICATION=XCF, MIMINIT MIMPLEX=NAME and restart.

If you want to use a virtual control file using CTC communication, specify CTCPATH statements in the initialization
member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM), then restart MIM with MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD or
COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY.

MIM0219E
dsname volser already in use as file nn

Reason:

You cannot migrate to the DASD control file with this dsname because that control file currently is in use. The MIGRATE
command is suppressed.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY FILES command to check file IDs.

MIM0221E
Migration to file nn failed, control file not OPEN

Reason:

You cannot migrate to the DASD control file with this ddname because the control file does not exist or is not usable. The
MIGRATE command is suppressed.

Action:

Verify that the TOFILE parameter was entered correctly. If so, then choose a different control file. You can use the
DISPLAY FILES command to display information about control files. Then reissue the MIGRATE command.

MIM0222E
Migration to file nn failed, control file in ERROR

Reason:

MIM cannot use the control file with the ddname shown here because that control file is unusable. MIM experienced an I/
O error when accessing that control file at an earlier time. The MIGRATE command is suppressed.

Action:

Take one of these actions:
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• (z/OS) Replace the control file with a new one. To do this, issue the DEALLOCATE command on all systems to
deallocate the unusable control file. Then issue the ALLOCATE command on all systems to make a new control file
available. MIM reformats the new control file automatically when you issue the ALLOCATE command. Then reissue
the MIGRATE command.

• Reissue the MIGRATE command, specifying the ID of a different control file. You eventually need to replace the
unusable control file or reformat all of your control files.

MIM0223E
Migration requested, but no eligible control file found

Reason:

MIM cannot migrate to a backup DASD control file because there are no usable backup control files. MIM experienced I/O
errors when accessing these control files at an earlier time. MIM is terminating on the local system with a user abend code
U0200 (z/OS) or U0C8 (z/VM).

Action:

Take one of these actions:

• (z/OS) Replace at least one of these control files. To do this, issue the DEALLOCATE command on all systems to
deallocate an unusable control file. Then issue the ALLOCATE command on all systems to make a new control file
available. MIM will reformat the new control file automatically when you issue the ALLOCATE command. Then reissue
the MIGRATE command.

• (z/VM) If you are using CTCs, migrate to a virtual control file.
• Stop MIM and then reformat all of your control files by specifying FORMAT=BOTH on the z/OS START command for

MIM . You need to do this eventually to make your backup DASD control files usable.

MIM0224I
File nn selected as new primary control file

MIM0225I
Control File Status:

ID    Volser   Status   Format-Action

nn    volser   status   action

Reason:

This message displays status information for all of your DASD control files. The following information is shown for each
DASD control file:

ID
Displays the ID of the control file.

Volser
Displays the volume serial number of the device on which this control file resides.

STATUS
Displays the status of the control file. One of these values is shown in the status variable:
ERROR

This control file is unusable because MIM experienced an I/O error when accessing it. This control file is
bypassed during a migration.
To reformat all of your control files:
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• Issue the ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE commands on all systems to replace this control file.
• For the MIM z/OS START command, specify:

FORMAT=BOTH

IN-USE
This control file is the current DASD control file.

USABLE
This control file is a backup control file that can be selected during a migration.

Format-Action
This field indicates whether the control file was formatted or is formatted during the synchronization process. One
of these values is shown in the action variable:
FORMATTED ON REQUEST

This control file is formatted because FORMAT=BOTH was specified.
FORMATTED ON ERROR

Control file was found to be unsuitable for the configuration and has been formatted.
SCHEDULED FOR FORMAT

Indicates that this file was used in the past, but was not selected as the active file because a more
recently used file was found. This file is reformatted automatically during the next global restart. No action
is required.

MIM0227I
Migration initiated to {control file|checkpoint file} id

Reason:

MIM issues this message in response to a MIGRATE command.

MIM0228W
File id is already the active {control file|checkpoint file}

Reason:

You cannot migrate to the specified control file because the file is already in use. The MIGRATE command is suppressed.

MIM0229W
sysid is already the active VCF controller system

MIM0230
MIH TERMINATED I/O ON DEVICE dddd CC=code STATUS=status SENSE=sense

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0231W
System sysid is not active
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Reason:

You cannot migrate to the specified system because that system is inactive. The MIGRATE command is suppressed.

MIM0232I
VCF migration SCHEDULED - CONTROLLER=sysid

MIM0234W
System sysid is not eligible to become VCF controller system

Action:

Enter the DISPLAY PATH command on all systems in the MIMplex and verify that all addresses are either USABLE or
IDLE. If any of the addresses are in ERROR, then communication between the local system and the external system will
not be able to continue. Check logrec for hardware errors on the devices. Enter the CTC RESET command to clear the
error status.

Also, you can enter the D GLOBALVALUE command to determine which systems are currently eligible to be a VCF
CONTROLLER. Any system with a "-" next to it is currently ineligible.

MIM0235W
System sysid is not the current VCF controller system

Action:

Specify the current controller system ID on the MIGRATE command.

MIM0236W
File nn cannot be closed because it is not OPEN

Action:

Check the ddname and reissue the command.

MIM0237W
FILE nn cannot be closed because it is in use

Reason:

The control file with this ddname cannot be deallocated because the control file is currently being used. The
DEALLOCATE command is suppressed.

Action:

To deallocate this control file, use the MIGRATE command to initiate migration to a backup control file. Then reissue the
DEALLOCATE command.

MIM0238I
File nn successfully closed
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MIM0239E
Migration to nn failed, control file already in use

Reason:

The control file you tried to migrate to is already the current control file. The MIGRATE command is suppressed.

Action:

Reissue the MIGRATE command, specifying the ID for a backup control file on the TOFILE parameter. You can use the
DISPLAY FILES command to display the IDs for all backup control files you have made available to MIM.

MIM0240I
DISABLE successful for command operand

MIM0241I
VCF migration COMPLETE - CONTROLLER=sysid

MIM0242I
system sysid VCF deactivation COMPLETE

MIM0243I
common area at address

MIM0244E
Command command has exceeded time limit - TERMINATED

Reason:

The specified command was not executed in 15 seconds of when it was issued. The command is suppressed. MIM
commands should execute in one to two seconds. This message probably indicates that a lockout has occurred for the
control file or that a system failed.

Action:

Take one of the following actions:

• If you receive messages MIM0061, MIM0100, or MIM0200W, then respond as directed by those messages. These
messages indicate that a lockout has occurred or a system appears to be inactive.

• If you do not receive messages MIM0061, MIM0100, or MIM0200W, reissue the command.
• Use SETOPTION CMDTIMEOUT to set a longer interval, or to set the interval to NONE. The valid range is from 10 to

300 seconds, with a default of 60 seconds.

MIM0245E
Abend code in control file management request processing

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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MIM0246I
no matching {XCF | CTCPATH } statement found

Reason:

MIM cannot find an XCF (z/OS) or CTCPATH (z/VM) statement for the device specified on a DISPLAY PATH command.

Action:

Verify that the correct UCB address was specified for this device. You can use the DISPLAY PATH command (without
parameters) to display information about all CTCPATH statements you have specified and the device addresses specified
on each of these statements. If message MIM0246 appears in response to DISPLAY PATH (without parameters), then a
virtual control file is not available because no CTCPATH statements were provided in the initialization member (z/OS) or
INIT MIM file (z/VM).

MIM0247I
Selected CTC paths have been reset

MIM0248
VIRTUAL CONTROL FILE NOW ACTIVE ON CONTROLLER SYSTEM

MIM0250E
member name missing on INCLUDE statement

Reason:

An INCLUDE statement requires a member name.

Action:

Correct the INCLUDE statement by specifying a member name. The change will take effect the next time you start MIM.

MIM0251I
resuming input from member name

MIM0252W
Statement from member member exceeds 255 characters; text is ignored

Reason:

The specified command is too long. The first 16 bytes you specified are shown in place of the command variable. The
maximum length per command is 255 characters when a command is issued from the MIM parameter data set. The
command is suppressed.

Action:

Correct the entry. The changes take effect the next time you start MIM. You can break the long command into multiple
shorter SETOPTION commands in order to ensure that each command is less than 255 characters.

To make the command take effect immediately

• (z/OS) Issue it from a console or TSO session.
• (z/VM) Issue it from a CMS user ID or the service virtual machine console.
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The command is effective until you stop MIM.

MIM0254A
Reply:F-Format I-Invalidate T-Terminate

Reason:

This message is issued when the block size of the control file does not match the block size currently specified in the
initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM), in the startup procedure, or on the START command. It is also issued
when the communication mode is changed to or from MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=NONE and a format of the control file
were not done.

Action:

Reply with one of the following:

F
Format the control file for the new block size or mode.

I
Mark the control file in error and continue.

T
Stop MIM. An attempt is made to use another usable control file before terminating (displayed only at
initialization).

MIM0255E
Configuration changed - unable to proceed

Reason:

MIM detected a change in the system configuration while it was accessing a control file. This is caused by one of these
conditions:

• The same logical channel address was specified on CTCPATH statements for different instances of MIM.
• An attempt is being made to use the same DASD control file for different instances of MIM.

Action:

Review the initialization member and ddnames for the control files in the startup procedure to see whether you are trying
to share the same logical channel address or DASD control file. Correct the error and restart MIM.

MIM0256E
TOO MANY DIGITS AFTER DECIMAL POINT IN text [FOR KEYWORD keyword]

MIM0257E
Unrecognized EXIT name name

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY MIM EXIT command to check exit routines and reissue the command.
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MIM0258W
Facility facility is not active; EXIT name ignored

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the SETOPTION EXIT command.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY FACILITIES command to check valid facilities and reissue the command.

MIM0259E
EXIT module module not found or LOAD failed

Reason:

MIM tried to load an exit routine, but it could not find the load module shown in place of the module variable. If
SETOPTION COMMAND TERMINATED appears in the message text, then MIM could not find the load module specified
on a SETOPTION EXIT command.

If INITEXIT PROCESSING TERMINATED appears in the message text, then MIM could not find the load module specified
on a MIMINIT INITEXIT=module statement in the initialization member.

Action:

Verify that the load module name was entered correctly on the SETOPTION command or MIMINIT statement, then link-
edit the load module into the authorized load library for MIM.

z/VM only: Modify the GLOBAL LOADLIB command in your PROFILE GCS file to include the load library.

MIM0260E
ABEND in module module

Reason:

A SETOPTION EXIT command was issued to load the module that appears for the module variable. However, the
initialization call to that load module abended. As a result, the load module is deleted and the settings for the logical exit
are not updated.

Action:

A dump was created when the load module abended, because the initialization call is supported by recovery processing.
Examine the dump to determine the reason that the exit abended.

MIM0261I
Module module loaded at address

Reason:

This is a normal response to the SETOPTION EXIT command.

MIM0262I
No EXITs loaded

Reason:
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Response to the DISPLAY EXIT command when no exits are loaded.

MIM0263W
EXIT exit has not been loaded

Action:

Check the exit routine name and reissue the DISPLAY EXIT command.

MIM0264I
MIM EXIT display:

EXIT   MODULE  ADDRESS  STATUS  PROT   DUMP   DISA

exit   module  address  status  value  value  value

Reason:

The following information is returned by the DISPLAY EXIT command:

EXIT
Specifies the logical exit name

MODULE
Specifies the load module loaded for the exit

ADDRESS
Specifies the adress at which the load module is loaded

STATUS
Indicates whether the status of the exit is active

PROT
Indicates whether the exit has ESTAE protection

DUMP
Indicates whether a dump is generated in the event of an abend

DISA
Indicates whether you want to disable an exit in the event of an abend

MIM0265W
Unrecognized EXIT name exit

Reason:

This message indicates that the DISPLAY EXIT command was issued for an exit routine that does not match any of the
defined logical exit names.

Action:

Reissue the command with a defined logical exit routine name.

MIM0266W
STRNAME strname not found

Reason:
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This message is issued in response to a DUMP MIM command that specified the STRNAME=keyword or the XESDATA
keyword. The named structure, strname, is not currently in use by MIM as a control file.

Action:

Reissue the command and specify a valid coupling facility structure control file name. You can issue the DISPLAY FILES
command can to determine the names of all control files currently in use by MIM.

MIM0267E
CP command only valid in a z/VM environment

MIM0268I
CP cmd R(nnnn); no reply text

MIM0269I
CP cmd R(nnnn):]

Reason:

A CP command has been issued successfully to the z/VM operating system. z/VM supplies the return code shown in nnn.
z/VM receives the information shown in text.

The text PLUS ADDITIONAL MESSAGES... also may appear. If so, then it indicates that output from the command was
too large for the MIM buffers. The number of characters that were lost is shown in the field nnnn.

MIM0271I
system sysid SOLO mode is ACTIVE

Reason:

MIM has completed initialization for running in a single system (MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=NONE). The ID of the single
system on which MIM initialized is shown in place of the sysid variable.

MIM0272I
STRNAME strname dumped

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DUMP MIM command that specified the STRNAME=keyword. The named
structure, strname, has been dumped to a system dump data set.

MIM0273I
system sysid - SyntaxSCAN - has completed

MIM0275
MIMDRSTM ABEND Sccc

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0276
ABEND IN MIM CAPTURE TEST

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0278E
Unknown DUMP operand name

MIM0279I
system sysid syntaxSCAN is active

MIM0280I
System sysid QUIESCE pending

Reason:

MIM is processing a QUIESCE command, which places the product in a quiesce or “wait” state. Message MIM0282
appears when MIM completes the quiesce request.

MIM0281I
system sysid RESTART complete

MIM0282I
MIM system sysid is QUIESCED

MIM0284E
File nn {OPEN|CLOSE} failed

Reason:

This message is issued in response to either an ALLOCATE command, or a DEALLOCATE command that was issued
for a MIM DASD control file. The command was not successful because the DASD control file could not be OPENed (on
ALLOCATE command) or CLOSEd (on DEALLOCATE command).

Action:

To obtain the reason for the control file OPEN failure or CLOSE failure, see, prior issued messages.

MIM0285E
Chkpt nn {OPEN|CLOSE} failed

Reason:
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This message is issued in response to an ALLOCATE command or a DEALLOCATE command that was issued for a MIM
checkpoint file. The command was not successful because the checkpoint file could not be OPENed (on ALLOCATE
command) or CLOSEd (on DEALLOCATE command).

Action:

To obtain the reason for the checkpoint file OPEN failure or CLOSE failure, see prior issued messages.

MIM0286E
XESfileid nn {OPEN|CLOSE} failed

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ALLOCATE command or a DEALLOCATE command that was issued for a MIM
coupling facility structure control file. The command was not successful because the structure control file could not be
OPENed (on ALLOCATE command) or CLOSEd (on DEALLOCATE command).

Action:

To obtain the reason for the structure control file OPEN failure or CLOSE failure, see prior issued messages.

MIM0287I
structure Performance Data

Count  Type   Avg. Secs

nn     tt     time

Reason:

This message is issued in response to DUMP MIM XESDATA command for the named coupling facility structure control
file.

MIM0290
facility USER EXIT exit ABEND abend code [-EXIT DISABLED]

Reason:

This message appears when an exit abends and the protection value of the exit was set to YES. The message shows
the exit name, the facility associated with the exit routine, and the abend code. “-EXIT DISABLED” appears if the failure
value of the exit was previously set to DISABLE, which indicates that the exit is deactivated if abended. This message
also serves as the header for the dump that is generated when FAILURE=DUMP is specified on a SETOPTION EXIT
command.

Action:

Review the abended exit routine for errors, debug the exit, and attempt to run the exit routine again.

MIM0291E
MIMINIXT can only be activated via MIMINIT statement

Reason:

A SETOPTION EXIT command was issued for the logical exit MIMINIXT. However, the MIMINIXT exit cannot be
controlled through the SETOPTION command. It is called only once per startup.
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Action:

To activate the MIMINIXT exit, specify MIMINIT INITEXIT=MIMINIXT in the initialization member of the MIM parameter
data set (z/OS) or in the INIT MIM file(z/VM), then restart MIM.

MIM0292I
VCF switched to alternate CTC device address

Reason:

This message appears when a virtual control file switches to the next available CTC device address. The switch is
initiated for one of the following reasons:

• MIM detected an I/O error and completed the I/O transaction by using an alternate CTC device
• A CTC SWITCH command was issued.

When message MIM0292 appears as a result of an I/O error, message MIM0210 precedes MIM0292.

MIM0295W
no available {CTC|XCF} path found from system sys1 to system sys2

Reason:

All paths between these two systems are marked in error. If one of these systems is the controller system, then recovery
will be initiated. MIM suppresses the command.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY PATH command to display the status of the CTC devices. You may need to reset one or more of the
CTCs so that MIM can use them again.

MIM0296W
Command invalid from CONTROLLER system

Reason:

A CTC SWITCH command was issued from the VCF controller system. MIM does not accept this command from the
controller system. The command is suppressed.

Action:

Issue the CTC SWITCH command from a system that is not the current VCF controller system.

MIM0299W
ALLOCATE failed; DDNAME=ddname RC=X'rc' REASON=X'reason' INFO=X'info'

Reason:

Dynamic allocation has failed for the indicated ddname while processing an ALLOCATE initialization statement. The rc,
reason, and info are the return code, error reason code, and information reason code, respectively, that has been returned
by SVC 99. For an explanation of the return codes, see the appropriate Application and Development Guide: Authorized
Assembler Language Programs documentation for the version of z/OS you are running.

Action:
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MIM initialization continues without the specified ddname. If it is determined later in initialization processing that the
allocation is required, then MIM terminates. If MIM initialization can complete without the allocation, then the allocation can
be tried at a later time using the ALLOCATE command.

MIM0300I
Checkpoint File Status

Id    Volser   Status   Format-Action

nn    volser   status   action

Reason:

This message is issued during an initialization and after the selection of an active checkpoint file. The following
information is displayed:

ID
Indicates the checkpoint file ID, which is the last two digits of the checkpoint file data set name.

Volser
Indicates the volume serial number of the device on which this checkpoint file resides.

Status
Indicates the status of the checkpoint file. One of these values is shown in the status variable:
ERROR

Indicates that the control file is unusable because MIM experienced an I/O error when accessing it. You
can clear the error status by specifying FORMAT=CHKPT or FORMAT=BOTH.

IN-USE
Indicates that this checkpoint file is the current checkpoint file.

USABLE
Indicates that this checkpoint file is a usable alternate checkpoint file.

Format-Action
Indicates whether the checkpoint file was formatted or will be formatted during the synchronization process. One
of these values is shown in the action variable:
FORMATTED ON REQUEST

Indicates that this checkpoint file was formatted because you specified FORMAT=CHKPT or
FORMAT=BOTH.

FORMATTED ON ERROR
Indicates that this checkpoint file was found to be unsuitable for the configuration and has been formatted.

SCHEDULED FOR FORMAT
Indicates that this file was used in the past, but was not selected as the active file because a more
recently used file was found. This file is reformatted automatically during the next global restart. No action
is required.

MIM0301E
ddname already in use

Reason:

This message is issued when the checkpoint file manager is called to open a checkpoint file but finds that the specified
ddname has already been used for a checkpoint file or a control file.

Action:
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Select a new checkpoint file ddname.

MIM0302E
dsname is not in version v.r format

Reason:

This message is issued when the checkpoint file manager attempts to open a checkpoint file but finds that the specified
data set name has already been formatted under an older release of MIM.

Action:

You must set FORMAT=CHKPT or FORMAT=BOTH and restart MIM.

MIM0303E
Migration to nn failed, checkpoint file not OPEN

Reason:

This message is issued when a request is made to switch to an alternate checkpoint file for a ddname not previously
opened as a checkpoint file.

Action:

You must first allocate and open a checkpoint file before migrating to it.

MIM0304E
Migration to nn failed, checkpoint file in ERROR

Reason:

This message is issued when a request is made to switch to an alternate checkpoint file, but the specified ddname
contains an I/O error.

Action:

You must first deallocate and reallocate the checkpoint file before it can be used as an alternate.

MIM0305E
Migration request, but no eligible checkpoint file found

Reason:

This message is issued when a request is made to migrate to the next eligible checkpoint file, but no error-free alternate
checkpoint file could be found.

Action:

(z/OS) Create another checkpoint file, with the next available file number, using JCL or the sample ALLOCKPT member in
the MIMPARMS data set. Then, use the MIM ALLOCATE CHKPT command to allocate it to MIM. Now you can migrate to
the new checkpoint file.

(z/VM) Set FORMAT=CHKPT or FORMAT=BOTH and restart MIM. To avoid this problem in the future, you should define
additional checkpoint files.
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MIM0306I
Chkpt nn selected for new primary checkpoint file

Reason:

This message is issued when a request to switch to an alternate checkpoint file is completed successfully.

MIM0307E
I/O error on file nn volser

ECB    CSW    SENSE   SEEK ADDRESS  CCW

code   text   xxxx    dddd          ccw

Reason:

This message is issued when an I/O error is encountered when MIM attempts to access a checkpoint file.

ECB
Indicates the post code from the event control block (ECB).

CSW
Indicates bytes 2-8 on of the Channel Status Word from the I/O control block (IOB).

SENSE
Indicates bytes 0 and 1 from the IOB.

SEEK ADDRESS
Indicates the disk address of the record being read or written.

CCW
Indicates the Channel Command Word associated with the error.

MIM0308W
Chkpt nn cannot be closed because it is not OPEN

Reason:

This message is issued when a request is made to close a checkpoint file using a DEALLOCATE command. The
requested checkpoint file is not open.

Action:

Correct the file identifier on your DEALLOCATE command and reissue.

MIM0309W
Chkpt nn cannot be closed because it is in use

Reason:

This message is issued when a request is made to close a checkpoint file using a DEALLOCATE command. The
requested checkpoint file is being used as the active checkpoint file at this time.

Action:

You cannot DEALLOCATE the current checkpoint file. Migrate to an alternate checkpoint file first, and then you can
DEALLOCATE it.
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MIM0310I
Chkpt nn successfully closed

Reason:

This is an informational message issued when a request to close a checkpoint file using a DEALLOCATE command is
successful.

MIM0311E
Migration to nn failed, checkpoint file already in use

Reason:

This message is issued when a request is made to switch to a checkpoint file that is currently in use.

MIM0312E
Abend code in checkpoint management request processing

Reason:

An abend occurred while MIM was processing a checkpoint file request.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0313
CHKPT ddname HAS xxxxx BLOCKS, xxxxx ARE UNUSED UNTIL FORMAT

Reason:

This message indicates a new checkpoint file was added, that this file has more blocks than any checkpoint file present at
format time. Those blocks in excess of the maximum amount cannot be used until all the checkpoint files are reformatted.

Action:

Restart MIM for z/VM with FORMAT=CHKPT or FORMAT=BOTH.

MIM0314A
Reply: F-Format I-Invalidate T-Terminate

Reason:

This message is issued when a request to switch to an alternate checkpoint file specifies a ddname not open as a
checkpoint file. A checkpoint file must first be open and allocated before it can be used in migration.

Action:

If the WTOR appears, then reply with F (Format), I (Invalidate), or T (Terminate).

MIM0315W
Chkpt nn - JFCB access or OPEN failed

Reason:
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The checkpoint file was incorrectly identified on a MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statement in the startup procedure, or this
checkpoint file was moved or deleted.

Action:

Examine the MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statements to verify that the correct data set name prefix was specified. If not, then
correct the entry. Also, check system catalog information to see if the checkpoint file is on the correct DASD device.

MIM0316E
Chkpt nn - invalid device

Reason:

The checkpoint file shown is not accessible to MIM.

Action:

Examine the MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statements to verify that the correct data set name prefix was specified. If not, then
correct the entry. Also, check system catalog information to see if the checkpoint file is on the correct DASD device.

MIM0317E
Chkpt nn - inadequate space

Reason:

Too little space was allocated for the specified checkpoint file. Most sites need to allocate one or two cylinders per
checkpoint file, although this requirement may vary.

Action:

Stop MIM and then delete the existing checkpoint file and allocate a new one of the appropriate size.

MIM0318I
Chkpt nn successfully opened

Reason:

This is an informational message that indicates that a request to open a checkpoint file using an ALLOCATE command
has been processed successfully.

MIM0319E
Chlkpt nn requires larger BLKSIZE

Reason:

The block size for the specified checkpoint file is too small. Usually, one or two blocks of space per checkpoint file are
sufficient.

Action:

Review the startup procedure to see if you allocated too much space. If so, then delete this checkpoint file allocate a
smaller one. Otherwise, specify a larger block size for the BLKSIZE parameter.
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MIM0320E
Chkpt nn full - system sysid cannot be added

Reason:

MIM cannot add the ID of the local system to the specified checkpoint file because this file already has the maximum IDs.
MIM terminates on the local system with user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM). This problem may occur if you
are running MIM on more than 32 systems, or if there are obsolete IDs in this checkpoint file.

Action:

If there are obsolete IDs in this checkpoint file, then take one of these actions:

• Reformat the checkpoint file if MIM is not executing on other systems using this control file. You can reformat by
specifying FORMAT=CHKPT on the START command for MIM.

• Remove obsolete IDs by issuing the REMOVE command from another system. Then restart MIM on the local system.

MIM0321E
Chkpt nn - file already active

Reason:

Another MIM-started task on this system is using the specified checkpoint file. The started-task is terminating on the local
system with user abend U0040. Unlike control files, multiple copies of MIM cannot share checkpoint files.

Action:

Provide a unique checkpoint file for this started-task.

MIM0322W
No usable CHECKPOINT files allocated

Reason:

MIM could not find any allocated checkpoint files. MIM issues user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM) if you are
running in CTCONLY mode or using the REQUEUE feature of ECMF. If you are not running in CTCONLY or using the
REQUEUE feature, then this message is only informational and no action is required.

Action:

Check the MIMINIT statement (z/OS) or DDNAMES MIM file (z/VM) to verify that you have allocated the checkpoint files
correctly, then, restart MIM.

MIM0323E
Chkpt nn - inconsistent system configuration

Reason:

MIM is terminating during initialization because the number of systems on the DEFSYS statement is different from the
number of systems defined when the checkpoint files were last formatted. MIM terminates with a user abend code U0040
(z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Note: MIM will not abend with a user abend U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM) when the REQUEUE feature is turned on and
no checkpoint files are defined if you are running in DASDONLY or CTCDASD mode.

Action:
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Do one of the following, based on what the problem is:

• Reformat the checkpoint files by specifying FORMAT=CHKPT on the z/OS START command for MIM.
• Modify the DEFSYS statement to reflect the configuration that existed the last time you formatted the control files.

Then restart MIM.
• If you specified COMMUNICATION=NONE and more than one system is defined on the DEFSYS statement, then

modify the DEFSYS statement to define only one system.

MIM0324E
Chkpt nn allocation failed; RC=code reason=code info=code

Reason:

Check the SVC99 reason code and information code to determine why this checkpoint file allocation failed.

MIM0325W
Chkpt nn I/O delay detected on unit volser by system sysid

Reason:

The local system has not been able to read from or write to the indicated checkpoint file in a reasonable time. A hardware
or software error may have occurred on the DASD volume or I/O transactions are pending on the DASD volume where the
checkpoint file resides.

Action:

Check for IOS071I system messages to determine how to correct the problem.

MIM0326I
Chkpt nn - MIGRATION requested

Reason:

A request to switch to an alternate checkpoint file has been detected.

MIM0327E
File ddname not usable - resides on extended portion of volume

Reason:

The control file of checkpoint file specified by ddname was allocated with DD parameter EATTR=OPT on the Extended
Address Volume (EAV). MIMdoes not support control files or checkpoint files on the high portion of EAV.

Action:

Delete the data set and reallocated it with EATTR=NO.

MIM0328W
VCF reserve held by: systemnames

Reason:
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This message appears with message MIM0200W for a controller system. Message MIM0200W appears to report a virtual
control file delay. Message MIM0328 includes the names of the systems that have not yet relinquished ownership of the
Virtual Control File. One of the following problems may have occurred on one of those systems:

• A hardware or software failure occurred on the system while that system held a virtual reserve for the control file.
• MIM stopped or failed on the system while that system held a virtual reserve for the control file.

Action:

This message supplements the information that appears in message MIM0200W. See the description of suggested action
for message MIM0200W.

MIM0330E
inadequate configuration for type environment: reason

Reason:

MIM is terminating during initialization because the statement MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD, CTCONLY, or
XCF was specified and the required parameters were missing for these communication methods.

The reason indicates which parameter is missing.

Action:

Take one of the following actions based on the reason given:

VCFCONTROLLER=NONE
-Specify at least one eligible controller system on a GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER statement in the
initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM), and restart MIM.

NO ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER
-Specify at least one eligible controller system on a GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER statement in the
initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM), and restart MIM. If you have already specified at least one
system on the GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER statement, then verify that your CTCPATH statements define
a valid CTC path between that system and every other system in the complex. Note that the initialization member
(z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM) of each system should contain the complete list of CTCPATH statements, even
those that define paths on other systems.

NO VALID CTCPATHS
-Specify valid CTCPATH statements in the initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM), and restart MIM.

MIM0331I
system sysid {XCF | CTC} initialization PENDING

Reason:

MIM is waiting for external systems to respond to XCF or CTC communication before continuing initialization. When all
systems are started (or freed), this message is automatically deleted.

MIM0332E
Chkpt nn - not enough space for checkpoint data

Reason:

The specified checkpoint file is too small to hold all the data MIM is trying to write to it.

Action:
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Create a larger checkpoint file, allocate the new file to MIM, and migrate to the new file. MIM will then automatically write
checkpoint data to the new file.

MIM0333E
Checkpoint failure; no eligible checkpoint file available

Reason:

This message indicates that no error-free checkpoint file was found in response to a request to switch to the next eligible
checkpoint file.

Action:

(z/OS) Create a new checkpoint file, allocate it to MIM, and migrate to the new file. MIM will automatically begin writing
checkpoint information to the new file.

(z/VM) Restart MIM with a MIMINIT FORMAT=CHKPT statement. If necessary, define additional checkpoint files before
restarting MIM.

MIM0334E
Unable to find data set dsname

Reason:

(z/OS) MIM was unable to dynamically allocate a data set with this name.

(z/VM) CHKPTDSN=MIMCKP was set on your MIMINIT statement, but that no checkpoint file was specified in the
DDNAMES MIM file. Either set CHKPTDSN=NONE, or include a line for DDNAME MIMCKP00 in your DDNAMES MIM
file.

Action:

Check the MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statements to confirm that this data set name has been entered as a checkpoint file.
Also, verify that a cataloged data set by that name (with 00 appended to it) exists on the DASD volume.

MIM0335I
system sysid {CTC|XCF} initialization UNDERWAY

Reason:

MIM initialization is continuing.

MIM0336I
system sysid {CTC|XCF} initialization COMPLETE

Reason:

MIM initialization has completed.

MIM0337E
VCFCONTROLLER=* is not supported; specify a list of system names

Reason:
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The command GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=* was issued and the use of the asterisk (*) is not supported by
MIM. The command is rejected. The VCFCONTROLLER parameter requires that a list of candidate controller systems be
specified for the control file controller.

Action:

Specify a list of candidate controller systems for the GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER statement in the initialization
member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM).

MIM0338E
No eligible systems specified in the VCFCONTROLLER list

Reason:

The GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER statement is used to specify one or more eligible controller systems. The
systems specified on the VCFCONTROLLER list are unknown or ineligible. MIM terminates with a user abend code
U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Action:

Specify at least one eligible controller system on the GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER statement in the initialization
member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM). If you are not running in a VCF (z/OS) or CTC (z/VM) environment, then you can
specify VCFCONTROLLER=NONE.

MIM0339E
System sys1 detected inconsistent parm for VCFPATH addr on system sys2

Reason:

This message indicates one of the following:

• If parm=TOSYSTEM, then MIM detected an incorrect TOSYSTEM value on the CTCPATH statement identified by
FROMSYSTEM sys2 and the ADDRESS addr. The path at that address physically connects sys2 with sys1, but the
TOSYSTEM parameter indicates a connection to some other system. This message can also be issued if different
DEFSYS statements are specified on systems sys1 and sys2.

• If parm=ADDRESS LIST or DEVICE ORDER, then inconsistent address values exist between the CTCPATH
statement FROMSYSTEM sys1 TOSYSTEM sys2 and the statement FROMSYSTEM sys2 TOSYSTEM sys1. Either
different addresses were specified on each system, or the addresses were specified in a different order on each
system.

This message is issued on both systems. System sys2 terminates with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Action:

CTCPATH statements and DEFSYS statements must be identical on all systems. Therefore, specify the same CTCPATH
statements and DEFSYS statements on all systems in the complex, and restart MIM.

MIM0340E
System sys1 detected different DEFSYS on system sys2

Reason:

There are different DEFSYS statements currently in use on the two systems shown. The message is issued on both
systems. This problem occurs because of inconsistent DEFSYS statements on the two systems, or because one of the
local checkpoint DASD files contains incorrect information. System sys2 terminates with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS)
or U028 (z/VM).
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Action:

Specify the same DEFSYS statement on both systems, and restart MIM with a FORMAT.

MIM0341W
GLOBALVLAUE command not valid in the MIMCMNDS member

Reason:

The GLOBALVALUE command can be used as a statement in the initialization member issued as a command after MIM is
synchronized. Commands in the MIMCMNDS member or CMDS MIM file are issued before systems synchronize.

MIM0342I
system sysid VCF activation COMPLETE - CONTROLLER=sysid

MIM0343I
system sys1 waiting for notification from CONTROLLER system sys2

Reason:

This message is issued when a new controller system is non-responsive during initialization, migration, or VCF recovery.
During initialization or VCF recovery, message MIM0342 is issued when notification is received from the controller. During
migration, message MIM0241 is issued when notification is received.

If the new controller does not send notification in a reasonable time, then MIM initiates VCF recovery to select a new
controller.

MIM0344I
Virtual control file formatted due to FORMAT on system sysid

MIM0345E
System sysid does not have a usable copy of the virtual control file

Reason:

This message appears only in the system log (z/OS) or console log (z/VM) and indicates that the system shown does not
have a valid copy of the virtual control file on local checkpoint DASD. This may have occurred because the control file was
never formatted or because the local checkpoint file was damaged.

If another system has a valid copy of the virtual control file, then the system shown in the message will obtain the copy
and continue initialization. If no system has a valid copy of the control file, then MIM automatically formats the virtual
control file.

MIM0346W
No usable virtual control file found - formatted on error

Reason:

MIM cannot find a valid copy of the virtual control file on the local checkpoint DASD or any active system in the complex.
MIM formatted the virtual control file automatically and continues initialization.
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MIM0347W
Virtual control file formatted on error

Reason:

MIM does not have a valid copy of the virtual control file on its local checkpoint DASD file. Therefore, MIM obtained a copy
of the virtual control file from another system and continues initialization.

MIM0348E
system sys1 detected inconsistent CTCPATH statements on system sys2

Reason:

This message indicates that different CTC paths were specified for sys1 and sys2. This message may also be issued if
different DEFSYS statements were specified on these two systems. After this message is issued, sys2 terminates during
initialization with abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Action:

Specify the same CTCPATH statements and DEFSYS statements on all systems, and restart MIM.

MIM0349E
System sys1 detected logic error in eligible controller list on system sys2

Reason:

The eligible controller lists on sys1 and sys2 are different. After this message is issued on both systems, system sys2
terminates during initialization with abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Action:

Restart MIM using a FORMAT=BOTH (z/OS) or FORMAT=CF (z/VM) command. If that does not resolve the problem,
contact Broadcom Support.

MIM0350W
system sysid has not responded to {CTC|XCF} communication

Reason:

MIM attempted to communicate with the system, but the system has not responded for one of these reasons:

• MIM has not been started on that system
• MIM has terminated on that system (due to a command or abend)
• MIM cannot respond to that system due to system problems or errors on the CTC devices.
• MIM is not using CTC devices or XCF on that system because COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY or

COMMUNICATION=NONE was specified on a MIMINIT statement.
• (z/OS) MIM cannot respond to that system due to system problems with XCF signaling.

If this message is issued during initialization, then MIM cannot complete initialization until all external systems respond or
are freed. If this message is issued during VCF (z/OS) or CTC (z/VM) recovery, then MIM cannot complete recovery until
all external systems respond or are freed.

Note: This message is issued periodically, depending upon the frequency specified on the SETOPTION MARGIN
command.

Action:
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If the system shown in the message will not be recovered, or MIM will not be started on the system for an extended
period, or both, then issue the FREE command to free the system. Otherwise, restart MIM on that system.

MIM0351
controller system sysid terminating - no other eligible controller available

Reason:

A SHUTDOWN command has been issued on the controller system. There are no other candidates or eligible controller
systems available, and MIM cannot continue without a controller system. When the controller system is shut down in this
situation, the other systems issue periodic warning messages.

If you specified the GLOBALVALUE NOCONTROLLER statement, one of the following will occur:

• If NOCONTROLLER=WAIT was specified on the other systems, those systems will wait indefinitely for an eligible
controller system to restart.

• If NOCONTROLLER=TERMINATE was specified on the other systems, those systems will all terminate if an eligible
controller is not restarted in the amount of time specified on the SETOPTION VCFRECOVERY command.

Action:

Restart MIM on an eligible controller system.

MIM0352W
system sysid using DASD control file due to method failure

Reason:

MIM is using DASD control files although another communication method was requested. Previous messages indicate the
reason for the failure.

MIM0353
SYSTEM sysid - TERMINATING AFTER LONG PERIOD OF INACTIVITY

Reason:

This system has been delayed for a long time period, and has obsolete information in its virtual control file. MIM must
abend on this system to prevent interference with the active systems.

Action:

Restart MIM on this system.

MIM0355W
Initialization cannot continue until an eligible CONTROLLER becomes available

Reason:

MIM has reached a point where it cannot continue until a system initializes that is eligible to become the controller system.

If GLOBALVALUE ANYELIGIBLE=YES, then MIM is waiting for any eligible controller to be started. If GLOBALVALUE
ANYELIGIBLE=NO, then it will wait for a candidate controller system from the VCFCONTROLLER list to be started.

Action:
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Start MIM on an eligible controller system. If MIM is already started on an eligible controller system, then verify the state of
your CTC connections by issuing a DISPLAY CTCPATH command. Ready all possible CTC devices marked IN-ERROR
or UNALLOC. If a particular system is down, and is not expected to join the MIMplex, then free that system by issuing the
FREE sysid command. This action will allow MIM initialization to complete.

MIM0356E
[System sys1] detected inconsistent value for parm global parameter on system sys2

Reason:

A global parameter on sys2 is different from the value specified on some other system. The parameter in error is shown.
System sys2 terminates during initialization with a user abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

For CTCONLY or XCF, the message includes the name of the system sys1 that had a different value and detected the
error. The message is issued on both systems, but only sys2 terminates.

Action:

Specify the same values for the GLOBALVALUE statement on all systems, and then restart MIM.

MIM0357E
Duplicate operand type detected on DEFSYS statement

Reason:

While processing the operand type specification on a DEFSYS statement, MIM detected that a system name or a system
alias has been repeatedly used. If the operand type is SYSNAME, then a system name specification has been duplicated.
If the operand type is ALIAS, then a system alias specification has been duplicated. System name and alias parameter
values must be unique across all DEFSYS statements.

Action:

Examine all DEFSYS statements and ensure that all system name and alias specifications are uniquely named.

MIM0358E
Invalid checkpoint data set dsname

Reason:

The data set name prefix specified on the MIMINIT CHKPTDSN statement is not valid for a data set (z/OS) or file (z/VM).

Action:

Correct the MIMINIT CHKPTDSN parameter in the initialization member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM).

MIM0359I
Virtual Control File FORMAT complete- MIM can be started on other systems

MIM0360I
system sysid selected CONTROLLER=controller during {initialization | VCF recovery }
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MIM0361I
{CTC devices | DASD Control File} will not be used because COMMUNICATION=type specified

Reason:

This message is issued only as a warning that CTC devices or DASD control files will not be used, even though they have
been defined to MIM. The message does not usually indicate a problem. If there is a problem, however, then the following
information will help you diagnose the potential problem:

• When CTC DEVICES is indicated, this message indicates that CTCPATH statements were found in the initialization
member and DASDONLY, NONE, or XCF were specified on the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION statement.

• When DASD CONTROL FILES is indicated, this message indicates that DASD control files were specified in the MIM
startup procedure, and CTCONLY, NONE, or XCF were specified on the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION statement.

Action:

Correct the problem as follows:

• If you want to use DASD control files, then specify CTCDASD or DASDONLY on the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION
statement.

• If you want to use CTC devices, then specify CTCDASD or CTCONLY on the MIMINIT COMMUNICATION statement.
• (z/OS) If you want to use XCF communication, then remove CTCPATH statements and remove the reference to the

MIM DASD control file from your startup procedure.

MIM0362I
GLOBALVALUE command processing complete

MIM0363I
GLOBALVALUE command changes pending on external systems

Reason:

A GLOBALVALUE command was processed successfully on the local system, and the new parameter values were
propagated to all external systems. Message MIM0364 is issued on each external system as it processes the new
parameter values.

MIM0364I
Parameters changed by GLOBALVALUE command on system sysid

Reason:

This message shows the new parameter values in effect due to a GLOBALVALUE command issued on an external
system. The new parameters will take effect on all systems.

MIM0365E
FORMAT not permitted when external systems are active

Reason:

This is issued in a CTCONLY or XCF environment. MIM was started with FORMAT=CF or FORMAT=BOTH on the local
system, but other systems were found to be active. MIM will terminate on the local system with a user abend code U0040
(z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).
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Action:

If you want to format the virtual control file, then stop MIM on all systems, and restart with FORMAT=CF or
FORMAT=BOTH on the first system started. Otherwise, restart MIM on the local system with FORMAT=CHKPT or
FORMAT=NONE.

MIM0366I
system sysid joined established MIM complex

MIM0367I
VCF recovery PENDING - CONTROLLER=sysid reason

Reason:

MIM has initiated automatic error recovery. During error recovery, MIM selects a new controller system, and causes all
systems to resynchronize with the new controller. The possible reasons for recovery are:

UNUSABLE
The current controller system is unusable because there are I/O errors on all paths between the controller system
and another system. If this is the reason, then messages MIM0210 and MIM0295 may precede this message.

NON-RESPONSIVE
The current controller system is not communicating with the local system. An abend, error, or slow response time
on the controller system most likely causes this.

RESTARTING
During initialization, MIM detected that external systems are active, and information from these systems indicates
that the local system was the controller when MIM was active previously. This indicates that the controller system
has been restarted after being inactive for an indefinite period of time

MULTIPLE CONTROLLER SYSTEMS ACTIVE
The local system has received information from external systems indicating that there is more than one controller
currently active. This message may indicate that an eligible controller was freed just as it was starting, or that the
local system is providing a connection between two separately synchronized MIMplexes.

ENVIRONMENT CHANGED DURING RECOVERY
This indicates that the MIM initial attempt at recovery has failed due to an unstable environment, resulting when a
freed system begins communicating after a long period of inactivity. MIM will attempt recovery again.

ABEND IN CTC SUBTASK
The CTC subtask has experienced a recoverable abend. Message MIM0209 precedes this message.

MIM0368I
VCF recovery INITIATED - reason

Reason:

Like message MIM0367I, this message indicates that MIM has initiated automatic error recovery. However, there is no
specific controller system problem. The possible reasons for recovery are:

• MULTIPLE CONTROLLER SYSTEMS ACTIVE
The local system has received information from external systems indicating that there is more than one controller
currently active. This message may indicate that an eligible controller was freed as it was starting, or that the local
system is providing a connection between two separately synchronized MIM complexes.

• ENVIRONMENT CHANGED DURING RECOVERY
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This indicates that initial attempt at recovery of MIM has failed due to an unstable environment, resulting when a freed
system begins communicating after a long period of inactivity. MIM will attempt recovery again.

• ABEND IN VCF SUBTASK
The virtual control file subtask has experienced a recoverable abend. Message MIM0209 precedes this message.

• UNABLE TO ACCESS VIRTUAL CONTROL FILE
• REQUESTED BY COMMAND
• REQUESTED INTERNALLY
• VCFRECOVERY TIME EXCEEDED
• VCFFORCE TIME EXCEEDED

MIM0369I
system sysid cannot be freed - {POSSIBLY ACTIVE | NO ACTIVE PATH}

Reason:

A FREE command was issued during initialization for a system with unknown status. A system cannot be freed unless
it fails to respond to CTC or XCF communication. MIM0350 or MIM0390 is issued when a system does not respond in a
reasonable period of time.

Action:

If you are not planning to start MIM on this system, wait until the MIM0350 or MIM0390 message is issued for this system,
and then issue the FREE command. If CTCDASD or CTCONLY, then the FREE command can only be issued from a
system connected to the complex through CTC paths.

MIM0370
THE VIRTUAL CONTROL FILE MUST BE FORMATTED ON AN ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER

Reason:

This message is issued when FORMAT=CF or FORMAT=BOTH are specified on a system that is not an eligible controller
system for CTC communication. MIM terminates during initialization.

Action:

Restart MIM without formatting the virtual control file, or format the virtual control file on an eligible controller system.

MIM0371E
MIMSYNCH command must be less than 127 characters

MIM0372E
VCF recovery LOOPING - terminating MIM address space

Reason:

An error was encountered during virtual control file recovery processing making recovery impossible. MIM is forced to
terminate.

Action:

Review previous messages to determine what caused MIM to enter recovery processing.
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MIM0373I
MIM GLOBALVALUE display:

ANYELIGIBLE=value   MOSTPREFERRED=value     NOCONTROLLER=value 

VCFCONTROLLER=sysids 

ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: sysids

Reason:

This message appears when the DISPLAY MIM GLOBALVALUE command is issued. For more information, see the
GLOBALVALUE command in the Statement and Commend Reference section.

Note: Systems marked with a minus sign (-) are temporarily ineligible because they are currently unable to communicate
with one or more systems.

MIM0374E
VCF environment command - command name command rejected

MIM0375E
VCF synchronization IN PROGRESS - command name command rejected

Reason:

This command cannot be issued prior to initialization when running in a virtual control file environment (MIMINIT
COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or XCF). The command is suppressed.

MIM0376E
VCFCONTROLLER=NONE cannot be specified in a VCF environment

Reason:

An attempt was made to specify VCFCONTROLLER=NONE. When running in a VCF (z/OS) or CTC (z/VM) environment
(MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD, CTCONLY, or XCF), you must specify a list of one or more eligible controller
systems on the GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER statement or command. MIM terminates with use abend code U0040
(z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

Action:

Specify a valid system ID (or system IDs) on the GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER statement in the initialization
member (z/OS) or INIT MIM file (z/VM).

MIM0377I
VCF migration IN PROGRESS - CONTROLLER=sysid

Reason:

MIM is migrating to the virtual control file on the specified controller system. MIM suspends activity until migration
completes on all systems (indicated by message MIM0241).

MIM0378I
VCF migration initiated - new CONTROLLER=sysid
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Reason:

This message is issued on a system that is currently acting as the controller of the virtual control file. The MIGRATE
command has been issued and a new controller will be taking over the virtual control file. Message MIM0241 is issued
when migration is complete.

MIM0379I
Migration initiated to more preferred controller system sysid

Reason:

This message is issued when a more preferred controller system joins the complex, causing the migration of the
virtual control file from the current system to the one specified in the message. This occurs when GLOBALVALUE
MOSTPREFERRED=YES. The GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER statement determines the preference of controller
systems.

MIM0380E
Migration attempt failed to controller system sysid - reason

Reason:

This message is issued when migration to a new controller system fails. This may occur for one of the following reasons:

• If the reason is INACTIVE, then it means that MIM could not migrate to the specified controller system because that
system is not currently active.

• If the reason is INELIGIBLE, then MIM could not migrate to the specified controller system because it is currently
unable to communicate with one or more systems.

Action:

Review previous messages to determine what action to take.

MIM0383E
Unrecognized GLOBALVALUE operand operand

MIM0384W
GLOBALVALUE rejected; already in progress on system sysid

Reason:

The GLOBALVALUE command was rejected on the local system because another GLOBALVALUE command was issued
previously on the system shown in the message, and has not yet completed.

Action:

Wait until the pending GLOBALVALUE command completes, message MIM0362 is issued, and reissue your command.

MIM0385
MIM GLOBALVALUE PARAMETERS CHANGED ON SYSTEM sysid parm1=value, parm2=value,...

Reason:
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This message is informational. It indicates that the MIM GLOBALVALUE parameters were updated on the specified
system.

MIM0386W
System sysid is ineligible to become VCF CONTROLLER

Reason:

The indicated system specified on a GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER command is ineligible to become a virtual
control file controller system.

Action:

Check the CTCPATH statements to confirm that the configuration provides connectivity between this system and all others
in the complex. If not, then decide whether you want this system to have complete connectivity to allow it to become an
eligible controller, and add the CTCPATH statements.

If a CTC path is marked in error, then it should be a temporary problem. When that path is clear again, this system will be
eligible to be a controller.

MIM0387
SVCxxx CANNOT BE INTERCEPTED; AMODE MISMATCH

MIM0388W
Control file format request rejected on system sysid

Reason:

This message is issued in a CTC-only environment. MIM has been started on the indicated system with FORMAT=CF
or FORMAT=BOTH, while the local system was active. MIM cannot format the control file if any system is active, so the
request is rejected.

Action:

See message MIM0365.

MIM0389E
System sys1 detected UNKNOWN error on system sys2

Reason:

A logic error was detected during the initial CTC or XCF communication between the two systems shown in the message
display. System sys2 will terminate during initialization with a U0040 abend.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0390W
no response to {CTC|XCF} communication on path address to system sysid

Reason:
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MIM has attempted to communicate using the CTC or XCF method over the specified path, but the target system has not
responded for one of the following reasons:

• An I/O error occurred on the device
• Incorrect configuration information was given
• MIM has terminated on that system (due to a command or an abend)
• There are system problems

This message is issued only when the target system has responded to a communication on at least one other path. The
message is issued periodically, with the frequency determined by the time set on the SETOPTION MARGIN command.

Action:

If you are running with COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD or CTCONLY, then check the configuration on the CTCPATH
statements for the indicated CTC path. The path must be defined on both systems to provide complete communication. If
an error is found, then correct the CTCPATH statements and restart MIM.

If the indicated system is experiencing problems, or MIM will not be started on that system for an extended time, or both,
then issue the FREE command to free that system. If there is a problem with the CTC path, and it will not be recovered
for an extended period, then issue the DEALLOCATE command to deallocate the CTC device, allowing MIM to continue
without it.

MIM0391
STATISTICS RECORD WRITTEN - TYPE=xxx SUBTYPE=xxx RC=returncode

MIM0392W
Invalid subtype mnemonic value type

MIM0393
ABEND CODE code DURING CTC DEVICE VERIFICATION

Reason:

MIM experienced an abend while verifying the status of CTC devices. The abend code is included in the message. MIM
requests a system dump, and then performs recovery processing. Device verification is done automatically to detect
changes in device status. Use the SETOPTION CTCVERIFY command to determine how often verification is done.

MIM0394
CTC DEVICE VERIFICATION DISABLED DUE TO UNRECOVERABLE ABENDS

Reason:

MIM experienced unrecoverable abends while verifying the status of CTC devices. It stops verifying device status at this
time, but it should have no effect on the virtual control file operation.

When an I/O error occurs on a CTC device, MIM marks the device in error and avoids using the device until the error is
reset. Activating the SETOPTION CTCVERIFY command allows MIM to automatically detect when the device is usable
again and clears the error.

Action:

If the SETOPTION CTCVERIFY is not activated (CTCVERIFY=NO), then you must issue a CTC RESET command to
reset the error condition when the device becomes usable.
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MIM0395I
VCF recovery INITIATED by system sysid

Reason:

MIM has initiated automatic error recovery on the virtual control file. Error recovery was initiated due to an error on the
indicated system. Review the message MIM0367 on that system to determine why MIM initiated error recovery.

During error recovery, MIM selects a new controller system, and all systems resynchronize by communicating with the
new controller.

MIM0396E
No CONTROLLER system available for recovery

Reason:

The current controller system has become unavailable, and MIM has entered recovery processing to select a new
controller. However, no active system is eligible to become the controller. MIM activity is suspended until a new controller
is selected. This message is issued periodically as a warning that recovery processing is in progress.

If running in CTCDASD or CTCONLY mode, then an eligible controller system is a system that is active and connected
to all other systems through usable CTC paths. If an eligible controller system has terminated, then restart MIM on that
system. If running in XCF mode, then all systems in the sysplex are eligible controller systems.

Action:

If running in CTCDASD or CTCONLY mode, then use the DISPLAY PATH command to determine whether any I/O errors
have occurred on the CTC paths. If any errors have been corrected, then use the CTC RESET command to make the
paths usable again. If XCF, then check the status of XCF on each of your systems.

Note: If ANYELIGIBLE=NO was specified on the GLOBALVALUE command, then we suggest that you change this to
ANYELIGIBLE=YES. This allows MIM to select any active system, with the required CTC connectivity, to be the controller
system.

MIM0397E
MIM terminating - no CONTROLLER system available

Reason:

MIM is terminating because the current controller system has become unavailable and no active system is eligible to
become the controller, and NOCONTROLLER=TERMINATE was specified on the GLOBALVALUE command.

Action:

Restart MIM on all systems, including an eligible controller system. You can change the GLOBALVALUE
NOCONTROLLER command to NOCONTROLLER=WAIT if you want MIM to wait for the controller system to restart in
these situations.

MIM0398W
DASD control file not available; migration request ignored

Reason:

Migration to a DASD control file is not possible because no DASD control files are in use. When MIMINIT
COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY, XCF, or NONE are specified, MIM does not use DASD control files, even if they are
defined in the startup procedure. The MIGRATE command is suppressed.
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Action:

Take one of the following actions:

• If COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or XCF, then reissue the MIGRATE command specifying the system ID of the
controller system on the CONTROLLER parameter.

• To use a DASD control file, define it in the startup procedure, and then restart MIM specifying MIMINIT
COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY or COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD.

MIM0399
migration INITIATED to system sysid due to local shutdown

MIM0400W
VCF Reserves revoked for systems: sysnames

Reason:

The systems included in sysnames have not relinquished their ownership of the Virtual Control File for an extended
period of time. As part of the recovery processing, the controller system has canceled the reserve owned by the non-
communicating systems so that other systems can once again access the virtual control file.

If one of the non-communicating systems begins to communicate at a later time, then it will be forced to terminate with an
abend.

Reason:

Restart MIM on this system.

MIM0404
facility STATISTICS PROCESSING DEACTIVATED DUE TO ABEND IN module

Reason:

Statistical processing for the named MIM facility terminated due to an abend in the statistical capture routine of the facility.

Action:

Take one of the following actions:

• Leave the statistical processing dormant for the facility.
• Reactivate statistical processing for this facility using the SETOPTION command.

MIM0405
STATISTICS PROCESSING DISABLED DUE TO ABEND OF STATISTICS MANAGER TASK

Reason:

Statistical processing for all facilities has been terminated due to an abend in the MIM statistic subtask. Statistical
processing remains dormant until MIM is restarted.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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MIM0406E
SWITCH command failed - no other path available

Reason:

The CTC SWITCH command failed because no other CTC paths exist to the controller system or all other paths are
marked in error.

Action:

Take one of the following actions:

• If no other CTC paths exist to the controller, you can create additional paths using the CTCPATH statement. However,
the new paths will not take effect until MIM is restarted.

• If all other paths are marked in error, then you will have to wait until errors are cleared on the devices and they become
available again.

You can use the CTC SWITCH command when one of these problems is corrected.

MIM0407
Contents

I/O ERROR FORMATTING FILE ddname

code        CSW        SENSE        diskaddress        CCW

Reason:

MIM encountered a permanent I/O error attempting to format a disk data set for use as a control file or checkpoint file.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0408I

System Add Successful - SYSTEM_NAME

Reason:

A new system was added successfully to the MIMPLEX.

SYSTEM_NAME is substituted.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0409I
SYSDUMP scheduled

Reason:

A system dump has been requested on the named systems as a result of an operator-issued MIM SYSDUMP (z/OS) or
DUMP (z/VM) command.

MIM0411E
GLOBAL shutdown not allowed during {CTC|XCF} {handshaking| recovery | migration}
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This message is for MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

A global shutdown cannot take place during HANDSHAKING (initialization), RECOVERY, or MIGRATION because global
information is not communicated during these times.

Action:

Use the SHUTDOWN LOCAL command to terminate MIM on a single system.

MIM0412E
Unable to obtain jobname UTOKEN due to RACROUTE TOKENXTR failure: RC=code RSN=code

MIM0413I
type path now available from system sys1 to system sys2

MIM0414I
More preferred CONTROLLER system sysid selected during {STARTUP|RECOVERY}

Reason:

The indicated system has been selected to become the controller for the virtual control file. During startup or recovery, the
MIM0360 message is issued when a controller system is initially selected. The MIM0414 message indicates that a more
preferred controller system has been selected before activation of the virtual control file. The most preferred system is
selected from the VCFCONTROLLER list when the GLOBALVALUE MOSTPREFERRED command is set to YES.

MIM0415W
Selected CONTROLLER system sysid is no longer usable

Reason:

MIM chose system sysid to be the VCF controller system during startup, but has determined that this system is no longer
eligible to be the VCF CONTROLLER. MIM will choose a different system.

Action:

No action required.

MIM0416W
No {control file|checkpoint file|eligible controller system} is available for migration

Reason:

The MIM MIGRATE command was issued to migrate to a new DASD control file, checkpoint file, or virtual control file
controller system. However, the migration cannot take place due to a problem with a file or system.

Action:

Verify that the file or system exists and reissue the MIGRATE command.
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MIM0417E
VCF recovery IN PROGRESS - MIGRATE command rejected

Action:

Wait for VCF recovery to complete (see MIM0424), then reissue your MIGRATE command.

MIM0418E
Multiple CONTROLLER systems are active - MIM will terminate

Reason:

MIM has detected an error situation in which there appears to be more than one controller system in the MIMplex.
Continuing operations in this state could lead to integrity exposures. MIM will be terminated with a U0051 RSNCD=0024
(z/OS) or U033 (z/VM) abend.

Action:

Restart MIM, gather the appropriate diagnostic information, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0419E
Security system not at correct level to validate command authorization SAF=code RETURN=code REASON=code

Reason:

The security subsystem is not at the correct software level to support operator command authorization calls.

Action:

The security subsystem must support the system authorization facility (SAF) interface for operator command authorization
calls.

MIM0420W
Command, command, rejected by MIMATHXT exit

Reason:

The MIMATHXT exit routine has determined that the named command is not authorized for the command issuer.

MIM0421E
Insufficient authority for command, command

 USERID=user               ENTITY=entity name

 Return Code=return code   Reason Code=reason code

Reason:

The security subsystem has determined that the indicated command is not authorized for the command issuer.

Action:

Verify that the appropriate security system profiles have been defined for the user to access the indicated command entity
at the acceptable access level. MIM display commands require READ access, while all other MIM commands require
UPDATE access.
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MIM0423W
DEALLOCATION denied, unit is last active path to system sysid

Reason:

A DEALLOC command was issued to deallocate the designated CTC device. However, this CTC device is actively being
used to communicate with the indicated system.

Action:

If an alternate CTC path is available, then issue a CTC SWITCH command to cause MIM to begin using the alternate path
for cross- system communication, and then reissue the DEALLOC command for the desired CTC device.

If no alternate CTC path is available and it is still desirable to deallocate the CTC device, then reissue the DEALLOC CTC
command with the FORCE parameter. This causes the CTC device to be forcibly deallocated.

MIM0424I
VCF recovery COMPLETE

Reason:

Virtual control file recovery processing has completed. Earlier messages will indicate the reason for entry into VCF
recovery and whether MIM is now running on DASD or VCF and the name of the controller system.

MIM0425E
module BLDL failed; R15=X'code' R0=X'code'

Reason:

MIM issued a BLDL service to locate the named load module in preparation for loading the module into virtual storage;
however, the BLDL service returned a non-zero return code.

Action:

Verify that the name load module has not been erroneously deleted from the library or that the library has not been
corrupted.

MIM0426E
module LOAD failed; R15=x'code'

Reason:

MIM attempted to load a module using the z/OS LOAD macro/SVC 8 and a non-zero return code resulted.

Action:

See IBM documentation for a list of return codes associated with the LOAD macro.

MIM0427E
module module invalid; reason text

MIM0428E
module DELETE failed; module is not a managed load module
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Reason:

MIM attempted to delete a load module; however, the named module was not loading using the MIM load module
management service.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0429E
Control File not usable

DDNAME   Volser   Data Set Name

ddname   volser   dsname

Reason:

MIM has determined that the named control file cannot be used during control file OPEN processing. Previously issued
messages detail the reason that the control file is not usable. The MIM0429E message is issued in conjunction with the
MIM0254A message, to solicit the action to take regarding the named control file.

Action:

Respond to the MIM0254A message to indicate the action MIM should perform with regard to the named control file.

MIM0432
task ATTACH FAILED R15=X'return code' COMPCODE=X'completion code'

Reason:

MIM attempted to attach a service sub task; however, either the ATTACH service returned a non-zero return code or the
sub task failed to initialize.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0433
task TASK FAILED; TMB=address TCB=address COMPCODE=X'completion code'

Reason:

MIM service sub task has abnormally terminated.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0434E
MIM termination forced due to task task failure

Reason:

A MIM service sub task has abnormally terminated. Continued execution of MIM is not possible with the service of the
named task. MIM terminates with a U0095 RC=885 abend.

Action:
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Restart MIM. Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0435E
module DELETE failed; R15=X'code'

Reason:

While attempting to delete a load module from virtual storage, MIM received a non-zero return code from the DELETE
service for the named load module.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0437E
VCF disabled due to unrecoverable ABENDs

Reason:

The virtual control file (VCF) director task ESTAE routine has detected recursive ABENDs or has encountered a non-
recoverable ABEND. ABEND percolation continues and the VCF task terminates.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0440
date time   XACTRECV SCANFILE

Reason:

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This information is for use by Broadcom Support
only.

MIM0440E
MIM0440E Control File is in use on another system

 DDNAME Volser Data Set Name

 ddname volser dsname

Reason:

During initialization with FORMAT=CF or FORMAT=BOTH,  MIM  has determined that the named control file is in use on
another system. Since proceeding with the FORMAT causes  MIM  on other systems to issue message MIM0112E and
terminate with ABEND U0322, the  MIM  that issued the message must either terminate, or use the control file without
formatting it.

The MIM00440E message is issued in conjunction with the MIM0441A message, to solicit the action to take regarding the
named control file.

Action:

Respond to the MIM0441A message to indicate the action MIM should perform with regard to the named control file.
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MIM0441
date time   XACTSEND CMHRT

Reason:

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This information is for use by Broadcom Support
only.

MIM0441A
MIM0441A Reply: T-Terminate U-Use without format

Reason:

This message is issued in conjunction with the MIM0440E message, to solicit the action to take regarding the named
control file.

Action:

Reply with one of the following:

• T
Terminate MIM with ABEND U0040, Reason Code X’9D'.

• U
Use the control file, without formatting it.

MIM0442E
ALLOCATE command not valid in the member name member - command ignored

Reason:

The ALLOCATE command cannot be executed from in the MIMCMNDS members.

Action:

If you want to issue an ALLOCATE command at the MIM startup, then put the command in the MIMINIT or MIMSYNC
member. Otherwise, issue ALLOCATE as you would any other MIM command. To use the ALLOCATE command as an
initialization statement in the MIMINIT member, specify the full ALLOCATE command name rather than an abbreviation of
the command name.

MIM0443E
invalid DDNAME ddname - allocation aborted

Reason:

The ddname specified contains invalid characters for the context in which MIM will use it.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue.

MIM0444
MODULE DISPLAY:

  MODULE   ENTRY   LENGTH    TYPE   KEY   SUBPOOL   ORIGIN   PROT   FIXED

  mname    entry   m-length  type   key   subpool   origin   prot   fixed
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(optional display)

  CSECT     ADDRESS   LENGTH     LEVEL   ASSEMBLED

  cnam      addr      c-length   probnm  time

  subname   storaddr

Reason:

This message is generated as a command response to the DISPLAY MODULE command. It shows information about
modules loaded by MIM.

The following information is shown in the message:

mname
Indicates the load module name.

entry
Indicates the load module entry point.

m-length
Indicates the load module length.

type
Indicates the load module type indication. Type is one of the following:
MIM

Indicates a MIM load module. This type of module is structured such that detailed CSECT and routine
information can be displayed.

OS
Indicates a standard operating system format load module.

key
Indicates whether the module was specifically loaded into key zero storage.
Z

Indicates that the module was loaded to protect key zero storage by specific request
[blank]

Indicates that there was no specific request to load module in key zero storage.
subpool

Indicates the virtual storage subpool of load module if the module processed using a directed LOAD; otherwise,
blank.

origin
Indicates the virtual storage origin address of load module if module processed using a directed LOAD; otherwise,
blank.

prot
Indicates whether the module was page-protected:
P

Indicates that the load module was page protected.
[blank]

Indicates that the load module was not page protected.
fixed

Indicates whether the module was page-fixed:
F

Indicates that the load module was page fixed.
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[blank]
Indicates that the load module was not page fixed.

The following information is optional and is only present if the CSECT parameter was specified on the DISPLAY MODULE
command and the load module being displayed is a MIM structured load module:

cname
Indicates the CSECT name

addr
Indicates the virtual storage origin address of CSECT.

c-length
Indicates the CSECT length.

probnm
This field contains either the base FMID or the problem record number associated with the APAR or PTF that is
installed on the CSECT. For example "MIM00401" refers to MIM problem record #401. The first three characters
are the MIM component - MIA/MIM/MIC/MII. The remaining 5 characters are the problem record number. The
problem record and associated PTF can be located on the support website.

time
Indicates the CSECT assembly date and time.

subname
Indicates the subroutine name.

storaddr
Indicates the virtual storage origin address of subroutine.

MIM0445
TASKNAME STATUS TCB TMB TYPE LEVELname status tcb tmb type level

Reason:

This message is generated as a command response to the DISPLAY TASK command. It shows information about service
subtasks attached by MIM.

The following information is shown in the message:

name
Subtask name

status
Execution status of subtask as follows:
ACTIVE

Subtask is executing.
STOPPING

Subtask is ending.
STOPPED

Subtask has ended.
tcb

Subtask TCB address.
tmb

Subtask TMB address (MIM internal use only control block used to manage subtask)
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type
Subtask type indicator (MIM internal use only to determine type of subtask)

level
Subtask level indicator (MIM internal use only to determine level of subtask)

MIM0446E
dddd not allocated; device is not ONLINE

Reason:

During initialization processing, MIM detected that a CTC device, dddd, specified on a CTCPATH statement was not in an
ONLINE state. MIM does not allocate the device.

Action:

VARY the device ONLINE, then use the MIM ALLOCATE CTC= command to allocate the CTC device for use by MIM.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.

MIM0447
CELL TOTAL AVAILABLE SIZE POOL UTILIZATIONcell total available size1 pool1 utilization1

POOL SIZE UTILIZATION INACTIVE GETWRK USAGE OFLOWpool2 size2 utilization2 inactive getwrk usage oflow

Reason:

This message is generated as a command response to the DISPLAY CPOOL command. It shows information about
specific cell pools as well as information regarding pool areas. The following information is shown in the message:

cell
Cell pool name.

total
Total number of cells that currently exist in the named cell pool.

available
Total number of cells that are currently available for use in the named cell pool.

size1
Size, in decimal, of one cell in the named cell pool.

pool1
Name of pool area from which the named cell pool allocates virtual storage.

utilization1
Current amount of virtual storage allocated from the named pool area, pool1, to support the total number of cells,
total, that currently exist.
Utilization of current amount of allocated virtual storage in the named pool area, pool1, to support the total number
of cells, total, that currently exists.

pool2
Pool area name.

size2
Size of this pool area.

utilization2
Amount of virtual storage in the named pool area that is currently allocated.
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Current utilization of the named pool area.
inactive

Amount of virtual storage in the named pool area that is currently allocated and is set aside for future reference by
individual cell pools.
Current utilization of the allocated virtual storage in the named pool area that represents inactive storage.

getwork
Amount of virtual storage in the named pool area that is currently allocated for variable length work area requests
in excess of 4096 bytes.
Current usage of the allocated virtual storage in the named pool area that represents variable length work area
requests.

MIM0449
A=(xxxx) invalid on CTCPATH statement

Reason:

xxxx is a 4-digit device number that is not valid. MIM will terminate with a U0040 abend.

Action:

Use a three-digit device number on the CTCPATH statement.

MIM0450E
Error locating UCB for device dddd

Reason:

This message was issued in response to the DUMP MIM command for a device that was not genned to the system.

MIM0452E
command name command detected error in GXE at xxxx

Reason:

An error was found in the structure of a GXE, which is one of the MIM internal control blocks.

Action:

Take a system SVC dump. Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0453E
command name command detected I/O error reading CF

Reason:

An error occurred while reading from the current MIM control file.

Action:

Take a system SVC dump. Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0454W
message number msgid is invalid - not defined
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MIM0457I
Operating System Level   SMFid     Sysname

MIM0458I
opsys level      smfid    sysname

Reason:

Messages MIM0457 and MIM0458 are issued together. The smfid is the SMF identifier for the system. The sysname is the
value specified for this system on the SYSNAME parameter in IEASYS00.

MIM0459I
MIMINIT COMMUNICATION must be XCF to DISPLAY XCFSTATS

Reason:

This message is issued after the command DISPLAY XCFSTATS has been entered and the communication method is
something other than XCF. DISPLAY XCFSTATS is only valid when COMMUNICATION=XCF.

MIM0460I
XCF Statistics Display

MIM0461I
Last {RESTART | RESET} at time on date

MIM0462I
System   Messages   Time/Msg   Queued   Busy

MIM0463
sysid      messages    seconds   queued   busy

Reason:

Messages MIM0460I - MIM0462I display information about statistics accumulated for the XCF communication method.

The values for this message indicate the following:

sysid
This field displays the ID of a system to which the local system can communicate using XCF.

messages
This field displays the total number of messages received by MIM from XCF for the system identified by the sysid
variable.

seconds
This field displays the average number of seconds required for transmission of data received on behalf of the
sysid.
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queued
This field displays the total number of messages that were internally queued and reordered because MIM
received them from XCF out of sequential order. XCF does not guarantee that messages are received in the
same order in which they are sent.

busy
This field displays the total number of messages for which MIM was returned a busy return code from XCF
services.

MIM0464E
no operational path to device dddd (routine RC=X'return code' RSN=X'reason code')

Reason:

During initialization processing, MIM detected that a CTC device, dddd, specified on a CTCPATH statement does not have
an operational path. The name of the routine used to determine the status of the path and the return code and reason
code from the routine is contained in the message text. MIM does not allocate the device.

Action:

VARY the PATH to the device ONLINE, VARY the device ONLINE, then use the ALLOCATE CTC= command to allocate
the CTC device for use by MIM.

For more information about the CTCPATH statement or the ALLOCATE command, see the Statement and Commend
Reference section.

MIM0465E
no operational path to device dddd (routine RC=X'return code' RSN=X'reason code')

Reason:

During processing of an ALLOCATE command, MIM detected that the CTC device, dddd, specified as a parameter on the
CTC=parameter does not have an operational path. The name of the routine used to determine the status of the path and
the return code and reason code from the routine is contained in the message text. MIM does not allocate the device.

Action:

VARY the PATH to the device ONLINE, VARY the device ONLINE, then reissue the ALLOCATE CTC= command.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.

MIM0466E
dddd not allocated; device is not ONLINE

Reason:

During processing of an ALLOCATE command, MIM detected that the CTC device, dddd, specified as a parameter on the
CTC=parameter is not in an ONLINE state. MIM does not allocate the device.

Action:

VARY the device ONLINE, then reissue the ALLOCATE CTC= command.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.
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MIM0467I
dddd currently queued

MIM0468W
sysid SHUTDOWN denied; no eligible CONTROLLER available

Reason:

A SHUTDOWN has been issued for the only eligible CTC or XCF controller system with one of the following SHUTDOWN
parameters: DUMP, FREE, LOCAL, or RESERVE. If a SHUTDOWN of the controller system is permitted when there is no
eligible controller system available, but non-controller systems are still active, the non-controller systems are left in a wait
state until the controller system is restarted.

Action:

Issue a MIGRATE command to force migration to a new controller system or DASD control file (if running CTCDASD).
Once migration has completed, reissue the SHUTDOWN command, using the original parameter you specified.

If this is a situation where MIM must be taken down, and the state of the non-controller systems is no longer important,
you can issue the SHUTDOWN FORCE command. This leaves any active non-controller systems in a wait state until the
controller system returns, and may result in an integrity exposure until the time the controller is running again.

MIM0469I
task name task ended; TMB= tmb address TCB= tcb address COMPCODE=X'comp code'

Reason:

This message is a diagnostic message that is only issued to HARDCPY by the MIM end of task routine when a service
subtask terminates. The internal name of the service task is task name. The address of the internal control block used
to manage the service task is tmb address. And the address of the TCB is tcb address. Finally, the task completion code
from the TCBCMP field of the TCB is comp code.

MIM0472I
nnnn blocks formatted on data set name

Reason:

This message describes the number of blocks formatted for the requested control file or checkpoint file.

Action:

None.

MIM0473I
System name {FREE|REMOVE} initiated

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a FREE or a REMOVE command that was issued to free or remove the named
system from the active control file.

Action:
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The named system is scheduled to be freed or removed from the control file, depending upon the command that was
issued, on the next control file cycle.

MIM0474E
DEFSYS unsuccessful for SYSTEM_NAME - REASON

A new system failed to be added for the following reason. The command abends with ABEND U040, reason 00A2.

SYSTEM_NAME is substituted.

Reason:

REASON substitution follows:

Duplicate DEFSYS name

Duplicate system name defined.

Action: Issue a DEFSYS command and define a unique system name.

No active systems
No currently active systems are available to take the request or the MIMPLEX is not synchronized.
Action: Verify that there is at least one active system and that synchronization is complete.

Maximum number of systems defined
The maximum number of systems (32) MIM supports has been defined.
Action: No action is required. This message is informational.

Duplicate ALIAS name
Duplicate ALIAS name defined.
Action: Issue a DEFSYS command and define a unique ALIAS name.

NOTE
When an ALIAS name, is not provided a unique ALIAS name is generated.

MIM0476I
task name task re-started; TMB=TMB address TCB=TCB address

Reason:

The indicated MIM service sub-task, task name, has been re-instated after a previous failure.

Action:

None.

MIM0479E
task name task re-started aborted

Reason:

MIM has detected a service sub-task recovery recursion error.

Action:

MIM terminates.
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MIM0481E
MIM not supported on OS level version FMID

Reason:

This release of MIM is not supported on the indicated version of the operating system.

Action:

Start MIM on a supported version of z/OS.

Note: For information about the versions of z/OS supported by this release of MIM, see the Installing section.

MIM0482E
jobname is already active on this system

Reason:

An attempt has been made to start a MIM address space on the same z/OS image with a duplicate job name. Multiple
MIM address spaces are supported on any given z/OS image; however, each address space must be given a unique job
name.

Action:

The duplicate MIM address space terminates.

MIM0483E
Incompatible facility transaction received (type type version version)

Reason:

MIM on the local system has received a back level control file transaction from an older release of MIM executing on an
external system.

Action:

MIM schedules a system dump and terminates. Make sure that you are starting the correct releases of MIM on all systems
that share a common control file. Some older releases of MIM require compatibility APARs in order to co-exist with newer
releases of MIM.

MIM0494E
Checkpoint File not usable

DDNAME   Volser   Data Set Name

ddname   volser   dsname

Reason:

During control file OPEN processing, MIM determined that the named checkpoint file could not be used. Previously issued
messages detail the reason that the checkpoint file is unusable. The MIM0494E message is issued in conjunction with the
MIM0314A message to solicit the action to take regarding the named checkpoint file.

Action:

Respond to the MIM0314A message to indicate the action during MIM should perform with regard to the named
checkpoint file.
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MIM0495E
Chkpt nn -access error, software RC=code

Reason:

An I/O operation to a checkpoint file did not complete. Because this checkpoint file is unusable, MIM initiates migration
to an alternative checkpoint file. An internal error code, code, defines the reason for the error. This message usually
indicates that MIM has experienced a software error. A system dump will be generated to document the failure.

Action:

Wait for migration to complete.

MIM0496E
jobname must execute as a started task

Reason:

MIM was improperly started as a batch job. MIM terminates on the local system with user abend code U0040.

Action:

If you want to start MIM as a batch job, then specify BATCHJOB=YES in the initialization member of the parameter data
set, on the PARM parameter of the startup procedure, or on the z/OS START command for MIM. Then, restart MIM.
Otherwise, restart MIM as a started task.

MIM0499W
MIMINIT MSGPREFIX operand, ppp, contains invalid character(s); ignored

Reason:

MSGPREFIX=ppp was specified on a MIMINIT initialization statement; however, the selected message prefix parameter
value, ppp, was not a valid parameter specification.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.

Action:

MIM continues processing without any message prefix processing. If message prefix processing is desired, then correct
the MSGPREFIX parameter specification and restart MIM.

MIM0500
THIS PROGRAM RUNS ONLY IN VM/GCS

Reason:

The MIM for z/VM program must operate under the Group Control System (GCS) component of z/VM. The program
terminates with user abend 0001.

Action:

Verify the release number and PUT level of GCS under which you are operating. Contact Broadcom Support for problem
assistance.
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MIM0501
CAN'T START; NOT AUTHORIZED USER

Reason:

Before starting the MIM for z/VM program for the first time on a virtual machine, the machine must be authorized under
GCS.

Action:

Authorize the MIMGR machine under GCS by using the GROUP EXEC procedure and then regenerating GCS. This
procedure is described in the Group Control System Guide (IBM publication number SC24-5249-0).

MIM0502
CAN'T START; ALREADY RUNNING

MIM0503
NUMBER OF DDNAMES EXCEEDS MAXIMUM LIMIT OF 100

Reason:

The number of control files specified in the DDNAMES MIM file exceeds the maximum limit of 100. MIM for z/VM ignores
the indicated control file and continues initialization.

Action:

Reduce the number of control files in the DDNAMES MIM file and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0504 (z/OS)
text

Reason:

This is the normal display of data from the DDNAMES MIM file.

MIM0504 (z/VM)
FILE FORMAT MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

In the DDNAMES MIM file, the first word of a line did not designate a valid file format. The valid formats are MVS, CMS, or
CMSFP. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization.

Action:

Correct the DDNAMES MIM file and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0505
DDNAME MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:
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Either the ddname was missing in a DDNAMES MIM entry, or the ddname exceeded the maximum length of eight
characters. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization. The ddname must
consist of the letters MIMTBL or MIMCKP followed by two digits ranging from 00 to 99.

Action:

Correct the DDNAMES MIM entry and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0506
DUPLICATE DDNAMES NOT PERMITTED

Reason:

A duplicate ddname was found in the DDNAMES MIM file. A unique ddname must be assigned to each control file in the
DDNAMES MIM file. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization.

Action:

Correct the DDNAMES MIM entry and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0507
CONTROL UNIT ADDRESS MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

The control unit address was either missing or invalid in a DDNAMES MIM entry. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated
DDNAMES entry and continues initialization. The control unit address must specify the virtual address of the volume on
which the control file resides. This is the virtual address by which the MIMGR virtual machine knows the volume.

Action:

Correct the DDNAMES MIM entry and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0508
DATA SET NAME OR MINIDISK LABEL MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

The fifth token in a DDNAMES MIM entry was either missing or invalid. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES
entry and continues initialization. If the file format for the control file is CMS or CMSFP, the fifth token should specify the
minidisk label of the disk where the control file resides. If the file format is MVS, the fifth token should specify the fully-
qualified data set name of the control file. The data set name can have a maximum length of 44 characters.

Action:

Correct the DDNAMES MIM entry and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0509
DUPLICATE CONTROL FILE SPECIFIED

Reason:

A duplicate control file was found in the DDNAMES MIM file. MVS formatted control files are considered duplicates if the
data set name and VOLSER are identical on both files. CMS or CMSFP files are identical if the control unit address and
LABEL fields are identical on both.
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MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization. When using CMS-formatted control
files, only one control file can be allocated to each minidisk. When using MVS-formatted control files, each control file
must be allocated a data set.

Action:

Remove the duplicate control file from the DDNAMES MIM file and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0510
DEVICE I/O ERROR WHILE READING VOLUME LABEL

Reason:

A device I/O error occurred when attempting to read the volume label of the volume on which the control file resides. This
error can result from an attempt to access a device that is not attached, or from a unit exception occurring during access.
The error occurred while processing an entry in the DDNAMES MIM file. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES
MIM entry and continues initialization.

Action:

Verify that a link has been properly established to the device on which the control file resides, and that the device is
operating properly.

MIM0511
INVALID VOLUME LABEL

Reason:

The volume label ID of the volume on which the control file resided was invalid. This error occurred while processing an
entry in the DDNAMES MIM file. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization.

Action:

Verify that the control file resides on a device that is formatted as indicated by the file format in the DDNAMES MIM entry.

MIM0512
INVALID DSCB4 IN VTOC

Reason:

While processing an entry in the DDNAMES MIM file, an invalid DSCB4 was found in the volume table of contents
(VTOC) on the volume on which the control file resides. The first byte of a valid DSCB4 should be X'F4'. MIM for z/VM
ignores the indicated DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization.

Action:

The system programmer should verify the integrity of the VTOC on the volume on which the control file resides.

MIM0513
INVALID DATA SET ORGANIZATION

Reason:

A z/OS-formatted control file was found to have an invalid DSORG. The error occurred while processing an entry in the
DDNAMES MIM file. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization.
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Action:

See the MIM Resource Sharing for z/OS Systems Programmer Guide for requirements on creating MIM for z/OS control
files. Use JCL similar to the sample JCL to create the control file, and then restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0514
DATA SET NOT FOUND AT SPECIFIED ADDRESS

Reason:

The data set specified on an entry in the DDNAMES MIM file does not exist on the volume indicated by the virtual
address. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization.

Action:

Verify that the data set name and virtual address are correct; then restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0515
INVALID DSCB1 IN VTOC

Reason:

An invalid DSCB1 was found in the volume table of contents (VTOC) on the volume where the control file resides. The
format ID of a valid DSCB1 should be X'F1'. The error occurred while processing an entry in the DDNAMES MIM file. MIM
for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization.

Action:

Verify the integrity of the VTOC on the volume where the control file resides.

MIM0516
MULTIPLE EXTENTS NOT PERMITTED

Reason:

A data set was found to have multiple extents. A data set that is to be used as a control file can have no more than one
extent. The error occurred while processing an entry in the DDNAMES MIM file. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated
DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization.

Action:

Delete and reallocate the data set, and then restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0517
VOLUME ID DOES NOT MATCH MINIDISK LABEL SPECIFIED

Reason:

An incorrect CMS minidisk label was specified in a DDNAMES MIM entry. The volume ID of the volume on which the
control file resides does not match the minidisk label specified in the DDNAMES entry. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated
DDNAMES MIM entry and continues initialization.

Action:

Correct the CMS minidisk label in the DDNAMES MIM entry and restart MIM for z/VM.
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MIM0518
NO SPACE RESERVED ON MINIDISK FOR CONTROL FILE

Reason:

No cylinder space has been reserved at the end of the CMS minidisk specified in a DDNAMES MIM entry. At least one
cylinder is required for the control file area, and must be reserved at the end of a CMS minidisk, which is to be used as a
control file. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated DDNAMES entry and continues initialization.

Action:

Use the RECOMP option of the CMS FORMAT command to reserve space at the end of the minidisk specified in the
DDNAMES MIM entry and restart MIM for z/VM. See the MIM Resource Sharing for z/VM System Guide  for more
information on formatting CMS minidisks.

MIM0519
CYLINDER ADDRESS MISSING OR INVALID ON CMSFP STATEMENT

Reason:

In the DDNAMES MIM file, a line specifying a CMSFP format file is incorrectly entered. The sixth word on a CMSFP line
must specify the hexadecimal address of the absolute cylinder where the minidisk is allocated.

Action:

Correct the line in the DDNAMES MIM file.

MIM0523
CAN'T ISSUE OPERATOR COMMANDS; ISN'T RUNNING

MIM0525
OPEN REQUESTED ABEND

Reason:

MIM for z/VM was unable to open the DDNAMES MIM file. MIM for z/VM terminates with user abend U028 (Hex).

Action:

Verify that the DDNAMES MIM file has been created according to specifications; restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0526
MIM NOT RUNNING UNDER VALID VM/S RELEASE

Reason:

MIM is executing under a z/VM release that is not supported by this release of the MIM product.

Action:

Verify that MIM for z/VM is executing under a valid z/VM release. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0527
CP LOCATE FAILED IN DRIUC
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Reason:

MIM for z/VM was unable to determine the z/VM command level (command class) for a user. This error occurs when the
CP LOCATE command fails to find the VMBLOK associated with a user. MIM for z/VM assumes the user has z/VM class
G by default and continues execution. This can occur if the user logs off immediately after issuing a command.

Action:

Check that the MIMGR virtual machine has the appropriate CP class to use the LOCATE command, usually class E. If
this message occurs frequently, gather appropriate diagnostic information (dumps, system logs, and supporting data), and
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0528
INVALID CHARACTER IN AUTHUSER FILE LINE nn

Reason:

An invalid character was found on line nn of the AUTHUSER MIM file. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated class
assignment and continues execution. When assigning a class to a user ID, the class and the user ID should be separated
by blanks. If they are delimited by a comma instead, this message will be issued.

Action:

Correct line nn of the AUTHUSER MIM file by separating the user ID and the class with at least one blank; then restart
MIM for z/VM.

MIM0529
INVALID USERID IN AUTHUSER FILE LINE nn

Reason:

The user ID on line nn of the AUTHUSER MIM file exceeds the maximum length of eight characters. MIM for z/VM ignores
the indicated class assignment and continues execution. The user ID has a maximum length of eight characters, and it
must be separated from the assigned class by at least one blank.

Action:

Correct the user ID in the AUTHUSER MIM file and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0530
MISSING CLASS IN AUTHUSER FILE LINE nn

Reason:

No privilege class was specified with the user ID on line nn of the AUTHUSER MIM file. MIM for z/VM ignores the
indicated class assignment and continues execution. When assigning a privilege class to a user ID, the class should be
separated from the user ID by at least one blank.

Action:

Specify a valid privilege class after the user ID on line nn of the AUTHUSER MIM file; then restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0531
INVALID OPTION IN AUTHUSER FILE LINE nn
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An invalid option was found on line nn of the AUTHUSER MIM file. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated option and
continues execution. Valid options are EXCL, INCLUDE, or INCLUDE(class), where class is a valid privilege class. If no
other valid options are specified and a user ID does not appear in the file, the user is assigned the general USER class.

Action:

Correct the option in the AUTHUSER MIM file and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0532
INVALID CLASS IN AUTHUSER FILE LINE nn

Reason:

An invalid privilege class was specified on line nn of the AUTHUSER MIM file. MIM for z/VM ignores the indicated class
assignment and continues execution. Valid privilege classes are USER, OPER, and OPERATOR. The class must be
preceded and followed by blanks.

Action:

Specify a valid privilege class with the user ID on line nn of the AUTHUSER MIM file; then restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0533
INVALID CLASS PARAMETER TO 'INCLUDE' OPTION IN AUTHUSER FILE LINE nn

Reason:

An invalid class parameter was specified with the INCLUDE option on line nn of the AUTHUSER MIM file. MIM for z/VM
ignores the indicated option and continues execution. Valid options are USER, OPER, and OPERATOR. If no other valid
options are specified and a user ID does not appear in the file, the user is assigned the general USER class.

Action:

Correct the option in the AUTHUSER MIM file and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM0534
ABEND: macro command RC=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

An error occurred during initialization of the IUCV environment. The item macro indicates the GCS-supported IUCV
macro that failed; command indicates the command that the macro was executing. MIM for z/VM attempts to continue
initialization, but commands will be accepted only from the console.

This is a serious problem. This abend will prevent CMS users from sending commands to the MIMGR service virtual
machine.

Action:

See the Group Control System Macro Reference (IBM publication number SC24-5250) to determine the meaning of return
code.

MIM0535
QUERY SET COMMAND FAILED IN IUCVGCS

Reason:
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MIM for z/VM was unable to determine the current setting of the CP SMSG option. This situation will affect only the output
of unnecessary error messages. MIM for z/VM continues execution and allows all error messages to be issued.

Action:

Gather diagnostic information (dumps, system logs, and supporting data), and contact Broadcom Support.

MIM0536
'START' COMMAND MUST BE ISSUED FROM CONSOLE

Reason:

The MI START command can only be issued from the service virtual machine console (the MIMGR user ID).

Action:

Verify that the MIMGR service virtual machine is running in a GCS environment, and reissue the START command from
the service virtual machine console.

MIM0537
MIM IS NOT RUNNING CODE nnnn SERVICE=userid

Reason:

A user attempted to issue a MIM for z/VM command when MIM for z/VM was not running. CODE nnnn, if present, reports
an IUCV return code. The name of the MIM for z/VM service machine is shown in place of userid.

Action:

Start MIM for z/VM and reissue the command.

MIM0539
CMS IUCV MACRO FAILED WITH RC=x

Reason:

One of the CMS IUCV macros, HNDIUCV or CMSIUCV, failed with the indicated return code.

Action:

Gather appropriate diagnostic information (dumps, system logs, and supporting data) prior to contacting Broadcom
Support for problem assistance.

MIM0540
CONTROL FILE INITIALIZATION INFORMATION nnn  fmt  ddname vaddr  dsname

Reason:

This message is issued each time MIM for z/VM is started. This message displays information about control files. The
following information is shown for each entry in the DDNAMES MIM file:

nnn
For usable control files, this column contains sequential three-digit numbers that represent the order in which
the control files are found. If there is a problem with a control file, this column shows a seven-character message
code, and the message appears on the following line.
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fmt
Indicates the format of the control file. It can be CMS, CMSFP, or MVS.

ddname
Indicates the ddname by which the control file is known. It must consist of the letters MIMTBL followed by two
digits. The ddname with the lowest numerical suffix is the primary control file, and alternate files will be selected
from the list in ascending numerical order.

vaddr
Indicates the virtual control unit address of the volume on which the control file resides. This is the virtual address
by which the MIMGR service virtual machine knows the volume. It need not match the real volume address.

dsname
This field will contain the data set name of an MVS-formatted control file or the minidisk label of a CMS-formatted
control file.

Action:

If no error messages are given, no action is needed. If an error message has been given, MIM for z/VM will attempt to
continue as long as at least one usable control file has been specified. To correct any error, review the corresponding
message description to determine the cause of the error.

MIM0541I
User not authorized to issue MIM commands

Action:

Either add the user to AUTHUSER MIM or set the OPTION statement to INCL in AUTHUSER MIM.

MIM0542W
TRACE file will be truncated due to limited DISK space

Reason:

This message indicates that space on the MIMGR A-disk exceeds 85% usage. The disk file containing TRACE output will
be closed shortly, and all future TRACE output will be written to a printer file. This message is written to the TRACE disk
file before the file is closed. It is for informational purposes only.

MIM0543I
LOCAL SHUTDOWN scheduled

Reason:

The SHUTDOWN command has been accepted, and a local shutdown is in progress. This appears when a CMS user
enters the command MI SHUTDOWN LOCAL.

MIM0545
GENIO operation FAILED FOR DEV vaddr WITH RC = xxx

Reason:

The GENIO macro failed while trying to perform the specified operation for the CTC device at the virtual address indicated
in the message. If the GENIO macro failed while MIM for z/VM was trying to open a CTC device during initialization, MIM
for z/VM terminates on the local system with a U028 (Hex) abend.
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MIM0546
IUCVCOM function FAILED, RC=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

An error occurred during IUCV communication with another user. (Note that function represents an IUCV function, such
as SEVER.) This is a minor error that can be caused by an unusual situation, such as a user logging off while IUCV
communication is in progress.

MIM0548
NO MESSAGE FOUND

Reason:

IUCV communications failed between the MIMGR service virtual machine and the MI module. (Return code 14 appears.)

Action:

Record all console messages and contact Broadcom Support.

MIM0549
HNDIUCV ERROR CODE = xxxx

Reason:

An IUCV interrupt environment could not be established. CODE xxxx is the return code from the HNDIUCV macro.
(Return code 13 appears.)

Action:

IPL CMS and try the command again.

MIM0550
CONNECTION SEVERED BY MIM: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An IUCV connection to the MIMGR service virtual machine was severed prematurely. APPLICATN appears in place of
xxxxxxxx if MIM for z/VM abended or shut down. DUPLICAT appears in place of xxxxxxxx: if the user upon which you are
invoking MI already has an IUCV connection to the service virtual machine. (Return code 14 appears.)

Action:

Check that MIM for z/VM is running and try again.

MIM0551
*NONE SHOULD NOT BE SPECIFIED WITH LIST OF USERIDS - USERIDS IGNORED

Reason:

This message appears in response to the SETOPTION CONSOLE command. *NONE is a special keyword that should
not be specified with any user IDs. The user IDs will be ignored, and MIM for z/VM operational messages will not be
directed to any users when the virtual console is disconnected.

Action:
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Specify CONSOLE=*NONE or CONSOLE=(user1,user2,...), depending on your purpose.

MIM0552
ABEND CODE code DURING CTC I/O PROCESSING

MIM0553
MIM TERMINATING DUE TO UNRECOVERABLE ABENDS IN CTC I/O PROCESSING

MIM0554W
Deallocation denied - active load library

Reason:

The DEALLOCATE command was issued specifying the currently in use load library. You cannot deallocate the
CURRENT or PRIMARY load library.

Action:

Verify the load library you are trying to deallocate is not CURRENT or PRIMARY and reissue the command.

MIM0555I
Command cnum received from userid via {IUCV | SMSG}

Reason:

Indicates that a command has been received from virtual machine userid. The method used to send the command is
either IUCV, which indicates the MI MODULE was used, or SMSG. The command is given a serial number cnum, which
will be reported on the related MIM0557 message whenever the command completes execution.

MIM0556I
command text

Reason:

This message follows message MIM0555. The exact text of the command received by MIM for z/VM is shown in place of
command text.

MIM0557I
Command cnum ended, RC=code

Reason:

This message follows both messages, MIM0555 and MIM0556. It indicates that the user-issued command having serial
number cnum has finished executing, and that the return code value is xxx. The cnum is also shown under message
MIM0555.

MIM0601E
LOADLIB rejected. Restart manager is not active.
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Reason:

The LOADLIB command could not be executed, because MIM was started without the Restart Manager feature.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0602I
name.restart in progress

Reason:

The MIM facility name.is terminating, but will be restarted by the MIM Restart Manager.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0603I
Dddd not allocated; UNIT/VOLSER must be specified when using the Restart Manager.

Reason:

The ALLOCATE statement must include the UNIT and VOLSER parameters when a dataset is specified.

Action:

Add UNIT and VOLSER to the ALLOCATE statement and restart MIM.

MIM0605E
dddd not allocated; non-supported CTC device type

Reason:

A CTCPATH statement specified a device address containing a CTC device type that MIM does not support. MIM
attempts to continue initialization without the named CTC device. MIM only uses CTC devices that are defined as parallel
CTC devices (3088 type CTCs) or serial CTC devices (serial ESCON CTCs).

Action:

Correct the CTCPATH statement to specify a CTC device type supported by MIM, or correct the CTC device type using
the z/OS HCD utility.

MIM0606E
SUBNAME subsys is invalid

Reason:

The indicated subsystem name, subsys, as specified on a MIMINIT SUBNAME=subsys is invalid. A subsystem name
must be from one to four characters in length with no embedded spaces. The first three characters must be 'MIM', and the
remaining characters must be alphanumeric. A subsystem name of MIMD is a reserved subsystem name and cannot be
specified. MIM terminated during initialization processing with a U0040 abend.

Action:

Correct the operand value specification for the MIMINIT SUBNAME=subsys and restart MIM.
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MIM0607I
SUBNAME subsys is defined for use by jobname

Reason:

The indicated subsystem name, subsys, as specified on a MIMINIT SUBNAME=subsys has been dynamically defined for
use by MIM.

Action:

If the order of subsystem processing is important in relation to other vendor products, then it may be advisable to
predefine the MIM subsystem name through the IEFSSNxx PARMLIB member. Otherwise, no action is required.

MIM0608E
SUBNAME subsys is already being used by jobname

Reason:

The indicated subsystem name, subsys, as specified on a MIMINIT SYBNAME=subsys is already being used by the
named MIM. MIM terminated during initialization processing with a U0040 abend.

Action:

Select a subsystem name that is not being used. Correct the operand value specification for the MIMINIT
SYBNAME=subsys and restart MIM.

MIM0609E
Unexpected IEFSSI service failure; REQUEST=type RC=X'rc' RSN=X'rsn'

Reason:

MIM received an unexpected return code and reason code from the IEFSSI service routine. MIM will terminate with a
U0095 RC=0609.

Action:

The return codes and reason codes for the IEFSSI service can be found in the IBM Authorized Assembler Services
Reference documentation. Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0610E
Unexpected IEFSSVT service failure; REQUEST=type RC=X'rc' RSN=X'rsn'

Reason:

MIM received an unexpected return code and reason code from the IEFSSVT service routine. MIM will terminate with a
U0095 RC=0607.

Action:

The return codes and reason codes for the IEFSSVT service can be found in the IBM Authorized Assembler Service
Reference documentation. Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0611E
Unexpected CSVDYNEX service failure; REQUEST=type RC=X'rc' RSN=X'rsn'
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Reason:

MIM received an unexpected return code and reason code from the CSVDYNEX service routine. MIM will terminate with a
U0095 RC=0606.

Action:

The return codes and reason codes for the IEFSSVT service can be found in the IBM Authorized Assembler Service
Reference documentation. Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0612E
SUBNAME subsys is not defined as a dynamic subsystem

Reason:

The named subsystem is predefined in the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB; however, the syntax used does not
permit the use of z/OS dynamic subsystem interface services.

Action:

Change the syntax in the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB to permit the named subsystem to use the z/OS dynamic
subsystem interface services.

Note: For information regarding the syntax for this member of SYS1.PARMLIB, see the IBM Initialization and Tuning
Reference documentation.

MIM0614I
Virtual Control File has expanded: blocks allocated =x

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a dynamic virtual control file expansion, due to size constraints. The new size of
the file is x blocks.

MIM0615E
COMPATLEVEL level is not recognized or is not supported

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ACTIVATE command or a MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL=statement. The specified
COMPATLEVEL operand value is not a valid value as supported by the active release of MIM.

Action:

If the invalid COMPATLEVEL operand is specified on a MIMINIT statement, then MIM terminates during initialization.
Correct the MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL operand specification and restart MIM. If the invalid COMPATLEVEL operand is
specified on an ACTIVATE command, then the command is ignored.

MIM0616I
ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL level has been scheduled

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ACTIVATE command.

Action:
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MIM initiates the activation of a new compatibility level. Additional messages are issued during the activation process.

MIM0617W
ACTIVATE command already being processed

Reason:

A request to activate a compatibility level change is currently being processed by the MIMplex.

Action:

The ACTIVATE command is ignored.

MIM0618W
COMPATLEVEL level is already the active compatibility level

Reason:

The requested compatibility level is already the current control file compatibility level as established by the MIMINIT
COMPATLEVEL statement.

Action:

The ACTIVATE command is ignored.

MIM0619I
action option=value accepted

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE command.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

option
The option to be changed, either COMPATLEVEL or FEATURE

value
The value for the change, either the new COMPATLEVEL, or the name of a feature that may be modified
dynamically.

Reason:

The requested action has been acknowledged and accepted by all MIMplex members.

MIM0620I
action option=value in progress

Reason:

The requested activation or deactivation is currently under way.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE
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option
The option to be changed, either COMPATLEVEL or FEATURE

value
The value for the change, either the new COMPATLEVEL, or the name of a feature that may be modified
dynamically.

Action:

This message remains highlighted until the requested action is complete, at which time the message is deleted.

MIM0621I
action option=value complete

Reason:

The requested activation or deactivation is complete.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

• option

The option to be changed, either COMPATLEVEL or FEATURE

value
The value for the change, either the new COMPATLEVEL, or the name of a feature that may be modified
dynamically.

Action:

MIM is now operating at the requested compatibility level on this system.

MIM0622W
component on System system has rejected action request; REASON=text

Reason:

A MIM component on the named system has explicitly rejected an ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE request. The
accompanying informational reason text defines the cause for the rejection.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

Action:

The ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE request is rejected. The request cannot be satisfied until all MIMplex members are at
the correct maintenance level that supports the requested change. This message is also issued when trying to change
COMPATLEVEL to a value less than 12.0, assuming the current COMPATLEVEL is 12.0

MIM0623W
System system has not responded to action request

Reason:

The named system has not responded to a request to an ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE request.
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action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

Action:

The requested actions are rejected. The named system never responds to the activation request if it is inactive or a non-
existent system. If this is the case, the FORCE keyword on the ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE command can be used to
force MIM to ignore the lack of response from the named system. However, if the named system is active, but is not at a
release level of MIM that supports the request, the compatibility activation will always be rejected.

MIM0624W
ACTIVATE action abandoned, system(s) starting or stopped

Reason:

A dynamic ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE request was in progress. However, it was detected that an external system started
to join the MIMplex during the process or an external system is currently stopped.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

Action:

The request is terminated. Wait until the external system fully joins the synchronized MIMplex, then reissue the command.

MIM0625W
action option=value is rejected

Reason:

This message is issued in response to failed requested changes in compatibility level due to an ACTIVATE command.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

option
The option to be changed, either COMPATLEVEL or FEATURE

value
The value for the change, either the new COMPATLEVEL, or the name of a feature that may be modified
dynamically.

Action:

For the reason for the request failure, see any previously issued messages. If the failure is due to a lack of response from
an inactive or non-existent system, then the FORCE operand can be used on the ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE command
to force acceptance of the requested change.

MIM0626E
ABEND code in ACTIVATE service task

Reason:

This message is issued if the ACTIVATE service subtask abnormally terminates. The ACTIVATE service task is re-
attached unless a recursive failure is detected, in which case, the ACTIVATE service task remains detached.
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Action:

Collect all documentation before contacting Broadcom Support.

MIM0627E
action COMMAND ABORTED; ACTIVATE service task failed

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE command if the ACTIVATE service subtask has
previously failed and is currently unavailable.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

Action:

If the ACTIVATE service task has been stopped due to a recursive failure, the ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE commands
cannot be used until MIM is stopped and restarted on the local system. Issue the MIM DISPLAY TASK command to
determine the status of the MIMDRACT task.

MIM0628E
action COMMAND ABORTED; all defined systems not active

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE command. All of the defined systems in the
MIMplex are not currently active. The command is ignored.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

Action:

Use the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command to determine which systems are not active. If the inactive systems are non-
existent or are freed, the request can be accomplished by including the FORCE keyword on the command.

MIM0629W
action abandoned, MIMPLEX system(s) changing state

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE command. The states of some of the systems in
the MIMplex are changing, that is, systems are migrating, sleeping, awakening, and so on. If the state change is detected
during analysis of the command operands, the command is ignored. If the state change is detected after processing for
the request has begun, the request is terminated.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

Action:

Reissue the command at a later time, when the states of the MIMplex systems are stable.
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MIM0630E
action command not valid from MIMINIT or MIMCMNDS member

Reason:

The ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE commands cannot be included in the MIMINIT member of the MIMCMNDS member of
the MIMPARMS data set.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

Action:

The command is ignored.

MIM0631W
System system does not support ACTIVATE

Reason:

The named system is not at the correct release of MIM to support the ACTIVATE command.

Action:

The ACTIVATE command is ignored. The ACTIVATE command cannot be used to change COMPATLEVEL until all
systems in the MIM complex are operating at a level that supports the ACTIVATE command.

MIM0633I
keyword = value

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a GLOBALVALUE operator command. It echoes the operand value change for the
named keyword.

MIM0634I
File nn (strname on facility) REBUILD {requested|stopping|stopped}

Reason:

The indicated file identifier, nn, associated with structure name, strname, on coupling facility, facility, is the target of a
coupling facility rebuild operation. The descriptive text details the progress of the rebuild operation.

requested
MIM has received a rebuild event from XES and rebuild processing is about to commence.

stopping
MIM is about to respond to XES that the rebuild event is to be stopped.

stopped
MIM has received an indication from XES that the rebuild event has been stopped.

MIM0635E
File nn (strname on facility) REBUILD denied; reason_text
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Reason:

The indicated file identifier, nn, that is associated with structure name, strname, on the coupling facility, facility, is
the target of a coupling facility rebuild operation. However, conditions exist that MIM denies the rebuild request. The
descriptive reason_text details the reason for denying the rebuild request.

last alternate file
Indicates that MIM is already processing a rebuild request for the active control file or the active CTCDASD
backup control file. The named structure file is the only control file available to be used as the target active control
file in the current control file configuration.

systems changing state
Denotes that the MIMplex state is not stable. That is, a control file migration is currently in progress or there are
one or more MIM members that are actively joining or leaving the MIMplex.

no alternate file available
Signifies that there is no usable control file available to be used as the target active control file.

invalid COMPATLEVEL
Indicates that all MIM members in the complex are at the correct release to support rebuild events; however, the
COMPATLEVEL is not set to a level that enables rebuild events to be processed.

Action:

If you receive a systems changing state  message, then wait for the MIMplex to become stable and then retry the coupling
facility rebuild request. In the case of an invalid COMPATLEVEL message, the MIM complex must be operating at a
COMPATLEVEL that supports REBUILD events. In all other cases, a new alternate control file must be made available to
MIM on all MIMplex members before the rebuild request will be honored. The MIM ALLOCATE command can be used to
dynamically establish an available alternate control file.

MIM0636I
File nn (strname on facility) structure DISCONNECT; REBUILD stopped

Reason:

The indicated file identifier nn, associated with the structure name, strname, on the coupling facility, facility, is the target
of a coupling facility rebuild operation. MIM is responding to the rebuild event by disconnecting from the named structure.
The last MIM system to disconnect from the structure will also delete the structure.

MIM0637I
Global Copy Send Started to list_of_system_names

Reason:

This informational message is used by MIM support. By default, this message appears in the hardcopy log but not on the
operator console.

list_of_system_names
Indicates the systems to which the global copy was sent

MIM0638I
Global Copy Receive Started

Reason:
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This informational message is used by MIM support. By default, it appears in the hardcopy log but is not displayed on the
operator console.

MIM0639E
Subsystem command interface disabled; use MODIFY jobname for commands

Reason:

The subsystem command prefix value specified as the operand of the CMDPREFIX keyword could not be registered
with the z/OS command prefix facility (CPF). MIM disables the subsystem command interface until a valid subsystem
command prefix is specified that can be successfully registered with the z/OS command prefix facility. The z/OS MODIFY
command interface can be used to issue commands to MIM.

Action:

For the specific reason detailing the command prefix registration, see the previously issued message MIM0137E. Use the
z/OS MODIFY command interface to issue the following command to specify a valid subsystem command prefix:

SETOPTION MIM CMDPREFIX=cmdprefix

Upon successful registration of a valid z/OS command prefix, the subsystem command interface will be automatically re-
enabled.

MIM0640W
command command response truncated - lines exceeded

Reason:

The named MIM command has generated a command response in excess of the threshold set by the SETOPTION MIM
CMDRESPMAX operand value. The command response has been truncated.

Action:

If appropriate, raise or disable the command response threshold limit by issuing a SETOPTION MIM CMDRESPMAX
command.

MIM0644I
File nn (strname on facility) system-managed REBUILD event detected

Reason:

MIM has recognized that a system-managed coupling facility structure rebuild operation has completed for the indicated
control file identifier, nn, that is associated with structure name, strname, on coupling facility, facility.

Action:

None.

MIM0645E
WTO service task ATTACH failed

Reason:

The MIM Driver asynchronous message processing task ATTACH processing failed.

Action:
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Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0646E
Abend code in WTO service task

Reason:

You receive this message if the MIM Driver message service subtask abnormally terminates. The message service task is
re-attached unless a recursive failure is detected, in which case, the message service task remains detached.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0647I
system system removed from sysplex sysplex

Reason:

MIM received a notification event indicating that the named system, system, has failed and has been removed from the
named sysplex, sysplex.

Action:

None.

MIM0648I
Module name change detected

Reason:

Upon a re-start of the MIM address space, without an intervening IPL, REUSE=YES was required or defaulted; however,
it was determined that active common storage load module, name, does not match the MIM load library version of the
named routine. This condition is caused by the application of maintenance to the MIM load library.

Action:

The MIM DRIVER forces REUSE=NO and loads the changed copies of its common storage routines.

MIM0649I
Common storage modules not reused

Reason:

A REUSE=NO condition is being forced by the MIM DRIVER due to a difference in maintenance levels between the MIM
common storage resident routines and those same routines in the MIM load library.

Action:

See any preceding MIM0648I messages for those modules that have changed.

MIM0652I
No Control Files Defined

Reason:
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This message is issued in response to a DISPLAY FILES command in an environment where no active DASD control files
or coupling facility structure control files are being used.

MIM0653I
Contents

No Checkpoint Files Defined

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DISPLAY FILES command in an environment where no active DASD checkpoint
files are being used.

MIM0655I

Task termination scheduled; TCB=x'tcb_addr' ASID=x'asid'

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DUMP MIM KILL command to terminate a given TCB.

Action:

No action required. The indicated TCB in the given ASID has been scheduled for task termination processing.

MIM0656E

Invalid task name task_name

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DUMP MIM KILL command to terminate a given task name identifier; however,
the requested task name identifier is invalid.

Action:

The command is ignored.

MIM0657E

Invalid ASID x'asid'

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DUMP MIM KILL command to terminate a given TCB; however, the requested
ASID value does not represent a valid address space.

Action:

The command is ignored.

MIM0658W
zIIP offloading not available -  cause

Reason:

MIM attempted to activate the zIIP Enablement feature in response to a SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=YES command. However,
MIM determined that no zIIP engines were ONLINE to the system, or that the required zIIP Service was installed or
available. MIM therefore stopped attempting to run in ZIIP=YES mode and continues running in ZIIP=NO mode.
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• cause:
• No zIIP processor available
• zIIP API MODULE abended
• zIIP TASK_INIT API failed

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational. The MIM address space continues to run normally, but is not
offloading work to zIIP engines.

For more information about the zIIP feature, see the Scenario: How to Offload MIM Work to zIIP Engines

The MIM address space completed initialization successfully, but did not exploit the zIIP engine technology. If you would
like MIM to exploit the zIIP technology, vary one or more zIIP engines ONLINE and restart MIM with ZIIPE=YES and issue
the SETOPT ZIIP=YES command.

MIM0659E
Task_name terminated: unable to recover from ABEND

Reason:

MIM generates this message if a MIM task is unable to recover from an error.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0660I
CPU Time:

WorkUnit   TotalCPU     TaskCP   zIIPonCP  Pct       zIIP   Pct 

--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ----- 

tcbname    nnnnnnnnn  nnnnnnnnn   nnnnnnnn nnnn  nnnnnnnnn  nnnn

SRB        nnnnnnnnn

--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ----- 

Total      nnnnnnnnn  nnnnnnnnn  nnnnnnnnn nnnn  nnnnnnnnn  nnnn

Summary    nnnnnnnnn  nnnnnnnnn  nnnnnnnnn nnnn  nnnnnnnnn  nnnn

Normalized nnnnnnnnn  nnnnnnnnn  nnnnnnnnn nnnn  nnnnnnnnn  nnnn

Reason:

This message is the response to the DISPLAY CPUTIME command. The message contains information about MIM
address space general CP and zIIP engine usage. The amount of presented data depends on which form of the command
issued:

• DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL
• DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL
• DISPLAY CPUTIME=SUMMARY
• WorkUnit

Identifies the TCB names of tasks running in the MIM address space or general system SRB activity that is associated
with the MIM address space.

• TotalCPU
Identifies, by TCB, the combined CP and zIIP engine times. Also indicates CP time that is associated with MIM
address space SRB activity.

• TaskCP
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Identifies, by TCB, the general CP engine time.
• zIIPonCP

Identifies, by TCB, the ZIIP-eligible work time that ran on general CP engines because zIIP engines were busy.
• Pct

Identifies, by TCB, the percentages of zIIPonCP time relative to the TotalCPU time.
• zIIP

Identifies, by TCB, the zIIP engine time.
• Pct

Identifies, by TCB, the percentages of zIIP time relative to the TotalCPU time.
• SRB

The SRB time is comprised of work associated with z/OS processing that does not run on a ZIIP engine.
• Total

Provides the totals for all fields in the display. This line is included for DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL and DISPLAY
CPUTIME=DETAIL. The values on the Total line always represent activity for the entire MIM address space regardless
of which form of the command is used.

• Summary
Provides a summary of the CPU usage for all work units in the MIM address space. This line is included only for
DISPLAY CPUTIME=SUMMARY.

• Normalized
The values on this line always represent activity for the entire MIM address space regardless of which form of the
command is used. A model-dependent scaling factor adjusts the zIIP value from the Total / Summary line.
This method reflects the amount of CPU time that would have been used if that work had executed on general CP
engines. The TotalCPU and Pct values are calculated using the adjusted zIIP time. The zIIP column is the actual
amount of general CP engine time that is saved by using the MIM zIIP enablement features.

The time values in this display follow this variable format:

• Time Values:
• ss.ssssss = seconds.subseconds, up to 59.999999.
• hhh:mm:ss = hours:minutes:seconds, up to 999:59:59.
• hhhhhh:mm = hours:minutes, up to 999999:99.

Action:

No required action. For more information about the MIM zIIP feature, see the Scenario: How to Offload MIM Work to zIIP
Engines.

MIM0664I
facility service service failure; RC=rc RSN=rsn

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to register or deregister the given MIM facility, to or from the IBM Function Registry
for z/OS. The error occurred in the given service routine of either Broadcom Common Components and Services (CCS),
or the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. The given rc and rsn are the return and reason codes from the failing service,
respectively.

Common CCS REGPROD and REGFEAT service failures:

• RC=28 (40) RSN=4 The Feature Registration common service is not installed on this system.
• RC=28 (40) RSN=8 The Feature Registration common service requires z/OS 2.3 or higher.

For IBM IFAEDREG and IFAEDDRG service return and reason codes, refer to MVS Programming Product Registration
(IEAQ200).
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Action:

MIM initialization or termination not impacted by service failure. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0670I
Features Display:Facility Feature Statusfacname featname status

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DISPLAY FEATURES command. One line is issued for each feature provided by
the facilities active in the MIMplex.

facname

Name of the MIM facility that provides the feature

featname
Name of the feature

status
Current status, either ACTIVE or INACTIVE

Action:

No action is required.

MIM0680E
facname required for feature: featname

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ACTIVATE FEATURE command. The MIM facility that provides requested
feature is not active in the MIMplex.

facname

Name of the MIM facility that provides the feature

featname
Name of the feature

Action:

The command is rejected.

MIM0681E
Feature featname is already active

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ACTIVATE FEATURE command when the requested feature is already active.

featname

Name of the feature

Action:

The command is rejected.
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MIM0682E
Feature featname is not active

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an DEACTIVATE FEATURE command when the requested feature is not active.

featname

Name of the feature

Action:

The command is rejected.

MIM0683E
DEACTIVATE not available for feature: featname

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DEACTIVATE FEATURE command for a feature that may not be deactivated
dynamically.

featname

Name of the feature

Action:

The command is rejected. To disable the feature, you must stop MIM on all systems in the MIMplex, verify that MIMINIT
FEATURE= featname is *not* specified in the MIMINIT member, then restart MIM with FORMAT=BOTH.

MIM0684I
action option=value has been scheduled

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE command.

action

The action to be taken, either ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE

option
The option to be changed, either COMPATLEVEL or FEATURE

value
The value for the change, either the new COMPATLEVEL, or the name of a feature that may be modified
dynamically.

Action:

MIM initiates the requested action. Additional messages are issued during the process.

MIM0685E
sys1 Detected inconsistent usage on system sysname - FEATURE=featname

Reason:
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During validation of system parameters, MIM has determined that the list of selectable features is not consistent on all
members of the MIMplex. MIM on system sys2 terminates with abend code U0040 (z/OS) or U028 (z/VM).

sys1

Name of the system that detected the error

sys2
Name of the system that caused the error

featname
Name of the feature that caused the inconsistency

Action:

Verify that the MIMINIT FEATURE= statements are consistent with the active members of the MIMplex, and restart MIM
on the failed system.

MIM0686I
FEATURE=featname has been auto-activated

Reason:

During validation of system parameters, MIM has determined that a selectable feature has been enabled through the
ACTIVATE FEATURE command, but that the feature was not specified on a MIMINIT statement for the starting MIM
address space. So that the starting system can successfully join the active MIMplex, the feature has been automatically
activated.

featname

Name of the feature that caused the inconsistency.

Action:

No immediate action is required. However, to eliminate future occurrences of message MIM0686I, you shoud add a
MIMINIT FEATURE=featname statement to the appropriated member in the MIMPARMS dataset.

MIM0690E
Unable to allocate alternate library

Reason:

The LOADLIB SETALTERNATE command failed.

Action:

Refer to the accompanying MIM error message to determine why the allocation failed.

MIM0691E
LOADLIB command rejected - problem

Reason:

command

• REFRESHFROM
• COMMIT

Action:
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problem

• No alternate library available – Issue the LOADLIB SETALTERNATE command to allocate an alternate library and then
reissue the command.

• MIM must be synchronized – wait until synchronization completes and then reissue the command.

MIM0692I
Global Copy Send Ended

Reason:

This informational message is used by MIM support. By default, this message appears in the hardcopy log but not on the
operator console.

MIM0693I
Global Copy Receive Ended

Reason:

This informational message is used by MIM support. By default, it appears in the hardcopy log but is not displayed on the
operator console.

MIM0694I
LOADLIB save successful

Reason:
After successful execution of a LOADLIB command, load library information is written to the Restart Manager File.

Action:
None.

MIM0695E

LOADLIB save failed – reason
               reason   reason for the failure is one of the following:
                              no DD for MIMRMCKP
                              I/O error
                              OPEN error

Reason:
While processing a LOADLIB command, MIM was unable to write to the Restart Manager checkpoint file.

Action:
None.

MIM0696I

Alternate LOADLIB reset

Reason:
The LOADLIB RESET command has completed successfully.

Action:
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None.

MIM0700I
MIM Resource Sharing rel_num levelCopyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message is issued unconditionally at the start of MIM initialization processing. This message contains the product
name, product release and level (if applicable), as well as the copyright data for the product.

MIM0703I
Path added for device device number

Reason:

A CTCPATH command was issued and the specified CTC devices are now available for use by MIM.

device number
The four-character CTC device number.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0704E
CTCPATH Command Failed

Reason:

A CTCPATH command was issued and the specified CTC device is not available for use by MIM. Look for the messages
for more information: MIM0177E, MIM0179E, MIM0180E, MIM0705I, MIM0708E, and MIM0709E.

Action:

Review the additional messages.

MIM0705I
CTCPATH Command Ignored, FROMSYSTEM not the local system

Reason:

You must issue the CTCPATH command on the local system for a local device. If FROMSYSTEM specifies a system other
than the local system, MIM0705I is issued.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0706I
System system name attribute altered: attribute

Reason:

MIM0706I is issued as a result of a systems attribute or status changing.
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system name
The MIM system name of the system whose attribute or status was altered.

attribute

Controller Eligible
The system has become controller eligible.

NOTE
A systems controller eligibility can change as the CTC paths are added or incomplete CTC
paths are completed.

Controller Ineligible
The system was previously controller eligible, but is now controller ineligible.

NOTE
A systems controller eligibility can change when new systems dynamically join the currently
established MIMplex.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0707I
No eligible controllers detected during initialization

Reason:

MIM0707I is issued during the initialization when NO eligible controllers are determined. The eligible controllers can be
assumed based on CTCPATH statement definitions.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0708E
system name specified for both TOSYSTEM and FROMSYSTEM

Reason:

A CTCPATH command specified the same MIM system name for both the TOSYSTEM and FROMSYSTEM parameter.

system name
The MIM system name specified on the TOSYSTEM and FROMSYSTEM operand.

Action:

Verify that you have specified the correct MIM systems or TOSYSTEM and FROMSYSTEM. FROMSYSTEM specifies the
originating system and TOSYSTEM specifies the destination system.

MIM0711I
ALTERSYS Command Succeeded

Reason:

The ALTERSYS command was processed and the modifications were made.

Action:
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No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0712I
Processing ALTERSYS Command…

Reason:

The ALTERSYS command is being actively processed.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0713E
Duplicate name sysname specified on the ALTERSYS

Reason:

The NAME keyword specifies the name of an existing system.

sysname
The duplicate name, index, or alias.

Action:

Choose a different and nonduplicate name for the system definition modification.

MIM0714E
Target system sysname reason

Reason:

The target system does not meet the specified requirements of the reason text.

sysname
The name, index, or alias of the system you are attempting to alter.

reason
Must be freed.
The target system must have a status of FREED to perform the requested alteration.

Action:

FREE the target system and reissue the ALTERSYS command.

MIM0715E
ALTERSYS Command Failed

Reason:

The alteration requested by the ALTERSYS command could not be preformed.

Action:

Look for supporting messages with reason text.
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MIM0716E
Target system sysname not found

Reason:

The system name, alias, or index for the requested alteration was not found.

sysname
Name of the target system to modify.

Action:

Specify the target system name.

MIM0717E
sysname is DISABLED: initialization terminated

Reason:

The system attempting to join the currently executing MIMplex is DISABLED. The DISABLED status prevents the system
from joining the MIMplex.

Action:

Using the ALTERSYS command, change the systems status to ENABLED.

MIM0780
date time APISERV: SVTE (Service Type Element)

Reason:

MIM generates this message when trace information is requested for MIM API services. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the API service event was captured.

This message and the associated trace data are written to the MIM trace data set only if MIM API events are actively
being traced.

MIM0781
date time APISERV: Return to Service Requestor

Reason:

MIM generates this message when trace information is requested for MIM API services. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the API service event was captured.

This message and the associated trace data are written to the MIM trace data set only if MIM API events are actively
being traced.

MIM0782
date time HEXDUMP:

Reason:
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MIM generates this message when trace information is requested for MIM API services. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the API service event was captured.

This message and the associated trace data are written to the MIM trace data set only if MIM API events are actively
being traced.

MIM0783
date time APISERV: MMRQ (SSOB extension common section) contents:

Reason:

MIM generates this message when trace information is requested for MIM API services. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the API service event was captured.

This message and the associated trace data are written to the MIM trace data set only if MIM API events are actively
being traced.

MIM0784
date time APISERV: SSOB contents:

Reason:

MIM generates this message when trace information is requested for MIM API services. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the API service event was captured.

This message and the associated trace data are written to the MIM trace data set only if MIM API events are actively
being traced.

MIM0785
date time APISERV: SSIB contents:

Reason:

MIM generates this message when trace information is requested for MIM API services. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the API service event was captured.

This message and the associated trace data are written to the MIM trace data set only if MIM API events are actively
being traced.

MIM0786
date time APISERV: Service Request Received

Reason:

MIM generates this message when trace information is requested for MIM API services. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the API service event was captured.
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This message and the associated trace data are written to the MIM trace data set only if MIM API events are actively
being traced.

MIM0800I
command name command processing complete

MIM0801I
Message delivery error. Return code=X'code'

Reason:

MIM received a non-zero return from WTO while attempting to send or log a message.

Action:

Check IBM documentation for the WTO macro for the meaning of the indicated return code. Contact Broadcom Support if
you need assistance diagnosing the problem.

MIM0802W
message number xxxx not found in dictionary

Reason:

MIM attempted to issue message number xxxx, but was unable to find that message in MIMMSGS data set or its internal
message dictionary.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM0822I
MIM MESSAGE TABLES

 Table           Language      Msg Count

 tablename       language       number

Reason:

This messages displays the names of the MIM message tables, the language of each table, and the number of messages
found in each table.

MIM0864E
invalid line type type on MSG statement - message number discarded

Reason:

The line type specified on the MSG statement indicated by the given message number is not a valid line type (line type
must be “C”, “L”, “D”, or “E”).

Action:

Correct the line type for the message and restart MIM.
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MIM0865E
syntax errors in message table - check message log

Action:

Check the system log for syntax error messages. Correct the errors and restart MIM.

MIM0866I
MSG # number not found in message table tablename

Reason:

The indicated message number was not supplied in the table identified by tablename.

Action:

Update the indicated table to include message nnnn.

MIM0867I
MSG# number text changed by message table tablename

Reason:

The indicated message number has had text changed by the message table shown in tablename.

MIM0900I
system sysid joining XCF group group

MIM0901I
system sysid leaving XCF group group

MIM0902E
LXCF verb FAILED with return code=code, reason code=code

Reason:

The LXCF operation indicated by verb has failed.

Action:

See LXCF return codes section. If you cannot diagnose the problem for this section, then contact Broadcom Support.

MIM0903E
XCF initialization TERMINATING

MIM0904I
message # number from system sysid
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MIM0905E
unable to process LXCF event; unknown event type type

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0906I
system sysid status changed - status

MIM0907E
XCF system sysid TERMINATED ABNORMALLY - code=code

Reason:

MIM detected an abnormal termination in the IBM XCF facility. The code is the abend code associated with the abend.

Action:

If any dumps occur with this event, then attempt to diagnose the problem by examining them.

MIM0908I
system sysid reported ACTIVE

Reason:

External system sysid has become active in the Sysplex in which the local system is running.

MIM0909I
system sysid reported INACTIVE

Reason:

External system sysid has become inactive in the Sysplex in which the local system is running.

MIM0910I
system sysid reported ACTIVE in XCF group group

MIM0911I
system sysid reported INACTIVE in XCF group group

MIM0912E
I/O ERROR for request to system sysid - code=code flags=flags

Reason:

MIM detected an I/O error when transferring data to or from the virtual control file. In some cases, the I/O request will be
retried.

Action:
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If the I/O request retry fails, then contact Broadcom Support.

MIM0913W
system sysid is running in XCF-LOCAL mode

MIM0915W
system sysid is running in XCF-MONOPLEX mode

Reason:

Although COMMUNICATION=XCF was specified; MIM cannot communicate with any other systems using XCF in this
Sysplex mode.

MIM0916E
IXCMG failed with return code=code, reason code=code

Reason:

MIM received an unexpected return code from the IXCMG macro.

Action:

This may or may not reflect an error with MIM XCF support. Examine the IBM documentation on the IXCMG macro to
diagnose the situation. Contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

MIM0917E
unexpected LXCF event for system sysid group group GEPLFLGS

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM0918E
already ACTIVE on system sysid in XCF group group

Reason:

Another copy of MIM is running on this system with a MIMPLEX name of name. Each copy of MIM on a single system
must have unique MIMPLEX names.

Action:

Update the MIMPLEX parameter in your MIMINIT member and restart MIM.

MIM0919I
system SysName has no VCFPATH, GROUP=> GroupName, Member=> MemName

Reason:

A proper connection to SysName may not have been established.

Action:
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No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0920A
test mode ---> Enter command or “END”

MIM0924I
message # msgid to system sysid

MIM0951I
Hyperstar Statistics for VCF Controller System:

Last RESET/RESTART at hh:mm:ss on YYYY.DDD
#Reserve #Xfer #I/O #Saved %Saved AvgDepth AvgRsvQ
rsvcnt xfercnt iocnt iosaved iopct depth waitcnt

Reason:

This message appears in response to a DISPLAY HYPERSTAR command. It shows the accumulated statistics for Virtual
Control File activity on the VCF controller system.

rsvcnt
Number of reserve requests issued from requester systems

xfercnt
Number of times the controller system transferred the VCF to one or more requester systems

iocnt
Actual number of VCF I/O operations on the controller system

iosaved
Estimated number of additional I/O operations on the controller system that would have been necessary if the
Hyperstar feature was not active

iopct
Percentage of total I/O operations on the controller system that were saved by using the Hyperstar feature

depth
Average number of systems that accessed the contents of the VCF before returning the VCF to the Controller
system

waitcnt
Average number of systems that are waiting for the VCF when the VCF is made available from the controller
system.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0954I
Hyperstar Statistics have been reset

Reason:

This message is issued to acknowledge completion of a DISPLAY HYPERSTAR=RESET command

Action:
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No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0955I
Hyperstar statistics are for VCF Controller system only

Reason:

This message is issued when a DISPLAY HYPERSTAR command is issued from a system that is not the current VCF
controller system.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM0957E
Alternate Library must be a PDS

Reason:

The LOADLIB SETALTERNATE command failed because the specified Library is not a PDS

Action:

Ensure that the library exists and is defined with DSORG=PO and then reissue the command.

MIM0958E
MIM is not authorized to use this library

Reason:
MIM was denied access to this load library by system security.

Action:
Ensure MIM is authorized to use this library and then reissue the command.

MIM0959E
MIM0959E Alternate library OPEN failure - RC=@rc

Reason:

MIM failed to open the load library specified by the LOADLIB SETALTERNATE command.

Action:

Refer to the z/OS OPEN macro return codes for more information.

MIM0960E
Dataset specified is not a MIM load library

Reason:

MIM opened the load library specified on the LOADLIB SETALTERNATE command and determined it was not a MIM load
library.

Action:
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Ensure the specified load library is a MIM load library and reissue the command.

MIM0961E
Library already in use by MIM

Reason:
MIM determined the load library specified on the LOADLIB SETALTERNATE command was already in use by MIM.

Action:
Verify the load library specified is not currently in use by MIM and reissue the command.

MIM0962E
Library must be APF authorized

Reason:
The load library specified on the LOADLIB SETALTERNATE command is not APF authorized.

Action:
Ensure the load library is APF authorized and reissue the command.

MIM0963W
Deallocating the Alternate Load Library

Reason:
The Alternate load library was deallocated.

Action:
None. This message is informational.

MIM0964I
MIM0964I MIM Load Library Display:
Type  DSName                                                      Vol         DDName
type  datasetname                                               volume  ddname

Reason:
This message displays the MIM Load Libraries.

Type – Specifies the load libraries classification: 

INIT – The INITIAL load library is the load library that was specified on STEPLIB in the MIM JCL PROC.

  CUR – The CURRENT load library is the load library currently in use. 

PRIM – The PRIMARY load library is the load library that MIM will utilize during an unplanned restart or when specified on
the LOADLIB REFRESHFROM=PRIMARY command.

  ALT – The ALTERNATE load library is available for use by MIM to dynamically test a new load library when specified on
the LOADLIB REFRESHFROM=ALTERNATE command.

datasetname – The load library data set name.

volume – The volume in which the load library resides.

ddname – The ddname of the load library.

Action:
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None. This message is informational.

MIM0967I
library library is now ddname ddname

Reason:
MIM allocated the load library specified on the LOADLIB SETALTERNATE command to the ddname shown.

Action:
None. This message is informational.

MIM0968I
MIM0968I SHUTDOWN RESTART command deprecated, use the LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command

Reason:

The SHUTDOWN RESTART command is no longer valid. It has been replaced by the LOADLIB command.

Action:

Use the LOADLIB REFHRESHFROM command.

MIM0969I
Library refresh initiated - ddname: ddname

Reason:
The LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command was issued and MIM will refresh from the specified load library.

Action:
None. This message is informational.

MIM0970W
MIMDRDRV task appears to be inoperative

Reason:

The MIM main driver task has been inoperative for 5 minutes. As long as the task is inoperative, this message is reissued
every 5 minutes.

Action:

Diagnose the system and/or the MIM address space status to determine the cause. Take a console dump of CA MIM and
contact Technical Support.

MIM0971A
MIM0971A Reply: I-Ignore, C-Continue, R-Restart, T-Terminate

Reason:

Issued with the MIM0970W message if Restart Manager Feature is Active.

Action:

Respond to this message with one of the following values:
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I – Ignore; Ignores the warning and clears the messages. The situation is reevaluated again in 5 minutes.

C – Continue; Waits for the system to clear up. If situation is not resolved five minutes from the last message issuance,
the messages are reissued.

R – Restart; issues the MIMRM17I message and Restarts the MIM address space.

T – Terminate; Terminates the MIM address space.

MIM00381W
MIM00381W

MIM00381W

 VCF not available; migrate request ignored.

 Reason:

 A migration to VCF cannot occur when the MIMplex is in a pre-pending, pending, or unsynchronized state. 

GDIF and ECMF Messages

MIM1001I
Global Data Integrity Facility/GDIF Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message is issued at the start of GDIF initialization.

MIM1004E
No QNAMEs found

Reason:

MIM is terminating during initialization because a class of resources was not placed under the management of GDIF,
ECMF, or both. MIM terminates with a U0040 abend code. This is caused by one of the following:

• The member containing the list of resources that these facilities should manage was incorrectly identified
• No QNAME statements were specified in this member.

Use the QNAMES parameter to identify the member that contains this information. You can specify this parameter on the
MIMINIT statement, in the startup procedure, or on the z/OS START command for MIM.

Action:

Compare the name of the member you created with the name you specified on the QNAMES parameter. If these names
match, then review the contents of this member before restarting MIM.

MIM1005E
INCONSISTENT MAJOR NAME LIST- qname

Reason:
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This message is displayed only if the MISMATCHQNAME= parameter of GDIINIT was overridden to specify
MISMATCHQNAME=QUIT. When QUIT is specified, MIM terminates if it discovers that the contents of the QNAME list for
the local system differ from the QNAME lists for other systems.

Note: If the default value of ACCEPT is specified, then MIM completes initialization and gives informational messages
about mismatches in the QNAME list.

This message indicates that one of the following situations occurred:

• If different values were provided for the SCOPE parameter for the same QNAME on different systems, then that
QNAME is shown in the message.

• If QNAME statements were specified in a different order on different systems, then the QNAME shown is either the one
that is out of order, or it is the one before or after the QNAME in error.

Action:

Verify that MISMATCHQNAME=QUIT is still appropriate. If QUIT is still appropriate, then:

• Verify that the QNAME lists are identical for all systems
• Check that the QNAME lists are in the correct order

MIM1006W
Unable to establish 'z' latch

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM1007
WARNING - UNABLE TO ESTABLISH 'X' LATCH

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM1008
WARNING - UNABLE TO ESTABLISH 'X' INTERCEPT

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM1009
nnnn QUIESCING - INCL qname, rname

Reason:

GDIF is waiting for a converted RESERVE request, or a request involving a global conflict, to be released before GDIF
terminates. The following information is shown:

nnnn
The total number of converted RESERVE or outstanding global conflict requests that must be released before
GDIF will terminate.
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qname
The major name (or QNAME) on the request for which GDIF is waiting. The QNAME identifies the class of
resources being requested and indicates what type of function the task will perform with the requested resource.

rname
The minor name (or RNAME) on a request for which GDIF is waiting. The RNAME identifies the resource that is
needed.

This message continues to appear until this resource has been released on all systems and may be issued several times
before GDIF terminates. Each time the message is issued, the previous MIM1009 message is deleted.

MIM1010I
GDIF deactivated - reverting to normal integrity

Reason:

GDIF is terminating on the local system due to one of the following reasons:

• A z/OS CANCEL, z/OS STOP, or MIM SHUTDOWN command was issued to terminate MIM.
• GDIF or MIM experienced an abend from which it could not recover.

The GDIF resource protection is deactivated on the local system, and z/OS resumes control over ENQ and RESERVE
request processing.

Action:

If you issued a z/OS CANCEL, z/OS STOP, or SHUTDOWN command, and then you do not need to take action.
However, you should restart GDIF as soon as possible so that your resources will be protected. If you do not restart GDIF
immediately, you risk integrity exposure from systems that share resources with this system.

In any other case, gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM1011
SOME EXEMPT LIST STATEMENTS WERE IGNORED DUE TO SYNTAX ERRORS (See MIM1012)

MIM1012
statement - * IGNORED *

Reason:

MIM ignored the specified exempt list statement because it contains a syntax error. This message is written only to the
system log.

Action:

Correct the statement in the GDIEXMPT member. The changes you make to this member do not take effect until you
restart MIM. If the error occurred on a LOCAL or GLOBAL statement, you can use the EXEMPT command to modify the
exempt list dynamically. However, you still need to modify the statement in the GDIEXMPT member.

MIM1013W
WARNING - unable to establish DFP compatibility interface
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MIM1015I
GDIF prevented n1/n2 integrity exposures

Reason:

This message displays the number of cross-system conflicts that have occurred for managed resources. The following
information is shown:

n1
The number of cross-system conflicts that have occurred for locally managed resources since the last time GDIF
was started on this system.

n2
The number of cross-system conflicts that have occurred for managed resources on any system since the last
time the MIM control files were formatted.

MIM1016I
GDIF counts display

LAST {RESTART|RESET} AT time ON date

RESOURCE   TYPE   -----------ENQS----------  ---------RESERVES----------   GLOBAL

(QNAME)                ISSUED   PROCESSED         ISSUED  PROCESSED       CONFLICTS

 qname    type         n1       n2                n3      n4             n5

Reason:

This message displays information about requests that have been made for resources since the last time you started
GDIF. The following information is shown in this message:

RESOURCE (QNAME)
Identifies the QNAME on the request. If an asterisk (*) precedes the QNAME, then GDIF is not managing that
class of resources.

TYPE
Identifies the scope of the resource as set on the QNAME statement. Valid types are: A-ALL, M-SYSTEM, N-
GDIF=NO, R-RESERVES, S-SYSTEMS.

ENQS ISSUED
Indicates how many ENQ requests have been issued for this QNAME.

ENQS PROCESSED
Indicates how many ENQ requests GDIF has propagated for this QNAME.

RESERVES ISSUED
Indicates how many RESERVE requests have been issued for this QNAME.

RESERVES PROCESSED
Indicates how many RESERVE requests GDIF has propagated for this QNAME.

GLOBAL CONFLICTS
Indicates how many cross-system conflicts GDIF detected for this QNAME.

Note:  MIM does not count as ISSUED or PROCESSED:

• ENQs with SCOPE=STEP
• ENQs with RNL=NO.

If the PROCESSED column is less than the ISSUED column, then one of the following must have occurred:
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• The SCOPE on the ENQ request did not match the SCOPE on the QNAME statement.
• Certain resources for this QNAME have been placed in the EXEMPT list.

If the PROCESSED column is zero, then one of the following may have occurred:

• MIMINIT GDIF=OFF
• MIMINIT COMMUNICATION=NONE (no ENQs are processed in this case)

MIM1017I
GDIF hardware RESERVE display

QNAME   RNAME   REQUESTOR   UCB    VOLSER

qname   rname   taskid      dddd   volser

Reason:

This message displays information about outstanding hardware reserves on the local system. The following information is
shown:

QNAME
Indicates what QNAME appears on the RESERVE request.

RNAME
Indicates what RNAME appears on the RESERVE request.

REQUESTOR
Identifies the job or TSO user that holds this resource.

UCB
Displays the UCB address for the reserved disk device. This field is a 4-digit field. The leading zero is suppressed
for 3-digit UCB addresses.

VOLSER
Displays the volume serial number of the DASD volume that is reserved on this disk device. If the value (P)
appears after this number, then the RESERVE request is pending. If the value (Q) appears after this number, then
the request is queued for the resource but does not have exclusive access.

MIM1018I
No hardware RESERVES

MIM1019I
GDIF INIT display:

EXEMPT= name     MISMATCHQNAMES=keyword   NMCOUNT= nn

PROCESS=option   RESERVES= option         TEMPORARYDSN= option

Reason:

This message displays the GDIF initialization values that are set on the GDIINIT statement.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.
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MIM1020I
EXEMPT list is empty

MIM1021I
sysid GDIF SERVICE Display:

REQUESTS   TIME/REQUEST   RATE/SECOND   RATE/CYCLE   SINCE

nn         nnn            nnn           nnn          time/date

Reason:

This message displays information about how quickly GDIF is processing ENQ and RESERVE requests for managed
resources. The first line displays statistics accumulated since the last time you started GDIF. The second line, if any,
displays statistics accumulated since the last time you issued a DISPLAY SERVICE=RESET command. The following
information is shown:

REQUESTS
The number of ENQ and RESERVE requests GDIF has processed.

TIME/REQUEST
The average number of seconds it takes GDIF to propagate a request.

RATE/SECOND
The average number of requests GDIF propagates per second.

RATE/CYCLE
The average number of requests GDIF propagates per control file cycle that already have at least one global ENQ
request present.

SINCE
The time and date at which GDIF began collecting these statistics.

MIM1022I
GDIF OPTION display:

COUNT=option                  EXEMPTRESERVES=opt.   DEQPOST=option

SETTRACE= options

SETPRINT= options

STATCOLLECT= options

STATCYCLE= value              STATINTERVAL= value

Reason:

This message displays information about the GDIF operating values that can be set on the SETOPTION command.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.

MIM1023I
GDIF EXEMPT list display

DISPLAY DEFAULT RESOURCE= type, JOB= type statements

Reason:

This message displays the contents of your exempt list.
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NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.

Note: This command displays a maximum of 72 characters. However, an RNAME may contain up to 255 characters.

MIM1024
statement HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM THE EXEMPT LIST

MIM1025
statement HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE EXEMPT LIST

MIM1026
statement ALREADY APPEARS IN THE EXEMPT LIST

MIM1027
statement CANNOT BE DELETED FROM THE EXEMPT LIST

Reason:

GDIF cannot negate the specified exempt list statement because PERMANENT=YES is specified on this statement. This
indicates that the statement cannot be negated.

Action:

Delete the statement from the exempt list if you want to negate its effect. This change will take effect the next time you
start MIM.

MIM1028I
CONFLICT display

QNAME   RNAME   REQUESTOR   TYPE        *

qname   rname   id1         type1

                id2         type2

Reason:

This message displays information about outstanding conflicts for resources on the local system. The following
information is shown for each conflict:

QNAME
The QNAME for the class of resources involved in a conflict.

RNAME
The RNAME of the resource for which there is a conflict.

REQUESTOR
Indicates what jobs, systems, or both, are involved in this conflict. If two job names are shown, then the conflict
involves those two local jobs. If one job name and one system ID are shown, then the conflict involves a local job
and another job on the specified system.

TYPE
Indicates what type of access each task needs. One or more of these values appear in place of these variables:
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HOLDS EXCL-Specified task has exclusive access.
HOLDS SHR-Specified task has shared access.
WAITS EXCL-Specified task needs exclusive access.
WAITS SHR-Specified task needs shared access.

*
Indicates that this job was exempted by job name from GDIF global processing at the time the enqueue was
issued.

MIM1029I
No {GLOBAL|LOCAL-only} conflicts exist

Reason:

Message MIM1029 varies depending on which form of the DISPLAY CONFLICTS command you issue.

MIM1030I
MIMQUERY RSN=rsncode : text

Reason:

This message is issued when either the DISPLAY CONFLICTS command or the DISPLAY ENQRESOURCE command is
unable to gather complete results from all systems in the MIMplex. The following information is shown:

• rsncode
Specifies the return code and reason code from the MIMQUERY interface.

• text
Provides a short explanation of the return code and reason code.

Action:

No immediate action is required.

However, if the message appears repeatedly, then the cause must be investigated. Verify that MIM, MIMQUERY, and
CAIENF/CCI are active on all systems in the MIMplex.

MIM1031I
ECMF is not active on system sysid

Reason:

This message is issued during global conflict processing when the system that owns the resource does not have ECMF
active. Because ECMF is not active on the external system, the job name of the conflicting job is unknown.

MIM1032E
Unexpected MIMEQQSC return code=code, R1=value

Reason:

An exceptional condition occurred while GDIF or ECMF was looking for information about outstanding conflicts. The
DISPLAY command is suppressed.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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MIM1033I
Counts have been reset

Reason:

This message confirms that the counts have been reset in response to a DISPLAY COUNTS=RESET.

MIM1034I
No requeued jobs

MIM1035I
ECMF requeued job display

   REQUESTOR     DSN/HOLDER   TYPE    SID

   name(jesid)   rname        type1   sysid1

   HELD BY taskid             type2   sysid2

Reason:

This message displays information about local jobs that have been requeued by ECMF. The following information is
shown:

REQUESTOR
The name of the job that has been requeued (in place of the name variable) and its JES2 ID (in place of the jesid
variable).

DSN/HOLDER
The first 30 characters of the RNAME of the contended resource (in place of the rname variable). The taskid
variable on the next line displays the name of the job or the ID of the TSO user that holds this resource.

TYPE
Indicates what type of access the requeued job needs (in place of the type1 variable) and what type of access the
holding task has (in place of the type2 variable).

SID
The system ID of the system on which the requeued job is executing (in place of the sysid1 variable) and the
system on which the holding task is executing (in place of the sysid2 variable).

MIM1036I
SETOPTION ECMF processing complete

MIM1037I
SETOPTION GDIF processing complete

MIM1038I
task1 jobid asid tcb   contention with   task2 asid tcb   {owns  |  waits} {SHR|EXCL} on   sysid

Reason:

ECMF has detected a conflict for a resource. The following information is shown:
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task1
The name of the task that needs the resource.

task2
The name of the task that controls the resource.

sysid
The ID of the system on which the controlling task is executing.

jobid
The jobid of the victim task.

asid
The address space id.

tcb
The TCB address.

MIM1039I
job jobid asid tcb   needs   type qname rname

Reason:

The specified task cannot obtain a resource that it needs. MIM1038 identifies the task controlling this resource. The
following information is shown:

job
The name of the task that needs the resource.

jobid
The jobid of the victim task.

asid
The address space id.

tcb
The TCB address.

type
The type of access (EXCL or SHR) this task needs.

qname
The major name (or QNAME) on the request. The QNAME identifies the class of resources being requested and
can indicate what type of function the task will perform with the requested resource.

rname
The minor name (or RNAME) on the request. The RNAME identifies the resource that is needed.

MIM1040I
job waiting for resources

Reason:

The specified job is waiting for another task to release a resource. This message is issued only for SYSDSN conflicts. If
this is a batch job, then this non-deletable message will remain until one of these conditions occurs:
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• The controlling task releases the resource.
• You cancel the controlling task or the batch job.
• The amount of time specified on the QNAME statement for that class of resources has passed. When this time expires,

the MIM1040 message is deleted, the conflict is reevaluated, and a new MIM1040 message is issued if the conflict
persists.

MIM1041
job action DUE TO AN ECMCONXT REQUEST

Reason:

Because of logic in the ECMCONXT exit routine, ECMF is performing special processing for a job involved in a resource
conflict. The following information is shown:

job
The name of the job.

action
Indicates how ECMF is handling this job.

MIM1042I

GDIF COUNTS=EXCEPTIONS display

 

LAST {RESTART|RESET} AT time ON date

RESOURCE    TOTAL    ------------- ENQs and RESERVES -----------------

 (QNAME)            SCOPE    EXEMPT    RNL=NO    USEREXIT    GDIF=NO

 Qname        n1       n2        n3        n4          n5         n6             

Reason:

This message displays information about requests that have been made for resources that were not processed by GDIF
since the last time you started GDIF. The following information is shown in this message:

RESOURCE (QNAME)
Identifies the QNAME on the request. If an asterisk (*) precedes the QNAME, then GDIF is not managing that
class of resources.

• TOTAL

Indicates the total number of requests that were not processed by GDIF for this resource.

• SCOPE

Indicates the number of requests that were not processed by GDIF based on a SCOPE mismatch. In other words, if MIM
is managing SYSDSN at a SCOPE=SYSTEM level, and a request is made at the SCOPE=SYSTEMS level, this value will
be incremented.

This value can be non-zero for a non-managed resource. In a PROCESS=SELECT environment, that would indicate
requests for non-managed resources with varying scopes, depending on your GDIF SETOPTION COUNT parameter. In
a PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS environment, the only way this value would be non-zero for a non-managed resource would
be if SET GDIF COUNT=ALL was in effect and a request is made with SCOPE=SYSTEM coded.

• EXEMPT

Indicates the number of requests that were not processed by GDIF due to an exempt statement in the EXEMPT member.
This value will be incremented both for EXEMPT by JOB and EXEMPT by RESOURCE statements.
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• RNL=NO

Indicates the number of requests that were not processed by GDIF due to an RNL=NO specification on the request. This
value can be non-zero for both managed and non-managed resources.

• USEREXIT

Indicates the number of requests that were not processed by GDIF due to a coded user exit that is in place.

GDIF=NO
Indicates the number of requests that were not processed by GDIF due to GDIF=NO specified in the QNAME
member. If a resource has GDIF=NO coded, the resource is still considered “managed” and will show up as
managed in the display. This value can be non-zero for non-managed resources. The only way this can be true is
in a PROCESS=SELECT environment for a resource not coded in your QNAME member.

NOTE
If there are multiple reasons why an ENQ could not be processed by GDIF, only one of the 5 counters is
updated. The comparisons are checked in the following order:

• RNL=NO
• GDIF=NO
• SCOPE
• EXEMPT
• USER EXIT

MIM1043I
dsname FREED FOR task ON sysid

Reason:

ECMF deallocated a data set that was allocated by, but not in use by, a TSO user. This enables another task to use that
data set. The following information is shown.

dsname
The dsname of the data set that ECMF deallocated.

task
The name of the task that needs this data set.

sysid
The system name of the system on which the task is executing.

MIM1045E
REQUEUE feature is unavailable

Reason:

The ECMF REQUEUE feature could not be initialized. MIM terminates with a U0040 abend code.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM1046E
ABEND code in Job Requeue Task

Reason:
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The ECMF REQUEUE feature abended. The system abend code associated with this abend is shown in place of the
code variable. ECMF will restart the REQUEUE feature. An SVC dump is generated with the heading shown in message
MIM1047.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM1047
ABEND IN ECMF REQUEUE TASK

Reason:

This message appears as the title of an SVC dump that is produced in response to an abend in the REQUEUE feature.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM1048I
jobname (jobid) Released - Data sets now available

Reason:

ECMF determined that the requested resources are now available and released the held batch job.

MIM1049A
Requeued jobs found - Reply 'RELEASE', 'USE', or 'DISCARD'

Reason:

ECMF is asking how to handle requeued batch jobs and checkpoint information. ECMF issues this prompt:

• At shutdown, if it has held jobs due to resource contention
• At startup, if the ECMF options specified REQCHKPT=ASK

When ECMF issues the prompt at shutdown, it allows a limited amount of time for the response. If there is no response in
this time, it acts as if the response had been USE. This avoids excessive delay of a GDIF shutdown when the prompt is
given.

Action:

Respond by entering one of these values:

RELEASE
Tells ECMF to release requeued jobs. ECMF also retains checkpoint information about the released jobs until it
determines that the jobs were either completed or purged. If REQCHKPT=ASK is used, then ECFM may ask (at
startup) about jobs that were released during the previous shutdown.

USE
Tells ECMF to reinstate checkpointed jobs and begin the process of re-evaluating resource conflicts for these
jobs.

DISCARD
Tells ECMF to leave requeued jobs in a held state and discard checkpoint information. You need to release these
jobs manually.
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MIM1050E
Invalid REPLY to MIM1049A

Action:

Enter a valid reply when message MIM1049 is redisplayed.

MIM1051
Warning - Truncated checkpoint data received

Reason:

ECMF found checkpoint information but could not find an end-of-checkpoint indicator. ECMF attempts to continue
processing. ECMF may not recognize all jobs that were requeued when ECMF last terminated.

Action:

Check the system log for the last time ECMF terminated to see whether all of the jobs that were checkpointed at that time
have been received. If not, then you will need to release those jobs manually.

MIM1052E
jobname(jobid) incomplete checkpoint data received

Reason:

ECMF found checkpoint information for a requeued batch job but could not find an end-of-job indicator. ECMF tries to
continue processing.

Action:

If the job is not reinstated to the ECMF REQUEUE control, it will have to be released manually.

MIM1053
date time ECMF CONFLICT TRACE:

 JOBNAME=task1   JOB-ID=ID    REQUEST=type2

 QNAME=qname     RNAME=rname

 CONFLICT WITH task2    HOLDS type3  ON sysid

Reason:

ECMF has detected a conflict for a resource. The following information is shown:

date
The date on which the conflict occurred.

time
The time at which the conflict occurred.

JOBNAME
The name of the task that needs the resource.

JOB-ID
The JES ID of the task that needs the resource.
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REQUEST
Indicates what type of control the requesting task needs. SHR (for shared access) and EXCL (for exclusive
access) are the possible values.

QNAME
The major name (or QNAME) on the request. The QNAME identifies the class of resources being requested and
can indicate what type of function the task will perform with the requested resource.

RNAME
The minor name (or RNAME) on the request. The RNAME identifies the resource that is needed.

CONFLICT-WITH
The name of the task that controls the resource.

HOLDS
Indicates what type of access the controlling task has. SHR (for shared access) and EXCL (for exclusive access)
are the possible values.

ON
The system ID of the system on which the controlling task is executing.

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set, if the TRACE feature is active.

MIM1054
date time GDIF GLOBAL CONFLICT TRACE

   QNAME=qname    RNAME=rname

   ASID=asid      TCB=tcb    TYPE=type2

   CONFLICT WITH sysid

Reason:

A job or user on the local system needs a resource that is held by a task on an external system. The following information
is shown in this message:

date
The date on which the conflict occurred.

time
The time at which the conflict occurred.

QNAME
The major name (or QNAME) on the request. The QNAME identifies the class of resources being requested and
can indicate what type of function the task will perform with the requested resource.

RNAME
The minor name (or RNAME) on the request. The RNAME identifies the resource that is needed.

ASID
Specifies the address space ID.

TCB
Specifies the TCB address.

TYPE
Indicates what type of ENQ request the conflicting task issued, and what type of control, SHR or EXCL, the task
requested. One of these values is shown in place of this variable:
CHNG

The task tried to change its level of control for the resource from shared to exclusive. RET=CHNG was
specified.
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NORM
The task tried to perform one of these actions:

• Unconditionally obtain control of the resource. RET=NONE was specified.
• Obtain control of the resource only if the task had not previously requested it. RET=HAVE was

specified.
• Issue an ECB-type ENQ or RESERVE request.

USE
The task tried to obtain control of the resource only if the resource was available. RET=USE was
specified.

TEST
The task determined whether the resource was available, but the task did not try to obtain control of that
resource. RET=TEST was specified.

CONFLICT WITH
The system ID of the system on which the task is executing.

This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, the message is suppressed.

MIM1059E
GQB address: [x'address'] QNAME=qname RNAME=rname

Reason:

GDIF has detected an inconsistency between the way GDIF and z/OS represent ownership for the specified resource.
The following information is shown in this message:

x'address'
This is the address of an internal GDIF control block.

qname
This is the QNAME on the ENQ or RESERVE request that is associated with this control block.

rname
This is the RNAME on the ENQ or RESERVE request that is associated with this control block.

After requesting an SVC dump, GDIF attempts to recover.

Action:

For more information on this abend, see GDIF User Abends in the section “Troubleshooting” in the MII Programming
section. If you are still unable to find the cause, then gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

MIM1060
date time job-task ISSUED THE FOLLOWING PROPAGATED REQUEST:

  req CTRL=type ASCB=ascbaddr  TCB=tcbaddr PSW=pswaddr [LINKAGE=SYSTEM] 

  [RNL=NO]

  MASID=masid    MTCB=mtcb

  PROPAGATE_RSN: reason

  QNAME=qname    RNAME=rname

Reason:
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MIM issues this message whenever an ENQ or RESERVE request involves a QNAME that is being managed by GDIF,
ECMF, or both. Note that “PROPAGATED” appears in the display only if it is a managed ENQ or RESERVE request. The
following information is shown:

date
Specifies the date on which the request was issued.

time
Specifies the time at which the request was issued.

job-task
Indicates the name of the task that requested the resource.

req
Indicates what type of request was issued, ENQ or RESERVE.

CTRL
Indicates the type of control requested for the resource, SHR or EXCL.

SCOPE
Indicates the scope. One of these values is shown in place of the scope variable:

• SYSTEM
• SYSTEMS

If this is a RESERVE request, then the volser of the reserved device also is displayed.
RET

This parameter of the ENQ macro instruction and its values are described in the appropriate Application
Development Reference documentation for the version of z/OS you are running.

ASCB
Indicates the address of the Address Space Control Block for the address space that issued the request.

TCB
Indicates the address of the Task Control Block (TCB) for the task that issued the requests, or the directed TCB, if
DTCB= was specified on the ENQ request.

PSW
Indicates the address of the next instruction to be executed after control is returned to the request issuer.

LINKAGE=SYSTEM
Indicates that the requester specified LINKAGE=SYSTEM on the ENQ request. If LINKAGE=SYSTEM was not
specified on the ENQ request, this information is not displayed.

RNL=NO
Indicates that the requester specified RNL=NO on the request. If RNL=NO was not specified on the ENQ request,
this information is not displayed.

MASID
Specifies the value of the MASID parameter on the original ENQ request. If MASID was not specified on the ENQ
request, this information is not displayed.

MTCB
Specifies the value of the MTCB parameter on the original ENQ request. If MTCB is not specified on the ENQ
request, this information is not displayed.

PROPAGATE_RSN
Indicates why the request was propagated or not propagated by GDIF.

QNAME
Indicates the major name (or QNAME) on the request. The QNAME identifies the class of resources being
requested and can indicate what type of function the task will perform with one of these resources.
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RNAME
Indicates the minor name (or RNAME) on the request. The RNAME identifies the resource that is needed.

This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

MIM1062
date time GQB CONTROL BLOCK:

  GQBNEXT=number   GQBPREV=number   GQB_LNXT=number    GQB_LPRV@=number

  GQBXID=ID        QNAME=qname      QINDEX=index       GQB_HASH#=number

  GQBALIAS=alias

  GQBOWNS=no       GQBEXCL=no       GQBHOLDS=no        GQBFLAG=no

  GQBNAMLN=        GQBFLAGS=flags

  RNAME= rname

Reason:

MIM issues this message when trace information is requested for the GQB control block. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued.

This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

MIM1063
date time GCB CONTROL BLOCK:

   GCBXID=ID        GCBECB=     GCBFLG3=

   GCBHOLDS=number  GCBBENQ@=   GCBASID=ID   GCBTCB=

   GCBFLG1=flags    GCB1EXCL    GCB1NQEL     GCB1PEND

Reason:

MIM issues this message when trace information is requested for the GQB control block. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time the request was issued.

This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

MIM1064
GETBENQ date time  BENQ CONTROL BLOCK:

   BENQNEXT=   BENQPREV=   BENQBTCB=   BENQQELA=   

   BENQPEL=

Reason:

MIM issues this message when trace information is requested for the GQB control block. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued.

This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.
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MIM1065
date time GXE CONTROL BLOCK:

   GXC2XID=    GXC2QID=    GXC2HID=     GXC2TCBA=    GXC2ASID=   GXC2ASKR= 

   GXC2RPLY=   GXC2HASH=   GXC2FLAGS=   GXC2FLAGX=   GXC2JANM=

Reason:

MIM issues this message when trace information is requested for the GXE control block. The information displayed
depends on the transaction type. This example shows information for transaction type 2. The other transaction types
are 3, 4, 5, 19, and 21. This information is for use by Broadcom Support only. The following information is shown for all
transaction types:

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued.

Transaction Type 3

date  time  GXE CONTROL BLOCK:  type  CONFLICTING JOB=   ASID=  TCB=      HASH=  Q-ID= 

VICTIM      JOB=   JESID= SYSTEM=   TYPE=

Transaction Type 4

date  time  GXE CONTROL BLOCK:  type  GXQHASH#=  GXQOWNS=  GXQXID=  GXQEXCL=

Transaction Type 5

date   time   GXE CONTROL BLOCK:   type GXHHASH#=        GXHSYSID=   GXHQID=      GXHXID=

Transaction Type 19

date    time    GXE CONTROL BLOCK:  type  

GX19XID=       GX19OWNS=      GX19EXCL=     GX19HASH= 

GX19FLAG=      GX19MAJ#=      GX19MINL=     GX19MINR=

Transaction Type 21

date    time    GXE CONTROL BLOCK:  type  

GX21QNLN=      GX21QNAM=     GX21QNIX=    GX21FLG1=   GX21SNDM= 

MIM1066
date    time    DEQ CONTROL BLOCK

   HASH#    QINDEX=   QNAME=       RN-LENGTH=

   FLAGS=   GQB=      ALIAS GQB=

   RNAME=

Reason:

MIM issues this message when trace information is requested for the DEQ control block. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued.

This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

MIM1069I
jobname(jobid) action
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Reason:

ECMF issues this message once for each requeued job to indicate how ECMF is handling that job at termination or
startup. The following information is shown:

jobname
The name of the requeued batch job.

jobid
The JES ID of the requeued job.

action
Indicates how ECMF is handling this job. One of these values is shown in place of this variable:
RELEASED DUE TO REQCKPT=RELEASE

ECMF released the job and discarded the checkpoint information of the job.
HELD DUE TO REQCKPT=DISCARD

ECMF left the job in a held state and discarded checkpoint information for that job.
REINSTATED TO ECMF REQUEUE CONTROL

ECMF regained control over a job that was checkpointed when ECMF terminated.
IS NO LONGER VALID FOR ECMF REQUEUE

ECMF is not managing this job because it was released before ECMF was restarted.
CHECKPOINTED

ECMF is storing checkpoint information for this job.

MIM1070I
jobname(jobid) Released - Requeue inactivated

MIM1071I
No valid ECMF INIT values

MIM1072I
ECMF OPTION display:

   ACTIONMESSAGES=option   AUTOFREE= option     JESCHAR= char

   MIM1098=value           NOICOVRD= option     RELQUALL= option

   REQUEUE= nnn            REQAFTER= option     REQCKPT= option

   REQCYCLE= nnn           REQSECUR= option     SETTRACE= option

   SETPRINT= option        STATCOLLECT= option  STATCYCLE= value

   STATINTERVAL= value

Reason:

This message displays information about the ECMF operating values that can be set on the SETOPTION ECMF
command.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.

MIM1073I
No non-managed counts exist
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MIM1074I
QNAME statement parameter display

   QNAME= qname      GDIF= option,     SCOPE= option,

   EXEMPT= option,   RESERVES= option, TRACE= option,

   ECMF= option,     RPTAFTER= nn,     RPTCYCLE= nn,

   SOURCE:value

Reason:

This message displays the contents of your QNAME list.

The following list describes the possible values for SOURCE.

ADDQNAME
Indicates the QNAME was changed by an ADDQNAME operator command. It may have been absent from the
PDS-member of the QNAME list when MII started, or it may have been removed by a DELQNAME and then re-
added by an ADDQNAME operator command.

ALLSYSTEMS
Indicates the QNAME was added because some program issued an ENQ or RESERVE while MII was running in
MODE=ALLSYSTEMS

DELQNAME
Indicates the QNAME was removed by a DELQNAME operator command. It may have been present in the PDS-
member of the QNAME when MII started, or it may have been added by an ADDQNAME command, before the
DELQNAME was issued.

MEMBER
Indicates the QNAME appeared in the PDS-member of the QNAME list when MII started, and was not
subsequently changed by ADDQNAME or DELQNAME commands.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.

MIM1076W
Command not processed because no QNAME specifies EXEMPT=YES

MIM1077E
Initialization failed because SDSI is active

Action:

Stop SDSI and restart MIM.

MIM1078E
Initialization failed because MSI is active

Action:

Stop MSI and restart MIM.

MIM1080I
ALTER processing complete for QNAME qname
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MIM1081E
ALTER processing failed; QNAME qname not found

MIM1082I
ENQ Conflict Management Facility/ECMF Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message is issued at the start of ECMF initialization.

MIM1083I
jobname(jobid) Requeued - Waiting for data sets

Reason:

A MIM requeued batch job remains in the HELD queue until a resource becomes available.

MIM1084W
jobname(jobid) Remains held - storage unavailable

Reason:

Because of a storage shortage in the MIM address space, ECMF cannot determine whether a conflict exists for this
requeued batch job. ECMF will try to determine whether the conflict exists again. The number of seconds ECMF waits is
determined by the REQCYCLE parameter on the SETOPTION command.

Action:

If the storage problem persists and the conflict is resolved, then release the job manually.

MIM1085I
Job Requeue Task successfully recovered

MIM1086I
ADDQNAME QNAME=qname_parm complete

MIM1090I
nnn Global conflicts dequeued

Reason:

You issued an EXEMPT LOCAL JOB= command or a DEQJOB command, and conflicts were resolved for nnn resources
that had been involved in a global conflict.

MIM1091I
GDIF ENQRESOURCE DISPLAY

    QNAME   RNAME   REQUESTOR   TYPE 
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    qname   rname   name        type   *

Reason:

This message displays information about all outstanding requests for a specified resource. The following information is
shown:

QNAME
Identifies the class of resources for which you requested information.

RNAME
Identifies the resource for which you requested information.

REQUESTOR
Identifies the job or system that has requested this resource. If a local task has requested the resource, then its
name appears in place of the name variable. If a task on another system has requested the resource, then the ID
of the system on which that task is executing appears here instead.

TYPE
Indicates whether the task has access to the resource or is waiting for access. It also indicates what type of
access a task has or needs. One of these values appears in place of the type variable:
HOLDS EXCL-This task has exclusive access.
HOLDS SHR-This task has shared access.
WAITS EXCL-This task is waiting for exclusive access.
WAITS SHR-This task is waiting for shared access.

*
Indicates that this job was exempted by job name from GDIF global processing at the time the enqueue was
issued.

MIM1092I
No requestors for ENQRESOURCE qname rname

Reason:

There are no requesters for this resource or resource class.

Action:

None. This is an informational message only.

MIM1093I
qname does not appear in QNAME list

Reason:

A class of resources identified in a previous MIM1091 or MIM1092 message is not being managed by GDIF or ECMF. The
QNAME for this class of resources is shown in place of the qname variable.

MIM1094I
ENQRESOURCE is EXEMPT

MIM1096I
GDIF converted RESERVE display
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   QNAME   RNAME      REQUESTOR   TYPE 

   qname   rname      id1         type1

Reason:

This message displays information about hardware reserves that have been converted to global ENQ requests by GDIF,
or if MII maintains the hardware reserve (RESERVES=KEEP) and propagates the ENQ globally. If this message contains
text in brackets, then there is an outstanding conflict for that resource. The following information is shown:

QNAME
The major name (or QNAME) on the request. The QNAME identifies the class of resources being requested and
can indicate what type of function the task will perform with the requested resource.

RNAME
The minor name (or RNAME) on the request. The RNAME identifies the resource that is needed.
Note: If the rname is more than 32 characters, the remainder of the rname is displayed on the next line in the
RNAME column. To truncate the rname to 32 characters in this message, specify the TRUNCATE option on the
DISPLAY GDIF RESERVE command.

REQUESTOR
The jobs, systems, or both, that have requested this resource.

TYPE
Indicates what type of access each task has or needs. One or more of these values appears in place of the type
variables:
HOLDS EXCL-The specified task has exclusive access.
HOLDS SHR-The specified task has shared access.
WAITS EXCL-The specified task needs exclusive access
WAITS SHR-The specified task needs shared access.

MIM1097I
No converted RESERVES

MIM1098I
Contention with   task jobid   needs   type   on   sysid

Reason:

Another task or user needs a resource that you are holding. The following information is shown in this message:

task
This is the task that needs the resource.

jobid
The jobid of the victim task.

type
This is the type of access this task needs. EXCL and SHR are the possible values.

sysid
This is the system name of the system on which this task is executing.

MIM1099I
userid jobid asid tcb   holds   qname rname type
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jobid
The jobid of the TSO owner.

asid
The address space id.

tcb
The TCB address.

type
This is the type of access this task needs. EXCL and SHR are the possible values.

qname
The major name (or QNAME) on the request. The QNAME identifies the class of resources being requested and
can indicate what type of function the task will perform with the requested resource.

rname
The minor name (or RNAME) on the request. The RNAME identifies the resource that is needed.

type
This is the type of access this task needs. EXCL and SHR are the possible values.

Action:

Release the resource as soon as possible.

MIM1100
{GDIINIT|ECMINIT} NO LONGER SUPPORT KEYWORDS ENQEXIT, RSVEXIT, CMDEXIT, OR CONEXIT - THESE
MUST BE CONVERTED

Reason:

This message indicates that you attempted to set initialization values in either the GDIINIT or ECMINIT statement with
parameters that are no longer valid.

Action:

Enter a valid parameter as a value recognized by the most recent release of the MIM product.

MIM1102
date time  QSCAREA GQSCAN 

QSCRETC=        QSC#RIBS=       QSCRIBL=     QSCTOKEN=     QSCSIZE=    QSCLAREA=

QSCTCB@=        QSCMRIB=        ASCBCREC=

QSCLFLAG1=flag  QSCFLAG2=flag

Reason:

MIM issues this message when trace information is requested for the control block GQSCAN. This information is for use
by Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued.

MIM1106W
ADDQNAME failed; QNAME=qname already exists in QNAME list
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MIM1107W
DELQNAME failed; QNAME=qname not found in QNAME list

MIM1108I
ADDQNAME QNAME=qname pending on system sysid

MIM1109I
DELQNAME QNAME=qname pending on system sysid

MIM1110I
ADDQNAME QNAME=qname processed by system sysid

MIM1111I
DELQNAME QNAME=qname processed by system sysid

MIM1112I
ADDQNAME QNAME=qname complete on all active systems

MIM1113I
DELQNAME QNAME=qname complete on all active systems

MIM1114E
ECMOPT REQUEUE=ON failed; No checkpoint files exist

MIM1115W
Invalid subtype mnemonic value vv

MIM1116E
{ADDQNAME|DELQNAME} QNAME=qname failed global processing

Reason:

An ADDQNAME or DELQNAME command was successfully processed on the system on which it was issued, but an
error condition prevented the command from being propagated to external systems.

Action:

Try to reissue the command. If this message is received a second time, then contact Broadcom Support.

MIM1117W
{ADDQNAME|DELQNAME} invalid before synchronization
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Reason:

MIM must be completely synchronized before these commands can be processed. The DISPLAY SYSTEMS command
may be issued to see which systems are still pending.

Action:

Reissue the command after MIM has become synchronized.

MIM1118E
ADDQNAME failed; QNAME=qname is being quiesced

Reason:

This informational message indicates that the QNAME shown is being quiesced to avoid an integrity exposure when the
DELQNAME command is issue.

Action:

Reissue the ADDQNAME command once quiescing has completed.

MIM1119I
ECMF deactivated

Reason:

ECMF is terminating on the local system due to one of the following:

• A z/OS CANCEL, STOP, or SHUTDOWN command was issued for MIM.
• MIM (or ECMF) experienced an abend from which it could not recover.

All ECMF processing stops on the local system.

Action:

If a z/OS CANCEL, STOP, or SHUTDOWN command was issued, then you do not need to take any action. Otherwise,
gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM1120W
jobname GDIF waiting for jobname; ASID=asid TCB=tcb address

Reason:

MII is currently waiting for a cross-memory post by a task requesting an ENQ. GDIF global ENQ processing will not
continue until this event occurs. The jobname, ASID, and TCB of the problem task are identified in the above message.
MII will schedule an SDUMP of the problem task/batch job, and the MII address space. This message is issued 60
seconds after the beginning of the wait. Also, MIM0061 warning messages may appear on external systems until this
situation is resolved. MIM1120 is issued every 60 seconds until one of the following events occurs:

• The TCB of the problem task/batch job is terminated.
• The problem task/batch job is terminated.

Action:

Cancel the TCB associated with the problem task/batch job or cancel the problem task/batch job.
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MIM1121I
Contents

GDIF Performance Data

   Operation   Elapsed Time   CPU Time

   operation   t.tttttt       t.tttttt

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DUMP GDIF SERVICE command. This message displays the performance of the
last operation event, where t.tttttt is in seconds of elapsed time and CPU time, respectively.

Note: The DUMP GDIF SERVICE command is solely intended for use as a diagnostic tool under the direction of
Broadcom Support.

Action:

None.

MIM1125

qname actioncd dsblcnt reqcnt fpsrat fpf1rat fpf2rat fpf3rat

Reason:

GDIF detected environmental conditions that warranted a dynamic change to the GDIF internal optimization processing
for this QNAME.

qname
Indicates the QNAME.

actioncd
Indicates the action taken by the GDIF internal tuning algorithm. The possible codes follow:
1-Optimization temporarily enabled for requests with this QNAME
2-Optimization temporarily disabled for requests with this QNAME due to local resource contention
3-Optimization temporarily disabled for requests with this QNAME due to cross-system resource contention
4-Optimization permanently disabled for requests with this QNAME.

dsblcnt
Indicates the number of times that optimization has been temporarily disabled for requests with this QNAME.

reqcnt
Indicates the number of ENQ or RESERVE requests for this QNAME since startup, or since the last reset.

fpsrat
Indicates the percentage of reqcnt requests that have been successfully processed with optimization.

fpf1rat
Indicates the percentage of reqcnt requests that have not been processed with optimization due to the requests
being ineligible.

fpf2rat
Indicates the percentage of reqcnt requests that have not been processed with optimization due to local resource
contention.

fpf3rat
Indicates the percentage of reqcnt requests that have not been processed with optimization due to cross-system
resource contention.

Action:
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None.

Note: The MIM11251 message will be shipped with the default of MCSFLAG=(HRDCPY) -hardcopy only. The message
will not show up on consoles of job logs. If you want to customize the message attributes (MCSFLAG,DESC,ROUTE
codes), then you can use the message facility.

MIM1148E
QNAME(S) WERE IGNORED IN MEMBER memname

Reason:

The PDS member of the local system did not match the QNAME list of other systems. The local system accepted the
QNAME list of the other systems. One or more QNAMEs in the PDS-member were ignored when the local system
accepted the QNAME list; MII does not manage an ignored QNAME. Messages written to SYSLOG (MIM1149I) list each
ignored QNAME. The memname value is the name of the MIMQNAME PDS member used by the local system.

Action:

Inform the systems programmer that some QNAMEs were ignored and are not being managed by MII.

MIM1149I
QNAME name1 IS IGNORED

Reason:

The listed QNAME (name1) appears in the MIMQNAME PDS member of this system, but is not managed by the other
MIM systems. The local system is ignoring the listed QNAME, because the local system accepted the QNAME list from
the other systems. MII does not manage the listed QNAME.

Action:

Decide whether to issue an ADDQNAME command to instruct MII to manage the listed QNAME. MII will then manage
the QNAME after the next global restart of all MII systems. Use the DISPLAY GDIF QNAME command to discover which
QNAMEs are managed by MII.

MIM1150I
QNAME MEMBER name1 IS FIRST SYNCHRONIZED QNAME LIST

Reason:

The system issuing this message is the first synchronized MII system, and therefore does not need to accept a QNAME
list from any other system. A system which subsequently starts MII with the option MISMATCHQNAME=ACCEPT will use
a QNAME list obtained from the PDS-member of the first synchronized system, instead of using its own PDS-member, if
there is any difference between the two members.

Action:

Decide whether to update the PDS member of the system issuing this message, or to update the PDS-member of
systems issuing MIM1149I, to prevent future warnings from MII about mismatches in the QNAME list. To discover which
QNAMEs are managed by MII, use the DISPLAY GDIF QNAME command.

MIM1152W
Global GRS ENQ processing active without GRSRNL=EXCLUDE option specified

Reason:
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During MII initialization it was determined that Global GRS is active on this system and is executing with an option other
than GRSRNL=EXCLUDE. In this environment, if both the GRS RNL statements and the MII QNAME statements are not
coordinated correctly, results are unpredictable. Resource dead locks or resource integrity exposures might occur.

Action:

MII initialization continues. CA does not recommend running with any other value except GRSRNL=EXCLUDE. If both
MII and GRS are used to manage selected resources globally, carefully examine the GRS RNL statements and the MII
QNAME statements and verify that no resource overlap exists.

MIM1153I
DISPLAY QNAMES found no match

Reason:

Either the DISPLAY GDIF QNAMES or the DISPLAY ECMF QNAMES command found no QNAME to display.

Action:

Check that the value specified on the DISPLAY command is correct.

MIM1154I
GDIF CFSIZE Display:

Recommended primary GDIF control file size: n KB

Peak:

   Number of Global Resources.:  n

   Average RNAME length.......:  n

   Number of GCBs.............:  n

   Number of GHBs.............:  n

   Number of MIMQNAME QNAMEs..:  n

   Number of ALLSYS QNAMEs........:  n

   Number of Dynamic QNAMEs.....:  n

   Required control file size.:  n KB

Current:

   Number of Global Resources.:  n

   Average RNAME length.......:  n

   Number of GCBs.............:  n

   Number of GHBs.............:  n

   Number of MIMQNAME QNAMEs..:  n

   Number of ALLSYS QNAMEs....:  n

   Number of Dynamic QNAMEs...:  n

   Required control file size.:  n KB

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the DISPLAY GDIF CFSIZE command. It displays a control file size
recommendation based on your peak workload observed since product startup. If the DETAIL option is specified, then it
also displays both peak and current values for the following various metrics used to calculate the size recommendation:

Recommended primary GDIF control file size
The recommended size, in KB, recommended for your primary control file.

Number of Global Resources
The number of managed global ENQ resources concurrently held across the complex.
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Average RNAME Length
The mean of the length of the RNAME described in the Number of Global Resources.

Number of GCBs
The number of GCB control blocks, which represent interest for or ownership of an ENQ resource by the local
system, on the local system. Only a small subset of these requires control file space on a global copy in practice.
However, all are included in the size calculation so that the size estimate errs on the conservative side.

Number of GHBs
The number of GHB control blocks, representing desire for an ENQ resource by an external system, on the local
system.

Number of MIMQNAME QNAMEs
The number of control blocks representing managed QNAMEs built from the MIMQNAME member or from an
internal list of QNAMEs hard-coded in the product.

Number of ALLSYS QNAMEs
The number of control blocks representing managed QNAMEs that originated from GDIINIT
PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS additions.

Number of Dynamic QNAMEs
The number of control blocks representing managed QNAMEs that originated from ADDQNAME or DELQNAME
commands.

Required control file size
The total control file size, in KB, that would be required to perform a global copy (typically done at migration/VCF
recovery or product startup).

Action:

Ensure that your control files are adequately allocated given the displayed information.

MIM1166E
Error calculating GDIF control file size; RSN:rsn

Reason:

A DISPLAY GDIF CFSIZE command was entered and an error occurred while calculating the required or recommended
GDIF control file sizes. Rsn indicates the nature of the failure as follows:

4
--The calculation load module is not yet loaded into virtual memory

8
--The calculation module experienced an overflow or other calculation error

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM1167I
Recommended primary GDIF control file size: n Kb

Reason:

This message is issued at product shutdown and indicates the recommended size, in Kilobytes, for your primary GDIF
control file. By default, this message is issued only to the hardcopy device. If you want to alter the attributes of this
message, then use the MIM Message Facility.
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Action:

Ensure that your control files are adequately allocated based on the displayed information.

MIM1177I
nnn RCN blocks; nnn RQC blocks

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DUMP ECMF RCN or DUMP ECMF RQC command. It enumerates the count of
RCN and RQC blocks, respectively, that were dumped.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1178I
qname rname

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a DUMP ECMF RCN or DUMP ECMF RQC command. It names the QNAME /
RNAME combination for which RCN and RQC blocks will be dumped.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1179I
DELQNAME QNAME=qname_parm complete

MIM1180I
ENQ Resource Display

S=sys  qname    rname                            

  MGR Sysname  Jobname  ASID TCBADDR  CNTR Status WaitTime

  mgr   sysname  jobname  asid   tcbaddr      cntr    status waittime       

Reason:

This message displays information about all outstanding requests for a specified resource. The following information is
shown:

• S
Identifies the scope of the resouces for which you requested information.  Possible values are:

• – SYS - scope is SYSTEM
– SYSS - scope is SYSTEMS
– STEP - scope is STEP

• qname
Identifies the class of resources for which you requested information

• rname
Identifies the resource for which you requested information
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• MGR
Identifies which serialization package manages the resource for which you requested information
– MIM - Indicates MIM manages the resource
– GRS - Indicates GRS manages the resource

• Sysname
Identifies the system that has requested this resource

• Jobname
Identifies the job that has requested this resource

• ASID
Identifies the ASID of the job that has requested this resource

• TCBADDR
Identifies the TCB address of the job that has requested this resource

• CNTR
Indicates the control level requested for the resource. The CNTR can be one of these values:
– EXCL - requests exclusive access
– SHR - requests shared access

• Status
Indicates whether the task has access to the resource or is waiting for access. It also indicates what type of access a
task has or needs. The status can be one of these values:
– OWN - Owns the resource.
– WAIT - Waiting for the resource.

• WaitTime
Indicates how long the job has been waiting for this resource

MIM1186I

MIM1181I
Conflicts Display                                   

  S=scp qname      rname                                      

    MGR Sysname  Jobname   ASID  TCBADDR   CNTR Status  WaitTime 

    mgr   sysname  jobname   asid     tcbaddr       cntr   status   waittime

Reason:

This message displays information about all ENQ related conflicts. The following information is shown:

• S
Identifies the scope of the resouces for which you requested information.  Possible values are:

• – SYS - scope is SYSTEM
– SYSS - scope is SYSTEMS
– STEP - scope is STEP

• qname
Identifies the class of resources for which you requested information

• rname
Identifies the resource for which you requested information
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• MGR
Identifies who manages the resource for which you requested information

• Sysname
Identifies the system that has requested this resource

• Jobname
Identifies the job that has requested this resource

• ASID
Identifies the ASID of the job that has requested this resource

• TCBADDR
Identifies the TCB address of the job that has requested this resource

• CNTR
Indicates the control level requested for the resource.  The CNTR can be one of these values:

• – EXCL - requests exclusive access
– SHR - requests shared access

• Status
Indicates whether the task has access to the resource or is waiting for access. It also indicates what type of access a
task has or needs. The status can be one of these values:
– OWN - Owns the resource.
– WAIT - Waiting for the resource.

• WaitTime
Indicates how long the job has been waiting for this resource

MIM1200W
DASD Data Integrity Health Check - GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT detected

Reason:

During MII initialization, it was determined that GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT was coded in the MIMINIT parmlib member
or that the PROCESS parameter is defaulting to SELECT. Customers running MII in SELECT mode typically have many
DASD data integrity exposures in their DASD data-sharing MIIplex. These exposures occur because system programmers
rarely maintain accurate MII ENQ management definitions in the MIMQNAME parmlib member. This oversight causes
many SCOPE=SYSTEMS ENQs to not be propagated across all MIIplex systems - each of which are a data integrity
exposure. These DASD data integrity exposures can result in corrupted DASD data. Because of the critical nature of
DASD data loss, MII issues this warning message to alert systems programmers that DASD data integrity exposures are
likely to exist in their DASD sharing MIIplex. MII initialization continues.

Action:

We recommend that you set GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS rather than PROCESS=SELECT. Running MII in
ALLSYSTEMS mode causes GDIF to propagate all SCOPE=SYSTEMS ENQs across all MIIplex systems. This mode
eliminates DASD data integrity exposures, and eliminates the need to constantly maintain ENQ management definitions in
the MIMQNAME parmlib member.

Note: For more information on how to implement ALLSYSTEMS mode, see the section “Advanced Topics” in the MII
Programming section. Note that due to the complexities involved in converting MII from SELECT to ALLSYSTEMS mode,
we recommend contacting MIM Technical Support for assistance in converting to ALLSYSTEMS mode.

MIM1301E
MIMQUERY address space failed to initialize
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Reason:

The MIMQUERY address space attempted to initialize but was unable to complete. This message can be issued as a
result of the MIMQUERY server failing during initialization, or if the MIMQUERY server attempts to restart multiple times
within 30 seconds.

Action:

Review log for additional error messages.

MIM1302I

MIMQUERY restarted after unexpected termination

Reason:

MIMQUERY unexpectedly terminated and successfully restarted.

Action:

None. This is an informational message only.

MIM1303E
MIMQUERY failure limit exceeded – not restarted

Reason:

MIMQUERY is unable to restart automatically because the maximum number of restarts has already been reached.

Action:

No action is required.

MIM1812
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th NQPB: NQPREFRONTEND (ISGNQXITPREBATCH) exit parameter list

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for NQPREFRONTENDEXIT event activity. A formatted
dump of the ISGYNQPB control block follows this message.The date and time are the date and time when the request
was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is
suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1813
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th XERP: EQXER (Evaluate Resource) Input/Output parameter list

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for NQPREFRONTENDEXIT event activity. A formatted
dump of the XERP control block follows this message. The date and time are the date and time when the request was
issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is
suppressed.
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Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1814
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th NQBP: NQFRONTENTEXIT (ISGNQXITBATCH/CND) exit parm list

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for NQFRONTENDEXIT event activity. A formatted dump of
the NQBP control block (mapped by ISGYNQBP) follows this message. The date and time are the date and time when
the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this
message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1815
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th NQBPRSC_ENTRY: (ISGNQXITBATCH/CND) resource entry

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for NQFRONTENDEXIT event activity. A formatted dump
of the NQBPRSC_ENTRY control block (mapped by ISGYNQBP) follows this message. The date and time are the date
and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active.
Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1816
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th ENF 51 Signal Data Block

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the
IEFENFSG control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1817
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th ENF 51 Signal - Contention Data

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the
ISGE51CN control block follows this message.
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This information is for use by Broadcom Support only. The date and time are the date and time when the request was
issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is
suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1818
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th ENF 51 Signal - Resource Name

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the ISGRIB
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1819
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th ENF 51 Signal - Requestor

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the ISGRIBE
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1820
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th Conflict Event Block

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the MII CEN
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1821
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th Resource Conflict Block

Reason:
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MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the MII RCN
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1822
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th Requestor Conflict Block

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the MII RQC
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1823
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th  RIB (fixed segment) Block

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the ISGRIB
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1824
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th RIBE Block

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the ISGRIBE
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1825
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th CIR Block
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Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for CONFLICT event activity. A formatted dump of the CIR
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1826
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th CIHB Block

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for CONFLICT event activity. A formatted dump of the CIBH
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIM1827
ddmmmyy ddd hh:mm:ss.th CQP Block

Reason:

MII issues this message when trace information is requested for ENF 51 event activity. A formatted dump of the CQP
control block follows this message.

The date and time are the date and time when the request was issued. This message is written to the MIM trace data set
if the TRACE feature is active. Otherwise, this message is suppressed.

Action:

This information is for use by Broadcom Support only.

MIMES001E
NAME/TOKEN service error

Reason:

An error has occurred during initialization of the early startup ENQ/RESERVE monitor. The current task is terminated with
ABEND U123.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MIMES002E
Failed to create CAMIMGR address space
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Reason:

An error has occurred while starting the CAMIMGR address space. The current task is terminated with ABEND U124.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MIMES003I
ENQ monitoring active

Reason:

The early startup ENQ/RESERVE monitor has completed initialization.

MIMES004I
taskname waiting on qname

Reason:

Task taskname has been suspended by the early start ENQ/RESERVE monitor, because it issued a RESERVE for
QNAME qname. The task will be resumed when MIM initialization/synchronization has completed.

GTAF and TPCF Messages

MIM2001I
Global Tape Allocation Facility/GTAF Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message is issued at the start of GTAF initialization.

MIM2002
INVALID ENTRY IN DEVICE CONTROL MEMBER entry cause

Reason:

One of the entries in the MIMUNITS member contains an error. The entry that contains the error is shown in place of the
entry variable. Any one of the following reasons may appear in place of cause:

SYNTAX
Indicates the user entered a syntax error.

DUPLICATE
Indicates the user entered a duplicate statement in the MIMUNITS member.

NOT IN GEN
Indicates the user entered a device not defined to the operating system.

Action:

If the cause of the error is SYNTAX, then MIM terminates. Correct the entry in the MIMUNITS parmlib member and restart
MIM. If the cause of the error is DUPLICATE or NOT IN GEN, then the entry is ignored and processing continues.
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MIM2003
NO MANAGED DEVICES

Reason:

If this message is issued in response to the RESYNCH command, then MIM issues message MIM2115, allowing you to
resubmit the RESYNCH command. This WTO clears as soon as MIA is managing at least one device. Otherwise, this
message indicates that MIM is terminating at startup because no devices were placed under MIA management.

One or more of the following conditions causes this:

• MIA does not recognize the local names of any of the devices listed in this member. Verify the local names for these
devices.

• None of the entries in this member were directed to the local system.

NOTE
Entries may be directed to certain systems or to a group of systems using IFSYS and ENDIF statements.

• If a category of devices was placed under the management of MIA (in addition to the devices listed in the MIM device
control member), then this message indicates that no local device falls into this category and that one of the conditions
mentioned above exists for the MIM device control member.

• (z/OS) No entries were placed in the MIMUNITS member.
• (z/OS) DEVLIST=NO was specified in the initialization member and no class of devices was placed under the

management of MIA on the local system (using the DEVCLASS parameter).
• (z/VM) The UNITS MIM file does not exist or no entries were placed in the file.

The DEVCLASS parameter on the MIMINIT statement is used to place a category of devices under the management of
MIA.

(z/OS) MIA examines the MIM device control member for device control information unless DEVLIST=NO is specified
on the MIMINIT statement. The name of the device control member is specified by the DEVLIST parameter. The default
name for this member is MIMUNITS.

(z/VM) Note: A 3480 or 3490 tape drive identified during system generation as an unsupported device will be controlled
only if that device is explicitly included in the UNITS MIM file.

Action:

If the DEVCLASS or DEVLIST parameters were incorrectly specified, correct them and restart MIM. Otherwise, review
and modify the entries in the device control member before restarting.

MIM2004
THE FOLLOWING IS THE LIST OF MANAGED DEVICES - [gggg](dddd) [,gggg](dddd)

Reason:

This message lists the devices managed by MIA. This list is displayed at startup. It is also displayed when the MIA
RESYNCH command is issued, or when MIA resynchronizes due to a z/OS dynamic I/O reconfiguration and a change has
occurred to the managed devices. The following information is shown:

gggg
Indicates the global name of the device. A global name is shown only if you assign a global name to a device
using the MIMUNITS member.

dddd
Indicates the local name of the device.
Note that in some instances, such as SYNTAXSCAN mode, the local name will be filled in as ****.

If a local device is not on this list, then you must manage that device manually.
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Note: Although MIA obtains control of devices at initialization, tasks cannot use these devices until MIM completes
synchronization (which is indicated by message MIM0023).

Action:

Compare the MIM2004 messages issued on each system the first time you use MIA to make sure that MIA is managing
shared devices on all systems. You also should compare these messages whenever you change the contents of the
MIMUNITS member (z/OS) or UNITS MIM file (z/VM).

MIM2005E
INVALID: SOLOSHUTOPTN REQUIRES COMMUNICATION=NONE.

Reason:

SETOPTION TPCF SOLOSHUTOPTION requires the communication method be set to NONE (solo mode).

Action:

MIM2006
CSECT IEFAB4FA COULD NOT BE LOCATED

Reason:

TPCF cannot locate IBM CSECT IEFAB4FA in the IEFW21SD module. MIM is terminating. Placing the IEFW21SD
module in the same authorized library as the MIM load modules usually causes this. Most likely, a copy of module
IEFW21SD was included in the STEPLIB data set of the MIM startup procedure.

Action:

If a copy of module IEFW21SD exists in the STEPLIB data set, then you must move either IEFW21SD or the MIM
load modules to a different authorized library. If this does not solve the problem, then contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

MIM2007
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH BLOCKS

Reason:

MIM is terminating during initialization because MIA cannot establish an interface to z/OS. This is caused by one of the
following conditions:

• There are obsolete operating system allocation modules in the STEPLIB data set.
• MIA does not support this version of z/OS.

Action:

Examine the STEPLIB data set to see if it contains obsolete modules. (These modules begin with the character string
IEF). Delete any obsolete modules. If this does not solve the problem, then contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2008
STORAGE UNAVAILABLE

For MIM for z/OS

Reason:
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MIM is terminating because MIA cannot obtain enough SQA storage. Since MIA uses very little SQA storage, this is most
likely caused by one of the following conditions:

• The system was configured with too little SQA storage.
• One of the tasks on this system is using a large amount of SQA storage (most likely due to a program error).

Action:

Determine the cause of the problem and correct it.

For MIM for z/VM

Reason:

This message, issued during initialization, indicates that insufficient storage is available for MIA for z/VM control blocks,
causing it to terminate.

MIA for z/VM uses no common storage and only small amounts of private storage, so this problem probably indicates that
the virtual storage size of the MIMGR service virtual machine is too small.

Action:

Restart these components after increasing the size of the MIMGR service virtual machine storage.

MIM2009
dddd - UCB DOES NOT AGREE WITH SYSGEN

Reason:

MIA cannot tell what device group a device belongs in. The local name of this device is shown in place of the dddd
variable. MIM terminates. Conflicting information can result from incorrect (or partially executed) I/O generations.

Action:

Review the eligible device table assembly listing from the last I/O generation or HCD report for this system. If you cannot
identify the problem, then contact Broadcom Support.

MIM2010I
Tape Preferencing and Control Facility/TPCF Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message is issued at the start of TPCF initialization.

MIM2012
NEW CSA STORAGE OBTAINED FOR intercept

Reason:

TPCF has obtained new CSA storage for one of its intercepts because it could not find a copy of this intercept during
initialization. The name of this intercept is shown in place of the intercept variable. This message is normal if TPCF has
been inactive since the last IPL or if you are starting a different version of TPCF. This message appears only in the system
log.

MIM2014I
GTAF deactivated - Reverting devices OFFLINE
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Reason:

GTAF is terminating for one of these reasons:

• A CANCEL, STOP, or SHUTDOWN command was issued for MIM.
• MIM (or GTAF) experienced an unrecoverable abend.

z/OS only: GTAF varies offline all managed devices that are not allocated. It gives allocated devices a status of OFFLINE
PENDING so that they are varied offline as soon as they are deallocated.

All GTAF processing stops on the local system.

Action:

If you issued a CANCEL, STOP, or SHUTDOWN command, you do not need to take any action. Otherwise, gather the
appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2015
gggg - INCONSISTENT DEVICE TYPE

Reason:

The information about a device of the local system is different from the information about that device on an external
system. The global name of this device is shown in place of the gggg variable. MIA continues execution, but it may not
be able to control allocation of this device properly. MIA can receive conflicting device type information when there are
improper or insufficient entries in the MIM device control member. This can be caused by one of the following:

• The global name assigned to a device is the UCB (z/OS) or real address (z/VM) of a different real device on another
system

• A global name has not been assigned to a device that has different local names on different systems.
• (z/VM) The local system is a z/VM guest system and a real device has never been attached at this device address. z/

VM guest systems do not know the device type until a real device has been attached to the address.

(z/OS) The name of the MIM device control member is specified through the DEVLIST parameter on the MIMINIT
statement. The default name of this member is MIMUNITS.

Action:

Review the entries in the MIM device control member to identify the problem. You also can review the list of managed
devices, which is shown in MIM2004 in the system log for each system. Make corrections or additions as needed.

MIM2017
ALL RANGES/DEVICES EMPTY/ABSENT

Reason:

This message is received in response to the DISPLAY GLOBAL or DISPLAY LOCAL command.

MIM2018
UNIT STATUS

INAM   XNAM   HNAM   VOLSER   PREF   ATTR  INFORMATION   ALLOC-STAT  USER(S)

dddd   gggg   value  volser   pppp   mnt   stat acl,rrr  astat       [JOB=job]

                                                                     [SYS=system]

dddd   gggg   value  volser   pppp   mnt   stat acl,rrr  astat       [JOB=job]

                                                                     [SYS=system]
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...

Reason:

This message shows the status of devices that MIA is managing. The following information is displayed:

• INAM
Indicates the local name of the device.

• XNAM
Indicates the global name of the device.

• HNAM
Indicates the AUTOPATH status of the device. One of these values is shown:

PERM
Indicates that the device is not eligible for AUTOPATH.

dddd
Indicates the z/VM device address for CP ATTACH/DETACH.

MIM
Indicates that MIA will ATTACH/DETACH device.

• VOLSER
Indicates the volume serial number of the volume currently mounted on that device (tape and disk devices only).

• PREF
Indicates the preference value you assigned to this device on the local system.

• ATTR
Indicates the mount attribute of the device. One of these values is shown:

N/A
Indicates that a mount attribute is not available or is not applicable.

PRIV
Indicates that the volume is mounted as PRIVATE.

PUBL
Indicates that the volume is mounted as PUBLIC.

STOR
Indicates that the volume is mounted as STORAGE.

• INFORMATION
Displays one of the following:

stat
Indicates the status of the device. One of these values is shown:
BUSY

--The device is busy.
MNTP

--The device has a mount pending.
NRDY

--The device is not ready.
RSVD--

If the device is a DASD, then the device is locked out because a task issued a RESERVE request. If the
device is a tape device, then an operator has issued a MOUNT command for the device.

RS-P--
An operator has issued a MOUNT command for the tape device and a mount is pending.
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BOXD
--The device is boxed (for z/OS only).

acl
Indicates the status of the ACL feature of the device. One of these values is shown:
ACL--

The ACL feature is installed.
ACT--

The ACL feature is installed and has active status.
rrr

Indicates the preferencing status of the device (if TPCF is running). One of these values is shown:
DED --

The device is dedicated to jobs on the local system.
EXT--

The device is dedicated to jobs on an external system.
FRC

--The device is reserved for a specific job with FORCE=YES option.
NAV--

The device is not available for allocation on the local system.
OVG

--The device is OVERGENNED on the local system.
• ALLOC-STAT

Indicates the allocation status of the device on the local system. One or more of these values is shown:
ALLOC,OFF-P

Indicates that the device is allocated, but it is scheduled to go offline when it is deallocated.
ALLOC,UNA-P

Indicates that the device is allocated on an external system, but it is unavailable in the local system.
ALLOC,UNL-P

Indicates that the device is allocated, but it is scheduled to be unloaded when deallocated.
ALLOCATED

Indicates that the device is allocated.
IDLE

Indicates that the device is online, but it is not allocated.
IDLE,OFF-P

Indicates that the device is not allocated, and it is scheduled to go offline.
IDLE,UNL-P

Indicates that the device is not allocated, and it is scheduled to be unloaded.
OFFL,ALLOC

Indicates that the device is offline in the local system, but a system product is using it.
OFFLINE

Indicates that the device is offline in the local system.
RETAINED

Indicates that the device has a mounted volume that has not been rewound. This happens when VOL=RETAIN or
DISP=(,PASS) is coded in the JCL of the job.

• UNAV,ALLOC
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Indicates that the device is unavailable in the local system, but a system product is using it.
• UNAVAIL

Indicates that the device is unavailable in the local system.
• USERS
JOB

Indicates the name of the local job that allocated this device. A job name is displayed only when the device is
allocated on the local system. If it is allocated on an external system, then SYS=system appears instead.

SYS
Indicates the system name of the system on which this device is allocated. A name appears only if a tape device
is allocated on another system. If it is allocated on the local system, then the value JOB=job appears instead.

MIM2019
UNIT STATUS

INAM     XNAM     JOBMASK   SYSTEM   FORCE

dddd     gggg     job       sysid    option

Reason:

This message shows the status information for local devices that are reserved for certain jobs. The following information is
displayed:

INAM
Indicates the local name of the device.

XNAM
Indicates the global name of the device.

JOB
Indicates the job or group of jobs for which this device is reserved. An asterisk (*) indicates that the device is
reserved for jobs whose job names match the previous character string.
On z/VM systems, the job is interpreted as a user ID. On z/OS systems, it is interpreted as a job name.

SYSTEM
Indicates the system name of the system on which the device is reserved.

FORCE
Indicates whether the job for which this device is reserved has been forced to use this device by the VARY JOB
FORCE command. YES indicates that the job was forced to use devices reserved for it. NO indicates that the job
can go through normal reserve processing, where reserved devices are preferred but not required.

MIM2020I
TPCF deactivated

Reason:

TPCF is terminating during initialization for one of these reasons:

• A CANCEL, STOP, or SHUTDOWN command was issued for MIM.
• MIM (or TPCF) experienced an abend from which it could not recover.

All TPCF processing is stopped on the local system.

Action:
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If a CANCEL, STOP, or SHUTDOWN command was issued, you do not need to take any action. Otherwise, gather the
appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2021I
VARY process pending

MIM2022W
No managed devices were specified

Action:

Check devices and reissue the command.

MIM2023E
JOBMASK must contain at least one significant digit

Reason:

At least one significant digit must precede the asterisk in a jobmask.

MIM2024E
dddd is not a local device name

Reason:

The device name entered on the DISPLAY LOCALUNITS command is invalid. MIM ignores the command. This is caused
by one of the following conditions:

• The global name of a device was specified when the local name is required.
• The name of a device that does not exist was specified on the local system.

Action:

Take one of these actions:

• If the global name was specified instead of the local name for the device, then reissue the command with the local
name specified.

• If unknown name was specified, then review the MIM2004 message issued on this system during initialization to see
whether this device is known under a different local name. Then reissue the DISPLAY command with the appropriate
local name.

MIM2025E
Specified SCOPE is invalid for this command

Reason:

The value specified for scope on the VARY command cannot be used with the status parameter. MIM ignores the
command. STATUS parameters on the VARY command tell MIA what type of device status change to make. SCOPE
parameters tell MIA the systems on which to change the device status.

The following rules apply:
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• You can specify any valid scope parameter with these status parameters: AVAILABLE, NOTAVAILABLE, ONLINE,
OFFLINE, OVERGENNED, and NOTOVERGENNED .

• You can specify the GLOBAL or LOCAL scope parameters with the JOB parameter.

Action:

Reissue the VARY command, specifying only mutually compatible parameters.

MIM2026W
Unmanaged device(s) in range specified

Reason:

This message is displayed when a MIA VARY command is issued to a range of unit numbers including unit numbers that
are not managed by the MIAPlex. All unit numbers are assumed to contain devices. The VARY command will continue for
all managed devices within the ranges specified.

Action:

Verify that the specified ranges are correct and that all devices in the range are managed by the MIAPlex.

MIM2027
gggg - UNASSIGN FAILED RC=code

Reason:

GTAF asked that a device be unassigned in order to take the device offline. The request failed. However, the device was
brought offline. The device is identified by its three- or four-character global name. One of these return codes is shown in
place of the code variable:

12
Indicates that an interface error has occurred.

16
Indicates that an I/O timeout has occurred.

20
Indicates that a permanent I/O error or device boxing has occurred.

Return codes 16 and 20 usually are caused by hardware errors.

Action:

If you receive return codes 16 or 20, then determine whether there is a hardware error in the device. If you receive return
code 12, contact Broadcom Support.

MIM2030I
GTAF OPTION display:

ATTACH=value  CONTENTION=value   DDN=value

DETACH=value  DEVICE=value  DISPLAYCOUNT=value

FORMAT=value   FREE=value   FREELOCK=value

HEADER=value   HOLDLOCK=value   HOSTMIM=name

JOBNAME=value  MAXATTACH=number  MAXTIME=seconds

MIM216X=seconds  MINTIME=seconds   MOUNTPEND=option 

NUMBER=number   RESERVE=value  SYSTEM=option
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SYSLIST=sysids   SYSNUMBER=number  USERDATA=value

VARYDELAY=value  VARYRQNTFY=value   VARYDEDUP=value

VARYSCOPE=value   VOLSER=value    WAITNOHOLD=value

SETTRACE=(options) 

SETPRINT=(options) 

STATCOLLECT=option

STATCYCLE=value STATINTERVAL=value

- MIMINIT SETTINGS USED FOR INITIAL SYNCH:

DEVCLASS=class   DEVLIST=ddname   COMMANDS=ddname

- CURRENT RESYNCH OPTIONS:

DEVCLASS=class   DEVLIST=ddname   COMMANDS=ddname

SAMEDEVS=option 

- OPTIONS USED FOR LAST (RE)SYNCH:

DEVCLASS=class   DEVLIST=ddname   COMMANDS=ddname

SAMEDEVS=option 

This message is displayed by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

This message shows you information about the current operating values set for GTAF by the SETOPTION GTAF
command.

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

MIM2030
GTAF OPTIONS DISPLAY:

  ATTACH=value           ATTCKPT=value         CONFIGSCAN=value

  DETACH=value           DEVICE=value          FORMAT=value

  FREE=value             HEADER=value          HOSTVMN=name

  JOBNAME=value          MAXATTACH=number      MAXTIME=seconds

  MINTIME=seconds        MOUNTPEND=option      NUMBER=number

  RESERVE=value          SYSTEM=option         SYSLIST=option

  SYSNUMBER=number       USERDATA=value        VARYOFF=value

  VARYSCOPE=value        VDEFAULT=value        VOLSER=value

  SETTRACE=(options)

  SETPRINT=(options)

  -     MIMINIT SETTINGS USED FOR INITIAL SYNCH:

  DEVCLASS=class             DEVLIST=ddname       COMMANDS=ddname

  CURRENT RESYNCH OPTIONS:

  DEVCLASS=class             DEVLIST=ddname       COMMANDS=ddname

  SAMEDEVS=option

  -     OPTIONS USED FOR LAST RESYNCH:

  DEVCLASS=class             DEVLIST=ddname       COMMANDS=ddname

  SAMEDEVS=option

This message is displayed by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:
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This message shows you information about the current operating values set for GTAF through the SETOPTION GTAF
command.

Note: For more information, see the  MIM for z/VM Statement and Command Guide.

MIM2031I
GTAF INIT display:

ASSIGN=value   [PASSWORD=password]

This message is displayed by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

This message shows you information about the GTAF initialization values that are set through the GTAFINIT statement.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.

MIM2031
NO VALID GTAF INIT VALUES

This message is displayed by MIM for z/VM.

MIM2032I
Device gggg now status by sample

Reason:

MIA recognized a change in the active status on the local system for a 3480 device that has the ACL feature installed. The
change in status is recognized when TPCF samples the UCB for the device and not in response to a VARY command.
The following information is shown:

gggg
The global name of the device for which the status change was made.

status
The new status of the device. One of these values is shown:
ACTIVE

GTAF or TPCF recognized an inactive-to-active change for the device.
INACTIVE

GTAF or TPCF recognized an active-to-inactive change for the device.

MIM2033
CA MIA trace message.

Reason:

For Broadcom Support use only.

MIM2034 (z/OS)
TPCF OPTION display:
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AUTOREPLY=value       CANCEL=value         DEVICE=value

EXTDEDDISP=value      IEF238D=value        IEF433D=value

JOBFORCE=option       SOLOSHUTOPTIN=value  MIM2044DIAG=value

MIM2046=value         MIM2032=value        NOTAVLDISP=value

NUMBER=value          MIM2069=value        OFFLNMAXNWAIT=value

VARYRQNTFY={NONE/number}

SPECMAXNWAIT=value    OVGINELIG=option USERDATA=value

STATCOLLECT=option    VARYDELAY={NONE|seconds}

STATCYCLE=value       STATINTERVAL=value

- MIMINIT SETTINGS USED FOR INITIAL SYNCH:

DEVCLASS=class    DEVLIST=ddname    COMMANDS=ddname

- CURRENT RESYNCH OPTIONS:   

DEVCLASS=class    DEVLIST=ddname    COMMANDS=ddname

SAMEDEVS=option

 

- OPTIONS USED FOR LAST (RE)SYNCH:

DEVCLASS=class    DEVLIST=ddname    COMMANDS=ddname

SAMEDEVS=option

This message is displayed by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

This message shows you information about the TPCF operating values that are set through the SETOPTION command.

Note: SOLOSHUTOPTN appears only if COMMUNICATION=NONE.

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

MIM2034 (z/VM)
TPCF OPTION DISPLAY:

  DEVICE=value            JOBFORCE=value          MIM2069=value

  NUMBER=n                TIMEOUT=minutes         USERDATA=value

  SETTRACE=(options)

  SETPRINT=(options)

  - MIMINIT SETTINGS USED FOR INITIAL SYNCH:

  DEVCLASS=class            DEVLIST=ddname        COMMANDS=ddname

  - CURRENT RESYNCH OPTIONS:

  DEVCLASS=class            DEVLIST=ddname        COMMANDS=ddname

  SAMEDEVS=option

  - OPTIONS USED FOR LAST RESYNCH:

  DEVCLASS=class            DEVLIST=ddname        COMMANDS=ddname

  SAMEDEVS=option

This message is displayed by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:

This message shows you information about TPCF operating values that are set through the SETOPTION command.

Note: For more information, see the  MIM for z/VM Statement and Command Guide.
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MIM2035I
SETOPTION { TPCF|GTAF } processing complete

MIM2036I
Device gggg is status [on system-id]

Reason:

TPCF has made the status change requested on a VARY command. The following information is shown:

gggg
Indicates the global name of the device for which you made the status change.

status
Indicates the new status of the device. One of these values is shown:
ACTIVE

(z/OS only) Indicates that TPCF changed the status of this device to ACTIVE.
AVAILABLE

Indicates that TPCF changed the status of this device to AVAILABLE. Local jobs now can allocate this
device.

DEDICATED
Indicates that TPCF changed the status of this device to DEDICATED on the local system. Only local jobs
can allocate this device.

INACTIVE
(z/OS only) Indicates that TPCF changed the status of this device to INACTIVE.

NOTOVERGENNED
Indicates that TPCF changed the status of this device from OVERGENNED to NOTOVERGENNED.

OVERGENNED
Indicates that TPCF changed the status of this device to OVERGENNED on the local system. This device
cannot be allocated under any circumstances on this system.

RELEASED
Indicates that TPCF made this previously reserved device available on the local system. Any job can
allocate this device.

RESERVED
Indicates that TPCF reserved this device for the specified local job. Only this job can allocate this device
on this system.

UNAVAILABLE
Indicates that TPCF changed the status of this device to unavailable. Jobs on this system cannot allocate
this device.

UNDEDICATED
Indicates that TPCF released this previously dedicated device. Jobs on this system can allocate this
device.

system
Indicates the system name for the local system.

If the VARY command issued changes the status of this device on other systems, then MIM issues message MIM2036 on
those systems to indicate what status changes were made there.
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MIM2037E
VARY J= is invalid for device gggg

Reason:

This message is issued in response to an invalid VARY JOB command. The command is suppressed. The command is
invalid for one of the following reasons:

• This device was already reserved for a job or group of jobs.
• This device was not placed under the management of MIA; therefore, MIA commands are invalid.

You can see the following additional information:

gggg
Identifies the device specified in this command. The device is identified by its global name. Global names are
assigned through the MIM device control member. If you have not specifically assigned a global name to this
device, then TPCF uses the local name of the device as its global name.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY command to obtain status information about this device. Based on this information, identify the error in
the original command before reentering the VARY command.

MIM2038E
gggg is invalid - {not a managed device|DEDICATED|NOT AVAILABLE|OVERGENNED|externally RESERVED}

Reason:

TPCF cannot make the requested change to the device with the global name specified here. The current status of the
device prevents the VARY command from being processed successfully. The command is suppressed for this device.

Global device names are assigned through the MIM device control member. If a device has not been assigned a global
name by this member, the local name becomes the global name for that device.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY command to obtain status information about this device. Based on this information, identify the error in
the original command before reentering the VARY command.

MIM2039I
Preference updated for dddd

Reason:

The preference value associated with device dddd has been updated. Preference values are assigned through the MIA
VARY dddd,PREF= command.

MIM2040
WTO INTERFACE LOST

Reason:

Another software package has removed the TPCF SVC 35 intercept. As a result, TPCF cannot reply automatically
to messages, process the logic specified in the TPCF exit routine, or process job reserves for local jobs in allocation
recovery.

Action:
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Stop and then restart MIM before contacting Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2041
TPCF IS NOT ACTIVE

MIM2042
jjj sss ddd+nnn DEVICES ARE {UNKNOWN|OFFLINE |NOT ACCESSIBLE|EXTERNALLY DEDICATED|
NOT AVAILABLE }

Reason:

This message is issued when a job enters allocation recovery and the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY command is set to ON.
The variable fields indicate the following:

jjj
Specifies the name of the job.

sss
Specifies the name of the job step.

ddd
Specifies the name of the DD statement.

+nnn
Specifies the relative position of a concatenated DD statement in relation to the first DD statement in the
concatenated group. This field is not displayed if the DD statement is not part of a concatenation group, or if it is
the first DD statement in a group.

This message is issued when TPCF intercepts the offline device list for a job in allocation recovery. The local names of
the offline devices that can be used for this job are listed. The TPCF status of the devices also is shown. This message is
followed by the MIM2060 message. TPCF reissues this message if an additional category of offline devices exists.

MIM2043
INVALID REPLY

MIM2044
ALL DEVICES HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED DURING ALLOCATION RECOVERY

Reason:

This message is issued during allocation recovery. It indicates that all devices have been eliminated from the eligible
device list due to a combination of the following:

• TPCF job reserve processing
• TPCEDLXT exit routine processing
• Overgenned device assignment
• Robotics device assignment

Action:

Review the logic defined in the TPCEDLXT exit routine, using the DISPLAY EXIT command to display status information
about exits. Also, check overgenned device and robotics device assignments. Using this information, you can determine
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how all offline devices were eliminated from the offline device list. If the job cannot continue through allocation, you must
cancel the job or change the status of the exit routine to INACTIVE.

MIM2045
TPCRECXT PROCESSING IGNORED - CODE=value

Reason:

A processing error occurred in the TPCRECXT exit routine. One of the following values indicates why TPCF ignored the
exit processing:

0010
Exit abended.

0020
Bad return code.

0030
X35LIST READ ONLY data destroyed.

0040
DEVICE NAME option added illegally.

0050
WAIT option added illegally.

0060
No IEF238D reply logic specified.

0070
Ambiguous IEF238D reply logic specified.

0080
No IEF433D reply logic specified.

0090
Ambiguous IEF433D reply logic specified.

0100
Illegal reply, WAIT.

0110
Illegal reply, DEVICE NAME.

0120
Consecutive reply of same device name.

0130
Limit of device name replies exceeded.

0140
X35DLIST READ ONLY fields destroyed.

0150
Replied device name not found in X35DLIST.

0160
Ambiguous device elimination logic specified in X35STAT4 for the job.

0170
You must reply automatically to message IEF433D if you are replying automatically to message IEF238D.
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0180
You cannot reply automatically to message IEF433D if you are not replying automatically to message IEF238D.

Action:

Use the code to determine what caused TPCF to ignore the exit processing. Correct the problem and reload the exit
routine.

Note: Tracing can be used to assist in diagnosing a problem.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Commend Reference section.

MIM2046
{ TPCEDLXT|TPCRECXT|TPCF|OPER } HAS REPLIED reply TO THE ABOVE MESSAGE

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the z/OS IEF238D and IEF433D messages that z/OS issues during allocation
recovery. It indicates that you, TPCF, or the TPCEDLXT or TPCRECXT exit routine has replied to the z/OS allocation
recovery message. One of the following is shown in reply:

CANCEL
Indicates that CANCEL was replied to the z/OS IEF238D message. That job or job step is canceled.

HOLD
Indicates that HOLD was replied to the z/OS IEF433D message. The job does not release any other devices it
has allocated already.

NOHOLD
Indicates that NOHOLD was replied to the z/OS IEF433D message. The job releases any other devices it has
allocated already.

WAIT
Indicates that WAIT was replied to the z/OS IEF238D message. That job or job step is placed in a wait state until
a device becomes available.

TPCF reissues the original z/OS message (IEF238D or IEF433D) with message MIM2046, creating a multi-line WTO
message. Routing and description codes are taken from the original z/OS message.

Note: Because message MIM2046 is issued as a multi-line WTO, the first line of the message is truncated when the z/OS
time stamping option is activated.

MIM2047
TPCRECXT EXIT PROCESSING HAS ELIMINATED 'WAIT' OPTION DURING ALLOCATION RECOVERY

Reason:

This message appears for your information. It indicates that WAIT is not to be an option for allocation recovery. The
TPCRECXT exit routine eliminated the WAIT option because the routine turned off the X35WAITO bit in the X35FLAG1
byte of the exit routine parameter list.

Action:

Enter a valid response to the MIM2060 message, or change the TPCRECXT exit routine to accept the WAIT option.
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MIM2048
TPCRECXT EXIT PROCESSING HAS ELIMINATED ALL DEVICES DURING ALLOCATION RECOVERY

Reason:

This message appears for your information. It indicates that no devices are available for allocation recovery. All offline
devices were eliminated by the TPCRECXT exit routine through one of the following actions:

• The X35DVNMO bit in the X35FLAG1 byte was turned off.
• The X35ELIMY bit in the X35STAT4 byte was turned off for all available devices.

Action:

Respond accordingly to the MIM2060 message, or change the TPCRECXT exit routine to allow an offline device name to
be replied.

MIM2049I
dddd allocated; VARY OVERGEN deferred

Reason:

A request to make the indicated device, dddd, OVERGENNED has been made; however, the device is currently allocated.

Action:

The request to make the device OVERGENNED is deferred until such time that the device is no longer allocated.

MIM2052
UNABLE TO OPEN member (DEVICE LIST MEMBER)

Reason:

MIM is terminating because it cannot open the member that contains device control information. The name of this member
is shown in place of the member variable. This problem is caused by one of these conditions:

• The member name was incorrect for the DEVLIST parameter on the MIMINIT statement, on the PARM parameter of
the startup procedure, or on the z/OS START command for MIM.

• MIM is not authorized to access the library in which this member resides.

MIM uses the MIMUNITS member by default to obtain device control information.

Action:

Compare the name of the member with the name specified on the DEVLIST parameter. If the names do not match, correct
the name on the DEVLIST parameter. If these names do match, authorize MIM to access the library where this member
resides or move this member to an authorized library.

MIM2053
GLOBAL UNIT STATUS

SYSTEM    gggg         gggg   ...

sysid     [A,]bb[,c]   [A,]bb[,c]   ...

sysid     [A,]bb[,c]   [A,]bb[,c]   ...

.   .   .

.   .   .

.   .   .
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[VOLSER]     [volser]     [volser]   ...

[JOBNAME]    [jobname]    [jobname]   ...

[RESERVE]    [jobmask]    [jobmask]   ...

[USERDATA]   [userdata]   [userdata]   ...

[MOUNTPEND]  [mountpend]  [mountpend]   ...

Reason:

This message shows you information about the status of a device on multiple systems in the inverse display format. The
following information is displayed for each device:

sysid
The system name of the system for which you are seeing information.

gggg
The global name of the device.

A
Indicates that the device is allocated on this system.

bb
Shows information about the online/offline status of this device. One of these values is displayed:
CP

This device is online and reserved for CP use.
Note: The CP status value is associated with z/VM systems only.

F*
This device goes offline as soon as it is free.

MT
This device has a pending mount.

NA
This device has not-available status and cannot be allocated unless other devices are not available.

N*
This device is given not-available status as soon as it is free.

OF
This device is offline.

ON
This device is online.

SY
This device is attached to a guest but is not in use; therefore, the device is available for use on any
system except the z/VM host.
Note: The SY status value is associated with z/VM systems only.

UK
The status of this device is unknown because GTAF is not active on the system.

UN
This device is unavailable.

U*
This device is given unavailable status as soon as it is free.

c
Displays the preferencing status of the device (if TPCF is running). One of these values is shown:
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D
This device is dedicated to this system. It cannot be allocated on other systems unless other devices are
not available.

F
This device is reserved for a job that has been forced to use only devices reserved for it.

R
This device is reserved for a local job or group of jobs.

The following information may appear in the display, depending on what values are set for VOLSER, JOBNAME,
RESERVE, USERDATA, and MOUNTPEND on the SETOPTION GTAF command:

volser
The volume serial number associated with a device.

jobname
The name of a job or user ID that has the device allocated.

jobmask
The jobmask or user ID that has the device reserved.

userdata
The data in the user data field for the device.

mountpend
The mountpending time in the mountpend field for the device.

MIM2054
UNABLE TO MODIFY ASSIGN PROCESSING

Reason:

TPCF cannot intercept an ASSIGN request for an IBM 3480-type device due to an error. MIM terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2055
gggg IS NOT A GLOBAL DEVICE NAME

Reason:

This is issued as the second line of a MIM0067 multi-line WTO. It indicates that GTAF does not recognize the device
named on a DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS or VARY command. The global name specified for this device is shown. The
command is suppressed. This problem is caused by one of the following conditions:

• The global name of the device was entered incorrectly.
• The wrong name was entered for this device.
• The local name of the device was specified instead of its global name.
• MIA is not managing this device.

You can use the MIMUNITS member to assign global names to devices. If you do not do this, then MIA uses the local
name of the device as its global name.

Action:
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To see what global names are being used, issue a DISPLAY LOCALUNITS command. Then reissue the DISPLAY or
VARY command.

MIM2056
ERROR IN SVC 34 PARSING

Reason:

TPCF is unable to execute your VARY command due to a parsing error. The VARY command is suppressed, and z/OS
may bring the affected device online.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2057W
dddd is not valid for VARY ONLINE - status

Reason:

An attempt was made to vary a device online or autoswitchable (z/OS) or to the local system (z/VM), but TPCF is
intercepting VARY commands for this device. The VARY command is suppressed. The following information is shown in
this message:

dddd
(z/OS)The local name of the device.
(z/VM)The global name of the device.

status
The status of the device. One of the following values is displayed:
DEDICATED ELSEWHERE

This device is dedicated on another system.
NOT AVAILABLE

This device is not available for allocation on this system.
OVERGENNED

This device has overgenned status on the local system.
MIA-MANAGED DEVICE

(z/OS only) An attempt was made to vary this device autoswitchable. No device managed by MIA may be
varied autoswitchable.

RESEVERED FOR CP USE (z/VM)
This device is reserved for CP use only, and cannot be brought online.

NOT A MANAGED DEVICE
This device is not managed on the local system.

MIM2058I
TPCF INIT display:

AUTOREPLYPOS=value

This message is displayed by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:
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The AUTOREPLYPOS value controls the POS=value on the z/OS CSVDYNEX macro used by the TPCF to add its
AUTOREPLY exit routines IEF_ALLOC_OFFLN and IEF_SPEC_WAIT. The value specified determines where in the list of
possibly multiple exit routines z/OS placed the TPCF exit routines. The order in which the exit routines were placed on the
z/OS list is the order in which they are called by z/OS.

NOTE
For more information on z/OS Allocation Recovery user exits, see the description of the TPCINIT statement in
the Statement and Commend Reference section.

One of the following values is shown:

FIRST
Indicates that z/OS calls the TPCF exit routines before any other exit routines, unless other exit routines added
after they were added also specified POS=FIRST.

LAST
Indicates that z/OS calls the TPCF exit routines after any other exit routines, unless other exit routines were
added after they were added.

SYSTEM
Indicates that z/OS will call the TPCF exit routines.

MIM2058
NO VALID TPCF INIT VALUES

This message is displayed by MIM for z/VM.

MIM2059
product IS CURRENTLY ACTIVE

Reason:

An attempt was made to start MIM while another device allocation product is active. The name of this product is shown
in place of the product variable. MIM terminates. MIA cannot operate while either the Multiple Systems Manager (MSM)
product of the Single Image Software (SIS) product family or the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) of the Shared
Device Management (SDM) product family is active.

Action:

Take one of these actions:

• Stop the specified product before you start MIM.
• Wait until the specified product is deactivated before you start MIM.

MIM2060
job -REPLY [device_name], { HOLD|NOHOLD } OR CANCEL [A.S.A.P]

Reason:

A job has entered allocation recovery, and you need to tell TPCF how to respond to the z/OS IEF238D allocation recovery
message. The name of this job is shown in place of the job variable.

One or more of the following options are presented:
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device_name
This causes z/OS to bring an offline device online and make this job reenter the z/OS allocation process. The list
of offline devices you can use is shown in message MIM2042.

HOLD
This makes the job wait until an allocated device is free. All other allocation requests for this device type wait until
this request is satisfied.

NOHOLD
This makes the job wait until an allocated device is free. The job reenters the allocation process and lets other
requests continue processing.

CANCEL
This causes z/OS to cancel the job.

A.S.A.P
If CANCEL is the only option presented, and SET TPCF AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(CANCEL=NO)), then this
warning is included in the message text to alert the operator to reply CANCEL as soon as possible.
Note: The operator is forced to reply CANCEL to this message. Until the operator replies CANCEL, the job
in allocation recovery holds tape device allocation resources that will be serialized across the MIMplex. Tape
allocations on all systems in the MIMplex experience delays until the operator replies CANCEL. We strongly
recommend that you specify SET TPCF AUTOREPLY=(NOWAIT=(CANCEL=YES)), unless you have some
reason for requiring an operator reply.

TPCF issues this message in place of the z/OS IEF238D message whenever a device MIA is managing is on the EDL
of the job. TPCF reissues the z/OS message as message MIM2060 after removing devices from the offline device list (if
necessary).

Action:

Reply by specifying one of the options listed above.

MIM2061E
'OVERGENNED' is only valid in the MIMCMNDS member

MIM2062W
USERDATA command is invalid, {data is too long| dddd not a managed device |no data specified}

Reason:

The USERDATA command was issued, but was invalid for one of the following reasons:

• A character string exceeding the maximum number of bytes was specified on the USERDATA command. The
maximum number of bytes is eight.

• A device (dddd) was specified on the USERDATA command that is not managed by MIA. The USERDATA command
affects only managed devices.

• Single quotes were entered as data delimiters, but no data was entered between them.

MIA ignores the USERDATA command.

Action:

Make sure the data you want to enter using the USERDATA command does not exceed eight characters, then reissue the
USERDATA command.

Issue the DISPLAY LOCALUNITS command to determine if the device you specified on the USERDATA command is
managed by MIA on the local system.
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MIM2063E
Unknown system id sysid on command command

Action:

Check system ID and reissue the command.

MIM2064
GLOBAL UNIT STATUS

DEVICE   sysid      ... [VOLSER] [JOBNAME]  [RESERVE]  [USERDATA]  [MNT TIME]

gggg I   [a,]bb[,c] ... [volser] [jobname]  [jobmask]  [userdata]  [mountpend]

gggg A   [a,]bb[,c] ... [volser] [jobname]  [jobmask]  [userdata]

  ...   

Reason:

This message shows you information about the status of a device on multiple systems in the standard display format. The
following information is shown for each device:

• DEVICE
gggg

Specifies the global name of the device.
I

Appears for assignable drives with ACL installed. For assignable drives with ACL, this value means ACL is
inactive.

A
Appears for assignable drives with ACL, this value means ACL is active.

• sysid
The system name of the system for which you are seeing information.

a
Indicates that the device is allocated on this system. The value A is shown.

bb
Shows information about the online/offline status of this device. One of the following values is displayed:
CP--This device is online and reserved for CP use.
F*--This device goes offline as soon as it is free.
MT--This device has a pending mount.
NA--This device has not-available status and cannot be allocated unless other devices are not available.
N*--This device is given not-available status as soon as it is free.
O--This device is OVERGENNED on this system.
OF--This device is offline.
ON--This device is online.
SY--This device is attached to a guest but is not in use; therefore, the device is available for use on any system
except the VM host.
UK--The status of this device is unknown because GTAF is not active on the system.
UN--This device is unavailable.
U*--This device is given unavailable status as soon as it is free.
Note: The CP and SY status values are associated with z/VM systems only.

c
Shows the preferencing status of the device if TPCF is running. One of the following values is displayed:
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D--This device is dedicated to this system. It can be allocated on other systems only when other devices are not
available.
F--This device is reserved for a job that has been forced to use only devices reserved for it.
R--This device is reserved for a local job, group of jobs, or user ID.

• VOLSER
The volume serial number associated with a device.

• JOBNAME
The name of a job or user ID that has allocated the device.

• JOBMASK
The jobmask or user ID that has reserved the device.

• USERDATA
The data in the user data field for the device.

• MNT TIME
(z/OS only) The mountpending time in the mount pend field for the device.

MIM2069I
USERDATA command is complete for dddd

Reason:

This message is issued after the USERDATA command successfully completed processing. If you do not want this
message issued, specify MIM2069=NO on the SETOPTION TPCF USERDATA command.

MIM2073
system dd/mm/yy hh:mm:ss.ss {ALLOC|LOCKA|LOCKB } { R | S } length of mask mask

Note: Messages MIM2073, MIM2074, and MIM2075 are issued only in cases where Broadcom requests trace
information.

MIM2074
asid tcb frontend/backend type DAY hh:mm:ss.ss jobname request type lock code length nnn . . . (job mask) . . .
nnn

MIM2075
asid tcb DAY hh:mm:ss.ss request request type lock code length nnn . . . (MIA mask) . . . nnn

MIM2076
dd/mm/yy DAY hh:mm:ss.ss 'jobname' { PRE | POST } -TPCRECXT CALL- title [-RECORD nnnnnnnnn of
nnnnnnnn]

Reason:

This message is issued when a trace record is generated during allocation recovery and when TPCRECXT user exit
processing for the control block is specified in the title. To learn how to use the SETTRACE and SETPRINT parameters
to activate the trace, see the description of the SETOPTION MIM command in the Statement and Commend Reference
section.

One X35LIST BASE trace record is generated before and after the TPCRECXT call. All fields are labeled except flag
fields, which are separated with periods.
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Multiple X35DLIST DEVICE trace records may be generated before and after the TPCRECXT call. Records are
numbered. Each device entry has written an asterisk (*) followed by the device name, which in turn is followed by the
X35DLIST data with each field separated by a period.

MIM2077I
AUTOPATH COMMAND: command text

Reason:

MIA Autopath processing has scheduled the specified command.

Action:

None.

MIM2078I
AUTOPATH dddd VARY state in progress

Reason:

A VARY for device, dddd, to either bring the device ONLINE or OFFLINE, as indicated by state has been initiated by the
Autopath feature of MIA.

Action:

None.

MIM2080
MIMTPFQM ESTAE HAS BEEN ENTERED

Reason:

This message is issued whenever the MIMTPFQM ESTAE is entered. This module is the MIA front end to the z/OS device
lock manager. If this has been entered, then it means the job abended while in MIMPTFQM.

MIM2081
JOB CANCELLED BY TPCEDLXT

Reason:

This message is issued in response to return code 12 for the TPCEDLXT exit routine, which indicates that TPCF should
eliminate all devices from the Eligible Device List (EDL). The elimination of all devices from the EDL causes one of the
following:

• z/OS cancels the job with a JCL error, or
• The job goes into allocation recovery, where TPCF automatically replies CANCEL to the z/OS IEF238D message.

MIM2082I
The following is a list of excluded devices:

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the DISPLAY EXCLUDED command. Following this message is a list of devices
excluded from MIA management.
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Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM2084I
The exclude list is empty.

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the DISPLAY EXCLUDED command. This message indicates that there are no
devices explicitly excluded from MIA management.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM2085E
Syntax error in member, statement line invalid.

Reason:

This message is issued when syntax errors are found in the DEVEXCL member.

member
The MIM parameter member containing the device exclusion list with the syntax error.

line
The statement containing the syntax error.

Action:

Review the statement and correct the syntax error before attempting to build the device exclusion list. See the Statement
and Command Reference  for device exclusion syntax information.

MIM2086E
Syntax error in member, invalid range (value1 - value2).

Reason:

An invalid range of devices was specified. Most likely, the first value in the range is greater than the second value.

Action:

Ensure that a valid range is specified. See the Statement and Commend Reference section for device exclusion syntax
information.

MIM2087E
Syntax error in member, erroneous "*" placement.

Reason:

An asterisk was placed in an incorrect position.

Action:

Use the asterisk (*) notation only at the end of a device number. See the Statement and Commend Reference section for
device exclusion syntax information.
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MIM2090
EDT DISPLAY:

   LOOKUP VALUE: nnnn          TYPE: type

   nx0 nx1 nx2 nx3 nx4 nx5 nx6 nx7 nx8 nx9 nxA nxB nxC nxD nxE

          .

          .

Reason:

This message displays the way your tape devices are defined in the system Eligible Device Table. Although users are fully
capable of generating this message display, primarily Broadcom Support uses the commands and subsequent listings for
diagnostic purposes. The headings in the message show values as they appear in the Eligible Device Table.

MIM2091
MANAGED DEVICE GROUPS

      DEVICE GROUP NUMBER: n

      xn5 xn4 xn3 xn2 xn1 xn0 nxF nxE nxD nxC nxB nxA nx9 nx8 nx7 nx6

      nx5 nx4 nx3 nx2 nx1

      DEVICE GROUP NUMBER: n

      nxF nxE nxD nxC nxB nxA nx9 nx8 nx7 nx6 nx5 nx4 nx3 nx2 nx1 nx0

      nxF nxE nxD nxC nxB nxA nx9 nx8 nx7 nx6 nx5 nx4 nx3 nx2 nx1 nx0

      nxF nxE nxD nxC nxB nxA nx9 nx8 nx7 nx6 nx5 nx4 nx3 nx2 nx1 nx0

      .

      .

   END OF GROUP DISPLAY

Reason:

This message displays the MIA representation of the z/OS device groups. The group number and the devices included in
each group correspond with the output from the DISPLAY EDT command. Although users are fully capable of generating
this message display, primarily Broadcom Support uses the commands and subsequent listings for diagnostic purposes.

MIM2095W
AUTOREPLY setting not compatible with OS level

Reason:

The values set for the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY command are incompatible with the current operating system. Specify
values for the IEF238D parameter and the IEF433D parameter in one of these ways:

• Specify MANUAL for both parameters
• Specify MANUAL for neither parameter.

Action:

Reissue the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY command with the appropriate values for the IEF238D and IEF433D parameters.

MIM2096E
Command not supported when COMMUNICATION=NONE
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MIM2098
DEVICE dddd PINNED BY MIA TASK=taskname

Reason:

This message is displayed as part of the z/OS multi-line WTO IOS500I when dynamic I/O reconfiguration is rejected
because MIA has the indicated device pinned.

Action:

You should try the reconfiguration again. If the same task name and code number are displayed repeatedly, contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2099
GETMAIN FAILURE SUBPOOL 230

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM2100
MIMTPATT HAS ABENDED Sxxx

Reason:

MIA task MIMTPATT has abended with code Sxxx and MIM has scheduled an SVC dump.

Action:

Review logs and dumps to determine where and why the abend occurred. If the abend occurred in MIM, or if it cannot be
determined why the abend occurred, then contact MIM Technical Support.

MIM2102
DYNAMIC I/O RECONFIGURATION RECOGNIZED - EDT ADDRESS CHANGE NOTED

MIM2104
SAMEDEVICES=YES USED FOR THIS RESYNCHRONIZATION

   DEVICE gggg WAS TYPE ttt1, IS NOW TYPE ttt2

   DEVICE gggg WAS DELETED

   NO CHANGE IN MANAGED DEVICE

Reason:

This message is a multi-line WTO issued if a resynchronization occurs due to a dynamic reconfiguration and
RESYNCH=(SAMEDEVS=YES).

One of the following occurs:

• If MIA finds no changes in the currently managed devices, then the message NO CHANGE IN MANAGED DEVICES is
issued.

• If MIA finds that a device was deleted, then this message displays the deleted device.
• If MIA finds that the device type for a device was changed, the device and the old and new device types are displayed.
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MIM2105I
NO CHANGE IN MANAGED DEVICES

Reason:

A resynchronization has occurred due to a MIA RESYNCH command or dynamic I/O reconfiguration, and
RESYNCH=(SAMEDEVS=NO) was specified. MIA has detected no change in managed devices.

MIM2106
CURRENT RESYNCHRONIZATION OPTIONS

   DEVCLASS=class   DEVLIST=option   COMMANDS=option   SAMEDEVS=option

Reason:

This message shows the current resynchronization options issued at the start of resynchronization processing.
SAMEDEVS value is not shown if the resynchronization was due to the MIA RESYNCH command.

DEVLIST
Identifies the member of the MIM parameter data set (z/OS) or parameter file (z/VM) that MIA uses to obtain
device control information.

DEVCLASS
Indicates what class of devices is placed under MIA management. Valid values NONE and TAPE.

COMMANDS
Indicates whether MIA uses a member of its parameter data set (z/OS) or parameter file (z/VM) to obtain a list of
its commands to be executed at startup (prior to synchronization).

SAMEDEVS
(z/OS) Tells MIA whether to begin managing new devices as soon as they are created by a z/OS ACTIVATE
command. If you specify YES, new devices created on the ACTIVATE command are not automatically recognized
by MIA. If NO is specified, then MIA recognizes new devices immediately when they are created by the
ACTIVATE command. The default is NO.
(z/VM) Tells MIA whether to begin managing new devices as soon as they are created. If you specify YES, MIA
does not automatically recognize new devices created by the SET RDEV command. If you specified NO, MIA
recognizes new devices after they are created, as soon as detected by configuration scan. For more information,
see the SETOPTION GTAF CONFIGSCAN command in the Statement and Command Reference. The default is
NO.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM2107
RESYNCHRONIZATION IN PROGRESS

MIM2108
RESYNCHRONIZATION COMPLETE

MIM2109
WAITING FOR ENQ qname/rname

Reason:
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MIA must obtain certain z/OS enqueues used by the allocation and dynamic I/O reconfiguration processes. The enqueue
that MIA is waiting on is indicated in this message.

Action:

If this message is issued at startup, issue the following z/OS command to look for outstanding enqueues:

D GRS,RES=(QNAME,RNAME)

If the conflict is for SYSIEFSD CHNGDEVS, then check to see if there are any outstanding WTORs (IEF238D or
IEF433D) for jobs in allocation recovery. If so, then replying to these messages should clear the conflict.

MIM2110
RESYNCHRONIZATION INITIATED

MIM2112W
Invalid subtype mnemonic value mnemonic

MIM2113
ENQ OBTAINED

Reason:

MIA was able to obtain the enqueue listed in message MIM2109.

MIM2114
Multi-image Allocation trace message.

Reason:

For Broadcom Support use only.

MIM2115
ERROR - UNABLE TO RESYNCHRONIZE

Reason:

MIA is unable to resynchronize due to an error while attempting to identify what devices to manage.

Action:

Verify that valid devices are indicated for management by MIA, and reissue the command.

MIM2116
RESYNCH DEQ ERROR DETECTED

Reason:

MIA encountered an error trying to DEQ on SYSZIOSV/DYNAMIC after completing a resynchronization due to a MIA
RESYNCH command.
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MIM2119
ENQ qname/rname IN USE ON THIS SYSTEM

Reason:

MIA detected a RET=USE form of an ENQ request for the indicated QNAME and RNAME. MIA is currently globally
serializing the name resource for an allocation function. The requester of the resource is provided with a return code of 4
indicating that the resource is currently unavailable.

Action:

Retry the request later, such as when an HCD ACTIVATE I/O reconfiguration has completed.

MIM2120
jjj sss ppp ddd UNABLE TO ALLOCATE nnn UNIT(S)

Reason:

This job has entered allocation recovery, and SETOPTION TPCF AUTOREPLY=ON was specified. The variable fields
indicate the following:

jjj
Indicates the name of the job.

sss
Indicates the name of the job step.

ppp
Indicates the name of the step in the procedure

ddd
Indicates the DDNAME in the job

nnn
Indicates the number of units needed

MIM2121
DEVICE llll ASSIGN DEFERRED, ONLINE PROCESSING DEFERRED

Reason:

An assign request for a 3480/3490/3495 type device was issued as part of online processing for the device. Online
processing was most likely initiated by one of the following commands: 'V PATH(device,chipid),ONLINE' or 'V
SMS,LIBRARY(library),ONLINE'.

MIA intercepted the assign request and rejected it because the device is allocated on an external system. MIA brings the
device online (if necessary) when the device deallocates on the external system. If the device is already online to the local
system when it deallocates on the external system, then MIA will not initiate online processing since the device is already
online to the local system.

MIM2122
CONFCHG EXIT CALLED - {PREPARE|REJECT}

Reason:

This is a MIA resynchronization trace message. This response indicates that one of the following has occurred:
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PREPARE
MIA has been notified of a dynamic I/O configuration that deletes devices.

REJECT
MIA has been notified of a dynamic I/O configuration that has failed.

MIM2123
CONFCHG EXIT UNPINNED DEVICE dddd

Reason:

This is a MIA resynchronization trace message. It has unpinned the device dddd because it is about to be deleted by a
dynamic I/O configuration.

MIM2127
REQUIRED FACILITY {GTAF|TPCF} IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

A MIA VARY command has been entered with a parameter specifying a required facility that is not active. The inactive
facility (GTAF or TPCF) is indicated in the message.

MIM2128W
LMS INTERFACE FAILURE

Reason:

MIA startup interface with the Memorex LMS product has failed. MIA must install its allocation recovery processing as if
LMS was not active in the system.

This may have been caused by an LMS initialization problem, and requires that both LMS and MIA be restarted.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support and your Technical Support representative for Memorex.

MIM2129
trace message with variable text

MIM2130
OLD MIMETFIV REPLANTED

MIM2132
VARY trace message with variable text

MIM2133I
dddd VARY ONLINE deferred

Reason:
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MIA has intercepted a VARY ONLINE operator command, or IEEVARYD program call, for the device with the local name
specified here. The device cannot be brought online immediately as it is externally allocated. However, when the device is
deallocated externally, MIA processes the VARY command.

MIM2134
dddd VARY ONLINE REJECTED

Reason:

MIA has intercepted a VARY ONLINE operator command, or IEEVARYD program call, for the device whose local name is
specified. The device cannot be brought online because it was in the process of being deallocated on an external system.

Action:

Retry the VARY ONLINE operator command, or the IEEVARYD program call.

MIM2135
dddd VARY ONLINE in progress

Reason:

A VARY ONLINE command for the indicated managed device has been issued and MIA has scheduled the device for
serialized online processing.

Action:

None. The command issuer will receive additional messages when the device is brought online.

MIM2136
dddd VARY ONLINE aborted

Reason:

MIA attempted to schedule the indicated device for online processing; however, either the MIA address space is
terminating or MIA was unable to obtain storage needed to process the request. Online processing for the indicated
device is abandoned.

Action:

Reissue the VARY ONLINE command at a later time.

MIM2137
dddd VARY OFFLINE in progress

Reason:

A VARY OFFLINE command for the indicated managed device has been issued and MIA has scheduled the device for
synchronized offline processing.

Action:

None. The command issuer will receive additional messages when the device is taken offline.
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MIM2138
dddd VARY OFFLINE aborted

Reason:

MIA attempted to schedule the indicated device for offline processing; however, either the MIA address space is
terminating or MIA was unable to obtain storage needed to process the request. Offline processing for the indicated
device is abandoned.

Action:

Reissue the VARY OFFLINE command at a later time.

MIM2139I
VARY PURGE UNAVAILABLE UNTIL MIM IS SYNCHRONIZED

Reason:

VARY PURGE requests are unavailable until MIA is synchronized.

Action:

Wait until MIA is synchronized to issue VARY PURGE.

MIM2140W
NOTE
The content of the MIM2140W message varies depending on the detected delay.

Delay Detection Notifications have the following format:

If there is a Contention:

MIM2140W Tape Device Allocation Delay Warning

  TYPE          CONTENTION

  DURATION  .... Minutes

  SYSTEM    ........

  CAUSE     ................................................

  -------------------------------------------------------------------

  JOBNAME  ASID TCB     WAITERS

  ........ .... ........    ....

  -------------------------------------------------------------------

End of Tape Device Allocation Delay Warning

If there is a WaitNoHold:

MIM2140W Tape Device Allocation Delay Warning

  TYPE           WAITNOHOLD

  DURATION  .... Minutes

  SYSTEM    ........

  CAUSE          Excessive Wait/NoHold Replies

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------

  JOBCOUNT

      ....

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------

End of Tape Device Allocation Delay Warning
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Reason:

Delay Detection and Notification optionally issues this message if an allocation delay is detected.

• TYPE
CONTENTION

Indicates a scenario where one job or task is unable to allocate one or more devices and is delaying other jobs or
tasks from allocating one or more devices.

WAITNOHOLD
Indicates a scenario where two or more jobs are excessively responding WAIT/NOHOLD to allocation recovery
messages. This scenario can prevent allocations on external systems in the MIAplex.

• DURATION
Identifies the amount of time in minutes that have passed since the delay started.

• SYSTEM
Identifies the MIA system name where the delay originates.

• CAUSE
This field describes the cause of the delay. Such as:
– WAIT/HOLD Reply Received
– Excessive Wait/Nohold Replies
– WTOR REPLYID= xxxx Outstanding
– Unable to Determine

• JOBNAME
Identifies the name of the job causing the delay.

• ASID
Identifies the ASID of the job causing the delay.

• TCB
Indicates the TCB of the job or task causing the delay.

• JOBCOUNT
Identifies the number of jobs that are participating in the WAIT/NOHOLD loop.

• WAITERS
Identifies the number of jobs that the owner is delaying.

Action:

To diagnose the delay, see Troubleshooting, in the MIA Programming Guide. If you are unable to resolve the issue,
contact Broadcom Support.

MIM2141I
NOTE
The content of the MIM2141I message varies depending on the request.

Requests for ANALYZE TAPEDELAY SUMMARY:

MIM2141I Tape Device Allocation Delay Analysis 

 SYSTEM   JOBNAME  ASID WAITERS DURATION CAUSE 

 ........ ........ ....    ....     .... ..............................

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 SYSTEM   JOBCOUNT WAITERS DURATION CAUSE

 ........     ....    ....     .... ...................................

End of Tape Device Analysis

Requests for ANALYZE TAPEDELAY DETAIL:
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MIM2141I Tape Device Allocation Delay Analysis

  TYPE          CONTENTION

  DURATION  .... MINUTES

  CAUSE     ...........................................................

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

    ROLE   SYSTEM   JOBNAME  ASID TCB

    ...... ........ ........ .... ........

  .... of .... waiters displayed

=======================================================================

  TYPE           WAITNOHOLD

  DURATION  .... MINUTES

  CAUSE          Excessive Wait/NoHold Replies

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

    ROLE   SYSTEM   JOBNAME  ASID TCB

    ...... ........ ........ .... ........

  .... of .... owners displayed

  .... of .... waiters displayed

=======================================================================

End of Tape Device Analysis

Reason:

This display is the result of an ANALYZE command.

• TYPE
CONTENTION

Indicates a scenario where one job or task is unable to allocate one or more devices and is delaying other jobs or
tasks from allocating one or more devices.

WAITNOHOLD
Indicates a scenario where two or more jobs are excessively responding WAIT/NOHOLD to allocation recovery
messages. This scenario can prevent allocations on external systems in the MIAplex.

• DURATION
Identifies the amount of time in minutes that have passed since the delay started.

• CAUSE
This field describes the cause of the delay, such as:
– WAIT/HOLD Reply Received
– Excessive Wait/Nohold Replies
– WTOR REPLYID nnnn Outstanding
– Unable to Determine

• ROLE
Identifies the role of the jobs in relation to the delay.

• SYSTEM
Identifies the z/OS system name where the delay originates.

• JOBNAME
Identifies the name of the job causing the delay.

• JOBCOUNT
Identifies the number of jobs causing the delay.

• WAITERS
Identifies the number of jobs being delayed by the owner.

• ASID
Identifies the ASID of the job causing the delay.

• TCB
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Indicates the TCB of the job or task causing the delay.

MIM2142W
DDN disabled due to detected error

Reason:

A system in the MIMPLEX detected an error in the Delay Detection and Notification feature. To ensure the integrity on all
systems, the feature was disabled.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM2150I
NOTE
A different MIM2150I message displays depending on the information requested on the DIAGNOSE command.
Any one of the following MIM2150I messages may display:

MIM2150I (1)

DIAGNOSE ALLOCATION DISPLAY

   BEGIN EDT DISPLAY ==========>

   LOOKUP VALUE: vvvv         TYPE: type

      DEVICE GROUP NUMBER: n

      nx0 nx1 nx2 nx3 nx4 nx5 nx6 nx7 nx8 nx9 nxA nxB nxC nxD nxE

         .

         .

   END OF EDT DISPLAY

   END OF DIAGNOSE COMMAND

Reason:

This message duplicates the DISPLAY EDT command. It identifies which device groups each tape UNITNAME
references. It lists the UNITNAME and the devices contained in each group. For additional information, see message
MIM2090. This display is the result of a DIAGNOSE EDT command:

n
Device group number from the eligible device table.

nx0...
Device addresses.

type
This is GENERIC if a system default, or ESOTERIC if user-defined.

vvvv
LOOKUP value from the eligible device table. For example, “3490” or “TAPE.”

MIM2150I (2)

DIAGNOSE ALLOCATION DISPLAY

   BEGIN MANAGED GROUP DISPLAY ==>

   DEVICE GROUP NUMBER: n
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      xn5 xn4 xn3 xn2 xn1 xn0 nxF nxE nxD nxC nxB nxA nx9 nx8 nx7 nx6

      nx5 nx4 nx3 nx2 nx1

   DEVICE GROUP NUMBER: n

      nxF nxE nxD nxC nxB nxA nx9 nx8 nx7 nx6 nx5 nx4 nx3 nx2 nx1 nx0

      nxF nxE nxD nxC nxB nxA nx9 nx8 nx7 nx6 nx5 nx4 nx3 nx2 nx1 nx0

      nxF nxE nxD nxC nxB nxA nx9 nx8 nx7 nx6 nx5 nx4 nx3 nx2 nx1 nx0

        .

        .

        .

      END OF GROUP DISPLAY

   END OF DIAGNOSE COMMAND

Reason:

This message duplicates the DISPLAY DEVICEGROUPS command. It is used to display the tape device groups currently
being managed by MIA. For additional information, see message MIM2091. This display is the result of a DIAGNOSE
GROUPS command.

MIM2150I (3)

DIAGNOSE ALLOCATION DISPLAY

   BEGIN SYSTEMS DISPLAY====>

   SYSTEM sysid HAS llll LOCKS FOR DEVICES

   dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd

   END OF SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   END OF DIAGNOSE COMMAND

Reason:

This display is a result of the DIAGNOSE SYSTEMS command and shows the devices for which GTAF has released
the device group locks. These devices are not available for allocation on any other system in the MIA complex. If no
serialization delays are currently in force by GTAF, the message displays “ALLOCATION LOCKS ARE NOT HELD ON
ANY SYSTEM.”

If locks are held on a system, then the following information is provided:

sysid
Identifies the name of the system holding the locks.

llll
Identifies the type of group locks. One of these values is displayed:
A-Indicates dynamic allocation
B-Indicates a WAIT,HOLD reply to allocation recovery
AB-Indicates normal allocation

dddd
Indicates the address of managed device.

MIM2150I (4)

DIAGNOSE ALLOCATION DISPLAY

   BEGIN JOBSTATUS DISPLAY ====>

   jobstatus (one of the following)

   No entries for jobstatus

   Entry is for non-managed devices

   GTAF has released jobname to MVS for llll group locks for devices
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   GTAF is delaying jobname's request for llll group locks for devices

   MVS has given jobname ownership of llll group locks for devices

   MVS has jobname waiting for llll group locks for devices

   MVS has jobname waiting for devices, REPLY was {NOHOLD|HOLD}

   dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd

   dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd dddd

   END OF JOBSTATUS DISPLAY

   END OF DIAGNOSE COMMAND

Reason:

This shows jobs in various stages of allocation serialization, divided into five categories: RELEASED, DELAYED, GIVEN,
WAITING, or WAITING FOR DEVICES. This message is the result of a DIAGNOSE JOBSTATUS command.

jobstatus
The jobstatus value can be one of the following:
DELAYED

Shows the jobs being delayed by GTAF for serialization purposes. There may be some job in the GIVEN
option on some system that is delaying allocation. It is also possible that MIA is not yet synchronized.

GIVEN
Shows the jobs that currently have the device group locks for the listed devices. No job on any system will
be able to allocate from the listed set of devices until this job has released the device group locks.

RELEASED
Shows the jobs that GTAF has released to z/OS for device group locks. Any job listed in this section may
or may not actually own device group locks. The GIVEN option shows which job has actually been given
ownership by z/OS.

WAITING
Shows the jobs on the z/OS wait list for device group locks. GTAF has released these jobs to z/OS, and
their requests will be processed as jobs in the GIVEN option are removed by z/OS.

WAITING FOR DEVICES
Shows the jobs on the z/OS waiting-for-devices queue. A reply of either WAIT/NOHOLD or WAIT/HOLD
has been made for this job.

jobname
Name of the job making the group lock request.

dddd
Managed device address.

llll
Identifies the type of group locks. One of these values is displayed:
A-Indicates dynamic allocation
B-Indicates a WAIT,HOLD reply to allocation recovery
AB-Indicates normal allocation

Note: The group lock request went through bypass processing if asterisks (*xxx*) surround the lock value instead of single
quotation marks ('xxx'). The group lock request went through special lock processing if plus signs (+xxx+) surround the
lock value instead of single quotation marks ('xxx').

MIM2150I (5)

DIAGNOSE ALLOCATION DISPLAY

Begin managed VARY display ===>

   VARY device status (one or more of the following)
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   No managed VARY in progress

   VARY commands purged: nnnnnnnnnn

   Duplicate VARY commands discarded: dddddddddd

   Active VARY device queue

   Dev    State   Option   Source    Requeue#    Queue-Tm    Wait-Rsn

   dddd    state   option   console     rrrrrrrr   tttttttt   reason

   Scheduled VARY device queue

   Dev     State   Option   Source   Requeue#   Queue-Tm   Wait-Rsn

   dddd   state   option   name   rrrrrrrr   tttttttt    reason

End managed VARY display ===>

Reason:

This portion of the DIAGNOSE command response show the state of any managed VARY device request that is actively
being processed or that is scheduled to be processed. A maximum of eight different managed devices can be in the
process of being varied at any given time. Vary requests in excess of the eight active requests will show as scheduled
requests. The display also includes the number of VARY commands purged since MIM startup. When a VARY request, is
in the process of being purged the State and Option columns displays the text BEING and PURGED respectively.

dddd
Managed device address.

state
Target device state. Can be one of the following:

• ONLINE
• OFFLINE

option
Additional target device state option. Refer to the VARY device command in the IBM publication, “MVS System
Commands,” for an explanation of these options. Can be one of the following:

• FORCE
• SHR
• RESET
• UNCOND

name
The name identifies the origin source of the VARY request. The source name can be a console name,
*PGMVARY for an intercepted IEEVARYD call, or *INTVARY for an MIA internally issued IEEVARYD call.

nnnnnnnnnn
Number of VARY commands purged from [set to your product name] startup.

dddddddddd
Number of duplicate VARY commands discarded from [set to your product name] startup.

rrrrrrrr
The number of times the VARY requested has been requeued for processing because the required device group
lock was unavailable for an extended time period.

tttttttt
The approximate amount of time, in seconds, that the VARY request has been outstanding.

reason
The reason that an active VARY request is waiting for processing. Can be one of the following:
Grp Lock

Waiting for control of the device group lock.
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VARY dev
Waiting for the IEEVARYD service to complete processing.

Deferred
Request is pending because device is externally allocated.

MIM2151
GTAINIT XYTEX= KEYWORD NO LONGER SUPPORTED.

Reason:

You have coded the statement GTAINIT XYTEX= in your MIMINIT data set. The XYTEX= keyword on the GTAINIT
statement is no longer supported.

Action:

Remove the XYTEX= keyword from the GTAINIT statement. If you are managing Xytex devices with MIM, then contact
Broadcom Support.

MIM2153E
CANNOT MANAGE MVS AUTOSWITCHABLE DEVICE dddd

Reason:

An attempt was made to start MIA or it went through re-synchronization processing (due to the MIA RESYCH command or
z/OS dynamic I/O reconfiguration). Device dddd was to be managed by MIA, but it is defined to z/OS as autoswitchable.
Because MIA was unable to turn off the z/OS autoswitching for this device (most likely because it was online), it cannot be
managed.

If MIA was being started, then it will not initialize. If it was processing a RESYNCH command, then MIA will not
resynchronize. MIA will resynchronize if it was processing a z/OS dynamic I/O reconfiguration, but MIA will not manage
device dddd.

Action:

Vary device dddd offline and vary it non-autoswitchable to z/OS. Then restart MIA or issue the RESYNCH command.

MIM2154W
MVS AUTOSWITCHING TURNED OFF FOR DEVICE dddd

Reason:

An attempt was made to start MIA, or it went through resynchronization processing (due to the MIA RESYNCH command
or z/OS dynamic reconfiguration). Device dddd was to be managed by MIA, but is defined to z/OS as autoswitchable. MIA
turned off z/OS autoswitching for device dddd. MIA manages device dddd after resynchronization completes.

Action:

None.

MIM2155E
RESYNCH COMMAND INVALID WHILE SYNCHRONIZATION PENDING

Reason:

The MIA RESYNCH command was issued while MIM has not yet completed its initial synchronization after startup.
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Action:

Wait until synchronization is complete and then reenter the RESYNCH command.

MIM2161W
SERIALIZATION OF qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr REQUESTED

Reason:

MIA has intercepted an exclusive user request on the local system for enqueue qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr. It is making the request
wait until it has serialized the request with external systems in the MIM complex (MIMplex). While MIA is making the user
job wait, the user job will be waiting behind MIA for the enqueue GTALOCAL. z/OS operator command 'D GRS,C' (or
some other product) can be used to identify the job waiting. Be aware that other jobs may be waiting behind the enqueue
GTALOCAL because MIA is making them wait for other resources.

MIM2162W
SERIALIZATION OF qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr WAITING ON SYSTEM ssssssss

Reason:

MIA on the local system is waiting for system ssssssss to serialize the request for enq qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr on the local
system. In order to serialize the request, MIA on system ssssssss must obtain enqueue qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr exclusive.

MIM2163I
SERIALIZATION OF qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr ACHIEVED

Reason:

MIA has serialized the request for enqueue qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr on the local system with all systems in the MIM complex.
The request is allowed to continue and is processed by z/OS.

MIM2164I
SERIALIZATION OF qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr ENDED

Reason:

All user requests for enqueue qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr on the local system have been dequeued. MIA has de-serialized the
resource with all systems in the MIM complex.

MIM2165W
WAITING FOR qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr TO SERIALIZE WITH SYSTEM ssssssss

Reason:

MIA on the local system is attempting to serialize a user request for enqueue qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr on system ssssssss.
In order to serialize the request, MIA on the local system must obtain enqueue qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr exclusive. While this
message is outstanding, MIA on the local system is waiting to obtain the enqueue. z/OS operator command 'D GRS,C' (or
some other product) can be used to identify which jobs on the local system are holding enqueues qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr. MIA
waits behind these jobs to obtain the enqueue.
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MIM2166I
SERIALIZED ON qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr

Reason:

MIA on the local system has serialized a user request for enqueue qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr on some other system in the MIM
complex. While serialized, MIA on the local system holds enqueue qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr exclusive.

MIM2167I
DESERIALIZED ON qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr

Reason:

MIA on the local system has de-serialized a user request for enqueue qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr on some other system in the MIM
complex. MIA on the local system has dropped its exclusive enqueue on qqqqqqqq/rrrrrrrr.

MIM2195E
Invalid range - xxxx is greater than yyyy

Reason:

A VARY command specified a range of devices, but the range is invalid. The command might have been issued manually
by an operator, or automatically from an initialization or command member.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid range.

MIM2196I
llllll LIST HAS NO DEVICES - EMPTY

Reason:

This message is issued along with the MIM2044 message when SETOPTION TPCF MIM2044DIAG=YES is specified to
assist in determining the reason for the MIM2044 (the reason call devices were eliminated). The value of llllll can be either
INPUT or OUTPUT. The INPUT list represents the devices from the EDL (eligible device list) for the associated DD that
were still eligible when the EDL was passed to MIA. The OUTPUT list represents the devices that were still eligible after
MIA processing (JOB RESERVE, TPCEDLXT).

Action:

If the INPUT list is empty, no devices were eligible when the EDL was passed to MIA for this allocation. This indicates that
all devices in the EDL were marked ineligible before MIA processing. Determine which devices were in the EDL through
the UNIT parameter specified on the DD for uncataloged data sets or through the generic in the catalog for cataloged
data sets. Then, consult with vendors of other products involved in tape device selection/elimination to determine why
the devices have been eliminated. In many cases, the device elimination is a result of elimination performed by robotic
software (Sun STK, Memorex LMS, and so on).

If the OUTPUT list is empty, then all devices in the EDL have been eliminated for this allocation. A prior MIM2196I or
MIM2197I should have been issued with the status of the INPUT list. If a MIM2196I was issued indicating that the INPUT
list was empty, then all devices were eliminated from the EDL prior to MIA processing. Determine which devices were
in the EDL and consult with other vendors as indicated above. If a MIM2197I was issued showing a list of devices in the
INPUT list, then MIA processing has eliminated the devices that were in the INPUT list. Issue MIA 'D JOB', 'D LOCAL',
and 'D EXIT' commands to determine why MIA has eliminated the devices (JOB RESERVE, TPCEDLXT, OVERGENNED
if SET TPCF OVGINELIG=YES/JOBRESV).
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Any devices that were not listed in the INPUT list were either not in the EDL or were eliminated by another product prior to
MIA processing.

MIM2197I
llllll DEVICE LIST

Reason:

This message is issued along with the MIM2044 message when SETOPTION TPCF MIM2044DIAG=YES is specified.
The message is issued to assist in determining the reason for the MIM2044 - the reason all devices were eliminated. The
value of llllll can be either INPUT or OUTPUT. The INPUT list represents the devices from the EDL (eligible device list) for
the associated DD that were still eligible when MIA was passed the EDL. The OUTPUT list represents the devices that
were still eligible after MIA processing (JOB RESERVE, TPCEDLXT, OVERGENNED if SET TPCF OVGINELIG=YES/
JOBRESV).

Action:

The devices in the INPUT list are the devices that were still eligible at the time MIA was passed the EDL for the allocation.
Any devices that are not in the INPUT list were either not in the EDL to begin with or were marked ineligible by another
product before MIA processing. Determine the contents of the EDL using the UNIT parameter on the DD for uncataloged
data sets or using the generic in the catalog for cataloged data sets. Consult with vendors of other products involved in
tape device selection/elimination to determine why devices eliminated prior to MIA processing were eliminated. In most
cases, the device elimination will be a result of elimination performed by robotic software (such as STK HSC or Memorex
LMS).

The devices in the OUTPUT list are the devices that were still eligible after MIA processing. A prior MIM2196I or
MIM2197I should have been issued with the status of the INPUT list. Compare the devices in the INPUT list and the
devices in the OUTPUT list. MIA has eliminated any devices in the INPUT list that are not in the OUTPUT list. Issue
MIA 'D JOB', 'D LOCAL', and 'D EXIT' commands to determine why MIA has eliminated the devices (JOB RESERVE,
TPCEDLXT, OVERGENNED if SET TPCF OVGINELIG=YES/JOBRESV).

If there are devices remaining in the output list, then determine why they are not permitted for use by this allocation.
Issue the MIA 'D LOCAL' command to see if the devices have been assigned a special status such as OVERGENNED,
NOTAVAILABLE, or EXTERNALLY DEDICATED. Also, determine if other vendor software is eliminating these devices
during allocation recovery.

MIM2198I
jjjjjjjj ssssssss dddddddd # ccc - All devices eliminated before MIA processing

Reason:

For the job, step, ddname, and DD concatenation number indicated in the message, MIA has been passed an EDL
(eligible device list) in which all devices have already been marked ineligible. Since there are no eligible devices left at the
time MIA obtains control, MIA does not perform device selection (TPCF functions) and passes the allocation immediately
on the z/OS. z/OS then fails the job.

Action:

MIA did not mark the devices ineligible. All devices in the EDL were marked ineligible by another application or task prior
to MIA receiving control. Determine which devices were in the EDL using the UNIT parameter specified on the DD for
uncataloged data sets or using the generic in the catalog for cataloged data sets. To determine why all devices were
marked ineligible, investigate other tasks involved in tape device selection and contact the appropriate vendors. In many
cases, the devices have been marked ineligible due to selection performed by software supporting robotic tape devices
(Sun STK, LMS, and so on).
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MIM2199
trace text

Reason:

TPCF trace message for DEVSEL24 option on SETOPTION TPCF SETTRACE/SETPRINT/RESETTRACE/RESETPRINT
command. Trace message is written to the trace output data set.

Action:

Trace messages are used for problem diagnosis by MIM Technical Support.

MIM2200
trace text

Reason:

TPCF trace message for RECOVERY option on SETOPTION TPCF SETTRACE/SETPRINT/RESETTRACE/
RESETPRINT command. The trace message is written to the trace output data set.

Action:

Trace messages are used for problem diagnosis by MIM Technical Support.

MIM2201
trace text

Reason:

TPCF trace message for DEVSEL78 option on SETOPTION TPCF SETTRACE/SETPRINT/RESETTRACE/RESETPRINT
command. The trace message is written to the trace output data set.

Action:

Trace messages are used for problem diagnosis by MIM Technical Support.

MIM2202
trace text

Reason:

TPCF trace message for SSTAFULL option on SETOPTION TPCF SETTRACE/SETPRINT/RESETTRACE/RESETPRINT
command. The trace message is written to the trace output data set.

Action:

Trace messages are used for problem diagnosis by MIM Technical Support.

MIM2203
trace text

Reason:

GTAF/TPCF trace message for SWAP option on SETOPTION GRAF/TPCF SETTRACE/SETPRINT/RESETTRACE/
RESETPRINT command. The trace message is written to the trace output data set.
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Action:

Trace messages are used for problem diagnosis by MIM Technical Support.

MIM2204E
Unable to establish MIMTPFUA intercept

Reason:

This GTAF message indicates that the MIMTPFUA intercept could not be planted. MIA will not initialize.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information, including the U0095 Code=3539 dump produced and related MIM0095
message, and contact MIA Technical Support for assistance.

MIM2205E
Abend code in VARY scheduler task

Reason:

An unexpected ABEND condition was encountered by the MIA VARY scheduler task. This message is issued if the
MIA VARY scheduler task abnormally terminates. The VARY scheduler task is re-attached unless a recursive failure is
detected, in which case, the VARY scheduler task remains detached.

Action:

Collect all documentation before contacting Broadcom Support.

MIM2206
trace text

Reason:

This is a GTAF trace message for UNITALOC option on SETOPTION GTAF SETTRACE/SETPRINT/RESETTRACE/
RESETPRINT command. The trace message is written to the trace output data set.

Action:

Trace messages are used for problem diagnosis by MIM Technical Support

MIM2207I
Tape SWAP start detected - Job: jjjjjjjj From Device: ffff

Reason:

The start of a DDR tape SWAP has been detected by MIA.

jjjjjjjj
Name of the job involved in the SWAP

ffff
Device being swapped from.

Action:
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No immediate action is necessary. This highlighted informational message is issued as part of normal MIA processing
whenever a tape SWAP is detected. This message is deleted automatically as SWAP processing progresses. Because
MIA detects and serializes tape SWAPs before any z/OS SWAP messages are issued, this message serves as an early
indication that a SWAP has started and provides the name of the job and FROM device involved in the tape SWAP. MIA
automatically deletes the MIM2207I message when MIA issues the MIM2208I or MIM2209I message.

If the MIM2207I message remains highlighted for an extended period of time, then it may indicate a delay in the ability
of MIA to serialize the SWAP or that outstanding SWAP WTORs are not being responded to in a timely manner. Since
delays in SWAP processing can result in tape allocation delays, the cause for the delay in SWAP processing should be
investigated.

NOTE
For more information on tape SWAP processing and diagnosing tape allocation delays, including those involving
tape SWAPs, see the following sections/chapters in the MIA System Programmer Guide

• z/OS Dynamic Device Reconfiguration (SWAP) Processing in the “Advanced Topics” chapter
• Tape Device Allocation Problems in the “Troubleshooting” chapter

MIM2208I
Tape SWAP UCB switching detected - Job: jjjjjjjj From Device: ffff To Device: tttt

Reason:

MIA has detected that DDR is about to switch the TO and FROM UCBs for a tape SWAP.

jjjjjjjj
Name of the job involved in the SWAP.

ffff
Device being swapped from.

tttt
Device being swapped to.

Action:

No action is necessary. This highlighted informational message is issued as part of normal MIA processing whenever MIA
detects that DDR is switching the FROM and TO UCBs for a tape SWAP. At this point in the SWAP, DDR has chosen the
TO device and MIA has serialized the SWAP cross-system. MIA automatically deletes this message as SWAP processing
progresses, either when the MIM2209I message is issued at the end of the SWAP or when another MIM2207I message is
issued if the SWAP recycles (a problem occurs with the TO device or tape and DDR tries to SWAP again).

NOTE
For more information on tape SWAP processing and diagnosing tape allocation delays, including those involving
tape SWAPs, see the following sections/chapters in the MIA System Programmer Guide

• z/OS Dynamic Device Reconfiguration (SWAP) Processing in the “Advanced Topics” chapter
• Tape Device Allocation Problems in the “Troubleshooting” chapter

MIM2209I
Tape SWAP end processing detected - Job: jjjjjjjj From Device: ffff To Device: tttt

Reason:

MIA has detected that the DDR SWAP process is concluding.

jjjjjjjj
Name of the job involved in the SWAP.
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ffff
Device being swapped from.

tttt
Device being swapped to.

Action:

No action is necessary. This non-highlighted informational message is issued as part of normal MIA processing whenever
MIA detects that DDR has reached the final stages of tape SWAP processing. At this point, the involvement of MIA in the
SWAP process has ended.

Note: For more information on tape SWAP processing and diagnosing tape allocation delays, including those involving
tape SWAPs, see the following sections/chapters in the MIA System Programmer Guide:

• z/OS Dynamic Device Reconfiguration (SWAP) Processing in the “Advanced Topics” chapter
• Tape Device Allocation Problems in the “Troubleshooting” chapter

MIM2210E
Contents

MIM2210E

Abend code in VARY device task

Reason:

An unexpected ABEND condition was encountered by a MIA VARY device task.

Action:

Collect all documentation before contacting Broadcom Support.

MIM2211W

VARY dddd [ONLINE|OFFLINE] delayed by nnn seconds

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a delay in VARY device processing for the indicated device, dddd. The VARY
processing has been in progress for the indicated number of seconds.

VARY ONLINE commands, for which MIM2211Ws are being issued, have been globally serialized across the MIAplex,
and can delay allocation throughput.

VARY OFFLINE commands are not globally serialized across the MIAplex, but local. VARY related ENQUEUE contention
can also affect allocation throughput.

Action:

The VARY process remains in progress. Examine the status of the indicated device and determine if the device is
encountering a hardware-related problem. If so, you may need to force the device offline using the following command:

To abort a VARY command, for which MIM2211W warning messages are being issued, and to clear any additional VARY
commands scheduled for the device, issue the following MIM command sequence for each MIM2211W device:

F MIM,VARY dddd,PURGE

F MIM,DUMP MIM KILL=(TASKNAME=VARYdddd)
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where dddd is the device name appearing on the MIM2211W VARY DELAY warning messages.
After clearing outstanding VARY commands for which MIM2211W messages are being issued, it may be necessary to
force the problem device offline using the following z/OS command:

VARY dddd,OFFLINE,FORCE

MIM2212W
HOSTVMN system undefined/local system

Reason:

The system specified on the SETOPTION GTAF AUTOPATH=(HOSTVMN=name) command is either not defined to MIA
for z/VM or is the local system.

Action:

Specify the name of the z/VM host system for the local z/VM guest system as defined on the DEFSYS statement. If the
local system is the z/VM host system, specify NONE. Since the local system cannot be its own host, it is invalid to specify
the name of the local system on the HOSTVMN parameter.

MIM2213
Trace Message with variable text

Reason:

GTAF or TPCF trace message for PINSTAT option on SETOPTION GTAF/PINSTAT SETTRACE/SETPRINT/
RESETTRACE/RESETPRINT command. The trace message is written to the trace output data set.

Action:

Trace messages are used for problem diagnosis by MIMTechnical Support.

MIM2214I
dddd [now]OFFLINE

Reason:

The indicated device, dddd, has been placed offline as the result of an operator VARY OFFLINE command. If the text
'now' is present in the message, then the device has transitioned to the offline state. Otherwise, the device was already
offline.

Action:

None.

MIM2215W
dddd {ONLINE|OFFLINE} unsuccessful reason text

Reason:

The indicated device, dddd, could not immediately be placed online or offline respectively for one of the following reasons:
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• No UCB for device
• Unit must be OFFLINE before its AUTOSWITCH attribute can be changed
• Device has no logical paths
• Device has no physical paths
• Device is in use by a system component
• VARY processing aborted
• Dynamic pathing failed.
• Device ASSIGNed to another system
• Incompatible ASSIGN requested
• ASSIGN failed
• Pending OFFLINE and boxed
• Device being kept offline by a configuration manager
• Device OFFLINE due to OPERATOR; cannot bring ONLINE for SMS library
• Device is in use by C.U.I.R.
• Device is not eligible for VARY operation
• Volume could not be read
• Device not allowed to be OFFLINE when it is reserved

Action:

Correct any environmental condition and reissue the VARY command if appropriate.

MIM2217I
dddd pending OFFLINE

Reason:

The indicated device, dddd, has been marked for offline status; however, it is currently in use.

Action:

The system places the device offline once it is no longer in use.

MIM2218I
dddd ONLINE with restrictions

Reason:

The indicated device, dddd, has been placed online; however, environmental conditions may restrict the use of the device.

Action:

None.

MIM2219I
dddd OFFLINE and pending boxed

Reason:

The operator entered a VARY dddd,OFFLINE,FORCE command. If the device was offline, then it remains offline. The
system is already in the process of boxing the device. The device is pending boxed.

Action:
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None.

MIM2220I
dddd pending OFFLINE and pending boxed

Reason:

The operator entered a VARY dddd,OFFLINE,FORCE command. The specified device is pending offline, and will be
offline when the following two conditions are met in this order:

• The device is no longer allocated to a job.
• Allocation processing allocates any device in the system.

The system is already in the process of boxing the device. The device is pending boxed.

Action:

None.

MIM2221A
Confirm VARY FORCE for dddd-REPLY 'NO' or 'YES'

Reason:

The operator entered a VARY dddd,OFFLINE,FORCE command. MIA is waiting for a valid reply from the console operator
to determine whether to continue with forced offline processing.

Action:

Issue a REPLY command response of YES to continue with forced offline processing of the device. Otherwise, issue a
REPLY command of NO to abandon the forced offline request.

MIM2222I
VARY dddd OFFLINE canceled by operator

Reason:

A REPLY of NO has been received in response to a MIM2221A message.

Action:

The target forced offline request is abandoned.

MIM2223I
dddd [now]ONLINE

Reason:

The indicated device, dddd, has been placed online as the result of an operator VARY ONLINE command. If the text 'now'
is present in the message, then the device has transitioned to the online state. Otherwise, the device was already online.

Action:

None.
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MIM2225W
VARY dddd [ONLINE|OFFLINE] REQUEUED - SYSIEFSD [Q4|VARYDEV] ENQ CONTENTION

Reason:

This message indicates that a VARY command has been requeued due to SYSIEFSD ENQ contention. The MIM2225W
is generated when the number of times that a VARY command has been requeued equals the VARYRQNTFY threshold
specified by the installation. MIA continues to retry the VARY command.

Action:

Identify the cause of SYSIEFSD ENQ contention using ENQ conflict displays and relieve the contention.

MIM2226
Trace text

Reason:

The GTAF trace message for the DDN option on SETOPTION GTAF SETTRACE/SETPRINT/RESETTRACE/
RESETPRINT command. The trace output data set shows all trace messages.

Action:

Trace messages are used for a problem diagnosis by Broadcom Support.

MIM2300E
MIMTPFUA ESTAE has been entered

Reason:

The MIMTPFUA ESTAE has been entered. MIMTPFUA intercepts the z/OS unit allocation/deallocation service. If this
message is issued, then a job has abended during unit allocation/deallocation processing.

Action:

The MIMTPFUA ESTAE will take a SDUMP of the address space of the job to aid in diagnosing the problem. Analyze the
dump to determine the cause of the abend. Contact MIM Technical Support if assistance is required.

MIM2301E
MIMTPDVD ESTAE has been entered

Reason:

This message indicates that the MIMTPDVD ESTAE has been entered. MIMTPDVD processes CA MIA Device Data API
calls. If this message is issued, then a job has abended during a CA MIA Device Data API call.

Action:

The MIMTPDVD ESTAE will take a SDUMP of the address space of the job to aid in diagnosing the problem. Analyze the
dump to determine the cause of the abend. Contact MIM Technical Support if assistance is required.

MIM2500
WARNING - DEVLIST INITIALIZATION PARAMETER IGNORED - DDNAME IS MIMUNITS

Reason:
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This message indicates that the DEVLIST initialization parameter was specified. The DEVLIST parameter is unsupported
in MIM for z/VM. The parameter is ignored, and the ddname of the UNITS MIM file remains MIMUNITS.

Action:

If the DEVLIST parameter was specified as an operand on the start command, no action is needed. If the DEVLIST
parameter was specified on an MIMINIT statement, you must remove that parameter from the INIT MIM file, before
restarting the program.

MIM2502
INVALID DVEINDEX REQUESTED FROM COMMAND LEVEL

Reason:

No device element control block was found for the specified DVEINDEX. MIA for z/VM continues execution and attempts
to find another device that satisfies the attach request.

Action:

Gather appropriate diagnostic information (dumps, system logs, and supporting data) and contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

MIM2503
ATTACH REQUEST CANCELLED -- TIME EXPIRED

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the MI ATTACH command with a WAIT option specified. The time-period specified
with the WAIT option expired before the requested devices could be attached.

MIM2504
CLOCK ERROR OCCURRED

Reason:

MIA for z/VM was unable to determine the current time of day using the STCK instruction. MIA for z/VM continues
execution, but skips time expiration checks on waiting attach requests.

Action:

Gather appropriate diagnostic information (dumps, system logs, and supporting data) and contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

MIM2505
REQUESTED DEVICE(S) UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the MI ATTACH command with no WAIT or QUEUE options specified. MIA for z/
VM was unable to attach the device because the requested device was unavailable.

A device is considered unavailable if it is in any of the following states:
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• Varied offline, overgenned, or not available on the local system
• Allocated on any system
• Reserved for a user ID (or job) other than the user issuing the ATTACH command
• Reserved for CP use (varied CPON)
• Dedicated to an external system
• Involved in allocation recovery on a z/OS system
• Reserved for a MOUNT command on a z/OS system

MIM2506
ATTACH REQUEST HAS BEEN QUEUED

Reason:

This message can occur when the WAIT or QUEUE option is used on the ATTACH command.

MIM2507
ATTACH rdev TO userid AS vaddr

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the MI ATTACH command and indicates that the ATTACH request was successful.
The device (indicated by its local name, or real address) has been attached to the user ID at the virtual address shown.
The message is also relayed to the MIM for z/VM console as a record of attaches performed.

MIM2508
CP ATTACH | DETACH COMMAND FAILED WITH RC = xxxx

Reason:

MIA for z/VM was unable to perform the ATTACH/DETACH request because the CP ATTACH/DETACH command failed.
The success or failure of ATTACH/DETACH is determined by whether the action completes within 30 seconds. MIA for z/
VM returns RC=11. CP RC=1120 is ignored.

Action:

Verify that the target user ID of the ATTACH or DETACH request is logged on, and reissue the command if necessary.
If the problem persists, gather appropriate diagnostic information (dumps, system logs, and supporting data) prior to
contacting Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2509
nnn ATTACH REQUESTS PENDING

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the MI QUERY command with no operand specified. The nnn value represents the
number of unsatisfied pending ATTACH requests in the local system.

MIM2510
UNRECOGNIZED OPERAND: 'operand '

Action:
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Correct the command syntax and reissue the command.

MIM2511
PENDING ATTACH REQUESTS

  POS          INAM      XNAM      MODEL      ATTACH-ID      STATE

  position     rdev      gggg      type        userid        state

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the MI commands QUERY PENDING, QUERY USER, QUERY INT, or QUERY EX.
The message displays information on pending ATTACH requests as follows:

POS
The position of the request in the queue. This field is ignored for REATTACH requests, which are always
processed before any other ATTACH requests for the same device.

INAM
The local name (or real address) of the device.

XNAM
The global name of the device, as defined in the UNITS MIM file.

MODEL
The IBM model number. Use of this field indicates a request by model.

ATTACH-ID
The user ID to which the device will be attached.

STATE
Indicates the status of the request as follows:
QUEUED - QUEUE option was specified on the ATTACH request.
WAITING - WAIT option was specified on the ATTACH request.
REATTACH - REATTACH option was specified on the ATTACH request.

MIM2514
NO REQUESTS PENDING

MIM2516
SUMMARY OF LOCAL ACTIVITY SINCE mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss

  INAM   XNAM   MODEL   #ATTCH  #UNATH    #CPON   TIMOUT   IDLTIM

  rdev   gggg   type     nnnn    nnnn     nnnn    nnnn      nnnn

  rdev   gggg   type     nnnn    nnnn     nnnn    nnnn      nnnn

.                    .                   .                   .

  TOTAL # OF ATTACHES PERFORMED:            nnnn

  TOTAL # OF UNAUTHORIZED ATTACHES:         nnnn

  TOTAL # OF REJECTED/CANCELLED REQUESTS:   nnnn

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the MI QUERY SUMMARY command. Summary information is reported as of the
most recent starting date and time that appears in the message as follows:
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mm/dd/yy
Indicates the month, day, and year that MIA for z/VM was last started.

hh:mm:ss
Indicates the hour, minutes, and seconds of the time when MIM for z/VM was last started.

INAM
Indicates the local device name.

XNAM
Indicates the global device name.

MODEL
Indicates the model number.

#ATTCH
Indicates the number of ATTACH requests successfully processed by the MIA for z/VM ATTACH command.

#UNATH
Indicates the number of CP ATTACH commands issued directly for each device without using the MIA for z/VM
ATTACH command.
Note: Use of the CP ATTACH command can cause integrity problems.

#CPON
Indicates the number of times a device has been varied online and reserved for CP use through the VRY CPON
command.

TIMOUT
Indicates the amount of time after which the drive will be detached.

IDLTIM
Indicates the amount of time the drive was not in use.

TOTAL # OF ATTACHES PERFORMED
Indicates the number of ATTACH requests successfully processed by the MIA for z/VM ATTACH command for all
devices.

TOTAL # OF UNAUTHORIZED ATTACHES
Indicates the number of CP ATTACH commands issued directly for all devices without using the MIA for z/VM
ATTACH command.
Note: Use of the CP ATTACH command can cause integrity problems.

TOTAL # OF REJ/CANCELLED REQUESTS
Indicates the total number of MIA for z/VM ATTACH command requests that were rejected or cancelled for one of
these reasons:

• One or more requested devices were unavailable (for any reason).
• One or more requests were cancelled before the devices became available.

MIM2519
COMMAND INVALID - MIM IN PENDING STATE

Reason:

Reissue the command after synchronization.

MIM2520
nnn ATTACH REQUESTS CANCELLED
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MIM2521
REQUEST CANCELLED BY: SHUTDOWN | userid | XSYS CMD

Reason:

This message indicates that your pending ATTACH request was cancelled during shutdown or when a CANCEL
command was issued by userid on the local system, or by a user issuing a cross-system command from another system.

MIM2522
CP QUERY TAPE COMMAND FAILED IN MANAGER

Reason:

MIA for z/VM was unable to obtain current status information for a device under its control. The CP QUERY command
failed to return necessary status information for the specified device. MIA for z/VM terminates with user abend 0828 (33C
Hex).

Action:

Gather appropriate diagnostic information (dumps, system logs, and supporting data) and contact Broadcom Support for
assistance. Check that the MIM for z/VM service virtual machine has the proper CP class to query real devices.

MIM2523
INVALID RESPONSE FROM CP QUERY: response

Reason:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2524
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF CP ATTACH - DEV gggg TO userid

Reason:

A class B user issued the CP ATTACH command directly (without using the MIA for z/VM facilities). Use of the CP
ATTACH command can result in data corruption on the device. MIA for z/VM updates its device status records and
continues execution.

In the error message as illustrated above, gggg is the global name of the device, and userid is the user ID to which the
device was attached (and not necessarily the user ID issuing the CP ATTACH command).

Action:

Before starting MIA for z/VM for the first time, verify that no managed devices are attached to any user. While running MIA
for z/VM, ensure that CMS users make all ATTACH requests through the MIA for z/VM ATTACH command.

MIM2525
SIMULTANEOUS ALLOCATION OF DEVICE gggg ON MULTIPLE SYSTEMS

Reason:

A single device was concurrently allocated on two systems. MIA for z/VM continues execution. This error can be the
result of a class B user issuing the CP ATTACH command directly (without using the MIA for z/VM facilities), or it could
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result from a DEDICATE statement in the CP directory. The concurrent allocation of a device on two systems can result in
corruption of data on the device. gggg represents the global name of the device.

Action:

Before starting MIA for z/VM for the first time, verify that no controlled devices are attached. While running MIA for z/VM,
ensure that CMS users make all ATTACH requests through the MIA for z/VM facilities.

If these precautions have been taken and the error occurs again, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2526
FREEING DEVICE gggg FROM userid

Reason:

This message appears at the console every time a device is freed from use on the local system. MIA for z/VM updates
the device status and returns the tape drive to the pool of available tape drives. The message includes the global name
of the tape drive that was detached and the user ID from which it was detached. CPATTACH will be shown in place of the
variable userid if the tape drive was originally attached through the CP ATTACH command.

MIM2527
TAPE DRIVE rdev HAS BEEN IDLE FOR xxx MINUTES - IT WILL BE DETACHED IN ONE MINUTE IF NOT USED

Reason:

This warning is issued to a user ID by the active TIMEOUT feature of MIA for z/VM when one minute remains before a
tape drive (specified by its local name) will be detached from the user ID due to lack of use.

Action:

Begin I/O operations within the next minute if the tape drive is still needed. Always detach a tape drive when not in use.
(The TIMEOUT function can be disabled for any single use of a tape drive by using the KEEP or TIMEOUT option of the
ATTACH command.)

MIM2529
EXTERNAL NAME gggg NOT FOUND

Action:

Correct the global device name, and reissue the command.

MIM2530
EXTRA OPERAND: 'operand '

Action:

Correct the command syntax, and reissue the command.

MIM2532
ONLY CLASS B USERS MAY USE 'TO' USERID

Action:

Reissue the ATTACH command without the 'TO userid' operand.
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MIM2533
INVALID MODEL: class

Action:

Select a valid IBM model type or a user-defined class, and reissue the ATTACH command.

MIM2534
INTERNAL NAME rdev NOT FOUND

Action:

Correct the device name, and reissue the command.

MIM2535
userid NOT LOGGED ON

MIM2536
NO MODEL type DEVICE IS AVAILABLE

Reason:

No devices of the indicated IBM model type (or user-defined class) are under MIA for z/VM control.

Action:

Select a device or model type that is under control, and reissue the ATTACH command.

MIM2537
UNRECOGNIZED OPTION: option

Reason:

The indicated option is unknown to MIA for z/VM.

Action:

Correct the command syntax, and reissue the command.

MIM2538
QUEUE MAY NOT BE COMBINED WITH WAIT

Reason:

The QUEUE option and the WAIT option were both specified in an MI ATTACH command. These two options are mutually
exclusive.

Action:

Specify either the QUEUE option or the WAIT option, and reissue the command.
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MIM2539
ERROR IN OPTION FIELD

Reason:

An error occurred in the option field of the MI ATTACH or DETACH command. This error may be caused by a single option
appearing twice in the option list.

Action:

Correct the option field, and reissue the command.

MIM2540
OPERAND MISSING OR INVALID

Action:

Correct the command syntax, and reissue the command.

MIM2541
INSUFFICIENT FREE STORAGE; TRY AGAIN

Reason:

MIA for z/VM was unable to obtain the amount of free storage necessary to build a control block representing the
command.

Action:

Reissue the command in a few minutes; by that time, a sufficient amount of storage may have been freed. The virtual
storage size of MIMGR should be increased if this error persists.

MIM2542
REATTACH NOT PERMITTED - DEVICE ATTACHED USING CP ATTACH

The REATTACH option cannot be used with a device that was attached originally using the CP ATTACH command. The
REATTACH option is valid only with devices that have been attached through the MIA for z/VM facilities.

Action:

If you want to use the REATTACH option, first attach the device using the MI ATTACH command.

MIM2543
REATTACH DEVICE NOT IN USE

Reason:

This message indicates that an ATTACH command was issued with the REATTACH option, but that the specified device
was not attached to any user ID at that time. The command is suppressed. The REATTACH option can be used only when
a device is already attached to a user ID.

MIM2544
MISSING / INVALID DRIVE SPECIFICATION
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Reason:

This message indicates that the requested devices were specified incorrectly on an ATTACH command with the
REATTACH option. This is probably caused by one of the following:

• No device was specified.
• More than one device was specified (a request by model).

One and only one device must be specified on an ATTACH command with the REATTACH option. The command is
suppressed.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid device specification.

MIM2545
CLASS B USERS MUST SPECIFY 'FROM' USERID

Reason:

Class B users must specify the user ID from which the device should be detached.

Action:

Reissue the DETACH command with the 'FROM userid' operand.

MIM2546
ONLY CLASS B USERS MAY USE 'FROM userid'

Reason:

Only a class B user may specify the user ID from which the device will be detached. All other users can only detach a
device from their own virtual machines.

Action:

Reissue the DETACH command without the 'FROM userid' operand.

MIM2547
TAPE rdev DETACHED FROM userid

MIM2548
TAPE rdev NOT ATTACHED TO userid

Reason:

The DETACH command failed because the device was not attached to the expected user ID. To a class B user, this
means that the device was not attached to the user ID specified in the FROM field of the DETACH command. To any other
user, this message indicates that the device was not attached to the user ID issuing the DETACH command.

Action:

Verify the status of the device, and, if necessary, reissue the DETACH command.
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MIM2549
VIRTUAL DEVICE ADDRESS MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

The virtual device address was either missing or invalid on an ATTACH or DETACH command. A virtual device address
can be up to three or four hexadecimal characters depending on the operating system MIA for z/VM is running under.

Action:

Reissue the ATTACH or DETACH command with a valid virtual device address.

MIM2550
DEVICE DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The virtual device address specified on a class G DETACH command does not exist. This means the virtual device is not
configured in the virtual machine.

Action:

Verify the virtual address of the device that is to be detached, and reissue the DETACH command with the correct virtual
device address.

MIM2551
DEVICE NOT MANAGED BY CA-MULTI-IMAGE ALLOCATION for VM

Reason:

The device indicated by the virtual device address on a class G DETACH command is not a MIA for z/VM managed
device. The DETACH command is suppressed.

Action:

If the virtual device address was specified incorrectly, reissue the command with the correct virtual address. If the device
is not managed by MIA for z/VM, the CP DETACH command must be used to detach the device.

MIM2552
DETACH LEAVE COULD NOT BE PERFORMED

Reason:

The LEAVE parameter of the DETACH command can only be used if the MIMGR service virtual machine is authorized to
modify real storage (default CP class C).

Action:

You must authorize the MIMGR virtual machine for the STORE H command before you can issue the MI DETACH
command with the LEAVE parameter. Or, you can reissue the MI DETACH command without the LEAVE parameter.

MIM2553
CLASS FILE MUST BEGIN WITH CLASS DEFINITION RECORD - NO CLASSES DEFINED

Reason:
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The CLASS MIM file should be composed of a class definition record followed by one or more member records, followed
by another class definition record and its associated member records. The file may contain up to 32 class definition
records with their associated member records. If the first non-commented record is not a class definition record (a record
beginning with the word CLASS), no tape classes are defined, and the MIM for z/VM program terminates with user abend
U028 (Hex).

Action:

Correct the entries in the CLASS MIM file and restart MIM for z/VM. For more information on defining tape classes in the
CLASS MIM file, see the MIA Tape Sharing for z/VM System Guide.

MIM2554
{INVALID|MISSING} CLASS NAME IN CLASS FILE [-classname]

Reason:

The class name was either missing or invalid on a class definition record in the CLASS MIM file. If an invalid class name
was specified, the first eight characters of the name are included in the message. No tape classes are defined, and MIM
for z/VM terminates with user abend U028 (Hex).

Action:

Correct the entry in the CLASS MIM file. A class definition record should begin with the word CLASS followed by at least
one blank and then by a one- to eight-character class name. The class name cannot be the same as a valid tape drive
model number, nor can it be the word CLASS.

MIM2555
CLASS LIMIT EXCEEDED - NO TAPE CLASSES DEFINED

Reason:

The maximum number of tape classes that may be defined in the CLASS MIM file is 32. If this limit is exceeded, MIM for
z/VM terminates with user abend U028 (Hex).

Action:

Reduce the number of class definitions in the CLASS MIM file, and restart MIM for z/VM.

MIM2556
INVALID UNIT SPECIFICATION IN CLASS FILE - ['unitspec ']

Reason:

A member record in the CLASS MIM file contains an invalid unit specification. The first ten characters of the unit
specification are shown in the message. An invalid unit specification may contain a device name that is longer than four
characters in length, or a range with invalid lower and upper limits. MIM for z/VM terminates with user abend U028 (Hex).

Action:

Correct the unit specification in the CLASS MIM file.

MIM2558E
gggg invalid - not reserved for CP use

Reason:
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The MI VARY CPOFF command was issued for global device gggg, which was never varied CPON (online for CP use).
The VARY command is suppressed.

MIM2559E
gggg is unavailable for CP use - device {ALLOCATED|RESERVED|SWAP in progress|RESERVED for mount}

Reason:

This message indicates that the specified device cannot be varied online for CP use because of the current device status,
which is one of the following:

ALLOCATED
The device is allocated locally or externally.

RESERVED
The device is reserved for a particular user ID or job.

SWAP IN PROGRESS
A SWAP is in process on a z/OS system, and no devices can be allocated until the SWAP process is complete.

RSVD FOR MVSMOUNT
An operator MOUNT command has been issued for this device on a z/OS system. The device is now reserved for
jobs on that system that requested a specific volser.

MIM2560I
gggg is {reserved for CP use|no longer reserved for CP use}

Reason:

This message indicates that the MI VARY CPOFF or CPON command successfully changed the status of the specified
device.

MIM2561
TAPE CLASS classname

Reason:

This is the response received from the DISPLAY CLASS command.

MIM2562
UNKNOWN TAPE CLASS classname

Reason:

This message indicates that the tape class name specified as a parameter to the DISPLAY CLASS command is not
known to MIA for z/VM. A valid tape class name is either an IBM model number (2401, 2415, 2420, 3410, 3420, 3430,
3480, 3490, 3590, and 8809) or a user-defined class that was defined previously in the CLASS MIM file.

Action:

Reissue the command, specifying a valid tape class name.

MIM2563
EMPTY TAPE CLASS classname
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Reason:

This message is issued in response to the DISPLAY CLASS command. It indicates that there are no devices managed by
MIA for z/VM that belong to the specified tape class. The reason for this may be that the tape class was never defined, or
that none of the tape drives assigned to this class were valid tape drives managed by MIA for z/VM.

MIM2564
NO USER DEFINED TAPE CLASSES

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the DISPLAY CLASS command. It indicates that there are no user-defined tape
classes known to MIA for z/VM. Only predefined tape classes (named by the IBM model numbers) will be displayed.

This message is issued for informational purposes only. Tape classes must be defined in the CLASS MIM file.

MIM2565I
dddd varied [ONLINE | OFFLINE]

MIM2566
RC=nnnn occurred after {ATTACH|DETACH|GIVE}

Reason:

This message indicates a non-fatal error for which MIM for z/VM takes no action. The RC value corresponds to an HCP
message (for example HCP1120) that CP would have issued if the command had been issued from a console. The
message warns that a problem--often due to hardware or firmware bugs in tape devices--may exist in the z/VM system.

MIM2567
VIRTUAL DEVICE vdev ALREADY DEFINED

Reason:

The device has not been attached to the specified user ID because that user ID already has defined a virtual device at the
specified virtual address.

Action:

Reissue the ATTACH command, specifying a different virtual device address, or detach the conflicting virtual device and
reissue the ATTACH command.

MIM2568
VIRTUAL ADDRESS vdev INVALID - VCU IS INCOMPATIBLE

Reason:

The device cannot be attached because the specified virtual address is associated with a virtual control unit (VCU) that
already is in use with a NONSHARED device. (Tape devices use a SHARED subchannel protocol, and you cannot mix
SHARED and NONSHARED devices on a single VCU.)

Action:
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Reissue the ATTACH command, specifying a different virtual device address, or detach all other devices from the virtual
control unit and reissue the ATTACH command.

MIM2569
CP ATTACH/DETACH FAILED DURING ASYNCHRONOUS PROCESSING

Reason:

This message occurs only in a system where the CP ATTACH and DETACH commands are processed asynchronously.
A CP ATTACH/DETACH command is issued on behalf of a MIA for z/VM user who issues an MI ATTACH/DETACH
command. If the CP ATTACH or DETACH command is accepted but the device is not attached or detached within a
reasonable period, MIA for z/VM assumes that the ATTACH or DETACH request failed.

Notes:

• For ATTACH commands, this error may be issued if the user to which the drive is attached detaches the drive
immediately after the attach completes.

• For DETACH commands, this error may occur if the device is attached to the same user or a different user immediately
after the device is detached.

• Because attaches and detaches related to Autopath processing can occur quickly, this message may occur as devices
are being moved between systems during Autopath processing.

Action:

Issue an MI DISPLAY or a CP QUERY command to determine the status of the device and the reason that the ATTACH/
DETACH request failed.

MIM2571
CANNOT ALLOCATE - xxxxxxxx IN PROGRESS ON SYSTEM yyyyyyyy

Reason:

An operation (ACTIVATE, SWAP) is in progress on a z/OS system and no devices can be allocated until the operation
is complete. This message appears in response to the DISPLAY LOCAL/GLOBAL command when device information is
requested.

Each process has the following ENQ associated with it:

Process ENQ
ACTIVATE SYSZIOS/DYNAMIC
SWAP SYSIEFSD/DDRTPUR

MIM2574I
dddd already {ONLINE | OFFLINE}

Reason:

A VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE command was issued for a device that was ONLINE/OFFLINE already. The device was not
varied because it is already in the desired state.
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MIM2575W
VARY command rejected - VARY processor busy

Reason:

This message is the result of an internal logic error in MIA for z/VM.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM2576E
gggg is busy - can not be varied CPOFF

Reason:

A VARY CPOFF command was rejected because the target device gggg is still in use.

Action:

Wait, then issue the command again.

GCMF Messages

MIM3001I
Global Command and Message Facility/GCMF Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message is issued at the start of GCMF initialization.

MIM3002E
GCMF unable to initialize

Action:

See previous messages.

MIM3010I
GCMF deactivated

Reason:

GCMF terminated because one of the following occurred:

• A CANCEL, STOP, or MIM SHUTDOWN command was issued for MIM.
• An unrecoverable abend was experienced by GCMF or by MIM.

Global console capabilities provided by GCMF are deactivated on the local system.

Action:

If this message is issued as the result of a CANCEL or STOP command (or a SHUTDOWN command), you do not
need to take action. In any other case, gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.
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MIM3011E
Invalid CONSOLE id specified

Action:

Check the console ID and reissue the command.

MIM3012E
Unknown system id sysid

Action:

Check the system ID and reissue the command.

MIM3013I
LINK processing complete

MIM3015I
No linkages exist

MIM3016I
GCMF Cross-System Linkage DISPLAY

SOURCE   TARGET CONS   AUTH        TARGET SYSTEMS

source   console       authority   system

Reason:

This message displays information about linkages for the command source you named on the LINK command. The
following information is shown:

SOURCE
Indicates which console, product, or TSO user is authorized to issue commands through this linkage. One of the
following values is shown:
CONS

(z/OS) The local console with this console ID or console name is authorized to issue commands
through this linkage. If ALL is displayed, all local MCS consoles (excluding extended MCS consoles) are
authorized to issue commands through this linkage.

INSTREAM
(z/OS) Indicates commands from JCL (batch jobs) are authorized through this linkage.

INTERNAL
(z/OS only?) Indicates internally issued commands (such as commands from certain products) are
authorized through this linkage.

PROD
(z/OS only?)The product with this ID is authorized to issue commands through this linkage. This is
included when PROD=ALL.

TSOU
(z/OS only?) The TSO user with this user ID is authorized to issue commands through this linkage. This is
included when PROD=ALL.
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USER (userid)
(z/VM) Indicates this specific user is authorized to issue commands through this linkage.

USER (ALL)
(z/VM) Indicates that all users are authorized to issue commands through this linkage.

TARGET CONS
Identifies the target console that is executing commands issued through this linkage. One of the following values
is shown:
Pool

One or more members of the GCMF console pool are being used.
Pool(DEDIC)

When the value DEDICATE is shown, then the same member of the console pool is being used.
console

The console name of the specific target console that is being used.
AUTH

Indicates the authority level assigned to the target console when it is executing commands issued through this
linkage. One or more of the following values is shown:
ALL

(z/OS) The target console can execute console, I/O, and system control command.
C

The target console (z/OS) or user (z/VM) can execute any cross-system console control command.
I

The target console (z/OS) or user (z/VM) can execute any cross-system I/O control command.
INFO

The target console (z/OS) or user (z/VM) can execute any cross-system informational command.
MSTR

(z/OS) The target console can execute any cross-system command requiring master console authority or
any other authority level.
(z/VM) The user can execute any cross-system command requiring master console authority or any other
authority level except OPERPRIV and USERPRIV.

NONE
The target console (z/OS) or user (z/VM) cannot execute cross-system commands.

O
The linkage allows execution of commands requiring OPERPRIV authority on target z/VM systems.

S
The target console (z/OS) or user (z/VM) can execute any cross-system system control command.

SRCE
(z/OS) The target console uses the authority level assigned to the command source when executing
cross-system commands.
(z/VM) The user has the authority level assigned in the AUTHUSER MIM file when when executing cross-
system commands:

• A user with OPER authority can execute any cross-system console control, I/O control, system control,
or informational command.

• A user with USER authority can execute any cross-system informational command.

U
The linkage allows execution of commands requiring USERPRIV authority on target z/VM systems.
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TARGET SYSTEMS
Identifies the system to which cross-system commands are being directed. One of the following values is shown:
ALL

All systems can receive commands.
ALLICMF

(z/OS) All ICMF systems can receive commands. Control file systems are excluded.
ALLSYS

(z/OS) All control file systems can receive commands, but ICMF systems are excluded.
EXTERNAL

Only external systems can receive commands.
EXTSYS

(z/OS) Only external control file systems can receive commands.
LOCAL

Only the local system can receive commands.
sysids

Displays the IDs of the systems that can receive commands through this linkage.

MIM3018
GCMINIT REPLYLIMIT IS TOO RESTRICTIVE

Action:

Specify at least 10 reply IDs per system.

MIM3025W
Duplicate CONSOLE name name is ignored

Reason:

The same console name was specified more than once on the CONSLIST parameter on the GCMINIT statement in the
initialization member. The CONSLIST parameter is used to assign consoles to the GCMF console pool.

Action:

Remove the redundant entry on the CONSLIST parameter. You do not have to stop MIM to change the contents of the
parameter data set; however, the modifications you make do not become effective until the next time MIM facilities are
initialized.

MIM3026E
Invalid CONSOLE name value specified

Reason:

An invalid console name value has been specified on the GCMINIT CONSLIST keyword. MIC terminates with a U0040
ABEND.

Action:

Correct the GCMINIT CONSLIST keyword operand specification to reflect a valid CONSOLE name and restart MIC.
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MIM3027
UNABLE TO LOAD GCMEXIT MODULE

MIM3028I
SETOPTION ICMF processing complete

MIM3029W
Command suppressed by GCMCMDXT

Reason:

This message notifies the issuing console or TSO user that MIC has rejected the issued command.

MIM3030 (z/OS)
GCMF OPTION DISPLAY:

ACTIONCODE=code     AUTODELETE=option   BUFLIMIT=nnn

CAPTURELOG=option   CART=option         COLORSUPP=option

CURR_POOLCONS=nn    DELETEINTERVAL=mm   GCMDUMP=option

GCMRETRY=nnn        MAXCONS=nn          MINCONS=nn

MSGFILTER=option       

[ACTIONPREFIX: option ]

[EXCLUDEPRERIX: option]

[EXCLUDEJOB: option]

[SYSLOG: option]

[BROADCAST: option]

[SAFSYSTEMS: sysids]

SETTRACE=option

SETPRINT=option

STATCOLLECT=option

STATCYCLE=value   STATINTERVAL=value 

This message is issued by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

This message shows information about the GCMF operating values set on the SETOPTION command.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM3030 (z/VM)
GCMF OPTION DISPLAY:

  AUTODELETE=option          BUFLIMIT=nnn        DELETEINTERVAL=mm

  ESCAPE=char                LINEND=char         MSGFILTER=option 

  [ACTIONPREFIX:  option]

  [ACTIONUSER:  option]

  [ACTIONTYPE:  option]

  [EXCLUDEPREFIX:  option]

  [EXCLUDEUSER:  option]
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  [EXCLUDETYPE:  option]

  XLINKMEMBER=NONE

This message is issued by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the DISPLAY OPTIONS command. It shows information about the GCMF
operating values set on the SETOPTION GCMF command.

Action:

For more information, see the MIM for z/VM Statement and Command Guide.

MIM3031I (z/OS)
GCMF INIT display:

EXTCON=(PREFIX=ppp,   MIGID=option)   

EDITMESSAGE=option    JOBID=option     SAFNOTOKEN=option

SUPPRESS=option       SYSNAME=option   SYSTYPE=option

TRANSLATE=option

SSCONID LIST: value

This message is issued by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

This message displays the GCMF initialization values that are set through the GCMINIT statement.

NOTE
For more information, see Statement and Command Reference.

MIM3031I (z/VM)
GCMF INIT display:

  ATMCOMM=option      EDITMESSAGE=option     EDITUSERID=option

  TRANSLATE=option

This message is issued by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:

This message displays the GCMF initialization values that are set through the GCMINIT statement.

Action:

For more information, see the MIM for z/OS Statement and Command Guide.

MIM3033W
GCMF null command - ignored

Reason:

(z/OS) A cross-system command was issued with no command prefix character.

(z/VM) A cross-system command was issued with a target system name but no command text.

Action:
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(z/OS) Reenter the command using the MIM command prefix character.

(z/VM) Enter a command that includes a target system and command text.

MIM3035W
GCMF system(s) inactive

Action:

Reissue the command with an active system ID.

MIM3036W
GCMF pending - command ignored

Action:

Reissue the command after system synchronization is complete.

MIM3037W
GCMF command meaningless across systems

Reason:

An attempt was made to issue a cross-system z/OS CONTROL command. GCMF cannot direct this command across
systems because the command is meaningless across systems. MIM ignores the command.

Action:

Issue the z/OS CONTROL command on the system to which the command is being directed.

MIM3039W
No linkage defined which can service command - suppressed

Reason:

Various causes of this error message are explained in topic Cross-System Command Processing Problems.

MIM3040
GCMF MULTI-LINE MSG DELETED BEFORE COMPLETION

Reason:

GCMF could not propagate the complete text of a multi-line WTO from another system because the issuing task
terminated before the message was completed. Propagation of the incomplete WTO is suppressed on the local system.

MIM3041
GCMF SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS INHIBIT COMMAND

Reason:

A cross-system command issued from the local system was suppressed because the target console has insufficient
authority to execute that command. To execute commands that require higher authority, assign a higher authority level to
the target console using the AUTHORITY parameter on the LINK command.
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Action:

Use the LINK command to change the authority level for the target console.

MIM3042
COMMAND REJECTED - LINK IS TO AN INVALID CONSOLE

MIM3043E
ABEND code in WTO/CMD/DOM scheduler task

Reason:

A STAE or ESTAE routine in GCMF received control because of an abend.

After issuing message MIM3043, the GCMF ESTAE routine performs recovery processing.

z/OS only: This message is issued to consoles receiving routing codes 1, 2, 9, and 10.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM3045
module INCOMPATIBLE

Reason:

MIM for z/VM terminates with a user abend code U028 (Hex).

Action:

Gather diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support.

MIM3046E
COLLECT command error: value parameter

Check parameter and reissue the command.

MIM3047
GCMF INTERFACE ABEND ENCOUNTERED, RECOVERY BEING ATTEMPTED

Reason:

The GCMF subsystem interface module abended while attempting to process a subsystem request. GCMF attempts to
recover until the SETOPTION GCMF RETRY limit is exceeded. Abends in this module are most likely percolation abends
passed by other subsystems.

Action:

If other abends occurred prior to this message, then the problem did not originate in the GCMF module. If no prior abends
were logged, then gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance. If the MIC
address space recovers successfully, then no action is necessary.
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MIM3048I
common area at address, interface at address

MIM3049I
COLLECT command successfully processed

MIM3051E
A system must be specified for a specific linkage

Reason:

You did not specify a value for the SYSID parameter when you attempted to create a specific linkage using the LINK
command. MIM ignores the command. When you create a specific linkage, using the UCMID parameter, you must provide
the MIM system ID for the system to which you are linking. Only one system ID may be specified.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command, specifying a valid MIM system ID using the SYSID parameter.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM3052E
Only one system may be specified for a specific linkage

Reason:

You specified more than one MIM system ID on the SYSID parameter on a LINK command when only one system ID is
allowed. MIM ignores the command. You may specify only one system ID when you are creating a specific linkage using
the TGTCONS parameter on a LINK command.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command, specifying a MIM system ID for only one system.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM3053E
Specified authority level exceeds authority issuer

Reason:

The authority level specified on a LINK command exceeds the authority level of the console from which the command
was issued. The LINK command is rejected. To increase the authority level on a linkage, issue the LINK command from a
console with at least that level of authority.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command from a console with at least as much authority as you are specifying on the LINK command.

MIM3054I
COLLECT command summary
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   destination

         SETNAME: name

               option parameter1, parameter2, ...

Reason:

This message displays information about collection sets for the destination you specified on the command. This display
shows only the keywords used to collect messages. For detailed information about keywords in this display message, see
the description of the MIM3055 message. If several collection sets were created for this destination, you will see separate
lines for each collection set.

MIM3055I
COLLECT command detail

   Destination

         SETNAME: name

               option parameter1, parameter2...

               keyword1:

                      value1

               keyword2:

                      value2

Reason:

This message displays information about collection sets for the destination specified on this command. The following
information is shown:

Destination
The destination for which MIC is displaying information. This is the local destination that is receiving cross-system
messages. One of the following is shown:
ALL

All local consoles.
CONSOLE

The local console with this console name or console ID.
DMONITOR

All local consoles receiving this type of monitor messages.
DROUTCDE

All local consoles receiving messages with this routing code
PRODUCT

The product with this name.
TSOUSER

The TSO user with this TSO user ID.
SETNAME

Displays the name of the collection set.
option

Indicates whether messages must meet the requirements of any one inclusion parameter or all inclusion
parameters in order to be collected. One of the following is shown:
ALL

Messages must meet all inclusion requirements.
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ANY
Messages must meet any single inclusion requirement.

keyword/value
This displays the parameters used to collect or exclude messages. Keywords are shown in keyword, while
keyword values are listed below in value. One of the following is shown for keyword/value:
JOBNAME

GCMF is selecting messages issued by these jobs.
MONITOR

GCMF is selecting messages assigned these monitor types.
MSGID

GCMF is selecting messages with these IDs.
NOJOBNAME

GCMF is excluding messages issued by these jobs.
NOMONITOR

GCMF is excluding MONITOR-type messages.
NOMSGID

GCMF is excluding messages with these routing codes.
NOROUTCDE

GCMF is excluding messages with these routing codes.
ROUTCDE

GCMF is selecting messages with these routing codes.
SYSID

Displays the MIM system IDs of the systems from which these messages are being collected. One of the
following is shown:
ALL--Collects messages from all systems, including ICMF systems.
ALLICMF--Collects messages from all ICMF systems, excluding control file systems.
ALLSYS--Collects messages from all control file systems, excluding ICMF.
EXTERNAL--Collects messages from all systems except the local system.
EXTSYS--Collects messages from all external control file systems, excluding ICMF.
LOCAL--Collects messages from the local control file system only.

sysids
Displays the IDs of the systems from which messages are being collected. Several system IDs may be
listed.

If you have created several collection sets for this destination, then you will see separate lines for each collection set.

MIM3056E
COLLECT command was not executed

Reason:

A COLLECT command was not executed because of an error or problem described in a previous message.

Action:

Check the previous message, correct the error, and reissue the COLLECT command.
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MIM3057E
No target destination specified on COLLECT command

Reason:

A COLLECT command specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH members did not explicitly specify a destination for
which the selected messages are to be collected. You must specify a destination when you place a COLLECT command
in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH members.

Action:

Reissue the COLLECT command and specify a valid destination.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM3058W
COLLECT ADD would cause collection set size excession

Reason:

An attempt was made to add selection criteria to a collection set. However, the additional criteria cannot be added
because then there would be too many criteria in this collection set. The command is suppressed without changing
the existing collection set. You can specify a total of 118 selection parameters per collection set. Each parameter (for
example, JOBNAME, MSGID, and so on) is counted as a single criterion. If you specify a range on a parameter (for
example, MSGID=(PAY1-PAY9)), then the entire parameter still counts as one criterion.

Action:

You can create a new collection set to accommodate additional criteria.

MIM3059E
Specified collection set not found

Reason:

A COLLECT command was issued with the REPLACE or DELETE parameters, but GCMF could not find the collection set
to be replaced or deleted. When the REPLACE or DELETE parameter is specified on the COLLECT command, it must
apply to an existing collection set, which is uniquely identified by the destination parameter (for example, CONSOLE,
SYSLOG, DROUTCDE, and so on), the SYSID parameter, and the SETNAME parameter.

Action:

Correct the values of the destination parameter, SYSID parameter, and the SETNAME parameters of the COLLECT
command to identify an existing collection set. Then reissue the COLLECT command.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM3060E
No selection criteria specified for COLLECT

Action:

Check selection criteria and reissue the command.
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MIM3061I (z/OS)
DOM display detail

ASID   SEQ. NUMBER   T   JOB NUMBER   TIME   REPLY   MSGID   JOBNAME

asid   seqno         t   #            time   reply   msgid   jobid

END OF OUTSTANDING DOM MESSAGES, nn WERE FOUND

This message is issued by MIM.

Reason:

This message provides detailed information about local messages that have been routed to external systems. The
following information is shown:

ASID
Displays the address space ID associated with the message.

SEQ. NUMBER
Displays the unique sequence number assigned to the message.

T
Indicates whether this message has been assigned a token. If so, an asterisk (*) displays.

JOB NUMBER
Displays the number of the issuing job.

TIME
Displays the time this message was issued (in hour/minute/second format).

REPLY
Displays the reply ID (for WTOR messages only).

MSGID
Displays the message ID for the message.

JOB NAME
Displays the name of the issuing job.

nn
The total number of local messages.

You will see a line of information displayed for each local message.

MIM3061I (z/VM)
DOM display detail:

  SEQ. NUMBER      TIME       MSGID        USERID

  seqno            time       msgid        userid

      END OF OUTSTANDING DOM MESSAGES, nn WERE FOUND

This message is issued by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:

This message provides detailed information about local messages exported to external systems as highlighted messages.
A line of information is displayed for each local message. The following information is shown:

SEQ. NUMBER
Displays the unique sequence number assigned to the message.
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TIME
Displays the time this message was issued (in hour/minute/second format).

MSGID
Displays the message ID for the message.

USERID
Displays the issuing user ID.

nn
Indicates the total number of local messages.

MIM3062I
DOM display summary

(END OF OUTSTANDING DOM MESSAGES, nn WERE FOUND)

Reason:

This message provides summary information about local messages that have been routed to external systems.

MIM3063
nnnn MESSAGES HAVE BEEN {ERASED|DOMED} {FOR msgtype|GLOBALLY}

Reason:

This display shows how many and which local messages GCMF has deleted.

Note: These messages are also deleted by the z/OS DOM macro, except when ERASE is indicated.

The following information is displayed:

nnnn
Indicates the number of messages that GCMF has deleted.

msgtype
Indicates which messages were deleted. One of the following values is shown:
ASID

(z/OS) Indicates that all messages associated with this address space ID were deleted.
MSGID

(z/VM) ) Indicates that all messages with this message ID were deleted..
JOBNAME

(z/OS) Indicates that all messages issued by this job were deleted.
USERID

(z/VM) Indicates that all action messages issued by the user ID identified here were deleted..
SEQ NUM

(z/VM) Indicates that the message with the sequence number shown here was deleted from external z/
OS consoles.

GLOBALLY
(z/VM) Indicates all local action messages were deleted from external z/OS consoles. This is the result of
DOM CLEAR/ERASE.
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MIM3064I
console conname has been scheduled for deallocation

Reason:

This message is issued before a target console is deallocated. Target consoles are deallocated for one of these reasons:

• In response to a SETOPTION command (with the MINCONS or MAXCONS parameters specified)
• In response to a FREECONS command
• At shutdown
• In response to a change in system configuration

This informational message is issued only to the system log.

MIM3065I
CONSOLE pool display:

TGT_CONSOLE=conname   TGT_CONID=conid   TGT_TYPE=type

TGT_KEY=jobname       TGT_TERM=GCMFasid   

SRC_CONSOLE           SRC_CONID=conid   SRC_PRODUCT

SRC_TSOUSER           SRC_TSO_ASID      SRC_SYSTEM=name

QUEUE=queue           LINK_TYPE=type    LINK_AUTHORITY

CART=cart

          [NO queue CONSOLE ASSOCIATIONS EXIST]

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the DISPLAY POOLCONSOLES command and displays information about all
target consoles through which cross-system commands can be issued. The following information may be displayed:

TGT_CONSOLE
The target console name.

TGT_CONID
The target console ID displayed as eight printable hex digits.

TGT_KEY
Displays the key assigned to the Extended MCS target console, which is equal to the GCMF job name. This
key may be used in the z/OS display command (for example, D C,KEY=jobname) to display the Extended MCS
consoles allocated to the GCMF address space. This field is only displayed when TGT_TYPE=EXTCONSOLE.

TGT_TERM
Displays the logical terminal name assigned to this Extended MCS target console in the format of GCMFasid,
where asid is the GCMF address space ID in printable hex format. This field is only displayed when
TGT_TYPE=EXTCONSOLE.

TGT_TYPE
Displays the type of target console allocated. One of the following is shown:
ACTIVE

An active MCS console.
EXTCONSOLE

An Extended MCS console.
INACTIVE

An inactive MCS console.
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SUBSYSTEM
A subsystem-allocatable console.

The following fields SRC_, LINK_, and CART are displayed only when QUEUE= EXTERNAL.

SRC_CONSOLE
Displays the console name of the cross-system command issuer on the source (that is, originating) system.

SRC_CONID
Displays the console ID of the cross-system command issuer on the source system. This field is displayed as
eight printable hex digits. It is displayed only if SRC_CONSOLE is displayed.

SRC_PRODUCT
Displays the subsystem name of the product on the source system through which cross-system commands are
being issued.

SRC_TSOUSER
Displays the user ID of the MIMTSO user on the source system.

SRC_TSO_ASID
Displays the ASID of the MIMTSO user on the source system. This field is only displayed if SRC_TSOUSER is
displayed.

SRC_SYSTEM
Displays the source system name.

LINK_TYPE
Displays the type of link on the source system. One of the following is displayed:
DEDICATED

A dedicated linkage (POOL=DEDICATE).
EXCLUSIVE

An exclusive linkage (POOL=EXCLUSIVE).
SHARED

A shared linkage (POOL=SHARE).
LINK_AUTHORITY

Displays the MCS command authority specified on the LINK command on the source system. One or more of the
following values is shown:
C

Indicates that the source can issue cross-system console control commands.
I

Indicates that the source can issue cross-system I/O control commands.
INFO

Indicates that the source can issue cross-system informational commands only.
M

Indicates that the source can issue cross-system commands requiring master MCS console authority.
NONE

Indicates that the source cannot issue cross-system commands.
S

Indicates that the source can issue cross-system system control commands.
SRCE

Indicates that the source is granted the same cross-system MCS command authority as it is on the
source system.
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CART
Displays the last Command and Response Token received from the source. This field is displayed as 16 printable
hex digits. CART is displayed as all zeros if no CART was passed on the last cross-system command.

QUEUE
Shows the status of the target console. One of the following is displayed:
AVAILABLE

This target console currently is unassigned.
EXTERNAL

This target console currently is in use.

MIM3066I (z/OS)
Command response not returned; reason

This message is displayed by MIM for z/OS.

Reason:

GCMF cannot obtain a target console pool on the target system to execute the cross-system command. The command is
issued on the target system but the command response is not returned to the issuer.

Note: The command response appears in the system log on the target system.

The reason can be one of the following:

Target console allocation failure:
A GCMF attempt to allocate a new target console on the target system has failed. An action message should be
issued on the target system indicating the cause of the failure.

No target consoles available
: All target consoles on the target system are currently in use and no console could be reused to satisfy the
request.

Action:

Take one of the following actions:

Target console allocation failure:
These failures occur occasionally for environmental reasons, and may disappear when the environmental cause
disappears. If, however, the condition persists, then gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

No target consoles available
: Increase the number of available target consoles by issuing the SETOPTION MAXCONS command. You may
also want to review your usage of POOL=DEDICATE linkages, because these types of linkages decrease the
number of consoles available to users with POOL=SHARE type linkages.

MIM3066I (z/VM)
Command response not returned; reason

This message is displayed by MIM for z/VM.

Reason:

GCMF cannot obtain a console pool member or subsystem-allocatable console to execute the command you issued.
GCMF suppresses the command.

Action:
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Reissue the command. You also can make more consoles available to GCMF on the target z/OS system. To add consoles
to the console pool, identify the additional consoles on the GCMINIT SSCONID statement in the MIMINIT member of your
z/OS system or increase the SETOPTION GCMF MAXCONS value on your z/OS system.

MIM3067W
Authority of NONE assigned user, command cannot be issued

MIM3068I
FREECONS processing complete; nnn CONSOLES freed

Reason:

This message indicates that nnn (number of) consoles were scheduled for deallocation by this command. GCMF also
issues message MIM3064 for each console that is deallocated.

MIM3069W
FREECONS did not find any CONSOLES matching the request

Action:

Check console IDs and reissue the command.

MIM3071
GCMF CANNOT BE STARTED WITH COMMUNICATION=NONE

MIM3072W
Invalid system name at: sysid

Action:

Check system ID and reissue the command.

MIM3073W
Unable to find MSGID/JOBNAME jobname

Reason:

(z/OS) An attempt was made (through the SETOPTION command) to delete a message ID from the ACTIONPREFIX or
EXCLUDEPREFIX list or a job name from the EXCLUDEJOB list. The specified message ID or job name was not found in
the list.

(z/VM) An attempt was made (through the SETOPTION command) to delete a message ID from the ACTIONPREFIX or
EXCLUDEPREFIX list, or a user ID from the ACTIONUSER or EXCLUDEUSER list. The specified message ID or user ID
was not found in the list.

Action:

If the message ID, job name, or user ID was incorrectly specified, then reissue the command with the correct message ID,
job name, or user ID. You can display the current contents of the lists with the DISPLAY GCMF OPTIONS=ALL command.
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MIM3074
GCMF INTERFACE ABENDS EXCEEDED MAXIMUM SPECIFIED ON GCM RETRY OPTION

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM3125E
Unexpected positional parameter text [for KEYWORD keyword]

Reason:

MIC does not recognize the positional parameter or parameter shown in place of the text variable. The affected statement
or command is suppressed. If the error occurred on a keyword, then the text in brackets also is shown. The keyword on
which the error occurred is shown in place of the keyword variable.

Action:

If the error occurred on an entry in the MIC parameter data set (z/OS) or parameter file (z/VM), correct that entry. The
changes you make do not take effect until the next time you start MIC.

If the error occurred on a command that you issued from a console, TSO session (z/OS), or CMS user ID (z/VM), reissue
the command.

MIM3126W
REPLYLIMIT is not supported in a SYSPLEX

MIM3129E
Invalid CONSOLE name name - RC=x'return code' RSN=x'reason code'

Reason:

An invalid console name was specified on the LINK command. The indicated console name specified on a LINK command
is invalid.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command with a valid console name. If this message appears again, then record the return and reason
information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Note: For an explanation of return and reason codes, see the CONVCON macro in the IBM Application Development
Reference (GC28-1642).

MIM3132E
Invalid ACTIONCODE - Choices are: 1, 2, 3, 11 and 12

MIM3133W
COLORSUPP not supported on this operating system
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MIM3137E
Invalid CONSOLE name specified for COLLECT

MIM3138
COMMAND MUST BE LESS THAN 127 CHARACTERS - SUPPRESSED

MIM3140E
Command text rejected by GCMRCVXT

Reason:

The command shown in the message was rejected for processing by the exit routine GCMRCVXT. This message is
issued when the user site has installed optional code in the GCMRCVXT exit routine.

Action:

See the MIC Programming Guide.

MIM3141E
Transaction allocation error, command not executed

Reason:

There was not enough free storage available to process your request. The command is suppressed.

Action:

Check the following, and correct, if necessary:

• A free storage shortage may indicate that MIM should run in a larger region.
• Rapid message generation, as can occur if a program issues WTO in a looping condition, can also cause this error.
• z/OS only: If SETOPTION CAPTURELOG=YES is set, this can create an undesirable increase in memory usage.

MIM3142E
Invalid SUBTYPE mnemonic value: type

Reason:

type represents an invalid subtype specified on the SETOPTION GCMF STATCOLLECT command.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid subtype.

MIM3148E
CONSOLE name is not defined on this system

Reason:

An attempt was made to issue a FREECON command using an invalid console name or ID.

Action:

Reissue the FREECON command with a valid console name or ID.
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MIM3150W
Security system level does not support SAFSYSTEMS option

MIM3151E
name is not a valid CONSOLE name

Reason:

The DISPLAY command issued contains an invalid console name.

Action:

Reissue the command using a valid console name.

MIM3153E
Command rejected due to absence of security information

Reason:

A cross-system command imported from another system was rejected because it did not have a UTOKEN, and
SETOPTION SAFNOTOKEN=REJECT is specified on the target system.

MIM3161
SSCONID ERROR - EXTENDED CONSOLE cccccccc NOT VALID

Reason:

While processing the parameters of the SSCONID keyword of the GCMINIT statement, MIC detected a console name
specification that is an MCS extended console. MIC does not support the specification of MCS console names as
parameters of the SSCONID keyword.

Action:

Remove the indicated MCS extended console name parameter specification from the GCMINIT SSCONID keyword.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM3162
ABEND CODE code DETECTED IN CONSOLE SERVICE SUBTASK

Reason:

An abend was encountered in the task that performs target console allocation and deallocation.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM3164W
EXTCON error; PREFIX first character must be A-Z or national
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MIM3165W
EXTCON error, PREFIX contains an invalid character

MIM3166E
name is invalid or is a restricted CONSOLE name

Reason:

A LINK CONSOLE(name) command was issued to establish a console linkage; however, the indicated CONSOLE name
is invalid or its usage is restricted as the target CONSOLE name operand on the LINK command.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command and specify a valid CONSOLE name.

MIM3167E
MCSOPER service failure; REQUEST=request, RTNCODE=return, RESNCODE=reason, CONSOLE=conname

Reason:

An error occurred while allocating or deallocating the Extended MCS target console conname.

Action:

For an explanation of MCSOPER service request, return, and reason codes, see the appropriate IBM publication
Application Development Reference for the version of z/OS you are running.

MIM3168E
IEAVG700 CONSOLE name deallocation failure; RC=code

Reason:

An error occurred while deallocating an inactive MCS or subsystem target console name.

Action:

If this condition persists, then gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM3169E
IEAVG700 CONSOLE name allocation failure; RC=code

Reason:

An error occurred while MIC was allocating an inactive MCS or subsystem target console. (R15) contains the return code
from IEAVG700 as documented in the Subsystem Console Service Routine Parameter List mapped by macro IEZVG100.

For (R15) == 4 (NO CONSOLES AVAILABLE), z/OS could not assign a target console to MIC, because z/OS could not
find an available console.

The cross-system command is executed on one of the existing GCMF target consoles in the target console pool, if any
suitable consoles exist. If no suitable target consoles exist in the target console pool, then the command will be issued
on the target system as an INSTREAM command, and the command issuer on the originating system will receive a
MIM3066I message instead of the desired command response.

Action:
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• (R15) == 4
You should verify that you have enough subsystem consoles defined in 'SYS1.PARMLIB(CONSOLxx)'. Issue the
following z/OS command 'D C,SS' to display the subsystem consoles defined to your z/OS system. Verify that enough
subsystem consoles are defined to accommodate MIC and all other products using subsystem consoles. Alternatively,
you may wish to consider allowing MIC to use extended MCS consoles.

• (R15) <> 4
Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM3170E
CONSOLE name allocation failed; CNZMXURF RC=code

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM3171E
CONSOLE name allocation failed; allocated to another subsystem

Reason:

An active MCS or subsystem console was allocated by another product at the time the console allocation was attempted.
If the allocation was attempted due to a command issued through an exclusive linkage, then MIM3066 will be displayed
to the issuer of the cross-system command. If the allocation was attempted due to a console specified on the MIMINIT
SSCONID statement, then the console will be discarded from the target console pool, and GCMF will continue processing.

Action:

No specific action is required if this is an SSCONID entry. You may want to remove the console from the MIMINIT
SSCONID statement. If the failure is due to a command issued through an exclusive linkage, then either use a different
linkage type or change the UCMID specified on the exclusive linkage with the LINK command on the issuing system, and
reissue the command.

Note: Changes made to the GCMINIT SSCONID statement will not take effect until the next time GCMF is initialized.

MIM3172E
{Active|Inactive|Reserved} CONSOLE name is ineligible for console pool

Reason:

A console name value has been specified on the GCMINIT CONSLIST keyword that names an active, inactive, or
reserved CONSOLE name. MIC terminates with a U0040 ABEND.

Action:

Correct the GCMINIT CONSLIST keyword operand specification to reflect a valid CONSOLE name that is not an active,
inactive, or reserved CONSOLE name and restart MIC.

MIM3178E
Invalid placement of * in CONSOLE= argument

Reason:
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A console name mask was entered on the CONSOLE= keyword of the LINK command, which contained an asterisk
wildcard character that did not appear at the end of the console name mask. If an asterisk is specified on a console name
mask, it must be the last non-blank character.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command with the correct mask.

MIM3179E
Invalid character in CONSOLE= argument

Reason:

An invalid character was specified on the CONSOLE= keyword of the LINK command. Valid entries are as follows:

• An MCS console ID from 01 to 99
• A fully qualified console name
• A console name mask

Valid console names can begin with an alphabetic or national character ($, #, @), with remaining characters being
alphanumeric or national. The wildcard characters # and * may be specified on console names to indicate wildcarding on
a character position or on the remainder of the string, respectively.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command with a valid CONSOLE= value.

MIM3180E
CONSOLE= argument cannot begin with a number

Reason:

Valid console names can begin with an alphabetic or national character ($, #, @).

Action:

Reissue the LINK command with a valid CONSOLE= value.

MIM3185E
AUTHORITY= operand conflict

Reason:

SOURCE, INFO, NONE, MASTER, and ALL are mutually exclusive parameters. SYS, IO, and CONS may be mixed but
may not appear with any other mutually exclusive parameter.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command with a correct AUTHORITY= specification. See the LINK command in the Statement and
Command Reference Guide for more information on the AUTHORITY parameters and their meanings.

MIM3186E
Only one operation (ADD/DEL/REP) may be specified

Reason:
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ADD, DELETE, and REPLACE are mutually exclusive parameters.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command with one operation specification.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM3187E
Only one source (ALL/CONS/...) may be specified

Reason:

ALL, CONSOLE, PRODUCT, SOURCE, TSOUSER, INTERNAL, and INSTREAM indicate the command sources that
can issue cross-system commands through this linkage. Only one of these specifications may be made on each LINK
command.

Action:

If you want to allow more than one command source (or command source type) to issue cross-system commands, then
you must create multiple LINK commands.

MIM3188E
POOL=SHARE required when CONSOLE=conmask specified

Reason:

Dedicated and exclusive linkages (such as POOL=DEDICATE or TGTCONS=console name) can cause depletion of
the target console pool, or cause misrouted command responses when used on linkages that can cover more than one
specific command source. Since a conmask can cover a practically infinite number of individual command sources,
dedicated and exclusive linkages are invalid when conmask is present.

Action:

Reissue the LINK command without the POOL=DEDICATE or UCMID specification.

MIM3189E
invalid command source

MIM3195E
MIGRATION IDs no longer supported; command discarded

Reason:

A cross-system command was received that requested a target console with a migration ID; however, migration IDs are
no longer supported.

Action:

The command is ignored. Reissue the command and do not request migration ID association with the target console.

MIM3196E
No Exclusive Linkage Alias defined; command discarded.
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Reason:

A cross-system command, issued with a console ID-based exclusive linkage, was received on a level of MIC that no
longer supports console IDs for exclusive linkages. MIC attempted to resolve the console ID to a console name using
the exclusive linkage alias specifications; however, MIC discovered no definition that could be applied to the received
command.

The command is ignored.

MIM3202E
Invalid TGTCONS name consname

Reason:

A LINK command was issued that specified an invalid console name operand for the TGTCONS keyword. A console
name must begin with an alphabetic or a national character. The remaining characters may be alphabetic, national, or
numeric.

Action:

The command is ignored. Reissue the LINK command and specify a valid console name operand for the TGTCONS
keyword.

MIM3500I
ATMCOMM status display: USERID=userid PATHSTATUS=status

Reason:

This is the response to the DISPLAY ATMCOMM command. This message shows the userid authorized to run
ATMCOMM and forward messages to MIC for z/VM. It also shows the status of the IUCV communication path between
ATMCOMM and the MIMGR service machine. The PATHSTATUS should indicate CONNECTED, meaning that
ATMCOMM is running and is communicating with MIC for z/VM.

Action:

If the PATHSTATUS is NOT CONNECTED, check the following:

• Is ATMCOMM running?
• Is the MIMGR service machine identified correctly to ATMCOMM?
• Is the user ID running ATMCOMM correctly identified to MIC for z/VM on the GCMINIT ATMCOMM statement?
• Does the directory entry for the MIMGR service machine have an OPTION MAXCONN 32 statement and an ALLOW

IUCV M 32 statement?

If all of these considerations are satisfied and ATMCOMM still cannot establish an IUCV connection to the MIMGR service
machine, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM3501E
ROUTE command processing failed

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the ROUTE command. The command is suppressed.

Action:

Examine previous messages to determine why the ROUTE command failed.
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MIM3502E
ADD and DELETE are mutually exclusive

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the ROUTE command when both the ADD and DELETE parameters are specified.
The command is suppressed.

Action:

Reissue the command specifying either ADD or DELETE.

MIM3503E
ROUTE needs one of the following: USER, PREFIX, TYPE or ALL

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the ROUTE command and indicates that no parameter was specified. The
command is suppressed.

Action:

Reissue the command specifying the messages to which routing codes should be applied by using the USER, PREFIX,
TYPE, or ALL parameters.

MIM3504E
ROUTE needs a specific value for keyword keyword

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the ROUTE command when an * is specified for the USER or PREFIX keywords.
The command is suppressed.

Action:

The asterisk (*) wildcard character can be used only at the end of a character string. It is not valid to use the asterisk
alone. If you want to apply routing codes to messages from all users or for all message IDs, simply omit the USER or
PREFIX keywords.

MIM3505E
ADD processing requires ROUTCDE values

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the ROUTE command when a route code is not specified. The command is
suppressed.

Action:

Reissue the command using the ROUTCDE parameter to specify which routing codes should be applied to the messages.

MIM3506E
ALL is mutually exclusive with USER, PREFIX, and TYPE

Reason:
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This message is issued in response to the ROUTE command when the ALL parameter is specified along with the USER,
PREFIX, or TYPE parameters. The command is suppressed.

Action:

Reissue the command specifying either ALL or any combination of USER, PREFIX, or TYPE.

MIM3507I
GCMF ROUTE display:

  USER        PREFIX        TYPE           ROUTECODE

  userid      prefix        msgtype        routecodes

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the DISPLAY ROUTE command. It is for informational purposes only.

USER
Indicates the originating user ID of the message.

PREFIX
Indicates the message prefix.

TYPE
Indicates the message type.

ROUTECODE
Indicates the routing codes applied to any message that meets all the criteria for user ID, prefix, and message
type.

If any of the first three fields indicates N/A, it means that the field is not used as part of the criteria for message selection.
For example, if the TYPE column shows N/A in place of a valid message type, the route codes will be applied to
messages meeting the user ID and message prefix criteria, regardless of the message type.

MIM3508I
ROUTE DELETE completed

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the ROUTE DELETE command. The route code definition was successfully
deleted.

MIM3509E
ENTRY was not found - DELETE failed

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the ROUTE DELETE command. No route code definition was found for the user
ID, prefix, or message type specified. This message can also appear if you specified the command ROUTE DELETE ALL,
and no route code definition exists for all messages. The command is suppressed.

Action:

Verify that you have identified the route code definition correctly by its exact user ID, prefix, and message type. Use the
DISPLAY ROUTE ALL command to display all existing route code definitions. If a user ID, prefix, or message type was
specified on the original ROUTE command, it must be included on the ROUTE DELETE command in order to uniquely
identify the route code definition you wish to delete.
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MIM3510E
USER and PREFIX are mutually exclusive

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the DISPLAY DOM command when both USER and PREFIX are specified. The
command is suppressed.

Action:

Reissue the command identifying the messages you wish to delete by their originating user ID (on the USER keyword) or
their message ID (on the PREFIX keyword).

MIM3511
CROSS-SYSTEM COMMAND REJECTED BY INSTALLATION EXIT ON EXTERNAL SYSTEM

MIM3512
INSUFFICIENT AUTHORITY FOR CROSS-SYSTEM CP COMMAND

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a cross-system CP command. The user issued the command through a linkage
that does not have the authority required to issue the command. The command is suppressed.

Action:

Use the LINK command to change the authority level of the existing linkage or to create a new linkage with the required
authority. Alternatively, you could change the authority required to issue the command by modifying the LINKAUTH MIM
parameter file on the target system.

MIM3513
CP COMMAND NOT PERMITTED ACROSS SYSTEMS

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a cross-system CP command. The target system has rejected the CP command
because it is not included in the list of valid commands in the LINKAUTH MIM file, or it is included in the LINKAUTH MIM
file with AUTHCLASS=NONE, or the abbreviation used for the command is shorter than the allowed abbreviation length
as specified in the LINKAUTH MIM file.

Action:

To add a command to the list of valid cross-system CP commands, contact your system administrator.

MIM3514I
ROUTE processing completed

MIM3515I
ROUTE ADD completed

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a ROUTE command that adds route codes to local messages.
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MIM3555I
Command sequence received from system sysid:

Reason:

This indicates that a command has been received from another system through the MIC component. sequence is an
arbitrary serial number that MIM assigns to the command for identification purposes. sysid is the name of the system on
which the command originated.

MIM3556I
command text

Reason:

This message follows message MIM3555. The exact text of the command received by MIC is shown in this message.

MIM3557I
Command sequence ended, RC=code

Reason:

This message follows messages MIM3555 and MIM3556. It indicates that the cross-system command having serial
number sequence has finished executing, and that the return code value was code.

EDIF Messages

MIM4001I
Enhanced Data Set Integrity Facility/EDIF Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message is issued at the start of EDIF initialization.

MIM4002
PROGRAM program IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO UPDATE dsname

Reason:

An unauthorized program is attempting to update a data set. The name of this program is shown in place of the program
variable, and the dsname of the data set is shown in place of the dsname variable. If the ABEND option is in effect for this
data set, EDIF abends the program and issues message MIM4003. Otherwise, EDIF lets the update occur.

Action:

Specify the ABEND option on an EDIF processing statement if you want to prevent this update. Otherwise, authorize
the program to perform this update using the AUTHORIZED parameter on an EDIF processing statement. Issue a
SETOPTION MEMBER command to make your changes take effect immediately.

MIM4003
TASK WILL BE ABENDED BY PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION FACILITY (See MIM4002)
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MIM4004
PROGRAM program ATTEMPTING TO CHANGE attribute OF dsname

Reason:

An unauthorized program is trying to change a the attributes of a data set. The following information is shown in this
message:

program
The name of the program attempting to update the data set

attribute
The attribute the program attempted to change

dsname
The dsname of the data set

If the ABEND option is in effect for this data set, then EDIF abends the program and issues message MIM4007.
Otherwise, EDIF lets the update occur.

Action:

Specify the ABEND option on an EDIF processing statement if you want to prevent this update. Otherwise, exempt the
program from attribute verification using the EXEMPT parameter on an EDIF processing statement. Issue a SETOPTION
MEMBER command to make your changes take effect immediately.

MIM4005
PROGRAM program ATTEMPTING TO OVERWRITE DIRECTORY OF dsname

Reason:

A program is trying to update a partitioned data set without specifying a data set member name. If the update occurs, then
the directory of the data set will be overwritten. The name of the program is shown in place of the program variable, and
the dsname of the data set is shown in place of the dsname variable. If the ABEND option is in effect for this data set, then
EDIF abends the program and issues message MIM4007. Otherwise, EDIF lets the update occur.

Action:

Specify the ABEND option on an EDIF processing statement if you want to prevent this update. Otherwise, exempt the
program from attribute verification using the EXEMPT parameter on an EDIF processing statement. Issue a SETOPTION
MEMBER command to make your changes take effect immediately.

MIM4006
PROGRAM name REQUIRES DISP=OLD TO UPDATE DATA SET dsname

Reason:

A program is trying to update a data set with DISP=SHR specified in its JCL, and the name of that program has been
specified on the CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter. The CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter usually contains the names of
programs that retrieve information from the DSCB of the data set before issuing an OPEN request so that the EDIF ENQ
serialization method is not effective. If the operation is allowed to proceed, then data set damage may result.

The name of the program is shown in place of the name variable, and the dsname of the data set is shown in place of the
dsname variable. If the ABEND option is in effect for this data set, then EDIF abends the program and issues message
MIM4008. Otherwise, EDIF lets the update occur.

Action:
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Specify the ABEND option on an EDIF processing statement if you want to prevent this update. Then issue a
SETOPTION MEMBER command to make your changes take effect immediately. Otherwise, remove the name of the
program from the CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter.

MIM4007
TASK WILL BE ABENDED BY DATASET ATTRIBUTE VERIFICATION (See MIM4004 or MIM4005)

MIM4008
TASK WILL BE ABENDED BY DISP=OLD VERIFICATION (See MIM4006)

MIM4009
ANOTHER JOB IS UPDATING DSN dsname

Reason:

This indicates that EDIF issued an ENQ request for the specified data set while another job was updating that data set.
This message appears when you specify OPTION(ENQUEUE,CONFLICTMESSAGES) and two tasks try to update the
same data set at the same time.

MIM4010
WAITING FOR DATASET(S)

Reason:

A data set is being used by another job or user. EDIF is waiting for the data set to become free before allowing the job
that issued the ENQ to open the data set for update or output. This message is issued when the WAIT option has been
enabled for the data sets.

Action:

TSO users can press the ATTENTION key to terminate the wait state. EDIF abends the current task with abend code
S13E. Otherwise, no action is required.

MIM4011
OPEN PROCESSING TERMINATED BY ATTENTION INTERRUPT (See MIM4010)

MIM4012
INVALID type PARAMETER LIST IN PROGRAM program

Reason:

EDIF encountered an invalid address in an OPEN or CLOSE parameter list provided by the program of a user. EDIF
ignores the invalid parameter and passes control to the next OPEN or CLOSE routine (which probably is a z/OS routine).
Most likely, z/OS will terminate the program with an abend code Sx13 or Sx14. This message is generated when SET
EDIF PLISTMSG=YES. The following information is displayed:

type
Indicates whether the invalid address was found during OPEN or CLOSE processing.
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program
The name of the program that is trying to OPEN or CLOSE the data set.

Action:

Check the messages issued by z/OS. If SET EDIF PLISTDUMP=YES, an SVC dump will be generated which can be used
to further diagnose the issue.

MIM4013
CRITICAL CONTROL BLOCK ERROR - ABENDING

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM4014I
EDIF deactivated

Reason:

EDIF is terminating on the local system for one of the following reasons:

• A z/OS CANCEL, z/OS STOP, or MIM SHUTDOWN command was issued to terminate MIM.
• EDIF or MIM experienced an unrecoverable abend.

The EDIF data set protection is suspended while EDIF is deactivated.

Action:

If a z/OS CANCEL, z/OS STOP, or MIM SHUTDOWN command was issued, then you do not need to take an action.
However, you should restart EDIF as soon as possible to prevent integrity exposures. In any other case, gather the
appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM4016
EDIINIT NO LONGER SUPPORTS SMFRECORD KEYWORD

MIM4053I
EDIF statistics:

   EVENT   COUNT SINCE

      hh:mm:ss yyyy.ddd

   INTERCEPT OPEN      nn

   INTERCEPT CLOSE     nn

   TEST DCB            nn

   PROCESS DCB         nn

   ENQ                 nn

   UPDATE CONFLICT     nn

   ATTRIBUTE TEST      nn

   ATTRIBUTE FAILURE   nn

   UTILITY TEST        nn

   UTILITY FAILURE     nn

   CHECK EXCL TEST     nn

   CHECK EXCL FAILURE  nn
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   ACCESS TEST         nn

   ACCESS FAILURE      nn

   IEBCOPY TEST DCB    nn

   IEBCOPY PROCESS DCB nn

   TOTAL IEFDDSRV nn

   FAILED IEFDDSRV nn

   TOTAL UCBLOOK nn

   FAILED UCBLOOK nn

   SYSZTIOT ENQS nn

   RC=0 SYSZTIOT ENQS nn

   RC=8 SYSZTIOT ENQS nn

Reason:

This message displays information about the activities of EDIF. The first “COUNT SINCE” column displays the number of
event occurrences since EDIF was activated. The second such column displays the number of occurrences since a user
issued the DISPLAY STATISTICS=RESET command. The following information is shown:

ACCESS CHECK FAILURE
The number of times EDIF detected read violations.

ACCESS CHECK TEST
The number of times EDIF determined whether a program is authorized to read a data set.

ATTRIBUTE FAILURE
The number of times EDIF detected attribute violations.

ATTRIBUTE TEST
The number of times EDIF compared the attributes of a data set with the attributes specified by a program or user.

CHECK EXCL FAILURE
The number of times programs that are listed on a CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter accessed a data set when
DISP=SHR is specified in the JCL of that program.

CHECK EXCL TEST
The number of times EDIF checked the JCL of a job to see whether the program would update the data set when
DISP=SHR is specified.

ENQ
The number of times EDIF issued ENQ requests to serialize access to data sets.

INTERCEPT OPEN
The number of times EDIF intercepted OPEN requests for data sets.

INTERCEPT CLOSE
The number of times EDIF intercepted CLOSE requests for data sets.

IEBCOPY PROCESS DCB
The number of times EDIF processed an IEBCOPY SYSIN DD.

IEBCOPY TEST DCB
The number of times EDIF intercepted and IEBCOPY SYSIN DD.

PROCESS DCB
The number of times EDIF applied processing options to data sets.

TEST DCB
The number of data sets EDIF tested.

UPDATE CONFLICT
The number of times two or more jobs tried to update the same data set at the same time.
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UTILITY FAILURE
The number of times EDIF detected updates by inappropriate programs.

UTILITY TEST
The number of times EDIF determined whether a program is authorized to update a data set.

TOTAL IEFDDSRV
Total number of times EDIF invoked the IEFDDSRV service.

FAILED IEFDDSRV
Number of times EDIF received a failure return code from the IEFDDSRV service.

TOTAL UCBLOOK
Total number of times EDIF invoked the UCBLOOK service.

FAILED UCBLOOK
Number of times EDIF received a failure return code from the UCBLOOK service.

SYSZTIOT ENQS
Number of SYSZTIOT enqueues that are raised by EDIF.

RC=0 SYSZTIOT ENQS
Number of times EDIF received a return code of zero from an attempt to ENQ on SYSZTIOT.

RC=8 SYSZTIOT ENQS
Number of times EDIF received a return code of eight from an attempt to ENQ on SYSZTIOT.

MIM4054I
EDIF UTILITY display:

UTILITY NAME=name

PROGRAMS=programs

[DSORG=type] [RECFM=format]

Reason:

This message displays the contents of one or more UTILITY statements. The text in brackets appears only if you specified
those parameters on that UTILITY statement. The following information may be shown for each statement:

UTILITY NAME
Displays the name assigned to this UTILITY statement.

PROGRAMS
Lists the program names associated with this UTILITY statement.

DSORG
Indicates what data set organization EDIF uses to identify authorized programs if you specify OPTION(UTILITY)
on an EDIF processing statement and you do not list authorized programs.

RECFM
Indicates the record format EDIF uses to identify authorized programs if you specify OPTION(UTILITY) on an
EDIF processing statement and do not list authorized programs.

MIM4055I
EDIF DEFAULT display:

DEFAULT

[OPTION = options]

[AUTH PROG = programs]
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[AUTH UTIL = statements]

[EXEMPT PROG  = programs]

[EXEMPT UTIL = statements]

[CHECK PROG = programs]

[CHECK UTIL = statements]

Reason:

This message displays information about the DEFAULT statement for EDIF. The text in brackets is shown only when that
parameter is specified on the DEFAULT statement.

Note: For detailed descriptions of the other fields on this display message, see the descriptions listed under message
MIM4060.

MIM4056I
EDIF DSORG display:

DSORG           NAME= type      MATCHES = nn

[OPTION= options]

[AUTH PROG= programs]

[AUTH UTIL= statements]

[EXEMPT PROG= programs]

[EXEMPT UTIL= statements]

[CHECK PROG= programs]

[CHECK UTIL= statements]

[ACCESS PROG= programs]

[ACCESS UTIL= statements]

[RECFM= format] [LRECL= length] [BLKSIZE= size]

Reason:

This message displays information about one or more DSORG statements. The text in brackets is shown only when
that parameter is specified on a DSORG statement. The NAME field displays the data set organization of the data sets
affected by that DSORG statement.

Note: For detailed descriptions of the other fields on this display message, see the descriptions listed under message
MIM4060.

MIM4057I
EDIF PREFIX display:

PREFIX                  NAME = prefix          MATCHES = nn

[OPTION= options]

[AUTH PROG= programs]

[AUTH UTIL= statements]

[EXEMPT PROG= programs]

[EXEMPT UTIL= statements]

[CHECK PROG= programs]

[CHECK UTIL= statements]

[ACCESS PROG= programs]

[ACCESS UTIL= statements]

[DSORG= type] [RECFM = format] [LRECL= length] [BLKSIZE= size]

Reason:
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This message displays information about one or more PREFIX statements. The text in brackets is shown only when
that parameter is specified on a PREFIX statement. The NAME field displays the prefix in the dsnames of the data sets
affected by that PREFIX statement.

Note: For detailed descriptions of the other fields on this display message, see the descriptions listed under message
MIM4060.

MIM4058I
EDIF SUFFIX display:

SUFFIX                  NAME = prefix             MATCHES = nn

[OPTION= options]

[AUTH PROG= programs]

[AUTH UTIL= statements]

[EXEMPT PROG= programs]

[EXEMPT UTIL= statements]

[CHECK PROG= programs]

[CHECK UTIL= statements]

[ACCESS PROG= programs]

[ACCESS UTIL= statements]

[DSORG= type] [RECFM = format] [LRECL= length] [BLKSIZE= size]

Reason:

This message displays information about one or more SUFFIX statements. The text in brackets is shown only when
that parameter is specified on a SUFFIX statement. The NAME field displays the suffix in the dsnames of the data sets
affected by that SUFFIX statement.

Note: For detailed descriptions of the other fields on this display message, see the descriptions listed under message
MIM4060.

MIM4059I
EDIF PATTERN display:

PATTERN     NAME = prefix                  MATCHES = nn

[OPTION= options]

[AUTH PROG= programs]

[AUTH UTIL= statements]

[EXEMPT PROG= programs]

[EXEMPT UTIL= statements]

[CHECK PROG= programs]

[CHECK UTIL= statements]

[ACCESS PROG= programs]

[ACCESS UTIL= statements]

[DSORG= type] [RECFM = format] [LRECL= length] [BLKSIZE= size]

Reason:

This message displays information about one or more PATTERN statements. The text in brackets is shown only when
that parameter is specified on a PATTERN statement. The NAME field displays a pattern in the dsnames of the data sets
affected by that PATTERN statement.

Note: For detailed descriptions of the other fields on this display message, see the descriptions listed under message
MIM4060.
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MIM4060I
EDIF DATASET display:

DATASET             NAME = prefix           MATCHES = nn

[OPTION= options]

[AUTH PROG= programs]

[AUTH UTIL= statements]

[EXEMPT PROG= programs]

[EXEMPT UTIL= statements]

[CHECK PROG= programs]

[CHECK UTIL= statements]

[ACCESS PROG= programs]

[ACCESS UTIL= statements]

[DSORG= type] [RECFM = format] [LRECL= length] [BLKSIZE= size]

Reason:

This message displays information about one or more DATASET statements. The text in brackets is shown only when that
parameter is specified on a DATASET statement. The following information may be shown for each statement:

ACCESS PROG
Displays the names of the programs authorized to read this data set.

ACCESS UTIL
Displays the UTILITY statements EDIF is using to identify programs authorized to read this data set.

AUTH PROG
Displays the names of the programs authorized to update this data set.

AUTH UTIL
Displays the UTILITY statements EDIF is using to identify programs authorized to update this data set.

BLKSIZE
Displays the block size that EDIF uses during attribute verification.

CHECK PROG
Displays the names of the programs that may be updating this data set when DISP=SHR is specified in the JCL of
that job. EDIF checks the JCL only for these programs and for any programs listed under the CHECK UTIL field.

CHECK UTIL
Displays the UTILITY statements EDIF is using to identify programs that may be updating this data set when
DISP=SHR is specified in the JCL of that job. EDIF checks the JCL only for these programs and for any programs
listed under the CHECK PROG field.

DSORG
Displays the data set organization that EDIF uses during attribute verification.

EXEMPT PROG
Displays the names of the programs exempted from attribute verification. That is, EDIF does not check to see if
these programs will change the attributes of this data set.

EXEMPT UTIL
Displays the UTILITY statements EDIF is using to identify programs exempted from attribute verification.

LRECL
Displays the logical record length that EDIF uses during attribute verification.

MATCHES
Displays the number of times EDIF used this statement to determine how to handle updates or reads.
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NAME
Displays the dsname of the data set to which this statement applies.

OPTION
Displays the EDIF processing options specified on this statement.

RECFM
Displays the record format that EDIF uses during attribute verification.

MIM4061I
EDIF INIT display: ABENDCODE= code           MEMBER= name

Reason:

This message displays the EDIF initialization values that are set through the EDIINIT statement.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM4062I
EDIF OPTION display:

EDIFDUMP= option   MEMBER= name   PLISTDUMP= option

PLISTMSG= option   REVERSEAUTH=option

SETPRINT= (options)

SETTRACE= (options)

STATCOLLECT= option

STATCYCLE= value   STATINTERVAL= value

STATUS= status    SVCDUMP= value

Reason:

This message displays the EDIF operating values that can be set through the SETOPTION command.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM4063I
EDIF processing dataset mask

MATCH ON statement = name

• OPTIONS
– options

• AUTHORIZED
– programs

• ACCESSLIST
– programs

• EXEMPT
– programs

• CHECKEXCLUSIVE
– programs

• FINAL OPTIONS FOR name
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Reason:

This message displays information about the processing options in effect for the specified data set at each level of
the EDIF merge process. The current level is indicated by the ‘MATCH ON statement = name’ header. This statement
displays the ‘NAME=’ value that is specified on the EDIF statement that the EDITEST input data set matched. The ‘FINAL
OPTIONS FOR name’ header indicates the EDIF processing options in effect for the EDITEST input data set.

MATCH ON statement = name
The ‘NAME=’ value that is specified on the EDIF statement (DEFAULT, DSORG, PREFIX, SUFFIX, PATTERN, or
DATASET) that matched the EDITEST input data set.

AUTHORIZED
The list of program names that is specified on the AUTHORIZED keyword for the current EDIF statement match.

ACCESSLIST
The list of program names that is specified on the ACCESSLIST keyword for the current EDIF statement match.

EXEMPT
The list of program names that is specified on the EXEMPT keyword for the current EDIF statement match.

CHECKEXCLUSIVE
The list of program names that is specified on the CHECKEXCLUSIVE keyword for the current EDIF statement
match.

OPTIONS
If you omit options on a DEFAULT statement, then EDIF inserts the default options. These values can appear in
place of the options variable:
ABEND | NOABEND

EDIF ABENDS any program attempting an inappropriate operation.
ACCESS | NOACCESS

Indicates whether EDIF is checking to see if a program is authorized to read this data set.
ATTR | NOATTR

Indicates whether EDIF is checking to see if a program is changing the attributes of this data set.
CONF | NOCONF

Indicates whether EDIF is issuing messages when several jobs update this data set at the same time.
ENQ | NOENQ

Indicates whether EDIF is checking to see if several jobs are updating this data set at the same time.
IGNRCC | NOIGNRCC

Indicates whether EDIF is ignoring carriage controls in the record format of this data set during an
attribute verification.

SMF | NOSMF
Indicates whether EDIF is recording violations in an SMF record.

SUPPMSG | NOSUPPMSG
Indicates whether EDIF is suppressing messages about violations for this data set.

UTIL | NOUTIL
Indicates whether EDIF is checking to see if a program is authorized to update this data set.

WAIT | NOWAIT
Indicates whether EDIF is making tasks wait for this data set to become free before letting updates occur.

Options that are listed under the final statement are the ones EDIF applies to this data set.

FINAL OPTIONS FOR name
The EDIF processing options in effect for the input data set that is, the results of the EDIF merge process.
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MIM4064W
EDIF not initialized - command discarded

MIM4068I
SETOPTION EDIF processing complete

MIM4069
PROGRAM program IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO ACCESS dsname

Reason:

An unauthorized program is attempting to read a data set. The name of this program is shown in place of the program
variable, and the dsname of the data set is shown in place of the dsname variable. If the ABEND option is in effect for this
data set, EDIF will abend the program and issue message MIM4070. Otherwise, EDIF lets the update occur.

Action:

Specify the ABEND option on an EDIF processing statement if you want to prevent this update. Otherwise, enable
the program to read this data set using the ACCESSLIST parameter on an EDIF processing statement. Then issue a
SETOPTION MEMBER command to make your changes take effect immediately.

MIM4070
TASK WILL BE ABENDED BY ACCESS CHECKING

Action:

See message MIM4069, which identifies the program and data set.

MIM4071
TASK ABEND CIRCUMVENTED BY EDIF USER EXIT

Reason:

EDIF intended to abend the task, but the EDIF EDIABNXT exit was coded to prevent the task from being abended.

Action:

If you want EDIF to abend the task, then code EDIABNXT so that the abend will not be terminated. Then, issue the
following command to allow your changes to take effect immediately:

SETOPTION EXIT=(EDIABNXT,MODULE=modulename)

MIM4072I
--- common area at address, interface at address

Reason:

This is an informational message displayed at EDIF initialization. The values for address are as follows:

• The data table address is the location of DI0AREA, an EDIF internal control block.
• The interface address points to module MIMDIF19, the EDIF OPEN/CLOSE front-end.

Action:
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None. This information is for use only by Broadcom Support.

MIM4080
OPEN ENQ LOGIC ERROR; PROGRAM xxxxxxx

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM4081
CLOSE DEQ LOGIC ERROR; PROGRAM xxxxxxx

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM4090E
Invalid SUBTYPE mnemonic value: code

MIM4091E
xxx has already been defined as a yyy

Reason:

A previous definition of a statement of type yyy has already used name xxx.

Action:

Correct definition and issue the SETOPTION EDIF MEMBER= command to update the running EDIF environment if
desired.

MIM4092E
UTILITY list xxx not found

Reason:

A statement has specified UTILITY=xxx, but no previous UTILITY statement with NAME=xxx could be found.

Action:

Correct definition and issue the SETOPTION EDIF MEMBER= command to update the running EDIF environment if
desired.

MIM4093E
Errors in member xxx - environment not updated

Reason:

One or more error(s) were detected while processing member xxx. The EDIF environment that existed prior to processing
member xxx, if any, is not altered.

Action:
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Check the system log or the MIM job log for messages reporting the nature of the errors. Once the errors are corrected
you may issue the SETOPTIOTN EDIF MEMBER= command to update the current EDIF environment if desired.

Health Check Messages

MIMH1001E
GDIF INIT PROCESS parameter is set to SELECT. This needs to be set to ALLSYSTEMS to avoid potential
integrity exposures.

Reason:

Even though it is the default setting, GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT is not the recommended setting for running GDIF. With
GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT, administrators currently must monitor ENQUEUE activity to ensure that the ENQUEUEs
were properly defined to avoid integrity exposure for ENQUEUEs with SCOPE=SYSTEMS.

Action:

Review the white paper entitled Achieving Higher Levels of Resource Serialization. Contact Broadcom Support for
assistance converting to PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS.

For best practice, see PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS and GDIF.

MIMH1002E
The allocated CA MIM control files have been evaluated and errors have been found.

Reason:

An allocated control file is not usable.

Action:

Make sure all allocated control files can be read and written to by MIM.

For best practice, see Backup Control Files.

MIMH1004E
The CA MIM address space's CA-ACF2 logon-id record does not have the NO-SMC attribute set. This is incorrect
and could cause an outage.

Reason:

If MIM is managing the ACFVSAM qname and the ACF2 logon ID record of the MIM address space does not have the
NO-SMC attribute set, then a deadly-embrace causing a MIM outage could result.

Action:

Add the NO-SMC attribute to the ACF2 logon Id record for MIM.

For best practice, see ACF2 NO-SMC.

MIMH1005E
One or more of your CA MIM control files might be too small for your ENQ workload.

Reason:
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Your primary or secondary control file may be too small to process your ENQ workload.

Action:

Replace the control file with one that is large enough to process your ENQ workload.

For best practice, see Control File Sizing.

MIMH1007E
The GDIF facility was started without the Restart Manager. If the GDIF task terminates, integrity exposures and
possible loss of data may occur.

Reason:

GDIF was started without the Restart Manager feature active. If GDIF unexpectedly terminates, integrity exposures can
occur. It is recommended best practice that the Restart Manager feature is active when utilizing GDIF.

Action:

Enable the Restart Manager Feature. For more information, see Restart Manager Usage.

For best practice, see Use Restart Manager.

MIMH1009E
The CA MIM Global Data Integrity Facility (GDIF) address space is not running with an optimal dispatching
priority.

Action:

MIM should be started using the Early Start Mechanism or the Address Space Creation Utility.

For best practice, see Dispatching Priority.

MIMH1010E
The CA MIM HYPERSTAR feature is not active. Activating this feature is a best practice, as it can reduce the
amount of IO performed and increase system throughput.

Reason:

For a MIMplex that has three or more active systems, you can improve the performance of Virtual Control Files (VCF) by
activating the HYPERSTAR feature. When HYPERSTAR is active, a requester system does not always transfer the VCF
back to the controller system after completing its processing. 

Instead, MIM examines a ‘look ahead list’ of systems waiting for the VCF. If the list is not empty, and the requester has
a CTC or XCF path to the next system in the list, the requester transfers the VCF directly to that system instead of the
controller. When the ‘look ahead list’ becomes empty, or when there is no path to the next system in the list, the requester
transfers the VCF back to the controller.

The primary effect of HYPERSTAR is to reduce the amount of VCF I/O performed by the VCF controller system. This
effect reduces the amount of CPU time that is used on the controller system, reduces the control file access times, and
increases reserve throughput across all systems in MIMplex.

Action:

To turn on the HYPERSTAR feature, issue the following command:

F MIM,ACTIVATE FEATURE(HYPERSTAR)
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To ensure HYPERSTAR is activated at startup, pdd the following statement to your MIMINIT member:

MIMINIT FEATURE=HYPERSTAR

For best practice, see HYPERSTAR.

MIMH1012E
CA MIM is not currently recording SMF records containing CA MIM control file performance data. Until this
feature is activated, control file performance statistics cannot be reported.

Reason:

MIMSMF recording is an effective tool to evaluate the MIM control file performance of the MIMplex. SMF records include
a range of information such as the average control file response time, the number of control file cycles per second, and so
on. You can use these metrics to evaluate MIM control file usage over a period of time.

Action:

Review your MIMINIT member and verify the MIMINIT RECORDTYPE statement to ensure the SMF record number is not
already in use. SMF records that are in use can be found in your parmlib member called SMFPRM00.

To turn on SMF recording, issue the following command:

F MIM,SETOPTION MIM STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=CF)

To set SMF recording on by default, add the following command to your MIMCMNDS member:

SETOPTION MIM STATCOLLECT(SUBTYPE=CF)

For best practice, see SMF RECORDING.

MIMH1014E
The CA MIM Early Start Mechanism is currently inactive. If MII synchronization does not occur early in the IPL
process, unconverted reserves, deadly embraces, or integrity exposures can occur.

Reason:

The Early Start Mechanism uses SYS1.PARMLIB to install and execute the module MIMESNQX early in the IPL process.
MIMESNQX internally starts the CAMIMGR address space to start monitoring global resources. All RESERVE and
SYSTEMS ENQ requests are suspended until the CAMIMGR address space is fully initialized to avoid unconverted
reserves, deadly embraces, and/or integrity exposures.

Action:

To start up the Early Start Mechanism, edit the following members of the SYS1.PARMLIB data set:

IEALPAxx

To add the MIMESNQX module to LPA, add the following statement to the member:

INCLUDE LIBRARY(mimloadlibrary) VOLUME(xxxxxx) MODULES(MIMESNQX)

PROGxx

To execute MIMESNQX, add the following statement:

EXIT ADD EXITNAME(ISGNQXIT) MODNAME(MIMESNQX) STATE(ACTIVE) FIRST 

IEASYSxx
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When new members are created for IEALPAxx and PROGxx, add the member specifications to the PROG and MLPA
parameters.

For more information, review the requirements that are outlined in Set Up the MIM Early Start Mechanism.

For best practice, see Start with the Early Start Mechanism.

MIMH1020E
CA MIM PAGEFIX is not currently set to COND. PAGEFIX=COND can help improve the ability of MIM to provide a
consistent level of service, even during times of storage shortage.

Reason:

PAGEFIX=COND specifies that cell-pooled control blocks should be page-fixed as long as the system is not expecting a
real page storage condition. Typically, the MIM working set size remains fixed in real storage; you do not need to page-fix
its cell-pool resident control blocks. However, in times of critical pageable storage shortages, frames can be stolen from
the working set pages. If a system is configured so that it is real-storage constrained, setting PAGEFIX=COND can help
improve the ability of MIM to provide a consistent level of service, even during times of storage shortage.#

Action:

To ensure PAGEFIX=COND is activated at startup, put the following statement in your MIMINIT member:

MIMINIT PAGEFIX=COND

For best practice, see PAGEFIX=COND.

MIMH2001E
The CA MIA Delay Detection and Notification service is inactive. If you want CA MIA to detect or report on tape
device group lock delays, activate this service.

Reason:

The DDN service collects local tape device allocation information dynamically, and the service shares this information
with all systems in the MIMplex. If you enabled the Contention and Wait No-Hold options, then real-time warnings for
tape allocation delays are issued.  Enabling DDN also allows for the ANALYZE TAPEDELAY command to provide current
tape allocation delay information. Using the automated DDN notifications and the ANALYZE command may reduce the
resolution time for tape device allocation delays significantly.

Action:

To turn on the DDN Service and all the delay notifications, issue the following command:

F MIM,DDN=(ON,CONTENTION=nn,WAITNOHOLD=nnnn) 

To ensure the DDN Service and delay notifications are activated at startup, add the following statement to
yourmim.parmlib(member):

SETOPTION DDN=(ON,CONTENTION=nn,WAITNOHOLD=nnnn)

Recommended Values: CONTENTION=3 and WAITNOHOLD=10

For best practice, see Use Delay Detection and Notification.
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MIMH2002E
The CA MIA Delay Detection and Notification service's Contention notification option is disabled. If you want CA
MIA to report on tape device group lock Contention and the resulting delays in allocation throughput, then enable
this option.

Reason:

This option provides a highlighted notification which indicates that tape device allocation contention is occurring. When
you disable this option, MIA does not automatically notify you when tape device allocation contention affecting tape device
throughput is occurring. Service levels may be missed.

Action:

To turn on the DDN Service and all the delay notifications, issue the following command: 

F MIM,DDN=(ON,CONTENTION=nn,WAITNOHOLD=nnnn) 

To ensure the DDN Service and delay notifications are activated at startup, add the following statement
to yourmim.parmlib(member):

SETOPTION DDN=(ON,CONTENTION=nn,WAITNOHOLD=nnnn)

For best practice, see Use Delay Detection and Notification.

Recommended Values: CONTENTION=3 and WAITNOHOLD=10

MIMH2003E
The CA MIA Delay Detection and Notification service's Wait No-Hold notification option is disabled. If you want
CA MIA to report on tape device group lock Wait No-Hold delays, then enable this option.

Reason:

This option provides a highlighted notification which indicates that tape device group locks are being monopolized
by a single system. When you disable this option, MIA does not automatically warn you that tape device group lock
monopolization affecting tape device throughput is occurring. Service levels may be missed.

Action:

To turn on the DDN Service and all the delay notifications, issue the following command: 

F MIM,DDN=(ON,CONTENTION=nn,WAITNOHOLD=nnnn) 

To ensure the DDN Service and delay notifications are activated at startup, add the following statement
to yourmim.parmlib(member):

SETOPTION DDN=(ON,CONTENTION=nn,WAITNOHOLD=nnnn)

Recommended Values: CONTENTION=3 and WAITNOHOLD=10

For best practice, see Use Delay Detection and Notification.

MIMH2004E
The CA MIA Delay Detection and Notification service's Contention notification and Wait No-Hold notification
options are disabled. If you want CA MIA to report on tape device allocation delays due to Contention or Wait No-
Hold scenarios, enable these options.
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Reason:

The DDN Contention notification option provides a highlighted notification that tape device allocation contention is
occurring. When you disable this option, MIA does not automatically notify you when tape device allocation contention
affecting tape device throughput is ocurring. Service levels may be missed.

The DDN Wait No-Hold notification option provides a highlighted notification that tape device group locks are being
monopolized by a single system. When you disable this option, MIA does not automatically notify you when tape device
group lock monopolization affecting tape device throughput is underway. Service levels may be missed.

Action:

To turn on the DDN Service and all the delay notifications, issue the following command: 

F MIM,DDN=(ON,CONTENTION=nn,WAITNOHOLD=nnnn) 

To ensure the DDN Service and delay notifications are activated at startup, add the following statement
to yourmim.parmlib(member):

SETOPTION DDN=(ON,CONTENTION=nn,WAITNOHOLD=nnnn)

Recommended Values: CONTENTION=3 and WAITNOHOLD=10

For best practice, see Use Delay Detection and Notification.

ICMF Messages

MIM6001I
Intersystem Communication Facility/ICMF Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message is issued at the start of ICMF initialization.

MIM6002E
ICMF unable to initialize

Reason/Action:

See accompanying messages.

MIM6003I
ICMF SYSTEMS DISPLAY:

INDEX   ALIAS   SYSTEM   RELATION   STATUS

id      alias   sysid    relation   status

Reason:

This message displays the number of systems defined to ICMF as well as the total number of active ICMF systems. The
following information is shown:
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INDEX
Displays the index number assigned to the ICMF system. MIM assigns index numbers to ICMF systems beginning
with number 33.

ALIAS
Displays the alias assigned to the system through the IDEFSYS command.

SYSTEM
Displays the system name assigned to the system through the IDEFSYS command.

RELATION
Indicates how this system is related to the system from which you issued the DISPLAY SYSTEMS=ICMF
command. L-Serv indicates that the system shown is defined to the local system through ICMF.

STATUS
Displays the status of the system. One or more of these are displayed:

• ACTIVE
Indicates there is an active ICMF communication path between the system indicated and the system issuing
the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command.

• CTLFILE
Indicates this system is also a control file system.

• DYNAMIC
Indicates MIM automatically defined this system as an ICMF system because the system was not explicitly
defined using the IDEFSYS command.

• INACTIVE
Indicates there is an inactive ICMF communication path between the system displayed and the system issuing
the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command.

• PREDEF
The name and alias of this system were defined using an IDEFSYS command.

MIM6004I
ICMF SYSTEMS OPTION DISPLAY:

   AUTOIDEFSYS=value

   SETTRACE=(values)

   SETPRINT=(values)

Reason:

You issued a DISPLAY ICMF OPTIONS command. The message shows you information about the current operating
values set for ICMF through the SETOPTION command. The following information is shown:

AUTOIDEFSYS
This option controls how ICMF should handle any initial contact from a remote ICMF system that has not been
pre-defined in an IDEFSYS statement.
YES

ICMF should automatically add a definition for the remote system.
NO

ICMF should ignore the contact, thus forcing all remote ICMF systems to be previously pre-defined.
SETTRACE

This indicates that ICMF will perform internal diagnostic tracing. The value or values that appear (ICMLOGIC,
SCHDSEND, LCOMSEND, LCOMRECV, or LCOMROUT) refer to the types of tracing that ICMF will perform, and
their definitions are specific to Broadcom internal processing.
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SETPRINT
This indicates that ICMF will write trace records to the MIM trace data set. The value or values that appear
(ICMLOGIC, SCHDSEND, LCOMSEND, LCOMRECV, or LCOMROUT) refer to the types of tracing that ICMF will
perform, and their definitions are specific to Broadcom internal processing.

Action:

None.

NOTE
For more information, see the MIM  Statement and Command Reference Guide.

MIM6005I
ICMF status is {currently|changed to}: status

Reason:

This message displays the status of ICMF.

MIM6006E
ICMF syntax error for system sysid and/or alias alias

Action:

Check system ID and reissue the command.

MIM6007W
ICMF system sysid has already been defined

Action:

Check system ID and reissue the command.

MIM6008E
ICMF error - Maximum number of systems already defined

MIM6009I
System system with alias of alias successfully defined

MIM6010W
ICMF local system sysid cannot be defined

Reason:

An attempt was made to define a system to ICMF that is not eligible to be defined. This message often results when
someone tries to issue an IDEFSYS command for the local system, when the IDEFSYS command must be used for
external systems only.

Action:

Find out why the system is ineligible. If the problem can be resolved, then redefine the system.
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MIM6011E
ICMF cannot be started without GCMF

MIM6012W
LSERV subsystem subsysid is not responding; reason

Reason:

This message indicates that ICMF is attempting to connect to L-Serv, and ICMF is receiving an error return code from L-
Serv.

Action:

Review the reason given at the end of the message to further determine the cause of the error.

MIM6013I
ICMF route from sys1 to sys2 is now status

Reason:

The status of a L-Serv route from sys1 (the local system ID) to sys2 (another system that has MIC running with ICMF) has
become either ACTIVE or INACTIVE.

MIM6014I
ICMF deactivated

Reason:

ICMF terminated because one of the following occurred:

• A MIM SHUTDOWN command was issued.
• An unrecoverable abend was experienced by ICMF or by MIM.

Action:

If this message is issued as the result of a SHUTDOWN command, you do not need to take action. In any other case,
gather diagnostic materials (abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data) and contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

MIM6015W
Unknown system id sysid

Action:

Check system ID and reissue the command.

MIM6016I
DROPSYS processing complete

MIM6017W
No systems removed by DROPSYS
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Action:

Enter a valid system ID and reissue the command.

MIM6018W
blkid does not exist

Reason:

An ICMF DUMP command was issued to dump a specific ICMF control block; however, the named control block, blkid,
does not exit.

Action:

Re-issue the command and specify a valid ICMF control block.

MIM6020I
ICMF INIT DISPLAY:

    AUTOIDEFSYS=option ICMNAME=name ISSNAME=name ISYSID=sysid

Reason:

This message displays ICMF initialization parameters and their current values. The following information is shown:

AUTOIDEFSYS
This option controls how ICMF should handle any initial contact from a remote ICMF system that has not been
pre-defined in an IDEFSYS statement.
YES

ICMF should automatically add a definition for the remote system.
NO

ICMF should ignore the contact, thus forcing all remote ICMF systems to be previously pre-defined.
ICMNAME

Indicates the primary name to be used for communication between MIC systems through L-Serv. The ICMNAME
parameter is used with the ISYSID parameter to identify the MIC application to L-Serv.

ISSNAME
Indicates the L-Serv subsystem name, which ICMF uses. The value of this parameter must match the subsystem
name that the copy of L-Serv currently uses on the local system.

ISYSID
Determines the system name that ICMF will use to identify the local system. The ISYSID value is the secondary
name used with the ICMNAME to identify the MIC application to L-Serv.

MIM6021
ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss ICMLOGIC

MIM6022
ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss SCHEDULED SEND
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MIM6023
ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss LCOM SEND

MIM6029E
ABEND code in communication scheduler task

Reason:

An ABEND was encountered in the ICMF communication scheduler task. An SVC dump is generated and the ICMF
scheduler task automatically attempts to recover and retry from the failure.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM6043
ICMF ABEND IN WORK TASK

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LXCF Messages

MIM8601T
LXCF vv.rr.mm environment has been initialized

Reason:

Indicates that LXCF has been initialized successfully. vv.rr.mm indicates the version, release, and modification level
currently in use by MIM. This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8602T
LXCF environment has terminated

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8603T
member name has been activated in group group

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8604T
member name has been deactivated in group group

Reason:
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This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8650E
message exit routine could not obtain storage to receive message

Reason:

This message indicates a problem with LXCF.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM8651E
message could not be received (IXCMSGI RC=X'return code' RSN=X'reason code')

Reason:

This message indicates a problem with LXCF.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM8652E
message could not be received; unknown message type

Reason:

This message indicates a problem with LXCF.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM8653E
xxxx event could not be processed; POST failed

Reason:

This message indicates a problem with LXCF.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM8654E
acknowledgment could not be sent (IXCMSGO RC=X'return code' RSN=X'reason code')

Reason:

This message indicates a problem with LXCF.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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MIM8655E
group exit routine could not obtain storage to process state change

Reason:

This message indicates a problem with LXCF.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM8656E
group exit routine could not obtain storage to build LX3AREA

Reason:

This message indicates a problem with LXCF.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM8657E
entry point not defined for member subtask (IDENTIFY RC=X'return code')

Reason:

This message indicates a problem with LXCF.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIM8700T
processing LXCF xxx

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8701T
processing LXCF xxx for member name in group group

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8702T
processing LXCF xxxx for member token xxxx xxxx

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.
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MIM8703T
member task attached for member name in group group

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8704T
member task terminated for member name in group group

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8705T
xxxx at xxxx

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8706T
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6...

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8707T
xxxx completed with return code=X'code', reason code=X'reason'

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8708T
Member: name Group: group Status: status Token: token

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8709T
message msgid sent from member name1 to name2 in group group

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.
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MIM8710T
message msgid received from member name1 by name2 in group group

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8711T
message exit routine received control when LXCF not initialized

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8712T
message could not be received because no LX2AREA exists for target member

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8713T
state change could not be processed because no LX2AREA exists for target member

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8714T
acknowledgment received for msg msgid from member name1 by name2 in group group

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8715T
end-of-task routine entered

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8716T
msg exit: source=x1 x2, type=x3, seq=x4, len=x5, opt=x6

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.
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MIM8717T
grp exit: flags=x1, mem=x2, group=x3, sys=x4

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

MIM8718T
group exit routine received control when LXCF not initialized

Reason:

This message is written only to the MIM trace data set when XCF tracing is active.

Logging Task Messages

MIM8802
date time APISERV: Service Exit Parameter List

Reason:

MIM generates this message when trace information is requested for MIM API services. This information is for use by
Broadcom Support only.

The date and time are the date and time when the API service event was captured.

This message and the associated trace data are written to the MIM trace data set only if MIM API events are actively
being traced.

MIM8810L
Abend code at offset in name during log processing

Reason:

The log component abended. MIM tries to recover from the abend.

Action:

Retain the appropriate diagnostic information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact
Broadcom Support.

MIM8811E
Open error on file ddname for logname

Reason:

An error occurred when MIM attempted to open log logname.

Action:

Review MIM logs and the system log for IECxxxx messages explaining the cause of the error. Retain the appropriate
diagnostic information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact Broadcom Support.
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MIM8812E
I/O error on file ddname for logname

Reason:

An I/O error occurred when MIM attempted to open log logname.

Action:

Review MIM logs and the system log for IECxxxx messages explaining the cause of the error. Retain the appropriate
diagnostic information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM8813E
Logging for logname disabled

Reason:

An I/O error occurred when MIM attempted to write log logname.

Action:

Review MIM logs and the system log for IECxxxx messages explaining the cause of the error. Retain the appropriate
diagnostic information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM8814I
logname is defined

Reason:

An ADDLOG command was successfully processed.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM8815E
logname is not defined - check spelling on command

Reason:

An ADDLOG command failed because the data set whose dsname was specified on the command is not cataloged.

Action:

Review MIM message log and reissue the command with the correct dsname.

MIM8816I
Now recording on file xxxx for logname

Reason:

The entries for log logname will now be written to SYSOUT CLASS or data set xxxx.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MIM8817I
Logging for logname terminated. Active file was ddname

Reason:

Logging to log logname has terminated. This normally follows a successfully processed CLOSELOG command.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM8818E
LRECL for file ddname of logname not compatible with previous log file

Reason:

The logical record length (LRECL) of the new log file is not the same as the LRECL of the old log file. This occurs after
a log switch when the logging for logname was directed to a wrap-around series of data sets through the DDNAMES or
DSNAMES options of the ADDLOG command.

Action:

Define files so that they have the same LRECL value.

MIM8819I
logname has been deleted

Reason:

A REMOVELOG command issued against logname was successfully processed.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM8820E
Allocation failure on logname for file ddname. Allocation return codes: xx-yyyy-zzzz

Reason:

MIM encountered a dynamic allocation error when it attempted to allocate file ddname for log logname. MIM provides a
return code in the format xx-yyyy-zzzz, where xx is the R15 return code from SVC 99; yyyy is the reason code; and zzzz is
the error reason code.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate IBM publication to determine the meaning of the codes. If this is not an operational error, retain
the appropriate diagnostic information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact Broadcom
Support.

MIM8821E
File ddname dropped from file list

Reason:
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MIM could not allocate or access the indicated log file. MIM drops the file from the list of files for that log. If other files can
be accessed successfully, MIM continues log processing with a reduced file list.

Action:

To work from a full file list, correct the problem. Then use the REMOVELOG command to delete the log definition, followed
by the ADDLOG command to redefine the log file.

MIM8822E
logname unavailable. No accessible log files for this log.

Reason:

Log logname was allocated to a group of cataloged data sets through the DDNAME or DSNAMES options of the
ADDLOG command. None of the data sets are accessible. This message follows messages MIM8821E and MIM8824E.
This message is also issued when the ADDLOG command specifies a log name that is already allocated.

Action:

Review MIM logs to determine the cause of the problem. Use the REMOVELOG command to delete the log definition,
followed by the ADDLOG command to redefine the log file.

MIM8823E
SYSOUT class specification for logname is not allowed under Z/OS Controller Scheduler

Reason:

MIM must run under the Job Entry Subsystem in order to direct logging to SYSOUT data sets.

Action:

Redirect the log to cataloged data sets, or run MIM under JES. Note, that when the procname is the same as the
subsystem name, the z/OS START command causes the target started task to run under the z/OS Controller Scheduler
rather than the Job Entry Subsystem. Under these circumstances, it is necessary to direct MIM to execute under the Job
Entry Subsystem by using the SUB=JESx keyword of the z/OS START command.

MIM8824E
File ddname of logname could not be located in system catalog

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed for file ddname because the corresponding data set could not be located.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the data set name on the ADDLOG command.

MIM8825I
logname is now available

Reason:

The MIM log logname is now available. This message indicates that the logger has successfully opened the
corresponding file or that an OPENLOG command was successfully processed.

Action:
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No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM8826E
Ddname xxxx of logname is not allocated to MIM.

Reason:

An ADDLOG command was issued with the DDNAMES option and a corresponding DD statement was not previously
defined to MIM.

Action:

Add the DD statement to MIM by issuing the ADDLOG command from the console specifying the DSNAMES keyword.

MIM8827E
Logid ID is not available

Reason:

The displayed log ID is already in use by a log automatically defined by MIM.

Action:

Specify a different log ID in the ADDLOG command for this log.

MIM8828E
Logid ID cannot be deleted

Reason:

The displayed log ID cannot be the target of a REMOVELOG command because it defines a log that is vital to MIM
operation.

Action:

You may use the PRINTLOG command to spin off the log to a SYSOUT class where you will be able to print or purge it.

MIM8829E
JES unavailable. File filename sent to SYSLOG.

Reason:

A log directed to a SYSOUT class could not be opened because JES is not available. The messages destined for the log
will be written to the system log.

Action:

Determine why the Job Entry Subsystem is not available. Review the MIM logs and the system log for other MIMxxxx
messages or IBM messages that could help determine the cause of the problem.

MIM8830E
Positioning error for file ddname of logname

Reason:
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The logger encountered an error while attempting to reposition against log logname.

Action:

Retain the appropriate diagnostic information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact
Broadcom Support.

MIM8831L
optcode failure, return code was code

Reason:

MIM was performing operation optcode when it encountered an error while writing messages to a log file.

Action:

Retain the appropriate diagnostic information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact
Broadcom Support.

MIM8832E
File is not DASD. Log positioned to start of first file.

Reason:

The logger encountered an error while attempting to reposition against a log data set

Action:

Retain the appropriate diagnostic information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact
Broadcom Support.

MIM8833E
Invalid file or file combination for log

Reason:

An ADDLOG command was issued specifying two or more DDNAMES. MIM found that at least one of the ddnames is
allocated to a SYSOUT class.

Action:

Issue the ADDLOG in one of the following ways:

• Specify a SYSOUT class on the SYSOUT operand of the ADDLOG command, rather than on the DDNAME operand.
• Specify a single ddname allocated to a SYSOUT class on the DDNAME operand of the ADDLOG command. When

you use this method, you may define only one ddname for the log.
• Specify one or more ddnames on the DDNAME operand of the ADDLOG command making sure they all are allocated

to sequential data sets with identical attributes.

MIM8834E
File is not physical sequential, file ignored in file list

Reason:

MIM found a data set with an unsupported data set organization in a group of files allocated to a log.
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Action:

To work from a full file list, correct the problem by allocating a data set with the appropriate data set organization. Then
use the REMOVELOG command to delete the log definition, followed by the ADDLOG command to redefine the log file.

MIM8835E
Unable to open the file, file ignored in file list

Reason:

MIM was unable to open a data set in a file list.

Action:

To work from a full file list, review MIM logs and the system log looking for IECxxxx messages, which will help determine
the reason why the OPEN for the data set failed. If unable to determine the cause of the failure, collect the appropriate
diagnostic information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact Broadcom Support.

MIM8836E
File not on volume, file ignored in file list

Reason:

MIM could not locate a log file on the volume identified by the JCL.

Action:

Determine why the log file does not reside on the specified volume. Use the ADDLOG command to specify a new log data
set.

MIM8837I
WRITELOG complete

Reason:

The WRITELOG command was processed successfully.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM8838E
SWITCH operation inappropriate for logname

Reason:

You issued a SWITCHLOG command for the indicated logname, but one of the following problems occurred:

• The log was pointing to a SYSOUT class rather than cataloged data sets.
• Only one data set was allocated to the log. There must be at least two data sets.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY LOGS command to verify that multiple data sets are defined for the log and that none of them are
allocated to a SYSOUT class.
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MIM8839I
SWITCH complete

Reason:

The SWITCHLOG command was processed successfully.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM8842E
Log logname not directed to SYSOUT file

Reason:

You issued a PRINTLOG command for a log file that was not defined as a SYSOUT class.

Action:

Check the spelling of the log name on the PRINTLOG command. If the log name is spelled correctly, use the ADDLOG
command to redefine the log file as a SYSOUT class.

MIM8843E
Log logname is not active

Reason:

A PRINTLOG command was issued against log logname but the log is not currently active.

Reason:

Review MIM logs to determine why the log is currently inactive.

MIM8844I
Log logname has been spun off

Reason:

The PRINTLOG command was processed successfully. Log logname will now be directed to a new sysout data set. The
old sysout data set can now be purged or printed.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM8845I
No MIM Log available, forced to SYSLOG

Reason:

No logs are available to MIM, The messages will be written to the system log through WTOs.

Action:

Review the MIM job log and the system log to determine why no logs are available. Collect the appropriate diagnostic
information abend dumps, SVC dumps, system logs, and supporting data. Contact Broadcom Support.
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MIM8850I
MIM log statistics -

MIM8851I Log name Status Count Time File name

MIM8852I log name status nn time filename

Reason:

These messages display information about MIM logs, as follows:

Log name
Contains the name of the log. The name TRACE refers to the trace log; the name MIMLOG refers to the message
log.

Status
Contains the status of the log. Possible values include:
ACTIVE

Data is being sent to the log.
INACT

No data is being sent to the log.
ERROR

The log is unusable due to an error.
CLOSED

The log was closed.
Count

Contains the number of records in the log file.
Time

Contains the time that the last record was written to the log file.
File name

Contains the data set names or sysout class that is assigned to the log.

Reason:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM8855I
No logs are defined

Reason:

You issued a DISPLAY LOGS or DISPLAY ALL command but there are no logs currently defined to MIM.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIM8899I
Input from :

Reason:

This message is for internal track of a command origination.
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Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

Licensing Messages

MIM9000E
CAIRIM LMP service has not activated

Reason:

MIM cannot locate the License Management Program (LMP) service of CAIRIM. Either CAIRIM has not been installed or
MIM has been started before the CAS9 subsystem.

Action:

The CAIRIM service must be installed and the CAS9 subsystem must be started before MIM is started.

MIM9001W
jobname CANNOT VALIDATE product PRODUCT LICENSE UNTIL CAIRIM SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE

Reason:

MIM has been started and is attempting product license validation; however, the CAIRIM LMP service has not been
started or has not yet completed initialization. MIM continues initialization processing and defers license validation for the
named product until such time that CAIRIM LMP services become available.

Action:

Start the CAS9 console started task, if it has not already been started. Once CAS9 has completed execution and the
CAIRIM LMP services have been initialized, MIM will validate the named product license.

MIM9003E
xxxx {FILEDEF|STATE} error during authorization

Reason:

This message appears when there is an error during authorization. The message has the following explanation,
depending on the item displayed.

xxxx
Return code

FILEDEF
MIM for z/VM could not find a DISK type FILEDEF for the CALMPKEY ddname.

STATE
MIM could not find the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions, depending on the item displayed:

• For FILEDEF-Issue the GCS 'QUERY FILEDEF' command on the MIMGR user ID to determine if the FILEDEF for
the CALMPKEY ddname exists. At initialization time, MIM for z/VM creates a DISK type FILEDEF for DDNAME
CALMPKEY, file CALMP KEYS Z, fixed format if a FILEDEF for this DDNAME does not already exist. If this FILEDEF
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has been inadvertently deleted or changed, you can restore the FILEDEF by issuing a GCS FILEDEF command with
the options as described above.

• For STATE:-Review the installation steps in the MIM for z/VM Getting Started guide to ensure that the CALMP KEYS
file has been properly defined to MIM for z/VM.

MIM9004I
{GTAF|TPCF|GCMF} (cc) {is authorized|is near expiration date|has expired or is not licensed}

Reason:

This message has the following explanation, depending on the condition that is displayed.

cc
LMP code for the MIM for z/VM facility

For authorized
A valid LMP key has been found for the MIM for z/VM facility named in the message.

For near expiration
A valid LMP key has been found for the MIM for z/VM facility named in the message. However, this key is about to
expire.

For expired/not licensed
No valid LMP key or an expired LMP key has been found for the MIM for z/VM facility named in the message.

Action:

Perform an action, depending on the condition displayed:

• For authorized-No action is required.
• For near expiration-Contact CA-TLC support to obtain a new LMP key. If the facility named in the message is GTAF or

TPCF, a new LMP key for MIA for z/VM is required. If the facility named in the message is GCMF, a new LMP key for
MIC for z/VM is required.

• For expired/not licensed-If no valid LMP key or an expired LMP key exists in the CALMP KEYS file, contact CA-TLC
support to obtain a new LMP key. If the facility named in the message is GTAF or TPCF, a new LMP key for MIA for z/
VM is required. If the facility named in the message is GCMF, a new LMP key for MIC for z/VM is required.

If a valid LMP key exists in the CALMP KEYS file, MIM for z/VM may have encountered an error trying to access the file.
Review the messages issued on the MIM for z/VM service machine for more information about the error.

CAS9115I
INPUT: xxxxxxxxx...

Reason:

This message provides a listing of control statements as read from the CALMP KEYS file.

CAS9116I
EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON: mmm dd, yyyy G.M.T

Reason:

This informational message is issued when a valid EKG device code has been entered:

mmm
Indicates the month the device was activated
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dd
Indicates the day the device was activated

yyyy
Indicates the year the device was activated

CAS9125E
LMP key error: xxxxxxxx...

Note: This message can have many different explanations and actions. Some samples of these are listed below.

Reason:

Invalid data has been encountered in the CALMP KEYS file. Processing continues with the next input record.

Action:

Review the CALMP KEYS file for invalid data.

Reason:

There is a missing keyword, where one of the following is listed:

• LMPcode
• DATE
• Prod
• CPU

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record.

Reason:

One of the keywords is a duplicate and was found more than once on the input record.

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record and remove the duplication.

Reason:

The CPU keyword is too long.

Action:

Verify the correct definitions for the CPU and confirm it is correctly defined to the input record.

Reason:

The CPU operand is too long.

Action:

Ensure the CPU keyword is in the proper format of mmmm-tttt.

Reason:

The CPU serial number is not six characters.

Action:

Confirm that the correct serial number of six characters is defined to the CPU keyword of the input record.

Reason:
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The DATE keyword is not seven characters.

Action:

Confirm that the DATE keyword defined to the input record is in the format ddmmmyy.

Reason:

The LMPcode keyword is invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the LMPcode on the input record has been defined correctly

Reason:

Key tampering or transcription error has been detected.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support. The LMPcode defined to the input record is now invalid.

Reason:

LMPcode listed an ID for another CPU.

Action:

Verify that the LMPcode defined to the input record is correct and that you are attempting to start your Broadcom solution
on the correct CPU.

Reason:

The length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is not eight bytes long.

Action:

Verify that the length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is eight bytes long.

CAS9171E
ERROR xxxx {LINKING |ACCESSING |READING} LMP DISK

Reason:

LMP was unable to LINK to the product's x'1FF' disk.

Action:

Ensure there is a x'1FF' minidisk or link defined for the service machine. For more information about the actual cause of
the LINK failure, see the return codes of the CP LINK command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to ACCESS the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that a CALMP KEYS file exists on the service machine's x'1FF' disk. For more information about the actual cause
of the ACCESS failure, see the return codes of the GCS ACCESS command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to READ the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:
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Ensure that the CALMP KEYS file on the service machine's x'1FF' disk contains fixed 128-byte records.

CAS9182A
WARNING: LMP KEY FOR GTAF|TPCF|GCMF EXPIRES IN nnn DAYS

Reason:

The LMP licensing agreement for the indicated product is about to expire. The key will expire in the specified number of
days.

Note: For MIM, the LMP enforcement software will not cause a component to fail, but will issue enforcement messages.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support as soon as possible to avoid potential expiration of Broadcom solution licensing agreement
and discontinuance of Broadcom solution initialization.

MIMQUERY Messages

MIMQ0001I
MIMQUERY Server ready for requests

Reason:

The MIMQUERY Server has successfully started.

MIMQ0002I
MIMQUERY Stopped

Reason:

The MIMQUERY Server has been stopped.

MIMQ0004W
Errors in member member – proceeding

Reason:

The specified member has an error. The MIMQUERY server continued by ignoring any errors discovered.

Action:

Review the specified member and correct any errors.  The changes you make will not take effect until the next time
MIMQUERY is activated.

MIMQ0005E
STEPLIB is not APF authorized - terminating

Reason:

The MIMQUERY Server loadlib specified by STEPLIB is not APF authorized.  MIMQUERY is unable to continue and
terminated.
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Action:

Ensure the load library is APF authorized then issue the MIM ACTIVATE FEATURE command to activate MIMQUERY.

MIMQ0006E
Unable to load module MIMQY1 - terminating

Reason:

MIMQUERY attempted to load MIMQY1 using the z/OS LOAD macro/SVC 8 and a non-zero

return code resulted.

Action:

See IBM documentation for a list of return codes associated with the LOAD macro.

MIMQ0007E
MIMQUERY Server is already active – terminating

Reason:

The MIMQUERY Server cannot be started because another MIMQUERY Server was already detected on the system.

Action:

Verify which MIM address space should have an active MIMQUERY.

MIMQ0009W
Text for message number not found

Reason:

The specified message’s text could not be found.

Action:

Verify the MIMQMSGS member is properly installed. This member is located in the MIMPARMS dataset.

MIMQ0010I
Recovery complete for task taskname

Reason:

The specified task recovered from an abend.

MIMQ0011W
CA Common Services recovery facility is not available

Reason:

MIMQUERY was unable to locate the Common Components and Services Recovery Facility.

Action:
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Verify that the Common Components and Services Recovery component is installed at the proper release and service
level.

MIMQ0012I
ABEND abend in task task - EVT=evt  RESULT=result

Reason:

The specified task experienced the specified abend code.

Action:

Gather the appropriate diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MIMQ0013I
job has nn active query requests - request rejected

Reason:

The specified job has the maximum number of outstanding query requests. 

Action:

No action required.

MIMQ0014E
Unable to locate ASPARM - MIMQUERY Server terminating

Reason:

MIMQUERY was unable to locate ASPARM and terminated.

Action:

No action required.

MIMQ0015E
Unable to load message table - rc=rc rsn=rsn

Reason:

MIMQUERY was unable to load the message table due to the specified return code and reason code.

Action:

Look for additional messages in the MIMQUERY joblog.

MIMQ0100I
type command output

Reason:

Indicates the following message is in response to a command of the specified type.
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MIMQ0101I
Events Display                     

  Name            Count    Average

  event            nnnn     tttttttt 

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY EVENTS command.

• Name
Specifies the type of event.

• Count
Indicates the total number of events of this type.

• Average
Indicates the average response time for the event.

MIMQ0110I
Options Display

  LogClass=logclass

  LogLineLimit=nn

  SetTrace=tracerecords

  SMF=smfstate

  TaskCount=nn

  Trace=tracestate

  TraceClass=traceclass

  TraceLineLimit=nn

  TraceMaxData=nn

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY OPTIONS command.

• LogClass
Specifies the SYSOUT class for the MIMQUERY log records.

• LogLineLimit
Specifies the line limit for log messages.

• SetTrace
Specifies the trace records that are being collected.

• SMF
Specifies if SMF reporting is on or off.            

• TaskCount
Specifies the maximum number of tasks.

• Trace
Specifies if MIMQUERY tracing is active.

• TraceClass
Specifies the SYSOUT class for the MIMQUERY trace records.

• TraceLineLimit
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Specifies the line limit for trace messages.
• TraceMaxData

Specifies the maximum trace data size.

MIMQ0130I
Systems Display                                 

  Index  MIMname    Status     SendCnt  RecvCnt   Last HB      

  nn       mimname    status     sendcnt   recvcnt     time                   

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY SYSTEMS command.

• Index
Displays the index number of the system.

• MIMname
Displays the system name of the system.

• Status
Displays the status of the system, as follows:
– Active

Indicates that MIMQUERY is active on this system.
– Awakening

Indicates that this system was asleep and is being reinstated to active status. MIMQUERY activity currently is
suspended on this system.

– Disabled
The ALTERSYS system=DISABLED has been issued.

– Freed
Indicates that MIMQUERY has freed this inactive system.

– Inactive
Indicates that MIMQUERY considers this system to be inactive because the timestamp for this system has not
changed.

– Migrating
Indicates that MIMQUERY has not migrated to the current control file on this system. This system may be inactive.

– Pending
Indicates that MIMQUERY has initialized on this system and is waiting for other systems to initialize. When other
systems initialize, synchronization begins.

– Quiesced
Indicates that MIMQUERY is terminating on this system.

– Sleeping
Indicates that MIMQUERY activity suspended on this system because it appears to be asleep.

– Starting
Indicates that MIMQUERY has been started on this system, but is not yet fully active.

– Stopped
Indicates that the system was stopped locally using a SHUTDOWN command.

– Synchronizing
Indicates that the system is synchronizing with other systems.

– Unknown
MIM provided an invalid status for the system.

• SendCnt
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Indicates the number of CCI messages sent from the system.
• RecvCnt

Indicates the number of CCI messages that the system has received.
• Last HB

Displays the last heart beat for this system.

MIMQ0140I
Contents

NOTE

The content of the MIMQ0140I message varies depending on if a request ID is specified.

If no request ID is specified

Query Request Display                                  

  ReqID  Jobname   Status     MaxRc      Rsn         RespTime    StartTime  

  nnnn   jobname    status     maxrc       rsncode  resptime       starttime 

If a request ID is specified

Query Request Display                                  

  ReqID  Jobname   Status     MaxRc     Rsn          RespTime    StartTime  

  nnnn   jobname    status     maxrc       rsncode  resptime       starttime 

        #Queries: qq  #Completed: cc                               

        System  Blocks    Bytes       RscCount                          

        sysid     blocks    bbbbbb    rrr                          

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY REQUEST and MIMQUERY DISPLAY REQUEST=
command.

• ReqID
Indicates the Request ID.

• Jobname
Indicates the name of the job that made the request.

• Status
Indicates the status of the request.

• MaxRc
Indicates the Max Return code

• Rsn
Indicates the Max Reason Code

• RespTime
Indicates how quickly the query was processed

• StartTime
Indicates when the query request was received by MIMQUERY

• #Queries
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Indicates the number of MIM systems that have been queried for information
• #Complete

Indicates the number of MIM systems that have completed the query request
• System

Indicates the system that responded
• Blocks

Indicates the number of blocks sent by the system
• Bytes

Indicates the number of bytes sent by the system
• RscCount

Indicates the number of resource records sent by the system

MIMQ0145I
No query requests pending

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY REQUEST command when no query requests are
pending.

Actions:

No action required.

MIMQ0146I
Query request id not found

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY REQUEST= command when no query with the
specified id is pending.

            id – The specified query request id.

Action:

No action required.

MIMQ0150I
Log Display:                 

  DDNAME    Class  Current    Total Status

  ddname      i          n               nn     status

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY LOG command.

• DDNAME
Indicates the Log DDNAME

• Class
Indicates the SYSOUT class of the log

• Current
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Indicates the current number of lines in the file
• Total

Indicates the total number of lines since MIMQUERY started
• Status

Contains the status of the log. Possible values include:
– OPEN

Indicates that data is being sent to the log.
– UNUSED

Indicates that no data is being sent to the log.
– ERROR

Indicates that the log is unusable due to an error.
– CLOSED

Indicates that the log was closed.

MIMQ0160I
User Activity Display               

  Jobname     ASID        Requests  Pending    LastRequest  

  jobname      asid         rrrr             pppp          lastrequest 

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY USERS and MIMQUERY DISPLAY USER
commands.

• Jobname
Indicates the jobname of this user.

• ASID
Indicates the ASID of this user.

• Requests
Indicates the number of requests issued by this user.

• Pending
Indicates the number of requests by this user that are still outstanding.

• LastRequest
Indicates the last time this job made a request.

MIMQ0165I
No user request history

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY USERS command when there is no request history.

Action:

No action required.

MIMQ0166I
No request history for jobname

Reason:
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This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY USERS command when the specified user has no
request history.

Action:

No action required.

MIMQ0170I
Contents

NOTE

The content of the MIMQ0170I message varies depending on the if a resource is specified.

If no resource is specified

Resource Activity Display                                    

  QNAME    RNAME     Count    Average

  qname      rname       cnt        avg

If a resource is specified

Resource Activity Display    

  QNAME    RNAME             Count    Average

  qname    rname                 cnt        avg

       Last Request Time:     lstrqsttme      

       First Request Time:    frstrqsttme                         

       Elapsed Time:             elapsedtme   

       Request Count:          requestcnt     

       Resumed Count:        resumedcnt   

       Response Blocks:      respblks 

       Response Bytes:        respbytes       

       Retrieved Bytes:         rtvdbytes

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY RESOURCES and MIMQUERY DISPLAY
RESOURCE commands.

• QNAME
Indicates the resources QNAME.

• RNAME
Indicates the resources RNAME.

• Count
Indicates number of query requests for this resource.

• Average
Indicates the average response time for query requests on this resource.

• Last Request Time
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Indicates the last time a query request for this resourse was made.
• First Request Time

Indicates the first time a query request for this resource was made.
• Elapsed Time

Indicates the cumulative time for all MIMQUERY requests for this resource.
• Request Count

Indicates the number of times a query request for this resource was made.
• Resumed Count

Indicates the number of times query requests for this resource were resumed.
• Response Blocks

Indicates the cumulative number of data blocks for this resource received from all systems in the MIMplex.
• Response Bytes

Indicates the cumulative number of bytes for this resource received from all systems in the MIMplex.
• Retrieved Bytes

Indicates the cumulative number of bytes for this resource actually returned to the requester.

MIMQ0175I
No Resource history

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY RESOURCES command when there is no resource
history.

Action:

No action required.

MIMQ0176I
No matching resources for specified QNAME/RNAME pattern

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY DISPLAY RESOURCE command when the specified resource
has no history.

Action:

No action required.

MIMQ0181I
option may not be changed after initialization

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY SET command when the specified option cannot be changed.

            option – the option that cannot be changed.

Action:

No action required.
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MIMQ0182I
SET command complete - nn option updated

Reason:

This message is issued as a response to the MIMQUERY SET command.

            nn – the number of set options that were updated

MIMQ0500I
CCI Initialization complete

Reason:

The MIMQUERY server has successfully initialized CCI communication.

MIMQ0501I
CCI connection established with system system

Reason:

The MIMQUERY server has established a CCI connection with the specified system.

MIMQ0502W
CCI Initialize failed - rc=rc – reason

Reason:

The MIMQUERY server was unable to initialize CCI communication.

• rc
Specifies the return code from CCI.

• reason
Provides a short explanation of the return code.

Action:

Normally, this message only appears when MIM starts early in the IPL process, before CAIENF/CCI has initialized, and no
action is required because MIM periodically attempts to establish a CCI connection until successful.

However, if MIMQUERY continues to issue this message once per minute even after the IPL has completed, then
the cause must be investigated. You can correct the problem with CAIENF/CCI, or you can use the DEACTIVATE
FEATURE=MIMQUERY command to disable the MIMQUERY server.

MIMQ0503I
CCI Termination complete

Reason:

The MIMQUERY has successfully terminated.

Action:

None.
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MIMQ0504W
Heartbeat from unknown MIM system: Index=nn Name=name

Reason:

A heartbeat message was received from a MIMQUERY system that cannot be identified. The message is discarded.

Action:

None.

MIMQ0505W
CCI Receive failed - rc=rc - reason

Reason:

The MIMQUERY server was unable to complete a CCI RECEIVE request.

• rc
Specifies the return code from CCI

• reason
Provides a short explanation of the return code

Action:

No immediate action is required.

However, if the message appears repeatedly, then the cause must be investigated. You can correct the problem with
CAIENF/CCI, or you can use the DEACTIVATE FEATURE=MIMQUERY command to disable the MIMQUERY server.

MIMQ0506W
CCI Send to system sysname failed - rc=rc - reason

Reason:

The MIMQUERY server was unable to complete a CCI SEND request to another system in the MIMplex.

• sysname
Name of the system to which the SEND was directed.

• rc
Specifies the return code from CCI.

• reason
Provides a short explanation of the return code.

Action:

No immediate action is required. 

However, if the message appears repeatedly, then the cause must be investigated. You an correct the problem with
CAIENF/CCI, or you can use the DEACTIVATE FEATURE=MIMQUERY command to disable the MIMQUERY server.

MIMQ0507W
No CCI Receive detected for system system

Reason:
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During initialization, the MIMQUERY server could not establish communication with the specified system. 

Action:

None.

MIMQ0508W
Missed heartbeat message from system system

Reason:

The indicated system has not sent a heartbeat message within the expected time interval, and may be inactive.

Action:

No immediate action is required.  

However, if the message appears repeatedly, then the cause must be investigated. Verify that both MIM and MIMQUERY
are active on the indicated system, and also verify that CAIENF/CCI is active on all systems in the MIMplex.

Miscellaneous Messages

MIM8000I
control card image

Reason:

This informational message echoes a control card image read from the MIMPARMS or MIMMSGS data set.

MIM8015I
MIMEZRPT at Release release

Reason:

This message is issued in the job log of the MIM MIMEZRPT report generator. This message contains the release level of
the MIMEZRPT report generator program.

Restart Manager Messages

MIMRM01I
MIM unexpectedly failed. ABEND COMPCODE=abnd REASON=x'rsn’

Reason:

The MIMDRDRV task has terminated with completion code abnd, reason code rsn.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIMRM02F
RESTARTLIMIT has been exceeded - terminating
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Reason:

The MIM restart manager is unable to restart automatically the MIMDRDRV task, because the maximum restarts have
already been reached. The MIM address space terminates, with the same completion code and reason code as the
MIMDRDRV task.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIMRM03I
MIM restart in progress

Reason:

The MIM restart manager is in the process of restarting the main MIM task, MIMDRDRV.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIMRM04I
MIM restarted in response to LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command.

Reason:

After receiving a LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command, MIM has restarted the main task, MIMDRDRV

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MIMRM05F
StepLib not APF authorized

Reason:

MIM has determined that it has been started without APF authorization. MIM is unable to proceed, and terminates with
ABEND U040, reason 163.

Action:

Update the appropriate member in SYS1.PARMLIB to APF-authorize the MIM load library, and restart the MIM procedure.

MIMRM07I
No STEPLIB found

Reason:

MIM has determined that no STEPLIB DD statement is present.

Action:

None.
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MIMRM08F
Could not open STEPLIB

Reason:

MIM is unable to access the dataset specified in the STEPLIB DD statement. MIM is unable to proceed, and terminates
with ABEND U040, reason 165.

Action:

Examine the system log or the MIM job log, to determine the reason for the failure. If necessary:

• Re-create the MIM load library or
• Update the system security rules for the data set to allow access to the userid associated with MIM.

MIMRM09F
Could not attach MIMDRDRV task

Reason:

The ATTACH for the main MIM task, MIMDRDRV, failed. MIM is unable to proceed, and terminates with ABEND U040,
reason 166.

Action:

Examine the system log or the MIM job log, to determine the reason for the failure. If necessary, re-create the MIM load
library, then restart MIM.

MIMRM11F
Load library for MIM must be a PDS

Reason:

MIM has determined that one of the data sets specified on the STEPLIB DD statement is not a standard PDS. MIM is
unable to proceed, and terminates with ABEND U40, reason 168.

Action:

Rebuild the MIM load library as a standard PDS, then restart MIM.

MIMRM12F
Restart Manager requires SUB=MSTR

Reason:

The Restart Manager feature of MIM was started without the SUB=MSTR parameter. MIM is unable to proceed, and
terminates with ABEND U40, reason 169.

Action:

Restart MIM with the SUB=MSTR parameter.

MIMRM13F
Restart attempt too soon, aborting Restart

Reason:
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The MIM main task, MIMDRDRV, has terminated within 60 seconds of the previous start or restart. MIM is unable to
proceed, and terminates with the same completion code and reason code as the terminated MIMDRDRV task.

Action:

Examine the system log or the MIM job log, to determine the reason for the failure. Correct the problem, then restart MIM.

MIMRM14F
MIMPARMS DD must be a PDS

Reason:

MIM has determined that one of the data sets specified on the MIMPARMS DD statement is not a standard PDS. MIM is
unable to proceed, and terminates with ABEND U40, reason 168.

Action:

Rebuild the data set as a standard PDS, then restart MIM.

MIMRM15F
MIMMSGSS DD must be a PDS

Reason:

MIM has determined that one of the data sets specified on the MIMMSGS DD statement is not a standard PDS. MIM is
unable to proceed, and terminates with ABEND U40, reason 168.

Action:

Rebuild the data set as a standard PDS, then restart MIM.

MIMRM16I
Restarting on the primary library due to error on alternate library. All alternate library settings have been cleared.

Reason:
An error caused MIM to restart utilizing the primary load library.

Action:
Verify the Alternate load library is not in error. If the problem persists, contact MIM Support to determine the cause of the
error.

MIMRM17I
MIMRM17I CA-MIM restarted by response of ‘R’ to MIM0971A

Reason:

Issued when ‘R’ is replied to the MIM0971A to request a restart of the MIM address space.

Action:

No action required.

MIMRM18I
Primary LOADLIB not usable - using STEPLIB/LNKLIST
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Reason:

While verifying the information read from the Restart Manager file, MIM determined that the primary load library is not
usable. Previous messages identify the cause.

Action:

The information from the file is discarded. MIM initialization proceeds, using the STEPLIB load library, or system LINKLIST
if the STEPLIB DD is absent.

MIMRM19I
Alternate LOADLIB not usable - cleared

Reason:
While verifying the information read from the Restart Manager checkpoint file, MIM determined that the alternate load
library is not usable. Previous messages identify the cause.

Action:

The information from the checkpoint file is discarded. MIM initialization proceeds, using the STEPLIB load library, or
system LINKLIST if the STEPLIB DD is absent.

MIMRM20I
Unable to allocate dsname  

             dsname  name of the dataset

Reason:
While verifying the information read from the Restart Manager checkpoint file, MIM was unable to dynamically allocate the
named dataset. Previous IEFxxx, or IECxxx messages identify the cause of the failure.

Action:

None.

MIMRM21I
Unable to OPEN dsname                dsnamename of the dataset

Reason:
While verifying the information read from the Restart Manager checkpoint file, MIM was unable to OPEN the named
dataset. Previous IEFxxx, IHCxxx or IECxxx messages identify the cause of the failure.

Action:

None.

MIMRM22I
APF check failed for dsname – action                dsname name of the dataset                 action    action taken for the
dataset
                           added            dsname  added to APF list
                           discarded       dsname  not used during startup

Reason:
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While verifying the information read from the Restart Manager checkpoint file,MIM has determined that the named dataset
is not APF authorized.

 Action:

 None.

MIMRM23I
Using libtype LOADLIB:  dsname                libtype   identifies which LOADLIB is selected, PRIMARY,
                              CURRENT, ALTERNATE, or INITIAL
               dsnamename of the dataset

Reason:
After verifying the information read from the Restart Manager file, MIM has selected the load library to be used.

Action: 

None.

MIM Abend and Return Codes
MIM performs numerous logic validation checks throughout its code. When an illogical condition is detected, MIM takes
any of several system or user abends.

Abend Codes (z/OS)
S623
Indicates that a MIA intercept encountered an error when it was trying to obtain storage.

S723
Indicates that a MIA intercept encountered an error when it was doing a cross-memory post.

S823
A MIA intercept encountered an illogical condition from which it could not recover.

U0011
The MIMPROOF program encountered a RESERVE failure.

U0020
An attempt to start MIM twice on the same system was made. See the MIM0482E message.

U0040
Indicates that MIM is terminating because it cannot initialize. You should examine the message MIM issues during
termination to determine why it cannot initialize.

U0041

MIM is terminating due to a serious logic error. Examine the message issued just before this abend to determine the
cause of the error.

U0051

Indicates that the virtual control file management task experienced an error from which it could not recover.

U0070

Indicates that the central processing module for one of the MIM facilities is incompatible with the version of MIM that
invoked it. Message MIM0427E identifies the incompatible module. Normally, this problem is caused by improper
installation of the MIM load library, although it also can be caused by incorrectly applied product maintenance.
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U0095

Indicates that one of the MIM facilities encountered an illogical condition from which it could not recover. It also issues
message MIM0095 with this abend code. This abend may occur on multiple systems. For example, a system could create
an invalid transaction that causes all other systems to abend while the culprit system remains active. Because it may be
difficult to determine which system caused the abend, collect diagnostic information for all systems in the complex, and
then call Broadcom Support.

U0200

Indicates that MIM could not find a usable alternate control file during migration.

U0201

Indicates that a MIM command took longer than 15 seconds to process. Either the MIM dispatching priority is too low, or a
z/OS function did not complete in time.

U0322

Indicates that MIM is terminating because the entry for the local system in the control files is severely damaged. MIM also
issues message MIM0112. You should review the description of this message to determine what caused this problem.

U0888

Indicates a user abend in the XTDVR exit routine. Review the exit logic and determine the error.

U0998

Indicates that the MIMPROOF program encountered an I/O error on the device. Make sure the control file was formatted
correctly.

U0999

Indicates that there is an invalid syntax in the MIMPROOF startup procedure. Check the control cards and resubmit.

U1122

Indicates that MIM is terminating because you terminated it by specifying DUMP in response to the MIM0060 message
or by issuing a SHUTDOWN DUMP command. MIM generates an abend dump. On z/OS systems, an SVC dump is also
requested.

U1222

Indicates that MIM is terminating on the local system at your request. You terminated MIM by specifying LOCAL or FREE
in response to the MIM0060 message or by issuing the SHUTDOWN LOCAL or SHUTDOWN FREE commands. This
abend can be prevented by the SETOPTION LOCALSTOP=NOABEND command.

U1223

Indicates that MIM is terminating on the local system at your request. You terminated it by specifying RESERVE in
response to the MIM0060 message or by issuing the SHUTDOWN RESERVE command. This abend can be prevented by
the SETOPTION LOCALSTOP=NOABEND command.

U1225

Indicates that MIM is terminating on the local system at your request. You terminated it by specifying RESTART in
response to the MIM0971A message.

U0040 Return Codes
U0040 return codes can occur during MIM address space initialization while processing statements and commands
specified in the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets. This section provides a list of the return codes, and a brief
explanation of each code.
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RC=0001
No DASD control file available

RC=0002
Executing as batch job

RC=0003
No CHKPT files in VCF only

RC=0004
Inconsistent DEFSYS statements

RC=0005
Syntax error on EXEC PARM field

RC=0006
No valid facilities active

RC=0007
MIMCMNDS member OPEN failed

RC=0008
MIMINIT member OPEN failed

RC=0009
Syntax error on MIMINIT statement

RC=000A
Syntax error on default MIMINIT

RC=000B
SAF command validation functions unavailable

RC=000C
MIMSYNCH member OPEN failed

RC=000D
Too many systems on DEFSYS

RC=000E
Duplicate system name or alias

RC=000F
Syntax error on DEFSYS statement

RC=0010
Invalid name on DEFMPASYS statement

RC=0011
Duplicate name/alias/IP name

RC=0012
Too many systems on DEFMPASYS

RC=0013
Syntax error on DEFMPASYS statement

RC=0014
Inadequate VCF configuration

RC=0015
No valid CTCPATHs in VCF

RC=0016
XCF initialization failed
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RC=0017
Duplicate CTC device

RC=0018
No eligible controller system

RC=0019
No CTC devices allocated

RC=001A
VCF system not pre-defined

RC=001B
VCF system not pre-defined

RC=001C
Command syntax error during initialization

RC=001D
VCF=NONE specified in VCF environment

RC=001E
DRVCF task ATTACH failed

RC=001F
Inconsistent COMMUNICATION use

RC=0020
Inconsistent VCFBUFFERSIZE parameter

RC=0021
Inconsistent facilities. For example MIMINIT GDIF=ON on one system and MIMINIT GDIF=OFF on a different
system. This error can also occur if GDIINIT PROCESS= is inconsistent across systems.

RC=0022
Inconsistent GLOBALVALUE parameters

RC=0023
Invalid CTC device address

RC=0024
Cannot locate UCB for CTC device

RC=0025
UCB for device not a CTC

RC=0026
Syntax error on CTCPATH statement

RC=0027
Unknown system name on CTCPATH

RC=0028
Syntax error on CTCPATH statement

RC=0029
Old GCD product active

RC=002A
Front-end intercept plant failed

RC=002B
CNCON task ATTACH failed
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RC=002C
CNSCH task ATTACH failed

RC=002D
Syntax error on GCMINIT statement

RC=002E
Syntax error on GCMINIT statement

RC=002F
EXTCON PREFIX validation error

RC=0030
EXTCON PREFIX validation error

RC=0031
Console names that are not supported

RC=0032
Console name is invalid

RC=0033
Extended console name in SSCONID

RC=0034
REPLYID range too small

RC=0035
UCM ID in SSCONID exceeds maximum

RC=0036
Duplicate UCM ID in SSCONID list

RC=0037
UCM ID in SSCONID not found

RC=0038
STAM already active

RC=0039
MSM already active

RC=003A
FSIR build failed

RC=003B
Syntax error on default GTAINIT

RC=003C
Syntax error on default ETAINIT

RC=003D
Syntax error on GTAINIT statement

RC=003E
Syntax error on ETAINIT statement

RC=003F
XYTEX=YES specified on GTAINIT

RC=0040
EXIT= specified on ETAINIT statement

RC=0041
M3AREA initialization failed
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RC=0042
TPATT task ATTACH failed

RC=0043
Invalid UNIT in CLASS file

RC=0044
CLASS limit exceeded

RC=0045
CLASS file does not begin with CLASS

RC=0046
Syntax error in CLASS file

RC=0047
Unable to locate ENQ control blocks

RC=0048
Cannot locate IEFW21SD.IEFAB4FA

RC=0049
ASSIGN processing failed

RC=004A
ICMF started w/o GCMF

RC=004B
ICSCH task ATTACH failed

RC=004C
Syntax error on default ICMINIT

RC=004D
Syntax error on ICMINIT statement

RC=004E
Syntax error on GDIINIT/ECMINIT

RC=004F
EQBLK task ATTACH failed

RC=0050
CMREQ task ATTACH failed

RC=0051
EQEQ1 module LOAD failed

RC=0052
Syntax error on default GDIINIT

RC=0053
GDIF already active

RC=0054
SDSI already active

RC=0055
MSI already active

RC=0056
Front-end routine LOAD failed

RC=0057
Front-end routine format invalid
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RC=0058
QEL manipulation LOAD failed

RC=0059
GDIEXMPT member OPEN failed

RC=005A
Syntax error on EXEMPT statement

RC=005B
Invalid EXEMPT entries exist

RC=005C
MIMQNAME member OPEN failed or no QNAME statements processed/valid

RC=005D
Syntax error on QNAME statement

RC=005E
Syntax error on MPAINIT statement

RC=005F
Syntax error on default MPAINIT

RC=0060
MPCOM task ATTACH failed

RC=0061
MPTCP task ATTACH failed

RC=0062
Error opening DEVLIST= member

RC=0063
Syntax error on entry in DEVLIST member

RC=0064
Invalid entry in DEVLIST member, see MIM2002

RC=0065
Error making device in DEVLIST - Non-Autoswitchable

RC=0066
No managed devices. See the description for message MIM2003.

RC=0067
FNDGRPID routine did not find group ID for device

RC=0068
Syntax error on ALLOCATE command

RC=0069
MIMINIT CHKPT= operand invalid

RC=006A
CHKPT DYNALLOC failed

RC=006B
No usable CHKPT files selected

RC=006C
No usable CHKPT files selected

RC=006D
No usable CHKPT files selected
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RC=006E
No usable CHKPT files selected

RC=006F
No usable CHKPT files selected

RC=0070
CHKPT file full condition

RC=0071
Inconsistent system configuration

RC=0072
Inconsistent TOSYSTEM

RC=0073
Inconsistent ADDRESS list

RC=0074
Inconsistent MIMINIT COMMUNICATION= parameter

RC=0075
Different CTCPATH statements

RC=0076
Logic error in eligible list

RC=0077
Different DEFSYS parameter

RC=0078
Inconsistent COMPATLEVEL parameter

RC=0079
Inconsistent GDIF parameter

RC=007A
Inconsistent GTAF parameter

RC=007B
Inconsistent GCMF parameter

RC=007C
Inconsistent ALLSYSTEMS parameter

RC=007D
Inconsistent ICMF parameter

RC=007E
Inconsistent VCFBUFFERSIZE parameter

RC=007F
Inconsistent ANYELIGIBLE parameter

RC=0080
Inconsistent MOSTPREFERED parameter

RC=0081
Inconsistent NOCONTROLLER parameter

RC=0082
Inconsistent VCFCONTROLLER list

RC=0083
Format when external system is active
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RC=0084
Inconsistent VCFMAXBLOCKS parameter

RC=0085
Inconsistent TOSYS on synchronized system

RC=0086
Non-supported operating system level

RC=0087
Another MIM already active

RC=0088
Syntax error on IFSYS statement

RC=0089
Invalid MIMINIT SUBNAME=

RC=008A
MIMINIT SUBNAME= in use

RC=008B
IEFSSI QUERY failed

RC=008C
SSCVT not dynamic

RC=008D
IEFSSI ADD failed

RC=008E
IEFSSVT CREATE failed

RC=008F
IEFSSI SWAP failed

RC=0090
IEFSSVT ENABLE failed

RC=0091
IEFSSI GET failed

RC=0092
IEFSSI DEACTIVATE failed

RC=0093
COMPATLEVEL validation failed

RC=0094
DRACT ATTACH failed

RC=0095
Inconsistent COMPATLEVEL parameter

RC=0096
Clear GRS cache failed

RC=0097
EQBST task attach failed

RC=0098
TPVRY task attach failed

RC=0099
XM services initialization failed
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RC=009A
ECMF XM services initialization failed

RC=009B
CMCNF task attach or ENF51 failed

RC=009C
Unable to ATTACH DRWTO subtask.

RC=009D
MIM0254A/MIM0441A WTOR REPLY of 'T'

RC=009E
MIM0314A WTOR REPLY of 'T'

RC=009F
GDIF XM services initialization failed

RC=00A0
DRMON task attach failed

RC=00A1
Cannot find IEFW21SD.IEFAB494

RC=00A2
The DEFSYS command was unsuccessful. See message MIM0474E.

RC=00A3
StepLib not APF authorized. See message MIMRM05F.

RC=00A4
No StepLib found. See message MIMRM07F.

RC=00A5
Could not open StepLib. See message MIMRM08F.

RC=00A6
Could not attach MIMDRDRV task. See message MIMRM09F.

RC=00A8
PDSE are not supported under Restart Manager.

RC=00A9
Restart Manager requires SUB=MSTR. See message MIMRM12F.

RC=00AA
Invalid parameters passed to MIMDRBGN.

RC=00AB
Syntax errors found in the DEVEXCL member.

RC=00AC
Invalid DEVEXCL member specified.

RC=00AD
CTC initialization failed. Look for supporting messages.

RC=00AE
Local system is DISABLED and cannot join a currently executing MIMplex.

RC=00AF
Invalid FEATUREs table encountered.
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RC=00B0
A dynamic feature has been specified on MIMINIT, but the facility which provides the feature has not been
enabled.

RC=00B1
A dynamic feature has been specified on MIMINIT, but the required COMPATLEVEL has not been specified.

RC=00B2
MIMINIT FEATURE= is not consistent with active MIMplex.

U0051 Return Codes
U0051 return codes are internal logic errors that can be detected when attempting to use one of the MIM Virtual Control
Files (VCF) communication methods (CTCONLY, CTCDASD, or XCF). This section provides a list of the return codes, and
a brief explanation of each code.

RC=0000
Internal entry to recovery

RC=0001
CONTROL FILE ERROR

RC=0002
INVALID REQUEST IN MAINPOST

RC=0003
REQUEST FOR UN-ALLOCATED BUFFER

RC=0004
REQUEST TO FREE UN-ALLOCATED BUFFER

RC=0005
XFER BUFFER NOT IN VIRTUAL CF

RC=0006
UNEXPECTED CONTINUATION OF XFER

RC=0007
RESERVE NOT HELD WHEN EXPECTED

RC=0008
NO USABLE PATHS

RC=0009
INVALID REQUEST GIVEN TO SENDREQ

RC=000A
INVALID DESTINATION IN SENDREQ

RC=000B
XFER SEQUENCING - 1ST BUFFER

RC=000C
INVALID MODIFIER IN SENDREQ RECEIVE
NOT MARKED AS FIRST

RC=000D
DEBLOCKING ERROR

RC=000E
NO VCFIOSB AVAILABLE
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RC=000F
RESERVE REQUEST - ALREADY OWNS

RC=0010
INTENTIONAL MIGRATION TO DASD

RC=0011
VCF SUBTASK TERMINATED

RC=0012
INVALID MODIFIER IN VCFIOSB

RC=0013
UNEXPECTED OPCODE

RC=0014
DIRECTED TO SWITCH TO UNKNOWN CF

RC=0015
DUPLICATE POST DETECTED

RC=0016
NO SAVE AREA AVAILABLE TO POST RTN

RC=0017
NAK RESPONSE RECEIVED

RC=0018
I/O ALREADY ACTIVE ON PATH (VM ONLY)

RC=0019
FINDPATH FOUND INVALID VCFPATH

RC=001A
INVALID/INACTIVE CONTROLLER SELECTD

RC=001B
NO CONTROLLER SYSTEM AVAILABLE

RC=001C
DROP TO DASD DUE TO VCF ERRORS

RC=001D
RECURSION IN RECOVERY PROCESS

RC=001E
ERROR ON CHECKPOINT FILE

RC=001F
HANDSHAKE(S) COULD NOT BE SENT

RC=0020
NO VCFIOBUF AVAILABLE

RC=0021
NO GMR BUFFER FOR XFERMAST

RC=0022
VCFIOSB bad - failed validation

RC=0023
VCFRQHD bad - failed validation

RC=0024
Duplicate controllers detected
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RC=0025
STARTIO failed

RC=0026
Invalid CCW opcode lookup value

RC=0027
CTC PURGE failed validation

RC=0028
Error while adding new VCF path

RC=0029
Error while updating controller eligibility masks

RC=002A
Error while completing a new CTC path

RC=002B
Invalid request for non-controller system

RC=002C
VCF forwarding error

U0095 Return Codes
The U0095 abend return codes are logic errors that are detected by many MIM modules and represent a number of error
conditions.

MIM module names contain a two-character code (the fourth and fifth characters in the module name), which indicates the
MIM facility associated with the module. By associating the module name to the correct MIM facility, you may be able to
locate a MIM product fix for the abend you experienced.

Component Facility Two-Character Code
MIM Driver Driver CF, DA, DR, XC
MIA GTAF and TPCF ET, TP
MIC GCMF and ICMF CN
MII GDIF EQ
 ECMF EC
 EDIF DI

Message MIM0095E and the associated SVC dump title show the load module and CSECT that detected the error.

NOTE
For more information, see message MIM0095E.

U2989 Return Codes
The U2989 abend may be generated by the MIMCTPRF program when validating CTC addresses. Return codes include
the following:

04
CTC DDNAME not allocated

08
CTC DCB OPEN failed
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0C
TIOT entry has no UCB address

10
Device is not a CTC

14
Device is not a parallel (3088) or a serial (SCTC) device

18
Sense command byte channel pgm failed

1C
Unknown command byte sensed

20
WRITE/READ channel pgm failed

24
Invalid handshake buffer received

XCF Return Codes
MIM uses the CA XCF Standard Component (LXCF) to enable operation of the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility
(XCF) for cross-system communication. This section contains a listing of the XCF return codes. If the information provided
for a return code is not sufficient to correct a problem, then contact CA Technical Support.

Verb Code Description
DEREGISTER 00 LXCF DEREGISTER was successful.

28 LXCF is not initialized.
2C LXCF could not obtain storage for control

blocks.
30 MEMBERTOKEN does not identify a

registered member.
Any other value in register 15 indicates that the IXCLEAVE macro completed with a non-
zero return code. Register 15 contains the return code from IXCLEAVE, and register 0
contains the reason code for IXCLEAVE.

ENDEVENT 00 LXCF ENDEVENT was successful.
28 LXCF is not initialized.
2C LXCF could not obtain storage for control

blocks.
GETEVENT 00 LXCF GETEVENT was successful.

04 No events are queued for member.
28 LXCF is not initialized.
2C LXCF could not obtain storage for control

blocks.
30 MEMBERTOKEN does not identify a

registered member.
INITIALIZE 00 LXCF INITIALIZE was successful.

04 Caller is running on an unsupported
operating system.

08 Caller is not in supervisor state.
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QUERYACTIVITY 00 LXCF QUERYACTIVITY was successful.
QUERYSTATUS 00 LXCF QUERYSTATUS was successful.
REGISTER 00 LXCF REGISTER was successful.

28 LXCF is not initialized.
2C LXCF could not obtain storage for control

blocks.
30 Member subtask could not be attached.
34 Member subtask terminated during

initialization.
Any other value in register 15 indicates that the IXCJOIN macro completed with a non-
zero return code. Register 15 contains the return code from IXCJOIN, and register 0
contains the reason code for IXCJOIN.

SENDMSG 00 LXCF SENDMSG was successful;
message was accepted for delivery.

40 LXCF is not initialized.
44 LXCF could not obtain storage for control

blocks.
48 MEMBERTOKEN does not identify a

registered member.
Any other value in register 15 indicates that the IXCMSGO macro completed with a non-
zero return code. Register 15 contains the return code from IXCMSGO, and register 0
contains the reason code for IXCMSGO.

TERMINATE 00 LXCF TERMINATE was successful.
28 LXCF is not initialized.
2C LXCF could not obtain storage for control

blocks.

MIM for z/VM Abend and Return Codes
CA MIM for z/VM performs numerous logic validation checks throughout its code. When an illogical condition is detected,
CA MIM for z/VM takes any of several system or user abends.

 

Abend Codes (z/VM)
This list explains the abends issued by MIM for z/VM.

U001 (U0001)
MIM for z/VM is not running under the Group Control System (GCS) component of z/VM.

U028 (U0040)
MIM for z/VM is terminating because it cannot initialize. You should examine the message MIM for z/VM issues
during termination to determine why it cannot initialize.

U033 (U0051)
The virtual control file management task experienced an error from which it could not recover.

U046 (U0070)
The central processing module for one of the MIM for z/VM facilities is incompatible with the release of MIM for z/
VM that invoked it. Message MIM0110 identifies the incompatible module.
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U05F (U0095)
One of the MIM for z/VM facilities encountered an illogical condition from which it could not recover. Message
MIM0095 is issued with this abend code.

U0C8 (U0200)
MIM for z/VM could not find a usable alternate control file during migration.

U0C9 (U0201)
A MIM for z/VM command took longer to process than the time set on the SETOPTION CMDTIMEOUT command.
This can occur in a busy system with high CPU usage or a high paging rate.

U142 (U0322)
Data in the MIM for z/VM control file was modified improperly. Usually, this problem is a result of DASD reserve/
release failure, but it can also occur if another system formatted the control file. Message MIM0112 is also issued.
You should review the description of this message to determine what caused this problem.

U462 (U1122)
MIM for z/VM is terminating because one of these conditions exists:
MIM for z/VM was terminated when a SHUTDOWN DUMP command was issued. In this case, an ABEND dump
is requested before termination.
A MIM for z/VM command processing module is incompatible with the release of MIM for z/VM that you are
running. Message MIM0110 can also be issued, which identifies the incompatible module and generates an
abend dump.

U4C6 (U1222)
MIM for z/VM is terminating on the local system at your request. You terminated MIM for z/VM by issuing a
SHUTDOWN LOCAL command. SETOPTION LOCALSTOP=NOABEND can be used to suppress this abend.

U828 (U33C)
MIA for z/VM was unable to obtain current status information for a device under its control. This occurred because
the CP QUERY command failed to return valid status information for the device.

U7D0 (U2000) - U7D5 (U2005)
MIM for z/VM made an invalid call to TRKCALC.

U7DB (U2011)
MIM for z/VM encountered an illogical condition while processing DEQ control blocks.

U7DC (U2012)
MIM for z/VM experienced a DASD I/O error while issuing a RELEASE command to the control file.

U7DD (U2013)
MIM for z/VM experienced a DASD I/O error while issuing a RELEASE command to the control file.

UC1B (U3099) - UC1D (U3101)
MIM for z/VM encountered an error condition while processing command information blocks.

Return Codes
This list explains the return codes issued by MIM for z/VM.

0
Successful execution

1
Request is queued

2
Invalid, missing, or both user ID in SMSG
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3
Unknown device name

4
Invalid model

8
Free storage error

9
CP VARY command failed

10
CP LOCATE command failed

11
CP ATTACH or DETACH command failed

12
CP QUERY SET command failed

13
IUCV macro error

14
IUCV communications could not be established, or communications failed before command completed

16
Timer expired

18
Device not in use

19
MIM for z/VM is not running

20
MIM for z/VM is in pending state and cannot accept this command

22
Virtual device address missing or invalid

23
Command is too long (over 150 characters)

24
Syntax error or unknown MIM for z/VM command

25
Unauthorized use of command

28
Command syntax error

32
Command rejected by exit

33
Invalid RC from exit

39
Device not available due to pending allocation (A-lock or B-lock)

40
Devices not available
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41
Device does not exist

42
Request canceled

43
MIM for z/VM command failed

44
Devices not valid for VARY command

45
MIMGR user ID not logged on

57
IUCV error

70
Device not attached to specified user ID

90
Memory management error in MI module

94
Memory management error in MI module

98
An invalid or unexpected IUCV interrupt was received
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Statement and Command Reference
 

Specifying Statements and Issuing Commands
This section:

• Provides an overview of the rules for specifying statements and issuing commands in MIM.
• Discusses the MIMPARMS data set.

The MIMPARMS data set contains parameter values that MIM uses as input during product initialization to define
the characteristics of the MIMplex. You specify the MIMPARMS data set on the //MIMPARMS DD statement in the
JCL procedure used to start MIM. A sample MIMPARMS data set is installed with the MIM product into data set
CAI.CBTDPARM.

• Discusses the MIMMSGS data set.

The MIMMSGS data set is used by the MIM Message Facility, which allows you to customize MIM message text and
routing attributes, such as routing and descriptor codes. You specify the MIMMSGS data set on the //MIMMSGS DD
statement in the JCL procedure used to start MIM. A sample MIMMSGS data set is installed with the MIM product into
data set CAI.CBTDMSEN.

 

Statement Considerations
Keep in mind the following when you add statements to your data sets:

• You can specify statements only in members of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets.
• Some statements can be specified in any member of the MIMPARMS or MIMMSGS data sets; other statements can

be specified only in a certain member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• Follow the standard commenting, delimiting, and truncation rules described in this chapter.

For information on specifying statements and commands, see How You Specify Statements and Commands in
MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS.

Command Scope and Considerations
Certain MIM commands affect only the local system, and may need to be repeated on all systems in the MIMplex. Other
commands are global. Global commands need to be entered only on one system in the MIMplex, and they take effect on
all systems.

Each MIM command indicates whether the scope of the command is:

• local

The command has no effect on any other system, and may need to be re-entered on other systems.

• global

The command needs to be entered on only one system, but affects all active systems in the MIMplex.

• local or global

The command could be processed either locally or globally, depending on the command syntax.
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NOTE
MIM statements are not designated as local or global, because a statement cannot be changed without
restarting the MIM address space.

Use the following guidelines when issuing commands:

• You can issue most commands from consoles, TSO sessions, ISPF panels (through TSO), or from the MIMCMNDS
and MIMSYNCH members of the MIMPARMS data set. However, exceptions to this rule are noted throughout
the MIM documentation.

• Command authority restrictions are not applicable to commands issued in the MIMPARMS data set. You cannot issue
commands from consoles or through TSO unless your console or TSO user ID has the correct MCS authority level.

• Depending on where a command originates, you may need to add a prefix.
• Follow the standard delimiting and truncating rules described in this section.
• Follow the standard commenting rules described in this section if you specify commands in the MIMPARMS data set.
• You can route command output to the MIM trace data set, to different consoles, and to different display areas.
• The SETOPTION command cannot exceed 255 characters. To specify lengthy SETOPTION commands, then use

multiple commands to set your specifications.

How You Specify Statements and Commands in MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS
Begin each statement or command with the statement or command name (such as SETOPTION, MIMINIT, and so on),
followed by any parameters or operands that you are specifying. You can include spaces before the name; MIM ignores
all leading spaces.

Statements in MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS
You can specify statements only in members of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets. Values on the MIMINIT
statement can also be specified on the PARM parameter of the startup procedure or on the z/OS START command for
MIM. Use the following table to determine where you can specify each MIM statement:

Statement Member Data Set
CTCPATH MIMINIT MIMPARMS
DEFSYS MIMINIT MIMPARMS
DISABLE MIMINIT MIMPARMS
EDIINIT MIMINIT MIMPARMS
GCMINIT MIMINIT MIMPARMS
GDIINIT MIMINIT MIMPARMS
GLOBALVALUE MIMINIT MIMPARMS
GTAINIT MIMINIT MIMPARMS
TPCINIT MIMINIT MIMPARMS
ICMINIT MIMINIT MIMPARMS
MIMINIT MIMINIT MIMPARMS
ENDIF Any Any
IFSYS Any Any
INCLUDE Any Any
LOG Any Any
NOLOG Any Any
QNAME MIMQNAME MIMPARMS
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DEFAULT (for GDIF) GDIEXMPT MIMPARMS
GLOBAL GDIEXMPT MIMPARMS
LOCAL GDIEXMPT MIMPARMS
DATASET EDIPARMS MIMPARMS
DEFAULT (for EDIF) EDIPARMS MIMPARMS
DSORG EDIPARMS MIMPARMS
PATTERN EDIPARMS MIMPARMS
PREFIX EDIPARMS MIMPARMS
SUFFIX EDIPARMS MIMPARMS
UTILITY EDIPARMS MIMPARMS
MSG Any MIMMSGS
MSGR Any MIMMSGS
TABLE Any MIMMSGS

Commands in MIMPARMS
You can specify most commands in either the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
Commands in the MIMCMNDS member are issued before systems synchronize, while commands in the MIMSYNCH
member are issued after systems synchronize. Specify z/OS and JES commands in the MIMSYNCH member when you
want to start various z/OS applications. For example, VTAM, TSO, or IMS after MIM has started and synchronized on all
systems.

When display-type commands are specified in the MIMCMNDS member, their output is recorded in the MIM trace data
set, when the TRACE feature is active. If you specify display-type commands in the MIMSYNCH member, then their
output is recorded in the system log.

Continuation Characters
End each statement or command before column 73. If a command or statement does not fit in columns 1-72 of a line,
continue the entry on the next line by typing a comma (,) or a plus sign (+) at the end of the current line and then typing
the rest of the command or statement on the next line.

How You Include Comments in MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS
MIM lets you include comments in members of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets in two ways:

• Place an asterisk character (*) in column 1 to indicate that a line is a comment and not a command or statement.
You can place lines of comments between lines of continued commands or statements.

• Place a slash and then an asterisk (/*) before a comment written on a command or statement line to distinguish
the comment from the command or statement. The command or statement must precede the /* character string.
Otherwise, it is treated as a comment.

z/OS System Symbols in MIMPARMS
You may include the z/OS System Symbols in your MIM statements in the MIMPARMS data set.
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NOTE
For a description of the defined z/OS System Symbols, or for more information on creating installation defined
symbols, see the chapter on sharing PARMLIB definitions in the current IBM z/OS Initialization and Tuning
Reference publication.

For example, to define a unique checkpoint data set prefix value on the MIMINIT statement without having to qualify
individual systems with IFSYS/ENDIF statements, specify the following:

MIMINIT CHKPTDSN=MIM.SYS&SYSCLONE..CKP

In the preceding example, the checkpoint data set prefix resolves to a unique data set prefix on each system
where MIM is started, as long as the &SYSCLONE. symbol is uniquely defined to z/OS on each system.

Any operator command that is directed cross-system through MIC and that contains a system symbolic substitutable value
in the command text is resolved on the target system, rather than the source system.

How You Direct Statements and Commands to Designated Systems
You can execute a block of statements or commands on a subset of the systems in your complex. To do this, use IFSYS
and ENDIF statements to indicate which systems should execute the enclosed set of statements or commands.

Use the IFSYS statement to mark the beginning of a block of statements or commands. You need to specify the system
aliases, system names, or index numbers of the systems that should execute the block of statements or commands on
your IFSYS statement. For example, you would specify IFSYS SYS1 to execute the block of statements or commands
only on system SYS1. Use the ENDIF statement to mark the end of that block.

You can specify IFSYS and ENDIF statements in any member of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets. Because
you can specify these statements in the MIMSYNCH member, you can direct even z/OS and JES commands to different
systems in your complex. However, we recommend that you never enclose CTCPATH or DEFSYS statements in an
IFSYS/ENDIF statement block; all systems need to examine these statements.

For example, suppose that you want to activate the TRACE feature on system 01, but not on systems 02 and 03. To do
this, you could specify the following statements and commands in the MIMCMNDS member:

IFSYS 01

   SETOPTION TRACE=ON

ENDIF

IFSYS 02,03 

   SETOPTION TRACE=OFF 

ENDIF

How You Issue Commands
MIM provides you with a TSO interface that lets you issue MIM commands through TSO. If you are running MIC, then you
also can issue cross-system commands through this interface.

You can issue MIM commands through TSO in these ways:

• Issue commands directly to MIM. This is useful if you want to issue several MIM commands at the same time.
• Issue a single command as a parameter on a TSO command, if the interface has been installed as a command

processor.
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Invoke the Command Interface
You can issue commands directly to MIM by using the command interface.

To invoke the MIM command interface, do one of the following:

• From your TSO ready prompt, enter the following:

MIMTSO

• From an ISPF panel, enter the following:

TSO MIMTSO

When you do this, MIM displays the name of each MIM started task on the local system, the command prefix character
for each started task, and the MIMTSO ready prompt. You then can enter any MIM command that you are authorized to
issue. Generally TSO users are authorized to issue only display-type commands, such as the DISPLAY and EDITEST
commands.

When you are finished, type END at the command prompt and press Enter.

How You Issue a Single Command Through TSO
If you installed the MIMTSO load module as a command processor, then you can issue a single MIM command as a
parameter on a TSO command.

To issue a single command, access the MIM command interface, then enter the command.

For example, you can issue a single DISPLAY INIT command to the local system from a TSO ready prompt by specifying
this value at the ready prompt:

MIMTSO @DISPLAY INIT

In this example, the at-sign character (@) is the MIM command prefix character. Omit the command prefix character if you
are running only one copy of MIM on this system.

If you also issue a MIM command through a CLIST, then the response is returned through a TPUT directive.

Use the z/OS MODIFY Command
 

To issue MIM commands using the z/OS MODIFY command, specify the following information in order:

1. The MODIFY command (or its abbreviation F).
2. The name of the started task that should execute this command, followed by a comma.
3. The MIM command that you want to execute.

For example, to issue the SETOPTION SVCDUMP=NO command through the z/OS MODIFY command to the started-
task named MIMGR, use this format:

F MIMGR,SETOPTION SVCDUMP=NO

WARNING
If you are running the different components of MIM as separate started tasks, then We recommend that you do
not name any of them MIM. If you specify MIM on a MODIFY command, then all MIM started tasks (rather than
a single MIM started task) execute the command. For example, if you issue the command F MIM,SHUTDOWN,
then all started tasks for MIM terminate.
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Authorization Requirements for Commands
 MIM checks the MCS command authorization level assigned to your console or TSO user ID when you issue
a MIM command.

NOTE
Authorization is not checked for commands or statements specified in the MIMPARMS data set.

You need to have informational command authority (that is, INFO-level authority) to issue display-type commands such as
DISPLAY, EDITEST, and HELP. All other commands require system control authority (that is, SYS-level authority). TSO
users generally do not have SYS-level authority. These authority levels are defaults. You can use the MIMCMDXT exit
routine to prevent certain commands from being issued on the local system or to other systems (when GCMF is running),
or to authorize TSO users to issue MIM commands that require SYS-level authority.

You can also use the DISABLE command to prevent anyone from issuing a designated MIM command.

You can control access to commands through command validation using operating system security software through the
system authorization facility (SAF) interface.

Command Prefixes
You need to use either the z/OS MODIFY command or command prefix characters to issue MIM commands from a
console, through TSO, or from the MIMSYNCH member. We recommend that you do not use a prefix to issue MIM
commands from the MIMCMNDS member. You never need to use a prefix when specifying z/OS commands in the
MIMSYNCH member.

Command Prefix Character String

Use the CMDPREFIX parameter on the SETOPTION command to define a unique one- to eight-character command
prefix string. The command prefix string directs a command to a specific MIM address space.

To use a MIM command with a command prefix, specify the prefix string for MIM immediately before the command that
you want to execute. By default, the MIM command prefix is @ (the at-sign character).

For example, if you want to issue a SETOPTION SVCDUMP=NO command and the command prefix for your site is @,
issue this command:

@SETOPTION SVCDUMP=NO

If you are running multiple copies of MIM, then be sure to use the correct command prefix string. You can issue an F
MIM,DISPLAY MIM OPTIONS command to see what prefix string is assigned to each started task.

If you are running in a sysplex, then you can use the z/OS display OPDATA command to determine the command prefix
string of all MIM address spaces.

For more information, see Valid Characters for CMDPREFIX Character String.

Routing Command Output
By default, MIM sends command output to the console or TSO user who issued the command. Output displays in display
area A (out-of-line) if a display area is defined; otherwise, output is sent to display area Z (inline).

MCS L Operand

Append the MCS L operand to any MIM command to route output to:
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• A different display area
• A different console
• The MIM trace data set.

NOTE

• For more information, see “Control Command (K)” in the current IBM z/OS System Commands or IBM MVS
Planning: Operations guide.

• We recommend not specifying the MCS L operand in the operand list when issuing the DEFALIAS command
from a console or a TSO session. The operand list is the list of operands that are executed when a command
alias is specified.

How You Abbreviate and Truncate Statements and Commands
Although you cannot truncate statement names (such as MIMINIT), you can use non-ambiguous truncations for
most MIM command names. For example, SET is an acceptable truncation for the SETOPTION command name.

NOTE
D is an acceptable truncation for the DISPLAY command, even though there are other command names that
start with the letter D.

You can truncate parameters or operands as long as the truncations are non-ambiguous. For example, because VCFF
is an acceptable truncation for the VCFFORCE operand on the SETOPTION MIM command, you can activate the
VCFFORCE function by issuing:

SET VCFF=ON

You cannot use a shorter truncation for VCFFORCE than VCFF because the abbreviation would be ambiguous with the
VCFRECOVERY operand on the SETOPTION MIM command.

NOTE
You cannot truncate command names for the FREE, CP, or ICMF commands.

Statement and Command Syntax

Positional Parameters
The following MIM commands and statements have positional parameters or operands that you must specify in the order
shown throughout the MIM documentation:

• The DEFSYS and DISABLE statements
• The DEFALIAS, DISPLAY, IDEFSYS, and VARY commands

Statement and Command Delimiters
Follow these rules when delimiting information on MIM statements and commands:

• When using statement and command delimiter characters as operand values, enclose the operand value with single
quotes. The comma, blank, equal sign, right parenthesis, left parenthesis, and single quote are all considered to be
delimiter characters.
For example, to designate the text string, (M), as a message prefix character string operand specify:

MIMINIT MSGPREFIX='(M)'

• When using a single quote character as an operand value, place two consecutive single quote characters together and
enclose the operand value with single quotes.
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For example, to indicate that a single quote character is to be used as the subsystem command prefix character for
MIM command recognition specify:

SETOPTION MIM CMDPREFIX=''''

• Use a comma or space to delimit the statement name from parameters and to delimit the command name from
operands.
For example, the following commands produce the same output:

DISPLAY,INIT

DISPLAY INIT

• Use a comma or space to delimit parameters and operands when you specify several parameters or operands.
For example, the following commands produce the same output:

DISPLAY INIT,OPTIONS 

DISPLAY INIT OPTIONS

• Use an equal sign or parentheses to delimit keywords from values. If you specify more than one value (such as several
system IDs) for a keyword, then enclose the set of values in parentheses.
For example, you could specify either of the following to distinguish the keyword SYSID from the value 01:

SYSID=01

SYSID(01) 

• Use a hyphen to delimit items in a range, and use either spaces or commas to delimit items in a list.
For example, you could specify one of the following:

VARY (A10-A12) ONLINE

VARY (A10 A11 A12) ONLINE

VARY (A10,A11,A12) ONLINE

• If you omit a variable that represents a positional operand or parameter, then substitute a comma for that variable. You
need to do this when you are displaying global or local device status information (on a DISPLAY command) or when
you are defining system IDs (on a DEFSYS statement or an IDEFSYS command).
For example, if you skip the alias name on a DEFSYS statement and you then specify the SMF ID SYS1, your
DEFSYS statement would look like this:

DEFSYS (SYSA,,SYS1)

Notation Conventions
The following legend is provided to help you read the syntax diagrams provided for each statement and command:

italics in lowercase
Signifies a variable for which the operator must supply information.

[     ] Brackets
Indicates an optional variable. If brackets are excluded, then you are required to specify at least one variable.

{     } Braces
Indicates a list of mutually exclusive (meaning you must specify only one) constants separated by a vertical bar or
bars {|}.

Underlined Text
Indicates the default variable.

NOTE
Positional parameters, keywords, and operands are indicated by indented text in the syntax diagrams.
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General MIM Statements and Commands
NOTE

See Notation Conventions for an overview of the syntax used in this section.

(MIM) ACTIVATE Command-Activate
The ACTIVATE command initiates new release features in the MIM complex.

 Scope: Global

This command has the following format:

ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL=(level,[FORCE]) | 

         FEATURE=(featname, [FORCE])

COMPATLEVEL
Indicates the format of the MIM control file.
level

The acceptable values for this operand are 11.81, 11.82, 11.9, and 12.0.
FORCE

(Optional) Tells MIM to ignore the lack of responses from any inactive or non-existent systems when
processing a compatibility level activation request.

FEATURE
Indicates the name of a selectable feature to be activated.
featname -

The name of the feature to be activated:
Hyperstar

Activates the Hyperstar functionality
MIMQUERY

Activates the MIMQUERY functionality
GQSCAN

Activates the GQSCAN functionality
ISGQUERY

Activates the GQSCAN functionality
FORCE

(Optional) Tells MIM to ignore the lack of responses from any inactive or non-existent systems when processing
an ACTIVATE command request.

 Usage Notes: ACTIVATE Command 

• If any active MIMplex members reject the named compatibility level or feature, or if any defined system fails to
respond, then the ACTIVATE command is rejected. Causes for this failure are if the system is inactive or if the system
does not exist. When ACTIVATE is rejected from inactive, or non-existent systems then the activation of the specified
compatibility level cannot be made. Include the FORCE operand on the ACTIVATE command.

• The FORCE keyword is not honored when an active system fails to respond, or an active system specifically rejects
the specified compatibility level activation.

• Once the requested compatibility level has been activated in the MIMplex, the installation must ensure that the
corresponding change is accurately reflected on the MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL operand. This operand is specified in
the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.
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WARNING
Failure to specify this operand prevents MIM from joining the MIMplex on any subsequent MIM address
space restart until the MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL parameter is changed.

• Once the requested FEATURE has been activated in the MIMplex, the installation must ensure that the corresponding
change is accurately reflected on the MIMINIT FEATURE operand. This operand is specified in the MIMINIT member
of the MIMPARMS data set.

WARNING
Failure to specify this operand prevents MIM from joining the MIMplex on any subsequent MIM address
space restart until the MIMINIT FEATURE parameter is changed.

For more information including examples, see MIM Advanced Topics.

(MIM) ADDLOG Command
The ADDLOG command lets you define a new log and start recording information in it.

ADDLog name [[DDNAMES(ddlist)] [DSNAMES(dsnlist)] [SYSOUT(class)]]

DDNAMES
References the DD statements added to the MIM start-up procedure. Specify up to four DD names. Separate
these statements with commas or spaces.
If the DDNAME is omitted, the system automatically assigns it during a dynamic allocation.

DSNAMES
Identifies cataloged data sets that store log files. Specify up to four data set names. Separate these data set
names with commas or spaces.

Name
Identifies the log name. The log name can be one to eight characters. To define a message log or trace log,
specify MIMLOG or MIMTRC as the log name.

SYSOUT
Defines log files as SYSOUT data sets in the class you specify here. Specify a single SYSOUT class. If you want
to print log files, define them as SYSOUT data sets.

NOTE

The ADDLOG command can be used to change the current SYSOUT CLASS. For example, if it is SYSOUT(A)
and SYSOUT(B) is preferred, enter:

ADDLOG name SYSOUT(B)

WARNING
Do not use the ADDLOG command in the MIMINIT, MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member if you are using the
Early Start Mechanism. If the default attributes of MIMLOG or MIMTRC need to be altered, use automation to
issue the ADDLOG console command after the SMS message IGD020I SMS IS NOW ACTIVE is issued.

 Examples: 

To define MIMLOG as a SYSOUT data set in class A, issue this command:

ADDLOG MIMLOG SYSOUT(A)

To define the MIMTRC log as DD statements associated to the MIM start-up procedure, issue this command:

ADDLOG MIMTRC DDNAMES(MIMTRAC1,MIMTRAC2,MIMTRAC3)
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(MIM) ALLOCATE Command-Dynamically
The ALLOCATE command makes datasets and devices available for use by MIM. You can add control files, checkpoint
files, CTC devices, JES spool files, and other types of datasets. The command directs MIM to dynamically allocate the
specified dataset or device. In the case of control files, use of this statement eliminates the requirement to define DD card
images in the startup JCL procedure for these data sets.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

ALLOCATE {[CHKPT=number] |

          [CTC=unit]  |

          [DDNAME=ddname {DSNAME=dsname [MEMBER=name]

                                        [UNIT=unitname]

                                        [VOLSER=volser]|

                          SYSOUT=class  [COPIES=nnn]

                                        [DEST=dddd]

                                        [FCB=xxx]

                                        [FORMS=form]

                                        [HOLD={NO|YES}]

                                        [UCS=xxxx]}] |

          [XESFILEID=id   STRNAME=name]}

CHKPT
Causes the specified checkpoint file to be allocated for use by MIM. The allowable values are 00 to 99. The
CHKPT operand is not supported on ALLOCATE commands placed in the MIMINIT member.

CTC
Makes a CTC device available for virtual control file operations. You must have previously defined the CTC device
by a CTCPATH statement in the initialization member, or by a CTCPATH command. Specify the logical device
address of the CTC device in place of unit. The CTC operand is not supported on ALLOCATE commands placed
in the MIMINIT member.

DDNAME
Makes a data set available to MIM. Specify the ddname of the data set in place of ddname. You can allocate a
new control file by specifying a ddname of MIMTBLnn, where nn is 00 through 99. You can allocate a checkpoint
file by specifying a ddname of MIMCKPnn, where nn is 00 through 99.
For more information, see MIM Programming.

DSNAME
Makes a real data set (not a SYSOUT data set) available. Specify the name of the data set in place of dsname.
MEMBER

(Optional) Makes a data set member available to MIM. Specify the name of the member in place of name.
UNIT

(Optional) Identifies the device on which this data set resides. Specify the unit name in place of unitname.
The unit name can be an esoteric, generic, or device address. If a four-digit device address is used, then
prefix the address with a /.

VOLSER
(Optional) Identifies the location of the data set. Specify the volume serial number in place of volser.

SYSOUT
Makes a SYSOUT data set available to MIM. Specify a SYSOUT class in place of class.
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COPIES
(Optional) Determines how many copies of this SYSOUT data set are printed. Specify a value from 1 to
255 in place of nnn.
Default: 1

DEST
(Optional) Identifies the local or remote device on which this SYSOUT data set should be printed. Specify
the name of a printer or JES node in place of dddd.

FCB
(Optional) Indicates what forms control buffer image should be used when this SYSOUT data set is
printed.
Default: The forms control buffer image associated with the specified printing device is used.

FORMS
(Optional) Indicates what form should be used when this SYSOUT data set is printed.
Default: The form currently on the specified printing device is used.

HOLD
(Optional) Indicates whether MIM should place this SYSOUT data set in a held state until you release it.
Specify NO or YES.
Default: HOLD=NO

UCS
(Optional) Determines what universal character set, print train, or character arrangement table is used for
this SYSOUT data set. Specify a value in place of xxxx.
Default: The value currently associated with the printing device is used.

XESFILEID
Assigns a control file identifier to a coupling facility structure control file. The identifier, id, can be a numeric value
from 00 to 99. Note, however, that the identifier value cannot duplicate an nn value specified on a MIMTBLnn
ddname used to reference a DASD control file.
For more information, see MIM Programming.

STRNAME
Specifies the name of a coupling facility structure that is to be used as a MIM control file. The name can be from
one to sixteen characters in length. The first character must be alphabetic, while the remaining characters may
be alphanumeric or national (@, $, #) characters. MIM does not support the underscore (_) character in structure
control file names.

Usage Notes: ALLOCATE Command

• The ALLOCATE command can be issued from a console, from the MIMSYNCH member, or the MIMINIT member.
If the command is issued from the MIMINIT member, then specify the full ALLOCATE command name, not an
abbreviation of the command name.

• ALLOCATE commands placed in the MIMINIT member can be used to allocate control files, checkpoint files, or
other datasets. The use of ALLOCATE commands in the MIMINIT member to allocate control files eliminates the
requirement to specify these respective data sets as DD card images in the MIMPROC JCL procedure. If the same
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ddname is specified in both the MIMPROC JCL procedure and on an ALLOCATE command in the MIMINIT member,
then the DD specification in the JCL procedure takes precedence.

• Use ddnames of the form MIMTBLnn, where nn is a numeric value from 00 to 99, inclusive, to allocate DASD control
files.

• Use ddnames of the form MIMCKPnn, where nn is a numeric value from 00 to 99, inclusive, to allocate DASD
checkpoint files.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the ALLOCATE command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• The ALLOCATE command allocates data sets with a disposition of DISP=(SHR,KEEP).
• The ALLOCATE command automatically formats an allocated control or checkpoint file. 
• Use XESFILEID numeric values from 00 to 99 to allocate coupling facility structure control files.
• Coupling facility structure control files can only be allocated at start up by placing ALLOCATE commands in the

MIMINIT member; whereas, DASD control files can be allocated at start up through either an ALLOCATE command in
the MIMINIT member or a DD card image in the MIMPROC JCL procedure.

• Do not duplicate the use of control file identifiers for DASD control file and coupling facility structure control files.
Specifically, do not specify a MIMTBLnn ddname and a XESFILEID=nn on ALLOCATE commands where nn is the
same numeric value.

Examples: ALLOCATE Command

• To allocate a cataloged DASD data set for use as a control file using a control file identifier of 02, issue this command:

ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMTBL02 DSNAME=MIMGR.VSHARE0.TABLE

• To allocate a coupling facility structure for use as a control file using a control file identifier of 99, issue this command:

ALLOCATE XESFILEID=99 STRNAME=MIMGR@STRUCT#1

• To make the CTC device with address 2C0 available, issue this command:

ALLOCATE CTC=2C0

You must have previously defined the CTC device by a CTCPATH statement in the initialization member, or by a
CTCPATH command.  MIM verifies that the CTC device specified has an operational path and is ONLINE before
attempting to allocate the device. If either of these conditions is not met, then the CTC device is not allocated and an
error message is issued.

(MIM) AUTHCHK Command-Check Authorization Codes (MIM)
The AUTHCHK command performs an immediate check of the MIM product authorization codes as defined in the CAIRIM
data set.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

AUTHCHK

Usage Notes: AUTHCHK Command

• The AUTHCHK command usually is issued from a console, rather than from the MIMPARMS data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the AUTHCHK command. TSO users generally

are not authorized to issue system control commands.
• Although MIM periodically checks its authorization statements, you can use the AUTHCHK command to perform an

immediate authorization check.
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NOTE
The interval for periodic checks is determined by the AUTHCHECK operand on the SETOPTION command.

Example: AUTHCHK Command

To check the MIM product authorization codes for this CPU, issue this command:

AUTHCHK

(MIM) ALTERSYS Command-Alter System Definitions
The ALTERSYS command lets you modify existing system definitions (DEFSYS) while MIM is synchronized. The
ALTERSYS command requires COMPATLEVEL 12.0 or higher.

SCOPE: Global

This command has the following format:

ALTERSYS target sysname,[NAME=([sysname][,alias]] 

                        [STATUS={ENABLED|DISABLED}]

target sysname
Specifies the name of the system definition (DEFSYS) entry you want to modify. Specify either system name,
index, or alias.

sysname
Specifies the new system name for the target system definition entry.

alias
Specifies the new system alias name for the target system definition entry.

STATUS
(Optional) Determines whether the system can join a currently executing MIMplex.
ENABLED

Indicates that the system is able to join a currently executing MIMplex.
DISABLED

Indicates that the system is strictly prevented from joining a currently executing MIMplex.
Default: STATUS=DISABLED

NOTE
Altering a system definition automatically marks the system as DISABLED. Specifying
STATUS=ENABLED enables the system. Please review the Scenario Based Document, "How to
Dynamically Reconfigure MIM."

The system is marked DISABLED (unless the STATUS keyword specifies ENABLED) and cannot join a currently
executing MIMplex.
Systems are marked DISABLED after a name alteration to prevent the use of that definition until it is explicitly
enabled.
You can explicitly enable the disabled system using the ALTERSYS STATUS=ENABLE command.
If a DISABLED system attempts to join a currently executing MIMplex, the system is forced to terminate with a
U0040 ABEND.
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(MIM) CLOSELOG Command
The CLOSELOG command closes a log and all log files that are associated with it. Closing the log file tells MIM to stop
recording information in that log. To start recording again, issue the OPENLOG command.

CLOSELOG name

name
Identifies the log that you are closing.

NOTE

• Issue the CLOSELOG command from a console of an operator.
• If the current file is SYSOUT, MIM automatically deallocates the DDNAME.

 Example: 

To close the log file MIMLOG, issue this command:

CLOSELOG MIMLOG

(MIM) CP Command-Issue z/VM Program Commands
The CP command lets you issue z/VM control program commands to the host z/VM operating system.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

CP command

command
Specifies the z/VM control program command to send to the host z/VM operating system.

Usage Notes: CP Command

• The CP command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set. You also
can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the CP command. TSO users generally are not
authorized to issue system control commands.

• You can issue more than one z/VM control program command at a time by separating the z/VM commands with the
pound (#) character.

Examples: CP Command

• To attach a tape drive to your guest, use the z/VM ATTACH command:

CP ATTACH 5C1 TO * AS 5C1 NOASSIGN

• To send a message to two z/VM user IDs, use the CP MSG command twice, as shown here:

CP MSG OPERATOR MIM STARTED#CP MSG MAINT MIM STARTED

(MIM) CTC Command-Clear CTC Error
If a CTC error occurs, then the CTC command lets you clear and reset the status of one or more CTC devices linked to
the local system.

 Scope: Local
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This command has the following format:

CTC [RESET[=device]

    SWITCH]

RESET
(Optional) Clears the internal and external error indicators for one or more CTC devices.
By default, MIM clears these error indicators for all CTC devices on the local system. To clear these indicators
only for a certain device, specify the address of the device in place of device.

SWITCH
(Optional) Switches the virtual control file to the next CTC device address.
Note: The CTC SWITCH command is not valid from a controller system.

 Usage Notes: CTC Command 

• You must specify at least one parameter for this command.
• You may need to use this command if MIM detects an error condition associated with a CTC device. If you correct the

hardware or software problem, then MIM does not automatically detect that the error state no longer exists. You can
use the CTC command to clear the error state and resume CTC activity.

• You can use the DISPLAY PATH command to display a list of all CTC devices known to the local system.
• The CTC command usually is issued from a console, rather than from the MIM parameter data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the CTC command. TSO users generally are not

authorized to issue system control commands.

 Examples: CTC Command 

• To clear the error indicators for CTC device 02C1, issue this command:
CTC RESET=02C1

• To take a currently active CTC device offline and migrate to the next available CTC path, issue this command:
CTC SWITCH

(MIM) CTCPATH Statement and Command-Define CTC Device
The CTCPATH statement and command let you define the CTC device addresses connecting systems.

This CTCPATH statement and command have the following format:

CTCPATH [FROMSYSTEM={sysname|alias|index}] 

         ADDRESS=(devn1[,devn2]) 

        [TOSYSTEM={sysname|alias|index}]

FROMSYSTEM
(Optional) Identifies the system from which you are creating a CTC path. Specify the system name, alias, or index
number for this system.

NOTE
Default: The local system.

ADDRESS
Indicates what logical device address the system identified on the FROMSYSTEM parameter should use to
communicate with the system identified on the TOSYSTEM parameter.
You can specify two types of addresses: a primary address and a backup channel address. Specify the primary
address in place of devn1. If you want to establish backup channels, then specify their addresses in place
of devn2.
You can specify a maximum of 32 addresses for the ADDRESS parameter.
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TOSYSTEM
(Optional) Identifies the system to which you are creating a CTC path. Specify the system name, alias, or index
number for this system.

 Usage Notes: CTCPATH 

• Do not specify CTCPATH statements between IFSYS and ENDIF statements.
• To check your CTCPATH statements, issue the DISPLAY PATH command.
• You need to reformat your control files after specifying CTCPATH statements for the first time. You do not have to

reformat the control files if you change the values for a CTCPATH statement, if you specify an additional CTCPATH
statement, or if you delete a CTCPATH statement, as long as one remains.

• You must specify two CTCPATH statements for each pair of systems that you are connecting.
For more information on CTC connectivity, see MIM Programming.

• You can only specify the CTCPATH statement in the initialization member of the MIM Parmlib, or in a member of the
MIM Parmlib that is specified on an INCLUDE statement in the initialization member.

• Use an INCLUDE statement to keep your CTCPATH statements secluded from the MIM initialization parameter
member. Use the READ command to process the CTCPATH statements as changes are made to the member.

• Specify the same CTCPATH statements on all systems. The initialization member of each system contains the
complete list of CTCPATH statements, even those members that define paths on other systems.

• Omitting the TOSYSTEM operand causes the destination system discovery when MIM completes the initial
communication on the path.

• CTC devices for MIM should be excluded from SMS ACS routines.

• If you want to communicate with a z/OS or z/VM guest running on the same processor using virtual CTC devices,
define virtual CTC devices by placing appropriate CP DEFINE and CP COUPLE commands in your PROFILE GCS on
the MIMGR user ID.

 z/VM considerations 

• If z/OS is running as a guest under z/VM and you want to connect systems to virtual CTC devices, define virtual
addresses for each device through the CP DEFINE and COUPLE commands.

• Before starting MIM, attach the real CTC devices to the MIMGR virtual machine at the virtual addresses that are
specified on the CTCPATH statements, or define and couple any virtual CTC devices that you are using.

• If you want to communicate with a z/OS or z/VM guest running on the same processor using virtual CTC devices,
define virtual CTC devices by placing appropriate CP DEFINE and CP COUPLE commands in your PROFILE GCS on
the MIMGR user ID.

 Examples: CTCPATH Statement 

• To connect systems SYS1 and SYS2 through the primary addresses 803 and 2C3, specify these statements in the
initialization member:
CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYS1 ADDRESS=803 TOSYSTEM=SYS2

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYS2 ADDRESS=2C3 TOSYSTEM=SYS1

• To connect systems SYSA and SYSB using a primary CTC connection and two backup or alternate CTC connections,
define the following statements:
CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSA ADDRESS=(90D0,80C1,9090) TOSYSTEM=SYSB

CTCPATH FROMSYSTEM=SYSB ADDRESS=(70D1,A0C0,8091) TOSYSTEM=SYSA

The first pair of CTC addresses, 90D0 and 70D1, connects SYSA and SYSB. This is the primary connection.
The second pair of CTC addresses, 80C1 and A0C0, connects SYSA and SYSB. This is the first alternate connection.
The third pair of CTC addresses, 9090 and 8091, connects SYSA and SYSB. This is the second alternate connection.
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NOTE
The dynamic CTCPATH command requires compatibility level 12.0.

(MIM) DEACTIVATE Command-Disable Selectable Feature
The DEACTIVATE command terminates operation of a selectable feature on all systems in the MIM complex.

 Scope: Global

This command has the following format:

DEACTIVATE FEATURE=(featname, [FORCE])

featname
The name of the feature to be deactivated; for a list of the supported features, see the FEATURE parameter on
the MIMINIT statement, or issue the DISPLAY FEATURES command to get a list of currently activated features
from an active MIMplex.
HYPERSTAR

Deactivates the Hyperstar functionality.
MIMQUERY

Deactivates the MIMQUERY functionality.
GQSCAN

Deactivates the GQSCAN functionality
ISGQUERY

Deactivates the ISGQUERY functionality
FORCE

(Optional) Tells MIM to ignore the lack of responses from any inactive or non-existent systems when processing
an ACTIVATE command request.

 Usage Notes: DEACTIVATE Command 

• If active MIMplex member systems reject the deactivation of the specified feature, or if any defined system fails to
respond, the DEACTIVATE command is rejected.  A typical cause for this failure is the absence of a response to a
DEACTIVATE command from inactive or non-existent systems defined in a MIMplex. When DEACTIVATE is rejected
from inactive or non-existent systems, the feature remains active. Include the FORCE operand on the DEACTIVATE
command to FORCE feature deactivation when there are inactive or non-existent systems defined in the MIMplex.

• The FORCE keyword is not honored when an active system fails to respond, or an active system specifically rejects
the specified feature.

• After the requested FEATURE has been deactivated in the MIMplex, the installation must ensure that the
corresponding MIMINIT FEATURE=featname statement is removed from the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS
data set.

WARNING
Failure to specify this operand prevents MIM from joining the MIMplex on any subsequent MIM address
space restart until the MIMINIT FEATURE parameter is removed.

For more information including examples, see MIM Advanced Topics in MIM Programming.

(MIM) DEALLOCATE Command-Deallocate a Resource
The DEALLOCATE command lets you deallocate a data set, control file, SYSOUT data set, or CTC device that currently
is available to MIM.

Scope: Local
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This command has the following format:

DEALLOCATE {CHKPT=number |

            CTC=unit[FORCE] |  

            DDNAME=ddname |    

            XESFILEID=id } 

CHKPT
Deallocates a checkpoint file. Allowable values are 00 to 99.

CTC
Deallocates a CTC device. Specify the logical device address of the device in place of unit.
If you need to deallocate a CTC device that is currently active, then you can issue the command DEALLOCATE
CTC=unit FORCE; however, you should only use the FORCE operand when all attempts to switch from the CTC
device have failed.

DDNAME
Deallocates a data set. Specify the ddname of the data set.

XESFILEID
Specifies a control file identifier associated with a coupling facility structure control file that is to be deallocated.
The identifier, id, can be a numeric value from 00 to 99.

Usage Notes: DEALLOCATE Command

• Use the DDNAME operand on the DEALLOCATE command when deallocating the MIMTBL data set.
• The DEALLOCATE command usually is issued from a console, rather than from the MIMPARMS data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the DEALLOCATE command. The TSO users

generally are not authorized to issue system control commands.
• You cannot use the DEALLOCATE command to deallocate a data set for the TRACE feature.
• Switch to an alternate form of communication before you deallocate a CTC device. If you have an XCF path available

to the controller system, issue SETOPTION VCFPREFERENCE=XCF to begin using the XCF path. If you have
an alternate CTC device, use the CTC SWITCH command to switch to using the alternate CTC. If you do not have
alternate CTCs or XCF paths, issue the migrate command. This command migrates your MIMplex to a physical control
file (DASD or coupling facility list structure).

• Use the XESFILEID operand on the DEALLOCATE command when deallocating a coupling facility structure control
file.

Examples: DEALLOCATE Command

• To deallocate the data set with the ddname MIMTLB02, issue this command:

DEALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMTBL02

• To deallocate the CTC device having logical device address 800, issue this command:

DEALLOCATE CTC=800

• To deallocate a coupling facility structure in use as a control file using a control file identifier of 99, issue this command:

DEALLOCATE XESFILEID=99

(MIM) DEFALIAS Command-Define Command Alias
The DEFALIAS command lets you define command aliases for MIM commands. You can substitute a command alias for
the full command specification (including operands) when you want to issue that command.
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You can use command aliases for these purposes:

• To issue a shorter version of a command (for example, in place of a display command that has several parameters)
• To issue a command in a way that is easier to remember or more consistent with commands that you already know

Use the command name, rather than the alias, when looking up information about the command or when contacting
Broadcom Support. Also, because of changes in command format or function, you may need to redefine existing aliases
when you upgrade to a new release of MIM.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DEFALIAS alias command [operands]

alias
Specifies the one- to eight-character alias that can be substituted for the command.

command
Specifies the full name of the command that should be executed when this command alias is specified.

operands
(Optional) Specifies the command-specific operands that you want to execute when this command alias is
specified.

Usage Notes: DEFALIAS Command

• The DEFALIAS command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIM parameter data set.
You also can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the DEFALIAS command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• The DEFALIAS command contains positional operands. You must specify operands in the order shown in the format
box.

• You can append operands to the command alias when you are issuing a command. For example, you can define
a command alias named ENQDISP, which represents the DISPLAY COUNTS command. If you also want to see
information about hardware reserves, then you can append the RESERVES operand to this command alias. That is,
you can issue an ENQDISP RESERVES command.

• You cannot specify the MCS L operand in the operand list when you issue the DEFALIAS command from a console
or a TSO session. However, you can specify the MCS L operand if you issue the DEFALIAS command from the MIM
parameter data set.

• If the alias text contains any special characters, the entire positional text operand should be enclosed within single
quotes. For example, to use a command alias name of C=D to display GDIF ENQ count information, specify the
following:

DEFALIAS 'C=D' DISPLAY GDIF COUNTS

Examples: DEFALIAS Command

• To define the command alias DOPT for the DISPLAY OPTION command, issue this DEFALIAS command:

DEFALIAS DOPT DISPLAY OPTIONS

• If you regularly issue the DISPLAY CONFLICTS command, you can create the following command alias to make it
easier to issue:

DEFALIAS CONF DISPLAY CONFLICTS

Then you can issue the string CONF to issue the DISPLAY CONFLICTS command.
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(MIM) DEFSYS Statement-Define MIMplex Systems
The DEFSYS statement identifies the systems participating in the MIMplex. The systems that are defined here
communicate using the DASDONLY, CTCONLY, CTCDASD, or XCF communication methods.

This statement has the following format:

DEFSYS (sysname[[,

alias

][,smfid]] [,{INITIAL=ACTIVE|

                                            FREED}])

sysname
Specifies the one- to eight-character system name that MIM should assign to the system.

alias
(Optional) Specifies the one- or two-character alias that MIM should assign to the system.
Default: The system index number.

NOTE
System index numbers are discussed under Usage Notes for this statement.

smfid
(Optional) Specifies an SMF ID or MVS system name. MIM uses smfid during initialization to determine the
system identity.

INITIAL
(Optional) Specifies in which state the system starts up. Valid values are:
ACTIVE

Specifies that the system starts up and is expected to be active.
FREED

Specifies that the system is to start up in the freed state, meaning you do not need to manually issue the
FREE command to synchronize without that system.

WARNING
INITIAL takes effect only when you format the control file.

Usage Notes: DEFSYS Statement

• The DEFSYS statement can be specified only in the MIMINIT member.
• DEFSYS statements must be the same on all systems (including the order in which systems are listed).
• Do not specify DEFSYS statements between IFSYS and ENDIF statements.
• We recommend that you define each system participating in the MIMplex in your MIMINIT member. However, you can

issue the DEFSYS command dynamically to add systems while MIM is executing.
• The DEFSYS statement contains positional parameters. 
• Index numbers are assigned to systems based on the order of the system names defined on the DEFSYS statement.

The first system on the DEFSYS statement is assigned index number 01. The second system is assigned index
number 02, and so on. These indexes must be the same on all systems, so the DEFSYS statements must be the same
on all systems.

• Modifications to the DEFSYS statement require a MIM restart with FORMAT=BOTH. The exception is adding a system
to the DEFSYS statement after adding a system dynamically. For more information, see C A MIM Programming for
details about how to add systems dynamically.

• You must relate the z/OS system names to the MIM system names to use the auto FREE feature. To do this, update
the smfid field of the DEFSYS statement with the z/OS system name.
For more information about determining the z/OS system name, see MIM Programming.
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Examples: DEFSYS Statement

• Use the following statement to assign a system name: SYSA, and an alias, AA, to the system having an SMFID of
SYSA. Use a system name, SYSB, and an alias, BB, to the system having an SMF ID of SYSB. For example:

DEFSYS (SYSA,AA,SYSA) (SYSB,BB,SYSB)

• To assign system names IPOX1 and IPOX2 to systems SMF1 and SMF2 (respectively), specify this statement in the
MIMINIT member:

DEFSYS (IPOX1,,SMF1) (IPOX2,,SMF2)

Because the system aliases are omitted from this statement, MIM uses the system index numbers for the aliases. 01 is
the alias for system IPOX1 and 02 is the alias for system IPOX2.

• To assign the system names IPOX1 and IPOX2 to systems SMF1 and SMF2 (respectively) and to request that system
IPOX2 be initially free, specify this statement in the initialization member:

DEFSYS (IPOX1,B1,SMF1,INITIAL=ACTIVE),

       (IPOX2,B2,SMF2,INITIAL=FREED)

NOTE
Because INITIAL=FREED was specified for system IPOX2, when MIM is started with a control file format on
system IPOX1, it is not necessary to issue a FREE command to allow system IPOX1 to synchronize. The
INITIAL=FREED parameter can be useful for systems that are designated test systems or infrequently brought
into the MIMplex.

(MIM) DEFSYS Command-Dynamically Define MIMplex Systems
The DEFSYS command dynamically defines systems to an active MIMplex. 

SCOPE:Global

This command has the following format:

DEFSYS (sysname[[,

alias

][,smfid]] )

sysname
Specifies the one-to-eight-character name that MIM assigned to the system.

alias
(Optional) Specifies the one-or-two-character alias that MIM assigned to the system.
Default: When no alias is specified, a unique alias is provided by MIM.

smfid
(Optional) Specifies an SMF ID or MVS system name. MIM uses the smfid during initialization to determine the
system identity.

Usage Notes: DEFSYS Command
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• The DEFSYS command is only available when running COMPATLEVEL=11.9 or greater.
• For detailed instructions on how to add a system dynamically, see MIM Programming.
• Do not use this command in any MIM command or MIM synch members.
• Once a system is added to the MIMplex through the DEFSYS command, the only way to remove the system is by

shutting down globally and restarting with a control file FORMAT.
• This command can add multiple systems to a MIMplex by issuing one command.
• The DEFSYS command tolerates the INITIAL keyword, but forces INITIAL=FREED.
• At the conclusion of DEFSYS command processing, the defined system is ineligible to become the CONTROLLER

system. To add this system to the potential controller list you must update the GLOBALVALUE. For detailed
instructions on updating GLOBALVALUE, see Scenarios.

(MIM) DISABLE Statement-Disable a Command
The DISABLE statement lets you disable a MIM command. Any command can be disabled, and individual operands can
be disabled on the DISPLAY, DUMP, GLOBALVALUE, SETOPTION, and SETTRACE commands. Disabled commands
and operands cannot be restored by any command, but become available again once MIM is restarted. The DISABLE
command is typically used to prevent system operators or TSO users from issuing specific MIM commands.

This statement has the following format:

DISABLE command

        command [facility] operand

command
Disables an entire command. For example, DISABLE SETOPTION disables the SETOPTION command and all of
its operands for all MIM facilities.

command [facility] operand
Disables an operand of the specified command. For example, the command DISABLE DISPLAY GTAF ALL
disables the ALL operands on the DISPLAY command for the GTAF facility, but leaves ALL in use as an operand
for other MIM DISPLAY commands. You do not need to specify facility for unique operands, but it should be used
when the same operand is defined for a number of facilities.

NOTE
When you disable an operand for the SETTRACE command, it is automatically disabled for the
SETPRINT, RESETTRACE, and RESETPRINT options.

Usage Notes: DISABLE Statement

• To enable a command, you must remove the DISABLE statement from the command member, and then restart MIM.
• If you issue DISPLAY COMMANDS to see a list of MIM commands and command aliases, disabled commands do not

appear in the command response.
• The DISABLE statement can be specified in the MIMCMNDS and MIMSYNCH members of the MIMPARMS data set,

as well as issued dynamically from a console.

Examples: DISABLE Statement

• To disable the LINK command, specify this statement in the MIMCMNDS member:

DISABLE LINK

• To disable the SETOPTION command, specify DISABLE SETOPTION. You also could specify this DISABLE statement
in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member:

DISABLE SETOPTION
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(MIM) DISPLAY MIM Command-Display Status and Operating Information
The DISPLAY MIM command lets you display information about the status of the MIMplex and operating characteristics of
MIM.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY MIM [ALL] | 

            [COMMANDS]

            [CPOOL[,NAME=value][,POOLINFO={YES|NO}]] 

            [CPUTIME[=(SUMMARY | DETAIL | ALL[, RESET]] ]

            [CTCPATH[=RESET]] 

            [EXIT[=exitid]] 

            [FACILITIES]

            [FEATURES]

            [FILES]

            [GLOBALVALUE]

            [HYPERSTAR[=RESET]] 

            [INIT]

            [IO[=CF,CHKPT[,RESET]] ]

            [LOADLIB]

            [LOGS]

            [MODULE[=mask][,CSECT[=mask][,ROUTINES]] 

            [MSGTABLE]

            [OPTIONS]

            [OSLEVEL]

            [PATH[=RESET]] 

            [SYSTEMS=([{ALL |

                        CTLFILE |

                        ICMF}]

                       [STATUS={BOTH |

                                DISABLED |

                                ENABLED}])

            [TASK[=mask]] 

            [XCFSTATS[=RESET]] 

ALL
Displays all status and activity information about MIM, except for CPOOL, MODULE, and TASK information.

COMMANDS
(Optional) Displays a list of all valid MIM commands and command aliases. The display does not show any
commands or aliases for commands that have been disabled through the DISABLE command. Also, it shows
commands only for active MIM facilities. Information about commands is displayed in message MIM0056, and
information about command aliases is shown in MIM0053.

CPOOL
Displays information about MIM cell pool storage usage. This information is displayed in message MIM0447.
Specify one of these values:
NAME

Requests information about virtual storage cell pools. Valid values are:
mask--Display any cell pool that matches the name mask provided. You can use the * and # wildcard
characters.
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The asterisk (*) means that a match occurs for any names containing the characters preceding the
asterisk. The pound sign (#) means that a match occurs for the name provided, and names containing
any characters located where the # is placed in the name string.
NONZERO--Display those cell pools that currently have cells allocated.
ALL--Display all defined cell pools.
Default: NAME=NONZERO

POOLINFO
Requests information about the virtual storage pool areas from which cell pools are allocated. Specify one
of these values:
YES-Display information about the virtual storage pool areas.
NO-Omit information about the virtual storage pool areas.
Default: YES

CPUTIME
Displays information about general CP and zIIP engine time usage by units of work associated with the MIM
address space. MIM displays the statistics that have accumulated since the last time MIM was started. To reset
the counters, issue the D CPUTIME command with the RESET option. When you issue the next D CPUTIME
command, MIM displays more lines including the statistics that have accumulated since you last reset the
counters. This information is displayed in message MIM0660I.
SUMMARY

MIM displays a single-line total CPU utilization summary of MIM address space units of work.
DETAIL

MIM displays detailed CPU utilization information for MIM tasks that can offload work to zIIP engines.
ALL

MIM displays CPU utilization information for MIM tasks that can offload work to zIIP engines, and MIM
tasks that cannot offload work to zIIP engines.

Default: SUMMARY
CTCPATH

This parameter is currently outdated, but it has been retained for compatibility purposes.
EXIT

(Optional) Displays the exit name, load module name, status, and other information about all active exit routines.
However, if you specify a logical name for an exit routine in place of the exitid variable, then MIM displays
information for only the specified exit routine. If you do not enter a value for exitid, then information is displayed
about every routine that has ever been loaded.

FACILITIES
(Optional) Displays information about MIM facilities that are active on the local system and what service level you
are running on each facility. This information is displayed in message MIM0090I.

FEATURES
(Optional) Displays the name and status (active or inactive) of each selectable feature that is supported by the
active facilities. This information is displayed in message MIM0670I. For example, your status shows that you
activated Hyperstar and MIMQUERY.

FILES
(Optional) Displays information about the status of MIM control files and checkpoint files. Control file information is
displayed in message MIM0102I, and checkpoint file information is displayed in message MIM0104I.

GLOBALVALUE
(Optional) Displays the current values of the MIM GLOBALVALUE parameters, which provide details about your
virtual control file recovery and controller selection options. This information is displayed in message MIM0373.
The display shows the VCFCONTROLLER candidate list in effect. Systems marked with an asterisk (*)
are permanently ineligible because they are not connected to one or more other systems through CTC
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paths. Systems marked with a minus sign (-) are temporarily ineligible because they are currently unable to
communicate with one or more systems.

HYPERSTAR
Displays statistics about Virtual Control File activity on the Controller system. Without any options, MIM displays
the statistics that have accumulated since the last time MIM was started.
To reset the counters, issue the command D HYPERSTAR=RESET. When you issue the next D HYPERSTAR
command, MIM displays more lines including the statistics that have accumulated since you last reset the
counters. This information is displayed in message MIM 0951I.

INIT
Displays information about the initialization values that can be set through the MIMINIT statement, in the PARM
field of the startup procedure, or as an operand on the z/OS START command that invokes MIM. This information
is displayed in message MIM0037. You can change the values displayed only by updating the MIMINIT parmlib
member and restarting MIM.

IO
Displays statistics about MIM control file and checkpoint file I/O activity. Control file information is displayed in
message MIM0039. Checkpoint file information is displayed in message MIM0107.
Without any operands, MIM displays the statistics that have accumulated for both file types since the last time
MIM was started. To obtain statistics for control files only, specify D IO=CF. To obtain statistics for checkpoint files
only, specify D IO=CHKPT.
To reset the counters, issue the command D IO=RESET. When you issue the next D IO command, MIM displays
an additional line that includes the statistics that have accumulated since you last reset the counters.
It is also possible to perform a reset for each individual file type.

• To perform a reset for control files, enter the following:

D IO(CF,RESET) or D IO=(CF, RESET).

• To perform a reset for checkpoint files, enter the following:

D IO(CHKPT,RESET) or D IO=(CHKPT,RESET).

LOADLIB
(Optional) Displays information about the currently allocated Load Libraries.

LOGS
Displays status information about the MIM message and trace logs. Each log file is listed separately. See
message MIM8850I.

MIM
(Optional) Tells MIM to display information about the MIM product in general, rather than about a specific facility.
Specify this operand before the ALL, INIT, OPTIONS, or STATISTICS operands. You also should specify the
MIM operand before any other operand that is truncated in such a way that it may be ambiguous with operands
for other facilities. Because MIM is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand on this
command.

MODULE
Displays information about all modules loaded by MIM. Optionally, to tailor the requested display, a module name
mask can be supplied with this operand to display specific load modules. Specify one of these values:
mask

Specifies the name for any load module that matches the name mask provided. You can use the * and #
wildcard characters.
The asterisk (*) means that a match occurs for any names containing the characters preceding the
asterisk. The pound sign (#) means that a match occurs for the name provided, and names containing
any characters located where the # is placed in the name string.
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CSECT
Displays information about all CSECTs in the requested module. If this is omitted, then no CSECT
information is presented in the module display. The CSECT information display can be limited through the
use of a CSECT name mask. It only has meaning for MIM load modules.
Note: You must specify CSECT to display routines.

ROUTINES
Requests that individual subroutine information be formatted and displayed with CSECT information. It
only has meaning when the CSECT operand is requested.

MSGTABLE
(Optional) Displays information about each message table (original or replacement). The name, language, and
number of messages per table/language are displayed for each message table.

OPTIONS
(Optional) Displays information about the MIM operating values that can be set through the SETOPTION
command. These are the operating values that affect more than one MIM facility. This information is displayed in
message MIM0038. The values displayed can be dynamically changed using the SETOPTION command.

OSLEVEL
Displays the operating system level, SMF ID, and system name for the z/OS operating system currently running.

PATH
Displays information about VCF (CTC and XCF) paths and details about cross-system communications paths
for virtual control file processing. This information is displayed in message MIM0176. By default, MIM displays
information that it gathered from the last time you started MIM. If you want to reset the counters, issue the
command D PATH=RESET. Issuing the next D PATH command displays accumulated statistics from the last
counter reset and the counts after the initialization.

SYSTEMS
Displays information about the status of systems. This information is displayed in message MIM0108I (and
MIM6003, when ICMF systems are displayed). Specify one of these values:
ALL

Displays information for all systems (both CTC/DASD and ICMF).
CTLFILE

Displays information for all CTC/DASD systems only (excluding ICMF).
ICMF

Displays information for all ICMF systems (which excludes CTC/DASD).
STATUS

Displays status information for all systems:
ENABLED

Shows systems that do not have a status of DISABLED.
DISABLED

Shows only systems with a DISABLED status.
BOTH

Shows all systems in the MIMplex.
STATUS Default: ENABLED

SYSTEMS Default:  ALL
TASK

Displays information about MIM service subtasks. Optionally, to tailor the requested display, a subtask name
mask can be supplied with this operand to request specific subtasks. You can use the * and # wildcard characters
(described previously).
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XCFSTATS
Displays statistics about XCF communications. This information is displayed in message MIM0460I. By default,
MIM displays information it gathered since the last time it was started. If you want to reset the counters, then issue
the following command:
D XCFSTATS=RESET

When you issue the next D XCFSTATS command, statistics that have accumulated since you last reset the
counters, as well as the counts since initialization, are displayed.

Default: OPTIONS

Usage Notes: DISPLAY MIM Command

• The DISPLAY MIM command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIM parameter
data set. When you specify this command in the MIMCMNDS member and the TRACE feature is active, the output is
sent to the MIM trace data set. When you specify this command in the MIMSYNCH member, the output is sent to the
system log.

• You can issue the DISPLAY MIM command from any console or TSO session.
• You can specify several of these operands on the same DISPLAY MIM command (for example, DISPLAY MIM

COMMANDS FILES). Do not specify these operands with operands associated with other facilities.

Example: DISPLAY Command

To display the current initialization and operating values and other information for all MIM facilities, issue this command:

DISPLAY MIM ALL

(MIM) DUMP MIM Command-Create Dump
Broadcom Support uses the DUMP MIM command for diagnostic purposes.

WARNING

Warning! This command is to be used only when you are directed by Broadcom Support to do so.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DUMP MIM [ACTAREA]

         [ADDRESS=(address[,length])]

         [CHANGEMEMORY=(addr,newvalue[,key])]

         [C0AREA]

         [DFRE]

         [DI0AREA]

         [FCV]

         [GCDAREA[={CHKPT[=00]|CTC|DASD[=00]|VCF}]] 

         [GMR[={CHKPT|VCF}]] 

         [GPRMBLK]

         [GQ0AREA]

         [GQ1AREA]

         [GQ2AREA]

         [GQ8AREA]

         [GSIE]

         [GVALBLK]

         [HYPERSTAR=hyperopt]
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         [IOSTATS[=CHKPT]] 

         [KILL=({TASKNAME=identifier|TCB=tcbaddr[,ASID=asid]}]

         [LOCKS]

         [LXCELL]

         [LXWA] 

         [MLI]

         [MODULE=(module[,length] )]

         [MSGDIR]

         [MSGTBL]

         [PATH]

         [ROUTINE]

         [S1AREA]

         [STRNAME=structure]

         [T1AREA]

         [TRAPS=keywords]

         [UCB=(dddd[,length])[,UPDATE=(disp,data)]] 

         [USERAUTH]

         [UXDEF]

         [UX0AREA]

         [UX1AREA]

         [VCFAREA]

         [VCFPATHS]

         [VCFTRACE]

         [XESDATA=structure]

ACTAREA
(Optional) Dumps the ACTAREA control block.

ADDRESS
(Optional) Dumps the requested storage beginning at the specified one- to four-byte address and for the specified
length. The address is required, while length is optional. Both values are specified in hexadecimal format. For
example, the address could be entered as X'1C000' or 1C000. The default length displayed if no value is entered
for length is X'D0' bytes.

CHANGEMEMORY
(Optional) Changes the contents of memory.

C0AREA
(Optional) Dumps the C0AREA control block.

DFRE
(Optional) Dumps the DFRE control blocks.

DI0AREA
(Optional) Dumps the DI0AREA control block.

FCV
(Optional) Dumps the FCV control block.

GCDAREA
(Optional) Dumps the GCDAREA control block for the active control file. Optionally, you can specify CHKPT (or
CKPT) for the current checkpoint file, CTC for CTC information, a DASD file ID for DASD file information, or VCF
for virtual control file information.

GMR
(Optional) Dumps the GMR control block. Optionally, you can dump the GMR information for the active checkpoint
data set (DUMP MIM GMR=CHKPT (or CKPT)), or for the virtual control file (DUMP MIM GMR=VCR).
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GPRMBLK
(Optional) Dumps the GPRMBLK control block.

GQ0AREA
(Optional) Dumps the GQ0AREA control block.

GQ1AREA
(Optional) Dumps the GQ1AREA control block.

GQ2AREA
(Optional) Dumps the GQ2AREA control block.

GQ8AREA
(Optional) Dumps the GQ8AREA control block.

GSIE
(Optional) Dumps the GSIE control blocks.

GVALBLK
(Optional) Dumps the GVALBLK control block.

HYPERSTAR
(Optional) Sets debugging options for the Hyperstar selectable feature.

IOSTATS
(Optional) Dumps the I/O statistics control block for the active control file. Optionally, you can dump the I/O
statistics for the active checkpoint data set if you specify DUMP MIM IOSTATS,CHKPT.

KILL

NOTE

: This parameter has no effect on z/VM systems.

(Optional) Cancels a specific TCB within the MIM address space. Specify one of the following:
TASKNAME

Identifies a task name identifier corresponding to one listed in the DISPLAY TASK command response.
TCB

Identifies a TCB address.
ASID

(Optional.) Specifies the target address space ID. This keyword may be specified with the TCB keyword
to qualify a TCB in an address space other than the MIM address space. If the ASID keyword is omitted,
the target TCB address is assumed to be within the MIM address space.

Note: The TCB and TASKNAME keywords are mutually exclusive.
LOCKS

(Optional) Dumps the lock words for the MIM internal lock mechanism.
LXCELL

(Optional) Dumps the LXCELL control block.
LXWA

(Optional) Dumps the LXWA control block.
MLI

(Optional) Dumps the MLI control block.
MODULE

(Optional) Dumps the specified module in hexadecimal dump format. The one- to eight-character module name is
required. Optionally, you can specify the one- to four-byte length. The default length displayed is X'C0' bytes.
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MSGDIR
(Optional) Dumps the MSGDIR control block.

MSGTBL
(Optional) Dumps the MSGTBL control block.

PATH
(Optional) Dumps VCFPATH control blocks for all locally defined paths.

ROUTINE
(Optional) Dumps the storage where the named routine is loaded.

S1AREA
(Optional) Dumps the S1AREA control block.

STRNAME
(Optional) Specifies the name of a coupling facility structure control file that is to be dumped to a system dump
data set.

T1AREA
(Optional) Dumps the T1AREA control block.

TRAPS
(Optional) Enables and disables the internal MIM diagnostic code.

UCB
(Optional) Provides display and update of UCB control blocks. If UPDATE is specified, then the UCB is updated. If
UPDATE is not specified, then the UCB contents are displayed. These values can be specified as follows:
dddd

Specifies the device address of UCB to display or update.
length--(Optional) Specifies the length, in hex, to display.
Default: 30.

UPDATE
(Optional) Specifies that the UCB is to be updated.
disp--Specifies the displacement into UCB to update.
data--Specifies the data to place at displacement disp into UCB. You can specify one or more contiguous
bytes.

UXDEF
(Optional) Dumps the UXDEF control block.

UX0AREA
(Optional) Dumps the UX0AREA control block.

UX1AREA
(Optional) Dumps the UX1AREA control block.

VCFAREA
(Optional) Dumps the VCFAREA control block.

VCFPATHS
(Optional) Dumps VCFPATHS control blocks for all locally defined paths.

VCFTRACE
(Optional) Dumps the trace table data associated with virtual control file processing.

XESDATA
(Optional) Displays internal information regarding the named coupling facility structure control file.

Usage Notes: DUMP MIM Command
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• This command is solely intended for use as a diagnostic tool under the direction of Broadcom Support.
• The displays generated by this command are unformatted, and therefore not readily usable by those unfamiliar with the

MIM internal control blocks.
• Some parameters of this command may cause serious performance degradation of MIM and its facilities, or may cause

unexpected system ABENDs.

Example: DUMP MIM Command

To dump the contents of the VCFAREA control block, issue this command:

DUMP MIM VCFAREA

(MIM) ENDIF Statement-Mark End of Command Block
The ENDIF statement marks the end of a block of commands or statements that should be executed on a subset of
the systems in your configuration. ENDIF statements, which are used with IFSYS statements, let you share the same
MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets among systems in a multiple-system configuration.

This statement has the following format:

ENDIF

Usage Notes: ENDIF Statement

• The ENDIF statement can be specified in any member of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets.
• The ENDIF statement is used with the IFSYS statement to mark a block of commands or statements.
• You can use IFSYS and ENDIF statements to direct any command or statement except the DEFSYS or CTCPATH

statement. You also can use IFSYS and ENDIF statements to direct device entries for MIA.

Example: ENDIF Statement

To mark the end of a group of commands that should be executed only on system SYS01 (as is identified in the IFSYS
statement shown below), specify the ENDIF statement like this in your IFSYS/ENDIF block:

IFSYS SYS01 

    SETOPTION INTERVAL=10 

ENDIF

(MIM) FREE Command-Release Resources
The FREE command allows you to release devices and resources held by a system that is currently inactive. You should
not attempt to free an active system.

Scope: Global

This command has the following format:

FREE sysid | (sysid1,sysid2,...)

sysid
Identifies an inactive system that is to be freed. You can use the system name, alias, or index number to identify
this system. You can specify multiple system IDs if you want to free more than one system, but multiple IDs must
be enclosed in parentheses.

Usage Notes: FREE Command
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WARNING
You should not free a system unless you are sure that MIM is not running on that system. If you free a system
that is active, the system will ABEND with user code U0322.

• Prior to synchronization in a CTCONLY environment, the FREE command can only be used to free a system that is
directly connected through CTC paths. This will prevent a system from mistakenly being freed while it is still active.

• The FREE command can be issued only for a system that is considered possibly inoperative. Systems considered
possibly inoperative are those indicated in messages MIM0061, MIM0062, or MIM0350.

• The FREE command must be issued from a console or a TSO session. You cannot issue this command from the MIM
parameter data set.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the FREE command. TSO users generally are not
authorized to issue system control commands.

• Using the FREE command causes the status of the system to be considered inactive.
• Use the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command to list the names and status of all systems in the MIMplex.

Examples: FREE Command

• To inform MIM that system SYSB is inactive, issue the following command:

FREE SYSB

• To inform MIM that systems SYSB and SYSC are inactive, issue the following command:

FREE (SYSB,SYSC)

(MIM) GLOBALVALUE Command-Assign Global Parameters
The GLOBALVALUE command lets you assign global parameters for MIM. GLOBALVALUE can be used as a statement in
the MIMINIT member or issued as a command after MIM is synchronized. When GLOBALVALUE is issued as a command
on one system, the values entered are updated on all systems. The global parameters affect the way CTC or XCF
communication operates.

Scope: Global

This command has the following format:

GLOBALVALUE [ANYELIGIBLE={NO|YES}]

            [MOSTPREFERRED={NO|YES}]

            [NOCONTROLLER={TERMINATE|WAIT}]

            [VCFCONTROLLER={sysids|NONE}]

•ANYELIGIBLE
(Optional) In a recovery situation, determines whether MIM initiates migration to any eligible controller system
when none exists in the VCFCONTROLLER candidate list.
Default: YES

MOSTPREFERRED
(Optional) Determines whether MIM selects the most preferred controller system available in the
VCFCONTROLLER list or uses the same controller that was in control the last time MIM was running. It also
determines whether MIM automatically initiates migration when a more preferred controller system joins the
complex.
Default: NO

NOCONTROLLER
(Optional) Determines how requester systems react when the only eligible controller system terminates or
becomes unresponsive. The value for this operand is ignored in CTCDASD environments.
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WAITSpecifies that the requester systems are to wait for the controller to restart. During the waiting period, these
systems issue periodic MIM0396 messages.
TERMINATESpecifies that the requester systems are to terminate after issuing MIM0397
message. Default: WAIT

VCFCONTROLLER
(Optional) Allows you to create the controller system candidate list used to determine the controller system in VCF
environments. However, the system is only a considered a controller candidate if it is connected (CTC or XCF)
to each system in the MIMplex. The order of the systems in the candidate list is the order of preference used by
MIM. You can specify a maximum of 32 systems.
Default: NONE

NOTE
Although the default is NONE, at least one controller system must be specified in a CTCDASD,
CTCONLY, or XCF environment. If you want to start MIM in a CTCDASD environment without using
CTC devices for initial communication, then specify the following statement in the MIMINIT member:

COMMUNICATION=(CTCDASD,INITIAL=DASD)

NOTE
Although DASD is specified for the initial control file choice, you must still specify at least one eligible
controller system in the VCFCONTROLLER list, because the communication method selected is
CTCDASD.

Usage Notes: GLOBALVALUE Command

• You should specify GLOBALVALUE statements in the initialization member to have these values activated at startup. If
you do, then GLOBALVALUE statements must be the same on all systems.

• The GLOBALVALUE command can be issued after synchronization or from the MIMSYNCH member to change global
parameter values while MIM is running. When you issue the GLOBALVALUE command on one system, the values are
updated on all systems in the complex automatically.

• You cannot issue the GLOBALVALUE command from the MIMCMNDS member.

Example: GLOBALVALUE Command

To indicate that MIM should use the most preferred controller system from the VCFCONTROLLER list, specify the
following:

GLOBALVALUE MOSTPREFERRED=YES

(MIM) IFSYS Statement-Mark Beginning of Command Block
The IFSYS statement marks the beginning of a block of commands or statements that should be executed on a subset
of the systems in your complex. It identifies the systems on which these commands or statements should be executed.
IFSYS statements, which are used with ENDIF statements, let you conveniently share the same MIMPARMS and
MIMMSGS data sets among systems in a multiple-system configuration.

This statement has the following format:

IFSYS sysid1[,sysid2,sysid3,...,sysidn]

sysidn
Specifies the IDs of the systems on which the following commands or statements should be executed, to a
maximum of 16 IDs. You can use system names, aliases, or index numbers to identify systems.

Usage Notes: IFSYS Statement
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• The IFSYS statement can be specified in any member of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets.
• The IFSYS statement must be used in conjunction with the ENDIF statement to mark a block of commands or

statements.
• You can use IFSYS and ENDIF statements to direct any command or statement except the DEFSYS and CTCPATH

statements. You also can use IFSYS and ENDIF statements to direct device entries for MIA.
• MIM ignores all statements and commands enclosed between IFSYS and ENDIF statements unless the system ID

on the IFSYS statement matches the system ID for the system that is initializing. If the system IDs match, then MIM
executes the commands or statements.

Example: IFSYS Statement

Suppose that the EDIPARMS member contains EDIF processing statements for systems SYS1 and SYS2 and that
the EDITEMP member contains EDIF processing statements for SYS3. You would specify the following IFSYS/ENDIF
statement block to make each system use the correct member:

IFSYS SYS1,SYS2

   EDIINIT MEMBER=EDIPARMS

ENDIF

IFSYS SYS3 

   EDIINIT MEMBER=EDITEMP

ENDIF

(MIM) INCLUDE Statement-Include Initialization Data Set
The INCLUDE statement identifies a data set member that MIM should read during initialization. It is most often used in
MIMMSGS members.

This statement has the following format:

INCLUDE member

member
Identifies the data set member to include.

Usage Note: INCLUDE Statement

You can specify this statement in any member of the MIMMSGS and MIMPARMS data sets.

Example: INCLUDE Statement

To include additional commands or statements in the MIMCMNDS member, specify this statement:

INCLUDE MICCMNDS

Member MICCMNDS can contain any MIM statements or commands that could be specified in MIMCMNDS.

(MIM) LOADLIB Command
The LOADLIB command has been modified to support additional keywords. The full syntax for the command is:

LOADLIB {[SETALTERNATE=(dsname[,volser])] |

         [REFRESHFROM=[{PRIMARY |

                        CURRENT |

                        ALTERNATE}]]  |
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         [COMMIT]}

         RESETALTERNATE |

         SAVE}

       [STARTFROM={INITIAL|PRIMARY| CURRENT | ALTERNATE}  ]

       [SETAPF={YES | NO}]

SETALTERNATE

(optional)  Sets the specified dsname,volser to be the alternate load library.

REFRESHFROM

(optional) MIM initiates a dynamic restart/refresh using the specified load library.

PRIMARY      Refresh using the PRIMARY load library.

CURRENT     Refresh using the CURRENT load library

ALTERNATE  Refresh using the ALTERNATE load library.

Default:           CURRENT

STARTFROM

(optional) At initial startup, MIM starts from the specified load library.

PRIMARY        Start using the PRIMARY load library.
CURRENT       Start using the CURRENT load library
ALTERNATE   Start using the ALTERNATE load library.
INITIAL            Start using the STEPLIB load library, or system LINKLIST if STEPLIB  DD is absent.
Default:            INITIAL

COMMIT(optional) Sets the PRIMARY load library to be the CURRENT LOADLIB

RESETALTERNATE           

(optional) Clears the dsname and volser for the ALTERNATE load library

SAVE

(optional) Saves the LOADLIB environment to the optional MIMRMFIL dataset

SETAPF
(optional) Controls whether MIM will automatically add dynamically allocated datasets to the APF list

Usage Notes

• Upon successful completion of any LOADLIB command, the Restart Manager File (MIMRMFIL DD statement)
is updated.  The Restart Manager File contains the names and volumes for all of the LOADLIB datasets, as well as the
settings for SETAPF and STARTFROM.

• During initial startup, MIM will attempt to read the Restart Manager File LOADLIB information from the MIMRMFIL
DD statement. If successful, the LOADLIB datasets are dynamically allocated, and the specified LOADLIB is used to
complete the startup.

NOTE

NOTE: The LOADLIB REFRESH command can not be used to upgrade to a new release of the software.

NOTE

NOTE: It is best to enter the MIGRATE command before entering the LOADLIB REFRESH command on the
current VCF Controller system. Doing so will avoid unnecessary delays and VCF recovery.
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(MIM) LOG Statement-Enable Logging
The LOG statement enables the logging of initialization statements that are read by MIM. There are no parameters for this
statement.

MIM usually records its startup values in the system log through MIM0079 messages because the default value
for MIMINIT LOGPARAMETERS is YES. However, if you want to prevent these startup messages, then specify
LOGPARAMETERS=NO on the MIMINIT statement on the PARM parameter of the startup procedure, or on the z/OS
START command for MIM.

To provide more granular control over which statements are logged to the system log, a sequence of NOLOG/LOG
statements can be used. MIMINIT LOGPARAMETERS can be specified only in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS
data set. However, the NOLOG and LOG statements can be placed in any member of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS
data sets to control the logging of statements read from that member. Additionally, MIMINIT LOGPARAMETERS= is only
applicable during MIM initialization. The NOLOG and LOG statements are effective during any phase of MIM execution.

Any number of NOLOG or LOG statements can appear in a single MIMPARMS or MIMMSGS input member. By default,
when MIM begins reading a new member, it logs, through a MIM0079 message, all statements in that member. To
suppress logging of all statements in any given input member, place a NOLOG statement as the first statement in that
member. To suppress selected portions of any input member, place a NOLOG statement immediately preceding those
statements for which you want logging to be suppressed. To re-enable logging, place a LOG statement immediately after
the last statement for which logging is to be suppressed.

During MIM initialization processing, NOLOG/LOG processing is ignored for any messages that are suppressed through a
MIMINIT LOGPARAMETERS=NO specification.

NOLOG and LOG statements have an effect only on the MIMPARMS or MIMMSGS input member in which they are
specified. Any new input member that is processed as a result of an INCLUDE member statement does, by default, have
its statements logged, even if the previous member has a NOLOG in effect when the INCLUDE statement is encountered.
To continue the suppression of statement logging in the included member, a NOLOG statement should be placed as
the first statement in the included member. Conversely, if logging is in effect when an INCLUDE member statement is
encountered, and the included member suppresses statement logging with a NOLOG statement but does not re-enable
statement logging with a LOG statement prior to the end of file, statement logging resumes when MIM returns to reading
statements from the original member.

This statement has the following format:

LOG

Usage Notes: LOG Statement

• The LOG statement can be specified in any member of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets.
• The LOG statement can be used in conjunction with the NOLOG statement to selectively control the logging of

initialization statements to the System Log through the MIM0079I message.
• The LOG statement is in effect only for the member of the data set in which it is specified.

Example: LOG Statement

To selectively control the logging of a group of statements from the MIMCMNDS data set, specify the NOLOG, LOG
statements in pairs:

NOLOG    /* Suppress statement logging */

SETOPTION MIM SETTRACE=BLKIO

SETOPTION MIM SETPRINT=BLKIO

SETOPTION MIM TRACE=ON

LOG      /* Resume statement logging */
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SETOPTION MODE=DEMAND

SETOPTION CYCLE=1,INTERVAL=1

NOLOG    /* Suppress statement logging again */

SETOPTION CMDTIMEOUT=NONE

(MIM) MIGRATE Command-Migrate to New Checkpoint or Control File, or
Controller System
The MIGRATE command lets you initiate migration to a new checkpoint DASD file, to a new control file, or to a new
controller system.

Scope:

Local
When the CHKPT operand is specified on the MIGRATE command.

Global
When the CONTROLFILE or CONTROLLER operands are specified on the MIGRATE command.

This command has the following format:

MIGRATE {CHKPTFILE[=fileid] | 

         CONTROLFILE[=fileid] | 

         CONTROLLER[=sysid]}

CHKPTFILE
Initiates migration to the specified checkpoint file, if it is usable. If no file ID is specified, migration proceeds to the
next available checkpoint file. You can abbreviate this parameter as CHKP.

CONTROLFILE
Initiates migration to the specified control file. Specify the ID of the new control file. If it is usable, MIM will
migrate to the new control file. If no file ID is specified, the migration will be to the next available control file. This
parameter can be abbreviated to CF.
fileid specifies the last two characters of the ddnames used for checkpoint and control files. This value can also
be the two-character XESFILEID associated with a coupling facility structure control file. This value is always
numeric.

CONTROLLER
Initiates migration from the current controller system or DASD control file to the specified controller system
and abandons the virtual control file managed by the controller system. Specify the system ID of the new
controller system. The target system must be eligible to become the controller in order for this process to
proceed successfully. If no system ID is specified, then MIM migrates to the next available controller system. This
parameter can be abbreviated VCF.

Usage Notes: MIGRATE Command
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• You can issue the DISPLAY FILES command to view the IDs associated with your control files.
• The MIGRATE command should be issued from a console, rather than from the MIM parameter data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the MIGRATE command. TSO users generally are

not authorized to issue system control commands.
• You cannot initiate migration to a DASD control file or a coupling facility structure control file unless you have already

made that file available to MIM. If you have not done this in the startup procedure, you can use the ALLOCATE
command for this purpose, but you must allocate the file on all systems before you can migrate.

• The MIGRATE command can be used to migrate to any eligible controller system, including those systems not in the
VCFCONTROLLER list.

• In a CTCONLY or XCF environment, the MIGRATE command can only be issued after synchronization.
• MIM supports migrations to DASD/XES control files in any VCF environment. The migration can automatically allocate

the control file on systems that have not previously allocated it.

Examples: MIGRATE Command

• To migrate from control file 00 to control file 01, issue this command:
MIGRATE CONTROLFILE=01

• To migrate from the current controller system to a new controller system, issue this command:
MIGRATE CONTROLLER=SYS1

• To migrate from the current checkpoint file 01 to a new checkpoint file 02, issue this command:
MIGRATE CHKPTFILE=02

(MIM) MIMINIT Statement-Define Initialization Values
The MIMINIT statement lets you define general initialization values that affect the entire address space, regardless of
which components and facilities you are using. It is used to define the following:

• Communication method
• Facilities to activate
• I/O buffer sizes
• SAF command security options
• Component-specific PDS members to use
• Selectable features to be activated

Facilities are activated on this statement by specifying ON.

 MIMINIT ECMF=ON, GDIF=ON, EDIF=ON,

 /* ALL MII FACILITIES 

         GTAF=ON, TPCF=ON,

 /* ALL MIA FACILITIES 

        GCMF=ON, ICMF=ON

 /* ALL MIC FACILITIES

This statement has the following format:

MIMINIT [BATCHJOB={NO|YES}]

        [BLKSIZE=size]

        [CANCEL={NO|YES}]

        [CHKPTDSN=prefix]

        [CMDPREFIX={cmdprefix|NONE}]

        [COMMANDS={name|NO}]

        [COMMUNICATION=({[CTCDASD={NO|YES}[,INITIAL={CTC|DASD}]]  |
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                         [CTCONLY] |

                         [DASDONLY] |

                         [NONE] | 

                         [XCF]})

        [COMPATLEVEL=level]

        [DEVCLASS={NONE|TAPE}]

        [DEVLIST={name|NONE}]

        [DEVEXCL={name|NONE}]

        [ECMF={OFF|ON}]

        [EDIF={OFF|ON}]

        [FEATURE=(featurelist)]

        [FORMAT={BOTH|CF|CHKPT|NONE}]

        [GCMF={OFF|ON}]

        [GDIF={OFF|ON}]

        [GTAF={OFF|ON}]

        [ICMF={OFF|ON}]

        [INITEXIT={module|NONE}]

        [LOGPARAMETERS={NO|YES}]

        [MEMBER=name]

        [MIMplex=name]

        [MODE={DEMAND|GROUPS}]

        [MSGPREFIX={CMDPREFIX|NONE|ppp}]

        [MSGTEXT={ASIS|UPPERCASE}]

        [PAGEFIX={YES|NO|COND}]

        [QNAMES={name|NONE}]

        [RECORDTYPE=number]

        [RESTARTSYNCH={name|NO}]

        [REUSE={NO|YES}]

        [SAFCMDAUTH={OFF|ON}]

        [SAFPREFIX=prefix]

        [SIGNON={NO|YES}]

        [SUBNAME=name]

        [SUPPRESSRESP={NO|YES}]

        [SYNCH={name|NO}]

        [SYSID=sysid]

        [TPCF={OFF|ON}]

        [VCFBUFFERSIZE=nn]

        [VCFMAXBLOCKS=nn]

        [VCFPREFERENCE={CTC|XCF}]

        [WAITSTATE={Never|SyncComplete|InitComplete|Always}]

BATCHJOB
(Optional) Indicates whether MIM can run as a batch job. Specify NO or YES.
Default: YES

BLKSIZE
(Optional) Determines what block size MIM uses to access its control files. Specify a block size in place of the
size variable. The lowest possible value is 4096 bytes. The highest possible value is 32767. The initial value 6144
is suitable for most sites.
MIM automatically adjusts this value if MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL=11.9. If MIM is using physical control files, the
adjustment occurs when a new control file is formatted. If MIM is using a virtual control file, the adjustment will
occur during MIM startup. In most cases, the BLKSIZE will be increased, but in some cases it may be reduced in
an effort to maximize the number of usable bytes on the file.
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The BLKSIZE value coded on the MIMINIT statement (or defaulted) can be displayed using the DISPLAY MIM
INIT command, whereas the automatically adjusted value can be displayed with the DISPLAY IO command.
Default: 6144

CANCEL
(Optional) Indicates whether MIM can be canceled. Specify NO or YES on this parameter.
Default: YES

CHKPTDSN
(Optional) Defines the data set name prefix for the checkpoint files. Multiple levels of qualification are permitted.
MIM constructs all checkpoint data set names by appending a two-digit decimal number to the prefix you specify
using CHKPTDSN. For example, if you specify the following statement
MIMINIT CHKPTDSN=MIM.SYS5.CKP

then your valid checkpoint file data set names are allocated for you as follows:
MIM.SYS5.CKP00

MIM.SYS5.CKP01

MIM.SYS5.CKP02

You must use either JCL or TSO to allocate all the checkpoint files you will use prior to starting MIM. When
you allocate the files, specify complete data set names, including the numeric suffix, as shown in the examples
above. Your first checkpoint file must be numbered 00, and if you allocate backup files, the number must increase
consecutively (01, 02, 03, and so on). If you leave a gap in the numbers, then the higher numbered files will not
be usable.
Checkpoint files must not be shared. If your initialization member is shared between two or more systems, then
you should specify CHKPTDSN on its own MIMINIT statement, separately from other MIMINIT parameters, and
use IFSYS/ENDIF statements to provide different names on each system.
Default: CHKPTDSN=MIMCKP

CMDPREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the one- to eight-character subsystem interface prefix character string that identifies an
operator command as one that should be directed to a given MIM address space. Specify the prefix in either
character or hexadecimal format.
Note: The CMDPREFIX parameter replaces the CMDCHAR parameter.
Default: CMDPREFIX=@
More Information: Valid Characters for CMDPREFIX

COMMANDS
(Optional) Indicates whether MIM should use a member of its parameter data set to obtain a list of MIM
commands that should be executed at startup (before systems are synchronized). The parmlib member
referenced with this parameter typically contains MIM SETOPTION commands used to further customize the
operation of the MIM product.
Specify one of these values on the COMMANDS parameter:
name

This variable represents the name of the member MIM should use.
NO

You are not using a member for this purpose.
Default: COMMANDS=MIMCMNDS

COMMUNICATION
(Optional) Indicates the initial method of multi-system communication the MIM Driver control program uses to
communicate MIM transactions throughout your enterprise. Depending on your environment, you may choose to
use DASD, CTC devices, or coupling facilities as vehicles for transporting MIM transactions.
CTCDASD

Provides both methods of communication, DASD and channel-to-channel devices (CTCs). CTCDASD
requires a shared DASD control file as well as CTC devices. Optionally, coupling facility structure control
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files can be used in place of or in conjunction with DASD control files. You can use the MIGRATE
command to change the method of communication while MIM is running. You can specify a value for the
INITIAL keyword when you select this method.
The INITIAL keyword is used to determine which method of communication is used when MIM first starts,
CTC or DASD. The default is CTC. The following example shows how to specify CTCDASD when you
select DASD as the initial control file method:
COMMUNICATION=(CTCDASD,INITIAL=DASD)

CTCONLY
Provides virtual control file communication only. MIM tasks communicate through CTC devices entirely
with no use of shared DASD control files.

DASDONLY
Provides storage of control file information on shared DASD only. MIM tasks communicate by accessing
the shared DASD control files or coupling facility structure control files.

NONE
This value is used only if MIM is running on a single system (called SOLO mode) where control files are
not needed. If CTC devices or DASD control files do exist, they will not be used.

XCF
Specifies XCF communication for the MIM complex (MIMplex).

Default: COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY
Notes:

• The same value must be specified for COMMUNICATION on all systems.
• When you change the INITIAL value, you must shutdown MIM on all systems and restart with a FORMAT.

INITIAL is valid only for COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD.
• If CTCDASD or CTCONLY are selected, then you must:

– Define identical CTCPATH statements in the initialization member for each system
– Specify at least one eligible controller system for GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER
– Specify identical DEFSYS statements for all the systems in your complex

• If XCF is selected, then you must specify at least one system on the GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER
statement and specify identical DEFSYS statements for all systems in the complex.

• If DASDONLY or CTCDASD are selected, then at least one DASD control file or one coupling facility structure
control file must be defined in the A MIM startup procedure or allocated through the MIM ALLOCATE
command.

• Regardless of your communication method selection, MIM will join an XCF group and construct XCF paths to
MIM systems within the sysplex.

• The COMMUNICATION parameter only specifies the initial communications method. At any time, you may
switch communication methods provided you have configured an alternate method. For example, assume you
have specified CTCONLY or XCF as the initial communications method. If you dynamically allocate a DASD
file using the ALLOCATE command you can migrate to the DASD file at any time.

COMPATLEVEL
(Optional) Indicates the format of the MIM control file and the associated functionality that is to be activated. The
value must be the same across all systems in the MIM complex. You can change the value dynamically using the
ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL command. The acceptable values for this operand are 11.81,11.9, and 12.0.

NOTE

Once COMPATLEVEL=12.0 is activated, it can not be decremented to a lower value without a global
shutdown and control file format. For more information, see the MIM Programming.
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DEVCLASS
(Optional) Indicates whether you are placing the entire class of tape devices under MIA for z/OS management
(DEVCLASS=TAPE), or you are placing selected tape devices under MIA management (DEVCLASS=NONE), as
specified in the MIMUNITS member.
You need to use DEVCLASS=NONE and specify a MIMUNITS member if any tape device is known by different
addresses on different systems, or if the same address is used by different devices on different systems.
Valid values are:
NONE

Indicates that you are not placing a class of devices under the management of MIA.
TAPE

Places all tape devices under the management of MIA.
If any of these devices has a different local name on different systems, or if a device has the same local name as
a different device on a different system, then you must assign a global name to that device in MIMUNITS.
Default: DEVCLASS=NONE

DEVLIST
(Optional) Identifies the member of the MIM parameter data set that contains the list of tape drives to be
controlled, and their associated global names. See the DEVCLASS description above. Specify one of these
values on the DEVLIST parameter:
name

Represents the name of the member that MIM should use.
NONE

Indicates that you are not using a member for this purpose.
Default: DEVLIST=MIMUNITS

DEVEXCL
(Optional) Identifies the member of the MIA parameter data set that contains a list of tape devices you wish to
exclude from MIA management. Specify one of these values on the DEVEXCL parameter.
Name

Represents the name of the member that MIM should use.
NONE

Indicates that you are not using a member for DEVECXCL.
Default: DEVEXCL=NONE

ECMF
(Optional) Determines whether the ENQ Conflict Management Facility (ECMF) of the MII component is activated.
Specify OFF or ON.
Default: ECMF=OFF

EDIF
(Optional) Determines whether the EDIF of the MII component is activated. Specify OFF or ON.
Default: EDIF=OFF

FEATURE
(Optional) Specifies a list of optional features to be activated.
Hyperstar

Specifies that MIM should attempt to optimize CTC and/or XCF communication by passing the VCF
directly from the system relinquishing the VCF directly to the next queued system, instead of always
returning the VCF to the controller system.
For more information about this feature, see Advanced Topics.

MIMQUERY
Starts an auxiliary address space named MIMQUERY automatically on each system in the MIMplex.
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GQSCAN
Specifies that MIM should enable the interface between the GQSCAN macro service and the MIM
MIMQUERY server. When this feature is active, requests for ENQ information via the GQSCAN macro
service are automatically forwarded to the MIMQUERY server, without the need for code changes in the
program that invokes the GQSCAN macro. Only requests that specify XSYS=YES or SCOPE=GLOBAL
will be forwarded.
For more information about this feature, see Advanced Topics in MII Programming.

ISGQUERY
Specifies that MIM should enable the interface between the ISGQUERY macro service and the MIM
MIMQUERY server. When this feature is active, requests for ENQ information via the ISGQUERY macro
service are automatically forwarded to the MIMQUERY server, without the need for code changes in
the program that invokes the ISGQUERY macro. Only requests that specify REQINFO=QSCAN and
GATHERFROM=SYSPLEX will be forwarded.
For more information about this feature, see Advanced Topics in MII Programming.

FORMAT
(Optional) Determines whether the DASD checkpoint files, control files, or both are formatted at startup on the first
system started. Specify one of the following values:
BOTH

Formats both the checkpoint file and control file.
CF

Formats the control file. In a CTC-only environment, it refers to the backup virtual control file residing in a
special area on the checkpoint file.

CHKPT
Formats only the checkpoint information in the checkpoint file. You can use the abbreviation CKPT for this
operand.

GCMF
(Optional) Determines whether the GCMF of the MIC component is activated. Specify OFF or ON.
Default: GCMF=OFF

GDIF
(Optional) Determines whether the GDIF of the MII component is activated. Specify OFF or ON.
Default: GDIF=OFF

GTAF
(Optional) Determines whether the GTAF of the MIA component is activated. Specify OFF or ON.
You need to reformat your DASD control files if you change the value for this parameter.
Default: GTAF=OFF

ICMF
(Optional) Determines whether the ICMF is activated for the MIC component. Specify OFF or ON.
Default: ICMF=OFF
Note: You also must specify GCMF=ON to activate ICMF.

INITEXIT
(Optional) Names the MIM Initialization Exit module to be called during product startup.
For more information on MIM user exit processing, see User Exits.
Valid values are:
module

Loads the specified load module and makes one initialization call to it. Error messages are sent to the
system log if the module cannot be found.

NONE
No call is made to the exit routine.
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If no MIMINIT INITEXIT statement is specified, module MIMINIXT will loaded and called.
Default:  INITEXIT=NONE

LOGPARAMETERS
(Optional) Determines whether MIM statements and commands from the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets
are recorded to the system log during product startup. The parameter is particularly useful for first-time users who
want to diagnose errors during processing of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets. The parameter works
in conjunction with the LOG and NOLOG statements. If LOGPARAMETERS=YES, then the LOG and NOLOG
statements are honored. If LOGPARAMETERS=NO, then no statements and commands are logged, even if LOG
is coded in a member. Specify YES or NO.
Default: YES

MEMBER
Specifies the name of the member of the MIM parameter data set that MIM should use to obtain its initialization
statements. You must specify this on the PARM parameter of the MIM startup procedure. It has no effect on a
MIMINIT statement.
Default: MEMBER=MIMINIT

MIMPLEX
(Optional.) Identifies the MIM group name to XCF. This parameter is used only with the XCF communication
method.
MIM uses the group name on an IXCJOIN macro when establishing communications with XCF. XCF uses the
group name to connect MIM address spaces across systems. RMF reports, and IBM commands and displays
related to XCF also reference the group name.
The MIMPLEX value must be identical on each system running MIM.
You may set MIMPLEX to any one- to eight-character name composed of the characters A-Z, 0-9, and $, #, and
@. To avoid conflicts with IBM group names, do not begin group names with the letters A-I or the character string
SYS. Also, do not use the name UNDESIG. We recommend starting the MIM group name with the characters
“MIM” for easy identification in XCF displays and reports.
The default MIMPLEX value is a six-character name in the format MIMaci, where the variables are:

• a=A for MIA
• c=C for MIC
• i=I for MII

The corresponding position is set to # for all inactive components. For example, if you start only the MII
component, then the default MIMPLEX name would be MIM##I.
Default: MIMplex=MIM### (depending upon which components are running)

NOTE

If you have multiple MIMPLEXes within a larger sysplex, code unique group names for each MIMPLEX.

MODE
(Optional) Determines whether MIM waits for a service interval or a service cycle to expire before accessing the
control file. Specify one of these values on the MODE parameter:
DEMAND

Specifies that MIM should access the control file whenever GDIF has an ENQ or RESERVE request to
propagate. If GDIF does not have a transaction by the time a service interval expires, then MIM sees if
other global facilities (that is, GTAF and GCMF) have transactions. If so, then MIM accesses the control
file. Otherwise, MIM waits until a service cycle expires to access the control file.

GROUPS
Specifies that MIM should wait until a service interval expires before seeing whether any of the global
facilities has a transaction. If so, then MIM accesses the control file. Otherwise, MIM waits until a service
cycle expires and then accesses the control file.

Default: MODE=DEMAND
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Notes:

• We recommend that you specify MODE=DEMAND, especially if you are using GDIF. However, you can specify
MODE=GROUPS if you experience a great deal of contention for control files.

• When you specify MODE=DEMAND or MODE=GROUPS, you can override this value through the MODE
operand on the SETOPTION command.

• For a complete discussion of tuning control file access rates to optimize MIM performance, see MIM
Programming.

MSGPREFIX
(Optional) Determines whether MIM messages are to be prefixed with the MIM command prefix character, or a
different three-character identifier, or not changed at all. This parameter is designed for sites running multiple MIM
address spaces per system that want to easily identify from which MIM address space a particular MIM message
originated.
By default, all messages issued by MIM begin with the characters “MIM” and a four-digit number. If your
installation operates more than one MIM started task per z/OS image, it may be difficult to identify which address
space is issuing a given message. For example, you may choose to operate MII as a different started task from
MIA and MIC for performance reasons. In this environment, it may not be readily apparent which started task is
issuing certain messages. A control file lockout message (MIM0100 or MIM0200), for instance, could potentially
be issued by either MIM started task.
To eliminate the message identification problem, you can instruct MIM to either append the command prefix
to the message identifier, or you can change the three-character “MIM” message prefix to a three-character
alphabetic prefix of your own choosing. The message editing options that you select take effect after all the
MIMINIT statements have been read and processed from the MIMPARMS data set.
The following are valid values:
NONE

No editing is performed on the messages issued by MIM.
CMDPREFIX

Specifies that the command prefix string as specified by the MIMINIT CMDPREFIX statement or the
SETOPTION MIM CMDPREFIX command is prefixed to all messages issued by MIM.
Note: If an installation specifies a CMDPREFIX operand of a length greater than two characters, then it
should also specify MSGPREFIX=NONE or specify MSGPREFIX=ppp (where ppp is a three character
replacement string for the MIM in the MIM message identifier). We recommend that you do not generate
MIM message identifiers that are greater than ten characters long.

ppp
Replace 'MIM' with the three characters, ppp, in messages issued by MIM. This operand must be exactly
three characters long. The characters can be either upper or lowercase alphabetic characters (A through
Z or a through z).

Default: NONE
MSGTEXT

(Optional) Determines whether MIM messages are to be issued in uppercase and lowercase, or in only
uppercase. Those messages issued through the MIM message facility have message text that contains both
uppercase and lowercase letters. If you have console devices that do not properly display EBCDIC lowercase
letters, or if you prefer to see message text in uppercase characters, you can control the case of the characters
in the messages issued by the MIM message facility. Only MIM messages under the control of the MIM message
facility are affected by this parameter.
For more information on the MIM message facility, see MIM Programming.
Valid values are:
ASIS

Issue messages with text containing both uppercase and lowercase characters.
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UPPERCASE
Issue messages with text containing only uppercase characters.

Default:  MSGTXT=ASIS
PAGEFIX

(Optional) Specifies whether MIM should page fix cell pooled control blocks while cell pool pages are actively in
use. Valid values are:
NO

Specifies that cell pooled control blocks should remain pageable
YES

Specifies that cell pooled control blocks should be page fixed unconditionally.
COND

Specifies that cell pooled control blocks should be page fixed as long as the system is not experiencing a
real frame shortage condition.

For more information on the PAGEFIX parameter, see MIM Programming.
Default: PAGEFIX=COND

QNAMES
(Optional) Identifies the name of the member of the MIM parameter data set that contains the QNAME list used by
GDIF, ECMF, or both. Specify a member name, or specify NONE.
Default: QNAMES=MIMQNAME

RECORDTYPE
(Optional) Identifies the SMF record number used by the MIM SMF Reporting Facility when it is writing MIM
records to your SMF data sets. The value specified here should not match record types being used by other
vendor products or z/OS components.
For more information, see MIM Programming.
Default: RECORDTYPE=189

RESTARTSYNCH
(Optional) When running under Restart Manager, the SYNCH member is used only during the initial startup. For
managed restarts, the member specified through RESTARTSYNCH is used instead; RESTARTSYNCH=NO
means that no commands is issued. If you wish to run the same set of commands as during initial
synchronization, specify the same member name for both SYNCH= and RESTARTSYNCH=.
Default: RESTARTSYNCH=NO

REUSE
(Optional) Determines whether MIM intercepts and control blocks residing in common storage are to be reloaded
or reused during MIM product startup. Allowing MIM to reuse previously loaded modules minimizes the amount
of common storage used by the product. Forcing MIM to reload the intercepts during each startup may deplete
common storage over an extended period of time. Specify NO or YES.
We strongly recommend that you specify REUSE=YES. In any other case, REUSE=NO should not be used
unless directed by Broadcom Support. For example, Technical Support may recommend a REUSE=NO restart of
the product to refresh an overlaid intercept or to obtain a version of the intercept that has a PTF applied.
Default: REUSE=YES

SAFCMDAUTH
(Optional) Indicates whether MIM should validate the authorization of a command issuer to use a given command
by invoking the operating system security subsystem software to perform the command validation. Specify OFF or
ON.
For more information on command security processing, see Advanced Topics.
Default: SAFCMDAUTH=OFF

SAFPREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the one- to eight-character prefix that is appended to the MIM command to allow the
command to be passed to the security system software for validation. You can specify any prefix value, or the
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value MIMNAME, to indicate that the MIM job name is to be used as the command prefix value. For example,
the name defined here must match a predefined resource name definition in the RACF OPERCMDS class for
the validation to take place. Also, the MIM SAF command validation processing must first be activated using the
MIMINIT SAFCMDAUTH parameter. The value MIMNAME indicates that MIM should use its started task name as
the SAF prefix.
Default: SAFPREFIX=MIMGR

SIGNON
(Optional) Indicates whether MIM should display routine sign-on messages when its facilities are initialized.
Specify NO or YES.
Routine sign-on messages are sent to the system log no matter what value you specify.
Default: SIGNON=YES

SUBNAME
(Optional) Specifies the z/OS subsystem name for MIM.
The value (name) must be four characters long. The first three characters must be MIM and the fourth character
can be any value except, null, *, ?, or D.
If a MIM subsystem name was predefined in the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB, then specify that same
value here. Otherwise, MIM uses the value specified here to dynamically create a subsystem name during its first
startup after an IPL.
If no subsystem name is supplied, then MIM attempts to use a subsystem name of MIMx where x is the
subsystem command prefix character specified on the MIMINIT CMDPREFIX keyword, if a single character
subsystem command prefix value is specified. If MIMINIT CMDPREFIX=NONE or if the CMDPREFIX operand
value is greater than a single character, then MIM generates a name of MIMf where f is based on the facility or
facilities that are to be activated in the address space.
For more information, see MIM Programming.

NOTE
The subsystem name MIMD is reserved and cannot be specified.

SUPPRESSRESP
(Optional) Indicates whether MIM should suppress routine messages that are issued as it executes commands in
the MIMCMNDS and MIMSYNCH members. Specify NO or YES.
This parameter does not stop MIM from issuing messages if a command in one of these members cannot be
executed (for example, due to a syntax error).
Default: SUPPRESSRESP=YES

SYNCH
(Optional) Specifies whether MIM should use a member of its parameter data set to obtain MIM, z/OS, and JES
commands that should be executed after MIM initializes. Specify one of these values:
name

Specifies the name of the member that MIM should use.
NO

Indicates that you are not using a member for this purpose.
Default: SYNCH=MIMSYNCH

SYSID
(Optional) Instructs MIM to use the value sysid instead of the SMF ID, when processing DEFSYS statements. If
SYSID is specified and DEFSYS is not specified, then the value for sysid becomes the system name.
You should use the SYSID parameter only for the following reasons:

• If you need to override a name for this execution of MIM
• If you did not specify a DEFSYS statement and you want to assign a name other than the SMF ID of the

system
• If MIM cannot recognize the SMF ID of a system (for example, because you specified the wrong SMF ID

during an IPL).
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The SYSID can be a one- to eight-character ID. It may be specified either on the PARM parameter of the startup
procedure or on the z/OS START command. You can specify SYSID on a MIMINIT statement, provided the
MIMINIT statement precedes your DEFSYS statements.
Notes:

• Never use this parameter to override the SMF identifier of a system unless you have consulted with MIM
Technical Support.

• For more information, see MIM Programming.

TPCF
(Optional) Specifies whether TPCF of the MIA component is activated. Specify OFF or ON.
Default: TPCF=OFF

VCFBUFFERSIZE
(Optional) Specifies the number of bytes in the transfer buffer for the virtual control file. The lowest possible value
is seven bytes more than the block size you specify on the BLKSIZE parameter; the highest possible value is
62464 bytes. If this buffer is too small (less than the average number of bytes read per service cycle), then data is
transmitted slowly. Note that you can use the DISPLAY IO command to see how many bytes are read per service
cycle. Although the default value is 32768, performance can improved by increasing this to 62464 bytes. If MIM is
using XCF paths, ensure that XCF has a CLASSLEN of at least 62464 or higher.
You must specify the same value for the VCFBUFFERSIZE parameter on all systems. Changing this statement
requires a global shutdown and restart with a control file format.
Default: VCFBUFFERSIZE=32768

VCFMAXBLOCKS
(Optional) Tells MIM how many Virtual Control File blocks to preallocate during MIM initialization. When MIM tasks
need more blocks, MIM acquires more blocks dynamically.
Notes:

• We recommend specifying the same value for the VCFMAXBLOCKS parameter on all systems in the MIMplex.
• This parameter is valid only when using the MIM CTCONLY or XCF cross-system communication method.
• The actual size of each block is automatically determined during initialization. The DISPLAY IO command can

be used to determine the current BLKSIZE.
• The maximum value for this parameter is 24,000 blocks; the minimum value is 120 blocks.
• MIM0054W and MIM0072W warning messages are issued when the number of in-use VCF blocks approaches

the maximum number of blocks specified here. The SETOPTION CFSIZEWARN parameter determines the
percentage of use that must be reached before these warning messages are issued.

• Active MIM tasks can dynamically acquire additional blocks when they are needed.

Default: VCFMAXBLOCKS=1200
VCFPREFERENCE

(Optional) Determines the preferred medium for the VCF communication. MIMINIT VCFPREFERENCE requires
COMPATLEVEL 12.0 or higher.
XCF

MIM attempts to use an XCF path when XCF is specified as the preferred method of VCF communication.
CTC

MIM attempts to use a CTC path when CTC is specified as the preferred method of communication.
When a preferred path is not available for MIM to use, MIM uses any available path.
Default: VCFPREFERENCE=CTC if COMM=CTCONLY or COMM=CTCDASD
Default: VCFPREFERENCE=XCF if COMM=XCF or COMM=DASDONLY

WAITSTATE
WAITSTATE defines the conditions MIM enters a disabled wait state on the MIMINIT statement and the PARM
field in the MIM startup JCL.
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Never
MIM termination will not initiate a disabled wait. The system will continue operating without MIM services.
This is the default, and is equivalent to operation in all previous versions of MIM.

SyncComplete
After synchronization with external systems has been completed, termination of MIM will result in a
disabled wait.

InitComplete
If there are errors in the PARM field or MIMINIT dataset, MIM will terminate without disabling the system.
MIM termination at any time after successful processing of MIMINIT will result in a disabled wait state.

Always
Any MIM termination will result in a disabled wait state.

Usage Notes: MIMINIT Statement

• The MIMINIT statement can be specified only in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• You can override MIMINIT parameters at initialization by specifying new values for these parameters on the PARM

parameter in the MIM startup procedure, or on the z/OS START command invoking MIM.
• If you will be changing the value of a parameter periodically, then you should specify that parameter on the PARM

parameter of the startup procedure, rather than on the MIMINIT statement. You can override values on the PARM
parameter by specifying the applicable parameter on the z/OS START command for MIM.

• When you are running MIA, you must place at least one device per system under the control of MIA. Otherwise, MIM
terminates during initialization.

• When you are running GDIF, ECMF, or both you must specify at least one QNAME statement per system in the
MIMQNAME member. Otherwise, MIM terminates during initialization.

• To display initialization values set through the MIMINIT statement, use the DISPLAY INIT command.

Examples: MIIMINIT Statement

• To use the member named OURUNITS to identify the devices that MIA should control, you could specify this statement
in the initialization member:

MIMINIT DEVLIST=OURUNITS

• To activate EDIF and GCMF automatically when you start MIM, you could specify this statement in the initialization
member:

MIMINIT EDIF=ON GCMF=ON

• To access the control file whenever a service interval expires, you could specify this statement in the initialization
member:

MIMINIT MODE=GROUPS

(MIM) MSG Statement-Define Message
The MSG statement provides a message definition for MIM. It is used only in the Message Facility Tables found in the
MIMMSGS file.

This statement has the following format:

MSG 'text' [AREAID=area] 

           [CONSID][DESC=descriptor codes]

           [MCSFLAG=mcsoptions]

           [MSGNO=msgnumber] 
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           [RESPONSE] 

           [ROUTCDE=routinginfo]

text
Specifies the message prefix and text that you want MIM to use. This string must be enclosed in single quotes.

AREAID
(Optional) Specifies a console area identifier to which the message is to be directed.

CONSID
(Optional) Specifies that the message is to be directed to a specific console.

DESC
(Optional) Specifies WTO descriptor codes.

MCSFLAGS
(Optional) Specifies selected WTO MCS flag information for the message. Currently RESP and HRDCPY are the
supported MCS options.

MSGNO
(Optional) Specifies the message number if the message number is not supplied in the message text.

RESPONSE
(Optional) Specifies that the message is a console directed command response.

ROUTCDE
(Optional) Specifies WTO routing code information.

Usage Note: MSG Statement

You can specify this statement only in a Message Facility Table member of the MIMMSGS file. Specify this statement after
the TABLE statement.

Example: MSG Statement

To use the text TASK NOT ACTIVE for MIM message MIM1034I, specify this statement in your message table:

MSG 'MIM1034I TASK NOT ACTIVE'

(MIM) MSGR Statement-Provide Message With a Reply Definition
The MSGR statement provides a message with reply definition for MIM. It is used only in the Message Facility Tables
found in the MIMMSGS file.

This statement has the following format:

MSGR 'text' [ROUTCDE=routinginfo]

            [DESC=descriptor codes]

            [MSGNO=msgnumber]

            [MCSFLAG=mcsoptions]

            [CONSID]

            [RESPONSE]

text
Specifies the message prefix and text that you want MIM to use. This string must be enclosed in single quotes.

ROUTCDE
(Optional) Specifies WTO routing code information.
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DESC
(Optional) Specifies WTO descriptor codes.

MSGNO
(Optional) Specifies the message number if the message number is not supplied in the message text.

MCSFLAG
(Optional) Specifies selected WTO MCS flag information for the message. Currently RESP and HRDCPY are the
supported MCS options.

CONSID
(Optional) Specifies that the message is to be directed to a specific console.

RESPONSE
(Optional) Specifies that the message is a console directed command response.

Usage Note: MSGR Statement

You can specify this statement only in a Message Facility Table member of the MIMMSGS file. Specify this statement after
the TABLE statement.

Example: MSGR Statement

To change the route codes on the MIM0100A control file lock out message, specify this statement in your message table:

MSGR 'MIM0100A File @1¦ - possible lockout @2¦ @3¦  ', 

               ROUTCDE=(1,2,4,6,10)

(MIM) MSGTABLE Command-Load Message Definitions
The MSGTABLE command lets you immediately load the message definitions contained in (or pointed to from) a Message
Facility Table member found in the MIMMSGS library. By doing this, you make those message definitions take effect
immediately.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

MSGTABLE member_name

member_name
Identifies the member of the MIMMSGS data set that contains or points to the message definitions.

Example: MSGTABLE Command

To load message definitions stored in member MIMMSGX of the MIMMSGS data set, issue this command:

MSGTABL MIMMSGX

(MIM) NOLOG Statement-Suppress Logging
The NOLOG statement suppresses the logging of initialization statements that are read by MIM.

This statement has the following format:

NOLOG

Usage Notes: NOLOG Statement
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• The NOLOG statement can be specified in any member of the MIMPARMS and MIMMSGS data sets.
• The NOLOG statement can be used in conjunction with the LOG statement to selectively control the logging of

initialization statements to the System Log through the MIM0079I message.
• The NOLOG statement is in effect only for the member in which it is specified. Should an INCLUDE statement be

encountered when a NOLOG is in effect, statement logging commences by default in the new member.

Example: NOLOG Statement

To selectively control the logging of a group of statements from the MIMCMNDS member, specify the NOLOG, LOG
statements in pairs:

NOLOG    /* Suppress statement logging */

SETOPTION MIM SETTRACE=BLKIO

SETOPTION MIM SETPRINT=BLKIO

SETOPTION MIM TRACE=ON

LOG      /* Resume statement logging */

SETOPTION MODE=DEMAND

SETOPTION CYCLE=1,INTERVAL=1

NOLOG    /* Suppress statement logging again */

SETOPTION CMDTIMEOUT=NONE

(MIM) OPENLOG Command
The OPENLOG command opens a log that was closed with the CLOSELOG command. After a log is opened, MIM can
start recording information in that log.

OPENLOG name

• name

Identifies the log that you are opening.

NOTE
You do not need to issue an OPENLOG command after you issue an ADDLOG, PRINTLOG, or SWITCHLOG
command.

Example:

To start recording information in log MIMLOG, issue this command:

OPENLOG MIMLOG

(MIM) PRINTLOG Command
The PRINTLOG command prints a log to a SYSOUT class.

PRINTLOG name

• name

Identifies the log that you want to print.
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NOTE

• You can only print logs that were defined as SYSOUT data sets.
• When you print the log, MIM closes and deallocates the current SYSOUT data set. Then it allocates and

opens a new SYSOUT data set for the log.

Example:

To print log file MIMLOG to SYSOUT class specified on the ADDLOG command, issue the command:

PRINTLOG MIMLOG

(MIM) QUIESCE Command-Temporarily Inactivate MIM
The QUIESCE command lets you temporarily inactivate MIM (that is, put MIM in a wait state) without having to stop it.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

QUIESCE

Usage Notes: QUIESCE Command

• Quiesce MIM before you quiesce the operating system. Restart the operating system before you restart MIM.
• If you quiesce a system, then do not issue a FREE command for that system. Other systems eventually consider the

quiesced system to be asleep.
• To reactivate MIM after you have issued the QUIESCE command, use the RESTART command.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the QUIESCE command. TSO users generally are

not authorized to issue system control commands.
• The QUIESCE command must be issued from a console or a TSO session. You cannot issue this command from the

MIM parameter data set.
• Be sure to issue the MIM QUIESCE command with a command prefix character or with the z/OS MODIFY command

so that MIM, rather than z/OS, executes your command.
• For more information on quiescing z/OS and MIM, see MIM Programming.

Example: QUIESCE Command

To quiesce MIM, issue this command from a console:

@QUIESCE

The at-sign character (@) represents the MIM command prefix character.

(MIM) READ Command
The READ command directs MIM to read the specified member from the MIMPARMS dataset and execute each
command in it. The member must only contain MIM commands, not MIM statements or MVS commands. The member
can be a current commands member or a new one created by an installation

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:
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READ membername

membername
Specifies the name of the member to read.

(MIM) REMOVELOG Command
The REMOVELOG command removes a log from MIM management and permanently closes the log and all associated
log files.

REMOVELOG name

name
Identifies the log that you are removing.

NOTE

• If the log file is open and the REMOVELOG command is issued, MIM writes all active buffers and then MIM
closes the file.

• If the REMOVELOG command is entered for MIMLOG, MIM automatically allocates a new SYSOUT
class="A" file immediately after the command is processed.

Example:

To remove a log named MIMLOG from MIM management, issue this command:

REMOVELOG MIMLOG

(MIM) RESTART Command-Reactivate After QUIESCE
The RESTART command lets you reactivate MIM after you have issued a QUIESCE command.

Note: You must restart z/OS first after a quiesce before restarting MIM.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

RESTART

Usage Notes: RESTART Command

• The RESTART command must be issued from a console or a TSO session. You cannot issue this command from the
MIM parameter data set.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the RESTART command. TSO users generally are
not authorized to issue system control commands.

Example: RESTART Command

To reactivate MIM on a system where MIM was quiesced previously, issue this command:

RESTART

(MIM) SETOPTION MIM Command-Set Operating Values
The SETOPTION MIM command lets you set operating values for general purpose functions.
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Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

   SETOPTION MIM [AUTHCHECK=hours]

   [AUTOTUNE=(ON|OFF

   EVALINTERVAL=secs,

   LOWTHRESHOLD=rate,

   HIGHTHRESHOLD=rate,

   MININTERVAL=secs,

   DELTA=DYNAMIC|secs)

   [CELLTRACE={NO|YES}]

   [CFSIZEWARN=percent]

   [CMDPREFIX={cmdprefix|NONE}]

   [CMDRESPMAX={nnnnn|NONE}]

   [CMDTIMEOUT={time|NONE}]

   [CTCVERIFY={minutes|NONE}]

   [CYCLES=intervals]

   [DOWNSYS={AUTOFREE|IGNORE}]

   [EXIT=(name [LOAD[=modulename]]

   [FAILURE[={DISABLE|ENABLE}]

   [={DUMP|NODUMP}]]

   [PROTECT={NO|YES}]

   [STATUS={ACTIVE|INACTIVE}])]

   [HIBERNATE={minutes|NONE}]

   [INTERVAL=seconds]

   [LOCALSTOP={ABEND|NOABEND}]

   [LOCKOUT=seconds]

   [MARGIN=seconds]

   [MIHINTERVAL={seconds|NONE}]

   [MODE={DEMAND|GROUPS}]

   [RESETPRINT=(options)]

   [RESETTRACE=(options)]

   [RESTARTLIMIT=(nnnn)]

   [SETPRINT=(options)]

   [SETTRACE=(options)]

   [SHUTDOWN={DUMP|FREE|GLOBAL|LOCAL|RESERVE}]

   [STATCOLLECT={ALL|NONE|NOSUBTYPE(list)}

   SUBTYPE(list)}]

   [STATCYCLE=seconds]

   [STATINTERVAL=minutes]

   [TRACE=[{OFF|ON}]

   [CLASS=sysout]

   [JOBNAME=jobname]

   [MAXQUEUED={nnnn|NOLIMIT}]]

   [VCFDEBUG={OFF|ON}]

   [VCFFORCE={minutes|NONE}]

   [VCFMAXDELAY=seconds]

   [VCFMINDORM=milliseconds]

   [VCFPREFERENCE={CTC|XCF}]

   [VCFRECOVERY={seconds|NONE}]

   [ZIIP=YES|NO]
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AUTHCHECK
(Optional) Specifies the number of hours for MIM to wait before rechecking its authorization statements. MIM
checks the LMP product license keys at startup to see if any of its licenses are about to expire. MIM also performs
periodic license key checks. Specify a value from 1 to 23 (integers only) in place of the hours variable.
When you issue a SETOPTION AUTHCHECK command, MIM automatically checks its authorization statements
and issues the appropriate authorization messages.

NOTE
For information on how to specify LMP license keys for MIM, see Place License Keys in the Common
Components and Services PPOPTION Data Set.

Default: AUTHCHECK=23
AUTOTUNE

When the AUTOTUNE option is enabled, MIM periodically evaluates the recent transaction process rate, that
is, the average number of transactions processed per CF cycle during the evaluation interval. If the rate is
too high, the effective interval is lowered; if too low, the effective interval is raised, but never higher than the
current SETOPTION INTERVAL value.
Default=ON
EVALINTERVAL

Time interval, in seconds, for assessing control file performance.
Default: 60 seconds

LOWTHRESHOLD
Low threshold for transaction process rate. When the transaction process rate (average transactions that
are processed per control file cycle) drops below this threshold, AUTOTUNE raises the effective control
file cycle interval.
Limit: 10 to 5000
Default: 10

HIGHTHRESHOLD
High threshold for transaction process rate. When the transaction process rate (average transactions that
are processed per control file cycle) exceeds this threshold, AUTOTUNE lowers the effective control file
cycle interval.
Limit: 40 to 5000
Default: 40

MININTERVAL
Minimum effective control file cycle interval, in seconds. AUTOTUNE does not reduce the effective control
file cycle interval below this value.
Default: .010

CELLTRACE
(Optional) Controls the MIM cell pool internal trace. Cell trace should always be set to NO, unless Broadcom
Support tells you to set this parameter to YES.
Default: CELLTRACE=NO

CFSIZEWARN
(Optional) Defines the control file space usage threshold percentage above which MIM is to issue a warning
message. Specify a value from 1 to 100 (integers only) in place of the percent variable.

NOTE

For more information, see CA MIM Advanced Topics.

Default: CFSIZEWARN=50
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CMDPREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the one- to eight-character subsystem interface prefix character string that identifies an
operator command as one that should be directed to a given MIM address space.
Specify the prefix in either character or hexadecimal format.

NOTE

If an installation specifies a CMDPREFIX parameter of a length greater than two characters, then they
should also specify MSGPREFIX=NONE or specify MSGPREFIX=ccc (where ccc is a three-character
replacement string for the MIM in the MIM message identifier). We recommend that you do not generate
MIM message identifiers that are greater than ten characters long.

The CMDPREFIX parameter replaces the CMDCHAR parameter.
Default: CMDPREFIX=@

NOTE

For more information, see Valid Characters for CMDPREFIX.

CMDRESPMAX
(Optional) Specifies the threshold limit of command responses to any given MIM command response. The value
will either be the character string NONE or a number from 20 through 32767.
If a given command generates responses over the CMDRESPMAX threshold, then the command response will be
truncated and message MIM0640W is issued as the final data line of the truncated command response.
Default: 2048

CMDTIMEOUT
(Optional) Controls the number of seconds any MIM command is permitted to execute before it is canceled. This
helps prevent a command from permanently delaying the MIM command task. Valid values are the character
string NONE or the number of seconds from 10 through 300.
Default: CMDTIMEOUT=60

CTCVERIFY
(Optional) Determines how often MIM checks device status after a soft error occurs. If you do not want MIM to
check the CTC paths for errors, then specify NONE. However, we recommend that you do specify a value for this
operand.
To have MIM check CTC paths for error-free status, indicate the number of minutes for the checking interval. The
minimum is .
The CTC path marked in error cannot be used again until a CTC RESET command is issued or MIM determines
that the path is error-free.
Limit: 1 minute to 1440 minutes (24 hours)
Default: CTCVERIFY=2

NOTE
Use the MIHINTERVAL operand to eliminate IOS071I messages that occur due to device verification.
The MIHINTERVAL value should always be less than the CTCVERIFY value. Keep in mind that the
CTCVERIFY value is set in minutes, while the MIHINTERVAL value is set in seconds.

CYCLES
(Optional) Determines how many service intervals are in a service cycle. MIM uses service cycles to determine
how often to access control files if none of its global facilities have transactions for other systems. Specify a value
from 1 to 100 (integers only) in place of the intervals variable.

NOTE
The CYCLES operand uses service intervals as a unit of measurement. The number of seconds per
service interval is set through the INTERVAL operand. Therefore, it is the product of the CYCLES
and INTERVAL operands that determines how many seconds pass before MIM accesses the control
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files.For more information, see the description of the MODE operand. For more information on MIM
performance considerations, see CA MIM Advanced Topics.

Default: CYCLES=1
DOWNSYS

(Optional) Controls how MIM automatically responds to a sysplex notification event of a down system by freeing
that system from the MIM complex.
The DOWNSYS parameter is honored at COMPATLEVEL=4.6 and higher.

NOTE
For a discussion of the DOWNSYS parameter, see Automatically Freeing a System from the MIMplex in
MIM Programming.

Specify one of these values:
AUTOFREE

Automatically FREEs a down system.
IGNORE

Requires operator intervention to FREE a down system.
Default: DOWNSYS=AUTOFREE

EXIT
(Optional) Specifies to MIM which exit routine you want to control and lets you set exit routine options by
specifying one of the following module names in place of the name variable. You must issue a separate
SETOPTION EXIT command for each module to be loaded.

NOTE

For more information, see User Exits in MIM Programming.

Valid exit routine names are:
EDIABNXT

Keeps EDIF from abending a task for these violations: read-access, utility, exempt, attribute, and
DISP=SHR.

EDIATRXT
Changes the EDIF attribute verification processing for data sets. This exit routine is available only when
you run EDIF.

EDIOPTXT
Sets the status of EDIF processing for various programs or data sets. This exit routine is available only
when you run EDIF.

GCMCMDXT
Prevents certain local commands from being directed to external systems. This exit routine is available
only when you run GCMF.

GCMDELXT
Changes the way CA MIC handles messages that are contained in its message tracking tables. This exit
routine is available only when you run GCMF.

GCMDSTXT
Prevents all destinations on the local system from receiving collected messages based on routing data
associated with the messages. This exit routine is available only when you run GCMF.

GCMSRCXT
Prevents certain local messages from being directed to external systems based on routine data that are
associated with the messages. This exit routine is available only when you run GCMF.
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GDIXMPXT
Exempts resources from global ENQ propagation. This exit routine is available only when you run GDIF.

MIMATHXT
Customizes the MIM command authorization process.

MIMCMDXT
Prevents certain MIM commands from being issued on the local system or across systems.

TPCEDLXT
Marks devices as ineligible in EDL, during allocation, and removes them from the offline device list, during
allocation recovery. This exit routine is available only when you run TPCF.

TPCRECXT
Customizes the TPCF processing of allocation recovery messages. This exit routine is available only
when you run TPCF.

TPCSRMXT
Customizes the TPCF preferencing of devices. This exit routine is available only when you run TPCF.

XCMCMDXT
Issues installation-specific commands in place of commands that ECMF issues when requeuing batch
jobs or sending messages to a JOBLOG data set. This exit routine is available only when you run ECMF.

XCMCNFXT
Changes the way unconditional resource conflicts are processed. This exit routine is available only when
you run ECMF.

XCMMSGXT
Changes the way resource requesters are notified of a resource conflict when they request a resource
that is not available. This exit routine is available only when you run ECMF.

XCMNAVXT
Changes the way conditional resource conflicts are processed. This exit routine is available only when
you run ECMF.

XCMNFYXT
Changes the way TSO resource owners are notified when they are involved in a resource conflict. This
exit routine is available only when you run ECMF.

XCMPGMXT
Changes the way conditional resource conflicts are processed. This exit routine is available only when
you run ECMF.

XCMREQXT
Changes the way batch job requeue processing occurs for batch jobs that are waiting for control of data
sets. This exit routine is available only when you run ECMF

The following values let you define the status of each exit routine as well as options for protection:
FAILURE

Specifies either DISABLE or ENABLE for the status of the exit routine in the event of an ABEND, and
DUMP or NODUMP following an ABEND.
Defaults: ENABLE and DUMP

LOAD
Defines the site-specific load module that contains the routine. Every time this command is issued, this
operand and value causes a module to be loaded.
If you specify LOAD without a module name, then MIM loads the most recently loaded module. To load a
module other than this one, specify a module name.
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PROTECT
Specifies the ABEND protection that is used for the routine. YES designates that, in the event of an
ABEND, ABEND protection is invoked and MIM attempts to recover. NO lets you avoid the overhead of
raising and lowering the protection for each invocation of the routine. However, in the event of an ABEND,
MIM does not attempt to recover.
Default: NO

STATUS
Specifies the status of the exit routine. ACTIVE allows you to activate the exit routine. INACTIVE allows
you to stop the exit routine without having to shut down the entire product.
Default: ACTIVE

HIBERNATE
(Optional) Specifies how many minutes MIM waits before putting an active system into a sleep state. If this is
done, then the sleeping system does not accumulate transactions on the MIM control file. Specify a value from 1
to 60, or NONE if you do not wish to implement this function.

NOTE

For more information on MIM performance considerations, see MIM Programming.

Default: HIBERNATE=3
INTERVAL

(Optional) Determines how many seconds are in a service interval. MIM uses service intervals to determine how
often to access control files if GDIF does not have transactions for other systems. Specify a value from .001 to 60
in place of the seconds variable.

NOTE

For more information on MIM performance considerations, see MIM Advanced Topics.

Default: INTERVAL=1.000
LOCALSTOP

(Optional) Indicates whether MIM shuts down with or without abend codes U1222( SHUTDOWN LOCAL and
SHUTDOWN FREE) or U1223(SHUTDOWN RESERVE). Specify one of these values on the LOCALSTOP
operand:
ABEND

MIM shuts down with abend codes.
NOABEND

MIM shuts down without abend codes.
Note that the other operands of the SHUTDOWN command (DUMP and GLOBAL) are not affected by the
SETOPTION LOCALSTOP command.

Default: ABEND
LOCKOUT

(Optional) Indicates how many seconds of inaccessibility MIM should tolerate before notifying you that a lockout
may have occurred with its current control file. MIM issues message MIM0100 to notify you about possible
lockouts on DASD or XES control files and message MIM0200 to notify you about lockouts on a virtual control file.
Specify a value from 5 to 120 in place of the seconds variable.
Default:  LOCKOUT=15

MARGIN
(Optional) Indicates how many seconds of inactivity MIM should tolerate before notifying you that a system may
be inactive. MIM considers a system to be inactive if that system has not updated its time stamp in the control
file in more than this number of seconds. You receive message MIM0061 if a system appears to be inactive.
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This operand also indicates how often the MIM0350 message is issued when a system is not responding to CTC
communication.
Specify a value from 5 to 120 in place of the seconds variable.
Default: MARGIN=30

MIHINTERVAL
(Optional) Determines how long MIM waits before purging outstanding I/O on a CTC device. Specify from 15
seconds to 3600 seconds (one hour), or NONE to disable this function.
Default: MIHINTERVAL=60

NOTE

The MIHINTERVAL value should always be less than the value specified for the IOS MIH value
specified for CTC-type devices.

MIM
(Optional) Tells MIM that you are setting operating values for the MIM product rather than for a specific facility.
Because SVCDUMP is the name of both a MIM operand and an EDIF operand, you must specify the MIM
operand before the SVCDUMP operand to distinguish it from the EDIF version of this operand. Also specify the
MIM operand if you want to truncate an operand in a way that may be ambiguous with operands for a facility.
Because MIM is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand.

MODE
(Optional) Determines whether MIM waits for a service interval or a service cycle to expire before accessing the
control file. You can use this operand to override the value for the MODE parameter on the MIMINIT statement.

NOTE

For more information on MIM performance considerations, see Troubleshooting.

Specify one of these values on the MODE operand:
DEMAND

Specifies that MIM should access the control file whenever GDIF has an ENQ or RESERVE request to
propagate. If GDIF does not have a transaction by the time a service interval expires, then MIM sees
whether the other global facilities (that is, GTAF and GCMF) have transactions. If so, MIM accesses the
control file. Otherwise, MIM waits until a service cycle expires and then accesses the control file.

GROUPS
Specifies that MIM should wait until a service interval expires before seeing whether any of the global
facilities has a transaction. If so, then MIM accesses the control file. Otherwise, MIM waits until a service
cycle expires and then accesses the control file.

Default: MODE=DEMAND
RESETPRINT

(Optional) Reverses or turns off settings that were previously made using the SETPRINT option. After using
RESETPRINT, the options you specify will no longer be sent to the MIM trace data set, but will continue to be
stored in the MIM internal trace table.
For a list of values that can be used for RESETPRINT, see SETTRACE.

NOTE

For more information on MIM diagnostic tracing, see Troubleshooting.

RESETTRACE
(Optional) Reverses or turns off settings that were previously made using SETTRACE. After using
RESETTRACE, the options you specify are no longer recorded in the MIM internal trace table. For a list of values
that can be used for RESETTRACE, see SETTRACE.
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NOTE

For more information on MIM diagnostic tracing, see Troubleshooting.

RESTARTLIMIT
Set the maximum number of times that the Restart Manager will automatically restart the MIMDRDRV task after
an unexpected failure.
Default: RESTARTLIMIT=5

SETPRINT
(Optional) Controls whether events that are recorded in the MIM internal trace table are also sent to the MIM trace
data set. For a list of values that can also be used for SETPRINT, see SETTRACE. SETPRINT is dependent upon
SETTRACE, because only operands that have been specified in both SETTRACE and SETPRINT are sent to the
MIM trace data set.

NOTE

For more information on MIM diagnostic tracing, see Troubleshooting in CA MIM Programming.

SETTRACE
(Optional) Enables the recording of specific program events in the MIM internal trace table. You can specify one or
more of the values that are listed below to activate different kinds of traces. When you issue multiple SETOPTION
MIM SETTRACE commands, the effect is cumulative.
For more information about MIM diagnostic tracing, see CA MIM Programming.
Valid options are:
ALL

Activates all of the following trace options, except DIAGNOSE.
ALLVCF

Activates tracing for the options: VCFBLKIO, VCFIO, VCFLOGIC, VCFPUSHPOP, and VCFSTATE.
APISERV

The following are valid values:
ALL--

Activates tracing for all service types
TPDVD--

Activates tracing for CA MIA Device Data API request processing.
DRENV--

Activates tracing for DRENV API service type events.
BLKIO

Traces block reads and writes to the MIM DASD control file.
CHKPTIO

Traces checkpoint subtask I/O functions.
COMMANDS

Traces MIM commands.
DIAGNOSE

Traces diagnostic records.
MIMPUSHPOP

Traces routine entry/exit flow through the various MIM facilities.
STATE

Traces MIM complex and member state values at various points in the control file cycle.
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TRANSACTION
Traces basic information about transactions that are sent and received. Specify the transaction identifiers
in hexadecimal format using the following syntax:
SETTRACE=TRANSACTION=(n1,n2,...)

n --specifies a transaction identifier.

NOTE

Transaction identifiers are internally defined values unique to MIM. You should only use the
SETTRACE=TRANSACTION command when directed by CA Technical Support.

When you specify the SETPRINT option, you do not specify any additional operands. You receive
information based on what identifiers you set on the command:
SETTRACE=TRANSACTION

VCFBLKIO
Traces block reads and writes to the MIM virtual control file.

VCFIO
Traces VCF I/O operations.

VCFLOGIC
Traces VCF virtual reserve/release processing.

VCFPUSHPOP
Traces routine entry/exit flow through VCF-specific modules.

VCFSTATE
Traces state values at various points in VCF-specific logic.

SHUTDOWN
(Optional) Specifies the default value for how you want to stop MIM. The value that you choose for the
SHUTDOWN operand is the default value that is chosen if you issue a MIM SHUTDOWN command without any
operands.
If you choose to shut down MIM with a value other than the default you set with the SHUTDOWN operand, then
you must use that value as an operand on the MIM SHUTDOWN command. Specify one of the following values
on the SHUTDOWN operand:
DUMP

(Optional) Stops MIM on the local system with a U1122 user ABEND code. MIM also requests an ABEND
dump.

WARNING
Integrity exposures can occur when you specify this operand. For more information about
possible integrity exposures when stopping MIM, see MIM Programming.

FREE
(Optional) Shuts down MIM on the local system and leaves it in a freed state (as if a 'FREE' sysid was
issued on an external system). No ABEND dump is requested. MIM stops with an ABEND code U1222
if SETOPTION MIM LOCALSTOP=ABEND. FREE is similar to LOCAL, except that it prevents MIM0061
messages from being issued on other systems.

WARNING
Integrity exposures can occur when you specify this operand. For more information about
possible integrity exposures when stopping MIM, see MIM Programming.

GLOBAL
Stops MIM on all systems without producing an ABEND or an ABEND dump.
We recommend that you specify the GLOBAL operand when you are stopping MIM in multiple-system or
multiple-image environments, except in an emergency.
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This value stops MIM without allowing integrity exposures to occur. MIM does not stop until all RESERVE
requests that were converted have been released through DEQ requests.

LOCAL
(Optional) Stops MIM on the local system immediately. No ABEND dump is requested. MIM stops with an
ABEND code U1222 if SETOPTION MIM LOCALSTOP=ABEND.

WARNING
Integrity exposures can occur when you specify this operand. For more information about
possible integrity exposures when stopping MIM, see MIM Programming.

RESERVE
(Optional) Stops MIM on the local system with a U1223 ABEND if SETOPTION MIM
LOCALSTOP=ABEND. On other systems, GDIF stops eliminating hardware reserves and stops
propagating RESERVE requests as global ENQ requests. GDIF retains hardware reserves
unconditionally until you identify this system as temporarily inactive (through the FREE command) or until
MIM is restarted on this system. You can use the abbreviation RSV for this operand.

WARNING

• An integrity exposure can occur if a converted RESERVE request issued from this system
currently is involved in a cross-system conflict.

• Integrity exposures can occur when you specify this operand.
• For more information about possible integrity exposures when stopping MIM, see MIM

Programming.

STATCOLLECT
(Optional) Controls the creation of statistical records for MIM reports. Specify one of the following values:
ALL

Turns on statistical record collection for all record subtypes.
NONE

Turns off all statistical record collection.
NO-SUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned off.
SUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned on.
The record subtypes for the MIM general reports are:
CF-

Control file performance data record subtype.
CP-

Cell pool storage data record type,
FC

-Control file I/O count data record subtype.
LS

-Lost event records.
VF

-Virtual control file performance data record subtype.
Default: STATCOLLECT=NONE

STATCYCLE
(Optional) Specifies how often, in seconds, statistical data is sampled for MIM reports. The range is from .01 to
60.00.
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Default: STATCYCLE=60.00
STATINTERVAL

(Optional) Specifies how often, in minutes, statistical data samples are recorded for use in MIM reports. The range
is from 1 to 1440.
Default: STATINTERVAL=15

TRACE
(Optional) Activates and deactivates the TRACE feature. It also lets you deallocate the existing MIM trace data set
and allocate a new SYSOUT data set dynamically. Specify one of these values on the TRACE operand:
CLASS

Specifies the SYSOUT class MIM should use for the SYSOUT data set you are allocating.
Default: CLASS=A

JOBNAME
Specifies an optional job name (or mask) that is used to filter trace events that are created by front-
end intercept routines. To determine which trace events support job name filtering, see the SETTRACE
operand descriptions. You can use the following wildcard characters:
#

-- Matches a single character in the job name. For example, PAYROLL# matches job names of
PAYROLL1, PAYROLL2, and so on.

*
-- Matches the remainder of the job name string. For example, SYS* matches job names
SYSPROG, SYSTEST, and SYSTEM3.

MAXQUEUED
Specifies the threshold of internally queued MIM trace- and MIMEVENT-generated trace records:
nnnn

--Specifies the MAXQUEUED threshold. This value can be an integer between 1024 and
99999999, inclusive.

NOLIMIT
--Indicates that no threshold is to be set. Only use NOLIMIT under the direction of Broadcom
Support as this option may cause performance issues.

Default: MAXQUEUED=1024
OFF

Deactivates the TRACE feature.
ON

This activates the TRACE feature.
Default: TRACE=NONE

VCFDEBUG
(Optional) This is a diagnostic parameter and is to be used only when you are directed to do so by CA Technical
Support.
Default: VCFDEBUG=OFF

VCFFORCE
(Optional) Determines whether MIM should cancel a virtual control file reserve held by a non-controller system for
a lengthy period of time. If you do not want MIM to cancel long control file reserves, then specify NONE. However,
we recommend that you do specify a value for this operand, since without it you would be allowing an indefinite
control file lock to occur in your complex.
To activate VCFFORCE, specify the time MIM should wait before the controller system cancels the reserve held
by the non-communicating system. The minimum time is 3 minutes and the maximum time is 60 minutes. The
default is 5 minutes.
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NOTE

Use caution with this function, because problems can result when a reserve is canceled on a system
that is only temporarily inactive. A system may become active again after the virtual control file reserve
has been canceled. To prevent possible integrity exposures, MIM forces that system to terminate.

Default: VCFFORCE=5
VCFMAXDELAY

(Optional) Determines how long a delay MIM should tolerate when trying to access its virtual control file. MIM
issues message MIM0200 to notify you about possible lockouts.
Specify a value from 1.00 to 240.00 in place of the seconds variable.
This operand affects MIM only when you are using CTCDASD or CTCONLY communication.
Default: VCFMAXDELAY=15

VCFMINDORM
(Optional) Determines what minimum waiting period must pass between the times MIM accesses its virtual control
file. This operand affects MIM only when using virtual control files.
Specify the number of milliseconds MIM should wait in place of the milliseconds variable. If you specify 0, then
MIM sends transactions immediately. Otherwise, specify a value from .001 to 500 (inclusive).
You should use the initial value 0 unless MIM services requests so quickly that a system experiences too many I/
O operations.
This parameter has no effect on a requester system, only the current VCFCONTROLLER system.
Default: VCFMINDORM=0

VCFPREFERENCE
(Optional) Determines the preferred medium for the VCF communication. SETOPT VCFPREFERENCE requires
COMPATLEVEL 12.0 or higher.
XCF

MIM attempts to use an XCF path when XCF is specified as the preferred method of VCF communication.
CTC

MIM attempts to use a CTC path when CTC is specified as the preferred method of communication.
When a preferred path is not available for MIM to use, MIM uses any available path.
This command has an immediate effect when issued on a requester system. The requester system immediately
switches to using a preferred path when one is available to the controller system.
This command has no immediate effect when issued on a controller system. However, the new preference is
saved and will be enforced if the controller system becomes a requester in the future.
This command has no immediate effect if VCF is not the current method of communication. However, the new
preference is saved and will be enforced if a future migration to VCF occurs.
Default: VCFPREFERENCE=CTC if COMM=CTCONLY or COMM=CTCDASD
Default: VCFPREFERENCE=XCF if COMM=XCF or COMM=DASDONLY

VCFRECOVERY
(Optional) Determines whether MIM should initiate automatic recovery when the current controller system stops
communicating. If you do not want MIM to perform this function, then specify NONE. However, we recommend
that you do specify a value for this operand.
To activate VCFRECOVERY, specify the time MIM should wait before initiating recovery. The minimum time for
this option is 20 seconds and the maximum is 3600 seconds (1 hour). The default is 120 seconds.
During automatic recovery, MIM selects a new controller system and initiates migration to the new controller. MIM
issues periodic MIM0200 messages until the controller begins communicating again.
Default: VCFRECOVERY=120
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NOTE

The VCFRECOVERY value should always be greater than the value specified for the SETOPTION
VCFMAXDELAY command. It is recommended that you specify a value for VCFRECOVERY at least
two times greater than the value specified for VCFMAXDELAY.

ZIIP
Determines whether MIM makes a portion of its work eligible to run on zIIP engines. If you do not want MIM
address space units of work to be eligible to run in zIIP engines, then specify NO.
YES

MIM allows a portion of its work to become eligible to run on zIIP engines.
NO

MIM does not allow a portion of its work to become eligible to run on zIIP engines.
Default: ZIIP=NO

Usage Notes: SETOPTION MIM

• The SETOPTION command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH members of the parameter data set.
You also can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SETOPTION command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• You can specify multiple MIM operands on the same SETOPTION command (for example, SETOPTION
CMDPREFIX=% TRACE=ON). Do not specify MIM operands with operands associated with other facilities.

• To display the operating values set using the SETOPTION MIM command, issue the DISPLAY MIM OPTIONS
command.

Example: SETOPTION MIM Command

To set the authorization-checking interval to 12 hours and set the command character as %, issue the following command:

SETOPTION MIM AUTHCHECK=12 CMDPREFIX=%

To represent the command character in hexadecimal format, you would specify CMDPREFIX=X'6C' in place of
CMDPREFIX=%.

(MIM) SHUTDOWN Command-Stop MIM
The SHUTDOWN command lets you stop MIM.

NOTE
Data integrity exposures occur when the MIM address space is terminated on an active operating system.

Scope: Local or Global

This command has the following format:

SHUTDOWN[ {DUMP | 

           FORCE |  

           FREE | 

           GLOBAL | 

           LOCAL |  

           RESERVE |  

           WAIT}]

DUMP
(Optional) Stops MIM on the local system with a U1122 user ABEND code. MIM also requests an ABEND dump.
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WARNING
Integrity exposures can occur when you specify this operand. For more information about possible
integrity exposures when stopping MIM, see MIM Programming.

FORCE
(Optional) Stops MIM when the communication method is CTC or XCF, and when the system being shut down
is the only eligible controller system in a virtual control file environment. Using this operand prevents accidental
shutdown of the controller system while non-controller systems are still active. FORCE should only be specified
after you have received a MIM0468W message.
When the FORCE operand is specified on a SHUTDOWN command after MIM0468W message appears the
original rejected command is executed. If the SHUTDOWN FORCE command is entered before the MIM0468W
message has been issued, MIM ignores the FORCE operand and uses whatever is coded or defaulted on the
SET MIM SHUTDOWN option.

WARNING
Integrity exposures can occur when you specify this operand.

FREE
(Optional) Shuts down MIM on the local system and leaves it in a freed state (as if a 'FREE' sysid was issued on
an external system). No ABEND dump is requested. MIM stops with an ABEND code U1222 if SETOPTION MIM
LOCALSTOP=ABEND. FREE is similar to LOCAL, except that it prevents MIM0061 messages from being issued
on other systems.

NOTE
If the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command shows any system in AWAKENING status, the SHUTDOWN
FREE command is temporarily delayed until the MIMplex is synchronized.

WARNING
Integrity exposures can occur when you specify this operand. For more information about possible
integrity exposures when stopping MIM, see MIM Programming.

GLOBAL
Stops MIM on all systems without producing an ABEND or an ABEND dump.
We recommend that you specify the GLOBAL operand when you are stopping MIM in multiple-system or multiple-
image environments, except in an emergency.
This value stops MIM without allowing integrity exposures to occur. MIM stops only after all RESERVE requests
that were converted have been released through DEQ requests.

LOCAL
(Optional) Stops MIM on the local system immediately. No ABEND dump is requested. MIM stops with an ABEND
code U1222 if SETOPTION MIM LOCALSTOP=ABEND.

WARNING
Integrity exposures can occur when you specify this operand. For more information about possible
integrity exposures when stopping MIM, see  MIM Programming.

RESERVE
(Optional) Stops MIM on the local system with a U1223 ABEND if SETOPTION MIM LOCALSTOP=ABEND.
On other systems, GDIF stops eliminating hardware reserves and stops propagating RESERVE requests as
global ENQ requests. GDIF retains hardware reserves unconditionally until you identify this system as temporarily
inactive (through the FREE command) or until MIM is restarted on this system. You can use the abbreviation RSV
for this operand.
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WARNING

• An integrity exposure can occur if a converted RESERVE request issued from this system currently
is involved in a cross-system conflict.

• Integrity exposures can occur when you specify this operand.
• For more information about possible integrity exposures when stopping MIM, see MIM Programming.

WAIT
Sets the status of the local system to a freed state (as if a 'FREE' sysid was issued on an external system),
then places the system into a disabled wait state code ‘FFF’. Unlike SHUTDOWN FREE, WAIT ensures
complete integrity, because the local system does not continue processing. No abend dump is requested. If
WAITSTATE=NEVER, SHUTDOWN WAIT command is equivalent to SHUTDOWN FREE.
This option is required when MIMINIT keyword WAITSTATE set to anything other than NEVER.

Usage Notes: SHUTDOWN Command

• The SHUTDOWN command must be issued from a console or TSO session. You cannot issue this command from the
MIMPARMS data set.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SHUTDOWN command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• You can use the SETOPTION MIM SHUTDOWN command to set the default value for how you want to stop MIM.
• You also can use the z/OS STOP command to stop MIM.

Examples: SHUTDOWN Command

• To stop MIM on all systems (if the SETOPTION SHUTDOWN operand was set to GLOBAL), issue this command:
SHUTDOWN

• To stop MIM on the local system only and simultaneously free it from the MIMplex, issue this command:
SHUTDOWN FREE

(MIM) SWITCHLOG Command
The SWITCHLOG command lets you switch to a new log file. This command tells MIM to start recording information in the
next file associated with the log.

SWITCHLOG name

name
Identifies the log for which you are switching files.

NOTE

• Use this command only if you previously added DD names or dsnames through ADDLOG command. Do not
use it when the log is defined as a SYSOUT data set.

• Use this command only when multiple DD names previously defined through the ADDLOG command are
defined for a single log.

• The order in which these log files are defined on the ADDLOG command determines which file MIM selects.
• When the last log file is in use and a SWITCHLOG command is issued, MIM uses the first log file and

overwrites its contents.

Example:

To switch to the next file for log MIMTRC, issue this command:

SWITCHLOG MIMTRC
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(MIM) SYSDUMP Command-Obtain a System Dump
The SYSDUMP command lets you obtain a system dump of MIM, and optionally, a list of other named address spaces.
You can request the dump on the issuing system, all systems in the MIM complex, and all external systems to the issuing
system, or a list of selected systems in the complex.

Scope: Local or Global

This command has the following format:

SYSDUMP [COLLECT={DEFAULTS|

                  MAXIMUM|

                  MINIMAL}]

        [JOBNAMES=(name1,name2,...name15) ]

        [QUIESCE={NO|YES} ]

        [SYSTEM={ALL|

                 EXTERNAL|

                 LOCAL|sysname} ]

        [TITLE=title ]

COLLECT
(Optional) This parameter controls the content of the system dump requested by MIM. Select one of the following:
DEFAULTS

Uses the installation-defined default options for the content of the system dump.
MINIMAL

Gathers the least amount of information in the system dump.
MAXIMUM

Gathers the greatest amount of information in the system dump.
Default:  COLLECT=MAXIMUM

JOBNAMES
(Optional) Specifies the list of jobs to be dumped.

QUIESCE
(Optional) Determines whether the system should be set to non-dispatchable (YES) or remain dispatchable (NO)
while the content of system storage areas are being dumped.
Default: QUIESCE=NO

SYSTEM
(Optional) Determines the target systems that are to obtain the system dump. Specify one of the following values:
ALL

Obtains a system dump on every system in the MIMplex.
EXTERNAL

Obtains a system dump on all systems in the MIMplex except the system on which the command is
issued.

LOCAL
Obtains a system dump only on the system where the command is issued.

sysname
Obtains a system dump on the named systems. You can specify any system named in the DEFSYS
initialization statements, such as SMF ID, MIM alias names, or MIM system names.

Default: SYSTEM=LOCAL
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TITLE
(Optional) Specifies the title, 1 to 100 characters, used in the generation of the system dump. The default title is
'name MIMGR REQUESTED DUMP', where name is the name of the system requesting the dump. As indicated,
you must enclose the title in single quotes.

Usage Notes: SYSDUMP Command

• The SYSDUMP command must be issued from a console or a TSO session. You cannot issue this command from the
parameter data set.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SYSDUMP command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

Example: SYSDUMP Command

To request a system dump on system SYS1, you could issue the following:

SYSDUMP COLLECT=MAXIMUM SYSTEM=SYS1

(MIM) TABLE Statement-Identify Message Table
The TABLE statement identifies a message table for the MIM Message Facility.

This statement has the following format:

TABLE name [language]

name
Identifies the message table. Each product determines what table name to use.

language
(Optional) Identifies the message table language. If no language is specified, then the default language, English,
is used. Any text is valid.

Usage Notes: TABLE Command

You can specify this statement only in message table members. Specify the TABLE statement before MSG statements.

Example: TABLE Command

To name a German language message table for MIM, specify this statement in your primary message table:

TABLE MIMMSGX GERMAN

(MIM) VCF Command-Recover Virtual Control File Failure
The VCF command allows you to initiate recovery when virtual control file operations fail.

Scope: Global

This command has the following format:

VCF RECOVERY

RECOVERY
Initiates recovery when virtual control file operations fail in a CTC or XCF environment or coupling facility structure
control file.
In a CTCDASD environment, recovery takes place by migrating to a new DASD control file.
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In a CTCONLY or XCF environment, recovery takes place when all systems resynchronize and communicate with
the new controller system.
Note: This operand should only be used if you cannot initiate migration to a backup DASD or coupling facility
structure control file or new controller system using the MIGRATE command.

Usage Notes: VCF Command

• The VCF command can be used when executing in a VCF environment. It has no effect when MIM is currently using a
physical control file.

• The VCF command usually is issued from a console, rather than from the MIMPARMS data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the VCF command. TSO users generally are not

authorized to issue system control commands.
• You can also specify VCF ABEND to initiate virtual control file recovery. This command has the same effect as VCF

RECOVERY.

Example: VCF Command

To initiate virtual control file recovery, issue this command:

VCF RECOVERY

(MIM) WRITELOG Command
The WRITELOG command helps ensure that all log entries are written to a log.

WRITELOG name

name
Identifies the log to update.

NOTE
Issue the WRITELOG command from a console. MIM automatically writes data buffers to log files when the
buffers become full. When MIM records log information from a rarely used file, the log contents may not be
the most current. This non-current information is because the buffers have not been filled. You can issue the
WRITELOG command to write the buffer contents to the log so that the log is up-to-date. The WRITELOG
command does not close the file.

Example:

To write the active buffers to MIMLOG, issue this command:

WRITELOG MIMLOG

MIA Statements and Commands
NOTE

See Notation Conventions for an overview of the syntax used in this section.

(MIA) ANALYZE Command-Analyze and Display Delay Information
The ANALYZE command provides a real-time global picture of tape device allocation delays. Use of the ANALYZE
command requires SETOPTION DDN=ON.

Scope: Global
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Use the ANALYZE TAPEDELAY SUMMARY subcommand to:

• View the global impact of a task owning device allocation locks for an extended period of time
• View all systems where a WAIT/NOHOLD scenario is occurring

Use the ANALYZE TAPEDELAY DETAIL subcommand to:

• View diagnostic information for delays matching user specified parameters
• Determine which tasks are waiting behind specific owners

This command has the following format:

ANALYZE TAPEDELAY [SUMMARY]

                  [DETAIL=([DISPLAYCOUNT={ nn   | ALL}] 

                           [{JOBNAME=(jobname [,TCB=tcb]) | 

                             ASID=(asid [,TCB=tcb])}]

                           [ROLE={OWNER |

                                  WAITER |

                                  ALL}] 

                           [SYSTEM=system] 

                           [TYPE={CONTENTION |

                                  WAITNOHOLD |

                                  ALL}])]

SUMMARY
(Optional) Displays a summary of all global tape device allocation delays that MIA has detected.

DETAIL
(Optional) Displays detailed information about global tape device allocation delays that MIA has detected.
DISPLAYCOUNT

Controls the number of waiters and owners displayed.

• For TYPE=CONTENTION events this controls the number of waiters displayed.
• For TYPE=WAITNOHOLD events this controls the number of owners and waiters displayed.

Default: DISPLAYCOUNT=5
Range: 1-99

•JOBNAME
Limits the display to only jobs with a specific jobname that are of TYPE=CONTENTION.

ASID
Limits the detailed display to only jobs with a specific ASID that are of TYPE=CONTENTION.

TCB
Limits the display to only tasks with a specific TCB that are of TYPE=CONTENTION. Specifying TCB requires
ASID or JOBNAME to be specified.

ROLE
Limits the display to only ASIDs with a role of OWNER, WAITER or ALL.
Default: ROLE=OWNER

•SYSTEM
Limits the display to jobs on a specific system. The system can be input as the MIA system name, system alias, or
system index.

TYPE
Limits the display to CONTENTION delays, WAITNOHOLD delays, or ALL.
Default: TYPE=ALL
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(MIA) DIAGNOSE Command-Diagnose Allocation Delays
This command allows you to diagnose the causes of allocation delays.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DIAGNOSE [ALL]

         [EDT]

         [GROUP]

         [JOBSTATUS=[{ALL |

                      DELAYED |

                      DEVICES |

                      GIVEN |

                      RELEASED |

                      WAITING}]] 

         [SYSTEMS]

         [VARY]

ALL
(Optional) Displays the information for JOBSTATUS, SYSTEMS, and VARY. This is the default for the DIAGNOSE
command.

EDT
(Optional) Displays the current device generics/esoterics, referenced by each tape UNITNAME. It lists the devices
contained in each generic/esoteric.

GROUP
(Optional) Displays the tape device groups currently being managed by MIA.

JOBSTATUS
(Optional) Lists jobs currently in allocation and their lock status. You can specify one of the following:
ALL

(Optional) Shows jobs for all of the JOBSTATUS options.
DELAYED

(Optional) Shows jobs that have requested device locks and are being delayed by MIA.
DEVICES

(Optional) Shows jobs that have been released by GTAF that are being delayed by z/OS because of
another job that is currently using the specific device.

GIVEN
(Optional) Shows jobs that have been released by GTAF and have been given control of device locks by
z/OS.

RELEASED
(Optional) Shows jobs that have requested device locks and are not being delayed by MIA (but may be
delayed by z/OS).

WAITING
(Optional) Shows jobs that have been released by GTAF that are being delayed by z/OS because of
another job that already owns the locks.

Default: JOBSTATUS=ALL
SYSTEMS

(Optional) Displays devices locked on each system in the complex.
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VARY
(Optional) Displays the status of any VARY device request that is:

• Actively being processed
• Queued for processing

Also displays:

• The number of duplicate VARY commands discarded since MIA startup.
• The number of VARY commands purged since MIA startup.

Example: DIAGNOSE Command

In the following example of the DIAGNOSE ALL command, system XE13 is identified in the SYSTEMS DISPLAY portion
of the MIM2150I as holding both the 'A' and 'B' device group locks for devices 740 through 747. No other task running on
any system in the MIAplex will be able to enter allocation if any of these devices appear on its EDL.

In the JOBSTATUS DISPLAY, GTAF is delaying the request of TAPE3 for 'A' locks. This is because the locks requested
by TAPE3 are held by a task on system XE13. Job TAPE3 would be displayed as waiting for a shared ENQ on resource
GTALOCAL/Waiting_For_Device_Group_Locks in a display of ENQ contention for Resource GTALOCAL.

Job TAPE2 has gone into allocation recovery, where a reply of WAIT/NOHOLD was entered for it. This job waits on the z/
OS Waiting-For-Devices chain, and will be redriven through allocation when one of the listed devices deallocates or a MIA
Vary Available is issued for a listed device.

MIM2150I DIAGNOSE ALLOCATION DISPLAY

  BEGIN SYSTEMS DISPLAY =========> 

    System XE13 has 'AB' locks for devices 

       740  741  742  743  744  745  746  747 

  END OF SYSTEMS DISPLAY

  BEGIN JOBSTATUS DISPLAY =======> 

  JOBSTATUS: DELAYED

    GTAF is delaying TAPE3's request for 'A' group locks for devices

       740  741  742  743  744  745  746  747 

  JOBSTATUS: RELEASED

    NO ENTRIES FOR JOBSTATUS.RELEASED

  JOBSTATUS: WAITING

    NO ENTRIES FOR JOBSTATUS.WAITING

  JOBSTATUS: GIVEN

    NO ENTRIES FOR JOBSTATUS.GIVEN

  JOBSTATUS: WAITING FOR DEVICES

    MVS has TAPE2 waiting for devices, REPLY WAS NOHOLD

       A60   A61   A62   A63

  END OF JOBSTATUS DISPLAY

  BEGIN managed VARY display =>

    No managed VARY in progress 

  END managed VARY display

END OF DIAGNOSE COMMAND

(MIA) DISPLAY GTAF Command-Display GTAF Information
The DISPLAY GTAF command lets you display information about the options and initialization values for the GTAF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:
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DISPLAY GTAF [ALL]

             [DEVICEGROUPS]

             [EDT]

             [EXCLUDED]

             [GLOBALUNITS [{ALLOCATED[=sysid] |

                            AVAILABLE[=sysid] |

                            MOUNTPENDING[=sysid] |

                            OVERGENNED[=sysid] |

                            ONLYOVERGENNED[=sysid]}] 

                          [,dddd] 

                          [,number]

                          [,SYSLIST={INDEX | sysid | (sysid1,sysid2,...)}]

                          [,SYSNUM={ALL | MAX | nn}]

                          [,SYSTEM={FIRST | sysid}]

             [INIT]

             [LOCALUNITS [{ALLOCATED |

                           AVAILABLE |

                           MOUNTPENDING |

                           OVERGENNED |

                           ONLYOVERGENNED}]

                         [,dddd]

                         [,number]

             [OPTIONS]

ALL
(Optional) Displays the same information as the INIT and OPTIONS operands; that is, it displays the GTAF
initialization values in message MIM2031 and the GTAF operating values in message MIM2030.

DEVICEGROUPS
(Optional) Tells MIA to display the z/OS device groups in message MIM2091.
Notes:

• Broadcom Support uses the information displayed for diagnostic purposes.
• The D GTAF DEVICEGROUPS and D TPCF DEVICEGROUPS commands are equivalent.

EDT
(Optional) Tells MIM to display the way your tape devices are defined in the system Eligible Device Table. This
information is shown in message MIM2090.
Notes:

• Broadcom Support uses the information displayed for diagnostic purposes.
• The D GTAF EDT and D TPCF EDT commands are equivalent.

EXCLUDED
(Optional) Displays the list of tape devices excluded from MIA management. The list is built from the DEVEXCL
MIA parameter member.

GLOBALUNITS
(Optional) Displays global information about managed devices. The format of the display and the amount of
information provided depend on what global display values you specified on the SETOPTION command.
The standard display is shown in message MIM2064, and the inverse display is shown in message MIM2053.
GTAF displays global status information only for devices that are managed by GTAF and only for the systems on
which those devices are being managed.
You can limit the display to allocated devices, available devices, or devices that have a pending mount by
specifying the following operands:
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ALLOCATED
Tells GTAF to include only allocated devices in the device status display.
You can use the abbreviation ALC for this operand.
To limit the display to devices allocated on a particular system, specify a system name, alias, or index
number in place of sysid.

AVAILABLE
Tells GTAF to include only available devices in the device status display.
You can use the abbreviation AVL for this operand.
To limit the display to devices available on a particular system, specify a system name, alias, or index
number in place of sysid.

MOUNTPENDING
Tells GTAF to include only devices with a pending mount in the status display.
You can use the abbreviation MTP for this operand.
To limit the display to devices mount-pending on a particular system, specify a system name, alias, or
index number in place of sysid.

OVERGENNED
Tells GTAF to include OVERGENNED devices in the device status display.
To limit the display to devices on a particular system, specify a system name, alias, or index number in
place of sysid.
You can use the abbreviation OVG for this operand.

ONLYOVERGENNED
Tells GTAF to only include ONLYOVERGENNED devices in the device status display. If the device is
OVERGENNED on any system that is to be displayed, device status for all displayed systems are shown.
To limit the display to devices on a particular system, specify a system name, alias, or index number in
place of sysid.
You can use the abbreviation OOVG for this operand.

dddd (device)
Determines which is the first device shown in the display. If you are displaying local status information,
then enter the local name of the device. If you are displaying global status information, then enter the
global name of the device. You can enter only a single device name.
Default: For the global status display, GTAF uses the current value of the command SETOPTION
GLOBALDISPLAY(DEVICE). The initial value is FIRST, which starts the display with the device that has
the lowest alphanumerical global name.
For the local status display, GTAF uses the current value of the command SETOPTION
LOCALDISPLAY(DEVICE). The initial value is FIRST, which starts the display with the device that has the
lowest alphanumerical local name.
If a device is overgenned on all systems, then the device information is omitted from the display of global
status information. If the device is overgenned on some (but not all) systems, then the device information
is displayed only for the systems on which the device is not overgenned. For example, if a device is
overgenned on system A and not on system B, then GTAF displays the device information only for system
B.

number
Specifies the number of devices that should be included in the display. The maximum value is 999.
Default: For the display of global status information, GTAF uses the current value of the SETOPTION
GLOBALDISPLAY(NUMBER=nn) command. The initial value is 8.
For the display of local status information, GTAF uses the current value of the SETOPTION
LOCALDISPLAY(NUMBER=nn) command. The initial value is 8.
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GTAF
(Optional) Tells MIM to display information about GTAF rather than about any other facility. Specify this operand
before the ALL, INIT, or OPTIONS operands. You also should specify the GTAF operand before any other
operand that is truncated in such a way that it may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities.
Because GTAF is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand on the DISPLAY command.
Default: OPTIONS

INIT
(Optional) Displays the GTAF initialization values that are set by the GTAINIT statement. This information is
shown in message MIM2031.

LOCALUNITS
(Optional) Displays information about the local status of managed devices. GTAF shows you all managed devices
unless you specifically limit the display to allocated devices, available devices, or devices that have a pending
mount. This information is shown in message MIM2018.
You can limit the display to allocated devices, available devices, or devices that have a pending mount by
specifying the following operands:
ALLOCATED

Tells GTAF to include only allocated devices in the device status display.
You can use the abbreviation ALC for this operand.

AVAILABLE
Tells GTAF to include only available devices in the device status display.
You can use the abbreviation AVL for this operand.

MOUNTPENDING
Tells GTAF to include only devices with a pending mount in the status display.
You can use the abbreviation MTP for this operand.

OVERGENNED
Tells GTAF to include OVERGENNED devices in the device status display.
You can use the abbreviation OVG for this operand.

ONLYOVERGENNED
Tells GTAF to include only ONLYOVERGENNED devices in the device status display.
You can use the abbreviation OOVG for this operand.

dddd (device)
Determines which is the first device shown in the display. If you are displaying local status information,
then enter the local name of the device. If you are displaying global status information, then enter the
global name of the device. You can enter only a single device name.
Default: For the global status display, GTAF uses the current value of the command SETOPTION
GLOBALDISPLAY(DEVICE). The initial value is FIRST, which starts the display with the device that has
the lowest alphanumerical global name.
For the local status display, GTAF uses the current value of the command SETOPTION
LOCALDISPLAY(DEVICE). The initial value is FIRST, which starts the display with the device that has the
lowest alphanumerical local name.
If a device is overgenned on all systems, then the device information is omitted from the display of global
status information. If the device is overgenned on some (but not all) systems, then the device information
is displayed only for the systems on which the device is not overgenned. For example, if a device is
overgenned on system A and not on system B, then GTAF displays the device information only for system
B.

number
Specifies the number of devices that should be included in the display. The maximum value is 999.
Default: For the display of global status information, GTAF uses the current value of the SETOPTION
GLOBALDISPLAY(NUMBER=nn) command. The initial value is 8.
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For the display of local status information, GTAF uses the current value of the SETOPTION
LOCALDISPLAY(NUMBER=nn) command. The initial value is 8.

OPTIONS
(Optional) Displays the GTAF operating values that can be set using the SETOPTION command. This information
is shown in message MIM2030.

SYSLIST
(Optional) Determines the order of the systems in the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS display for the current display
only.
Specify full system name, two-character system alias, or two-digit system index number for the sysid variables. A
system you identify for sysid must be defined to MIM using the DEFSYS statement. Specifying a value of INDEX
causes systems to be displayed in order of system index number.
Note: INDEX must be fully qualified, so as to distinguish it from a possible valid system ID.
Default: Value specified by the SETOPT GTAF GLOBALDISPLAY=SYSLIST command.

SYSNUM
(Optional) Determines the number of the systems in the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS display for the current display
only. The following are valid values:
ALL

This value causes all systems to be displayed, and is the equivalent of specifying SYSNUM=32.
MAX

Causes the maximum number of systems possible for the format of the display (STANDARD or
INVERSE) to be displayed, without wrapping of the STANDARD display. For INVERSE format, the
maximum number of systems displayed is unlimited (meaning MAX value is the same as ALL value). For
STANDARD format, the maximum number of systems displayed is limited by the width of the console
display.
Note: This value generates the same displays as in previous versions of MIM without the SYSNUM
option.

nn
Specifies the number of systems to be displayed. For INVERSE format, the number of systems displayed
may be reduced if nn is less than the maximum number of systems. For STANDARD format, a wrapped
display is generated if nn exceeds the maximum number of systems that can be displayed on one line.

Default: Value specified by the SETOPT GTAF GLOBALDISPLAY=SYSNUM command.
SYSTEM

(Optional) Determines which is the first system shown in the display. Enter a full system name, two-character
system alias, or two-digit system index number for the sysid variable. The system you identify for sysid may be
defined to MIM using the DEFSYS statement.
Specifying the value of FIRST causes the first system in the current display to be the system with the lowest index
number. In addition, FIRST must be fully qualified so as to distinguish it from a possible valid system id.
Default: GTAF uses the current value set with the SETOPTION GTAF GLOBALDISPLAY SYSTEM command.

Usage Notes: DISPLAY GTAF Command
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• You cannot specify the GLOBALUNITS or LOCALUNITS operand with any other operands on the DISPLAY command.
You can specify any combination of the ALL, INIT, and OPTIONS operands. Do not specify GTAF operands with
operands associated with other facilities.

• The DISPLAY command contains positional operands. Therefore, you must specify operands in the order shown
previously in the Display GTAF format box. If you skip the dddd operand, then you must specify an additional comma
before the number operand.

• You can control the format and the amount of information shown in the display of global status information and local
status information by setting values for the GLOBALDISPLAY and LOCALDISPLAY operands on the SETOPTION
command.

• Avoid truncating GTAF operands so that they become ambiguous with other operands available on the DISPLAY
command.

• You can issue the DISPLAY command from any console or TSO session.
• When you display information about devices, MIA shows you the true volume serial number for mounted tapes. z/OS

display commands show you the pseudo-volume serial number when a device is externally allocated, and the true
volume serial number for local allocations.
Note: A pseudo-volume serial number is generated and propagated by MIA to identify the system on which a device
is allocated. This number appears in the format ss=GTA, where ss represents the system alias associated with the
system on which the device is allocated.

Example: DISPLAY GTAF Command

To display the current initialization and operation values for only GTAF, issue this command:

DISPLAY GTAF ALL

(MIA) DISPLAY TPCF Command-Display TPCF Information
The DISPLAY TPCF command lets you display information about the options and initialization values for the TPCF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY TPCF [ALL]

             [DEVICEGROUPS]

             [EDT]

             [INIT]

             [JOBRESERVE [dddd][,number]]  

             [LOCALUNITS [{ALLOCATED |

                           AVAILABLE |

                           MOUNTPENDING |

                           OVERGENNED |

                           ONLYOVERGENNED}] 

                           [,dddd]

                           [,number]] 

              [OPTIONS]

ALL
Displays the all TPCF initialization values (in message MIM2034).

DEVICEGROUPS
(Optional) Tells MIM to display its representation of the z/OS device groups. This information is shown in message
MIM2091.
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Although you can issue a DISPLAY TPCF DEVICEGROUPS command and view the subsequent message
display, primarily Broadcom Support uses the information that appears for diagnostic purposes.
Note: The D TPCF DEVICEGROUPS and D GTAF DEVICEGROUPS commands are equivalent.

EDT
(Optional) Tells MIM to display the way your tape devices are defined and grouped in the system Eligible Device
Table. This information is shown in message MIM2090.
Although you can issue the DISPLAY TPCF EDT command and view the subsequent message display, primarily
Broadcom Support uses the information that appears for diagnostic purposes.

NOTE
The D TPCF EDT and D GTAF EDT commands are equivalent.

INIT
(Optional) Displays the TPCF initialization values that are set using the TPCINIT statement. This information
displays in message MIM2058.

JOBRESERVE
(Optional) Displays global information about devices that have been reserved for certain jobs. This information
displays in message MIM2019.
If you specify RESERVE=YES on a SETOPTION command, you can then display this information by issuing the
DISPLAY TPCF LOCALUNITS command.

LOCALUNITS
(Optional) Displays information about the local status of managed devices. TPCF shows you all managed
devices unless you limit the display through the ALLOCATED, AVAILABLE, or MOUNTPENDING operands. This
information displays in message MIM2018.
ALLOCATED

Tells TPCF to include only allocated devices in the device status display.
You can use the abbreviation ALC for this operand.

AVAILABLE
Tells TPCF to include only available devices in the device status display. You can use the abbreviation
AVL for this operand.

MOUNTPENDING
Tells TPCF to include only devices with a pending mount when displaying device status information. You
can use the abbreviation MTP for this operand.

OVERGENNED
Tells TPCF to include OVERGENNED devices in the device status display.
You can use the abbreviation OVG for this operand.

ONLYOVERGENNED
Tells TPCF to include only OVERGENNED devices in the device status display.
You can use the abbreviation OOVG for this operand.

dddd (device)
Determines which is the first device shown in the display. Enter the local name of the device. You can
enter only a single device name.
Default: TPCF uses the current value of the command SETOPTION LOCALDISPLAY(DEVICE=dddd).
The initial value is FIRST, which starts the display with the device that has the lowest alphanumerical local
name.

number
Indicates how many devices are to be included in the display.
Default: TPCF uses the value set for the SETOPTION LOCALDISPLAY(NUMBER=n) command. The
initial value is 8.

Notes:
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• TPCF omits devices with overgenned status from this display.
• The D TPCF LOCALUNITS and D GTAF LOCALUNITS commands are equivalent.

OPTIONS
(Optional) Displays the TPCF operating values that can be set using the SETOPTION command. This information
displays in message MIM2034.

TPCF
Displays information about TPCF rather than about any other facility.
Because TPCF is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand on the DISPLAY command.
Default: OPTIONS

Usage Notes: DISPLAY TPCF Command

• You cannot specify the JOBRESERVE or LOCALUNITS operands with the OPTIONS operand. Do not specify TPCF
operands with operands associated with other facilities.

• If you skip the dddd operand, then specify an extra comma in its place.
• Use the LOCALDISPLAY operand on the SETOPTION command to control the amount of information shown in the

local status display.
• You can issue the DISPLAY command from any console or TSO session.

Example: DISPLAY TPCF Command

To display only devices with a pending mount, issue this command:

DISPLAY LOCALUNITS MOUNTPENDING

(MIA) DUMP GTAF/TPCF Command-Create a Dump of GTAF or TPCF
Broadcom Support uses the DUMP command for diagnostic purposes for problems that occur with the GTAF or TPCF
facilities.

WARNING
Use this command only when you are directed to do so by Broadcom Support.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DUMP {GTAF|

      TPCF} {ACEJ |

             DNE |

             DLIST |

             DTOKEL |

             DVE |

             FORMAT,dev [,devn] |

             GRP |

             M0AREA |

             M1AREA |

             M2AREA}

ACEJ
Displays the contents of the ACEJ control block.

DNE
Displays the contents of the DNE control block.
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DLIST
Displays the contents of the DLIST control block.

DTOKEL
Displays the contents of the DTOKEL control block.

DVE
Displays the contents of the DVE control block.

FORMAT
Displays the contents of the DVE and DLIST control blocks, starting with device dev for the number of devices
devn.

GRP
Displays the contents of the GRP control block.

M0AREA
Displays the contents of the M0AREA control block.

M1AREA
Displays the contents of the M1AREA control block.

M2AREA
Displays the contents of the M2AREA control block.

Usage Notes: DUMP GTAF/TPCF Command

• This command is solely intended for use as a diagnostic tool under the direction of Broadcom Support.
• The displays generated by this command are unformatted and not usable if you are unfamiliar with the MIA internal

control blocks.
• Some operands of this command may cause serious performance degradation of MIA and its facilities.

Example: DUMP Command

To dump the contents of the M1AREA control block, issue this command:

DUMP GTAF M1AREA

(MIA) GTAINIT Statement-Set GTAF Initialization Values
The GTAINIT statement lets you set initialization values for the GTAF of the MIA component.

Scope: N/A

This command has the following format:

GTAINIT ASSIGN={ASIS |

                MULTISYSTEM,password,' NON-JES') | 

                NOASSIGN} 

ASSIGN
(Optional) Determines the response of GTAF when GTAF intercepts a request for ASSIGN processing for an IBM
3480-type tape device. Specify one of these values on the ASSIGN parameter:
ASIS

Tells GTAF to let z/OS handle requests for ASSIGN processing and not to modify z/OS ASSIGN
processing in any way for z/OS VARY ONLINE commands. MIA VARY ONLINE commands have ,SHR
appended to them, which issues a multi-system assign request.
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MULTISYSTEM
Tells GTAF to convert all ASSIGN requests to multiple-system ASSIGN requests and to let any system
that provides the correct password share devices with other systems that use the same password.
By default, GTAF lets systems share devices when they provide the password ' NON-JES' (including the
quotation marks and the preceding blank). To establish a different password, specify the new password
in place of the password variable. The new password can be up to 11 characters long. If it contains non-
numeric characters, then enclose the password in single quotation marks.

NOASSIGN
Suppresses z/OS ASSIGN processing, which prevents 3480 tape devices from being assigned to a
certain system or group of systems. This value must be specified if you are running MIA for z/VM.
You need to specify the same value for the ASSIGN parameter on all systems that are sharing a group of
devices. Also, when you specify ASSIGN=NOASSIGN for one system, you must specify this value for all
systems, whether they are sharing devices.

Default: ASSIGN=(MULTISYSTEM,' NON-JES')
Note: There is a blank space before the term NON-JES, following the first single quotation mark.

Usage Notes: GTAINIT Statement

• The GTAINIT statement can be specified only in the initialization member of the MIM parameter data set.
• If you are running MIA for z/VM, then you must specify GTAINIT ASSIGN=NOASSIGN.
• If you are running in a configuration with two or more z/VM systems that each have z/OS guests, then you should

consider specifying ASSIGN=NOASSIGN for the same set of devices. Otherwise, if you run ASSIGN=ASIS or
MULTISYSTEM, then you may experience ASE errors if one of the z/OS guests is IPLed.

Examples: GTAINIT Statement

• To tell GTAF to let z/OS handle requests for ASSIGN processing, specify this statement in the initialization member:

GTAINIT ASSIGN=ASIS

• To convert all ASSIGN requests to multiple-system ASSIGN requests (using the password JES), specify this statement
in the initialization member:

GTAINIT ASSIGN=(MULTISYSTEM,JES)

(MIA) RESYNCH Command-Change Managed Devices
The RESYNCH command allows you to change the devices that are managed by MIA without the need to restart your
system or MIA.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

RESYNCH [COMMANDS={member | NONE}]

        [DEVCLASS={NONE | TAPE}]    

        [DEVLIST={member | NONE}]   

        [DEVEXCL={member | NONE}]   

COMMANDS
(Optional) Allows commands to be issued automatically from a data set after resynchronization takes place. This
parameter is similar to the MIMINIT COMMANDS statement specified at startup. Specify one of the following
values:
member

Specifies the member that MIM should use.
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NONE
Specifies that you are not using a commands data set.

Default: See the RESYNCH operand for the SETOPTION GTAF command.
DEVCLASS

(Optional) Indicates which class of devices MIA will automatically manage after resynchronization. Specify one of
the following values:
NONE

Indicates that you are not placing a class of devices under MIA management.
TAPE

Places all tape devices under MIA management.
Default: See the RESYNCH operand for the SETOPTION GTAF command.

DEVLIST
(Optional) Identifies the member of the MIA uses to obtain device control information. Specify one of the following
values:
member

Specifies the name of the member that MIA should use.
NONE

You are not using a member for this purpose.
DEVEXCL

(Optional) Identifies the member of the MIA parameter data set that contains a list of tape devices you wish to
exclude from MIA management. Specify one of these values on the DEVEXCL parameter.

•member
Specifies the name of the member that MIA should use.

•NONE
You are not using a member for this purpose.
Default: DEVEXCL=NON

Usage Notes: RESYNCH Command

• The RESYNCH command is a local command. This command only takes effect on the system where it is issued. Issue
the RESYNCH command on every system requiring a change in MIA managed devices.

• During RESYNCH processing, MIA uses the default values for DEVCLASS, DEVLIST, DEVEXCL, and COMMANDS
as defined on the SETOPTION RESYNCH command in the MIMCMNDS member. You can temporarily override
these default values using the DEVCLASS, DEVLIST, DEVEXCL, and COMMANDS parameters of the RESYNCH
command.

• You can perform dynamic I/O reconfiguration using the z/OS ACTIVATE command or the Hardware Configuration
Definition (HCD). This action can change how your tape devices are configured. Therefore, MIA automatically goes
through a “resynchronization” process after any dynamic I/O configuration to handle any changes that are made to
tape devices by the new I/O configuration.

• If a task is in the tape allocation process and a resynchronization occurs that removes all the devices requested by the
task from MIA management, then MIA discontinues the cross-system serialization of the allocation. However, MIA may
continue its involvement in some parts of the allocation until the allocation completes. For example, if the task goes
into allocation recovery, then MIA manages the recovery until the allocation recovery messages are responded to.

• For more information, see the description of the RESYNCH operand for the SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION
TPCF commands.

Example: RESYNCH Command

To change the class of devices managed by MIA from NONE to TAPE, issue the following command:
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RESYNCH DEVCLASS=TAPE

In this example, MIA uses TAPE for the DEVCLASS option, which temporarily overrides the value set on the SETOPTION
RESYNCH command for DEVCLASS. The values for the COMMANDS and DEVLIST options remain the same.

(MIA) SETOPTION GTAF Command-Set GTAF Operating Values
The SETOPTION GTAF command lets you set operating values for the GTAF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

SETOPTION GTAF [ANALYZE=([DISPLAYCOUNT={ALL | number}])

               [AUTOPATH=([ATTACH={ON | OFF}]

                          [DETACH={ON | OFF}]

                          [HOSTMIM=sysname]

                          [MAXATTACH=number]

                          [MAXTIME=minutes]

                          [MINTIME=minutes])]

               [DDN=({[ON | OFF]}

                     [CONTENTION={OFF | number}]

                     [WAITNOHOLD={OFF | number}])]

               [GLOBALDISPLAY ([DEVICE={device | FIRST}]

                               [FORMAT={INVERSE | STANDARD}]

                               [FREE={NO | YES}]

                               [HEADER={ALIAS | SYSNAME}]

                               [JOBNAME={NO | YES}]

                               [MOUNTPEND={NO | YES}]

                               [NUMBER=number]

                               [RESERVE={NO | YES}]

                               [SYSLIST={INDEX | sysid|( | (sysid1,sysid2,...)}]

                               [SYSNUM={ALL | MAX | nn}]

                               [SYSTEM={FIRST | sysid}]

                               [USERDATA={NO | YES}]

                               [VOLSER={NO | YES}])]

               [LOCKTUNING=([FREELOCK=number]

                            [HOLDLOCK=number])]

               [MIM216X=seconds]

               [RESETPRINT=*See SETTRACE.]

               [RESETTRACE=*See SETTRACE.]

               [RESYNCH[=([COMMANDS={membername | NONE}]

                          [DEVCLASS={NONE | TAPE}]

                          [DEVLIST={membername | NONE}]

                          [DEVEXCL={membername | NONE}]

                          [SAMEDEVS={NO | YES}])]

               [SETPRINT=*See SETTRACE.] 

               [SETTRACE=({ALL |

                          [DDN]

                          [LOCKS]

                          [MASKS]

                          [PINSTAT]

                          [RESYNCH]

                          [SWAP]

                          [UNITALOC]
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                          [VARY]})]

               [STATCOLLECT={ALL | 

                             NONE |

                             NOSUBTYPE(list) | 

                             SUBTYPE(list)}]

               [STATCYCLE=seconds]

               [STATINTERVAL=minutes]

               [VARYDEDUP={NO | YES}]

               [VARYDELAY={NONE | seconds}]

               [VARYRQNTFY={NONE | n}]

               [VARYSCOPE={EXTERNAL |

                           GLOBAL |

                           LOCAL |

                           sysid}]

ANALYZE
(Optional) Controls the amount and type of information that appears in the ANALYZE TAPEDELAY command.
DISPLAYCOUNT

Controls the number of waiters and owners displayed.

• The TYPE=CONTENTION events controls the number of waiters displayed.
• The TYPE=WAITNOHOLD events controls the number of owners and waiters displayed.

Default: DISPLAYCOUNT=5
Range: 1-99

AUTOPATH
(Optional) Applies when your site is running one or more z/OS systems that are operating as guests under the
same z/VM system. More specifically, it allows MIA running on z/OS guest systems to attach and detach drives
in response to the need to allocate drives. It is used as follows: When an Autopath-managed device is idle and
is attached to one z/OS guest system, that drive can be detached from the idle system and then attached to a
system requiring its use in response to jobs going into allocation recovery. You can specify one or more of the
following options:
ATTACH

Controls whether MIM can automatically request that an Autopath-managed device be made available to
the local system when it is needed by an attach request from the local system.
ON--Autopath will request that an available Autopath-managed device be made available to the local
system.
OFF--Autopath will not request that an available Autopath-managed device be made available to the local
system.
Default: ATTACH=OFF

DETACH
Controls whether MIA can automatically detach an Autopath-managed device when another system
requests use of the device.
ON--Specifies that MIA be allowed to detach an Autopath-managed device when another system
requests use of the device.
OFF--Prevents automatic detaching of an Autopath-managed device.
Default: DETACH=OFF

HOSTMIM
Sets the name of the MIA server machine running on the z/VM host. This name is used by MIM to issue
ATTACH and DETACH commands using MIA for devices managed by MIA. This option has no effect in
native z/OS systems, in systems where no devices are managed by Autopath, or in systems where MIA is
not running on the z/VM host or not managing any devices.
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Default: HOSTMIM=MIMGR
Note: You must specify the name of the MIA server machine if you are using Autopath for z/OS in
conjunction with Autopath for z/VM.
For more information, see  z/VM Considerations in  MIA Programming.

MAXATTACH
Sets the maximum number of Autopath-managed devices MIA may have attached at any one time. Valid
values are 1 - 9999.
Default: MAXATTACH=8

MAXTIME
Sets the maximum time, in minutes, that Autopath processing waits for a device to become available to
the local system before cancelling the request.
Valid values are 1 to 60.
Default: MAXTIME=2

MINTIME
Sets the minimum time, in minutes, that a device must remain attached to the local system before it
becomes eligible for automatic reattachment to another system by Autopath. This parameter is intended
to prevent thrashing behavior in which tape devices are frequently moved from one system to another
without ever being allocated. Valid values are 1 - 60.
Default: MINTIME=5

DDN
(Optional) The DDN SETOPTION controls data collection on possible delays that are occurring on a system.
Default: DDN=ON
CONTENTION

(Optional) Turns on contention warnings.
OFF - Indicates MIA DDN does not warn of contention delays.
nn - Sets the interval, in minutes, before reissuing the MIM2140W message. Specify a value from 1 to 60.
Default: CONTENTION=OFF

WAITNOHOLD
(Optional) Turns on wait/nohold delay warning.
OFF - Indicates MIA does not warn of wait/nohold delays.
nnn - Indicates the number of wait/nohold responses before issuing a warning. Specify a value from 10 to
9999.
Default: WAITNOHOLD=OFF

GLOBALDISPLAY
(Optional) Controls the amount and type of information that appears in the global status display for GTAF-
managed devices. You can use the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS command to obtain this display. The
GLOBALDISPLAY operand also controls the format of the display. You can specify one or more of the following
values on the GLOBALDISPLAY operand:
FORMAT

Controls the format of the display for global device information. Specify one of the following values on the
FORMAT operand:
INVERSE--This value displays the global names of devices along the horizontal axis and the names of
systems along the vertical axis. This format limits the maximum number of devices that can be displayed
to eight per line. The format does not limit the number of systems that can be displayed.
STANDARD -- This value displays the names of systems along the horizontal axis and the global
names of devices along the vertical axis. This format limits the maximum number of systems that can be
displayed to seven. The format does not limit the number of devices that can be displayed.
Default: FORMAT=STANDARD
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FREE
Determines whether devices that are only defined to systems that have been freed are included in the
display of global status information. Specify the following values on FREE:
YES--All global devices are displayed, even if they are not defined on any active system.
NO--Devices are excluded from the display if they are not defined on any active system.
Default: FREE=YES

NOTE

Customers utilizing the MIM ALTERSYS command to remove systems may wish to change this parameter
to "NO". This change ensures that inactive systems will not be displayed on the SETOPTION GTAF display
commands following the ALTERSYS change.

 

•DEVICE
Determines which managed device is shown first by default in the global status display for devices. Specify one of
the following values on the DEVICE operand:
device--GTAF displays the device having this global name first.
FIRST--GTAF displays the device having the lowest alphanumeric global name first.
You can override this value when you issue the DISPLAY command.
Default: DEVICE=FIRST

HEADER
(Optional) Indicates whether you want to include full system names or system aliases in the display of global
status information for GTAF-managed devices. Specify one of these values on the HEADER operand:
ALIAS--This value displays the alias associated with each system. The system aliases can be up to two bytes
long.
SYSNAME--This value displays the full system name associated with each system. System headers appear on
the horizontal axis for standard displays and on the vertical axis for inverse displays. The system names can be
up to eight bytes long. In the standard display, specifying HEADER=SYSNAME reduces the number of systems
that GTAF can display by one.
Default: HEADER=SYSNAME

JOBNAME
(Optional) Determines whether the job status is included in the display of global status information when at least
one device is allocated to a job. Specify one of these values on the JOBNAME operand:
NO--This value omits the job status from the display.
YES--This value displays the name of the job that has the device allocated. GTAF uses JOBNAME as the label
for this information. The job status appears on the horizontal axis for standard displays and on the vertical axis for
inverse displays.
Because a job can require up to eight bytes of space in the display, specifying JOBNAME=YES limits the number
of devices or systems that GTAF can display per line. For the standard display, the maximum number of systems
that GTAF can display per line is reduced by one. For the inverse display, the maximum number of devices that
GTAF can display per line is six.
Default: JOBNAME=NO

MOUNTPEND
Determines whether the device mount-pending time should be included in the GTAF options display. Specify one
of these values on the MOUNTPEND operand:
NO--Omits the mount-pending line from the display.
YES--Displays the tape drive mount-pending time. This value limits the number of devices or systems that can be
displayed. On a standard display, the maximum number of systems that GTAF can display per line is decreased
by one. On an inverse display, the maximum number of devices that GTAF can display is six per line.
Default: MOUNTPEND=NO
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NUMBER
Determines how many devices are included by default in the global status display for devices. You can override
this value when you issue the DISPLAY command.
Specify a value from 1 to 9999 (integers only). If you request inverse format for the display (by specifying
FORMAT=INVERSE) and this value exceeds the maximum number of devices that GTAF can fit on a line, then
GTAF places the additional device information in a separate global status display.
Default: NUMBER=8

RESERVE
Determines whether reserve status is included in the global status display when at least one device is reserved for
a job mask. Specify one of these values on the RESERVE operand:
NO--This value omits the reserve line from the display.
YES--This value displays the name of the job mask that has the device reserved. GTAF uses RESERVE as the
label for this information. The reserve status appears on the horizontal axis for standard displays and on the
vertical axis for inverse displays.
Specifying RESERVE=YES limits the number of devices or systems that can be displayed. On a standard display,
the maximum number of systems that GTAF can display per line is decreased by one. On an inverse display, the
maximum number of devices that GTAF can display per line is six.
Default: RESERVE=NO

SYSLIST
Determines the default order of the systems in the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS display. Specify the full system
name, two-character system alias, or two-digit system index number for the sysid variables. A system you identify
for sysid must be defined to MIM through the DEFSYS statement. Specifying a value of INDEX causes systems to
be displayed in order of system index number.
Note: INDEX must be fully qualified, so as to distinguish it from a possible valid system ID.
Default: SYSLIST=INDEX

SYSNUM
Determines the default number of systems returned when you issue the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS command.
ALL--This value causes all systems to be displayed, and is the equivalent of specifying SYSNUM=32.
MAX--This value causes the maximum number of systems possible for the format of the display (STANDARD
or INVERSE) to be displayed, without wrapping of the STANDARD display. For INVERSE format, the maximum
number of systems displayed is unlimited (meaning MAX value is the same as ALL value). For STANDARD
format, the maximum number of systems displayed is limited by the width of the console display.

NOTE
This value generates the same displays as in previous releases of MIM without the SYSNUM option.

nn --This value specifies the number of systems to be displayed. For INVERSE format, the number of systems
displayed may be reduced if nn is less than the maximum number of systems. For STANDARD format, a wrapped
display will be generated if nn exceeds the maximum number of systems that can be displayed on one line.
Default: SYSNUM=MAX

SYSTEM
Determines which system is shown first by default in the global status display for devices. Specify one of the
following values on the SYSTEM operand:
FIRST--This value displays information about the system having the lowest system index number first.
sysid --This value displays information about the system having this system ID first. The system ID can be the
system name, alias, or internal index number. You can use the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command to display the
index numbers for your systems.
You can override this value when you issue the DISPLAY command.
Default: SYSTEM=FIRST
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USERDATA
Determines whether data in the user data field for the specified device is included in the global status display for
GTAF-managed devices. Specify one of the following values on the USERDATA operand:
NO--Do not display user data on the global display.
YES--Display device user data on the global device status display.
Specifying USERDATA=YES limits the number of devices or systems that can be displayed. On a standard
display, the maximum number of systems that GTAF can display per line is decremented by one. On an inverse
display, the maximum number of devices that GTAF can display per line is six.
You can set the user data values using the USERDATA command.
Default: USERDATA=NO

VOLSER
Determines whether volume serial status is included in the display of global status information when at least one
device has a volume serial number to be displayed. Specify one of the following values on the VOLSER operand:
NO--This omits volume serial information from the display.
YES--This displays the volume serial number associated with each device. GTAF uses VOLSER as the label
for this information. The volser status appears on the horizontal axis for standard displays and on the vertical
axis for inverse displays. For the standard display, the maximum number of systems that GTAF can display is
decremented by one. On an inverse display, the maximum number of devices that GTAF can display per line is
six.
Default: VOLSER=NO

GTAF
Tells MIM that you are setting operating values for GTAF rather than any other facility. Specify the GTAF operand if you
want to truncate an operand in a way that may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities.
Because GTAF is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand.

LOCKTUNING
(Optional) You can specify one or both of the following values for LOCKTUNING

FREELOCK
Controls the length of time, in control file cycles, that MIA allows allocations to occur on the local system before permitting
external systems to attempt allocation. Valid values are from 0-9999.
Default: FREELOCK=0

HOLDLOCK
Sets number of control file cycles that MIA defers local system allocation requests to allow external systems device
access once FREELOCK expires. Valid values are from 0-9999.
Default: HOLDLOCK=0

WARNING! Use this operand only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

 

MIM216X
(Optional) Determines whether the warning messages MIM2161W, MIM2162W, and MIM2165W are displayed. These
messages warn you of potential tape allocation delays due to the global enqueue serialization process, and assist in the
diagnosis of delays encountered in the process.
If this parameter is set to zero, then the warning messages are not displayed. Otherwise, the setting indicates the number
of seconds allotted for delay before a warning is issued, and how often the warning is issued until the delay is resolved.
Default: MIM216X=30

RESETPRINT
(Optional) Allows you to turn off trace event printing for the specified trace option or all options. For an explanation of the
available options, see the SETTRACE operand.
Note: Resetting the DDN, PINSTAT, RESYNCH, and VARY options for this parameter through the SETOPTION GTAF
command resets the same options for the equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this case, the function is available
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to both the GTAF and TPCF facilities. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION
TPCF for sites that may only be activating one of the facilities.

RESETTRACE
(Optional) Allows you to turn off tracing for the specified option or for all options. For an explanation of the available
options, see the SETTRACE operand.
Note: Resetting the DDN, PINSTAT, RESYNCH, and VARY options for this parameter through the SETOPTION GTAF
command resets the same options for the equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this case, the function is available
to both the GTAF and TPCF facilities. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION
TPCF for sites that may only be activating one of the facilities.

RESYNCH
(Optional) Determines the values used for resynchronization, whether it is due to the MIA RESYNCH command or the z/
OS dynamic I/O reconfiguration (z/OS ACTIVATE or HCD). The values set on this operand may be temporarily overridden
by a RESYNCH command. You can specify one or more of the following:

COMMANDS
Allows commands to be issued from a member of the parameter data set after resynchronization. Specify the member
name or NONE.
Default: COMMANDS= NONE.

DEVCLASS
Indicates which class of devices MIA will manage. Specify TAPE or NONE. The default value is the value specified on the
MIMINIT DEVCLASS statement.

DEVLIST
Identifies the data set member that MIA uses to obtain device control information. Specify the member name or NONE.
The default value is the value specified on the MIMINIT DEVLIST statement.

DEVEXCL
Identifies the data set member that MIA uses to obtain a list of devices you wish to exclude from MIA management.
Default: DEVEXCL=NONE.

SAMEDEVS
Determines whether MIA begins managing new devices as soon as they are created by a z/OS I/O reconfiguration.
Specify NO to indicate that new devices will be recognized, and that the values for DEVCLASS and DEVLIST will be
used. Specify YES to indicate that new devices will not be recognized, and that the values for DEVCLASS and DEVLIST
will be ignored.
Default: SAMEDEVS=NO.

Note: Setting a value for any of the RESYNCH parameters using the SETOPTION TPCF command sets the same value
for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF RESYNCH parameter. In this case, the function is available to both the GTAF and
TPCF facility. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for sites that may
only be activating one of the facilities.

 

SETPRINT
(Optional) Turns on the print function for the specified trace event options. For an explanation of the available options, see
the SETTRACE operand.
Note: Resetting the DDN, PINSTAT, RESYNCH, and VARY options for this parameter through the SETOPTION GTAF
command resets the same options for the equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this case, the function is available
to both the GTAF and TPCF facilities. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION
TPCF for sites that may only be activating one of the facilities.

SETTRACE
(Optional) Turns on the trace feature for the specified trace event options. You can specify one or more of the following
options:
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ALL
Traces all GTAF processing.

DDN
Traces all DDN processing.

LOCKS
Traces locks.

MASKS
Traces masks.

PINSTAT
Traces device PIN and UNPIN processing.

RESYNCH
Traces RESYNCH command processing.

SWAP
Traces SWAP processing.

UNITALOC
Traces unit allocation/eallocation.

VARY
Traces VARY command processing.

Note: Resetting the DDN, PINSTAT, RESYNCH, and VARY options for this parameter through the SETOPTION GTAF
command resets the same options for the equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this case, the function is available
to both the GTAF and TPCF facilities. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION
TPCF for sites that may only be activating one of the facilities.

 

STATCOLLECT
(Optional) Controls the creation of statistical records for the GTAF report. Specify one of the following values:

ALL
Turns on statistical record collection for all record subtypes.

NONE
Turns off all statistical record collection.

NOSUBTYPE
Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned off.

SUBTYPE
Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned on.

Default: STATCOLLECT=NONE
The record subtype for GTAF is TP, for the GTAF tape statistics record subtype.
Note: Setting a value for the STATCOLLECT parameter using the SETOPTION GTAF command sets the same value
for the equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this case, the function is available to both the GTAF and TPCF
facilities. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for sites that may only
be activating one of the facilities.

STATCYCLE
(Optional) Specifies, in seconds, how often statistical data is sampled for the GTAF report.
Default: 60
Note: Setting a value for the STATCYCLE parameter using the SETOPTION GTAF command sets the same value for the
equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this case, the function is available to both the GTAF and TPCF facilities. The
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settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for sites that may only be activating
one of the facilities.

STATINTERVAL
(Optional) Specifies, in minutes, how often statistical data samples are recorded for use in the GTAF report.
Default: STATINTERVAL=15
Note: Setting a value for the STATINTERVAL parameter using the SETOPTION GTAF command sets the same value
for the equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this case, the function is available to both the GTAF and TPCF
facilities. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for sites that may only
be activating one of the facilities.

VARYDEDUP
(Optional) Controls whether duplicated MIA VARY commands are removed from vary processing. This command has no
effect in a z/VM environment. 

YES 
Duplicate vary commands are removed.

NO
Duplicate vary commands are not removed.

Default: VARYDEDUP=YES

VARYDELAY
(Optional) Specifies the interval, in seconds, that MIA waits for completion of VARY device processing before considering
the VARY activity delayed. When the VARYDELAY time expires, MIA issues a message, indicating that there is a delay in
VARY device processing.

Note: Setting a value for this parameter sets the same value for the equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this
case, the function is available to both GTAF and TPCF facilities. The settings are available under both the SETOPTION
GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for installations that may only have one of these facilities activated.

Valid values are:

NONE
Specifies that no IEEVARYD VARY interval timing is performed.

seconds
An integer from 30 to 120, specifying the length of the interval in seconds

Default: 30

VARYRQNTFY
(Optional) Specifies, that the MIA how many times a VARY command is requeued before notification messages are
issued.

Note: Setting a value for the VARYRQNTFY parameter using the SETOPTION GTAF command sets the same value for
the equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this case, the function is available to both the GTAF and TPCF facilities.
The settings are made available under both the SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for sites that activate only
one of the facilities.

Valid values are:

NONE
Specifies that VARY command is not requeued.

number
An integer from 1 to 5, specifying the number of times the VARY command can be requeued before notification messages
are issued.

Default: None
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VARYSCOPE
(Optional) Specifies the default scope value for the VARY command. GTAF uses the value you specify for the
VARYSCOPE operand if a user issues the VARY command and does not provide a scope value with one of these
operands: ONLINE, OFFLINE, AVAILABLE, NOTAVAILABLE, OVERGENNED, and NOTOVERGENNED. Specify one of
the following values on the VARYSCOPE operand:

EXTERNAL
Modifies the device status on all external systems; that is, on all but the local system.

GLOBAL
Modifies the device status on all systems. When specified, this value also sets a GLOBAL status for the job identified in
VARY JOB=name.

LOCAL
Modifies the device status on the local system.
Note: When specified, this value also sets a LOCAL status for the job identified in VARY JOB=name.

sysid
Modifies the device status only on the system you identify. The sysid variable represents the full system name, alias, or
index number associated with a system defined to MIM.
You can override the default value set on the VARYSCOPE operand by specifying a scope value on the VARY command.

Default: VARYSCOPE=LOCAL

Usage Notes

You can specify multiple GTAF operands on the same SETOPTION command (for example, SETOPTION
GLOBALDISPLAY(VOLSER=YES) VARYSCOPE=GLOBAL). Do not specify GTAF operands with operands associated
with other facilities.

The maximum number of systems that can be displayed in the standard format depends on the number of display
options that you request by specifying one or more of the following operands on the SETOPTION command:
HEADER=SYSNAME, JOBNAME=YES, MOUNTPEND=YES, RESERVE=YES, USERDATA=YES, or VOLSER=YES.
Each display option you specify reduces the number of systems that can be displayed by one.

The SETOPTION command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set. You
also can issue this command from a console.

You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SETOPTION command. TSO users generally are
not authorized to issue system control commands.

Example: SETOPTION GTAF Command

To indicate that GTAF should display information about the global status of devices with the global names of devices along
the horizontal axis and the names or aliases of systems along the vertical axis, issue this command:

SETOPTION GLOBALDISPLAY(FORMAT=INVERSE)

(MIA) SETOPTION TPCF Command-Set TPCF Operating Values
The SETOPTION TPCF command lets you set operating values for the TPCF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

SETOPTION TPCF [AUTOREPLY( [IEF238D={CANCEL | 

                                     CONDITIONAL | 

                                     MANUAL | 

                                     WAIT}]
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                           [IEF433D={HOLD | 

                                     MANUAL | 

                                     NOHOLD}]

                           [MIM2046={CONSOLE | HARDCOPY}]

                           [NOWAIT={CANCEL={YES | NO}

                                    EXTDEDDISP={YES | NO}

                                    NOTAVLDISP={YES | NO}}]

                           [{OFF | ON}]

                           [OFFLNMAXNWAIT={nn | UNLIMITED}]

                           [SPECMAXNWAIT={nn | UNLIMITED}])]

               [JOBFORCE={NO | YES}]

               [LOCALDISPLAY ([DEVICE={device | FIRST}] 

                              [NUMBER=number])]

               [MIM2032={HIGHLIGHT | NO | YES}]

               [MIM2044DIAG={YES | NO}]

               [OVGINELIG={YES | NO | JOBRESV}]

               [RESETPRINT=*See SETTRACE.]

               [RESETTRACE=*See SETTRACE.]

               [RESYNCH=[COMMANDS={membername | NONE}]

                        [DEVCLASS={NONE | TAPE}]

                        [DEVLIST={membername | NONE}

                        [DEVEXCL={membername | NONE}

                        [SAMEDEVS={NO | YES}]] 

               [SETPRINT=*See SETTRACE.]

               [SETTRACE= {[ACE] |

                           [ALL] |

                           [DEVSEL24] |

                           [DEVSEL78] |

                           [PINSTAT] |

                           [RECOVERY] |     

                           [RESYNCH] |

                           [SSTAFULL] |

                           [SWAP] | 

                           [VARY]}]

               [SOLOSHUTOPTN={YES | NO}

               [STATCOLLECT={ALL | 

                             NONE |

                             NOSUBTYPE(list) |

                             SUBTYPE(list)}]

               [STATCYCLE=seconds]

               [STATINTERVAL=minutes]

               [USERDATA=([{FULL | PARTIAL}]

                          [MIM2069={NO | YES}])]

               [VARYDEDUP={NO | YES}]

               [VARYDELAY={NONE | seconds}]

               [VARYRQNTFY={NONE | n}]

AUTOREPLY
(Optional) Determines the following:
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• If and how TPCF should automatically respond to allocation recovery prompts IEF238D and IEF433D
• What action TPCF should take in allocation recovery when wait is not an option on the IEF238D prompt
• Where to record the responses of TPCF in allocation recovery
• How many times TPCF should respond for a DD in allocation recovery

TPCF responds to z/OS allocation messages for a job only if a device that MIA is managing is on the eligible
device list of that job.
You can specify multiple values on the AUTOREPLY operand. You can specify the LOCALDISPLAY operand and
the AUTOREPLY operand on the same SETOPTION command.
IEF238D

Determines the response to the z/OS IEF238D message, which z/OS issues whenever there is no
suitable device to satisfy an allocation request. Specify one of these values:
CANCEL--Indicates that TPCF should reply CANCEL if all offline devices are not available or externally
dedicated. Otherwise, TPCF removes devices from the offline device list before asking the operator to
respond to this message.
CONDITIONAL--Indicates that TPCF should give the operator a chance to reply manually to the z/OS
message when an offline device is available (after TPCF removes devices) or when a job cannot wait for
an online device to be deallocated.
This parameter indicates that TPCF replies WAIT if WAIT is an option on the z/OS message and no
offline devices remain in the offline device list after TPCF removes devices from this list. Otherwise, TPCF
requests operator intervention.
MANUAL--Indicates that TPCF should let the operator reply manually to this message. TPCF removes
devices from the offline device list before requesting operator intervention on the MIM2060 message.
WAIT--Indicates that TPCF should reply WAIT whenever WAIT is an option on the z/OS IEF238D
message. If WAIT is not an option, then TPCF removes devices from the offline device list before
requesting operator intervention.

NOTE

: WAIT is usually not an option on the z/OS IEF238D message for jobs doing dynamic
allocation.

If TPCF can respond automatically to the z/OS IEF238D message, then TPCF issues a multi-line WTO
containing the IEF238D and MIM2046 messages. If TPCF cannot reply automatically (including when
IEF238D=MANUAL), then TPCF reissues the z/OS IEF238D message as message MIM2060.
TPCF cancels a job, no matter what value you specify for the IEF238D operand, if both of these
conditions exist:

• WAIT is not an option on the z/OS IEF238D message.
• All devices in the offline device list are reserved for other jobs, removed by the elimination logic in the

TPCEDLXT routine, or have overgenned status.

Default: IEF238D=MANUAL
IEF433D

Determines the response of TPCF to the z/OS IEF433D message, which z/OS issues whenever you or
TPCF replies WAIT to the z/OS IEF238D message. This value tells z/OS whether to allow other allocation
requests to be processed while the current request waits for an available device. Enter one of these
values on the IEF433D operand:
HOLD --Tells z/OS that all other allocation requests for this device type, except dynamic allocations, will
wait until the current request is satisfied.
MANUAL --Indicates that the operator should control the situation and that TPCF should take no action.
NOHOLD--Tells z/OS that the current job reenters allocation and that other requests continue processing.
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Do not specify IEF433D=HOLD if you are reserving devices using the VARY command or if you have
defined elimination logic in the TPCEDLXT exit routine. Replying HOLD under these circumstances can
cause jobs to terminate.
We recommend that you do not specify IEF433D=HOLD even when you are not reserving devices or
using an exit routine, since this can potentially lead to long delays in allocation processing.
Default: IEF433D=MANUAL

MIM2046
Determines whether TPCF sends message MIM2046 to the console and to the system log or only to
the system log when TPCF replies to a z/OS IEF238D or IEF433D message. The MIM2046 message
indicates what response was given to the z/OS message. Specify one of these values on the MIM2046
operand:
CONSOLE--TPCF should send all MIM2046 messages to the console and to the system log.
HARDCOPY--TPCF should send all MIM2046 messages to the system log only.
Default: MIM2046=CONSOLE

NOTE

: When an operator replies to these z/OS messages, TPCF always sends the MIM2046
message only to the system log.

NOWAIT
Controls TPCF AUTOREPLY processing when WAIT is not an option on the IEF238D WTOR and all
offline devices remaining after TPCF device elimination are either NOTAVAILABLE or EXTERNALLY
DEDICATED. You can specify one of the following options:
CANCEL--Determines whether a job is automatically canceled when no devices appear in the offline
device list.

NOTE

: The job is not automatically canceled if you specify CANCEL=NO. The MIM2060 WTOR is
issued with CANCEL as the only option. The operator will be forced to reply CANCEL.

Until the operator replies CANCEL, the job in allocation recovery will hold tape device allocation
resources that will be serialized across the MIM complex and tape allocations on all systems in the MIM
complex will experience delays.
We strongly recommend that you specify CANCEL=YES unless you have some specific reason for not
doing so.
Default: CANCEL=YES
EXTDEDDISP--Determines whether EXTERNALLY DEDICATED devices are displayed on the MIM2042
device list.
Default: EXTDEDDISP=YES
NOTAVLDISP--Determines whether NOTAVAILABLE devices are displayed on the MIM2042 device list.

NOTE

: NOTAVAILABLE devices are not displayed if there are externally dedicated devices and
EXTDEDDISP=YES.

Default: NOTAVLDISP=YES

NOTE

: If both externally dedicated and not available devices exist in the offline device list and
EXTDEDDISP=YES, then only the externally dedicated devices are displayed. If there are no
externally dedicated devices or EXTDEDDISP=NO, then not available devices are displayed.
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OFF
Prevents TPCF from issuing its own allocation recovery messages and affects how TPCF eliminates
devices from the IEF877E offline device list. TPCF always eliminates overgenned devices and all devices
removed by a job reserve or TPCEDLXT exit routine processing. During normal allocation recovery
processing, TPCF may eliminate not-available and externally dedicated devices from the offline device
list. However, if you specify OFF on the AUTOREPLY operand, then TPCF does not eliminate not-
available or externally dedicated devices from the offline device list.

OFFLNMAXNWAIT
Overrides the value set in SYS1.PARMLIB(ALLOCxx) for the z/OS exit routine ALLC OFFLN MAXNWAIT
for how many times an allocation recovery exit (like TPCF) can reply to an allocation recovery request.
The value specified for the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY command is only valid for devices managed by
MIA. You can specify a number from 1 to 255, or accept the default value, UNLIMITED.

ON
Allows TPCF to perform its normal allocation recovery processing. TPCF issues its own allocation
recovery messages, eliminates all overgenned and all devices removed by job reserve or TPCEDLXT exit
routine processing, and may eliminate not-available and externally dedicated devices. This is the default
value for AUTOREPLY.

SPECMAXNWAIT
Overrides the value set in SYS1.PARMLIB(ALLOCxx) for the z/OS exit routine SPEC WAIT MAXNWAIT
for how many times an allocation recovery exit (like TPCF) can reply to an allocation recovery request.
The value specified for the SETOPTION AUTOREPLY command overrides the z/OS default for devices
managed by MIA. You can specify a number from 1 to 255, or accept the default value, UNLIMITED.
This setting affects the way MIM responds when a job has requested a specific device, for example,
UNIT=580, and the requested device is allocated already.

Default: SETOPTION TPCF AUTOREPLY=ON
JOBFORCE

(Optional) Provides the default setting for the FORCE option on the VARY JOB command when no FORCE option
is specified on that command.
Default: JOBFORCE=NO

LOCALDISPLAY
(Optional) Determines which managed device is shown first and how many devices are included by default in the
local status display for devices. You can use the DISPLAY LOCALUNITS command to obtain this display. Specify
one or both of these values on the LOCALDISPLAY operand:
DEVICE

Determines which managed device is shown first by default. Specify DEVICE=FIRST to start with the
device that has the lowest alphanumeric local name. To start with a different device, specify a local device
name in place of the device variable.
Default: DEVICE=FIRST

NUMBER
Determines how many devices are displayed by default. Specify a value from 1 to 9999 in place of the
number variable.
Default: NUMBER=8

MIM2032
(Optional) Determines whether TPCF issues message MIM2032 if it recognizes a change in the active status on
the local system for an assignable device with an active ACL feature. The change in status is recognized by TPCF
sampling the UCB for the device. Specify one of these values on the MIM2032 operand:
HIGHLIGHT

Indicates that TPCF should issue MIM2032 as a non-rollable, non-deletable highlighted message (WTO).
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YES
Indicates that TPCF should issue MIM2032 as an unhighlighted message.

NO
Indicates that TPCF should not issue MIM2032.

Default: MIM2032=NO
MIM2044DIAG

(Optional) Determines whether additional diagnostics are performed at the time the message MIM2044 ALL
DEVICES HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED DURING ALLOCATION RECOVERY is issued. If YES is specified, then the
MIM2196I or MIM2197I messages are issued. These messages contain the MIA input and output device lists. The
lists aid in determining why all devices were eliminated for the allocation.
Default: MIM2044DIAG=YES

OVGINELIG
(Optional) Determines whether OVERGENNED devices are marked ineligible in the EDL (eligible device list).
When devices are marked ineligible, they are no longer considered eligible for allocation by the operating system.

NOTE

: MIA always removes OVERGENNED devices from the offline device list in allocation recovery,
regardless of the value set for OVGINELIG.

NO
OVERGENNED devices are not marked ineligible in the EDL

YES
OVERGENNED devices are always marked ineligible in the EDL

JOBRESV
OVERGENNED devices are marked ineligible in the EDL when both of the following are true:

• JOBRESERVE is in effect
• The OVERGENNED device is not reserved for any job

Default: NO
RESETPRINT

(Optional) Tells TPCF to stop writing trace records to the MIM trace data set. For an explanation of the available
options, see the SETTRACE operand. To cancel a SETOPTION SETPRINT command that you issued previously,
specify the same value for the RESETPRINT operand that you specified for the SETPRINT operand.

NOTE
Resetting the RESYNCH, SWAP, or VARY options for this parameter through the SETOPTION TPCF
command resets the same options for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF parameter. In this case, the
function is available to both the TPCF and GTAF facilities. The settings are made available under both
SETOPTION TPCF and SETOPTION GTAF for sites that activate only one of the facilities.

RESETTRACE
(Optional) Tells TPCF to stop generating trace records. For an explanation of trace options, see the SETTRACE
operand. To cancel a SETOPTION SETTRACE command that you issued previously, specify the same value for
the RESETTRACE operand that you specified for the SETTRACE operand.

NOTE
Resetting the RESYNCH, SWAP, or VARY options for this parameter through the SETOPTION TPCF
command resets the same options for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF parameter. In this case, the
function is available to both the TPCF and GTAF facilities. The settings are made available under both
SETOPTION TPCF and SETOPTION GTAF for sites that activate only one of the facilities.
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RESYNCH
(Optional) Determines the values used for resynchronization, whether it is due to the MIA RESYNCH command
or a z/OS I/O reconfiguration (z/OS ACTIVATE or HCD). The values set on this operand may be temporarily
overridden by a RESYNCH command. You can specify one or more of the following:
COMMANDS

Allows commands to be issued from a member of the parameter data set after resynchronization. Specify
the member name or NONE.
Default: COMMANDS= NONE.

DEVCLASS
Indicates which class of devices MIA will manage. Specify TAPE or NONE. The default value is the value
specified on the MIMINIT DEVCLASS statement.

DEVLIST
Identifies the data set member that MIA uses to obtain device control information. Specify the member
name or NONE. The default value is the value specified on the MIMINIT DEVLIST statement.

DEVEXCL
Identifies the data set member that MIA uses to obtain a list of devices you wish to exclude from MIA
management. The default value is specified on the MIMINIT DEVEXCL statement.
Default: DEVEXCL= NONE

SAMEDEVS
Determines whether MIA begins managing new devices as soon as they are created by a z/OS I/O
reconfiguration.
Specify NO to indicate that new devices will be recognized, and that the values for DEVCLASS and
DEVLIST will be used. Specify YES to indicate that new devices will not be recognized, and that the
values for DEVCLASS and DEVLIST will be ignored.
Default: SAMEDEVS=NO.

NOTE
Setting a value for any of the RESYNCH parameters using the SETOPTION TPCF command sets the
same value for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF RESYNCH parameter. In this case, the function is
available to both the GTAF and TPCF facility. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION
GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for sites that may only be activating one of the facilities.

SETPRINT
(Optional) This turns on the print function for the specified trace event options. For an explanation of the available
options, see the SETTRACE parameter.

NOTE
Resetting the RESYNCH, SWAP, or VARY options for this parameter through the SETOPTION TPCF
command resets the same options for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF parameter. In this case, the
function is available to both the TPCF and GTAF facilities. The settings are made available under both
SETOPTION TPCF and SETOPTION GTAF for sites that activate only one of the facilities.

SETTRACE
(Optional) Causes TCPF to generate trace records. Broadcom Support may ask you to specify this operand for
diagnostic purposes. Specify one of these values on the SETTRACE operand:
ACE

Traces ACE record processing.
ALL

Traces all TPCF processing.
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DEVSEL24
Traces the MIA SSI 24 device selection processing. Job name filtering is available for this tracing using
the SETOPTION MIM TRACE=(JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj) command.

DEVSEL78
Traces the MIA SSI 78 device selection processing. Job name filtering is available for this tracing using
the SETOPTION MIM TRACE=(JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj) command.

PINSTAT
Traces device PIN and UNPIN processing.

RECOVERY
Traces allocation recovery processing. Job name filtering is available for this tracing using the
SETOPTION MIM TRACE=(JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj) command.

RESYNCH
Traces RESYNCH command processing.

SSTAFULL
Traces entire SSTA in MIA SSI 78 processing. Job name filtering is available for this tracing using the
command SETOPTION MIM TRACE=(JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj).

SWAP
Traces SWAP processing.

VARY
Traces VARY command processing.

For the format of the MIM2076 trace records, see the description of the MIM2076 message.

NOTE

: Setting the RESYNCH, SWAP, or VARY options for this parameter using the SETOPTION TPCF
command sets the same options for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF parameter. In this case, the
function is available to both the GTAF and TPCF facility. The settings are made available under both
SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for sites that may only be activating one of the facilities.

SOLOSHUTOPTN
(Optional) Setting this option to YES causes all MIA-managed devices to be varied OFFLINE upon shutdown.
Otherwise, all devices are left in their current state.
This option is only available if COMMUNICATION=SOLO is specified.
Default: SOLOSHUTOPTN=NO

STATCOLLECT
(Optional) Controls the creation of statistical records for the TPCF report. Specify one of the following values:
ALL

Turns on statistical record collection for all record subtypes.
NONE

Turns off all statistical record collection.
NOSUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned off.
SUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned on.
The record subtype for TPCF is TP, or GTAF tape statistics record subtype.

Default: STATCOLLECT=NONE
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NOTE

: Setting a value for the STATCOLLECT parameter using the SETOPTION TPCF command sets the
same value for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF parameter. In this case, the function is available to
both the GTAF and TPCF facility. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and
SETOPTION TPCF for sites that may only be activating one of the facilities.

STATCYCLE
(Optional) Specifies, in seconds, how often statistical data is sampled for the TPCF report.
Default: 60
Note: Setting a value for the STATCYCLE parameter using the SETOPTION TPCF command sets the same
value for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF parameter. In this case, the function is available to both the GTAF and
TPCF facility. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for sites
that may only be activating one of the facilities.

STATINTERVAL
(Optional) Specifies, in minutes, how often statistical data samples are recorded for use in the TPCF report.
Default: 15

NOTE

: Setting a value for the STATINTERVAL parameter using the SETOPTION TPCF command sets the
same value for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF parameter. In this case, the function is available to
both the GTAF and TPCF facility. The settings are made available under both SETOPTION GTAF and
SETOPTION TPCF for sites that may only be activating one of the facilities.

TPCF
Tells MIM that you are setting operating values for TPCF rather than for any other facility. Specify the TPCF
operand if you want to truncate an operand in a way that may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities.
Because TPCF is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand.

USERDATA
(Optional) Controls the updating of the user data field using the USERDATA command, and the issuing of
message MIM2069 after the successful completion of USERDATA command processing. Specify one of these
values on the USERDATA operand:
FULL

Indicates that, when a USERDATA command is processed, you want to clear the entire user data field
before the loading of new user data information specified on the USERDATA command.

PARTIAL
Indicates that, when a USERDATA command is processed, you do not want to clear the entire user data
field before the loading of new user data information specified on the USERDATA command.

MIM2069
Indicates whether MIA should issue message MIM2069 after successful completion of USERDATA
command processing. Possible values are NO and YES.

Defaults: USERDATA=FULL MIM2069=NO
VARYDEDUP

(Optional) Controls whether duplicated MIA VARY commands are removed from vary processing. This command
has no effect in a z/VM environments.
YES

Duplicate vary commands are removed.
NO

Duplicate vary commands are not removed.
Default: VARYDEDUP=YES
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VARYDELAY
(Optional) Specifies the interval, in seconds, that MIA waits for completion of VARY device processing before
considering the VARY activity delayed. When the VARYDELAY time expires, MIA issues a message, indicating
that there is a delay in VARY device processing.

NOTE
Setting a value for this parameter sets the same value for the equivalent SETOPTION GTAF parameter.
In this case, the function is available to both GTAF and TPCF faclities. The settings are available under
both the SETOPTION GTAF and SETOPTION TPCF for installations that may only have one of these
facilities activated.

Valid values are:
NONE

Specifies that no IEEVARYD VARY interval timing is performed.
seconds

An integer from 30 to 120, specifying the length of the interval in seconds
Default: VARYDELAY=30

VARYRQNTFY
(Optional) Specifies, that the MIA how many times a VARY command is requeued before notification messages
are issued.

NOTE
Setting a value for the VARYRQNTFY parameter using the SETOPTION GTAF command sets the same
value for the equivalent SETOPTION TPCF parameter. In this case, the function is available to both
the GTAF and TPCF facilities. The settings are made available under both the SETOPTION GTAF and
SETOPTION TPCF for sites that activate only one of the facilities.

Valid values are:
NONE

Specifies that VARY command is not requeued.
number

An integer from 1 to 5, specifying the number of times the VARY command can be requeued before
notification messages are issued.

Default: None

Usage Notes: SETOPTION TPCF Command

• You can specify multiple TPCF operands on the same SETOPTION command (for example, SETOPTION
AUTOREPLY=OFF LOCALDISPLAY(NUMBER=6)). Do not specify TPCF operands with operands associated with
other facilities.

• The SETOPTION command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
You can also issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SETOPTION command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• TPCF responds to z/OS allocation messages for a job only if a device that MIA is managing is on the eligible device list
of that job.

Example: SETOPTION TPCF Command

• To let other jobs allocate devices when a job in allocation recovery is waiting for a device to become available, issue
the following command:

SETOPTION AUTOREPLY(IEF433D=NOHOLD)

• To specify that MIA should display 12 devices by default in the local display, issue the following command:
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SETOPTION TPCF LOCALDISPLAY(NUMBER=12)

• To specify a permissible drive idle time of 45 minutes, issue the following command:

SETOPTION TPCF TIMEOUT=45

(MIA) TPCINIT Statement-Set TPCF Exit Routine Order
The TPCINIT Statement determines the POS value specified by TPCF on the z/OS CSVDYNEX macro when TPCF adds
its Autoreply exit routines as z/OS Allocation Recovery user exit routines for z/OS user exits IEF_ ALLC_ OFFLN and
IEF_ SPEC_ WAIT. The value specified determines where in the list of possible multiple exit routines, z/OS places the
TPCF exit routines. The order in which the exit routines are placed on the z/OS list is the order in which they will be called
by z/OS.

Scope: N/A

This statement has the following format:

TPCINIT [AUTOREPLYPOS={FIRST | LAST | SYSTEM}]    

AUTOREPLYPOS
(Optional) Determines where z/OS places the TCPF exit routines in the list of possible multiple exit routines. Valid
values are:
FIRST

Specifies that z/OS should call the TPCF exit routines before any other exit routines, unless other exit
routines added after them also specify POS=FIRST.

LAST
Specifies that z/OS should call the TPCF exit routines after any other exit routines, unless other exit
routines added after them also specify POS=LAST.

SYSTEM
Specifies that z/OS should call the TPCF exit routines in any order relative to other exit routines.

Default: AUTOREPLYPOS=LAST

Usage Notes: TPCINIT Statement

• You may need to use this parameter when there are multiple z/OS Allocation Recovery exit routines active on the
system. In addition to the TPCF exit routines, this would include user-written exit routines and exit routines added by
other software products.

• You can determine what z/OS Allocation Recovery exit routines are active on the system, and in what order they will
be called, by examining displays generated by the following z/OS operator commands:

D PROG,EXIT,EXITNAME=IEF_ALLC_OFFLIN

D PROG,EXIT, EXITNAME=IEF_SPEC_WAIT

In the preceding displays, the MIA recovery exit can be identified by the name MIAALOCX.
• The TPCF exits are usually last (TPCINIT AUTOREPLYPOS=LAST) for correct AUTOREPLY and device elimination.

However, different placement of the TPCF exits may be required, depending on the other exit routines that are
loaded. If you experience problems with AUTOREPLY or device elimination, then use the D PROG displays above
to determine what other exits are loaded and check with the appropriate vendor/exit author to determine the order
required by the exits.

Examples: TPCINIT Statement

• To specify that z/OS should call the TPCF exit routines after other exit routines, place the following statement in the
MIMINIT member:
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TPCINIT AUTOREPLYPOS=LAST

• To specify that z/OS should call the TPCF exit routines in any order relative to other exit routines, specify this
statement in the initialization member:

TPCINIT AUTOREPLYPOS=SYSTEM

(MIA) USERDATA Command - Populate Device Data Field
The USERDATA command lets you put data into the user data field for a specific device. This command is used most
often to pass information to the MIA application program interface (API). GTAF propagates the data to all systems.
You can then retrieve the data by invoking the application program interface, or display it by issuing the DISPLAY
GLOBALUNITS command.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

USERDATA device text

device
Specifies the local or global name of a GTAF-managed device.

text
Defines the one- to eight-byte character string that you want to put into the user data field associated with the
device.

NOTE

: 

• You can specify this text in either character or hexadecimal format. For example, you can specify
A123 or X'C1F1F2F3'.

• If you want to include spaces in a character string, then place the entire string between single
quotation marks.

• The length of the MIA user data field is defined in bytes, and two hexadecimal positions are equal to
one byte of data; therefore, an odd number of hexadecimal positions is ambiguous if it is entered as
text to be moved into a data field defined in terms of bytes.

Default: The user data field is initialized to nulls (X'00').

Usage Notes: USERDATA Command

• You determine how the USERDATA field is updated based on the value specified in the SETOPTION USERDATA
command. FULL causes the entire data field to be updated, while PARTIAL causes only affected bits to be updated.

• The SETOPTION TPCF USERDATA command also gives you control over whether the MIM2069 message is issued
after successful completion of the USERDATA command processing. You may specify YES to receive the MIM2069
message after successful completion of the USERDATA command. Otherwise, specify NO if you do not want to
receive this message.

• The maximum number of bytes is eight. If the data you input is less than the maximum length of the user data field,
then GTAF left-justifies the data in the field and pads the remainder of the field to the right with nulls (X'00'). GTAF
does not verify that the length of the user data field is the same on all systems.

• In cases where hexadecimal text is entered with an odd number of positions, the USERDATA field is filled to the left
with one hexadecimal digit '0' (one half-byte of nulls).
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For example:

Command Updated User Data Field
USERDATA T123 X'1' X'0100000000000000'
USERDATA T123 X'01' X'0100000000000000'
USERDATA T123 X'123' X'0123000000000000'
USERDATA T123 X'0123' X'0123000000000000'

• You can display the user data field by issuing the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS command if the USERDATA operand
on the SETOPTION GLOBALDISPLAY is set to YES. In this display, nulls and other non-EBCDIC characters are
displayed as dots, except that a USERDATA field of nulls is displayed as blank.

• You can retrieve data from the user data field by invoking the application program interface (module name MIMAPI1).
• User data is not restricted to EBCDIC codes, but if you use DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS to view the user data, non-

displayable characters are translated to dots for the display. An exception is made when user data is in its initial state
of all nulls (X'00'). In this case, the user data field remains blank in the DISPLAY GLOBALUNITS display.

• You can specify the USERDATA command in the MIMCMDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMCMDS data set. You
can also issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system commands to issue the USERDATA command. TSO users generally are not
authorized to issue system control commands.

Examples: USERDATA Command

• To enter the characters CLASSA into the user data field associated with device 01A0, issue the following command:

USERDATA 01A0 CLASSA

• To input this same data in hexadecimal format, issue the following command:

USERDATA 01A0 X'C3D3C1E2E2C1'

(MIA) VARY Command-Change Device Status
The VARY command lets you change the status of devices that are being managed by the MIA component. You can
VARY devices online or offline through the MIMSYNCH parmlib member or through a console. If a special MIA status,
such as NOTAVAILABLE, AVAILABLE, OVERGENNED, NOTOVERGENNED, JOBRESERVED, or EXTERNALLY
DEDICATED is to be given or removed from a device, then you must use the MIA VARY command.

NOTE
For in-depth information on how to use the VARY commands to achieve the device status desired, see Change
the Status of Managed Devices (VARY).

Scope: Local or Global

This command has the following format:

VARY (devices) {[ACTIVE] |

                [AVAILABLE [{EXTERNAL | 

                             GLOBAL | 

                             LOCAL | 

                             sysid}]]  |

                [DEDICATED] |

                [JOB=(name [FORCE={NO | YES}]) [{GLOBAL | LOCAL}]]  |

                [NOJOB] |
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                [NOTACTIVE] |

                [NOTAVAILABLE [{EXTERNAL | 

                                FORCE | 

                                GLOBAL | 

                                LOCAL | 

                                sysid}]]  |

                [NOTDEDICATED] |

                [NOTOVERGENNED [{EXTERNAL | 

                                 GLOBAL | 

                                 LOCAL | 

                                 sysid}]]  |

                [OFFLINE [{EXTERNAL | 

                           GLOBAL | 

                           LOCAL | 

                           sysid}]]  |

                [ONLINE [{EXTERNAL | 

                          GLOBAL | 

                          LOCAL | 

                          sysid}]]  |

                [OVERGENNED [{EXTERNAL | 

                              GLOBAL | 

                              LOCAL | 

                              sysid}]]  |

                [PREFERENCE={value | NONE}] |

                [PURGE] |

               }

devices
Identifies the device for which you are making a status change. The device is identified by its three- or four-
character global name. Enter a single device name, a range of device names, or a list of device names. Specify a
range of tape drives by typing two global names separated by a hyphen (for example, 03A0-03A2).
A list of tape drives is specified as two or more global names separated by a comma or space. A list always must
be enclosed in parentheses. A list may include a range of drives. For example,
03A0

03A0-03A2

(03A0,03A1,03A2)

(03A0 03A1 03A2)

(03A0-03A2,07E0-07E1)

NOTE
The devices specified on a VARY RANGE command are presented to the operating system for
processing as individual VARY Device requests in ASCENDING device address order, regardless of the
order in which device address ranges are specified on the VARY RANGE command.

If you want a specific sequence of VARY command processing, code individual VARY or VARY RANGE
commands to achieve the desired VARY completion sequence.
A pending VARY request can be purged with the VARY PURGE parameter.

ACTIVE
Activates the automatic cartridge loader (ACL) feature for an assignable tape device, even if there are no
cartridges in the loader. TPCF makes this status change on all systems.

AVAILABLE
Makes the device available for allocation by removing NOTAVAILABLE status from the internal representation
for the device and issues a VARY ONLINE to the device. The VARY ONLINE is deferred, when the device is
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externally allocated. Local jobs waiting for the device are not posted until the external allocation completes and
the local VARY ONLINE executes successfully.

NOTE
For more information about delays to vary online processing, see MIA Programming.

The VARY AVAILABLE command also wakes up the jobs waiting in allocation recovery for a device.
You can specify the following operands:
EXTERNAL

Modifies device status on all external systems (that is, on all systems except the local system).
GLOBAL

Modifies device status on all systems.
LOCAL

Modifies device status on the local system.
sysid

Represents the ID of a system to which you want to direct this VARY command.
The system ID represents the full system name or alias that is assigned to the system using the:

• DEFSYS statement
• one- or two-digit index number of the system.

If MIM cannot find a match between the specified sysid value and any known system, it issues message
MIM2063 and ignores the VARY command.

NOTE

:

• FORCE can only be used with NOTAVAILABLE . By default, GTAF uses the scope value that is
specified for the VARYSCOPE operand on the SETOPTION command.

• You can use the abbreviation AVL for this operand.
• Only use the GLOBAL operand on VARY commands coded in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH

parmlib members when the VARY commands are directed to a single system. Use the IFSYS and
ENDIF statements to direct commands to specific systems.

DEDICATED
Dedicates the device to jobs on the local system and varies the device offline on all external systems. This makes
the device unavailable for allocation on external systems unless there is no other suitable device.

JOB
Reserves the devices for the job name specified. The name can be a started-task name. You can specify the
following operands for this parameter:
GLOBAL

Modifies device status on all systems.
LOCAL

Modifies device status on the local system.
If you specify the GLOBAL operand, then the device is reserved for the specified job, regardless of the system on
which the job is running. Otherwise, the device is reserved for a specified local job and cannot be allocated by any
other local job or on any external system.
You may enter a single job name or you may use the asterisk (*) wildcard character to reserve a device for any job
name matching the preceding characters. The wildcard character cannot be specified in the first position of the job
name, and no characters can be specified after the wildcard character.
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NOTE

: You can force the job to use only the devices reserved for it by specifying YES on the FORCE operand
(or simply specify FORCE). Otherwise, specify FORCE=NO to indicate that the job is not restricted to
the devices reserved for it. If the FORCE operand is not specified, then MIA uses the value specified on
the SETOPTION TPCF JOBFORCE command. The default value for that command is NO.

WARNING
TPCF ignores the reserve if all devices in the eligible device list are eliminated due to job reserve, any
allocation exits, and device preferencing, and FORCE=NO.

NOJOB
Releases a reserved device.

NOTACTIVE
Deactivates the ACL feature for an assignable tape device. TPCF makes this status change on all systems.

NOTAVAILABLE
Assigns not-available status to the device and varies the device offline. This makes that device unavailable for
allocation unless no other device is available.
You can specify the following operands for NOTAVAILABLE:
EXTERNAL

Modifies device status on all external systems (that is, on all systems except the local system).
FORCE

Takes a device that is in use on another system offline on the local system. If the device is allocated
externally, then it is taken offline locally and given a status of not available. If the device is online but not
allocated, then it is varied offline and also given a status of not available. To bring the device back online
after issuing a VARY NOTAVL FORCE command, issue a VARY AVAILABLE command.

GLOBAL
Modifies device status on all systems.

LOCAL
Modifies device status on the local system.

sysid
Represents the ID of a system to which you want to direct this VARY command.
The system ID represents the full system name or alias that is assigned to the system using the DEFSYS
statement or the one- or two-digit index number of the system. If MIM cannot find a match between the
value you specify for sysid and any known system, then it issues message MIM2063 and ignores the
VARY command.

NOTE

:

• The FORCE parameter can only be used with NOTAVAILABLE. By default, GTAF uses the scope
value that is specified for the VARYSCOPE operand on the SETOPTION command.

• You can use the abbreviation NOTAVL for this operand.
• Only use the GLOBAL operand on VARY commands coded in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH

parmlib members when the VARY commands are directed to a single system. Use the IFSYS and
ENDIF statements to direct commands to specific systems.

NOTDEDICATED
Releases a dedicated device and varies that device online to all systems. This makes that device available for
allocation on any system.
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NOTOVERGENNED
Returns a device from the overgenned status to normal status and varies the device online. The following
operands limit the scope of this parameter:
EXTERNAL

Modifies device status on all external systems (that is, on all systems except the local system).
GLOBAL

Modifies device status on all systems.
LOCAL

Modifies device status on the local system.
sysid

Represents the ID of a system to which you want to direct this VARY command.
The system ID represents the full system name or alias that is assigned to the system using the DEFSYS
statement or the one- or two-digit index number of the system. If MIM cannot find a match between the
value you specify for sysid and any known system, then it issues message MIM2063 and ignores the
VARY command.

You can use the abbreviation NOTOVG for this operand.
Default: GTAF uses the defined value that is specified for the VARYSCOPE operand on the SETOPTION
command.

OFFLINE
Varies the device offline. The following operands limit the scope of this parameter:
EXTERNAL

Modifies device status on all external systems (that is, on all systems except the local system).
GLOBAL

Modifies device status on all systems.
LOCAL

Modifies device status on the local system.
sysid

Represents the ID of a system to which you want to direct this VARY command.
The system ID represents the full system name or alias that is assigned to the system using the DEFSYS
statement or the one- or two-digit index number of the system. If MIM cannot find a match between the
value you specify for sysid and any known system, then it issues message MIM2063 and ignores the
VARY command.

Default: GTAF uses the scope value that is specified for the VARYSCOPE operand on the SETOPTION
command.

ONLINE
Varies the device online and POSTs jobs waiting for the device. The following operands limit the scope of this
parameter:
EXTERNAL

Modifies device status on all external systems (that is, on all systems except the local system).
GLOBAL

Modifies device status on all systems.
LOCAL

Modifies device status on the local system.
sysid

Represents the ID of a system to which you want to direct this VARY command.
The system ID represents:
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• The full system name
• An alias assigned to the system with the DEFSYS statement
• The one- or two-digit index number of the system.

When MIM cannot find a match between the specified sysid value and any known system. MIM issues
message MIM2063 and ignores the VARY command.

Default: GTAF uses the scope value that is specified for the VARYSCOPE operand on the SETOPTION
command.

OVERGENNED
Assigns overgenned status to a device and varies the device offline. You can use the abbreviation OVG for this
operand.
You can specify following operands to indicate the scope of the status change:
EXTERNAL

Modifies device status on all external systems (that is, on all systems except the local system).
GLOBAL

Modifies device status on all systems.
LOCAL

Modifies device status on the local system.
sysid

Represents the ID of a system to which you want to direct this VARY command.
The system ID represents the full system name or alias that is assigned to the system using the DEFSYS
statement or the one- or two-digit index number of the system. If MIM cannot find a match between the
value you specify for sysid and any known system, then it issues message MIM2063 and ignores the
VARY command.

Default: GTAF uses the scope value that is specified for the VARYSCOPE operand on the SETOPTION
command.

PREFERENCE
Specifies the preference value you are assigning to this device (the higher the preference value, the more
preferred the device). TPCF assigns this preference value on the local system only. You can specify a value from
1 to 255, or NONE. NONE causes device preferencing to not be done for the specified devices.
Default: PREFERENCE=NONE

NOTE

: When NONE is specified, no preference value displays.

PURGE
VARY requests that are on the ‘schedule queue’ or on the ‘active queue’ are eligible for a purge request. When
a VARY request is marked as ‘purged’ no internal VARY is submitted and no device state change occurs. The
PURGE parameter is intended to be used to purge VARY requests that may be causing delays in allocation.

Usage Notes: VARY Command
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• The VARY command contains positional operands. Therefore, you must specify operands in the order shown in the
previous VARY Command Format box.

• You can use the VARYSCOPE operand on the SETOPTION command to determine whether TPCF should use
LOCAL, EXTERNAL, GLOBAL, or sysid as the default scope value for the VARY command.

• The VARY command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set. You
also can issue the VARY command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the VARY command. TSO users generally are not
authorized to issue system control commands.

• Be sure to issue the VARY command with the MIM command prefix character (or the z/OS MODIFY command). If you
omit the command character, then the VARY command will be interpreted as the z/OS VARY command rather than as
the MIA VARY command.

Examples: VARY Command

• To reserve tape drive 01A2 for job PAYROLL on the local system, issue this command:

VARY 01A2 JOB=PAYROLL

• To reserve tape drive 01A2 for jobs whose names begin with "PAY" on the local system, issue the following command:

VARY 01A2 JOB=PAY*

• To dedicate tape drives 01A3, 01A4, and 01A5 to the local system, issue this command:

VARY (01A3-01A5) DEDICATED

• To assign a preference value of 10 on the local system to device 01A4, issue this command:

VARY 01A4 PREFERENCE=10

• To make tape devices 01A5 and 03B5 unavailable to system SYSA, issue this command:

VARY (01A5,03B5) NOTAVAILABLE SYSA

MIC Statements and Commands
NOTE

See Notation Conventions for an overview of the syntax used in this section.

(MIC) COLLECT Command-Create Message Routing Definition
You can manage cross-system message traffic by creating message routing definitions. Message routing definitions, or
collection sets, are defined using the MIC COLLECT command. A collection set is identified by its local destination (unless
the SETNAME parameter is also specified).

Each COLLECT command allows you to create, modify, replace, or delete a collection set. GCMF and ICMF use
collection sets to control the routing of messages between systems.

The COLLECT command differs from the LINK command in that collection sets are used to route UNSOLICITED WTOs
(such as tape mounts, job start and end messages, and printer messages). Linkages are used to issue cross-system
commands and automatically receive command responses (SOLICITED WTOs). These responses are returned to the
issuing system regardless of any collection sets defined.

Collection sets define the routing of unsolicited cross-system messages. The COLLECT command defines a collection set
by identifying:
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• Types of messages that need to be imported to the local system
• Systems from which the messages are to be imported
• Local destination to which the imported messages are to be routed

Message selection criteria are quite flexible, as is the number of local destinations that can receive imported messages.
As a result, you can create collection sets that are tailored to the requirements of your site. Some of the most common
uses of collection sets are listed below:

• Direct imported messages to all local consoles, individual local consoles, local products, or local TSO users
• Record imported messages to the local SYSLOG
• Direct messages from specific jobs to specific TSO users

Note: For more information, see MIM Advanced Topics.

Each collection set you create using the COLLECT command has a two-part name, consisting of the destination you
specify (such as CONSOLE=SYSAMSTR) and the SETNAME value. Multiple collection sets can exist for the same
destination only if you use the optional SETNAME operand on at least one of them. If you issue two or more COLLECT
commands for the same collection set, then the first command creates the collection set by default, while all subsequent
commands will modify the original collection set.

Note: The Local Destination for Collected Messages parameter is required when the COLLECT command is issued from
the MIM parmlib. This parameter is not required when the COLLECT command is issued directly from a command source
(for example, from a console, or from an application).

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

 

COLLECT Modifier Collection Set
Name

Local Destination
for Collected
Message

Message Inclusion/
Exclusion Criteria

From System
Scope

Inclusion/Exclusion
Filter

COLLECT

   [{ADD|

    DELETE|

    REPLACE}]

[SETNAME

  [={DEFAULT|

     name}]] 

[{CONSOLE=conname|

 [DMONITOR[={ASIS|

       JOBNAMES|

       SESSIONS|

       STATUS}] ]|

  [DROUTCDE[={ASIS|

       (codes)}]]

 |

  [PRODUCT=name]|

  [SOURCE]|

  [SYSLOG]|

  [TSOUSER]}]

{ACTION|

NOACTION}

{JOBNAME=(names)|

  NOJOBNAME=(names)}

{LOGONLY|NOLOG}

{MONITOR=([JOBNAMES]

          [SESSION]

          [STATUS])|

NOMONITOR=([JOBNAMES]

          [SESSIONS]

          [STATUS])}

{MSGID=(msgids)|

   NOMSGID=(msgids)}

{ROUTCDE={ALL|

(codes)}|

  NOROUTCDE={ALL|

(codes)}}

{WTOR|NOWTOR}

[SYSID[={ALL|

     ALLICMF|

     ALLSYS|

     EXTERNAL|

     EXTSYS|

     LOCAL|

     sysid}]] 

[{ALL|ANY}]
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ACTION
Selects action type messages. By default, messages having descriptor codes 1, 2, 3, or 11 are considered action
messages. Descriptor code 12 can also be specified as an action message. You can change this by using the
SETOPTION ACTIONCODE command.
WTOR messages are not automatically considered action messages, although they are highlighted on the display.
ACTION selects WTOR messages only if they have the descriptor code of an action message.

ADD
(Optional) This parameter creates a collection set if the collection set you are defining does not exist. Otherwise,
MIC modifies the existing collection set. ADD is the default value.

ALL
Indicates that a message must meet the requirements of all inclusion operands in this collection set.

ANY
Indicates that a message must meet the requirements of any single inclusion operand in this collection set.
When you create a new collection set, ANY is used by default. If you wish to use ALL to require that all inclusion
operands be met, then you must specify ALL.
When modifying a collection set, the default (ANY or ALL) is the previously set value for that collection set. You
can change ANY to ALL or ALL to ANY by explicitly specifying the new value on your collection set.

CONSOLE
Directs messages to a local console. Specify the console name. You can abbreviate this operand as CN.

DELETE
Deletes part of a collection set or the entire collection set, depending on what other operands you specify on this
command.

DMONITOR
Broadcasts messages to consoles by matching the WTO monitor type of the message with the MCS monitor type
of consoles. You can specify one or more of the following values on the DMONITOR parameter:
ASIS

Using MCS monitor types, this directs cross-system messages as though they are local messages. MIC
directs cross-system TSO session messages to all local consoles receiving local TSO session messages.
For example, cross-system job initiation messages go to local consoles receiving local job initiation
messages.

JOBNAMES
Directs messages to consoles that are receiving job initiation, job termination, and unit record allocation
monitor messages.

SESSION
Directs messages to consoles that are receiving TSO session initiation and termination monitor
messages.

STATUS
Directs messages to consoles that are receiving monitor messages concerning data set dispositions.

Default: ASIS
You can specify any combination of the JOBNAMES, SESSION, and STATUS operands.

DROUTCDE
Broadcasts messages to consoles by matching the WTO routing code of the message with the MCS routing
codes of consoles. You can specify one of the following values on the DROUTCDE operand:
ASIS

Directs messages to consoles by matching MCS routing codes on messages and on consoles. For
example, routing code 3 messages from external systems are sent to local consoles receiving routing
code 3 messages. Routing code 5 messages are sent to consoles receiving routing code 5 messages,
and so on.
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codes
Represents the routing codes of the consoles that should receive these messages. Specify a single
routing code, a range of routing codes, or a list of routing codes in place of codes.

Default: ASIS
JOBNAME

Selects messages issued by designated jobs. Specify a single job name, a list of job names, or a range of job
names (to a maximum of 20 job names).
You can use the * and # wildcard characters in a job name. See the Usage Notes for the COLLECT command.

LOGONLY
Selects messages destined only for the system log.
For information about using the CAPTURELOG operand to enable MIC to collect these message types, see (MIC)
SETOPTION GCMF Command in this chapter.

MONITOR
Selects messages that have been assigned this monitor type. You can use the abbreviation MN for this operand.
Specify one or more of the following values on the MONITOR operand:
JOBNAMES

Selects all job initiation, job termination, and unit record allocation monitor messages.
SESSION

Selects all TSO-session initiation and termination monitor messages.
STATUS

Selects all monitor messages regarding data set dispositions.
MSGID

Selects messages that have a designated message ID. Specify a single ID, a list of IDs, or a range of IDs (to a
maximum of 20 IDs). Message IDs can be up to 12 characters long.
You can use the * and # wildcard characters in a message prefix. See the Usage Notes for the COLLECT
command.

NOACTION
Excludes all action messages defined on the SETOPTION ACTIONCODE command.

NOJOBNAME
Excludes all messages issued by the designated jobs. Specify a single job name, a list of job names, or a range of
job names (to a maximum of 20 job names).
You can use the * and # wildcard characters in a job name. See the Usage Notes for the COLLECT command.

NOLOG
Excludes messages destined only for the system log.

NOMONITOR
Excludes monitor-type messages. You can specify NOMONITOR without any operands because it defaults to all
types of monitor messages, or you can specify one or any combination of the following values:
JOBNAMES

Excludes all job initiation, job termination, and unit record allocation monitor messages.
SESSION

Excludes all TSO-session initiation and termination monitor messages.
STATUS

Excludes all monitor messages regarding data set dispositions.
NOMSGID

Excludes messages with the designated message IDs. Specify a single message ID, a list of message IDs, or a
range of message IDs (to a maximum of 20 IDs). Message IDs can be up to 12 characters long.
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You can use the * and # wildcard characters in a message prefix. See the Usage Notes for the COLLECT
command.
Note: NOMSGID and SETOPTION GCMF EXCLUDEPREFIX perform similar functions, but NOMSGID operates
on a single collection set only. Also, NOMSGID handles 12-character messages, while EXCLUDEPREFIX
handles 10-character messages.

NOROUTCDE
Excludes messages assigned this routing code. Specify one of these values on the NOROUTCDE operand:
ALL

Excludes all messages that have been assigned routing codes.
codes

Represents the routing codes that should be excluded. Specify a single routing code, a range of routing
codes, or a list of routing codes.

NOWTOR
Excludes the echoing of all WTOR replies.

PRODUCT
Directs messages to local products. Currently, you can direct messages to Remote Console and OPS/MVS.
If you want to direct messages to Remote Console, then specify the Remote Console subsystem name of RCS in
place of ssname. If you want to direct messages to OPS/MVS, then specify the OPS subsystem name of OPSS in
place of ssname.
For example,
PRODUCT=RCS

PRODUCT=OPSS

Note for Remote Console Users: The subsystem name for Remote Console is identified on the Remote
Console SSNAME parameter.
Note for OPS/MVS users: For more information, see OPS/MVS Considerations in the section “Advanced Topics”
of the MIC Programming.

REPLACE
Deletes an existing collection set and replaces it with the values created by this command. Unlike the DELETE
operand, REPLACE effects the entire collection set.

ROUTCDE
Selects messages that have been assigned a routing code. Specify one of the following values on the ROUTCDE
operand:
ALL

Selects all messages that have been assigned routing codes.
codes

Represents the routing codes that should be selected. Specify a single routing code, a range of routing
codes, or a list of routing codes.

SETNAME
Assigns a name to a collection set. Specify one of these values on the SETNAME operand:
DEFAULT

Assigns the name DEFAULT to this collection set.
name

Represents the unique one- to eight-character name you want to use.
Default: SETNAME=DEFAULT
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SOURCE
Directs messages to the current console (that is, the console from which you are issuing this command).
SOURCE is the default value. This operand is not valid when COLLECT is issued from the MIMCMNDS or
MIMSYNCH members.

SYSLOG
Directs messages to the local system log.

SYSID
Identifies systems from which you want to collect messages. Specify one of these values on the SYSID operand:
ALL

Identifies all systems in a MIM complex, including ICMF.
ALLICMF

Identifies all ICMF systems, excluding control file systems.
ALLSYS

Identifies all control file systems, excluding ICMF.
EXTERNAL

Identifies all systems except the local system, including ICMF. This is the default value.
EXTSYS

Identifies all control file systems except the local system, excluding ICMF.
LOCAL

Identifies the local system only.
sysid

Represents the ID of a system from which you want to collect messages (to a maximum of 32 IDs, or 128
IDs if using ICMF). You can use system names, aliases, or index numbers to identify these systems.

Default:  SYSID=EXTERNAL
TSOUSER

Directs messages to a local TSO user. Specify the TSO ID of the user in place of userid.
Note: You can specify only one TSO user ID here.

WTOR
Selects all WTOR messages. Because most WTOR messages are assigned routing codes, you also can select
WTOR messages by specifying ROUTCDE=ALL.

Usage Notes: COLLECT Command

• The COLLECT command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
You also can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands (AUTH=SYS) to issue the COLLECT command. TSO
users generally are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• You can specify any number of the following operands (as long as they are not mutually exclusive):
– ACTION/NOACTION
– JOBNAME/NOJOBNAME
– LOGONLY/NOLOGONLY
– MONITOR/NOMONITOR
– MSGID/NOMSGID
– ROUTCDE/NOROUTCDE
– WTOR/NOWTOR

• MIC looks at only the first ten characters of a message prefix and ignores the following characters:
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– Any single preceding asterisk (*), plus (+), or at-sign (@) character
– All preceding blanks

• MIC ignores the + and @ characters only when the operating system has inserted these characters. MIC accepts
imbedded blanks if you specify the pound (#) character in that position.

• You can use the following wildcard characters with the JOBNAME/NOJOBNAME and MSGID/NOMSGID operands:
*
Use the asterisk (*) wildcard character to exclude or include messages with a job name or message ID that matches
the character string preceding the * character. The asterisk wildcard character can be specified only at the end of a
character string, and only one asterisk can be specified per string. No additional characters can be specified after the
asterisk.
For example, if you specify NOMSGID=IST*, then the collection set excludes any message with a message ID that
begins with IST, no matter what the rest of the message ID is.
#
Use the pound (#) wildcard character to indicate a single character position that MIC should ignore when determining
whether to exclude messages. The job name or message ID must be exactly the same length as the character string
you specify. You can specify multiple pound sign wildcard characters in a character string.

• Messages destined only for the system log are not displayed at active MCS consoles. Therefore, MIC does not check
hardcopy-only type messages to determine whether they should be routed cross-system. To allow MIC to check
these hardcopy-only messages, specify the command SETOPTION CAPTURELOG=YES. Once CAPTURELOG
is activated, hardcopy message types can be collected for or excluded from external destinations by using the
LOGONLY/NOLOGONLY operands on the COLLECT command.

• You must define an ICMF system on an IDEFSYS command before you specify the ICMF ID of the system on the
SYSID operand.

Example: Collect Command

• To collect messages from the job named TEST1 on system SYS1 and to direct those messages to the console from
which this COLLECT command is being issued, issue this command:

COLLECT JOBNAME=TEST1 SYSID=SYS1

• Suppose that the current console is receiving messages from an external system, and you want this console to start
receiving messages from system 01 as well. To accomplish this task, issue this command:

COLLECT SYSID=01

• To create a collection set that imports messages having route codes from external systems to the local copy of Remote
Console, issue this command:

COLLECT PRODUCT=RCS SYSID=EXTERNAL ROUTCDE=ALL

• To delete the collection set for the current console with a SETNAME of SET1, issue this command:

COLLECT DELETE SETNAME=SET1

• To have the console CON1 collect messages from system SYS1, in addition to the systems it is currently collecting
messages from, issue this command:

COLLECT CONSOLE=CON1 SYSID=SYS1

(MIC) DISPLAY GCMF Command-Display GCMF Information
The DISPLAY GCMF command lets you display information about the status of the GCMF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:
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DISPLAY GCMF [ALL]         

             [COLLECT {ALL | 

                       CONSOLE=name | 

                       DMONITOR | 

                       DROUTCDE |

                       PRODUCT=ssname | 

                       SOURCE |   

                       TSOUSER={ALL | userid}     

                       [DETAIL|SUMMARY]}]

             [DOM     {ALL | 

                       ASID=asid| 

                       MSGID=msgid | 

                       JOBNAME=jobid}

                       [DETAIL|SUMMARY]}]

             [INIT] 

             [LINK    {ALL| 

                       CONSOLE=name |

                       INSTREAM|

                       INTERNAL|  

                       PRODUCT=ssname | 

                       SOURCE | 

                       TSOUSER={ALL|userid}}]

             [OPTIONS=([ACTIONPREFIX] |

                       [ALL] |

                       [BROADCAST] |

                       [EXCLUDEJOB] |

                       [EXCLUDEPREFIX] |

                       [SAFSYSTEMS] |

                       [SYSLOG] |

                       [VALUES])]

            [POOLCONSOLES]

ALL
(Optional) Displays one of these types of information:

• The GCMF initialization values (in message MIM3031) and operating values (in message MIM3030), collection
set information (in message MIM3054), linkage information (in message MIM3016), console pool information
(in message MIM3065), and DOM information (in message MIM3061), if you specify DISPLAY GCMF ALL

• Information about all local consoles, products, and TSO users (if specified with the COLLECT or LINK
operands)

• Information about outstanding messages (if specified with the DOM operand)

Specify the ALL operand only once per command, even when it qualifies two or more operands. For example, you
can specify DISPLAY DOM ALL to see the GCMF initialization and operating values and to see information about
all outstanding messages. Note that ALL is a default value when you specify DISPLAY DOM.

ASID
Displays information about messages that have a designated address space ID. Specify the ID in place of the
asid variable.

COLLECT
(Optional) Displays information about collection sets for the console, product, or TSO user you have specified.
This information is displayed in message MIM3055 (if you specify DISPLAY COLLECT DETAIL) or in message
MIM3054 (if you specify DISPLAY COLLECT SUMMARY). Possible values are:
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ALL
Displays collection set information for all destinations.

CONSOLE
Displays collection set information for a designated console. Specify a console name.

DMONITOR
Displays collection set information for all consoles receiving messages by monitor type.

DROUTCDE
Displays collection set information for all consoles receiving messages by routing code.

PRODUCT
Displays collection set information for a designated product. Specify the subsystem name of the product.

SOURCE
Displays collection set information for the console from which you issue the DISPLAY COLLECT
command.

TSOUSER
Displays collection sets for one or more TSO users on the local system. Specify TSOUSER=ALL to
display collection sets for all local TSO users or specify a user ID to display collection sets for one TSO
user.

CONSOLE
Displays information for a designated console. Specify the name of this console.

DETAIL
Displays detailed information about a collection set or about outstanding messages. Note that DETAIL is a default
value under certain conditions.

DMONITOR
Displays information for all consoles receiving messages by monitor type.

DOM
(Optional) Displays information about outstanding action messages. This information is displayed in message
MIM3061 (if you specify DISPLAY DOM DETAIL) or in message MIM3062 (if you specify DISPLAY DOM
SUMMARY).

DROUTCDE
Displays information for all consoles receiving messages by routing code.

GCMF
Tells MIM to display information about GCMF rather than any other facility. Specify this operand before the
ALL, INIT, or OPTIONS operands. You also should specify the GCMF operand before any other operand that is
truncated in such a way that it may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities.
Because GCMF is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand on the DISPLAY command.

INIT
(Optional) Displays information about the GCMF initialization values that are set through the GCMINIT statement.
This information is shown in message MIM3031.

INSTREAM
Displays information about the link for instream sources.

INTERNAL
Displays information about the link for internal sources.

JOBNAME
Displays information about outstanding messages that have been issued by a designated job. Specify a job name
in place of the jobid variable.
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LINK
Displays information about linkages for the console, instream source, internal source, product, or TSO user you
have specified. This information is shown in message MIM3016.
ALL

Displays linkages that enable local consoles, TSO users, and products to issue cross-system commands.
CONSOLE

Displays linkages that enable a designated console to issue cross-system commands. Specify a console
name.

INSTREAM
Displays information about the link for instream sources.

INTERNAL
Displays information about the link for internal sources.

PRODUCT
Displays linkages that enable a designated product to issue cross-system commands. Specify the
subsystem name of the product.

SOURCE
Displays linkage information for the console on which the DISPLAY LINK command was issued.

TSOUSER
Displays linkages that enable one or more TSO users on the local system to issue cross-system
commands. Specify ALL or a TSO user ID.
Default: TSOUSER=ALL

MSGID
Displays information about outstanding messages that have a designated message ID. Specify the ID in place of
the msgid variable.

OPTIONS
Displays information about the GCMF operating values set by the SETOPTION command. The GCMF OPTIONS
information is shown in message MIM3030.
You can enter one or more of the following values for GCMF OPTIONS:
ACTIONPREFIX (ACTP)

Displays the list of additional highlighted messages, in addition to the standard display.
ALL

Displays all GCMF operating values.
BROADCAST

Displays the value you entered on the SETOPTION command for routing broadcast messages to a
defined list of systems.

EXCLUDEJOB (EXJ)
Displays the list of job names used to unconditionally exclude messages from cross-system message
routing, in addition to the standard display.

EXCLUDEPREFIX (EXP)
Displays the list of message IDs used to unconditionally exclude messages from cross-system message
routing, in addition to the standard display.

SAFSYSTEMS
Displays the systems supporting the system authorization facility.

SYSLOG
Displays the list of systems from which imported messages are being written to the system log, in addition
to the standard display.
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VALUES
Displays the GCMF operating values listed in the standard display.

Default: OPTIONS=VALUES
POOLCONSOLES

Displays information about the target consoles that are being used to execute cross-system commands. This
information is shown in message MIM3065.

PRODUCT
Displays information for a designated product. Specify the subsystem name of that product in place of the ssname
variable. For example, if RCS is the subsystem name for Remote Console, then you can display this information
for Remote Console by specifying PRODUCT=RCS.
The default subsystem name for Remote Console is RCS, and the default subsystem name for OPS/MVS is
OPSS.

SOURCE
Displays information for the console, product, or TSO user that issued this DISPLAY command. Note that
SOURCE is a default value if you specify DISPLAY COLLECT from a TSO session or from a console.

SUMMARY
Displays summarized information about collection sets (when used with the COLLECT command), or about
outstanding action messages (when used with the DOM command). Specify the SUMMARY operand only once
per command, even when it qualifies two or more operands. For example, you can specify DISPLAY COLLECT
LINK SUMMARY to display summary information about collection sets and linkages. You cannot specify the
SUMMARY and DETAIL operands on the same command.
SUMMARY is a default value if you specify DISPLAY COLLECT ALL or DISPLAY DOM ALL.

TSOUSER
Displays information for one or more TSO users.
To display information for a single TSO user, specify the TSO user ID of that user in place of the userid variable.
To display information for all TSO users, specify TSOUSER=ALL.

Usage Notes: DISPLAY GCMF Command

• The DISPLAY command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
When you specify this command in the MIMCMNDS member and the TRACE feature is active, the output is sent to the
MIM trace data set. When you specify this command in the MIMSYNCH member, the output is sent to the system log.

• You also can issue the DISPLAY command from any console or TSO session.
• You can specify several operands for GCMF on the same DISPLAY command (for example, DISPLAY LINK

COLLECT). GCMF operands cannot be mixed with operands from other facilities, such as ICMF, on a single DISPLAY
command.

• The default for this command is OPTIONS=VALUES. However, the following values are defaults under certain
circumstances:
– SOURCE is a default value when you specify DISPLAY COLLECT or DISPLAY LINK from a console or TSO

session.
– VALUES is a default value when you specify DISPLAY OPTIONS.
– ALL is a default value when you specify DISPLAY DOM.
– SUMMARY is a default value when you specify DISPLAY COLLECT ALL or DISPLAY DOM ALL. Otherwise,

DETAIL is a default value when you display COLLECT or DOM.

Example: DISPLAY GCMF Command

To display collection set information for the console named TAPE1, issue this command:

DISPLAY COLLECT CONSOLE=TAPE1
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(MIC) DISPLAY ICMF Command-Display ICMF Information
The DISPLAY ICMF command lets you display information about the status of the ICMF. This parameter tells MIM to
display information about ICMF rather than any other facility. Specify this operand before the ALL, INIT, OPTIONS, or
SYSTEMS operands. You also should specify the ICMF operand before any other operand that is truncated in such a way
that it may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities. Because ICMF is a positional operand, you must specify it
before any other operand on the DISPLAY command.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY ICMF [{ALL| 

              [INIT] |

              [OPTIONS] |

              [SYSTEMS]}]

ALL
Displays the ICMF initialization values (in message MIM6020) and operating values (in message MIM6004).

INIT
Displays information about the ICMF initialization values that are set by the ICMINIT statement. This information is
shown in message MIM6020.

OPTIONS
Displays information about the ICMF operating values that can be set by the SETOPTION command. The result
of this command appears in message MIM6004.

SYSTEMS
Displays information about the status of ICMF systems. The ICMF system information is displayed in message
MIM6003.

Default: OPTIONS

Usage Notes: DISPLAY ICMF Command

• The DISPLAY command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
When you specify this command in the MIMCMNDS member and the TRACE feature is active, the output is sent to the
MIM trace data set. When you specify this command in the MIMSYNCH member, the output is sent to the system log.

• You also can issue the DISPLAY command from any console or TSO session.
• You can specify several operands for ICMF on the same DISPLAY command (for example, DISPLAY ICMF INIT

SYSTEMS). ICMF operands cannot be mixed with operands from other MIM facilities, such as GCMF, on a single
DISPLAY command.

• When you issue DISPLAY ICMF, you can truncate subsequent values to the first letter of the operand. For example, A
for ALL and I for INIT.

Example: DISPLAY ICMF Command

To display information for ICMF initialization and operating values, issue the following command:

DISPLAY ICMF ALL

(MIC) DOM Command-Delete Action Messages
The DOM command lets you immediately delete one or more action messages from local and external consoles. In this
context, delete  actually means that highlighted messages are changed to normal intensity, so they scroll off the console.
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The DOM command only deletes messages that have been reissued by GCMF as a result of a COLLECT command. The
DOM command must be issued on the system where the message originated. To display the action messages eligible for
deletion, issue the DISPLAY DOM DETAIL command.

You would use this command if you did not want to wait for the highlighted message to be automatically changed to a non-
highlighted message by GCMF (see SETOPTION AUTODELETE, DELETEINTERVAL). The DOM command is available
only when you are running GCMF of the MIC component.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DOM [ASID=asid] 

    [CLEAR] 

    [ERASE] 

    [JOBNAME=jobname] 

    [MSGID=msgid]

ASID
Deletes messages that have a designated address space ID. Specify this ID in place of the asid variable. GCMF
deletes these messages from all MCS consoles, local and external.
You can use the DISPLAY DOM DETAIL command to see what address space IDs are assigned to messages.

CLEAR
Deletes all action messages from all MCS consoles, local and external.

ERASE
Deletes all action messages from external MCS consoles but not from local MCS consoles.

JOBNAME
Deletes all action messages issued by the designated job. Specify a single name in place of the jobname variable.
GCMF deletes these messages from all MCS consoles, local and external.

MSGID
Deletes all action messages with the designated message ID. Specify a single ID in place of the msgid variable.
GCMF deletes these messages from all MCS consoles, local and external.

Usage Notes: DOM Command

• The DOM command will not  delete WTOR messages.
• The DOM command usually is issued from a console, rather than from the MIMPARMS data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the DOM command. TSO users generally are not

authorized to issue system control commands.
• When you delete action messages, you are changing the message to non-highlighted so it scrolls off the console

screen.
• You can use the * and # wildcard characters with the JOBNAME and MSGID operands. For a description, see the

Usage Notes for the COLLECT command in this chapter.
• The DOM options ASID, CLEAR, JOBNAME, and MSGID delete the messages from consoles on the originating

system and on the systems where they were collected. ERASE deletes them only from the systems where they were
collected.

Examples: DOM Command

• To delete all GCMF-managed action messages from all local and external MCS consoles, issue this command:

DOM CLEAR

• To delete all messages issued by job PAYROLL from all local and external consoles, issue this command:
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DOM JOBNAME=PAYROLL

Assume for this example that some or all messages from job PAYROLL have been collected to local consoles, external
consoles, or both.

(MIC) DROPSYS Command-Remove System from ICMF Complex
The DROPSYS command lets you remove an external system from your ICMF complex.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DROPSYS sysid

sysid
Specifies the system name, system alias, or index number of the ICMF system that you are removing.
Note: If the ID of this system on the IDEFSYS command does not match the ID of the system on the DEFSYS
statement, then specify an ID from the IDEFSYS command.

Usage Notes: DROPSYS Command

• The DROPSYS command must be issued from a console or a TSO session. You cannot issue this command from the
MIMPARMS data set.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the DROPSYS command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• You should issue this command only if the system you are removing will not rejoin the ICMF complex soon.
• To determine what ICMF system IDs have been assigned to a system, issue the DISPLAY ICMF SYSTEMS command.

Message MIM6003 appears to display the system IDs.

Examples: DROPSYS Command

• To remove the entry for system SYSB from the local system, issue this command:

DROPSYS SYSB

• If you are removing system LA from a star-type ICMF complex, then issue a command like this one from system LA:

@EXT @DROPSYS LA

By issuing this command from the system you are removing, and by specifying the EXT parameter, you direct your
DROPSYS command to all systems except system LA.

NOTE
In this example, the MIM command character is @.

(MIC) DUMP GCMF Command-Create Dump of GCMF
Broadcom Support uses the DUMP GCMF command for diagnostic purposes.

WARNING
WARNING! This command is to be used only when you are directed by Broadcom Support to do so.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DUMP GCMF [CAES]

          [D0AREA]
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          [D1AREA]

          [D10AREA]

          [HASH]

          [LINK]

          [SE [(systemid)[,CE] [,DE] [,OE]] 

          [UCMBASE]

          [WHE]

CAES
(Optional) Dumps the CAE control blocks on the external and available chains.

D0AREA
(Optional) Dumps the D0AREA control block.

D1AREA
(Optional) Dumps the D1AREA control block.

D10AREA
Dumps the D10AREA control block.

HASH
(Optional) Dumps the HASH table.

LINK
(Optional) Dumps the CAE control blocks on the link chain.

SE
(Optional) Dumps the SE control blocks for all active systems. Optionally, you can specify the one- to eight-
character system name for systemid to select the SE control block for the named system, regardless of active
status.
You can also specify dumping the CE, DE, and OE control blocks associated with the SE control blocks being
dumped.

UCMBASE
(Optional) Dumps the UCMBASE control block.

WHE
(Optional) Dumps the WHE control blocks.

Usage Notes: DUMP GCMF Command

• This command is solely intended for use as a diagnostic tool under the direction of Broadcom Support.
• The displays generated by this command are unformatted, and therefore, not readily usable by those unfamiliar with

the MIM internal control blocks.
• Some operands of this command may cause serious performance degradation of MIM and its facilities.

Example: DUMP GCMF Command

To dump the contents of the CAE control blocks on the external and available chains, issue the following command:

DUMP GCMF CAES

(MIC) DUMP ICMF Command-Create Dump of ICMF
Broadcom Support uses the DUMP ICMF command for diagnostic purposes.

WARNING
WARNING! This command is to be used only when you are directed to do so by Broadcom Support.

Scope: Local
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This command has the following format:

DUMP ICMF [I1AREA]

          [I2AREA]

          [I7AREA]

          [I8AREA[=sysid] ]

          [QUEUES]

          [SEND]

I1AREA
(Optional) Dumps the I1AREA control block.

I2AREA
(Optional) Dumps the I2AREA control block.

I7AREA
(Optional) Dumps the I7AREA control block.

I8AREA
(Optional) Dumps the I8AREA control blocks for active systems. Optionally, you can specify system to select the
I8AREA control block for the named system. Specify a one- to eight- character name for system (such as SYS1).

QUEUES
(Optional) Dumps queues related to ICMF processing.

SEND
(Optional) Dumps send information related to ICMF processing.

Usage Notes: DUMP ICMF Command

• This command is solely intended for use as a diagnostic tool under the direction of Broadcom Support.
• The displays generated by this command are unformatted, and therefore, not readily usable by those unfamiliar with

the MIM internal control blocks.
• Some parameters of this command may cause serious performance degradation of MIM and its facilities.

Example: DUMP ICMF Command

To dump the contents of the I1AREA control block, issue this command:

DUMP ICMF I1AREA

(MIC) FREECONS Command-Deallocate Target Consoles
The FREECONS command allows you to deallocate target consoles allocated to the current MIC address space.
Consoles can be allocated to the MIC target console pool dynamically (using SETOPT MAXCONS), directly (using
GCMINIT CONSLIST), or exclusively (using LINK TGTCONS). The MINCONS value establishes the minimum number of
consoles MIC retains should you issue a FREECONS MINCONS command.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

FREECONS {ALL | 

          MINCONS | 

          CONSLIST | 

          console}
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ALL
Deallocates all consoles from the pool, regardless of the allocation method used.

MINCONS
Deallocates consoles allocated to the pool dynamically, except for the minimum number set by the SETOPTION
MINCONS command.

CONSLIST
Deallocates all consoles allocated to the pool directly using the GCMINIT CONSLIST statement.

console
Specifies the name of a console that you want to deallocate from the pool, regardless of the allocation method
that was used to assign it.

Usage Notes: FREECONS Command

• FREECONS has no effect on established linkages. It deallocates the console, not the links issued from that console.
• The FREECONS command usually is issued from a console, rather than from the MIMPARMS data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the FREECONS command. TSO users generally

are not authorized to issue system control commands.
• When you deallocate a target console, GCMF returns that console to the operating system. Unless the console is

reallocated, you will not see the ID of that console if you use the DISPLAY POOLCONSOLES command to see which
consoles are associated with linkages.

Examples: FREECONS Command

• Assume that MAXCONS=5 and MINCONS=2 are specified in the MIMCMNDS member of the MIMPARMS data set.
This allows MIC to dynamically allocate up to five consoles for the pool. If MIC had five consoles in the pool, and a
FREECONS MINCONS command is issued, MIC would deallocate three consoles, and save two consoles for the
console pool. To deallocate all dynamically allocated consoles, except for the minimum number reserved for GCMF,
issue this command:

FREECONS MINCONS

• To deallocate console GCMAA000, issue this command:

FREECONS GCMAA000

(MIC) GCMINIT Statement-Set GCMF Initialization Statements
The GCMINIT statement lets you set initialization values for the GCMF of the MIC component.

Scope: N/A

This command has the following format:

GCMINIT [CONSLIST=(connames)]

        [EDITMESSAGE={ALL| EXTERNAL|LOCAL|NONE}]

        [EXTCON={NONE | PREFIX=ppp}]

        [JOBID={LEADING0|TRUNCATE0}]

        [REPLYLIMIT=(n1,n2)]

        [SAFNOTOKEN={ISSUE|REJECT}]

        [SUPPRESS={NO|YES}]

        [SYSNAME={EXTERNAL|LOCAL|NONE}]

        [SYSTYPE={ALIAS|SYSNAME}]

        [TRANSLATE={NO|YES}]
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CONSLIST
(Optional) Assigns a designated group of subsystem consoles, inactive consoles, or both to the target console
pool. GCMF uses these consoles to execute cross-system commands issued through linkages. Specify a single
console name or console names (to a maximum of 40) in place of connames.
We recommend that you use the MAXCONS operand on the SETOPTION command to allow GCMF to
dynamically allocate consoles to the console pool. Use the CONSLIST parameter to directly assign consoles to
the pool.

EDITMESSAGE
(Optional) Determines whether GCMF inserts a system alias in the job-stamp field for messages. EDITMESSAGE
and SYSNAME are both used to insert system IDs into messages.
It is important that system personnel be able to identify where a cross-system message originates, especially
when you are consolidating message traffic from multiple system images to one or more local consoles. The
message format presented to active consoles is dictated by the z/OS MFORM=(T,S,J) parameter for the console
(you can specify T, S, J, or all three). Message text is always displayed. The MFORM value indicates what type of
additional information should be displayed with the message text as follows:
T

--indicates the time stamp should be displayed
S

--indicates the system name should be displayed
J

--indicates the job ID should be displayed.
When you set MFORM=(T,J), a typical console message would look like this:
17:27:42.11 JOB 919 IEF453I TESTJOB - JOB FAILED - JCL ERROR

However, by allowing MIC to edit the JOBID field, you can easily identify the originating system by its two-digit
system alias (from DEFSYS):
17:27:43.09 S2 J 919 IEF453I TESTJOB - JOB FAILED - JCL ERROR

The GCMINIT EDITMESSAGE statement allows you to edit the JOBID field and tell MIC which system's
messages should be edited: ALL, EXTERNAL, LOCAL, or NONE. The default value is EXTERNAL. In the above
example, S2 is the alias of the originating EXTERNAL system.
The GCMINIT JOBID statement affects how the job ID is displayed after MIC edits the JOBID field.
Specify one of the following values on the EDITMESSAGE parameter:
ALL

This causes MIC to insert system aliases in messages being routed both externally and locally.
EXTERNAL

This causes MIC to insert system aliases in messages being routed to external systems.
LOCAL

This causes MIC to insert system aliases in local messages.
NONE

This prevents MIC from inserting system aliases in any messages.
Default: EDITMESSAGE=EXTERNAL

NOTE
EDITMESSAGE is not supported with job numbers larger than 5 digits.

EXTCON
(Optional) Specifies how GCMF should allocate extended target consoles for the dynamic target console pool.
The EXTCON parameter has the following options:
NONE

This indicates that GCMF is not to use MCS extended consoles for the dynamic target console pool.
GCMF allocates subsystem consoles for the dynamic target console pool instead. Broadcom does not
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recommend this option, but advises that you use MCS extended consoles for the dynamic target console
pool.

PREFIX
This value defines a one- to three-character prefix used in generating extended target console names.
The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters can be alphabetic, national,
or numeric.
The prefix will be used as the first one to three characters of the extended target console name in the
format pppssnnn, where ppp is the first one to three characters in the console name, ss is the system
alias or system index number (depending on whether a DEFSYS appears for this system) and the
remaining characters (nnn/nnnn/nnnnn) of the extended target console name will be a numeric value, in
ascending sequence, generated by GCMF, for example, GCMAA000.
Default: PREFIX=GCM

JOBID
(Optional) Determines how the JOBID field is modified when GCMINIT EDITMESSAGE edits the job stamp. This
parameter affects both local and imported messages with regard to the leading zero in JES2 systems supporting
five-digit job numbers. Specify one of the following:
LEADING0

This value indicates that the leading zero is always retained. Using the previous examples, the JOBIDs
would be 32J00302 and 32J10351 respectively.
Note that the leading zero remains in the JOBID 32J00302.

TRUNCATE0
This value means that MIC modifies the eight-character JOBID field by condensing the JOB prefix into
one character, moving that character to the right, and inserting the MIC system alias.
For example, if the original JES2 JOBID is JOB00302 in message text, and 32 is the MIC system alias,
then the resulting field after editing would appear as 32 J0302. Note that there is a space between the
system alias and the JOBID. The JES2 JOBID for JOB10351, however, would be 32J10351.

Default:  JOBID=TRUNCATE0
REPLYLIMIT

(Optional) Indicates what range of reply IDs GCMF should use for WTOR replies issued on the local system.
Specify the lower number first. The valid range is 0 to 9999, but not exceeding the value set on the IBM RMAX
parameter (contained in the CONSOLxx member of the data set SYS1.PARMLIB). You must assign at least ten
IDs per system.
Default: REPLYLIMIT(00,99)
Note: The GCMINIT REPLYLIMIT statement is not valid in a sysplex environment. MIM issues message
MIM3126 when this conflict is detected.

SAFNOTOKEN
(Optional) Determines how MIC handles commands that do not contain a security UTOKEN, that are received on
a system running a command security software package.
You can specify ISSUE to instruct the receiving system to attempt to issue the command, or REJECT to have the
receiving system automatically reject any command without a security UTOKEN.
Default: SAFNOTOKEN=ISSUE

SUPPRESS
(Optional) Indicates whether GCMF should suppress the command text when a cross-system REPLY command is
echoed on the issuing system. To prevent MIC from echoing this text on the local system for a cross-system reply,
specify YES.
For example, if you issue the cross-system command @S2,35,PASSWORD=XXX from the local system in reply
to message 35 on system S2, MIC suppresses command text so the log of the issuing console and the log of the
local system record the reply as: @S2,35,SUPPRESSED.
Default:  SUPPRESS=NO
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SYSNAME
(Optional) Indicates which system ID GCMF places in the system ID field of imported messages. SYSNAME and
EDITMESSAGE are both used to insert system IDs into messages. Specify one of these values on the SYSNAME
parameter:
EXTERNAL

This uses the ID of the system where the message originated.
LOCAL

This uses the ID of the local system.
NONE

This causes GCMF to leave the system ID field of imported messages unaltered.
You can disable the system name field editing action by specifying GCMINIT SYSNAME=NONE in the
initialization member.
Note: For JES3 users, due to the structure of JES3 messages, we recommend editing the system name field
rather than the job ID field.
Default: SYSNAME=LOCAL

SYSTYPE
(Optional) Indicates whether the system name or alias (as defined on the DEFSYS statement) appears in
the system ID field of imported messages in the system log or on the console. This parameter is also used in
conjunction with the SYSNAME parameter to identify systems more explicitly. Specify one of these values on the
SYSTYPE parameter:
ALIAS

This variable indicates that the system alias is inserted in the system ID field.
SYSNAME

This variable indicates that the system name is inserted in the system ID field.
Default:  SYSTYPE=SYSNAME

TRANSLATE
(Optional) Indicates whether GCMF should convert non-printable and non-displayable message characters into
blanks. Specify NO or YES on this parameter.
Default: TRANSLATE=YES

Usage Notes: GCMINIT Statement

• Beginning with z/OS 1.2, JES2 can dynamically begin generating job numbers greater than the traditional 5-digit limit.
Activating the 7-digit job number format impacts the ability of MIC to insert the system alias into the job ID field of
messages. MIC cannot insert the system alias into the job ID field without the possibility of truncating job numbers.
Therefore, as MIC examines messages, it determines if the 7-digit job format is in effect for a message. If it is, then
MIC bypasses editing of the job ID field, regardless of the value specified on the GCMINIT EDITMESSAGE parameter.

• The GCMINIT statement can be specified only in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.

Examples: GCMINIT Statement

• To tell GCMF not to insert the system alias into the job stamp field for local or cross-system messages, specify this
statement in the initialization member:

GCMINIT EDITMESSAGE=NONE

• To directly assign console SYSSAA02 and console SYSSAA05 to the GCMF console pool, specify this statement in
the initialization member:

GCMINIT CONSLIST(SYSSAA02,SYSSAA05)
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(MIC) ICMF Command-Manage ICMF Connections
Use the ICMF commands to manage logical connections between MIC and L-Serv. The ICMF facility sends and receives
commands and messages between systems. ICMF coordinates message activity between MIC and L-Serv. This
command is available only when you have activated the ICMF facility.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

ICMF [RESTART |

      STATUS |

      TERMINATE]

RESTART
Reverses the effect of the TERMINATE operand. RESTART orders L-Serv to begin accepting communications
from the ICMF facility again.

STATUS
Displays the communication status between ICMF and L-Serv. The status information appears in message
MIM6005.

TERMINATE
Instructs L-Serv to stop processing messages to or from the ICMF facility on the local system. Remote systems
will automatically recognize that the local system has stopped communicating, and will not attempt to route any
further messages to that system.
Default: STATUS

Usage Note:

You must be authorized to issue system control commands to use the ICMF command. TSO users generally are not
authorized to issue system control commands.

The following example shows how to display the communication status between MIC and L-Serv:

ICMF STATUS

(MIC) ICMINIT Statement-Set L-Serv Interface Values
The ICMINIT statement lets you set initialization values that allow MIC to interface with the L-Serv product. This statement
is valid only when you are running ICMF of the MIC component.

This command has the following format:

ICMINIT ISSNAME=name [AUTOIDEFSYS=NO|YES]

                     [ICMNAME=name]

                     [ISYSID=sysid]

ISSNAME
Tells ICMF what subsystem name the local copy of L-Serv is using. This name must match the name on the L-
Serv SSNAME parameter.
Default:  ISSNAME=LSRV

AUTOIDEFSYS
(Optional) Determines whether the local ICMF system automatically defines a remote ICMF system when the
local system finds an active L-Serv connection to the remote system, even if an IDEFSYS statement does not
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exist for the remote system. Specify YES to automatically define a remote ICMF system. If NO is specified, then
all remote ICMF systems must be pre-defined to the local ICMF system with IDEFSYS statements. This option
can be changed with the SETOPTION ICMF AUTOIDEFSYS command.
Default: AUTOIDEFSYS=YES

ICMNAME
(Optional) Assigns ICMF a primary name, which enables ICMF to communicate with L-Serv. The primary name
must be identical for all systems in your ICMF complex. We recommend using the initial value on all systems.
Default: ICMNAME=ICMF

ISYSID
(Optional) Specifies the name by which the local system will be known to other ICMF-connected systems.
We recommend that you omit setting this parameter, since this creates a different system identity for L-Serv
connections and control file connections.

Usage Notes: ICMINIT Statement

• The ICMINIT statement can be specified only in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• Change the default value of the ISSNAME parameter only if you have changed the default subsystem name (LSRV)

used by the L-Serv communication component.

Example: ICMINIT Statement

If the default subsystem name of L-Serv has been changed to LSR1, then specify this statement in the initialization
member to identify the L-Serv subsystem name to ICMF:

ICMINIT ISSNAME=LSR1

(MIC) IDEFSYS Command-Manage ICMF System Names
The IDEFSYS command serves two purposes. It defines a list of system names that will communicate by ICMF, and it
permits you to specify the alias name for each system. Alias names can be used in place of the system name in many
commands. This command is available only when you are running ICMF of the MIC component.

This command is required. Although ICMF is capable of communicating with systems you have not defined on an
IDEFSYS statement, the results can be unpredictable. For instance, ICMF always assigns a name and an alias to each
system. If you do not choose an alias using IDEFSYS, then ICMF assigns its own alias to the system.

Another possibility is that ICMF can assign an alias that is already in use to a new system. These kinds of problems can
be avoided by specifying all ICMF systems in an IDEFSYS statement. You can disable this automatic system definition
feature and require all systems to be defined with an IDEFSYS statement by specifying AUTOIDEFSYS=NO on the
ICMINIT statement or the SETOPTION ICMF command.

Usually, the systems that communicate through ICMF will not have shared control files available for communication. When
both ICMF and a control file are available, ICMF communication takes precedence. Also when both are available, the
system name and system alias for ICMF purposes will default to the name and alias defined on the DEFSYS statement.
Nevertheless, we recommend using the IDEFSYS statement for all systems communicating through ICMF, even when
control file communication is available.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

IDEFSYS (sysname1[,alias1]) [(sysname2[,alias2])...]
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sysname
Specifies the one- to eight-character ICMF system name. Each ICMF system must have a unique ICMF system
name. For most installations, the system name will be defined on the DEFSYS statement in the initialization
member. The system name used on the IDEFSYS statement should match exactly the name used on the
DEFSYS statement. If you change the system name using the ISYSID parameter on the ICMINIT statement,
then you should match the name used on the IDEFSYS statement to the one used in the ICMINIT statement.
Broadcom does not recommend changing the system name on the ISYSID parameter.
Setting the ICMF system name different from the DEFSYS system name is confusing for operators, and can lead
to commands and messages being routed twice, once through the control file and once through ICMF/L-Serv.

aliasn
Specifies the one- to two-character ICMF system alias. We strongly recommend that the alias of a system on an
IDEFSYS command match its alias on a DEFSYS statement.

Usage Notes: IDEFSYS Command

• All system names and aliases must be unique.
• You can specify up to 16 sysnames and aliases on an IDEFSYS command. If you need to specify more than 16, then

you must code an additional IDEFSYS command.
• You can define some systems for ICMF communications and others for control file communications. By using both

methods, you can route commands and collect messages to/from a total of 144 systems (32 systems through control
files and 112 through ICMF/L-Serv).

• A system can have IDs defined on both the DEFSYS statement (for control file communications) and on an IDEFSYS
command for ICMF. When two systems are connected by both methods, MIC uses ICMF/L-Serv to route commands
and messages between those systems.

• You do not need to issue IDEFSYS commands for the local system. If you do so, then you will receive message
MIM6010. It is sometimes convenient to use identical IDEFSYS statements on all systems, even though doing this will
cause the message MIM6010 to be issued. This will not harm anything.

• If you specify IDEFSYS commands in the initialization member, then you must enter them after the MIMINIT ICMF=ON
statement. You also may issue IDEFSYS commands in the MIMCMNDS member, MIMSYNCH member, and from a
console.

Examples: IDEFSYS Command

• To define an ICMF system with name SYS1 and alias S1 (assuming that you have specified a DEFSYS statement for
SYS1), issue this command:

IDEFSYS (SYS1,S1)

• To define a system name for SYS1 and allow it to default to the alias, issue this command:

IDEFSYS SYS1

Although you can do this, it is preferable to define your own alias, rather than accepting the default.
• To define aliases for more than one system, issue this IDEFSYS command:

IDEFSYS (SYS1,S1) (SYS2,S2)

(MIC) LINK Command-Manage Command Linkages
The LINK command lets you create, modify, and delete linkages that enable consoles, products, internal and in-stream
command sources, and TSO users on the local system to issue commands to any system. Each linkage you create
by using the LINK ADD command has a unique name based on the command source you specify. The following are
examples of linkage command sources:
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CONSOLE=TAPECON1

PRODUCT=RCS

TSOUSER=DSIMK11

After a linkage is defined, you can modify or delete the linkage by specifying the same command source named on
subsequent LINK commands. There cannot be two linkages with the same command source (except for exclusive
linkages).

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

Link Modifier Local Command Source Target Systems Target Pool Target Authority

LINK [{ADD|

     DELETE|

     REPLACE}]

[{ALL|

 CONSOLE={conmask |

          conname} |

 INSTREAM |

 INTERNAL |

 PRODUCT={ALL|

ssname} |

 SOURCE |

 TSOUSER={ALL|

userid}}]

 [SYSID [={ALL |

        ALLICMF |

        ALLSYS |

        EXTERNAL |

        EXTSYS |

        LOCAL |

        sysids}]] 

[POOL={DEDICATE |

       SHARE}]

[TGTCONS=tgtconname]

[{AUTHORITY =

   {ALL |

    INFO |

    MASTER |

    NONE |

    SOURCE} |

    CONS |

    IO |

    SYS} ]

and for z/VM...

[USERPRIV]

[OPERPRIV]

ADD
(Optional) Creates a linkage if this linkage does not exist. Otherwise, GCMF modifies the existing linkage.

ALL
(Optional) Authorizes all local consoles to issue commands through this linkage. ALL does not include extended
consoles for security reasons.
Note: Do not confuse the ALL operand with the value ALL that you can specify on the PRODUCT, TSOUSER,
SYSID, and AUTHORITY operands.
When you specify ALL, do not specify a TGTCONS. Either accept the default value, POOL=SHARE, or
specifically set POOL=DEDICATE or POOL=SHARE.

AUTHORITY
(Optional.) Assigns the specified authority level to the target console when executing a cross-system command.
When a cross-system command is directed to a z/OS system, the target console assumes the assigned authority,
and commands are restricted to that authority level.
When a cross-system command is directed to a z/VM system, MIC uses the LINKAUTH MIM file to determine the
authority level required to execute the command. The command is rejected if the user does not have adequate
authority.
Specify one of the following values on the AUTHORITY operand:
ALL

Authorizes the target console to execute any information request, system control, I/O control, or console
control command. This option is equivalent to specifying the command AUTH=(CONS, IO, and SYS). The
ALL authority level does not include MASTER authority, or the z/VM OPERPRIV and USERPRIV authority
levels.
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CONS
(Optional) Authorizes the target console to execute console control commands, such as VARY, when
changing the status of a console.

INFO
Authorizes the target console to execute informational commands, such as MONITOR, DISPLAY, and
REPLY, when replying to a WTOR.

IO
(Optional) Authorizes the target console to execute I/O control commands, such as MOUNT, UNLOAD,
and VARY, for any device except a console.

MASTER
Authorizes the target console to execute commands that require master console authority. The MASTER
authority level includes ALL authority, as well as the z/VM OPERPRIV and USERPRIV authority levels.

NONE
Prevents the target console from executing any cross-system command.

OPERPRIV
Used with z/VM, authorizes the user to execute any cross-system command that has been assigned to
the OPERPRIV class file in the LINKAUTH MIM file of the target system.

SOURCE
Authorizes the target console to execute any cross-system command that the command source is
authorized to issue.
Note: AUTHORITY=SOURCE is a default value.

SYS
(Optional) Authorizes the target console to execute system control commands, such as SET, START, and
STOP.

USERPRIV
Used with z/VM, authorizes the user to execute any cross-system command that has been assigned to
the USERPRIV class file in the LINKAUTH MIM file of the target system.

From your own console, you cannot issue a LINK command that increases the authority of that console. However,
another console can issue a LINK command that increases the authority of your console to any level, but not
exceeding the authority of the other console.
For example, if you want to issue cross-system console control commands from your INFO-level console,
then you need to specify LINK AUTHORITY=CONS from a console that is authorized to issue console control
commands.
Note: You only need SYS authority to issue a LINK command with MASTER authority.
Default: AUTHORITY=SOURCE

CONSOLE
(Optional) Specifies the name of the console permitted to issue cross-system commands through this linkage. We
recommend you use console names containing alphanumeric characters. You can use the CONSOLE parameter
for both MCS and extended consoles.
You can use masking for console names to define a linkage that involves more than one console. For conmask,
you can use the pound sign (#) wildcard to substitute for a single character, or the asterisk (*) wildcard to
substitute for multiple characters in the console name.
Note: You cannot use dedicated or exclusive linkages when masking a console name. You must use a discrete
shared link.

DELETE
(Optional) Deletes part of the linkage or the entire linkage, depending on what other operands you specify.

INSTREAM
(Optional) Authorizes JCL to issue commands through this linkage (for example, through //COMMAND in JCL).
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INTERNAL
(Optional) Authorizes programs to issue commands internally (without a console name associated with the
command) through this linkage. For example, this could be done using the SYSVIEW LOG or MTT panels.

POOL
(Optional) Indicates that GCMF should use the next available member of the console pool to execute commands.
Specify one of the following values on the POOL operand.
DEDICATE

Creates a dedicated linkage in which the same console pool member is used to execute all commands
from the source on the linkage. The console is removed from the pool.

SHARE
Creates a shared linkage in which any available console pool member is used to execute commands.
GCMF may share (or reassign) the selected console to another linkage as needed.
Default: POOL=SHARE

PRODUCT
(Optional) Identifies the products that are authorized to issue commands through this linkage. Specify one of
these values on the PRODUCT operand:
ALL

Authorizes all products to issue commands.
ssname

Specifies the subsystem name of the product that is authorized to issue commands. For example, if RCS
is the subsystem name for Remote Console, then you can authorize Remote Console to issue cross-
system commands by specifying PRODUCT=RCS.
The default subsystem names are as follows:

• OPSS for OPS/MVS
• RCS for Remote Console

REPLACE
Replaces part or all of the linkage definition, depending on what other operands you specify.

SOURCE
(Optional) Authorizes the current console to issue commands through this linkage. This operand is invalid when
the LINK command is issued from the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member or from internal or in-stream (JCL)
sources.

SYSID
(Optional) Identifies the systems to which the command source can issue commands. Specify one of the following
values:
ALL

Allows the command source to issue commands to all systems, including ICMF systems. ALL is the
default.

ALLICMF
Allows the command source to issue commands to all ICMF systems only (excluding control file systems).

ALLSYS
Allows the command source to issue commands to all control file systems only (excluding ICMF systems).

EXTERNAL
Allows the command source to issue commands to all systems except the local system.

EXTSYS
Allows the command source to issue commands to all control file systems except the local system
(excluding ICMF systems).
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LOCAL or *
Allows the command source to issue commands to the local system only.

sysids
Specifies the IDs of the systems to which the command source can issue commands. Specify up to 32
IDs. You can use system names, aliases, or index numbers to identify systems.

You must specify POOL=DEDICATE or POOL=SHARE if you specify more than one system ID for sysids, or if
you specify any keyword value except LOCAL. The default is POOL=SHARE.
To issue a cross-system command with a scope value of ALL, you must create a linkage that specifies
SYSID=ALL. To issue a cross-system command with a scope value of EXTERNAL, you must create a linkage that
specifies SYSID=EXTERNAL or SYSID=ALL.
Default:  SYSID=ALL

TGTCONS
(Optional) Creates an exclusive linkage to the designated console, tgtconname. The console executes all
commands using this linkage. This console can be an active or an inactive MCS console; however, it cannot be a
member of the console pool of GCMF, and it cannot be currently allocated to another product.
Notes:

• This parameter is ignored when linking to a z/VM system.
• Do not specify the TGTCONS parameter on a LINK ALL command. Use POOL=SHARE or POOL=DEDICATE

when you want to authorize all consoles to use this link.
• We recommend that you not use this parameter because exclusive linkages establish a one-to-one

relationship between a command source on the local system and the target console on one and only one 
external system. For more information, see the chapter “Advanced Topics” in the  MIC Programming .

TSOUSER
(Optional) Authorizes a TSO user to issue commands through this linkage. Specify one of the following values on
the TSOUSER operand:
ALL

Authorizes all TSO users on the local system.
userid

Specifies the ID of the TSO user who is authorized to issue commands through this linkage.

Default: LINK=ADD

Usage Notes: LINK Command

• The LINK command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set. You also
can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the LINK command. TSO users generally are not
authorized to issue system control commands.

• GCMF always uses a specific linkage first if both a specific and a nonspecific linkage can be used to direct a command
to another system. For example, if there is a specific linkage between console SYSAMSTR on the local system and
a console on system SYSB as well as a nonspecific linkage between local consoles and system SYSB, then GCMF
uses the specific linkage to route commands from console SYSAMSTR. Similarly, if a console issuing a cross-system
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command is on a specific linkage and the name of the console also matches a linkage with a wildcard name, then the
specific linkage is used.

• Cross-system commands and responses are seen on both the issuing console and the target console when an active
MCS console is the target. Because this may cause confusion, we recommend that you do not use an active MCS
console as the target.

• Cross-system commands and responses are never seen on the target system when a subsystem console, extended
console, or inactive console is the target.

• If you issue a LINK command in the MIMPARMS data set with an ID for an ICMF system on the SYSID operand, then
you must have previously defined the ICMF system using an IDEFSYS command.

• When you specify the SOURCE operand, the command source for the linkage is the source from which the LINK
command is being issued.

Examples: LINK Command

• To create a linkage between all consoles (MCS, subsystem, and Extended MCS) on the local system and all external
systems that allow INFO level commands only, issue this command:

LINK CONSOLE=* AUTHORITY=INFO SYSTEM=EXTERNAL

• To create a linkage for all consoles (or TSO CONSOLE users) with names starting with B1 to issue MASTER level
commands to all systems, issue this command:

LINK CONSOLE=B1* AUTHORITY=MASTER

• To create a shared linkage between product AA and the first available member of the console pool on system B1, issue
this command:

LINK PRODUCT=AA SYSID=B1 POOL=SHARE

• To change the shared linkage for console MSTR to a dedicated linkage, issue this command:

LINK CONSOLE=MSTR POOL=DEDICATE

• To delete the shared linkage between the current console and all other systems, issue this command:

LINK DELETE

• To create an exclusive linkage between the local console named TAPECON1 and console SYSCMSTR on system A1,
issue this command:

LINK CONSOLE=TAPECON1 SYSID=A1 TGTCONS=SYSCMSTR

• To create a shared linkage between all consoles with names beginning with ABC and all systems, except the local
system, issue this command:

LINK CONSOLE=ABC* SYSID=EXT

(MIC) SETOPTION GCMF Command-Set GCMF Operating Values
The SETOPTION GCMF command lets you set operating values for the GCMF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

SETOPTION GCMF [DELETE]

               [ACTIONCODE=descriptor]

               [ACTIONPREFIX={msgids|NONE}]
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               [AUTODELETE={GCMONLY|GLOBAL}]

               [BROADCAST={ON|OFF} {ALL|ALLICMF|ALLSYS|EXTERNAL|EXTSYS|LOCAL|NONE|sysids}]

               [BUFLIMIT=nnn]

               [CAPTURELOG={NO|YES}]

               [CART={INTERNAL|SYSTEM}]

               [COLORSUPP={NO|YES}]

               [DELETEINTERVAL=nnnn]

               [EXCLUDEJOB={names|NONE}]

               [EXCLUDEPREFIX={msgids|NONE}]

               [GCMDUMP={NO|YES}]

               [GCMRETRY=nn]

               [MAXCONS=nn]

               [MINCONS=nn]

               [MSGFILTER={nn|OFF}]

               [RESETPRINT=(options)]

               [RESETTRACE=(options)]

               [SAFSYSTEMS=(sysids)]

               [SETPRINT=(options)]

               [SETTRACE=(options)]

               [STATCOLLECT=[{ALL|NONE} |

                            [NOSUBTYPE=(list)] | 

                            [SUBTYPE=(list)]] ]

               [SUBTYPE=(list)]}]

               [STATCYCLE=seconds]

               [STATINTERVAL=minutes]

               [SYSLOG[= {ALL|ALLICMF|ALLSYS|EXTERNAL|EXTSYS|LOCAL|NONE|sysids}]

ACTIONCODE
(Optional) Indicates which descriptor codes are used to designate action (highlighted) messages. The ACTION
operand on the COLLECT command requests message routing based on the descriptor code of a message. The
ACTIONCODE operand defines the descriptor codes GCMF should consider to be action type codes.
SETOPTION GCMF ACTIONCODE affects the way local messages are interpreted for routing by the ACTION
operand on the COLLECT command. If the descriptor code for a message is not in the ACTIONCODE list, then
the message is not considered an action type message for cross-system routing.
Valid codes for this parameter are 1, 2, 3, 11, and 12.
Default:  ACTIONCODE=(1,2,3,11)

ACTIONPREFIX
(Optional) This parameter indicates whether GCMF should reissue a designated group of messages as
highlighted messages. Specify one of these values on the ACTIONPREFIX operand:
msgids

Specifies the IDs of the messages that GCMF should reissue (to a maximum of 20 IDs). You can specify
additional IDs on a separate SETOPTION command. You also can use the asterisk (*) and pound (#)
wildcard characters.

NONE
Deletes the existing list of IDs.
To delete an individual ID from this list, specify the DELETE operand before the ACTIONPREFIX
operand.

Default: ACTIONPREFIX=NONE
For more information, see the description of the COLLECT Command.

AUTODELETE
(Optional) Tells GCMF how to delete obsolete action messages that have been reissued locally or externally by
GCMF. Specify one of these values on the AUTODELETE operand:
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GCMONLY
Deletes obsolete action messages that have been reissued by GCMF, but not the original action
messages on the local (originating) system.

GLOBAL
Deletes obsolete action messages that have been reissued by GCMF, and the original action messages
on the local (originating) system.

Note: Action messages are considered obsolete when they have remained highlighted longer than the number of
minutes specified on the SETOPTION GCMF DELETEINTERVAL command.

BROADCAST
(Optional) Indicates which system is to receive broadcast messages. Specify one of the following values on the
BROADCAST operand:
ALL

Specifies broadcasting for all systems (including ICMF systems) in the MIM complex.
ALLICMF

Specifies broadcasting for all ICMF systems (excluding control file systems).
ALLSYS

Specifies broadcasting for all control file systems in a complex (excluding ICMF systems).
EXTERNAL

Specifies broadcasting for all systems except the local system.
EXTSYS

Specifies broadcasting for all control file systems except the local system (excluding ICMF).
LOCAL (or *)

Specifies broadcasting for the local system only.
NONE

Clears the broadcasting list of all previously set values. This is the default value.
sysids

Specifies the IDs of the systems to which GCMF should route broadcasting messages. Specify one or
more system IDs in place of sysid (up to 16 system IDs). You can use system names, aliases, or index
numbers to identify systems.
You can control whether BROADCAST is active for the previous options by setting one of the following:
OFF -- Turns the broadcast function off without changing the defined systems for the BROADCAST
command.
ON -- Turns the broadcast function on.

To activate the BROADCAST facility, you must issue the command SETOPTION BROADCAST=ON. Then, you
must specify the scope of the broadcast by issuing a second command. For example, if you want the scope to be
all systems, including ICMF systems, then you would issue SETOPTION BROADCAST=ALL.
Messages can be routed to active MCS consoles in a number of ways. One method is to set the broadcast bit in
the MCS flag field when the WTO macro is issued. When this bit is set, COMMTASK routes the message to all
active consoles, regardless of any other console attribute. When MIC is routing broadcast messages to external
systems, this routing is done independently of any collection sets defined.
Default:  BROADCAST=OFF

BUFLIMIT
(Optional) Limits the number of 4 KB pages of ECSA storage that MIC can use for managing cross-system
message traffic.
You can experience a storage shortage when, for example, an error (program loop) or unusually heavy message
traffic causes the writing of many WTO messages. The BUFLIMIT parameter restricts the amount of ECSA
storage MIM can use at these times.
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WARNING
If you specify too small a value, then MIC may be temporarily forced to discontinue cross-system
message routing.

Default:  BUFLIMIT=500
CAPTURELOG

(Optional) Indicates whether GCMF routes messages destined only for the system log.
Typically, MIC does not allow local messages destined only for the system log to be routed externally. Hardcopy-
only messages are recorded to the local SYSLOG, but are not displayed at local consoles. To make these
messages eligible for external routing, specify the command SETOPTION CAPTURELOG=YES on the system
where the messages are generated. When this option is set, local messages that are marked as system
log messages, also known as hardcopy-only, can be routed externally. When CAPTURELOG=NO is set, no
hardcopy-only messages are routed externally from this system.
When NOLOG is specified on a collection set, hardcopy-only messages are not collected, even if
CAPTURELOG=YES is specified on the system where the messages originate.
Default:  CAPTURELOG=NO

CART
(Optional) Determines how GCMF processes CARTs (Command and Response Tokens) when present on
commands imported from external systems (that is, when this system is the target of a cross-system command).
You can specify one of the following:
INTERNAL

Indicates that GCMF should simulate CART processing by saving the CART of the command issuer and
manually editing it in the command response before transmitting the response back to the issuer. The
actual command on the target system is not issued with a CART.
This option allows GCMF to return CARTs to command issuers even when the operating system of
the target system does not support CARTs. It also allows CARTs to be returned from older command
processors not updated to handle CARTs.

SYSTEM
Indicates that the CART of the command issuer is issued with the actual command on the target system,
and that GCMF does not manually edit the CART of the command issuer in the collected command
response (as with normal CART processing).
The CART of the command issuer is returned in the command response assuming that both the operating
system and the command processor on the target system support CART processing.
We recommend specifying CART=SYSTEM if the operating system supports CART processing.

COLORSUPP
(Optional) Indicates whether GCMF supports z/OS color attributes for messages.
NO

The local MPFLSTxx definitions determines the message presentation attributes.
YES

Local MPFLSTxx definitions are overridden and the message is presented as it was on the originating
system. In other words, the message is presented based upon the attribute modifications made by the
MPF exit or subsystem on the originating system.

Color information is always sent with messages that have color attributes, regardless of the COLORSUPP setting.
The receiving system decides whether to display a message in color depending on the COLORSUPP setting on
that system.
Default: COLORSUPP=NO

DELETE
(Optional) Tells GCMF to delete prefixes or job names for these operands. Message MIM0121 appears if
you specify the DELETE operand with any other operands. This parameter is valid only for the operands
ACTIONPREFIX, EXCLUDEJOB, EXCLUDEPREFIX, and SAFSYSTEMS.
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DELETEINTERVAL
(Optional) Indicates how many minutes GCMF should wait before considering an outstanding action message to
be obsolete. Specify a value from 1 to 32767. If you set DELETEINTERVAL=0, then the previous setting remains
unchanged.
Action messages are highlighted on MCS consoles and remain on the screen until they are deleted by a program
or by operator action. When MIC sends an action message to another system, the message retains its action
message highlighting and remains on the console screen on that system. Action messages remain on an MCS
console display if the console is in roll-deletable mode.
If, after a period of time, a program has not deleted an action message that has been sent to another system, then
MIC deletes the action message to provide space on the screen for more recent messages.
Default: DELETEINTERVAL=120

EXCLUDEJOB
(Optional) Tells GCMF whether to prevent users from collecting messages that are issued by certain jobs. Specify
one of these values on the EXCLUDEJOB operand:
names

Represents the names of the jobs for which messages should not be collected (to a maximum of 20
names). You can specify additional job names on a separate SETOPTION command. You also can
use the asterisk (*) and pound (#) wildcard characters in a job name. For a description, see Wildcard
Characters in (MIC) COLLECT Command.

NONE
Tells GCMF to delete any existing list of names.
You can use the abbreviation EXJ for this operand.

To delete an individual name from this list, specify the DELETE operand before the EXCLUDEJOB operand.
Default: EXCLUDEJOB=NONE

EXCLUDEPREFIX
(Optional) Tells GCMF whether to prevent users from collecting messages that have a specified ID. Specify one of
these values on the EXCLUDEPREFIX operand:
msgids

Specifies the IDs of the messages that should not be collected (to a maximum of 20 IDs). You can specify
additional IDs on a separate SETOPTION command. You also can use the asterisk (*) and pound (#)
wildcard characters in an ID. For a description, see Wildcard Characters in (MIC) COLLECT Command.

NONE
Tells GCMF to delete any existing list of IDs.

You can use the abbreviation EXP for this operand.
To delete an individual ID from this list, specify the DELETE operand before the EXCLUDEPREFIX operand.
Default: EXCLUDEPREFIX=NONE

GCMDUMP
(Optional) Indicates whether MIC should generate a dump in the event of an error. Specify one of these values on
this operand:
NO

Specifies that MIC should not generate a dump.
YES

Specifies that MIC should generate a dump.
Default:  GCMDUMP=YES

GCMF
Tells MIM that you are setting operating values for GCMF rather than any other facility. Specify the GCMF
operand if you want to truncate an operand in a way that may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities.
GCMF is a positional operand that you must specify before any other operand.
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GCMRETRY
(Optional) Indicates how many times the MIC subsystem interface attempts to recover after encountering an error
condition. Specify a value from 0 to 99 in place of the nn variable.
Default: GCMRETRY=3

MAXCONS
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of consoles that GCMF can dynamically allocate to the target console
pool.
MIC can dynamically choose and allocate target consoles for use when issuing imported cross-system
commands. To enable this function, specify a non-zero value.
The MAXCONS value specifies the maximum number of dynamically allocated target consoles MIC acquires
throughout the life of the MIC address space. Each console is allocated on demand until the MAXCONS limit
is reached. Once the limit is reached, MIC continually re-assigns the least recently used target console to the
current command source.
Default: MAXCONS=3

MINCONS
(Optional) Specifies the minimum number of dynamically allocated consoles to be retained by GCMF when the
FREECONS MINCONS command is issued.
For example, setting MAXCONS=5 and MINCONS=2 allows MIC to dynamically allocate up to five consoles for
the pool.
You can also use the FREECONS command to free all consoles, or a specific console, from the pool.
Note: For direct allocation, adding consoles to a hard-assigned console pool can only be accomplished by
updating the GCMINIT SSCONID parameter and restarting MIC.
Default: MINCONS=1

MSGFILTER
(Optional) Filters messages when GCMF encounters the specified number of duplicate messages issued in
succession.
A WTO buffer shortage can occur when, for example, a program loops while issuing WTOs. You can use the
MSGFILTER parameter on the SETOPTION command to limit the number of identical messages that MIC routes
cross-system.
When the number of consecutive WTOs with the same message ID is issued, MIC stops routing that message
cross-system. MIC resets its counter when it processes a different message.
Specify one of the following values:
OFF

GCMF should not filter duplicate (looping) messages from the same job.
nn

GCMF should not route duplicate (looping) messages after nn consecutive messages with the same ID,
issued by the same job. Specify a number between 1 and 1000.

Default: MSGFILTER=50
RESETPRINT

(Optional). Allows you to turn off trace event printing for the specified trace option or options. For an explanation
of the available options, see the SETTRACE operand.

RESETTRACE
(Optional) Allows you to turn off trace event capturing for the specified trace option or options. For an explanation
of the available options, see the SETTRACE operand.

SAFSYSTEMS
(Optional) Allows the commands originating on systems in this list to be reissued locally with the UTOKEN
associated with the user on the original system. The local security system then decides whether to permit the
command to execute based on the profile passed by the UTOKEN.
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You can dynamically add or delete systems in this list by including ADD or DELETE in your command. For
example, to add SYSD to your list, simply issue the command SETOPTION GCMF ADD SAFSYSTEMS=SYSD.

SETPRINT
(Optional). Activates trace event printing for the specified trace option or options. For an explanation of the
available options, see the SETTRACE parameter.

SETTRACE
(Optional) Activates trace event capturing for the specified trace options. You can specify one or more of the
following:
COMMANDS

Traces events for GCMF cross-system command processing.
DOMS

Traces events for GCMF DOM processing.
GCMPUSHPOP

Traces events for the flow through various GCMF routines.
WTOS

Traces events for GCMF cross-system message processing.
STATCOLLECT

(Optional) Controls the creation of statistical records for the GCMF report. Specify one of the following values:
ALL

Turns on statistical record collection for all record subtypes.
NONE

Turns off all statistical record collection.
NOSUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned off.
SUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned on.
The record subtype for GCMF is CN, for the GCMF command data record subtype.

Default: STATCOLLECT=NONE
STATCYCLE

(Optional) Specifies how often, in seconds, statistical data is sampled for the GCMF report.
Default: STATCYCLE=60

STATINTERVAL
(Optional) Specifies how often, in minutes, statistical data samples are recorded for use in the GCMF report.
Default: STATINTERVAL=15

SYSLOG
(Optional) Tells GCMF whether to include messages imported from other systems in the log of the local system.
Specify one of these values on the SYSLOG operand:
ALL

Tells GCMF to log messages from all systems (including ICMF systems).
ALLICMF

Tells GCMF to log messages for all ICMF systems only (excluding control file systems).
ALLSYS

Tells GCMF to log messages for all control file systems only (excluding ICMF systems).
EXTERNAL

Tells GCMF to log messages for all systems except the local system.
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EXTSYS
Tells GCMF to log messages for all control file systems only except the local one, excluding ICMF
systems.

LOCAL (or *)
Tells GCMF to log messages for the local system only.

NONE
Tells GCMF to log no messages from any system.

sysids
Specifies the IDs of the system IDs for which GCMF should log messages, up to 16 systems. Use system
names, aliases, or index numbers here.

Default:  SYSLOG=NONE

Usage Notes: SETOPTION GCMF Command

• The SETOPTION command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
You also can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SETOPTION command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• You can specify multiple GCMF operands on the same SETOPTION command (for example, SETOPTION
AUTODELETE=GLOBAL SYSLOG=ALL). Do not specify GCMF operands with operands associated with other
facilities on the same SETOPTION command.

• You can use the wildcard characters * and # with the ACTIONPREFIX, EXCLUDEJOB, and EXCLUDEPREFIX
operands.
Note: For more information about using wildcard characters, see Usage Notes in the description of the (MIC)
COLLECT Command.

Examples: SETOPTION GCMF Command

• To exclude all messages from cross-system routing for jobs having names that begin with DFHS, issue the following
command:

SETOPTION EXCLUDEJOB=(DFHS*)

• To exclude all messages issued by jobs PAYROLL and LEDGER from cross-system message routing, issue this
command:

SETOPTION EXCLUDEJOB=(PAYROLL,LEDGER)

(MIC) SETOPTION ICMF Command-Set ICMF Operating Values
The SETOPTION ICMF command lets you set operating values for the ICMF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

SETOPTION ICMF [AUTOIDEFSYS={NO|YES}]

               [RESETPRINT=(options)]

               [RESETTRACE=(options)]

               [SETPRINT=(options)]

               [SETTRACE=(options)]
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AUTOIDEFSYS
Tells ICMF to automatically define remote ICMF systems when the local system detects an active L-Serv route
to the external systems, even if they have not been pre-defined on an IDEFSYS statement. Specify YES to
automatically define remote ICMF systems. If you specify NO, then all ICMF systems must be pre-defined on an
IDEFSYS statement. You can also control this option by specifying the AUTOIDEFSYS parameter on the ICMINIT
statement in the initialization member.

RESETPRINT
Tells ICMF to stop writing trace records to the MIM trace data set. To cancel a SETOPTION SETPRINT command
issued previously, specify the same value for the SETOPTION RESETPRINT command.

RESETTRACE
Tells ICMF to stop generating trace records. To cancel a SETOPTION SETTRACE command issued previously,
specify the same value for the SETOPTION RESETTRACE command.

SETPRINT
Turns on the print function for the specified event trace options.

SETTRACE
Turns on the trace feature for the specified event trace options. The trace options are:
ALL

Activates all tracing options.
ICMLOGIC

Traces values at various points in ICMF-specific logic.
LCOMRECV

Traces L-Serv data receive activity.
LCOMROUT

Traces L-Serv route change event notification.
LCOMSEND

Traces L-Serv data send activity.
SCHDSEND

Traces scheduling of L-Serv data sends.

Usage Notes: SETOPTION ICMF Command

• The SETOPTION ICMF command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH members of the MIMPARMS
data set. You also can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SETOPTION ICMF command. TSO users
generally are not authorized to issue system control commands.

Example: SETOPTION ICMF Command

To activate event tracing for L-Serv data send scheduling, issue the following command:

SETOPTION ICMF SETTRACE=LCOMSEND

MII Statements and Commands
NOTE

See Notation Conventions for an overview of the syntax used in this section.

(MII) ADDQNAME Command-Add a New QNAME
The ADDQNAME command lets you temporarily add a new QNAME to the QNAME list, without the need to restart MII.
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Scope: Global

More information: (MII) QNAME Statement-Handle ENQ and RESERVE Requests

This command has the following format:

ADDQNAME QNAME=qname [ECMF={NO|YES}]

                     [EXEMPT={NO|YES}]

                     [GDIF={NO|YES}]

                     [REPORTAFTER=nnn]

                     [REPORTCYCLE=nnn]

                     [RESERVES={CONVERT|KEEP}]

                     [SCOPE={ALL | 

                             RESERVES | 

                             SYSTEM | 

                             SYSTEMS}]

                     [TRACE={ALL | 

                             CONFLICT | 

                             NONE}]

qname
Specifies the major name (or QNAME) of the class of resources that should be processed. You can specify
the QNAME in either character or hexadecimal format. If you use character format and the QNAME contains
embedded blanks, then you must enclose the QNAME in single quotation marks.

ECMF
(Optional) Indicates whether ECMF should issue messages when a conflict occurs for one of these
resources. Specify NO or YES on this parameter.
Default: ECMF=NO

EXEMPT
(Optional) Tells GDIF whether to use an exempt list (which is contained in the GDIEXMPT member) to obtain
supplemental and more specific information on how to handle ENQ requests for resources in this class. You
can use the exempt list to tell GDIF to propagate ENQ requests for some but not all of the resources in this
class. Specify NO or YES on this parameter.
Default: EXEMPT=YES for the resources with the SYSDSN QNAME. EXEMPT=YES when GDIF is running in
ALLSYSTEMS mode and it adds a QNAME statement to the QNAME list dynamically. In ALLSYSTEMS mode,
GDIF adds QNAME statements dynamically when an ENQ or RESERVE request is issued for a resource with a
SCOPE value of SYSTEMS. Otherwise, the default value is EXEMPT=NO.

GDIF
(Optional) Tells GDIF whether to propagate ENQ and RESERVE requests as global ENQ requests and eliminate
hardware reserves for this class of resources. Specify NO or YES on this parameter.
Default: GDIF=YES

REPORTAFTER
(Optional) Indicates how many seconds ECMF should wait before issuing the first conflict message when several
tasks need one of these resources at the same time. Specify a value from 0 to 999 (integers only) in place of the
nnn variable. You can use the abbreviation RPTAFTER for this parameter.
Default: REPORTAFTER=0

REPORTCYCLE
(Optional) Indicates how many seconds ECMF should wait before reissuing conflict messages when several
tasks need one of these resources at the same time. Specify a value from 0 to 600 (integers only) in place of
the nnn variable. A value of zero results in a single conflict message being issued. You can use the abbreviation
RPTCYCLE for this parameter.
Default: REPORTCYCLE=60
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NOTE

You cannot use the exempt list to tell ECMF to perform special processing for resources. If you do not
want ECMF to process some of the resources with the same QNAME, then you need to code one of the
optional user exit routines.

RESERVES
(Optional) Indicates whether GDIF should change the way it handles hardware reserves for this class of
resources. The value that you specify here overrides the value on a GDIINIT statement when GDIF is handling
this class of resources; you can override this value for a designated resource through a GLOBAL statement.
Specify one of the following values:

CONVERT
Specifies that GDIF should eliminate hardware reserves.

KEEP
Specifies that GDIF should retain hardware reserves.
If you specify the RESERVES parameter, then the value overrides the value you specify on the RESERVES
parameter on a GDIINIT statement.

NOTE

You can use the RESERVES parameter on a GLOBAL statement in the exempt list to override this
value, based on the name of a resource.

By default, GDIF propagates ENQ and RESERVE requests for a class of resources whenever you specify a
QNAME statement for those resources. If you do not want to propagate requests for those resources, then specify
GDIF=NO on the QNAME statement.
Typically, GDIF propagates all requests for a QNAME whenever you specify a QNAME statement for that class of
resources. However, you can tell GDIF to propagate only certain types of requests for that QNAME. To tell GDIF
which requests to propagate, specify one of the values for SCOPE on the QNAME statement.

SCOPE
(Optional) Indicates whether GDIF should propagate only certain ENQ and RESERVE requests, depending on
what scope is specified on the request. Specify one of the following values:
ALL

Specifies that GDIF should propagate all requests that have a scope of SYSTEM or SYSTEMS, including
requests that produce hardware reserves.

RESERVES
Specifies that GDIF should propagate requests that have a scope of SYSTEMS and produce hardware
reserves.

NOTE

Requests that do not produce hardware reserves are not propagated, even if they have a scope
of SYSTEMS.

SYSTEM
Specifies that GDIF should propagate requests that have a scope of SYSTEM.

SYSTEMS
Specifies that GDIF should propagate requests that have a scope of SYSTEMS.

NOTE

This includes requests that produce hardware reserves.

Default: SCOPE=SYSTEMS
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TRACE
(Optional) Indicates whether trace information should be collected by GDIF for these resources. Specify one of
these values on the TRACE parameter:
ALL

Collects information about ENQ requests, RESERVE requests, and conflicts for these resources.
Because collecting information about ENQ and RESERVE requests takes additional processing time, you
should not specify this value for a QNAME if requests for that QNAME need to be propagated as quickly
as possible.
The ENQTRACE feature must be active to collect this information. You can activate this feature through
the SETTRACE operand on the SETOPTION GDIF command.

CONFLICT
Collects information about conflicts for these resources.
The ENQTRACE feature must be active to collect this information. You can activate this feature through
the SETTRACE operand on the SETOPTION command.

NONE
Indicates that you do not want trace information.
All trace information is sent to the MIM trace data set.
Default: TRACE=NONE

Usage Notes: ADDQNAME Command

• The changes you make through the ADDQNAME command are in effect until you restart MIM.
• The ADDQNAME command makes temporary changes to the QNAME list without the need to globally restart MII.

These changes are discarded when you stop MII on all systems. Update the MIMQNAME member if you want to make
permanent changes, which are preserved when you stop MII on all systems.

• We recommend that you use a single MIMQNAME member for all systems.
• This command need only be issued on one system in the complex. MIM then communicates the information to the

other systems. A system joining the complex will adjust its QNAME list to match the other systems.
• This command is not available prior to MIM synchronization; therefore it is not advisable to use it in the MIMCMNDS

member.
• Default values for ADDQNAME operands are the same as those for the QNAME statement.

NOTE

For more information about temporary and permanent changes of the QNAME list, see “Advanced Topics” in the
MII Programming.

Example: ADDQNAME Command

To begin propagating enqueues and converting reserves for the QNAME, NEWQNAME, with a scope of SYSTEMS, and
conflict messages every two minutes, you would issue this command:

ADDQNAME QNAME=NEWQNAME ECMF=YES GDIF=YES SCOPE=SYSTEMS,

   RESERVES=CONVERT REPORTCYCLE=120

(MII) ALTER Command-Modify QNAME Attributes
The ALTER command lets you modify certain attributes of a QNAME in your QNAME list, which provides GDIF, ECMF, or
both with information on how to handle ENQ and RESERVE requests for classes of resources. This command is available
only when you are running the GDIF or the ECMF of the MII component.

The ALTER command affects only the system on which it is issued. You cannot add or delete QNAMEs from the list by
using this command.
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Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

ALTER QNAME=qname [ECMF={NO|YES}]

                  [REPORTAFTER=seconds]

                  [REPORTCYCLE=seconds]

                  [TRACE={ALL | 

                          CONFLICT | 

                          NONE}]

ECMF
Indicates whether ECMF should issue messages when a conflict occurs for one of these resources. Specify NO or
YES.

QNAME
Identifies the QNAME statement that you are modifying. The statement must appear in your QNAME list already.
Specify the QNAME for this statement in place of qname.
You can specify this QNAME in either character or hexadecimal format. For example, you can specify
QNAME=A123 or QNAME=X'C1F1F2F3'. If you use character format and the QNAME contains embedded
blanks, then enclose that QNAME in single quotation marks.

REPORTAFTER
Indicates how many seconds ECMF should wait before issuing the first conflict message when an ENQ conflict
occurs. Specify a value from 0 to 999 (integers only) in place of seconds.
You can use the abbreviation RPTAFTER for this operand.

REPORTCYCLE
Indicates how many seconds ECMF should wait before reissuing conflict messages when an ENQ conflict occurs.
Specify an integer from 0 to 600 in place of seconds. A value of zero results in a single conflict message being
issued. You can use the abbreviation RPTCYCLE for this operand.

TRACE
Indicates what type of trace information should be collected by GDIF for these resources. Specify one of these
values on the TRACE operand:
ALL

Collects information about ENQ requests, RESERVE requests, and conflicts for these resources.
MII tracing must be active in order to collect this information. You can activate this feature through the
SETTRACE operand on the SETOPTION command.

CONFLICT
Collects information about conflicts for these resources.
MII tracing must be active to collect this information. You can activate this feature through the SETTRACE
operand on the SETOPTION command.

NONE
Indicates that you do not want trace information.

Usage Notes: ALTER Command

• The ALTER command usually is issued from a console, rather than from the MIMPARMS data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the ALTER command. TSO users generally are

not authorized to issue system control commands.
• You can specify any combination of the ECMF, REPORTAFTER, REPORTCYCLE, and TRACE operands on the same

ALTER command.
• For more information, see the descriptions of the ADDQNAME command and the DELQNAME command.
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Examples: ALTER Command

• To receive conflict messages every 20 seconds for resources when the QNAME SYSDSN is specified on the ENQ or
RESERVE request, issue this command:

ALTER QNAME=SYSDSN ECMF=YES REPORTAFTER=20 REPORTCYCLE=20

• To collect information about conflicts and requests on which the QNAME SYSZ TSS is specified, issue the following
command:

ALTER QNAME='SYSZ TSS' TRACE=ALL

(MII) DATASET Statement-Apply EDIF Processing Options
The DATASET statement lets you apply a set of EDIF processing options to a specific data set. This statement is available
when you are running the EDIF of the MII component.

This command has the following format:

DATASET NAME=dsname  [ACCESSLIST PROGRAMS(programs)

                                 UTILITY(statements)]

                     [AUTHORIZED PROGRAMS(programs)

                                 UTILITY(statements)]

                     [BLKSIZE={ANY |

                               DSCB |

                               size}]

                     [CHECKEXCLUSIVE PROGRAMS(programs)

                                     UTILITY(statements) ]

                     [DSORG={ANY |

                             DIRECT |

                             DSCB |

                             ISAM |

                             PARTITIONED |

                             SEQUENTIAL |

                             UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED |

                             UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL |

                             VSAM}]

                     [EXEMPT PROGRAMS(programs)

                             UTILITY(statements) ]

                     [LRECL={ANY |

                             DSCB |

                             length}]

                     [OPTION ([{ABEND|NOABEND}]

                              [{ACCESSCHECK|NOACCESSCHECK}]

                              [{ATTRIBUTES|NOATTRIBUTES}]

                              [{CONFLICTMESSAGES|NOCONFLICTMESSAGES}]

                              [{ENQUEUE|NOENQUEUE}]

                              [{IGNORECC|NOIGNORECC}]

                              [NONE]

                              [{SMF|NOSMF|RECORD|NORECORD}]

                              [{SUPPRESSMESSAGES|NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES}]

                              [{UTILITY|NOUTILITY}]

                              [{WAIT|NOWAIT}])]

                     [RECFM={ANY
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                             ASA|

                             BLOCKED |

                             DSCB |

                             FB |

                             FBA |

                             FBM |

                             FIXED |

                             MACHINE |

                             SPANNED |

                             STANDARD |

                             UNDEFINED |

                             VARIABLE |

                             VB |

                             VBA |

                             VBM}]

ACCESSLIST
(Optional) Identifies the programs that are authorized to read this data set. This parameter is used during read
verification. Use the ACCESSCHECK option to have EDIF verify the authority of a program to read this data set.
PROGRAMS

Identifies authorized programs. Specify the names of these programs in place of programs.
UTILITY

Indicates which UTILITY statements identify authorized programs. Specify the names of these statements
in place of statements.

AUTHORIZED
(Optional) Identifies the programs that are authorized to update this data set. This parameter is used during utility
verification. Use the UTILITY option to have EDIF verify the authority of a program to update this data set.
If you omit the AUTHORIZED parameter, then EDIF scans UTILITY statements to identify authorized programs.
EDIF compares the record format and data set organization values on UTILITY statements with the values in the
DSCB of the data set. If these values match, then EDIF lets programs named on that UTILITY statement update
the data set.
PROGRAMS

Identifies authorized programs. Specify the names of these programs in place of programs.
UTILITY

Indicates which UTILITY statements identify authorized programs. Specify the names of these statements
in place of statements.

BLKSIZE
(Optional) Indicates whether EDIF should verify the block size attribute and what block size value EDIF should
use. This parameter is used during attribute verification. EDIF compares this value to the value on the BLKSIZE
parameter in the JCL of a job or in the DCB of a program. Use the ATTRIBUTES option to have EDIF verify data
set attributes during an update.
ANY

Tells EDIF to ignore this attribute.
DSCB

Tells EDIF to use the block size value in the DSCB of the data set.
size

Specifies the correct block size for this data set. Specify an integer from 1 to 32768.
Default: BLKSIZE=DSCB
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CHECKEXCLUSIVE
(Optional) Tells EDIF to disallow updates by any of the specified programs or utilities if the JCL of the job specifies
DISP=SHR. EDIF issues message MIM4006 to record this type of violation in the system log and in the log of the
job (for batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages. To prevent this type of update, you also need to specify the ABEND option.
PROGRAMS

Identifies the programs that EDIF should check. Specify the names of these programs in place of
programs.

UTILITY
Indicates which UTILITY statements identify the programs that EDIF should check. Specify the names of
these statements in place of statements.

DSORG
(Optional) Indicates whether EDIF should verify the data set organization attribute and what data set organization
value EDIF should use. This parameter is used during attribute verification. EDIF compares this value to the value
on the DSORG parameter in the JCL of a job or in the DCB of a program. Use the ATTRIBUTES option to have
EDIF verify data set attributes during an update. Specify one of the following:
ANY

Tells EDIF to ignore this attribute.
DSCB

Tells EDIF to use the data set organization value in the DSCB.
type

Specifies the data set organization value that EDIF should use. Specify one of these values in place of
this variable:

• DIRECT (or DA)
• ISAM
• PARTITIONED (or PO)
• SEQUENTIAL (or PS)
• UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED (or POU)
• UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL (or PSU)
• VSAM

Default: DSORG=DSCB
EXEMPT

(Optional) Used during attribute verification, identifies programs that are exempted from attribute verification for
this data set. Use the ATTRIBUTES option to have EDIF verify data set attributes during an update.
PROGRAMS

Identifies exempted programs. Specify the names of these programs in place of programs.
UTILITY

Indicates which UTILITY statements identify exempted programs. Specify the names of these statements
in place of statements.

LRECL
(Optional) Used during attribute verification, indicates whether EDIF should verify the logical record length
attribute and what logical record length value EDIF should use. EDIF compares this value to the value on the
LRECL parameter in the JCL of a job or in the DCB of a program. Use the ATTRIBUTES option to have EDIF
verify data set attributes during an update.
ANY

Tells EDIF to ignore the logical record length attribute.
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DSCB
Tells EDIF to use the logical record length value in the DSCB of the data set.

length
Specifies the correct logical record length for this data set. Specify an integer from 1 to 32768.

Default: LRECL=DSCB
OPTION

(Optional) Indicates which EDIF processing options should be applied to this data set. Specify one or more of the
following options:
ABEND | NOABEND

Indicates whether EDIF should prevent inappropriate updates by abending jobs. Specify ABEND to abend
tasks or NOABEND to negate an ABEND option on another statement.
EDIF issues messages about the abended task to all TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code
11 messages.

ACCESSCHECK | NOACCESSCHECK
Indicates whether EDIF should see if a program is authorized to read this data set. Specify
ACCESSCHECK to perform read verification or NOACCESSCHECK to negate an ACCESSCHECK
option on another statement. Use the ACCESSLIST parameter to identify authorized programs. To
prevent unauthorized programs from reading this data set, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4069 to record read violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

ATTRIBUTES | NOATTRIBUTES
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program changes the attributes of this data set during
an update. Specify ATTRIBUTES to perform attribute verification or NOATTRIBUTES to negate an
ATTRIBUTES option on another statement. EDIF verifies the attributes of non-VSAM data sets only.
You can use the EXEMPT parameter to identify programs that should not be checked. The BLKSIZE,
DSORG, LRECL, and RECFM parameters determine what attribute values EDIF uses. To prevent an
attribute change, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4004 or MIM4005 to record attribute violations in the system log and in the
log of the job (for batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are
receiving routing code 11 messages.

CONFLICTMESSAGES| NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should issue conflict messages if two or more jobs try to update this data set at
the same time. Specify CONFLICTMESSAGES to receive these messages or NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
to negate a CONFLICTMESSAGES option on another statement.
EDIF issues conflict messages only if the ENQUEUE option also is enabled for this data set. EDIF
issues message MIM4009 to record conflicts in the system log and in the log of the job (for batch jobs).
EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing code 11
messages.
The MII ENQ Conflict Management Facility (ECMF) provides similar conflict information. However,
because the ECMF messages also identify the task that is holding the data set, you probably do not need
to specify the CONFLICTMESSAGES option if you specify EDIDSN ECMF=ON in your QNAME list.

ENQUEUE | NOENQUEUE
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if two or more jobs are updating this data set at the same time.
Specify ENQUEUE to check for simultaneous updates or NOENQUEUE to negate an ENQUEUE option
on another statement.
To send messages about simultaneous updates to the system log, to the job log (for batch jobs), and to all
TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages, the CONFLICTMESSAGES option also
must be enabled. To prevent simultaneous updates, the WAIT option must be enabled.
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IGNORECC | NOIGNORECC
Indicates whether EDIF should differentiate record formats by carriage control characters (for example,
whether EDIF should treat record formats FB, FBA, and FBM differently). These options are used only
during attribute verification. Specify IGNORECC to tell EDIF not to differentiate by these characters or
NOIGNORECC to negate an IGNORECC option on another statement.

NONE
Negates all EDIF processing for this data set.

SMF | NOSMF | RECORD | NORECORD
SMF and RECORD are synonyms, as are NOSMF and NORECORD.
The SMF | RECORD option causes an SMF record to be written for each action taken by EDIF. The
NOSMF | NORECORD option negates the SMF | RECORD option that may have been specified on a
more generic statement.

SUPPRESSMESSAGES | NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should suppress notification messages that it sends to the system log,
to the job log, and to TSO users and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages. Specify
SUPPRESSMESSAGES to suppress these messages or NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES to negate the
SUPPRESSMESSAGES option on another statement.

UTILITY | NOUTILITY
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program is authorized to update this data set. Specify
UTILITY to perform utility verification or NOUTILITY to negate the UTILITY option on another statement.
You can use the AUTHORIZED parameter or UTILITY statements to identify programs that are authorized
to update this data set. To prevent an unauthorized update, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4002 to record utility violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

WAIT | NOWAIT
Indicates whether EDIF should wait until this data set is free before letting a second task update the
data set. Specify WAIT to make tasks wait or NOWAIT to negate the WAIT option on another statement.
EDIF issues message MIM4010 to notify you when a task is waiting for a data set to be freed. To prevent
simultaneous updates, the ENQUEUE option also must be in effect.

RECFM
Used during attribute verification, indicates whether EDIF should verify the record format attribute and what record
format value EDIF should use. EDIF compares this value to the value on the RECFM parameter in the JCL of a
job or in the DCB of a program. Use the ATTRIBUTES option to have EDIF verify data set attributes during an
update.
ANY

Tells EDIF to ignore the record format attribute.
DSCB

Tells EDIF to use the record format value in the DSCB of the data set.
format

Specifies the correct record format for this data set. Specify one of these record formats or record format
combinations in place of format:
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• ASA
• BLOCKED
• FIXED
• MACHINE
• SPANNED
• STANDARD
• VARIABLE
• UNDEFINED
• FB
• FBA
• MVB
• VBA
• VBM

Default: RECFM=DSCB

Usage Notes: DATASET Statement

• The DATASET statement can be specified only in the EDIPARMS member of the  MIM  parameter data set.
• Because the DATASET statement is the last statement in the merge process of the EDIF, you cannot negate the

processing options specified on this statement.
• Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements.

Note: For more information, see the  MII Programming .

Example: DATASET Statement

To bypass ENQ processing, which was activated on another EDIF processing statement, and to allow only LOGON,
ACCOUNT, and SEND processing to update the SYS1.UADS data set, specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DATASET NAME=SYS1.UADS OPTION(NOENQUEUE,UTILITY),

   AUTHORIZED(PROGRAM(ACCOUNT,IEEVSEND,IKJEFLA1,IKJEFLA))

(MII) DEFAULT Statement (for EDIF)-Globally Apply EDIF Processing Options
The EDIF DEFAULT statement lets you apply a set of EDIF processing options to all data sets. This statement is available
when you are running the EDIF of the MII component.

More information: (MII) DATASET Statement-Apply EDIF Processing Options

This command has the following format:

DEFAULT [AUTHORIZED(program)]

        [CHECKEXCLUSIVE(program)]

        [EXEMPT(program)]

        [OPTION([{ABEND|NOABEND}]

                [{ACCESSCHECK|NOACCESSCHECK}]

                [{ATTRIBUTES|NOATTRIBUTES}]

                [{CONFLICTMESSAGES|NOCONFLICTMESSAGES}]

                [{ENQUEUE|NOENQUEUE}]

                [{IGNORECC|NOIGNORECC}]

                [NONE]

                [{SMF|NOSMF|RECORD|NORECORD}]

                [{SUPPRESSMESSAGES|NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES}]
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                [{UTILITY|NOUTILITY}]

                [{WAIT|NOWAIT}])]

AUTHORIZED
(Optional) Identifies programs that are authorized to update data sets. You can specify the same values for the
AUTHORIZED parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

CHECKEXCLUSIVE
(Optional) Identifies programs that cannot update data sets when those data sets are allocated with DISP=SHR.
You can specify the same values for the CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

EXEMPT
(Optional) Identifies programs that are exempted from attribute verification. You can specify the same values for
the EXEMPT parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

OPTION
((Optional) Indicates which EDIF processing options should be applied to this data set. Specify one or more of the
following options:
ABEND | NOABEND

Indicates whether EDIF should prevent inappropriate updates by abending jobs. Specify ABEND to abend
tasks or NOABEND to negate an ABEND option on another statement.
EDIF issues messages about the abended task to all TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code
11 messages.

ACCESSCHECK | NOACCESSCHECK
Indicates whether EDIF should see if a program is authorized to read this data set. Specify
ACCESSCHECK to perform read verification or NOACCESSCHECK to negate an ACCESSCHECK
option on another statement. Use the ACCESSLIST parameter to identify authorized programs. To
prevent unauthorized programs from reading this data set, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4069 to record read violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

ATTRIBUTES | NOATTRIBUTES
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program changes the attributes of this data set during
an update. Specify ATTRIBUTES to perform attribute verification or NOATTRIBUTES to negate an
ATTRIBUTES option on another statement. EDIF verifies the attributes of non-VSAM data sets only.
You can use the EXEMPT parameter to identify programs that should not be checked. The BLKSIZE,
DSORG, LRECL, and RECFM parameters determine what attribute values EDIF uses. To prevent an
attribute change, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4004 or MIM4005 to record attribute violations in the system log and in the
log of the job (for batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are
receiving routing code 11 messages.

CONFLICTMESSAGES| NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should issue conflict messages if two or more jobs try to update this data set at
the same time. Specify CONFLICTMESSAGES to receive these messages or NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
to negate a CONFLICTMESSAGES option on another statement.
EDIF issues conflict messages only if the ENQUEUE option also is enabled for this data set. EDIF
issues message MIM4009 to record conflicts in the system log and in the log of the job (for batch jobs).
EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing code 11
messages.
The MII ENQ Conflict Management Facility (ECMF) provides similar conflict information. However,
because the ECMF messages also identify the task that is holding the data set, you probably do not need
to specify the CONFLICTMESSAGES option if you specify EDIDSN ECMF=ON in your QNAME list.
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ENQUEUE | NOENQUEUE
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if two or more jobs are updating this data set at the same time.
Specify ENQUEUE to check for simultaneous updates or NOENQUEUE to negate an ENQUEUE option
on another statement.
To send messages about simultaneous updates to the system log, to the job log (for batch jobs), and to all
TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages, the CONFLICTMESSAGES option also
must be enabled. To prevent simultaneous updates, the WAIT option must be enabled.

IGNORECC | NOIGNORECC
Indicates whether EDIF should differentiate record formats by carriage control characters (for example,
whether EDIF should treat record formats FB, FBA, and FBM differently). These options are used only
during attribute verification. Specify IGNORECC to tell EDIF not to differentiate by these characters or
NOIGNORECC to negate an IGNORECC option on another statement.

NONE
Negates all EDIF processing for this data set.

SMF | NOSMF | RECORD | NORECORD
SMF and RECORD are synonyms, as are NOSMF and NORECORD.
The SMF | RECORD option causes an SMF record to be written for each action taken by EDIF. The
NOSMF | NORECORD option negates the SMF | RECORD option that may have been specified on a
more generic statement.

SUPPRESSMESSAGES | NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should suppress notification messages that it sends to the system log,
to the job log, and to TSO users and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages. Specify
SUPPRESSMESSAGES to suppress these messages or NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES to negate the
SUPPRESSMESSAGES option on another statement.

UTILITY | NOUTILITY
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program is authorized to update this data set. Specify
UTILITY to perform utility verification or NOUTILITY to negate the UTILITY option on another statement.
You can use the AUTHORIZED parameter or UTILITY statements to identify programs that are authorized
to update this data set. To prevent an unauthorized update, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4002 to record utility violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

WAIT | NOWAIT
Indicates whether EDIF should wait until this data set is free before letting a second task update the
data set. Specify WAIT to make tasks wait or NOWAIT to negate the WAIT option on another statement.
EDIF issues message MIM4010 to notify you when a task is waiting for a data set to be freed. To prevent
simultaneous updates, the ENQUEUE option also must be in effect.

Usage Notes: DEFAULT Statement

• You must specify at least one parameter for this statement
• The DEFAULT statement can be specified only in the EDIPARMS member of the MIMPARMS data set
• You can override options on the DEFAULT statement with the other EDIF processing statements
• Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements
• Because processing options on a DEFAULT statement apply to all data sets, choose options carefully. We recommend

that you do not specify the following options on a DEFAULT statement:
OPTION(ENQUEUE,WAIT)

This places jobs in a wait state when a requested data set is unavailable
OPTION(UTILITY,ABEND)

This abends tasks that are not authorized to update data sets
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OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,ABEND)
This abends tasks that are not allowed to change data set attributes

OPTION(ACCESSCHECK,ABEND)
This abends tasks that are not authorized to read data sets

For more information, see the MII Advanced Topics section.

Example: DEFAULT Statement (EDIF)

If you want EDIF to perform processing options on a DEFAULT statement for all data sets, use the following procedure:

• If several users or jobs simultaneously open a data set for update, issue conflict messages
• Record data set conflicts, attribute violations, and utility violations in an SMF record
• Exempt programs SAS, SASLIB, SASLPA, and MIMDRGBN from attribute verification
• Prevent programs NOSHARE1 and NOSHARE2 from updating data sets when DISP=SHR is specified in the JCL

To achieve these results, specify the following statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DEFAULT OPTION(UTILITY,ENQUEUE,ATTRIBUTES,SMF,CONFLICTMESSAGES)

EXEMPT(PROGRAM(SAS,SASLIB,SASLPA,MIMDRGBN))

CHECKEXCLUSIVE(PROGRAM(NOSHARE1,NOSHARE2))

(MII) DEFAULT Statement (for GDIF)-Set ENQ Request Options
The GDIF DEFAULT statement lets you indicate whether GDIF should propagate ENQ requests by default for QNAMEs
that have EXEMPT=YES specified on their QNAME statements. This statement is available only when you are running
the GDIF of the MII component.

This command has the following format:

DEFAULT GDIF {RESOURCE={GLOBAL|LOCAL} |              JOB={GLOBAL|LOCAL}}

RESOURCE
(Optional) Indicates whether GDIF should propagate ENQ requests by default, no matter what resource is
requested. Specify one of these values on the RESOURCE parameter:
GLOBAL

GDIF should propagate ENQ requests by default, unless that resource is named on a LOCAL statement.
LOCAL

GDIF should not propagate ENQ requests unless that resource is named on a GLOBAL statement.
JOB

(Optional) Indicates whether GDIF should propagate ENQ requests by default, no matter what job issued the ENQ
request. Specify one of these values on the JOB parameter:
GLOBAL

GDIF should propagate ENQ requests by default, unless the job that issued the request is named on a
LOCAL statement.

LOCAL
GDIF should not propagate ENQ requests unless the job that issued the request is named on a GLOBAL
statement.

Usage Notes: DEFAULT Statement (GDIF)
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• The GDIF DEFAULT statement can be specified only in the GDIEXMPT member of the MIM parameter data set.
• You must specify the DEFAULT statement before any other statements in the GDIEXMPT member. Also note that you

can specify the DEFAULT statement only one time.
• You must specify RESOURCE=GLOBAL JOB=GLOBAL to propagate ENQ requests by default. You can use LOCAL

and GLOBAL statements to override this default processing for certain resources or jobs.

Examples: DEFAULT Statement (GDIF)

• To propagate ENQ requests by default, no matter what resource is needed or what job issued the ENQ request,
specify this statement in the GDIEXMPT member:

DEFAULT RESOURCE=GLOBAL JOB=GLOBAL

• To propagate ENQ requests only for the resources that you name on GLOBAL statements, specify this statement in
the GDIEXMPT member:

DEFAULT RESOURCE=LOCAL JOB=GLOBAL

 

(MII) DELQNAME Command-Temporarily Delete QNAME
The DELQNAME command lets you temporarily delete a QNAME from the QNAME list, without the need to restart MII.

Scope: Global

This command has the following format:

DELQNAME QNAME=qname

QNAME
Specifies the QNAME to delete. All keywords specified for the QNAME are also deleted.

Usage Notes: DELQNAME Command

• DELQNAME has no effect on the current status of resources in this QNAME class (that is, for resources currently
enqueued).

• The DELQNAME command makes temporary changes to the QNAME list, without the need to globally restart MII.
These changes are discarded when you stop MII on all systems. Update the MIMQNAME member if you want to make
permanent changes that are preserved when you stop MII on all systems.

• We recommend that you use a single MIMQNAME member for all systems.
• This command need only be issued on one system in the complex. MIM then communicates the information to the

other systems. A system joining the complex will adjust its QNAME list to match the other systems.
• This command is not available prior to MIM synchronization, therefore it is not advisable to use it in the MIMCMNDS

member.
• For additional restrictions that affect the DELQNAME command, see Usage Information for QNAME.

Note: For more information about temporary and permanent changes of the QNAME list, see “Advanced Topics” in the 
MII Programming .

More information: (MII) DEQJOB Command-Dynamically Release a Resource

Example: DELQNAME Command

To eliminate the QNAME OLDQNAME as a managed QNAME, issue this command:

DELQNAME QNAME=OLDQNAME
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(MII) DEQJOB Command-Dynamically Release a Resource
The DEQJOB command lets you bypass the integrity processing of GDIF for a local job that needs a resource held on
another system. You can use this command to create an immediate, controlled integrity exposure when a local job is
involved in a cross-system resource conflict and no other local job needs that resource. As soon as the job releases the
resource, integrity processing of GDIF is restored.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DEQJOB JOB=name

JOB
Identifies the job for which GDIF should bypass its integrity processing. GDIF bypasses integrity processing for all
resources that this job cannot obtain currently. Specify the name of this job in place of name.
The resource that this job needs must be held by a task on another system. In addition, this job must be the only
task on the local system that needs the resource.

Usage Notes: DEQJOB Command

• The DEQJOB command usually is issued from a console, rather than from the MIMPARMS data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the DEQJOB command. TSO users generally are

not authorized to issue system control commands.
• All QNAMEs that you want to dequeue must be managed QNAMEs, and must have EXEMPT=YES specified on the

QNAME statement.
• Because the DEQJOB command immediately suspends the GDIF integrity processing for the jobs whose requests are

currently in global conflict, you must ensure that no other local job needs those resources. You can use the DISPLAY
CONFLICTS command to display information about resources that other local jobs need.

Example: DEQJOB Command

To enable job LEDGER to use a resource that is held by a task on another system, issue this command:

DEQJOB JOB=LEDGER

(MII) DISPLAY ECMF Command-Display ECMF Information
The DISPLAY ECMF command lets you display information about the status and activities of the ENQ Conflict
Management Facility.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY ECMF {[ALL] |

              [CONFLICTS[={GLOBAL|LOCALONLY}]

                        [TRUNCATE]] 

              [ENQRESOURCE={(qname,rname) |

                            (qname,PREFIX=prefix) |

                            qname} 

                           [TRUNCATE]] 

              [OPTIONS]

              [QNAMES]

              [REQUEUE]}
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ECMF
Displays information about ECMF rather than about any other facility. Specify this operand before the OPTIONS
operand. Also specify the ECMF operand before any other operand that is truncated in such a way it may be
ambiguous with operands for other facilities. Because ECMF is a positional operand, you must specify it before
any other operand on the DISPLAY command.

ALL
(Optional) Displays the messages associated with all of the ECMF display operands.

CONFLICTS
(Optional) Displays information about all outstanding resource conflicts. Global conflicts display for managed
resources, while local-only conflicts display for both managed and non-managed resources. This information is
shown in message MIM1028. If you issue the command DISPLAY CONFLICTS, then you receive both global and
local-only conflict information.
GLOBAL

Specifies that only global conflicts display. No conflicts display that are local-only (all tasks that are
requesting a resource are in the same system).

LOCALONLY
Specifies that all local-only conflicts are displayed. This command must be issued on the system where
the local-only conflict exists. Note that this command will not show a conflict that is both global and local
(a minimum of three tasks conflicting for a resource, when at least one task is on an external system).

TRUNCATE
Causes the RNAMES displayed by the CONFLICTS parameter to truncate at 32 characters. The default
is to display the entire RNAME.

ENQRESOURCE
(Optional) Displays status information for a resource. Specify the QNAME and RNAME for this resource in place
of qname and rname. Or, you can specify this command using the qname and the prefix to display all resources in
this QNAME class that match on the specified prefix. This information is shown in message MIM1091. If there are
no requesters for this resource, then ECMF also displays message MIM1092. If this resource is not managed by
ECMF, then ECMF also displays message MIM1093.
You can specify the QNAME and RNAME, or the QNAME and prefix, or the QNAME only in either character or
hexadecimal format. For example, you can specify any of the following:

• ENQRESOURCE(A123,B123)
• ENQRESOURCE(X'C1F1F2F3',X'C2F1F2F3')
• ENQRESOURCE(A123,PREFIX=B123)
• ENQRESOURCE(X'C1F1F2F3',PREFIX=X'C2F1F2F3')
• ENQRESOURCE(A123)

If you use character format and the QNAME or RNAME contains embedded blanks, then enclose the QNAME or
RNAME in single quotation marks.
The TRUNCATE option causes the RNAMES displayed by the ENQRESOURCE parameter to truncate at 32
characters. The default is to display the entire RNAME.

OPTIONS
(Optional) Displays following information about the ECMF operating values that can be set through the
SETOPTION command:

• Whether AUTOFREE and REQUEUE are active
• The prefix character ECMF uses to issue JES2 commands
• How ECMF is handling jobs that need unavailable resources
• How ECMF is handling requeued jobs and checkpoint information at termination
• Settings for other ECMF options
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Because the OPTIONS parameter can be used to display values for any MIM facility or for the entire product, you
also need to specify the ECMF parameter to indicate that you want information about ECMF.
Information is shown in message MIM1072.

QNAMES
(Optional) Displays the contents of the QNAME list, which contains information on how GDIF, ECMF, or both
should handle ENQ and RESERVE requests for resources.
You can also limit the display by selecting a specific QNAME, or group of QNAMEs, using the DISPLAY
QNAMES=qname command. You can additionally specify wildcard characters with this command.
This information is shown in message MIM1074.

REQUEUE
(Optional) Displays information about batch jobs that ECMF has requeued. This information is shown in message
MIM1035.

Usage Notes: DISPLAY ECMF Command

• The DISPLAY ECMF command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data
set. When you specify this command in the MIMCMNDS member and the TRACE feature is active, the output is
sent to the MIM trace data set. When you specify this command in the MIMSYNCH member, the output is sent to the
system log.

• You also can issue the DISPLAY command from any console or TSO session.
• You can specify several operands for ECMF on the same DISPLAY command (for example, DISPLAY ECMF

OPTIONS CONFLICTS). Do not specify ECMF operands with operands associated with other facilities.
• An asterisk in the far right column indicates that this job was exempted by job name from GDIF global processing when

the request was issued.

Example: DISPLAY ECMF Command

To display the contents of the MII QNAME list and information about batch jobs that have been requeued by ECMF, issue
this command:

DISPLAY ECMF REQUEUE QNAMES

(MII) DISPLAY EDIF Command-Display EDIF Information
The DISPLAY EDIF command lets you display information about the status and activities of the EDIF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY EDIF {[ALL] |

              [DATASET=dsname]

              [DEFAULT]

              [DSORG=organization]

              [INIT]

              [OPTIONS]

              [PATTERN=pattern]

              [PREFIX=prefix]

              [STATISTICS=RESET]

              [SUFFIX=suffix]

              [UTILITY=name]} 
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ALL
(Optional) Displays the messages associated with all of the EDIF display operands, including messages MIM4053
through MIM4062.

DATASET
(Optional) Displays information about DATASET statements and how many times they were matched. This
information is displayed in message MIM4060.
EDIF displays information about all DATASET statements unless you ask for information about only a certain
DATASET statement. To display information for a certain statement, specify the data set name on that statement
in place of the dsname variable.

DEFAULT
(Optional) Displays information about the DEFAULT statement. This information is displayed in message
MIM4055.

DSORG
(Optional) Tells MIM to display information about the DSORG statement. For example, to display information for
partitioned data sets, you would specify DISPLAY DSORG=PARTITIONED.

INIT
(Optional) Shows the abend code EDIF uses when it terminates inappropriate operations and what member it is
using to obtain its processing statements.

OPTIONS
(Optional) Indicates what member EDIF is using to obtain its processing statements, whether EDIF is active,
whether EDIF is generating SVC dumps in response to errors, statistical report information, and other EDIF option
values and settings.

PATTERN
(Optional) Displays information about PATTERN statements and how many times they were matched. This
information is displayed in message MIM4059.
EDIF displays information about all PATTERN statements unless you ask for information about only a certain
PATTERN statement. To display information for a certain statement, specify the pattern on that statement in place
of the pattern variable.

PREFIX
(Optional) Displays information about PREFIX statements and how many times they were matched. This
information is displayed in message MIM4057.
EDIF displays information about all PREFIX statements unless you ask for information about only a certain
PREFIX statement. To display information for a certain statement, specify the prefix on that statement in place of
the prefix variable.

STATISTICS
(Optional) Displays information about the activities of EDIF. This command lets you see how many times
programs opened data sets inappropriately and how many times EDIF has prevented such updates. These
statistics pertain only to data sets on the local system.
On this display, the first column displays cumulative statistics from the time EDIF was started. The second column
displays statistics accumulated since the last reset.

SUFFIX
(Optional) Displays information about SUFFIX statements and how many times they were matched. This
information is displayed in message MIM4058.
EDIF displays information about all SUFFIX statements unless you ask for information about only a certain
SUFFIX statement. To display information for a certain statement, specify the suffix on that statement in place of
the suffix variable.

UTILITY
(Optional) Displays information about UTILITY statements. This information is displayed in message MIM4054.
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EDIF displays information about all UTILITY statements unless you ask for information about only a certain
UTILITY statement. To display information for a certain statement, specify the name on that statement in place of
the name variable.

Usage Notes: DISPLAY EDIF Command

• You can specify ALL OR one or more of the remaining parameters.
• The DISPLAY command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.

When you specify this command in the MIMCMNDS member and the TRACE feature is active, the output is sent to the
MIM trace data set. When you specify this command in the MIMSYNCH member, the output is sent to the system log.

• You also can issue the DISPLAY command from any console or TSO session.
• Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements. See

“Advanced Topics” in the  MII Programming .
• You can specify several operands for EDIF on the same DISPLAY command (for example, DISPLAY DATASET

PREFIX). Do not specify EDIF operands with operands associated with other facilities.

Example: DISPLAY EDIF Command

To display information about the EDIF initialization values, issue this command:

DISPLAY EDIF INIT

(MII) DISPLAY GDIF Command-Display GDIF Information
The DISPLAY GDIF command lets you display information about the status and activities of the Global Data Set Integrity
Facility.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY GDIF {[ALL] |

              [BENEFITS]

              [CFSIZE={SUMMARY|DETAIL}]

              [CONFLICTS[={GLOBAL|LOCALONLY}]

                         [TRUNCATE]] 

              [COUNTS={ALL |

                       EXCEPTIONS |

                       MANAGED |

                       NONMANAGED |

                       RESET | 

                       SINCE={INITIALIZATION|LASTRESET}}

                      [FILTER=maskvalue]] 

                      [SORT=field])]

              [ENQRESOURCE={(qname,rname) | 

                            (qname,PREFIX=prefix) |

                            qname}

                          [TRUNCATE]] 

              [EXEMPT]

              [INIT]

              [OPTIONS]

              [QNAMES=qnames 

                            ([SOURCE={ADDQNAME |
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                                      ALLSYSTEMS |

                                      ANY |

                                      DELQNAME |

                                      MEMBER}])]

              [RESERVES={CONVERTED|HARDWARE} 

                        [TRUNCATE]] 

              [SERVICE=RESET]}

ALL
(Optional) Displays the same information as the INIT and OPTIONS operands. That is, it displays the GDIF
initialization values in message MIM1019 and the GDIF operating values in message MIM1022.

BENEFITS
(Optional) Displays the number of cross-system conflicts that have occurred for managed resources since the last
time you started GDIF on this system. This information is shown in message MIM1015.

CFSIZE
(Optional) Displays the recommended size of the MIM control file for the GDIF facility. The control file size
required by GDIF is dependent on ENQ workload or, more specifically, the peak number of global ENQ resources.
This command takes this number and other metrics, which are maintained by GDIF, and calculates the GDIF
size required for the control file. GDIF maintains both current and peak metrics; therefore, both current and peak
requirements are displayed by the command.
This command calculates only space requirements for the GDIF facility; therefore, the recommended primary
control file size is correct only if the MII component is running in its own MIMplex (that is, MII is running in its own
address space on each system). If you run the MIA component, the MIC component, or both in addition to MII (not
recommended), then you could add the space requirements of the additional components to the recommendation
provided by this command.
The number of GHBs and GCBs may vary widely by system since the scope of these data structures is local. The
current number of global resources and QNAMEs should typically be the same since this information is global
in nature. However, this command does not serialize its calculations, so the current numbers may vary across
systems, particularly for the more volatile numbers, such as the number of global resources.
The peak numbers may vary widely across systems as well. The peak numbers are based on peak metrics that
are maintained on a system-by-system basis. This information is not passed to external systems. Furthermore,
the peak numbers are not persistent across product restarts since peak number metrics are reset to zero with
each restart of MIM. As MIM runs, the peak numbers increase and become more accurate. This increase in peak
numbers and accuracy, coupled with rolling IPLs or product restarts, cause the peak numbers to vary across
systems. We recommend that you issue this command late in the IPL process or MIM restart cycle and, if you
execute the command on multiple systems, that you take the highest of all recommended sizes.

NOTE

The peak numbers are based on observed peaks. Historical observed peaks may not predict future
requirements.

The space calculations provided by this command do not include any values that may be media dependent. The
sizes produced by this command indicate actual usable space from the perspective of the MII application. You
may need to adjust these numbers for the target media.
SUMMARY

Displays only the recommended GDIF control file size. This is the default.
DETAIL

Displays the recommended GDIF control file size, followed by supporting details. The supporting details
include peak and current values for the GDIF data structure size metrics that are used to calculate the
recommended size.

This information is shown in message MIM1154I.
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Assume your control file is allocated on a 3390 DASD device and the DISPLAY GDIF CFSIZE command
indicates a recommended size of 13255 KB. There are 1024 bytes in 1 KB so you would calculate the following to
determine the total number of bytes recommended:
1024 x 13255 = 13542400 bytes
A 3390-9 DASD device contains 849960 bytes per cylinder. Calculate the following to determine the total number
of cylinders you should allocate:
13542400 / 849960 = 15.9 cylinders (round this number up to 16 cylinders)
Allocate the primary DASD control file at 16 cylinders, using the ALLOCCF member provided in the
CAI.CBTDJCL library. You should allocate slightly more cylinders for the alternate files.
Assume your control file is allocated on an XES list structure and the DISPLAY GDIF CFSIZE command indicates
a recommended size of 13255 KB. XES list structures are allocated in kilobytes, not cylinders. Enter the desired
size in KB into the SIZE parameter in the ALLOCSTR member provided in the CAI.CBTDJCL library. You should
make the alternate file slightly larger.

NOTE
Not all space allocated in a XES structure is available for use by an application because a portion
of the allocated space is reserved for system use. The amount of space reserved by the system is
furthermore dependant on the CFCC level. The DISPLAY GDIF CFSIZE command does not provide
any media-dependant values. However, the recommended size displayed by this command is padded
to account for some incremental growth. The recommended size is 125% of the peak-required size,
and the minimum recommended size is 10240Kb (10Mb). This guarantees that the recommended size
calculated by the DISPLAY GDIF CFSIZE command includes a minimum of 2Mb of slack space. You
must determine whether this extra space is adequate for the target media. For more information, see the
MVS Setting Up a Sysplex manual from IBM .

WARNING
We recommend at least 10000 KB for the primary control file. Also, if MIMINIT
COMMUNICATIONS=CTCONLY/XCF, MIM will automatically size the virtual control file.

CONFLICTS
(Optional) Displays information about all outstanding resource conflicts. Global conflicts are displayed for
managed resources, while local-only conflicts are displayed for both managed and non-managed resources. This
information is shown in message MIM1028. If MIMQUERY is active, then the message number is MIM1181I. If
you issue the command DISPLAY CONFLICTS, then you will receive both global and local-only conflict
information.
GLOBAL

Displays only global conflicts. No conflicts are displayed that are local-only (all tasks that are requesting a
resource are in the same system).

LOCALONLY
Displays all local-only conflicts. This command must be issued on the system where the local-only conflict
exists. Note that this command will not show a conflict that is both global and local (a minimum of three
tasks conflicting for a resource, when at least one task is on an external system).

TRUNCATE
Causes the RNAMES displayed by the CONFLICTS on the ENQRESOURCE parameter to truncate at 32
characters. The default is to display the entire RNAME.

NOTE

If MIMQUERY support is active, the TRUNCATE option no longer works.

COUNTS
(Optional) Displays the number of ENQ or RESERVE requests that have been made for resources. This
information is shown in message MIM1016. You can specify one of these optional values on the COUNTS
operand:
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ALL
Displays information about all requests both managed and non-managed (not including exceptions).

EXCEPTIONS
Displays information about ENQ requests that were not processed by GDIF

MANAGED
Displays information about requests for resources that are being managed by GDIF.

NONMANAGED
Displays information about requests for resources that are not being managed by GDIF.

RESET
Resets COUNTS.

SINCE=INITIALIZATION
Displays the counts since MIM initialized.

SINCE=LASTRESET
Displays the counts since the last COUNTS=RESET was issued.

SORT
Specifies the column on which to sort the display. The display will be reordered from highest resource
activity to lowest for the given field name (or alphabetically if QNAME is entered).

FILTER=maskvalue
Specifies an eight-character masking value to filter the COUNT display.
You can use an asterisk (*) wildcard character with this operand to display information about all
QNAMEs beginning with the same characters. For example, you could specify ‘DISPLAY COUNTS
FILTER=QNAM*’ to display information for QNAMEs QNAM0001, QNAM0002, QNAME003, and so on.
You can also use the pound sign (#) wildcard character to display information about all QNAMEs starting
and ending with the same characters. The pound sign represent a single-character wild card. For
example, you could specify ‘DISPLAY COUNTS FILTER=SYS#XYZ’ to display information for QNAMEs
SYS1XYZ, SYS2XYZ, SYS3XYZ, and so on.

Default: COUNTS=ALL
Use the COUNT operand on the SETOPTION command to select requests by scope.

NOTE

When GDIF displays information about non-managed resources, you see only RESERVE requests.
If you also want to see other types of requests, then you need to specify a new value for the COUNT
parameter on the SETOPTION command.

ENQRESOURCE
(Optional) Displays status information for a resource. Specify the QNAME and RNAME for this resource in place
of the qname and rname variables, or specify the qname and the PREFIX rname, or specify the qname only. This
information is shown in message MIM1091. If MIMQUERY is active, then the message number is MIM1180I.
When you specify rname, your display will show only resources in which the rname matches your specification
exactly. When you specify prefix, your display will show all resources in which the first characters of the rname
match your specification. For example, PREFIX=AB matches RNAMEs AB, ABC, and ABCD, but not A and not
AC. No wild card characters are supported in PREFIX statements. PREFIX=AB* will attempt to show resources
with an rname of AB* or AB*C and so on, but will not find ABC.
The resource qname must always be fully specified; no prefix is allowed.
You can specify the QNAME and RNAME, or the QNAME and prefix, in either character or hexadecimal format.
For example, you can specify any of the following:
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• ENQRESOURCE(A123,B123)
• ENQRESOURCE(X'C1F1F2F3',X'C2F1F2F3')
• ENQRESOURCE(A123,PREFIX=B123)
• ENQRESOURCE(X'C1F1F2F3',PREFIX=X'C2F1F2F3')
• ENQRESOURCE(A123)

If you use character format and the QNAME or RNAME contains embedded blanks, then enclose that QNAME or
RNAME in single quotation marks.
An asterisk in the far right column of the resulting display indicates that this job was exempted by job name from
GDIF global processing at the time the request was issued.
The TRUNCATE option causes the RNAMES displayed by the ENQRESOURCE parameter to truncate at 32
characters. The default is to display the entire RNAME.

NOTE

If MIMQUERY support is active, wildcarding is allowed for the QNAME and RNAME, the PREFIX sub-
command is not required, and the TRUNCATE option no longer works.

EXEMPT
(Optional) Displays the contents of the GDIF exempt list, which contains supplemental and more specific
processing information for one or more resource classes that GDIF is managing. This information is shown in
message MIM1023.

GDIF
Tells MIM to display information about GDIF rather than about any other facility. Specify this operand before the
ALL, INIT, or OPTIONS operands. You also should specify the GDIF operand before any other operand that is
truncated in such a way that it may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities.
Because GDIF is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand on the DISPLAY command.

INIT
(Optional) This parameter shows how GDIF is handling ENQ and RESERVE requests and hardware reserves, as
well as other initialization values. This information is shown in message MIM1019.

OPTIONS
(Optional) Indicates which resources are included in statistical displays, whether the ENQTRACE feature is active,
and the settings for other GDIF options. This information is shown in message MIM1022.

QNAMES
(Optional) Displays the contents of the QNAME list, which contains information on how GDIF, ECMF, or both
should handle ENQ and RESERVE requests for resources. This information is shown in message MIM1074.
qname

Displays the status of a specific QNAME. If the specified QNAME is not managed, then the MIM1074
message will indicate that the QNAME was not found in the QNAME list. You can use the asterisk (*)
wildcard character with this operand to display information about all QNAMEs beginning with the same
characters. For example, you could specify DISPLAY QNAMES=QNAM* to display the status of QNAMEs
QNAM0001, QNAM0002, QNAME003, and so on.
You can also use the pound sign (#) wildcard character to display information about all QNAMEs
starting and ending with the same characters. The pound sign represent a single character wild card.
For example, you could specify ‘DISPLAY QNAMES=SYS#XYZ’ to display information for QNAMEs
SYS1XYZ, SYS2XYZ, SYS3XYZ, and so on.

SOURCE=value
(Optional) This parameter limits the QNAMEs shown by DISPLAY GDIF QNAMES. The specific values of
SOURCE are:
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• ADDQNAME
• ALLSYSTEMS
• ANY
• DELQNAME
• MEMBER.

Omit this parameter (or specify SOURCE=ANY) if you want to display QNAMEs without being selective
according to the SOURCE: value.

WARNING

SOURCE=ALL does not mean "display QNAMEs without being selective". SOURCE=ALL is
interpreted as an abbreviation for SOURCE=ALLSYSTEMS. If you want to display QNAMEs
without being selective, then you should omit the SOURCE= keyword.

RESERVES
(Optional) Displays information about outstanding hardware reserves. You can specify one of these optional
values on the RESERVES operand:
CONVERTED

Displays outstanding hardware reserves that have been converted to global ENQ requests by GDIF.
This information is shown in message MIM1096. This message also shows global ENQ requests for
resources with RESERVE=KEEP.

HARDWARE
Displays outstanding hardware reserves that have not been converted to global ENQ requests. This
information is shown in message MIM1017. If FEATURE=MIMQUERY is active, this command will show
reserves from all systems in the MIMPLEX and the MIM1186I message will be used instead. .

TRUNCATE
Causes the RNAMES displayed by the RESERVES parameter to truncate at 32 characters .
Default: Display the entire RNAME.

NOTE

If MIMQUERY support is active, the TRUNCATE option no longer works.

Default: RESERVES=HARDWARE
SERVICE

Displays information about how quickly GDIF is processing ENQ or RESERVE requests for managed resources.
This information is shown in message MIM1021.
The first line of the display shows cumulative statistics from the time GDIF was started. The second line shows
statistics from the time the reset command was issued.
By default, GDIF bases its statistics on the average service time since the last start or reset. To reset the display
and base the statistics on the GDIF current service time, specify SERVICE=RESET.

Default: OPTIONS

Usage Notes: DISPLAY GDIF Command

• The DISPLAY command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
When you specify this command in the MIMCMNDS member and the TRACE feature is active, the output is sent to the
MIM trace data set. When you specify this command in the MIMSYNCH member, the output is sent to the system log.

• You can issue the DISPLAY command from any console or TSO session.
• You can specify several operands for GDIF on the same DISPLAY command (for example, DISPLAY QNAMES

EXEMPT). Do not specify GDIF operands with operands associated with other facilities.

Examples: DISPLAY GDIF Command
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To display all outstanding conflicts for managed resources, issue this command:

DISPLAY COUNTS=MANAGED

To see other examples of how to use the DISPLAY GDIF command, see the chapter “Advanced Topics” in the MII
Programming Guide.

(MII) DSORG Statement-Appy EDIF Processing Options
The DSORG statement lets you apply a set of EDIF processing options to all data sets that have a specified data set
organization. This statement is available when you are running the EDIF of the MII component.

This command has the following format:

DSORG NAME=organization [ACCESSLIST(program)]

                        [AUTHORIZED(program)]

                        [BLKSIZE=blksize]

                        [CHECKEXCLUSIVE(program)]

                        [EXEMPT(program)]

                        [LRECL=lrecl]

                        [OPTION([{ABEND|NOABEND}]

                                [{ACCESSCHECK|NOACCESSCHECK}]

                                [{ATTRIBUTES|NOATTRIBUTES}]

                                [{CONFLICTMESSAGES|NOCONFLICTMESSAGES}]

                                [{ENQUEUE|NOENQUEUE}]

                                [{IGNORECC|NOIGNORECC}]

                                [NONE]

                                [{SMF|NOSMF|RECORD|NORECORD}]

                                [{SUPPRESSMESSAGES|NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES}]

                                [{UTILITY|NOUTILITY}]

                                [{WAIT|NOWAIT}])]

                        [RECFM={ASA|

                                BLOCKED |

                                DSCB |

                                FB |

                                FBA |

                                FBM |

                                FIXED |

                                MACHINE |

                                SPANNED |

                                STANDARD |

                                UNDEFINED |

                                VARIABLE |

                                VB |

                                VBA |

                                VBM}]

NAME
Identifies the data sets to which you are applying these options. Specify the data set organization type for these
data sets in place of the organization variable. These are the valid data set organizations that you can specify:
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• DIRECT (or DA)
• ISAM
• PARTITIONED (or PO)
• SEQUENTIAL (or PS)
• UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED (or POU)
• UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL (or PSU)
• VSAM

ACCESSLIST
(Optional) Identifies programs that are authorized to read these data sets. You can specify the same values for the
ACCESSLIST parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.
For more information, see the description of the DATASET Statement.

AUTHORIZED
(Optional) Identifies programs that are authorized to update these data sets. You can specify the same values for
the AUTHORIZED parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

BLKSIZE
(Optional) Indicates what block size value EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the same
values for the BLKSIZE parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

CHECKEXCLUSIVE
(Optional) Identifies programs that cannot update these data sets when these data sets are allocated with
DISP=SHR. You can specify the same values for the CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter on any EDIF processing
statement.

EXEMPT
(Optional) Identifies programs that are exempted from attribute verification. You can specify the same values for
the EXEMPT parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

LRECL
(Optional) Indicates what logical record length EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the
same values for the LRECL parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

OPTION
((Optional) Indicates which EDIF processing options should be applied to this data set. Specify one or more of the
following options:
ABEND | NOABEND

Indicates whether EDIF should prevent inappropriate updates by abending jobs. Specify ABEND to abend
tasks or NOABEND to negate an ABEND option on another statement.
EDIF issues messages about the abended task to all TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code
11 messages.

ACCESSCHECK | NOACCESSCHECK
Indicates whether EDIF should see if a program is authorized to read this data set. Specify
ACCESSCHECK to perform read verification or NOACCESSCHECK to negate an ACCESSCHECK
option on another statement. Use the ACCESSLIST parameter to identify authorized programs. To
prevent unauthorized programs from reading this data set, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4069 to record read violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

ATTRIBUTES | NOATTRIBUTES
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program changes the attributes of this data set during
an update. Specify ATTRIBUTES to perform attribute verification or NOATTRIBUTES to negate an
ATTRIBUTES option on another statement. EDIF verifies the attributes of non-VSAM data sets only.
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You can use the EXEMPT parameter to identify programs that should not be checked. The BLKSIZE,
DSORG, LRECL, and RECFM parameters determine what attribute values EDIF uses. To prevent an
attribute change, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4004 or MIM4005 to record attribute violations in the system log and in the
log of the job (for batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are
receiving routing code 11 messages.

CONFLICTMESSAGES| NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should issue conflict messages if two or more jobs try to update this data set at
the same time. Specify CONFLICTMESSAGES to receive these messages or NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
to negate a CONFLICTMESSAGES option on another statement.
EDIF issues conflict messages only if the ENQUEUE option also is enabled for this data set. EDIF
issues message MIM4009 to record conflicts in the system log and in the log of the job (for batch jobs).
EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing code 11
messages.
The MII ENQ Conflict Management Facility (ECMF) provides similar conflict information. However,
because the ECMF messages also identify the task that is holding the data set, you probably do not need
to specify the CONFLICTMESSAGES option if you specify EDIDSN ECMF=ON in your QNAME list.

ENQUEUE | NOENQUEUE
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if two or more jobs are updating this data set at the same time.
Specify ENQUEUE to check for simultaneous updates or NOENQUEUE to negate an ENQUEUE option
on another statement.
To send messages about simultaneous updates to the system log, to the job log (for batch jobs), and to all
TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages, the CONFLICTMESSAGES option also
must be enabled. To prevent simultaneous updates, the WAIT option must be enabled.

IGNORECC | NOIGNORECC
Indicates whether EDIF should differentiate record formats by carriage control characters (for example,
whether EDIF should treat record formats FB, FBA, and FBM differently). These options are used only
during attribute verification. Specify IGNORECC to tell EDIF not to differentiate by these characters or
NOIGNORECC to negate an IGNORECC option on another statement.

NONE
Negates all EDIF processing for this data set.

SMF | NOSMF | RECORD | NORECORD
SMF and RECORD are synonyms, as are NOSMF and NORECORD.
The SMF | RECORD option causes an SMF record to be written for each action taken by EDIF. The
NOSMF | NORECORD option negates the SMF | RECORD option that may have been specified on a
more generic statement.

SUPPRESSMESSAGES | NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should suppress notification messages that it sends to the system log,
to the job log, and to TSO users and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages. Specify
SUPPRESSMESSAGES to suppress these messages or NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES to negate the
SUPPRESSMESSAGES option on another statement.

UTILITY | NOUTILITY
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program is authorized to update this data set. Specify
UTILITY to perform utility verification or NOUTILITY to negate the UTILITY option on another statement.
You can use the AUTHORIZED parameter or UTILITY statements to identify programs that are authorized
to update this data set. To prevent an unauthorized update, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4002 to record utility violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.
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WAIT | NOWAIT
Indicates whether EDIF should wait until this data set is free before letting a second task update the
data set. Specify WAIT to make tasks wait or NOWAIT to negate the WAIT option on another statement.
EDIF issues message MIM4010 to notify you when a task is waiting for a data set to be freed. To prevent
simultaneous updates, the ENQUEUE option also must be in effect.

RECFM
Used during attribute verification, indicates whether EDIF should verify the record format attribute and what record
format value EDIF should use. EDIF compares this value to the value on the RECFM parameter in the JCL of a
job or in the DCB of a program. Use the ATTRIBUTES option to have EDIF verify data set attributes during an
update.
format

Specifies the correct record format for this data set. Specify one of these record formats or record format
combinations in place of format:

• ASA
• BLOCKED
• DSCB
• FIXED
• MACHINE
• SPANNED
• STANDARD
• VARIABLE
• UNDEFINED
• FB
• FBA
• MVB
• VBA
• VBM

Default: RECFM=DSCB

Usage Notes: DSORG Statement

• You can specify the DSORG statement only in the EDIPARMS member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• You can negate options on the DEFAULT statement by specifying options that have the NO prefix. For example,

you can negate the ABEND option on the DEFAULT statement by specifying OPTION=NOABEND on the DSORG
statement.

• Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements.
See “Advanced Topics” in the  MII Programming .

• Because processing options on DSORG statements apply to many data sets, you should choose options carefully. We
recommend that you do not specify the following options on a DSORG statement:

OPTION(ENQUEUE,WAIT)
Places jobs in a wait state when a requested data set is unavailable.

OPTION(UTILITY,ABEND)
Abends tasks that are not authorized to update data sets.

OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,ABEND)
Abends tasks that are not allowed to change data set attributes.

OPTION(ACCESSCHECK)
Checks read authority for each of these data sets.

For more information, see the description of the DATASET Statement.
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Example: DSORG Statement

Suppose that you want EDIF to perform the following processing for partitioned data sets:

• Verify data set attributes
• Issue ENQ requests whenever these data sets are opened
• Negate the WAIT option on the DEFAULT statement

To achieve these results, specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

DSORG NAME=PARTITIONED OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,ENQUEUE,NOWAIT)

(MII) DUMP ECMF Command
Broadcom Support uses the DUMP ECMF command for diagnostic purposes.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DUMP ECMF [RCN [=(QUEUE={RESOURCE|DURATION}

                       [,QNAME=mask] 

                       [,RNAME=mask])]] 

          [RCQ [=(QUEUE={ASID|DURATION} 

                       [,JOBNAME=mask] 

                       [,ASID=X'asid'])]] 

          [EQ1AREA]

          [GNT {[=QNAME({x'qname'|qname})] |

               [=EXEMPT({NO|YES})]}]

          [GNX]

WARNING
This command is to be used only when you are directed by Broadcom Support to do so.

RCN
Dumps the Resource Conflict control block.

RCQ
Dumps the requester Conflict control block.

EQ1AREA
(Optional) Dumps the EQ1AREA control block.

GNT
(Optional) Dumps the GNT control blocks. Optionally, the QNAME, exempt QNAME status, or both can selectively
dump the GNT control blocks. The qname can be a one- to eight-character name, such as SYSIEFSD, or a
hexadecimal value, such as X'E2E8E2C9C5C6E2C4'.
The EXEMPT option indicates that the GNT control blocks dumped should be for either exempt resources (YES)
or non-exempt resources (NO). The default is to dump all GNT control blocks.

GNX
(Optional) Dumps the GNX control blocks.

(MII) DUMP GDIF Command-Create GDIF Dump
Broadcom Support uses the DUMP GDIF command for diagnostic purposes.
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WARNING
This command is to be used only when you are directed by Broadcom Support to do so.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

DUMP GDIF   [EQ1AREA]

            [EXEMPTLIST]

            [GNT[=QNAME({x'qname'|qname})]

                [=EXEMPT({NO|YES})]] 

            [GNX]

            [GQB[=FORMAT({NO|YES})]

                [=GCB({NO|YES})]

                [QNAME=({x'qname'|qname})]

                [RNAME=({x'rname'|rname})]] 

            [GQ0AREA]

            [GQ4AREA]

            [REPAIRQ]

            [SERVICE [=RESET]] 

EQ1AREA
(Optional) Dumps the EQ1AREA control block.

EXEMPTLIST
(Optional) Dumps the GQ4AREA control blocks. This produces the same result as the DUMP GDIF GQ4AREA
command.

GNT
(Optional) Dumps the GNT control blocks. Optionally, the QNAME, exempt QNAME status, or both can selectively
dump the GNT control blocks. The qname can be a one- to eight-character name, such as SYSIEFSD, or a
hexadecimal value, such as X'E2E8E2C9C5C6E2C4'.
The EXEMPT option indicates that the GNT control blocks dumped should be for either exempt resources (YES)
or non-exempt resources (NO). The default is to dump all GNT control blocks.

GNX
(Optional) Dumps the GNX control blocks.

GQB
(Optional) Dumps the GQB control blocks. Optionally, the GQB control blocks can be selectively dumped by
QNAME or RNAME. The qname can be a one- to eight-character name, such as SYSIEFSD, or a hexadecimal
value, such as X'E2E8E2C9C5C6E2C4'. The rname can be either a 1- to 255-character value, such as Q4, or a
1- to 255-hexadecimal value, such as X'D8F4'. The default (if no other options are specified) is to dump all GQB
control blocks in hexadecimal format, ignoring any GCB control blocks.
You can specify GCB to specify whether any GCB control blocks, queued from the GQB control blocks, should be
dumped (YES) or (NO).
FORMAT controls the form of the displayed output. NO indicates that the information is presented in hexadecimal
dump format. YES indicates that information is presented in message text format.

GQ0AREA
(Optional) Dumps the GQ0AREA control block.

GQ4AREA
(Optional) Dumps the GQ4AREA control blocks. This produces the same results as the DUMP GDIF
EXEMPTLIST command.
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REPAIRQ
(Optional) Causes GDIF to perform a reconciliation of GDIF control blocks with local GRS control blocks.
Discrepancies, if any, result in an SVC DUMP.

SERVICE
(Optional) Displays information regarding the performance times of the last execution of selected events, if any.
Currently, performance data is captured only for ACTIVATION and GLBLCOPY, two processes that occur during
GDIF startup and synchronization. This information is shown in message MIM1121I.
If one of the above events has not yet occurred since the startup of the product, then zeros will be displayed. If
one of the above events is currently in progress when this command is issued, then unpredictable results will be
returned.
The optional RESET parameter resets all the service performance metrics.

Usage Notes: DUMP GDIF

• This command is solely intended for use as a diagnostic tool under the direction of Broadcom Support.
• The displays generated by this command are unformatted, and therefore, not readily usable by those unfamiliar with

the MIM internal control blocks.
• Defaults for most GDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements.

Note: For more information, see the chapter “Advanced Topics” in the MII Programming Guide.
• Some operands of this command may cause serious performance degradation of MIM and its facilities.
• You can specify one or more options for this command.

Examples: DUMP GDIF Command

• To dump the contents of the EQ1AREA control block, issue this command:

DUMP GDIF EQ1AREA

• To dump the contents of the GNT control block for QNAME SYSIGGV2, issue this command:

DUMP GDIF GNT=QNAME(SYSIGGV2)

• To dump the contents of the GQB and GCB control blocks for QNAME WKQTEST1, issue this command:

DUMP GDIF GQB=(GCB=YES,QNAME=WKQTEST1)

(MII) EDITEST Command-Display EDIF Processing Options
The EDITEST command lets you display the EDIF processing options that are in effect for a specific data set. This
command is available only when you are running the EDIF of the MII component.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

EDITEST [DATASET=dsname]

        [DSORG={DIRECT |

                ISAM |

                PARTITIONED |

                SEQUENTIAL |

                UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED |

                UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL |

                VSAM}]

        [DETAIL=({ALL |

                  FINAL |
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                  MATCH |

                  AUTHORIZED |

                  ACCESSLIST |

                  CHECKEXCLUSIVE |

                  EXEMPT |

                  OPTIONS})]

DATASET
(Optional) Identifies the data set for which you want information. Specify the dsname of this data set in place of
the dsname variable.
You can use the abbreviation DSNAME for this operand.

DSORG
(Optional) Identifies the data set organization of the data set for which you want information. Specify this operand
only if a DSORG statement in the EDIPARMS member affects this data set.
Specify one of these values in place of the organization variable:

• DIRECT (or DA)
• ISAM
• (PARTITIONED (or PO)
• SEQUENTIAL (or PS)
• UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED (or POU)
• UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL (or PSU)
• VSAM

DETAIL
(Optional) Identifies the amount of detail you want included with the command response. For every value except
FINAL, the EDIF processing options in effect at each level of the EDIF merge process are displayed. Use FINAL
to display the EDIF processing options that are in effect for the input data set.
Default: DETAIL=(MATCH,OPTIONS)
ALL

Display all information for the input data set or DSORG.
FINAL

Display the final EDIF processing options in effect for the input data set. The final options indicate how
EDIF reacts to a request for the input data set.

MATCH
Display which EDIF statements the input data set matches.

AUTHORIZED
Display the list of programs with write access to the input data set.

ACCESSLIST
Display the list of programs with read access to the input data set.

CHECKEXCLUSIVE
Display the list of programs that cannot update the input data set if the JCL DD statement specifies
DISP=SHR.

EXEMPT
Display the list of programs that are exempt from an attribute checking for the input data set.

OPTIONS
Display the EDIF processing options in effect for the input data set.

Usage Notes: EDITEST Command
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• The EDITEST command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
When you specify this command in the MIMCMNDS member and the TRACE feature is active, the output is sent to the
MIM trace data set. When you specify this command in the MIMSYNCH member, the output is sent to the system log.

• You also can issue the EDITEST command from any console or TSO session.
• EDIF displays processing information in message MIM4063.
• To display the EDIF processing options in effect for a given data set, use the DETAIL=FINAL keyword
• Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements.

See “Advanced Topics” in the MII Programming.

Example: EDITEST Command

To see what processing options are in effect for the SYS1.LOAD data set (when you have specified a DSORG statement
for partitioned data sets), issue this command:

EDITEST DATASET=SYS1.LOAD DSORG=PO

(MII) EDIINIT Statement-Set EDIF Initialization Values
The EDIINIT statement lets you set initialization values for the EDIF of the MII component.

This command has the following format:

EDIINIT [ABENDCODE=code]

        [MEMBER=name]

ABENDCODE
(Optional) Determines what user abend code EDIF uses when it terminates inappropriate operations, such as
update violations. Specify a value from 1 to 4095 (integers only).
Default: ABENDCODE=913

MEMBER
(Optional) Indicates what member of the MIM parameter data set EDIF should use to obtain its processing
statements.
Default: MEMBER=EDIPARMS

Usage Notes: EDIINIT Statement

• The EDIINIT statement can be specified only in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• You can use the SETOPTION command to dynamically change the member that EDIF is using to obtain its processing

statements.
• You can specify more than one parameter on a single EDIINIT statement.

Example: EDIINIT Statement

To tell EDIF to use the member named EDITEST to obtain its processing statements, specify this statement in the
initialization member:

EDIINIT MEMBER=EDITEST

(MII) EXEMPT Command-Modify Exempt List
The EXEMPT command lets you modify the exempt list, which provides GDIF with supplemental and more specific
information on propagating ENQ requests and handling hardware reserves. This command is available only when you are
running the GDIF of the MII component.
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Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

EXEMPT {[LOCAL]|[GLOBAL]}

       {[JOB=name]|[RNAME=rname]}

  QNAME=qname 

GLOBAL
Tells GDIF to add a new GLOBAL statement (if the one you specify here does not exist); otherwise, GDIF negates
the LOCAL statement for this job or RNAME/QNAME combination.
If you add a new GLOBAL statement, then GDIF will propagate ENQ requests for the specified resource or
job, unless overridden by other exempt list statements. If you negate an existing LOCAL statement, then GDIF
will start propagating ENQ requests for the specified resource or job, unless overridden by other exempt list
statements.

JOB
Identifies the job for which you want to propagate or stop propagating ENQ requests. Specify the name of this job
in place of the name variable.

LOCAL
Tells GDIF to add a new LOCAL statement (if the one you specify here does not exist); otherwise, GDIF negates
the GLOBAL statement for this job or RNAME/QNAME combination.
If you add a new LOCAL statement, then GDIF will stop propagating ENQ requests for the specified resources
or ENQ requests issued by the specified job (as long as other statements in the exempt list do not override this
statement). If you negate an existing GLOBAL statement, then GDIF will stop propagating ENQ requests for the
specified resource or job as long as other statements do not override this statement.

QNAME
Tells GDIF that the statement you are adding or negating affects only the ENQ requests that use this QNAME.
Specify the QNAME you want to use in place of the qname variable.
You can specify this QNAME in either character or hexadecimal format. For example, you can specify
QNAME=A123 or QNAME=X'C1F1F2F3'. If you use character format and the QNAME contains embedded
blanks, then enclose that QNAME in single quotation marks. You also can use the pound (#) wildcard character to
match more than one QNAME with the QNAME you specify here.

RNAME
Identifies the resource for which you want to propagate or stop propagating ENQ requests. Specify the RNAME of
this resource in place of the rname variable.
You can specify this RNAME in either character or hexadecimal format. For example, you can specify
RNAME=A123, or you can specify RNAME=X'C1F1F2F3'. If you use character format and the RNAME contains
embedded blanks, then enclose that RNAME in single quotation marks. You also can use the asterisk (*), pound
(#), and question mark (?) wildcard characters (described below) to match more than one RNAME with the
RNAME you specify here.
The RNAME has a maximum length of 255.

Usage Notes: EXEMPT Command

• The EXEMPT command usually is issued from a console, rather than from the MIMPARMS data set.
• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the EXEMPT command. TSO users generally are

not authorized to issue system control commands.
• If the EXEMPT GLOBAL command contains an RNAME with wildcarding, GDIF does not build an ENQ control block

for any outstanding matching ENQs on the local system. However, if an exact RNAME is used without wildcarding,
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GDIF builds an ENQ control block for outstanding matching ENQs on the local system. This restriction does not apply
to ENQs issued after the operator command.

• The EXEMPT command applies only to the resources for which EXEMPT=YES is specified on a QNAME statement.
• You can use these wildcard characters:
#

This character matches a single character in a name string. For example, SY#.OBJ matches SYS.OBJ and
SYP.OBJ, but not SIAB.OBJ.

*
This character matches the remainder of the name string (if specified as the last character of the name). For
example, SYS* matches SYSDSN and SYS, but not SASPROC.
Note: There is an implied asterisk at the end of all RNAME and JOBNAME operands. If you place a * before the
end of the RNAME, it is replaced by a # (single character) because the * is only valid at the end of the RNAME.

?
This character matches the remainder of the current index level for a name string. For example, the string
SYS1.?.LOAD matches SYS1.A.LOAD and SYS1.ABC.LOAD, but not SYS1.LOAD.

Examples: EXEMPT Command

• To stop propagating ENQ requests for the SYS1.PROCLIB data set, issue this command:

EXEMPT LOCAL RNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB

• To propagate ENQ requests for the SYS1.LINKLIB data set only when the QNAME SYSDSN is specified on the ENQ
request, issue this command:

EXEMPT GLOBAL RNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB QNAME=SYSDSN

(MII) GDIINIT Statement-Set GDIF Initialization Values
The GDIINIT statement lets you set initialization values for the GDIF.

This command has the following format:

GDIINIT [EXEMPT={name|NONE}]

        [MISMATCHQNAME={ACCEPT|QUIT} ]

        [NMCOUNT=number]

        [PROCESS={ALLSYSTEMS|SELECT} ]

        [RESERVES={CONVERT|KEEP} ]

        [TEMPORARYDSN={NO|YES} ]

EXEMPT
(Optional) Identifies the member of the MIM parameter data set that contains the GDIF exempt list. This member
provides GDIF with supplemental and more specific information on how to process ENQ requests, hardware
reserves, or both for resources.
By default, GDIF uses the member named GDIEXMPT. To use a different member, specify its name in place of
the name parameter. If you do not want to exempt anything, then specify the statement
GDIINIT EXEMPT=NONE.
Default:  EXEMPT=GDIEXMPT

MISMATCHQNAME
(Optional) Tells MII how to handle discrepancies between the QNAME list read from parmlib and the QNAME list
used by other systems of the MIMplex. The discrepancies are discovered during a MII restart. We recommend
that you do not specify this parameter and allow it to take the default; this parameter will be eliminated in a future
version of MII.
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NOTE

MISMATCHQNAME affects only the system executing the GDIINIT statement.

ACCEPT
If MII discovers a QNAME list mismatch during a MII system restart, it discards the QNAME list read
from parmlib and uses the QNAME list already in use other systems in the MIMplex. MII produces
informational messages about the mismatch and restarts successfully. We recommend using
MISMATCHQNAME=ACCEPT, as this will be the only mode of operation in a future version of MII.

QUIT
If MII discovers a QNAME list mismatch during a MII system restart, it issues fatal error messages, issues
a U0095 user abend, and will not successfully restart. This mode of operation will be eliminated in a future
version of MII, and is discouraged by Broadcom.

Default: MISMATCHQNAME=ACCEPT
NMCOUNT

(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of displayable non-managed resources on the DISPLAY COUNTS
command. Specify a number from 1 to 255. If this parameter is not specified, the default value is 255.
Default: 255

PROCESS
(Optional) Indicates whether GDIF should propagate certain requests by default or only the requests that you
designate. Specify one of these values on the PROCESS parameter:
ALLSYSTEMS

Specifies that GDIF should propagate all requests that have a scope of SYSTEMS, plus any other
requests that you designate through the QNAME list. When SCOPE=SYSTEMS, ENQ and RESERVE
requests are dynamically added to the QNAME list.

SELECT
Specifies that GDIF should propagate only the requests that you designate.

WARNING
With GDIINIT PROCESS=SELECT, administrators currently must monitor ENQ activity
to ensure that the ENQs were properly defined to avoid integrity exposure for ENQs with
SCOPE=SYSTEMS. Because of the much lower maintenance requirements associated with GDIINIT
PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS mode, and the elimination of multi-systems data integrity exposures with this
mode, we recommend that you use GDIINIT PROCESS=ALLSYSTEMS.

NOTE

• You must specify the same value on all systems.
• You need to reformat your DASD control files if you change the value for this parameter.

Default: PROCESS=SELECT
RESERVES

Indicates whether GDIF should eliminate hardware reserves when propagating a RESERVE request to other
systems. Specify one of these values on the RESERVES parameter:
CONVERT

Specifies that GDIF should convert (that is, eliminate) the hardware reserve.
KEEP

Specifies that GDIF should retain the hardware reserve.
You can override this value for a class of resources (through a QNAME statement) or for a specific resource
(through a GLOBAL statement).
Default: RESERVES=CONVERT
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TEMPORARYDSN
Indicates whether GDIF should propagate ENQ requests for temporary data sets. Specify NO or YES on this
parameter. Do not specify the statement GDIINIT TEMPORARYDSN=NO if any job on the local system scratches
undeleted temporary data sets on volumes that other systems are using.
Default: YES

Usage Note: GDIINIT Statement

• The GDIINIT statement can be specified only in the MIMINIT member of the MIMPARMS data set.

Example: GDIINIT Statement

To tell GDIF to use the member MYEXMPT to obtain its exempt list, specify this statement in the initialization member:

GDIINIT EXEMPT=MYEXMPT

(MII) GLOBAL Statement-Manage ENQ Requests and Hardware Reserves
The GLOBAL statement lets you identify ENQ requests that should be propagated and lets you change the way GDIF
handles hardware reserves for a specified resource. You can use this statement to override values you specified on
the DEFAULT, LOCAL, and GDIINIT statements. The GLOBAL statement is available only with the GDIF of the MII
component.

This command has the following format:

GLOBAL {[JOB=name] |

        [RNAME=rname][QNAME=qname][RESERVES={CONVERT|KEEP}]} 

       [PERMANENT={NO|YES}]

JOB
Indicates that GDIF should propagate ENQ requests for the resources requested by this job. Specify the name
of this job in place of the name variable. You can use the asterisk (*) and pound (#) wildcard characters to match
more than one job with this statement.

PERMANENT
(Optional) Determines whether you can use the EXEMPT command to negate this statement dynamically. Specify
one of these values on the PERMANENT parameter:
NO

Indicates that this statement is not permanent. You can use the EXEMPT command to negate it.
YES

Indicates that this statement is permanent and you cannot negate it.
Default: PERMANENT=NO

QNAME
Tells GDIF to use this GLOBAL statement only when the QNAME on the ENQ request matches the QNAME
specified in place of the qname variable. You can use the pound (#) wildcard character to match more than one
QNAME with this statement.

RESERVES
Indicates whether GDIF should change the way it handles hardware reserves for this resource. The value you
specify here overrides the values you specified on a QNAME or GDIINIT statement. Specify one of these values
on the RESERVES parameter:
CONVERT

Specifies that GDIF should eliminate the hardware reserve.
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KEEP
Specifies that GDIF should retain the hardware reserve.

WARNING
WARNING! Specifying RESERVES=KEEP on a GLOBAL Statement can cause deadlocks and is not
recommended.

RNAME
Indicates that GDIF should propagate ENQ requests for the resource with the RNAME specified in place of the
rname variable. You can use the asterisk (*), pound (#), and question mark (?) wildcard characters to match more
than one RNAME.
The RNAME has a maximum length of 255.

NOTE

If you place a * before the end of the RNAME, it is replaced by a # (single character).

Usage Notes: GLOBAL Statement

• The GLOBAL statement can be specified only in the GDIEXMPT member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• You can specify more than one GLOBAL statement in the GDIEXMPT member.
• You can specify a QNAME or RNAME in either character or hexadecimal format. For example, you can specify

QNAME=A123 or QNAME=X'C1F1F2F3'. If you use character format and the QNAME or RNAME contains embedded
blanks, then enclose that QNAME or RNAME in single quotation marks.

Examples: GLOBAL Statement

• To propagate ENQ requests and retain hardware reserves for the SYS1.PROCLIB data set, specify this statement in
the GDIEXMPT member:

GLOBAL RNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB RESERVES=KEEP

• To propagate ENQ requests for the SYS1.PROCLIB data set only if the QNAME on the ENQ request is SYSDSN,
specify this statement in the GDIEXMPT member:

GLOBAL RNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB QNAME=SYSDSN

• To propagate ENQ requests for jobs that have names starting with the letters HWT, specify this statement in the
GDIEXMPT member:

GLOBAL JOB=HWT*

(MII) LOCAL Statement-Manage Local ENQ Requests
The LOCAL statement lets you identify ENQ requests that should not be propagated by GDIF. You can use this statement
to override values you specified on the DEFAULT and GLOBAL statements. The LOCAL statement is available only with
the GDIF of the MII component.

Note: Local statements may not apply to RESERVE requests, depending on the value of the SETOPTION GDIF
EXEMPTRESERVES command.

This command has the following format:

LOCAL {[JOB=name] | 

       [RNAME=rname] [QNAME=qname]}

      [PERMANENT={NO|YES}]
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JOB
Indicates that GDIF should not propagate ENQ requests for the resources requested by this job. Specify the name
of this job in place of the name variable.
You can use the asterisk (*) and pound (#) wildcard characters to match more than one job name with this
statement.

PERMANENT
Determines whether you can use the EXEMPT command to negate this statement dynamically. Specify one of
these values on the PERMANENT parameter:
NO

Indicates that this statement is not permanent. You can use the EXEMPT command to negate it.
YES

Indicates that this statement is permanent and you cannot negate it.
Default: PERMANENT=NO

QNAME
Tells GDIF to use this LOCAL statement only when the QNAME on the ENQ request matches this QNAME.
Specify the QNAME in place of the qname variable. You can use the pound (#) wildcard character, which is
described in Usage Information for EXEMPT, to match more than one QNAME with this statement.

RNAME
Indicates that GDIF should not propagate ENQ requests for the resource with the RNAME specified in place of
the rname variable. You can use the asterisk (*), pound (#), and question mark (?) wildcard characters, which are
described in Usage Information for EXEMPT to match more than one RNAME with this statement.
The RNAME has a maximum length of 255.
Note: If you place a * before the end of the RNAME, it is replaced by a # (single character).

Usage Notes: LOCAL Statement

• The LOCAL statement can be specified only in the GDIEXMPT member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• You can specify more than one LOCAL statement in the GDIEXMPT member.
• You can specify a QNAME or RNAME in either character or hexadecimal format. For example, you can specify

QNAME=A123 or QNAME=X'C1F1F2F3'. If you use character format and the QNAME or RNAME contains embedded
blanks, then enclose that QNAME or RNAME in single quotation marks.

• For more information, see the description of the SETOPTION GDIF Command.

Examples: LOCAL Statement

• To prevent GDIF from propagating ENQ requests for the SYS1.PROCLIB data set, specify this statement in the
GDIEXMPT member:

LOCAL RNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB

• To prevent GDIF from propagating ENQ requests for the SYS1.PROCLIB data set when the QNAME on the request is
SYSDSN, specify this statement in the GDIEXMPT member:

LOCAL RNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB QNAME=SYSDSN

• To prevent GDIF from propagating ENQ requests for jobs that have names starting with the letters HWT, specify this
statement in the GDIEXMPT member:

LOCAL JOB=HWT*
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(MII) PATTERN Statement-Apply EDIF Processing Options to Data Sets with
Specific Patterns
The PATTERN statement lets you apply a set of EDIF processing options to all data sets that have a specified pattern in
their data set names. This statement is available when you are running the EDIF of the MII component.

More information: (MII) DATASET Statement-Apply EDIF Processing Options

This command has the following format:

PATTERN NAME=pattern [ACCESSLIST(program)]

                     [AUTHORIZED(program)]

                     [BLKSIZE=blksize]

                     [CHECKEXCLUSIVE(program)]

                     [DSORG={DIRECT |

                             ISAM |

                             PARTITIONED |

                             SEQUENTIAL |

                             UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED |

                             UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL |

                             VSAM}]

                     [EXEMPT(program)]

                     [LRECL=lrecl]

                     [OPTION([{ABEND|NOABEND}]

                             [{ACCESSCHECK|NOACCESSCHECK}]

                             [{ATTRIBUTES|NOATTRIBUTES}]

                             [{CONFLICTMESSAGES|NOCONFLICTMESSAGES}]

                             [{ENQUEUE|NOENQUEUE}]

                             [{IGNORECC|NOIGNORECC}]

                             [NONE]

                             [{SMF|NOSMF|RECORD|NORECORD}]

                             [{SUPPRESSMESSAGES|NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES}]

                             [{UTILITY|NOUTILITY}]

                             [{WAIT|NOWAIT}])]

                     [RECFM={ASA|

                             BLOCKED |

                             DSCB |

                             FB |

                             FBA |

                             FBM |

                             FIXED |

                             MACHINE |

                             SPANNED |

                             STANDARD |

                             UNDEFINED |

                             VARIABLE |

                             VB |

                             VBA |

                             VBM}]

ACCESSLIST
(Optional) Identifies programs that are authorized to read these data sets. You can specify the same values for the
ACCESSLIST parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.
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AUTHORIZED
(Optional) Identifies programs that are authorized to update these data sets. You can specify the same values for
the AUTHORIZED parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

BLKSIZE
(Optional) Indicates what block size value EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the same
values for the BLKSIZE parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

CHECKEXCLUSIVE
(Optional) Identifies programs that cannot update these data sets when these data sets are allocated with
DISP=SHR. You can specify the same values for the CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter on any EDIF processing
statement.

DSORG
(Optional) Indicates what data set organization EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the
same values as those for the DSORG parameter on the DATASET statement.

EXEMPT
(Optional) Identifies programs that are exempted from attribute verification. You can specify the same values for
the EXEMPT parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

LRECL
(Optional) Indicates what logical record length EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the
same values for the LRECL parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

NAME
Identifies the data sets to which this PATTERN statement applies. Specify a pattern in the names for these data
sets in place of the pattern variable. You can use the wildcard characters.

NOTE

For more information, see the Usage Notes under the description of the EXEMPT command.

OPTION
((Optional) Indicates which EDIF processing options should be applied to this data set. Specify one or more of the
following options:
ABEND | NOABEND

Indicates whether EDIF should prevent inappropriate updates by abending jobs. Specify ABEND to abend
tasks or NOABEND to negate an ABEND option on another statement.
EDIF issues messages about the abended task to all TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code
11 messages.

ACCESSCHECK | NOACCESSCHECK
Indicates whether EDIF should see if a program is authorized to read this data set. Specify
ACCESSCHECK to perform read verification or NOACCESSCHECK to negate an ACCESSCHECK
option on another statement. Use the ACCESSLIST parameter to identify authorized programs. To
prevent unauthorized programs from reading this data set, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4069 to record read violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

ATTRIBUTES | NOATTRIBUTES
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program changes the attributes of this data set during
an update. Specify ATTRIBUTES to perform attribute verification or NOATTRIBUTES to negate an
ATTRIBUTES option on another statement. EDIF verifies the attributes of non-VSAM data sets only.
You can use the EXEMPT parameter to identify programs that should not be checked. The BLKSIZE,
DSORG, LRECL, and RECFM parameters determine what attribute values EDIF uses. To prevent an
attribute change, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
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EDIF issues message MIM4004 or MIM4005 to record attribute violations in the system log and in the
log of the job (for batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are
receiving routing code 11 messages.

CONFLICTMESSAGES| NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should issue conflict messages if two or more jobs try to update this data set at
the same time. Specify CONFLICTMESSAGES to receive these messages or NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
to negate a CONFLICTMESSAGES option on another statement.
EDIF issues conflict messages only if the ENQUEUE option also is enabled for this data set. EDIF
issues message MIM4009 to record conflicts in the system log and in the log of the job (for batch jobs).
EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing code 11
messages.
The MII ENQ Conflict Management Facility (ECMF) provides similar conflict information. However,
because the ECMF messages also identify the task that is holding the data set, you probably do not need
to specify the CONFLICTMESSAGES option if you specify EDIDSN ECMF=ON in your QNAME list.

ENQUEUE | NOENQUEUE
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if two or more jobs are updating this data set at the same time.
Specify ENQUEUE to check for simultaneous updates or NOENQUEUE to negate an ENQUEUE option
on another statement.
To send messages about simultaneous updates to the system log, to the job log (for batch jobs), and to all
TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages, the CONFLICTMESSAGES option also
must be enabled. To prevent simultaneous updates, the WAIT option must be enabled.

IGNORECC | NOIGNORECC
Indicates whether EDIF should differentiate record formats by carriage control characters (for example,
whether EDIF should treat record formats FB, FBA, and FBM differently). These options are used only
during attribute verification. Specify IGNORECC to tell EDIF not to differentiate by these characters or
NOIGNORECC to negate an IGNORECC option on another statement.

NONE
Negates all EDIF processing for this data set.

SMF | NOSMF | RECORD | NORECORD
SMF and RECORD are synonyms, as are NOSMF and NORECORD.
The SMF | RECORD option causes an SMF record to be written for each action taken by EDIF. The
NOSMF | NORECORD option negates the SMF | RECORD option that may have been specified on a
more generic statement.

SUPPRESSMESSAGES | NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should suppress notification messages that it sends to the system log,
to the job log, and to TSO users and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages. Specify
SUPPRESSMESSAGES to suppress these messages or NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES to negate the
SUPPRESSMESSAGES option on another statement.

UTILITY | NOUTILITY
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program is authorized to update this data set. Specify
UTILITY to perform utility verification or NOUTILITY to negate the UTILITY option on another statement.
You can use the AUTHORIZED parameter or UTILITY statements to identify programs that are authorized
to update this data set. To prevent an unauthorized update, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4002 to record utility violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

WAIT | NOWAIT
Indicates whether EDIF should wait until this data set is free before letting a second task update the
data set. Specify WAIT to make tasks wait or NOWAIT to negate the WAIT option on another statement.
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EDIF issues message MIM4010 to notify you when a task is waiting for a data set to be freed. To prevent
simultaneous updates, the ENQUEUE option also must be in effect.

RECFM
(Optional) Used during attribute verification, indicates whether EDIF should verify the record format attribute and
what record format value EDIF should use. EDIF compares this value to the value on the RECFM parameter in
the JCL of a job or in the DCB of a program. Use the ATTRIBUTES option to have EDIF verify data set attributes
during an update.
format

Specifies the correct record format for this data set. Specify one of these record formats or record format
combinations in place of format:

• ASA
• BLOCKED
• DSCB
• FIXED
• MACHINE
• SPANNED
• STANDARD
• VARIABLE
• UNDEFINED
• FB
• FBA
• MVB
• VBA
• VBM

Default: RECFM=DSCB

Usage Notes: PATTERN Statement

• The PATTERN statement can be specified only in the EDIPARMS member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• EDIF scans PATTERN statements in the order in which they are specified in the EDIPARMS member. When EDIF

finds a match, it uses that statement.
• You can negate options on any EDIF statement except the DATASET statement by specifying options that

have the NO prefix. For example, you can negate the ABEND option on a DSORG statement by specifying
OPTION=NOABEND on a PATTERN statement.

• Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements.
See “Advanced Topics” in the  MII Programming .

• Because processing options on PATTERN statements apply to many data sets, you should choose options carefully.
Until you have done some preliminary testing, we recommend that you do not  specify the following options:

OPTION(ENQUEUE,WAIT)
Places jobs in a wait state when a requested data set is unavailable.

OPTION(UTILITY,ABEND)
Abends tasks that are not authorized to update data sets.

OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,ABEND)
Abends tasks that are not allowed to change data set attributes.

OPTION(ACCESSCHECK,ABEND)
Checks read authority for each of these data sets.
For more information, see the description of the DATASET Statement.

Examples: PATTERN Statement
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• Suppose that you want EDIF to issue messages if a program changes the attributes of a data set with a name that
matches the pattern ABCD.?.*. To do this, specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

PATTERN NAME=ABCD.?.* OPTION=ATTRIBUTE

• Suppose that you want EDIF to make tasks wait if a data set with a name that matches the pattern SYS#.L### is being
updated already. To do this, specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

PATTERN NAME=SYS#.L### OPTION(ENQUEUE,WAIT)

(MII) PREFIX Statement-Apply EDIF Processing Options to Data Sets with
Specific Prefix
The PREFIX statement lets you apply a set of EDIF processing options to all data sets that have a specified prefix in their
names. This statement is available when you are running the EDIF of the MII component.

This command has the following format:

PREFIX NAME=prefix [ACCESSLIST(program)]

                   [AUTHORIZED(program)]

                   [BLKSIZE=blksize]

                   [CHECKEXCLUSIVE(program)]

                   [DSORG={DIRECT |

                           ISAM |

                           PARTITIONED |

                           SEQUENTIAL |

                           UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED |

                           UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL |

                           VSAM}]

                   [EXEMPT(program)]

                   [LRECL=lrecl]

                   [OPTION([{ABEND|NOABEND}]

                           [{ACCESSCHECK|NOACCESSCHECK}]

                           [{ATTRIBUTES|NOATTRIBUTES}]

                           [{CONFLICTMESSAGES|NOCONFLICTMESSAGES}]

                           [{ENQUEUE|NOENQUEUE}]

                           [{IGNORECC|NOIGNORECC}]

                           [NONE]

                           [{SMF|NOSMF|RECORD|NORECORD}]

                           [{SUPPRESSMESSAGES|NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES}]

                           [{UTILITY|NOUTILITY}]

                           [{WAIT|NOWAIT}])]

                           [RECFM={ASA|

                                   BLOCKED |

                                   DSCB |

                                   FB |

                                   FBA |

                                   FBM |

                                   FIXED |

                                   MACHINE |

                                   SPANNED |

                                   STANDARD |

                                   UNDEFINED |
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                                   VARIABLE |

                                   VB |

                                   VBA |

                                   VBM}]

ACCESSLIST
(Optional) Identifies programs that are authorized to read these data sets. You can specify the same values for the
ACCESSLIST parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

AUTHORIZED
(Optional) Identifies programs that are authorized to update these data sets. You can specify the same values for
the AUTHORIZED parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

BLKSIZE
(Optional) Indicates what block size value EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the same
values for the BLKSIZE parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

CHECKEXCLUSIVE
(Optional) Identifies programs that cannot update these data sets when these data sets are allocated with
DISP=SHR. You can specify the same values for the CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter on any EDIF processing
statement.

DSORG
(Optional) Indicates what data set organization EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the
same values as those for the DSORG parameter on the DATASET statement.

EXEMPT
(Optional) Identifies programs that are exempted from attribute verification. You can specify the same values for
the EXEMPT parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

LRECL
(Optional) Indicates what logical record length EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the
same values for the LRECL parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

NAME
Identifies the data sets to which you are applying these options. Specify a prefix that identifies these data sets in
place of the prefix variable.

OPTION
((Optional) Indicates which EDIF processing options should be applied to this data set. Specify one or more of the
following options:
ABEND | NOABEND

Indicates whether EDIF should prevent inappropriate updates by abending jobs. Specify ABEND to abend
tasks or NOABEND to negate an ABEND option on another statement.
EDIF issues messages about the abended task to all TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code
11 messages.

ACCESSCHECK | NOACCESSCHECK
Indicates whether EDIF should see if a program is authorized to read this data set. Specify
ACCESSCHECK to perform read verification or NOACCESSCHECK to negate an ACCESSCHECK
option on another statement. Use the ACCESSLIST parameter to identify authorized programs. To
prevent unauthorized programs from reading this data set, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4069 to record read violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.
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ATTRIBUTES | NOATTRIBUTES
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program changes the attributes of this data set during
an update. Specify ATTRIBUTES to perform attribute verification or NOATTRIBUTES to negate an
ATTRIBUTES option on another statement. EDIF verifies the attributes of non-VSAM data sets only.
You can use the EXEMPT parameter to identify programs that should not be checked. The BLKSIZE,
DSORG, LRECL, and RECFM parameters determine what attribute values EDIF uses. To prevent an
attribute change, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4004 or MIM4005 to record attribute violations in the system log and in the
log of the job (for batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are
receiving routing code 11 messages.

CONFLICTMESSAGES| NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should issue conflict messages if two or more jobs try to update this data set at
the same time. Specify CONFLICTMESSAGES to receive these messages or NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
to negate a CONFLICTMESSAGES option on another statement.
EDIF issues conflict messages only if the ENQUEUE option also is enabled for this data set. EDIF
issues message MIM4009 to record conflicts in the system log and in the log of the job (for batch jobs).
EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing code 11
messages.
The MII ENQ Conflict Management Facility (ECMF) provides similar conflict information. However,
because the ECMF messages also identify the task that is holding the data set, you probably do not need
to specify the CONFLICTMESSAGES option if you specify EDIDSN ECMF=ON in your QNAME list.

ENQUEUE | NOENQUEUE
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if two or more jobs are updating this data set at the same time.
Specify ENQUEUE to check for simultaneous updates or NOENQUEUE to negate an ENQUEUE option
on another statement.
To send messages about simultaneous updates to the system log, to the job log (for batch jobs), and to all
TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages, the CONFLICTMESSAGES option also
must be enabled. To prevent simultaneous updates, the WAIT option must be enabled.

IGNORECC | NOIGNORECC
Indicates whether EDIF should differentiate record formats by carriage control characters (for example,
whether EDIF should treat record formats FB, FBA, and FBM differently). These options are used only
during attribute verification. Specify IGNORECC to tell EDIF not to differentiate by these characters or
NOIGNORECC to negate an IGNORECC option on another statement.

NONE
Negates all EDIF processing for this data set.

SMF | NOSMF | RECORD | NORECORD
SMF and RECORD are synonyms, as are NOSMF and NORECORD.
The SMF | RECORD option causes an SMF record to be written for each action taken by EDIF. The
NOSMF | NORECORD option negates the SMF | RECORD option that may have been specified on a
more generic statement.

SUPPRESSMESSAGES | NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should suppress notification messages that it sends to the system log,
to the job log, and to TSO users and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages. Specify
SUPPRESSMESSAGES to suppress these messages or NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES to negate the
SUPPRESSMESSAGES option on another statement.

UTILITY | NOUTILITY
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program is authorized to update this data set. Specify
UTILITY to perform utility verification or NOUTILITY to negate the UTILITY option on another statement.
You can use the AUTHORIZED parameter or UTILITY statements to identify programs that are authorized
to update this data set. To prevent an unauthorized update, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
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EDIF issues message MIM4002 to record utility violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

WAIT | NOWAIT
Indicates whether EDIF should wait until this data set is free before letting a second task update the
data set. Specify WAIT to make tasks wait or NOWAIT to negate the WAIT option on another statement.
EDIF issues message MIM4010 to notify you when a task is waiting for a data set to be freed. To prevent
simultaneous updates, the ENQUEUE option also must be in effect.

RECFM
(Optional) Used during attribute verification, indicates whether EDIF should verify the record format attribute and
what record format value EDIF should use. EDIF compares this value to the value on the RECFM parameter in
the JCL of a job or in the DCB of a program. Use the ATTRIBUTES option to have EDIF verify data set attributes
during an update.
format

Specifies the correct record format for this data set. Specify one of these record formats or record format
combinations in place of format:

• ASA
• BLOCKED
• DSCB
• FIXED
• MACHINE
• SPANNED
• STANDARD
• VARIABLE
• UNDEFINED
• FB
• FBA
• MVB
• VBA
• VBM

Default: RECFM=DSCB

Usage Notes: PREFIX Statement

• The PREFIX statement can be specified only in the EDIPARMS member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• You can negate options on DEFAULT and DSORG statements by specifying options that have the NO prefix. For

example, you can negate the ABEND option on a DSORG statement by specifying OPTION=NOABEND on a PREFIX
statement.

• Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements.
See “Advanced Topics” in the MII Programming.

• Because processing options on PREFIX statements apply to many data sets, you should choose options carefully.
Until you have done some preliminary testing, we recommend that you do not  specify the following options on a
PREFIX statement:

OPTION(ENQUEUE,WAIT)
This places jobs in a wait state when a requested data set is unavailable.

OPTION(UTILITY,ABEND)
This abends tasks that are not authorized to update data sets.
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OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,ABEND)
This abends tasks that are not allowed to change data set attributes.

OPTION(ACCESSCHECK,ABEND)
This checks read authority for each of these data sets.

Examples: PREFIX Statement

• Suppose that you want EDIF to perform this processing for data sets that have the prefix DSI.MIM:
– Issue exclusive ENQ requests for these data sets when they are opened for update purposes.
– Prevent simultaneous updates by forcing other jobs to wait when one of these data sets already is opened for

update purposes.
To achieve these results, specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

PREFIX NAME=DSI.MIM OPTION(ENQUEUE,WAIT)

• Suppose that you want EDIF to perform this processing for data sets that have the prefix ABC:
– Verify that DSORG=PARTITIONED or DSORG=PO is specified in the JCL of a job, but ignore all other data set

attributes.
– Issue messages when attribute violations occur without abending the task.
To achieve these results, specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

PREFIX NAME=ABC. OPTION=ATTRIBUTES DSORG=PO RECFM=ANY, BLKSIZE=ANY LRECL=ANY

(MII) QNAME Statement-Handle ENQ and RESERVE Requests
The QNAME statement lets you indicate how the GDIF, ECMF, or both of these MII facilities should handle ENQ and
RESERVE requests for classes of resources.

This command has the following format:

QNAME=qname [ECMF={NO|YES}]

            [EXEMPT={NO|YES}]

            [GDIF={NO|YES}]

            [REPORTAFTER=nnn]

            [REPORTCYCLE=nnn]

            [RESERVES={CONVERT|KEEP}]

            [SCOPE={ALL | 

                    RESERVES | 

                    SYSTEM | 

                    SYSTEMS}]

            [TRACE={ALL | 

                    CONFLICT | 

                    NONE}]

qname
Specifies the major name (or QNAME) of the class of resources that should be processed. You can specify
the QNAME in either character or hexadecimal format. If you use character format and the QNAME contains
embedded blanks, then you need to enclose the QNAME in single quotation marks.

ECMF
(Optional) Indicates whether ECMF should issue messages when a conflict occurs for one of these resources.
Specify NO or YES on this parameter.
Default: ECMF=NO
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EXEMPT
(Optional) Tells GDIF whether to use an exempt list (which is contained in the GDIEXMPT member) to obtain
supplemental and more specific information on how to handle ENQ requests for resources in this class. You can
use the exempt list to tell GDIF to propagate ENQ requests for some but not all of the resources in this class.
Specify NO or YES on this parameter.
Default: EXEMPT=YES for the resources with the SYSDSN QNAME. EXEMPT=YES when GDIF is running in
ALLSYSTEMS mode and it adds a QNAME statement to the QNAME list dynamically. In ALLSYSTEMS mode,
GDIF adds QNAME statements dynamically when an ENQ or RESERVE request is issued for a resource with a
SCOPE value of SYSTEMS. Otherwise, the default value is EXEMPT=NO.

GDIF
(Optional) Tells GDIF whether to propagate ENQ and RESERVE requests as global ENQ requests and eliminate
hardware reserves for this class of resources. Specify NO or YES on this parameter.
Default: GDIF=YES

REPORTAFTER
(Optional) Indicates how many seconds ECMF should wait before issuing the first conflict message when several
tasks need one of these resources at the same time. Specify a value from 0 to 999 (integers only) in place of the
nnn variable. You can use the abbreviation RPTAFTER for this parameter.
Default: REPORTAFTER=0

REPORTCYCLE
(Optional) Indicates how many seconds ECMF should wait before reissuing conflict messages when several
tasks need one of these resources at the same time. Specify a value from 0 to 600 (integers only) in place of the
nnn variable. A value of zero will result in a single conflict message being issued. You can use the abbreviation
RPTCYCLE for this parameter.
Default: REPORTCYCLE=60
Note: You cannot use the exempt list to tell ECMF to perform special processing for resources. If you do not want
ECMF to process some of the resources with the same QNAME, then you need to code one of the optional user
exit routines.

RESERVES
(Optional) Indicates whether GDIF should change the way it handles hardware reserves for this class of
resources. The value you specify here overrides the value on a GDIINIT statement when GDIF is handling this
class of resources; you can override this value for a designated resource through a GLOBAL statement. Specify
one of the following values:
CONVERT

Specifies that GDIF should eliminate hardware reserves.
KEEP

Specifies that GDIF should retain hardware reserves.
If you specify the RESERVES parameter, then the value will override the value you specify on the RESERVES
parameter on a GDIINIT statement.
Note: You can use the RESERVES parameter on a GLOBAL statement in the exempt list to override this value,
based on the name of a resource.
By default, GDIF propagates ENQ and RESERVE requests for a class of resources whenever you specify a
QNAME statement for those resources. If you do not want to propagate requests for those resources, then specify
GDIF=NO on the QNAME statement.
Typically, GDIF propagates all requests for a QNAME whenever you specify a QNAME statement for that class of
resources. However, you can tell GDIF to propagate only certain types of requests for that QNAME. To tell GDIF
which requests to propagate, specify one of the values for SCOPE on the QNAME statement.

SCOPE
(Optional) Indicates whether GDIF should propagate only certain ENQ and RESERVE requests, depending on
what scope is specified on the request. Specify one of the following values:
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ALL
Specifies that GDIF should propagate all requests that have a scope of SYSTEM or SYSTEMS, including
requests that produce hardware reserves.

RESERVES
Specifies that GDIF should propagate requests that have a scope of SYSTEMS and produce hardware
reserves.
Note: Requests that do not produce hardware reserves are not propagated, even if they have a scope of
SYSTEMS.

SYSTEM
Specifies that GDIF should propagate requests that have a scope of SYSTEM.

SYSTEMS
Specifies that GDIF should propagate requests that have a scope of SYSTEMS.
Note: This includes requests that produce hardware reserves.

Default: SCOPE=SYSTEMS
TRACE

(Optional) Indicates whether trace information should be collected by GDIF for these resources. Specify one of
these values on the TRACE parameter:
ALL

Collects information about ENQ requests, RESERVE requests, and conflicts for these resources.
Because collecting information about ENQ and RESERVE requests takes additional processing time, you
should not specify this value for a QNAME if requests for that QNAME need to be propagated as quickly
as possible.
The ENQTRACE feature must be active to collect this information. You can activate this feature through
the SETTRACE operand on the SETOPTION GDIF command.

CONFLICT
Collects information about conflicts for these resources.
The ENQTRACE feature must be active to collect this information. You can activate this feature through
the SETTRACE operand on the SETOPTION command.

NONE
Indicates that you do not want trace information.

All trace information is sent to the MIM trace data set.
Default: TRACE=NONE

Usage Notes: QNAME Statement

• The QNAME statement can be specified only in the MIMQNAME member of the MIMPARMS data set. However,
identical parameters may be specified on the ADDQNAME command of MII.

• You can specify the hexadecimal format for a QNAME on this statement.
• For the RESERVES parameter, you must specify the same value on all systems. The recommended way to achieve

this is to use a single MIMQNAME member for all systems.

Example: QNAME Statement

Suppose that you want GDIF and ECMF to perform the following processing for the ENDEVOR resource class:

• Propagate all RESERVE requests as global ENQ requests
• Eliminate hardware reserves
• Notify you when conflicts occur for these resources
• Collect trace information about conflicts
• Propagate ENQ requests to other systems for some of these resources (as indicated by statements in the GDIEXMPT

member)
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To achieve these results, specify this statement in the MIMQNAME member:

ENDEVOR GDIF=YES ECMF=YES EXEMPT=YES SCOPE=SYSTEMS TRACE=CONF

(MII) SETOPTION ECMF Command-Set ECMF Operating Values
The SETOPTION ECMF command lets you set operating values for the ENQ Conflict Management Facility.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

SETOPTION ECMF [ACTIONMESSAGES={NO|YES}]

               [AUTOFREE={OFF|ON}]

               [JESCHAR=character]

               [MIM1098={ALWAYS |

                         NEVER |

                         NOREQUEUE}]

               [NOICOVRD={NO|YES}]

               [RELQUALL={NO|YES}]

               [REQAFTER=nnn]

               [REQCKPT={ASK | 

                         DISCARD | 

                         RELEASE | 

                         USE}]

               [REQCYCLE=seconds]

               [REQUEUE={OFF|ON} ]

               [REQSECUR={OFF|ON} ]

               [RESETPRINT=(options)]

               [RESETTRACE=(options)]

               [SETPRINT=(options)]

               [SETTRACE=({ALL |

                           CONFLICT

                           ENF51

                           ENQ

                           GDIPUSHPOP

                           GQB

                           GQSCAN

                           NQPREFRONTENDEXIT

                           NQFRONTENDEXIT})]

               [STATCOLLECT={ALL | 

                             NONE | 

                             NOSUBTYPE=(list) | 

                             SUBTYPE=(list)}]

               [STATCYCLE=seconds]

               [STATINTERVAL=minutes]

ACTIONMESSAGES
(Optional) Indicates whether messages MIM1038 and MIM1039 are issued as action messages with message
MIM1040 for SYSDSN ECB-type conflicts.
If SETOPTION ECMF ACTIONMESSAGES is set to YES, then these messages will display highlighted and will
be non-scrollable to provide a more obvious reminder and give you a greater opportunity to respond.
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These messages are highlighted only when they are issued with message MIM1040, which is for conflicts
involving the SYSDSN ECB-type enqueues issued by the initiator during batch job allocation. This option does not
apply to conflicts arising from dynamic allocation.
Default: ACTIONMESSAGES=NO

AUTOFREE
(Optional) Determines whether the ECMF AUTOFREE feature is activated.
If you want ECMF to release a data set when a conflict occurs for a data set that is marked “not in use,” then
activate the AUTOFREE feature.
When you activate this feature, ECMF determines whether a data set is marked “not in use” during a conflict. If
so, then ECMF automatically frees the data set and notifies the TSO user that it has freed the data set.
For detailed information about this feature, see “Advanced Topics” in the  MII Programming .
Default: AUTOFREE=OFF

ECMF
Tells MIM that you are setting operating values for ECMF rather than for any other facility. Specify the ECMF
operand if you want to truncate an operand in a way that may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities.
Because ECMF is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand.

JESCHAR
Indicates what command prefix character ECMF should use when issuing JES2 commands to requeue a batch
job in the event that ECMF cannot dynamically determine the target JES2 subsystem command character. ECMF
extracts the command prefix string registered with CONSOLE services by the primary JES2, or any poly-JES2,
when it is necessary for ECMF to schedule a command to a given JES2 subsystem. Specify this command prefix
character in place of the character variable.
You can specify the command prefix character in either character or hexadecimal format. For example, you can
specify JESCHAR=! Or JESCHAR=X'5A'.
Default: JESCHAR=$

MIM1098
(Optional) Determines whether the MIM messages MIM1098 and MIM1099 are issued to TSO users holding data
sets involved in ENQ conflicts.
You can customize usage of the MIM messages MIM1098 and MIM1099, which are issued for TSO users holding
data sets involved in ENQ conflicts.
Valid values are:
ALWAYS

Allows the messages to be issued.
NEVER

Never issue messages.
NOREQUEUE

Do not issue messages when the ECMF requeue task issues 'test' enqueues to determine the availability
of data sets needed by requeued jobs. However, the messages are issued at all other times.

Note: Any change to this option is recognized immediately. Therefore, a TSO user causing a conflict at the time of
the change may be affected, depending on how the option is changed.
Default: MIM1098=ALWAYS

NOICOVRD
(Optional) Indicates whether to override the TSO user profile option NOINTERCOM when sending data set
AUTOFREE or CONFLICT messages to the user who has use of the data set in question. To override the
NOINTERCOM option and send the messages, issue the command SETOPTION ECMF NOICOVRD=YES.
Default: NOICOVRD=NO

RELQUALL
(Optional) Allows you to choose whether jobs held in the job queue are released all at once or one at a time for
jobs whose data sets have become available.
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YES --Releases jobs from the job queue all at once
NO --Releases jobs from the job queue one at a time according to the REQCYCLE timer setting
Default: RELQUALL=YES

REQAFTER
(Optional) Indicates how many cycles ECMF should wait before requeuing a batch job that is waiting for a
resource. This operand takes effect only when the REQUEUE feature is active. Specify a value from 0 to 50
(integers only) in place of the nnn variable.
The length of a cycle is set through the REPORTCYCLE parameter on the SYSDSN QNAME statement.
You can specify 0 for REQAFTER; however, delays in processing the ENF51 signalling due to system slowdowns
may prevent MIM1038I or MIM1039I messages from being issued when a job is requeued. We recommend a
value of 1 or higher for this operand to reduce the likelihood of not receiving these messages.
Default: REQAFTER=3

REQCKPT
(Optional) Indicates how ECMF should handle checkpoint information and requeued jobs if ECMF stops or is
restarted. Specify one of these values on the REQCKPT operand:
ASK

Specifies that ECMF should ask the operator what to do.
DISCARD

Specifies that ECMF should not keep a record of requeued jobs at shutdown. At startup, ECMF should
discard checkpoint information without releasing the requeued jobs.

RELEASE
Specifies that ECMF should release all requeued jobs.

USE
Specifies that ECMF should store information about requeued jobs in the checkpoint file at shutdown. At
startup, ECMF should use the checkpoint information to rebuild the queue of jobs.

Default: REQCKPT=RELEASE
REQCYCLE

(Optional) Tells ECMF how many seconds to wait before reevaluating a resource conflict. This operand takes
effect only when the REQUEUE feature is active. Specify a value from 10 to 300 (integers only) in place of the
seconds variable.
Default: REQCYCLE=30

REQUEUE
(Optional) Determines whether the ECMF REQUEUE feature is activated.
You can use this command to automatically requeue batch jobs that have requested data sets with the QNAME
value of SYSDSN when TSO users are using the requested data sets or other batch jobs. You cannot use this
feature to requeue jobs when they request data sets with any QNAME value other than SYSDSN.
Default: REQUEUE=OFF
Note: This operand is only valid if checkpoint files have been allocated.
Activate the REQUEUE option by specifying SETOPTION REQUEUE=ON. When you do this, ECMF requeues
batch jobs that cannot obtain a data set. ECMF also places the job in a held state until the data set is available.
ECMF automatically releases the job when the data set is available.
ECMF requeues jobs if a conflict occurs during job initiation before the first step of the job begins to execute. If a
conflict occurs after that time (for example, due to a dynamic allocation), then ECMF will not requeue the job.
You deactivate the REQUEUE option by specifying SETOPTION REQUEUE=OFF.
Note: JES3 customers are unable to use the MII ECMF REQUEUE feature. JES3 determines resource availability
prior to job initiation, so the ECMF REQUEUE feature becomes redundant. JES3 customers should specify
SETOPTION ECMF REQUEUE=OFF.
For detailed information about this feature, see “Advanced Topics” in the  MII Programming .
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REQSECUR
(Optional) Allows the ECMF requeue commands to always be issued with the UTOKEN of the MIM address
space. Specify ON or OFF for this operand.
Default: REQSECUR=OFF

RESETPRINT
(Optional) Allows you to turn off trace event printing for the specified trace option or all options. For an explanation
of options, see the SETTRACE operand.

RESETTRACE
(Optional) Turns off tracing for the specified option or for all options. For an explanation of the options, see the
SETTRACE operand.

SETPRINT
(Optional) Turns on the print function for the specified trace event options. For an explanation of the options, see
the SETTRACE operand.

SETTRACE
(Optional) Turns on the trace feature for the specified trace event options. You can specify one or more of the
following options:
ALL

Traces all of the following events.
CONFLICT

Traces data set conflict processing.
ENF51

Traces ENQ resource conflict information provided by the GRS ENF 51 resource conflict signals.
ENQ

Traces enqueue processing.
GDIPUSHPOP

Traces calls to GDIF/ECMF subroutines.
GQB

Traces GQB processing.
GQSCAN

Traces GQSCAN interface processing and return codes.
NQPREFRONTENDEXIT

Traces entry to and from the ENQ pre-front-end exit installed at the ISGNQXITPREBATCH IBM
installation exit point.

NQFRONTENDEXIT
Controls tracing of various internal control blocks at strategic points in the MII exit code planted on the
ISGNQXITBATCH IBM GRS user exit point.

Default: No trace options are active.
STATCOLLECT

(Optional) Controls the creation of statistical records for the ECMF report. Specify one of the following values:
ALL

Turns on statistical record collection for all record subtypes.
NONE

Turns off all statistical record collection.
NOSUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned off.
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SUBTYPE
Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned on.

Default: STATCOLLECT=NONE
The record subtype for ECMF is CR, for the ECMF conflict job requeue record subtype.

STATCYCLE
(Optional) Specifies how often, in seconds, statistical data is sampled for the ECMF report.
Default: STATCYCLE=60

STATINTERVAL
(Optional) Specifies how often, in minutes, statistical data samples are recorded for use in the ECMF report.
Default: STATINTERVAL=15

Usage Notes: SETOPTION ECMF Command

• The SETOPTION command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
You also can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SETOPTION command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• You can specify multiple ECMF operands on the same SETOPTION command (for example, SETOPTION
AUTOFREE=ON REQUEUE=ON). Do not specify ECMF operands with operands associated with other facilities.

Example: SETOPTION ECMF Command

To begin statistical record creation for the CR report, have the record data sampled every 90 seconds, and record the data
every 30 minutes, issue the following command:

SETOPTION ECMF STATCOLLECT=CR STATCYCLE=90 STATINTERVAL=30

(MII) SETOPTION EDIF Command-Set EDIF Operating Values
The SETOPTION EDIF command lets you set operating values for the EDIF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

SETOPTION EDIF [EDIFDUMP={NO|YES}]

               [MEMBER[=name]] 

               [PLISTDUMP={NO|YES}]

               [PLISTMSG={NO|YES}]

               [RESETPRINT=(options)]

               [RESETTRACE=(options)]

               [REVERSEAUTH={NO|YES}]

               [SETPRINT=(options)]

               [SETTRACE=({ALL |                    

                           CLOSE

                           ENQDEQ

                           OPEN

                           REGS={NO|YES}

                           SVC19

                           SVC20

                           SVC22})]

               [STATCOLLECT={[ALL] | 

                             [NONE] | 
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                             [NOSUBTYPE=(list)] | 

                             [SUBTYPE=(list)]}]

               [STATCYCLE=seconds]

               [STATINTERVAL=minutes]

               [STATUS={ACTIVE|INACTIVE}]

               [SVCDUMP={NO|YES}]

EDIF
Tells MIM that you are setting operating values for EDIF rather than for any other facility. Because SVCDUMP
is the name of both a MIM operand and an EDIF operand, you must specify the EDIF operand before the
SVCDUMP operand to distinguish it from the MIM version of this operand. Also specify the EDIF operand if you
want to truncate an operand in a way that may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities.
Because EDIF is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand.

EDIFDUMP
(Optional) Provides additional restrictions for the SVCDUMP operand. When SETOPTION EDIF SVCDUMP=NO
is specified and an abend occurs due to a violation of EDIF rules such as incorrect attribute specification, a
user address space dump is still produced. To prevent that dump from being produced, issue the command
SETOPTION EDIF EDIFDUMP=NO. If you specify EDIFDUMP=YES, then you will receive a user address space
dump whenever EDIF rules are violated, even if you specified SVCDUMP=NO.
Default:  NO

MEMBER
(Optional) Tells EDIF to reexamine its processing statements to obtain more up-to-date information.
You can dynamically modify the EDIF processing list in these ways:

• Refresh the processing list so that EDIF uses the current contents of that list, rather than the contents in place
when you started MIM. This allows you to change information in the processing list and make those changes
take effect immediately.

• Change the member that EDIF is using. This allows you to replace, for example, a test-processing list with a
production-processing list while EDIF is running.

Note: You can use this command only if EDIF=ON was specified when you started MIM.
To refresh the current EDIF processing list so that any changes you have made to it take effect immediately, you
could issue the SETOPTION MEMBER command.
To tell EDIF to use a different processing list, you need to specify the name of the new member on the MEMBER
parameter.

PLISTDUMP
(Optional) Indicates whether to generate an SVC dump when an invalid address is encountered by EDIF during
OPEN or CLOSE processing of the program parameter list. To generate the SVC dump, issue the command
SETOPTION EDIF PLISTDUMP=YES. To prevent the SVC dump from being generated, issue the command
SETOPTION EDIF PLISTDUMP=NO.
Default: NO

PLISTMSG
(Optional) Indicates whether the message MIM4012 is issued when EDIF encounters an invalid address in
an OPEN or CLOSE parameter list provided by a user program. To suppress the message MIM4012, issue
the command SETOPTION EDIF PLISTMSG=NO. To allow the message to be displayed, issue the command
SETOPTION EDIF PLISTMSG=YES.
Default: YES

RESETPRINT
(Optional) Allows you to turn off trace event printing for the specified trace option or all options. For an explanation
of options, see the SETTRACE operand.
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RESETTRACE
(Optional) Allows you to turn off tracing for the specified option or for all options. For an explanation of options,
see the SETTRACE operand.

REVERSEAUTH
(Optional) Reverses the manner in which two authorized lists are processed. The two lists are created with the
ACCESSLIST and AUTHORIZED parameters. These parameters create the lists on DATASET, DSORG, PREFIX,
and other EDIF statements. When you set this option to REVERSEAUTH=YES, the following processing occurs
for the ACCESSLIST and AUTHORIZED parameters:
ACCESSLIST--Defines programs that are not authorized to read the data set. ACCESSLIST is available with:

• DATASET
• DSORG
• PATTERN
• PREFIX
• SUFFIX

AUTHORIZED--Defines programs that are not authorized to update the data set. AUTHORIZED is available with:

• DATASET
• DEFAULT
• DSORG
• PATTERN
• PREFIX
• SUFFIX

Note: Typically, the program or utility statement lists, created by the ACCESSLIST and AUTHORIZED
parameters, define the programs that are authorized to read the data set or update the data set, respectively.
Available options for the REVERSEAUTH parameter are:
NO

Do not reverse processing for the ACCESSLIST and AUTHORIZED parameters. EDIF processes as it
usually does.

YES
Reverse Processing for the ACCESSLIST and AUTHORIZED parameters. This processing will define
programs that are not authorized to read the data set (in the case of ACCESSLIST) or update the data set
(in the case of AUTHORIZED).

Default: REVERSEAUTH=NO
SETPRINT

(Optional) Turns on the print function for the specified trace event options. For an explanation of the available
options, see the SETTRACE operand.
Note: The REGS option is only valid on the SETTRACE parameter.

SETTRACE
(Optional) Turns on the trace feature for the specified trace event options. You can specify one or more options:
ALL

Activates trace for all SETTRACE options.
CLOSE

Activates trace for all CLOSE processing.
ENQDEQ

Activates trace for enqueue/dequeue processing.
OPEN

Activates trace for all OPEN processing.
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SVC19
Activates trace for SVC19 processing.

SVC20
Activates trace for SVC20 processing.

SVC22
Activates trace for SVC22 processing.

REGS
Specify YES to include the register contents. The default is NO.
Job name filtering is available through the command SET MIM TRACE=(JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj).

STATCOLLECT
(Optional) Controls the creation of statistical records for the EDIF reports. Specify one of the following values:
ALL

Turns on statistical record collection for all record subtypes.
NONE

Turns off all statistical record collection.
NOSUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned off.
SUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned on.
The record subtypes for EDIF reports are:
DC-EDIF statistical count data record subtype
DD-EDIF data set record subtype

Default: STATCOLLECT=NONE
STATCYCLE

(Optional) Specifies how often, in seconds, statistical data is sampled for the EDIF reports.
Default: STATCYCLE=60

STATINTERVAL
(Optional) Specifies how often, in minutes, statistical data samples are recorded for use in the EDIF reports.
Default: STATINTERVAL=15

STATUS
(Optional) This parameter changes the status of EDIF. Specify ACTIVE to activate EDIF or INACTIVE to
deactivate EDIF. You can use this operand only if you specified EDIF=ON on a MIMINIT statement, on the PARM
parameter of the startup procedure, or on the z/OS START command for MIM.
If you specify STATUS=INACTIVE, then you still can issue commands to change the operating values of EDIF.
However, EDIF will not perform any type of update, attribute, or read verification for data sets, nor will it issue
notification messages.
Default: STATUS=ACTIVE

SVCDUMP
(Optional) Indicates whether EDIF should request an SVC dump of a user address space if an error occurs with
EDIF.
If the SVCDUMP parameter is set to YES, then you then can stop EDIF from generating SVC dumps by
specifying SETOPTION EDIF SVCDUMP=NO. You must specify EDIF (or a shortened form) to distinguish this
parameter from the SVCDUMP parameter that is used by the entire MIM product.

WARNING
Some EDIF rule violations such as read access errors can still produce a user address space dump
when SVCDUMP=NO. To ensure that you do not receive any dumps due to EDIF rule violations, you
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must also issue the command SETOPTION EDIF EDIFDUMP=NO. The default is EDIFDUMP=YES,
which allows user address space dumps.

Default: SVCDUMP=YES

Usage Notes: SETOPTION EDIF Command

• The SETOPTION command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS data set.
You also can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SETOPTION command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• You can specify multiple EDIF operands on the same SETOPTION command (for example, SETOPTION
STATUS=ACTIVE SVCDUMP=YES). Do not specify EDIF operands with operands associated with other facilities.

• Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements. See
“Advanced Topics” in the MII Programming.

Example: SETOPTION EDIF Command

To reactivate EDIF, issue the following command:

SETOPTION EDIF STATUS=ACTIVE

(MII) SETOPTION GDIF Command-Set GDIF Operating Values
The SETOPTION GDIF command lets you set operating values for the GDIF.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

SETOPTION GDIF [COUNT={ALL | 

                       RESERVES | 

                       SYSTEMS}]

               [DEQPOST={ALWAYS | 

                         AUTO | 

                         CONTENTION |

                         NEVER}]

               [EXEMPTRESERVES={NO|YES}]

               [RESETPRINT(options)]

               [RESETTRACE(options)]

               [SETPRINT(options)]

               [SETTRACE=({ALL |

                           CONFLICT

                           DEQPOSTS

                           ENQ

                           GDIPUSHPOP

                           GQB

                           GQSCAN

                           GXQ

                           NQPREFRONTENDEXIT

                           NQFRONTENDEXIT

                           NQBACKENDEXIT

                           QCBDESTROY})]

               [STATCOLLECT={ALL | 
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                             NONE | 

                             NOSUBTYPE=(list) | 

                             SUBTYPE=(list)}]

               [STATCYCLE=seconds]

               [STATINTERVAL=minutes]

COUNT
(Optional) Determines what type of information GDIF should collect about requests for non-managed resources.
You can collect several types of information to display about requests for non-managed resources specifically,
information about local-system requests, multiple-system requests, and requests that produce hardware reserves.
The SETOPTION GDIF COUNT statement determines the type of information displayed on the DISPLAY
COUNTS command.
For example, if you are considering which ENQ requests to propagate, then you may want to specify SETOPTION
COUNT=SYSTEMS. Then, when you issue a DISPLAY COUNTS command to see what ENQ activity has
occurred for non-managed resources, GDIF shows a count of ENQ and RESERVE requests for these resources.
You can set the maximum number of displayable non-managed resources by specifying that number on the
GDIINIT NMCOUNT statement. If nothing is specified for the NMCOUNT parameter, then the default value is 255.
The SETOPTION command does not affect displays for managed resources. GDIF shows you all ENQ and
RESERVE requests for all managed resources. Note that this command is not effective retroactively.
You can reset the counts by issuing the command DISPLAY COUNTS=RESET. Then, you can specify the
DISPLAY COUNTS=SINCE=INITIALIZATION command to view the counts since MII initialized, or specify the
command DISPLAY COUNTS=SINCE=LASTRESET to view the counts since the last RESET was issued.
Specify one of these values on the COUNT operand:
ALL

Collects information about ENQ requests that have a scope of SYSTEM or SYSTEMS. RESERVE
requests are included in this information.

RESERVES
Collects information about RESERVE requests only.

SYSTEMS
Collects information about ENQ requests that have a scope of SYSTEMS. RESERVE requests are
included in this information.

Default:  SYSTEMS
DEQPOST

(Optional) Determines whether MII is immediately activated when DEQs occur. Valid values are:
ALWAYS

Posts the service address space (that is, request a control file cycle) each time the ISGENDOFLQCB exit
is called for a GDIF managed resource. Using this option minimizes resource contention delays, but may
increase MIM control file cycle rates and CPU consumption.

AUTO
Similar to the CONTENTION option, but the post is skipped if the average MIM control file cycle rate on
that system exceeds 10 control file access per second. This option provides a balance between resource
contention delays, MIM control file bandwidth, and CPU consumption.

CONTENTION
Posts the service address space each time the ISGENDOFLQCB exit is called for a GDIF managed
resource for which recent cross-system contention has been observed. MII populates a data structure
that keeps track of cross-system contention for GDIF-managed resources. The first occurrence of cross-
system contention causes the contention for the resource to be tracked. From that point, until the data
structure is cleared, all calls to the ISGENDOFLQCB exit for that resource result in a post to the service
address space (i.e. the 2nd through nth occurrences). The data structure is cleared once every minute.
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Using this option minimizes resource contention delays (except for the first occurrence), but may increase
MIM control file cycle rates and CPU consumption during periods of resource contention.

NEVER
Does not post the service address space when the ISGENDOFLQCB exit is called. The DEQ event is
queued and processed upon the next naturally occurring MIM control file cycle (for example, another
managed ENQ request or timer expiration). Use of this option minimizes MIM control file cycles and CPU
consumption, but may increase resource contention delays.

Default: DEQPOST=AUTO
EXEMPTRESERVES

(Optional) Tells MIM whether to have LOCAL statements in the exempt list apply to RESERVE requests. If you
specify YES, then LOCAL statements in the exempt list do apply to RESERVE requests. If you specify NO, then
LOCAL statements do not apply to RESERVE requests. NO is the default value.

WARNING
You should be aware that an integrity exposure could exist if this option is not used consistently across
all systems in your complex.

For example, assume that there is a matching LOCAL Statement in the exempt member on both systems, also
assume that NO is specified on SYSA and JOBA issues the first RESERVE request for an exempted resource.
This results in the RESERVE being converted to a global enqueue. Assume that YES is specified on SYSB
and JOBB issues a subsequent request on SYSB for the same exempted resource. The request of JOBB is
not propagated. As a result, both JOBA and JOBB could have concurrent ownership, possibly corrupting the
resource.
Default:  NO

GDIF
Tells MIM that you are setting operating values for GDIF rather than for any other facility. Specify the GDIF
operand if you want to truncate an operand in a way that may be ambiguous with operands for other facilities.
Because GDIF is a positional operand, you must specify it before any other operand.

RESETPRINT
(Optional) Allows you to turn off trace event printing for the specified trace option or all options. For an explanation
of the available options, see the SETTRACE operand.

RESETTRACE
(Optional) Allows you to turn off tracing for the specified option or for all options. For an explanation of the
available options, see the SETTRACE operand.

SETPRINT
(Optional) Turns on the print function for the specified trace event options. For an explanation of the options, see
the SETTRACE operand.

SETTRACE
(Optional) Turns on the trace feature for the specified trace event options. You can specify one or more of the
following options:
ALL

Traces all of the following events.
CONFLICT

Traces data set conflict processing.
DEQPOSTS

Traces GDIF posting of internal control blocks during DEQ processing. GDIF will only trace DEQs for
QNAMES with TRACE=ALL coded in the MIMQNAME member. If TRACE=NONE or TRACE=CONFLICT
is specified for a QNAME, then no DEQ tracing will occur for that QNAME. You can use the ALTER
command to change the TRACE operand on the QNAME statement.
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ENQ
Traces enqueue processing.

GDIPUSHPOP
Traces calls to GDIF/ECMF subroutines.

GQB
Traces GQB processing.

GQSCAN
Traces GQSCAN interface processing and return codes.

GXQ
Traces GDIF transactions.

NQPREFRONTENDEXIT
Traces entry to and from the ENQ pre-front-end exit installed at the ISGNQXITPREBATCH IBM
installation exit point.

NQFRONTENDEXIT
Controls tracing of various internal control blocks at strategic points in the MII exit code planted on the
ISGNQXITBATCH IBM GRS user exit point.

NQBACKENDEXIT
Controls tracing of various internal control blocks at strategic points in the MII exit code planted on the
ISGNQXITQUEUED IBM GRS user exit point.

QCBDESTROY
Controls tracing of various internal control blocks at strategic points in the MII exit code planted at the
ISGENDOFLQCB IBM GRS user exit point.

STATCOLLECT
(Optional) Controls the creation of statistical records for the GDIF reports. Specify one of the following values:
ALL

Turns on statistical record collection for all record subtypes.
NONE

Turns off all statistical record collection.
NOSUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned off.
SUBTYPE

Specifies the record subtypes for which statistical recording is turned on.
The record subtypes for GDIF are:
EC - GDIF enqueue/reserve count data record subtype

Default: STATCOLLECT=NONE
STATCYCLE

(Optional) Specifies how often, in seconds, statistical data is sampled for the GDIF reports.
Default: STATCYCLE=60

STATINTERVAL
(Optional) Specifies how often, in minutes, statistical data samples are recorded for use in the GDIF reports.
Default: STATINTERVAL=15

Usage Notes: SETOPTION GDIF Command
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• The SETOPTION GDIF command can be specified in the MIMCMNDS or MIMSYNCH member of the MIMPARMS
data set. You also can issue this command from a console.

• You must be authorized to issue system control commands to issue the SETOPTION command. TSO users generally
are not authorized to issue system control commands.

• You can specify multiple GDIF operands on the same SETOPTION command (for example, SETOPTION
SETTRACE=ON COUNT=ALL). Do not specify GDIF operands with operands associated with other facilities.

Examples: SETOPTION GDIF Command

• To turn on tracing for data set conflict events, and print these events, issue this command:

SETOPTION GDIF SETTRACE=CONFLICT SETPRINT=CONFLICT

• To turn on tracing for data set conflict events, and print these events, issue this command:

SETOPTION GDIF SETTRACE(QCBD NQFR) SETPRINT(QCBD NQFR)

(MII) SUFFIX Statement-Apply EDIF Processing Options to Data Sets with
Specific Suffix
The SUFFIX statement lets you apply a set of EDIF processing options to all data sets that have a specified suffix in their
data set names. This statement is available when you are running the EDIF of the MII component.

More information: (MII) DATASET Statement-Apply EDIF Processing Options

This command has the following format:

SUFFIX NAME=suffix [ACCESSLIST(program)]

                   [AUTHORIZED(program)]

                   [BLKSIZE=blksize]

                   [CHECKEXCLUSIVE(program)]

                   [DSORG={DIRECT |

                           ISAM |

                           PARTITIONED |

                           SEQUENTIAL |

                           UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED |

                           UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL |

                           VSAM}]

                   [EXEMPT(program)]

                   [LRECL=lrecl]

                   [OPTION([{ABEND|NOABEND}]

                           [{ACCESSCHECK|NOACCESSCHECK}]

                           [{ATTRIBUTES|NOATTRIBUTES}]

                           [{CONFLICTMESSAGES|NOCONFLICTMESSAGES}]

                           [{ENQUEUE|NOENQUEUE}]

                           [{IGNORECC|NOIGNORECC}]

                           [NONE]

                           [{SMF|NOSMF|RECORD|NORECORD}]

                           [{SUPPRESSMESSAGES|NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES}]

                           [{UTILITY|NOUTILITY}]

                           [{WAIT|NOWAIT}])]

                           [RECFM={ASA|

                                   BLOCKED |

                                   DSCB |                                
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                                   FB |

                                   FBA |

                                   FBM |

                                   FIXED |

                                   MACHINE |

                                   SPANNED |

                                   STANDARD |

                                   UNDEFINED |

                                   VARIABLE |

                                   VB |

                                   VBA |

                                   VBM}]

ACCESSLIST
(Optional) Identifies programs that are authorized to read these data sets. You can specify the same values for the
ACCESSLIST parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

AUTHORIZED
(Optional) Identifies programs that are authorized to update these data sets. You can specify the same values for
the AUTHORIZED parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

BLKSIZE
(Optional) Indicates what block size value EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the same
values for the BLKSIZE parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

CHECKEXCLUSIVE
(Optional) Identifies programs that cannot update these data sets when these data sets are allocated with
DISP=SHR. You can specify the same values for the CHECKEXCLUSIVE parameter on any EDIF processing
statement.

DSORG
(Optional) Indicates what data set organization EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the
same values as those for the DSORG parameter on the DATASET statement.

EXEMPT
(Optional) Identifies programs that are exempted from attribute verification. You can specify the same values for
the EXEMPT parameter on any EDIF processing statement.

LRECL
(Optional) Indicates what logical record length EDIF should use during attribute verification. You can specify the
same values for the LRECL parameter on any EDIF processing statement on which this parameter is available.

NAME
Identifies the data sets to which you are applying these options. Specify a suffix that identifies these data sets in
place of the suffix variable.

OPTION
((Optional) Indicates which EDIF processing options should be applied to this data set. Specify one or more of the
following options:
ABEND | NOABEND

Indicates whether EDIF should prevent inappropriate updates by abending jobs. Specify ABEND to abend
tasks or NOABEND to negate an ABEND option on another statement.
EDIF issues messages about the abended task to all TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code
11 messages.

ACCESSCHECK | NOACCESSCHECK
Indicates whether EDIF should see if a program is authorized to read this data set. Specify
ACCESSCHECK to perform read verification or NOACCESSCHECK to negate an ACCESSCHECK
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option on another statement. Use the ACCESSLIST parameter to identify authorized programs. To
prevent unauthorized programs from reading this data set, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4069 to record read violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

ATTRIBUTES | NOATTRIBUTES
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program changes the attributes of this data set during
an update. Specify ATTRIBUTES to perform attribute verification or NOATTRIBUTES to negate an
ATTRIBUTES option on another statement. EDIF verifies the attributes of non-VSAM data sets only.
You can use the EXEMPT parameter to identify programs that should not be checked. The BLKSIZE,
DSORG, LRECL, and RECFM parameters determine what attribute values EDIF uses. To prevent an
attribute change, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4004 or MIM4005 to record attribute violations in the system log and in the
log of the job (for batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are
receiving routing code 11 messages.

CONFLICTMESSAGES| NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should issue conflict messages if two or more jobs try to update this data set at
the same time. Specify CONFLICTMESSAGES to receive these messages or NOCONFLICTMESSAGES
to negate a CONFLICTMESSAGES option on another statement.
EDIF issues conflict messages only if the ENQUEUE option also is enabled for this data set. EDIF
issues message MIM4009 to record conflicts in the system log and in the log of the job (for batch jobs).
EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing code 11
messages.
The MII ENQ Conflict Management Facility (ECMF) provides similar conflict information. However,
because the ECMF messages also identify the task that is holding the data set, you probably do not need
to specify the CONFLICTMESSAGES option if you specify EDIDSN ECMF=ON in your QNAME list.

ENQUEUE | NOENQUEUE
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if two or more jobs are updating this data set at the same time.
Specify ENQUEUE to check for simultaneous updates or NOENQUEUE to negate an ENQUEUE option
on another statement.
To send messages about simultaneous updates to the system log, to the job log (for batch jobs), and to all
TSO sessions and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages, the CONFLICTMESSAGES option also
must be enabled. To prevent simultaneous updates, the WAIT option must be enabled.

IGNORECC | NOIGNORECC
Indicates whether EDIF should differentiate record formats by carriage control characters (for example,
whether EDIF should treat record formats FB, FBA, and FBM differently). These options are used only
during attribute verification. Specify IGNORECC to tell EDIF not to differentiate by these characters or
NOIGNORECC to negate an IGNORECC option on another statement.

NONE
Negates all EDIF processing for this data set.

SMF | NOSMF | RECORD | NORECORD
SMF and RECORD are synonyms, as are NOSMF and NORECORD.
The SMF | RECORD option causes an SMF record to be written for each action taken by EDIF. The
NOSMF | NORECORD option negates the SMF | RECORD option that may have been specified on a
more generic statement.

SUPPRESSMESSAGES | NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES
Indicates whether EDIF should suppress notification messages that it sends to the system log,
to the job log, and to TSO users and consoles receiving routing code 11 messages. Specify
SUPPRESSMESSAGES to suppress these messages or NOSUPPRESSMESSAGES to negate the
SUPPRESSMESSAGES option on another statement.
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UTILITY | NOUTILITY
Indicates whether EDIF should determine if a program is authorized to update this data set. Specify
UTILITY to perform utility verification or NOUTILITY to negate the UTILITY option on another statement.
You can use the AUTHORIZED parameter or UTILITY statements to identify programs that are authorized
to update this data set. To prevent an unauthorized update, the ABEND option also must be in effect.
EDIF issues message MIM4002 to record utility violations in the system log and in the log of the job (for
batch jobs). EDIF also broadcasts this message to TSO sessions and consoles that are receiving routing
code 11 messages.

WAIT | NOWAIT
Indicates whether EDIF should wait until this data set is free before letting a second task update the
data set. Specify WAIT to make tasks wait or NOWAIT to negate the WAIT option on another statement.
EDIF issues message MIM4010 to notify you when a task is waiting for a data set to be freed. To prevent
simultaneous updates, the ENQUEUE option also must be in effect.

RECFM
(Optional) Used during attribute verification, indicates whether EDIF should verify the record format attribute and
what record format value EDIF should use. EDIF compares this value to the value on the RECFM parameter in
the JCL of a job or in the DCB of a program. Use the ATTRIBUTES option to have EDIF verify data set attributes
during an update.
format

Specifies the correct record format for this data set. Specify one of these record formats or record format
combinations in place of format:

• ASA
• BLOCKED
• DSCB
• FIXED
• MACHINE
• SPANNED
• STANDARD
• VARIABLE
• UNDEFINED
• FB
• FBA
• MVB
• VBA
• VBM

Default: RECFM=DSCB

Usage Notes: SUFFIX Statement

• The SUFFIX statement can be specified only in the EDIPARMS member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• You can negate options on DEFAULT, DSORG, and PREFIX statements by specifying options that have the NO prefix.

For example, you can negate the ABEND option on a PREFIX statement by specifying OPTION=NOABEND on a
SUFFIX statement.
Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements.
See “Advanced Topics” in the  MII Programming .

• Because processing options on SUFFIX statements apply to many data sets, you should choose options carefully.
Until you have done some preliminary testing, we recommend that you do not  specify these options on a SUFFIX
statement:
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OPTION(ENQUEUE,WAIT)
Places jobs in a wait state when a requested data set is unavailable.

OPTION(UTILITY,ABEND)
Abends tasks that are not authorized to update data sets.

OPTION(ATTRIBUTES,ABEND)
Abends tasks that are not allowed to change data set attributes.

OPTION(ACCESSCHECK,ABEND)
Checks read authority for each of these data sets.

Examples: SUFFIX Statement

• To negate all options enabled on DEFAULT, DSORG, and PREFIX statements for data sets that have the suffix .LIST,
specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

SUFFIX NAME=.LIST OPTION=NONE

• Suppose that you want EDIF to perform this processing for data sets that have the suffix .LOAD:
– Allow only PDF and load library utilities to update these data sets.
– Issue messages when other tasks try to update these data sets and then abend these tasks.
– To achieve these effects, specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

SUFFIX NAME=.LOAD OPTION(UTILITY,ABEND),

    AUTHORIZED(UTILITY(ISPF,LOADLIB))

(MII) UTILITY Statement-Identify Similarly EDIF-Processed Programs
The UTILITY statement lets you identify a group of programs that should be processed the same way by the EDIF of the
MII component. You then can specify the name of this UTILITY statement on other EDIF processing statements (instead
of listing the names of each program in the list) to indicate what types of EDIF processing options you want to apply to
those programs.

This command has the following format:

UTILITY NAME=utility 

                    [PROGRAMS(programs)] 

                    [DSORG=type]

                    [RECFM={ASA|

                            BLOCKED |

                            DSCB |

                            FB |

                            FBA |

                            FBM |

                            FIXED |

                            MACHINE |

                            SPANNED |

                            STANDARD |

                            UNDEFINED |

                            VARIABLE |

                            VB |

                            VBA |

                            VBM}]
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DSORG
(Optional) Indicates what data set organization EDIF should use during utility verification.
EDIF uses this value only if you do not specify the names of programs or UTILITY statements on an EDIF
processing statement. In these cases, EDIF compares this DSORG value to the value on the DSORG parameter
in the DCB of a data set. If these values match, then EDIF lets the programs listed on this UTILITY statement
update the data sets named on that EDIF processing statement.
Specify one of these values in place of the type variable:

• DIRECT (or DA)
• ISAM
• PARTITIONED (or PO)
• SEQUENTIAL (or PS)
• UNMOVABLE-PARTITIONED (or POU)
• UNMOVABLE-SEQUENTIAL (or PSU)
• VSAM

NAME
Indicates what name you want to assign to this UTILITY statement. Specify a name in place of the name variable.
You can specify this name on other EDIF processing statements if you want to use this UTILITY statement to
identify a list of programs.

PROGRAMS
(Optional) Identifies programs that should receive the same type of processing when the name of this UTILITY
statement is specified on an EDIF processing statement. Specify one or more program names in place of the
programs variable.

RECFM
(Optional) Indicates what record format that EDIF should use during utility verification.
EDIF uses this value only if you do not specify the names of programs or UTILITY statements on an EDIF
processing statement. In these cases, EDIF compares this value to the value on the RECFM parameter in the
DCB of a data set. If these values match and the DSORG values match, then EDIF lets the programs listed on
this UTILITY statement update the data sets named on that EDIF processing statement.
Specify one of these values in place of the format variable:

• ASA
• BLOCKED
• DSCB
• FIXED
• MACHINE
• SPANNED
• STANDARD
• VARIABLE
• UNDEFINED
• FB
• FBA
• FBM
• VB
• VBA
• VBM

Usage Notes: UTILITY Statement
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• The UTILITY statement can be specified only in the EDIPARMS member of the MIMPARMS data set.
• If you enable the EDIF utility verification on another EDIF processing statement and you do not identify authorized

programs, then EDIF scans UTILITY statements to identify authorized programs. EDIF compares the record format
and data set organization values on the UTILITY statements with the values in the DCB of the data set. If these values
match, then EDIF lets programs named on that UTILITY statement update that data set.

• Defaults for most EDIF statements, when not specified, depend on how they are used with other statements.
See “Advanced Topics” in the  MII Programming .

Example: UTILITY Statement

To group ISPF utilities in a UTILITY statement named ISPF, specify this statement in the EDIPARMS member:

UTILITY NAME=ISPF PROGRAM(ISREDIT,ISRUDA,ISRURS,ISPMAIN,ISRURS,IEBCOPY)

Valid Characters for CMDPREFIX
The Command Prefix String
The command prefix string can be one to eight characters. You should not choose a command character prefix string that
will conflict with a command, an abbreviation of a command, or a command invocation. You should not define a command
prefix string such that the prefix is either a subset or a superset of an existing prefix with the same first character.

For example, if !MIM is already defined as a command prefix, then !, !M, and !MI are subsets of and conflict with the
original command prefix string. Likewise, !MIM1 and !MIMM also conflict with the original command prefix string because
they are both supersets of the first command prefix string. The z/OS DISPLAY OPDATA command can be used to
determine all previously registered command prefix strings in the running system.

Valid Characters for CMDPREFIX Character String
The following characters are valid for use as a subsystem command prefix string:

Alphabetic Uppercase A through Z A - I X’C1’ through X’C9’
J-R X’D1’ through X’D9’
S - Z X’E1’ through X’E8’

Numeric 0 through 9 0-9 X’F0’ through X’F9’
National at sign @ - X’7C’

dollar sign $ - X’5B’
pound sign # - X’7B’

Special comma , - X’6B’
period . - X’4B’
slash / - X’61’
apostrophe ‘ - X’7D’
left parenthesis ( - X’4D’
right parenthesis ) - X’5D’
asterisk * - X’5C’
ampersand & - X’50’
plus sign + - X’4E’
hyphen - - X’60’
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equal sign = - X’7E’
cent sign ¢ - X’4A’
less than sign < - X’4C’
vertical bar | - X’4F’
explanation point ! - X’5A’
semicolon ; - X’5E’
percent sign % - X’6C’
underscore _ - X’6D’
greater than sign > - X’6E’
question mark ? - X’6F’
colon : - X’7A’
double quotation marks “ - X’7F’

MIMQUERY Commands

MIMQUERY Command

The MIMQUERY command lets you manually control the status of the MIMQUERY address space on a single system. We
recommend that you only use this command in rare cases when the MIMQUERY address space fails to start because of
external factors, or as directed by Broadcom Support for diagnostic purposes.

This command has the following format:

MIMQUERY START | STOP | RESTART

• START
Creates the MIMQUERY address space through the zOS ASCRE service

• STOP
Stops the MIMQUERY address space

• RESTART
Stops and then restarts the MIMQUERY address space

MIMQUERY Address Space Commands

The MIMQUERY address space exploits the services that the Broadcom Common Address Space Shell provides. This
address space supports two types of commands:

• Broadcom Common Address Space Shell commands
These commands control the Shell itself. To direct a command to the Shell, use the following format:
            F   MIMQUERY,cmdname.SRV  operands     cmdname    name of the command to execute

 operands   operands for the command

NOTE

For more information about these commands, see Common Address Space Shell.

Example:    F  MIMQUERY,D.SRV  OPTIONS
• MIMQUERY commands

These commands control the MIMQUERY server. To direct a command to the MIMQUERY server, use the following
format:
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            F  MIMQUERY,cmdname.MIM operands     cmdname    name of the command to execute

 operands   operands for the command

Example:    F  MIMQUERY,SET.MIM  TRACE=ON SETTRACE=(ENTRY,EXIT)

(MIMQUERY) CLOSE command

The CLOSE command suspends activity on the MSGLOG or TRACE log. Closing the log file tells MIMQUERY to stop
recording information in that log. To start recording again, issue the OPEN command.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

CLOSE.MIM {[MSGLOG] | [TRACE]}

• MSGLOG
(Optional) Identifies that you are closing the MSGLOG log.

• TRACE
(Optional) Identifies that you are closing the TRACE log.

(MIMQUERY) DISPLAY command

The DISPLAY command lets you display status and activity information about the MIMQUERY server.

Scope: Local

WARNING

The DISPLAY command does not have a default setting, but you must use one of the options in the list, such as
ALL.

This command has the following format:

     DISPLAY.MIM {[ALL] |

                  [EVENTS]

                  [LOG]

                  [OPTIONS]

                  [REQUEST=id]

                  [REQUESTS]

                  [RESOURCE([QNAME=qname],[RNAME=rname])]

                  [RESOURCES]

                  [SYSTEMS]

                  [USER=user]

                  [USERS]}

All
(Optional) Displays all status and activity information about MIMQUERY.

EVENTS
(Optional) Displays information on MIMQUERY events. This information is displayed in message MIMQ0101I.

LOG
(Optional) Displays status information about the MIMQUERY MSGLOG and TRACE logs. Each log file is listed
separately. This information is displayed in message MIMQ0150I.

OPTIONS
(Optional) Displays information about the MIMQUERY operating values that can be set through the SETOPTION
command. This information is displayed in message MIMQ0110I.
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REQUEST
(Optional) Displays information about a current MIMQUERY request with the specified request id. This information
is displayed in message MIMQ0140I.  If there are no outstanding requests for the specified ID, then you will
receive MIMQ0146I.
id – The request id of the request to be displayed.

REQUESTS
(Optional) Displays information about all current MIMQUERY requests. This information is displayed in message
MIMQ0140I. If there are no outstanding requests, then you will receive MIMQ0145I.

RESOURCE
(Optional) Displays information about a current MIMQUERY resource with the specified qname/rname
combination.This information is displayed in message MIMQ0170W. If there is no information about the resource,
then you will receive MIMQ0176I. At least one of the following sub-options must be specified.

• QNAME – (Optional) The QNAME of the resource to be displayed.
• RNAME – (Optional) The QNAME of the resource to be displayed.

RESOURCES
(Optional) Displays information about the QNAME and RNAME patterns used for MIMQUERY requests. This
information is displayed in message MIMQ0170I. If there is no information about any resources, then you will
receive MIMQ0175I.

SYSTEMS
(Optional) Displays information about all MIMQUERY systems. This information is displayed in message
MIMQ0130I.

USER
(Optional) Displays information about the MIMQUERY user with the specified username. This information is
displayed in message MIMQ0160I. If there is no user history, then you will receive MIM0166I.
user – the user to be displayed

USERS
(Optional) Displays information about all MIMQUERY users. This information is displayed in message
MIMQ0160I. If there is no user history for this user, then you will receive MIM0165I.

(MIMQUERY) DUMP command

Broadcom Support uses the DUMP MIM command for diagnostic purposes. This command is to be used only when you
are directed by Broadcom Support to do so.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

     DUMP.MIM {[EVENTS]

               [EVENTID=id]

               [MSGTABLE]

               [MSGID=msgno]

               [QY0AREA]

               [QY1AREA]

               [REQUESTS]

               [REQUESTID=id]

               [RESOURCES]

               [STORAGE=addr,len]

               [SYSTEMS]

               [USERS]

               [USER=id]}
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• EVENTS
(Optional) Dumps all MIMQUERY event control blocks.

• EVENTID
(Optional) Dumps a MIMQUERY event control block with the associated with the specified ID.

• MSGTABLE
(Optional) Dumps all MSGDEF control blocks.

• MSGID
(Optional) Dumps the MSGDEF control block for a single message number.

• QY0AREA
(Optional) Dumps the MIMQUERY QY0AREA control block.

• QY1AREA
(Optional) Dumps the MIMQUERY QY1AREA control block.

• REQUESTS
(Optional) Dumps all MIMQUERY REQUEST control blocks.

• REQUESTID
(Optional) Dumps a MIMQUERY REQUEST control block associated with the specified ID.

• RESOURCES
(Optional) Dumps all MIMQUERY RESOURCE control blocks.

• STORAGE
(Optional) Dumps a piece of storage in the MIMQUERY address space.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Dumps a MIMQUERY SYSTEM control block associated with the specified system.

• SYSTEMS
(Optional) Dumps all MIMQUERY SYSTEM control blocks.

• USER
(Optional) Dumps a MIMQUERY USER control block associated with the specified ID.

• USERS
(Optional) Dumps all MIMQUERY USER control blocks.

(MIMQUERY) OPEN command

The OPEN command opens a log that was closed with the CLOSE command. After a log is opened, MIMQUERY can
record information in that log.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

OPEN .MIM {[MSGLOG] | [TRACE]}

• MSGLOG
(Optional) Identifies that you are closing the MSGLOG log.

• TRACE
(Optional) Identifies that you are closing the TRACE log.

(MIMQUERY) SET command

The SET command allows you to set the operating values for MIMQUERY server.
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Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

     SET .MIM [LogClass=class]

              [LogLineLimit=limit]

              [ResetTrace=*See SETTRACE.]

              [SetTrace=({ALL |

                          [AWAKEN]

                          [CCIDATA]

                          [CCIFDBK]

                          [CCIQUERY]

                          [CCIRECV]

                          [CCISEND]

                          [ENTRY]

                          [EVENTDATA]

                          [EVENTHDR]

                          [EVENTORIGIN]

                          [EXIT]

                          [IQRYREQ]

                          [IQRYRESDATA]

                          [IQRYRESHDR]

                          [PAUSE]

                          [PCLOGIC]

                          [PCRESDATA]

                          [PCRESHDR]

                          [SMFDATA]

                          [UNPAUSE]

                          [UQRYREQ]

                          [UQRYRESDATA]

                          [UQRYRESHDR]

                          [WAIT])}]

                [SMF={ON|OFF}]

                [TaskCount=count]

                [Trace={ON|OFF}]

                [TraceClass=class]

                [TraceLineLimit=limit]

                [TraceMaxData=limit]

• LogClass
(Optional) Defines log files as SYSOUT data sets in the class you specify here. Issuing this command closes the
current log data set and opens a new one with the specified class

• LogLineLimit
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of lines that will be written to a log data set.  When this limit is reached, the
data set is closed and unallocated, then a new log data set is allocated and opened.
Minimum Value: 5000
Maximum Value: 99999999

• ResetTrace
(Optional) Reverses or turns off settings that were previously made using SETTRACE. After using RESETTRACE,
the options you specify are no longer recorded in the MIM internal trace table. For a list of values that can be used for
RESETTRACE, see SETTRACE.

• SetTrace
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(Optional) Enables the recording of specific program events in the MIMQUERY internal trace table. You can specify
one or more of the values listed below to activate different kinds of traces. When you issue multiple SETOPTION MIM
SETTRACE commands, the effect is cumulative.

NOTE

You must issue the TRACE=ON command to start tracing the events.

– ALL
Traces all MIMQUERY processing.

• – AWAKEN
Traces all returns from WAITs.

• – CCIDATA
Traces all CCI data buffers.

• – CCIFDBK
Traces all CCI Feedback areas.

• – CCIQUERY
Traces all CCI QUERY requests.

• – CCIRECV
Traces all CCI Receives.

• – CCISEND
Traces all CCI Sends.

• – ENTRY
Traces all module entry points.

• – EVENTDATA
Traces MIMQUERY event data.

• – EVENTHDR
Traces MIMQUERY event headers.

• – EVENTORIGIN
Traces the origin of MIMQUERY events.

• – EXIT
Traces all module exit points.

• – IQRYREQ
Traces internal query requests.

• – IQRYRESDATA
Traces internal query request resource data.

• – IQRYRESHDR
Traces internal query request resource headers.

• – PAUSE
Traces all internal pauses.

• – PCLOGIC
Traces the PC routines.

– PCRESDATA
Traces RES data through the PC routine.

– PCRESHDR
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Traces RES headers through the PC routine.
– SMFDATA

Traces all SMF recording.

• – UNPAUSE
Traces all unpauses.

• – UQRYREQ
Traces user query requests.

• – UQRYRESDATA
Traces user query request resource data.

• – UQRYRESHDR
Traces user query request resource headers.

• – WAIT
Traces all WAITs.

• SMF
(Optional) Activates and deactivates the MIMQUERY SMF Data recording.

• TaskCount
(Optional) Controls the number of general work tasks within the MIMQUERY address space. This can only be set in
the MIMQUERY member of the MIMPARMS dataset.

• Trace
(Optional) Activates and deactivates the MIMQUERY TRACE feature.

• TraceClass
(Optional) Defines trace files as SYSOUT data sets in the class you specify here. Issuing this command closes the
current trace data set and opens a new one with the specified class.

• TraceLineLimit
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of lines that will be written to a trace data set.  When this limit is reached, the
data set is closed and unallocated, then a new trace data set is allocated and opened.
Minimum Value: 5000
Maximum Value: 99999999

• TraceMaxData
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of bytes that are formatted for a single trace entry.
Minimum Value: 16
Maximum Value: 65536

(MIMQUERY) SPINOFF command

The SPINOFF command lets you release the current MSGLOG or TRACE file for printing or purging by JES.   The current
file is closed and unallocated, and a new JES file is allocated and made ready for use.

Scope: Local

This command has the following format:

SPINOFF .MIM {[MSGLOG] | [TRACE]}

• MSGLOG
(Optional) Identifies that you are closing the MSGLOG log.

• TRACE
(Optional) Identifies that you are closing the TRACE log.
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Scenarios

How to Dynamically Change MIM Communication Methods
By supporting dynamic changes to your MIM communication method, you easily try different MIM configurations and
measure the results.

Global ENQ response time is dependent on the MIM communication method. As a z/OS systems programmer, using an
alternate method can improve response time.

The following is a list of supported dynamic procedures.

1. Activate XCF Communication when COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY
– Revert to the Original Communication Method

2. Activate List Structures when COMMUNICATION=XCF or CTCONLY
3. Activate XCF Communication on a Subset of Systems

– Revert to CTC Communication
4. Add a System to the MIMplex when COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD

– Revert to the Original MIMplex
5. Add a System when COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY
6. Add a System when COMMUNICATION=XCF

Activate XCF Communication when COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY

This procedure dynamically activates the XCF communication and works with either DASD control files or XES list
structures. The MIMplex is three systems using XES list structures with the MIM system names of GK03, GK13, and
GK62.

NOTE
Be sure that your COMPATLEVEL is set to 12.0 or higher.
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The following steps demonstrate how to dynamically activate the XCF communication when
COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up your XCF communication:
– Confirm that all systems in the MIMplex are also within the same sysplex.
– Set MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE to 32768 or larger.
– Review the XCF configuration and options in the SYS1.PARMLIB(COUPLExx) member.
– You do not need to define a special transport class to MIM. However, we recommend at least one CLASSLEN of

32768 or larger to avoid possible performance problems. CLASSLEN is an XCF parameter and is coded in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(COUPLExx) member.

– If some of the LPARS are geographically remote, then IBM recommends that XCF use both CTC and list structures.

NOTE
You do not need to create the Checkpoint files. However, MIM has no issues when you are already using
them.

2. Activate your XCF communication.
a. Verify that MIM automatically created your XCF paths on GK03:

@D PATH 

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 960

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  14:30:23 ON 2013.171

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                  0        0                    0

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                  0        0                    0

 N/A   GK03    LOCAL                   0        0                    0

b. Verify that MIM automatically created your XCF paths on GK13:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 444

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  14:30:45 ON 2013.171

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                  0        0                    0

 N/A  GK13     LOCAL                   0        0                    0

 XCF  GK03     USABLE                  0        0                    0

c. Verify that MIM automatically created your XCF paths on GK62:

@D PATH 

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 837

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  14:30:53 ON 2013.171

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 N/A  GK62     LOCAL                   0        0                    0

 XCF  GK03     USABLE                  0        0                    0

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                  0        0                    0

MIM automatically creates a GLOBALVALUE, when not already coded in the INIT member:

@D GLOBALVALUE

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 956
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MIM0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=NO      NOCONTROLLER=WAIT

   VCFCONTROLLER=NONE

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13, GK62

3. Order the VCFCONTROLLER list from the busiest system to the least busy system.
Performance is improved as it reduces the total amount of I/O.

4. Enter the DISPLAY IO command on all systems and pick the system with the largest RATE: CYC.
In this example, we have determined that GK62 is the busiest, followed by GK13, followed by GK03.

5. Enter the GLOBALVALUE command on one system only:

@GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER(GK62,GK13,GK03)

MIM0067I Command GLOBALVALUE 263

MIM0193I GLOBALVALUE command processing initiated

MIM0363I GLOBALVALUE command changes pending on external systems 

MIM0362I GLOBALVALUE command processing complete

6. Verify the new VCFCONTROLLER list:

@D GLOBALV

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 273 

MIM0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=NO      NOCONTROLLER=WAIT

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK62, GK13, GK03 )

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK62, GK13, GK03

7. Update the initialization member with the new GLOBALVALUE statement.
8. Use the MIGRATE command and move the control file up to the VCF on GK62.

@MIGRATE CONTROLLER=GK62

MIM0067I Command MIGRATE 307

MIM0232I VCF migration SCHEDULED   - CONTROLLER=GK62

MIM0377I VCF migration IN PROGRESS - CONTROLLER=GK62

MIM0342I system GK62 VCF activation      COMPLETE - CONTROLLER=GK62

9. Confirm that the Virtual Control file is active on GK62:

@D SYS

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 211

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2013.171 14:54:51.19 

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2013.171 14:54:51.14 

    03    62   GK62     LOCAL    CONTROLLER      zOS  2013.171 14:54:51.22

The XCF communication is activated and GK62 is now the VCFCONTROLLER.

Revert to the Original Communication Method

You can revert MIM to the original DASD file or XES list structure using the MIGRATE command.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the MIGRATE command:

@MIG CF=00

MIM0067I Command MIGRATE 531
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MIM0227I Migration initiated to control file 00

MIM0088I migration to file 00 IN PROGRESS

MIM0242I system GK62 VCF deactivation    COMPLETE

MIM0080I migration to file 00 COMPLETE

MIM0638I Global Copy Received 

2. Display the files and confirm that the original DASD file or XES structure is in-use:

@D FILES

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 610

MIM0102I Control File Display:

   File Unit Status  Volser   Data Set

    00       IN-USE  CFCCMIM2 KERGL01#TABLE00

    01       USABLE  CFCCMIM1 KERGL01#TABLE01

You have reverted to the original DASD file or XES structure.

Activate List Structures when COMMUNICATION=XCF or CTCONLY

This procedure dynamically activates XES list structures when COMMUNICATION=XCF or CTCONLY. The MIM system
names are GK03, GK13, and GK62.

NOTE
Be sure that your COMPATLEVEL is set to 12.0 or higher.

The following steps create a primary and a secondary list structure. The primary list structure is the size of the largest
DISPLAY CFSIZE command. The secondary list structure is about 20 percent larger.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up your list structures:
a. Confirm that all systems in the MIMplex are also within the same sysplex.
b. Enter the DISPLAY CFSIZE command on all systems and determine the optimal size for the new XES list

structures.

@D CFSIZE

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 726

MIM1154I GDIF CFSIZE Display:

 The recommended primary GDIF control file size is 10240 KB.

The MIM1154I CFSIZE display indicates that the recommended Control File size is 10240 KB.
c. Allocate the list structures using the sample JCL contained in the ALLOCSTR member of the MIM.CNTL library.

2. Activate the list structures.
a. Allocate the new XES list structures to the MIM address space by using the ALLOCATE command:

@ALLOC XESFILEID=00 STRNAME=KERGL01#TABLE00

IXL014I IXLCONN REQUEST FOR STRUCTURE KERGL01#TABLE00 920

WAS SUCCESSFUL.  JOBNAME: MIM12MIM ASID: 0088

CONNECTOR NAME: MIM12MIMGK62 CFNAME: CFCCMIM2

MIM0472I 2049 blocks formatted on KERGL01#TABLE00

MIM0067I Command ALLOCATE 922

MIM0153I ALLOCATION successful

@ALLOC XESFILEID=01 STRNAME=KERGL01#TABLE01
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IXL014I IXLCONN REQUEST FOR STRUCTURE KERGL01#TABLE01 925

WAS SUCCESSFUL.  JOBNAME: MIM12MIM ASID: 0088

CONNECTOR NAME: MIM12MIMGK62 CFNAME: CFCCMIM1

MIM0067I Command ALLOCATE 926

MIM0153I ALLOCATION successful

b. Enter the ALLOCATE commands on all systems.
c. Confirm the successful allocation with the following DISPLAY FILES command on all systems:

@D FILES

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 937

MIM0102I Control File Display:

   File Unit Status  Volser   Data Set

    00       USABLE  CFCCMIM2 KERGL01#TABLE00 

    01       USABLE  CFCCMIM1 KERGL01#TABLE01 

d. Use the MIGRATE command for migrating to the XES list structure.

@MIG CF=00 

MIM0067I Command MIGRATE 767

MIM0227I Migration initiated to control file 00

MIM0088I migration to file 00 IN PROGRESS

MIM0242I system GK62 VCF deactivation    COMPLETE

MIM0080I migration to file 00 COMPLETE

MIM0638I Global Copy Received

The migration is now complete.
3. Verify that MIM is using the proper file by issuing the following DISPLAY FILES command:

@D FILES

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 780

MIM0102I Control File Display:

   File Unit Status  Volser   Data Set

    00       IN-USE  CFCCMIM2 KERGL01#TABLE00

    01       USABLE  CFCCMIM1 KERGL01#TABLE01

MIM0104I Checkpoint File Display:

   File Unit Status  Volser   Data Set

    00  2064 IN-USE  TSO23C   KERGL01.XE62.CKPT00

    01  2064 USABLE  TSO23C   KERGL01.XE62.CKPT01

The list structures are activated and file 00 is being used, which is correct.

Revert to the Original Virtual Control File

You see a problem and want MIM to revert to use the XCF signaling(if COMMUNICATION=XCF) or the CTC
communication (if COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY).

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the MIGRATE command:

@MIGRATE CONTROLLER=GK03

MIM0067I Command MIGRATE 813

MIM0232I VCF migration SCHEDULED   - CONTROLLER=GK03

MIM0377I VCF migration IN PROGRESS - CONTROLLER=GK03

MIM0342I system GK62 VCF activation      COMPLETE - CONTROLLER=GK03
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MIM0241I VCF migration COMPLETE    - CONTROLLER=GK03

MIM0637I Global Copy Sent to GK03     GK13

2. Confirm that GK03 is now the VCFCONTROLLER by using the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command:

@D SYSTEMS

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 825

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL CONTROLLER      zOS  2013.172 11:39:35.68 

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2013.172 11:39:35.61 

    03    62   GK62     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2013.172 11:39:35.69

Activate XCF Communication on a Subset of the Systems

This procedure dynamically activates XCF communication on a subset of the MIMplex when
COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD or CTCONLY. The MIMplex is four systems with system names of GK03, GK13, GK23,
and GK62. GK03, GK13, and GK62 are in one sysplex. GK23 is in a different sysplex.

NOTE
Be sure that your COMPATLEVEL is set to 12.0 or higher.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up your XCF communication on a subset of systems:
– Set MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE to 32768 or larger.
– Review the XCF configuration and options in the SYS1.PARMLIB(COUPLExx) member.
– You do not need to define a special transport class to MIM. However, we recommend at least one CLASSLEN of

32768 or larger to avoid possible performance problems. CLASSLEN is an XCF parameter and is coded in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(COUPLExx) member.

– If some of the LPARS are geographically remote, then IBM recommends that XCF use both CTC and list structures.

NOTE
You do not need to create the Checkpoint files. However, if you are already using them MIM has no issues.

2. Confirm the current paths by entering the DISPLAY PATH command on all four systems.
– On GK03:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 422

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  08:38:10 ON 2013.176

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 N/A  GK03     LOCAL                    0        0     0.000382   3,269

 184A GK62     USABLE  IDLE         3,268    3,268                    0

 180A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B4A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 186A GK23     USABLE  IDLE         3,268    3,268                    0

 182A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B6A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 183A GK13     USABLE  IDLE         3,254    3,254                    0

 154A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0
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In the previous display, MIM automatically created the XCF paths to external systems that are in the same sysplex
as the local system. No actions were required to accomplish this task. Also notice that MIM does not show the path
currently IN-USE. Issue the DISPLAY PATH command on requester systems to determine the current path.

– On GK13:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 673

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  08:38:20 ON 2013.176

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 N/A  GK13     LOCAL                    0        0                    0

 187A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0BFA GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B7A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 185A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 181A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B5A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

>183A GK03     IN-USE  BUSY         3,540    3,540     0.001925   3,540

                       RESERVE

 154A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 XCF  GK03     USABLE                   0        0                    0

Note the XCF paths to GK03 and GK62 in the previous display.
– On GK23:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 327

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  08:38:29 ON 2013.176

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 N/A  GK23     LOCAL                    0        0                    0

 183A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 154A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 185A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 181A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B5A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

>186A GK03     IN-USE  IDLE         3,657    3,657     0.002053   3,657

 182A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B6A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

The previous display shows no XCF paths to GK03, GK13, and GK62 because GK23 is in a different sysplex.
– On GK62:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 136

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  08:38:36 ON 2013.176

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES 

 N/A  GK62     LOCAL                    0        0                    0 

 183A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 154A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 
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 0B3A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 187A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0BFA GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B7A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

>184A GK03     IN-USE  IDLE         3,796    3,796     0.002015   3,796 

 180A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B4A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 XCF  GK03     USABLE                   0        0                    0 

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0

So, all four systems are currently using CTCs to communicate, but systems GK03, GK13, and GK62 can now
communicate through XCF. Use the SET MIM VCFPREFERENCE=CTC/XCF command for specifying whether
MIM uses the CTC or XCF connection. The default is CTC when COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or CTCDASD.

3. Activate your XCF communication
– Issue the SET MIM VCFPREFERENCE=XCF command on GK13 and GK62 to switch from CTC to XCF. The

command is not needed on the current VCFCONTROLLER(GK03) because it detects the switch from the
requesters.

– On GK13:

@SET MIM VCFPREF=XCF

MIM0067I Command SETOPTION 169

MIM0052I SETOPTION MIM processing complete

MIM0292I VCF switched to alternate VCF path XCF

– On GK62:

@SET MIM VCFPREF=XCF

MIM0067I Command SETOPTION 169

MIM0052I SETOPTION MIM processing complete

MIM0292I VCF switched to alternate VCF path XCF

The activation is now complete.
4. Update the commands member with:

IFSYS GK03,GK13,GK62

SET MIM VCFPREFERENCE=XCF

ENDIF

NOTE
GK23 was not included in the command as we want it to continue using CTC which is the default for
COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD or CTCONLY.

5. Verify the current connectivity by entering the DISPLAY PATH command on all requester systems.
– On GK62:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 180

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  08:38:36 ON 2013.176

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 N/A  GK62     LOCAL                    0        0                    0

 183A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 154A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 187A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0
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 0BFA GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B7A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 184A GK03     USABLE  IDLE         4,769    4,769     0.001856   4,769

 180A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B4A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

>XCF  GK03     IN-USE                  95       95     0.000408      95

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0

Notice how the XCF path is now being used between GK62 and GK03.
– On GK13:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 776

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  08:38:20 ON 2013.176

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 N/A  GK13     LOCAL                    0        0                    0

 187A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0BFA GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B7A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 185A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 181A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B5A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 183A GK03     USABLE  IDLE         5,266    5,266     0.001632   5,266

 154A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

>XCF  GK03     IN-USE                 105      105     0.001399     105

Notice how the XCF path is now being used between GK13 and GK03.
– On GK23:

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  08:38:29 ON 2013.176

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 N/A  GK23     LOCAL                    0        0                    0

 183A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 154A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 185A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 181A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B5A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

>186A GK03     IN-USE  IDLE         3,657    3,657     0.002053   3,657

 182A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B6A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

GK23 is still using a CTC connection to GK03 because there are no XCF paths between GK23 and GK03.

Revert to CTC Communication

You decide to revert MIM back to using the CTC communication.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the SET MIM VCFPREFERENCE=CTC command.
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– On GK13:

@SET MIM VCFPREFERENCE=CTC

MIM0067I Command SETOPTION 035

MIM0052I SETOPTION MIM processing complete

MIM0292I VCF switched to alternate VCF path 183A

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 039

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  08:51:19 ON 2013.176

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 N/A  GK13     LOCAL                    0        0                    0

 187A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0BFA GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B7A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 185A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 181A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B5A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

>183A GK03     IN-USE  IDLE            29       29     0.000692      29

 154A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 XCF  GK03     USABLE              46,770   46,770     0.002763  46,770

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0

In the previous display, you can see that GK13 is now using CTC address 183A to GK03.
– On GK62:

@SET MIM VCFPREF=CTC

MIM0067I Command SETOPTION 635

0052I SETOPTION MIM processing complete

MIM0292I VCF switched to alternate VCF path 184A

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 697

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  08:38:36 ON 2013.176

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 N/A  GK62     LOCAL                    0        0                    0

 183A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 154A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 187A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0BFA GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B7A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

>184A GK03     IN-USE  IDLE         4,794    4,794     0.001852   4,794

 180A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B4A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 XCF  GK03     USABLE              60,408   60,408     0.003041  60,408

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0

In the previous display, you can see that GK62 is now using CTC address 184A to GK03.

No commands are required for GK23 because it was already using CTCs. The command is not needed on the current
VCFCONTROLLER(GK03) because it detects the switch from the requesters.
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Add a System to the MIMplex when COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD

This procedure dynamically adds a system to an existing MIMplex when COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD or CTCONLY.

NOTE
Be sure that your COMPATLEVEL is set to 12.0 or higher.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up your new system.
a. Review the current configuration.

In this example, we have a two system MIMplex with systems GK03 and GK13. We are going to add system GK62.
The current INIT member contains the following statements:

DEFSYS (GK03,03,XE03,INIT=FREED),

 (GK13,13,XE13,INIT=FREED)

GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=(GK03,GK13),

            MOSTP=YES,

            NOCONTROLLER=WAIT,

            ANYELIG=YES

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK03 TOSYS=GK13 ADDR=(183A,154A,B3A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK13 TOSYS=GK03 ADDR=(183A,154A,B3A)

b. Confirm the current configuration on GK13 using the following DISPLAY commands:

@D SYS

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 355

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL CONTROLLER      zOS  2013.175 14:40:17.11 

    02    13   GK13     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2013.175 14:40:17.20

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 359

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY: 

LAST RESTART AT  14:39:35 ON 2013.175

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 N/A  GK13     LOCAL                    0        0                    0

>183A GK03     IN-USE  IDLE           305      305     0.001085     305

 154A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

@D GLOBALV

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 372

MIM0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK03, GK13 )

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13
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c. Confirm the current configuration on GK03 using the DISPLAY PATH command:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 237

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  14:39:23 ON 2013.175

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES 

 N/A  GK03     LOCAL                    0        0     0.000024     624 

 183A GK13     USABLE  IDLE           621      621                    0 

 154A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B3A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

2. Activate the new system GK62 using the DEFSYS command on one system only:

@DEFSYS (GK62,62,XE62)

MIM0067I Command DEFSYS 319

MIM0099I DEFSYS command is processing

MIM0408I System Add Successful - GK62

3. Confirm that GK62 has been added successfully:

@D SYS

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 327

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    03   GK03     LOCAL    CONTROLLER      zOS  2013.175 14:44:03.55 

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2013.175 14:44:03.55 

    03    62   GK62     EXTERNAL FREED             <- new system 

4. (Optional) Update the VCFCONTROLLER parameter on the GLOBALVALUE statement. This list shows the systems
from busiest to least busy (in terms of the global ENQ activity).
In this example, GK62 has the least amount of activity, so we want to put this system last in the list:

@GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER(GK03,GK13,GK62) 

MIM0067I Command GLOBALVALUE 360

MIM0386W System GK62 is ineligible to become VCF CONTROLLER

MIM0193I GLOBALVALUE command processing initiated

MIM0363I GLOBALVALUE command changes pending on external systems  

MIM0362I GLOBALVALUE command processing complete

5. Confirm the change:

@D GLOBALV

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 367

MIM0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK03, GK13, *GK62 )

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13

GK62 becomes eligible when it is started.
Test the connectivity of the devices using the PROCCTC utility before you use the CTCPATH command.

6. Issue the CTCPATH command to create the CTCPATH definitions on GK03 and GK13.
– On GK03:

@CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK03 TOSYS=GK62 ADDR=(184A,180A,B4A)

MIM0067I Command CTCPATH 500
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MIM0703I Path added for device 184A

MIM0703I Path added for device 180A

MIM0703I Path added for device 0B4A

Confirm the new paths:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 520

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  14:39:23 ON 2013.175

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 0B4A GK62     USABLE  BUSY             0        0                    0

                       WRITHDS                                         

 180A GK62     USABLE  BUSY             0        0                    0

                       WRITHDS                                         

 184A GK62     USABLE  BUSY             0        0                    0

                       WRITHDS                                         

 N/A  GK03     LOCAL                    0        0     0.000055   4,980

 183A GK13     USABLE  IDLE         4,969    4,969                    0

 154A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

– On GK13:

@CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK13 TOSYS=GK62 ADDR=(187A,BFA,B7A)

MIM0067I Command CTCPATH 685

MIM0703I Path added for device 187A

MIM0703I Path added for device 0BFA

MIM0703I Path added for device 0B7A

Confirm the new paths:

@D PATH

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 695

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  14:39:35 ON 2013.175

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES 

 0B7A GK62     USABLE  BUSY             0        0                    0 

                       WRITHDS                                          

 0BFA GK62     USABLE  BUSY             0        0                    0 

                       WRITHDS                                          

 187A GK62     USABLE  BUSY             0        0                    0 

                       WRITHDS                                          

 N/A  GK13     LOCAL                    0        0                    0 

>183A GK03     IN-USE  IDLE         4,859    4,859     0.001026   4,859 

 154A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B3A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

7. Update the INIT member with the new GLOBALVALUE and CTCPATHs from and to GK62. Also add GK62 to the last
position in the DEFSYS statement:

DEFSYS (GK03,03,XE03,INIT=FREED),

       (GK13,13,XE13,INIT=FREED),

       (GK62,62,XE62,INIT=FREED)
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GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=(GK03,GK13,GK62), 

            MOSTP=YES,

            NOCONTROLLER=WAIT,

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK03 TOSYS=GK13 ADDR=(183A,154A,B3A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK03 TOSYS=GK62 ADDR=(184A,180A,B4A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK13 TOSYS=GK03 ADDR=(183A,154A,B3A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK13 TOSYS=GK62 ADDR=(187A,BFA,B7A) <-new   

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK62 TOSYS=GK03 ADDR=(184A,180A,B4A)

CTCPATH FROMSYS=GK62 TOSYS=GK13 ADDR=(187A,BFA,B7A) <-new   

NOTE
If COMM=CTCDASD, ensure that the control files or list structures are allocated or cataloged on the new
system.

8. Start MIM on GK62:

S MIM,FORMAT=CHKPT

The new system joins the existing MIMplex.

NOTE
COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD does not require a checkpoint file. However, if you have one allocated due to
using ECMF REQUEUE, then format it.

9. Verify that the new system joined the MIMplex by entering some verification commands on the new system/GK62:

@D SYS

MIM0023I system GK62 in file VCF synchronization COMPLETE

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 676

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL CONTROLLER      zOS  2013.175 14:53:19.61

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2013.175 14:53:19.66

    03    62   GK62     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2013.175 14:53:19.67 

GK62 is now ACTIVE.

@D GLOBALVALUE 

MIM0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK03, GK13, GK62 )

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13, GK62  
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GK62 is now an eligible controller.

@D PATH

MIM0176 MIM PATH DISPLAY:

LAST RESTART AT  14:52:58 ON 2013.175

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 N/A  GK62     LOCAL                    0        0                    0

 187A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0BFA GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B7A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

>184A GK03     IN-USE  IDLE             3        3     0.001479       3

 180A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B4A GK03     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

All 6 CTC addresses have been allocated and 184A is the path currently IN-USE to the VCFCONTROLLER(GK03).

Revert to the Original MIMplex

When the new system does not join the MIMplex:

1. Shut down MIM on that system.
2. Enter the FREE command from one of the active systems.

Once the system has been added with the DEFSYS command, there is no way to remove it. You may need to restore the
INIT member to the original state, and perform a global shutdown and control file/checkpoint file format.

Add a System when COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY

You want a system dynamically added to the established MIMplex using COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY. The MIM name
and alias are honored as coded on the DEFSYS statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that no systems have been REMOVED from the MIMPLEX by reviewing the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command
output:

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2012.013 12:25:45.38

    02    13   GK13     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2012.013 12:25:45.91

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED

Verify that there are no gaps between the index numbers. If there are no gaps, then it is safe to proceed with the next
step. Also, compare the DEFSYS statement in the init member to the display. If they match, then its safe to proceed
with the next step. Otherwise, update the DEFSYS statement, shut down globally, then restart globally with a control
file format.

2. Next, enter the DEFSYS command with the new system. For example:

F MIM,DEFSYS (GK62,62,XE62)

3. Enter DISPLAY SYSTEMS and verify it has been added successfully:
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MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2012.013 12:26:26.39

    02    13   GK13     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2012.013 12:26:26.88

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED

    04    62   GK62     EXTERNAL FREED   

4. Update the DEFSYS statement in the MIMINIT member. Be sure to place the new system at the end of the DEFSYS
statement.

DEFSYS (GK03,03,XE03,INIT=FREED),

       (GK13,13,XE13,INIT=FREED),

       (GK23,23,XE23,INIT=FREED),

       (GK62,62,XE62,INIT=FREED)      /* new system

5. Start MIM on the new LPAR (GK62 in this example) with FORMAT=CHKPT or FORMAT=NONE if no checkpoints
exist.
The new system joins the established MIMplex and honors the MIM name and alias as coded on the DEFSYS
statement.

6. Confirm the new system joined with the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command:

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2012.013 12:26:26.39

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2012.013 12:26:26.88

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED

    04    62   GK62     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2012.013 12:26:27.36

The new system/GK62 has been added to the MIMplex.

Add a System when COMMUNICATION=XCF

You want a system dynamically added to the established MIMplex using COMMUNICATION=XCF. The MIM name and
alias are honored as coded on the DEFSYS statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the DISPLAY INIT command to ensure that the MIMPLEX is running with COMMUNICATION=XCF and
COMPATLEVEL= 11.9 or greater.

2. Issue the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command to verify that you have an active MIMPLEX. The new system cannot be the
first active system in the MIMPLEX.

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

  INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

   01    03   MIMMC003   LOCAL  CONTROLLER       zOS  2012.026 10:52:21.82

   02    13   MIMMC013   EXTERNAL FREED

3. Issue the DEFSYS command with your preferred parameters.

@DEFSYS (MIMMC062,62,XE62)

Verify that the following message appears:

MIM0408I  -  System Add Successful  -  MIMMC062

4. Issue the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command to ensure that the new system was added correctly.
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INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

  01    03   MIMMC003 LOCAL    CONTROLLER      zOS  2012.026 10:57:06.16

  02    13   MIMMC013 EXTERNAL FREED

  03    62   MIMMC062 EXTERNAL FREED

For a new system to become a VCFCONTROLLER system, update the GLOBALVALUE parameter.
5. Issue a DISPLAY GLOBALVALUE command. Note the list of eligible controller systems.

MIM0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:

ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT 

VCFCONTROLLER=( MIMMC003, MIMMC013 )

ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: MIMMC003, MIMMC013

6. Issue the following command on one system only:

@GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER={LIST} 

NOTE
Copy the VCFCONTROLLER list from the prior command and add the desired system.

@GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=( MIMMC003, MIMMC013 , MIMMC062)

7. Verify Output:

MIM0363I GLOBALVALUE command changes pending on external systems

GLOBALVALUE command processing complete 

8. Issue a DISPLAY GLOBALVALUE command again to verify that the desired system was added to the
VCFCONTROLLER list.

MIM0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:

ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT

VCFCONTROLLER=( MIMMC003, MIMMC013, MIMMC062)

ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: MIMMC003, MIMMC013, MIMMC062

9. Update the GLOBALVALUE statement in the MIMINIT member to match the exact text of the operator command.

GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=(MIMMC003,MIMMC013, MIMMC062),

            ANYELIGIBLE=YES,

            NOCONTROLLER=WAIT,

            MOSTPREFERRED=YES

10. Update the DEFSYS statement in the MIMINIT member. Be sure to code the new system last on the system list.

DEFSYS (MIMMC003,03,XE03,INITIAL=FREED),

       (MIMMC013,13,XE13,INITIAL=FREED),

       (MIMMC062,62,XE62)

11. Allocate checkpoint files for the new system. Defined them using the CHKPTDSN statement in the MIMINIT member.

MIMINIT CHKPTDSN=CHIMA14.MIMMC0&SYSCLONE..MIMCKP

12. Start the new system with FORMAT=CHKPT.
13. Confirm that the new system has been added by entering a DISPLAY SYSTEMS command.

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

  INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

   01    03   MIMMC003 EXTERNAL CONTROLLER      zOS  2012.026 11:05:55.14 
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   02    13   MIMMC013 EXTERNAL FREED

   03    62   MIMMC062 LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2012.026 11:05:55.2

The new system has been added.

Running Components in Separate Address Spaces
This procedure can be followed if you currently run MIA (GTAF/TPCF) and MII (GDIF/ECMF) in the same address space
and wish to separate them.

1. Create a new JCL PROC and MIMPARMS members for MIA. MII will use it’s own init, commands, synch, qname, and
exempt members. MIA will have its own init, commands, sync, and units member. Each JCL proc will point to it’s own
unique MEMBER= . The MIMPARMS DD can be shared among the MII/MIA address spaces, but each started task will
use their own unique members within this PDS.

2. The init member for MII will have GDIF=ON,ECMF=ON,(and optionally EDIF=ON). The init member for MIA will have
GTAF=ON,TPCF=ON.

3. Remove all GTAF/TPCF statements and commands from the MII parmlib members. Remove all GDIF/ECMF/EDIF
statements and commands from the MIA parmlib members.

4. Choose a unique CMDPREFIX for each. Make sure any MIM commands in the synch members are using the proper
CMDPREFIX.

5. Optionally select a unique MSGPREFIX= for each address space. Consider any automation rules that may be looking
for MIM messages.

6. Choose MIMINIT COMMUNICATION= for MIA. Typically a DASD control file will perform well for MIA as it doesnt
have the high performance requirements of MII. Checkpoint files are not required when using DASDONLY, but are
required for COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY/XCF. Allocate new control files and checkpoint files for MIA, if required by
the communication method. Sample JCL is provided in the CNTL library.

7. Since a control file format needs to be done for both MIA and MII, now is a good time to make any other changes that
require a global shutdown. For example, you can change the DEFSYS statement to add or remove systems.

8. Run the Syntax Scan utility for both MIA and MII parms.
9. Update z/OS commands member to start the new MIA address space called “MIA”. Or have Automation start it. MIA

does not need to be started as early as MII during the IPL.
10. Choose a time when workload is light on your systems.
11. Move all critical work to the local system.
12. STOP/SYSTEM RESET all external systems.
13. On the local system, quiesce tape work as much as possible to avoid allocation recovery issues during the brief time

that MIM is down.
14.F MIM,SHUTDOWN
15. Make sure the JCL PROCs and MII MIMPARMS and MIA MIMPARMS are ready to go.
16.S MII,FORMAT=BOTH
17.S MIA,FORMAT=BOTH
18. You may need to enter the FREE command for external systems that are not active.
19. Issue some display commands and monitor the health of the 2 address spaces. If you wish to enter a MIM command

to both address spaces, you can use “F MIM,xxxx” which will send the command to both address spaces:
F MIM,DISPLAY ALL

F MIM,DISPLAY COUNTS

20. IPL the external systems with the new MII and MIA parms. These 3 systems should join right in.

How to Offload MIM Work to zIIP Engines
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Prerequisites
You must have the following items in place before you activate the MIM zIIP Enablement feature.

• MIM calls zIIP services that the Common Components and Services CAIRIM component provides. Install one of these
releases and PTFs that deliver zIIP services through the CCS CAIRIM component:
– CCS r14.0 + PTF RO32488 + All published CCS zIIP Service PTFs
– CCS r14.1 + All published CCS zIIP Service PTFs

• MIM Release 12.0 or later installed.
• At least one System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) engine online and operational.

Before You Begin

Review the following considerations:

• Do you have zIIP engine capacity available on one or more systems in your MIMplex?
• Do you want to reduce MIM operational costs by offloading MIM address space work to the zIIP engines from the

general processor engines?
• Review the following commands in  Statement and Commands Reference :

– DISPLAY CPUTIME
– DISPLAY FACILITIES
– DISPLAY OPTIONS
– DISPLAY SYSTEMS
– SETOPTION MIM ZIIP

• Review the z/OS DISPLAY M=CPU command in the IBM z/OS MVS System Commands Guide.
• Review the IEE174I message in the IBM z/OS MVS System Messages Guide.
• Review information about stopping and restarting MIM address spaces, in MIM Programming.

About zIIP Technology
IBM offers a special purpose mainframe engine that is known as the System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP).
The purpose of this processor is to offload specialized workloads to help reduce mainframe operating costs.

The type of work capable or allowed to execute on zIIP engines is limited to SRB-mode work executing within an Enclave.
The software instructions that can run while in SRB-mode have special requirements. These requirements limit the type
of software instructions that are eligible to run on zIIP engines. Because of these limitations, not all workloads can be
offloaded to zIIP engines. However, we are happy to report that some percentage of MIM address space work is now
eligible to be offloaded to zIIP engines.

zIIP engines provide cost savings. The IBM monthly license fees to its mainframe customers are based on consumed CP
engine service units, not zIIP engine service units consumed. Therefore, software products like MIM that can have their
work offloaded to zIIP engines can help mainframe customers:

• Reduce their Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
• Defer costly upgrades to the higher capacity CPU hardware

 

How You Offload MIM Work to zIIP Engines
The following illustration shows the steps to offload MIM work to zIIP engines:
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Figure 8: MIM_zIIP_flow

Perform the following steps to offload work to a zIIP engine.

1. Verify CCS CAIRIM Component Release and Service Levels
2. Verify MIMplex Systems have Online zIIP Engines
3. Verify MIM is Active 
4. Assess MIM Workload to be Offloaded to zIIP Engines 
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5. Activate the zIIP Enablement Feature 
6. Verify zIIP Enablement Feature is Active 
7. Assess MIM Workload being Offloaded to zIIP Engines 
8. Results of zIIP Enablement Feature Offload 

Verify CCS CAIRIM Component Release and Service Levels
Verify that the Common Components and Services CAIRIM component is installed at the proper release and service level.
For more information, see Prerequisites. Complete these verification steps on all systems in the MIMplex.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CAS9 JOBLOG, the CAS9075I message from the CAIRIM component shows the release level at which the
CAIRM component is running.

The CAS9075I message for the CCS 14.0 release:

CAS9075I - SERVICE(CA-RIM/BASE) VERS(1400) GENLVL(E000AS900)

The CAS9075I message for the CCS 14.1 release:

CAS9075I - SERVICE(CA-RIM/BASE) VERS(1400) GENLVL(E100AS900)

2. To determine whether the required CAIRIM prerequisite zIIP Enablement service PTFs are applied, contact your CCS
administrator. The required CCS zIIP Enablement Service PTF numbers are shown in Prerequisites. To ensure the CCS
zIIP Enablement Service operates with the highest degree of availability, we also recommend applying all published PTFs
associated with the service.

 

 

Verify MIMplex Systems Have Online zIIP Engines
Verify that zIIP engines are online and operational.

Follow these steps:

 1. To determine the names of the systems in the MIMplex, issue the following command on one system:

F MIM,DISPLAY SYSTEMS

This command identifies the name of each system in the MIMplex system.

2. Review this example.

Example Display Analysis:

SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC are the names of the systems in this MIMplex.

Example Display Command:

F MIM,DISPLAY SYSTEMS

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

&MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    AA   SYSA     LOCAL    CONTROLLER      ZOS  2013.165 07:58:05.16

    02    BB   SYSB     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      ZOS  2013.165 07:58:05.16

    03    CC   SYSC     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      ZOS  2013.165 07:58:05.10
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3. To verify the availability of online zIIP engines, issue the following command on each system in the MIMplex:

DISPLAY M=CPU

This z/OS command identifies the status of general and specialty processors.

4. Review this example.

Example Display Command Analysis:

■      SYSA has two general processor engines online and one specialty zIIP engine online.

■      SYSB has four general processor engines online and two specialty zIIP engines online.

■      SYSC has six general processor engines online and four specialty zIIP engines online.

IEE174I Message CPU Field Symbol Definitions:

+

Identifies ONLINE general processor engine.

+I

Identifies ONLINE zIIP engine.

-

Identifies OFFLINE general processor engine.

-I

Identifies OFFLINE zIIP engine.

Example Display Commands:

SYSA:

D M=CPU

IEE174I 08.03.50 DISPLAY M

PROCESSOR STATUS

ID  CPU                  SERIAL

00  +                     0AF689999

01  +                     0AF689999

02  +I                    0AF689999

03  -

04  -

05  -I

SYSB:

D M=CPU

IEE174I 08.08.32 DISPLAY M

PROCESSOR STATUS

ID  CPU                  SERIAL

00  +                     01F689999

01  +                     01F689999

02  +                     01F689999

03  +                     01F689999

04  +I                    01F689999
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05  +I                    01F689999

06  -

07  -

08  -I

09  -I

SYSC:

D M=CPU

IEE174I 08.15.52 DISPLAY M

PROCESSOR STATUS

ID  CPU                  SERIAL

00  +                     0CF689999

01  +                     0CF689999

02  +                     0CF689999

03  +                     0CF689999

04  +                     0CF689999

05  +                     0CF689999

06  +I                    0CF689999

07  +I                    0CF689999

08  +I                    0CF699999

09  +I                    0CF699999

0A  -

0B  -

 

 

Verify MIM is Active
You want to verify and display the following information:

■      Verify that MIM is running on each MIMplex system.

■      Display the release and facilities that are running in the MIM address space.

Follow these steps:

1.To verify the release level and facilities of your MIM address spaces, issue the following command on each system in
the MIMplex:

F MIM,DISPLAY FACILITIES

2. Review the following command example.

Example Display Command Analysis:

• SYSA shows MIM Release 12.0 running in the CAMIMGR address space with the GDIF and ECMF facilities activated.
• SYSB shows MIM Release 12.0 running in the CAMIMGR address space with the GDIF and ECMF facilities activated.
• SYSC shows MIM Release 12.0 running in the CAMIMGR address space with the GDIF and ECMF facilities activated.

Example Display Commands:

SYSA:
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F MIM,DISPLAY FACILITIES

MIM0090I CAMIMGR FACILITIES (R12.0 0000)

  MIM  - MULTI-IMAGE MANAGER

  GDIF - GLOBAL DATA INTEGRITY FACILITY

  ECMF - ENQ CONFLICT MANAGEMENT FACILITY

SYSB:

F MIM,DISPLAY FACILITIES

MIM0090I CAMIMGR FACILITIES (R12.0 0000)

  MIM  - MULTI-IMAGE MANAGER

  GDIF - GLOBAL DATA INTEGRITY FACILITY

  ECMF - ENQ CONFLICT MANAGEMENT FACILITY

 SYSC:

F MIM,DISPLAY FACILITIES

MIM0090I CAMIMGR FACILITIES (R12.0 0000)

  MIM  - MULTI-IMAGE MANAGER

  GDIF - GLOBAL DATA INTEGRITY FACILITY

  ECMF - ENQ CONFLICT MANAGEMENT FACILITY

 

 

Assess MIM Workload to be Offloaded to zIIP Engines
You want to obtain information about the MIM address space workload that could potentially be offloaded from general
processor engines to zIIP specialty engines.

Follow these steps:

1.To view the potential MIM address space workload that could be offloaded to zIIP engines, issue the following command
on each system in the MIMplex:

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL

The CPUTIME=DETAIL form of the command shows MIM address space TCBs and SRB work that can potentially be
offloaded to zIIP engines. Other forms of the display provide more and less detail about the MIM address space CPU
consumption. For example:

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=SUMMARY

2. Review the following DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL command example.

    Example Display Command Analysis:

In this example, the zIIP Enablement feature has not yet been activated. This means that the MIM address spaces are
running with the following settings:

• SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=NO defined in the MIMCMNDS parmlib member

This display data represents MIM running with none of its TCB mode work being converted to SRB mode work. Therefore,
no work is running on zIIP engines.
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MIM0660I Message Fields

• WORKUNIT – Identifies the TCB names of tasks running in the MIM address space or general system SRB activity
that is associated with the MIM address space.

• TOTALCPU - Identifies, by TCB, total consumed CP and zIIP engine time.
• TASKCP – Identifies, by TCB, the general CP engine time consumed.
• ZIIPONCP – Identifies, by TCB, the consumed ZIIP-eligible work time that ran on a general CP engine because zIIP

engines were busy.
• ZIIP – Identifies, by TCB, the zIIP engine time consumed.
• PCT – Identifies, by TCB, the percentages of ZIIPONCP and ZIIP time consumed relative to the TOTALCPU time

consumed.
• Total/Summary – Identifies the totals for all fields in the display. The values in the Total/Summary line always represent

activity for the entire MIM address regardless of which form of the command is used.
• Normalized - The values on this line always represent activity for the entire MIM address space regardless of which

form of the command is used. A model-dependent scaling factor adjusts the zIIP value from the Total / Summary
line. This method reflects the amount of CPU time that would have been used if that work had executed on general
CP engines. The zIIP column is the actual amount of general CP engine time that is saved by using the MIM zIIP
enablement feature. 

       DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL

       DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL

       DISPLAY CPUTIME=SUMMARY

MIM0660I Message Time Values

• ss.ssssss = seconds.subseconds, up to 59.999999.
• hhh:mm:ss = hours:minutes:seconds, up to 999:59:59.
• hhhhhh:mm = hours:minutes, up to 999999:99.

Example MIM0660I Message Analysis

The DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL command shows only TCBs which have the potential to offload work to zIIP engines
after the zIIP Enablement feature is activated. The time values shown in the TASKCP field represent the CP time that
could be offloaded to zIIP engines once the feature is activated.

The ZIIPONCP, PCT, ZIIP, and PCT fields all contain zeros in the following example display command because the zIIP
Enablement feature has not been activated. When you activate the feature, these fields begin to show true time amounts
and percentages.

The Total/Summary line identifies the totals for all fields in the display.

NOTE

: The values in the Total/Summary and the Normalized lines always represent activity for the entire MIM
address. Not simply the totals for the TCBs which have the potential to offload work to zIIP engines. The
DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL form of the display shows activity for all MIM address space TCBs.

Example Display Command:

SYSA:

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL

MIM0660I CPU TIME:

LAST RESTART AT 20:32:16 ON 2013.16

   WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU    TASKCP    ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----
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   MIMDRDRV   00:24:15   00:24:15   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMZPXMP   0.000013   0.000013   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRTRC   0.000442   0.000442   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRVFD   00:23:46   00:23:46   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRLOG   0.097600   0.097600   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   SRB        1.521509

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   Total      00:50:03   00:50:03   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

Normalized    00:50:03   00:50:03   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

SYSB:

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL

MIM0660I CPU TIME:

LAST RESTART AT 20:32:16 ON 2013.165

   WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU    TASKCP    ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   MIMDRDRV   00:16:13   00:16:13   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMZPXMP   0.000011   0.000011   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRTRC   0.000641   0.000641   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRVFD   00:13:46   00:13:46   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRLOG   0.097600   0.097600   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   SRB        1.512457

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   Total      00:32:01   00:32:01   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

Normalized    00:32:01   00:32:01   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

SYSC:

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL

MIM0660I CPU TIME:

LAST RESTART AT 20:32:16 ON 2013.165

   WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU    TASKCP    ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   MIMDRDRV   00:04:15   00:04:15   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMZPXMP   0.000017   0.000017   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRTRC   0.000459   0.000459   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRVFD   00:04:45   00:04:45   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRLOG   0.097600   0.097600   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   SRB        1.491234                                            

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   Total      00:11:02   00:11:02   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

Normalized    00:11:02   00:11:02   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

 

 

Activate the zIIP Enablement Feature
Define SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=YES and start the MIM address spaces.
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Running MIM with SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=NO causes all MIM TCB mode work to remain unchanged. That is, no eligible
TCB mode work is converted to SRB mode work to allow that work to run on zIIP engines. The zIIP Enablement feature is
disabled when running with SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=NO defined, which is the default operating mode.

This procedure defines the SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=YES command in the MIMCMNDS parmlib member and starts the
MIM address spaces with this value in place.

In the example presented in this section, we illustrate how to predefine the SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=YES command in the
MIMCMNDS parmlib member and restart your MIM address spaces.

General zIIP Enablement Feature Operational Considerations

• The zIIP Enablement feature can be activated one system at a time.
• A global MIMplex shutdown and restart of MIM is not required to activate the feature.
• A control file format restart is not required to activate the feature.
• A REUSE=NO restart is not required to activate the feature.
• If some systems in the MIMplex have zIIP engines, and others do not, the feature can be activated on the systems

that do have zIIP engines, and the feature can be left deactivated on the systems that do not have zIIP engines. In this
case, consider using IFSYS/ENDIF commands to nest SETOPTION ZIIP=YES and SETOPTION ZIIP=NO commands
as appropriate.

• During SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=YES command processing, when no zIIP engines are online, MIM automatically
disables the feature and MIM continues running as though SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=NO had been specified. A
MIM0658W message is  issued in this case.

• If a SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=YES command was specified for a given active instance of MIM and all available zIIP
engines go offline at a  later point in time, the MIM address space continues converting some of its TCB type work to
SRB type work, but that work is dispatched by the system to CP engines rather than to zIIP engines. A MIM0658W
message is issued in this case.

• If you cannot stop and restart MIM and want to activate the feature dynamically, you can do so by issuing an F MIM,
SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=YES command to each MIM address space from any authorized command source. Remember
to then update the MIMCMNDS parmlib member to retain zIIP feature activation between MIM restarts.

Follow these steps:

1. To activate the zIIP Enablement feature:
a. Open the MIMCMNDS parmlib member.
b. Define a SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=YES command option.

2. Restart your MIM address space. During SETOPTION MIM ZIIP=YES command processing, the MIM address space
checks whether any zIIP engines are online to the system where MIM is starting. When one or more zIIP engines are
online, the MIM address space begins offloading work to the zIIP engines. 

Verify zIIP Enablement Feature is Active
Verify that the zIIP Enablement feature is active on all designated MIMplex systems.

Follow these steps:

1.To verify the zIIP Enablement feature is active, issue the following command on each MIMplex system:

F MIM,DISPLAY MIM OPTIONS

This command shows MIM operating values that are established using SETOPTION commands.

2. Review this example.

Example Display Command Analysis:
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• SYSA shows ZIIP=YES which means the zIIP Enablement feature is active.
• SYSB shows ZIIP=YES which means the zIIP Enablement feature is active.
• SYSC shows ZIIP=YES which means the zIIP Enablement feature is active.

Example Display Commands:

SYSA:

F MIM,DISPLAY MIM OPTIONS

MIM0038I MIM OPTION DISPLAY:

  AUTHCHECK=23 HOURS    CELLTRACE=NO          CFSIZEWARN=75

  CMDPREFIX=& X'50'     CMDRESPMAX=2048       CMDTIMEOUT=10

  CTCVERIFY=2   MINS    CYCLES=1              DOWNSYS=AUTOFREE

  HIBERNATE=3  MINS     INTERVAL=1.000        LOCALSTOP=NOABEND

  LOCKOUT=15.00         MARGIN=30.00          MIHINTERVAL=60

  MODE=DEMAND           SHUTDOWN=GLOBAL

  STATCOLLECT=(SUBTYPE=(CF) NOSUBTYPE=(VF FC CP LS))

  STATCYCLE=60.00       STATINTERVAL=15

  TRACE=(OFF,JOBNAME=*,MAXQUEUED=1024)

  VCFDEBUG=OFF          VCFFORCE=5   MINS     VCFMAXDELAY=30.00

  VCFMINDORM=.000 MS    VCFRECOVERY=180

  SETTRACE=NONE

  SETPRINT=NONE

  ZIIP=YES

 SYSB:

F MIM,DISPLAY MIM OPTIONS

MIM0038I MIM OPTION DISPLAY:

  AUTHCHECK=23 HOURS    CELLTRACE=NO          CFSIZEWARN=75

  CMDPREFIX=& X'50'     CMDRESPMAX=2048       CMDTIMEOUT=10

  CTCVERIFY=2   MINS    CYCLES=1              DOWNSYS=AUTOFREE

  HIBERNATE=3  MINS     INTERVAL=1.000        LOCALSTOP=NOABEND

  LOCKOUT=15.00         MARGIN=30.00          MIHINTERVAL=60

  MODE=DEMAND           SHUTDOWN=GLOBAL

  STATCOLLECT=(SUBTYPE=(CF) NOSUBTYPE=(VF FC CP LS))

  STATCYCLE=60.00       STATINTERVAL=15

  TRACE=(OFF,JOBNAME=*,MAXQUEUED=1024)

  VCFDEBUG=OFF          VCFFORCE=5   MINS     VCFMAXDELAY=30.00

  VCFMINDORM=.000 MS    VCFRECOVERY=180

  SETTRACE=NONE

  SETPRINT=NONE

  ZIIP=YES

 SYSC:

F MIM,DISPLAY MIM OPTIONS

MIM0038I MIM OPTION DISPLAY:

  AUTHCHECK=23 HOURS    CELLTRACE=NO          CFSIZEWARN=75

  CMDPREFIX=& X'50'     CMDRESPMAX=2048       CMDTIMEOUT=10

  CTCVERIFY=2   MINS    CYCLES=1              DOWNSYS=AUTOFREE

  HIBERNATE=3  MINS     INTERVAL=1.000        LOCALSTOP=NOABEND

  LOCKOUT=15.00         MARGIN=30.00          MIHINTERVAL=60
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  MODE=DEMAND           SHUTDOWN=GLOBAL

  STATCOLLECT=(SUBTYPE=(CF) NOSUBTYPE=(VF FC CP LS))

  STATCYCLE=60.00       STATINTERVAL=15

  TRACE=(OFF,JOBNAME=*,MAXQUEUED=1024)

  VCFDEBUG=OFF          VCFFORCE=5   MINS     VCFMAXDELAY=30.00

  VCFMINDORM=.000 MS    VCFRECOVERY=180

  SETTRACE=NONE

  SETPRINT=NONE

  ZIIP=YES

 

 

 

Assess MIM Workload being Offloaded to zIIP Engines
Display the amount of MIM address space workload that is being offloaded from general processor engines to zIIP
processor engines.

Follow these steps:

1.To view the actual MIM address space workload being offloaded to zIIP engines, issue the following command on each
system in the MIMplex:

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL

After the zIIP Enablement feature is activated, this command can identify MIM address space workloads that are being
offloaded to zIIP engines.

2. Review the following DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL command example.

Example Display Command Analysis:

In this example, the zIIP Enablement feature is activated on each system. The display commands represent MIM running
with certain MIM TCB mode work being converted to SRB mode work. This conversion allows that work to become eligible
to run on zIIP engines.

MIM0660I Message Fields

• WORKUNIT – Identifies TCB names of a tasks running in the MIM address space or general system SRB activity
associated with the MIM address space.

• TOTALCPU - Identifies, by TCB, total CP and zIIP engine time consumed.
• TASKCP – Identifies, by TCB, the general CP engine time consumed.
• ZIIPONCP – Identifies, by TCB, the ZIIP-eligible work time consumed that ran on a general CP engine because zIIP

engines were busy.
• ZIIP – Identifies, by TCB, the zIIP engine time consumed.
• PCT – Identifies, by TCB, the percentages of ZIIPONCP and ZIIP time consumed relative to the TOTALCPU time

consumed.
• Total/Summary – Identifies the totals for all fields in the display. Note that the values in the Total/Summary line

always represent activity for the entire MIM address regardless of which form of the command is used, DISPLAY
CPUTIME=ALL, DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL, or DISPLAY CPUTIME=SUMMARY.

• Normalized - The values on this line always represent activity for the entire MIM address space regardless of which
form of the command is used. A model-dependent scaling factor adjusts the zIIP value from the Total / Summary
line. This method reflects the amount of CPU time that would have been used if that work had executed on general
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CP engines. The zIIP column is the actual amount of general CP engine time that is saved by using the MIM zIIP
enablement feature.

MIM0660I Message Time Values

• ss.ssssss = seconds.subseconds, up to 59.999999
• hhh:mm:ss = hours:minutes:seconds, up to 999:59:59
• hhhhhh:mm = hours:minutes, up to 999999:99

Example MIM0660I Message Analysis

The DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL command shows:

• TCBs that have the potential to offload work to zIIP engines after the zIIP Enablement feature is activated
• TCBs whose work is not eligible for the zIIP offload

Combined, the display totals show accurate CP and zIIP engine usage for the entire MIM address space.

The ZIIPONCP, PCT, ZIIP and PCT fields all contain significant digits which indicate the zIIP Enablement feature has been
activated. These fields show true time amounts and percentages of zIIP-eligible work that is run on zIIP engines (ZIIP) or
zIIP-eligible work that was run on CP engines due to the lack of zIIP processor availability (ZIIPONCP).

The TOTAL line identifies the totals for all fields in the display. The values in the TOTAL line always represent activity for
the entire MIM address not merely the totals for the TCBs that have the potential to offload work to zIIP engines. Again,
the DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL form of the display shows activity for all MIM address space TCBs.

The zIIP Enablement feature is activated, and the following percentages of work is being run on zIIP engines.

• For SYSA, TOTALCPU time is 02:27:09, and ZIIP time is 02:25:05, which means 98.5% of MIM address space work
has been offloaded to zIIP engines. ZIIPONCP time is 51.588534 which means an additional 0.5% of work from the
MIM address space was zIIP-eligible but was run on CP engines due to the lack of zIIP processor availability.

• For SYSB, TOTALCPU time is 02:06:19, and ZIIP time is 01:58:35, which means 98.5% of MIM address space work
has been offloaded to zIIP engines. ZIIPONCP time is 00:03:19 which means an additional 2.6% of work from the MIM
address space was zIIP-eligible but was run on CP engines due to the lack of zIIP processor availability.

• For SYSC, TOTALCPU time is 00:58:51, and ZIIP time is 00:56:24, which means 95.8% of MIM address space work
has been offloaded to zIIP engines. ZIIPONCP time is 00:01:20 which means an additional 2.2% of work from the MIM
address space was zIIP-eligible but was run on CP engines due to the lack of zIIP processor availability.

Example Display Commands:

SYSA:

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL

MIM0660I CPU TIME: 

LAST RESTART AT 21:56:09 ON 2013.167

   WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU    TASKCP    ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT 

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ----- 

   MIMEQBLK   0.000008   0.000008   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMEQBLK   0.000010   0.000010   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMEQBLK   0.000010   0.000010   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMEQBLK   0.000005   0.000005   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRDRV   00:58:27  24.560154  50.261896  1.4   00:57:12  97.8  

   MIMDRHLP   0.000010   0.000010   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMCMCNF   9.283093   9.283093   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMCMREQ   4.556026   4.556026   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMEQBST   0.000007   0.000007   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMEQBLK   0.000005   0.000005   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMEQBLK   0.000003   0.000003   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 
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   MIMEQBLK   0.000002   0.000002   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMEQBLK   0.000006   0.000006   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRSTM   1.388640   1.388640   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRACT   0.000007   0.000007   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRMON   1.196736   1.196736   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMZPXMP   00:20:24   0.000169   0.323856  0.0   00:20:23  99.9 

   MIMDRTRC   0.000362   0.000361   0.000000  0.0   0.000001   0.2

   MIMCTPOL   0.267117   0.267117   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRVFD   01:07:29   0.003030   0.988006  0.0   01:07:28  99.9

   MIMDRCKP   0.010246   0.010246   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0  

   MIMDRCFM   0.018199   0.018199   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRCMD  25.094704  25.094704   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRWTO   2.641808   2.641808   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRLOG   0.205032   0.064629   0.014776  7.2   0.125627  61.2

   SRB        3.380433                                            

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   Total      02:27:09   00:01:09  51.588534  0.5   02:25:05  98.5

Normalized    03:51:01   00:01:09  51.588534  0.4   03:48:57  99.1

SYSB:

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL

MIM0660I CPU TIME:                                              

LAST RESTART AT 22:20:57 ON 2013.167                             

   WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU    TASKCP    ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   MIMEQBLK   0.000006   0.000006   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000007   0.000007   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000004   0.000004   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000006   0.000006   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000009   0.000009   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRDRV   01:22:07   00:02:04   00:02:46  3.3   01:17:16  94.0

   MIMDRHLP   0.000012   0.000012   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMCMCNF  43.196099  43.196099   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMCMREQ   1.947101   1.947101   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBST   0.000008   0.000008   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000004   0.000004   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000002   0.000002   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000009   0.000009   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000009   0.000009   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRSTM   1.586429   1.586429   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRACT   0.000007   0.000007   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRMON   4.593825   4.593825   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMZPXMP   00:09:59   0.000230   9.249849  1.5   00:09:49  98.4

   MIMDRTRC   0.001290   0.001289   0.000000  0.0   0.000001   0.0

   MIMCTPOL   0.205120   0.205120   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRVFD   00:31:52   0.000438  23.551103  1.2   00:31:29  98.7

   MIMDRCKP   0.083769   0.083769   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRCFM   0.018440   0.018440   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRCMD   00:01:09   00:01:09   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRWTO  12.633616  12.633616   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRLOG   0.273430   0.064914   0.021718  7.9   0.186798  68.3

   SRB        6.653445                                           
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   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   Total      02:06:19   00:04:18   00:03:19  2.6   01:58:35  93.8

Normalized    03:14:52   00:04:18   00:03:19  1.7   03:07:08  96.3

SYSC:

F MIM,DISPLAY CPUTIME=ALL

MIM0660I CPU TIME:                                              

LAST RESTART AT 15:32:19 ON 2013.167                             

   WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU    TASKCP    ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   MIMEQBLK   0.000009   0.000009   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000008   0.000008   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRDRV   00:38:22  28.290437   00:01:06  2.9   00:36:47  95.8

   MIMDRHLP   0.000010   0.000010   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMCMCNF   7.217557   7.217557   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMCMREQ   0.166829   0.166829   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBST   0.000008   0.000008   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000004   0.000004   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000008   0.000008   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000003   0.000003   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMEQBLK   0.000005   0.000005   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRSTM   0.634003   0.634003   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRACT   0.000010   0.000010   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRMON   0.941714   0.941714   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMZPXMP   00:04:58   0.000282   3.868266  1.2   00:04:54  98.7

   MIMDRTRC   0.001098   0.001097   0.000000  0.0   0.000001   0.0

   MIMCTPOL   0.082424   0.082424   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRVFD   00:14:51   0.000571   9.238688  1.0   00:14:42  98.9

   MIMDRCKP   0.011958   0.011958   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRCFM   0.010271   0.010271   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRCMD  22.345350  22.345350   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRWTO   3.624448   3.624448   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRLOG   0.103861   0.025749   0.006174  5.9   0.071938  69.2

   SRB        3.603698                                            

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   Total      00:58:51   00:01:03   00:01:20  2.2   00:56:24  95.8

Normalized    01:31:27   00:01:03   00:01:20  1.4   00:56:24  97.3

 

Results of zIIP Enablement Feature Offload
The zIIP offload scenario that is illustrated in this document involves a 3-system MIMplex running
COMMUNICATION=CTCDASD with SYSA as the VCF CONTROLLER system. All three systems were LPARs running
on a single zEC12 CPU partitioned into many LPARs. The MII GDIF and ECMF facilities were managing ENQ requests at
rate of about 230 ENQs per second on each LPAR for six days.

The results that were achieved in this MIMplex can differ from the results that you may achieve in your MIMplex. The
following factors can impact the amount of MIM address space work that gets offloaded to zIIP engines:
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• CPU model
• WLM settings
• CPU partitioning
• Speed of CP and zIIP processors
• Number of CP and zIIP processors
• MIM communication method used
• MIM facilities and features activated
• Number of systems in the MIMplex, and so on

MIM engineering conducted a number of contrived tests to determine which MIM communication methods produced the
best zIIP offload percentages. These tests were conducted in a 2-system MIMplex on lightly loaded z/OS guest systems
using various MIM cross-systems communication methods.

During each contrived test:

• 1,000,000 ENQ/DEQ pairs were created using an in-house ENQ generator utility.
• MIM DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL commands measured the amount of consumed CPU time.

Example Display Command Analysis:

• MIM DASD control files yielded the poorest zIIP offload results at 37.5 percent.
• MIM CTC communication methods yielded the best zIIP offload results at nearly 99.8 percent.
• The other MIM communication methods achieved results in between the two results above.

The variation in the results is due to the underlying IBM services used by each MIM communication method and their
ability to run in SRB mode.

Given the observed results, some sites may want to consider switching from their current MIM communication method
to one that yields a higher zIIP offload rate. This switch could help reduce mainframe operating costs or defer a CPU
upgrade to a higher capacity model.

Example DISPLAY CPUTIME=DETAIL Commands:

• COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY using a shared DASD Control File.

MIM0660I CPU TIME:

  WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU     TASKCP   ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

  MIMDRDRV   00:03:37   00:02:22   0.023328  0.0   00:01:15  34.4

  MIMZPXMP  13.716737   0.000000   0.001420  0.0  13.715317  99.9

  MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

  MIMDRLOG   0.007428   0.003383   0.000334  4.4   0.003711  49.9

  SRB        4.857467

  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

  TOTAL      00:03:56   00:02:22   0.025082  0.0   00:01:28  37.5

• COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY using a shared Coupling Facility List Structure Control File.

MIM0660I CPU TIME:

      WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU     TASKCP   ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      MIMDRDRV   00:01:53   0.004169   3.857184  3.4   00:01:49  96.5

      MIMZPXMP   5.549710   0.000000   0.003706  0.0   5.546004  99.9

      MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

      MIMDRLOG   0.006835   0.002527   0.000590  8.6   0.003718  54.3
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      SRB        00:01:15

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      TOTAL      00:03:14   0.247066   3.861480  1.9   00:01:54  59.0

• COMMUNICATION=XCF on the Virtual Control File Controller System.

MIM0660I CPU TIME:

      WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU     TASKCP   ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      MIMDRDRV  34.358393   0.002453   0.008019  0.0  34.347921  99.9

      MIMZPXMP   4.093996   0.000000   0.000047  0.0   4.093949  99.9

      MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

      MIMDRVFD   5.646007   0.000094   0.000070  0.0   5.645843  99.9

      MIMDRLOG   0.004871   0.001511   0.000436  8.9   0.002924  60.0

      SRB        0.001679

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      TOTAL     44.313972   0.213084   0.008572  0.0  44.090637  99.4

• COMMUNICATION=XCF on the Virtual Control File Requester System.

MIM0660I CPU TIME:

      WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU     TASKCP   ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      MIMDRDRV  40.076193   0.000445   0.041263  0.1  40.034485  99.8

      MIMZPXMP   4.735944   0.000000   0.000230  0.0   4.735714  99.9

      MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

      MIMDRVFD  53.923254   0.000000   0.257082  0.4  53.666172  99.5

      MIMDRLOG   0.009122   0.003778   0.000628  6.8   0.004716  51.6

      SRB       22.852900

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      TOTAL      00:02:01   0.301478   0.299203  0.2   00:01:38  80.7

• COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or CTCDASD on the Virtual Control File Controller System.

MIM0660I CPU TIME:

      WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU     TASKCP   ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      MIMDRDRV  36.945028   0.000353   0.006654  0.0  36.938021  99.9

      MIMZPXMP   4.976018   0.000000   0.000088  0.0   4.975930  99.9

      MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

      MIMDRVFD   5.584680   0.000000   0.000094  0.0   5.584586  99.9

      MIMDRLOG   0.001883   0.000650   0.000211 11.2   0.001022  54.2

      SRB        0.002142

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      TOTAL     47.574052   0.065304   0.007047  0.0  47.499559  99.8

• COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or CTCDASD on the Virtual Control File Requester System.

MIM0660I CPU TIME:

      WORKUNIT   TOTALCPU     TASKCP   ZIIPONCP  PCT       ZIIP   PCT

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      MIMDRDRV  41.856751   0.000421   0.010323  0.0  41.846007  99.9
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      MIMZPXMP  10.541308   0.000000   0.000073  0.0  10.541235  99.9

      MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

      MIMDRVFD  23.537456   0.000000   0.000167  0.0  23.537289  99.9

      MIMDRLOG   0.006833   0.003163   0.000409  5.9   0.003261  47.7

      SRB        0.008252

      -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

      TOTAL      00:01:16   0.168805   0.010972  0.0   00:01:15  99.7

 

 

Summary
zIIP specialty engines allow IBM mainframe customers to reduce their total cost of ownership or defer upgrades to higher
capacity CPU models. The MIM zIIP Enablement feature has yielded positive results for sites choosing to activate it.
Some environments see significant cost savings by offloading MIM address space work from general processors to the
more cost efficient zIIP processors. Additionally, some environments find that offloading MIM address space work to zIIP
engines improves overall system throughput. These performance benefits are due to the feature:

• Making general processor engine cycles, formerly used by MIM, available to other workloads. 
• MIM work completing faster on the 100 percent, full capacity zIIP engines.

Contact MIM Technical Support with any questions about the operational characteristics of the MIM product.

MIM HYPERSTAR Feature - A Case Study
How To Read This Case Study
The following instructions show you how to read this case study.
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Study the HYPERSTAR feature by reading and reviewing each of the following steps.

1. About The HYPERSTAR Feature
2. How HYPERSTAR Works
3. Activating HYPERSTAR
4. Broadcom Test Environment
5. Test Results
6. Average Cycle Times On The Four Requester Systems

About The HYPERSTAR Feature
For a MIMplex that has three or more active systems, performance of Virtual Control Files (VCF) may be improved by
activating the HYPERSTAR feature. When this feature is active, a requester system does not always transfer the VCF
back to the controller system after completing its processing. Instead, MIM examines a ‘look ahead’ list of systems waiting
for the VCF. When the list is not empty, the requester transfers the VCF directly to that system instead of the controller.
These transfers assume that the requester has a CTC or XCF path to the next system in the list. When the ‘look ahead’
list becomes empty, or when there is no path to the next system in the list, the requester transfers the VCF back to the
controller.
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The primary effect of HYPERSTAR is to reduce the amount of VCF I/O performed by the VCF controller system, in many
cases by more than 50 percent, which reduces the amount of CPU time that is used on the controller system, and can
potentially reduce the control file access times for all systems in MIMplex.

Broadcom performed a benchmark on their test systems to study the impact of the HYPERSTAR feature.

How HYPERSTAR Works
The following diagrams illustrate how MIM transfers the Virtual Control File (VCF) with and without HYPERSTAR. This
example assumes full connectivity between all systems. This connectivity is referred to as a symmetrical configuration.

GK03 is the VCFCONTROLLER.

These diagrams assume that the VCF reserve requests from the three requester systems are all queued simultaneously
on the VCFCONTROLLER/GK03.

Without HYPERSTAR

GK03 GK13 GK23 GK49
Request VCF

Request VCF
Request VCF

Send VCF to GK13
Send VCF back to GK03

Send VCF to GK23
Send VCF back to GK03

Send VCF to GK49
Send VCF back to GK03

Six total I/O operations for the VCF transfers on GK03, that is three sends and three receives.

With HYPERSTAR

GK03 GK13 GK23 GK49
Request VCF

Request VCF
Request VCF

Send VCF to GK13
Send VCF to GK23

Send VCF to GK49
Send VCF back to GK03

Two total I/O operations for the VCF Transfers on GK03, that is one send and one receive.

The total number of VCF transfers on GK03 was reduced from 6 to 2, or a 66.6 percent reduction. This reduction
translates to reduced CPU usage on the VCFCONTROLLER and improved ENQ response time.
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The HYPERSTAR feature can be used with both XCF and CTC communications. In some cases one system may use a
CTC path to communicate and others may use XCF signaling. The usage depends on the configuration and the value of
SET MIM VCFPREFERENCE.

When any of the statements are true, HYPERSTAR has no effect:

• A DASD control file or list structure is being used
• The MIMplex has fewer than three systems.

Activating HYPERSTAR
The following example shows how to activate the HYPERSTAR feature:

1. Determine if HYPERSTAR is inactive.

F MIM,DISPLAY FEATURE

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 061

MIM0670I Features Display:

   Facility Feature          Status

   MIM      HYPERSTAR        Inactive

HYPERSTAR is inactive.
2. Determine if any systems are in a FREED status:

F MIM,DISPLAY SYSTEMS

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 064

MIM0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS

    01    03   GK03     LOCAL    CONTROLLER      zOS  2014.129 08:47:48.37

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL FREED

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED

    04    49   GK49     EXTERNAL FREED

    05    62   GK62     EXTERNAL FREED

The ACTIVATE FEATURE command works similar to ACTIVATE COMPATLEVEL. If there are systems in a FREED
status, append the FORCE operand to the command.

WARNING
Read the MIM Programming and the  Statement and Command Reference  for detailed information about the
ACTIVATE FEATURE command.

F MIM,ACTIVATE FEATURE=(HYPERSTAR,FORCE)

MIM0067I Command ACTIVATE 068

MIM0684I ACTIVATE FEATURE=HYPERSTAR has been scheduled

MIM0619I ACTIVATE FEATURE=HYPERSTAR accepted

MIM0620I ACTIVATE FEATURE=HYPERSTAR in progress

MIM0621I ACTIVATE FEATURE=HYPERSTAR complete

3. Confirm that the feature is now active:

F MIM,DISPLAY FEATURE

MIM0067I Command DISPLAY 075

MIM0670I Features Display:

   Facility Feature          Status

   MIM      HYPERSTAR        Active
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– After activating HYPERSTAR, you might see activity on the paths connecting two requester systems
– Without HYPERSTAR, you typically only see activity on paths between the requester and the VCFCONTROLLER.

Update the init member with MIMINIT FEATURE=HYPERSTAR

Broadcom Test Environment
 

• MIM Release 12.0 was active on five systems - GK03, GK13, GK23, GK49, and GK62.
• MIMINIT COMPATLEVEL=12.0
• COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY
• SET MIM MODE=DEMAND,CYCLE=1,INTERVAL=.1 on all five systems.
• SET MIM VCFPREFERENCE=CTC. This caused MIM to use CTC to transfer the control file rather than XCF.
• There were 2 SYSPLEXES, one with three systems and one with two systems.
• The MIM address space was launched with the ASCRE utility to ensure maximum dispatching priority.
• The CTCPATHS were coded to create a symmetrical configuration. This configuration allows any system to

communicate with any external system. The HYPERSTAR feature may perform better with a symmetrical
configuration, as the requester systems may try to communicate with other requester systems.

• MIMINIT VCFBUFFERSIZE=32768
• SET MIM ZIIP=NO (some systems did not have ZIIP processors)
• Four jobs ran on each system simultaneously for a total of 20 jobs across the MIMPLEX. The jobs were very ENQ/

DEQ intensive to maximize the number of MIM control file cycles.
• Statistics were reset before the jobs were submitted and displayed after the jobs ended. The elapsed run time of the

jobs was noted.
• The benchmark was performed three times, with and without FEATURE=HYPERSTAR.

Test Results
See Statistical Details for details from this study. A General Summary follows:

General Summary

• The AVERAGE CYCLE time on the VCFCONTROLLER was reduced from 4.3 ms to 3.6 ms.
• The ENQ SERVICE time on the VCFCONTROLLER was reduced from 4.2 ms to 3.7 ms.
• The CPU usage of the MIMDRVFD task on the VCFCONTROLLER was reduced from 9.1 CPU seconds to 6.3 CPU

seconds.
• The AVERAGE CYCLE time on the requester systems was reduced from 5.6 ms to 4.7 ms.
• The number of “Saved I/Os” on the VCFCONTROLLER averaged 400,000 which represents a 60 percent total

reduction. The “Saved I/Os” represent I/O operations that would have occurred if HYPERSTAR were *not* active.
• The average elapsed run time of the ENQ intensive batch job decreased from 8.1 minutes to 7.0 minutes.

WARNING
The performance gain depends on how many systems are queued for the VCF simultaneously. MIMplexes with
more systems may get a larger benefit. MIMPLEXes with busier systems may get a larger benefit. Measure
the benefit at your site by reviewing the DISPLAY HYPERSTAR command output and reviewing the number of
saved I/O operations on the VCFCONTROLLER system.

Statistical Details
Contents
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The following tests show detail test results.

Test 1

DISPLAY IO on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

   LAST RESET   AT  11:15:10 ON 2014.126

     COUNT: CYC=  102,140   BLOCKS READ=  118,435   WRITTEN=  108,490

      XACT READ=   6.110M     PROCESSED=   1.849M   WRITTEN=  506,806

     AVG:   CYC= 0.004886   BLOCKS READ=    1.159   WRITTEN=    1.062

      XACT READ=   59.827     PROCESSED=   18.111   WRITTEN=    4.961

     RATE:  CYC=  188.798   BLOCKS READ=  218.918   WRITTEN=  200.536

      XACT READ= 1295.393     PROCESSED= 3419.336   WRITTEN=  936.794

• WITH HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  11:29:11 ON 2014.126

     COUNT: CYC=  102,506   BLOCKS READ=  117,820   WRITTEN=  109,228

      XACT READ=   5.702M     PROCESSED=   1.635M   WRITTEN=  433,166

     AVG:   CYC= 0.003997   BLOCKS READ=    1.149   WRITTEN=    1.065

      XACT READ=   55.630     PROCESSED=   15.953   WRITTEN=    4.225

     RATE:  CYC=  221.874   BLOCKS READ=  255.021   WRITTEN=  236.424

      XACT READ= 2342.987     PROCESSED= 3539.735   WRITTEN=  937.588

DISPLAY SERVICE on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

GPK1021I GK03 GDIF SERVICE Display:

     Requests  Time/Request  Rate/Second  Rate/Cycle      Since

      253,375     0.004528      388.016       2.487  11:12:46 2014.126

      253,375     0.004528      491.036       2.487  11:15:10 2014.126

• WITH HYPERSTAR

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 249

GPK1021I GK03 GDIF SERVICE Display:

     Requests  Time/Request  Rate/Second  Rate/Cycle      Since

      216,515     0.004195      435.643       2.125  11:28:13 2014.126 

      216,515     0.004195      489.852       2.125  11:29:11 2014.126

DISPLAY CPU=DETAIL on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

GPK0660I CPU Time:

Last RESET at 11:15:10 on 2014.126

   WorkUnit   TotalCPU    TaskCP    zIIPonCP  Pct       zIIP   Pct

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   MIMDRDRV  11.313037  11.313037   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMZPXMP   0.000137   0.000137   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0
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   MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRVFD   9.633515   9.633515   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRLOG   0.000459   0.000459   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   SRB        2.002170

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   Total     22.983071  20.980901   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

Normalized   22.983071  20.980901   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

• WITH HYPERSTAR

Last RESET at 12:00:05 on 2014.126

   WorkUnit   TotalCPU    TaskCP    zIIPonCP  Pct       zIIP   Pct

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   MIMDRDRV   9.320014   9.320014   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMZPXMP   0.000101   0.000101   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRVFD   6.176045   6.176045   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRLOG   0.000792   0.000792   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   SRB        0.995038

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   Total     16.536231  15.541193   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

Normalized   16.536231  15.541193   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

DISPLAY PATH on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  11:15:10 ON 2014.126

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 N/A  GK03     LOCAL                    0        0     0.004618 102,140

 184A GK62     USABLE  IDLE        80,705   80,712                    0

 180A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B4A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 185A GK49     USABLE  IDLE        80,008   80,031                    0

 181A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B5A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 186A GK23     USABLE  IDLE        80,300   80,335                    0

 182A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B6A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 183A GK13     USABLE  IDLE        79,926   79,931                    0

 154A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

• WITH HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  11:29:11 ON 2014.126

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 N/A  GK03     LOCAL                    0        0     0.003621 102,506

 184A GK62     USABLE  IDLE        35,534   34,128                    0
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 180A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B4A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 185A GK49     USABLE  IDLE        31,065   33,048                    0

 181A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B5A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 186A GK23     USABLE  IDLE        34,151   32,713                    0

 182A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B6A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 183A GK13     USABLE  IDLE        31,668   32,607                    0

 154A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

DISPLAY HYPERSTAR on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 652

GPK0951I HYPERSTAR Statistics for VCF Controller System:

HYPERSTAR is not active

Last RESET at 11:15:10 on 2014.126

   #Reserve    #Xfer     #I/O   #Saved %Saved AvgDepth

    319,069  319,067  641,949        0   0.00   1.00

• WITH HYPERSTAR

GPK0951I HYPERSTAR Statistics for VCF Controller System:

Last RESET at 11:29:11 on 2014.126

   #Reserve    #Xfer     #I/O   #Saved %Saved AvgDepth

    326,705  129,498  264,914  403,288  60.36   2.52 

ELAPSED WALL CLOCK TIME for sample ENQ job

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

11.15.12 job start time

11.24.11 job end time

8M 59S elapsed job run time

• WITH HYPERSTAR

11.29.13 job start time

11.36.54 job end time

7M 41S   elapsed job run time

///

Test 2

DISPLAY IO on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  11:50:53 ON 2014.126
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  COUNT: CYC=  102,184   BLOCKS READ=  124,813   WRITTEN=  109,794

   XACT READ=   7.195M     PROCESSED=   1.720M   WRITTEN=  472,834

  AVG:   CYC= 0.003942   BLOCKS READ=    1.221   WRITTEN=    1.074

   XACT READ=   70.418     PROCESSED=   16.832   WRITTEN=    4.627

  RATE:  CYC=  234.905   BLOCKS READ=  286.926   WRITTEN=  252.400

   XACT READ= 6541.772     PROCESSED= 3954.156   WRITTEN= 1086.974

• WITH HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  12:00:05 ON 2014.126

  COUNT: CYC=  102,248   BLOCKS READ=  110,280   WRITTEN=  106,946 

   XACT READ=   4.056M     PROCESSED=   1.544M   WRITTEN=  410,574 

  AVG:   CYC= 0.003121   BLOCKS READ=    1.078   WRITTEN=    1.045 

   XACT READ=   39.669     PROCESSED=   15.105   WRITTEN=    4.015 

  RATE:  CYC=  278.604   BLOCKS READ=  300.490   WRITTEN=  291.405 

   XACT READ= 1052.084     PROCESSED= 4208.604   WRITTEN= 1118.730

DISPLAY SERVICE on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

GPK1021I GK03 GDIF SERVICE Display:

     Requests  Time/Request  Rate/Second  Rate/Cycle      Since 

      236,381     0.003762      528.816       2.320  11:50:19 2014.126  

      236,381     0.003762      569.592       2.320  11:50:53 2014.126 

• WITH HYPERSTAR

GPK1021I GK03 GDIF SERVICE Display:

     Requests  Time/Request  Rate/Second  Rate/Cycle      Since

      205,202     0.003297      530.237       2.019  11:59:27 2014.126

      205,202     0.003297      586.291       2.019  12:00:05 2014.126

DISPLAY CPU=DETAIL on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

RESET at 11:50:53 on 2014.126

   WorkUnit   TotalCPU    TaskCP    zIIPonCP  Pct       zIIP   Pct 

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ----- 

   MIMDRDRV  10.169810  10.169810   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMZPXMP   0.000127   0.000127   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRVFD   8.823135   8.823135   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRLOG   0.001597   0.001597   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   SRB        1.642828

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ----- 

   Total     20.714091  19.071263   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

Normalized   20.714091  19.071263   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

• WITH HYPERSTAR

   RESET at 12:00:05 on 2014.126                                 
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   WorkUnit   TotalCPU    TaskCP    zIIPonCP  Pct       zIIP   Pct 

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ----- 

   MIMDRDRV   9.320014   9.320014   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMZPXMP   0.000101   0.000101   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRVFD   6.176045   6.176045   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRLOG   0.000792   0.000792   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   SRB        0.995038                                             

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ----- 

   Total     16.536231  15.541193   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

Normalized   16.536231  15.541193   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

DISPLAY PATH on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  11:50:53 ON 2014.126

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0

 N/A  GK03     LOCAL                    0        0     0.003734 102,184

 184A GK62     USABLE  BUSY        80,444   80,465                    0

                       WRITVCF                                         

 180A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B4A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 185A GK49     USABLE  IDLE        80,082   80,090                    0

 181A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B5A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 186A GK23     USABLE  IDLE        79,883   79,948                    0

 182A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B6A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 183A GK13     USABLE  IDLE        79,178   79,186                    0

 154A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

 0B3A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

WITH HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  12:00:05 ON 2014.126

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES 

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0 

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0 

 N/A  GK03     LOCAL                    0        0     0.002817 102,247 

 184A GK62     USABLE  BUSY        36,771   34,986                    0 

                       WRITVCF                                          

 180A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B4A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 185A GK49     USABLE  IDLE        32,364   34,452                    0 

 181A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B5A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 186A GK23     USABLE  IDLE        36,699   34,556                    0 

 182A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B6A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 183A GK13     USABLE  IDLE        31,342   33,227                    0 

 154A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B3A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0
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DISPLAY HYPERSTAR on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 681

GPK0951I HYPERSTAR Statistics for VCF Controller System:

HYPERSTAR is not active

Last RESET at 11:50:53 on 2014.126

   #Reserve    #Xfer     #I/O   #Saved %Saved AvgDepth 

    316,673  316,671  639,277        4   0.00   1.00   

• WITH HYPERSTAR

GPK0951I HYPERSTAR Statistics for VCF Controller System:

Last RESET at 12:00:05 on 2014.126

   #Reserve    #Xfer     #I/O   #Saved %Saved AvgDepth 

    334,086  133,480  274,397  412,245  60.04   2.50

ELAPSED WALL CLOCK TIME for sample ENQ job

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

11.50.53     job start time

11.58.08     job end time

7M 15S      elapsed job run time

• WITH HYPERSTAR

12.00.09     ob start time

12.06.13      job end time

6M 4S         elapsed job run time

///

Test 3

DISPLAY IO on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  09:51:26 ON 2014.127

  COUNT: CYC=  102,160   BLOCKS READ=  114,758   WRITTEN=  107,763

   XACT READ=   5.267M     PROCESSED=   1.759M   WRITTEN=  483,200

  AVG:   CYC= 0.004302   BLOCKS READ=    1.123   WRITTEN=    1.054

   XACT READ=   51.561     PROCESSED=   17.219   WRITTEN=    4.729

  RATE:  CYC=  215.527   BLOCKS READ=  242.105   WRITTEN=  227.348

   XACT READ= 1112.886     PROCESSED= 3711.191   WRITTEN= 1019.409

• WITH HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  10:02:26 ON 2014.127

  COUNT: CYC=  102,593   BLOCKS READ=  123,386   WRITTEN=  109,813 

   XACT READ=   6.836M     PROCESSED=   1.564M   WRITTEN=  425,431 
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  AVG:   CYC= 0.003722   BLOCKS READ=    1.202   WRITTEN=    1.070 

   XACT READ=   66.632     PROCESSED=   15.246   WRITTEN=    4.146 

  RATE:  CYC=  238.034   BLOCKS READ=  286.278   WRITTEN=  254.786 

   XACT READ= 5860.814     PROCESSED= 3629.211   WRITTEN=  987.078

DISPLAY SERVICE on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

GPK1021I GK03 GDIF SERVICE Display:

     Requests  Time/Request  Rate/Second  Rate/Cycle      Since

      241,557     0.004040      486.030       2.371  09:50:39 2014.127

      241,557     0.004040      533.238       2.371  09:51:26 2014.127

• WITH HYPERSTAR

GPK1021I GK03 GDIF SERVICE Display:

     Requests  Time/Request  Rate/Second  Rate/Cycle      Since

      212,591     0.003925      482.065       2.084  10:01:55 2014.127

      212,591     0.003925      517.253       2.084  10:02:26 2014.127

DISPLAY CPU=DETAIL on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

Last RESET at 09:51:26 on 2014.127

   WorkUnit   TotalCPU    TaskCP    zIIPonCP  Pct       zIIP   Pct 

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ----- 

   MIMDRDRV  10.352334  10.352334   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMZPXMP   0.000115   0.000115   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRVFD   8.955743   8.955743   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   MIMDRLOG   0.000643   0.000643   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

   SRB        1.665057                                             

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ----- 

   Total     21.013705  19.348648   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0 

Normalized   21.013705  19.348648   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

• WITH HYPERSTAR

Last RESET at 10:02:26 on 2014.127                                

   WorkUnit   TotalCPU    TaskCP    zIIPonCP  Pct       zIIP   Pct

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   MIMDRDRV  10.037426  10.037426   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMZPXMP   0.000116   0.000116   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRTRC   0.000000   0.000000   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRVFD   6.663939   6.663939   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   MIMDRLOG   0.001196   0.001196   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

   SRB        1.011495

   -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- -----

   Total     17.775529  16.764034   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

Normalized   17.775529  16.764034   0.000000  0.0   0.000000   0.0

DISPLAY PATH on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER
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• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  09:51:26 ON 2014.127

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES 

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0 

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0 

 N/A  GK03     LOCAL                    0        0     0.004076 102,171 

 184A GK62     USABLE  IDLE        80,645   80,688                    0 

 180A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B4A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 185A GK49     USABLE  IDLE        80,315   80,339                    0 

 181A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B5A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 186A GK23     USABLE  BUSY        80,948   80,977                    0 

                       WRITVCF

 182A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B6A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 183A GK13     USABLE  IDLE        79,610   79,615                    0 

 154A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B3A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

• WITH HYPERSTAR

LAST RESET   AT  10:02:26 ON 2014.127

 DEV  SYSTEM   STATE   IO-STAT     READS   WRITES  ERR TIME/RSV  CYCLES 

 XCF  GK62     USABLE                   0        0                    0 

 XCF  GK13     USABLE                   0        0                    0 

 N/A  GK03     LOCAL                    0        0     0.003377 102,594 

 184A GK62     USABLE  IDLE        34,449   32,001                    0 

 180A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B4A GK62     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 185A GK49     USABLE  IDLE        31,572   33,021                    0 

 181A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B5A GK49     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 186A GK23     USABLE  IDLE        33,225   32,020                    0 

 182A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B6A GK23     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 183A GK13     USABLE  IDLE        29,356   31,665                    0 

 154A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0 

 0B3A GK13     USABLE  IDLE             0        0                    0

DISPLAY HYPERSTAR on GK03/VCFCONTROLLER

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

GPK0951I HYPERSTAR Statistics for VCF Controller System:   

HYPERSTAR is not active                                

Last RESET at 09:51:26 on 2014.127                     

   #Reserve    #Xfer     #I/O   #Saved %Saved AvgDepth 

    319,064  319,061  643,148        6   0.00   1.00  

• WITH HYPERSTAR
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Last RESET at 10:02:26 on 2014.127                    

   #Reserve    #Xfer     #I/O   #Saved %Saved AvgDepth

    317,171  126,101  257,309  389,782  60.24   2.51  

ELAPSED WALL CLOCK TIME for sample ENQ job

• WITHOUT HYPERSTAR

09.51.26     job start time

09.59.20     job end tmie

7M 54S      elapsed job run time

• WITH HYPERSTAR

10.02.26     job start time

10.09.37     job end time

7M 11S       elapsed job run time

///

Average Cycle Times On The Four Requester Systems
This table shows the average cycle times on the four requester systems that are used in this case study.

 Without Hyperstar With Hyperstar
Test 1   
GK13 AVG: CYC= 0.006395 AVG: CYC= 0.005377
GK23 AVG: CYC= 0.006347 AVG: CYC= 0.005210
GK49 AVG: CYC= 0.006347 AVG: CYC= 0.005180
GK62 AVG: CYC= 0.006391 AVG: CYC= 0.005154
Test 2   
GK13 AVG: CYC= 0.005203 AVG: CYC= 0.004230
GK23 AVG: CYC= 0.005158 AVG: CYC= 0.004033
GK49 AVG: CYC= 0.005087 AVG: CYC= 0.003981
GK62 AVG: CYC= 0.005131 AVG: CYC= 0.004001
Test 3   
GK13 AVG: CYC= 0.005633 AVG: CYC= 0.005230
GK23 AVG: CYC= 0.005535 AVG: CYC= 0.004994
GK49 AVG: CYC= 0.005535 AVG: CYC= 0.004984
GK62 AVG: CYC= 0.005581 AVG: CYC= 0.004990

How to Set Up Restart Manager
As a System Administrator, you want to set up Restart Manager in your environment. Restart Manager lets you restart
MIM automatically after a failure or to perform a planned restart on a single system. When used with MII, Restart Manager
maintains the integrity of global resources throughout the restart process. Local ENQ/DEQ activity is suspended for
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managed QNAMEs from the instant a failure is detected or a LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command is issued. Activity
remains suspended until the restart completes and normal global operation resumes.

Restart Manager also lets you activate maintenance dynamically and safely. You can use an alternate load library which
provides automatic fall back to the previous load library. You can also commit the alternate load library to become the
current library. This dynamic refresh helps you reduce system downtime.

Figure 9: How to Set Up the Restart Manager

1. Understanding How Restart Manager Works.
This overview describes the functionality and how it affects your environment.

2. Review the Restart Manager Prerequisites.
You review the setup required in your environment. You can also view these other considerations.

3. Review the Restart Manager Set Option and Commands.
You review these commands to understand how they affect your environment.

4. Use the LOADLIB Command.
The LOADLIB command initiates a controlled restart of many tasks in the MIM address space.
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Understanding How Restart Manager Works

The MIM address space contains the following additional Task Control Blocks (TCBs):

MIMDRRM

• Attaches and monitors the MIMDRDRV task

• Reattaches MIMDRDRV when a failure occurs 

• Recognizes recursion and initialization problems 

MIMRMJC

• Manages the connection to JES

MIMRMBEQ

• Acts as a placeholder for the GDIFs ‘blocking’ ENQs

GRS Exit (MIMEQXNQ)

• Suspends access to global resources

Figure 10: MIMDRRM

The following process describes what occurs during a restart:

1. The primary ESTAE exit analyzes the completion code.
2. MIM activates the MIMEQXNQ exit.

The Requesters of global resources are suspended.
3. The MIMDRDRV task and all subtasks terminate.
4. MIMDRRM analyzes the completion code, determines which LOADLIB to use, and attaches MIMDRBGN/MIMDRDRV.
5. MIMDRDRV reads MIMPARMS, attaches subtasks, and so on.
6. During synchronization, the suspended requesters are awakened, and MIM deactivates the MIMEQXNQ exit.
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Review the Restart Manager Prerequisites

Restart Manager lets you restart MIM automatically after a failure, or to perform a planned restart on a single system.
Dynamic Refresh lets you dynamically switch to an alternate load library on demand.

For example, you apply maintenance to an alternate library, and you want to load this alternate library without causing any
MIM outages. In this example, your MIM command prefix is an "at" sign (@).

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the following requirements:
a. Started with SUB=MSTR.
b. Startup PROC has the following defined and are PDSs (not PDSEs):

STEPLIB and MIMPARMS
MIMMSGS DD (optional)

2. Change the MIM PROC to PGM=MIMDRRM instead of PGM=MIMDRBGN.
Restart Manager will be active the next time that you start MIM (normally at IPL time).

NOTE

You can set PGM=MIMDRRM and restart MIM on one system at a time. For example, you want to roll out
Restart Manager on one system at a time. You first enable Restart Manager on a test system to complete
your tests before you move on to other systems.

Review the Restart Manager Set Option and Commands

Restart Manager provides the following commands:

Set option to prevent crash and restart looping:

@ SETOPTION RestartLimit=n

Display the current values for RestartLimit and RestartCount:

@ DISPLAY OPTIONS

Display the current values for LOADLIB:

@ DISPLAY LOADLIB

Command to initiate a restart of MIM dynamically:

@ LOADLIB

Review the LOADLIB Command

The LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command initiates a controlled restart of the MIM address space. During the restart,
MIM suspends access to resources that it manages on the local system. MIM resumes this access only after the restart
completes. To avoid disruption of production workload, use this command only during periods of (relatively) low system
activity.

When you issue the LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command on the VCF controller system, global operations are
suspended on all systems until the controller system completes the refresh and restart. During the restart, some
messages normally associated with recovery from a failure in VCF communication are issued on one or more systems.
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NOTE

This behavior is normal, and no operator intervention is required.

DISPLAY LOADLIB

Displays the current setting for the following Load Library details:

• Original DSN, VOL, DDName
• Current DSN, VOL, DDName
• Primary DSN, VOL, DDName
• Alternate DSN, VOL, DDName

This command has the following format:

@ DISPLAY LOADLIB

LOADLIB

Lets you define your alternate Load Library and restart MIM.

This command has the following format:

@ LOADLIB {[SETALTERNATE=(dsname[,volser])] |

              [REFRESHFROM=[{PRIMARY |

                            CURRENT |

                            ALTERNATE}]]  |

                            [COMMIT]}

SETALTERNATE

(Optional) Defines the specified dsname and optional volser of the alternate load library. SETALTERNATE verifies the
following information:

• – dataset is usable
– dataset exists
– dataset is PDS and not PDSE
– dataset is APF authorized
– dataset actually contains MIM programs

REFRESHFROM

(Optional) MIM begins using the specified load library dynamically. REFRESHFROM initiates a controlled restart of MIM. It
uses a specified load library on only one system at a time.

NOTE

LOADLIB REFRESHFROM replaces the SHUTDOWN RESTART command.

    PRIMARY – Refresh using the PRIMARY load library.

    CURRENT – Refresh using the CURRENT load library.

    ALTERNATE – Refresh using the ALTERNATE load library.

Default: CURRENT

COMMIT

(Optional) Sets the PRIMARY load library as the CURRENT LOADLIB.
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How to Use Restart Manager to Apply Maintenance Dynamically
As a System Administrator, you want to apply MIM maintenance safely without requiring a MIM outage or address space
shutdown then restart. This maintenance includes PTFs and APARs that contains fixes and new features. You use the
Restart Manager and its LOADLIB command capabilities to achieve this goal safely. We recommend that you first apply
maintenance to a different library than the primary, running library that MIM uses. 

For example, you set the alternate library to make the maintenance available for the actual MIM refresh. However, you do
not want the alternate library to replace your primary library until you know that the maintenance works properly to avoid
any problems. If problems occur, MIM falls back to the prior, working library. You can populate the alternate library with
the maintenance as a test, complete your verification tasks, and then you can roll out the maintenance to other systems in
your MIM complex.

NOTE

We recommend this approach as a safety measure on your first MIM address space. After you validate that the
maintenance or feature runs successfully without issues, you can roll out the maintenance PTF to other MIM
address spaces. Then, you can commit the changes to your primary load library, and MIM will refresh from the
new primary library going forward.

Figure 11: How to Apply Maintenance Updates Without Restarting Your System

1. Review the LOADLIB Command
The LOADLIB command initiates a controlled restart of many tasks in the MIM address space.

2. Populate the Alternate Library with the Maintenance PTF.
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You completed the prerequisites and you applied the PTF or APAR.
3. Commit the Alternate Library as the Primary Library.

You determined that the current library is stable, and you want to set the library as a primary.

Review the LOADLIB Command

The LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command initiates a controlled restart the MIM address space. During the restart,
MIM suspends access to resources that it manages on the local system. MIM resumes this access only after the restart
completes. To avoid disruption of production workload, use this command only during periods of low system activity, such
as an overnight batch window on a weekend.

When you issue the LOADLIB REFRESHFROM command on the VCF controller system, global operations are
suspended on all systems until the controller system completes the refresh and restart. During the restart, some
messages normally associated with recovery from a failure in VCF communication are issued on one or more systems. In
this example, your MIM command prefix is an ampersand (&).

NOTE

This behavior is normal, and no operator intervention is required.

DISPLAY LOADLIB

Displays the current setting for the following Load Library details:

• Original DSN, VOL, DDName
• Current DSN, VOL, DDName
• Primary DSN, VOL, DDName
• Alternate DSN, VOL, DDName

This command has the following format:

@ DISPLAY LOADLIB

LOADLIB
Lets you define your alternate Load Library and restart MIM.
This command has the following format:

@ LOADLIB {[SETALTERNATE=(dsname[,volser])] |

              [REFRESHFROM=[{PRIMARY |

                            CURRENT |

                            ALTERNATE}]]  |

                            [COMMIT]}

SETALTERNATE

(Optional) Defines the specified dsname and optional volster of the alternate load library. SETALTERNATE verifies the
following information:

• – dataset is useful
– dataset exists
– dataset is PDS and not PDSE
– dataset is APF authorized
– dataset actually contains MIM programs

REFRESHFROM
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(Optional) MIM begins using the specified load library dynamically. REFRESHFROM initiates a controlled restart of MIM. It
uses a specified load library on only one system at a time.

NOTE

LOADLIB REFRESHFROM replaces the SHUTDOWN RESTART command.

    PRIMARY – Refresh using the PRIMARY load library.

    CURRENT – Refresh using the CURRENT load library.

    ALTERNATE – Refresh using the ALTERNATE load library.

Default: CURRENT

COMMIT

(Optional) Sets the PRIMARY load library as the CURRENT LOADLIB.

Populate the Alternate Library with the Maintenance PTF

You already set up Restart Manager correctly, and you want to apply maintenance safely without causing a MIM outage or
shutdown. For example, you want to activate a PTF dynamically on a test system (SYSA) first. A successful activation and
verification lets you apply the maintenance on your other MIM systems after you validate the maintenance initially.

The dynamic refresh capability of Restart Manager lets you switch the load library without stopping and restarting the
MIM address space or causing a system outage. If an unexpected abend occurs, MIM falls back to the previous load
library. In this example, you assume that MIM on SYSA is running with a STEPLIB load library named MIM.LOAD.LIB.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an alternate load library named MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB on volume VOL001.
2. Populate MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB with a load library that contains the new maintenance PTF or APAR.
3. Execute the following command to set alternate load library as MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB on VOL001:

@ LOADLIB SETALTERNATE=(MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB,VOL001)

4. Execute the following command to verify that MIM knows the correct alternate library.: 

@ DISPLAY LOADLIB 

5. Wait for a low activity period on the system and execute the following command: 

@ LOADLIB REFRESHFROM=ALTERNATE

MIM suspends serialization activity on the system for a short period while it refreshes to the alternate load library.
6. After MIM resynchronizes, execute the DISPLAY command again to verify that CURRENT library displays

MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB.

@ DISPLAY LOADLIB

MIM is now operating on the alternate load library.

NOTE

If MIM encounters errors while operating on the alternate load library, it reverts to the primary load library and
clears all information regarding the alternate load library.
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Commit the Alternate Library as the Primary Library

When you determine that MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB is stable and safe, execute the LOADLIB COMMIT command to set
MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB as the PRIMARY library. After you commit the alternate library, any unplanned MIM restarts utilize
MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute the following command to verify that the CURRENT is the load library that you want to commit: 

@ DISPLAY LOADLIB

2. Execute the following command to accept the current in-use library as the primary load library for MIM: 

@ LOADLIB COMMIT

3. Execute the following command to verify that the PRIMARY load library now matches the CURRENT load library:

@ DISPLAY LOADLIB

NOTE

• The committed library is not retained across IPLs or MIM shutdowns. If you want to utilize this new library at
initial startup, update the STEPLIB DD in the MIM JCL PROC.

• You can apply most maintenance dynamically using this process. If exceptions arise, the ++HOLDATA
portion of the APAR/PTF specifies that you cannot apply the maintenance dynamically.

You applied a maintenance update without restarting your MIM.

How to Activate MIMQUERY in the MIMplex Dynamically
As a System Administrator, you want to implement the MIMQUERY feature in the MIMplex dynamically. By dynamically
applying this maintenance for the MIMQUERY feature, you minimize system downtime by using Restart Manager and
Dynamic Refresh to enable the MIMQUERY feature on all systems in the MIMplex. MIMQUERY lets you collect global
information about the current state of resources in the MIMplex.

To enable the MIMQUERY feature in your environment dynamically, you must create a load library with all required
maintenance applied and copy sample PROC and PARMLIB members to your run time libraries. Then, you can
dynamically refresh systems in the MIMplex one system at a time to an alternate library until all systems are running on
the alternative load library. 

 If the alternate load library is successful, you can commit this alternate load library as the primary in your MIMplex.

NOTE

You can apply the concepts in this detailed example to implement any PTF or APAR without restarting your
MIMplex.

The following diagram shows how you activate MIMQUERY without restarting your MIMplex:
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Figure 12: How to Activate MIMQUERY in the MIMplex without Restarting Your Systems

1. Review the MIMQUERY Prerequisites.
These prerequisites help ensure that you set up your environment correctly for MIMQUERY to operate in your
MIMplex.

2. Review the Environment Setup.
Visualize your environment before and after you install and activate MIMQUERY on all systems.

3. Verify that You Installed the Maintenance and Activate MIMQUERY Dynamically.
Verify that you installed the required maintenance successfully and that you activated MIMQUERY in your MIMplex by
loading the alternate load library dynamically. You can commit this library for future resets.

4. Use MIMQUERY Request Resource Information.
Request global information for a resource, and all systems recognize and process the request successfully.

Review the MIMQUERY Prerequisites

MIMQUERY provides an interface similar to the IBM GQSCAN or ISGQUERY macros. When you activate this feature,
programs on any system in the MIIplex can use the MIMQUERY macro to obtain global ENQ resource information. Before
you invoke the MIMQUERY macro, you must launch certain Common Components and Services FMIDs and address
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spaces. For example, you must have a CAICCI address space active on all systems in the MIMPLEX. MIMQUERY uses
CAICCI to communicate with other systems. Before you can use MIMQUERY, verify that you meet the requirements:

• Verify that you configured CAICCI (Common Communications Interface) and that CCI is available between all systems
in the MIMplex.

• Verify that you applied all necessary PTFs on all systems.
• Verify that MIM is running Release 12.1 or later with compat level 12.0 or higher

Common Components and Services and CCS for z/OS Component Requirements

The following CCS for z/OS components are required for MIM when you use FEATURE=MIMQUERY:

CAW4E10
- Specifies the CAICCI component.
CAICCI provides Broadcom enterprise applications with a common communications software layer that insulates
the applications from dealing with protocol specifics, error recovery, and system connection establishment.

NOTE

If you use FEATURE=MIMQUERY, you must install CAICCI on all systems in the MIMplex and provide
full connectivity on all systems. For example, each system must have the ability to send messages to
any other system.

CEI0E10
- Specifies the CAMASTER component.
CAMASTER is a non-cancelable started task that provides system services used by various Broadcom products
and Common Components and Services, such as the CA Health Checker address space and the Broadcom
Common Address Space Shell.

NOTE

If you use FEATURE=MIMQUERY, or if you use the MIM health checks, then you must install
CAMASTER on all systems in the MIMplex.

CAS9E10
- Specifies the CAIRIM component.
Prepares your operating system environment for all Broadcom applications and starts them. The common driver
for a collection of dynamic initialization routines eliminates the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and
other installation requirements commonly encountered when installing systems applications.
Integral parts of CAIRIM are CAISSF, LMP, and zIIP Enablement Services.

NOTE

These modules must reside in LINKLIST or as part of the MIM STEPLIB concatenation.

MIM Setup Requirements

Copy rthlq.CBTDPROC(MIMQUERY) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS START
command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB.

Copy rthlq.CBTDPARM(MIMQUERY) and rthlq.CBTDPARM(MIMQMSGS) to the PARMLIB DD dataset that is pointed to
by your MIM startup PROC.

Required PTFs

Deploy the following Common Components and Services (CCS) PTFs before activating the MIMQUERY feature:
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• RO52583
• RO53583
• RO57236
• RO57237
• RO72853
• RO77749
• RO80830
• RO82009

Review the Environment Setup

In this example, you have three systems in your MIMplex that all use CTC communication. SYSB and SYSC are in a
SYSPLEX, but SYSA (controller) is not in the SYSPLEX. SYSA has the MIMQUERY feature installed first. You want
all systems to use a common load library, and then you want to refresh those systems to use that library. The following
diagram shows your environment before you complete the installation and activation on all systems:

Figure 13: MIMQUERY Pre Setup

The following diagram describes your environment after you load the alternate load library and activate MIMQUERY in
your MIMplex.
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Figure 14: MIMQUERY After Setup

1. After you activate MIMQUERY, an auxiliary address space is created on SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC for the MIMQUERY
server. The servers communicate with the CCI. 

WARNING

If any system cannot join due to a prerequisite problem, the activate feature command fails.

The auxiliary address spaces do not impact the operation of the MIMplex in any way. In the previous diagram, the
borders around each MIMQUERY address space and system indicate a separate LPAR.

2. After your MIMplex is synchronized, a job on any system can make a request for resource information.
a. JOBA on SYSA requests global information for Resource1.
b. MIMQUERY on SYSA accepts the request and validates that it is acceptable.
c. MIMQUERY then passes the request to itself, SYSB, and SYSC.
d. All three systems create a response based on their own knowledge of Resource1 and all systems send the

response back to SYSA.
e. SYSA receives the responses, formulates an answer, and passes the answer to the requesting job.

Verify that You Installed the Maintenance and Activate MIMQUERY Dynamically

As the System Administrator, you want to verify that SYSA can use and understand the MIMQUERY functionality. Then,
you want to activate MIMQUERY dynamically. Ultimately, you want SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC to use a common load library
that has MIMQUERY installed and then you can activate MIMQUERY on SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC. 
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Follow these steps:

1. Create an alternate load library named MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB on volume VOL001.
2. Populate MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB with a load library that has MIMQUERY installed.
3. If you have not already done so, perform the following copies;

a. Copy rthlq.CBTDPROC(MIMQUERY) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS START
command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB.
b. Copy rthlq.CBTDPARM(MIMQUERY) and rthlq.CBTDPARM(MIMQMSGS) to the PARMLIB DD dataset that is
pointed to by your MIM startup PROC.

4. Execute the following command on SYSA to set the alternate load library as MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB on VOL001:

@ LOADLIB SETALTERNATE=(MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB,VOL001)

5. Execute the following command on SYSA to load the ALT library:

@ LOADLIB REFRESHFROM=ALTERNATE

MIM goes through a restart process, but the address space does not shut down because MIM rebuilds the entire
structure dynamically.

6. Execute the following command to verify that you installed the MIMQUERY feature in your load library:

@ DISPLAY FEATURE

As of MIM Release 12.1, the feature list displays both HYPERSTAR and MIMQUERY. If MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB contains
an installed MIMQUERY, the result displays that MIMQUERY is installed, but inactive.
DISPLAY FEATURE shows all installed features. If only HYPERSTAR appears as installed, then your load library does
not have MIMQUERY installed.

7. Repeat Steps 3 through 5 on SYSB and SYSC.
The alternate load library with MIMQUERY is installed on SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC. If you want, you can issue
@ DISPLAY FEATURE again, and the MIMQUERY service appears as available but not active.

8. Execute the following command on any system to activate MIMQUERY on SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC:

@ ACTIVATE FEATURE(MIMQUERY)

or

@ ACTIVATE FEATURE=MIMQUERY

9. Execute the following command on any system to verify that MIMQUERY activated successfully:

@ DISPLAY FEATURE

The result indicates that MIMQUERY is installed and activated.
10. When you determine that the MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB with MIMQUERY installed is stable and safe, execute the following

command to set MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB as the PRIMARY library.

@ LOADLIB COMMIT

Going forward, any unplanned MIM restarts utilize MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB.
11. Update your STEPLIB statement in the MIM start up PROC to use the MIM.LOAD.ALT.LIB for future system IPLs.

Use MIMQUERY to Request Resource Information

After your MIMplex is synchronized, you can use MIMQUERY to request resource information from all systems as follows:

1. Execute the following command on SYSA:

@ DISPLAY CONFLICTS
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2. MIMQUERY on SYSA accepts the request and validates that it is acceptable.
3. MIMQUERY passes the request to itself, SYSB, and SYSC.
4. All systems create responses that are based on their own knowledge of the resource, and SYSB and SYSC send their

responses back to SYSA.
5. SYSA receives the responses, formulates an answer, and passes the answer to the requester.

The following diagram shows the request lifecycle after you complete the MIMQUERY activation in your MIMplex:

Figure 15: MIMQUERY Requester

NOTE

• The MIMQUERY member of the CAI.CBTDMAC data set contains a DSECT mapping for this standard
parameter list. The macro contains detailed information about how to use the macro and incorporate it into
your assembler program. For example, all calls must follow the format in the MIMQUERY macro.

• The MIMQSAMP member of the CAI.CBTDSAMP data is a sample program that helps you make a sample
MIMQUERY request

How to Use the Restart Manager and Dynamic Refresh Enhancements
An additional DD statement should be added to the cataloged procedure used to start MIM:
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//MIMRMFIL DD DISP=SHR,DSNAME=dsname[,UNIT=devtype,VOL=SER=volume]

The following is the complete syntax for all of the LOADLIB commands:

LOADLIB { SETALTERNATE=(dsname[,volser]) |

          REFRESHFROM[={INITIAL | PRIMARY | CURRENT | ALTERNATE}] |

          COMMIT   |

          RESETALTERNATE |

          SAVE }

        [STARTFROM={INITIAL | PRIMARY | CURRENT | ALTERNATE}  ]

        [SETAPF={YES | NO}]

This command specifies which of the saved load libraries should be used at the initial startup. If the initial Restart Manager
file is somehow corrupted or not present, MIM will always start from the initial. This command also always saves the
current LOADLIB environment to the MIMRMFIL dataset.

To use these new features, you must be using MIM 12.5 or higher.

A full shutdown and restart of the MIM address space is required.

Additionally, your MIM address space must be configured to use the MIM Restart Manager and any load libraries must be
defined as PDS.
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Figure 16: Activating Restart Manager FIle

How to Change a System Name Without a Control File Format
As a system administrator, you want to change the system name on the DEFSYS statement.

Prior COMPATLEVEL values required a global outage and control file format to change the name of a system on the
DEFSYS statement as long as the COMPATLEVEL=12.0, you can make this change dynamically without a control file
format.

In this example, there is a system named GK99 and an alias of 99 that we wish to rename to GK62 and an alias of 62.

The current INIT member has:

 DEFSYS (GK03,03,XE03,INIT=FREED),

       (GK13,13,XE13,INIT=FREED),

       (GK23,23,XE23,INIT=FREED),

       (GK49,49,XE49,INIT=FREED),

       (GK99,99,XE99,INIT=FREED) 

GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=(GK03,GK13,GK23,GK49,GK99),

           MOSTP=YES                      

MIMINIT    COMMUNICATION=XCF

ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP00,DSNAME=KERGL01.&SYSNAME..CKPT00
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 The following diagram shows you how to change a system name without a control file format:
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Figure 17: How to Change a System Name Without a Control File Format
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1. Confirm the COMPATLEVEL is 12.0

 F MIM,D MIM INIT                                                    MIM0067I Command DISPLAY

 308                                   

MIM0037I MIM INIT display:                                     

   BATCHJOB=NO           BLKSIZE=6144          CANCEL=YES      

   CHKPTDSN=NONE         CMDPREFIX=@ X'7C'     COMMANDS=MIMCMNDS

   COMMUNICATION=XCF     COMPATLEVEL=12.00     DEVCLASS=NONE   

 

 2. Confirm that the system you wish to rename is currently FREED or DISABLED:

 @D SYS                                                               

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 579                                          

GPK0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY                                             

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS   

    01    03   GK03     LOCAL    CONTROLLER      zOS  2016.113 10:37:53.28

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.113 10:37:52.31

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED                               

    04    49   GK49     EXTERNAL FREED                               

    05    99   GK99     EXTERNAL FREED                                

 

 3. Remove the target system from the VCFCONTROLLER list:

 @D GLOBALV                                                 GPK0067I Command DISPLAY

 879                               

GPK0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:                          

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK03, GK13, *GK23, *GK49, *GK99 )           

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13                        

 

@GLOBALV VCFCONTROLLER=(GK03,GK13,GK23,GK49)                       

GPK0067I Command GLOBALVALUE 952                               

GPK0386W System GK23 is ineligible to become VCF CONTROLLER        

GPK0386W System GK49 is ineligible to become VCF CONTROLLER        

GPK0193I GLOBALVALUE command processing initiated              

GPK0363I GLOBALVALUE command changes pending on external systems

GPK0362I GLOBALVALUE command processing complete               

 

@D GLOBALV                                                  

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 981                                

GPK0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:                           

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK03, GK13, *GK23, *GK49 )                   

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13                         

 4. Enter the ALTERSYS command on one system only, as follows:

 @ALTERSYS GK99,NAME=(GK62,62),STATUS=ENABLED                         

GPK0067I Command ALTERSYS 066                                        

GPK0712I Processing ALTERSYS command...                               

GPK0706I System GK62 attribute altered: ENABLED                      

GPK0711I ALTERSYS Command Succeeded 
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 5. Confirm the name has been changed:

 @D SYS                                                                

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 071                                         

GPK0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY                                             

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS   

    01    03   GK03     LOCAL    CONTROLLER      zOS  2016.113 10:47:11.78

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.113 10:47:11.69

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED                               

    04    49   GK49     EXTERNAL FREED                               

    05    62   GK62     EXTERNAL FREED  

 6. Enter GLOBALVALUE with new system name:

@GLOBALV VCFCONTROLLER=(GK03,GK13,GK23,GK49,GK62)                   

GPK0067I Command GLOBALVALUE 226                                

GPK0386W System GK23 is ineligible to become VCF CONTROLLER         

GPK0386W System GK49 is ineligible to become VCF CONTROLLER         

GPK0386W System GK62 is ineligible to become VCF CONTROLLER         

GPK0193I GLOBALVALUE command processing initiated               

GPK0363I GLOBALVALUE command changes pending on external systems

GPK0362I GLOBALVALUE command processing complete

 

               

@D GLOBALV                                                      

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 269                                     

GPK0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:                               

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT    

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK03, GK13, *GK23, *GK49, *GK62 )                

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13                              

 7. Update the init member as needed:

DEFSYS (GK03,03,XE03,INIT=FREED),

       (GK13,13,XE13,INIT=FREED),

       (GK23,23,XE23,INIT=FREED),

       (GK49,49,XE49,INIT=FREED),

       (GK62,62,XE62,INIT=FREED)

 

GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=(GK03,GK13,GK23,GK49,GK62),

           MOSTP=YES      

   

ALLOCATE DDNAME=MIMCKP00,DSNAME=KERGL01.&SYSNAME..CKPT00

 8. Start MIM on GK62 with FORMAT=CHKPT (if a checkpoint file is being used)

 @D SYS                                                                GPK0067I Command DISPLAY

 386                                           

GPK0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY                                              

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS    

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL CONTROLLER      zOS  2016.113 11:01:35.78

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.113 11:01:35.72

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED   
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    04    49   GK49     EXTERNAL FREED                                

    05    62   GK62     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2016.113 11:01:35.79

 

@D GLOBALV                                                            

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 389                                          

GPK0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:                                     

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT          

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK03, GK13, *GK23, *GK49, GK62 )                       

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13, GK62       

                          

 

 

How to Remove a System from the MIMPLEX when
COMMUNICATION=DASDONLY
The REMOVE Command is no longer supported beginning with release 12.0. This procedure shows you how to hide an
old system using the ALTERSYS command.

Following is the current DEFSYS:

 DEFSYS (GK03,03,XE03,INIT=FREED),

       (GK13,13,XE13,INIT=FREED),

       (GK23,23,XE23,INIT=FREED),

       (GK49,49,XE49,INIT=FREED),

       (GK62,62,XE62,INIT=FREED)

 In this example, your goal is to remove the GK49 from the MIMPLEX:

1.Ensure that the GK49 is currently FREED:

 @D SYSTEMS                                                               

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 026                                         

GPK0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY                                              

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS   

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.116 09:44:01.92

    02    13   GK13     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2016.116 09:44:01.93

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED                               

    04    49   GK49     EXTERNAL FREED                               

    05    62   GK62     EXTERNAL FREED 

2.Enter the ALTERSYS command to change the status to DISABLED

 @ALTERSYS GK49,STATUS=DISABLED                  

GPK0067I Command ALTERSYS 036                  

GPK0712I Processing ALTERSYS command...        

GPK0706I System GK49 attribute altered: DISABLED

GPK0711I ALTERSYS Command Succeeded               

3.Next, verify that the system is now hidden from the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command output:

 @D SYSTEMS                                                           GPK0067I Command DISPLAY

 249                                         

GPK0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY                                             

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS   
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    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.116 09:46:24.89

    02    13   GK13     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2016.116 09:46:24.94

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED                                

    05    62   GK62     EXTERNAL FREED 

NOTE
 Note that system GK49 is now missing from the display.  GK49 is still in the control file, but beginning with 12.1
GA, systems that are DISABLED are hidden from the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command.

 4. If you really want to see all systems, including DISABLED, enter the following command:

@D SYSTEMS=STATUS=BOTH                                               

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 227                                         

GPK0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY                                             

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS   

    01    03   GK03     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.116 09:45:57.89

    02    13   GK13     LOCAL    ACTIVE      zOS  2016.116 09:45:57.90

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED                               

    04    49   GK49     EXTERNAL DISABLED                            

    05    62   GK62     EXTERNAL FREED  

 5. Next, update necessary MIMPARMS, including:

Remove the checkpoint file allocation(if used)

>Remove any IFSYS statements(if used)

>Do *not* remove the old system from the DEFSYS statement as this may cause inconsistencies between the control file
and the checkpoint file. If the MIA GTAF facility is in use, consider changing SET GTAF GLOBALDIAPLAY (FREE=NO)

This procedure hides the old system from the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command. If you want to completely remove the
system from the control file, you will need to update the DEFSYS statement and restart MIM globally with a control file
format.

 

How to Remove a System from the MIMplex when
COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or COMMUNICATION=XCF
The following example demonstrates how to remove a system from the MIMplex when COMMUNICATION=CTCONLY or
COMMUNICATION=XCF.

In this example, we are going to remove the system GK23 from the MIMplex.

1.First, enter the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command and verify that GK23 is currently FREED:

@D SYSTEMS                                                               

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 101                                         

GPK0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY                                             

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS   

    01    03   GK03     LOCAL    CONTROLLER      zOS  2016.117 08:53:49.44

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.117 08:53:49.04

    03    23   GK23     EXTERNAL FREED       zOS  2016.117 08:53:46.22

    04    49   GK49     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.117 08:53:49.24

    05    62   GK62     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.117 08:53:49.36
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2.Next, enter the DISPLAY GLOBALVALUE command and determine if GK23 is present in the VCFCONTROLLER list:

 @D GLOBALVALUE                                                          

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 203                                         

GPK0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:                                    

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT         

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK03, GK13, *GK23, GK49, GK62 )                       

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13, GK49, GK62  

3.Since GK23 was in the list, it needs to be removed. This can be done by entering the GLOBALVALUE command without
GK23:  

@GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER=(GK03,GK13,GK49,GK62)                         

GPK0067I Command GLOBALVALUE 210                                      

GPK0193I GLOBALVALUE command processing initiated                    

GPK0363I GLOBALVALUE command changes pending on external systems     

GPK0362I GLOBALVALUE command processing complete  

                  

@D GLOBALVALUE                                                            

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 223                                         

GPK0373I MIM GLOBALVALUE display:                                    

   ANYELIGIBLE=YES       MOSTPREFERRED=YES     NOCONTROLLER=WAIT         

   VCFCONTROLLER=( GK03, GK13, GK49, GK62 )                              

   ELIGIBLE CONTROLLER LIST: GK03, GK13, GK49, GK62 

4.Next, Change GK23 to a DISABLED status:

 @ALTERSYS GK23,STATUS=DISABLED                                       

GPK0067I Command ALTERSYS 257                                        

GPK0712I Processing ALTERSYS command...                              

GPK0706I System GK23 attribute altered: DISABLED                     

GPK0711I ALTERSYS Command Succeeded    

5.Next, confirm that GK23 is now missing from the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command output:

@D SYSTEMS                                                               

GPK0067I Command DISPLAY 262                                         

GPK0108I SYSTEMS DISPLAY                                             

   INDEX ALIAS SYSTEM   RELATION STATUS      OPSYS     LAST ACCESS   

    01    03   GK03     LOCAL    CONTROLLER      zOS  2016.117 08:56:22.54

    02    13   GK13     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.117 08:56:22.03

    04    49   GK49     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.117 08:56:21.57

    05    62   GK62     EXTERNAL ACTIVE      zOS  2016.117 08:56:22.16

6.Next, update necessary MIMPARMS, including:

>Remove the checkpoint file allocation, unless system symbolics are used as part of the dataset name.

>Remove any IFSYS statements(if used)

>Remove the system from the GLOBALVALUE VCFCONTROLLER list.

>Comment out or delete any CTCPATH statements containing the system being removed.
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>Do *not* remove the old system from the DEFSYS statement as this may cause inconsistencies between the control file
and the checkpoint file.

 

This procedure only "hides" the old system from the DISPLAY SYSTEMS command.

If you want to completely remove the system from the control file, you will need to make the first 4 changes above,
and also remove the system from the DEFSYS statement. Then shutdown globally, and restart the first system with
FORMAT=BOTH and the remaining systems with FORMAT=CHKPT.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

The following educational resources are provided:

• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe Course Catalog
• Video: Accessing the Learning Management System
• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Product Education: Quick Reference

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name or by accessing the
Broadcom Mainframe YouTube channel.

You can also view the following MIM feature training videos:

Video Link Title and Description

MIM Release 12.1: MIA Health Check - DDN
A video about CA Multi-image Manager r12.1 MIM Health Check
for DDN. Run time: 6 min 51 sec.

MIM Release 12.1: MII Conflict Message Enhancements
A video about CA Multi-image Manager r12.1 ECMF Conflict
Message Enhancements. Run time: 3 min 02 sec.

MIM Release 12.1: MII DISPLAY CONFLICT & DISPLAY
ENQRESOURCE Enhancements
A video about CA Multi-image Manager r12.1 DISPLAY
CONFLICT and DISPLAY ENQRESOURCE Command
Enhancements. Run time: 6 min 42 sec.

MIM Release 12.1: MII MIMQUERY Feature
A video about CA Multi-image Manager r12.1 MIMQUERY
Service. Run time: 7 min 16 sec.

MIM Release 12.1: MII DISPATCHING PRIORITY=X'FF' Health
Check
A video about MIM DISPATCHING PRIORITY=X'FF' Health
Check. Run time: 4 min 49 sec.

MIM Release 12.1: Driver Hang Notification Enhancement
A video about CA MIM Resource Sharing Release 12.1: Driver
Hang Notification Enhancement. Run time: 3 min 59 sec.
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Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more information about maintaining MIM:

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• MIM Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• Twitter
• LinkedIn
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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